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1. 제 목 한. 러 자원공동 연구센타 사업t 

11. 연구개발의 목적 및 필요성 

러시아는 자원이 풍부할 뿐아니라 기초 과학기술이 발달된 나라이며 특히， 

러시아 극동지역은 지정학적으로，북방자원정책적으로 볼때 우리나라에 매우 중요한 

지역이다. 

러시아는 영토가 넓고 자원이 풍부할 뿐 아니라 기초과학 기술이 발달되었다. 

특히，자원관련 기술측면에서 관찰할 때 자원관련기술은 자원의 탐사.개발 • 자원 

의 선광.축출.정련 • 소재의 개발 • 소재의 상품화와 같은 기술개발의 연속성이 

이 유지될 때 그 나라의 산업의 기초가 튼튼하다고 말할 수 있다. 

러시아는 풍부한 자원 뿐 아니라 탄탄한 기초과학기술을 보유하고 있는 나라로 

관찰되며 부존자원이 부족하고 기초과학기술이 뒤 떨어진 우리나라로서는 자원과 

기술을 동시에 러시아로부터 이전하여야 할 필요가 있다. 

러시아는 공산주의 영향으로 인하여 모든 분야에서 명준화 된 나라이며 극동 러 

시아 지역의 과학기술도 모스크바지역 못지 않게 발달되어 있다. 특히 ， 중앙 시베 

리아의 이루쿠츠크，노스빌스크，옴스크，톰스크，크라스나야스크동은 기초과학이 매우 

발달된 지역이며 연구기관， 대학퉁이 밀집되어 있는 곳이다. 

한. 러 자원공동연구센타(MRC)가 소재하는 하바로브스크시는 극동 러시아지역 자 

원의 보고인 캄착카，마가단， 야쿠츠 그리고 산업의 중심지인 중앙 아시아 지역，중앙 

시베리아，트랜스바이칼지역둥을 잇는 교통의 중심지에 위치하고 있다. 한. 러 자 

원공동연구씬타(MRC)는 과학기술부 주관하에 한국자원연구소(KIGAM)와 극동지질 

위원회 ( DALGEOLOM) 공동으로 현지 공동연구 법인체를 1995년 (7월)부터 설립.운영 

하고 있다. 

MRC의 설립목적은 러시아의 선진기술과 천연자원을 국내에 이전시키며 북방판 자원 

정책의 전진기지를 구축하는 데 있으며 천연자원 및 관련기술을 수집.분석하여 

국내기업이 이 지역에서 자원개발 빛 관련기술개발 사업에 성공할 수 있도록 제반 

기술지원을 하는데 있다. 
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본 보고서는 과학기술부 지원하에 1995년 11월부터 3년간 하바로브스크 한. 러자원 

공동연구센타(The Korea-Russia Joint Mineral Resources Researche Center: MRC) 

에서 수행한 업무를 종합한 결과이다. 

II I. 연구개발의 내용 및 범위 

1) 연구개발의 내용 

CD 극동 러시아 지역의 자원자료 수집 빛 분석연구 
(마가단주， 캄차카주， 프리모리주， 하바로브스크주， 아무르주， 유태인차치구) 

e 방대한 지역(남북한 면적의 약 10배)을 현장답사를 통한 자료 수집 . 분석 

완료， 향후 업그레이드 예정 

g 각 州의 위원장 빛 차원전문가와의 직접 협의를 통한 자료수집 

@ 유망자원의 경제성 검토 

e 하바로브스크 조르마사금광산 경제성 검토 

g 하바로브스크 텔마금광산 경제성 검토 

g 프리모리주 게르마니옵자원 개발경제성 검토 

@ 유망자원의 경제성 검토 완료 및 국내 기엽의 개발유도 

e 하바로브스크 델마금광산 개발유도 후 쌍용(주) ，고려아연(주) 

공동개발 의향서쿄환 

결과 ~ IMF로 개발 잠정중단 

g 프리모리주 게르마니옵자원 개발유도 * 영유통(주) 
결과 * 추진중 

@ 기타 국내 및 현지 한국기엽에 유용자료제공 빛 자문 

e 이루쿠츠크 맘수루다운모광 개발자료 빛 미분기술 자료제공(대럼)퉁 

다수(신아원-Graphite자료， 천연가스연구회-극동천연가스 현횡자료， 동 

양활석-활석자료) 

e 현지기업(삼성， LG，효성둥)에 자원자문 

e 기타 현지 개인기업에 자원자문 

2) 연구개발 범위 
@ 범위 : 극동 러시아 지역(남북한 면적의 20배) 

@ 분야 자원자료 수집 및 분석(에너지자원，금속광물자원，비금속광물 

차원， 석공재자원， 광천수) 

- 유망자원의 추추，개발 경제성연구 

- 관련기술의 국내이전 

(선광기술， 축출정련기술， 소재개발， 광물합성기술퉁) 

@ 기타 국내 및 현지 한국기업에 각종 자문 
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@ 현지 센타운영 

IV . 연구개발결과 
1) . 자료수집 빛 분석 

CD 하바로브스크주 지역의 천연자원 자료수집 빛 분석 
@ 프리모리주 지역의 

@ 아무르주 지역의 

@ 캄차카주 지역의 

@ 마가단주 지역의 

@ 비로비잔 유태인 자치구의 

@ 브리야트 자치공화의 

@ 치타주 지역의 

2). 연구개발결과 

“ 

“ 

“ 

@ 러시아 극동지역은 우리나라와 지리적으로 가깝고 부존자원이 풍부하며 퉁 

일대비 북방권 자원쿄역의 중심지로 판단된다. 

@ 러시아는 기초과학기술이 발탈되어 있어 자원뿐 아니라 자원관련기술의 국 

내 이천을 하여야 한다. 

@ 극동 러시아지역에서의 천연자원개발은 미래 지향적인 프랜트건설과 결합된 

자원개발이 되어야 한다. 

@ 우리나라는 러시아에서 무모한 투자로 인하여 막대한 외화를 낭비하고 있으며 

각 분야의 전문가 명가에 의한 사업승인 제도도입이 필요하다. 

@ 중국은 물품교역시장인 반면 극동 러시아지역은 물품교역시장이 아닌 자원. 

기술의 교역시장으로 정책을 펴야한다. 

@ 대. 러시아 연구 및 사업은 인내를 가지고 합리적인 사고와 증장 기적인 계 

획하에 수행되야 하며 각 분야의 전문가를 중장기적으로 파견하고 육성하여야 

한다. 

V. 연구개발결과의 활용계획 

@ 한. 러 자원공동연구센타 홈페이지를 통한 러시아에 관한 유용자료의 제공 

( 현재 지원중，향후 엎그레이드 예정) 

http : //www.kigam.re.kr( 연구소 Webl한. 러 자원공동연구센타) 

@ 연구결과의 기업화 추진예정 

가) 하바로브스크 델마금광 개발 

나) 프리모리주 게르마니움자원 종합개발 
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SUMMARY 

KIM You-Dong 

The Russian Far East is a vast terri tory. occupying about 40% of Russian 

terri tory. But only 5% of Russia ’ s population lives and about 4.6% of the 

industrial product is being manufactured. 

The Russian Far East is a source of raw materials. a region closed to the 

Pacific Nations as Korea.USA. Japan.Australia. China and other Asian countries. 

Since the corruption of the former Soviet-Union. the Russian Far East arose 

as important region to cooperate wi th foreign countries. Khabarovsk has 

fvourable geograpSic position located in the center of the Far Eastern 

Region. 

Under direction of MOST. Korea lnsti tute of Geology. Mining & Materials 

(KIGAM) and Far Eastern Commi ttee of Geology and Miner‘ al Weal th 

(DALGEOLCOM) established "The Korea-Russia Joint Mineral Resources 

Scientific Research Center、 (MRC)" as a legalbody in Khabarovsk. Russia 

and being operate since 1995. 

The main purpose of MRC is to pursuit the mutual prosperity through a 

collabor、ative research works and a creation of joint venture companies in the 

Far Eastern region of Russia. 

lndeed. from the beginning of newly opened Russia.Korean rushed to Russia 

without a detailed and exact informations about a natural raw materials.Also. 

Russian is lacks of knowlegement of economic conception.Both make a cause to 

de1ay of the mutua1 deve10pement and prosper、 ity in that region. Unexpected1y 

and accidenta11y now both countries faces IMF economic crisis. 

lnformation p1ays a fundamenta1 role for the deve10pement of natura1 

resources. Therefore , the usefu1 informations gathered and ana1 ized by MRC 

wi 11 be provide to Korean companies which are jointly want to develpe the 

natural resources and guide the direction of way to success. MRC a1so will 

give a technical support as geological survey , mining development plan and the 

feasibility study. 
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쩌I 1 장- 서론 

우리나라는 지금까지 호주，카나다，남미，동남아동 자유진영 국가들로부터 대 

부분의 필요한 자원을 수입하여 왔으나 공산권이 붕괴된 이후는 러시아， 동구，몽고 

，중국，베트남，캄보디아둥과 같은 구공산핀과의 자원교역이 증가되고 있다. 이중 

러시아는 자원이 풍부할 뿐아니라 기초 과학기술이 발달된 나라이며 특히， 러시아 

극통지역은 지정학적으로，북방자원정책적으로 볼때 우리나라에 매우 중요한 지역 

으로 생각된다. 

자원은 각 산업의 기초가 되는 재료임에도 불구하고 우리나라는 소위 첨단산업이 

라부르는 전자.통신산업동에는 많은 관심과 투자를 아끼지 않고 있으나 자원관련 

분야에 대한 정책배려는 전무하여 불균형적인 절음벌이 산업 내지는 과학의 

발달을 초래하여 현재와 같은 IMF구제금융 시대를 맞게 된 것으로 판단된다. 또한， 

첨단소재산업 분야도 상품의 기초가 되는 자원의 물리.화학적 특성퉁 소재개발을 

위한 기초연구는 경시하고 성급하고 단순한 상품의 모방이나 기술의 카피에만 급 

급하고 있어 미래 지향적인 창조성은 전무한 형편이다. 따라서 자원 빛 자원관련 

기술측면에서 관찰할 때 현재 우리나라의 산업발달은 한계점에 와 있으며 이에 

대한 집중적인 투자 없이는 절름발이 산업의 발달과 그에 따른 편중된 경제구조를 

면키 어려울것으로 판단된다. 

러시아는 영토가 넓고 자원이 풍부할 뿐 아니라 기초과학 기술이 발달되었다고 

흔히 말하고 있다. 그러나 과연 무슨 기초과학기술이 발달되었는가? 자원관련 기 

술측면에서 관찰할 때 자원관련기술은 자원의 탐사.개발→ 자원의선광.축출.정련 

• 소재의개발 • 소재웅용 상품화와 같은 일련의 기술개발이 유지될 때 그 나라의 

산엽이 기초가 튼튼하다고 말할 수 있다. 러시아는 과거부터 군수산업과 관련하여 

자원관련기술이 매우 발달된 나라이며 이와 관련된 기초소재 개발기술도 매우 발 

달된 나라이다. 특히， 각종 원료자원의 특성을 활용한 소재개발은 과거에 매우 

활발했던 점을 관찰할 수 있으며 이러한 기술들은 자원으로부터 기초를 두고 있어 

시골의 연구소나 컴비나트에서도 흔히 찾아 볼 수 있는 기술이다. 이와같이 러시 

아는 풍부한 자원뿐 아니라 탄탄한 기초과학기술을 보유하고 있는 나라로 관찰되며 

부존자원이 부족하고 기초과학기술이 뒤 떨어진 우리나라로서는 자원과 기술을 

동시에 러시아로부터 이전하여야 할 필요가 있다. 

러시아는 공산주의 영향으로 인하여 모든 분야에서 펑준화 된 나라이며 극동 러 

시아 지역의 과학기술도 모스크바지역 못지 않게 발달되어 있다. 특히， 증앙 시베 

리아의 이루쿠츠크，노스빌스크，옴스크，톰스크，크라스나야스크동은 기초과학이 매우 
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발달된 지역이며 연구기관， 대학퉁이 밀집되어 있는 곳이다. 현재 한. 러 자원공 

동연구씬타(MRC)가 소재하는 하바로브스크시는 극동 러시아지역 자원의 보고인 

캄차카，마가단，야쿠츠 그리고 산업의 중심지인 중앙 아시아 지역，중앙 시베리아， 

트랜스바이칼지역등을 잇는 교통의 중심지에 위치하고 있다. 한. 러 자원공동연구센 

타(MRC)는 과학기술부 주관하에 한국자원연구소(KIGAM)와 극동지질위원회 (DALGEOL

OM) 공동으로 현지 공동연구 법인체를 1995년 (7월)부터 설립.운영하고 있다.MRC 

의 설립목적은 러시아의 선진기술과 천연자원을 국내에 이전시키며 북방권 자원 

정책의 전진기지를 구축하는 데 있으며 천연자원 및 관련기술을 수집 . 분석하여 

국내기업이 이 지역에서 자원개발 및 관련기술개발 사엽에 성공할 수 있도록 제반 

기술지원을 하는데 있다. 

본 보고서는 과학기술부 지원하에 1995년 11월부터 3년간 하바로브스크 한. 러자원 

공동연구센타(The Korea-Russia Joint Miner‘ al Resources Researche Center : MRC) 

에서 수행한 업무를 종합한 결과이다. 러시아의 어려운 현실에도 불구하고 3년간 

자료수집에 협조를 하여준 하바브스크주 국통지질위원회 (Dalgeolcom) 위원장 

Valery B. Troian , 프리모리주 지질위원회 위원장 Alexandr V. Savvin , 아무르주 

지질위원회 위원장인 한국계 Park B. Anatolevich , 캄착카 지질위원회 위원장 

Patoka Mikha i1 Grigor、 ivich ， 부위 원장 Li tbinov Alexandr Fedorovich , 

마가단주 지질위원회 부위원장 Rudo 1 f S. Badmaev , 극동자원연구소(DVIMS) 소장 

Baculin Yu에게 감사를 드리며 특히， 한국계 동포로서 3년간 고국을 위하여 많은 

협조를 아끼지 않았던 극동자원연구소 부소장 Yevgeny Moon에게 깊은 감사를 표 

한다. 
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쩨 2 장- 국내외 기술개발 현황 

1 절. 국내의 경우 
국내의 경우 지금까지 수행된 자원관련 연구 내지는 기술개발현황을 살펴보면 

학계， 산업계， 연구소동에서 수많은 연구가 수행되어 왔다고 볼 수 있다. 그러나 자 

원관련 연구. 기술개발은 단기적이고 가시적인 성과를 기대하기 힘든 분야로서 중장 

기적인 연구기술 개발을 요하는 기술분야이다. 특히， 자원관련 연구. 기술개발은 학 

계‘→산업계←→연구소가 유기적인 관계를 가지고 수행할 필요가 있으나 현재까지 국 

내에서 수행된 연구 및 기술개발은 극히 협.근시안적인 목표지향 연구가 대부분이 

였다고 볼 수 있다.학계에서 발표되는 논문은 생산성을 경시한 학술적인 결과만을 

도출하거나 산업계는 중장기적인 계획없이 단기 . 단순 이익만을 추구하는 자원투자 

그러고 안일한 업종폐쇄나 변경이 대부분이였으며 연구소는 양자를 적절히 접목시 

키는 연구. 기술개발에 성공을 거두지 못하였다고 판단된다. 즉， 자원탐사의 경우 

산업계가 필요로 하는 자원의 탐사를 위한 지침이 되는 학술적인 기초자료의 제공 

이 부족하였으며 단순이익만을 위한 광산물트레이드가 고작이였고 학술적인 기초자 

료의 근거와 개발경제성 명가가 결여된 자원탐사만을 수행하여왔다고 볼 수 있다. 

자원활용의 경우 국내자원의 올바른 펑가가 결여된 톡자적인 기술개발만을 수행하 

여 왔으며 국내자원의 활용과 관계가 먼 외국의 자원활용과제가 주로 수행되어 왔 

다고 볼 수 있다.이러한 자원관련 기술개발은 결국 국내 빛 해외자원의 확보없이는 

무용지물인 기술이란 점을 간과하여야 할 것으로 판단된다. 자원관련 연구 내지는 

기술개발은 모든 산업의 기초가 되는 분야이며 이 분야의 기초육성 없이는 부존자 

원이 부족한 우리나라로서는 선진국 진입이 불가능할 것으로 판단된다. 

2철. 외국의 경우 

자원관련기술은 자원의 탐사→자원의 선광. 정련→소재자원개발→상품화와 같은 

일련의 과정을 거치는 기술이다. 외국의 경우 자원관련 연구 내지는 기술개발은 모 

든 산업의 기초가 되는 분야로 인식되어 있어 관련기술 축적이 많이 된 상태이다. 

따라서 현재 자국의 자원명가는 완료하고 타 자원부국의 자원탐사에 전넘하고 있으 

며 중장기적인 자원대책을 세우고 예상 부족자원의 대혜자원개발동에 힘을 쏟고 있 

다. 

현재 일본，미국，호주，카나다둥과 같은 선진국들은 러시아의 풍부한 자원과 기술파 

악을 위하여 많은 전문인력을 극동 러시아 현지에 파견하고 있는데 일본은 미쓰비 

시，미쓰이와 같은 종합상사와 금속사업단이 해외 자원개발에 앞장서고 있으며 지질 

조사소， 기상청퉁이 러시아의 캄차카에서 공동연구를 수행하며 기술을 따악하고 있 

다. 미국은 USGS가 공동연구를 통한 극동지역 자원자료를 수집분석하고 있으며 기 
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업이 마가단주동에서는 쿠바카금광개발， 금정련공장 건설동을 통하여 많은 수익을 

올리고 있다. 미국의 극동 러시아 마가단주 진출현황을 보면 사이프러스 미네랄社가 

러.미 합작회사를 설립하여 쿠바카금광을 개발하고 있으며 한아메리카社가 주카 은 

광산을 개발하고 있다. 미국은 석유. 가스사업에도 많은 관심을 기울이고 있으며 타 

국의 대. 러시아 대형 유전. 가스사업에 많은 방해공작과 압력을 행사하고 있어 대. 

러시아 자원진출을 추진하고 있는 우리나라로서는 이점을 간과하여야 할 것으로 사 

료된다. 

호주는 BHP ， CRA퉁과 같은 기업이 주도가 되어 자원자료를 수집하고 있으나 개발참 

여는 미미한 편이다. 카나다는 캄차카의 백금자원 탐사， 아무르주의 금광탐사， 하 

바로브스크주의 백금자원 탐사둥 주로 탐사프로젝트에 투자를 하고있으며 아리안 

리소스社가 쥬리에타 금광산을 합작개발 준비중에 있다. 이와같이 선진국들은 극동 

러시아에서 자원개발 및 관련기술 사업 활동을 하고 있는데 최근에는 싱가폴， 대만 

과 같은 아시아 신흥공업국들도 극동 러시아지역의 자원개발에 눈을 돌리고 있는 

점에 유의를 하여야 할 것으로 판단된다. 

러시아는 모든 산업의 기초가 되는 자원관련 연구.기술개발이 발달된 나라로 판단 

되는데 예를들면 현재 광섬유의 소재가 되는 게르마니움은 극동지역에 많은 양의 

자원이 매장되어 있으며 그 축출정련기술(GeOz ， Ge. Metal 순도 4-5N)은 70년대 초에 

개발완료된 상태이고 정련공장은 구소련 시절에 우크라이나에 건설한 바 있다.현재 

미국에서 소요되는 게르마니움의 30% 정도가 우크라이나에서 수입하고 있으며 ‘96 

년도 기준으로 GeOz의 가격은 880$/kg , Metal은 1440$/kg이나 향후 수요증가가 예상 

되며 가격도 상승힐 것으로 예상된다.우크라이나에서 쓰이는 원광석은 극동지역의 

사할런에서 공급되었으나 매장량이 고갈된 상태이다. 또한， 알려지지 않은 세계적 

인 지르코늄광상을 보유하고 있으며 그의 선광기술개발 완료 빛 지르코늄세라믹의 

개발도 70년대 초에 완료한 상태이다. 저질탄의 자원확보는 물론 탄의 각종 불성시 

험을 완료하여 그 자원에 맞는 발전소를 건설，저질탄을 활용하는 기초기술도 보유 

하고 있다. 이와같이 러시아는 풍부한 자원율 보유하고 있을 뿐 아니라 그 자원을 

활용하는 기초기술이 매우 발달하여 모든 산업의 기초가 되는 점이 특별히 러시아 

에서 주의갚게 파악되어야 할 사항이다. 
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쩌13 장. 상대국과의 공동연구 역할분담 체계 

러시아에서 MTIP(MHHHCTEPCTBO TIPHPOnHhlX PECYP 
COB POCCH t1 CKO t1 φE n E P AUHH , Ministry of Natural Resources 

- 천연자원성)는 천연자원을 관장하는 기구로서 MTIP는 각주의 행정부 천연자원 

국 빛 Geolocom(지질위원회)을 관할하고 있다. MTIP는 원유.개스를 제외한 모든 

천연자원에 관한 업무를 관장하고 있으며 지방분권주의 영향으로 현재는 각 주의 

행정부의 천연자원국과 Geolocom에서도 소규모의 원유. 가스 개발엽무는 관장하고 

있다. 자원에 관련된 연구는 주로 MTIP , RAS동 각 省산하의 연구소에서 수행하고 

있으며 실질적인 자원개발의 인.허가를 포함한 자원관련업무는 MTIP , 주 빛 자치 

국 행정부， Ge이ocom동에서 수행하고 있다. 각종 자원자료는 각주의 Geolocom이 보 

유하고 있으며 Fund라는 일종의 바밀자료실에 모든 자료가 보관되어 있으며 위원장 

과 Fund책임자 이외는 접근이 거의 불가능하다. 따라서 자원자료의 수집 빛 공동개 

발을 위하여는 극동지역 각 주의 Geolocom , 주행정부와의 긴밀한 유대관계를 유지 

하여야 하며 업무협조가 필수적이라 혈 수 있다. 따라서 본 연구를 수행하기 위하 

여는 Ge이 ocom과의 엽무협조가 필수적이였으며 극동지역의 쿄통의 중심지인 하바로 

브스크주 Dalgeolcom을 공동연구 파트너로 선정하였다. 또한， 러시아는 지역이 방 

대하여 우리나라 면적의 30배가 넘는 국동지역(캄차카주，마가단주，프리모리주，사할 

린주， 하바로브스크주， 아무르주， 프리모리주， 유태인자치구， 사하공화국)을 대상으로 

자원자료를 수집분석하기 때문에 각 주의 Geolcom과 긴밀한 유대관계를 유지하는 

것이 급선무라 할 수 있다. 

러시아와의 공동연구에서 체계적으로 역할분담 특히， 자원관련 공동연구분야에서 

역할을 분담하는 것은 효과적이지 못한 것으로 한단된다. 왜냐하면 자원관련 자료는 

특히 러시아가 해외 유출을 꺼리는 분야이기 때문이다. 미국은 USGS주관하에 카나 

다，러시아，몽고둥과 함께 93년부터 97년까지 “ Mineral Resources , Metallogenesis , 

and Tectonics of Eastern and Southern Siberia , Mongol ia , and Northeaster‘n 

China" 라는 프로젝트를 1차로 5년간 수행한 바 있으며 이에 참여한 러측 연구소 소 

장 빛 연구원들이 97년 12월 FSB 전신인 KGB에서 일주일씩 조사를 받은바 있다. 이 

러한 프로젝트의 표면적인 목적은 환태펑양 지역의 Geo-Data base구 

축， Metallogenesis , 지각의 Origin , 광화작용의 원인 규명퉁이나 내면적인 목적은 

향후 세계 광물자원의 전략적 요충지로 떠오르는 극동지역(몽고，중국동북부， 극동 

및 남시베리아)의 광물자원에 관한 정보구축에 있는 점을 놓치지 말아야 할 것으로 

생각된다.최근에는 기업자료의 유출로 인하여 한.러 외교마찰을 벚기도 하고 있다. 

국제공동연구라 함은 공정한 의미에서 공동연구 당사국의 보유기술.연구력이 대동 

할 때 성럽되는 것이며 자원관련연구와 같은 일방적인 자원.기술보유에는 공동연구 

의 역할분담이 의미가 없는 것으로 판단된다. 

따라서 러시아와의 자원관련 공동연구뿐 아니라 타분야의 공동연구에서도 공식적인 
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역할분담보다는 비공식적인 경로를 통한 중장기적이고 비공식적인 유대관계에 의한 

자료의 수집과 기술의 습득이 효과적인 것으로 사료된다. 

지금까지 러시아와 수행한 본연구과제의 역할분담은 러시아측은 자료의 제공. 연구 

실 무상제공. 연구원 지원. 장비의 제공퉁이 있었으며 한국측은 소액의 연구비만을 

제공하였으나 한국측 연구비의 대부분이 PBS적용으로 인한 한국측 연구원의 인건비 

와 러시아 상주 한국 연구원의 체재비， 현지 센타 운영비가 전부였으며 연구비는 

운영비중 소액만이 러측과의 계약에 의해 지원되었을 뿐이다. 본 연구에서 수행된 

연구역할 분담체계를 보면 다음과 같다. 
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+ 1 극동지질위원회 (D려geo1com) 

연구원지원 

사무실.전화제공(약 30m2，무상제공) 
장비제공(현미경， 파쇄기， 미분기뭉) 

유용자료제공 

U 

| 한러자원공동연구센타(MRC) | 현지 법인체 
U 

| 한국측 연구원 1인 상주 | 

‘/ 
| 행정업무수행 | 

1) 법인등록업무 

2) 본소와의 엽무처리 
3) 대사관과의 업무처리 

4) 주정부와의 업무처리 

5) 세무서와의 업무처리 

6) 은행업무처리 

7) 현지 한국기업 자원자문 

8) 한국기업 자원자문 

9) 비자관련업무처리 

10) 기타 자료문의 회신 

、

| 연구업무수행 | 

1) 자원자료 수집.분석 

2) 6개 공동연구과제 수행 

3) 각주와의 자료협조 요청 

4) 학술회의 참석 

5) 자원관련 Software조사연구 

6) 전문가 파악 

7) 관련기술 동향파악 

8) 보고서 작성 
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쩌I 4 장- 공동연구기관 및 연구책임자의 연구수행 

1) 공동연구기관 : 

느=.at 
0-' 

한국측 : 연구기관 - 한국자원연구소(KIGAM) 

소속 - 과학기술부 

러시아측 : 연구기관 극동지질위원회 (DALGEOLCOM) 

소속 - Mrrp(MHHHCTEPCTBO rrPHPOllHhlX 

PECYPCOB POCCHßCKOß 

φE 끄 EPAUHH ， 

Ministry of Natural Resources 

天然寶홈省) 

2) 연구책임자의 연구수행능력 : 

한국측 : 한국자원연구소(KIGAM) 

책임연구원 김 유 통 

1) 92.5. 러시아 Kola지역 로보제로 희토류광산조사 

- 희토류전문연구기관 및 전문가 파악 

- 러시아의 희토류자원 파악 

2)92.11 모스크바 IGEM과의 공동연구협약 체결 

- 사무소개설(무료제공) 

- 치타주 IGEM분소 제공(장버시설둥 

무료제공) 

3) 93-94 : 러시아 트랜스바이칼지역(브리야트공화국， 

치타주) 광물자원 조사연구 

- 러측 연구원 3명 지원 

- 분소 기능 지원(무료지원) 

4) 95-현 : 러시아 하바로브스크주 한러자원공동연구센타 

(MRC)설립. 운영 

- 극동지역의 자원 현항파악 

러시아측 : 극동지질위원회 (DALGEOLCOM) 

위원장 Valery B. Troian 

1) 도폭조사전문가， 지질학박사 

2) 극동지질위원회 위원장 
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쩌15 잠. 공동연구개발 수행 내용 및 결과 

제 1 절. 행정업무 

1) 법인동록업무 

2) 본소와의 업무처리 
3) 대사관과의 업무처리 

4) 주정부와의 업무처리 

5) 세무서와의 업무처리 

6) 은행업무처리 

7) 현지 한국기업 자원자문 

8) 한국기업 자원자문 

9) 비자관련업무처리 

10) 기타 자료문의 회신 

제 2 절. 연구업무 

가. 자료수집 및 분석 

φ 하바로브스크주 지역의 천연자원 자료수집 및 분석 

@ 프리모리주 지역의 

@ 아무르주 지역의 

@ 캄차카주 지역의 

@ 마가단주 지역의 

@ 비로비잔 유태인 자치구의 

@ 브리야트 자치공화의 

@ 치타주 지역의 

@ 각종 자원관련 법규동 자료수집 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

@ 세미나 참석 및 현지출장을 통한 현지 자료수집 

@ 자원관련 Software 수집 및 조사 

@ 전문가 파악 

앵 관련기술 동향파악 

나. 공동연구 

1. 하바로브스크지역의 광물자원연구(영문) 

1) Study on the Mineral Resources in Khabarovsk Region , Far Eastern Russia 

2. 하바로브스크지역 알고마 지르코니움광상연구(영문) 

2) Geology - geophysical study on baddelyite-zirconium ores of Algorna 

Deposit and its vicinities，뻐abarovsk ， Russia 
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3. 하바로브스크지역의 다중금속광상연구(영문) 

3) Study on the Copper - Polymetallic mineralisation of Khabarovsk 

Territory 

4. 하바로브스크지역 우르갈탄의 연구(영문 - 약 90 페이지) 

4) The Report on Urgal Coal Deposit , 빠labarovsk Region , Far Eastern Russia 

5. 극동지역 천열수광상 모델링연구(영문 - 약 200 페이지) 

5) The Modeling Study of Epithermal Gold Deposit in Kamchaka Region 

Far Eastern Russia 

6. 극동지역 에너지자원연구(영문 - 약 80 페이지) 

6) The Report on Energy Resources in 뻐abarovsk Region 

제 3 절. 연구결과 

1. 러시아 극동지역은 우리나라와 지리적으로 가깝고 부존자원이 풍부하며 퉁일대 

비 활방환 ;챙훤앓i혐향 :충?설확로 판단되어 우리나라에게는 과거，현재，미래로 볼 

때 매우 중요한 지역으로 판단된다. 

2. 러시아는 차좋혈확약훌략 해훈 벌활되었으며 이러한 기초과학기술은 자원과 연 
관된 기술이 많아 자원뿐 아니라 관련기술을 국내에 이전하여야 할 것으로 사료 

된다. IMF위기를 맞고있는 우리나라의 과학.산업발전에 매우 중요한 의미를 갖 

는 것으로 판단되며 지금부터가 대. 러시아 기술협력 적기로 보인다. 

3. 극동 러시아지역에서의 천연자원개발은 미래 지향적인 프행폰쩔첼혈 혈합환 착 

훨:21활이 매우 중요한 것으로 판단되며 관련 자원기술과 함께 자원프랜트 진출 

이 바람직하다. 

4. 현재까지 우리나라는 러시아에서 무모한 투자로 인하여 막대한 외화를 낭비하고 

있으며 각 분야의 했쩔했 형칸에 의한 사혈훌혈! 책훌~앓협의 필요성이 점증하고 

있으며 중국은 물품교역시장인 반면 극통 러시아지역은 물품교역시장이 아닌 자 

원. 기술의 교역시장으로 정책을 주도하여야 할 것으로 판단된다. 

5. 러시아는 사회.정치.경제적으로 불안하나 인내를 가지고 합리적인 사고와 중장 

기적인 계획에 의한 연구 및 사업의 접근이 밀요하며 각 분야의 쳤를혈훌 활황 

찌혈효i풍 합행하고 홉창할 필요가 있다. 
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Chapter 1. GEOLOGY OF KHABAROVSK TERRITORY 

The area of the territory occupies 824.6 ths km2 and is characterized by a complex ge이ogical 
structure. At this territory almost all complexes of rocks from Archean to Quatemary and all 
main tectonic structural forms from platform to subplatform and folded ones are developed. 
The numerous tectonic ruptures of the earth crust are characteristic, especially longitudinal to a 
folding. A variety of ge이ogical structure with display of sedimentary strata, effusive and 
intrusive magmatism from ultra basic to acid and of alkaline composition, has determined a 
variety of minerals. Among them 118 names are already revealed. The actual material for 
compilation of a general geological map of the territory and of Amur area, scale 1 :2,500,000 as 
of 1985, was prepared as the result of long-term efforts of large collective of geologists. The 
map is published and was issued in 1991.For its compilation the maps of scale 1 :200000 for the 
whole area ofthe territory, map of scalel :50000 for 34 % ofthe area were used. For 60 % ofthe 
latter the s따veys， carried out by AGSM, of scale 1 :50 000 and for 74 % - gravitation 
prospecting of scale 1 :200000 were used. To the issued summary map the explanatory guide is 
made. It is mainly used for the description of a geological structure of the territory. In the area 
of the Khabarovsk territory the southeast margin of a Siberian platform, the basic part of the 
Amur, Sikhote Alinsky and southwest margin of the Verkhoyano-Kolyma folded areas are 
located. Orogenic and post-orogenic magmatic systems are imposed on these geostructural 
elements . Among them the largest are Okhotsko-Chukotsky and East - Sikhote - Alinsky p따ts 

of the planetaη East - Asian volcanic belt. The Cenozoic continental basins (Fig.-l) are 
separately marked. 

Legend to Fig.--l (Geology and structural zonation) 
Geology - structural elements of the epoch of Mesozoic - Cenozoic orogenesis. 
Continental basins: 
1- Okhotsk - Kukhtuisky, 2- Upper Kavinsky, 3- Kavinsky, 4- Tokinsky, 5 - Upper Zeysky, 
6 - Bokonsky, 7 - Urusha - Oldoisky, 8 - Urkansky, 9 - Middle Zeysky, 10 - Ushmynsky, 
11 - Amur - Zeisky, 12 - Kyndalsky, 13 - Toromsky, 14 - Konino Nimelensky, 15- Usalginsky, 
16 - Chlya-Orelsky, 17 - Chukchagirsky, 18 - Bichinsky, 19 - Evoronsky, 20 - Udyl- Kizinsky, 
21 - Upper Amgunsky, 22 - Sredneamursky. 
Continental volcanic zones: 
Okhotsky volcanogen - 23 - Kuidusunsky, 24 - Kava-Y amsky, 25 - Ulinsky, 
26 - Preddzhugdzhursky: 
East Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogen, 27 - A Upper Tumninsky, 28 - Nizhneamursky, 29 -Samar -
gino - Sovgavansky. Other - 30 - Udsky, 31 - Umlakanskaya, 32 - Ogodzhinsky, 33 - Isinsky, 
34 - Selitkansky, 35 - Khingano - Olonoisky, 36 - Ulbansky, 37 - Maguisky, 38 - Ezopsky. 
39 - Yam - Alinsky, 40 - Badzhalsky, 41 - Evursky, 42 - Kharpiysky, 43 - West - Si암lote 
Alinsky. 
Amur and Verkhyano - Chul‘otskoy folded areas of Paleozoic and Mesozoic. 
Structurally - formational zones (SFZ) of geosynclinal folded systems (GFS) mainly of 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic. 
SFZ of Verkhyano - Kolyma GFS - 44 - South-Verkhoyansky, 45 - Verkhneerindigirskaya. 
SFZ of Amur - Okhotsky GFS - 46 - Yankano - Tukuringrsky, 47 - Dzhagdinsky, 48 -
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Selemdzhino - Ker -binsky. 49 - Udsko-Shantarsky, 50 - Ulbansky. SFZ of Sikhote-Alinsky 
GFS -
51 - Badzhalsky, 52 - Gorinsky, 53 - Central Sikhote-Alinsky, 54 - Wes - Sikhote-Alinsky, 
55 - Tumninsky, 56 -East Sikhote-Alinsky. 
Metamorphic nuclei of dome structures. Khorsky ledge of the crystal basement of Sikhote
Alinsky GFS . 
Imposed deflections (a - terrigenous, b - volcanogenic - terrigenous, c - terrigenous-carbonated): 
57 - Nyutsky, 58 - Strelkinsky, 59 - Malotyndinsky, 60 - Udsky, 61 - Toromsky, 62 - Oldoisky, 
63 - Verkhneamursky, 64 - Osezhinsky, 65 - Gagsky, 66 - Depsky, 67 - Norsko-Sukhotinsky, 
68 - Melginsky, 69 - Bureinsky, 70 - Gudzhiksky, 71 - Kimkarisky, 72 - Birsky, 73 - Urmiysky. 
Ledges ofthe basement ofmedian massifs: 
(Precambrian Okhotsky - 74 - Kukhtuisky, 75 - Yurovsky, 76 - May; Paleozoic Bureinsky, -
77 - Gonzhinsky, 78 - Priamursky. 79-81 East - Bureinsky (including blocks: 79- Oktyabrsky, 
80 - Turansky, 81 - Malokhingansky), 82 - Chegdomynsky, 83 - Gud강lalsky 
Siberian platform 

Cover and boundary structures mainly Riphean (a - cover, b - pericratonnal deflections): 
84 - Yudomo - May, 85 - Ayan - Shevlinsky Eoplatform deflections: 86 - Kodaro - Udokansky, 
87 - Ulkansky. 
The basement 
Sutural zones: 88 - Dzheltulaksky, 89 - Sugd간larsky. 

Olekminsky, Stanovoy and Batomgsky folded block systems (FBS) Blocks of a late Archean: 
90 - Tokko - Khaninsky. 91- Ilikansky, 92 - Tungirsky, 93 - Amazaro - Gilyuisky (Urkansky), 
94 - Mulmuginsky, 95 - Kupurinsky, 96 - Udsko - May, 97 - Lavlinsky, 98 - Batomgsky. 
Blocks of an early Archean: 
99 - Kurultinsky, 196 - Zverevsky (Upper Tympton), 101 - Mogochinsky, 102 - Larbinsky, 
103 - Bryantinsky, 104 - Dambukinsky, 105 - Sivakano - Toksky, 106 - D강lUgd강lursky， 
107 Chogarsky, 108 - Baladeksky 
Aldan massif. 
Blocks ofan early Archean: 109 - Sutamsky, 110 - Tyrkansky (Uchursky) 

Siberian platform 
The Siberian platform includes: Aldan shield, Stanovoy fold - block system, Batomgsky fold 

block system, Ulkansky eoplatform deflection, Yudomo- May, Ayan - Shevlinsky pericratonnal 
deflections and platform cover. Aldan shield is formed by rocks of two levels of Early 
Archean. A lower one - Iengrsky level is characterized by significant volume of mafic rocks, by 
presence of quarzite, frequently ferruginous, by a set of various crystalline schists and gneisses 
with the subordinated quantity of carbonaceous and of high-alumina rocks, meta-ultrabasites 
and charnockites. Radiologic dating of an absolute age of rocks reach 3500 m.y.. The 
formation of an intrusion of gabbro-amphibolites, metaultrabasites, chamockites, granodiorites 
and granites, including alaskite differences is connected with more late Timptono -
Dzheltulaksky level. In the upper horizons of this level the carbonaceous rocks are developed. 
In Stanovoy fold - block system there are blocks of Early Archean granulite basite composition 
(D강lUgd강lursky， Chogarsky) and blocks of Late Archean amphib이ite - gneisses (Kupurinsky, 
Udsko - May). Among crystalline schists the differences close by chemical composition to 
tholeiite bas허ts and to rocks of granulitic facies prevail. The subordinated role is played by 
quart깅tes and marbles. Radiologic dating Stanovoy of a complex is 2900-3000 m.y .. Large 
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plutons of magmatite - plagiogranitic formation spatially associate with regionally
metamorphosed formations. In Stanovoy zone there are the largest in the world gabbro
anorthosite massifs. The zones of titanium 뻐d apatite ores locate in them. The blocks of rocks 
of Late Archean represent remains of the rather complex constructed synclinal structures with 
a general northwest strike. 

A Batomgsky fold - block the system is compared by rock composition with the strata of 
Stanovoy complex. Among the rocks of Batomgsky system, at the background of an 
amphib이ite facies derivatives, there are granulites, hyperthene-bearings gneisses and 
crystallines schists. 

In the basement of the Siberian platform, near its borders with the cover,there are allocated 
the structures with characteristics of formation in the conditions of increased tectono-magmatic 
activity. The Ulkansky deflection belongs to such structures. Mainly it is formed by alkaline 
volcanites of average and acid composition with thickness more than 3.5 kms. The rocks occur 
almost horizontally. Their age concems to Upper Early Proterozoic. Comagmatic to them 
alkaline granites associate with these volcanites . Their radiologic age is 2000-1550 m. y .. Rare 
metal ore-manifestations associate with this system. Stratigraphic units from Lower Riphean to 
Middle Cambrian are allocated at the Khabarovsk territory in a platform cover of a Siberian 
platform. They are represented by a terrigenous stratum with the horizons: variegateds rocks, 
sandy- clay, marly - calcareous, calcareous - dolomite and argilIaceous - carbonaceous 
formation. The total thickness of a cover reaches 3.5 kms. An occurrence of strata is almost 
horizontal. Among strata of a platform cover some stratigraphic intervals are distinguished. The 
most significant from them is located at the boundary of Riphean 뻐d Vendian. This interval 
coincides with the emplacement of ultrabasite - syenite - carbonatite intrusions of the 
Ingiliisky complex with rare metals of carbonatite pipes, and also sills and dikes of trap 
formation rocks. Probably the essentially dunite nucleus of a ring unique structure of 
Kondersky pluton with platinoids belongs to Riphean intrusions . The Late Devonian platform 
magmatism is mainly represented by diabasic dikes with extent up to 200 kms. Sometimes 
dikes are crossed by veinlets of polymetals, and their fields are accompanied by gold 
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sedimentation bordering Stanovoy folded system from southeast. In Shevlinsky fragment of a 
det1ection on dim surface of Early Archean granitoids the basalts, conglomerates, volcanites of 
basic and average composition occur. In Magonsky fragment of the det1ection sandy -
aleurolite layers of Riphean occur. In higher horizons of the section up to Devonian there are 
altemating packs of rocks of sandy - aleurolite and carbonaceous facies. The fragments of 
structures of thε det1ection have a general northeast strike. The intensity of folding grows from 
rather simple to typicallinear, sometimes overtumed. 

Verkhoyano - Chukotskoy folded area 

Verkhoyano-Chukotsky folded area comprises Okhotsky massif, the Nyutsky imposed 
det1ection and southem margin of Ver상lOyano - Kolyma geosync1inal - folded systems (GFS). 
Okhotsky massif an is exposed from under volcanites of Cretaceous age, as the separated ledges 
of the basement and of fragments of its cover represented by deposits of Permian, Triassic and 
Cretaceous age. The massif is bordered by folded deposits of Verkhoyano - Chukotskoy areas 
and by Cretaceous volcanites . 

The majority of values of an absolute age of metamorphic rocks of Okhotsky massif is in 
interval of 1947- 550 m.y .. The rare definitions show presence of more ancient formations with 
absolute age 2640-3700 m.y .. In Kukhtuisky ledge ofthe massifthe rocks c10se to granulites by 
a degree of a metamorphism are known. The linear folding combined with dome structures, 
complicated by small dislocations is characteristic of metamorphites. May ledge of the massif 
is formed by metamorphic rocks. Within it the Early Proterozoic intrusions are known. On the 
metamorphites occur folded Riphean deposits, sedimentary rocks of Ordovician, Middle and 
Upper Devonian and Carboniferous. 

In Kukhtuisky ledge of the massif the Devonian formations inc1ude volcanites of an 뻐desite -
liparite formation. Late Devonian small intrusions of gabbro- diorite - granite composition 
associated with it. In a cover of the massif the deposits occuring almost horizontally of the 
Upper Triassic are mapped confidently, and less confidently - Early Permian. More psephytic 
composition of rocks and presence of tufogene material is peculiar for them. 

The vicinities of a Kukhtuisky ledge, in a zone of width up to 200 kms, are characterized by 
an abundance of submeridional faults and connected with them by numerous, rather 1따ge 

plutons of granite and granosyenite composition of Late Cretaceous age. 
The similar situation is displayed and in vicinities of the May ledge. These circumstances put 

under doubt presence of a uniform large median massif, by which it is possible to atlribute only 
Kukhtuisky ledge proper. Verkhoyano - Kolymsky folded system is represented in the territory 
by South - Verkhoyansk and Upper -Indigirskaya zones. In the complex of their rocks sandy -
aleurolite deposits in the age range from Upper Lower Carboniferous to Lower Jurassic prevail 
. A number of geologists suppose a continuous stratigraphic section. The total thickness of the 
deposits 

Amur folded area 

The Amur folded area inc1udes a Bureinsky median massif, Amur - Okhotsky and Si상lote

Alinsky geosync1inal folded systems (GFS), and also imposed different type deflections. The 
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Bureinsky median massif is a heterogeneous structure. In its base the granitoids of Early 
Paleozoic and Late Paleozoic mainly prevail. In the roof of granite plutons the fragments of 
gneisses and Precambrian crystal slates, the deposits of Late Proterozoic, Cambrian, Silurian 
and Devonian are preserved. Among ledges of the destroyed roof the largest are 
Malokhingansky and Turansky in the Khabarovsk territory, Oktyabrsky and Gonzhinsky in the 
Amur area. Among crystal rocks of Precambrian the bioitite gneisses, various crystallines 
schists, including graphite, marbles, dolomites, limestones, quartzites are widespread. 

Different age fragments of a roof are crumpled into abrupt linear folds mainly of northeast 
and of submeridional strike. Among of Late Archean intrusions the rocks of ultra basic 뻐d 

basic composition, gneissic granitoids are allocated. In the composition of Lower Proterozoic 
fragments of a roof of plutons there are metabasites, metasandstones, quartzites and marbles. 
The intrusions of this age concem to ultra basic, diorite, granodiorite. By fragments of a roof of 
plutons in Late Riphean 뻐d Eearly Paleozoic on the Precambrian crystal basement the 
deflections filled with terrigenous-carbonated and volcanogenic - teπigenous rocks were 
formed. 

The metamorphism of rocks of this type achieves a greenstone facies. The folding varies from 
complex linear up to rather simple. The Early Paleozoic granites are also widely distributed.ln 
Malokhingansky p따t of the massif they occupy the significant area. The main event of the Late 
Paleozoic is the intrusion of huge masses of multiphase granitoids. They were preceded by 
occurrence of gabbroids, diorites, bioitite and homblende-bioitite granodiorites. Normal and 
porphyry-like granites with the subordinated phase of leucocratic granites are widely displayed. 
The formation of deposits of rare and rare-earth elements, molybdenum, tin, p이ymetals， gold, 
pyrites is connected with the complex of Bureinsky granodiorites. 

The deposits of limestones, dolomites, magnesites, brucites, iron and manganese ores 
associate with the Early Paleozoic strata. The desintegrated material of Paleozoic granitoids is 
in the of Permian, Triassic 뻐d Jurassics deposits bordering the median massif, or deposited 
m ltS contours. 
The in the Permian a syenite complex was intruded. Then the leucocratic granites of Kharinsky 
complex appeared. Aft 

Amur - Okhotsky geosynclinal folded system 

It represents a rather narrow sutural structure dividing the Aldan shield, together with 
Stanovoy zone, from Bureinsky median massif. Its formation occured under influence of large 
deep faults. On the area of the Khabarovsk territory the Priokhotsky member of the system is 
also located. The member consists of three-structural - formational zones: Selemjinsko -
Kerbinsky, Udsko-Shantarsky and Ulbansky. Zoned- metamorphosed and phyllite - greenstone 
facies of rocks, and also various vo1canogenic and clastic rocks of Paleozoic age are united in 
the Selemjinsko - Kerbinsky zone. In the basin of river Nilan the presence of Devonian, 
Carboniferous and Triassic strata is proved by of mineral fauna finds. Characteristic feature of 
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structure of the zone is the combination of a complex linear folding with dome structures. In 
this zone the Late Paleozoic intrusions of gabbro plagiogranitic Zlatoustovsky and only 
plagiogranitic Ingaglinsky complexes are known. 

In the limits of a zone the gold-bearing placers are widespread; there are gold-ore deposits. 
Udsko-Shantarsky zone is characterized by a thick section of geosynclinal formation/educations 
generated during whole(total) of a Paleozoic. With Cambrian terrigenous, carbonaceous and 
volcanogenic rocks the deposits of iron, manganese and phosphoric ores are associated. 

Late Paleozoic is mainly represented by terrigenous and siliceous rocks. They are also 
crumpled in linear folds and are deformed by ruptures of sublatitudinal and northeast directions. 
The Ulbansky zone locates to the southeast on the coast of the Okhotsky sea. In its structure the 
f1yschoid deposits ofthe upper Triassic and Jurassics take p따t. 

A synclinorium is formed by them. At its greater p따t the folding is related to complex, 
isoclinal type. General thickness of a stratum is 17 kms. Along northem border of the Amur -
Okhotsky GFS the Mesozoic imposed def1ections Udsky and Toromsky were formed. Their 
formation has taken place in Late Triassic and proceeded up to the Gotterivian. The sea 
conditions of a sedimentation at the boundary of Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous were 
replaced by off-shore - continental. 

Sikhote-Alinsky geosynclinal folded system. 

Exotic formations of the system are the metamorphic rocks of a Khorsky wedge and of 
Anyuisky dome. Some researchers consider them as the base of geosynclinal system, other - as 
true formations metamorphosed an in zones of tectonic strain. In the basin of the river Khor the 
metamorphic rocks compose tectonic wedges by the size 90x7 km, and in the basin of the river 
Anyuy - a dome. In the structure of the wedge the bioitite bimicaceous, amphibolite gneisses, 
biotite - sillimanite and crystal slates - micaceous-granite, quartzites and amphibolites take paπ. 
They are broken through by bodies of gabbro-amphibolites, plagiogranites and muscovite 
leucogranites. There are linear blocks of schistose and phyllitized rocks, and also quarzite. In 
the basin ofb the river Anyuy among Mesozoic rocks a free dome structure a with a large axis 
of 30 km is exposed . In its central p따t there are gneisses and micaceous slates. Radiologic 
dating determine an interval of an age as 488-417 m. y. and younger.In the limits of a 
considered GFS two links are allocated: northem Badjal-Gorinsky and southem - Primorsky. 
These members are characterized by various completeness of Paleozoic sections. A section is 
more complete in the first member. There in the composition of Devonian, Carbonaceous and of 
Permian deposits the terrigenous rocks with the horizons of chalcedonies and limestones, 
subordinated by them, prevai l. The show of the main folding in the Permian and intrusion of 
synchronous granites of Kukansky complex is supposed. Some ge이ogists do not exclude 
presence Triassic strata in the section. In the Gorinsky zone proper the basic section is 
represented by Upper Triassic, Jurassic and Barrias-Valanzhinsky terrigenous deposits. The 
main phases of folding were in Valanzhin. In Primorsky member its central p따t is 
traditionally allocated as a Central Sikhote-Alinsky anticlinorium. It is formed by a stratum with 
thickness of 10 kms Paleozoic and of Early Mesozoic deposits. In their composition the 
terrigenous rocks prevail , a subordinated role is played by horizons of volcanites of basic and 
f acid composition. 

On the wings of an anticlinorium the f1yschoid formations of Jurassic and Valanzhin are 
developed. The main phase of folding is attributed to Gotterive. The folds are characterized 
by a linear type and have a northeast strike. The intrusions of a Hungariysky complex were 
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emplaced in Gotterive. It inc1udes the massifs of ultra basic, basic, moderate - acid and of so
called high-alumina acid rocks. In the East-Sikhote-Alinsky zone a continuous section of the 
Lower Cretaceous is established by thickness of 15 kms. The Hauterivian movements have 
caused the termination of a sea regime in the area of an antic1inorium and formation of horizons 
of conglomerates an in the base of Uktursky suite formed by sandstones and by siltstones. The 
section ofthe zone terminates by these deposits. 

In Turnninsky zone a sedimentation proceeded in Albian time. Deposits of Largasinsky and 
Udominsky suites were collected here. The sea regime covers whole Lower Cretaceous. In 
Nizhneamursky and West-Sikhote-Alinsky zones a sea regime could proceed also in 
Cenomanian, i.e. up to Lower Late Cretaceous. 

Orogenic magmatic systems of MesozoÏc and Cenozoic 

In the very beginning of Late Cretaceous an eruption of volcanites basic and of 
average/middle composition occured and emplacement of intrusions of Sandinsky essentially 
granite complex with increased aluminiferous character. Within the Stanovoy structure the 
D강mgd강mro-Stanovoy magmatic system of intrusions was formed. They are traced in a 
latitudinal direction from Amur area to coast of the Okhotsky sea for 1400 km with width of an 
areal 100-300 km. 

2 In Late Jurassic time large up to 4000 km"'" plutons of diorite - granodiorite formation were 
widwspread. They are referred to Udsko-Zeisky complex. The massifs are elongated in 
northwest direction. The volcanites of an andesite formation of Jelonsky suite of Late Jurassic 
are connected with this complex. Magmatic shows of Cretaceous stage are related to 
Dzhugdzhursky complex of Early Cretaceous. It consists of granites, inc1uding leucocratic and 
alaskite. The skarn polymetal mineralization 뻐d also shows of gold, gold - silver and 
molybdenum mineralisations are connected with Mesozoic magmatism of Stanovoy and Udsko
Dzhugdzhursky zones,. Aldan magmatic complex is represented by small intrusions of average, 
acid and alkaline composition. They will form areals in the southem part of the Siberian 
platform. An age of intrusions is Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous. Gold content is connected 
with this complex. 

The East-Bureinsky magmatic system is of great importance. In its composition are included 
Khingano - Olonoisky, Badzhalsky, Ezopsky, Yam - Alinsky and Selitkansky volcanic zones 
and areals of comagmatic intrusions development. In this system magmatism developed up to 
Late Cretaceous. The emplacement of intrusions in almost horizontally occuring volcanites is 
characteristic. The intrusions are specialized for essentially tin and tin- tungsten mineralization, 
rare metal and molybdenum shows. Separate magmatic complexes are characterized by features 
of chemical composition and by sequence of intrusion of rocks of various chemical composition 
with prevalence of a homodrome type. 

The Okhotsky orogenic magmatic system is inc1uded into composition of Okhotsko
Chukotskoy member of East - Asian marginal-continental volcanogenic belt. The system is 
supeπised by extended faults. They are traced along coast of the Okhotsky sea. In stratigraphic 
relation the most complete section is established in Ulchsky zone of volcanites. 1 
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rocks . They have complex composition and inc1ude gabbro-diorite, diorite-granodiorite, 
gabbro- monzonite- granosyenite and leucogranite associations. The shows of tin, tungsten, 
molybdenum, f1uorite, polymetals, rare metals, gold and silver are connected with magmatites 
of this system. The Sikhote-Alinsky folded system inc1udes Primorsky link of East -Asian 
marginal continental 
volcanic belt and magmatic areals of the rocks developed on removed from this belt. Here it 
incorporates Lat Continental Cenozoic basins e Paleogene volcano-plutonic associations. Three 
completed magmatic cyc1es are fixed in the section of volcanites. Each of them begins from 
basalts and andesites and ends by liparites their ignimbrites and sometimes by rocks of 
increased alkalinity. The series of intrusives of gabbro-diorite - granodiorite - granite 
composition are comagmatic to volcanites . The youngest Pribrezhny intrusive series besides 
contains syenites and alkaline granites. Intrusive series have tin and gold-ore metallogenic 
specialization. 

Within the limits of the Pribrezhny volcanogenic link of the belt the Miocene olivine basalts 
of Kizinsky suite, plateau-basalts and andesite - basalts of Sovgavansky suite of Pliocene -
Pleistocene age are widely distributed. The deposits of alunites, zeolites, basalts for a stone 
casting and building materials are connected with volcanites. 

Continental Cenozoic basins 

In geological structure of the Khabarovsk territory the continental basins participate. In the 
north of Priokhotye the largest as 0암lotsk Kukhtuisky, Kavinsky, Upper Kavinsky are referred 
to them. They are filled by lagoon-continental rocks of a terrigenous formation of Neogene
Quatemary age. The thickness of deposits reaches 1 km. Up to 15 strata of brown coal is 
ascertained in them. 

A number of basins with brown coals is located within the Bureinsky median massif. The 
largest in the territory is the Sredneamursky intermountain basin which has inherited a trough 
from Cretaceous time. In its section there are deposits ofPaleogene, Neogene and Quatemary. 
In the structure of a basin a large role is played by altemation of grabens and horsts. In the 
deepest Pereyaslavsky crest the thickness of deposits exceeds 4.5 kms. Shows of oil-gas content 
are established here. In near-edge parts of the basin there are Neogene brown coal deposits. In 
rock composition prevail lacustrine - alluvial argillaceous- aleur이ite - sandy differences, 
sometimes gravelly-pebbled. Kizinsky, Chlya-Orelsky basins are refered to the basins of 
smaller sÎze. 

Within the contours of Sredneamursky basin, more west and east from it within the Pribre강my 
li따( of the vo1canic belt, the remains of covers and of vo1canic construction of Neogene
Quatemary basalts are marked. Locally they are used as building materials. 

To the east of a Sikhote-Alinsky GFS the graben of a Tatar strait filled by Cenozoic deposits 
is located. To it the coastal placers of titanomagnetite and of other minerals are confined. 
Many deposits of placer gold and of mineral building materials (c1ays, sand, of a gravel and 
pebble) are connected with the Cenozoic deposits, and especially Quatemary. The above-stated 
information shows, that the geology of region covers almost all geological history of the Earth 
crust development. Thus there exists the consecutive tendency of change of geological 
formation from Archean to Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic in a direction from northwest 
to southeast. In the same direction, according to age, the paraxisms of magmatic activity and 
connected with them endogenous ore shows are changed [5]. 
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Chapter 2. COMBUSTIBLE MINERALS. 

In the Khabarovsk territory the deposits of hard and brown coal, peat, shows of petroleum and of 
natural gas, bituminiferous rocks are known. In this chapter the untraditional sources of energy, 
inc1uding geothermal are briefly considered also. Here and 미rther the location of described objects 
is shown on diagrams oflocation of deposits and shows ofminerals (Fig.- 2). 

Oil-gas shows 

At the territories ofthe Far East region (FER) about 40 oil-bearing basins are established. Among 
oil-gas -bearing provinces on land the Yakut, Sakhalin, Priamursky, Chukotsky and Kamchatka are 
distinguished. The shelves ofthe seas Okhotsky, Japanese, Bering, Laptev are attributed to the most 
perspective oil-gas-bearing shelves. A degree of a geological exploration ofthe Far Eastem Region 
territory for petroleum and of natural gas is low. The share of the prospected reserves from regional 
resources is slightly more than 1 %. In the Khabarovsk territory there are no the prospected 
reserves. Meanwhile, the direct characteristics of oil-gas content are established in Bureinsky 
trough and in Sredneamursky basin. The drilling proves presence of petroleum and gas in depth of 
these structures. 

To perspective ones a southem p따t of Yudomo - May pericratonnal trough and the shelf of the 
Tata trough are also attributed. The potential resources of oil extracted in the Khabarovsk territory 
are estimated as 238 mln.t The needs ofthe region in oil are satisfied not completely. The decrease 
of oil consumption is possible for the account of wider use of natural and synthetic gas, and also 
use of coals and geothermal energy. The production of gas is made on Sakhalin, and in Yakut 
Republic. Gas is delivered to the Khabarovsk territory by the pipeline from Sakhalin Island. 
The presence of a natural gas in the Khabarovsk territory is proved by drilling of holes in 
Verkhnebureinsky area near settlement Urgal in the basin of the river Adnikan and in 
Sredneamursky basin. The estimation oil-gas content ofthe above mentioned structures deserves a 
pnme attentlOn. 

The most perspective from them are Bureinsky and Udomo - May troughs and Sredneamursky 
basin. Bureinsky trough. The trough is generated in the east margin of Bureinsky median massif 
and is formed by deposits ofthe Upper Triassic, Jurassic, Early and Late Cretaceous. From the west 
and east the trough is limited by ridges, Turansky and Bureinsky accordingly. The trough is 
extended in a northeast direction for 150km with width of 50-60 km, from basin of the river 
Tyrman in the south to basin of the river Niman in the north. 
The deposits of Triassic and Jurassic are sea deposits, and Lower Cretaceous - fresh water
continental coal-bearing ones. The total thickness of deposits of the trough exceeds 11000 m. Its 
oil-gas content is connected with marine Jurassic and fresh wa 
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Fig.-2. Location map of the Deposits 
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marked. In composition of gas there are contained 37- 99,52 % of methane and 0,01-0,08 % of 
heavy hydrocarbons. 

Testing of Urgalsky parametrical hole [4] in an interval of a sampling 2966-2940 m showed the 
inflow of gas condense and oil films (Fig.-3). An approximate daily discharge is 1000 m3. From the 
depth of sampling 2804-2780 m weak inflow of a gas condense and of petroleum was received. The 
composition of petroleum fractions is (%): asphaltens - 2.4-3.6, naphthenes - 0.4-0.5, paraffin 2-
11 ,l. An output of a fraction 2000 C 6 %, 200-2700C 14,6%. In a fraction 3680 C propane is 
distinctly established. The content of pitches and of asphaltens is minimal. 
Gas selected with an interval 2966-2940 m and 2804-2780 m has the following composition, 
respectively (%) : 1) methanes 85,3, ethane 8,78, propane 2.72, isobutane 0.22, normal buthane 
0.30, hydrogen 0.314, oxygen 0.1 5, nitrogen l.23; 2) methane -85,20, ethane -9,44, propane - 2.88, 
iso -butane - 0.32, normal buthane - 0.46, helium - 0.011 , hydrogen - 0.19, oxygen - 0.22, nitrogen -
1.26. The oil trap properties of rocks of the section are improved in a direction from marginal parts 
of a trough to its central p따t which is more dislocated in folds. On the data of 1992 ofthe Far East 
Geophysical Expedition of "Sakhalingeolkom" the positive results are received on a hole 1 of 
3200m depth at Adnikansky structure. The gas resources in it are estimated as 7 billions m3. In total 
the extracted resources of hydrocarbons not less than 50 mln t are confidently predicted in four 
structures ofthe trough. By 1995 it is planned to prepare for an exploitation about 20 billions m3 of 
gas and to finish its production up to 2 billions m3 per year. Lack of financing prevents the 
expansion of prospecting works on petroleum and natural gases 
The established increased bituminosity of rocks, proved presence of oil and gases, sufficient 
porosity of rocks in middle and upper p하ts of Mesozoic section, stipulate a perspectives of the 
trough for revealing of economic deposits of natural gas and of petroleum. For this aim the 
realization of seismic works, deep parametrical and prospecting drilling is necessary. 

Sredneamursky basin. It has a northeast elongation and is limited from northwest and southeast 
by ridges. The surface of the basin is close to flat and only locally is complicated by uplifts of 
folded Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks which have been broken through by intrusions and 
extrusions. Such rocks fo 
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Besides Tertiary deposits, the sea and continental deposits of Mesozoic occurring in the basement 
ofbasins can also be oil-gas-bearing. Some geologists recommend organizing in the limits of basin 
a wide complex of oil and gas prospecting works. 

Cover of the Siberian platform and Yudomo-Maisky pericratonic trough. These structures are 
located in the Ayan - Maisky area. They locate to the north of Dzhugdzhur ridge on the 
Precambrian crystalline basement. The terrigenous deposits of Late Precambrian and Early 
Precarnbrian with total thickness 3500- 4000m are inc1uded in the cover of the platform.ln the 
composition of the cover the sandstones, siltstones, argillites, dolomites, limestones, marl and 
variegated carbonaceous rocks are widespread. In the Lower part of the section is Gonarnian suite 
of Riphean. The Malginsky, Cypandinsky, Ust-Yudomsky suite of Vendian, and variegated and 
Lakhandinsky suite of Precarnbrian locate above. 

The horizons of combustible schists, bituminiferous limestones and dolomites, cavem limestones 
from a surface filled by asphaltites and liquid aromatic petroleum are confined to the sections of 
Malginsky, Cypandinsky and ofLakhandinsky suites. Along the river Maya the rocks are marked, 
in which cracks are filled with bituminous. The composition of the latter is (%): kerogens and 
carbonids - 43 ,38, asphaltens - 16,34-17,50, oil - 6,35-23,55, pitch - 29,0- 59,95. Solubility of 
bituminous in benzole - 76-79 %, in petrol - 17- 20%. Their caloricity - 9300-9500 Kcal / kg. 

Bitumen in the limestones and dolomites of Yudomsky suite contain (%) : oils - 94-98, pitches -
2-4, asphaltens - 0,5-15. The in the basin of the river Large Lakhanda quartz sandstones contain up 
to 10 % of bitumen such as asphaltens. Their solubility in benzole - 76 %, in petrol - 20 %, 
caloricity - 9600 Kcal/kg. 

The group composition ofbitumen from the limestones ofthis suite is (%): kerogens and carboids 
- 88,8, asphaltites - 1,6, pitch - 5,59, oil - 3,89. From a core drilling hole, drilled near river Bolshie 
Lakhanda, a core of cavem dolomite with liquid aromatic petroleum was lifted from the depth 513 
m. Rocks of the cover are characterized by a high porosity and by jointing, that allows to attribute 
them to good collectors. In waters of some sources an iodine and bromine are defined. The local 
uplifts are mapped in the cover with a general gentle occurrence of a stratum in it. 

The more favorable structures are displ 

Combustible slates and bituminiferous sandstones 

These rocks are used in the world as power sources in thermal electric power stations and as raw 
material for production of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons. The USSR had the first place in the 
world for production and processing of combustible slates up to 1989. In the Far Eastem Region the 
bituminiferous rocks are established within the Siberian platform in Yakut republic, in a southeast 
frarne of the Aldansky shield in Ayan - Maisky area in Uchuro- Maisky interfluve of the 
Khabarovsk territory. 
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The combustible slates are mainly confined to the sections of Malginsky and Inikansky suites of 
Late Precambrian and Cambrian of the platform cover. An occurrence of rocks is almost horizontal. 

The thickness of a band of near-horizontal rocks reaches 20 뻐d 120m according to the casual 
analyses the content of bitumen in the rocks varies within 0.4-1.7 % and up to 10%. Special 
ge이ogical research of such rocks was not carried out. In connection with the forthcoming 
development of northem areas of the Khabarovsk territory it is expedient to organize purposeful 
prospecting and estimation of bituminosity in a period 1995-2000. [ Onikhimovsky etc., 1989 ]. 

PEATS 

As of 1. 01. 1990 345 deposits of peat with resources 1539,4 mln. t are registered in the 
Khabarovsk territory. From them the balance reserves make 580.45 mln.t or 37.8 % from total 
resources. 18 deposits with economic reserves of 103.53 mln.t or 7 % from total resources are 
prospected in de -tail . 

The utilization of peat was limited in the Khabarovsk territory by agriculture as organic fertilizers. 
For these purposes 1525-2039 thousands of tons annually were extracted. As combustible mineral 
the peat is not used in the Khabarovsk territory. The description of the most perspective deposits of 
peat is given below, in the section about raw material for chemical industry [ Onikhimovsky etc., 
1990]. 

Hard and brown coals 

In the Khabarovsk territory more than 18 deposits of mineral coals are known, from which 7 
concem to hard coal and more than 11- to brown one. The deposits of hard coals are genetically 
connected with the deposits of Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous age, and brown coals - with 
those of Paleogene and Neogene. 

The hard coals ofUrgalsky and Khudurkansky deposits are of the greatest practical interest . 
Among brown coal deposits only Liansky in the Solar area is prospected in detail. The Urgalsky 
deposit is in exploitation, its reserves are taken into account by state balance. 

Urgalsky coal deposit 

The Urgalsky deposit is related to the Bureinsky coal-bearing basin and in the administrative 
relation is inc1uded into Verkhnebureinsky area. The area of the deposit is confined to a middle 
river course ofthe Urgal river and is extended in northeast direction for 40 km with width of 12 
km. Geographical coordinates ofthe area: 500 55 ’-51 0 15 ’ north and 1320 41 ’-133 0 04 ’ east (79). 
The main occupied settlements on the area of the deposit are a settlement Chegdomyn, Sredny 
Urgal and a building town on BAM(Baikal-Amur railway) - New Urgal. Through a central part of 
the deposit the railway from a settlement Chegdomyn up to the station Izvestkovaya on the Trans
Sibirian railway,(356-km extent) is laid. Along the board of the Chegdomyn river there passes a 
P따t of a railway branch-line Urgal - Komsomolsk-on-Amur. Diπ roads connect Chegdomyn with 
almost all main populated places of the area. The airdrome is situated near settlement Chegdomyn. 
In the economics of the area a main role is played by coal production, placer gold production, and 
timber production. For local needs the development of deposits of sand, gravel, building stone and 
of brick clay are carried out. 
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The electrosupply occurs for the account of a therrnal electric power station by capacity of 1200 
K w located in the settlement Chegdomyn and working on local coal and imported black oil. 

However the demands of the district in electric power are not provided. 
The Bureinsky coal-bearing basin represents a large regional Mesozoic trough imposed on the 

east margin of a median massif. The area of a coal - saturated part of the trough of the order 6 ths 
kmL

• In its basement there are after-Devonian granitoids with fragments of the roof from 
Precambrian and Early Paleozoic rocks. The trough represents a complex synclinorium extended in 
north -east direction. In westem p따t of the trough the large wide folds with gentle (15-200 ) limbs 
are developed, in the east p따t the limbs offolds are more abrupt (up to 800 ). The total thickness of 
deposits of the trough reaches 11 thousand m (Fig.-4). 

The sedimentary deposits of the trough have an age from Late Triassic to Cretaceous and Quarter 
-n따y. The Mesozoic deposits are subdivided into Jurassic, essential sea and fresh water-land, 
mainly Early Cretaceous coal bearing. The sea deposits of Triassic are met rare. The sea deposits 
of Jurassic age consistently pinch out to the west. They are subdivided into 4 suites with total 
thick -ness more than 6000 m. 

To an axial part of the trough the sea deposits are overlaid by fresh water - continental Jurassic
Cretaceous and Cretaceous . 

The total thickness of a stratum of coal-bearing suites is estimated as 2200 m. 
The section is crowned by psephytic rocks of Late Cretaceous, deposits of Neogene and 

Quartemary. Within the trough, from south to north, the coal-bearing areas - Soloni, Urgalsky, 
MDO, Erik -sky, Ust-Umaltinsky are established. The potential resources of the whole coal basin 
are estimated as 9-11 billion t (Fig.-5). In the trough four structural - facies zones are allocated : 
east mono -cline with west dip of suites, central folded zone, Kyndalsky graben-syncline and 
westem "near -platforrn" zone of Bureinsky median massif. 

Borders of the trough and between its zones quite often are complicated by numerous ruptures. 
The Urgalsky deposit occupies central and westem parts ofthe trough. Here the zone has width of 

18-20 km. In it the economic coal content is connected with the Urgalsky suite with thickness of 
510 m. In the composition of rocks the interbedding of sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, coals and 
coaly shales prev 
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reserves of the U rgalsky deposit, as of 1.01. 1991 the reserves of coal on the sum of categories 
A+B+C 1 are 1207.4 mln.t and on category ’2 - 800,3 mln. t. 

The reserves of categories B+C\ , suitable for opened development, make 30,2 mln. t. 
On branded composition except gas coals long-flame coals of a category ’2 in quantity of88,1 mln.t 
are available. It is developed and prepared for development 869,2 mln.t of balance reserves of 
categories A+B+C. From them at the balance of operating enterprise are 161 ,5 mln.t 
The coals of the deposit contain (%): ashes - 38,7, sulfur - 0,3, phosphorus - 0,023 , heat of 
combustion - 33 ,5 mjs / kg (4534 - 5890 Kcal /kg). Coals are hardly enriched. 
The coals contain (%): carbon - 77,0-83 ,0, hydrogen - 5,00- 6,50, nitrogen and oxygen - 10,2-17 .2. 
The coals are attributed to a class of gelitolets. In some coals (for example, from a quarry) there are 
rare elements: an oxide of strontium - 0,015 %, gallium - 29 g/t, scandium - 30 g/t, germanium - 1 
g/t. The enrichment a coal by various methods allows to receive concentrates a with /from by an 
output 22,4-58 ,6 % with ash content 5,5-15 ,0%. 

While the enrichment of coals for an energetics occurs at the plant 1ìU-22 after enrichment the 
coal with ash content 4-5 % below initial is given out, an output of a concentrate being 91-92%. 
Actually with average ash content 35,7 % the extracted coal after enrichment it is shipped to the 
consumers with ash content 30,8-31 ,1 %. 

Researches on coals quality from some strata have shown, that the coals are characterized by large 
resources of valuable chemical products of coking, with a large output of pitch, benzole, gas and 
other products. On the base of coals of Urgalsky and Denisovsky deposits (Yuzhny Yakutia) it is 
possible to get strong low-ash metallurgical cokes, but with higher ash content, than it is used at the 
mills of the USSR. At the same time, the cokes from Urgalsky coals extracted at Chelyabinsk coke 
concentrating mill, was tested in the blast furnaces of average volume at the metal works " Svobo -
dny Sokol" and has shown better quality in comparison with the Donetsk coke. The researches on 
coking ofUrgalsky coals are necessary to continue. 

The mining conditions of the deposit are complicated by presence of long-term frost sites. Its 
depth reaches 60 m. It determines the presence of underpermafrost, interpermafrost and supraper -
mafrost waters. Their maximal expected inflow in the rocks in open workings ma 
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out reserves. The extracted coal does not provide needs of energetics and is delivered in the 
Khabarovsk territory -36 %, in the Primorsky territory - 10 %, in - Sakhalin 따ea - 15%, Magadan 
area - 26 %, Kamchatka - 0.6 % and in Amur area - 0.04%. 

The supply of economic reserves of categories A + B + C 1, of working mine as of 1.01.1991 
makes 68 years. The economic reserves of the Urgalsky deposit in the nearest years will increase at 
the expense of an additional exploration of a reserve field of mine "Solonis" and of block No. 2 of 
mine field "Urgalsky" , as well as at the expense of preliminary exploration of the Vodorazdelny 
site in the northem part of the deposit. At the Vodorazdelny site 6 coal beds with thickness up to 5 
m are revealed and studied, which are accessible to development by an open way. 

Large economic coal reserves of the Urgalsky deposit and real prospects of their increase by the 
transfer of reserves of low categories an into higher and exploration of potential resources deter -
mine expediency of increase of coal production several times. The coal production growth will 
reduce coal deficiency in the region and will allow to export its p따t in the neighbor countries. 

The scheduled capacity ofthe mine "Urgal" No 1 (4,5 mln.t) should be achieved to 1990. Its main 
technical and economic parameters, according to feasibility report are the following (in the 1985 
prices) : profitability - 9,2 %, the term of capital investment pay back is 13 years. 

The profitability of the mining enterprise will increase sharply provided that the pattem of coal 
enrichment for decrease of ash content in concentrates should be improved. Then they can be used 
for production of coke and of accessory products of carbon chemistry. 

The realization of researches on enrichment and coal coking, construction of new mines and pits 
will require the appropriate investments. F or this aim it is desirable to attract the interested foreign 
partners [ Samsonova etc., 1984, summary balance of coal reserves, 1991]. 

Ust-Umaltinsky coal deposit 

The deposit is situated in the northem paπ of the Bureinsky coal basin and synclinorial trough of 
the same name in 85 km northeast from railway station Chegdomyn at BAM railway. The 
connection from the deposit is possible by a dirt mot야way from Chegdomyn settlement to Sofiyst 
settlement, by shallow water ships along the Bureya river and by planes of small aircraft. 
From 1943 till 1961 the deposit was developed as the Umaltinsky molybdenum mine, and due to 
termination of its activity was inhibited. 

The deposit is located on the right bank of the river Bureya 3 km below the mouth Umalta river. 
Geographical coordinates of the deposit are 51 0 38 ’ north and 1390 16 ’ east [73]. 

The economics of Verkhnebureinsky area is determined by coal production, gold production and 
timber cuttings. Near the deposit during the second world war the vegetable-growing state farm, 
brick and building lime factory were in operation .. The electrosupply is possible by lining an 
electric power transmission line from the p따t of a settlement Sofiysk or from a Chegdomynsky 
thermal electric power station, or due to the expense construction of local power station. 

The prospecting works were carried out from 1942. The exploration was carried o~t across strikes 
of suites along the lines of trenches and prospect holes with net 250x600 m.l 030 m' of the trenches 
are passed, prospect holes - 200 run m and 3 galleries. The latter were used for coal production 
also. The expenses for prospecting works have made 145 ths rbl. (price 1942). 
The deposit is confined to a curve p따t of an asymmetric synclinal fold. In its nucleus there is a 

part of coal-bearing Urgalsky suite, below which the coal-bearing Talanjinsky suite locates only. 
A strike of rocks is submeridional. A comer of dip of a west wing of a fold is 70 0 , east one - 15-
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100 • The folds are broken by a system of tectonic ruptures of a fault , shift and thrust type with an 
amplitude up to 50 m. 

Age of deposits is Lower Cretaceous. In their composition there are sandstones, siltstones, 
argillites, ash tuffs, layers of coal and coaly rocks. Totally 19 strata of coal are stripped, from which 
8 are attributed to standard. Their average thickness is 0.79-4.86 m. The depth of an occurrence of 
strata roof changes from 0 up to 380 m. Structure of the strata is complex with altemation of coal 
interlayers and coal-free rocks. Their amount reaches 5, and thickness - from 0.12 m up to 1.,0 m. 

The layers are characterized by the sharp transitions from coal to coaly shales and argillites. 
Distance between layers changes from 9 up to 67 m. In soil of the layer Beregovoy there are 
bentonite clays with thickness of 2,5 m, formed in the zone weathering of tuffs . 

The coallayer contains C (%) : ashes - 23.5-33.3 , moisture - 5-7.38, volatiles - 36.8-43 .3, sulfur 
- 0.l 3-0.25. A caloricity - 6705-7358 K cals / kg. The coals are related to gas ones with the content 
ofC (%): hydrogen - 5,07-5,65, carbon - 75 ，하76，5 ， nitrogen - 0,75-0,82, oxygen - 15,05-18,09. 

The reserves counted up on the area in 2 km'" and up to depth 380 m, make on categories A +B + 
C, 940,2 mln.t and on a category C2 - 12762 ths t. 

The mine technical conditions ofthe deposit development are complicated by presence of long
term fros t. The fracture pressure waters have the greatest distribution. The inf10w of water in mine 
workings changes within 1,0-27,7 l/sec. Technical and economic water supply is carried out at the 
expense of the river Bureya and by use of underground waters. The deposit was developed by 
galleries and by a small quarη. From 1946 till1961 for needs ofthe molybdenum mine 2887 ths t 
were recovered at the cost price of coal 29,26 rbl./ t. The deposit is prospected preliminary and its 
additional coal exploration is expedient only ifthere will be the consumers of coal. 

They can become The nearest occupied settlements, including vegetable-growing facilities, brick 
and lime factories, settlement of gold diggers Sofiysk can become the coal consumers. Their total 
monthly need approximately will make 25 ths t of coal. 

The additional exploration of the deposit with application of core drilling in a contour of the 
whole syncline, will ensure an increase ofreserves in tens oftimes [Rekunov, Formitag, 1942]. 

Tokinsky coal area 

The Tokinsky coal-bearing region has two coal-bearing areas - Elginsky and Khudurkansky. The 
first concems to Yakutia, and second - to Ayan-Maisky area of the Khabarovsk territory of Russian 
Federation. The Khudurkansky area is confined to east p없 of Tokinsky coal-bearing area and is 
prospected an in the basin of the river Khudurkan of the river system Idyum. Geographical 
coordinates of this area: 560 00 ’-580 30 ’ north and 131 020 ’-131 0 35 east [27]. 

The area of coal shows is not mastered economically. The only occupied point is the 
meteorological station located on northeast bank of the lake Large Tako. Near meteorological 
station there is a landing platform for planes of AN - 2 type. 35 km west a settlement of 
prospectors on Elginsky coal deposit is constructed. In 385 km to southwest there passes BAM 
railway. The seaport Ayan is located 260 km to the east. 

The Khudurkansky coal-bearing area is located in the east p따t of Tokinsky trough-like basin on 
the southem margin of the Aldansky shield. The basin is extended in latitudinal direction for 150 
km with width of 45-50 km (Fig.-7). In its basement the Cambrian, Archean, Proterozoic 
formations are developed ; among the first the Archean Alaskite gneissic granites are distinguished. 
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In the composition of Proterozoic and Cambrian deposits the sandstones, aleurolites, dolomites 
and limestones prevail. The coal-bearing Jurassic and Early Cretaceous deposits occur with a wash 
-out and angular disagreement on the Precambrian and Cambrian formations. 

They form an asymmetric brachysynclinal complex fold of a sublatitudinal direction. In its north 
the dip layers of a wing is gentle (3-5 0) with an inclination to the south. On the southem wing the 
dip of layers to the north at the comers 10-15 o. A rupture dislocations have no wide development 
and are oriented in northeast and northwest directions. The zone of the greatest dislocations is con -
fined to a southem contact of the trough with the Precambrian formations. In it the crushed and 
heavily broken rocks are marked in the strip of 2-3 km width and by increase of a steepness of 
layers dip up to 60-800 • 

The Mesozoic deposits in the basin of the river Khudurkan 따e dismembered into 6 suites, from 
which 5 lower ones concem to Jurassic, and upper to Lower Cretaceous. The names and thickness 
of suites are shown in table 1. The rocks of suites are represented from conglomerates up to 
argi11ites with prevalence of sandstones, layers and intercalations of coal and coaly rocks. 
According to the conditions of formation the coal-bearing deposits are attributed to a11uvial - talus, 
lacustrine and lacustrine - marsh facies. 
The overlapping Quatemary deposits are related to glacial, a11uvial and to lacustrine - marsh 
formation of Middle, Upper and of Recent series. 

The study of the Khudurkansky coal-bearing area was carried out for three basic profiles of core 
dri11ing holes, by prospecting routes, by sinkings of trenches and of strippings. 40 holes were 
drilled oftotal volume 19,5 ths.m, 120 km ofroutes, 200 m' oftrenches and 1200 strippings were 
passed. The expenses on a11 prospecting works were 2x50,7 a ths rbl. By 1990 the 
aerialphotogeological map of scale 1 :25 000 for the whole Khudurkansky area was compiled. 

Two borehole profiles are located across elongation of a trough with distance between them 8km. 
One profile is passed along the strike and connects two first profiles. A11 holes were logged. 
The land electroprospecting works promoted revealing coal beds. up to 22,4 m. The presence of 
coal in suites is characterized by the fo11owing data (table -1). 

T able 1. Presence of Coal Suites 

Amount of strata T야외 thickness(m) 
Suites T otal Working T otal Working 

Suites Name 
thickness Total thickness( 1 m and Total layers( 1 m and 

more) more) 

Undytkansky 145 11 6 28.82 26.56 

Neryungrinsky 230 12 5 10.96 8.06 

Berkakitsky 200 13 - 4.44 -
Kabaktinsky 490 33 10 24.04 14.75 

Duraisky 550 36 14 29.않 18.33 

Yukhtinsky 220 - - - -

Total 1835 105 35 97.89 67.70 

In the section with thickness of 1835m it is revealed 105 beds and intercalations of coal by 
prospecting works, from which 35 strata have operative thickness. The latter changes from 0,7 m 
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In a stripped part of the section of the Yukhtinsky suite coal strata are not revealed. Structure of 
the strata is complex. Their thickness changes. Coal mass is divided by rock interlayers with the 
thickness of 0.04-0.28 m. Their quantity varies from 1 to 7 interlayers. 
The coal shows in the Duraisky suite have thickness from 0,2 m up to 3,96 m. 10 strata have 
essential areal development. The coal shows in the Kabaktinsky suite have thickness from 0.2 up to 
6.22 m ; 7 coal strata have wide areal distribution. In the Berkakitsky suite the thickness of coal 
shows does not exceed 1m, and the layers themselves do not represent economic value. 

In the Neryungrinsky the suite thickness of working coal strata changes from 1.02 m to 2.26 m. 
The presence of coal of U ndytkansky suite is limited to the small area of distribution in 1. 7km2• This 
determined small coal resources 627,5 mln.t in total for a category P1. The greatest layer occurring 
in the suite has thickness of22,4 m. Thickness of other strata changes fromO .2 up to 3.5m. 

The most thick layer is totaled up to 18 interstratal interlayers with the maximum thickness up to 
1.08 m. According to the features of tectonic structure and persistence of coal strata the 
Khudurkansky coal-bearing area can be attributed to the second group of deposits. 

The potential resources of coals of the Khudurkansky area for categories Pl + P2 make 7984,4 
mln. t. They are counted according to temporary conditions authorized by Ministry of Coal Industry 
of the USSR for calculation of balance reserves of coals of Elginsky deposit. The reserves of power 
coals of a neighboring Elginsky deposit, suitable for opened improvement, are appreciated as 2,7 
blln.t. For study of coal quality, the core samples were used mainly and only partly trenching 
samples from trenches and strippings The basic bed- forming type of coals in the whole 
stratigraphic cut is semi-lustrous, and in Avkabaktinsky and Duraisky suites, and it is semi-dull 
besides. The coals are attributed to massive and layered by structural characteristics. According to 
the nature of initial vegetative material and the conditions of their transformation the coals belong 
to the class of humites of group of humitolites. In mineral inclusions prevail kaolinite, quartz and 
less carbonates. 

The ash content of coals changes from 9,4 % to 41 ,1 %. The average parameters of coals quality 
fluctuation for four suites (Undytkansky, Neryungrinsky, Kabaktinsky 
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spectral method. Their contents make (g/t) : germanium - 6-40, helium - 60-200, scandium- 40-400, 
strontium - 200-800, niobium - 40-200, lanthanum - 300-1000, yttrium - 400-4000, ytterbium - 10-
40. Two water-bearing complexes are allocated in the hydrogeological section of the coal-bearing 
area - Quatemary and Mesozoic. The alluvial deposits of the large rivers and lower horizons of 
glacial deposits are water-bearing . The water-bearing complex of Mesozoic coal-bearing deposits 
is basic. It inc1udes fracture and fractured-stratal pressure waters. 

Three basins of a local drain are the area of underground waters unloading. The lake Large Tako 
and the rivers Mules and Khudurkan are attributed to them. 
A fa1tering character of permafrost rocks without doubt will inf1uence the hydrogeological 
conditions of f100ding coal-bearing rocks and the problem ofwater supply. 
The geomorphological conditions allow to make the combined development of coal strata by 
quarries, galleries and mines. The presence in the section ofUndytkansky suite of a thick coallayer 
(fromI5 ,0 m up to 22,4 m), with the maximal depth ofan occurrence no more than 100 m, allows 
first of all to work out its resources in the volume 27,5 mln.t by an open way. 

Expected water abundance of coal-bearing deposits is 0,1-0,3 l/s m. The low water abundance of 
rocks and their small fi1tration ability simplifies hydrogeological conditions ofworking out of coal
bearing sites. 

In a period of coals production the sulphur extracts of natural gas are probable. Its composition 
inc1udes carbon dioxide (3.5 %), methane (12 .4 %) and nitrogen (84,1 %). 
The exploration of the coal deposit in the Khudurkansky area is expedient due to absence of large 
power sources and deficiency in the whole FEER of coking coals in the Ayano-Maisky and 
adjacent areas. At present the only coke coals deposit in the region is Neryungrinsky one in 
Southem Yakutia. Annual production capacity of the enterprise is up to - 13-15 mln.1. However its 
reserves willlast only till 2015. 

The potential resources of coals in the Khudurkansky area on the categories P\ + P2 are estimated 
as 7982,4 mln.1. According to A.I. Kharin report and STC (scientific and technical council) ofPGO 
"Dalge이ogia protocol dated December 3, 1987 the potential resources of categories P2 for open 뻐d 

adit works on limited of the area make 1,4 bln 1. They define( determine) an opportunity of annual 
production in amou 
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Liansky brown coal deposit 

The Liansky deposit is situated in the Solnechny area ofthe Khabarovsk territory. Geographical 
coordinates of a central p앙t of the deposit: 500 51 ’ north and 1360 54 ’ east [83]. 

The deposit is ap따t from Komsomolsk- on - Amur in the northwest by the motorway for 36 
km (by railway for 26 km). The deposit is located in favorable economic conditions. The BAM rail 
-way line passes through its southern part and a motorway and LEP-ll 0 (power transmission line) 
are parallel to it. The nearest railways stations are Khurmuli - 18 km and Kholgaso - 22 km. 
The area is supplied with the electric power from a heat power plant -1 and heat power plant -2 of 
Komsomolsk - on- Amur and by means of LEP (electric power transmission line) -220 
Komsomolsk - Khabarovsk from Zeisky GES (hydroelectric station). 

The source of water supply is underground waters. 
The city Komsomolsk-on-Amur is one of the industrial centers of the Khabarovsk territory. The 

production of building materials is well developed in it. Two asphalt-concrete mills, gravel mill , 
three plants of ferro-concrete products, brick factories, plant of building materials and house 
building works operate there. 

The area ofthe deposit is attributed to a six-magnitude zone of earthquakes (MK-64 scale). 
In the ge이ogical structure of the area three structural stages are allocated: lower - geosynclinal, 
middle - orogenic 뻐d upper - subplatform. A lower structural stage formed Jurassic folded 
terrigenous strata and consists of five suites. In their composition the sandstones, siltstones and 
argillites prevail. These deposits crumpled in complex linear folds of northeast strike with abrupt 
dip ofwings (65 -800 ). Thickness of deposits is 3000-3500 m. 

The middle structural stage is formed by Cretaceous continental formations. They are represented 
by two suites of late Cretaceous. The lower - Kholdaminsky suite consists of conglomerates 
alternated with liparites and their tuffs. The upper suite, Amutsky is combined by andesite 
porphyrites, their lavas and tuffs. Total thickness of suites is 1400 m. These formations make wide 
trough-like folds with gentle (6-25 0) dip of wings. The volcanites are broken by bodies of Late 
Cretaceous granitoids. In the regional plan both stages are included into Amur folded area and its 
Gorinsky SFZ (structural- formational zone). 
The upper structural stage is formed by almost undislocated poorly diagenised continental deposits 
ofEocene - M 
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As a whole the Liansky deposit is a narrow strip of 2-5 krn width and 20 krn extent, with total area 
55 krn2. Geological contours of a deposit ar_e borders of coal-bearing deposits distribution. 

The economic p따t occupies about 30 krn‘. 
Relief of the area is low-mountain with absolute marks of 15- 300 m. The area of the deposit re

presents a swamped plain with absolute marks 75-50 m with north gradient. The main water artery 
is the river Gorin with the right inflow of the river Khurrnuli. 

The exploration ofthe deposit was made by core drilling holes at net from 125x125 m up t0250x 
250 m with a central hole. 104980m were drilled in total. The average output of core in economic 
P따t of the section changes within 64-88%. The holes were logged for distinguishing coal strata in 
the section, definition of their roof and sole, strata thickness and establishment of correlation 
characteristics. 

The actual expenses on the prospecting and exploration stages are 6147,5 ths rbl. The economic 
reserves of coal with 100 % of contamination for categories B + C 1 are estimated as 198422 ths t. 
The volume ofremoval works is 1685558 ths m3. The terrn ofreserves development with annual 
capacity of t4e enterprise 4,5 mln.t of coal will make 44 years_. Annual volume of an overburden is 
38400 ths m'. Operational factor of an overburden is 8,5 m'/t. To the north - west, near BAM 
railway, brown coal deposits are established with the reserves up to 1 50-60 mln.t of coal. 
In total 22 coal layers and 35 intercalations and lenses of coal and coal-bearing rocks are 
allocated in the section of coal-bearing suite. 

The layers are united in two groups - A and B. Group A is confined to lower horizons, and 
group B - to upper ones. 15 strata took p따t in the ca1culation of reserves. The average depth of 
strata occurrence is investigated in the limits of 34-116 m. The majority of strata have complex 
structure with participation of2-3 rock interlayers. The average strata thickness varies (in brackets 
an average economic part) within 1,4 (2,10) - 7,27 (9.65) m. Only two layers concem to sustained, 
and others are rather sustained. 
The four layers are of greatest importance. 75 % of commodity coal reserves are concentrated in 
them. The basic economic layers usually represent offset packs of the basic class. But in the west 
wing of the southem brachysyncline alllayers of group merge into one layer. 

Mainly gelified microcomponents, less often lipoid and very much rare weakly fusainized on 
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Fig.-8. Geological Map of 
Lianskaya brown coal deposit 
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In the sample duplicates of coal it is contained up to 10-25 g/t of gallium, up to 100- 250 g/t of 
strontium and up to 10-20 g/t of yttrium. Mainly the increased contents of these elements are 
confined to intrastratal rock interlayers and to high-ash coal packs. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are complex, coal layers f1ooded. When the deposit 
will be developed the removal of rivεr Kholuni and its water drain is necessary. 

The water supply is possible at the expense of use of strata and superficial river waters. Mining 
conditions of development with complete drainage are rather simple. The coal layers occur at depth 
of 6,5 up to 170 m subhorisontally with a weak inc1ination (3-5 0) from boards to center of the de
posit. Removal rocks are represented by aleurolites, sands and by c1ays. Their development is 
possible without application of drilling-explosion works. The average volumetric factor of an 
overburden at the deposit is 9,2 m'/t (Southem site) and 7,2 m'/ t (Northem site). 
The coal reserves of the Liansky deposit are sufficient for construction of a quaπy of annual 
capacity 4,5 mln.t during more than 40 years. 

The capital investments in construction and development are roughly determined as 410619 ths 
rbl. The estimated cost price of 1 t of coal is 14.63 rbls, with a wholesale price 21.42 rbllt ( price 
1986). Under such circumstances annual profit can make 25324,0 ths rb l. Expected profitability is 
8.3%. Proceeding from great power raw material deficiency in the area and the Khabarovsk 
territory and of expected profitability of the enterprise, it is recomrnended to develop the deposit as 
soon as possible with simultaneous construction at this place a powerful thermal electric power 
statlOn. 

For these purposes it is expedient to attract the foreign investors [Pershiy etc., 1986, Feasibility 
Report, 1986]. 

Untraditional sources of energy 

After 2000 the large role will be played by such untraditional sources of energy as geothermal, 
energy of sea tide, wind, solar energy. The scale of their use will grow with decrease of petroleum, 
gas and cheap coal reserves. 

Only in Penzhinsky and Tugursky gulfs of the Okhotsky sea the resources of tidal energy allow to 
construct a tide power station for total capacity of 45 mln Kw. In 1989 the designing of Tugursky 
tide power station with total capacity of 8 mln K w. On the rivers of the region 149 sites, suitable 
for construction of hydroelectric stations are revealed. 

The potential energy ofthe rivers ofregion is estimated as 1000 blln-Kw or 42 % from energy of 
the rivers of Russian Federation. Up to now it is mastered no more than 4 % of an energy of the 
rivers in the region. It is necessary to note the opportunity to use energy of the small rivers for 
construction of small hydroelectric stations with the purpose to supply local works. In 1998 
among working hydroelectric stations will probably be Kolymskaya and Bureiskaya. It is planned 
to put into operation Komsomolsky and Primorsky atomic power stations except Bilibinsky one. By 
2000 it is supposed to put into operation the following hydroelectric stations: Gilyuisky, 
Dagmarsky, Nizhne-Nimansky. 

In the northem areas of Priamurie, especially in such as 0상lotsky， Ayano-Maisky and Tuguro
Chumikansky, the hydroelectric power stations, constructed on mountain rivers can be considered 
as sources of electrosupply. 

They wiU allow to carη out the water supply of neighboring forming TPC (territorial-industrial 
complexes) and industrial enterprises. The construction of hydroelectric stations at the expense of 
the appropriate mountain rivers will have no negative effect on occupied settlements and arable 
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ground. They are insignificant in size and are absent in overwhelming p따t of the territory. It is 
possible to expect some damage from c1earing wood valleys of the rivers. 

Nowadays an increasing importance has become to get one more side of the effect of hydropower 
construction - its influence on the establishment of infrastructure and complex development of new 
territories. The construction of hydroelectric power stations during last decade was a basis of 
formation of territorial - industrial complexes (TPC), industrial units and new comfortable occupied 
settlements. Those are Irkutsk - Cheremhovsky, Bratsko Ust - Ilimsky, Sayansky, South - Tadjik, 
Nizhnekamensky and many other TPC. 

It is necessary to emphasize, that use of hydroelectric stations in comparison with the heat electric 
power stations puts to nature a considerably smaller damage. As one of the objects of construction 
hydroelectric station on the rivers are considered the river Maya, left inflow ofthe Uda river. 

A construction of hydroelectric station on it can ensure the electrosupply of Tuguro Chumikan
sky and even neighboring Ayano - Maisky area with their various mineral deposits. The rivers, 
suitable for ES (Power stations) construction, are and in Ayano - Maisky, and in Okhotsk areas. 
The equipment and materials for construction of hydroelectric stations can be delivered by sea, 
originally by winter roads, as it is practiced in the Tyumen area. 

Sources of geothermal energy 

By 2000 the increase of energy consumption in the world and in the former USSR is predicted on 
the comparison with a level of 1986, not less than in 1,7-1 ,8 times. Such rates are connected with 
growth of population, necessity of vital level increase and with development of power-consuming 
industries. These tasks, and also the problems of prevention of ec이ogical consequences of 
pollution caused by burning fuel expected the decrease after 2000 of petroleum and natural gas 
wor1d production, define increasing use of sources of energy and especially geothermal energy. 

As the world experience has shown, the use of geothermal energy for construction of geothermal 
electric power stations of heating networks of the occupied settlement and of hothouse facilities is 
especially effective. 

According to the data of the United Nations intemational conference on to renewing sources of 
energy in Nairobis (Keniya. 1981) the geothermal energy can be used in more than 50 countries of 
the world. In New Zealand there is created Institute of Tthermal Energy of the Earth, which trains 
the experts for different countries. It is necessary to expect, that use of geothermal energy will be 
accompanied by the certain difficu1ties. Their overcoming will require cooperation of efforts of 
scientists and experts of Geolcom of Russian F ederation, Academy of Sciences of the country and 
branch energetics Institutes. However already existing experience and economic benefits of a geo
thermal energy application allow to develop this progressive direction in energetics. 

In the conditions of ever growing deficiency of the electric power (1 815 ths of K w by 1990) and 
thermal energy in the FEER , in particular in the zone of BAM, the use of geothermal energy can 
be of large importance. 

It is known that geothermal electric power stations are already constructed in 15 states of the 
world and are constructing also in 7 countries. Their capacity has increased in 1985 up to 52110 
MW in comparison with 1500 MW in 1977. Japan planned to increase the capacity geothermal 
electric power stations up to 6050 MW, and USA - up to 20000 MW. The capacity of separate 
stations changes within 5-2015 MW. In Kamchatka the following geothermal electric power 
stations are constructed : Paratunskaya for 6 MW and Penzhinsky for 5 MW. The construction of 
Mutnovsky station for 240 MW begins. In all countries cost of energy of geothermal electric 
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power stations is below than that of thermal electric power station and NPS (nuclear power 
station), and capital the investments are 2-3 times less. The world capacity of heat supply 
installations in 1982 has achieved 7200 MW. 

Deposits of a dry vapor are easily developed. Development of deposits of deep waterless hot 
rocks is more difficult. As is proved by drilling of holes, for example, the Kola overdeep hole, the 
Eaπh interior keeps high temperature, inherited from the far past. 

Its residual importance in the earth crust is determined by a geothermal gradient within 10-600 (in 
FEER 15-35 0). Many scientists converge in opinion, that all abnormal high meanings of a heat 
floware connected with magmatic activity, even an in these places, where it is not displayed on the 
surface. It is convinced by abnormal high thermal flows not only in the areas of recent active 
magmatism (Kamchatka, Kuril islands Japan etc.), but also in the areas of earlier magmatism 
(California, Italy and etc). 

Processes of a heat transfer and its attenuations have pulse - interrupted wave character, occur 
slowly and have being extended for tens and hundred millions years. The residual paraxism 
phenomena of heat flows are fixed by magmatic shows. Y oung volcanic constructions are known in 
the BAM zone near Udokansky copper deposit, near settlements Bornnak, Stoiba ,Mogdy, Kuldur, 
Solnechny , between Komsomolsk-on-Amur and station Postyshevo, in the area of city Soviet 
Harbour and in other places. They are mapped and in the vicinities of Khabarovsk. 
In some of these areas the presence of hot sources in the valleys of the rivers Muya, Chara, Biosa, 
Tyrma, Kuldur, Turnnin, near Susanino, Soviet Harbour and in other places is proved . The hot 
sources serve as the indication for higher temperatures of rocks in the upper horizons of the earth 
crust. All this determines the opportunities of revealing in the Khabarovsk territory and Amur 
region the geothermal energy objects. They can ensure heat supply of inhabited settlement, heating 
of hotbeds, construction of a geothermal electric power station. 
The geoterm temperature for working out vapor at operating geothermal electric power stations 
should be below 1800 C, and for use in heat exchangers with low-boiling liquids (freon, the 
isobutane) is not lower 70-800’. For the partial decision of a power problem in Priamurie we 
recomrnend to Geolcom of Russian Federation to organize, since the cu 
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Chapter 3. METAL MINERALS 

Ferrous metals 

In Priamurie the raw material base for development of black metallurgy of a complete cycle with 
production of pig-iron, steel and rolled steel is revealed. Most bottleneck for construction of ferrous 
metallurgy works is the lack of energy for application of modem εlectromelting technologies. 

In the Khabarovsk territory there are deposits of iron and manganese ores. They are widespread 
in two ore areas Malokhingansky and Udskoy. More than 43 iron ore deposits in total such as 
ferruginous quarzite, numerous manganese shows, from which three are attributed to the category 
of deposits are revealed. The deposits of auxiliary raw material for black metallurgy (Fig.-9) are 
prospected. 

Iron ores 

Malokhingansky iron ore area 

This area is located at the territory of Jewish autonomous area (JAA). The deposits gravitating to 
the Trans-Sibirian railway are united in the northem group, and gravitating to Amur - are called the 
southem group. Among themselves these groups are separated by a large 1εdge of Late Paleozoic 
granitoids. In their roof the Lower Proterozoic, Upper Proterozoic and of Lower Cambrian suites 
are widespread. All these formations are confined to a southem part of Bureinsky massif and are 
locally overlapped by Cretaceous sedimentary - volcanogenic stratum , Tertiary deposits and by 
basalts of Neogene-Quatemary age. 
Contact - metamorphosed Upper Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian sedimentary rocks form uniform 
Khingansky stratum 750-1400 m thick. In its section four suites (from below) are allocated : Upper 
Proterozoic - Iginchinsky - shales, Murandavsky - dolomite, Lower Cambrian - ore-bearing and 
Londokovsky - limestones. In the composition of ore-bearing suite there are siliceous, clay and 
phyllite-like shales, dolomites and dolomite breccias, limestones, ferruginous quartzites and 
manganese ores. The thickness of suite achieves 600 m. All rocks of the Khingansky stratum 
crumpled in round linear folds of a meridional strike complicated by small folds and by placation. 
The narrow steeply dipping and overtumed folds are characteristic of ore-bearing suite. The folded 
structures are complicated by longitudinal and cross tectonic ruptures with prevalence of faults 
and thrusts. 
Within the area 37 iron ore deposits are known. From them 17 objects locate in the northem group, 
and 10 in the southem one. From all iron ore deposits ofnorthem group Kimkansky, Sutarsky and 
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Kostenginsky are prospected in more detai l. In the southem group the South Khingansky iron
manganese deposit is prospected in detai l. 

In the ore-bearing suite the ferruginous quartzites - hemetite, magnetite - hemetite and magnetite 
are mainly developed. The iron content in ores varies from 30 up to 40 % and on the average makes 
30,4 - 38%. The characteristic ofmain deposits is given below. 

In the state balance of the USSR iron ores for 1.이. 1991 in Malokhingansky area are the 
reserves of three deposits on the categories A + B + C1, in the quantity of 722,6 mln.t and on the 
categories C2 - 32.2 mln.t. 

The reserves of manganese ores for one of the above named deposit of area are deterrnined for 
the sum of categories A + B + C1 in amount 6.4 mln.t and for category C2 - 2,5 mln.t. On the other 
Endzhansky deposit the beyond ore body reserves in amount of 6.35 mln.t are taken into account 
only. [ Onikhimovsky etc., 1989]. 

Kimkayasky iron ore deposit 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky area of JAA 4 krn southwest from a railway station 
Izvestkovaya of Trans-Sibirian railway, with which it is connected by a ground road. Geographical 
coordinates of the deposit are 480 55 ’ north and 131 0 30 ’ east. The absolute marks of a surface 
change within 345-425 m (1 11). 
The area is economically mastered, it is provided with electric power, wood and has a number of 
developing mining objects and processing industry, inc1uding the mineral building materials 
enterpnses. 

The area is attributed to a southem part of the Bureinsky median massif with a wide distribution 
of Late Paleozoic granitoids. In the roof of their massifs there are striped fragments of Precambrian 
and Cambrian rocks. To one of such strips the Kimkansky deposit combined by folded deposits of 
the upper Proterozoic and a Lower of a Cambrian is confined. The strips are oriented in a 
submeridional direction. The deposit represents the complex sync1inal fold which has been broken 
off in the north, south and east by disjunctive. On the west wing the Itachinsky suite of quartz
sericitic phyllite-like schists and upper Proterozoic metasandstones is located. On the Iginchinsky 
suite the ore-bearing Lower Cambrian suite occurs consisting of siliceous - sericitic and siliceous 
of c1ay shales at the bottom, then from ferruginous homfels overlapped by siliceous- sericitic slates 
in the uppers of suite. 

The east wing of the sync1ine is broken by a zone of tectonic breccias, behind which the most 
upper Londokovsky suite of Lower Cambrian limestones locates. 

In west and east of the deposit the longitudinal thrusts of a northwest strike with southwest dip 
are revealed. On west thrust the rocks of Iginchinsky suite are thrust over ore-bearing suite. On the 
east thrust the ore-bearing suite is thrust over Londokovsky suite. 

In the ore-bearing suite folds frequently have isoc1inal character. It defines either doubling of an 
ore body and increase of its thickness, or its pinches. 
The abrupt occurrence of ore body has caused exploration of the deposit by trenches in a 
combination with boreholes and mines located at profiles across the strike of ore-bearing suite. The 
volume of the executed prospecting works is the following: there are passed 413 main trenches of 
total volume 57.3 ths m3, 412 holes of core drilling of voh.îme 69 ths ~ 
are drilled, 24 mines ofvolume 639 and 969 m of crosscuts are passed ,12097 trenching and root 
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scale , and 15 km2 are covered by hydrogeological survey of scale 1 :5000 . The topographical 
survey, scale 1 :2000, is made for 7km" . 

The depth of holes at the sites is changing within 150-400 m. The total expenses for 1948-1953 
were 75,9 mln rbl. (1 975 price). The rocks ofore-bearing suite are traced for 16-20 km with maxi
mal width of 500 m by prospecting works. 
The deposit is broken by cross dislocations into six sites: Central, Zapadny, Maysky, Prikhutorsky, 
Sov암lOzny， Yuzhny. The three first sites are the largest. 

Ore horizon is formed by banded hematite - magnetite quartzites. The banding is caused by alter
nation of ore and non- ore interlayers and by primary stratification. 

The thickness of interlayers changes within 0.2-1.5 cm, but 0.5-1 cm prevai l. The ore interlayers 
consist of magnetite, hematite with insignificant impurity of quartz and amphibole, sometimes 
garnet, rare cordierite, thickness of ore horizon is 3-20 m. The ore bodies form in the horizon con 
-formable layers. Their extent at the sites - from 0.5 up to 3.8 km. In the south they are limited by 
granite massif, and in the north ofthe deposit - by faults.(Table-2) 

Table 2 Balance Reserves of a Deposit (mln.t) 

Sites 
Category of 

Total 
Including 

reserves Central Zapadny May Sovkhozny oxidized ores 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

A 13.7 4.1 17.8 3.3 

B 43.1 26.3 - 69.4 10.2 

A+B 56.8 30.4 - - 87.2 13.5 

Cl 54.3 28.8 19.1 102.2 18.6 

A+B+C 11 1.1 59.2 19.1 189.4 32.1 

C2 11.1 13.8 5.8 1.6 32.3 

Total 122.2 73.0 34.9 1.6 221.7 32.1 

In conformity with the elements of the structure at the Central site four ore deposits are allocated 
with an extent from 700 m to 2240 m their thickness being from 23 to 40-50 and 80 m. At the 
Zapadny site one stratal deposit of 3620 m length is investigated, its thickness is 2.5- 56 m. At the 
Maysky site two deposits are stripped of total extent about 2850 m, thickness is 7-27 m. An extent 
ofthe Sovkhozny site deposit is 850 m, thickness - 10-35 m. All ore bodies are steeply dipping at 
an angle 65-750 up to vertical. The reserves were calculated according the conditions for the 
Kimkansky deposit authorized by Ministry of Metallurgy of the USSR. The reserves for open 
works are allocated up to depth 150 m at the Central and Zapadny sites. For Central, Zapadny and 
Maisky sites the reserves of oxidized ores are calculated. 

The reserves are calculated at the Central site up to depth 500 m, at the Zapadny site - up to 400 
m, at the Maisky cite up to 260m, at the Sovkhozny site - up to 100m. F or Central and Zapadny 
sites up to depth 150 m the reserves of categories A + B + C1for opened works in amount 105.2 
mln.t, including Central site - 69,1 mln.t and Zapadny site - 36,1 mln.t are calculated. The 
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prospects of the deposit in a part of increase of reserves are limited to an opportunity of an 
additional exploration of ore bodies Central and Zapadny sites at depth. 

Primary ores are subdivided into magnetite and magnetite- hemetite quartzites. In oxidized ores 
martite, magnetite - martite, martite - magnetite and martite - limonite are distinguished. The 
magnetite quartzites usually compose extemal parts of ore bodies, forming two layers - lower and 
upper. About 20 % of ore mass of the deposit magnetite- hemetite quartzites occupy. Martite and 
magnetite - martite quartzites make about 11 % of ores of Central and Zapadny sites and about 24 
% of Maisky site. The ores of the deposit are attributed to poor due to iron content. Their chemical 
composition is given below.(Table-3) 

Table 3. Chemícal Compositíon of Ores ín Kimkansky Deposit. (%) 

Sites Weighted average content in 
Component 

Central Zapadny May deposit 

Fe 35.91 35.14 35.1 35.69 

SiÜ2 38.06 36.4 41.7 38.88 
S 0.225 0.18 0.22 0.211 

P 0.146 0.25 0.26 0.249 

Mn 0.76 0.57 0.66 -
Ti 0.2 

The increased content of phosphorus is reduced with a roast of ores and its amount in concentrates 
is reduced up to 0.06-0.16%. In iron ores vanadium and nickel- till 0.01 of% and also cobaIt from 
traces up to 0.01 % are present. 

Depending on a degree of oxidation and on the types of ores, three pattems are recommended for 
enrichment. For magnetite quarzites - the electromagnetic one with three stages of separation: they 
are crushed up to a size of 12-0.1 mm. An output of concentrates is 44..:48 % with iron content 60-
61 % , the extraction is 82-85%. Magnetite - hemetite quartzites are enriched according to electro
magnetic - floatation pattem with the modification of tails containing hematite, by magnetic 
separation. the concentrates with an output of 56-60 % with the iron content of 56-57 % with its 
extraction 86-89% are obtained by floatation. (Table-4) 

Table 4 The Content of Chemícal Components ín Ore (%) 

Ore Type Si(h Tì02 AI203 FeO CaO MgO MnO pρ5 total S 

Magnetite 41.33 0.25 2.37 13.24 3.71 3.66 1.1 3 0.22 0.15 

Hematìte-Magnetite 40.45 8.40 2.92 3.24 1.50 0.22 0.07 

Mixed Ore 41.05 0.23 I 0.22 11 .94 3.50 3.55 1.25 0.21 0.30 

When enriching oxidized hematite - martite and magnetite - martite quarzites according to 
gravitational - magnetic - floatation pattem an output of the concentrate makes 51-68 % with iron 
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con-tent in the concentrate being 53-56 % and its extraction - 72-87%. The oxidized ores can be 
enriched by roasting- magnetic method. The concentrates with the content of iron 58-60 % are 
obtained with output of 50-60 % and its extraction 83-91 %. 
As the selective extraction of ores is impossible, the development of the uniform pattem of 
enrichment, suitable for the mixed ores is necessary. 

Hydrogeological environment ofthe deposit is rather simple. At the Central, Zapadny and Maisky 
sites water t10ws into the mine workings will not exceed 100-150 m" /h. The emergency breaks of 
waters can be from contiguous karst limestones and connected with them tectonic zones of 
splitting. It is expected that the water t10w into mine workings will be tentatively up to 500-700 
m' /h. The water supply of the enterprise is possible at the expense of underground waters and by 
water intakes from t1uvial waters ofthe adjacent rivers. 
The development of Central and Zapadny sites of the deposit is possible by opened and 
underground workings. The open works can begin at the southem and central blocks of the Central 
site, then at its northem block, and after that - at Zapadny site. At the Central site a limiting 
overburden factor by its weight is 6, and by volurne - 7.8. 

With annual production rate of the mine 2,5 mln.t of crude ore, the reserves of categories A + B 
will be enough for 34 years, and together with a category C1 - for 75 years. (Table-5) 

T able 5 The Main T echical and Economic Parameters of the Joint Development of Iron 

Ore Deposits of Maly Khingan based on Variants of Boundary Iron Content (price 1975) 

Variants 11 111 
Variants 01 boundary iron content (%) 18 23 28 

Annual production rate of concentrating factαy. mln.t 
- Ore 16 15 12 
- Concentrate 6.22 6.06 5.13 
Capital expenses in industry. total. mln.Rub. 308 3여 265 
Including : 

- Mines 129 129 113 
- Ore dressing factories 161 157 134 
- External objects 18 18 18 
- Specific industrial funds per 1 t of concentrate. Rub. 49 49 50 

The development of the deposit is expedient because of iron ore raw material deficiency both in 
the region, and in the neighboring countries - in Japan, South Korea, Peoples Republic of China 
and others. However for use of iron ores it is necess따Y to improve the pattem of enrichment with 
concentrates containing more than 63 % of iron[ 4, 6, Medvedeva etc., 1956; technical-economic 
docurnents 1979, Protocol of State Comrnittee for Reserves IU 833 1974, Passport IU 118 1983). 

Sutarsky iron ore deposit 

The deposit is attributed to Obluchensky area of JAA. The deposit is connected to a station 
Izvestkovaya on Trans-Sibirian railway by a ground road with length of 26 km. 
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Along it the state highway is laid out. The way to Khabarovsk makes 280 km by it. 
Near this railway an electric power transmission line is constructed. In this area the mining 

industry, including the enterprises of mineral construction materials is dεveloped. The agriculture is 
poorly developed. 

The ore field of the Sutarsky deposit locates in the south of Bureinsky median massif in a uniform 
westem strip of rocks of Khingansky Upper Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian stratum, to which the 
Kostenginsky and Kimkansky deposits of iron ores are confined. The ore field of the Sutarsky 
deposit is extended in northeast direction for 14 km with width of 2-2.5 km. The Kimkansky 
deposit is apart from Sutarsky for 3-3.5 km. 
Within the ore field three sites are allocated: South, Central and North. Only the first site is 
preliminary prospected for the extent of 6,4 km. Its geographical coordinates : 480 51 ’ north and 
131 0 25 ’east. Absolute marks ofthe surface are 250-300 m [116]. 

The negative factor of the deposit (Yuzhny site) is the crossing it by multiwater river Sutara, 
which wil1 be necess따Y to remove in a new channel to west from the deposit. In geological 
structure of the deposit the same stratigraphic complexes take paπ as at the adjacent Kirnkansky 
deposit. A large syncline, but complicated by an anticlinal fold is allocated here also. The Lower 
Cambrian ore-bearing suite is confined to the latter. It is subdivided into three horizons: sub-ore, 
ore and supra-ore. Stratigraphically above the Londokovsky limestone suite and micaceous
carbonaceous shales locate. In the composition of supra-ore horizon the shales of quartz- sericitic 
and quartz- phlogopite, carbonaceous breccias prevail. In the supra-ore horizon quartz- bioitite 
schists, dolomites and calciphyres are widespread. 

Both suites are crossed by faults of northeast and northwest strike and by diabase and diorite 
porphyrite dikes. The fault shift is rather small. 

Dip of rock layers and ore bodies is abrupt to the north-west. Thickness of ore-bearing suite is 
950 m. The ore field of the deposit in its north "is sheard" by an intrusion of two-micaceous 
granites, separating it from the Kirnkansky deposit, and in the south is blocked by volcanites of 
Cretaceous age. They occupy space between the Sutarsky and Kostenginsky deposits. 

All above stated complexes of rocks are blocked by loosε Neogene-Quatemary or Quatemary 
deposits. The great p따t of the deposit c 
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The geological works were mainly carried out at the Southem site. There the ore bodies of horizon 
are grouped and traced into three zones. From them the Westem group is designated as " an ore 
body 1 ", Eastem group - as " an ore body 2 " and Central group - as " an ore body 3 " (Fig.- 10). 

1.5km west from the deposit there is a massif of two-micaceous fine-grained granites. It is 
extended and 'oriented parallel to ore bodies along the whole westem border with ore-bearing suite 
and metamorphoses it. Ore bodies are represented by ferruginous quartzites. Among them 
magnetite, magnetite- hemetite, hematite - magnetite, hemetite and amphibole- magnetite are 
distinguished. Usually all types of quarzite have a banded structure with altemation of ore and 
barren interlayers by thickness from 1 mm up to 15cm. The magnetite, hematite, pyrrhotite, gamet, 
phlogopite, quartz are contained in carbonaceous silicate interlayers. 

In the oxidation zone the martitized ores are formed: martite, magnetite - martite, hematite -
martite, limonite - magnetite - martite. Due to textural characteristics the oxidized ores do not differ 
from primary ores. 

In general, ore deposits represent stratal bodies of ore-bearing horizon. On the west wing of an 
anticline on the surface the ore body 1 is traced, on the east wing the ore body 2 is traced. Between 
these bodies, in a complicating narrow syncline, the ore body 3 occurs . 

The ore body 1 comprises 66% of Yuzhny site reserves. It is traced for 3.7 km. The body is 
divided into two blocks: northem - length 2.9 km and southem - 600 m. The northem block dips 
northwest at an 뻐glε 55-650 • The thickness of an ore body changes within 9-20 m, but it reaches 
75 m . Accordant the body either pinches out, or is traced up to 700 m. In the pinch it is splitted 
into 2-3 layers. 

In the southem block thickness of an ore body grows and it gets the forms of a lens extending for 
800-1000 m with the maximal thickness 220-240 m. To the north the thickness of the lens is 
reduced up to 60-100 m. In the south the body is splitted into some thinned out strata. 

Ore body 2 has economic importance, it is traced for 890 m and locates in one tectonic block . In 
it 5% reserves of the deposit is concentrated. This body consists of two contiguous strata, 5-10 뻐d 

26-40 m thick. They are divided by a layer of barren rocks with 20 m thickness. The dip of the 
strata is north- west at an angle 700 • 

The ore body 3 is traced for 3.5 km and comprises 29 % of reserves of 
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The technology of enrichment was developed in the Institute "Uralmehanobr" and in the 
laboratory of the plant "Sibelectrostal". Almost all ores of the deposit were enriched according to 
uniform magnetic scheme including wet magnetic enrichment with a size of grains 0,053 mm. 
Thus the essential magnetite ores (according to the authors of the report - 253 mln.t) are enriched 
with output of concentrate 38 % with the average content of iron 65 % and its extraction into 
concentrate - 73%. 

Other mixed ores (according to the authors ofthe report - 113 mln t) are εnriched with an output 
of magnetite concentrate in amount 32.5 % with the iron content about 65 % and its extraction -
66%. The average iron content in the concentrate from all types of ores is 65 % with extraction into 
the concentrate 71 %. 

Locating in the river Sutara valley, the deposit has a complex hydrogeological conditions. The 
area is swamped. It promotes preservation of an island long-term frost. The additional f100ding is 
created by underground waters and thermocarst lakes. Two water-bearing complexes - Neogene
Quatemary in loose deposits and in rocky Lower Cambrian rocks are allocated. 

Source of technical water supply, probably, the river Sutara will be. The water mode in it is 
increased from 0,41 m3/sec in December up to 5,22 m3/sec in May. The possible deficiency of 
water can be covered by construction of reservoirs on the river Sutara. The drinking water supply is 
possible at the expense of underground waters of alluvial deposits and fractured - karst waters. 

The conditions of an occurrence of ore bodies determine the development of the deposit by three 
quarries. The average volume weight for removal rocks is accepted as 2,5 t/m3, and for ores - 3,35 
νm.J. 

Before formation of quarries it was provided to drain a deposit by water-lowering boreholes 60-
100 m deep and remove river Sutara from the ore field. The protection of quarries against f100d 
waters is provided by construction of a protecting dam and of water-proof up to 20 m deep, located 
between a quarry and new channel. According to calculations of Institute "Hyproore"(Giproruda) 
(1 973) annually it is possible to extract from quarries 6,8 mln.t of crude ore and to get 2,40 mln.t of 
concentrates. Under condition of their lumping the raw material will ensure covering of deficiency 
in "Amurstal" plant in Komsomolsk- on- Amur. 

For involving the deposit in exploitation it is expedient to c없ry out a detail 
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Mln.rbl. and 213.5-259 mln rbl expenses for production assets. 
The realization of prospecting works and mine construction is possible by attraction of 

foreign investors and establishment of joint venture 
[4, 6, technical-economic documents 1973; the protoc이 of State Committee for Reserves 

No 833 , 1974; Egorov etc., 1975; the protocol of State Committee for Reserves No 7620, 
1976; passport No 7, 1983]. 

Kostenginsky iron ore deposit 

The deposit is located 35 krn south from Izvestkovaya station at Trans-Sibirian railway, 
25 krn from Kirnkansky ore field and 16-18 krn from Sutarsky deposit. The deposit is 
connected with the above mentioned settlements by a ground road. 

In administrative relation the Kostenginsky deposit is included into Obluchensky 
rayon(area) of Jewish autonomous oblast (district).The area is economically developed. 
Mining industry is developed in it. The electrosupply is possible by means of substation 
in Obluchje. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 43 0 42 ’ north and 131 0 28 ’ east. 
Absolute elevation marks are - 500-700 m [117]. 

The ore field of the deposit occupies the area about 40 krn2 are and it is stretched for 
14 krn strip in a meridional direction with 2-2.5 krn width from the Tretya Safonikha 
spring, inflow of Bidzhan River, to the Sita spring, inflow of the river Sutara. The 
deposit is confined to the south of the Bureinsky median massif. In ge이ogical structure of 
the Kostenginsky deposit the same rock complexes participate as in the neighbouring 
Sutarsky deposit. 

A section of the stratified forrnations does not differ from the section of ore-bearing 
strip of Maly (Small) Khingan. In the north of the ore field this strip is overlapped by 
Late Cretaceous volcanites, and in the south it is limited by intrusion of Late Paleozoic 
granitoids. 

Within the Khingansky terrain the lamprophyre dikes are developed. In the structure of 
the deposit a syncline complicated by an anticlinal fold is distinguished. Their wings and 
axial planes are steeply inclined to the west. The wings ofthe syncline and nucleus ofthe 
anticline are forrned by Upper Proterozoic dolomites of Murandavsky suite, on which 
Lower Cambrian ore-bearing suite occurs. In the nucleus of the syncline there are rocks 
of Londokovsky suite with prevalence of limestones (fig.ll). 

Legend to fig. 11. 

1 - recent alluvial deposits (Q): 2 - liparites, their tuffs and tuffites of Urgalsky suite 
(E.ur); 
3 - limestones, sandstones micaceous - carbonaceous and siliceous - argillaceous schists, 

tuffites ofLondokovsky suite: 
4 - argillaceous-siliceous, micaceous - siliceous, micaceous - carbonaceous, carbo

naceous slates, xenotuffs, tuffites of supra-ore horizon of ore-bearing suite: 
5 - magnetite, magnetite - hemetite quartzites, xenotuffs, tuffites ore horizontal suite; 

that under an alluvium; 
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7 - argilaceous-siliceous, micaceous - siliceous, coaly shales, xenotuffs. Tuffites 
( with the interlayers of ferromanganesian quarzites) sub-ore horizon; 8 - dolomites of 
Murandavsky suite (PR3); 
9 - Granitoids, bioitite granites, granodiorites of Birobidzhan intrusive complex; 
10 - Dikes of the basic composition; 
11 - Tectonic dislocations; 
12- the same under alluvium 

The ore bodies of the deposit belong to one horizon of ore-bearing suite folded and 
deformed by cross faults, mainly of northwest strike and by longitudinal thrusts. The 
largest thrust is established in the south. In conformity with the structure the following 
sites of ore field are distinguished: North, Central and South. The most thick and 
extended Ore body 1 is confined to the latter. All prospected economic reserves of the 
deposit are concentrated in it. 

The deposit was prospected by trenches, core drilling holes and shafts with crosscuts. 
They located along profiles across strikes of suites. The boreholes have reached 450 m 
depth. Through 800-1000 m 4 shafts were passed. 3223 trenching and core samples and 
15 samples for technological ore enrichment research were selected. In total 67858m3 of 
trenches, 145 m ofshafts and 262 m ofcrosscuts, 20101 m ofcore drilling were passed. 

The magnetometric survey of scale 1 :25 000 with selective detailed elaboration up to 
scale 1 :2000, well logging and electroprospecting works were carried out. The expenses 
for prospecting works have made 4339 ths rbl (price 1975). The exploration establishes 
bed-like ore bodies, steeply dipping to the west. 

At the Yuzhny site the body has an extent of 5700 m and is prospected up to depth of 
350-600 m. Its thickness varies within the limits 11-50 m and on the average makes 36 m. 
From the surface the ores are overlain by talus of thickness up to 3 m. 

The reserves of iron ores are counted up for categories Nl which have been taken into 
consideration in State balance,and make 163900 ths t with the average iron content 
31.7%. The increase of reserves is possible by exploration of ore bodies Sevemy and of 
Central sites, and also at the expense of depth increase. With calculation of reserves the 
approved conditions are accepted. 

The ores of the deposit represent ferruginous quartzites with thin and rough banding. 
Thickness of the interlayers is 0.1-15 cm and rare - up to 30 cm. They are formed by 
magnetite, hematite, siderite, manganese oxides and quartz. a Pyrite and pyrrhotite are 
present among sulphides. 

The unore interlayers consist of quartz, carbonates, mica, small quantity of magnetite 
and hematite. Depending of minerals composition the ores are subdivided into magnetite, 
hematite - magnetite, magnetite - hemetite, silicate - carbonaceous- magnetite. The 
magnetite in ores is contained from 10 up to 38 % as inequigranular units by the si 
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Fe soluble - 80,7 %; in mixed ores Fe general- 30,4 %, Fe magnetite - 16,46 % (tab. 4). 
Composition and structure of ores determine a difficult enrichment. For essentially 

magnetite ores the f1oatation pattem of enrichment and magnetic - gravitational
f1oatation with the use of selective f1occulation is recommended. 

According to this pattem an output of concentrate is 63-64 %, extraction of iron is 62-
64%. 

The content of iron in the concentrate is 63 ,26%. For magnetite- hemetite ores the roast 
- magnetic pattem is accepted. According to it an output of concentrate is 60 %, 
extraction of iron - 83-85 % with iron content 52,71 %. For the mixed ores the magnetic -
f1oatation without f1occulation pattem and magnetic-roasting-magnetic pattem are 
provided. 

Concentrate output is 60-61 %, iron extraction -83-85% with its content in concentrate 
61.54%. Hydroge이ogical conditions of the deposit are complicated. Underground waters 
are mainly unpressure. Expected inf10w ofwater into a quarry is from 100.0to 2050 m31h, 
into mines- from 50 up to 3500 m31h. For decrease of water f10ws drainage holes are 
necess따y. The source of water supply for drinking and household use can be rivers and 
underground fractured - karst waters. The development of deposit is possible by two 
quarries and mines. The maximal depth of a quarry is accepted as 300 m. Volume of 
overburden is 298 .4 mln m3• Ratio of overburden is 6.3 m3/ ì3. Mining output losses are 
13 %, impoverishment -14%. 

Approximate annual ore production capacity of the enterprise is 4.5 mln t, and 
concentrate production is about 1.1 mln t [4. 6, Technical-economic documents 1973. The 
protoc이 of State Committee for Reserves 1 833 1974. Egorov and etc .. 1975; the protocol 
of State Committee for Reserves 1 7620, 1976. Passport N05 , 1982]. In 1973 Institute 
"Hyproore" (Leningrad) made technical-economic documents of complex development of 
Kirnkansky, Sutarsky and Kostenginsky deposits by one enterprise with production by 
open method and by modification of the reserves in contours of the quaπy by mining. 

The ore enrichment of all three deposits is provided at the central concentrating factory, 
which is located near the Kirnkansky deposit (tab. 5). 

According to the author’s reserves of ore its total amount in three deposits makes 798.5 
mln.t, and together with potential resources is estimated as 1.5 bln t. 

The ores are poor and require enrichment with a degree of crushing up to 0.074 mm. 
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considered iron ore deposits of South Yakutia ( up t016 mln.t of ore per a year) and, 
partial1y, iron ore deposits of Maly (Smal1) Khingan. Proceeding from it, the iron ore 
deposits of the Maly Khingan, Sutarsky and Kostenginsky deposits first of al1, require 
additional exploration. 

The basic techical and economic parameters of joint development of iron ore deposits 
of Maly (Smal1 Khingan) after the variants of the boundary content of iron (price 1975) 

Taking into consideration the prices of the world market for iron ore, concentrates, 
roundstones, plg-lron and steel, it is expedient to complete prospecting of al1 three 
deposits and on their base to construct ore dressing works by attraction the investors [ 
technical-economic documents 1973, Onikhimovsky etc. , 1989]. 

U dsky Iron Ore Area 

In Tuguro - Chumikansky area of Khabarovsk krai, in the right bank basin of the Uda 
river, thick terrigenous geosynclinal deposits of al1 units of Paleozoic are developed. 
They participate in the structure of complex anticlinorium of northeast direction bordered 
by the Jurassic deposits. The anticlinorium on the southeast wing is complicated by a flat 
Mesozoic deflection. The Late Cretaceous volcanites of average and acid composition 
prevail in it. The Paleozoic deposits, especially volcanites, are intruded by granitoids. 

On the southwest the anticlinorium is limited by sublatitudinal faults, and on the 
northeast, through Shantarsky islands, it disappe없s under waters of the Okhotsky sea. 
The anticlinorium is broken onto blocks by longitudinal faults of a northeast strike. On 
the northwest wing of the anticlinorium in tectonic blocks the deposits of C없nbrian， 

Sil띠an and Devonian are stripped. In the structures of Cambrian or Devonian (?) the 
following can be found: the horizon of siliceous rocks, lenses of limestones and diabasic 
tuffs, layers and lenses of ferruginous quarzites, manganese ores and phosphorites. Their 
age is not precisely determined, though the part of the geologists attribute these 
formations to Devonian . 

Not less than 6 deposits of iron ore and manganese occurrences are established in the 
area. Prospect resources are estimated for categories P 1 + P 2: iron ores not less than 15 
bln. t, nd manganese ores - 15-20 mln.t. The Milkansky iron ore and Imimiisky 
manganese deposits are most investigated. They are considered below. 

Milkansky Iron Ore Deposit 

The deposi is located in Tuguro-Chumikansky rayon (area), 105 krn to the southwest 
from Chumikan settlement on the Okhotsky sea coast and 50 krn to the southwest from 
Udsky settlement. Geographical coordinates are: 540 05 ’ north and 1340 09 ’ east. 

Absolute evaluation marks are - 440-850 m [46]. The area is not economically 
developed. Local inhabitants are engaged in fishery , hunt, reindeer-breedin Woods are 
not worked out. Placer g이d is extracted in small amounts. The transportation to the 
deposit is possible by caterpillars and helicopters. 
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In geological structure of the area the Devonian(?) deposits participate. They consist of 
sandstones,limestones, aleurolites, diabases, and their tuffs, siliceous rocks with the 
development of heterostained jaspers. 

These rocks form 1따ge Udsky anticlinorium complicated by m갱or D이ds and by 
tectonic ruptures. The folding has the northeast strike, it fixes the Amur folded area and 
Udsko- Shantarsky structural-formation zone in it. 

On the areas ofthe deposit locate iron ore bodies. They are confined to monoclinally 
occuring stratum of rocks. Their dip is southeast at angle of 50-80。

To the south- east the stratum is limited by a thick fault zone. In the rock stratum the 
ore-bearing horizon with thickness about 600 m is distinguished. It occurs in the upper 
P따t of Early Devonian (?) terrigenous - volcanogenic -siliceous formation. The area of 17 
km2 is covered by prospecting. 

Its extent is 6000 m, width- 2750 m. Magnetometry and geological survey of scale 
1 :25000, stripping and tracing of ore bodies by trenches (5550m3) , core drilling of two 
holes (400 m), collecting of trenching and core samples (358) and of three technological 
S없nples were included in a complex of works. The ore bodies of the deposit have bed
like or lenticular form. 8 ore bodies are of the greatest interest. Their extent is 350-6000 
m. Thickness is 40-221 m. Locally there is branching into less thick, the lenses of barren 
rocks, 2-26,2 m thick are noticed. The morphology of ore bodies is complicated by 
tectonic ruptures of north-west and sublatitudinal strike. Amplitude of strata displacement 
reaches 100 m. 

The reserves of iron ores for C category up to 500 m depth are estimated as 619.5 mln t 
with the average iron content of 28 %. The reserves of manganese ores are estimated in 
7.2 mln t with the avera content of manganese 0.72%. In the composition of ores 
magnetite, hematite, goethite, hydrogoethite are inc1uded. 

Siderite,psilomelane, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, covellite fall in accompanying minerals. 
The magnetite grains are small, their size is 0.001-0.2 mm. Magnetite is partially 
martitizated. The size of hematite grains is 0.001-0.002 mm. Iron soluble is 31.5%. The 
ores are subdivided in two types: magnetite (80-82 %) and magnetite - hemetite (1 5-20 
%). Texture of ores is massive, band, impregnated. Banding is caused by altemation of 
interlayers of 2-20 mm thick with various composition of ore and non-ore minerals. 

The test of en 
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T able 6 Chemical Composition of Ores(%) 

SiOz 

39.83 

CaO 

0.27 

TiOz 

0.55 

MgO 

1.1 6 

AbÜJ 

6.45 

MnO 

2.08 

F82ÜJ 

41.46 

Na20 

0.55 

K20 

1.38 

Fe-zQ 

4.34 

P20s 

0.27 

F8203 + F820 

46.3 

Total S 

0.01 

In the area, at the place of Devonian deposits development a large number of magnetic anomalies 
is found ou1. From them the iron ore bodies are striped at six sites. In the southwest- northeast 
direction from the river Selitkan there are following deposits: 1. Inglikansky magnetite -
hydrogoethite with the iron ore resources of 500 mln.t; 2. Kurumsky magnetite, ores - 200 mln.t; 3. 
Gerbikansky and 4. South - Gerbikansky magnetite-hydrogoethite with ore resources more than 
250 mln.t; 5.Galamsky magnetite - hematite - hydrogoethite with 510 mln.t resources; 6. Irsky 
magnetite - hemetite with resources 67 mln.1. All these objects are not prospected. The technology 
of enrichment is not studied yet and requires improvemen1. 

Within Ir - Galamsky iron ore horizon the potential resources of iron ores are estimated as 10,50 
billion t, including the Milkansky deposit - 3,2 billion 1. 

When studying ferruginous ores it is recommended to pay attention to the presence of iron -
manganese ores for production of iron concentrates with the increased manganese content [4, 
Shkolnik, Stepanov, 1970, passport No. 86, 87, 88, 89. 90,1984]. 

Manganese ores 

The economic manganese ores are prospected at the Khabarovsk territory only in the Small 
Khingan in JAA (Jewish autonomous area). The largest deposit is the South Khingansky deposi1. 

The certain hopes are assigned on the Udsko-Shantarsky ore area. There in Paleozoic deposits the 
manganese ore-manifestations are found out, among which the Ir - Nimiysky deposit is allocated. 

South - Khingansky manganese deposit 

The deposit is located in the October area of JAA. The nearest occupied settlement is the 
Soyuznoe village, with the quay on the Amur, it is 16 km to the south from the largest site of the 
deposit - Poperechnoe. The deposit is connected with the village by the uncomfortable dirt road. 
Geographical coordinates ofthe deposit: 4000 1 ’ north and 131 00 1 ’ eas1. Absolute relief marks are 
470-509 m[141). Agriculture plays a leading role in the economy of the area. The neighboring 
deposits of brucite, graphite, limestones dolomite, magnesite and zeolites are procpective for 
developmen1. All four suites of the Khingansky stratum take p따t in the geological structure of the 
manganese deposit area : the Upper Proterozoic (Iginchinsky shales and Murandavsky dolomites) 
and Lower Cambrian (ore-bearing and Londokovsky limestones). The stratum is broken through 
by Late Paleozoic granitoids. These rock complexes are developed in the southem part of the 
Bureinsky median massif. 
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The sedimentary - metamorphic rocks of the Khingansky stratum form a large syncline of a 
meridional strike. It is traced for 70 km with width up to 15 km. Dip angles of limbs are abrupt 50-
900 • The basic structure is complicated by major folds. At this area rupture dislocations are wide
spread. They are accompanied by tectonic breccias, cataclasites, mylonites, planes of sliding. 

The ore field of the deposit is extended as a narrow meridional strip for 54 km, 6-8 km wide. In 
this field the separate sites 1 - 5 km isolated from each other are allocated. In the south this strip 
adjoins to the river Amur, and in the north in the upper reaches of the rivers Large Samara and 
Dyrovatkas it is cut by the Late Paleozoic granitoid massif. Within this ore field three meridional 
ore strips 2-5 km apart from each other are traced : Westem, Central and Eastem. These strips are 
dismembered into 21 sites by tectonic ruptures. The largest ofthem is Poperechny. 

The exploration of the deposit was made at sections located across strike of ore bodies. The 
trenches (total volume 58000 m') and prospect holes with cuts by depth up to 20 m (volume 1895 
m) were passed on the surface ; the study of depths is carried out by core drilling holes of volume 
of 43300 m. 8320 trenching and core samples and 18 technological samples are selected. The 
expenses for exploration have made 11647 ths rbl (1 955 price). The main ore body ofthe deposit 
at the site Poperechny represents a steeply dipping sheet manganese deposit. It is confined to a 
lower side of iron ore horizon of ore-bearing suite as well as other ore bodies. 
The extent of the basic ore body at the site Poperechny is 2400 m. The average thickness is 3.2 m. 
On dip on depth the ore body is investigated up to 400 m without characteristics of thinning. Ore 
body dip is abrupt to the east at angles 65-900 • The contact of manganese ore in the lower part of 
the body is distinct, but in a hanging p따t with overlying ferruginous quartzites, is not distinct and 
is allocated after sampling data. The ore body is divided into small blocks by longitudinal and 
cross dislocations. 

At the other four sites the extent of ore bodies is 200- 2020 m, exploration depth is 25-260 m, 
with average thickness of 1.2-2.5 m. The ore bodies are dismembered into blocks by tectonic 
dislocations of various directions. They are displaced relative to each other for 10-90 m and up to 
100-800 m. The thickness of ore bodies along strike and dip is changeable. Sometimes it 
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T able 7 Parameters and Reserves of Ore Bodies 

Reserves on categories Length of ore Average 
Sites 

B C1 B+C1 C2 bodies.m thickness.m 

Poperechny 1493 3623 5116 1415 2400 3.2 

Serpukhovsky 296 618 914 678 1170 2.0 

Kabany 78 49 127 - 2020 0.5-7.4 

Stolbukhovsky 224 224 234 220 1.2 

Gematitovi 70 70 147 4∞ 2.5 

Total 1867 4584 6451 2474 

The fo11owing types of ores are a11ocated: oxide - braunite, oxide - carbonaceous - rhodochrosite -
hausmannite, oxide and half-oxidized with psilomelane, pyrolusite, limonite. The last type of ores 
is determined at the sites Poperechny and Serpukhov. Depth of the oxidation zone is 5-10 m, rare -
25-30 m.(Table-8). 

T able 8 Chemical Composition of Ores 

。re type Si02 Ti02 AI203 FeO Ca。 MgO MnO 

l .Braunite 25.45 0.50 5.62 9.02 5.47 4.34 21.55 

2. Haussmanite -
25.71 0.55 5.60 

rhodochrosite 
8.47 5.17 4.62 26.18 

Ore type N2Ü K2Ü P20S CÜ2 H20 BaO Total S 

1.Braunite 0.95 0.85 0.06 10.0 1.03 0.20 0.05 

2. Haussmanite -
0.77 0.61 0.06 

rhodochrosite 
16.75 1.66 0.20 0.05 

The content of the manganese ores of the deposit is poor, high-seliceous, low-phosphorous, 
suitable for charging and for smelting hematite and silicahematite. The ores e contain:a nickel -
0,05 %, cobalt - 0,057%. The ores are enriched by the electromagnetic separation pattem, they are 
crushed up to 2 mm. As the result of enrichment a11 grades of manganese concentrates, since grade 
111 with manganese content of 30-35% up to grade 1-P with the content of manganese more than 
50%. The concentrates are suitable for melt of the standard marks of a ferromanganese. The 
agglomerate from concentrates tums out strong, suitable for meta11urgical conversion. However 
enrichment of ores does not result in increase of the nickel and cobalt content in concentrates, 
except poor ores, from which the content increase for 59.75 %. 
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For braunite ores the concentrate output is 27,1-55,1%. The content of manganese in the 
concentrate is 20,32-38,55 % and more than 50 %, iron content is 38,5-61 ,78%. Extraction of 
manganese is 39,28- 73 ,92%. 

The deposit is located among dolomites and limestones with local development of karst. The 
ground waters of recent loose deposits with 2-3 m thickness, fractured- karst waters in limestones 
with a discharge 0,05-1 ,0 l/sec and in dolomites with a discharge 0,084-4,15 l/sec 따e allocated. In 
the fracture waters of ore horizon the discharge is 0,507- 1.35 l~sec. When exploiting deep horizons 
of ore þodies the water flows are possible from 50 up to 120 m'/h, and at the site Serpukhov - up to 
300 m'lh. 

The source of water supply for technical and economic needs can be underground waters of the 
Murandavsky suite dolomites with a discharge of 272 1Is and the river Stolbukha waters. The 
development of the deposit is significantly expedient by the system of underground workings. The 
limited development by galleries is possible at the Poperechnoe site according to its relief 
conditions. 

Nowadays the requirement of the industry of the K.habarovsk territory in manganese is partially 
becomes covered by a delivery of concentrates from westem regions of the country. With the 
development of ferrous metallurgy it is necessary to involve into exploitation the South
K.hingansky deposit. It would be interesting for the businessmen of the nearest foreign countries to 
invest the expenses for the development of this object [4, Chebotarev etc. , 1955; Passport A m 
10,1983). 

Bidzhansky (Kabalinsky) deposit of manganese 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky area of JAA, 60 km to the south from Birakan station 
of the Trans-Siberian railway and 300 km west from K.habarovsk. The deposit is connected with 
Birakan station by the uncomfortable ground road. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 48 035 ’ 
north and 131047’ east. Absolute marks of relief are 168-293 m [124]. In the Obluchensky area the 
mining industry and manufacture of mineral building materials is developed. The power line passes 
near the railway. The deposit area is formed by metamorphosed terrigenous rocks of the Late 
Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian K.hingansky stratum. 

In the north and south of the area the stratum is limited by porphyry granites of Late Paleozoic 
age. Within the ore field diabase dikes are developed. All these formations locate in the south of 
the Bureinsky median massif. 

In the structural relation the deposit represents the westem wing of a complex syncline. It consists 
of narrow isoclinal folds of submeridional strike. They are broken by crosscutting, longitudinal 
tectonic ruptures. The latter dismember the ore field into five sites. The Central and Westem sites 
include the largest ore reserves. 

The ore field is extended as a strip of 8 km length and 2.5 km width. The area of the field is 20 
km2. The exploration of the deposit was carried out at the network of workings 50x25m and 
1 OOx 100 m at the sections located across strike of ore bodies with application of trenches, core 
drilling holes, shafts with crosscuts. 

In total the trenches are passed for 15.3 ths m', prospect holes - 1922 m, shafts - 211m, crosscuts 
from them - 88 m, boreholes - 37.3 ths m. 5388 core and trenching samples and 8 technological 
samples were selected. The area 9.4 km2 is covered with survey of scale 1: 10000,1 :5000 and 
1 :2000. Expenses for prospecting works have made 2804 ths.rbl. (1956 price). 
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It is established by researches, that the ore bodies occur in terrigenous-carbonated rocks of ore
bearing Lower Cambrian suite. The manganese mineralization represents a stratal deposit. It 
reaches 2 km with thickness 0.2-7 .2 m and on the average it makes at sites from 1.9 up to 3.2 m. 
Dip of the deposit is abrupt at the angles 45-90 o. At depth the deposit is traced by holes up to 270 
m. Its thickness is not changed in the north, but displays the tendency to thinning in the south. The 
deposit is divided by explosive dislocations into blocks of 150 - 750 m. length. The overlying iron 
ore layer has thickness 3-30 m and on the average - 15 .4 m. 

The reserves ofmanganese ores on categories A + B + C1 are 6343 ths t with the average content 
of manganese 18,4%. When the reserves were ca1culated the conditions developed for South -
Khingansky manganese deposit were used. 

The following ore types are of economic interest: hematite - braunite, hematite - psilomelane
braunite and rhodochrosite - bustamite. 

The texture of ores is banded. 1t is caused by presence of ore interlayers from 1-2 mm till 10-15 
cm thick, by altemation with barren layers of 1-20 cm, usually 1-3 cm. The ore interlayers 85-95 
% are formed by fine-grained braunite and 5-15 % - by quaπz， carbonaceous and other non-ore 
minerals. 

The chemical composition of ores is as follows (%) : manganese - 18 .4, Fe- total - 13 , SiO, - 34, 
P - O. 1, Ah03 - 6.5 , MgO - 3.2, CaO - 1.35, S - 0.1, Co ~ 0.5 , Ni ~ 0,1. The ores are enriched 
according to gravitation - floatation scheme. Thus the extraction of manganese makes 54-70 %, the 
output of concentrate is 32-43 % with the content of manganese 21-35%. The concentrates are 
suitable for melt of hematite and silicohematite 1 of 1 - II1 grades. By modification of economic 
products the extraction of manganese in the concentrate can be increased by 3-5%. 

The hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are rather simple. 1nitial water flows into the 
underground workings will make 200-250 m3fh and only at the sites of ruptures development and at 
the contacts of ore bodies with carbonaceous rocks, at deeper horizons, water flows are possib1e to 
be up to 600-800 m3fh. The storm waters will flow with a discharge of the order 200 m3fh and more 
to the quaπy. 

The source of water supply can be fractured karst and superficial waters. The established 
discharge of the holes is 165-200 m3/h. 1n the summer the charge of water in the river Kabala 
changes within 360-1620 m 

Ir-Nimiysky manganese deposit 

The deposit is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky area. It is located in the 1r-Nimi interfluve. The 
nearest occupied place is a settlement Udskoe, which is 50 km apart to the northeast. The distance 
to the regional center 'humikan settlement and coasts of hunts cattle of the sea of 90 km. 
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The connection with these occupied settlements is possible by cross-country vehic1es of a cater
pillar type and by helicopter. Geographical coordinates of the area center are 540 19 ’ north and 
134042 ’east [49]. 

Economically area is not developed. The native population is engaged in fishery , hunt, reindeer
breeding. At the same time in this arεa the deposits of iron ore, titanium, apatite, phosphorite, gold 
placers, mercury shows, various mineral building materials, industrial stones are revealed. The area 
is covered with wood, with the prevalence of coniferous varieties. In this area the Devonian and 
Cambrian deposits are widely developed. They form large and complex antic1ine of northeast trend. 
They are inc1uded in the Amur folded area and its Udsko-Shantarsky SFZ (structural-formational 
zone). 

In the geological structure of the interf1uve two Cambrian suites - Uligdansky and Onnetoksky 
participate. They are crumpled into folds, broken by tectonic ruptures and broken through by small 
intrusions and dikes of basic and acid composition. 

At the deposit territory the limb fold with abrupt northwest dip of layers is allocated. Within this 
structure the prospecting at the areas about 200 km"" are carried out. It is extended in the northeast 
direction for 25 km with width of 4-7 km. At this area terrigenous and carbonaceous- volcanogenic
siliceous deposits described by facies instability are mapped. Among the deposits there are diabases 
and their tuffs, heterostained jaspers and horizons of iron and manganese ores. The prospecting 
works were accompanied bygeological routes (309 run km), magnetometry, stripping of ores by 
trenches (volume 23 .4 ths/m)), sample selection : trenching (1 152 samples) and 4 technological 
samples. Expenses for prospecting works were 204 ths rbl (1970 prices ). 

As a result of ge이ogical works 6 manganese-bearing horizons were revealed. The imbricate 
occurring stratal and lenticular ore veins are established in them. Manganese-bearing horizons are 
mainly confined to the uppers of volcanogenic siliceous - carbonaceous strata and volcanogenic -
siliceous strata to the lower p따ts. The manganese ores usually associate with jaspers in their 
sectlOns. 

In six horizons more than 14 ore fields are striped. Their extent changes from 100m up to 350 m 
and less often - up to 750 m, average thickness of ore bodies is 0.9-12 m. The content of manganese 
changes from the first perc 
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contain 39.6 % of manganese, 0.05 % of phosphorous and 19.5 % of silica. The extraction of 
manganese is 75 .l2%. 

From braunite massive ores of the fourth horizon with manganese content 22.9 % the concentrate 
containing manganese in amount of 40.3 %, phosphorus - 0.03 % and silica - 29.2 % is recovered 
by the gravitational - magnetic method. Extraction of a manganese is 80.6%. The recovered 
concentrates are suitable for production of silicomanganese of the third grade. For production of 
concentrates for ferromanganese recovery it is necessary to solve a task of their desilicification. 

The water-bearing horizons of the deposit were not defined. The inf10w of water can occur at the 
expense of perrnafrost thawing and losses of atmospheric precipitation. The water supply is 
possible by use ofthe local rivers and creeks. 

Besides the Ir-Nimiysky deposit, the ore-manifestations of manganese occur to the west and to 
the east within Paleozoic deposits. In total 23 shows of manganese ores are known in the area. 
They are traced down to islands of Feklistov and Large Shantarsky. On the east coast of the latter 
ferromanganese ores are found out. The manganese content in lumps of such ores is 2.83-13 .31. 
The finds of manganese ores are located at three areas: in the upper reaches of the river Lagap, at 
the coastal part of the Okhotsky sea and on the Shantarsky islands. Such localization of ore
manifestations allows more effectively to direct prospecting, and first of all, in the interf1uve Ir
Nimi, where ore bodies were not studied yet and ore-manifestations and haloes of manganese not 
striped yet. 

Deficiency of manganese in the country and in the Far East region deterrnines the necessity of 
organization of broad prospecting works in this area [4, Shkolnik etc., 1968: Shk이niks， Stepanov, 
1970] 

Non-ferrous metals 

The Khabarovsk territory is inc1uded into a nurnber of the important tin-bearing provinces of the 
country. Tin, tungsten are extracted in this province. The concentrates of lead, zinc and copper are 
recovered as passing components of other metals. There are molybdenum deposits. The large 
reserves and resources of alunite are deterrnined , which is complex raw material for production of 
alumina, potassium compound and sulfuric trioxide. Significant resources of titanium minerals the 
in(to) poor previously are appreciated apatite-ilmenite - titanomagnetite ores and titano-magnetite 
placers. There are real prospects of increase of reserves of an arsenic, revealing of ores of antimony 
and of mercury. 

The concentrates extracted from raw materia1 for non-ferrous metallurgy, are still taken out to 
metal works of the westem parts of the country: Novosibirsk, Ural, Ryazan, Podolsk and others. It 
essentially reduces an economic efficiency of the regional enterprises of this branch. 

At the same time, the imperfection of methods of ore production, technology of enrichment and 
processing of concentrates causing large metal losses concems to one of the reasons of an 
insufficient economic efficiency of this branch. Unsatisfactorily there is and The extraction of 
associate rare and rare-earth metals. Total operating ratio of metal reserves in the region at the 
mmmg enterprises of branch does not exceed 0.5 . The investments in prospecting, capital 
investments for modemization of ore-dressing works, development of already prospected deposits 
are not enough for correction ofthe situation existed. 

TIN 
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Fig. 12 Geological and Structural Map of Solnechny Tin Deposit Area 
(Il~j aTnaca MoneneJ1 1992) 
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The tin is considered to be scarce metal in the world. In this connection a share of low-grade and 
hardly enriched ores both in balance reserves, and in production grows ever more. 

At the same time, the annual requirement of the country an in tin is satisfied not completely, 
including at the expense of import only for 27.55%. Besides white tin-plate is imported into the 
country. The Khabarovsk territory is attributed to one of the leading tin-bearing provincεs of the 
country. The numerous tin ore-manifestations are defined. The following tin-bearing areas are 
allocated according to their concentration: Okhotsky, Ayano- Maisky, Yam-Alinsky, Dusse
Alinsky, North - Sikhote-Alinsky, Solnechny, Badzhalsky, Khingansky. In three latter areas 
production of tin is made. As of January 1, 1992, the State balance discounted 16 deposits, 
including 13 tin-ore and 3 placers. Their development is made by two ore dressing works (GOKs): 
Solnechny and Khingansky in JAA. The first is based at 11 deposits, including 9 ore deposits : 
Festivalny, Perevalny, Soboliny and Pravourmiysky are large and Solnechny, Pridorozhny, 
Lunny, Oktyabrsky, Vetvisty are not large . and also on the alluvial cassiterite placers of the river 
Merek and Topazovy Spring. In this area the of Chalbinsky, Ozerny and Gaichansky tin deposits 
(Fig.-12) are prospected previously. 

The Khingansky ore dressing works is based on the deposits of Khingansky and Karadubsky ; on 
its balance there are alluvial placers Agdony and Obeshchayushchaya in the basin of the Niman in 
Verkhnebureinsky area connected with the destruction of pegmatitic fields of Early Paleozoic 
granites. In the area of the Khingansky ore-dressing works the small tin-ore deposits Berezovy, 
Olonoisky and Dzhalindinsky (the latter is of rhyolite type with wood tin) (Fig.-13) are revealed. 

In the northern-Sikhote-Alinsky area small deposits of tin the Mopau, Hope, Pioneer, Ud간laki 

and others are previously investigated. At present the deposits Solnechny, Perevalny, Festivalny, 
Pridorozhny Oktyabrsky, Khingansky, Karadubsky, Pravourmiysky and placers of Topazovy 
Spring are developed at the Khabarovsk Territory. 

The prospecting works proceed at some of ore-manifestations and placers. From 16 deposits 
which have been taken into account by balance, 8 deposits are in exploitation. The tin con앤nt in 
their ores changes from 0.2 up to 1.26 %; the content of cassiterite in placers is 1 
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Fig.-13. Geological Map of Hingansk-Olonoisk Deposit 

(m ALHaca i\-1011em:ÌÍ 1992) 
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out. The piles of concentrating factories are almost untouched. The supply by reserves of 
developing mines is from 5 to 22 years, and considering the reserves of the category C, - up to 30 
years. 

The highest extraction of tin from ores is achievεd at the Khingansky concentrating factory -
89.8% with the contents of tin in concentrates 38 .44%. At the Solnechny ore-dressing works 
(GOK) the extraction in factories changes from 39.5 % up to 70.2 % and on the average makes 
52 .1%. The content oftin in concentrates is 13.09-20.35%. 

However integrated approach of extraction of accompanying valuable components from ores of 
tin is low and does not exceed 17.2%. Actual extraction ofthree-oxide tungsten is 58.5%, copper-
57 %, lead - 21.8%, zinc- 35.8%. Many accompanying components are taken from concentrates at 
the metallurgical works. 

The contents of tin in enrichment tails changes in the limits 0.11-0.20%. Besides tin at the 
Solnechny ore-dressing works the concentrates of lead - zinc, tungsten and copper are produced. 

In spite of low technological parameters of extraction of tin from ores, (the share of the territory 
is 25 % of balance reserves of tin in FEER), more than 25 % of production of concentrates of this 
metal tums out to the Khabarovsk territory. Major tasks are: increase of extraction of tin and of 
accompanying components from ores, decrease of a part of arsenic in the concentrates, escalating 
of production volumes of ores processing at the operating enterprises of the Khabarovsk territory, 
prompt involving into operation of new prospected deposits, first of all such large as 
Pravourmiysky and Soboliny. The description of some typical deposits is given below. 

Soboliny tin-ore deposit 

The deposit is located an in the Solnechny area an in the upper current of the Khurmuli River. 
Geographical coordinates of the area: 1360 29’15 "-1360 30’45" east and 500 24’20 "-500 55 ’45" north 
[82]. Absolute marks of the relief are 154-550 m. From regional center Solnechny settlement and 
from Gomy settlement the deposit is apaπ to northeast, accordingly, for 17 and 15 krn. The deposit 
is connected with the asphalted highway by a ground road of 45 krn extent through Pridorozhny 
mme. 

The Solnechny District is considerεd to be mining industrial. Near the District center there are 
working mines Solnechny, Perevalny, Pridorozhny, Festival, two concentrating factories and small 
prospected tin-ore deposits Lunar, Gaichansky, Vetvisty, October, Dalnee. The Solnechny ore 
dressing works is engaged in development of the deposit. It makes about 20 % of tin of the country 
in concentrates. The area is provided with the electric power from the Komsomolsk -on-Amur 
thermal electric power station. Distance from the settlement Solnechny to the city is 50 krn. In this 
area the timber cuttings and woodprocessing of are conducted. The deposits of mineral building 
materials are explored. 

The area enters in the westem part Sikhote-Alinsky geosync1inal - folded systems locates at the 
joint of Badzhalsky antic1inorium and Gorinsky sync1inorium. Within these structures the deposits 
of Middle and Late Paleozoic, folded flyschoid strata of Jurassic - Cretaceous age, Upper 
Cretaceous volcanites of acid and average composition are developed. They are intruded by Late 
Cretaceous bodies of gabbro - diorite of granodiorite formation and by granitoids. The small bodies 
and dikes of acid-basic composition are widely developed. All these complexes of rocks are broken 
by faults of northeast, northwest, submeridional and sublatitudinal directions. The covers of the 
Neogene-Early Quatemary basa1ts and Quatemary alluvial deposits are the youngest. 
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The Soboliny deposit is confined to the northem part of volcano-plutonic structure. The area of 
the deposit occupies 5.4 km2 and is limited to large tectonic ruptures. The thrust is attributed to 
them in the west and northwest of the area. Near it and in the thrust itself localization of ore
bearing zones occurs in feathered fault - shifts. The intensity of metasomatic transformations of 
rocks grows in the direction towards the thrust at gentle dip to the west (480 ). The ore 
mineralization is displayed along ruptures, forming thrust tabular ore bodies in the thrust, and in the 
large shifts - ore swells and pillars. 

The area of the deposit is combined by the Upper Cretaceous undulated sedimentary -
volcanogenic stratum occurring on folded flyschoid deposits of Jurassic age. In the composition of 
volcanites in the lower parts of a stratum there are liparites and dacites, and in the upper p따t 

andesites (porphyrites) and their pyroclasts. These formations are broken through by small 
intrusions and dikes of diorite porphyrites and quartz diorite porphyrites of Late Cretaceous. 

The intrusives are crossed by ore-bearing mineralized zones of splitting and jointing. The dip of 
mineralization zones usually is in the west, but in one zone (Malakhitovy) it is changed to the 
northeast. 

The plane of the thrust named Leningradsky, is supervised by melonite clays, breccias and by 
ore-associated mineralization. Locally the thrust shields it. 

In the northeast-southwest direction the mineralized zones adjoin submeridional (north-north
east) thrust. They have northwest strike, and mainly abrupt (60-800 ) southwest dip. In this direction 
the following zones are allocated: Vostochny, contiguous to the zone Soboliny, in 160-350 m the 
zone Sredny (middle) occur, in 115 m from it the Novosibirsky zone is traced, which is set off from 
the Neozhidanny zone, the latter is apart from the previous zone for 200 m and from the Soboliny 
zone for 400-450 m; in 550 m the Malakhitovy zone locates, then Kosaya zone, and further some 
more lean-ore zones (Fig.- 14). 
Some zones, for example, Soboliny, Neozhidanny, cross the thrust and with economic 
mineralization proceed to the northwest. The mineralized zones and tore bodies in them were 
prospected by superficial mountain workings and by core drilling holes, were studied by 
geophysical methods. The core output more than 70 % was 67 % from the volume. The thickness 
of the ore bodies and tin co 
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stockwork - veined structure, its thickness of 3.0-60.0 m occur. An extent of the ore body in the 
Soboliny zone is 680 m, in the Vostochny zone - 700 m. In the zone Soboliny the economic 
mineralization is established in the ore body Kochubeevsky of 3-6 m thick. Length of ore bodies 
in the zone Neozhidanny is to 700 m with 2.5-5.0 m thickness. Depth of distribution of ores in the 
Leningradsky zone is 250-360 m, and in the Soboliny zone - 600 m. 

In the ore bodies ofthe deposit the reserves on categories C1 and C2 are calculated. 
The State Committee for Reserves of the USSR approved the balance reserves for the deposit: on 

the sum of categories C1 + C2, Coppers on the C1 category - 2716lt, on C2 category - 26500t, 
tungsten three-oxide - 3196 t, bismuth - 1462 t, silver - 77.4 t, indium - 33 .1 t. 

The reserves are counted up with the average content (%): copper - 0.53 , tungsten three-oxide-
0.06, bismuth -0.014, silver - 8 g/t, indium-0.0004%. The share of oxidized ores in the reserves 
makes 9.4 %, and in reserves only for the ’ category it is 3,9%. 

The ores ofthe deposit concern to a tourmalinic type of cassiterite - sulphide formation. 
In the sequence of mineral deposition 5 mineral associations or stages are allocated: quartz -

tourmaline, quartz - cassiterite, quartz - sulphide, quartz - carbonate- sulphide and hypergene. 85-
90% of ore mass volume falls on the share of the quartz - tourmaline association. Quartz - sericitic 
rocks are developed in the selvages of bodies from this association. The tin and tungsten in the 
form of wolframite and cassiterite are mainly connected with quartz - cassiterite association. The 
rocks of this association occupy 5-35.5 % of ore masses. The formations of quartz - sulphide 
association occupy 2-30 % of ore masses. Among sulphides arsenopyrite and chalcopyrite prevail; 
pyrite, pyrrhotite, stannite, marcasite, sphalerite, galena, bismuthine and cosalite are less 
widespread. In the rocks of quartz - carbonate -sulphide association there are the same minerals as 
in the previous association, but it is replenished by boulangerite and jamesonite. The formations of 
this association occupy 1-15 % of ore masses. Hydrothermolites with sulphides make in ore mass 
in total 3-45%. 

Hypergene minerals are distributed in the oxidation zone up to depth 110m. The frame structure 
are characteristic of such rocks. The marked composition of tin ores is peculiar almost to all tin-ore 
deposits of the area, but with variab 
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The expected cost of production 1 t of ore (at Solnechny ore dressing works [GOK]) is 19,79 rbl, 
with f1uctuations at separate mines from 15 .62 rbl to 35 rb l. Cost of processing of 1 t of ore is 7.47 
rbl with f1uctuations, but is not higher than 8,13 rbl (price 1987). 

The expenses for basic and current funds of a new mine are ca1culated at a rate of 125.5 mln. rbl. 
(price 1985). A level of profitability of the enterprise - 15.0 %, term of a payback is 6.1 years. The 
development of Soboliny deposit and construction of mine is expedient with attraction of the 
foreign investors (Usanov, 1987, Protocol ofState Committee for Reserves m10336,1987). 

Pra‘rourmiysky tin-ore deposit 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky area, in the system of !3adzhalskyridge and basin of 
the river Urmi upper current. The area of the deposit occupies 26 km"'. It is limited by coordinates: 
1340 08’ - 1340 15 ’ east and 50022 ’-500 25 ’ north [94]. Abs이ute marks of mountain tops are 1500-
1900 m. Their relative excess above valley f100r is 650-1000 m. The vicinities of the deposit 
economically are not mastered. From the operating railway and the nearest station Suluk the 
deposit is 40 km apart. The deposit is connected to the station Suluk by the uncomfortable 
motorway, extending for 117 km. Distance from the station Suluk to the settlement Solnechny is 
450 km. Along the railway there are motorway and electric power transmission line-220, and also 
the prospected deposits of mineral building materials locate. In Verkhnebureinsky area coal 
production, production of placer g이d and timber cuttings (Fig.- 15) are made. 

The area is situated in the earthquake region with 7-8 magnitude. In the regional plan the deposit 
area is confined to SFZ (structural - formation zone) area of transition of Badzhalsky anticlinoriurn 
to Gorinsky synclinorium. Between them there is a large Sadzhalsky field of Late Cretaceous 
vo1canites of average and acid composition. The anticlinorium has a northeast direction and formed 
by intensively folded terrigenous deposits of Middle and Late Paleozoic and of Upper Triassic. In 
Gorinsky synclinorium the Jurassic and Early Cretaceous f1yschoid deposits are widespread. 

Arnong volcanites there are andesites, andesite - dacite, liparites and thεir pyroclasts. Volcanites 
and intrusive - dome structures form the imposed structures of an orogenic stage. Among them are 
developed oval - ring forms quite often with subintrusions and intrusions in the central p따ts . In the 
north-westem p따t of the volcanite field the large granite mass with dome ledges and granitoid 
stocks of the increased basicity is exposed. 

Shows of Late Cretaceous magmatism and ore mineralization 따e controlled by explosive 
dislocations. The large northeast fault has caused the system of the conjugated zones of splitting 
and jointing of sublatitudinal, northwest and northeast direction. 

In the structure of Pravourmiysky deposit the ignimbrites, liparites, their tuffs, liparite - dacite 
and dacites participate. Among these vo1canites the oval-dome structures are mapped. Locally there 
are subvolcanic b 
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hydrothermal inf1uence. The lower side is complicated by zones of the increased jointing. The 
main ore body spatially associates with this dike of the deposit. 

Another dike - a dike of fine-grained porphyry granites is traced much to the north in the valley 
of Alyonushka spring. Its length is more than 5 krn with thickness of 4-40 m. Sericite - quartz 
metasomatites occur along the contact with the volcanites. The increased copper content is 
established in them. In granites topaz, tourmaline, f1uorite, muscovite, ore minerals are 
distinguished. 

The Pravourmiysky ore-bearing structure locates ore bodies in the zone of dislocation partially 
coinciding with a trailing side of granite - porphyry dike. The basis of ore bodies is made by 
streaky- metasomatic formations of quartz - muscovite, quartz- topaz and quartz - sericitic 
composition, and also vein and veinlets of quartz - tourmaline association. About 98% of economic 
reserves oftin are concentrated in two ore bodies (1 and 2). The ore body 3 has small reserves. The 
ore bodies occur imbricately in the zone, and the ore body 2 concems to " blind " without outcrops 
on the surface. A strike of ore bodies is sublatitudinal with northeast dip at angles 23-41 0 • 

The exploration of the deposit was carried out by trenches, holes of a core drilling and by four 
galleries a with /from by cuts upgoing and by horizontal holes. Vertical distance between adits 120-
140m. 

Average output of core at the ore bodies is 83%. Complex land, hole and underground 
geophysical researches are carried out. X-ray - radiometric methods (PPK and PPO) and garnma 
logging (rK) were widely applied for definition of tin content, geological reserves of ore bodies, 
their thickness (tab.- 9,10). Thee area of the deposit is covered with prospecting, geological 
shooting and by geophysical researches; 355 ths.m3 of trenches, 116.6 ths m of underground 
workings are passed, drilled 47,9 ths m of holes. The following samples are selected at the zone: 
trenching - 23 ,5 thousands, core - 29,7 thousands, techn이ogical - for enrichrnent of ore research -
11 samples. Expenses for prospecting were 36.92 mln rbl. 

Table 10 

Tin 

Copper 

Trioxide W 

Arsenic 

Sulphur 

Bismuth 

Sílver 

Indium 

Scandium 

Niobíum 

Fluorine-

Distribution of Tin and Accessory Components in the Form of the Mineral 
Occurrences (%) 

Arseno-pyirite.1 Chalco-
Bornite 

sulph。 gangue Cassiterite WoIfromite 
。lIingite pyrite -st삐te mineral 

91.84 0.03 0.94 1.21 0.27 2.80 2.88 
2.39 49.94 39.64 7.71 0.32 

1.1 2 97.96 - - 0.92 
100.0 -

- 71.60 19.72 6.30 2.38 -
- 46.30 5.51 37.22 10.55 -

0.12 0.05 14.14 36.20 49.40 0.01 0.07 
0.47 0.12 1.46 87.80 9.92 0.01 0.22 

56.33 26.53 - - - 17.14 
79.62 20.38 - -

- - - 100.0 

• Fluorine is in topaz (72.85 %) and fluorite (27.15 %) 
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Table 10 Balance of tin and accompanying components distribution on due to the form of mineral 
occurrence (%). The f1uorine is in topaz (72.85 %) and in f1uorite (27.15 %). 
The exploration has determined, that the largest ore body is the body 1. Its extent is 2230 m, 

average thickness - 11.8 m, depth of distribution - 100-550 m. The ore body 2 is limited from the 
west and east by faults. The length of this body is 840 m, average thickness - 9.2 m, depth of 
distribution - 60-270 m. Small bodies are stripped near the basic ore bodies. Along the strike they 
are traced up to 100-120 m, or are noticed in individual sections. 

The potential tin resources of ore field are estimated at categories P1 as - 83.5 ths t and category 
P2 - 38.8 ths t. The continuation of prospecting works of II phase proves the presence of significant 
reserves in the northem part ofthe deposit. In 1992 such works were successfully caπied out. 

The highest content of tin was marked in quartz- topaz metasomatites. 57 % of tin reserves are 
concentrated in them. 

By the author’s calculations on the base of prospecting, in this deposit there are large reserves of 
an arsenic in arsenopyrite and 1이lingite. They are appreciated at category C1 as 345859 t and at 
categoη C2 - as 215681 t. Beyond ore body - at category C1 + C2, - as 35535 t. 
It is necess따Y to outline the arsenic reserves in amount 561540 t, in which 5279 t of tin and about 
402634 t of sulfur are contained. 

The oxidation zone at the deposit is absent. The researches results have shown, that the ores are 
attributed to one technological type and are easily enriched. The technological pattem of 
enrichment inc1uding at the basis of the process X-ray - radiometric separation (PPC), with 
subsequent gravitational - f1oatation enrichment of the product (PPC) allows to achieve the 
following extraction into tin concentrates: tin- 76 .1 6 %, indium - 8.19 %, tungsten trioxide - 7.64 
%, copper - 2.2 %, scandium - 5 %, niobium five-oxide - 11 %, in copper concentrate - copper -
19,6 %, indium - 10.99 %, bismuth - 9 %, silver -14.46 %; in tungsten product - tungsten trioxide -
36,17%. Besides the arsenic product is produced, in which 80.63 % - arsenic, 2.56 % - tin, 10.81 % 
- copper, 2.54 % -tungsten trioxide were extracted with their content 37.48 %, 0.50 %, 2.0 % and 
0.03 % accordingly. 

The increased content of arsenic in tin concentrate determines the necessity of concentrate scour. 
The scour will lower the content of arsenic in granular concentrate till 0.14 
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The input of the deposit into operation will allow to reduce import of tin for 2000 t per a year, 
that in hard currency expression will exceed US$ 15 million [Tkachenko, 1989; the Protoc이 of 
State Committee for Reserves m 10894,1990]. 

Verkhnebidzhansky tin-ore deposit 

The deposit is located in Obluchensky area of JAR in the upper current of Bidzhan river basin in 
40 km to the south from Bidzhan and Izvestkovaya railway stations at the Trans-Sibirian railway. 
At the dist뻐ce of 10 km a fish-breeding factory Teplye Klyuchi (Warm Spring) is in operation. 
The transport connection with the deposit is possible by the uncomfortable road. Geographical 
coordinates of the deposit are : 48040 ’ north and 131 0 29 ’ east [121]. Absolute elevation marks are 
300-670 m, relative excess above river valley or its inf10ws are 400-200 m. 
In the area the mining industry is developed. There is a number of prospected, but not developed 
deposits of iron and manganese ores, magnesites, dolomites, limestones. The Teploozersky cement 
mills, lime plant, tin-production Khingansky GOK are in operation, the deposits of brucite, 
dolomite arε developed, the unique Kuldursky sources of underground waters are maintained. The 
timber loggings are conducted. Power transmission line and a highway run along the railway. 

The area is confined to a southem p따t of the Bureinsky median massif. The mu1tiphase Paleozoic 
granitoid pluton occurs at its base. The gneisses and crystal slates of Lower Proterozoic strata, 
Proterozoic and Cambrian deposits participate in the remains of an intrusive roof. The latter form 
strips of submeridional strike. All these formations are overlaid by poorly folded terrigenous
vo1canogenic stratum and are broken by Late Cretaceous granitoids accompanying with dikes of 
acid and basic composition. 

Verkhnebidzhansky deposit covers the area of 2.6 km2 and has the extent of 2.2 km. Its width is 
1.2 km. The area coincides with a submeridional strip of Upper Proterozoic and Cambrian folded 
deposits in which an interval of the syncline westem limb is allocated. Three suites take p따t in its 
structure : phyllite-like slates and dolomites of Proterozoic and Cambrian ore-bearing suite with 
layers of iron and manganese ores. The stratum dip is westem at angles 50-800 towards the contact 
of Paleozoic granitoids. These granitoids are broken through by small bodies of pink tourmalinic 
granites accompanied by the dikes of fine-grained tourmalinic granites and granite - porphyries. 
Among the dolomites at the deposit area a series of dislocations is established as intensively jointed 
rocks and zones of splitting incorporated by a notion "faults" . Their strike is north-east and north
wes 
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The ore bodies are allocated according to sampling data. Spatial convergence and grouping of such 
separated bodies form ore-bearing zones. They are traced along faults as linear strips. Four ore
bearing zones are allocated: Krestovya in a trailing side of East fault, Talkovy zone in a lower side 
of Sbrosovy fault, Sbrosovy and Magnetite zones in a lower side of Zapadny faul t. The zones 
differ by morphology and composition. Mainly they are steeply dipping. 

The Krestovy zone consists of 50 ore lenses. It is traced for 1200 m with thickness of 10-60 m. At 
depth the mineralisation is traced for 180 m. The dip of the zone is northwest at angles of 50-600 • 

Thep따t of ore bodies is fixed streaky - impregnatedly by mineralization, smalllenses and by nests. 
Their extent is 25-35 m, thickness - from 0.1 up to 1 m. In 20 ore bodies the content oftin exceeds 
0.1-0.2%. The lenses with increased content of tin are in southem hypsometrically lower p따t ofthe 
zone in 200 m interval. 

Talkovy ore-bearing zone in the southeast p따t of the area is traced for 500 m with 15-60 m 
thickness. 16 ore lenses of 10-100 m length are allocated with thickness of 0.1-6.3 m. Tin content 
exceeds 0.1-0.2% in some lenses. Rather increased average tin content is marked in the north of the 
ne in 80 m interval and 2.0 m average thickness. 

In the ore zone Sbrosovy an ore-bearing interval of 80 m length an and with average thickness of 
2.1 m is allocated . 
The Magnetite Zone is traced for 2 km with thickness about 400 m. Seven separated lenticular ore 

bodies with tin content of more than 0.1 % are stripped in it. Such bodies have an extent of 20-100 
m with thickness ofmore than 0.1 -3.2 m. 

The Krestovy zone is of rather great importance. Its reserves of the C2 category are counted by 
the surface sampling in amount 82800 t of ore. The block of 170 m length is allocated in its 
southem interval with conditional calculation depth of 50 m. The reserves make (t): tin - 770, lead -
4970, antimony - 8140, arsenic - 2301 , bismuth - 116, silver - 8. 
For northem part of this zone of 1000 m extent at depth the following amounts of a category C 
resources are expected (t): tin - 4600, lead - 3000, antimony - 19000, arsenic - 14000, bismuth-
700, silver - 48. 

The expected resources of categories C2 + P)sum make (ths t): tin - 5, lead - 35, antimony - 22, 
arsenic - 16, bismuth- 0.8, silver - 0.05. 

The average ore content of the southem p따t of the Krestovy zone (%): tin - 0.93 , lead - 6.0, 
antimony - 3.6, arsenic - 2.1 
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Mopau Tin-Ore Deposit 

The deposit is located in Sovgavansky district in the Mopau River basin of the right inflow Butu 
River. Distance to Soviet Harbour by the uncomfortable road is 198 km to the east from railway 
stations Khtu, Khungari and Vysokogomy of 90-100 km northwards. Southwards ofl8 km from the 
deposit, on the Butu River the aerodrome for reception of small aircraft planes and helicopters is 
constructed. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 480 17 ’ north and 138041 ’ east [155]. 
Absolute evaluation marks are 700-1080 m, relative difference of heights above the valleys are 
200-600 m. 

The vicinities of the deposit are not mastered economically. The timber cuttings are made as far 
as 60 km from it. In the nearest vicinities tin-ore deposits Rudnensky, Tausinsky, Nade강lda， 

Pionersky are preliminary prospected. Their ores are mainly attributed to a cassiterite - sulphide 
formation. All these deposits are confined to Sikhote-Alinsky folded area and to the east wing of 
the same large anticlinorium. Within its limits the terrigenous Cretaceous deposits are widespread. 
They are dislocated in complex folds of the north-east strike and overlain by Upper Cretaceous 
subhorizontal strata of terrigenous - volcanogenic rocks which have been broken through by the 
bodies of granitoids, gabbro-diorites, diorites, monzonites of Cretaceous -Paleogene. 

The Mopau deposit is confined to an anticline of the north-east strike immersed in the same 
direction. In the area of Mesozoic formations development the steeply dipping disjunctive 
dislocations are displayed, they have northeast, sublatitudinal, northwest and submeridional strike. 

At the deposit area Lower Cretaceous deposits, massifs of bioitite granites, fields of Late 
Cretaceous volcanites and subvoIcanic intrusions of andesite - dacite and dacites, liparites and 
granite - porphyries, liparites, andesite-dacites, diorite and diabasic porphyrites are exposed. 
LocallY they are spatially with the ore bodies ofthe deposit of cassiterite - quartz formation. 

The area of the deposit, 25 kmιis covered with prospecting. On the network 100x20 m 
spectrometalometry is carried out, 140 km of prospecting routes are executed, the volume of 
124995 m3 oftrenches, a gallery with crosscuts and drifts in volume 1426 m are passed, 21 core 
drilling holes of volume 6708 m are drilled and at the placer 271 m of holes is drilled by 
percussion-mechanical drilling . 

The g 
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with the veinlets and impregnations of cassiterite and fluorite are included in the composition of the 
zone. Vertical scope of a mineralisation about 350 m. The content of tin reaches 0.5-1.0%. 
At the distance of 400 m westwards from the a site Mopau-II there is a site Mopau-l. The revealed 
zones of a sublatitudinal strike, consist of a quartz -muscovite greisens with impregnations and 
nests of cassiterite, fluorite and topaz. At the deposit three structural - morphological types of tin 
mineralization 따e allocated. The first type concems to the stockworks connected with shattered 
volcanites, saturated with ore veinlets. The second type concems to mineralized linear zones of 
splitting with streaky and lenticular ore bodies located along dikes of porphyrites. The third type is 
characterized by nested and impregnated mineralization in metasomatites of the changed volcanites 
located along ruptures or in their joint units. 
1n the Central zone the ore body has northeast strike with northwest dip. It is traced for 400 m and 
submitted by a stockwork. 1n the plan the body represents lens with the branches to northeast and of 
submeridional direction. At depth more than 340 m the ore body shows the tendency to thinning. 
Thickness of the zone is 8.2-57.95 m. The average content of tin on sections varies within 0.21-
0.62%. 
The East zone is controlled by a rupture with a dike of diorite porphyrites. 1ts strike northeast, dip 
close to vertical. The thickness of a vein-like streaky zone is 0.2-5.5 m, but prevails in 1-2 m. At 
depth there is a decrease of thickness. The ore body is accompanied by apophysises. The 
mineralization is faltering with isolations an in four bodies. The body 1 is traced up to 288 m with 
varying thickness within 0.58 - 7.80 m and with fluctuations ofthe content in sections from 0.25 % 
up to 2.36%. The body 2 is stretched for 24-43 m with thickness 1.02-7.80 m with the tin content 
0.3-0.51 %. The body 3 is traced for 20-49m with thickness 1.82-2.65 m with the tin content 0.4-
1.05%. The body 4 is traced for 62 m with thickness of 1.0-1.5 m with the content of tin 1.31 %. 
Others stripped zones with ore bodies have an extent 10-60 m with thickness 0.3-5 .0 m and content 
oftin 0.1- 1.0%. The holes strip blind ore bodies with thickness 1.0-5.3 m with the content oftin O. 
21 - 1.16%. 

1n whole at the deposit the tin content in the samples changes from traces up to 0.1-25 .0%. At the 
expense of disintegration of ore bodies the alluvial - tal 
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As impurities in the ores the following minerals are present (%): lead (0.06- 0.71), zinc (0.06-
0.21), copper (0. 03- 1. 18), tungsten (0.이 - 0.02), arsenic (0.05-0.79), molybdenum (to (0,001), 
bismuth (up to 0.002), silver (up to 0.0061). In thε primary ores the content of copper is increased 
up to 0.3-0.5. Cassiterite contains (%) : indium (0.001-0.0042), scandium (0.0014-0.018), niobium 
(0.0025-0.045). 

The tεchnology of ore enrichment was studied at two laboratory samples from the oxidation zone 
with application of gravitation and f1oatation methods. Extraction of tin into concentrates has made 
73 .44 % and 80.62%. The tin content in granular concentrate is 28.5-38.0%, respectively. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. The basic paπ of tin reserves occurs 
above local basis of erosion (580 m). The f100ding ofworkings is connected to fracture waters. The 
water supply is possible at the expense of river streams. 

The development of the deposit is possible with the application of galleries. The deposit deseπes 
an additional exploration for the purpose of an estimation of all zones and placers. In future , 
together with an additional exploration of the adjacent tin-ore deposits, it will allow to exploit a 
new tin-ore area of the Khabarovsk territory. Thus it is expedient to produce, poor collective 
concentrates with their subsequent conversion at the Solnechny GOK for decrease of enrichment 
losses (Vinogradov etc. , 1972; Passport r-1 IU 98, 1984) 

Avlia tin ore-manifestations 

The ore-manifestation is located in the Okhotsk District (Okhotsky Rayon) in the basin of the 
river Yudoma upper current. An in(to) of 360 km a north - west a settlement a Okhotsk. 
Geographical coordinates of an ore-manifestation: 620 14 ’ a north and 1400 35 ’ an east [1]. Absolute 
marks of a relief of 1200 - 2226 m. In the process of geological mapping, 1 :200 000 scale, the tin 
content on the areas 18 km2 with an extent 6000 m and width of 3000 m is established . The area is 
not developed economically, the connection with the area ore occurrences is possible by 
helicopters. 

The area is forrned by geosynclinal folded deposits of the Verkhoyansk complex. Their thickness 
exceeds 3000 m. In the composition of the complex the Perrnian and Triassic terrains are overlain 
by almost horizontally occurring Upper Cretaceous volcanites. All these forrnations are broken by 
submeridional and northeast faults and fault - shifts and intruded by small bodies of Late 
Cretaceous granodiorites and subalkaline granites accompanying by dikes of acid composition. 

Among terrigenous deposits of Verkhoyansk complex the oval field of keratinizated rocks is 
allocated. Within its lini.its the stockworks, mineralized zones of splitting and quartz veins are 
established. Such ore mineralization is located in the meridional strip with extent about 2.5 km and 
0.5-1.5 km width. In this strip three blocks of more intensive ore mineralization are allocated. 

Saturation of stockwork and vein-like bodies of veined mass varies between 5-10 % and 50-60 % 
of rock volume. In the composition of ore bodies the quartz-chloritic veinlets and veins prevail. The 
stockworks and vein-like bodies ofwrong forrn branch offthe apophysis. 

Three stockworks and 27 vein-like ore bodies are established in the ore field. The extent of 
stockwork is 100-280 m, width is 74-220 m. The steeply dipping vein-like bodies are stretched for 
150-1100 m, their thickness is 0.2-60 m. 

The ore-bearing veins are established in the process of prospecting which have been carried out in 
1986. They were accompanied by magnetometry, radiometry, geological routes of 150 km, 
trenching (1 70 m') and prospect holes (42 linear m). 991 trenching samples and 1352 lump ore 
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were selected. In the composition of ore bodies there are cassiterite and minerals, accompanying it, 
galena, sphalerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, hematite. The cassiterite is marked as small 
grains by the size of 0.1-1 mm and rare as long-prismatic crystals up to 2 mm. Grains and crystals 
will form impregnation or aggregates, or fringes of 2 cm width in selvages of quartz- chloritic 
vems. 

The content oftin in the samples varies from 0.05 % to 14.88%. The average content is accepted 
as 0.41 %. The potential resources of category P1 tin are highly appreciated. The ores are of low
sulphide quartz-chlorite type. The texture of ores is impregnated, streaky. The content of 
accompanying components is low (%) : zinc - 0.1-0.3 , lead - up to 0.1, copper - up to 0.01-0.1 , 
silver - 1-3 g/t, sometimes - up to 100 g/t. 

The ore-occurrence deseπes detailed prospecting - estimation works [Morozov, 1990, Passport r-
1 띠 238, 1990]. 

Tungsten 

The location of tungsten mineralization spatially and genetically is mainly closely connected with 
tin mineralization. The geology of these metals is almost similar. At the Khabarovsky territory the 
tungsten - tin 뻐d tin - tungsten ores accordingly belonging to a cassiterite - sulphide or a cassiterite 
- quaπz formation are of the basic economic value. The certain prospects are available for detection 
of molybdenurn - tungsten, skam, tungsten polymetal and copper - tungsten types. The tungsten 
mineralization is confined to Mesozoic folded structures frequently overlain by Late Cretaceous 
volcanites and genetically connected with postorogenic plutons of granites and granitoids. The 
mineralization is submitted either by linear mineralized zones of splitting, up to 1,5 km length and 
more with thickness till 5-10 m, or by small quartz veins with greisenizated selvages and stockwork 
zones with streaky - impregnated mineralization. 
The special works for tungsten in the Khabarovsk territory were limited. 

The basic balance reservεs of tungsten are concentrated in tin deposits are and recovered as 
accessory minerals. 
As of January 1, 1992 the balance reserves of three-oxide tungsten of the Khbarovsk tεrritory for 
categories A + B + C1 are determined as 30385 t and for category C2- 13746 t. The reserves are 
taken into account at five tungsten-bearing tin-ore deposits: Festiva1ny, Perevalny, Soboliny, 
Pravourmiysky, Octyabrsky and at the Merek river placer (with the reserves of three-oxide 
tungsten 10 t with the content 625 g/m\ The tungsten minerals occur in the form of wolframite 
and scheelite. The of tungsten three-oxide content in ores is 0.033-0.139%. 
In whole After 1991 at the Solnechny area 800 t of tungsten were extracted. 

The greatest reserves oftungsten three-oxide are established at the Festivalny and Pravourmiysky 
deposits. At the latter the reserves are approved at the category ’1 as 8432 t and at the category 
’2 - as 4108 t. The average content of tungsten three-oxide is - 0.036%. The certain interest 
represents Festivalny tungsten - tin - copper deposit (88). 

Festivalny Tungsten - Tin - copper Deposit 

The deposit is located 45 km northwest from Komsomolsk-on-Amur and 16 km west from 
regional center Solnechny. The deposit is mainly exploited as tin-ore. Transport communication 
with the deposit is possible by a motorway of the higher quality. The power supply is provided by 
LEP-110 Kw from Komsomolsky heat power plant -1 and heat power plant -2. The area of the 
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Fig.-16. Horizontal Plan of 650m and Geological Sections of 
Festivallskogo W-Sn-Cu Deposit(Atlas Modelei,1992) 
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deposit is economically mastered. The leading branches are mmmg, mechanical engineering, 
ferrous metallurgy, timber cuttings and others. The area of the deposit is confined to Gorinsky 
structural - formational zone (SFZ) of Sikhote Alinsky GFS. 

The geological structure of the deposit is determined by two structural - lithologic complexes: 
Jurassic (with a rhythmical interbedding of sandstones from coarse- to fine-grained and aleurolites) 
complex with 400 m strata thickness and by flyschoid stratum of thickness 800 m, and overlying 
Cretaceous complex, represented by two suites of Kholdaminsky (tuff-conglomerates, tuff
sandstones, tuffs of dacites) with thickness 570 m, and then Amutsky suite (tuffs -andesite, andesite 
- dacite) with thickness 270 m. The rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous are broken through by not 
numerous small bodies and by dikes of quaπz - diorite -porphyrites, granodiorites and granodiorite 
- porphyries of Silinsky complex. 

The mineralization is controlled by a steeply dipping ore-bearing Perevalnensky fault of a 
meridional direction, by pre-ore faults of latitudinal and northwest strike. The mineralization is 
located near the surface of structural disagreement of Cretaceous sedimentary - volcanogenic 뻐d 

Jurassic terrigenous - sedimentary rocks and is controlled by sites of faults crossing. The echelon 
structure of the Perevalnensky fault causes location of ore pillars. In an axial part of the fault the 
largest ore bodies, in feathered cracks - their apophysis (Fig.-16) are located. 

The deposit is prospected by trenches, drifts, cuts from drifts upgoing and by cuts from them. 
By prospecting works it is established, that the deposit is represented by four basic economic zones 
containing in general 17 vein-like ore bodies of abrupt dip, average length along strike 130 - 420 m, 
average depth along dip from 120 to 425 m, average thickness from 1.96 to 7.1 m. The zone of 
oxidation is distributed up to depth of 80 -120 m. 

The ore bodies are confined to linear mineralized zones of splitting. Their morphology is 
complicated by swells, by pinches, branches of apophysises, by presence of interformational 
breccias and mylonites. Two kinds of ores are distinguished low-sulphide tungsten - tin and 
multisulphide tungsten - tin-copper. The total reserves of these ores approved by the State 
Committee for Reserves of the USSR, have made 16.9 mln.t, inc1uding categories A + B + C j -
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Tungsten Occurrence Lednikovy - Sarmaka 

In the Ulbansky ore area the ge이ogical survey, 1 :50 000 scale, and prospecting revealed 
numerous occurrences and points of tungsten mineralization. The most prospective, within the 
investigated area are the shows referred to wolframite - quartz formation and investigated in detail 
at the sites Lednikovy and Sarmaka. 

The site Lednikovy is located in the head of the left component of the Golubaya River, a right 
inf10w of the upper current of the Nimelen River, in the near-axial part of the ridge Yam - Alin. 
Geographical coordinates are 520 34 ’north and 1340 41 ’ east [60]. The occurrence is located 140 km 
northwest from railway station Postyshevo, as far as 125 km from Polina Osipenko settlement. 

There are no railway and highway in the area of the occurrence, the area is not economically 
developed. 

The site is inc1uded in Selemdzhinsko-Kerbinsky SFZ ofthe Amur-Okhotsky GFS. 
The mineralization is confined to a dome-like ledge of a granite massif of late Cretaceous Yam -

Alinsky complex. The site is formed by heavily keratinizated tuff-sandstones, aleurolites which 
have been broken by dikes of granite - porphyries and rhyolites. The main volume of ore 
mineralization is concentrated in central part of the site area, within the limits of a linear stockwork 
of east-northeast strike, 300- 320 m width and extent about 2000 m. The stockwork is formed by a 
series of subparallel essentially quartz veins and veinlets from the first cm to 0.2-0.3 m thick, in the 
intervals between which the rich network ofheterooriented low-thick (up to 20 mm) quartz veinlets 
is developed. The veins are combined by coarse-grained qu따tz of white color, less often by low
transparent drusoid-like, with admixture of micaceous material and sulphides. Wolframite is 
present in c10se connection with sulphides, its content in veins varies up to 1-2 % and reaches 15%. 

Sulphides are represented by chaIcopyrite, arsenopyrite and pyrite, their content in the veined 
mass varies within the limits 5-40%. Sometimes arsenopyrite will form monomineral veinlets of 
30-50 mm thick, and also veinlets of tungsten of arsenopyrite composition, where the ratio of these 
minerals approximately is 1: 2. Alongside with qu따tz veins in the central p따t of the stockwork 
there are veins of f1uorite -topaz - quartz composition. From postore dislocations in the stockwork 
the zones of splitting of a submeridional strike filled by tectonic breccias on carbonaceous cement 
are 
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result of the works made it is established, that the zones of the fluorite - topaz-quartz veinlets are of 
the greatest interest here, proceeding from their significant parameters and presence of intervals 
with economic content of wolframite and copper. 
Taking into account affinity of location of both Lednikovy and Sarmaka sites, they are considered 
as a uniform ore occuπence of tungsten and copper. The average W03 content at the ore 
occurrence - 120 - makes 0.37 % (0.31-0 .43), copper - 0.1 8 % (0 .1 4-0.21). The potential reserves at 
the stages of the works made are determined as follows: W03 - 41 ths t, copper - 28 ths t. 
Unfortunately both sites are not investigated in detai l. Since 1984 work at the ore occurrence has 
been stopped due to the absence of funds. Taking into account geologo - structural features of the 
mineralization 없ea， presence of mineral economic content the occurrence can serve as the object 
for more detailed prospecting [Bukhanchenko, 1988]. 

Molybdenum - Tungsten Occurrence Burgagli-Double 

This occurrence is located in the Okhotsk area, in the upper reaches of the creek Uchchugui
Burgagli (inflow of the Yudoma river), as far as 250 krn from 0임lotsk seaport in the west, 50 krn 
northeastwards from the river port Ogonyok (Yudoma river). The land transport ways with this 
occurrence are absent. There are no inhabited settlements near this ore occurrence. Geographical 
coordinates: 590 57 ’ north and 13807 ’east (1 0). 

The area of the occurrence is included into South - Verkhoyansky SFZ of the Verkhoyano -
Kolymsky GFS. The mineralization is confined to an asymmetric brachianticline, which nucleus is 
formed by complicated keratinizated aleurolite sandstones and tuffites of Tylakhsky suite and 
wings - by aleurolites of Myshkinsky suite of Middle Carboniferous. The mode of occurrence of 
the east wing is flat, the same of the west wing is abrupt. The numerous lamprophyre dikes and 
dike-like apophysises of intrusion of fine-grained leucocratic granites are confined to a nucleus of 
the brachianticline. On the wings of the anticline the keratinizated diorite porphyrites are widely 
developed. The ore molybdenum -tungsten mineralization is imposed on all intrusive formations. A 
contrast dense-veinlet-veined stockwork is located in the nucleus of the anticline. The composition 
of hydrothermolite facies changes zonally relatively the structure nucleus. The biotite-albite-quartz 
facies with a large variety of ore minerals is distinguished in the center of it. The most productive 
molybdenite - scheelite mineralization is confined to it. At the periphery of stockwork the fluorite -
chlorite -pyrrhotite - quartz facies is fixed. 

Within the stockwork the veinlets are mainly oriented across the long axis of the latter according 
to feathered northwest faults. Frequency of veinlet occurrence varies from 50 to 159 for 1 linear m. 
At the flanks the frequency of veinlets decreases till 10-20. Quartz mass in the central part of the 
stockwork makes 10-20 %, less often - up to 40-60%. The show was investigated by detailed 
prospecting in 1985-1986. 

For the whole period of the occurrence investigation 65 linear krn of prospecting routes were 
executed, 3800 m) (1 693 linear m) of trenches were passed, 425 m of holes were drilled, 1117 
trenching and 53 core samples were selected and analyzed. Mineral composition of ore is re
presented by valuable minerals: scheelite, molybdenite, gold. Minerals - satellites in ore 
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feasibility study of the stockwork potential resources is made it is taken into consideration, that 
the large paπ of molybdenum - tungsten formation mineralization is located above apical ledges 
of leucogranite plutons in their exocontact zones of ) up to 1000-1500 m thick. The thickness of 
endocontact of ore-bearing zones usually does not exceed 300-400 m. The most optimal zones of 
molybdenum mineralization development locate directly above granite domes, in their exocontact, 
300-500 m thick. 

The potential resources of ore occurrence are highly estimated for tungsten three-oxide, 
molybdenum, g이d. The occurrence is a matter of interest and it is recommended for realization of 
rating works for tungsten and molybdenum [Kislyakov, 1990, Passport r-l m 256]. 

Dochkanakh Molybdenum - Tungsten Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in the Okhotsk area, 150 km north-west from the port of Okhotsk, in 
the middle current of the river Dochkanakh. The area of the occurrence is not economically 
developed, the land transport services are absent. Geographical coordinates: 61 0 30 ’ north and 
141 0 13’ east [6]. 

The area ofthe occurrence is attributed to the Ulinsky zone ofthe Okhotsky vo1canogene 
The ore occurrence submitted by a scheelite-bearing stockwork, is confined to an apical p따t of 

granite-porphyry fractured body, extended along a large northeast fault dividing the zones 
brachyform and linear folding of a terrigenous complex. Granite - porphyries and homfels at the 
area of 1.5 km‘ are non-uniformly orthoclased, carbonatizated, chloritized, sulphidized. 

Hydrothermal - metasomatically altered rocks contain heterooriented veinlets, lenses, nests of 
quartz, quartz-feldspathic, quartz - carbonate -chlorite composition with a scheelite, cassiterite, 
wolframite, molybdenite, gold, arsenopyrite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite. Quartz (80 %) prevails 
among veined minerals. The ore minerals make 2-5 %, scheelite and iron sulphides prevail. 

The streaky- silicified rocks form an ore-bearing stockwork of the wrong form extended in 
northeast direction along layer - fracture apophysis of granite- porphyries for more than 1000 m 
with width from 50-100 m to 500-600 m. The most intensive streaking and metasomatic 
silicification of granite - porphyries and homfels (at sandstones) is obseπed in the zone of endo
and exocontact and along faults accompanying by rock splitting. 

The geologo-structural features of ore occurrence show at the insignificant erosive shear of 
stockwork, possibility of its area and intensity of mineralization increase with depth. 

The potential resources in a prospective contour of the stockwork up to 200 m depth and lower 
the rivεr Dochkanakh valley are estimated at average content of tungsten three-oxide - 0.12 %, as 
gold - 0.5 g/t. In the basin of the right inf10w sources of the Dochkanakh river the ore-bearing site 11 

Pravy (Right) Dochkanakh 11 is located. Here in the zone of westem exo- and of endocontact of the 
massif complicated by faults of submeridional and northeast directions, homfels and granodiorites 
are greisenizated, are streaky - silicified and sulphidized. The area of hydrothermally alterated 
rocks development is not less than 5x2 km. Scheelite, scheelite - gold, an 
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realization prospecting - estimation works with use of mechanical core drilling and of surface 
workings [Gorokhov, 1982,1987]. 

Surkho Tin - Tungsten Occurrence 

The occurrence is located on the right bank of the upper current of the Dognikan river. According 
to administrative division it is situated in the Okhotsk Areain 145 km north-west from the Okhotsk 
settlement, near Dochkanakh occurrence. Geographical coordinates: 61 0 35 ’north and 141 0 20’ east 
[7]. The area of occurrence economically is not developed, there are no land transport ways. 

The site of occurrence, which area is more than 2 kmι ， is characterized by a bald mountain moder 
-ate relief (absolute marks 1600-2100m), strongly dismembered with steep slopes. The occurrence 
is attributed to Ulinsky zone of Okhotsky volcanogene. The tin - tungsten mineralization is 
confined to east contact of Dochkanakhsky granite massif controlled by explosive dislocation of a 
northwest direction. The granitoid massif having the asymmetric laccolith-like form , acts as a 
nucleus of the dome-like uplift formed by Permian terrigenous rocks and complicated explosive 
dislocations. In the zone of this fault the dikes of subalkaline fine-grained granites are observed. In 
endo- and exocontact of a granitoid massif the dikes of fluidal liparites, diorite porphyrites and of 
dolerites are widespread. The granodiorites along the fault, in the strip 400-600 m are non
uniformly orthoclased and greisenizated as the distinctly expressed parallel zones. Enclosing rocks 
represented by sandstones with interlayers are aleurolite, heavily homfeled (quartz - biotite 
homfels), at places sulphidizated and sericitizateded. The wholε strip of the alterated rocks is 
enriched with iron hydrooxides. In the zones of some rupture dislocations the granodiorites are 
heavily silicified, and homfels are carbonated and contain quartz breccias. In the strip of 
metasomatically altered rocks the zones, steeply dipping northeastward, of an intensive 
greisenization 뻐d quartz - sulphide of streaking being the basic ore bodies are distinctly allocated. 
The largest ore-bearing zones are distinctly expressed in the southeast p따t of the site limited by the 
faults of northwest and submeridional directions. In this block only one ore body is allocated with 
130 m thickness and two ore bodies with 8 and 9 m thickness and extent of 1000-1300 m. On the 
northwest continuation of ore-bearing zones two ore bodies, 12 and 36 m thick are revealed. A 
general extent of an ore-bearing stockwork zone is up to 4 km with width from the first tens of 
meters to 400-6 
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content of useful components. The ore-manifestation was studied by detailed prospecting with 
group geological survey of 1 :50000 scale with application of sinking of trenches and prospect 
holes. The potential resources of the basic minerals are significant. 

The geologo - structural features of ore-bearing site, economic type of mineralization, significant 
parameters and rather high concentration of useful components, insignificant erodibility of ore
bearing stockwork zone, specify high prospect character of the Surkho ore-occurrence. It is 
possible to reveal some ore bodies with the increased gold and copper content by means of more 
detailed works. The Surkho occurrence also, as well as the Dochkanakh occurrence, is 
recommended for more detailed prospecting - estimation works with the use of mechanical core 
drilling [Gorokhov, 1982,1987; passport r-l 띠 17]. 

Muromets Copper - Tungsten Occurrence 

The ore-manifestation is located in Ayano-Maisky area in 145 km northeast from Melkay 
settlement and in 25.5 km northeast from Kurun-Uryakh settlement, on the left bank of the 
Muromnya River. Geographical coordinates: 580 44 ’ north and 1370 46 ’ east [14]. The area is poorly 
developed economically. Nelkan settlement has the aerodrome capable to accept planes of the AN-
24 type. 

The transportation service inside the area is carried out by helicopters. There are no land transport 
ways in the area of occurrence. The winter road runs from Nelkan settlement to Kurun-Uryakh 
settlement. The occurrencε Muromets is the most investigated one from numerous occurrences of 
Yudomo - Maisky deflection ofthe Murornnyansky ore unit and it locates at the south-east edge of 
the intrusive massif. Here at the contact of quartz monzodiorites and syenite - diorites with 
dolomites of Middle Cambrian, a sublatitudinal zone of gamet and gamet - pyroxene skams with 
visible cha1copyrite-magnetite mineralization, is observed. A strip of skam mineralization is traced 
for 1000 m, from the south it is surrounded by ca1ciphyres (skamed dolomite marbles), from the 
north - by diopside monzodiorites. On the extreme westem flank a hypsometric mark of the zone is 
1060 m, in the east - 900 m. The marbles and sk앙ns’ dip is gentle (20-40 0) under intrusions. In the 
skams and ca1ciphyres rupture dislocations are fixed parallel to the zone and contact. Within the 
zone some skam - ore bodies (deposits) of complex configuration and with 6-12 m of apparent 
thickness are allocated. Mineral composition is represented as follows: main ore minerals -
magnetite, cha1copyrite, molybdenite, scheelite, molybde-scheelite; minor and rare minerals -
wolframite, bomite, sphalerite, galena. The native gold is present as rounded grains inside bomite 
and cha1copyrite, less often in cracks in pyrite. The texture of ores is mainly impregnated, streaky -
impregnated. At the separate sites massive and banded magnetite-chalcopyrite ores are allocated. 
The tenths ofpercent oftungsten three-oxide (maximum 0.92 %), tenths to the whole ofpercent of 
copper (maximum 10 %), the first grams of gold (up to 3.4 g/t), up to 70 g/t silver are peculiar to 
mineralized skams almost at the whole extent of the zone. 

The analyze of trenching samples have allowed to allocate 3-4- meter intervals with the average 
content : W03- 0.15-0.26 %, Mo - 0.005 %, Cu - 1.0 %, Ag - 30 g/t an 
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Boguchansky Tungsten Occurrence 

The tungsten occurrence is located in Polina Osipenko administrative area, 50 km northeast from 
regional center Polina Osipenko settlement. The nearest railway station is Postyshevo at Baikal
Amur main railway, 145 km southwest from the occurrence. As far as 12 km southwards from the 
occurrence the Amgun River, the main transport way runs, by which the cargoes are carried to 
Polina Osipenko settlement from Khabarovsk and Nikolaevsk-on-Amur. Polina Osipenko 
settlement is connected by a dirt road with Postyshevo station. 25 km westwards a winter road is 
laid out (from Polina Osipenko settlement to the Maranul River). Geographical coordinates: 520 39 ’ 
north and 137008 ’ east [61]. The area ofthe occurrence is poorly economically developed. 

The Boguchan site is located in the vicinities of the mountain with the same name in upper 
reaches of the Levy (Left) Marakul within Marakulsky horst-plutonic zone in the southem part of 
Ulbansky Mesozoic deflection of the Amur - Okhotsky geosynclinal folded system. The site is 
formed by sandstones and aleurolites in the zone of cryptobatholithic halo of homfelization, 
subalkaline leucogranites, broken by the Boguchansky stock of the Ulbansky intrusive complex and 
by series of thin dikes and veins of spessartites and kersantites. 

Postmagmatic formations are represented by quartz and sericite - quartz metasomatites, 
metasomatically skamed and sericitizated rocks on terrigenous formations. The metasomatites are 
confined to zones of splitting along faults of northwest and sublatitudinal strike and have complex 
morphology of bodies. Thickness of metasomatically altered rocks varies from the first tens 
centimeters to 30 m, with length to 200-300 m, rare up to 450 m. In the area ofBoguchan mountain 
quartz-feldspathic metasomatites are displayed most intensively. They will form zones ofthickness 
from 1 to 30 m with length up to 200 m. The quartz veinlets and qu따tz veins are widespread. Thεy 
are imposed both on the zones of metasomatites, and on homfels and keratinizated rocks. The 
veinlets are of various size, morphology, material composition, spatial orientation. In the whole 
quartz veinlets and veins will form a large stockwork of length 3.3 km and about 2 km width, total 
area is 4.6 km2. The form of a stockwork is oval, extended in a sublatitudinal direction. Thickness 
of veinlets varies from hair up to the first centimeters. The quartz veins up to 70 cm thick are ra 
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not stripped for complete thickness. The zones 19-27, 29-33 , 34-37, and 55 are not investigated yet. 

it is necess따Y to expect good prospects from zones 6 and 7, where thickness is 37 .6m, the content 
oftungsten three-oxide makes 0.269%. 
Taking into account the qualitative characteristic of ores, possibility of reserves increase, rather 
accessible location, the occurrence is recommended to the further investigation as highly
prospected 0비ect for carrying more detailed works [Tinkov, 199이. 

Molybdenum 

According to the conditions of occurrence formation and morphology the molybdenum in the 
Khabarovsk territory is subdivided into three types : stockwork, skam veined. In the balance of 
reserves ofthe Khabarovsk territory molybdenum is not inc1uded , though 133 objects are revealed. 
A degree of their geological investigation is low. The large Umaltinsky molybdenum deposit of 
veined type is located in the Verkhnebureinsky area, it was exhausted during the WorId war II. It 
occurs in Late Paleozoic leucocratic granites overIain by the Jurassic deposits. The only previously 
prospected deposit is Melginskoe. The most interesting molybdenum ore-manifestations were 
revealed during the process of geological mapping of scales 1 :200 000 and 1 :50 000 in the 
O암lOtsk， Ayano-Maisky, Tuguro - Chumikansky, Nizhneamursky (Nikolaevsky) and Verkhne
Bureinsky areas. Rather more perspective occurrences are noted below, at first they are only 
mentioned, and then are considered in more detail. 

The molybdenum occurrencεs are attributed n to such formational types, as molybdenite 
(molybdenum impregnation in granites), quartz- - wolframite-greisen with molybdenite (as thin 
veins and veinlets), quartz - molybdenite (veined type), quartz - molybdenite -sericitic (veined 
bodies), quartz - molybdenite - chalcopyrite (stockworks), molybdenite - scheelite in skams 
(extended zones). 

Usually the molybdenum content in ores is low and it varies within 0.03-0.2 %, sometimes 
reaching 0.4 % and higher. The resources of molybdenum vary in ore manifestations from the first 
thousands of tons up to first hundred thousands of tons. The ore occurrences of molybdenum are 
located both on platform structures, and in folded areas. Quite often molybdenum accompanies ores 
of tin, tungsten, copper, rare elements. In the Solnechny area molybdenite is observed at the lower 
horizons of tin ore bodies. 

Molybdenum mineralization is widespread in stockwork and thin-veinlet quartz zones with 
greisenizated selvages, with cassiterite and wolframite. Such occurrences are developed in the area 
of ridge Dusse-Alin (Bureinsky) and Ezop. In the Okhotsky area northeastwards from the same 
regional center with Nyutsky molybdenum-bearing- area is allocated with ore-manifestations 
Guanti, Syoka, Annikan, Levy Atykan, Darpichan etc. The most promlSlng occurrences are 
described below. The ore occurrence Guanti is mentioned here. It 
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It is located in the southem part of the Verkhoyansk trough and Komuy-Muromnyansky 
metallogenic zone in it. There, in the strip of exocontact of Verkhne-Inikansky granitoid massif, 
the metasomatites are developed and in them silicification of linear stockwork type. Its size is 
700xtOO m. The stockwork comprises about 100 contiguous ore bodies with the content of 
molybdenum 0.09-0.3 %, copper - 0.1-0.6 %, gold - up to 5.1 g/t, silver - up to 60-280 g/t, lead - up 
to 2-5 %, zinc - up to 0.2%. To determine potential resources the average contents are accepted: 
molybdenum - 0.09, copper -0.2, gold - 0,4 g/t, silver - 30 g/t. Potential resources are ca1culated for 
a category C2. 

In the Tuguro - Chumikansky area there are ore-manifestations: Kiransky [38], Giginsky [39] and 
AI-Makit [50]. In the Kiransky ore unit the occurrence of molybdenum-porphyry type is marked. It 
associates with massifs of granitoids of Cretaceous age and is represented by a stockwork of 1200x 
100 m size with the average content of molybdenum 0.09%. Potential resources of a category P3 
for ore are- 40,5 mln.ts, for molybdenum - 36.4 ths t. 

Giginsky ore occurrence represents a linear stockwork of 100x250 m size. The average 
molybdenum content in it is accepted as 0.09% with f1uctuations in samples from 0.01 to 1.0%, 
gold - 0.2-0.6 g/t. The resources of a category C2 are appreciated for ore - 667.5 mln .t, for 
molybdenum more than 45ths t, for gold - 13.5 t. 

In the Ulbansky metallogenic zone at the AI-Makit site [50] in granitoids which are breaking 
through Jurassic deposits, the mineralization zonε is established. Its extent is 2500 m, width - 500 
m. The stockwork of 1200x250 m is allocated due to the concentration of quartz veinlets with 
molybdenite . The content of molybdenum in it is O. 1- 1.0 %, tungsten - up to 0.1 %. The potential 
resources of a category C3 are determined only for molybdenum. 
In Nikolaevsky are molybdenum content is connected with Mesozoic and Cenozoic metallogeny. 
39 shows of molybdenum are revealed. The ore-occurrence Mayak [51] is of special interest. It 
represents copper - porphyry stockwork in granite - porphyry exocontact of Late Cretaceous. The 
massif is located in changed qmπtz-like and quartz - sericitic rocks with quartz - sulphide veinlets. 
The size of the stockwork is 1500x400 m. The molybdenum content in ore is 0.01-0.35%. The 
content of accompanying elements is the following (%): copper - 0.01-0.15, tungsten - 0.01-0.08, 
b 
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At the Sularinsky deposit on Sularin River the molybdenum content in the samples from veined 
bodies reaches 0.114%. Four occurrences, including the Melginsky deposit are adjacent to it. On 
the left bank of the Sularin River, at the site of 522.0 m elevation, the molybdenum content in 
spectrometallometric halo reaches 0.2%. 

The ore-manifestation Ersican (74) is 45 km north-east from the Melginsky deposit and is 
confined to leucocratic granites. Here the strip of molybdenum mineralization is localized in the 
splitting and greisenizated jointing zone. The stockwork ofthe size 0.5 km2 with quartz veins ofup 
to 4.0 m thick, molybdenum content is up to 32% is allocated in it. The stockwork is stipulated by 
a network of branching quartz veins and veinlets with molybdenite. In the sections of trenches of 
4-10 m wide the molybdenum content is 0.005-0.5%. In separate samples the content raises up to 
2-5%. Tin (up to 0.02 %), lithium (up to 0.04 %), fluorite (more than 1 %) are attributed to 
accompanying minerals. After V.I.Sukhov (1 986) the potential resources of molybdenum of P3 
category are for ore 138 mln.t and for molybdenum - 19.8 ths. t (Onikhimovsky etc. , 1989). 

In more detail the ores ofthe mentioned deposits and occurrences are covered below. 
Taking into account the economic conditions the sites at the Bureinsky median massif, and also 

ore occurrence Mayak are recommended as paramount objects for prospecting. The further 
prospecting is expedient to caπY out in Okhotsky and Ayano - Maisky areas. When estimating 
molybdenum deposits it is necessary to have in view the possibilities of their profitable operation 
under the conditions of large ore mass reserves, its open mining using high-efficiency engineering 
and complex use of overburden ores and rocks. Such conditions are more characteristic to 
stockwork deposits with the molybdenum content not less than 0.1 %. 

The description oftypical deposits and occurrences ofthe Khabarovsk territory is given below. 

Birandzhinsky Molybdenum Deposit 

The deposit [68] is located in the Verkhnebureinsky area in the basin of the upper current of 
Nimakan River, 75 km northward of BAM railway station Alonka and 35 km westward of the 
exhausted Umaltinsky molybdenum deposit. There passes a regional highway further 50 km east. 
Geographical coordinates of the Birandzhinsky deposit are as follows : 1330 00’ east and 51 0 54 ’ 
north. Absolute marks of the surface are 900-1000 m. Vicinities of the deposit in 30 km radius of 
are not economically developed. 

The deposit is confined to a northeast margin ofthe Bureinsky median massif overlain by Jurassic 
terrigenous deposits. The Paleozoic granitoids with the roof remains as gneisses and Precambrian 
crystalline schists, and also metamorphosed terrigenous and carbonaceous Devonian rocks prevail 
in the composition of the median massi f. 

The ore field of the deposit occupies the area 1800x 1 000 m. It is located in the Late Paleozoic 
porphyry-like granites, intruded by massifs of leucocratic granites and cut by the dikes of granite
porphyries and porphyrites. The granites enclosing molybdenum - quartz veins, are greisenizated 
and sericitizateded. To the east of the ore field the granites are overlain by the deposits of Jurassic 
age. 

The ore veins are confined to splitting and jointing zones in granites. Their strike is northwest and 
submeridional with the dip, accordingly, southwest and east at the angles of 60-750 • The extent of 
veins is 135-370 m. Their thickness is 0.2-5.5 m. 19 veins in all are stripped, but 5 veins are most 
investigated and among them two veins are attributed to the largest with thickness of 0.6-2.5 m. 
The veins are concentrated in two sites, the distance between them is 1100 m. The veins are 
branched, pinched and swelled in thickness. Xenolytes of granites locally occur. 
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The ore field is covered by metallometric survey of 1 : 10 000 scale and crossed by trenches. Their 
volume is 15200 m'. 390 trenching s없nples are selected in veins. Expenses for prospecting have 
made rbl. 1046.2 ths (price 1958). At depth the deposit was not studied. The rough molybdenum 
resources in a category C1 are possible to estimated up to depth 100 m in five veins as 3202 t. The 
molybdenite in quartz occurs in dispersed state, or in the form of scales, and it is usually confined 
to greisenizated selvages of the veins. 

The molybdenum content in samples varies from 0.01 up to 0.54 %, however the average content 
is accepted as 0.06-0.07%. Pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, fluorite are included into the composi 
-tion ofvein minerals. For an objective estimation ofthe deposit it is expedient to caπY out drilling 
of core holes originally at two largest veins. [the Registration leaf No. 1, 1956; Rudnev, 
Shamtzyan, 1957; passport No. 154,1985; Sukhov, 1986]. 

Melginsky molybdenum deposit 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky area in the basin of middle current of the river 
Verkhny Melgin, which is the right inflow of the Bureya River. It is situated in 70 km westward of 
Chegdomyn station on the Urgal - Izvestkovaya railway branch-line. The transport communication 
with the deposit is possible by tractors on the uncomfortable road. Geographical coordinates of the 
deposit are 51 0 06 ’north and 131 0 21 " east [78]. The nearest vicinities of the deposit are not 
economically developed. 70 km northward the BAM railway runs, and 90 km to the southwest a 
high-power Bureisky hydroelectric station is under construction. Near these settlements the timber 
cuttings are carried out. 

In geological structure of the area the east p따t of the Bureinsky median massif formed by Late 
Paleozoic granitoids and limited by the Mesozoic coal-bearing deflection participates. The ore field 
of the deposit is confined to a contact zone of Paleozoic granodiorites and leucocratic pink granites, 
breaking through them. These rocks are crossed by pre-ore dikes of microgranites and porphyrites 
locally changed by Hydrothermal processes. The contact between granites is oriented in a northeast 
direction. Parallel in granodiorites the dikes, splitting zones and quartz veins with molybdenite 
occur. 

In the northem p따t of the deposit area the intrusive roof remains were kept from erosion as 
Proterozoic crystal schists. Greisenization of granitoids is increased in the Same direction, in 
conformity with relief elevation. 

The ore field of the deposit is extended for 4.5 km with 0.8-1.0 km width. At two sites of ore 
field Northem and Southem more than 10 quartz veins are revealed. The revealing of veins was 
preceded by spectrometallometry on 100x20m network. For stripping anomalies and ore bodies the 
trenches of 1500 m length were passed. For study of oxidation zone of and its influences on 
contents of molybdenum, Prospect holes of up to 15m depth with cross-cuts were passed. Ore
bearing veins (# 1 and # 2), were investigated by two galleries with cross-cuts through 20-10 m. 
Vertical distance of adit horizons is 40 m. At depth the ore bodies were studied by holes of 
mechanical core drilling. The core output is 85-90%. In total 20000 m3 of trenches, 521 linear m of 
prospect holes, 649 m of horizontal mines,1988 m of core drilling holes were passed. The samples 
are selected as fo lIows : trenching - 750, core - 188. Expenses for prospe 
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sampling. They are branched, characterized by swells and pinches. The main veins No 1 and 2 are 
traced along the strike for, 540 and 120 -500 m, accordingly and along dip - for 200-275 m. Their 
thickness varies within 0.3-4.1 m and on the average makes 1.0-1.25 m. An arrangement of quartz 
veins and ore bodies in them is echelon. The ore bodies, confined to veins, are stretched for 75-
200m with 0.6-1.3m thickness. Near the veins the enclosing granodiorites are silicified and 
sericitizateded. 

The reserves of ore and molybdenum were counted up to depth of 275 m. For C2 category - in 9 
ore bodies. Their extent is 100-200 m, the minimal depth of occurrence is accepted as 50-100 m, 
average thickness - 0.75-2.l m, average molybdenum content is 0.05-0.32%. The reserves vary 
between 20 t and 192 t and in the sum make 875 t with average thickness of ore bodies 1.1 m and 
average molybdenum content of 0.135%. 

The potential resources are estimated for C1 category as 9107 ths t of ore and 3000 t of molyb
denum. The molybdenum content is non-uniform and changes within hundredth shares of percent 
up to 0.3%. On the surface the content is reduced up to 0.06-0.1 %, and at depth it is increased up 
to 0.2-0.5%. The depth ofthe oxidation zone is 15-20 m and rare it reaches 50 m. 

In ore composition, except molybdenum, pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, bomite, scheelite, 
fluorite, sphene, galena are present. The numerous blind ore bodies, stripped by holes of thickness 
not less than 1m with molybdenum content 0.1 % and higher, and also some ore veins stripped by 
trenches, but not investigated at depth are not taken into account in the estimation of reserves of 
molybdenum. Despite of small molybdenum reserves, development in ore field of other quaπz 
veins and adjacent molybdenum haloes, presence of molybdenite in heavy concentrates allows to 
recommend the deposit for further investigation. 

The deposit is located in favorable hydrogeological environment. The demands of technical, 
household and potable water can be ensured by means of the Verkhny Melgin River. The deposit is 
possible for developing by galleries, and at South site - by mine (shaft). Up to 40 m depth the rocks 
are weakly fractured. 

Due to lack of molybdenum in the country and region the realization of prospecting and 
exploration at the deposit, and in its nearest vicinities, for example, at the sites Sammarkay and 
Uvechny, is expedient [Feklovich, 1957; the passport A No 36]. 

Metreksky Molybdenum Ore-Occurrence 

The ore occurrence is located in Verkhnebureinsky area in the basin of middle current of the 
River Liman, 65 km to the north from Alonka BAM railway station. Geographical coordinates are: 
51 0 56 ’ north and 1320 28 ’ east [67]. The vicinities of ore occurrence economically are not 
developed. 

The ore-manifestation is confined to the northeastem p따t of Bureinsky median massif with wide 
development of Middle Paleozoic granitoids. As reminisces of a roof of them, the Precam-brian 
gneisses and granite gneisses were preserved. The Precambrian formations are broken through by 
leucocratic granites of Late Paleozoic. In the ore field of 1.5 km2 area the zones of splirting of 
northeast and northwest strike, pegmatite bodies, weakly-mineralized dikes of gabbro and about 80 
molybdenum-bearing quartz veins occur. 

The ore field was studied by means of ge이ogical routes, 10046 m3 of trenches and 200 m of 
prospect holes were passεd and 2210 trenching samples were selected. Stripped quartz veins are 
characterized by complex morphology with presence of apophysises, swells and of pinches. The 
extent of quartz veins is from 20 m up to 100-400 m with thickness from centimeters up to 1-6 m. 
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After V.I.Sukhov (1 986), the potential resources of object for C3 category are estimated as 47.5 
mln.t of ore and 47.5 ths t of molybdenum, with the metal content in ore - 0.1 %. Mineralization is 
represented by poor impregnation of molybdenite, rare grains of wolf때nite， scheelite, pyrite and 
f1uorite. The molybdenum content of the veins varies from 0.02 - 0.06 % up to 0.1 - 0.85%. Tin, 
bismuth, beryllium are minor. 

Due to the scale of ore field and potential resources this occurrence deserves prospecting and 
exploration with drilling [the Registration leafNo 5,1979; Sukhov, 1986). 

Left-Atykansky Molybdenum Ore-Occurrence 

The ore-manifestation is located in the Okhotsk area in the basin of the upper current of the river 
Nyut and its left inf10w river Left Atykan, 130 km northeastward from Okhotsk settlement. 
Geographical coordinates of an ore manifestation are: 600 21 ’north and 1440 32 ’ east [51]. Absolute 
marks are 700-1218 m. The area economically is not developed. 

The ore-manifestation is confined to a northeastem part of the Okhotsky volcanogen and is 
located in the horst block, formed by Permian deposits, overlain by Upper Cretaceous volcanites 
broken by granitoid massifs. The block is limited by submeridional faults and deformed by ruptures 
of northwest, northeast and sublatitudinal dirεctions . The ore occurrence locates in the massif of 
granites of biotite-homblende composition, intruded by leucocratic granites and diorites. These 
rocks are crossed by liparite dikes and are metasomatically altered with formation of micaceous
quartz rocks. Among them the wrong oval area of intensive development of streaky silicification 
with molybdenum mineralization is delineated. 

The ore occurrence was revealed in the process of geological mapping of 1 :50000 scale and 
prospecting on the area of 1.6 km2. 65 km ofroutes and 3500 ~3 oftre-nche-s were passed within its 
limits, 998 trenching samples and 838 lump of ores were collected. The established stockwork is 
extended for 1800 m, its width - 900 m. Within the stockwork the large potential resources of 
molybdenum at C1 category were counted up. 

The ores of stockwork are streaky - impregnated by non-uniform distribution of a molybdenite. 
Its units fine and by macrocrystalline size up to 1 cm. The molybdenum content is within 0.01-
2.4%. Copper (0.01-0.06 %), tin (up to 0.0004 %), lead and zinc (0.01-0.002 %) constantly and 
less often silver (0.05-0.3 g/t) are present. 

The large potential resources of molybdenum allow to recommend this ore manifestation for 
more detailed prospecting [Atrashenko etc:; passport C-l No 106,1985). 

Rozovy Molybdenum Ore Occurrence 

The ore occurrence is located in the Okhotsky area, 35 km north-east of Arka settlement and 30 
km northward of Khakandzhinsky gold - silver deposit. It is 110 km apart from Okhotsk 
settlement northward. The area economically is not developed. The access roads are absent. 
Geographical coordinates of the ore occurrence are: 60021 ’ north and 1420 38 ’ east [4]. Absolute 
evaluation marks are 400-1005 m. The ore occurrence is located in the northem part of Ulinsky 
de f1ection formed by Cretaceous volcanites, from under which the more ancient formations in 
Kukhtuisky horst structure protrude. Directly on the areas of the ore manifestation Late Triassic 
strata occur, which are overlain by remains of covering Late Cretaceous liparites and dacites, 
broken through by leucogranites, subalkaline granites and diorites. In the area a fault of 
submeridional strike and faults of a sublatitudinal direction are observed. 
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Between leucogranites and subalkaline granites a sublatitudinal stockwork zone of a veined
streaky silicification with molybdenum mineralization is allocated. The ore body is established in 
this zone. 

The ore occurrence is revealed and traced by geological survey of 1 :200000 scale and is 
estimated by realization of prospecting in 1: 1 0000 scale by means of 50 krn of routes, 1194 m3 of 
trenches, 362 trenching samples and 250 lump samples. The area of prospecting is 11 krn~. Its 
extent is 3800 m with 2900 m width. The ore body represents a stockwork of sublatitudinal strike 
and vertical dip. Its length is 500 m, 24 m thick. The stockwork consists of quartz veinlets in the 
zone of intensive jointing. 

The potential resources of category C1 are appreciated as 10000 t of molybdenum with its average 
content in ore 0.15%. The stockwork locates among quartz-feldspathic metasomatites, poorly 
piritizated. The mineralization an in the stockwork is represented by quartz veins and veinlets with 
molybdenite. Thickness of veinlets is 0.5-5 mm. The molybdenite units diameter is 3 mm, 
molybdenum content in the samples 0.06-0.6%. The content of copper and tungsten does not 
exceed 0.03 % [Pereverzevetc., 1984: Passport C-l NO.3 1. 1984]. 

Copper - Molybdenum Ore Occurrence Darpichan 

The ore occurrence is located in the Okhotsk area in the Ulbeya River upper current basin, 270 
krn northeast from Okhotsk settlement. The area of the occurrence is not economically developed. 
Coordinates of the ore occurrence are : 61 042 ’ north and 143 056’ east [2]. Absolute marks of 
surface are 1000-1600 m. In the relief the glacial forms and deposits are preserved. 

The district is formed by geosynclinal folded terrigenous deposits of the Verkhoyansk complεX. 
In the basin of the River Ulbeya sources the Perm, Triassic and Jurassic folded deposits overlapped 
by late Cretaceous volcanites and broken through by granitoids are poorly developed. All 
formations are broken by disjunctives into blocks. Dislocations are mainly of submeridional strike. 
The faults of north-west and sublatitudinal directions are less developed. 

The area of ore occurrence is formed by rhyodacites and rhyolites of the Upper Cretaceous and 
by intrusive granites and monzodiorites of Late Cretaceous age. The dikes of acid and average 
composition associate with them. The tectonic dislocations of northwest and northeast strike are 
mapped. Elongation of intrusive bodies and stockworks is connected to these directions. Mainly the 
stockworks locate in rhyodacites and in the units of their intersections along faults. 

The ore-occurrence is revealed in the process of geological mapping, 1 :200000 scale and 
prospecting of scale 1 :25000 with 200 m3 of trenches and 30 linear m of prospect holes. The 
following samples are selected : trenching - 85, lump - 120. The prospecting are carried out on the 
area 16 krn'" (4x4 krn). On this area 3 stockworks with 1-1.5 krn distance between them are 
established. The mineralization is controlled by the units of intersection of intensive jointing zones 
of northeast and northwest directions. Enclosing rocks are rhyodacites, rhyolites and subalkaline 
granites. Within stockwork the rocks are transformed into quartz - sericite- pyritic metasomatites. 
The stockwork extent is 600-1200 m, with width of 250-500 m. Their dip is vertical. The 
stockworks are allocated by increase of amount of quartz ore-bearing veinlets. In three stockworks 
the large potential resources of C2 category of molybdenum are estimated with the average metal 
content of 0.05 % and copper with the average metal content 0.12%. 

Stockwork ore contains molybdenite, chalcopyrite, bomite, pyrite, galena, arsenopyÌ'Îte. The 
sulphide co 
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content in ores is 0.02-0.4 %, copper - 0.01-2.0 %, zinc and lead up to 1 % each, silver up to 96 g/t, 
g이d up to 0.3 glt. 

Titanium 

The Khabarovsk territory has raw material for titanium production. At its territory two ore
bearing provinces and one with development of titanomagnetite placers are distinguished in the 
Tatar strait. To ore-bearing provinces of titanium Aldano - Stanovoy and Baldeksky, caused by 
Precambrian metallogeny, are distinguished. Both provinces are united by the presence of 
ultrabasites, anorthosites, gabbro-anorthosite massif능 and the rocks related to them. 

The Aldano - Stanovoy province of sublatitudinal orientation is located at the boundary area 
between Stanovoy fold-clumpy structures and the southem margin of the Aldansky shield. It 
contains plutons, crystal schists and Early Archean gneisses. The anorthosites compose more than 
ten massffs ofthe total area 12000 km2• Among such massifs essentially labrodoritite, andesine and 
little alkaline ones are distinguished. The Lantarsky and Geransky massifs with prevalence of 
andesite anorthosites are investigated rather more full. In them numerous shows of magnetite
ilmenite and apatite- ilmenite - titanomagnetite composition occur. Some deposits are distinguished 
and among them Gayumsky and Maimakansky. 

The revealed ores are complex and besides minerals of titanium contain apatite and magnetite. 
The increased content of vanadium is obseπed. Within the gabbro-anorthosite Geransky massif, at 
the Soroga site, an apatite - titanomagnetite body is established, its thickness is up to 34 m with the 
average content ofphosphorus pentoxide - 12 % and titania - 8.1%. 

In the Baldeksky massif of northeast elongation, the ultrabasites and gabbro - anorthosites with 
the ores of impregnated, streaky and streaky - impregnated type of apatite - magnetite - ilmenite 
composition are developed. In this massif 7 prospect sites or deposits are revealed already, 
Davakitsky deposit is among them. In the named anorthosite massifs the titanium ores are attribu
ted to poor, magmatogene or metasomatic. The impregnated ores prevail. They are concentrated in 
lenticular, vein-like and bed-like bodies of large extent and thickness. Enrichment of ores is 
satisfactory. Their concentrates contain 46.5-48.0 % of titania extraction of 82 %. Thus extraction 
concentrates are allocated: ilmenite, vanadium-bearing magnetite, apatite, feldspathic. 

The ore occurrences Soroga, Gayumsky, Maimakansky, Davakitsky deserve prime prospecting 
study accord 

Gayutskoe titano - magnetite Deposit. 

The deposit is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky area. From regional center of Chumikan 
settlement, on the Okhotsky sea coast, it is 128-134 km apart northwestward. The transportation is 
possible by caterpillars, cross-country vehicles and helicopters. The economy of area is not 
developed. The local inhabitants are engaged in fishery, hunting and reindeer-breeding. The small 
amount of gold is extracted from placers. Geographical coordinates of the deposit area are: 55043 ’ 
north and 1340 13 ’ east [36]. Absolute marks of relief are 1300-1565 m. 
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The deposit is subdivided in two site~: Gayum -1 and Gayum -2. Tht:.Y are 6 km apart from each 
other. The area of the first site is 11 km‘ and that ofthe second - 1.5 km". 

The area of the deposit is included into Dzhugdzhuro-Stanovoy titanium-bearing province. It 
covers pre-platform Dzhugdzhursky uplift with the presence of large Early Archean massifs of 
anorthosites and gabbro - anorthosites. Massifs are oriented in sublatitudinal and northeast 
direction. 

Titanium and apatite-titanium mineralization is located in anorthosites and controlled by tectonic 
ruptures and jointing. In anorthosites there are irregular bodies of pyroxenites, gabbro - norites, 
gabbro - anorthosites and dikes of rocks of average and acid composition. All these formations are 
dissected by ruptures of northwest and sublatitudinal strike. The areas of deposit sites are covered 
by magnetometry and_geological survey, the ore zones ~d bodies in them are stripped by trenches 
ofvolume 32.6 ths.m') and by ditches (volume 921 m.J). Core drilling holes (4002 m) are drilled. 
1935 core and trenching samples and 4 technological samples for research of ore enrichment were 
selected. Depth ofholes is 180-395 m. They were subjected to logging. Prospecting expenses have 
made 660.9 thousand roubles (1989 prices). 

Stripped ore bodies have vein-like, lenticular and rare stockwork morphology. Their primary 
strike is northeast, dip is steep. At the Gayum -1 site 6 ore zones are stripped; the zone Poiskovaya 
is the most investigated from them. The zones are stripped by 7 lines oftrenches and by three holes. 
The ore bodies ofthe site are stretched for 75-800 m with 50-100 m thickness. 

At the Westem zone of this site the stockworks are stripped. The largest one is traced for 400 m 
with thickness of 130 m. Two other stockworks are stretched for 250-400 m with thickness of 50-
75 m. At the Gayum -2 site 6 ore bodies are stripped. Their extent is 300- 350 m, thickness - 8.4-
40.1 m. Some ore zones and veins are bounded by faults. 

According to the drilling data a number of ore bodies have pinched out at depth of 300 m. Locally 
ore bodies are splitted along strike and dip. The distance between ore zones and bodies reach 1000-
1750 m. The reserves for ore bodies are counted up by a method of geological blocks. At the 
Gayum -1 site 27 blocks are distinguished, at the Gayum - 2 site - 25 blocks are distinguished. 
A verage thickness of ore bodies at the site Gayum -1 is 21.2-187 m, the average 
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V20 S - 0.02 % with extraction, accordingly, Ti02 - 55.06 % and Fe - 13.04%. The apatite concent
rate contains P20S - 46.80 % with extraction - 89.2%. Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit 
development are rather simple. An expected water f10w of underground waters into a quarry is 
150-250 m-'Ih. 

The large deficiency of the FEER in titanium products and in phosphoric fertilizers allows to 
recommend the further realization of exploration works at larger objects of complex mineral 
products, revealed near the Gayumsky deposit. Thus, taking into account the multiple ore 
manifestations near the river Janas basin, to which the Gayumsky deposit is attributed and, it is 
considered expedient to estimate alluvial placers oftitanium minerals ofthis river. 

Besides Gayumsky and Maimakansky deposits of apatite- ilmenite - titanomagnetite ores 
westward of them, in the Geransky anorthosite massif the following ore occurrences of similar 
type, but poorly-studied locate: Soroga with the average Ti02 content - 5.04 % and V20 S - 6.5 %, 
Janinsky with Ti02 content - 3.5 %, Mayak with Ti02 contents-6.3 % and P20 S - 3.8 %, Priyatnoe 
with Ti02 content - 3.4 %, V20 S - 3.0%. 

The further investigation of the mentioned shows and of new ore bodies can significantly expand 
raw base of complex ores for a future ore dressing enterprise. The separate development of the 
Gayumsky deposit is unprofitable [Passport C-1 No 176,177,1985; Belousov.1988). 

Maimakansky Deposit of Apatite - Ilmenite - Titanomagnetite Ores 

The deposit is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky area in the area of Dzhugdzhur ridge, 110 km 
northwest from a regional center Chumikan settlement, on Okhotsky sea coast. 

Geographical coordinates of the deposit are 55042 ’ north and 1340 36 ’ east [34]. Absolute 
evaluation marks are 1300-1528 m. Economically area is undeveloped, the local population is 
engaged in fishery, hunt and reindeer-breeding. Gold placers are developed in small volume. 

The transportation with the deposit can be carried out by helicopters, caterpillars, in winter by 
cross-country vehicles. In ge이ogical relation the vicinities of the deposit are confined to a zone of 
Siberian platform and of Aldansky crystal shield joint. In its south the Dzhugdzhursky block uplift 
of latitudinal orientation is allocated. The large massifs of anorthosites and gabbro-anorthosites, 
Geransky and Lantarsky of Archean age take part in the structure of the latter. 

The Geransky anorthosite massif is spatially connected with the Archean metamorphic rocks 
transformed in the environment of a granulitic facies. In the structure of the massif the ruptures of 
northeast, submeridional and northwest strike take part. The faults are controlled by breccias, 
cataclasites and dikes of various compositions. In the Geransky massif the deposits and occurrences 
of apatite - ilmenite - titanomagnetite ores locate. Maimakansky deposit is investigated rather more 
completely. The area ofthe Maimakansky deposit occupies more than 12 km2. Within its limits the 
1:5000 scale surveys (geological and magnetometric) were carried out, the electroprospecting 
works were executed. For study of ore zones 1813 ths m3 oftrenches, 750 m3 of ditches, 2776 m of 
core drilling holes were passed; 6005 trenching and core samples and 3 samples for emichment 
study were selected. The expenses for prospecting and exploration have made approximately 2993 
ths rbl (price 1983). In the structure of deposit the anorthosites, gabbro - anorthosites, gabbro -
gabbro-norites, pyroxenites, olivine gabbro participate. The ore field is dismembered by dikes of 
granodiorites, diorites, diorite porphyrites. Their thickness reaches 50 m. their dip west and 
northwest at the angles 70-800 • In the ore field the zones Northem and Westem are distinguished. 
They consist of layer - veined or lenticular ore bodies of ilmenite - titanomagnetite composition 
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with non-uniform apatite content. The ore zone Northem represents a pack of the contiguous bed
like bodies of apatite-ilmenite-titanomagnetite composition. 

The Northem zone is traced for 4200 m with flank thickness 40-80 m and in the central section 
up to 1075 m. The thickness of ore bodies varies within 44-255.8 m. Mineralization is traced at 
320-360 m depth . Distance between holes is 650-800 m. The ore zone Westem is located in a 
southwestem part of the field at the distance of 1.6 krn from Northem zone. The Westem zone is 
traced for 1600 m. The thickness of ore bodies varies within 30.2-375m. Massive, spotted, spotted
impregnated and impregnated types are distinguished among ores. Locally apatite content in ores is 
poor and sometimes they are attributed to titanomagnetite- ilmenite or ilmenite - titanomagnetite 
differences. 

The general balance reserves of category C2 ore are appreciated as 548.9 mln t. With the average 
P20S content being 5.1 8 % the trioxide reserves are 28.5 mln t. With the average iron content 15.03 
% its reserves are 82.538 mln t. The ore resources for P1 category are 155.8 mln t. The reserves of 
phosphoric trioxide are 6.3 mln t with the average P20S content - 4.15 %. With the average iron 
content being 17.25 % its reserves are determined as 27.8 mln t. The resources for the total 
categories C2 + P1 are for ore 704.7 mln.t. P20 S reserves are 34.8 mln t with the content - 4.94 %, 
the reserves ofiron are 110.4 mln t with the content - 15.66%. The Ti02 content varies from 0.4 % 
to 34.34%. It is probable to recover feldspathic product for manufacture of glass, alumina and 
cement from enclosing anorthosite. 

In result of three samples from the deposit complex ores studying the magnetic - floatation 
enrichment scheme with final crushing of ores up to 0.2 and 0.071 mm was recognized as the most 
acceptable. The pattem provides segregation of a titanomagnetite concentrate by a wet magnetic 
separation and subsequent floatation of apatite and ilmenite from a non-magnetic fraction. The 
concentrates are characterized by high quality of the content of useful and harmful admixtures. The 
ores are easily enriched. The recovered concentrates contain (%): - titanomagnetite with iron 
general 54.27-59.83 , Ti02 - 11.2- 17.35, V20 S - 0.91-1.07 with extraction of iron 21.2, V20 S-
51.56: 
- Ilmenite floatation concentrate with the Ti02 content - 43.13-50.09 and V 20S - 0.4, with 
extraction - 36.74-82.0; - apatite floatation concentrate wit 
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ore occurrences of the composition similar to the Maimakansky deposit (Belousov, 1989; the 
passport G-l No 173). 

Davakitsky Deposit of Apatite- Magnetite- IImenite Ores 

The ore-bearing area is located within the limits of the Baladeksky tectonic ledge in the Tuguro -
Chumikanskyarea, 150-250 km from the Trans-Sibirian railway. The area is located 125-km south
west from a regional center Chumikan settlement on Okhotsky Sea coast. The delivery of cargoes is 
possible by cross-countη vehicles. Geographical coordinates of the Davakitsky deposit are 53 0 44’ 
north and 133 0 12’ east [53]. Relative excess of a f1attened relief is 100-290 m. The area of the 
deposit is drained by the Gerbikan-Makit River. 

The economy of the area is undeveloped. The local population is engaged in fishery , hunt and 
reindeer-breeding. Gold is extracted from placers in small quantities. The Baladeksky ledge 
represents a horst of the lenticular form limited to faults. It is extended in northeast direction for 
115 km with width up to 20 km. From southwest the horst contacts the Paleozoic complex - folded 
deposits, and from the northwest - mainly weakly-dislocated Jurassic Early Cretaceous deposits. 
This structure is included into Dzhagdinsky structural - formation zone of the Amur - Okhotsky 
GFS (geosynclinal-folded system). 

Within the limits of the ledge the Early Archean anorthosites and gabbro - anorthosites prevail. 
Dike-like lenticular bodies of gabbro, gabbro - norites and pyroxenites are subordinated by it. The 
dunites and peridotites are observed. All these formations contain impregnations and ore 
bodies of apatite, magnetite and ilmenite. The concentration of these minerals is fixed by magnetic 
anomalies, ore veins and zones. The latter are traced for 34 km with width of 0.5- 1.8 km. 
According to linear aeromagnetic anomalies the largest zones are (from northeast to southwest): 
Galamsky - 17 km length, at 20 km distance from it - Gerbikansky zone of 7 km length, 20 km 
from it - zone by a Davakitsky extent of 10 km. Zones Takhikansky and Ingiliysky are located 
further. 

Within these anomalies and zones the deposits are designated. In them the separate ore bodies are 
traced for several kilometers with thicknεss up to hundreds of meters. The average content in them 
reaches as follows: P20 5- 4-6 %, Ti02 - 4-16 %, V 205 - 0.42%; gold is observed in ores and 
concentrates up to 5 g/t and platinoids - up to 0.02 g/t. 

The Davakitsky de-posit is considered as the largest and occupies the area of 21.2 km2. At this 
area the following works were carried out: magnetometry and electroexploration, lithochemical 
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a method geological blocks. In distinguished six blocks the thickness of ore bodies changes from 
19.5 m up to 300 m with content fluctuations V20 S, in blocks 3.0-2.3 % and Ti02 - 5.5-16.9%. For 
the category P\ - the ores were calculated as 429.2 mln t and P20S - 15.82 mln t. The ores for 
categories P\ + P2 were calculated in total 1701.5 mln t and P20 S - 65.34 mln.t . 

The resources can be increased by exploration at more than 200 m depth, study of flanks and 
blind ore bodies in the northeast paπ of the deposit. However and at present the deposit can be 
classified as large by potential resources of Ti02, and by P20 S resources - to the average one. The 
composition of ores, except the basic minerals: apatite, magnetite and ilmenite, includes also rutile, 
sulphides, hematite, g따net， homblende, field spar, quartz, and also serpentine, albite, sericite, 
chlorite, carbonates, kaolin. 

The texture of ores is massive, impregnated, nest-impregnated, breccia. In the fragments there are 
enclosing rocks usually changed under metasomatosis and weathering influence. Magnetite and 
ilmenite ratio changed from 1: 1 0 up to 1 :2, The apatite occurs in grains by the size up to 2.5 mrn. 
Its quantity is 2-30%. P20 S content in samples is 1 -10.15%. Ilmenite prevails in ores. The size of 
grains is 0 .1 -3 mrn. 1 -2% fall on magnetite and hematite. 

Up to depth 10-30 m a large part of ore bodies is heavily weathered and contains the increased 
amounts of valuable minerals. Such rocks can easily be extracted and enriched. They are capable to 
form placers when they come to alluvium.• Approximate ca1culation of mining mass in the 
weathering crusts gives volume of 400 mln m' or 800 mln t with the average content of P20 S - 3.5 
%. As far as ore enrichment is concemed it is difficult and average. The concentrate recovered from 
the sample investigated in DVIMS has 34 % of P20 S content with the extraction of 55-75%. 
Proceeding from the large par없neters of ore bodies, the most expedient way of production of ores 
is considered to be quaπy. The extracted ores are attributed to complex and can lower deficiency of 
the market in the phosphoric fertilizers and in titanium products and, in p따ticular， in dyes. The 
requirement of Siberia and the Far East in phosphoric fertilizers is not satisfied, and by 2005 it will 
grow up to 2224 ths t of 100 % P20 S. 

The profitability of the prospective ore dressing enterprise wil1 considerably increase under 
conditions of simultaneous developm 

Kopii-Nelmanskie Titanomagnetite Placers of the Tatar Strait 

By geological researches of 1978-1983 the land part of the coast and a contiguous paπ of the 
Tatar Strait in an interval of 220 km from city Sovetskaya Gavan (Harbour) up to a bay a Ludza 
was covered. The city Sovetskaya Gavan is an administrative center of the district of the same 
name. Near the city the second seaport and railway station Vanino is located. Both cities have 
developed economy and appropriate infrastructure. 

The investigated site of the Tatar strait coast represents a link of the global East - Asian vo1canic 
belt. Geographical coordinates ofthe area: 1390 00 ’- 1390 52 ’north and 470 21- 48 0 15 ’east [153]. 
Within this link the effusive and pyroclastic rocks of two suites are developed: Paleogene -
Kuznetsovsky and Miocene - Kizinsky. In their composition the basalts and andesite - basalts 
prevail. In the rocks of the suites there are phenocrysts of titanomagnetite in quantity of 2-5%. 
When the rocks are desintegrated, of 50-100 mln t of titanomagnetite can be released per 1 km3. 

Partially it is collected in beach coastal and off-shore-sea placers. It is established, that at the 
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investigated interval of the strait there was shift of placers along the coast with displacement to the 
north-east from original sources. 

For prospecting and estimation of submaruine coastal placers two sites are chosen: in the area of 
Icha cape and Peshchemy cape (110 km south from city Sovetskaya Gavan) and in the area of 
Ludza bay and bays Nemi (220 km to the south from city Sovetskaya Gavan). In the process of 
prospecting selection of samples was made by a scoop along rectilinear profiles. They passed from 
the coast to an isobath of 20 m. Profiles located perpendicularly to the main direction of coast. The 
selection of samples was made at profiles through 50 m up to water depth of 10m and through 100 
m up to depth 10 없d 20 m. The profiles located through 1000 m were and locally condensed up to 
300-500m. 

On the beaches along the lines with 25m intervals between lines and 5 m between samples the 
prospect holes and shallow pits were passed. The expenses for geological - prospecting have made 
95 thousand roubls (1 985 prices). The ge이ogical - prospecting works ‘ established, that the beachy 
placers are traced for 100-1400 m with width 5-150 m and thickness from 1 to 5 m. In the beach 
deposits prevail sandy pebbled, sandy - gravel and sandy deposits with the interlayers and lenses of 
titanomagnetite. The content of this mineral in placers is determined as 8-15%. 

The coastal placers are located in a shallow part of the shelf up to depth 6-10 m and gravitate to 
bays. As a whole 10 placers are revealed. Their extent is 1000-2000m with width of 100-250 m. 
Their thickness is 2-10 m. The content of titanomagnetite is 3-10%. 

The off-shore - sea placers are removed from the coast for 700-2300 m. Their extent is 2500-
6900m and more, width - 150-600 m. Thickness is 10-20 m. The titanomagnetite content in a placer 
is 3-5%. To the north and to the south the placers were not found out. Approximately estimated 
resources of titanomagnetite for a category P2 are determined by the prospecting ge이ogists in the 
following amounts: in the beachy placers - 205 thousand t, in coastal placers - in 920 thousands t 
and in off-shore - sea placers - 11.3 mln t. 

It is evident that, the 1따gest resources of titanomagnetite are connected with offshore - sea 
placers, thus determining the further priority direction of prospecting at placers. Among ore 
minerals of placers are titanomagnetite, magnetite, hematite, ilmenite, titanoilmenite, ferroilmenite, 
maghemite. The 
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elements was developed. According to Soviet technology it is possible to recover pig-iron, titania 
and courvusite from the concentrates of titanomagnetite placers. 

At the Nizhne-Tagilsky metallurgical works titanomagnetite concentrates of the Kachkanarsky 
deposit with titania content 3 % and 0.6 % of courvusite are used. From them plg-lron and 
ferrovanadium 따e produced. For use of concentrates of the Tatar strait due to Nizhne-Tagilsky 
technology it is required to mix them with titanium-free iron ore. Such scheme is possible for 
applying and at Komsomolsk mills of the Khabarovsk territory. F or exploration and production of 
minerals from placers of the Tatar strait the construction of prospecting-operational enterprise is 
expedient with use of a vesse l. Titanomagnetite resources can be considerably increased by 
exploration of the revealed and detection of new placers. They should be located in the strait within 
200 km from cape Tumanny up to cape Lazarev. In this interval along coast the voIcanites with 
titanomagnetite are widespread, which disintegration can promote formation of titaniurn- magnetite 
resources in 550 mln.t. For an estimation ofplacers the organization ofprospecting with application 
of a low-tonnage sea vessel [Kutolin, Krusevich, 1982,1985] is expedient. 

Aluminium Raw Material 

Due to the lack of bauxites and growth of alurninurn consumption in the developed countries, 
increase of the prices of this raw material and alumina production, the increasing role began to play 
such kinds of aluminum raw material, as nepheline ores, anorthosites, alunites and other sources of 
alumina. 

Bauxites have not been revealed yet in the FEER. The characteristics of their presence are 
available within the Siberian platform. However bauxite-free kinds of aluminurn raw materials are 
widespread in the Khabarovsk territory. The alunites and anorthosites are attributed to them. The 
DVIMS estimates potential resources of alurnina in the alunites of the Khabarovsk territory for 
categories C2 + P1 + P2 as 1.61 billion t, and in anorthosites for a category P1 as 190 billion t. The 
general resources ofalurniniurn metal of the Khabarovsky territory are estimated as 98 billion t. 

At the territory of the former Soviet Union the Zagliksky deposit of alunites in Azerbaijan is 
successfully developed. Its ores are processed at Kirovobadsky aluminous works. V AMI has 
developed and improved the technology of profitable recovery of alumina from alunites. The 
deposits of the latter in the Khabarovsk territory are connected with the fields of secondary 
quartzites mainly developed on Cretaceous or Paleogene voIcanites of dacite and rhyolite 
composition. The Iskinsky (Askumsky) deposit is the most investigated one. Its description is 
given below in the separate section. Here it is marked only, that the average content of alunites in 
ore was made 26 .1 %. This mineral contains: alumina - 28 %, sulfuric trioxide -27-2 %, potassiurn 
oxide up to 7.2%. It is possible to construct wasteless manufacture with by recovery of not only 
mentioned components, but also coagulant for waste waters purification, material for glass and 
cement industry, accessory g이d. 

The requirement of FEER in potassic fcεrtilizers after 1995 will exceed 360 thousand t. Alunites 
can serve as raw material for them. By the estimation made by DVIMS with annual production and 
processing of alunite ores in amount of 7:5 mln t the production of 2.04 mln t of alunite 
concentrateare will be possible, and from it - approximately 500 ths t of alumina and sulfuric acid. 
It will allow to refuse from import of Canadian sulfur in the region for production and supply of 
sulfuric acid to the chemical enterprises. The processing of alunites up to final production 
represents powe 
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special structure of local power stations. Besides the Iskinsky deposit in the Khabarovsk territory 
the others and even larger objects were revealed. The ore resources of all alunite deposits of 
Priamurie are estimated by the employees of DVIMS as 6.086 billion t, including for categories C1 

+ C2 - 716 mln.t, for a categoη P1 - 799 mln.t, for a category P2 , - 530 mln t. 
As it was already marked, the deposits and alunite shows are connected with the fields of 

vo1canites of moderately acid and acid composition of Late Cretaceous and Tertiary age. Such 
intrusive rocks, as diorites, diorite porphyrites, granodiorites, dikes of andesites, sometimes of 
granite-porphyries are associated with them. The alunites represent hydrothermal metasomatic 
formations and belong to the formation of secondary quartzites. The large prospects have the 
anorthosites of the Stanovik - Dzhugd강lur Ridges area. 95-98 % of these rocks consists of 
labrodorite or andesine. They contain (%): from 27.5-30.9 up to 32.0 alumina, 53.0-53.7 silica, 11-
12 ca1cium oxide, 1-4 sodium oxide, 0.5-1.4 potassium oxide and 0.8- 1.8 iron oxides. The 
technological tests of these rocks in V AMI have shown the basic opportunity of extraction alumina 
from them. In the process of anorthosite caking with limestone and soda, at temperature 1250 0 , the 
cakes were received, from which 90.5 % of alumina and 82.5 % of alkalis were extracted by 
leaching of soda- alkaline solution. 

Some metamorphic formations are examined as aluminous raw material. Ore-manifestation of 
disthen, sillimanite and corundum is located among Archean and Lower Proterozoic gneisses, 
crystal schists, amphibolites and quartzites. The well-known shows of such raw material. were not 
studied in detail. The sillimanite occurrence in the basin of the Airnka river (right inflow of the 
river Nimen) in the Verkhnebureinsky area deserves mentioning. According to Y.P. Zmievsky with 
the co-author (1986) sillimanite crystal schists were established there. Lump of ore sampling 
showed that the alumina content is within limits 15 .28-3 1.0%. The potential resources of alumina 
are estimated as 647 mln t. An extent of sillimanite horizon is 4.5 km with thickness of 200 m. The 
average content of alumina are accepted as 19.0%. This occurrence specifies an opportunity of 
more rich ores discovery in the Precambrian stratum. 

It is most expedient to begin prospecting works on aluminum raw material from estimation 0 

Iskinsky (Askum) Alunite Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Nikolaevsk area on the left bank of the near-mouth part of the Amur 
river, in the upper reaches ofthe river Bolshie Iski. Geographical coordinates of center are 1400 22 ’ 
east and 53 0 24 ’ north [56]. The regional center Nikolaevsk-on-Amur is located 53 km to the 
southeast from the deposit. The nearest to the deposit occupied settlements are Innokentjevka and 
Sakharovka settlements located in 23 km to the south from the deposit; Port Mago is located 26 km 
to the south-west. The regional center Nikolaevsk- on- Amur is an industrial city ofthe area. It is a 
seaport, through which the sea transportation of loads to northem coastal areas of the Khabarovsk 
territory is caπied out, and also the coastal trade with the countries of Asia is conducted. There are 
ship-repairing and ship-building mills, timber-processing enterprise and local industry factories in 
the city. The port of Mago is the center of timber coastal trade with the countries of Asia. In 
Innokentjevka and Sakharovka settlements the 1앙gest in the Khabarovsk territory fishing state farm 
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is located. Mnogovershinny ore dressing works conducts the development of placer gold and gold
ore deposit at the territory of the area. 

In orohydrographic relation the area of vicinities of the deposit is the dismembered low-mountain 
relief. Basic orographic units are the ridges dividing the basins of the rivers Bolshie Iski and Kol, 
Bolshie Iski and Srednie Emy and watershed of the river Bolshie Iski and Chlya Lake. A climate 
of the area is moderate, monsoon with short rainy summer and long cold winter. The river Amur is 
the main transport way of the area. The occupied settlement, nearest to the deposit, are connected 
with each other by ground roads. From Innokentjevka settlement the ground road of 32 km length 
was laid. 

The area of the deposit represents folded area, generated in Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic time. 
In its structure mainly the volcanogenic formations take part. Sedimentary and intrusive rocks have 
the extremely limited distribution. The deposit is located in the Nizhne- Amur vo1canic zone of the 
East-Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogene. The alunite deposit is located within the limits of the massif of 
gas-hydrothermally altered rocks, the fragment of which is outcropping on day surface from under 
the cover of Eocene basalts in an erosive window. The erosive window has the elongated form in 
plan with the size of more than 3 km along long axis, along short axis - from 0.5 up to 1.1 km. 
The effusive - pyroclastic formations of Danian age and the intrusions comagmatic with them and 
also the deposits of Early Paleogene Samarginsky suite and the intrusions connected with them 
were subjected to gas-hydrothermal processing. Rocks are represented by baked xenotuffs and 
dacite tuffs with rare interlayers of tuffs of liparite - dacite and liparite composition, and also by 
extrusive dacites. The rocks are heavily altered and are significantly transformed into secondary 
quartzites. The central p없 of the "window" is formed by alunite differences surrounded by 
sericitic secondary quartzites, which, in tum, are replaced by propylites in a regional p따t of the 
field. Alunite qu따tzites compose bowl-like and funnel-shaped bodies confined to extrusions of 
breccia lavas of dacites and liparite - dacites. The incorporating separate bodies form a large 
metasomatic deposit the form of which is subordinated to general outlines of the altered rocks 
massif. 

The deposit was prospected by trenches and prospect holes from 
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considered to be equal 25% and boundary content 20%. Mineralogical composition of alunite ores 
of the dεposit is simple, they are mainly combined by quartz and alunites. Mineralogical 
composition of ores is the following (%): alunite - 29.4-32.0, quartz - 60.0-66.0, halloysite - 2.0, 
hydrooxides of iron - 1.5-5.0, kaolinite - 1.5-1.6, beudantite - up to 2.0, jarosite up to 1.0, rutile -
separate grains. Except the above mentioned minerals sericite, pyrite, diaspore, and alusiteare are 
also established in ores, dictatorship, montmorillonite, kaoliniteare rare observed , an in single 
instances meet a chlorite, zunyte, barite, volcanic glass. The alienate in quartzite ’ s is concentrated 
as separate nest isolations a with by the sizes from the first mm up to 2.5-3.0 cm, less often - up to 
5.0 cm and even up to 8 - 10 cm, and also will form rather uniform thin impregnation of separate 
grains or un11s. 

The chemical composition of silicified alunite is following (average (%); a silica - 67 .2, alumina 
- 12.1 , oxide ofiron - 2.6, oxide ofiron - 0.6, two-oxide of a titanium - 0.3 , oxide a potassium-
2.6, oxide of a sodium - 0.3 , other - 0.3 , P.P.P. - 14.0. By data ofthe spectral analysis in ores are 
present: a bismuth, gallium, yttrium, lanthanums and in alunite concentrates of admixture of a 
vanadium (0.006 %), zirconium (0.06 %) and of lead (0.3 %), physico - mechanical of property of 
ores and of enc10sing rocks were not studied. The enrichment of alunite ores of deposit was made 
by floatation method with crushing ore up to a size 85 % - 0.074 mm an in conditions of continuous 
process. The floatation was conducted in alkaline environrnent with pH = 9.2-9.3. The in result of 
enrichment 4 samples is received a concentrate, which chemical analysis following (by %): a 
general silica - 19.82-28.0; a alkali-soluble silica - 0-0.56; an general alumina - 26.57-29.83; an 
alumina alunite - 25.97- 27.86; iron oxides - 0.58-2 .27; a sulfuric trioxide alunite - 27 .1 -29.06; a 
titanium two-oxide - 0.27-0.35: potassium oxides - 6.1-7.3: sodium oxides - 0.9- 1.0; an calcium 
oxide - 0.35-0.56. 

With the contents of an alunite in ores up to 29.41-3 1.92 % is received a concentrate by the 
contents of an alunite 71-73 %, extraction of an alunite in concentrate - 84-92%. In alunite the 
concentrates received with enrichment of ores of a deposit, completely meet the requirements in 
aluminium industry, and to such parameters, as the contents of alunite is favorable a concentrate 
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conditions. Estimating prospects of a deposit, it is necessary to note an opportunity of an increase 
of reserves in result of exploration of regional parts of a massif of the changed rocks occurring 
under a stratum of crusts weathering (northwest part) and under a cover of basalts. By the account 
of a potential estimation the general reserves an alunite of ores on given deposit are estimated in 
quantity 450 mln.ts. Except a Peking deposit in basin a Lower of current a rivεr. Amur are 
revealed: Kal alunite deposit (1 5 km to east from a Peking deposit) by resources of ore 83 mln.ts 
till categories P" Ridge Kamenisty (20 km from Nikolaevsk to Amur) by reserves 72 mln.ts till 
categories C, + C2: a Pravo-Vayunsky by reserves 46 mln.ts; a round Stone (40 km to east from A 
Susanino. 58) by reserves of ore 200 mln.ts on categories C2 etc. 

Besides deposits and of occurrence/shows revealed an in lower current a river. Amur deter-mined 
interest is represented by ores occurrence gravitating to Komsomolsky area and to a railway 
branch-line BAM - from station. A Selekhino up to a station. 1 suitable. Among them the largest 
Pravoberezhnoe [84] and Shelekhovskoe [85] occurrence the upper reaches of river is alunite, 
valleys, located on boards. By Shelekhovaya, in 20 km from St-Sheleho. Through this area the oil
gas pipeline parallel to it a ground road is laid. The potential resources of Pravoberezhny 
occurrence are estimated not less than 300 mln.ts of ore, Shelekhovsky in 500 mln.ts. On more 
northem Salasinsky [77] ore occurrence resources till categories P2 make 500 mln.ts of ore. 
Presence of such deposits and occurrence in lower courses of river is alunite. Amur and 
Komsomolsk area, under condition of realization of prospecting works, can create thick base of 
aluminium raw material [3, Kvanishe따(0. 1969; the feasibility REPORT, 1977; passport A-24] 

Lead and zÎnc 

On territories of Khabarovsk teπitory of industrial deposits of polymetals is not revealed yet. 
Lead and zinc frequently are accompanying metals an in ores of tin, noble metals, the coppers and 
ofpyrites(sulphides). In particular, they are extracted from tin ores of cassiterite - sulfide formation 
on Solar GOK. At the same time, in edge is revealed a plenty of ores occurrence of lead and zinc 
in process of a geological mapping of scales 1 :200 000 and 1: 50 000. However exploration of them 
remains low. Special works on polymetals was not caπied out almost. In this connection with the 
items of information on ores occurrence of lead and of zinc caπy fragmentary character. Below this 
reason the rather more interesting ores occurrence selected from among objects, reports, mentioned, 
and ge이ogical researches are marked only. Many ores occurrence are revealed by a Okhotsk and 
Ayano - May areas. There they are connected with Precambrian stratas of terrigenous and 
carbonaceous rocks of a Siberian platform or near-platform Ver낭lOyansk de f1ection. Alongside 
with it, of the same name geosynclinal - folded system the ores occurrence connected with Late 
Cretaceous metallogeny are established. Such period of an ore occurrence of lead and zinc are 
within Sikhote-Alinsky geosynclinal - folded systems. Besides a southem p따t of terrÎtory within 
Bureinsky median massif of an ore occurrence of lead and zinc presumably concem to a Late 
Paleozoic age. Enclosing rocks for ores occurrence of lead and zinc are terrigenous, carbonaceous 
and volcanogenic formations . The part of ores occurrence concems to telethermal, majority to a 
hydrothermal - metasomatic type. A zones of splitting and jointing are formed veined, streaky 
impregnated or stockwork ore bodies, less often than zone is skam. The ores occurrence of lead and 
zinc frequently concem to complex and, besides the basic metals, contain impurity of tin, tungsten 
or molybdenum, copper, silver, bismuth. In separate minerals there are impurity quantities of a 
cadmium, selenium, tellurium, indium, gallium, germanium and of other elements. 
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The contents of lead and zinc in complex tin ores reaches 7 %, but on the average there is within 
2.0-4.5%. The increased content of lead and zinc are marked in ores of Proterozoic - Cambrian on 
southeast of Siberian platform, in terrigenous - dolomite section of Yudomsky suite of Omninsky 
uplift. The Yudomas, in section of a Omninsky uplift are horizons rocks by thickness 0.5 m with 
the galena content of 8-10%. Near the northem border of the Khabarovsk territory and Saha 
Republic(Yakutia) in the Verkhoyansk fì이ded system there is a large stratiform deposit of zinc -
Sardana dweeposit. In it the zinc content exceeds 11 %. Ore-bearing terrigenous carbonaceous 
deposits are traced in the Ayano-Maisky area. 

Another area of lead - zinc mineralization locates in the basin of the Yudoma river. Along the 
Yudoma river, higher than a mouth of the Kandyk river, in the dolomites of the Lower Cambrian 
the ankerite deposit is revealed. Its thickness is 150-200 m. Ores are represented mainly by 
sphalerite and galena. The content of oxidized ores (%): zinc - 11 .2, lead - 0.03 , copper - 0.09, 
cadmium - up to 0.02, silver - up to 12.5 g/t, tin - up to 0.05 , germanium -0.01-0.03. 

In the Yudoma river basin and its left inf10ws rivers Bass-Yuryah and Pukhonel, the horizon of 
dolomites is allocated. It is included into composition of the upper part of the sub-suite of 
Yudomsky suite of Cambrian. The thickness of horizon is 40-50 m, it is traced for 15 km. In the 
horizon telethermal ores of impregnated, banded and massive texture occur. There are crosscut 
veinlets and nest streaky bodies. The thickness of ore bodies reaches 4.5 m. The ores are 
intensively oxidized. Such ores contain as follows (%): zinc - 1- 40, lead - up to 16, copper - 0.1 2, 
cadmium - up to 0.8, germanium - up to O. 185, silver - up to 5 g/t, sometimes gold is met. 

The zone of sulfide ores revealed in Verkhnebureinsky district attracts attention. It occurs among 
Precambrian formations representing remains of the roof of Late Paleozoic granitoids in the east 
P따t ofthe Bureinsky median massif, on the right bank ofthe river Talandzha. At the site Temny, in 
the upper current of the same creek, and on the left ba따 of the river Des the sulfide ores togethεr 
with graphite form sheet deposits of sulfide - graphite schists. The deposit is traced for 1-2 km with 
thickness of 10-20 m. The sulphides will form a thin impregnation, thread-like and lenticular 
veinlets. At the site Temny in composition of ores th 
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ths of lead and 3.4 ths t of zinc was produced. Extraction of lead and zinc into concentrate is low at 
the concentrating factories. At the Central concentrating factory the minerals of lead and of zinc are 
almost completely lost (only scanty part of the content in a copper concentrate). Extraction at the 
Solnechny factory into a collective concentrate is the following (%): lead - 14.8 (with the content in 
concentrate 28 .43), tin - 0.72, copper - 7.1 4, zinc - 3.64,tungsten trioxide - 0.032, silver - 1086.36 
g/t, bismuth - O. 109, sulfur - 27.88; arsenic - 6.58. The lead concentrate is delivered to Chimkent 
metallurgical works in Uzbekistan. In 1991 1258.7 t of concentrate with of 359.3 t of lead 
quantity was supplied there. The certain hopes for revealing of Late Upper Cretaceous deposits of 
lead - zinc ores are set on the Okhotsky and Ayano-Maisky regions. In them the mineralized zones 
of splitting and jointing with an extent of up to 1000 m and thickness up to 200 m with the content 
ofzinc being 0.87-1 1.2 % and lead - 0.1 1-2.3% were found. 

At some shows the large deposits are possible. The southem part of the ore field of the Sardana 
deposit, ore-occurrences of the Okhotsky and Ayano-Maisky regions are attributed to such 
objects. In the Lugun - Pukhanεlsky ore-bearing zone the potential resources of lead and zinc are 
estimated by DVIMS researches as 250 ths t of each metal. 

Larisa Lead - Zinc Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in the Okhotsky territory on the right bank of the middle current of 
Pravy Burgali creek. Geographical coordinates of the show are 590 54 ’ north and 1390 04’ east [9]. 
The nearest occupied settlement is the Ogonyok settlement, located on the Yudoma river, 50 km to 
the southwest of the occurrence. The occurrence is located at the distance of 245 km westward of 
the regional center Okhotsk settlement. The area of the occurrence is not economically developed, 
the comfortable ways of transportation are absent. The area of occurrence enters into South -
Verkhoyansk structural - formational zone (SFZ) of the Arnur - Okhotsky GFS. 

This show is confined to exocontact of the Syargalakhsky massif of granitoids and combined by 
keratinizated terrigenous and tufogene rocks of Middle - Upper Carboniferous and Lower Permian. 
The rocks are broken through by dikes of diorite porphyries and granite - porphyries occurring 
mainly subconcordantly of folded structures strikes. Explosive tectonics is represented by a large 
northeast fault, series of parallel cracks, accompanying it, and of zones of splitting and by low-thick 
zones of cataclasm feathering them. In aggregate these faults are ore- controlling and ore-enclosing 
structure within the limits of the site and to northeast of it. Along a north- east fault the group of ore 
bodies located in the center of the site is concentrated. The first body is represented by the zone of 
quartz and quartz - chloritic breccias, from 14 up to 21m thick and more than 400 m extent with 
vertical scope about 200 m. In aggregate with weakly mineralized enclosing rocks having the 
increased content ofuseful components, the thickness ofthe zone reaches 50-75 m. The dip angle is 
65- 900 • The average zinc content in the ore body, according to the data of trench sampling, with 
thickness 50 m is - 0.87 %, lead - 0.1 1 %, with f1uctuations from 0.53 up to 1. 13 % for zinc and 
0.08 - 0.14 % for lead. The second ore body is located 100 m to the southeast from the first one and 
its mineral composition is similar. General length of the body is 325 m, its thickness is up to 20 m, 
average content of zinc is 0.91 %, lead -0 .1 1 % with f1uctuations 0.43-1.23 % for zinc and 0.07-
0.2 % for lead. The third ore body located to the southwest from the previous one, its thickness is 8 
m, average content of zinc is 3 % (0.2-3 .1 %), lead - 0.2-1 % is traced along strike up to 200 m. 

At the site the ge이ogical survey of 1: 50000 sca 
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composition of ores is reprεsented by galena, sphalerite, arsenopyirite and by satellite-minerals: 
cassiterite, wolframite, chalcopyrite. The sphalerite with the impregnation size up to 2-3 mm and 
thickness of veinlets up to 2 cm, the galena forms impregnation up to 2 mm, chalcopyrite and 
wolframite are met in grains up to 0.01 mm. 

The potential resources, with the average total content at the occurrence zinc 1 %, lead - 0.2 % 
and silver -10g/t are determined: zinc - 418 ths t, 1εad - 85 .3 ths t, silver - 405 t. For objective 
notion about potential resources of the site it is necessary to take into account, that the rocks 
between the first and second bodies are subjected to quartz - chloritic metasomatosis with the 
imposed ore mineralization. The content of useful components in these rocks, judging by individual 
passed trenches and prospect holes, are identical to ore bodies themselves and reach, 3 % of zinc 
and 0.2 % of lead. In this connection it is possible to assume substantial growth of potential 
resources with the maximal expression of parameters and growth of the content in lower parts of 
the zone. The more objective estimation of the occurrence can be given at the expense of 
realization additional prospecting - estimation works [ Kislyakov, 1990]. 

Zinc Occurrence of the Yudoma River 

The occurrencε is located in the Ayano-Maisky area, 12 km downstream the Yudoma river from 
the settlement Sardanakh. Geographical coordinates: 1360 25 ’ east and 590 25 ’ north [12]. These 
parts of area are attributed to the Yudomo - Maisky pericratonnal deflection of the Siberian 
platform. The show is fixed at the base of 30-meter terrace, in the area of development of Lower 
C없nbrian dolomites and limestones broken by some thrusts. As a result of metasomatosis the 
carbonaceous rocks are transformed into a continuous ankerite deposit with thickness of 150-200 
m. In the trailing part ofthe deposit plentyful impregnation of large sphalerite crystals is observed. 
The chemical analysis of samples of this ore has shown the following content of useful 
components: zinc up to 11.24 %, silver up to 12.5 g/t, copper - up to 0.05 %, lead - 0.03 %, tin - up 
to 0.05%. The occuπence was not studied in detail, it is of certain interest and deserves additional 
prospecting - estimation works [Onikhimovsky etc., 1989]. 

Tsvetok Lead - Zinc Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in the Okhotsk area, in the valley of the right inflow of the river 
Delkyus - Okhotsky, 265 km to the north - west of regional center Okhotsk settlεment. 

Geographical coordinates: 61 0 6’ north and 141 0 48’ east [3]. The area adjacent to the ore 
manifestation is not economically developed. The comfortable land transport ways are absent. The 
ore-manifestation is represented by mineralized splitting zones and by higher jointing in 
propilitized middle-porphyric liparite - dacites of the Ulinsky volcanic zone broken by amphibole -
bioitite granite porphyries and by lamprophyre liparite - dacites. The basic ore-bearing zone is 
represented by metasomatically altered liparite - dacites which are streaky - silicified, chloritized, 
carbonatizated. It was generated along a large northeast faul t. The length of the zone is more than 
1000 m, thickness varies from 9 to 25-30 m. In the trailing side of this zone the structure of 
splitting, gently dipping to the east - southeast, with lenticular bodies of qu따tz - fluorite 
composition is attached to an ore-controlling fault. Thickness of this part of the zone is 5 m, 
thickness of quartz - fluorite bodies is 0.5- 0.6 m. 
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The ore field confined to an axial part of a steeply dipping mineralized zone, is marked by dark 
coloring (at the expense of ferragenization and manganezation) and by presence of ore 
impregnation, nests and veinlets of sulfide and quartz - sulfide composition. Along strike the ore 
body is traced for 600 m. The occurrence was estimated by detailed prospecting with group 
geological survey of 1 :50 000 scale. Structure of the ore body is lenticular - banded, that is 
expressed in altemation of nest - streaky, nest - impregnated and impregnated ores. Width of 
heterostructural strips varies from 0.5-1 up to 3-4 m. The strips and ore body in whole have no 
precise limits. The contours of mineralization distribution are determined by sampling. In the 
composition of the mineralized zone, quartz, ferruginous carbonate, chlorite, sericite, biotite, 
epidote, hydromica, f1uorite are established except relict primary minerals. Ore minerals are 
represented, mainly, by sphalerite, galena, pyrite, hydrooxides of iron and of manganese, rare 
chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite. The content of zinc up to 3.56 %, lead - up to 2.38% is established by a 
chemical analysis in the majority of trenching samples. In some samples the content of copper up 
to 0.3 %, silver - up to 60 g/t, molybdenum up to 0.01 %, manganese up to 0.3% is marked. 
According to mineral composition, structural- textural features and the character of near-ore 
changes of enclosing rocks, the occurrence Tsvetok is attributed to hydrothermal lead - zinc 
formations of a pyritic type in the mineralized zones of splitting. The geochemical features of the 
occurrence allow to assume a rather insignificant erosive shear of the mineralized zone. The 
continuation of the zone is supposed under water- glacial formations. Thus, the length of the ore 
body is estimated along the strike as - 1000 m, depth - 250 m, average thickness - 10m. With the 
average content of lead being 1 % and of zinc - 2 % the potential resources are : lead - 100 ths t, 
zinc - 200 ths t. The growth of reserves will be possible to expect at the expense of an estimation of 
f1anks of an ore-bearing zone, by realization additional prospecting - estimation works [Gorokhov, 
1982, 1987]. 

Copper 

In the FEER, including Khabarovsk territory, copper deposits proper have not been revealed. The 
balance reserves of copper at the Khabarovsk territory on 이 .01.1992 are taken into account only 
for 6 complex Late Cretaceous deposits of tin with copper: Solnechny, Festivalny, Perevalny, 
Oktyabrsky, Soboliny and Pravourmiysky. The four first deposits are exploited by the Solnechny 
ore dressing works (GOK), two latter - are in the reserve at present. 

The reserves of copper on these objects for categories B + C) make 387.3 ths t and for a category 
C2 - 140.3 ths t. The average content of copper in ores is 0.81 % with f1uctuations at deposits within 
the limits 0.4 % at Pravourmiysky one, up to 1.88 % at Festivalny one. In 1991 at the ore-dressing 
works 17.1 ths t of copper were extracted and 0.8 ths t (7.3 %) were lost, the impoverishment was 
21.1 %. Tin - copper ores are processed at two concentrating factories: Central and Solnechny. In 
1991 1524 ths t of ore containing 17029.3t of copper was supplied to the factories of the dressing 
works. Including At the Central dressing factory (CDF) 986.5 ths t of ore containing 15262 t of 
copper were processed. Extraction of metal into copper concentrate was 57 .4 %. 37.6 ths t of 
concentrate with the content in it 23.62 % or 8.8 ths t of copper were received. Except copper, the 
copper concentrate contains (%): sulfur general - 31.6, lead -2.05, zinc - 2.01 , arsenic - 2.67, 
tungsten trioxide - 0.023, bismuth - 0.1 2, gold - 0.749 g/t, silver - 428.94 g/t. 

The copper concentrates were earlier supplied to the Balkhashsky metal works, and now are 
forwarded to the Peoples Republic of China under the conditions of barter trade. The cost price of 
production of 1 t of ore at the Solnechny ore-dressing works is 42.64 rbls, and of processing - 60.42 
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rbls. The cost price of 1 t of copper in concentrate is 2127 rbls. The copper minerals in the 
Khabarovsk territory meet in ores of tin, tungsten, molybdenum, polymetals, gold and are observed 
in many areas. As copper is present in ores of other metals in quality of accompanying components, 
it is recommended to make an estimation of copper reserves to make in complex with exploration 
of the basic minerals. 

Besides the Solnechny area to perspective ones for copper the northern areas of the Khabarovsk 
territory are attributed: Okhotsky, Ayano-Maisky, Nikolaevsky and others. In the Okhotsky area 
the ore-manifestation of Seka is interesting. It is confined to a streaky zone of splitting in the massif 
of Late Cretaceous Nyut-Ulbeisky granodiorites. The zone is traced for more than 3 km with width 
up to 0.5 km. The ore minerals consist of chalcopyrite, molybdenite, pyrite. The content of copper 
in ore is 0.3-1.5 %, molybdenum - 0.02-1.1 %. As it has been already stated at the tungsten ore 
occurrence Muromets in the Komuy-Muromnyansky zone in Ayano-Maisky territory, the copper 
content in skarns reached 10%. 

In this zone, at the Malokomuisky copper ore occurrence, a number of skarn ore bodies by an 
extent up to 500 m is allocated with thickness of 3-30m. The skarns are confined to the complex of 
the upper Proterozoic dolomites with a massif of Cretaceous granitoids. The skarns contain (%): 
copper - 0.1 3-1.38, lead - 0.1 -4.9, zinc - 0.1 -9.3, bismuth - 0.05-0.62, gold - tenths of gram per ton. 
The majority of ore occurrences with copper is caused by Late Cretaceous metallogeny. The ore 
bodies frequently represent veins, streaky and stockwork zones, skarn zones. The examplεs of 
typical ore manifestations of copper are given below. 

Kuma Zinc - Copper Occurrence 

This occurrence is located in the Ayano-Maisky area, in the sources of the river of the same 
n없ne， left inflow river Nemuy, 40 km from the Okhotsky sea. Geographical coordinates: 55 0 5’ 
north and 1350 58 ’ east [35]. The regional center Ayan is located 150 km to the northeast of the 
occurrence. The comfortable land ways of the service a with /from by the occupied settlements are 
not present. The economics of area is developed poorly. 

The site of an ore-manifestation is an in(to) the block of Archean rocks among volcanÏtes. 
On(to) areas of a site have primary development plagiogneisses a Upper Archean Upper 
Koumansky of a member, which crumpled an in(to) isoclinal folds of different orientation. The 
rocks are broken through by the extended subagreeablis Late Archean intrusions of plagiogranites a 
Late Stanovoy of a complex having, in basic, northeast and sublatitudinal orientation bodies. The 
tectonic dislocations submitted by zones of a catac1asm and to a myloitization of rocks, have 
northeast and northwest orientations. They determine block structure of the site. Ore-controlling 
structures are the faults of a northeast direction. 

At the site 21 linear km of routes were executed, 1770 m3 of trenches were passed. 
Among plagiogneisses three ore-bearing zones were revealed by prospecting which differ by 
geologic-mineralogical features. They are the zones of nest - veinlet silicification, veins of 
andalusite - muscovite - quartz metasomatites and skarns with imposed calcite - quartz 
mineralization. These skarns are the basic ore-bearing body. They are established in the central part 
of the site, where they are confined to an exocontact of granodiorite intrusion. The skarn body is 
extended in the north- east direction, has wedge-shaped contours in plan and occupies a crosscut 
place in relation to the strike of enc10sing plagiogneisses. An occurrence of the body is steep (80 0), 
the boundaries are tectonic everywhere. The length of the body is 480 m, thickness is - from 10 
up to 100m, average thickness is 35 m. Ore mineralization is established within the limits of the 
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veined - skarn zone and at small (till 10-15 m) distance from it. In the ore-bearing body hematite, 
pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, magnetite, ilmenite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyirite, native silver, 
gold, and also secondary ore minerals - bomite, covellite, chalcocite and hydrooxides of iron are 
present. Total amount of ore minerals is variable and varies from 20-25 % up to 95%. The ore 
minerals will form an impregnation, accumulations as nests and lenses, veinlets (up to 1.5 cm) and 
veins with thickness up to 1. 1 m. Spectral and atom-absorption analyses in ore body establish the 
following content of useful components (%): copper - 0.03- 12.9 (average 1.06), zinc - 0.01-2 1.2 
(0.88), lead -0.001-8 .4 (0 .1 3), silver - 0.06-300 g/t (1 2.37 g/t), gold - 0.003-3 .1 g/t (0 .1 6 g/t). The 
potential resources with the specified average content of useful components in the parameters of the 
basic ore body are determined as follows: copper - 66.6 ths t, zinc - 55.5 ths t, lead - 8.2 ths t, silver 
- 78 .1 t, gold - 1000 kg. 

From other ore bodies investigated at the site, the zone of nest-veinlet silicification deserves 
attention. It has significant parameters, but lower content of useful components. However the 
results of geochemical research ofthis zone show, as well as in the main ore body, its insignificant 
erodibility, that allows to assume the presence of economic concentration of metals at depth . 
Presence of economic concentration of metals in the main ore body, opportunity of increase of 
reserves by studying other ore bodies allow to recommend additional detailed prospecting -
estimation works in the occurrence [Pilipeiko, 1983]. 

Muromets Tungsten - Copper Occurrence 

The description of this show is given in the section about tungsten. The mineral composition of 
ores of this show is as follows : more than 1 % of magnetite and chalcopyrite, from 1 up to 10 % -
bomite, covellite, iron hydrooxides. The intervals of the simultaneous average content of tungsten 
trioxide - 0.1 5 %, molybdenum - 0.05 %, copper - 1.0 %, silver - 30 g/t and gold - 2 g/t were 
revealed by trench sampling. Same concurrent gold sulphide and molybdenum - scheelite the ore 
formations are characteristic for the zone Centralny, located 1000 m more to the west than the 
Muromets zone. The content of useful components in this zone is as follows: tungsten - 0.06 %, 
molybdenum - 0.3 %, copper -3 %, gold - 1.4 g/t, silver - 35.6 g/t. In the Centralny zone there are 
only two crossings, and it was not studied in detai l. In view of insufficient exploration of the zones 
Muromets and Centralny the potential resources were not calculated. Taking into account the 
significant sizes of the Muromets zone, the presence of the economic content of useful components, 
favorable geological preconditions for the detection of new ore bodies, this occurrence is 
recommended for detailed study. 

Tin - Copper Boltoro Occurrence 

The Boltoro occurrence is located at the territory of Verkhnebureinsky area, 24 krn from railway 
station Mogdi of the BAM railway. The inhabited settlements and comfortable land transport ways 
are not present in the immediate proximity from this occurrence. The basic population is 
concentrated along BAM railway, and also in the regions of coal and gold production which is the 
basis of the economy of the region. The geographical coordinates of the show: 500 23 ’ north and 
133 0 54’ east [93]. The relief of the area of the occurrence and of the territory adjacent to it, is 
characterized by a combination of twisting narrow crests of offshoots of the Badzhalsky ridge. The 
absolute marks of tops change within 1600-1970 m, the relative excess above deep-downcutted 
valleys is 600-900 m. 10-15 krn westward from the occurrence the diπ car road is laid which 
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connects the prospected and prepared for operation Pravourmiysky tin-ore deposit, stations Mogdy 
and Suluk. 

The ore-manifestation Boltoro is located in the Badzhalsky volcanic zone in the exocontact of 
Verkhne-Urmiysky Late Cretaceous granite massif, among sedimentary rocks ofMiddle Devonian, 
at the distance of 150-300m from their contact with intrusion. It is confined to a strip of limestones 
intercalated with thin lenses and interlayers of aleurolites and sandstones. In the zones of jointy 
rocks the limestones are skamed, aleurolites and sandstones are keratinizated. Closer to the contact 
with granites the limestones are completely reworked into pyroxene - gamet skams, the aleurolites 
and sandstones are partially skamed and everywhere silicified at the whole mass and in cracks. The 
ore mineralization is confined both to skams, and to silicificated aleurolites and sandstones. In 
skams there are impregnated, less often - massive ores, in silicified aleurolites and sandstones 
there are impregnated, streaky and, rather rare, massive ores. The ore composition inc1ude 
chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite, less often pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphalerite, magnetite, beryl, galena, 
cassiterite, tourmaline, fluorite, quartz, covellite, limonite, malachite and azurite. 

At the area of the occurrence the routes of scale 1: 10000 across the strike of ore-bearing strip 
were carried out; for opening of the strip of mineralized limestones and separate ore bodies the 
trenches of volume 8300 m' were passed. As a resu1t of the works carried out at this area Boltoro 
ore field was allocated, it consists ofthe sites Rudny and Krivoy. Skamed carbonaceous rocks will 
form a strip of 45-200m thickness and about 2.7 km extent. 

The Rudny site is located as far as 500 m from a mouth ofBezymyanny key. The thickness ofthe 
skamed rocks zone at the site makes 120- 150m, the dip is northwest at the angle of 70-85 0 • Within 
the site the numerous ruptures of near-meridional direction of fault, less often fau1t - shift character 
stipulating its complex block structure are developed. Sulphide and tin mineralization is developed 
in skams and at the zones of tectonic dislocations. At this site the increased content of tin 뻐d 

copper, and also zinc, lead, arsenic, tungsten and berillyum are revealed. The tin-bearing fields 
have thickness 1 - 15 m and extent up to 150 m. The tin content is 0.3-1%. It is established, that at 
depth the thickness 
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with the BAM railway, its possible forthcoming development, thε ore occurrence Boltoro deserves 
additional investigation [ Larionov etc. , 1967]. 

Rare and Rare-Earth Metals 

36 chemical elements of the Mendeleev tablε are attributed to rare metals including actually rare
earth - 15 elements. At the Khabarovsky territory territory the minerals of the following metals are 
met (in ascending order of nuclear weight): lithium (Li), berillyum (Be), scandium (Sc), gallium 
(Ga), germanium (Ge), rubidium (Rb), zirconium (Zr), niobium (Nb), cadmium (Gd), indium (In), 
cesium (Cs), thulium (Tm), hafnium (Hf), tantalum (T), thallium (Ta), bismuth (Bi). In group of 
rare-earth elements enter: yttrium (Y), lanthanum (La), cerium (Ce), praseodymium (Pa), 
neodymium (Nd), samarium (Sm), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), terbium (Tb), dysprosium 
(Dy), holmium (Ho), erobium (Er), ytterbiurn (Yb), lutecium (Lu). 

The majority of rare and rare-earth metals will not form independent deposits and concentrate in 
ores of other minerals as accompanying components. At the same time, in the Khabarovsk territory 
some complex . deposits of rare metals were formed, for example, Preobrazhenovsky fluorite -
berillium deposit, Ditursky berillium deposit with rare earths, rare-earth Chergilensky deposit and 
a number of ore occurences. 

As accompanying components the rare metals are present in the deposits of tin, tungsten, lead 
and zinc, copper, molybdenum, titanium, iron ore, manganese and apatite - ilmenite-titanium -
magnetite ores, in mineral coals. Such accessory metals, as bismuth, cadmium, scandium, indium 
are extracted from tin ores of a cassiterite - sulphide formation at the Solnechny ore-dressing 
works. 

Below the balance reserves of rare metals at the deposits of ore-dressing works are given as of 
1.01. 1992 and their production in 1991. The ba1ance reserves ofbismuth are taken into account at 
the deposits Festiva1ny, Sob01iny, Pravourmiysky. For categories B + C} the reserves of bismuth 
are estimated as 3966 t and for a category C} - as 1584 t. The average metal content in ores is 
0.006-0.023%. 321 t are extracted for a year. Bismuth is contained in copper and lead concentrate. 
Its content in lead concentrate is 0.106 %, extraction - 2.1 % from ore. 

Cadmium is discounted in the balance of reserves of the Festivalny deposit for a category C2 in 
quantity of 8.1 t with the average content in ore - 0.00023%. In six deposits of tin the reserves of 
indium for a category C2 in quantity of 683.3 t are taken into account with the average metal 
content - 1.57-230 g/t. The following deposits are attributed to 
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mapping, scales 1 :200 000 or 1 :50000. The p따t of such metals is established and appreciated as 
accompanying components when the of deposits of the widespread minerals were explored. 

In foreign countries the main sources of rare metals are the placers with bastnasite, xenotime or 
monozite. The sulphide ores are of great importance. About 100 % of cadmium, iridium, thallium, 
selenium, tellurum, rhenium, up to 90 % of bismuth and germanium are produced from them. By 
2000 the increase of world consumption of rare metals more than 10 times is predicted. It 
determines the necessity of discovery of new sources of mineral raw material and updating of rare 
metal extraction technology and use. 

The best sources of higher content of rare metals and less complex technological processing are 
considered those, which contain the minerals which are known in the Khabarovsk territory. They 
include: fergusonite, monazite, samarokite, ilmenite, sphene, orthite, xenotime, zirconium minerals. 
Such minerals can concentrate in various ores, rocks and alluvial placers. The primary sources of 
placers are connected with granite and alkaline intrusive complexes, including ultra basic ones. The 
examples of such conditions of rare metal ore and placer formation are given below. However up to 
now the due attention to prospecting and estimation of placers of rare metal minerals was not paid 
to. This task is urgent, and its solution, first of all, is possible in the area of the Aldansky shield and 
Bureinsky median massif, for example, in the basins ofthe rivers Uchur and Bureya. 

Below some examples are given as an additional illustration of presence of rare metal 
occurrences in the Khabarovsk territOIγ. The f1uorite - berillium Preobrazhenovsky deposit and 
berillium - rare- metal Ditursky deposit are attributed to small berillium deposits at the Khabarovsk 
teπitory. Berillyum occurrences have been found in greizens of the ridges Yam-Alin, Ezop, 
Bureinsky, Badzhalsky, Sikhote-Alinsky. The prospects of revealing of phenacite - bertrandite ores 
in the Ulkansky ore unit within the Dzhugdzhur ridge have been planned. 

Tantalum and niobium are established in the ore occurrences of the Siberian platform and its 
Aldansky shield. In the carbonatites of Ingiliysky structure the content of niobium is 1.1 %, and 
tantalum - 0.025-0.055%. The gallium is found in iron ores of the Kirnkansky deposit with the 
content 1.0-15 g/t. In p 
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Bureinsky median massif, in ore occurrences of the Okhotsky and Ayano-Maisky areas. The high 
content of lanthanum is observed in the ore occurrences Ulkansky, Neozhidanny, along the river 
Usuutuur, at the divide Khikan - Konuli, in the upper reaches of the river Dolone of the river 
Amgun system. 

The minerals containing cerium (monazite, fergusonite etc.), are widely distributed within the 
Bureinsky median massif, among Ulkansky granites, at the Khaikano -Khaikakansky area, where 
up to 32 kg /t of such minerals with TR20 3 content up to 1.03% are present in granites. In the 
frame zone of the Aldansky shield erbium occur in such minerals, as fergusonite, xenotime and 
priorite. These minerals are rather frequently met in the granites of Ulkansky granite massif and in 
the basin ofthe river Uchur. 

Yttrium, ytterbium and lanthanum sometimes accompany pegmatite and greizen ores of 
berillyum, tin and tin - tungsten. Monazite, fergusonite, xenotime, orthim, apatite containing 
yttrium and ytterbium are present in them. As the perspective areas with the concentration of the 
above mentioned minerals in alluvium the right inf10ws of the Bureya river between the rivers 
Lower Melgin 뻐d Niman are considered. Another area of distribution of minerals with yttrium, 
ytterbium and lanthanum is the Ulkansky granite massif. There at the Ulkansky and Neozhidanny 
ore occurrences with tantalum and niobium, the content of yttrium and ytterbium reachεs， 

accordingly, 0.1 -0.8 % and 0.01-0.04%. Gadolinium, dysprosium and lutecium 따e present in 
trenching samples of the Ulkansky ore occurrence in the amount of 0.006-0.03%. Gadolinium is 
present in monazite and orthite of carbonatites of the Ingiliysky ring structure. The analysis of 
materials of rare- metal occurrences in the Khabarovsk territory shows that they belong to five 
main metallogenic epochs: Archean, Late Proterozoic, Early Paleozoic, Late Paleozoic and Late 
Mesozoic. 

The main structures, perspective for revealing ore and placer deposits of rare metals, are the 
Aldan shield of the Siberian platform and Bureinsky median massif. In the nearest future the rare 
metals can be most really recovered from tin ores in connection with involving into operation new 
large deposits. The brief description of typical deposits and occurrences of rare metals at the 
Khabarovsk territory is given below [Onikhimovsky etc., 1989; Sumrnary accounting balance of 
non-ferrous 

Ulkans찌 Ore Occurrence of Rare and Rare-Earth Metals 

The occurrence is located in the Ayano-Maisky area in the interf1uve of the upper currents of the 
rivers Maimakan 뻐d Uchur. Geographical coordinates: 560 14’ north and 1340 7’ east [29]. 170 km 
to the northeast km from the occurrence the settlement Nelkan is located, and 195 km east, the 
regional center, settlement Ayan is located. To the west from the Ulkan occurrence, at the distance 
of 6-7 km, the occurrence Neozhidanny is located. The area economically is not developed, the 
constant land transport ways in the area of the occurrence are not present. 

The show is located in the southeast part of the Aldansky shield of the Siberian platform, in 
Ulkansky ore unit. The river Ulkan, the right inf10w of the river Uchur, is of special interest in this 
area. A multiphase pluton of bioitite, reibeckite and alkaline Proterozoic granites which occur 
among gneisses and crystal schists of Archean is mapped there, occupying the area 700 km2. The 
granites are accompanied by pegmatites, aplites, fine-grained granites, lamprophyres, fenitization, 
greizens, quartz - albite and quartz - hemetite by metasomatites, veins and by veinlets of quaπz 
with mineralization. Around dike-like bodies of fine-grained granites the narrow zones of 
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greisenization with fluorite, topaz and quartz are displayed. In them there are such accessory 
minerals as zircon, cyrtolite, monazite, orthite, sphene, cassiterite, wolframite, molybdenite, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite. Pyrochlore, fergusonite, columbite, zircon, orthite, sphene, 
magnetite, ilmenite, apatite occur as accessory minerals in granites. In reibeckite granites the basic 
P따t of tantalum is concentrated in columbite, and niobium - in pyrochlore and fergusonite. In 
alkaline granites among accessory minerals zircon, cyrtolite, apatite, pyrochlore, columbite, 
monazite, thorite, bastnasite, polycrase, chevkinite, fluorite, hematite, molybdenite, pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite are observed. In the east p강t of the Ulkansky massif two ore 
occurrences with the increased content of berillyum, tantalum, niobium and other rare and rare
earth elements are revealed. The ore-manifestations are located among syenites and granites. 

Besides within the Ulkansky massif concentrate and metallometric haloes of zirconium, niobium, 
tantalum, tin, molybdenum, bismuth and points of mineralization with berillyum, tantalum, 
niobium, lithium, tungsten and gold were distinguished. All this is of interest for a substantiation of 
the further study of the area. The brief description of the most interesting shows is given below. At 
the Ulkansky ore occurrence the mineralization is controlled by northεast and latitudinal faults and 
is confined to quartz syenites and granites ofthe Early Proterozoic Ulkansky complex. 

The investigated area limited by tectonic dislocations has length 800 m and width 500m. 
Prospecting of scale 1: 10000 has been made. The prospecting routes have made 10 km, 
magnetometry - 2.8 km2, 1.38 ths m3 of trenches were passed, lithogeochemical, lump and 
trenching sampling was carried out. Berillium mineralization of the Ulkansky ore manifestation is 
caused by zones of greizens and by local steeply dipping zones of small jointing and of granite 
catac1asm. The metasomatites with bertrandite and by phenacite are most distributed a hematite -
feldspathic and hematite - quartz. The bodies, enriched with them, are stretched for 1 00-150m with 
average thickness of 10-20 m. In them the average BeO content is - 0.1-0.3%. Except bertrandite 
and phenacite in ores there are beryl, genthelvite, pyrochlore, columbite, zircon, cyrtolite, th 
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Occurrence of Rare and Rare-Earth Metals Neozhidannoe 

This occurrence of rare and rare-earth metals is located in the Ayano-Maisky area 170 krn to the 
southwest from Nelkan settlement and 200 krn to the west from regional center Ayan settlement. 
Geographical coordinates of the show: 560 4’ north and 1340 31 ’ east [28]. The area of this 
occurrence is not economically developed. There are no constant land transport ways. 

The occurrence is situated in the southeast part of the Aldansky shield of the Siberian platform 
within the Ulkansky de f1ection and is confined to quartz syenites of Early Proterozoic. The area a 
show is complicated by a series of large tectonic faults of northwest and latitudinal strike. The 
tectonic ruptures border the area of the occurrence by the size 2000 m length and 1700 m width. In 
its central part the fault of northwest direction dividing the occurrence into two blocks locates. At 
this area the prospecting of scale 1: 1 0000 was carried out; prospecting routes for_ 29 krn were 
passed, radiometric routes - 29 krn, magnetometry - 28.5 krn, trenching - 3.9 ths m'. The trench, 
lithogeochemical and lump ore sampling was carried out. 

As a result of prospecting the ore body of uncertain form is distinguished, its length is 420 m and 
width - 180 m. 0.5krn westward from it the outcrops of similar ore bodies are observed, their 
estimation was not carried out. The wallrock alteration is expressed by albitization, f1uoritization, 
hematitization, carbon tization. Mineral composition of ores includes lepid이ite ， zircon, bastnasite, 
synchisite, monazite, thorite, columbite. Among minerals - companions f1uorite, hematite, 
magnetite, titanomagnetite, rutile, pyrite, pyrrhotiteit are distinguished. Ores are impregnated, 
content of separate elements is rather uniform. By the analyses their following amounts were 
established (%): lithium - up to 0.02, berillyum - up to 0.06, lanthanum up to 0.2, niobium- up to 
0.4, yttrium- up to 0.08 , zirconium- up to 0.6, ytterbium up to O. 04, gallium up to 0.06, scandium
up to 0.002, thorium - up to 0.3 , hafnium - cerium up to 0.1, f1uorine up to 1-3, tin, molybdenum 
and copper- up to 0.02, lead- up to 0.04, zinc- up to 0.2, silver- up to 10 g/t, gold - up to 0.1 g/t. 
The potential resources are estimated as follows: niobium, with the average content Nb20 S 

0.1 251 %- 14809t; zirconium, with the average content Zr02 0.4713 % - 52 ths t, rare-earth metals, 
with the average content TR20 3- 0,134 % - 12533 t. Tantalum is present in ores in econ 

Begundia Occurrence of Berillyum 

This occurrence is located in the Ayano-Maisky area in the source river Birindyas, 300 krn to the 
northwest from Ayan settlement. Geographical coordinates: 560 20’ north and 1340 26’ east [25]. 
The constant land transport ways are absent. The mineralization is confined to the Udsky block of 
Archean rocks, it is located in the endocontact of granite intrusion and controlled by explosive 
dislocations and by zones of splitting of the northwest and northeast directions. At this object the 
general prospecting in the following scope was carried out: prospecting routes of scale 1 :25 000 for 
20 krn, scale 1: 10000 for 35 krn and of scale 1: 2000 for 10 krn. 3 ths m3 of trenches, 1054 m of 
prospect holes were passed. The metallometric, trenching and pit sampling were carried out. 
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The works reveal the ore body of the uncertain form , with average length 385 m and 37m width 
represented by albitizated granites of the Early Proterozoic age located in the zone of interface of 
explosive dislocations. The contacts of the ore body are tectonic and accompanied by brecciation 
zones. Ores are porous, having massive texture, blastogranitic or grandistrictic structure with non
uniform distribution of useful components. 

Mineral composition of ores: bertrandite, beryl, phenacite, columbite, thorite, xenotime, f1uorite, 
bastnasite. The ores contain (%): niobium oxide - 0.005-0.08, yttrium - 0.00- 0.1, ytterbium -
0.001-0.1, lanthanum - 0.001-0.003 , zirconium - 0.003- 1.0, thorium - 0.003-0.1 , gallium - 0.001-
0.03 , cerium, zinc - 0.003- 1.0, berillyum oxide - 0.004-5 .416. The mineralization is recommended 
for the further study [Passport 0-1 No. 152]. 

Occurence of Rare Metals Nygvagan 11 

This occurrence is located in the Ayano-Maisky area at the Nygvagan - Birindya divide. 
Geographical coordinates: 560 18’ north and 1 340 25 ’ east [26]. The constant land transport ways 
are absent. The mineralization occurs in the Uchursky block of Archean rocks and confined to 
alkaline (reibeckite) and albitizated pegmatites occurring in the exocontact of aegerite - reibeckite 
granosyenite of Late Proterozoic age. The mineralization is connectεd with the zones of albitization 
and is controlled by zircon and cyrtolite (with the content of 0.2- l.7 kg/t by pit samples), 
pyrochlore, columbite (0.06 kg/t), orthite and monazite (0.09 kg/t). According to chemical analyses 
the ore bodies contain (%): Nb20 S - 0.1 2-0.4, Ta20S - 0.01-0.03 , TR20 3, - 0.05-0.26. 

The ore-manifestation is attributed to a hydrothermal - pneumat이ith type and it is considered 
prospect for tantalum. [Registration leaf, No 2, 1961]. 

Occurrence of Rare Metals Ingiliysky 

The occurrence is situated in the Ayano-Maisky area. Oeographical coordinates: 58 0 35’ north 
and l350 22’ east [16]. The nearest occupied settlements are Ust - Yudoma in 60 km and Kurun
Urya암1 - 110 km from the occurrence. The ore occurrence is located at the Siberian platform within 
the Ingiliysky massif of alkaline and carbonatite rocks. The massif is formed by intrusive and 
metasomatic rocks, has ring structure and breaks through both amphibolites and gneisses of 
Archean, and overlapping them carbonaceous - terrigenous deposits of the Upper Proterozoic. The 
latter occur almost horizontally only near the massif and at the contacts with it are characterized by 
abrupt deformations of strata. Such structural type determines diapiric position of the having the 
area about 30 km2. All these formations with sharp displacement are overlapped by Cambrian 
deposits with the prevalence of dolomites. 

Ãt the area of the occurrence geological survey of scale 1: 50000 (1 92 km2) and radiometric 
survey of scale 1: 1 0000 (80 km") were carried out. 1140 m' of trenches and 420 linear m of 
prospect holes were passed. The works strip the bodies of calcite and dolomite carbonatites. 

The bodies of calcite carbonatites with niobium - tantalum mineralization and dolomite 
carbonantites with rare-earth mineralization are connected with the massif of alkaline rocks (ij이ite 

- melteigite, syenites, theralites). Calcite carbonatites with standard content of niobium (more than 
O.l %, Nb20 5) will form the sites ofirregular form ofthe small size (up to dozens ofmeters)among 
barren carbonatites, less often they form the bodies of the size 150x200m among eruptive rocks. 
The maximum content Nb20 S reaches 1.1%. The content oftantalum varies from 2.5 up to 5.0 % 
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depending on niobium quantity. Niobium and tantalum concentrate in pyrochlore, less often - in 
zircon. The dolomite carbonatites will form ore bodies of the veined form by extent from 10 up to 
80m, thickness from 0.1-2 up to 3 m. The average content of TR20 3, in the bodies reaches 1.4%. 

This occurrence is considered as prospect one for revealing tantalum and niobium reserves. With 
growth of demand in this kind of raw material, the statement it is expedient to carry out prospecting 
- estimation works over the whole Ingiliysky massif with detailed geological mapping of its nuclear 
part and its ring frame [Onikhimovsky etc., 1989; Registration leaf,No 1,1961]. 

Algaminsky Zirconium Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Ayano- Maisky area, 120 km to the northeast from Nelkan 
settlement. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 580 40’ north and 1350 29’ east [156]. The 
Maya river f10ws at the distance of 30-40 km from the deposit, which is suitable in a navigation 
period for shallow water vessels with displacement of 1000- 3000 t. The constant transport land 
ways (except winter roads) in the area of the deposit are not present. 

The deposit is located on the Siberian platform and confined to Ingiliysky ore unit, which, in its 
turn, is confined to the raised block of the basement of sedimentary- metamorphic complex of 
rocks. Within the area of the ore unit the complexes of sedimentary, metamorphic and magmatic 
rocks of the basement with stratigraphic disagreement are overlapped by horizontally or 
subhorisontally occurring carbonaceous deposits of Yudomsky suite of the Cambrian age. The 
Ingiliysky intrusion is represented by the ultra basic rocks of the increased alkalinity which have 
been broken through, in tum, by bodies of syenites and carbonatites. The general area of the 
revealed ore unit makes 600-700 km2. Except Ingiliysky intrusion of a central type, pipe-like bodies 
of picrites and dikes of gabbro - diabases are clearly mapped. One of the dikes is traced for more 
than 300 km extent. It breaks through sedimentary complexes of the upper structural f100r and fills 
the fault of north - northeast strike. The fault controls the location of the Ingiliysky intrusion at the 
site of its crossing with a regional fault of a sublatitudinal strike. 

At the area of ore unit prospecting of scale 1: 25 000 뻐d 1: 1 0 000 was caπied out, including a 
complex of geophysical methods (BEZ[ sounding] , electrical profiling, magnetic prospecting, 
radiometry), metallometric survey, heading of trenches and ditches, prospecting drilling on a 
network 100x20 m. 5 ore fields are revealed by the works made within the ore unit and they 
are investigated with a various degree of detail. The Algaminsky ore field is investigated in most 
detail, where the deposit of the same name is located which is studied by borehole and mining 
works in detail at present. The received results confirm the presence of zirconium in the dolomites 
with the interlayers and lenses of sandstones in the upper part of the section of the Yudomsky 
suite. The subhorisontally occurring ore-enclosing pack of thickness 40-50m is established, to 
which the ore bod 
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50 %, zircon and gelzircon - 45 %, the element composition of zirconium ores except zirconium 
includes: tungsten - 0.05 %, hafnium - 0.066 %, niobium - 0.052 %, yttrium - 0.3%. 

Borehole and mining works within the ore layer distinguish blocks with the increased content of 
zirconium - 9.1 % with thickness of the body - 2.56 m. Unique quality of zirconium ores is their 
dispersion. Basic mass of metal (more than 70 %) is concentrated in a fraction of 20-40 microns. 
The first stage of enrichment. of ores is easily carried out by wet sieving on qualifiers with the 
subsequent sedimentation of a thin fraction. With enrichment of ores in such a way, with the 
average content of zirconium minerals of 7 -10 %, 45-50- percentage concentrate with extraction of 
metal 73% is recovered. The tungsten content in a "gray" concentrate reaches 1.49 %, hafnium -
1.25 %, niobium - 1.27 %, yttrium - 2.9%. The experimental tests have shown suitability of ores for 
manufacturing composite powders for the purpose: - production of complex heat resisting and tool 
(instrumental) ceramics; - Plasma spraying on the products for the purpose of consolidation of their 
properties, increase of corrosion-resistant qualities in aggressive media and conditions of the 
increased temperatures; - Reception of abrasive material and of fire-resistant coverings; - Reception 
of cheap alloys ofthe additives with manufacturing the special grades of steels and glasses. Taking 
into account uniqueness of the deposit and value of raw material, its increased demand both at the 
intemal and extemal market, it would be rational to strengthen prospecting works with the purpose 
of acce1eration of its exploitation by means of increase of own funds or attraction of foreign 
investors [Gagaevetc., 1992]. 

Ore Occurrence of Rare-Earth Minerals in the Interfluve of Amulikan and Khikan 

The ore occurrences are located in the Ayano-Maisky area in the basin of the river Uchur and its 
left inf10ws - the rivers Amulikan and Khikan. Distance up to an air field platform ofthe Toko lake 
is 125 krn, up to Tomptokan settlement - 95 krn. Geographical coordinates of ore occurrence in the 
Amulikan - Khikan interf1uve are :- 1320 27 ’ east and 560 25 ’ north [23], in the Haikakan - Khikan 
interf1uve - 1320 59 ’east and 560 23 ’ north [24]. The ore occurrences are located in the southeast 
P없t of the Aldansky shie1d within the Tyrkansky block of Archean rocks. In the mentioned basins 
and in the vicinities of ore occurrences the various gneisses and crystal schists of Early Archean are 
developed. They form a large anticline of a sublatitudinal direction. The complex of Archean suites 
is broken by tectonic faults. Their strike is sublatitudinal and northwest. Lenticular bodies of 
intrusions of pyroxenites and peridotites, diorites and monzonites, leucocratic and alaskite granites 
are spatially connected with them. The intrusions are accompanied by dikes of pegmatoid granites, 
pegmatites, granites, spessartites, diabases. In gneisses and granites there are increased quantities of 
rare-earth minerals, rutile, ilmenite, g따net and other minerals. 

The ore occurrences are revealed in the process of geological mapping of scale 1 :200000 which 
was accompanied by prospecting. Near the above mentioned ore occurrences the ore shows similar 
in geology, but with the smaller contents of rare-earth minerals locate. One ofthem is located in the 
mouth of the river Haikakan. This ore-manifestation is represented by pegmatoid granites in 
gneisses. The structure of intrusive bodies is lenticular, their extent reaches 250-2000 m with 
variable thickness reaching hundreds of meters. The rare-earth minerals form impregnations and 
nests in pegmatoid granites. The content of minerals is non-uniform and reaches (kg It): monazite -
3.1 -20 .4, zircon - 0.13-17.5 , ilmenite - 43 , rutile - 12.5. In all minerals a yttrium, cerium, 
lanthanums, thorium are marked. The ore-manifestations deserve detailed prospecting at the most 
prospected sites of ore bodies and estimation oftheir practical importance [Shenkrnan etc. , 1973]. 
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Sash-Yularsky Placer ofRare- Metal and Titanium Minerals 

The placer is situated in the Ayano-Maisky area in the basin of the middle current of the river 
Uchur in its left inflow river Khikan, in 1.8 km lower than a mouth of the river Haikakan. The 
distance to an air field platform at lake Toko is 120 km, to the settlement Tomptokan - 90 km. 
Geographical coordinates of the placer are: 560 27 ’ north and 1320 54 ’ east [22]. Absolute heights 
of the river Khikan flood plain are about 1001 m. The area economically is poorly developed. 

The placer locates in the southeast p따t of the Aldansky shield within the Tyrkansky block of 
Archean rocks. In the basin of the upper current of the river Khikan in the vicinities of the deposit) 
various gneisses and crystal schists of Early Archean are developed. They form a large anticline of 
a sublatitudinal direction. The complex of Archean rocks is broken by tectonic faults of 
sublatitudinal and northwest strike. Lenticular bodies of intrusions are spatially connected with 
them. In gneisses and granitoids there are increased quantities of such minerals, as rutile, ilmenite, 
monazite, zircon, gamet, apatite and others. They can be collected in alluvial deposits. One of such 
placers is revealed in the process of ge이ogical mapping of scale 1: 200 000 and accompanying 
prospecting with the application of alluvial sampling. The latter was carried out across a flood 
plain and of tongue deposits of the river Khikans. A flood plain and tongues occupy the site of 
sampling 80000m2. On this area the terraces of elevation 1.3-1.7 m are observed. They are formed 
by sand and gravel with rare shingle up to the depth 1.25 m, and then - by shingle from the depth 
of 1.4 m. The executors of works count up the reserves of valuable components for a category ’2 m 
quantity: monazite - 82000 t, in it thotium is about 820 t, rare-earth elements - 19200 t, zirconium 
- 88000 t, rutile - 25000 t, ilmenite - 849000 t. The authors of calculations consider that 2-3 times 
increase of reserves is possible. The content of minerals is the following (kg/m3) : monazite - 8.2, 
zirconium - 8.8, ilmenite - 15.6, rutile - 5, gamet - 116, sillimanite -6.6, apatite - 1. Gamet is 
represented by pink almandine. The size of monazite grains is 0.2-0.4 mm, zircon - 0.1-0.3 mm. In 
the monazite there are (%): cerium and lanthanum - more than 10, yttrium up to 1 and higher, 
ytterbium - up to 10, gadolinium and thorium -up to 1. According to the high content of valuable 
minerals the placer deseπes preliminary explora 

Chergilensky Deposit of Berillyum and Rare Earths 

The deposit is located at the territory ofthe Verkhne - Bureinsky (teπitory) area on the left bank 
of the river Chergilen (left inflow of the river Verkhny Melgin), 100 km to the southwest from 
railway station Chegdomyn, on the BAM railway. Geographical coordinates: 131 0 36’ east and 50。
54’ north [81]. The basis of the economy of the area make wood, coal and gold-mining industry. 
The nearest occupied settlement from the deposit is a settlement Chekunda, the transport service 
with which is carried out by the rivers Bureya, Melgin, Chergilen. The Chekunda settlement uses a 
branch-line ofthe Chegdomyn - Izvestkovaya railway. 

In geological structure of the area the rocks which are various in age, genesis and petrographic 
composition take part. The Upper Paleozoic granitoids are widespread and they form about 70 of % 
the areas. The sedimentary metamorphic formations of the Cambrian age are widespread 
considerably less in the area(up to 20 %). The effusions share is about 2 % and the Quatemary 
alluvial deposits - about 5 % of the area. The area is characterized by a rather wide circulation of 
dikes combined by rocks of acid, average and basic composition. They is represented by 
pegmatites, aplites, granite - porphyry, quartz porphyries, diorite and by diabasic porphyrites, 
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quartz veins. The veined rocks locate in exo- and endocontact p값ts of Upper Paleozoic intrusives, 
that specifies their genetic relation with the latter. 

The area locates within the huge Khingan - Bureinsky batholith, which margin is the east part of 
the Bureinsky median massif. The tectonic movements in the area, in main, are expressed in 
formation of faults, which are divided into three age groups. In geological structure of the deposit 
the marbled limestones of the Melginsky suite containing interlayers of shales, aleurolites and fine
grained sandstones take p따t， the latterare broken by intrusion of bioitite granites from the east and 
in the west they are overlapped by calcareo - sandy - slate deposits of Chergilensky suite. In the 
near-contact p따t with limestones the Upper Paleozoic bioitite granites form a hybrid facies 
represented by diorites, quartz diorites and granodiorites. The rocks of Melginsky suite and 
inequigranular granites are broken by leucocratic granites. Among dike rocks of the deposit the 
diorite porphyrites are widespread. 

Within the limits of the Chergilensky deposit surface mmmg workings were passed, the 
radiometric studies and sampling were carried out. In total 15 lines of trenches of total volume 
5430 m3 were passed. The revealed ore bodies are tested by a trenching method for all thickness. 
For technological tests the sample of weight 500kg was selected (Chergilensky site, Westem ore 
body). The researches of samples were carried out in the laboratories of VIMS, VSEGEI, Far 
Eastem Branch of Academy of Science of the USSR, IRGlREDMET. The general expenses have 
made 344.6 thousands rbl. (in 1958 prices). 

The works survey the area of the ore field by extent of 6km with width 1 km. The whole ore field 
is divided by valleys of springs into 4 sites: Chergilensky, Bespokoiny, Izubriny and Olginsky. The 
site Chergilensky is mostly investigated. At this deposit 20 ore bodies are stripped. At the 
Chergilensky site two largest ore bodies are stripped: Westem and Eastem. The first is located in 
the wεstem p따t of the site, is combined by albitites and biotite - ca1cite metasomatites, the second 
is 40-80 m to the east apart from the first, it is represented by albitizated hom:6εlses and shalεs. In 
the east p따t of the site in the field of hybrid diorites and granodiorites development the third ore 
body is stripped, which is located in the endocontact part of inequigranular granites wi 

T able 11 Potential Resources of Rare and Rare-Earth Elements in Chergilensky Site 

Míneral Content Units Average content Reserves Units 
Poten마ltíal 

resources 
Berillyum %BeO 0.03 BeO 690 
Rare-earth Metals % Tr2ÜJ 0.3 kg Tr써3 64앉)()()() 

Cesium g/t 1246 2800 
Hafnium g/t 250 360 

Zirconium % 강oz 0.46 Zr02 6800 
Niobium % 0.042 965 

Potential resources of rare and rare-earth elements at the Chergilensky site.(Table-11) 
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Among other rare-earth metals there are resources Y203 - 2291 t, Yb20 3 - 1480 t, Ha203 - 2721 t, 
Ce203 - 2814 1. At the deposit there is a prospect of increase of reserves at the expense of 
additional exploration ofthe sites lzubriny, Bespokoiny, Olginsky. At these sites the ore bodies are 
stripped by single trenches with the content of rare-earth elements. So, at the site Bespokoiny 3 ore 
bodies having 1-2 crossings were stripped, at the site Izubriny the stockwork - veinlet zone of 60 m 
thickness and 240-320 m extent is stripped, at the site Olginsky 3 ore bodies are stripped. 

The site Izubriny is located 1.5 km to the north of the site Chergilensky. The site is confined to 
marbled limestones. In the samples from the ore zone the maximum content of elements is the 
following (%): Be - 0.022, Y - 0.2, La - 0.1 9, Ce - 0.38, Li - 0.08, Zr- - 0.02, Mo - 0.037, U - 0.01-
0.0321. All ore bodies are similar c10se in mineralogical composition to the bodies of the 
Chergilensky site. On the whole the deposit is distinguished by four ore bodies represented by 
metasomatites and metasomatically changed rocks: albitites, albitizated schists and hornfels, 
albitizated hybrid diorites and granodiorites and biotite - calcite metasomatites. Petrographic 뻐d 

mineralogical analysis showed the following material composition of ores: Albite, microc1ine, 
diopside, aegerite, titanium - augite, quartz, hornblende, actinolite, epidote, f1uorite, chlorite, 
sericite, calcite, muscovite, biotite, sphene, apatite, sillimanite, garnet, rutile, anatase. In the 
composition of ores the minerals containing rare earths are revealed: zircon, malacon, xenotime, 
monazite, basnesite, chrysoberyl, phenacite, orthite, cuspidine, caryocerite, britholite, thorium 
mineral. The other minerals were also established: the presence of magnetite, galena, cassiterite, 
limonite, boulangerite, ilmenite. The content of rare-earth elements according to the analyses of 
group and trenching samples, varies within 0.6-2.8%. Rare-earth elements are represented by 
yttrium, ytterbium, europium, thulium, dysprosium, gadolinium, lutecium, holmium, erbium, 
cerium. Besides berillyum, s없narium， lanthanums, lithium, praseodymium, neodymium, hafnium, 
zirconium, thorium, uranium were established. All ore bodies have the increased radio-activity, 
which reaches 200- 1000 and more games. The latter is explained by the presence in them of 
t 

Preobrazhenovsky Fluorite - Berillium Deposit 

The deposit is located on the mountain Ferganishka in the Leninsky area of Jewish autonomous 
district (area), 12 km to the north of the village Preobrazhenovsky and 72 km from the railway 
station Ungun. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 48 0 10’ north and 131 0 56’ east [136]. The 
mountain has an extent of 1,5 km with width up to 400 m. It towers above the district for 40-60 m 
(its absolute mark is 157 .1 m). The ore field of the deposit locates in the southern p따t of the 
Bureinsky median massif and confined to an apical p따t of the pluton of Early (7) Paleozoic 
porphyry granodiorites. The remains of its roof are represented by xenoliths of crystal schists. The 
largest xenolith is stretched into a north- east direction for 1200 m with width up to 250 m. All 
rocks are crossed by pre-ore dikes of pegmatites, aplites, quartz bastonites, porphyries, 
lamprophyres. The dikes control the zones of splitting. 

The mineralization is displayed in the changed greisenizated and albitizated rocks with system of 
crossed veinlets of quaπz， albite and mica with beryl and f1uorite. The greizens are markεd by 
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cassiterite. In the dikes, greizens and minerals the following is contained (%): niobium (up to 0.03), 
yttrium, ytterbium, lithium, rubidium, cesium, barium, strontium. 

In the quartz veinlets ofthe stockwork there are berillyum, f1uorite, lithium micas, apatite, triplite, 
phenacite and other minerals. In the berillyum Rb and Cs are present with the total content 0.5%. In 
f1uorite there are berillyum, yttrium, ytterbium, tin. In a rather plentyful apatite the content of 
cerium, yttrium, ytterbium, lanthanum, berillyum, gadolinium, thorium are established. 

In more late veinlets with the sulphides pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, galena, 
stannite are observed. Within the stockwork the ore bodies, from which 7 are attributed to streaky 
ones were distinguished. Their extent is 131-733m, thickness is 7.5-57.0m. The content of 
berillyuman oxide changes from 0.03 % up to 0.66%. The average content of f1uorite is 5.5-6.44%. 
The average content of lithium two-oxide is 0.15%. The par없neters of ore bodies and of berillyum 
oxide content are reduced with depth. By selective f1oatation method the concentrates of berillyum 
oxide with 72.35% extraction were produced. In f1uorite concentrate the content of f1uorite is 95.2 
% with extraction of 59.6 %, [Usanovetc. 1960] 

Ditursky Rare-Metal - Berillium Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky area of Jewish autonomous district, at the east offshoot 
of Maly Khingan 다dge， 42 km to the southeast from Birakan settlement of the Far East Railway. 
Geographical coordinates of the center of deposit: 480 7’ north and 13 1 0 4’ east [118]. In the 
orographical relation the area of the Ditursky deposit is typical mountain-taiga region with a 
moderate relief. Relative elevation of divides above valleys of the rivers varies within the limits 
200-500 m, the absolute marks of separate heights reach 797 .4 m. The hydrographic network 
belongs to the river Amur. A climate of the area is moderate - continental. The economy of the area 
is developed enough. The nearest occupied settlements are Bira, Londoko, Teploe Ozero, Birakan, 
Izvestkovy, Obluchje city, Kimkan. Simultaneously they serve as railway stations at the main 
railway Moscow - Vladivostok. The ground roads are developed, mainly between the occupied 
settlements to the north of the deposit. The deposit itself has no transport connection with the 
inhabited settlements. In winter the traffic of automobile and cartage transport is possible from 
Birakan station along a winter road. The basic power supply is provided at the expense of Zeisky 
hydroelectric power system and by departmental power stations. In the area there are revealed and 
prospected the deposits of various minerals, some of them are in operation. In the northwest part of 
the area there is a number of tin-ore deposits of the Khingano - Olonoisky tin-ore unit. At the 
territories of the area there are known ore-manifestations and deposits of berillyum, tantalum, 
niobium, rare earths. 

In structural relation the territory of the area occupies a southem part of the Bureinsky median 
massif, or Khingano - Bureinsky meganticlinorium. Strongly dislocated sedimentary metamorphic 
formations of Proterozoic - Lower Cambrian broken by intrusions of Paleozoic granitoids 
participate in ge이ogical structure of the area. They are overlapped by weakly dislocated Cretaceous 
sedimentary - vo1canogenic formations, and also by Cenozoic loose deposits. At the territory of the 
area there are marked some large tectonic dislocations. The faults of a meridional direction are, in 
the majority, diagonal thrusts, partly faults, one of them is ore-controlling for the Bidzhansky tin
ore deposit. The Preobrazhenovsky deposit of berillyum is confined to a series of dislocations of 
thi 
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them. The Ditursky rare- metal deposit is genetically connected with the massif of Early Paleozoic 
gneiss-granites, which occur in the nucleus of Ditursky anticline. In the ge이ogical structure of the 
deposits the sedimentary - metamorphic rocks of the Upper Proterozoic - Sinian and Paleozoic 
gneiss-granites covered on the vast areas with recent loose deposits take part . The rare- metal 
mineralization is confined to an exo- and endocontacts of the massif and is represented by a number 
of pegmatoid ore bodies which have undergone to intensive metasomatic changes. The basic 
regional structure which controls the ore field of the deposit, is the Ditursky anticline, which is cut 
by regional faults of submeridional and sublatitudinal strike. The most thick tectonic zone passes 
along northwest contact of the massif of gneiss - granites with crystal schists and is traced for 
extent of 2000m with width of 500 m. Within this zone, in immediate proximity from the contact of 
the gneiss - granite intrusion two ore bodies and a series of dikes of porphyrites and gneiss-aplites 
are located. The second zone is traced in the northwest direction within the massif of gneiss -
granites for the extent of 1000 m. One more ore body is located near the east contact of this gneiss 
-granite zone. The inner-ore tectonics of the deposit was expressed in the crossings of some 
pegmatitic veins by others, in clear zoning and banded structures of rare- metal pegmatites, in 
brecciation of zones of primary crystallization of pegmatites, in imposing of albitization 뻐d 

greisenization on pegmatites. The postore tectonic motions have resulted in a continuous 
dislocation of ore bodies by tectonic dislocations of a fault and fault - shift type , in the formation 
of crushed and brecciated zones. 

At the area of the deposit, in the process of realization of geologo-prospecting works and of 
preliminary exploration, the following kinds and amounts of works were executed. At the areas of 
15 km2 geologo - prospecting works of the scale 1: 1 0000 were carried out, accompanied by the 
radiometric control and profile metallometric s따vey with selection of samples at profiles were 
fulfilled. Total volume of trench works has made 11.7 ths m3, prospect holes - 551 linear m. The 
mechanical core drilling was caπied out on profiles at the distance between them 100-200m, to 
depth from 40 up to 200 m. In total 14 holes of total volume 1634 m were passed. The holes were 
passed b 
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In albitizated and greisenizated pegmatites there are contained beryl, columbite, priorite, 
monazite, zircon, orangite, apatite, lepidolite, cassiterite. Rubidium and cesium are present in 
lepidolite. The average content of metal oxides in pegmatites is the following (%): Ta205- 0.0036-
0.005 , Nb20 5 - 0.008-0.012 , Sn -0.01-0.021 , Li02 -0 .1 -0 .1 67, Rb20 - 0.046-0.102, Cs - 0.008-0.02. 
The reserves ofseparate components are for a category C2: ores - 4138.5 ths t, Ta205 - 162 t, Nb20 5 
- 582 t, Sn - 1029 t, Li20- 6442 t, Rb20 - 3876, Cs - 989 t. The reserves can be increased at the 
expense of an additional exploration of flanks of the ore body No 1, where the presence of 
mineralization is proved by holes; by additional exploration of northeast flank of the ore body No 
2, and also at the expense of resampling of holes, in which the content of useful components is 
decreased up to 26% because of low output of core . A possible gain of reserves is up to 60-70%. 
Mineralogical composition of ores due to two technological samples is as follows (%): ore 
minerals: beryl - 9.64-5.64, cassiterite - 0.1 2-0.01 , columbite - 0.01-0.007, limonite - 0.04-0 .1, 
magnetite - 0.2-0.05 , pyrite - up to 0.02; gangue minerals fieldspars - 23.6-40, quartz - 20-24.7, 
topaz - 3 .1 9-2 .1 0, tourmaline - 0.02-0.05 , coaly substances - 0,01-2,85 , fluorite - 0-0,6, apatite, 
ciozite and gamet - rare. 

The chemical analysis of these samples ores has shown, except berillyum, the presence of some 
of oxides of components (%): lithium - 0.52-0.298 , rubidium - 0.21-0 .1 79, cesium - 0.048-0.027, 
tantalum - 0.003-0.004, niobium - 0.01 , tin - 0.1-0.008, titanium - 0.37-0.14, zirconium - 0.037, 
germanium - 0.0002, iron - 1.32-2.81 , thallium - 0.0004-0.0003 , silicon - 68.0-64.0, aluminium -
15.5-16.9, calcium - 0.5-0.04, magnesium - 0.3- 0.1 6, manganese - 0.2-0 .1 5, sodium - 3.8-3.86, 
potassium - 6.0-5 .45, phosphorus - 0.037. The sum of rare earths - 0.24%. The analysis of lithium, 
rubidium, cesium, sodium and potassium was made by a method of flame photometry. As a result 
of preliminary tests of enrichment, basic enrichment pattem of ores of the Ditursky deposit allows 
to recover conditioned concentrates of components having economic interest. According to the 
gravitational - floatation pattem of ores enrichment of the following concentrates were recovered: 
- Cassiterite one with an output of 0.261-0.335 % from ore with the content of tin 26.0-22.38 %, 
with extraction of 78.01-80 .2% 
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The calculations show, that the ore dressing enterprise with productivity of 150 ths t of ore per a 
year processing rich (technological sample No 1) ores of the Ditursky deposit, would be highly 
profitable, however the reserves of ores adequate to technological sample content can ensure 
normal amortization term ofthe enterprise with productivity only no more than 50 ths t of ore per a 
year. For thε enterprise productivity of 150 ths t of ore per a year it is necessary to involvε m 
exploitation of all evaluated reserves. As it has been already stated, the poor quality of borehole 
works causes of resampling of so-called poor ores, that undoubtedly will increase the reserves. 

Nowadays it is necessary to consider expedient to make reevaluation of the Ditursky deposit at 
the basis of the most authentic data about ores quality and of modem requirements of industry to 
raw material. This deposit can be considered as an additional source of raw material when a larger 
Preobrazhenovsky f1uorite - berillium deposit located an in(to) the same area will be in 
explòitation[Brovchuk, Gorbunov, 1962; Vodbelsky etc., 1962; passport .G-l No 137]. 

Precious Metals 

At the Khabarovsk territory territory the deposits and occurrences of gold, silver and platinoids 
are located. The gold is extracted from ore and placer deposits. The silver is recovered as 
accompanying mineral from ores of tin and gold. From 1986 the placers of platinoids have been 
begun to be exploited. For three groups of these metals there are real prospects of reserves 
production and volume increase. 

Gold 

Gold is considered to be a leading economic metal of the Khabarovsk territory and to one of the 
main elements of metallogeny. The gold content of the region is characterized by a concentration 
of ore and placer deposits in various structures and units. In the regional plan they are almost 
stacked into two intervals of planetary metal zones: sublatitudinal Euroasian belt and submeridional 
Pacific one, more precisely its Australo - Asian branch. Within these conjugated belts the gold
bearing provinces are observed. One of them from the south and east frames the Siberian platform, 
covers the Aldan shield, the area of Stanovik - Dzhugdzhur, the Verkhoyansk geosynclinal - folded 
system. Another more southem province coincides with folded formations of the basins of upper 
and lower current of the Amur river, of the rivεrs Zeya, Selemd강la， Niman, Uda down to the coast 
ofthe Okhotsky sea and Tatar Straits. 

The strip location of gold-bearing areas and units is determined by a location of sublatitudinal 
deep faults connected with northwest, and in the east of Khabarovsky territory - mainly with 
submeridional and northeast faults. The faults are feathered and accompanied by zones of splitting 
and intensive jointing of rocks, are controlled by ore-bearing intrusions, fields of dikes and 
volcanites. Quite often gold associates with the ores of tin, tungsten, molybdenum, polymetals, 
pl때noids， pyrites, alunites. The gold-ore objects mainly concem to formations of g이d - quartz, 
gold - sulphide or sulphide: less often gold occurs in skams. To gold - quaπz of formation it is 
possible to attribute gold - adular - quartz bodies characterizeing only by a subordinated role of 
ad비ar and albite in ores. In some ores of gold of various formations and types there are minerals of 
tin, molybdenum, bismuth, tungsten, gray ores, antimony and mercury. The cinnabar growths with 
g이d are met an in ores of the Belaya Mountain deposit. 

The gold-ore deposits and occurrences of the Khabarovsk territory locate in various structures in 
age range from Archean up to Cenozoic. However in metallogeny gold occurrences in Mesozoic 
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and Cenozoic, including placers of Neogene and Quatemary are of the main importance. F or the 
period of long-term exploitation of placers (50-120 years) their reserves have been essentially 
exhausted. Meanwhile in the K.habarovsk territory about 299 placers, suitable for development is 
were taken into account. Veined - streaky morphology and complex composition of ores are 
attributed to the characteristics of the majority of ore-manifestations of gold. Their mu1timetal 
composition determines the presence of various admixtures in minerals. For example, in 
arsenopyirite there are present bismuth up to 1-3 %, tin - up to 9.7 %, silver - up to 1 %, cobalt up 
to 0.5 %, antimony up to 3 % and other elements. 

The greatest amount of gold ore occurrences is revealed in the Okhotsk and Ayano-Maisky areas. 
In the Ayano-Maisky area g이d-ore shows are found out in the Komuy - Murarnnyansky 
metallogenic zone. The mineralization is controlled by the massifs of Early - and Late Cretaceous 
granitoids. The mineralization of a skam type, quite often gold of polymetal composition is 
marked. The area in the vicinities of the Verkhno - Inikanchansky granodioritε massif is promising 
for gold prospecting. In its exocontact the zones of streaky silicification are established. In them 
gold is contained in quantity 0.1-50 g/t and molybdenum - 0.1 -0.3%. 

On the northeast f1ank of the Kurun - Uryah creek placer there are bodies of carbonaceous 
breccias. They are silicified and hematitizated. In the lump of ores from breccias the content of gold 
reaches 406.2 g/t. Some bodies of quartz-carbonaceous breccias locate directly at the deposit 
Kurun-Ury떠1， at the Sbrosovy Fau1t zone in dolomites. One of them has an extent 60 m, thickness 
- 18 m and average gold content - 184 g/t. At depth the thickness of the body and gold content in it 
are quickly reduced, accordingly, up to 11.5 m and up to 114 g/t. The parallel ore body has 
thickness 14 m and average content of gold - 22.7 g/t. 

At the divide ofthe rivers Uchur - Jana, at the Perεvalny site, there are zones of qu따tz veins and 
veinlets locally having breccia texture with 200-400 m extent and with thickness from 2.5- 300 m. 
In composition of quartz impregnations pyrite, hematite, sphalerite, gold are included. The content 
of the latter is 45.5g/t. Within Okhotsky area, on the southeast f1ank of Allah - Yunsky 
metallogenic zone quartz veined bodies of complex morphology with the high gold content are 
distinguished 

Mnogovershinny Gold Ore Deposit 

The Mnogovershinny gold-ore deposit is located in the northeast p따t of Lower Priamurie, in the 
Nikolaevsk area, 100 km to northwest from the city Nikolaevsk-on-Amur. The nearest occupied 
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sett1ement is the sett1ement Ch1ya which is situated 43 km southeast from the deposit. 
Geographica1 coordinates ofthe deposit are 53 0 55 ’ north and 1400 east [52]. 
The area of the deposit as a whole is low and moderate. Maximal absolute height is 1097.2 has the 

mountain Oryo1 located in the upper reaches of the river Bekchi. 40% of the area have the 
absolute marks lower than 100 m. The deposit is connected by a ground road of improved quality 
with Nikolaevsk - on - Amur which runs through Chlya sett1ement. At the deposit the 
Mnogovershinny ore-dressing works (GOK) operates exploiting the deposit. The power supply of 
the ore-dressing works is carried out by means of electric power transmission line from regional 
(Nikolaevsk-on-Amur) heat power plant. Chlya settlement has an independent diesel power station 
with capacity of 2.5 ths KW. The regional center Nikolaevsk-on-Amur is the large occupied 
sett1ement, it has developed ship-building, light and food-processing industry. Through ports 
Nikolaevsk-on-Amur and Mago located 35 km up the Amur river, the coastal trade with Japan, the 
transportation of loads to northem areas of the Khabarovsk territory and Sakha1in are carried out. 
The Nikolaevsk airport provides air communication with Khabarovsk, Magadan and Sakha1in 
Island. 

The settlement Chlya is located on Chlya lake connected by a branch with the river Amur, 
suitable for navigation by shallow water ships. 16 km to northwest from the deposit in the Ul river 
valley a take-off - 1anding p1atform for planes of small aircraft is present. The majority of the 
population of the area is concentrated along coast of the Amur river. The basis of the region 
economy is the gold production, timber cuttings, fishery, sea and river transport ship-repairing, 
hunt and trapping. At the territory of the region, except Mnogovershinny ore-dressing works, some 
sites of the Kherpuchinsky mine are engaged in gold production. In the area a 10t of deposits of 
placer gold, alunite, zeolites, perlite, porcelain stone, building materials, limestones is revea1ed and 
prospected. A part of placer gold deposits is exploited. The deposits of building materia1s are 
developed for intemal needs of the area. 

The Mnogovershinny ore field is 10cated in Lower Priamurie at the joint of Amgunsky and 
Gorinsky synclinoriums of the Sikhote -A1insky folded area and East-Sikhote-Alinsky link of the 
volcanic belt. The westem p따t of the Low 
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The main feature of ore field structure is thε distinct isolation of ore zones along mobile seams of 
a northeast strike steeply dipping westwards. Four such zones are distinguished: Glavny, 
Prome강mtochny， Medvezhya, Solodis. The zones occupy a strip of length 11 km with width of 4.5 
km. The intervals between zones are equal to 1.3-1.7 km. The seams enc10sing ore zones, are well 
fixed by geophysical methods. The zones Glavny and Promezhutochny (fig.17) are most 
investigated. 

F or the whole period of study of the Mnogovershinny deposit the complete complex of geologo -
prospecting, geophysical and prospecting works was carried out. Ore bodies and ore-bearing zones 
were mapped in the scale of 1: 1 0000, the hole logging works, adit geophysical researches, areal 
geophysical works were carried out, significant volume of trenches were passed, holes of core 
drilling and of mining workings. For a period of work realization the following was carried out: 
1442 ths m' of trenches, 56026 m of mining workings holes, 99573 m of core drilling of Total 
expenses for the study of the Mnogovershinny deposit for a period 1962-1980 have made 63.9 
mln.rbl. 

The prospecting works studied 12 ore bodies of northeast direction steeply dipping (70-800 ) to 
the north- west. The ore bodies Verkhnee, Centralnoe, Promezhutochny - 1, Promezhutochny - II, 
Southem, Flangovoe, Northem and Glubokoe have vein-like form, are stretched from 60m up to 
1550m along the strike and prospected up to depth from 40 up to 250 m. Ore bodies 
Vodorazdelny and Promezhutochny -1 are represented by steeply dipping veins, traced along the 
strike from 80m up to 240 m and across dip from 100 m up to 230 m. The thickness of ore bodies 
varies from 2.1 up to 24.1 m. 

The general reserves of balance ores authorized by State Committee for Reserves, contain gold 
from 6.5 up to 23.2 g/t and silver from 5.3 up to 143.3 g/t. Prospects of expansion of economic 
reserves of g이d within the Mnogovershinny ore field are rather large. Within main ore zone the ore 
bodies Verkhnee and Centralny are insufficient1y investigated on the f1anks and at the depth, the 
zone Sredny, stripped only by trenches and having in section the economic content of gold is not 
investigated. Length of the ore body is 400m, with vertical scope of mineralization 150 m, 
thickness of the ore body - 5.0 m. The ore zone Medvezhya at depth is poorly investigated, where 
in the lowered block an interval is supposed with econo 
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except quartz, the hydromicas, muscovite, adular, chlorite, calcite, rhodochrosite, rhodonite are 
marked in ores. The chemical composition of ores looks as follows (%): Si02 - 60.0, Ti02, - 0.78, 
Ah03 - 16.66, Fe203 - 4.06, FeO - 2.8, CaO - 3.66, MgO - 2.66, MnO - 0.1 6, Na20 - 3.33, K20 -
2.76, lead - 0.136 copper - 0.04, zinc - 0.05, arsenic, antimony - hundredths of per cent, tellurum -
0.8-40 g/t, selenium - up to 8 g/t. establish Two patterns of extraction of precious metals were 
established by laboratOlγ and half-industrial tests of ores of the Mnogovershinny deposit 
according to the gravitational - cyanide filtration pattem, with the processing of gravitation 
products, the extraction makes: a) with cyaniding of gold concentrate - 92.6 %, silver - 77.6 %; b) 
with the recovery ofthe "gold head " - gold - 93.0 %, silver - 78.8%; according to the gravitational 
- cyanide pattem with the processing of gravitation products of sorptive technology: a) with 
cyaniding of concentrate -gold - 92.7 %, silver - 80.3 %, b) with recovery of the "gold head" -
gold - 93.3%, silver - 91.7%. The half-industrial tests of sample of weight 58.7 t, on sorption 
technology, have allowed to receive extraction of gold - 93.85, silver - 91.7%. 

In structural - hydrogeological relation the deposit is attributed to Chlya-Orelsky artesian basin. 
At the deposit and in its nearest vicinities 8 water-bearing complexes are distinguished. The 
greatest importance for operation of the mining enterprise the fracture and veined waters have, 
which can complicate improvement of the deposit. In mining workings the fracture waters are 
displayed as a catchment with a discharge 0.001-0.01 1 /sec, from 1 m2, -less often - as ajet with a 
discharge from 0.01 up to 0.5 l/sec. Temperature offracture waters is + 2 - + 30 C. The resources of 
underground waters within the deposit are limited. For water supply of the mining enterprise, with 
annual production rate 600 ths t of ore, with the prospect of growth of productivity up to 1 mln.t, 
the requirement of to water will make 8.5 ths m'/day, for domestic-potable needs of housing 
development it is required about 1 ths m3/day. Such amount of water is possible to receive for the 
account of construction of water intake by 10 km length in the area of the Levy Ul, Sredny and 
Pravy (Right) Ul rivers merging. The works which have been carried out by "DALTIZIS" in this 
area, have confirmed the presence of reserves of underground waters ensuring the requirem 

Khakandzhinsky Gold - Silver Deposit 

The deposit is located at the territory of the Okhotsky area, 80 km to the north of a regional 
center, Okhotsk settlement, in an interfluve of middle current of the rivers Okhota and Kukhtuy. 
Geographical coordinates of the center of deposit are 600 03 ’ north and 1420 37’ east [8]. 
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Orographically the area of the deposit is confined to a zone of a joint of southem offshoots of the 
Kukhtuisky ridge with Lower Kukhtuisky plain. A relief of the whole area is medium - and low -
mountain, in a various degree dismembered by deep-entranched valleys of the rivers Kukhtuy, 
Okhota, Selemdzha, Urak and their numerous inf1ows. A c1imate is subpolar growing milder by the 
Okhotsky sea affinity. Average annual temperature is - 70 C. The economy of the area is poorly 
devεloped and is determined mainly by fishery, fish processing , reindeer breeding, gold production 
from placers. The land transport ways are practically absent. Transport communication with the 
rare occupied settlements located in inner p없 of the area, is realized by means of helicopters and 
pack deers. The basic economic center is Okhotsk settlement. The basic economic enterprises are: 
seaport, ship-repairing mills, brick, fish-processing, motor transportation enterprise. 
The Okhotsk has the airport capable to accept planes of AN -24, AN - 12, IL -18 type. The deposit 
is connected with Okhotsk settlement by the uncomfortable road of 100 km length, from which 40 
km are suitable for vehic1es all year round, others 60 km - only on a winter road. The fuel and 
energy base of the region is based on centralized deliveries of diesel fuel for power stations and 
Sakhalin coal for a heating system. Near Okhotsk settlement the Marekansky and Kukhtuisky 
deposits of brown coals are known. 

Geological structure and metallogeny of the area have a number of original features caused by its 
situation in the westem part of Okhoto -Ulbeisky rise, on which the structures of the Ulinsky zone 
of southwest f1ank of the Okhotsko-Chukotsky link of the vo1canogenic belt are superimposed. 
The major factor determining the tectonic features of the region, is its location in the northem p없t 

of the Ulinsky superimposed trough at the interface of the latter with Okhoto - Ulbeisky arched 
uplift and the presence of zones of a deep fault. The Okhoto - Ulbeisky arched uplift is 
characterized by presence of a nuc1ear part and extemal system of ring vo1cano - plutonic zones. 
An intemal nuc1ear part of arched uplifts is formed by rocks of the Archean metamorphic complex 
and by different age deposits ofthe massif cover. The explosive tectonics is of main importance in 
the formation of the structural plan of the region, it is connected with the faults of deep formation, 
which determined t 
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rb l. The main ore-bearing zone of the Khakandzhinsky deposit, in which ore bodies with economic 
gold and silver reserves are located, is traced along the right board of the Khakandzhi river, from its 
source up to its discharge to Okhotsko - Kukhtuisky depression. Totallength of the zone is 8 krn. 
The zone represents a gently dipping deposit of hydrotherrnally - reworked rocks confined to 
interforrnational stripping at the contact of acid volcanites of the Arnkinsky subcomplex and 
Ulbirikansky andesites. In the zone the processes of hydrotherrnal metamorphism of rocks are 
widely shown, they caused forrnation of propylites, the quartz - hydro-micaceous, essential quartz 
and quartz - adular metasomatites and subsequent quartz - veined filling. In the ore zone the 
following sites were distinguished: Central and South-east (fig. 18). The dip of the zone at the 
Central site varies from the south to the north from 40-45 0 up to 10-150 and up to subhorizontal 
near the surface. The average angle of the zone dip is 300 to the southwest, general strike - to the 
northwest. The intemal structure of the zone at the Central site is represented by both separate thick 
(up to 20 m) quartz veins, and a series of subparallel veins, lenses and veinlets of quartz. The 
thinning of the zone at depth on this site is not observed. Within the Central site three ore bodies 
Northem, Centra1 and Southem are conventionally considered. Length of ore bodies on the surface 
is from 180 m up to 560 m, at the horizon of mining workings from 150 m up to 500 m, average 
thickness is - 6.9-12.5m. The average content of conventional gold in the ore bodies is from 17.2 
up to 23.0 g/t. The southeast sitε includes three ore bodies Nos1 , 2 and 3. Two of them, eche10n
like coming one behind another, are located to the northwest ofthe site. Their extent is 230-360 m, 
average thickness is 4-9 m. The bodies are plunging at the angle 25-300 to the south - southwest. 
The ore body No 1 at depth 25-30 m from the surface "is sheard" by andesites of Ulberikansky 
suite, and the ore body No 2 at depth 150 m is pinching out along dislocation of northeast strike. 
The ore body No 3 is located on the southeast f1ank of the site and represents a subhorizontal 
deposit of metasomatically reworked rocks with low-thick veins, lenses and veinlets of quartz and 
quartz- adular composition in an intercalated stratum of dacite, liparite - dacite and liparite 
composition. The ore body is not exposεd， it has the elongat 
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The ores of the deposit are essentially quartz, quartz- adular, low-sulphide, gold - silver with 
manganese. Main components deterrnining economic value of ores, are gold and silver. The ore 
bodies have no distinct geological borders and are distinguished only by results of sampling. The 
gold content in ores varies from 0.1 up to 1806.0 g/t, silver - from 0.1 up to 32676 g/t. Veinεd 
minerals are represented by quartz, opal, chalcedony and by other minerals in quantity of 66.5-89.7 
%, feldspars - 9.6-19 .1 %, micas and by carbonates 0.3-6.2%. From ore minerals, except gold and 
silver, there are oxides and hydrooxides of manganese from 5.7 up to 6.9%, sulphides from 0.3 up 
to 0.8% in ores. Chemical composition ofores (%): Ti02 - 0.1; AIz03 - 4.4; Fe203 - 2,1; CaO - 0.7; 
MgO - 2.0; MnO - 2.8; Na20 - 2.8. Physico - mechanical properties of ores are redu~ed to the 
following: compression st~ength - 734- 1509 kg /cm, volume weight of ores - 2.8 tlm각 specific 
gravity of ores - 2.87 ν m서 porosity - 2.45 %; humidity of ores - 1.7%. The technological tests of 
ores of the Khakandzhinsky deposit were carried out in IRGIREDMET, CNIGRI and at the works 
Baley -Gold. In the result of researches the gravitational - floatation pattem of enrichrnent with 
cyaniding is recommended. Extraction of gold is 94.5 %, silver - 92.6 %, manganese - 86.8%. For 
ores of the body No 3 (there is no manganese) the gravitational pattem with cyaniding is 
recommended. Extraction of gold is 97.5 %, silver - 92.3%. 

At the Khakandzhinsky deposit the fracture and ground waters are widespread. The greatest 
importance for the deposit exploitation have the fracture waters. According to the data of the 
pumping out and to the results of discharge from galleries it is established, that the discharge of 
water near the watershed part does not exceed 0.02 1 /sec. The specific discharge of fracture waters 
into the Yagodny creek valley reaches 2.85 1 /sec. According to chemical composition the fracture 
waters are hydrocarbonaceous calcic - sodic, their temperature does not exceed 2.5 0 C. The basic 
recharge of ground waters is at the expense of infiltration of atmospheric precipitation at the 
watershed and slopes. The unloading of underground waters occurs in the river valleys. The 
maximum levels of fracture waters on southem ending of a Central site do not exceed 442 m, above 
this mark the ore body was not flooded, in the northem end the ore body occurs above surface of 
fracture waters. 

Ore bodies of the 
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etc.), that, certainly, will have a positive effect on the economy of the Okhotsky district [Sergin, 
Gomostaev, 1972; Savin, Zambrzhitsky, 1981; passport A No 12]. 

Yurievsky Gold-Ore Deposit 

The Yurievsky deposit is located in the Okhotsk district, in a near-mouth paπ of the river 
Yurievka, right inflow of the river Urak. Geographical coordinates of the center of deposit are 59。

1 ’ north and 141 0 7’ east [11]. The deposit is located 60 km southwestward from the 
Khakandzhinsky gold-ore deposit and 90 km northwestward from regional center Okhotsk. The 
nearest inhabited settlement is Vostretsovo settlement which is situated 80 km to the southeast from 
the deposit. In immediate proximity there are no occupied settlements. The deposit is connected by 
a winter road and small aircraft (helicopters) with the regional center settlement Okhotsk. In the 
orographical relation the area of the deposit represents middle-separated low mountains with 
absolute elevation marks 300 - 670 m. The hydronetwork is represented by the large river Urak, its 
right inflow- the river Yurievka and creek Krestovy, and by the inflow of the river Yurievkas -
creeks Sluchainy and Potok. A climate is subpolar with long cold winter and short rainy summer. 
The lowest temperature in December -40 -50oC, in July the positive temperatures achieve 30-35 0 C. 
The snow cover is set in October, its depths are 1-2 m, it is kept up to the end of May- beginning of 
June. The deposit is not provided with centralized electrosupply. The economy of the region is 
determined by reindeer-breeding, fishery, placer-gold production. In the regional center, Okhotsk 
settlement, a fish-can factory and small industrial enterprises of local importance are present. The 
fuel and energy base of the area is based on the deliveries of the diesel fuel and coal for power 
stations and heating system mainly from Sakhalin. In Okhotsk settlement there is a regional power 
station of general capacity 4 ths KW. Near Okhotsk the Kukhtuisky and Marekansky brown coal 
deposit are known, the coals are power, the coal deposits were not exploited. The total reserves of 
coals of the Kukhtuisky deposit are estimated as 6497 ths/t; the prospected resεrves of a category B 
+ C, make 1282 ths t, ash content of coals is 10.63%, caloricity - 5958 Kcals. The potential 
reserves of the Marekansky deposit are estimated as 103 mln.t. Besides brown coal deposits three 
deposits of brick clays are prospected in the area, two of which are 6-7 km away from Okhotsk 
settlement and one is operated by a local brick factory. In the region the deposits of sand and sandy 
- gravel mixture, building stone, perlit 
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Yurievsky deposit is located at the crossing of the Khotorchan - Selemdjinsky zone with Yurievsky 
zone. The basic ore-distributing structure and at separate sites ore-enclosing one is the 
sublatitudinal Yurievsky zone of rupture dislocations. The zone with about 5 km width is traced 
through the whole area along a right bank of the rivers Bavati, Yurievka and Urak and proceeds 
behind its limits. The zone is represented by a series of variously guided. faults. Most extended 
faults are the rectilinear ones of latitudinal and west - north-west orientation. They are complex 
interfaced with northeast and east - northeast faults and with the zones of the increased jointing. 
The monoclinal occurrence of the basic stratified strata of Mesozoic age is the characteristic of the 
area ofthe Yurievsky deposit. The gent1e dip ofrocks at angles 10-15 0 prevails, occasionally, in 
the near-fracture and near-intrusive zones more abrupt dip - up to 28-300 is observed . The 
Yurievsky deposit is represented by the main gold-ore zone Komsomolsky and by some minor ore
bearing zones: Geokhimichesky, Northem , Southem and by others (fig 19). The Komsomolsky 
zone is traced for 3 km and confined to a large fault of west - northwest strike. Along the fault the 
fault displacement of northem block of rocks with vertical amplitude up to 150-200 m is marked. 
The rocks, enclosing the zone, are andesites and of andesite - basalts (in the central part), on 
eastem and westem f1anks - tuffs and ignimbrites of dacite composition. The zone has west -
northwest strike with an average azimuth 298 0 high dips at angles 70-800 • In the east p값t the zone 
is displaced by northeast trending postore tectonic dislocation for 300-400 m to the south. The 
displaced p따t of the zone is traced for 600 m. Down the dip the zone is traced for 200 m. The 
thickness of the zone changes from 10-15m till 70-80 m. The intemal structure of the zone is 
characterized by a complex combination of heterooriented zones of splitting with the sites of 
hydrothermal - metasomatically altered rocks and with the veins of quartz and carbonates of 
complex morphology. The primary occurrence is complicated by postore dislocations such as low
amplitude faults and shifts, and also by crosscutting dikes of andesite - basalt of Paleogene age. The 
veined nucleus of the zone is submitted by a series of the echelon-like connected veins of adular -
carbonaceous composition. Occurrence of veined bodi 
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occurs subparallel to the first to the east - southeast from it. The distance between echelons in the 
area of interface is 5-10 m. The general extent of the echelon along the strike is 250 m at the 
surface and 200 m at the horizon of a gallery, down dip an echelon is traced for 150 m. At the 
surfaces the echelon has two branches, which at the horizon of the gallery join through a system of 
low-thick conductors and at depth are united into one veined body having thickness from 0.5-1m up 
to 7-8 m. The ore body No.2 is distinguished in the east of a central p따t of the zone within a thick 
echelon-like occurring veined body with extent of 180m at the surface and 230 m at the horizon of 
a gallery. At depth the body is traced by holes for 70-80m, thus the thinning of the ore body is not 
established. The vein has the form c10se to tabular, its thickness changes from 0.5- 1m up to 15 m. 
Morphology is complex. The vein is splitted onto numerous low-thick (1 -2m rare 3-4 m) veins 
subparallel to the basic body. Some of them quickly pinch out along the strike and at depth. 
Intervened spaces are represented by zones of an intensive streaking and zones of splitting with 
fragments of veined material. 

With calculation of reserves at the Yurievsky deposit the following parameters of conditions are 
widespread: the economic content of conventional gold in the ore body - 10 g/t is minimum; the 
onboard content of gold in the sample for delineation of balance reserves - 3.5 g/t; the minimum 
content of conventional gold at ore crossing - 5 g/t; the minimum thickness of ore bodies inc1uded 
into reserves calculation is - 1 m; the maximum thickness of interlayers of empty rocks and sub
standard ores inc1uded into calculation of reserves - 3 m conversion factor of silver into 
conditional gold is 0.03. 

As a result of the reserves calculation the following was determined: reserves of mining mass-
512 .4 ths t, gold content(ratio) is 14.7g/t, gold reserves are 7535.9 kg, silver content is 17.8 g/t, 
silver reserves are 9117.8kg. The reserves of gold and silver are counted up for categories ’. 
Increase of g이d and silver reserves over all Yurievsky ore field is probable at the expense of 
exploration of North zones, Geochemical, Soputstvuyushchy, Zhuk. Besides in the Yurievsky ore 
area some other ore fields (Bavatsky, Slozhny, Levo-Yurovsky etc.) were revealed. 

In the river Urak basin in a number of right inf10ws the perspective valleys for formation of 
placers of gold were est 
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rocks. The through taliks develop mainly along the valleys of the large rivers. At the deposit the 
following water-bearing complexes of rocks are developed: water-bearing complex of Quatemary 
alluvial deposits and water-bearing complex of Upper Cretaceous effusive rocks. In the zone of 
through taliks the fracture waters are stripped at depth from 29 up to 59 m depending on relief. The 
flooding of effusive rocks is low, mineralization does not exceed 0,2 g/l. The water supply for 
technical needs can be carried out at the expense of superficial waters of the river Yurievka, which 
charges during winter low water exceed 0.2 m3/sec (1 5000 m3/day). Domestic - drinkingwater 
supply can be carried out by means of fracture - veined waters stripped in the valleys of the rivers. 
Thus, hydrogeological and engineering - geological conditions allow to make improvement of the 
deposit both by open, and underground way. 

On the data ofthe feasibility study oftemporary conditions authorized by Ministry ofnon-ferrous 
metallurgy of the USSR, on December 25, 1979, the Yurievsky deposit can be developed by an 
underground method with stripping of all prospected reserves by one operational gallery with 
further transportation of ore by vehicles for processing it at the Khakandzhinsky factory. The 
processing of ore of the Yurievsky deposit is recommended together with processing of ore of the 
Third ore body of the Khakandzhinsky deposit, which differs from ore of other bodies by absence 
of manganese minerals, that considerably simplify the pattem of its processing. Rough capital 
investments and expenses of future periods of organization of mine make 7.6 mln rbl (price 1979) 
with annual production rate 125 ths t and average gold content in ore 13 .1 g/t. The cost price of 1 
gram of extracted gold will make 1.43 rbls. Taking into account the rather high gold content in ores 
of the Yurievsky deposit, it can be developed together with exploitation of the Khakandzhinsky 
deposit, and the prospects of revealing of new ore bodies at the area of this deposit and as a whole 
at the Yurovsky ore area, require the realization of additional prospecting works [Slobodskoy etc. , 
1980]. 

Gold-Bearing Placers 

Different age of gold-ore shows, their various morphology, mineral composition and degree of 
erosion, including geomorphological features of the regions, have determined genetical variety of 
placers. They are subdivided into eluvial and eluvial - slope, talus, alluvial of various hypsometric 
levels of river valleys location with the subdivision into shallow-seated and deep-seated, ancient 
flood plains and modem tongue placers. The overwhelming amount of placers is attributed to 
alluvial valley type of Recent, Neogene-Quatemary and Quatemary age. Beachy and coastal 
placers of gold along the Okhotsky sea coast are not enough investigated. 

The deep placers are observed in the valleys of springs Evatak and Kulibin with their discharge 
into depression, the deep placers are known in the Kherpuchinsky and Takhtinsky gold-bearing 
units of Lower Priamurie occurring at the depths up to 30 m. In the Okhotsk area the presence of 
buried placers is possible to expect within the frame of the Lonzhinsky horst. Geomorphological 
conditions of placer-formation within the Okhotsky and parts of Ayano-Maisky regions are rather 
complex. The Lonzhinsky, Uraksky, Arkinsky and Khakandzhinsky units are located at the framing 
of Okhotsko - Kukhtuisky depression. In its northem p따t a thick belt of glacial deposits is 
developed, where Middle and Late Pleistocene complexes are allocated. Locally they are gold
bearing as well as the more ancient lacustrine - alluvial deposits, which are met at the uplifted and 
buried levels. 

At the Khabarovsk territory 516 placers are revealed and prospected on 1.01 , 1987, 217 from 
which were developed.) 108 placers were in exploitation in this period, from which 20 placers 
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were developed by dredging, 23 - by hydraulic method, 65 - by open pit method, with separate 
extraction of peats and sand. The average g이d content in placers changes from 188 mg/m.) up to 
5000 mg/m.). In overwhelming majority of placers the gold of small and average size prevails. The 
large size gold is observed rather rare in some placers of the Aldansky area, in the basins of the 
river Lantar (Okhotsky coast) and river Nimen (Sofia mine). The greatest amount ofthe prospected 
placers is concentrated in the Uchursky (90 placers) and Ayano-Maisky (96 placers) gold-bearing 
areas. In the Uchursky area the extent of placers reaches 18 km, width -from 20 up to 50m, 
thickness of mass - from 2.0 up to 15m, thickness of sand is 0.4-2 .2 m, gold content - from 600 up 
to 8000 mg/m3. At the Ayano-Maisky gold-bearing area the length ofplacers changes from 0.5 up 
to 10 km, width - 20-250 m, thickness of mass - 3.2-12.0 m, thickness of sand - 0.4-2 .4m, gold 
content - from 100 up to 1530 mg/m3• Parameters of placers of other gold-bearing areas are shown 
in the table.-12. 

T able 12 Parameters of some GoId-Bearíng Dístrícts 

Quanitity of 
Length of Width of Thickness. m Gold 

Gold-bearing 
plcers.km placers.km ∞ntent. 

district placers 
from-to from-to 

Mass Sand 
mg/m3 I 

Takhtinsky 28 1.0-4.8 4α)-8∞ 7.0-10 2.4-6.0 300-600 
B하<chi-Ulsky 24 0.8-6.0 80-220 4.0-9.0 0.2-5.5 lαH500 

Nimansky 27 1.5-4.0 20-100 2.0-7.5 1.5-2.2 5α)-2100 

Sutarsky 70 2.0-6.。 20-80 2.0-6.0 0.4-2.0 80-350 

Kerbinsky 50 3.5-14.0 50-220 1.4-7.3 0.5-3.0 20C• 400 
Kherpuchinsky 51 1.0-18.0 50-600 4.0-12 0.4-3.2 1αHαm 

Udyl-니murisky 30 0.5-12.0 20-260 10-20 1.0-4.0 1α)-1700 

Tumnìnsky 30 0.5-10.0 20-200 1.8-15 0.2-4.2 100-590 

The conditions for calculation of reserves are authorized for separate deposits and areas due to the 
types of development. For the deposits developed by dredges, with the volume of scoops of 210-
250 liters, the 1983 conditions determined the minimum economic gold content from 100 up to 245 
mg 1m3, onboard content - from 50 up to 136 mgl m3. For deposits developed by a hydraulic way, 
the 1973 conditions provide the minimum economic content of gold from 190 to 720mg 1m.)’ 
onboard content from 90 up to 485 mg/m3. For open development due to 1986 conditions the 
minimum economic content of gold is from 360 up to 870 mg/m.) and onboard content from 270 up 
to 510 mg/m3. In 1986 depending on the way of the deposit development the cost price of 
production of 1 gram of g이d varied from 6.49 rbl to 8.96 rbl. Simplicity and profitability of 
exploration and exploitations of placer gold deposits in comparison with ore deposits, under the 
conditions of a very rigid economy of the public funds for prospecting, determine an opportunity of 
significant expansion of operation at placers, prepared for development, and strengthening of 
prospecting on revealing new placer deposits of gold [Onikhimovsky etc., 1989]. 
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Silver 

In the Khabarovsk territory silver is largely connected with the deposits of gold and tin of 
Mesozoic and Early Cenozoic metallogeny. As of J anuary 1, 1992 the reserves of silver in the 
Khabarovsk territory are taken into account at 8 deposits. F or the sum of categories C 1 + C2 they 
make 3209.8 t, and including the category C - 2785.2 t. In 1991 50.3 t of silver, mainly from tin 
ores of cassiterite-sulphide formation. The basic reserves of silver - 69 %, or 2214.7 fall at the 
Khakandzhinsky gold - silver deposit. At it the average silver content in ore is 366.1 g/t. The 
second place for reserves is taken by the F estivalny copper - tin deposit -183.7 t with the average 
silver content of 31.2 g/t. Then the following deposits follow: Pravourrniysky tin dεposit with the 
reserves 163 t with silver content of 7.1 g/t; Chachika - gold-ore deposit with the reserves 160 t 
with the content of metal 632.1 g/t; Mnogovershinny g이d-ore deposit with the reserves of silver 
65.1 t with the content of silver 18.1 g/t and Perevalny tin-ore deposit with small reserves. 

In total for the reserves of silver in the deposits of g이d 85 % fall , and in the deposits of tin -
15%. The reserves are under the authority of "Primorzoloto" Association, Solnechny ore-dressing 
works and "Dalgeolcom". The production of silver is carried out at the Solnechny ore-dressing 
works and, in insignificant amount (0.7 t), at the Mnogovershinny deposit. 

At the two factories of Solnechny ore-dressing works silver is extracted from complex tin -
sulphide ores in copper and lead concentrates. In the processed ores the average silver content is 
32.5 g/t. In 1991 17475 kg of silver were recovered, including in copper concentrate - 16107 kg 
with extraction of 45.3% and in lead concentrate - 1367.4 kg with extraction of 9.7%. The silver in 
amount from the first grams per a ton of ore up to the first hundreds grams is taken into account in 
the region at tin deposits of tin - sulphide formation. Silver is contained up to 33 .4 g/t in the 
complex tin ores of the Solnechny ore-dressing works. In the copper concentrate of the Festivalny 
deposit of this ore-dressing works the silver content is 400 g/t. The production of silver in the 
region is caπied out only at the expense of accessory reception from tin ores of the Solnechny ore
dressing works. The development of Khakandzhinsky, Mnogovershinny deposits and other objects 
of complex ores will allow to recover annually not less than 75-80 t of silver. At the 80 km di 
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copper ore occurrεnce in ores of copper - magnetite composition, at the site Snezhny, the presence 
of silver up to 304 g/t is marked. In the Verkhne - Maisky metallogenic zone among volcanites of 
Cretaceous age the Amagarano-Inikansky group of occurrences with the presence of silver in the 
bottom samples in amount up to 70-500 g/t is revealed. The Nyavoldinsky part of g이d and silver 
occurrences is of interest. In some samples from inflows of the river Nyavolda and upper reaches of 
the river Nymuldikan the content of silver reaches 50-200 g/t. 

The Bilakchansky metallogenic zone is also characterized by the increased contents of silver in 
the ores of polymetals, gold, tin and tungsten. In the ores the polymetal show Sahi the content of 
silver reaches 500 g/t, and at the Atyro-Gorbukansky group of gold-ore shows - 374-450 g/t. At the 
tin - tungsten Pioneer occurrence silver is up to 700 g/t, and at the tin-ore occurrence a Chara - up 
to 2000 g/t. Silver occur also in gold - tungsten ores of the Tumanny site in amount of 700 g/t. 
The Burgalinsky ore unit is of certain interest. It is limited by faults and confined to an anticline 
formed by Carboniferous and Permian terrigenous deposits. The dikes of different composition 
from granodiorites up to lamprophyres and quartz veins are widely developed. The significant part 
of the unit area is located in above-intrusive part of the Ochchuguy - Burgalinsky massif of 
granitoids. The homfelses, alluvial haloes of sheelite, molybdenite, lithochemical haloes of silver, 
tin, lead and zinc are widely developed. The ore-manifestations of these metals are also established. 
In their distribution zoning is shown with strengthening to the periphery of the unit of polymetal 
and gold - silver shows with the high silver content . In all ore-manifestations the presence of tin 
and of cassiterite is marked. Rather high content of silver up to 120-560 g/t are observed in the 
northem Sikhote - Alin in the ore-manifestations of tin, copper, polymetals at the sites Zvezdny, 
Dlinny, Nochnoy etc. Such examples could be continued. They specify the necessity of complex 
study of endogenous ore occurrences of the appropriate types for accompanying or special 
escalating of silver reserves. PGO "Dalgeologia" has not almost carried out special works for 
revealing silver deposits. Taking into account the presence of silver in ores of precious and non
ferrous metals, only their accompanying evaluation 

Platinoids 

At the Khabarovsk territory territory platinum, palladiurn, rhodium, iridium, osmium, ruthenium 
are included into group of platinoids. The metals of this group are distinguished in a number of 
placers on the rivers Chad, Konder, in coastal deposits of the Feklistov island. To the northeast 
from the Baladek settlement the platinoids are found out in heavy concentrates from a river 
network of the interfluve of Milkan and Golam rivers, and also in the basins of middle current of 
the rivers Golam 뻐d Gerbil‘an. In the vicinities of the Boladeksky massif, among anorthosites in 
the earlier developed placer, osmiurn iridiurn is contained at the sites Baladek and Milkan, in the 
rocks there are present chromium, platinurn, palladium, osmium, iridiurn, gold. The presence of 
platinoids is found out in the artificial heavy concentrates from ilmenite - titanomagnetite ores in 
gabbro-anorthosite massifs Geransky, Lantarsky and others of the Dzhugdzhursky mountain area. 
The significant amount of similar finds allows positively estimate the prospects of the Khabarovsk 
territory for detection of new platinoids deposits. A number of shows has a sufficient exploration 
and are of economic interest. The placers of the Mokhovoy spring (river Chad), the river Konder 
and Feklistov island, which brief description is given below, are attributed to them. 
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Fig.-21. Hydrological sketch of Konderskoi Structure 
(no E.O.EMCJI\껴 llelllW. 1991 r.) 
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Kondersky Placer Deposit of Platinum 

The deposit is located in the Ayano-Maisky territory in the interf1uve of Omnis and Maimakan 
rivers. Geographical coordinates of center of the deposit: 570 6’ north and 1340 37 ’ east [18]. 
Deposit is understood as a valley alluvial placer of the river Konder and the placers of its upper 
inf1ows. The area is located in the northem part of the Uchuro-Batomgsky upland. The relief is 
we따( - wavy with separate bald mountains up to 1500 m height. To one of the bald mountains 
(Kondor) the upper paπ of the deposit is confined to. The Kondor bald mountain represents a 
unique mining - geological construction of the round, crater-like form with relative 560-600 m 
exceeding of the ridge above the bottom of the circus. The upper part of the bald mountain is 
eroded and nowadays represents an erosive basin, rimmed by the a ring ridge of almost correct 
form. The f1at apical surface, steep (up to 400 ) slopes are characteristic of the ridge. Maximum 
height is 1388 m. A diameter ofthe base ofthe bald mountain is 15 km, top is 5-8 km (fig 20). 

The river Kondor begins inside the ring and is formed by merging of streams inheriting the 
system of radial and ring faults: the creeks Pryamoy, Anomalny, Trezubets, Yuzhny, Begun, 
Appendix, Korotysh, Dvuglavy and Trekhglavy. In the north the Kondor river cuts a ring ridge and 
f10ws into the river Uorgalan, inf10w of the river Omni. The extent of the river Konders is 22 km 
(fig .21). The c1imate of the region is sharply continental. The area is economically poorly 
developed, the basis of its economy is gold production, reindeer-breeding. The population is mainly 
concentrated in large settlements: Ayan (regional center), Melkai (90 km from the deposit), 
Dzhigda (70 km from the deposit) and Aim (1 40 km from the deposit). Power supply sources ofthe 
region are represented by local settlement diesel power stations working on imported fue l. The 
transportation is carried out by sea and river ships, aircraft, and in winter period also partially and 
by winter roads. 

The territory of the area is characterized by a complex geological structure with an abundance of 
the stratified divisions of various composition, by widely and repeatedly displayed processes of 
magmatism and by intense tectonics. The stratified formations form up to 70 % of the area of the 
region. From them metamorphic rocks of the platform base and Proterozoic deposits of the Siberian 
platform cover are more widespread. At the limited area the dep 
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Jurassic- Early Cretaceous Aldansky complex are combined. The central part of the massif having a 
diameter of 5.5 km is formed by fine-grained porphyry dunites and dunite - pegmatites. At the 
periphery of the nuc1eus the ring strip of fine-equigranular dunites of width 300-600 m is 
distinguished. The nuc1eus is consecutively surrounded by ring bodies of green olivine - diopside 
metasomatites, 0.2-50 m wide and c1 inopyroxenites, 600 m wide. Rupture dislocations are 
displayed within the nuc1eus, and also on the frame of the Kondersky massif. They are subdivided 
into linear and ring. Linear ruptures are represented by two sublatitudinal near-vertica1. faults 
crossing and dividing the massif into three blocks, northern from them is mostly lifted, southern is 
lowered. These ruptures enter into a large zone of sublatitudinal tectonic dislocations named the 
Kondor - Netsky deep fault. Other ruptures are connected with the formation of ring tectonic 
structure (fig.22). Dunites, pegmatitic dunites and contained in them titanomagnetites and 
chromites are the source of platinoids supply into the placer of the river Konder. In dunites up to 
depth 400 m in the artificial hεavy concentrates from a hole core the presence of platinoids in 
amount up to 60 small grains for a sample was established. The titanomagnetites and chromites 
form in dunites impregnations, nests and veinlets. The content of platinoids in chromites is 1-3 g/t, 
but locally it reaches 30-1 OOg/t. In the zones of thin veinlets of chromites and titanomagnetites the 
average content ofMPG (metals ofplatinum group) is 2-5 g/t and only sometimes it reaches 50 g/t. 
Along the creek Begun, in the sources of the river Kondor, with veinlet-lenticular chromite 
mineralization, the zones by 20-25m extent are distinguished with the thickness of 0.6-3.0 m with 
the average content of platinoids 2.1 -4.0 g/t. At the other site more than 20 lenses and chromite 
schlieren were revealed. Their extent is no more than first meters, and thickness is not higher than 
ten centimeters. The content of platinoids in these chromites reaches 100 g/t. On board of the 
Mokhovoy spring in the sources of the river the body of pegmatite dunites of thickness 6.0 m is 
stripped. In them the content of platinoids is 0.1-1.0 g/t. In pegmatitic dunites the steel-gray mineral 
in quantity of0 .1 -10.0 g/t is obseπed. In it the platinoids in quantity of 0.005-0.02 g/t, copper (0.6-
3.0%), lead (0 .1 - 1 
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and the placers of its inf1ows, the lower site is represented by valley and buried terrace-ridge placer 
of the river Konder. The upper site unites the placers of inf10ws of the rivers Konder: Begun, 
Yuzhny, Trezubets, Anomalny, Pryamoy, Appendix, Korotysh, Dvuglavy, Trekhglavy. The length 
of placers of inf10ws changes from 900 up to 4200m, width from 101 up to 271m, average 
thickness of peats is from 1.5 up to 2.1 m, average thickness of sand is from 1.2 to 2.2 m, average 
content ofpl~tinoids is from 858 up to 1993 mg/m3. Totallength ofplacers ofthe upper site (placer 
ofthe upper site ofthe river Kondor and all its inf1ows) makes 23680m with the average width of 
183 m. A verage thickness of peats is 1.4 m, sand - 2.2 m. The lower site of the deposit has the 
extent of the placer 20 km with average width 562 m, average thickness ofpeats - 7.0, sand - 2.5 
m. 

The balance reserves of platinoids are counted up proceeding from the requirements of 
conditions. The balance reserves, calculated at the deposit, are characterized by the following ratios 
of categories from the total sum of the prospected reserves: category B - 19.8 %, ’1- 15.5 %. The 
characteristic feature of material composition of sands of the deposit is the high content (2.5-3 %) 
of heavy minerals represented by titanomagnetite and by chrome-spinelide, and also the presence of 
radioactive minerals, which in the process of enrichment are collected in concentrates. The high 
content of heavy complex minerals in sands has predetermined a choice of gravitational and 
magnetic method of enrichment, and also X-ray - radiometric f1uorescent method of detection of 
native platinum. Extraction into the collective concentrate from sands of the deposit of 
accompanying useful components, such as - gold, titanium - magnetite and chrome-spinelide 
makes, accordingly, 94-92 %, 44-39.5 %, 20-20.7%. The operational development ofthe collective 
concentrate with the purpose to increase percent of platinum extraction will be carried out by 
f1oatation method. The pattem of the combined operational development of a collective concentrate 
(gravitational - f1oatation) allows to increase platinum extraction up to 99.8-99.9%. As a whole at 
the deposit, in a contour of balance reserves of alluvial platinum the following is contained: 
platinum -85.56 %, iridium - 1.68 %, osmium - 0.69 %, ruthenium - 0.13 %, rhodium - 0.45 %, 
palladium - 0.47%. 

The Kondersky deposit is located in the marginal pa 
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of the Omninsko - Batomginsky uplift of the Siberian platform crystal base. In the structure of the 
uplift two floors are clearly expressed : the crystal base, in which composition the intensively 
dislocated rocks of Lower Archean and Proterozoic, and also bodies of Early Archean and of Early 
Proterozoic intrusions take part and the platform cover, formed by poorly dislocated or at all not 
dislocated and not metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanogenic rocks of Riphean and Mesozoic, 
and also magmatic formations of ultrabasites and basites of Riphean and Mesozoic age . 

The main plicated structure of the base is the Utukachaksky anticline extending in northeast 
direction. The main plicated structures of the platform cover in the area of works are the 
Chumikandzhinsky graben and Chadsky sync1ine executed by sedimentary formations. Among 
numerous explosive dislocations the following are distinguished by age: ancient, guided parallel to 
axes of the basic plicated structures of the base, accompanying with myloitization and cataclasm 
zones; ruptures of a sublatitudinal direction, crossing and displacing both rocks of a platform cover, 
and more ancient faults; faults of the Paleozoic age of a meridional strike, controlled by diabasic 
dikes of Paleozoic; Mesozoic faults - of sublatitudinal strike. 
In the geological structure of the Chad occurrence the Lower Proterozoic volcanogenic formations 
participate, Riphean terrigenous - sedimentary rocks, Mesozoic intrusions and Quatemary deposits. 
The valley of the Mokhovoy creek is formed by the deposits of Upper and Recent) parts of the 
Quatemary system. The deposits of the upper li따( occupy above-flood-plain terrace, by sites 
blocked by a loop of talus proluvium Recent formations with thickness up to 1.5 m. Within the 
limits of the investigated site its width reaches 180 - 220 m. The above-flood-plain terrace is 
combined by alluvial shingles (50-60 0) with insignificant (10-20 %) content of boulders by a 
diameter up to 1.5 m and sandy - c1ay a filler (30-40 %). A c1astic material is represented, mainly, 
by intrusive rocks of the Chadsky massif. The deposits of the Recent link form a flood plain of the 
Mokhovoy creek, 100-200m width, and valleys of its inflows. Deposits are represented by boulders 
(1 0 %), shingle and gravel (55-60 %) and by argillaceous - sandy filler (30-35%) of c1astic 
material. In the composition of the c1astic material the aleurolites and also i 
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When the deposit wilI be exploited the loose deposits of the river Konder valley and its inf1ows, 
small p따t of slope deposits, and also jointy rocks of the bedrock are mainly involved in 
development. Proceeding from mining - ge이ogical features of the deposit taking into account the 
reserves of a useful component, prevalence of wide and middle width blocks, small gradient of the 
valley, low thickness of peats, the most expedient method is recognized an open separate way of 
development with a preliminary overburden ofpeats. CNIGRI Institute has developed the pattem 
of opening and development providing simultaneous work of three quarries by season productivity 
400 ths.m' each. The deposit is under exploitation at present. Volume of the prospected reserves of 
the deposit provides the activity of a large (with the productivity 1.2 mln m' per a year) highly 
profitable enterprise with more than 30 years term of its activity. Simultaneously with the 
exploitation of the placer, despite of rather small size of the marked ore bodies, it is recommended 
to continue prospecting in the sources of the river for revealing sites with large volumes of 
platinoid ores. 

In the sources of the river Kondor the chromite content in placers reaches 70 kg/m3 and more. 
They can be taken together with titanomagnetite when placers of platinoids will be under 
exploitation. The reserves of chromite in the placers of the 디ver Konder for a category C are, 172.1 
ths t are estimated with the average content of 4.9 kg/m'. The reserves of titanomagnetite are 
determined as 2165.5 ths t with the average content 61 kg/m'. Ifthe chromites and titanomagnetites 
will be thrown out into a pile and not be stored separately, in them approximately not less than 344 
kg of platinoids will be lost, or commodity production by cost of several million dollars. As after 
the delivery of loads to the mine the transport facilities come back not loaded, so the export of 
chromite and titanomagnetite concentrate for the further extraction of platinoids from them , will 
not cause essential expenses. [Sakhyanov etc. , 1989: Onikhimovsky etc. , 1989] 

Platinoid Occurrence Chad (Placers of the Mokhovoy Creek) 

The platinum occurrence (the Chad Site) is located in the Ayano - Maisky territory in the 
interf1uve Chad - Maimakan within the intrusive massif under the same name, 150 km 
southwestward from the Nelkan settlement. Provisional geographical coordinates: 580 55’ north and 
1340 18’ east [21]. In the orographical relation the area of the show is included into Uchuro -
Batomgsky upland, of which the gentle-ridge relief with the absolute marks 500-900 m and by 
relative exceeding of 200-300 m is characteristic. The rare tops reach 1000 m and more (bald 
mountains: Camel - 1060 m, Chad - 1086m). In the relief a breaked ring ridge by a diameter about 
3 km corresponds to an intrusive massi f. The intemal slopes of the ridge border deep crateri-like 
depression with steep walls and gently inclined bottom. The river network belongs to the basin of 
the river Maimakan. Numerous streams, radially descending from intemal slopes of the ring ridge, 
merging, form the Mokhovoy creek, running to the right into the river Chad. The gold - platinum 
placer is confined to f100d plain part of the Mokhovoy valley creek. The area of the occurrence 
economically is not developed, near the occurrence there are no occupied settlements and land 
transportatlOn ways. 

In ge이ogical structure of the area take part various metamorphic, intrusive and volcanogenic
sedimentary formations from Archean up to Mesozoic participate. The stratified formations occupy 
a predominating position in the area of the occurrence and are represented by various gneisses, 
amphibolites and crystal schists of Lower Archean, by sedimentary and volcanogenic rocks of 
Lower Proterozoic, Riphean, Mesozoic and by loose deposits of Quatemary age. The territory 
adjacent to the show, is located at the south-east margin of the Aldansky shield, in the arched part 
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latter both in width and in extent. The basic par없neters of gold-bearing placer are the following: 
length of the placer - 1850m, average width 64m, thickness of peats - 3.4 m, thickness of the layer -
0.9 m, average content of gold is 3319 mg/m, the reserves of metal at the stages of exploration 
make for C category -349.2 kg. In the lower p따t of the Mokhovoy creek valley gold also is met 
together with platinum, but economic concentration is not present. Outside the limits of distribution 
of platinum-bearing alluvium of the Mohovoy creek the gold practically is not met, that emphasizes 
its genetical and spatial connection with platinum-bearing ultra basic rocks ofthe Chadsky massif. 
The area of the placer is located in a zone of island development of permafrost. The waters of 
alluvial deposits exist only in a warm season. They are mainly recharged at the expense of 
infiltration of atmospheric precipitation and less often for the account of additional feeding by 
underpermafrost waters. At the foot of the slopes the numerous discharges of ground waters with 
small and constant f10w are marked. In a period of high waters a discharge of f1uvial waters is 
increased comparing with an average one in two and more times. The water can be used for 
domestic and technical needs. A placer of the Mokhovoy creek is characterized by favorable 
conditions for development by a separate buldozer -hydraulic way with an artificial water pressure. 
To a number of the positive factors for improvement of the placer it is necess하Y to attribute good 
washing of sands, the weak- wavy bedrock, sufficient discharge of water and gradient of the 
bedrock, presence of thawed waters. To the unfavorable factors it is necessary to attribute the 
increased thickness of peats in the lower p따ts of the placer. The explorated reserves of gold and 
platinum of the Mokhovoy creek, and also known in the same gold-bearing unit other placers of 
gold (Galbar creek, the reserves - 1232 kg) already allow to expand raw base ofthe mine "North", 
and the additional geological works in this area do not exc1ude an opportunity of the further 
increase ofprecious metals reserves [Zilbershtein, 1987; Ostapchuk etc. , 1987]. 

The Occurrence of Platinoids Feklistovoe 

The platinum occurrence of the Feklistovoe site is located in the southwest p따t of the F eklistov 
island inc1uded into Shantarsky Archipelago, 330 km to the northwest from Nikolaevsk-on-Amur 
and 95 km to the east from the center of the Tuguro - Chumikansky territory a settlement 
Chumikan (41). The island is washed by waters of the Shantarsky sea, which depth near islands 
reaches tens meters. Maximum height of tides is 5-7 m. A relief of an island low -mountain, sharply 
dismembered. Slopes, having steepness 10-15 0 , locally - 0-300 near seas pass into rock c1iffs, 
height -up to 100 m. Creeks have extent of 1.5-2.5 km, they are characterized by fast current and 
set of inf1ows. The inhabited settlements are absent. 

The Feklistovsky intrusive massif is confined to Shantarsky structural - formational subzone of 
the Amur-Okhotsky geosync1inal-folded system. 

It is enc10sed by the Upper Devonian terrigeneous-siliceous deposits represented by siliceous 
rocks, sandstones, aleur이ites ， by interlayers of gritstones, conglomerates. The intrusive formation 
of the Feklistovy site are attributed to Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous age. The rocks of the 
intrusion are differentiated by composition from dunite up to diorite. In plan the massif represents 
an isometric body of concentrically zonal structure, its area is 1.4 km. Its central p따t is combined 
by dunites, which are successively bordered by a zone of peridotites, by thick ring intrusion of 
pyroxenites and by extemal faltering ring of gabbro, gabbroids, diorites, monzo - gabbro-diorites. 
The dunite nuc1eus has the form of an oval (1 .9X3km), which long axis is extended in a northeast 
direction in conformity with the strike of tectonic structures of enc10sing rocks. Platinum-bearing 
dunites ofthe site contain a wide complex of elements. Their average content (in g/t): Sn - 0.7, Mo 
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- 1.2, Cu - 11.0. Pb-0.9, Zn - 34.0, V - 21.0, Co - 53.0, Ni - 260.0, Mn - 92 1.0. Cr - 1386, Zr - 10.0, 
platinum group minerals - 0.018. As a result of realization of experimental - methodical works at 
the site 5 bed occurrences of platinum, placer platinum-content of the creek Korifan, anonymous 
bed 1.45 km to the north - east from the cape Vkhodnoy, Sevemy creek and off-shore - sea 
deposits in the southwest p따t of the bay Engelm were revealed. The platinum mineralization is 
confined, mainly, to dunites, sometimes it is met in peridotites and pyroxenites. The average 
content of platinoids in dunites of the nucleus is 0.018 g/t. Platinum content of al1uvium of the 
Korifan creek is established at al1 its extent making 1.7 km. A val1ey of the Korifan creek has 
various width, at separate sites the val1ey is narrowed up to 5-10 m, at the other sites the width of 
the val1ey reaches 100-200 m. The section of al1uvial deposits at the whole extent of the .spring is 
monotonous. Under a vegetative layer the boulders of ultrabasic rocks (50-60%) occur with 
pebbled - sandy or loamy fi l1er. The platinoid minerals are concentrated in the lower p하ts of the 
al1uvium section, their maximum concentration makes 2,725 g/m'. However, because of continuous 
permafrost, a near-bedrock horizon, with probable greater concentration of heavy minerals, was not 
sampled. By analogy with the Kondersky and Chadsky massifs the increase of platinum group 
minerals in near bedrock layer up to 4 g/m was predicted. Chemical composition of al1uvial 
platinum ofthe Korifan Spring (%): Pt - 84.74, Pd - 0.40, Rh - 0.7, Ir - 1.51 , Os - 0.35, Ag - 0.02, 
Fe - 8.96, Co - 1.0, Ni - 0.02, Cu - 0.56. The potential resources of the placer make 240 kg of 
platinum. 1.5 km to the northeast from cape Vkhodnoy in smal1 water flow is revealed the platinum 
occurrence of bed morphological type. Its extent makes 1.2 km. Width of a waterflow channel 
changes from the first meters till 30-50 m. The platinum group minerals content (MPG) is 
observed in al1 samples from rare grains up to 523 mg!-"3. The potential resources of this placer are 
estimated as 50 kg. The platinum-bearing coastal-sea deposits of the Engelma bay are established 
for 3 km extent. Sandy pebbled deposits at the distance of 5-20 m from coastal cliff at the depth 
0.1- 0.6 m were sampled. Against the mouth of the Korifan Creek the flooded beach having width 
up to 170 m from the coast was sampled. Potential resources of placer platinum in the off-shore 
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Chapter 4. MINING-CHEMICAL RA W MATERIAL 

The representatives of mining-chemical raw material in the Khabarovsk territory are the deposits 
and occurrences of apatite, phosphorite, alunite, sulphide ores, fluorite, boron, mineral paints and 
peat. The appropriate industries not only at the Khabarovsk territory, but also in the whole Far East 
region require all these kinds of minerals. At present only sulphide concentrates and peat are 
extracted only. The apatites were discussed above when the characteristic of apatite - ilmenite -
titanomagnetite ores was given in the section about titanium. Other kinds of mining-chemical raw 
material are briefly described below. 

In this setion such large sources of chemical production, as petroleum, natural gases, stone and 
brown coals are not considered. In the long term the increase of use of peat for a chemical industry 
is expected. Gases and pitch from peat can be applied to production of phenols, naphthalin, 
benzole, formaldehyde and other synthetic materials. 

Phosphorites Lagapskoe Phosphorite Deposit 

The deposit is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky territory of the Khabarovsk territory, in the 
basins ofthe upper currents ofthe rivers Verkhnee Lagap and Left Lagap, Ir-Makit. Geographical 
coordinates of a central p없t ofthe deposit: 53 0 52’ north and 134 0 15’ east (47). The area, at which 
territory the deposit is located, is developed poorly and sparce populated. The deposit is located 
from Udskoe settlement at the distance of 85km to the southwest and 120 km to the southwest from 
regional center of Chumikan settlement. The area is located on the northem offshoot of the ridges 
D강lagdy and Tylsky, within sharply rugged midlands, coming nearer by sites to highlands. 
Absolute marks ofheigbts are varying from 800- 900m up to 1200 m. At the distance of 120 km to 
the southwest from the deposit the regional center of Selemdjinsky territory of the Amur district 
settlement Ekimchan is located. The nearest railway station from the deposit is the Fevralsky 
station of Baikalo-Amur railway located 260 km to the west from the deposit. The area of the 
deposit is attributed to the Dzhagdinsky SFZ of the Amur - Okhotsky GFS (Geosynclinal folded 
system). 

In the structure of the deposit the formations of Carnbrian and Devonian systems take part. The 
Carnbrian formations are developed in east and southeast p따ts of the deposit and are subdivided 
into strata. Carnbrian (?) deposits are represented by microquartzites, phosphorites, siliceous rocks, 
volcanites of average and acid composition, jaspers, limestones, sandstones, basalts. To the 
formations of the Devonian system the clay shales, effusive rocks of the basic composition and 
their tuffs, sandstönes are attributed. The Paleozoic rocks are almost everywhere blocked by a 
cover of Quatemary talus formations, their thickness is 1-7 m, formed by loarns and sandy loams 
with boulders and rock debris of various composition rocks. At the deposit the plenty of rupture 
dislocations of sublatitudinal, north - east and northwest strikes is observed. Horizontal, 
displacements along the explosive dislocations are usually small (no more than 100 m). The 
thickness of the zones of tectonically broken rocks reaches 50-60 m. In a complex of prospecting -
estimation works were included mmmg workings (trenches, galleries), geophysical, sampling, 
laboratory and topographo - surveying works. General expenses for prospecting and prospecting -
estimation works have made 4.09 mln 
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the Trety (Third) site is confined, in which three ore bodies occurring parallel each other are 
distinguished, their extent is 400 m, 800 m and 1650m. A verage thickness of phosphorite makes, 
accordingly, 7.0, 12.0 and 54,0 m. In the second ore-bearing horizon 5 fields are stripped, two of 
which have the extent 1300m and 280 m, their thickness, accordingly, 40 m and 10 m. To the 
fourth ore-bearing horizon the Levy site (Left), represented by two ore bodies, having the extent up 
to 700 m is confined. The form of ore bodies is irregular, lenticular. Their thickness reaches 150 m. 
At the other ore-bearing horizons (except fifth) the ore bodies have extent not exceeding 800 m, 
with the maximum thickness up to 60 m, with by prevalence of 10-15 m thickness. The largest 
reserves of phosphorites are stripped in the fifth horizon, by which the site Verkhnee is confined. 
The extent of the field reaches 2200 m. The basic reserves are concentrated at two sites: Verkhnee 
and Trety. The reserves of ore at these sites make 187.5 mln.t. General reserves of ore at the 4 sites 
(Verkhnee, Trety, Levy and Pyaty [Fifth]) are equal to 23 1.7 mln. t. The average content of P20 S, 
in basic, not exceeding 10-15 % and making on the average 8- 9%. The ores are subdivided into 
two types: siliceous (more than 90 %) and carbonaceous - siliceous. The siliceous type of ores is 
characterized by a good enrichment by the method of direct or combined f1oatation. According to 
these pattems of enrichment it is possible to receive concentrates with the P20 S content 30-36% 
with extraction of 90-98%. The chemical composition of siliceous ores is characterized by the 
following data (%): silica - 27.42-88.72, alumina - 1.2-3.87, titania - 0.02-0.16, iron oxide - 0.52-
25 .3, magnesium oxide - 0.24-1.54, ca1cium oxide - 5.07-34.87, S03 - 0.0-0.08. CO2 - 0.27-1.65, 
f1uorine - 0.23-1 .48, ca1cination losses -0.6-2.53. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit in a contour of reserves ca1culation are favorable both 
for open, and for underground exploitation. The deposit occurs in the zone of permafrost. Water 
f10ws into a quaπy or into underground workings are possible only crossing the zones of tectonic 
dislocations. The basic water sources are the river Lagap and its inf10ws the Levy (left) Lagap and 
Verkhny (upper) Lagap, near which the deposit is located. Near the site Trety the spring Trety 
f1ows, the left inf10w of the river Elga. 

As far as it is known, basic mass of phosphorit 
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Sulphur-Bearing Raw Materials 

Raw materials for sulfur or sulfuric acid production in the Khabarovsk tεrritory are the sulphide 
ores, including sulphide, various complex ores with copper, tin, polymetals, gold, alumina of 
alunite type. At present the need in sulphur of the enterpris'es of pharmaceutica, chemical, paper, 
defense industry is satisfied by imported sulphur from the Urals, Bashkiria, Middle Asia, 
Uterritoryne and Canada. According to the data of DVIMS researchers [Panskikh etc. , 1984] the 
needs ofthe Khabarovsky territory in sulphur would increase by 2000 up to 2 mln.t. 
As of January 1, 1992, at the Khabarovsk territory only the sulphur of the Festivalny tungsten -tin
copper deposit is taken into account by balance of reserves for the sum of categories B + C 1 in 
quantity of 273.5 ths t and for category C2 - 71 ths t. The average sulfur content in ore - 3.72%. 
In 1991 17.1 thousand tons were extracted. From concentrates of copper with sulphides, the sulphur 
is taken only partially during their processing at the metal works. 

Sulphur rich alunite deposits were characterized earlier in the chapter about non-ferrous metals. 
According to the estimations of DVIMS researchers total resources of sulfur of Nizhneamursky 
alunite area make 104.8 mln.t, including the ores ofthe prospected deposits, for categories C1 + C2 

- 33.8 mln.t. The sulphide ores of Verkhnebureinsky area are elucidated in the section about zinc. 
There in the basins of the rivers Taledzhak and Des the sulphide - graphite schists with pyrite, 
pyrrhotite, cha1copyrite, sphalerite are revealed. Locally pyrrhotite content exceeds 80 %, and 
sphalerite - 20%. Zones of sulphide - graphite slates are traced up to 1-2 km with thickness till 10-
20 m. The large sizes of stratal zones of sulphide - graphite slates with increased content of 
sphalerite and cha1copyrite allow to estimate positively an opportunity of an extract of significant 
volumes ofthe sulphide ores [Zmievsky etc., 1982]. 

In the long term most favorable conditions for production of sulfuric acid will be created at the 
fuming plant in the Solnechny GOK and with processing of alunite concentrates of Nizhneamursky 
ore area [Onikhimovsky etc., 1989]. 

Fluorite 

Preobrazhenovsky Fluorite - Berillium Deposit 

The deposit is located in Leninsky area of Jewish independent (autonomous) area on the right 
bank of the river Bidzhan, 100-110 km from its mouth. Geographical coordinates: 48 0 10’ north and 
131 0 56 ’ east [136]. The area ofthe deposit is easily accessible by transport. The nearest inhabited 
settlement is Preobrazhenovka village located 12 km to the south from the deposit, it is connected 
by a good highway with a railway station Ungun. Distance between them is 60 km. Distance from 
the Ungun station to a regional center Birobidzhan city, located at the railway line Moscow -
Vladivostok, is 90 km; to a district 1 center Leninsky settlement - 40 km. In summer period 
Preobrazhenovka village is connected with the deposit by water transpoπ by means of shallow 
water boats and barges. 24 km to the south from the deposit there is the large occupied point -
settlement Bidzhan being the central junction of the highway and ground roads. Economically the 
region is attributed to agricultural one, producing grain and vegetables. 

The deposit is located in the southem part of the Bureinsky median massif and is confined to 
Bidzhano-Amur depression being a northwest p따t of large Sredne (medium) - Amur lowland and it 
is located on the Ferganishka mountain. Its ab잉lute evaluation mark is 157 .1 m, its relative 
exceeding ãbove the plain surrounding it is 40-60 m. In the geological structure of the area of the 
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deposit the sedimentary - metamorphic rocks of Proterozoic, the deposits of Middle Devonian , 
Carboniferous effusions, sedimentary rocks of the Upper Permian and different age intrusions of 
granitoids take part. The Cenozoic terrains of depression are represented by aleurolites, sandstones, 
argillites of Middle Miocene and Quatemary detrital deposits of sandy - gravelly-pebbled 
composltlOn. 

In the ge이ogical - structural formation of the region the main role belongs to faults of northeast 
direction. The most essential inf1uence on distribution of magmatic and ore occurrences . had a 
rupture of dislocations of a northeast direction. One of such dislocations controls the 
Preobrazhenovskoe deposit, where the rather large tectonic zone endosing rare-metal and f1uorite 
mineralization was stripped. The ore field of the Preobrazhenovsky deposit in general coincides 
with the contours of Ferganishka, occupying the area approximately 2000x50 m. The mountain 
Ferganishka represents an outlet height - " an island " among thick strata of Quatemary deposits 
formed by biotite - homblende granodiorites of Paleozoic age. The granodiorites contain numerous 
schlieren-like xenoliths of recrystallizated rocks. By their extemal shape the granodiorites rεpresent 
poorly gneissic holocrystalline rocks of gray color. Within the ore zone, where the granodiorites are 
met as tectonic blocks, the broken down differences are observed. The xenoliths represented by the 
deeply reworked rocks, are widespread everywhere, but the prevailing number of them is confined 
to an axial p따t ofthe hill, the highest in an erosive intrusion shear. This, a rather wide (up to 250m) 
strip of a near-meridional strike was served as ore-bearing structure of the deposit. The dikes of 
Preobrazhenovsky ore field are represented by rocks of various composition: by pre-ore aplites, 
pegmatites, fine-grained and pegmatoid bioitite granites, quaπz bastonite porphyries, 
lamprophyres. 

The ore field is characterized by complex tectonic conditions. The most thick zone of splitting 
passes through central part, it is extended along the axial part of the ridge for more than 1.5 km 
with width of 250-300 m. At the deposit the whole complex of geophysical and prospecting works 
has been carried out. The investigation of the deposit from the surface was carried out by sinking of 
trenches and prospect holes. In the southem p따t of the deposit 
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fluorite of a more late generation associates with calcite in a thin calcite- fluorite veinlets of 
colorless, light blue color. 

In the contours of reserves calculation the C category ores are appreciated as 15 .2 mln t. Fluorite 
content in them changes from 5.54 up to 6.44%, the average amount is 6.22%. The reserves of 
fluorite in these contours are determined in the amount 927.7 ths t. 
The standard fluorite concentrate in amount of 16-35 kg per a ton of ore was recovered as a result 
of enrichment of ores by the selective floatation method. The extraction in an open circuit makes 
59.6 % with fluorite content 96.2%. The fluorite extraction in a closed circuit will be increased at 
the expense of processing of commercial products, in which 27-40% of total fluorite remain. 

Within the deposit two zones of fractured - ground waters are distinguished, one is extended up to 
the sole ofFerganishka Mountain, the second is deeper than the sole ofthe hill. The first horizon is 
the most watery, it is characterized by a filtration factor of 7-9.5 m3/day and specific water-flow -
0.26 m31h. During the development of ore bodies, the waters of the first zone can easily be drained 
into a valley of the river Bidzhan by means of drain ditches. In the deposit area the main source for 
production ofwashery water, in amount, necess따y for thε enterprise can be only the river Bidzhan, 
flowing at the east border of the ore field. 

Mining and hydrogeological conditions of the deposit allow to exploit it by an open way. As it 
was specified already, the fluorite is an accompanying useful component of a rare- metal deposit. 
The economic calculations (in 1960 prices) have shown, that cost of 1 kg of fluorite in the 1 grade 
concentrate will make 0.62 rbl, hence, the commodity cost of useful components of ore, taken from 
1 ton, will be increased by 24%, that testifies about profitableness of the future mining enterprise 
and about an opportunity to get production at the cost, much below the set free(supply) prices 
[Usanovetc., 1960]. 

BorOD 

In 1964 in the Ayano-Maisky area on the Dzhugdzhur ridge in the early Archean tectonic block 
the prospecting for boron was carried out. The above stated works were carried out in the areas 
gravitating to interfluves Maly Komuy -Aldoma, Gonochan- Chelasin up to the Okhotsky sea coast. 
From 22 surveyed sites the presence of borates was established only at six sites: Mevainsky, 
Beregovoy, Ludvigitovy, Promezhutochny and Aldomsky. 

The main element of relief is the ridge Dzhugdzhur, which is stretched here in north - northeast 
direction through the whole area. A verage heights of the ridge are 1000-1300 m with separate 
peaks up to 1700-1900 m. In the region there are a number of the inhabited settlements, the largest 
ofthem is the regional center Ayan connected with Khabarovsk by airline and by a water way. The 
transportation between settlements of the region is carried out by small aircrafts. There are no large 
industrial enterprises in the area. Industry, is mainly represented by small mining enterprises (small 
gold-digging mines), agriculture- by reindeer-breeding. 

In geological stmcture of the area a various complex of sedimentary, emptive and metamorphic 
rocks participates. It is established in the region, that all known boron occurrences are generically 
connected with granitoids of the Dzhugdzhursky complex and locate in the zone of exocontact with 
carbonaceous rocks of the Sinian age. When prospecting the boron deposits the methods used for 
prospecting of ore deposits in a combination with geophysical methods were used. The prospecting 
routes were caπied out through 100-400 m, in the places of direct development of skams or altered 
rocks, and also in the exocontacts of carbonaceous rocks with granites, a condensation of routes 
was made. Trenches and prospect holes were passed at each site with the purpose of opening of ore 
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bodies and of skarn zones. The basic kinds of a sampling were metallometric, selection of lurnp of 
ore samples, borometric profiling, selection of samples of "milled for mineralogical analysises" , 
trenching sampling and selection of samples for microscopic study. The expenses for realization of 
prospecting were 188.6 ths rbl (in the budget prices of 1964). 

The most perspective is the Gonochansky group of boron occurrences located in the upper 
reaches of the right inf10ws of the rivers Gonochan, Angyuchana, Nagdanyis, 90- fQO km to the 
northwest from Ayan settlement. In the geological relation this territory is formed by terrigenous
carbonaceous rocks of the Sinian age which have been broken by large intrusions of Late 
Cretaceous granitoids. Among all boron occurrences of the Gonochansky group the Lyudvigitovy 
site, located in the upper reaches of the same name spring, 2 km from its mouth, is the most 
investigated. In the upper reaches of the spring the dolomites of Cypandinsky suite are broken 
through and metamorphosed by an intrusion of Upper Cretaceous leucocratic granites, in 
exocontact p따t of which the magnesial skarns with borates are observed. 

The majority of boron ores at the site Ludvigitovy is included in the zone of brucite ca1ciphyres 
and in the zone of clinohumite skam. Boron ores are represented by ludwigite, kotoite and 
szaibelyite, evolving on them. The Lyudvigitovy bodies at the site are confined, mainly, to 
clinohurnite zones of skarns and are associated with magnetite. The site Verkhniy is located in the 
upper reaches of the river Angyuchan, 1.5 km to the east of the site Lyudvigitovy. The Prome
zhutochny site is located on the right board ofthe river Angyuchan val1ey, 2 km to the south ofthe 
Verkhniy site and 3 km to the south - west from the site Lyudvigitovy. The geological structure of 
the site is simple and is represented mainly by dolomites and by dolomitized limestonεs . 

Sandstones and siltstones have insignificant distribution. Near the contact with siltstones in 
dolomites a skarn zone formed by a complex of magnesial skarn minerals with borates was 
observed. An ore part of the skam zone is represented mainly by ludwigite, szaibelyite and 
magneslte. 

The Aldomsky site is located on the right board of the river Aldoma valley, 80 km more to the 
west than Ayan settlement, 10-12 km to the east of Gonochansky group of boron occurrences. The 
area of the site is 2 km2. In ge이ogical structur 

T able 13 The Characteristic of the Main Parameters at Ore Zones in the Sites of 

Boron Shows 

Lyudvigitovy Site 
Promezhut。다my Verkhny Aldomsky 

Site Site Site 

Extent of ore 
10-20 m 150 m 200-300 m 350m 

zone 

Thickness 3-5 m 2-4 m 20-30 m 20-25 m 

Content of 1.33-23.4 11.6 
ßi)3 

0.96-13.68 
average 10.1 average 

The characteristic of the basic par없neters of ore zones at the sites ofboron occurrences 
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Except boron in skams there are polymetals and rare elements. Copper - up to 1.5 %, lead - up to 
0.1 %, nickel - up to 0.05%, tin - up to 0.2 %, titanium - 0.05%, tungsten up to 0.05% are of 
greatest interes1. In the ore part of skam up to 35.6 % of iron and 2 % of manganese are contained. 

As a resu1t of the prospecting in Ayano - Maisky area the presence of boron mineralization was 
established. However amounts of executed works at the stage of prospecting do not allow to 
determine economic value of the revealed occurrences, as for its determination needs the realization 
of more detailed prospecting works, first of all, at the above described sites [Kuzmin and etc. , 
1965]. 

Mineral Paints 

Soyuznenskoe deposit of mineral paints 

The deposit is located in the October district of Jewish independent (autonomous) district, on the 
left bank of the river Amur at the southeast margin of Soyuznoe village. Geographical coordinates: 
470 52’ north and 1390 51 ’ east [145]. The occupied settlements, nearest to the deposit, are the 
villages Soyuznoe and Stolbovoe, the latter is located 12 km upper along the river course of the 
Amur river. The nearest railway station is the station Leninsky, located 170 km to the east from 
Soyuznoe village. The network of ground roads is enough well developed in the region. The region 
is agricultural, the industry is developed poorly. 

In the ge이ogical structure of the region the rocks of various ages, developed in the southem p따t 

of the Bureinsky median massif, take p따1. According to the conditions of formation and mode of 
mineral occurrence the mineral paints of the deposit are subdivided into two genetically various 
complex formations. The first is represented by loose Recent talus deposits (ochre’s clays), the 
second - by formations connected with the zone of weathered talc - sericitic slates of the Upper 
Proterozoic. The deposit consists of two sites: the 1 northem and the II southem, 500 m apart from 
each other. Mineral paints of the 1 site are represented by talus clays, the II site - by weathered zone 
of ta1c - sericitic slates. At the 1 site the clays occur as two lenticular deposits: northem deposit is 
stretched for 35m with width 15 m. 

The central deposit has extent 40 m with width of 10m. The clay is yellow with a golden shade, 
slightly sandy, with significant (up to 20%) content of rock debris and fragments of native rocks, 
thickness up to 5.3 m. The site II with the limestones of Murandavsky suite locates on the southeast 
wing of anticlinal fold near the contact of ore-bearing suite. The weathered zone of talc - sericitic 
slates representing the stratum of mineral, within the investigated area has the thickness of 1.1-6.3 
m. The mineral paints have insignificant density and are easily pounded in a powder. Prevailing 
color of paints - yellow with a golden shade. Underlying rocks at the site 1 are rock debris, the 
fragments ofbedrocks; at the site II - dense talc sericitic slates. 

Both sites are investigated by means of prospect holes and the holes of a hand-operated drilling 
with a 127 mm diameter. The prospecting network ofworkings was 25x25m, in the northem paπ of 
the II site - lOx15 m. The exploration expenses h 
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calcination losses - 2.43-9.16. Chemical composition of raw material of the II site (%): iron oxide -
6.58- 14.54; calcium oxide - up to 0.85 and calcination losses - 8.45-9 .1 7. According to 
technological researches of clays from the II site they can be used for production of paints in a 
natural state, but the paints of the site 1 rεquire enrichment. The content of a dry pigme!lt in the 
paste for 100 g makes 70g with 30g charge of drying oils. A good hiding power is 185g/m"-. 

Mine technical and hydrogeological conditions are favorable for development by an open way. 
Ground waters at the deposit were not met. Thickness of overburden is 0.68-1.0. Considering ever 
growing requirement of industry in mineral paints, it is possible to construct small mmmg 
εnterprise at the base of the Soyuznenskoe deposit, taking into account its location, quality of raw 
material and reserves, first of all for meeting the demands of local needs. If it will be necessary to 
expand raw material base, the realization of prospecting at the known in the region mineral paints 
occurrences would be required: Barachikhinsky occurrence, located 2 km from Stolbovoe village, 
Lysaya Griva, 6 km more west to Stolbovoe village, Stolbovskoe occurrence near village 
Stolbovoe, the reserves and prospects ofwhich have not been found out [7, Kuzmin, 1949]. 

Pereyaslavsky Deposit of Mineral Paints 

The Pereyaslavsky deposit of mineral paints is located in Lazo territory (district), 2.5 km to the 
east ofVerino station ofthe Far East railway. Geographical coordinates: 450 56’ north and 1350 07’ 
east [146]. The deposit is located near Pereyaslavka settlement and is adjacent to the highway 
Vladivostok - Khabarovsk from the east. The population is engaged in wood and wood-working 
industries, in agriculture and the railway service. ln geological structure of the area the rocks of 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic age of the southem part of Sredneamursky depression take part. Mesozoic 
formations are represented by Upper Cretaceous effusive rocks. Among Cenozoic formations are 
distinguished both sedimentary, and effusivε rocks. The latter occur among Quatemary formations 
in the form of covers of insignificant size. The deposit of mineral paints is represented by crust 
weathering of basalts. Raw materials for manufacture of mineral paint are the ferruginated residual 
clays of cherry - red color with a brownish shade. The deposit is located on the right bank of the 
river Kiya and is stretched parallel to it. The extent of the investigated part of the deposit is 2.5 km 
with 200-300m- 800-1000 m width. At the base of geological section the Early Quatemary basalts 
occur with apparent 25-35m thickness on the exposures, on which residual ferruginated clays 
occur. The maximal thickness of mineral paints is 6.2m, average - about 2.5 m. Painting clays are 
high-dispersed; in removal alluvial clays the coarse-clastic material as sand and of small gravel is 
met. Red brownish clays representing mineral, occur almost horizontally. The deposit is 
dismembered into 4 detached sites by small creεk valleys . 

The deposit is prospected by prospect holes and by holes of cable-tool drilling. The prospecting 
network of workings is accepted for reserves of the category A - 50x50m, for reserves of ihe 
category B - 100xl00m and categories C1 - 200x200m. ln some cases for specification of 
morphology of the deposit the prospecting nεtwork was condensed up to 25x25 m. The expenses 
for prospecting have made 250 ths rb l. (1 959 price). 

The gεneral reserves of mineral paints have made 390.2 ths t, including for categories of reserves: 
A - 167.5 ths t, B - 155.7 ths t, C 1 - 69.0 ths t. The chemical analysis established the following 
content of the basic components of raw materials (%): silica - 50.6: alumina - 25.2, iron oxide -
11.75 , calcium oxide - 0.86, magnesium 0 
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42.07, AI20 3 - 31.87 and 28.70, Fe203 - 16.75 and 16.35, CaO - 0.45 and 0.38; MgO - 0.18 and 
0.1 2, Mn - traces, S03 - traces; calcination losses - 12.48 뻐d 11.02, H20 - 5.5 and 4.0. Dispersion 
is high. Complete remains on the sieve of 10000 mesh/cm‘ after wet sieving make on both samples 
6.6 and 1.3%. A linen oil capacity is 43.05 and 51.24 g per 100 g ofpigment, drying oil capacity -
40.1 and ?0.4 g per 100 g of pigment. A good hiding power on natural drying oil is 102.8 g/m2 and 
96.4 g/m2, on synthetic drying oil - 76.4 and 80.6 g/m2. The calcination change of -color at 
temperatures 100 0 , 200 0 , 300 0 , 400 0 , 5000 and 6000 is characterized by gradual transition 
from dark-cream color up to bright red. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. The deposit is waterless. The water 
supply of the operational enterprise is possible at the expense of ground waters of the Kiya river 
valley. The development of the deposit can be carried out by an open way. The thickness of 
removal rocks makes 1.25-3 m. Removal rocks are represented by c1ays and loams. The analysis of 
consumption ofmineral paints shows, that in the Far East region the significant amount of mineral 
paint is delivered from westem regions of the country. The need in it grows. In 1958-1959 the 
experimental shop of the Khorsky brick factory extracted 400 t of painting raw material and 264 t 
of dry ochre was produced. Due to the references of the consumers the ochre recovered from raw 
material of the Pereyaslavsky deposit of high quality, is suitable for the additive into a lime solution 
for painting of building facades, for preparation of oil technical paints for covering both metal, and 
wooden products, constructions, and also for production non-ferrous slate. The prospected reserves 
of mineral paints not only allow to supply the shop with raw material for a complete amortisation 
term, but also considerably increase its productivity with the purpose of complete supply of mineral 
paints in the Far East region [Nikiforov, Kosachev, 1959]. 

Peat 

As of January 1, 1990, at the territory of the Khabarovsk territory 345 deposits of peat with the 
reserves and potential resources of each more than 100 ths t were registered. Total geological 
reserves, with 40 % of humidity within economic depths are 1533 .4 mln. t. The balance reserves 
make oftotal resources ofpeat 580.96 mln t or 37.8%, beyond ore body reserves - 46.09 mln t or 3 
%, potential resources - 906.37 mln.t or 59 .1 %. 18 deposits having economic reserves for 
categories A + B + C1 - 103.53 mln t or 6.7 % from total resources of peat at the Khabarovsky 
territory are prospected in detai l. From the reserves, taken into account by balance, 14 deposits are 
under exploitation, their total resources are estimated as 40.2 mln t, inc1uding the category A + B + 
C1 - 24.9 mln t. Total volume of peat production in Khabarovsky territory in 1989 was 1.88 mln t. 
Taking into account ever growing needs ofthe agricultura1 enterprises ofthe Khabarovsky territory 
in organic fertilizers, the necessity arises in detailed prospecting works at some deposits and 
establishing the production of peat at them. The examples of such deposits are the deposits 
Selgonsky Mar, Ugrinoe, Kirginsky, which brief characteristic is given below. 

Peat Deposit Selgonsky Mar 

The peat deposit Selgonsky Mar is located in the Amursky district ofthe Khabarovsk territory, 2.6 
krn to the east from the railway station Selgon [98]. The deposit consists of two detached sites, 
which are divided the river Selgon. The first site is located between the rivers Selgon and Kharpi, 
the second site is between the rivers Ukur and Selgon. From the regional center, city Amursk, the 
deposit is 80 km ap하t to the southwest. 
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In the Amursky territory the important place in the economy is occupied by wood and wood
working industry. In Amursk there are located: powerful sawing-wood-working enterprise, which 
makes wood-fibre plates, saw-timber, fumiture; ferro-concrete product plant, machine-building 
mills. Cellulose-cardboard works and works of viscose cellulose occupy the leading place. Near the 
city the large Nizhneamursky (Lower-Amur) fish-factory is located. 

Agriculture and cattle-breeding are developed in the region. A transport complex of the region is 
represented by all its kinds. The basic freight tum-over falls at the railway and river transport. The 
railway passes through the deposit; the nearest station is Selgon. The road network is developed 
rather poorly. The deposit is located within the Sredne- Amursky lowlands representing a large 
depression on the average current of the Amur river. In geological structure of the region the 
folded deposits of Jurassic and Cretaceous overlain within the plain by Tertiary and Quatemary 
deposits are the most widespread. The Recent deposits are represented by alluvial, lacustrine, talus, 
colluvial and eluvial deposits, peat bogs of a Selgonsky Mar type. 

The Selgonsky Mar deposit was studied by laying out main courses at each site, perpendicular 
with which the cross courses through 2 and 3 km were laid. The sounding of the peat deposit was 
carried out through 200m at a cross course to the whole depth of the deposit up to the mineral floor. 
The selection of samples is made in 28 places by layers through 0.75m for the whole depth of the 
peat deposit. The total expenses for realization ofprospecting works have made 103 .2 ths rbl (price 
1988). 

Two sites were delineated by prospecting-estimated works carried out in 1987-1988. The general 
area of the deposit within zero limits is equal to 107417 ha, within the economic depth limits, 
which was made at depth 1.1m - 20211 ha. Total volume of the peat deposit with organo-mineral 
deposits is 261016 ths m3, reserves ofpeat are equal to 51917 ths t. These reserves are authorized 
by the Territorial commission for reserves of the Primorgeologiya for a category C2 . The quality of 
peat is characterized by the following average values: a degree of decomposition - 29%, ash content 
- 15 %, moisture - 86.7%. At this deposit the peat of average and high degree of decomposition 
with ash content up to 10 % having the reserves 1513 ths t, with ash con 

Ugrinoe Deposit of Peat 

The peat deposit Ugrinoe is located in Smidovichsky territory of Jewish Independent 
(autonomous) district of the Khabarovsk territory. F rom regional center Smidovichi settlement it is 
31 km apart to the northeast. The nearest occupied settlements: railway station Lurnku - Koran - 1.5 
km to the north [123]. At the territory ofthe Amursky territory the Tungussky wood-working plant, 
Tungussky floating office, silicate brick factory, car repairing plant, sleeper plant, three 
construction administrations are located. The leading branches of agriculture are cattle-breeding of 
meat and milk trend, poultry farming and vegetable-growing. At the territory of Amursky territory 
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there is a developed network of roads. Along westem borders passes the asphalted road 
Khabarovsk -Birobidzhan passes, and the railway Moscow - Khabarovsk - Vladivostok is a little 
more west. In the region the deposits of c1ays, sandy - gravel - pebbled materials, limestonε and 
building stone have been prospected and are developing. In the ge이ogical structure of the region 
rocks of various age and genesis take p따t. The formation of the peat deposit is connected with 
Quatemary rocks, which form the first above-f1ood-plain terrace. Underlyinging soil ground of a 
peat deposit are Upper Quatemary alluvial deposits. 

At the teπitory of the region one water-bearing horizon is distinguished. The Upper Quatemary 
deposits form the first above-f1ood-plain terrace of the river Tunguska. The waters are contained in 
sandy - gravelly - pebbled rocks. In feeding of the peat deposit a water-bearing horizon of ion does 
not participate, as it is overlain by a layer of waterproof c1ays and loams. 

The preliminary exploration of the peat deposit was carried out in 1979 by a method of sounding 
on a grid 1000x100 m. 13 holes at three sites were drilled, total volume 70 m. The expenses for 
preliminary exploration ofthe deposit have made 39.3 ths rbl. (1 979 price). 

The deposit Ugrinoe is located on the first above-flood-plain terrace ofthe river Tunguska, inf10w 
of the river Amur. The relief of the surface of the deposit is f1at, a number of lakes, largest of them 
are U grinoe and Karasevoe are located at the deposit. A water collector from the peat deposit is the 
river Poperechka. The area of the deposit within the zero border is 5233 ha, within the economic 
border at depth 0.8 m - 2932 ha. The deposit is t low-lying marshy. A degree of decomposition of 
peat - 38 %, ash content - 32 % natural humidity - 80.6%. The balance reserves for a category C1 

are equal to 5.9 mln t, beyond ore body - 441 ths t. The balance reserves are suitable for preparation 
of fertilizers, and 84 % of reserves of peat are suitable for production of fue l. 

The annual need in organic fertilizers of located in the area agricultural structures grows. In 1979 
it was about 100 ths t, in 1988 - up to 200 ths t (in 1988 the production reached 130 ths t). Presence 
of a wide network of highways and the railway in the area of mills, the wastes of which can be used 
as rec1amation agents, allow to consider the problem of establishment the enterprise for production 
of peat and manufacture of peat composts fo 

Kirginsky Peat Deposit 

The peat deposits near the railway station Kirga in the Jewish Independent (autonomous) district 
are of interest. In the southeast, 1.5 km from a settlement Kirga the Kirginsky peat deposit is 
located [113]. The deposit has economic reserves ofhigh-quality peat for categories A + B + C1 in 
the volume 3.6 mln t, having rather small area of the deposit, within the contours of economic 
depth of 230 ha. A verage thickness of peat deposit is 2.1 m, a degree of peat decomposition is 80 
%, ash content - 21 %. 1 km to the north of Kirga station the deposit of the s없ne name is located. 
The sounding determined the thickness of the deposit being 1.25 m. Its detailed study was not 
carried out. Taking into account an extremely convenient geographical situation of these deposits, 
qualitative characteristic of peat, the organization of mining works at the Kirginsky deposit and 
realization of detailed prospecting works at the Kirga deposit with the purpose of economic 
reserves increase in the region is recommended [Onikhimovsky etc. , 1990] . 
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Chapter 5. ORE MINING UNMETAL RAW MATERIALS 

In this section the brief description of 11 kinds of ore mining raw material is given including the 
deposits and shows of graphite, brucite, magnesites, talc, dolomite, limestones for glass, bentonite 
clays, zeolites, porcelain stone, basalts for petrourgy (stone casting), colored stone raw material. 
Some kinds of mining raw material are necessary for development of ferrous metallurgy. However 
at present only the deposits of brucite, dolomite and basalts are exploited. 

The deposits of diatomites, tripoli, opokas, corundum and muscovite, well - known in the 
Khabarovsk territory, with small reserves are not considered in this section. 

Graphite 

Soyuznoe Graphite Deposit (Amur- Belsky site) 

The Soyuznoe graphite deposit is located in the Octyabrsky territory of the Jewish independent 
(autonomous) district of the Khabarovsk territory. The Amur-Belsky site of this deposit is 
prospected in detail, its geographical coordinates are 470 58’ north and 1390 49’east [143]. It is 
located on the left bank of the river Amur, 443 km upperstream from Khabarovsk, 40 km 
upperstream from Amurzet village, the center of Octyabrsky district. The nearest inhabited 
settlement is Soyuznoe village, 10 km to the southeast from the site. The nearest railway station 
Leninsky is located 212 km downstream the Amur river from the site. The improved road passes 
from Bidzhan village through village Samara up to Ekaterino - Nikolskoe village. From Ekaterino 
- Nikolskoe village up to the deposit the country ground road, suitable for movement of vehicles in 
a dry season was built. From the Soyuznoε village up to the site of the deposit the transportation is 
carried out by motor boats. 

Economically area is attributed to agricultural ones. The industry is not developed. In the region 
the deposits of paint raw material were prospected, suitable for ordinary ochre production, zeolites 
and there are outcrops of crystallimestones, from which the lime for local needs is burnt out. 

The Soyuznoe deposit has been studied since 1936. The Amur-Belsky site is distinguished at it, 
on which the detailed exploration with evaluation of reserves was carried out. In the geological 
structure of the area the main role belongs to Proterozoic sedimentary - metamorphic deposits of 
terrigenous-carbonated composition distributed in the southern part of the Bureinsky median 
massi f. 

The area was formed mainly by metamorphic schists, gneisses, crystal limestones, quartzites and 
metasandstones. The area of the deposit is formed by a metamorphic terrane consisting of graphites 
and crystal schists, gneisses and limestones. The suite of crystal rocks in the west and north of the 
area of the deposit is broken by granites and by their veined phases, which are widespread over the 
whole area of the deposi t. In the southwest part of the deposit, near the Amur - Belsky site, the 
ancient rocks are overlain by conglomerates of Cretaceous age. The graphite slates form a number 
of horizons by thickness from several tens of meters up to 550m, with a thinning in the northeast 
(fig. 23). The exploration of the deposit was carried out by means of sinking of trenches, pr 
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extended from the southwest to northeast. In the contour of the reserves ca1culation it has length up 
to 500m and width of 160-200 m. The depth of ca1culation of reserves is from 70 m up to 170m. 
The balance reserves are counted up to an absolute mark 100m, that is 27 m higher than the river 
Amur’s level. The whole area (60 km2) of the Soyuzny deposit is prospected for realization of the 
further detailed geological - prospecting works and growth of balance reserves of ores, its reserves 
are estimated as 1044 mln t. As a result of the carried out works at the Amur - Belsky site the 
reserves - 8670.6 ths t, including C1 - 2996.0 ths t are revealed and calculated. For ca1culation of 
reserves the conditions authorized by Gosplan of the USSR were used. 

The graphite slates with the carbon content not less than 5% are referred to comrnercial minerals. 
Graphite slate is black, greasy to the touch, soft. Its texture is mainly layered, less often knotty. 
Main rock-forrning minerals are quartz and graphite, as impurities - field spar and mica. The 
graphite in slates occurs in two kinds: crystal as scales and as dust-like mass. Lithologically to a 
comrnercial mineral there are mainly attributed fine-grained, gneissous and less often quarzite-like 
graphite slates. The fine-grained graphite slate, basically, consists of 30-50per cent of quartz and 
20-45 per cent of graphite. 

The main requirement to graphite is its cleanliness deterrnined by amount of the residue after of 
its burning (ash content) and by presence of harmful impurities, moisture and volatile components. 
According to the results of laboratory researches the varieties of graphite slates contain: fine
grained one - ashes 54.06-9 1.99 %, carbon 5.0-38.7 %, carbon oxide 0.3- 31.51 %, moisture - 0.02-
8.38 %; gneissous one - ashes - 62.96-9 1.47 %, carbon - 5.0-25 .41 %, carbon oxide - 1.34-19.55 % 
of moisture - 0.01- 3.62 %; quarzite-like - ashes - 59.0-95.54 %, carbon - 1.93-0.86 %, carbon 
oxide 0.93-39.90, moisture - 0.04-3.59%. Chemical composition of ashes of graphite slates (%): 
Si02 -52.9-72.78 , Ah03- 10.77-2 1.58, Fe203 - 5.25-16.65, Ti02 - 0.05-0.11 , P20S - 0.0-0.49, CaO-
1.80-12.55, MgO - 0.85-9.09, R20 - 1.64-9.27, S03 - 0.0-3.64. Average volume weight of graphite 
slates is 2.3 1 tlm3. 

The technological tests of graphite slates were carried out with the purpose to study their 
enrichment and to deterrnine their yield into a concentrate. As a result it is established, that the 
enrichment of ore by a fl 
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Besides the Soyuznoe graphite deposit, described above, at the territory of the Jewish autonomous 
district in the Obluchensky territory Birsky and Sutarsky deposits of graphite are located. 

Sutarsky Graphite Deposit 

The deposit is located 35 km to the southeast from regional center Obluchje. The nearest 
occupied settlement is the settlement Sutara 4 km to the northwest apart from the deposit. The 
settlement is connected by a Pashkovo- Obluchje highway. Geographical coordinates are 131 0 9’ 
east and 480 46’ north [120] . 

The deposit is located at the divide of rivers Russkaya and Perekhodny. The divide represents a 
flat height with maximum exceeding about 60 m above the river Sutara level. The area of the 
deposit is equal to 1.74 km2• The graphite of the Sutarsky deposit is connected with metamorphic 
rocks of Soyuznensky suite occurring as a xenolith in granites of the Bureinsky median massif. 
Soyuznenskoe suite within the deposit is represented by a series of altemating among themselves 
various crystal schists injected by granite.) The micaceous slates have the greatest distribution at 
the deposit, the least distribution - graphite ones. The graphite slates have thickness up to 7m and 
they contain interlayers of quartz - feldspathic - micaceous slate having the total thickness up to 1.5 
m. The graphite slate represents massive rock with the brightly expressed shistosity and platy 
parting. Graphite in slate is microcrystalline up to sooty-dust-like. The graphite slates forrn a 
number of isolations of the complex forrn in metamorphic rocks. Stratified - stratal form of deposits 
with thickness of interlayers from several cm up to several meters prevail. The graphite slates can 
altemate with all versions of slates without any regularity. The maximum content of graphite is 17-
24%. The deposit is prospected only from the surface, mainly by dotted trenches along lines, across 
strike of the deposit. The expenses for the realization of exploration works were 100 ths rbl (1 940 
price). 

The works carried out revealed and calculated the reserves at 14 ore deposits at depth 10m in 
quantity 195.5 ths t of ore for a category C1. The qualitative characteristic of graphite ore is the 
following (%) carbon -2.l 0-24.31 , volatile 1.21-9.97, moisture -0.17-5.91 , ashes 75.93-96.22, 
sulphur - 0.0-1.09. Hydrogeological research at the deposit were not carried out, however, at the 
basis of observation over prospecting workings the authors of the works consider the conditions 
unfavorable. Taking into account the methods and the volumes of the exploration made it is 
necessary to consider, that the deposit is insufficiently investigated and 

Birsky Graphite Deposit 

The deposit is located 10 km to the east from Bira station of the Far East railway, 0.5-2.0 km to 
the north from Semistochny station, on the left bank of the Bira river. The deposit is located on the 
east slope of the ridge. Geographical coordinates of the deposit are 480 58’ north and 1320 34’ east 
[109]. The deposit is divided into two sites: the first is located in imrnediate proximity from the 
station Semistochny, the sεcond - 2 km to the north from the station. 

Both sites are identical as for ge이ogical structure and the rocks composing them. Mainly the area 
of the deposit is forrned by porphyry granites of the Bureinsky median massif. The metamorphic 
slates in the roof of the massif of granites are separated between themselves and occupy small 
space. According to the content of graphite the slates are conventionally divided into two groups: 
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actually graphite arid graphite-bearing. Distribution in ore bodies of these groups of slates are 
extremely non-uniform. The prospecting (1 936-1937) 13 ore-bearing bodies were revealed. From 
them 3 have rather significant sizes, exceeding in extent 350.0 m with width from 20 m up to 
160m. Other bodies are insignificant, their length not exceeding 140m and width 40-50 m. The 
form of bodies is various. In most cases it is shuttle-like. Chemical composition of graphite slates 
is the following (%): Si02-72.6-83.2; Ti02 - traces -0.70; Ah03 -6.20-13.62; Fe203 -0.31-1.96; 
CsO -0.22-0 .48; MgO-0.17-0.62; K20- 1.93-3.62; Na20- l.41-2 .25; S-0.015- 0.038; C - 6.06-16.75. 
The graphite-bearing slates have the following chemical composition: Si02 -63.28-66.44: Ti02 -
0.02-0.63; Ah03 - 18.23-18.90: Fe203 - 2.95-3.85; CaO - 0.48-0.66; MgO - l.37-1.59; K20 - 4.21-
4.40; Na20 - 0.55-4 .40: S - 0.015-0.49; C - 3.20-3 .48. Yolumetric weight of graphite slate in a 
pillar is - 2.04. 

From 13 found out and delineated bodies, in the result of prospecting, the resεrves are calculated 
for 7 ore bodies, including 5 at the main site and two - at the site of Podkovka mountain. All ore 
bodies are prospected only from the surface. When the reserves were ca1culated, the depth of 
ca1culation was accepted equal 1/4 length of the graphite body. The general reserves of the Birsky 
deposit are determined as 1.6 mln t of graphite slate with the average content of carbon about 9%. 

The Birsky deposit by its geographical arrangement has the advantage over the Sutarsky one. 
However insufficient degree of its exploration determines the necεssity of realization additional 
prospecting and analytical researches [Ytorushin etc. , 1937] 

Brucites 

Kuldursky Brucite Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky territory of Jewish autonomous district of the 
Khabarovsk territory, 14 krn to the north from Izvestkovaya settlement of the F ar East railway, on 
the right bank of middle current of the Kuldur river. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 
48 0 15’ north and 131 0 east [104]. The deposit is located in immediate proximity (0.6- 0.9 krn) from 
Izvestkovaya - Chegdomyn railway connecting the developing Urgalsky coal deposit by Trans
Sibirian main railway. From Izvestkovaya station, the nearest from the deposit occupied settlement, 
up to the deposit a ground road runs, suitable for a movement of motor transport at any time of 
year. The settlement and resort Kuldur is located 10 km to the north from the deposit. In the area 
the deposits of tin, cement raw material, marble, building materials are underoperation. The 
deposits of magnesite (Safonikhinsky, Samara), ta1c (Birakansky), iron (Kimkansky, Sutarsky, 
Kostenginsky), manganese, granite and other minerals have been prospected. 

The area of the Kuldursky brucite deposit is located within the Bureinsky median massif. The 
characteristic feature of its ge이ogical structure consists in sharp prevalence of granite plutons of 
various age. The Kuldursky deþosit is confined to one of the roof fragments of Late Paleozoic 
granite pluton combined by Upper Proterozoic formations, which locate along a northeast margin 
of the Khingano-Olonoisky imposed de f1ection filled by Mesozoic vo1canites. In geological 
structure of the deposit Upper Proterozoic sedimentary - metamorphosed rocks represented by 
quartz- sericitic slates and homfels and concordantly bedded on them contact-altered 
metamagnesial carbonaceous rocks, represented by skamoids, ca1ciphyres and brucites take p값t. 
The rocks are assembled in an isoclinal, rectilinear, overtumed synclinal fold, in the nucleus of 
which brucites occur. The complex of sedimentary metamorphic rocks is interrupted by Late 
Paleozoic porphyry-like bioitite granites. 
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Four tectonic dislocations, two of which are located in the central part of the ore body are 
stripped at the deposit, one at southem and another at northem border of the deposits. The 
amplitude of displacement at these dislocations is insignificant and measured as 2-5m vertically, 
angle of dip are steep - 75-850 • Besides large tectonic dislocations the whole series of small cracks 
with small amplitudes of displacement is fixed. 

The deposit is prospected by trenches and by boreholes. Trenches were passed across strike of ore 
body within 25 m. The drilling of holes is made at the network 100x50 m for a category of reserves 
Cl and 50x25m for a category ,. The depth of holes is from 40m up to 165 m. 9 prospect holes 
having the depth up to 15 m with the purpose of control of drilling quality were passed at the 
deposit. For selection of pilot-plant technological samples the mine by depth 12m and 4 quarries 
were passed. The expenses for prospecting were determined as 324 ths rbl (1968 price). Two 
brucite bodies were revealed and prospected at the deposit. Basic body is located in the central part 
of the deposit and the southem one on the left board of the Brucitovy spring, 200m from the 
railway. The basic deposit has complex morphology caused by the structure ofprimary magnesial -
carbonaceous rocks. In plan the brucite deposit has the lenticular form extended in a north-east 
direction. Maximum length of brucite body outcrop onto the surface is 420m, width is 220 m. In a 
northeast direction the brucite deposit is gradually submerging. The submerged p따t is traced for 
120 m. Generallength ofthe deposit makes 540 m, its depth is 20-30m in the central part, 60-80m
in the southwest and up to 120m in the northeast. The Southem deposit has extent on the surface 
for 80 m with width 40 m, depth of distribution is 70 m. The commercial minerals are brucites, 
which represent homogeneous massive rock with a shell-like and semi-shell-like fracture, with dim, 
or waxen shine. The brucites of light gray and gray colors, less often light pink and bluish with a 
large range of shades is most widespread. Frequently there are brucites of a banded texture. A 
brucite, is mainly represented by foliated and laminated units having the size up to 1-2 mm. The 
content of these units-from 60 up to 100%. Brucite of a fibrous structure are less often met. 

The brucites are divided into 4 grades. To the first grade the brucites are referred which are 
suitable for production of melti 
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ore body reserves of brucite (III and IV grades) make 6110 ths t, 189 ths t were extracted from 
them into special piles and stored. The balance reserves are enough for development within 50 
years, including about 40 years -for balance reserves of a category B + C1 with design capacity of 
the quarry 90 ths t per a year. 

The overburden commercial mineral ratio is 1: 1. The reserves of a category C2 of the southem 
deposit are referred to beyond ore body, due to the deposit location in a zone of right of way of the 
railway. Average values ofthe volumetric weight ofbrucites make 2.3 , natural humidity - 0.1 0%. 
Technological tests of brucites coverεd the following basic spheres of their possible use: 
manufacture of electromechanical and metallurgical periclase; for preparation of digesting 
solutions in sulphite-cellulose manufacture, for production of various magnesias for use in applied 
chemistry (mainly in manufacture of rubber mixes); manufacture of electroceramic 
products.(Table-14) 

T able 14 Brucite Grad않 and their Chemical Composition 

Content of components 
Category of reserves Grade 

MgO CaO SiCh F힐ÜJ 

66.19 0.82 1.39 0.09 

11 64.97 1.00 0.89 O. tO 
B 

62.58 2.35 2.89 0.12 111 

IV 57.26 3.85 8.31 0.17 
66.28 0.82 1.36 0.12 

11 65.15 1.62 0.89 0.10 
C1 

111 62..48 2.22 3.28 0.15 

IV 57.29 3.19 7.51 0.18 
66.20 0.90 0.53 0.10 

11 65.56 1.48 0.91 0.09 
C2 

111 65.32 2.14 3.09 0.15 

IV 59.24 2.00 8.40 0.21 
66.56 0.82 1.38 0.11 

11 65.09 1.61 0.89 0.10 
B+Cl+~ 

111 62.52 2.26 3.17 0.14 

IV 58.76 2.87 8.03 0.17 
Including out잉de Ore 

body 
IV 58.76 2.87 8.03 0.17 

Tests of brucite for production of electrotechnical periclase by a conclusion of VNIIETO have 
shown the following results: when brucite is melting gas emlSSlons are not observed unlike 
calcified magnesia and magnesite melting ; the time of melting in comparison with melting of 
magnesia or magnesite is reduced for 8-10 hours. Thus the specific charge of electric power and 
specific charge of electrodes per 1 t of periclase is reduced; 
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The raw material charge per 1 t of periclase is reduced. The charge of crude brucite per 1 t of 
periclase is 2200-2400 kg while the charge ofmagnesite is 3500 kg. The Kuldursky brucites, by the 
conclusion of VNIIETO (All-Union research institute of the electrothermal equipment) are 
qualitative raw material for production of 1 class electrotechnical periclase. Simultaneously in the 
process of production of electrotechnical periclase the by- product - metallurgical periclase is 
produced, which amount varies from 40 up to 60 % depending on the output of electrotechnical 
periclase (VostIO[Eastem Institute of Refractories, Sverdlovsk, 1968). 

Due to the conclusion ofthe Crimean branch of GIPCH (State Institute of Applied Chemistry) the 
brucites of the Kuldursky deposit are suitable for production of magnesium oxide for rubber mixes. 
Tests of the Kuldursky deposit brucites for their suitability for yielding of digesting solutions in 
sulphite-cellulose production were carried out at CNIIB (Central Research Institute of Paper) and 
Komsomolsky Cellulose - Cardboard Works. The suitability ofthe 11 grade brucite as raw material 
in paper industry was established by the laboratory researches in CNIIB. By the factory tests at the 
Komsomolsk cellulose - cardboard works it was established, that the digesting of the cellulose on 
the magnesium base enables to increase the output of cellulose for 7 % and to reduce a boiler cycle 
for 5 %, allows to increase manufacture of cellulose using actual capacities for 10-12 % and to 
reduce the specific charge of scarce spruce timber. 

The brucites of I, II, III grades are suitable for manufacture of high-fireproof products. The IV 
grade brucites require enrichment. The researches on enrichment of III and IV grade brucites have 
shown an ol'Portunity to recover concentrates, which meet the requirements of electrotechnical and 
cellulose-paper industry. Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit exploitation are favorable. The 
basic p없t of the ore deposit is geomorphiligically located above the local basis of erosion and can 
be developed by an open way with gravity-f1owing discharge. waters of the river Kuldur and 
ground fracture and alluvial waters are recommended for technical and domestic-drinking usage by 
means of ~ catchment of artificial water intakes (holes, wells) with the discharge 10-15 m31hr. 

Geographical position of the Kuldursky brucite deposit, e 
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South - Khingansky Group of Brucite Deposits 

In the southem Priamursky paπ of Maly Khingan in the upper reaches ofthe river Samara in(to) 
1965-1967four brucite occurrences South, Central, Savkinsky and Yubileiny were revealed, 
incorporated in so-cal1εd South - Khingansky group of deposits. It was established by further 
prospecting that the Savkinsky and Yubileiny occurrences are one deposit conceming to the hlrgest 
of the above stated occurrences. The above stated group of brucite deposits is confined to a 
southem part of the Bureinsky median massif. 

Savkinsky Brucite Deposit 

The deposit is located at the territory of the Oktyabrsky district of the Jewish autonomous district 
of the Khabarovsk territory and confinedly to northem mining - taiga parts of area. Geographical 
coordinates: 480 21 ’ north and 131 0 06 ’ east [133]. The Oktyabrsky district is agricultural. The smal1 
industrial enterprises are connected with agriculture, the ore processing its production and 
delivering building materials to state farms. The territory directly contiguous to the deposit, 
practical1y is not deveioped. The nearest to the deposit occupied settlements are the vi l1ages 
Stolbovoe, located 60 km to the south and Pompeevka - 35 km to the west. Regional center of 
Amurzet settlement is 95 km apart from the deposit. The nearest railway station Ungun is located 
as far as 240 km at the Birobidzhan - Leninsky railway line. There are no comfortable roads near 
deposits. From Pompeevka vi l1age along the val1ey of the river of the same name a ground road 
was laid, it is 5-6 km not reaching the deposit and suitable for vehicles in winter time. A relief of 
the deposit area is typical1y low-hil1 with the smoothed forms of tops. Their relative exceeding is 
20-60 m. 

In ge이ogical structure of the South - Khingansky group of brucite deposits the metamorphic and 
metamorphosed rocks of Proterozoic and Cambrian broken by Paleozoic granitoid intrusions of 
t따ce part. Smal1er development The Cretaceous sedimentary - effusive formations and Quatemary 
deposits is less developed. The area is confined to the Bureinsky median massif. In the regional 
plan inside this massif the various fragmentary structures are distinguished. Within one of them, 
Samara synclinorium, the Savkinsky deposit of brucite occurs. The area of the deposit is formed by 
Late Paleozoic granitoids, among which the remains of a roof formed by Upper Proterozoic 
carbonaceous-magnesial formations preserved. 

The latter, in the result of deep contact - metasomatic processing at the significant area were 
transformed into magnesial skams, calciphyres, brucite calciphyres, brucites. The loose talus 
deposits have universal development. Their thickness is from 0.5 up to 3 m. In structural 
morphological relation the Savkinsky deposit represents a xenolith of metasomatical1y reworked 
formations among granitoids of the Pompeevsky massi f. The xenolith is extended in a near
meridional direction in conformity with a strike of the basic folded st 
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It was established in the result of the works fulfilled: the North deposit has extent 950 m with width 
of an outcrop from 60 up to 350 m. Thickness of the deposit is from 76 m up to 215 m. The South 
deposit has a meridional strike, it is turned relatively to the North one by 25-300 • The extent of the 
deposit is 900-930m, the width - 10-1 OOm in the northem part and up to 300m - in the central part. 
The stripped thickness is 192.0 m , prospective thickness - 200-210 m. Within the South deposit 
two explosive dislocations of north - northwest and sublatitudinal strike are fixed. The reserves 
which have been counted up on two deposits, for the categories C 1 and C2 make 21466 ths t. 
Possible increase of reserves: at the North deposit - at the expense of additional exploration of its 
northwest p따t - 1.5 mln t, at the South deposit - at the expense of its further investigation at the 
depth - up to 10 mln t.(Table-15) The estimation of quality of the Savkinsky deposit brucites was 
made under the technical requirements developed and authorized for the Kuldursky deposit. 
Physico-mechanical properties of bmcite deposits are as follows: volumetric weight -from 2.29 up 
to 2.33 g/cm3 (average -- 2.31 g/cm3) , natural humidity 0.082-0.55 % (average - 0.278 %), density -
2.39-2.i4 g/cm3 (ave~age - 2 .40 g/cm3). 

Table 15 Brucite Reserves of Ore Body, Grades and Categories 

Severny(North) ore ∞dy Yuzhny(South) ore b여y 

Grade and reserves of bruαte. Grade and reserves of brucite. 
Category 

thous. t 
Category 

thous. t 
of reserves 。，f reserves 

11 111 IV 11 111 IV 

C1 1747 8997 5899 - - - -
C2 9 258 187 C2 96 1713 25∞ 

L_ 

According to the data of technological researches it is established, that the brucites of 11 grade 
are suitable for use in the cellulose- paper industry, for preparation of digesting solutions; the 111 
grad brucites are suitable for production of high-quality metallurgical refractories, and after their 
enrichment - in sulphite - cellulose manufacture as digesting solutions; IV grade brucites require 
enrichment and after that they can be used in sulphite - cellulose manufacture and for production 
of metallurgical refractories. (Table-16) 

T able 16 The Requirements to Brucite Quality by Grades 

Grade 
Content of cαnponents. % 

MgO Cao SiO:! F올。3 

No less 66.0 no more 1.0 no more 1.2 

11 No less 63.0 no more 2.0 no more 1.8 no more 0.15 

111 No less 60.0 no more 4.0 no more 8.0 no more 1.0 

IV No less 50.0 
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The deposits of the Savkinsky deposit occur in the form of 1enticu1ar bodies, they outcrop onto the 
day surface and are accessib1e to deve10pment by an open way. The large p따t of the reserves 
locates at the divide of the river Savkina and its left inftow the Pikhtovy creek. The relative 
exceeding of the divide above by the river Savkina valley makes 50-70m that allows to develop the 
deposit without a compulsory discharge.(Table-17) 

Table 17 The Actual Average Content of Components in Ore Bodies and Grade of 
Brucite in Savkinsky Deposit 

Content of ∞mponents (%) 

Grade 
Mφ Cao SiÜ2 F올ÜJ AI써3 

Severny{Nαth) ore body 67.64 0.63 0.8 0.02 0.03 

11 62.24 1.47 1.47 0.05 0.03 

111 63.71 2.21 4.33 0.06 0.04 
IV 57.02 4.72 8.57 0.16 0.10 

Yuzhny(South) ore body 66.28 0.81 0.19 0.10 0.02 

11 65.15 1.60 0.72 0.11 0.06 
111 62.48 1.69 4.77 0.06 0.05 
IV 57.29 3.89 7.36 0.09 0.07 

By drilling of h01es the 1evel of ground waters was estab1ished at the depth of 18-35 m. The water 
supply of the enterprise is possible on1y for the account of the river Savkina and its inflow 
[Ku강nin， 1968; Uspensky, 1971]. 

South Deposit of Brucites and Magnesites 

The deposit is 10cated 8-9 km to the south from the Savkinsky deposit, on the right bank of the 
river Samara. Geographical coordinates: 480 17’ north and 131 0 04 ’ east [134]. The deposit is 
confined to a southem extremity of the Samara intrusive massif and consists of two brucite 
deposits, which have been broken off by dislocations of a fault type. These dis10cations have 
caused block structure of the deposit. The magnesites form extema1 zones relative to granitoids. 
The first brucite deposit is broken off by a sublatitudinal fault healed by granitoids, for two parts: 
northeast and southwest. Northeast paπ of the deposit is confined to contact of intrusive rocks. The 
form of the deposit is lenticu1ar with 720 m, extent and the width of outcrop 5-100 m. The 
thickness of the deposit, according to the data of boreholes, varies from 2 up to 40 m. Packs is 
brucite are frequently altemated with lenses of brucite calciphyres. The thickness of lenses of 
brucite calciphyres reaches 15m, calciphyres - 1-5 m. Thickness of the packs themselves changes 
from 0.5 up to 13 m, their extent - up to 200 m. The southwest part of the deposit is outcropped as a 
narrow strip along sublatitudinal dislocation by extent of 230m and in width - from 2 up to 20 m. 
At depth the deposit has two interlayers of brucite calciphyres with thickness 2 and 5 m. The 
second deposit has no outcrop onto the surface, its extent is about 240m with width of 130 m, 
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thickness is 12.2-21.2 m. Inside the deposit there is a lens of brucite calciphyres with thickness 1.7 
m and extent - up to 30 m. 

In the southwest flank of the deposit the brucites are replaced by calciphyres, and the latter - by 
crystal magnesites. The width of the zone of calciphyres between brucites and magnesites is 25- 40 
m. Stripped width of the outcrop of magnesites is 100-170 m. The purest magnesites are developed 
on the flanks of the deposit, in the central part magnesites are altemated with siliceous magnesites 
and, as a rule, they are dolomitized. The surface of the deposit is investigated by main trenches with 
100 m distance from each other. The deposit is traced to depth by boreholes located along the lines 
of main trenches on the network 200x50 m. In accordance with the harmful components content 
(calcium oxide and silicon dioxide) the brucites of the South deposit are referred to 11, 111 and IV 
grades.(Table -18) 

Table 18 The Average Content of the Main Components for Each Grade of Brucite 
(%) 

Content of components. % 
Grade 

MgO CaO Si(h F~Û3 

‘ 
11 65.52 1 ‘ 51 1.32 0.09 

111 61.88 1.88 5.02 0.09 

IV 56.77 4.26 7.49 0.18 

Volumetric weight - 2.3-2.4 g/cm3• Specific Weight - 2.44 g/cm3 Humidity -10.99 % 

The average content ofthe basic components for each ~rucite grade (%). 
Volumetric weight - 2.3-2 .4 g/cm3, density - 2.44 g/cm3, humidity 10.99%. 
The basic mass is made by brucites of 111 and IV grades (95.1 %).The total reserves of the South 

deposit in the contours of brucite reserves calculation of are estimated as 509 .1 ths t. The increase 
of reserves is possible at the expense of an additional exploration of the first and second deposit in 
volume of 2 mln 1. By accompanying study of magnesites within the deposit their following 
chemical composition and physico- technical properties were established: MgO - 24.08-48 .48 % 
CaO - 0.08-28.02; Si02 - 0.1 6-25.85 %, volumetric weight 2.93-2.48 g/cmJ , natural humidity - 3.1 7 
%, density - 3.0 g/cm3. At the expense of exploration of the field of development of magnesites 
crystal differences in extemal(in relation to brucite deposits), parts of the deposit at the areas about 
0.5 km2 the expected reserves ofmagnesites make 10-12 mln t [Kuzmin, 1968: Uspensky, 1971]. 

Central Brucite and Magnesite Deposit 

The deposit is located 1.5 km to the north from the South deposit on the left bank of the right 
inflow of the river Samara -Annushkin creek. Geographical coordinates of its central part: 480 16’ 
north and 131 0 05 ’ east [135]. The deposit is confined to the east exocontact ofthe Samara intrusive 
massif in its southem extremity. The brucite deposit proper forms a southem part of the deposit, 
repeating a configuration of granitoids’ contact. The magnesites form the northem part of the 
deposit. The brucitε deposit has the lenticular form with northwest-southeast strike. Thè extent of 
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the deposit is 240-270m with width of outcrop from 60 up to 100 m. The thickness of the , deposit, 
according to the data of borehole works, is from 20 up to 105 m. The technique of exploration is 
similar to exploration of the South deposi t. A structure of the brucite deposit is complex. The packs 
of magnesial skams are met inside it, brucite ca1ciphyres and ca1ciphyres are extremely 
uncontrolled as far as their thickness and strike are concerned. Thickness of magnesial skarns 
reaches sometimes 100 m; the extent - 20-40 m thickness of brucite ca1ciphyres - 0.5-5.0 m, extent 
- from 20 m up to 250 m. The composition of the deposit of magnesites is heterogeneous. Most 
chemically pure differences border brucites from the north. In the magnesites there are packs of 
their dolomitized and siliceous varieties. The thickness and quantity of these packs grows as they 
are removed from contact with brucites. At 100-150m distance of their removal their quantity 
makes 50 % of the deposit. 

The Central deposit of brucite and magnesites from west and east is bordered by rupture 
dislocations of the northeast strike. In the central part a fau1t of a sublatitudinal strike is present. 
The presence of these three fau1ts stipulated the block structure of the deposit. The brucites of the 
Central deposit, as well as brucites of the South deposit, are mainly referred to brucites of II, III and 
IV grades by their chemical composition.(Table-19) 

Table 19 The Average Chemical Composition of the Main Components for Brucite 

Grades 

Cαltent of components. % 
Grade 

MgO CaO SiQ, Fe깅@ 

66.89 0.09 0.45 0.09 
11 63.84 1.64 1.1 4 0.11 
111 62.03 1.81 4.07 0.11 
IV 56.97 2.63 7.22 0.26 

A verage chemical composition of the main components by brucite grades 
The brucites of III and IV grades prevail. The ratio of various grades of the deposit is the 

following : 1 grade - 1.7 %, II grade - 12.6 %, III grade - 43 .4 %, IV grade - 42.3 %. The 
qualitative characteristic of magnesites is similar to the given above characreristic of the South 
deposit magnesites. The prospected and estimated reserves of the Central deposit are: brucites -
939.0 ths t, magnesites -5830 ths t. The increase of the brucite and magnesite reserves at the 
Central deposit is possible at the expense of exploration of the northem part of the deposit. The 
expected reserves are: brucite - -2 mln t, magnesites - 10-12 mln t. 

Proceeding from the properties of brucite and their chemical composition it is possible to make a 
conc1usion, that the brucites of the South and Central deposits can be used in the same industries, 
as brucites of the Savkinsky and Kuldursky deposits. As a whole the South - Khingansky group of 
brucite deposits can be considered as additional base of raw materials in a case of constructions of 
brucite processing works at the basis of the Kuldursky deposit. The construction of such enterprise 
is economically justified. The given reasons cause necessity ofthe prompt involving in exploration 
of all three deposits [Kuzrnin, 1968; Uspensky, 1971]. 
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Magnesites 

The magnesite deposits in the Khabarovsk territory are known among dolomite strata of 
Precambrian and Cambrian in the area of the Siberian platform and at the Maly (Small) Khingaln 
in JAA in the south of the Bureinsky median massif. Within the latter the complex folded 
submeridional strip structures are mapped. They represent the remains of the roof in the body of a 
huge Late Paleozoic granite pluton. In the JAA 11 deposits of magnesites representing fire-resistant 
raw material or raw material for astringent materials are revealed. Two objects are the most 
perspectives: Safonikhinsky deposit and Molodezhnoe occurrence. However both of them require 
additional exploration. The total reserves of magnesites in JAA are estimated as 70 mln t. They can 
be increased by detection and exploration of magnesite deposits in the fields of wide development 
of dolomites. 

Safonikhinsky Magnesites Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky district of JAA, 50- 65 km to the southeast from the 
railway station Birakan on the Trans-Sibirian railway line. The transportation communication with 
the deposit is possible in surnmer by caterpillar transport, and in winter by motor vehicles on the 
uncomfortable road. The occupied settlements at the deposit and in its vicinities are absent. 
Geographical coordinates ofthe deposit: 480 39’ north and 131 0 31 ’ east [123]. 

The deposits of magnesites are located on the right board of the river Bidzhan valley among 
lower horizons of dolomite Murandavsky suite of Late Proterozoic. The suite forms the east wing 
of a complex anticline, in the nucleus of which there are phyllite-like slates, metamorphosed 
aleur이ites and sandstones. All these rocks are broken by fau1ts of the northeast and northwest 
strikes and are crossed by diabasic dikes. Three sites are included into the composition of the 
deposit : Alexeevsky site - in the west, the Second Safonikha site is located 3 km to the east and 
the First Safonikha site - further east. 

At the site Alexeevsky the magnesite deposit with 970 m extent and 40-70 m thickness was 
prospected. Five magnesite deposits are stripped at the Second Safonikha site. They locate 
consistently one after another in a submeridional strip with a general extent of 4.5 km with 18-90 m 
thickness. The largest deposit is traced for 2100 m, it has thickness 40-90m and proceeds up to the 
depth of 250-350 m. The magnesite reserves of the Second Safonikha site are estimated as 70 %, 
and Alexeevsky site - as 30 %, from total reserves of the deposit. At the site the First Safonikha 
three magnesite deposits with the extent up to 900 m are stripped. The largest deposit is traced for 
540m with thickness of 10-58 m. The quartzose magnesites have primary distribution here. The 
pure differences are practically absent. At depth the deposits of the site were not studied. 

The deposit was prospected by means of trenches, prospect holes and of core drilling holes. The 
deposits were studied up to depth 200-350 m on a network of workings 80-200x20-30m.15 
laboratory and 2 half-factory samples were selected. In total 11335 m3 of trenches were passed, 
1933 linear m of prospect holes and drilled 4823 linear m of holes. Expenses for prospecting have 
made 562 ths rbl (1980 price). Morphology of ore bodies is lenticular with thinning toward flanks 
and at depth. Magnesite reserves of the deposit were d 
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were distinguished in ores with the MgO content is less than 40.9 %, Si02 no more than 9%. The 
beyond ore body reserves are counted up for categories B + C1 in amount 48857 ths t. In the 
composition of standard magnesite there are silica up to 2.2 % and on the average - 1.4%, calcium 
oxide - till 2.55% and on the average - 1.33 %, magnesium oxide - 42.74-47 .1 2 % and on the 
average - 45.64 %, and on the average - 0.4%. In ores the grains of magnesite prevail, the rare 
grains of quartz are observed, its veinlets and dolomite veinlets. 
Magnesite structure is cryptocrystalline, texture is massive. Among magnesites the homogeneous, 
silicified, heavily silicified, spotty, partially silicified differences are distinguished. The 
homogeneous magnesites make 13.5 % and are attributed to standard raw material for fire-resistant 
industry. Volumetric mass of magnesites is 2.97-3.01g/cm기 true porosity is 0.1 7-0.59 %, 
compression strength is 1700-1800 kg/cm‘, complete contraction is 2.6-4.3%, density is 3.51-3.54 
g/cm3, therrnoconductivity factor is 3.25-3.65. The technological tests have shown suitability of 
standard magnesites for manufacture of magnesial metallurgical powder (adequate to"’-260) and of 
fire-resistant brick (after 4689-49 GOST). Silicified magnesite differences are suitable for 
manufacture of cementing materials. 
Hydroge이ogical of conditions of the deposit is favorable. The source of water supply can serve 

underground fracture waters and superficial waters of the river Bidzhan (minimum charge of water 
1.5-2 m' /sec), and in summer Safonikha Second Spring (charge 1 0-15l/sec). The waters are weakly 
mineralized. Total hardness is 1.1-3.6 mgeq/l. The deposit can be developed by an open way. The 
exploitation will be complicated by altemation of standard and sub-standard ores, which are 
megascopically poorly divided. Ore loosening factor is 1.48. For selective development of the 
deposit the condensation of prospecting network of workings and sampling is necess따y. The 
exploitation of the deposit will allow to refuse import of magnesial powder from Peoples Republic 
ofChina [4, passport r No 66,1983]. 

Molodyozhnoe Magnesite Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in the Obluchensky area of Jewish Autonomous district, 20 km to the 
south - southeast from Birakan railway station of the Trans-Siberian railway. The transportation 
service is possible by vehicles on the uncomfortable road. The occupied settlements in the nearest 
vicinities of the occurrence are absent. The area of the occurrence occupies 0.4 kmL (1 050x400 m) 
and is extended in a submeridional direction. Its geographical coordinates are 48049’ north and 
131 047’ east [115]. Magnesite deposit is traced by trenches and by prospect holes. 1070 m3 of 
trenches and 225m of prospect holes were passed. 150 trenching samples are selected. The deposit 
is confined to east wing of an anticline forrned by phyllite-like slates, aleurolites and sandstones of 
Inganchinsky suite of Late Proterozoic overlain by dolomites of Muramdavsky suite of the same 
age. A submeridional magnesite body occurs among dolomites, it is traced for 1600m 40-75 m 
thick and has steep dip to the west. Potential reserves of the magnesite deposits are deterrnined as 
20000 ths t with the MgO content 40.09-45.09 % and average content 41 %. 

In the composition of magnesite Si02 - 8 %,’ CaO - 10.35 %, MgO - 41.0 %, P20 S - 0.08 %, R20 S 

- 3.89% are marked. The magnesites have white color, massive texture, crypto- crystal structure 
with jacks, fine lenses and veinlets of quartz with thickness up to 5 cm. Weak geological 
exploration of the magnesite deposit and its significant potential resources in economically 
developed area allow to recommend to make ge이ogical ge이ogical-inspection study of the object 
with the purpose to estimate an opportunity of standard magnesite bodies revealing. [4, passport G-
1 No 6.1985] 
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Dolomites 

Thick dolomite strata in the Khabarovsk territoη are known in JAA (Jewish Autonomous 
district) in Maly (Small) Khingan and in Ayano-Maisky area. At the Maly (Small) Khingan the 
dolomites are widespread and almost completely form the Murandavsky suite of Late Proterozoic. 
In the Ayano-Maisky area the deposits of dolomite occur in the strata ofProterozoic and Cambrian. 
Among them some poorly investigated deposits are distinguished. However at present there is no 
need in this raw material in the area. Economic importance has the deposits of the Maly (Small) 
Khingan. Most investigated are the deposits of Rosovaya Skala(Pink Rock) and Belaya Skala 
(White Rock) located within the Bureinsky median massif. 

Dolomite Deposit Rosovaya Skala 

The Rosovaya Skala deposit, or Birakansky deposit, is developing. The enterprise is located in 
the Obluchensky district of JAA, 6 km to the east from Birakan railway station on the Trans
Sibirian railway. 6.45 km to the north there passes the Birakan - Teploozersk ground road, and 0.4 
km to the south - the railway. The deposit is connected with a highway. The area is economically 
developed. The electrosupply is carried out from LEP (electric power transmission line) -500. 

Geographical coordinates of the object: 490 01 ’ north and 131 0 48 ’ east [105] The area of the 
deposit is confined to the east paπ of the Bureinsky median massif mainly formed by Early 
Paleozoic and Late Paleozoic granites. In their roof there are metamorphosed complex folded 
deposits of Late Proterozoic and Cambrian. The deposit was prospected with application of 
trenches (5865 m.J), prospect holes (1 75 linear m), galleries (31 linear m), experimental quaπyand 
mechanical core drilling (2505 linear/m). The trenches and prospect holes were passed along lines 
with the distance between them 100 m. Holes were passed on a network (1 00-200) x (35-82) m up 
to depth of 212 m. For the estimation of the decorative stone site the lines of trenches and f 
prospect holes were condensed. 

The expenses for the exploration have made 185 ths rbl (1 964 prices). Exploration cost of 1 m3 of 
dolomite was 0.027 rbl. Morphology of the deposit is bedded. A verage par없neters of the deposit 
are : length - 545 m, width - 330 m, thickness - 200 m. The deposit is complex. The dolomites can 
be used as fire-resistant material, for glass industry, for soil liming, as decorative and industrial 
material. All differences of dolomite are marbled. The dolomite reserves as fire-resistant material 
and of rock debris - filler in concrete for a category A + B + C1 are 6713 ths t. Dolomite reserves 
for glass industry for categories A + B are 340 ths t. 

The reserves were counted up on the base ofthe GOST 10175-39 requirements and specifications 
2660-50 ofthe Ministry ofFerrous Metallurgy. To the dolomites ofthe 1 c1ass the rocks with MgO 
content below 17% are referred. The increase of reserves is possible by an additional exploration of 
f1anks to the east, north and southeast from the prospected area. 

The chemical composition of dolomite, as fire-resistant material, contains the following (average 
%); Si02 - 1.81 , Ah03 - 0.52, Fe203 - 0.23, CaO - 29.79, MgO - 21. 12, insoluble residue 2.62. In 
dolomite 
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Physico - mechanical properties of minerals are given bεlow. The dolo~ites ， as a fire-resistant 
material, have: density - 2.86-2.98 g/cm키 volumetric mass - 2.71-2.84 g/cm키 true porosity- 1-4.7%, 
water absorption - 0.29- 1.61 %, compression strength - 1008-2001 kg/cm2, open porosity - 0.3-2.7 
%, fire resistance - 1920 0 , deterioration in shelf drum - 6.5-8.5%. The dolomites, as glass raw 
material, have: volumetric mass - 2.78-2.85 g/cm3, water absorption - O. 15-0.62%, true porosity -
0.36-6%. The dolomites, as a filler of concrete (decorative rock debris) have: grinding capacity in 
the cylinder - 4.41-19.0, crushing factor - 0.56-0.90 and on the average - _0.62, frost resistance - 50 
cycles, abrasion capacity - 29.6-96.8 %, impact resistance - 40-139 kg/cm",yolumetric mass - 2.65-
2.87 and average - 2.77 g/cm', density - 2.01-2.9 and average - 2,88 g/cm' , water absorption 0.33 
%, porosity - 0.35-4.9, average - 1.2%. Dolomite sand (decorative) density- 2.82-2.9 and average -
2.85 g/cm-'. 

Granulometric composition of dolomite rock debris, concrete filler(content in %): a fraction of 5-
10 mm - 14.1, a fraction of 10-20 mm - 36, fraction of 20-49 mm - 33.76, fraction of 40-70 mm -
16.4. Fractions ofdolomÏte sand, concrete filler, (%): 0.16- 0.315mm -67.69; 0.315-0.63mm-29.37; 
0.63- 1.25mm - 9.78; 1.25-2.5mm - 4.59: more than 2.5 mm - 1.85. Dolomite road metal, as a fire
resistant material, fraction (%): 5 mm - 78.2-69.2; 5-25 mm - 78 . 2-69.2; 25-35 mm - 9.6-6.2; 35-80 
mm - 4.8-5; more than 80 mm - o. 

The dolomites are hardly caking, when roasting in the pure state, with temperature 1600-1700 。’
scatter in powder. The complete sintering is reached by a roast in a wet condition with the additive 
of 1- 2 % iron scale at temperature 16000 • Burnt dolomites in a mix with open-hearth slag have fire 
resistance of the 1 class (MPGU-2660-50). As far as Fe203 content is concerned, (according to 
Feasibility of the Institute of Glass) the dolomites concern to the raw material of 1 grade. In PO 
"Ural Samotzvety" wall• tile by size of (1 0x10) - (40x40)cm was produced from blocks, at the rate 
of 6 m2 tiles from 1 m3 of blocks. The color of plates is red, pink, yellow - gray. The dolomite 
meets the requirements of UGMU-8-21-67 for powder for manufacture of pitch - dolomite 
refractories. The tests of concrete were made at the basis of rock debris of the Korfovsky deposit, 
of sand - elimination from crusher and cement of M-400 of Spassky mil1. The concrete of the mark 
150-300 (GOST 23 
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Dolomite Deposit Belaya Skala 

The deposit is located 1 km to the north of the deposit Rosovaya Skala on the left board of the 
Mramomy spring valley, under similar geologo-structural conditions [106]. The deposit is 
confined to the contact of Iginchinsky and Murandavsky suites of Late Proterozoic. They fix by 
themselves an anticlinal fold with a northeast dip. 

The dolomites are marbled, microcrystalline, less often medium-grained, massive, sometimes 
banded. Their color is light-gray up to white with various shades. The rocks are broken by 
longitudinal and cross faults, zone of splitting and intensive jointing. The exploration of the deposit 
was carried out along four lines of trenches, passed across strike with the distance between them in 
100 m. 2317 m' of trenches were in total executed. Besides, 6 holes were drilled of mechanical core 
drilling of volume 231 linear m. 

In the composition of dolomite there are (%): silica - 0.33-46.07, sesquioxides - 0.26-4.52, 
ca1cium oxide - 15.8-30.82, magnesium oxide - 16.8-23 .1 9, ca1cination losses - 9.38-46 .44. 
Volumetric weights 2.69-2.93 linear/cm3, densities 2.84-3.05 g/cm3, water absorption -0.08-1.84%. 
Mechanical durability in a dry condition is 429-2012 kg/cm기 in water saturated condition from 
destruction up to 1394 kg/cm2 and after 35 cycles offreezing up to 2142 kg/cm2. In 8 samples from 
19 . all cubes had mechanical durability more than 800 kg/cm2. It specifies the opportunity 
selectively to produce small blocks of the certain marks. Expenses for prospecting have made 
approximate1y 15 ths rbl (1 963 prices). According to chemical analyses, the dolomites of the 
deposit are unsuitable as far as silica contents for use as a fire-resistant material in metallurgy. 
However, the technological tests were not made. At the same time, the dolomites are suitable for 
production of marble crumb in decorative concrete and meet the requirements for raw material for 
soilliming. Mining technical and hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable for quarry 
development. The ground waters are absent; the atmospheric precipitation is drained by tectonic 
dislocations, especially by zones of jointing. 

The removal rocks are represented by talus and reach thickness 3.6m, and on the average make 
1.6 m. The ratio of overburden volume (86 ths m') to mineral volume is estimated as 1 :27. The 
reserves of dolomite marble are estimated for a category C 1 and make 2446 ths m3, and for a 
category C2 - 475 ths t. Th 

Stolbovskoe Dolomite Deposit 

The deposit is located in the October district of the Jewish Autonomous district, 6 km to the 
north from Stilbovoe settlement, connected by a ground road 25 km length with a center of district 
and Amurzet quay on the Amur river. The basis of economy is agriculture. Geographical 
coordinates ofthe deposit: 470 58’ north and 131 0 03 ’ east [144]. The abs이ute elevation marks vary 
from 280 up to 312 m. The area is located in the southeast paπ of the Bureinsky median massif, 
formed in basic by Late Paleozoic granitoids. The pluton roof remains are represented by crystal 
schists and by gneisses of Early Proterozoic and by terrain of metamorphosed aleurolites, 
sandstones, phyllite-like slates is and dolomites of Late Proterozoic. On the latter the ore-bearing 
suite and suite of Early Cambrian limestones occur. Proterozoic and Cambrian formations are 
heavily folded with a submeridional strike of structures. 
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At the area of the deposit the dolomites of Murandavsky suite with magnesite lenses and 
interlayers of siliceous - c1ay shales are developed, they represent the east wing of antic1ine, 
formed by deposits of Middle and Upper Murandavsky members, dislocated in system of isoc1inal 
folds. 

The deposit was prospected by trenches (1 552 m3) and by holes of core drilling (401 linear m). 
Expenses for prospecting have made 22 ths rbl (price 1970). The network of prospecting workings 
is accepted as 100-200x5 m. 122 trenching and core samples, 29 samples for physico - mechanical 
research and 2 technological samples were selected. 
Morphology ofthe dolomite deposit is stratal. Its extent is 720 m, width - 260 m. The strike is north 
- northwest with stεep west dip. Thickness of _ dolomite member is 300-400 m. The prospected 
reserves are for categories: A + B - 1628 ths m'. Economic resεrves of categories A + B + C I are 
3119 ths m3. Increase of reserves is possible by an additional exploration of flanks and depths of 
the deposit. Volume of removal works is determined as 52.8 ths m3. An overburden volume and 
useful stratum ratio is 1:59. 

According to the chemical analysis data of dolomites the following is established (%): silica -
0.14-7.67 and on the average - 0.89, alumina - 0.03-5.35 and on the average - 0.52, iron oxides -
0.l9- 1.40 and on the average - 0.35, calcium oxide - 25.91-32.17 and on the average - 28.31 
magnesium oxides - 17.98-23 .48 and on the average - 21.8, insoluble residue - 0.06-5 .27, 
calcination losses - 40 .4- 46.6 and on the average - 45.88. Physico - mechanical properties of 
dolomite are the following : average natural humidity - 0.23 %, abrasion capacity in a shelf drum -
19-23 %, volumetric mass - 2.72 g/cm3, density - 2.8 g/cm3, sawing strength - 43-140 and on the 
average - 77 kg cm2, compression strength - 827 kg/cm2. 

The dolomites consist of colorless grains of 0.01-2 mrn size. The thin veinlets of calcite are 
observed. Rocks are mainly of gray color, cryptocristalline with massive or layered texture. At the 
temperature of roast 900。’， the lime with the content of active CaO + MgO in amount of 93.3-
83 .4% was recovered. The unslaked partic1es are 20%. According to the GOST 9179-59 the 
produced lime is attributed to the 2 grade. According to their chemical composition and physico
mechanical properties the dolomites are suitable as a rec1amation agent of acid soils (1-st c1ass 
after 14050-68 GOST ). Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit 

Limestones for Glass Industη 

Sutarsky Deposit of Glass Limestones 

The deposit is located in Obluchensky district of Jewish Autonomous district. The nearest 
occupied settlement from the deposit is Izvestkovaya settlement, from which to the deposit a 
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country road having 8 km length lies, suitable for vehicle movement. Geographical coordinates: 
131 0 34 ’ east and 480 58 ’ north [112]. Izvestkovaya station is located on the Trans-Sibirian railway, 
312 km to the west from Khabarovsk and is a central station, from which the railway to the north 
up to the center of Bureinsky coal basin - Urgal srttlement is laid. The area, at which the deposit is 
located, has rather developed mining and timber industry, industry ofbuilding materials. 

The area of the deposit is located in the northem foothills of the Maly Khingan ridge, within 
Bureinsky median massif. In its ge이ogical structure eruptive, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks 
of Archean, Upper Proterozoic, Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic age take part. The Sutarsky 
deposit of limestones is confined to a complex of Cambrian sedimentary - metamorphic rocks. In 
ge이ogical structure of the deposit the rocks of ore-bearing and Londokovsky suites take part. In the 
south-west and northeast parts of the deposit these rocks are overlain by Late Cretaceous quartz 
porphyries. The Londokovsky suite is formed by a strip of marbled limestones extended in the 
northeast direction, 30 m -100 m wide, and occurring in the nucleus of the compressed synclinal 
fold. In the northeast p따t of the deposit the strip of limestones is broken into two parts by 
latitudinal dislocations. Limestones are marbled, have medium and coarse-grained structure and 
thin - coarse-layered, sometimes massive and banded textures. The karst phenomena play an 
appreciable role in geological structure of the deposit. A verage percent of karsting, in a contour of 
reserves calculation makes 32%. The jointing in limestones is rather widely developed. The cracks, 
having a southwest dip at angles 35-850 prevail 

The deposit was prospected from the surface by trenches along lines 100m, apart from each other 
with complete crossing of the stratum. At depth the deposit is prospected by boreholes at profiles 
through 100m for the reserves of the A category and through 200m for reserves of the , category. 
Depth of holes is 12.6m- 55.5 m. The total expenses for exploration has made 311 ths rbl (price 
1956). The deposit is submitted by two bodies, northem and southem, displaced in horizontal 
direction relatively each other for about 300 m. Northem body is traced along the strike for 330 m, 
its average thickness is 40 m. The Southem body has an extent 500m with average thickness of 1 
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The most pure differences within the Sutarsky deposit arε almost white and light gray limestones, 
among which it is ,possiöle to distinguish the . blocks with the content of components adequate to 1 
and II grades. Mining technical conditiof.ls of the deposit exploitation are favorable. The deposit is 
located on the slope of a f1at height with 60-70 m exceeding of rather local basis of erosion. The 
relief conditions and occurrence of the deposit ‘ allow to caπY out the exploitation by a quaπy way. 
Thickness of an overburden represented by a soil - vegetative layer, loam and by Jimestone 
fragments, on. the average at the deposit makes 0.59 m. The overburden - mineral straturn ratio is 
expressed by small value and has no practical importance. In connection with small water content 
in rocks forming the deposit site, the additional drc.tinage works during exploitation will not be 
required. Taking into account growing needs in glass industry production, first of all in sheet 
window glass, the Sutarsky deposit can serve as a reliable base of carbonaceous raw material for 
expansion of an existing glass factory in the Amurskaya district or for construction of a glass 
factory in the Khabarovsk territory at the base of local raw materia1. However before the deposit 
exploitation its additional exploration with the purpose of distinguishing from light gray 
limestones the most pure blocks is necessary. [2,Ivanov, 1957] 

Talc 

Birakansky Talc Deposit 

The deposit is located in the Obluchensky district of Jewish Autonomous district of the 
Khabarovsk territory , 6 krn to the east from the Birakan station of the Far East railway. 
Geographical coordinates: 490 00 ’-490 03 ’ north and 131 0 45 ’ -131 0 47’ east [107]. The deposit is 
located near the dolomite deposit Rozovaya Skala and Belaya Skala. Near the southem p따t of the 
deposit Moscow - Vladivostok railway and Birobidzhan - Obluchje highway run. The area is 
economically developed. At its territory there ' are located such industrial enterprises as 
"Khinganolovo"works, Teploozersky and Londokovsky cement and lime mills. The production of 
brucite, dolorhite and building materials is caπied out. The main occupied settlements gravitate to 
the Trans-Siberian railway. 

In the structure of the deposit the complexes of the Bureinsky median massif rocks inc1uding 
Upper Proterozoic deposits of Iginchinsky and Murandavsky suites take part. They are broken 
through by Late Paleozoic ' granitoids and are covered by Recent loose deposits. The rocks of 
Iginchinsky and Murandavsky suites in the central part of the deposit will form a sync1inal fold of 
a meridional direction. The fold is overtumed to the west with monoc1inal dip of wings to the east 
at angles of 50-80 o. The deposit is conditionally broken in to 3 sites: North, Central and South. 
Natural borders of the sites are the breaks between ore bodies of the deposit. In composition of 
Iginchinsky suite the phyllite-like slates of almost black color with interlayers of metasandstones 
prevail. In Murandavsky suite the marbled dolomites with bodies of limestones and lenticular 
magnesite bodies are widespread. Smalllenses of phýllite-like slates are occasionally mapped. The 
metamorphism of rocks is caused both by regional, and contact inf1uence of granites. The rocks of 
Igichinsky suite are stretched from the south to the north through the whole deposit in its westem 
part. The dolomites of the Murandavsky suite conformably occur on Iginchinsky deposits. The 
dolomites contain small local bodies of magnesite and are everywhere talcosed (fig.24), 
tremolitizated, silicified and calcitizated. Lenticular and in a greater extent bed-like bodies and 
deposits of talc - carbonaceous rocks and small talcite bodies are connected to dolomites. To only -
carbonaceous rocks the dolomites with talc content of more than 30% are referred. They occupy a 
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Fig.-24. Geological Map of Birakan Talc Deposit and Section line A-b 
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central part of the deposit, being stretched from the south to the north for 4.5 km. In plan only -
carbonaceous rocks will form separate lenticular bodies 2.5-5 m-50 m thick and are traced from 50-
100m and up to 500-650 m. The talcites are displayed at the Southem site, occupying a westem 
part of the deposit as the extended strip of about 300 m length. The thickness of talcites varies from 
3-7 m up to 9 m. The deposit was prospected by trenches and holes of core drilling. Trenchεs are 
passed across strike only of carbonaceous rocks through 100 m, the holes are drilled on profiles 
through 200 m with a distance between holes in a profile from 20 up to 60 m depending on the 
conditions ofthe overlain section at the mark of200 m. Total expenses for prospecting works have 
made 294 .4 ths rb l. (1 963 price). The works fulfilled at the deposit reveal 8 ore bodies of talc -
carbonaceous rocks and one ore body of talcites. From them 5 ore bodies are concentrated at the 
Northem site, one at the Central one and two ore bodies and talcites on the area of the Southem 
site. The distinguishing of ore bodies is made on the base of delineation according to the results of 
the chemical analyses. Common for all ore bodies The elongation of ore bodies in a mεridional 
direction, steep dip (60-85 0) in east points, similarity of mineral composition is common for all ore 
bodies. The average content of talc at the Northem site is 41.03 %; at the Central one - 39.1 2 %, at 
the Southem one - 35 .41 %. The ore bodies have bed-like and lenticular form. Length of orε bodies 
is from 116 m up to 1006 m, thickness - from 2.5 up to 50 m. 

The total reserves of talc-carbonaceous rocks make 13.3 mln t. The content of talc in talcites is 
48.02-82 .22 % on the average for an ore body - 63 .5%. In enrichment oftalc - carbonaceous rocks 
the following results were received: an output oftalcose concentrate was 23.17-4 1.88%. Chemical 
composition of the concentrate (%): calcinated residue, insoluble in hydrochloric acid - 84.10-
93 .48; magnesium oxide - 30.38-3 1.57; calcium oxide - 0.37-3.02: iron oxides - 0.118-0 .1 84; iron, 
soluble in hydrochloric acid recalculated for Fe203, - 0.064-0 .1 4; alumina - 0.04-0.32, calcination 
losses - 4.41- 8.78. Output oftalcose concentrate from talcites is 63.0 %; extraction ofthe insoluble 
residue - 63.66%. Chemical composition ofthe concentrate: the calcinated insoluble residue - 93.39 
%; general iron oxide - 0.326 %; magnesium oxide - 31 .40%; calcium oxides - 0.09% 
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requirement in ta1c was about 85 ths t. For satisfaction of such ta1c concentrate requirement with 
the ta1c content in ore 31 %, the capacity of the enterprise should be 150 ths t. F or retaining of the 
specified talc content in raw materials the joint development of talc - bearing rocks in volume 146 
ths t and 4 ths t of talcites is sufficient. The prospected reserves of raw materials will ensure the 
work of the enterprise for more than 80 years. The calculations of the Khabarovskpromproekt 
design institute (1964) confirmed profitability of Birakansky talc deposit exploitation and are as 
follows: the profitability of the enterprise will make 50.4 %, pay back term is 5.5 years. 
Profitability grows up to 63.3 %, the pay back term will be reduced till 3.5 years, with complex 
development and use of manufacture wastes. The cost price of 1 ton of talc is 13.29 rbl, the cost 
price of dolomitic meal - 1.18 rbl. Capital investments for construction of the mining enterprise and 
concentrating factory are 1364.09 ths rbl. [Nomokonov, 1964; Feasibility documents, 1964]. 

Bentonitic Clays 

Urgalsky Deposit of Bentonitic Clays 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky district of Khabarovsk territory on the right and left 
banks of the river Bureya, and also in near-mouth parts of some its inf10ws [75]. The regional 
administrative center Chegdomyn settlement is connected by a railway with BAM railway laying 
through Urgal station of Chegdomyn - Izvestkovaya railway branch-line. A basis of the area 
economy is coal-mining, gold-mining and timber industry. Near Chegdomyn settlement the mine 
and quarry operate, which are developing coal layers of the Urgalsky coal deposit. The power 
supply of the industrial enterprises is carried out from a heat power plant, and from diesel power 
stations. With the st따t-up in operation of the East BAM section the prospects of economic 
development of the area have been considerably extended. The large railway terminal of Urgal-II 
station, through which the delivery of coal and forest products into east areas of the Khabarovski 
territory is carried out was put into operation. The agricu1ture is poorly developed. The population 
of the area is not basically numerous, and is concentrated in settlements Chegdomyn, Urgal and 
Urgal-II. 

According to existing structural zonation of Khabarovsk territory and Amurskaya district the 
area considered is located in a westem paπ of the Bureinsky coal-bearing imposed trough, 
generated on the crystalline basement of the Bureinsky median massif. The complex, block 
structure with widely developed explosive tectonics is characteristic of it. The stratified strata of the 
trough are formed by sea and coal-bearing freshwater-continental vo1canogenic - sedimentary 
deposits of the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous. The volcanites of coal-bearing stratum are 
quite often transformed into bentonite clays. The Urgalsky deposit is represented by six sites, 
located on the right (sites: Oxende, Kamenisty, Chabygda) and left (sites: Kholodny Spring, Ust -
Urgalsky, Bezymyanny) boards ofthe river Bureya valley. The most investigated from them are the 
sites Kamenisty and Ust - Urgalsky. 

The site Kholodny Spring is located 8 km to the east from the settlement Ust-Urgal in a near
mouth part of Kholodny Spring. At the prospecting stage of the site 4 lines of holes of hand
operatεd drilling through 250-300 m were passed. 6 horizons, prospected for revealing of 
montmorillonite clays were distinguished. On the outcrops 2 layers of clays were investigated: 
upper one 
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The site Bezymyanny is located on the right board of the Urgal river in its near-mouth p따t. 
During prospecting stage 4 lines of holes of hand-operated drilling were passed, distance between 
lines was 700m-1.5 km. In southwest and central part of the area 5 lines of dotted trenches were 
passed. Stripped layers are investigated by prospect holes. Up to 20 strata and interlayers of clays, 
02-35 m thick, were stripped as a whole. Two layers were determined as prospected ones, on the 
left and right banks of the Bezymyanny spring each, thickness of each is 3.5m, they were traced for 
1100 뻐d 1400 m. 

The Chabygda site is located 15 km north from Ust Urgal settlement on the right bank of Bureya 
river. The general prospecting has been carried out. The section of Talynzhansky suite in one 
crossing was investigated, in which two clay layers, 3.2 and 2.6 m thick are stripped. Oxende site is 
20 km up the Bureya river from the settlement Ust - Urgal, and it is located in the basin ofthe river 
Oxende. At the stage of general prospecting the dotted trenches were passed and at the stage of 
detailed prospecting the prospect holes by depth up to 5 m were passed. 32 layers of bentonite 
clays, 0.5-4.9 m thick , were revealed, among which 3 layers (No. 1, 4, 5) have working thickness. 
The layer No. is traced for 1600m, its average thickness is 3.4 m, rough reserves are 1.5 mln t. The 
layer No 4 is traced for 1500 m, its average thickness is 2.5 m, the reserves are estimated as 1.3 mln 
t. The layer No 5 is stripped in two crossings through 1 km, its average thickness is 4.9 m, the 
reserves are estimated as 1 mln. t. 

The site Kamenisty is located 20 km to the north from Ust - Urgal settlement on the right board 
of Bureya river in the basin of Kamenisty spring. 3-5 km westwards from that site the Baikal -
Amur railway runs. The productive layers of the site are confined to the deposits of Talinzhansky 
suite of Upper Jurassic - Early Cretaceous age, in the middle p따t of which there is marked a pack 
of rhythmical altemation of cream and light gray tuffs, argillites, coaly argillites and coals. To it 
the layers of montmorillonite clays of this site are confined. During prospecting period (1970-
1971) at the site through 1.2 km was two main profile (section)s of a hand-operated drilling of a 
near-latitudinal direction were passed. Distance between h01es at profile is 40-80 m, depth of holes 
- 3-11 m. Simultaneously with drilling, across beds strikes the lines of short trenches a 
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spring Kamenisty is destroyed by frosts in winter and dries up in summer. Favorable relief of the 
surface, the conditions of clays occurrence and rather small thickness of removal rocks allow to 
conduct mineral development by an open way. In the national economy the bentonites are widely 
used in many branches: in mmmg industry for preparation of borehole solutions; in foundry 
manufacture as connecting and plasticated additives for production of molding mixtures and facing 
of cupolas by chamotte brick; in ferrous metallurgy for giving high durability to porcelain, faience 
and electroceramic products; in food-processing industry for purification of drinking water, beer, 
juices, syrups; in medicine and pharmacology for manufacturing tablets, pastes, creams, powders; 
in agriculture for improvement of soil structure. 

The activated bentonite is used as catalysts in petrolεum cracking and as an adsorbent for clearing 
the products of oil processing. By the carried out tests of clays it was established, that by their 
qualities the clays are suitable for manufacture of iron ore roundstones (NIIKMA, Sibelectrostal, as 
solvents for vegetable oil purifying (VNIIZH, KIMS), for manufacture of drilling solutions(KIMS), 
as molding material (Khabarovsk heating equipment plant) and for production of medicines 
(Medical Institute, Khabarovsk). The need in bentonite clays and bentonite powders grows. Only 
for the machine-building enterprises of Khabarovsk territory in 1989, proceeding from thε actual 
charge of molding sand in 120 ths t, it was required about 10 ths t of bentonite clays. According to 
the feasibility report of "Gipronimetallorud" in FEER the need in bentonite powders of oil- and gas 
industry for preparation of clay solutions, as solvents in oil refining and oil - fatty industrγ makes 
roughly 9.5 ths t per year. However, taking into account the development of ferrous metallurgy in 
the country, growing manufacture of iron ore roundstones, allowing to involve in the sphere of 
manufacture the deposits of rather poor iron content, it is possible to assume retuming to 
consideration the question of construction a metal works on the base of Kirnkansky, Sutarsky, 
Kostenginsky (Khabarovsk Territory) iron ore deposits. In this connection and for satisfaction of 
already existing needs, there is a necessity of creation in the region of binding raw material base 
(bentonite clays) for manuf: 
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layer has a gently inclined occurrence with the north east dip at the angle 2-70 • Width of the layer 
outcrop is equal to 35-37m on the southem f1ank ofthe site and reaches 90 m on the northem f1ank; 
the true thickness in northem part makes 12 m, in southem part - 5.7 m. 
The balance clay reserves of the site are approved in volume 328 ths t, including for B category -
167 ths t. The reserves can be increased at the expense of detailed works on the north- east f1ank of 
the site, where in 1984-1986 the reserves for a category Cl - 138 ths t and C2- 305 ths t were 
determined. Chemical composition of clays of the site is the following (%): silica- 59.46-85.5, 
alumina - 7.32-20.08, iron oxide - 1.45-5 .1, titanium oxide - 0.19-0.73 , calcium oxide - 0.1 2-2.78, 
magnesium oxide - 0.36- 2.65 and calcination )osses - l.55-12.56. A clay component - 57-77.2%. 
A verage values of basic mechanical and water-physical properties of clays of the site are as 
follows: density - 2.04 g/cm3, volumetric mass with natural moisture - l.37 g/cm3, f1uidity limit -
0.78 , plasticity limit - 0.34, porosity factor - 1.43 %, swelling - 8.89%. The study of clays quality 
of the site was carried out with the purpose to establish an opportunity of their use for preparation 
of borehole solutions, and also as raw material for molding mixtures in foundry manufacture and 
ceramic products manufacture. It was established by the researches that - after processing of clays 
by carbonic sodium in quantity of 3 % to volume, they can be used in foundry manufacture in 
sandy - clay mixtures for hand-operated and machine green-sand molding; - the analysis of 
ceramic properties of clays allows to recommend clays for production of only rough ceramics; - by 
addition of chemical reagents (hydrolysis polyacrylamide (GPAA), carboxymethilcellulose (KMC), 
gipan and emilsol petrochemical EM-4 into solutions prepared on the base of Ust- Urgalsky site 
clays, the low-argillaceous borehole solutions were received , suitable for their use as a drilling 
liquid. The most stable parameters were achieved with the following ratio: 5 % of clays + 0.2 % 
Na2C03 + 0.2 % KMC. Instead of KMC component GP AA, gipan, EM-4 is accordingly used in 
particular cases. 
Hydroge이ogical conditions of the site and mmmg- technical conditions of exploitation are 

similar to those of the Kamenisty site. During local development of the site with quarry 
productivity 15 ths t per a year according to the calculations made, spec 
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Zeolites 

Seredochnoe Deposit of Zeolites 

The deposit is located in Nikolaevsk area 10 km to the northeast from Innokentjevka village. 
Geographical coordinates of center of the of a deposit area : 530 19’ north and 1400 27 ’ east [154]. 

8 km to the south from the deposit the improved highway runs, which is connecting Nikolaevsk-on
Amur with Port Mago. From the highway there are branches to Chlya settlement, Mnogovershinny 
settlement and Innokentjevka settlement. Innokentjevka settlement is connected with the deposit 
by the ground road, suitable for cross-country vehicles in winter and dry season. The deposit is 
located on the southem slope of the Amur - Bolshoy Iskinsky divide, representing a low ridge with 
separate heights from 216 m up to 508 .4 m. The main water artery is the river Amur, into which 
the river Tretya falls draining the area of the deposit from the south, from the north the area is 
drained by the right inflows of the river Bolshie Iski falling into the Okhotsky Sea. By climatic 
conditions the area is confined to the areas of the Extreme North. The economy of the area is 
determined by gold production, ship-building and fish-processing industry, fur breeding and fur 
craft. The city Nikolaevsk-on-Amur, regional center, is a seaport, through which the transportation 
of loads into the northem coastal areas of Khabarovsky territory is carried out, and also, together 
with Mago port, serves as a base of sea coastal trade with the countries of Southeast Asia and 
Japan. 

The population of the area, in the main is concentrated in port and industrial (Mnogovershinny) 
settlements, and also in settlements located along the river Amur. The basic power supply source of 
the region are the heat power plant ofNikolaevsk-on - Amur supplying by the electric power Mago 
port and Mnogovershinny settlement. The line LEP (electric power transmission line) - 110 passes 
at 6 km distance from the deposit. In the region the gold placer and ore deposits are known, at the 
distance of 12 km from the Seredochnoe deposit the Iskinsky alunite deposit was prospected. There 
are the deposits ofbuilding materials, sand, brick clays, perlite etc. 

The Seredochnoe deposit is located in the Nizhneamursky zone of East-Sikhote-Alinsky 
volcanogen and is located in the southwest peripheral part of the Iskinsky hearth structure, the 
central caldera part of which is filled by Late Cretaceous acid ignimbrites overlain by Cenozoic 
basalts. At the periphery of the structure the Paleogene strato 
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deposit. The structure of the deposit is detem1Ìned by a graben located on southwest periphery of 
Iskinsky volcanogenic depression. 

The exploration works at the deposit were carried out in three stages: prospecting, preliminary 
and detailed exploration. The main kind of works was the mechanical core drilling on a network 
1 00x1 OOm. Total volume of a drilling makes 8.4 ths linear m. Trenches and ditches were passed 
with the purpose of mapping of vokanogenic ore-enclosing complexes, removal and underlying 
rocks, study of continuity of mineralization and specification of conditions of ore deposits 
occurrence. All mining workings are tested by trenching method, boreholes by a core way. 

The total expenses for the Seredochnoe deposit study were 2200 ths rbl (1 991 prices). The basic 
ore bodies of the deposit represent layer and lenticular bodies delineated at onboard limits in a 
stratum of zeolite-bearing rocks. The works carried out reveal five deposits of 0.2 - 2.5 km extent, 
80 - 550m outcrop width and average thickness from 25.2 to 53 .4 m. Basic zeolite mineral in ores 
is clinoptilolite, mordenite and montmorillonite are present. Ore-enclosing rocks: tuffs of aleurolite 
dimensionality, aleuro - psammite tuffs, baked tuffs and ignimbrites. The deposits are divided 
among themselves by empty rocks or lean zeolite ores (less 30 %). The intemal structure of 
deposits is complex and consists in altemation of packs of lean and low-grade ores with run-of
mine (50-70 % ofzeolite) and rich-grade (more than 70 %) ores (fig. 25). 

The economic reserves of zeolite ores are determined as 80.0 mln t with the average content of 
zeolite in ores - 55.2 %. In total volume of reserves of the run-of-mine ores, with the average 
contents 62 % - 52.2 mln t, including for categories: B - 5577 ths t (content 67.8 %), C1 - 14967 ths 
t (content 64.1 %), C2 - 31648 ths t (content 54.9 %), lean ores - 27.8 mln t from them lean ores of 
inner overburden in blocks - 15640 ths t with the average content of 39.8 %, including for 
categories: B - 925 ths t (content - 42 .1 %), C1 - 4270 ths t (content 40 .1 %), C2 - 10442 ths t 
(content 39.5 %) and lean ores in the is이ated blocks for a category C2 - 12203 ths t (content 45.2 
%). 

Initial material of zeolite ores are dacite tuffs, liparite - dacite tuffs from aleurolite up to psephitic 
dimensionality, ignimbrites and baked tuffs of liparite - dacites. Ignimbrites of dacites, liparite -
dacites, tuffo-ignimbrites were distingui 
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can effectively work in aggressive media without loss molecular-sieve, ion-exchange and 
adsorption properties. 

By results oftests the abrasion capacity of ores varies from 0.2 up to 0.8 %, the grinding capacity 
- from 1.2 up to 4%: their sum does not fall outsidc thc limits of45%. Crushing strength for orcs of 
the deposit ~akes 150 - 200 kg/cm2, density - 2.0-2.73 g/cm3, volumetric mass - from 1.7 up to 
2.53 g/cm3, the ca1cination losses vary from 0.39 up to 7.92. Ore accessory useful and harrnful 
components (lead, cadmium, fluorine) occur at the level of the content of accompanying elernents, 
adequate to the zeolite ores technical requirernents for all known spheres of their application. The 
toxic properties of zeolite ores of the deposit have shown, that they belong to VI class (relatively 
harrnless substances). 

The technological researches of ores were carried out in agriculture (agrochernistry, feeding of 
anirnals and birds), in industry - drinking, waste water and gases purification, regeneration of oils, 
in construction industry as an aggregate tocernent, in ecology - radionuclide and phen이 sorption. 
On The positive results were received at all directions. The Seredochnoe deposit is confined to a 
devoid part of Bolshie Iski and Arnur interfluve. Dirεctly on its area the sources of Mokhovoy 
creek, Siny (Blue) (right inflows ofBolshie Iski river), Tretya river and its left inflow, Seredochny 
creek, Erna river flowing into Arnur river lay . 

The results of hydrogeological study of the deposit conditions confirrn an opportunity of its 
developrnent by an open way without application of special drain facilities. Feasibility studies have 
shown, that for construction of the rnining enterprise including quarry and crushing-grinding shop 
construction, having productivity of 150 ths t of zeolite per year, 177.4 rnln rbl is required. (1 992 
price). Thus the settlernent cost price 1 t of a zeolite will rnake 177,4 rn.s a rbl. (price 1992). Thus 
the estirnated cost price of lt of zeolite will rnake 557.7 rb l. The selling price of 1 t of ready 
production is 895.5 rbl. Pay back period of expenses for construction of the enterprise is 8.3 years. 
With presence of the consurners the construction of such enterprise on the base of thε Seredochnoe 
deposit is considered econornically justified [Denisko, 1992. Feasibility report; Danilenko, 1991]. 

Raddenskoe Zeolite Deposit 

Raddenskoe zeolite deposit is located in the Obluchensky district of Jewish autonornous district 
of Khabarovsk territory, 5 krn to the east frorn Radde village and 2-5 krn frorn the bank of the 
Arnur river. [122]. Radde village is a central farrnstead of Raddenskoe state farrn and is connected 
with regional center Obluchje by an improved soil road, 76 krn length, which is passing through 
Bashurovo and Pashkovo villages. The nearest railway station, frorn the deposit is the regional 
center Obluchje. In the Obluchensky region (district) the rnining industry is widely developed. The 
population is engaged in rnining industry, in agriculture, service of the railway, and basic part of 
population is concentrated along railway. In sumrner period an additional transport line is the 
Arnur. river. Radde village has the non-equipped quay capable to accept for unloading the barges 
by carrying capacity 500-1000 t. 

The deposit is located on the southwest flange of Khingano - Olonoisky vo1canogenic field within 
vo1cano- tectonic depression structure of the East - Sikhote- Alinsky volcanogen. Raddensky 
vo1cano - tectonic depression structure (VTDS),5x8 krn size, was forrned on the Proterozoic base, 
represented by rnuscovite, two-rnicaceous and chlorite - sericitic slates. In structure of stratified 
vo1canogenic - sedirnentary section of the Upper Cretaceous the strata with pyroclasts of acid 
cornposition (frorn below upwards) participate: fine-detrital rnainly vitro-clastic tuffs up to 30 rn 
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thick; tuffaceous - sedimentary stratum represented by tuff-sandstones up to 60 m thick, tuffogene 
stratum is heavily zeolitizated, having thickness up to 140 m. 
The basic explosive dislocations within Raddensky VT AS are the faults of submeridional and east 
-northeast strike and minor faults of northwest direction. They form complex block system with an 
amplitude of shifts along separate tectonic sutures up to 100m, which have caused occurrence of 
ledges ofthe base among volcanogenic formations . Faults are represented by zones of splitting and 
higher jointing of rocks. At the deposit two ore bodies have been revealed. From the surface the 
bodies are crossed by trenches across strikes with 100-400 m intervals. At depth the deposits were 
investigated by core drilling holes on a 100 x 100m network at the stage of detailed exploration for 
reserves of a category B and on 100x50 m network for reserves of a category A. A verage depth 
holes is about 100 m . The total expenses for realization of prospecting works have made 794 ths 
rb l. (1 991price). 

By prospecting two deposits - Pridorozhny and Mikhailovsky were investigated. The Pridorozhny 
ore deposit is traced for 1800m to the east - northeast, with width of outcrop onto day surface from 
200 up to 350 m. The deposit is not persistent for thickness and content of useful component, it is 
divided for a series of ore bodies having thickness from 5-10m up to 30 m. A verage pressed 
thickness of intervals of ze이ite-bearing rocks, the with zeolite content more than 50%, varies from 
5.1 up to 33 .1 m. The average zeolite content at the deposit makes 61 %. The Mikhailovsky deposit, 
located to the north - east of the Pridorozhny deposit, has the size 400x900 m on the day surface. 
In the westem p따t the deposit is overlain by a bed-like body of perlites having thickness 10-20m 
and by area of 250x400 m size. The average zeolite content in the deposit is 56 %. A verage 
chemical composition of zeolite-bearing rocks ofthe Raddenskoe deposit is the following (%): 
- Lava-breccias of vitrolithoclasts and volcanogenic glasses, the average content of ze이ite - 54.0, 
Si02 - 72.0, Ti0 2- 0.13 , Ah03- 10.95 , Fe203 - 1.63 , MnO - 0.03. MgO - 0.25, CaO - 1.24, Na20-
1. 71 , K20 3 - 3.95, S03 - 0.1, P20 S - 0.02; silica- alumina ratio - 5.8; calcium and of magnesium 
sum - a sodium and potassium sum ratio is equal to 0.23. - Tuffs with zeolite content - 48.0, have 
Si02 - 73.0, Ti02 - 0.19, Ah03 - 11.35, Fe203 - 1.77, FeO - 0.39, M 
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to sorb strontium 90 from the contaminated soil. The Raddenskoe deposit zeolites can successfully 
be used in construction industry as the additive to cement, with preparation of various types of 
concrete. With calculation of reserves the depth of calculation of 140 m is accepted. On sites 
Pridorozhny and Mikhailovsky total reserves make 46.61 mln t, including for a category A - 2.95 
mln t, B - 12.33 mln t and C 1 - 31.93 mln 1. The increase of reserves is possible by an additional 
exploration of other ore bodies at the deposi1. 

At the deposit three basic types of underground waters are distinguished: stratal, fractured- karst 
and fractured. The underground waters of three water-bearing complexes as for their quality are 
quite suitable for drinking, economic and technical water supply. The basic prospected reserves of 
the Raddenskoe deposit are accessible for development by an open way. All reserves of zeolite
bearing rocks in contours of the prospective quarry are above the level of ground waters. Taking 
into account unique properties of zeolites, their wide range of use in national economy, presence of 
the prospected reserves of raw material and geographical arrangement of the deposit is, it is 
expedient to begin development ofthis deposit in the nearest future. 

The feasibility studies have shown, that for construction of the quarry, with productivity of 200 
ths t of mountain mass per a year, the capital investments 40.2 mln rbl (price 1992) for technical -
industrial structures are required. The cost price of 1 t of zeolite production will make 84.59 rbl, 
selling price of 1 t of production - 144.95 rbl. The annual profit of the enterprise will make more 
than 12 mln rbl. The prospected reserves provide work of the enterprise for 20 years. Period of 
investments pay back is 3.33 years [Seleznev etc., Feasibility report, 1991; Danilyants, 1992]. 

Porcelain Stone 

Deposit of Porcelain Stone Belaya Gora (Mountain) 

The deposit is located at the territorγ of Nikolaevsky district of the Khabarovsk territory , 14 km 
to the north-east of Chlya lake in the area of Belaya Gora settlemen1. Geographical coordinates of 
the prospected site: 1400 29’30 " east and 330 30’40 " north [55]. From the site of the deposit to the 
settlement Chlya and Nikolaevsk-on-Amur the transportation service is carried out on ground 
roads, suitable for vehicles at any time of a year. Besides, Chlya settlement has the transport service 
with Nikolaevsk - on - Amur by water and air transport. 

Belaya Gora is known as non-economic gold-orε deposi1. Nowadays dredge and hydraulic gold 
recoveη from placers, adjacent to the site is carried ou1. At the area a large gold-ore deposit 
Mnogovershinny and some gold-placer deposits are being developed. The timber cuttings, timber 
processing are conducted. The area is equated to areas of the Extreme North, the agriculture is 
poorly developed. The deposit is confined to Bichi-Gyrmansky zone of faults, to one of paleo
volcanoes of the Nizhneamursky field of the East-Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogen. In its structure 
participate basaltoids of Kuznetsovsky suite of Eocene, cover and extrusive formations of acid 
composition of Oligocene Kolchansky suite, basaltoids of Miocene Kizinsky suite and loose 
Quatemary deposits. Almost all basaltoids of Kuznetsovsky suite, extrusion and covers of 
trachytes, trachydacites and dacites of Kolchansky suite are subjected to hydrothermal change. The 
rocks of extrusion, their near-contact zones of the increased jointing were exposed to the deepest 
hydrothermal changes. Among them are distinguished the secondary quartzites, propylites and 
propilitized rocks. Secondary quartzites are represented by monoquartzites, dickite, sericitic, 
hydromicaceous, qu때z - ka이inite ， adular, adular - sericitic and sericite - ad띠ar versions. Quartz -
adular, sericite - quartz - adular, sericite - adular and adular quartz rocks compose a rather large 
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body ofthe iπegular fonn in the central part of the paleovo1cano. They are dense, rare fine-grained, 
spotty rocks of light yellow, brownish- yellow and light orange color. The adular-bearing rocks are 
characterized by the high content of silica (7 1.76- 82.68 %), small quantity of painting oxides 
(Ti02 + Fe203 from 1.2 up to 12.7 %), small quantity of ca1cium (0.72 %), magnesium (0.15 %) 
and by significant content of alkalis (K20 + Na20 from 5.06 up to 9.49 %) with K20 / Na20 ratio 
as 44: 1. After roast at temperature 12500 they fonn a crock of pink color. 

In western and southern parts of the paleovolcano the sericitic secondary quartzites compose 
isometric fields and lenticular bodies ofthe northeast strike. Rocks are light gray, white, yellowish
gray and of pinkish-gray color. The average contents in them of basic components (%): silica -
80.2, ca1cium - 0.4, magnesium - 0.3 , alkalis (K20 + Na20) up to 9.1 %. The contents of painting 
oxides of titanium and iron changes from 0.34 % up to 6.4 % and on the average make 1.41 %. At 
temperature of roast 12000C the crocks, mainly of white color with weak yellowish and pinkish 
shade are obtained. 

With the contents of titanium and iron oxides of more than 1 % the crocks of gray, cream, brown, 
yellow - gray and of pinkish-gray color are fonned. Hydromicaceous - quartz and sericite - hydro -
micaceous - quartz secondary quartzites will fonn small lenticular bodies, nests. By chemical 
composition they are c10se to sericitic secondary quartzites. They contain : silica 32-94 %, calcium 
- 0.85 % , magnesium -0.47 %, painting elements - titanium and magnetite oxide - from 0.2 to 4.5 
%, on the average - 1.4 %, alkalis - from 0.1 7 to 8 %, on the average - 2.74 % with prevalence of 
potassium above sodium K20: Na20 = 30:1). At roasting they give a crock ofwhite color with a 
weak pinkish, yellowish shade. Kaolinite- quartz and quartz - kaolinite rocks locate in regional 
P따ts of the paleovolcano, they are characterized by small contents of titanium and iron oxides 
0.74-2.9 %, on the average - 1,2 %, low contents ofalkalis - 0.09-7.8 %, on the average - 3.93 % 
with K20: Na20 ratio = 3: 1. At temperature ofroast 12500 the crock, mainly has white color with 
various shades . The monoquartzites compose smalllenses of irregular fonn among sericite - quartz 
rocks. Rocks are dense, less often porous, having light gray color. They are characterized by the 
low contents of alkalis 0.42 % on the average with the K20 / Na20 ratio as 6:1 , pa 
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Thε perspectivε area of dεvelopment of dickite and sericitic versions of secondary quarzites 
makes about 0.5 krπ. The average content of painting oxides of titanium and iron, within this area, 
is 1.03%; potassium and sodium alkalis - 1.17 % with K20: Na20 ratio equa} to 8: 1. The geological 
reserves of porcelain stone at 30 m depth for a category C2 are 15 mln m3. Hydrogeological and 
mining technical conditions of the deposit are favorable for its dεvelopment by open way. However 
for a final estimation of reserves with calculation of the reserves for economic categories it is 
necessary to conduct more detailed prospεcting. It is possible, that at deeper horizons the porcelain 
stone will have better qualities [Khromtsov, 1977]. 

Deposit of Porcelain Stone of Maly (Small) Khingan 

The deposit is located in the interfluve of Listvenichnaya - Verkhnee Kimkan - Russian, in 
northem axial part of Maly Khingan massif, at the territory of Obluchensky district of Jewish 
Autonomous district. Geographical coordinates: 131 0 55 ’ east and 490 00’ north [110]. The economy 
of the region is enough developed at the expense of mining and processing, timber logging and 
building industry. The basic transport railway of the area is the railway Vladivostok - Moscow that 
is taking place through station Obluchje, 3 krn to the west from the site of the deposit. Near the 
railway there passes a highway, suitable for all-the-year-round movement of vehicles. Other 
neighboring occupied settlements - Udamy and Lagar-Aul are located along the railway. 

The deposit is confined to the northem part of Khingano - Olonoisky tectonic deflection of East
Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogen, it is combined mainly by Cretaceous volcanogenic rocks of acid 
composition . Veinεd rocks are represented by rare dikes of basalts, liparites and leucocratic 
granites, having northeast and northwest strike. The Cretaceous volcanogenic formations are 
composed by Solonechny suite of Lower Cretaceous and by Boguchansky suite of Upper 
Cretaceous. The Solonechny suite has the greatest distribution and is formed by subvolcanic 
liparites and dacites with covers and lenses their lava-breccias, ìgnimbrites and tuffs. 

Liparites and dacites are dense rocks, almost of white color. Chemical composition of 
components (%): silica - 76.16-79.94 (average - 78.9); titanium and iron oxides - 0.41-2.73 (0.95); 
alumina - 10.72-12.06 (11.4); calcium - 0.13-0.48 (0.24); magnesium - 0.01 - 1. 18 (0.20); alkalis 
- 0.20-7.96 (5 .1 8) with K20: Na20 ratio equal to 4: 1. In roasting at the temperature 125001 rocks 
with the contents of titanium and iron oxides up to 1 % will form a crock of white color with light 
pl따 or lilacish shades, and rocks with the contents of titanium and of iron oxides of more than 1 % 
give a crock of pale-lilac, gray, yellow and pink colours. The pyroclastic formations occupy the 
subordinated position. Chemical composition ofrocks (%): Si02 - 79.94-85.6; Ab03 - 10.1 8-1 1.26; 
Ti02 + Fe203 -0.64- 4.06 (average - 1. 19); CaO - 0.08-0 .1 7; MgO - 0.1 1-0.14; K20 + Na20 - 3.67-
8.03 (4.81) at a ratio K20:Na20 as 10: 1. In roasting ofrock the crock is grayish-white, creamish
white, light pi따ι pl따cish - gray, brown and cream - orange. 

Lithologic section of a higher part 
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ratio as 3: 1. In roasting they fonn a crock of white color with a pinkish shade and pinkish - brown 
color. 

From rocks of Boguchansky suite the rocks of the upper member, spherulitic liparites, are of the 
greatest interest. Rocks are dense, of almost white color. Chemical composition of liparites (%): 
Si02 - 77 .1 9-82.93 (average - 79.8); Ti02 + Fe203 - 0.42-2.8 (0.85); Ah03 - 10.14-12.85 (1 1.4), 
CaO - 0.08-0.47 (0 .1 9); MgO - 0.1 4-0.17 (0 .1 5), K20 + Na20 - 2.71-9.52 (7 .1 2) with K20: Na20 
ratio as 1.5: 1. At the temperature of roasting 125001 the rocks with the contents ofpainting oxides 
of titaniurn and iron till 1 %, fonn in basic, the crock of white color with pale pinkish, yellowish, 
lilacish shades, and rocks with the contents of oxides of titaniurn and iron more than 1 % give a 
colored crock. 

The deposit was prospected only from the surface by short (up to 5m) trenches and by prospect 
holes on a 100x100 m network. Subvolcanic liparites and dacites of Lower Solnechny member and 
sphaer이ite liparites of Upper Boguchansky member, representing interest for manufacture of 
porcelain - faience products are widespread on the areas about 10 km'. The resources of porcelain 
raw material in this area, which has been estimated for the category P1 , at 30m depth, make 300 
mln3. Hydrogeological conditions at the site are favorable. Taking into account a favorable 
geographical position and quality of raw material it is recommended to realize prospecting with 
calculation of reserves for economic categories. The total expenses for prospecting at the site 
Belaya Gora and Maly Khingan are 79.1 ths rbl (1977 price ) [ Khromtsov, 1977]. 

Basalts 

Khingansky Deposit of Basalts 

The Khingansky basalt deposit is located at the territory of Obluchensky district of Jewish 
autonomous district of Khabarovsk territory, 4 km to the north - west from Khingansk settlement. 
Geographical coordinates of the deposit center : 490 09’ north and 131 0 09’ east [103]. 

The nearest railway station is Obluchje on the Trans-Sibirian railway from Khingansk settlement, 
18 km to the southwest. Khingansk settlement is connected to Obluchje station by a highway. In 
the area mining and processing industry is rather developed, the following large in the Far East 
enterprises are allocated: Teploozersky cement mills, Khingansky ore dressing works, lime mill, 
Kuldursky brucite quaπy etc. The population is engaged in mining industry, in agriculturε， in the 
railway service. At Obluchje station a thennal power station supplying Khingansk settlement by 
electric power is present. 

The deposit area is located in the northem part of Khingano-Olonoisky zone of the tectonic 
trough of the East-Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogen, filled by a complex of Late - Cretaceous 
volcanogenic rocks and by Neogene basalts fonning two independent circ1es. The large part of the 
deposit area combined by a cover of Neogene basalts, which overlap Lower Cretaceous effusive -
intrusive fonnations. The stratum of basalts occupies a divide of the rivers Khingan and 
Udurchukan, being stretched to the northeast outside the area. Relative height of basalt sole above 
the river Khingan channel is 150 m. The maximum thickness of basalts reaches 100 m. The 
Khingansky deposit of basalts is confined to the divide space of Northand Gorely springs. The 
exceeding of the deposit above a level of the Northspring makes 200 m. In the regional plan the 
deposit makes a part of large Udurchukansky cover of basalts of Pliocene age occupying the area 
about 1100 km'. 
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Within the deposit four f10ws of basalts divided by layers of tuffaceous-sedimentary rocks between 
themselves are distinguished (aleur이ite ， sandstones, gritstones and tuffs). Thickness of interlayers 
from 0.2 up to 5.0 m. The basic kind ofprospecting during studying ofbasalts was the core drilling. 
The holes located for maintenance of reserves for a category A on a network 80-1 OOx 1 00- 120 m, 
for a category B - 100-120x120-160 m. Depth of holes was from 17.2 m up to 68.0 m. Some 
trenches and prospect holes were passed for specification of basalt f10ws contacts with enc10sing 
tuffaceous - sedimentary rocks and determination of basalts quality at the deposi1. The total 
expenses for realization of prospecting works have made 24 ths rbl (1 963 price ). 

First basalt f10w is represented by olivine basalts occurring with a small inc1ination to the 
southeas1. The greatest thickness - 16 m, average thickness of a f10w is 8.4 m. The second f10w 
occurs between two horizons of loose tuffaceous rocks, formed by pyroxεne-olivine basalts and is 
traced on the whole site, proceeding outside its limits. The thickness of the second f10w changes 
from 5.6 m up to 14.6 m. Average thickness - 9.1 m. The thickness of basalts of the third f10w 
varies from 6.6 m up to 22.9 m, average - 13.7 m. The f10w is formed by olivine-pyroxene basalts. 
The fourth f10w is composed by pyroxene basalts, occurs on the washed out surface of liparites; the 
thickness ofthe f10w changes from 5.5 m up to 11.0 m. 

The prospected reserves of economic mineral make for economic categories 6131 ths 1. The 
perspective reserves ofbasalts (category C2) are evaluated for three f10ws and make 4037 ths 1. The 
increase of reserves is possible in the northem and westem directions from the prospected deposi1. 

By textural features two versions of basalts, dense and porous, were distinguished. The porous 
basalts are usually confined to upper and lower horizons of f1ows, whereas their central p따ts are 
combined by dense basalts. The dense basalts represent massive rocks of dark gray and b1ack color, 
fine-grained or cryptocrystalline structure. Porous basalts are characterized by dark brown color, 
fine or coarse-grained texture. Pore amount makes 20-25 % of rock volume. 

The chemical analysis of basalts for separate f10ws specifies that they belong to uniform basalt 
lava. The chemical composition of dense and porous basalts has no distinctions. Chemical 
composition of basalts is the following 
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The lower mark of calculation contour of the reserves corresponds to 555 m, that is the depth of 
a qu따η 45-65m will allow to operate the deposit, without abrading that water of springs 
Northand Gorely will penetrate into the quaπy. Removal rocks at the deposit are represented by 
loose talus and tuffaceous sedimentary rocks. Volume ofremoval rocks is 1678 .4 ths m3. The ratio 
of removal rocks volume to volume of economic mineral is appreciated as 1: 1.37. 

The water supply of the operating enterprise is possible at the expense of Northand Gorely 
springs' waters, and also by ground waters in the valleys of springs, capping holes. The feasibility 
studies of "Khinganolovo" works have determined in 1963 the cost of construction of a mill with 
productivity of 100 ths t of ready products. By use of local raw material, for preparation of a 
charge, the significant decrease of its cost is possible. The necessary charge material (dolomites and 
iron ore) can be supplied by Teploozersky cement works from working quarries, the fluorite can be 
produced directly in the Khinganolovo works. Under these conditions the cost of 1 t of ready 
charge for melting at the designed mill is almost 3 times below than at the Moscow stone casting 
mill. 

The favorable conditions of the deposit exploitation, basalt quality allowing to use it as raw 
material for stone molding and production of acid-proof molding and powder, significant reserves 
of the deposit allow to raise a question on construction in Khingansk of stone casting mill, 
manufacture of mineral fibers , mineral - wadded cardboard and other products necessary for 
national economy [Baskakova, 1963]. 

Kholdaminsky deposit of basalts 

The Kholdaminsky deposit of basalts is located in the Solnechny district of Khabarovsk territory , 
3 km to the southwest from the regional center Solnechny village. Geographical coordinates of the 
center ofthe deposit: 500 42'50 " north and 136042'30" east [89]. 

In the regional center the Solnechny ore dressing works is located. An economic basis of area 
make mining and timber industry. Solnechny settlement is connected with Komsomolsk-on-Amur 
by asphalt road, 45 km extent. In the regional plan the area is located in a Gorinsky zone of 
Sikhote-Alinsky GFS Cretaceous folding and is confined to a submerging part of Badzhalsky 
anticlinorium having of distinct northeast direction. Jurassic, Cretaceous and N eogene In geological 
structure the Quaternary complexes take part. At this area sedimentary and effusive formations, 
including basalts of Neogene are widely developed. The deposit of basalts is confined to divide 
space of the rivers Silinka and Khaldami, and located 2.5 km to the northwest from their merge. 
The deposit towers above a level of the river Silinka for 300 m. In the regional plan the deposit 
represents a part of a large basalt cover extending on a left bank of Silinka river of the area about 
200 km2 . The thickness of the basalt cover reaches 115 m. 

The deposit is prospected by core drilling holes and by prospect holes. The holes were settled 
down on lines in north- east direction. Distance between lines and holes for supplying of category 
C 1 reserves - 280-300 m. The depth of holes is limited by a reference horizon of clays, persistent 
by strike and thickness . One hole was passed for whole thickness of basalts up to underlying 
Jurassic deposits. The expenses for prospecting and exploration of the Kholdaminsky deposit are 
27.5 ths rbl (1 961 price). By the works carried out it was established, that the volcanite stratum was 
formed by several basalt f1ows, which eruption was accompanied by small breaks in time. From 1 
to 9 f10ws with thickness from 1.5 up to 20 m were crossed by boreholes. The prospecting 
prepared the reserves at the area extended in a northwest direction of 800m length, 80 m width at 
flanks, in a central paπ up to 800 m, for depth of 60 m from the surface. With calculation of 
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reserves the requirements of standards for the Khingansky deposit are taken into accoun1. The 
estimated reserves for a category A + B + C j in quantity of 7104 .2 ths t, including for categories 
A - 638.6 ths t, B - 566.6 ths t, C1 - 320 - 5899.0 ths 1. Volume of overburden is insignificant and 
makes 22 1.4 ths m3 (ratio of overburden 1 :32). 

Within the deposit, in the structurε of a stratum of basalt terrane two varieties (dense and porous) 
participate. The dense basalts are homogeneous, fine-grained, dark-gray olivine. The porous basalts 
in overwhelming m ‘jority are heavily destroyed by hypergene processes till gruss, sand and clay 
condition. Their very similar composition was established by chemical analysis, which gives the 
grounds to calculate the reserves and development of the deposit as a uniform ore body. Average 
chemical composition of basalts as a whole for the deposit is the following (%): Si02 - 49 .1 5, 
Ti02 - 2.0, Ah03 -14.57, Fe203 - 5.77, FeO - 5.21 , MnO - 0.1 6, MgO - 8.20, CaO - 7.76, Na20 -
2.1 1, K20 - 1.90, S03 - 0.02 , P20S - 0.42, calcination losses - 3.62. The given data testify that the 
basalts are suitable for stone molding. The technological tests of basalts of the Khaldaminsky 
deposit were carried out in experimental shop of "Khinganolovo"works. During tests the cast 
products with high physico-chemical and physico- mechanical properties adequate to products from 
stone molding,used in construction and industry were produced. 

The basalts of the Kholdaminsky deposit can be recommended as basic raw material in stone 
casting industry without any additives. Technological process of production of articles does not 
differ from standard one. The melt can be used for production of the existing nomenclature of 
products from stone molding, including pipes, by a centrifugal method. Test of Kholdaminsky 
basalts, as the basic raw material for production of mineral cotton wool, has shown the necessity of 
use of charging from Birakansky . dolomites. With use of 34 % of Birakansky dolomites techno
logical process of mineral cotton wool production is considered standard. In realization of 
experimental works with use of basalts of the deposit for production of articles by a method of 
powder technology it was established, that the charge in composition of basalts - 65.5-67.0 %, 
Buzulinsky fire-resistant clay (Amur area) - 31-32 %, Khingansky fluorite - 2.0-2.5 %, with 
humidity at pressing - 12-14 %, is suitable for producti 

Marusinsky Deposit of ßasalts 

The Marusinsky deposit of basalts is located at the territory of Lazo district of Khabarovsk 
territory . Geographical coordinates of center of the deposit: 470 58, 9’ north and 1350 30,3’ east 
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[142]. The deposit is located in the basin of the upper current of the river Kiya, in its right bank 
part, at the divide between Kiya river and its right inf10w Orochenka river. 

The nearest occupied place from the deposit is the village Marusino, 3.5 km to the southwest. 
Regional center Pereyaslavka settlement is located 34 km to the east from the deposit. The deposit 
adjoins directly to the asphalt road Khabarovsk - Nakhodka for 59 km. The basis of the area 
economy is made by timber logging, timber processing industry, agriculture. Transport conditions 
of the region are favorable. The main roads are Moscow - Vladivostok railway and asphalt highway 
running along it. The largest station, nearest the railway, is Pereyaslavka station. At the territory of 
the area some deposits of minerals, including raw material, suitable as active mineral additives in 
cement industry (Svyatogorskoe and Oborskoe tuff deposits), for manufacture of paste paints 
(Pereyaslavsky deposit), for foundry manufacture (Zmeika site) is prospected. However none of 
these deposits is operated. The development of clays, sand-gravel mixtures deposits are conducted 
for the needs of local building industry. 

In ge이ogical structure of the Marusinsky deposit area mainly loose Quatemary deposits 
represented by lacustrine - alluvial and alluvial deposits participate. The volcanogenic formations 
of Pliocene - Early Quatemary age forming covers of basalts are developed in a smaller extent. The 
Marusinsky deposit of basalts is confined to the West Sikhote - Alinsky volcanogenic zone and to 
the largest in the area cover of Sovgavansky suite located in the basin of the left inf10ws of the 
Obor river. This basalt cover in plan has an isometric form, poorly extended in a meridional 
direction with the sizes along axes 21x13 km. The area of the deposit is located in the extreme 
southwest p따t of this cover, near the border of its thinning. The thickness of basalts of this cover 
reaches 174-178 m. Geomorphologically deposit is confined to a rathεr f1at plateau with absolute 
marks of the area from 90-95m to 100-105 m. 

The deposit is prospected by means of drilling of vertical core drilling holes on a network 110 
xl10 m and 50e50 m, that ensured the reserves for a category. The hole depth was determined by 
thickness of useful strata and was limited by stripping of underlying rocks. The total expenses for 
realization of prospecting works have made 36.06 ths rbl (1 990 pr 
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micas are absent. Thus, the raw material of the deposit, despite of various natural versions, with 
using it in manufacture of mineral cotton wool concems to a uniform technological grade. (Table-
20) 

T able 20 The Physical Properties of Basalts of the Marusinsky Deposit 

by the Main T extural Varieties 

Volumetric 

mass. t/m3 
Density, t/m" Porosity % 

Varieties of basalts 
limit, 

limit’ limit, average average 
average 

- Vecicular basalt 
2.83-2.97, 

18.0-41.1, 
1.72-2.32, 2.12 2.90 

26.7 

- Porous and massive basalt 
2.38-2.70, 2.55 2.80-3.06, 

7.5-18.2. 12.1 
2.91 

water absorption 

% 

limit, average 

2.62-13.27, 5.53 

0.44 -3.93, 1.80 

Besides laboratory researches the semi-production and production tests of basalts at Khabarovsk 
mill "Fiber Glass" have been carried out with the purpose to study their applicability for 
manufacture of superthin basalt fibre and at Khabarovsk mill of heat-insulating materials the tests 
for definition of suitability of raw material in manufacture of mineral wadded fibre have been 
made. As a result of all tests it was established, that the basalts of the deposit, in composition of a 
charge with limestones of the Londokovsky deposit, are suitable for manufacture of mineral cotton 
wool, type "A" , which, in its turn is suitable for manufacture ofplates having increased hardness 
and of other products on synthetic binding. By the results of production tests the basalts of the 
deposit in natural composition can be used as raw material for production of mineral basalt 
superthin fibre. The physical properties of basalts allow to use road metal of porous and dense 
basalts as material for a ballast layer of railways and rock debris coverings of highways, and also 
as large filler for heavy concrete modular and monolithic concrete and ferro-concrete structures, 
products and details of the M600 mark and higher. The road metal from vesicular basalts is 
recommended to use as a porous filler for light concretes with the marks of a rock debris on bulk 
density of 1000- 1100 and frost resistance not below MPZ25-MPZ50. 

The Marusinsky deposit is located in favorable hydrogeological conditions. The presence of 
underground waters in basalt stratum, and also in underlying rocks at the depth of 1.5 m, within the 
prospected area of the deposit, is not established. The water supply of the mmmg-processing 
enterprise can be carried out at -the expense of underground waters of framing basalts complex of 
rocks (deposits of Priamursky suite), in which significant f100ding is observed, occasionally with 
exit onto surface as springs. Taking into account geomorphological and hydroge이ogical conditions 
of the deposit, and also insignificant thickness of removal rocks, the deposit can be developed by 
an open way. Overburden rocks are represented by eluvial -talus and eluvial formations consisting 
of sandy - clay material with gruss and rock debris of basalts. Thickness of overburden rocks, in a 
contour of a category C 1 reserves is 2.34 m. A verage volumetric factor of an overburden is 0.27 
m3/m3. Total volume ofremoval rocks (i 
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price)_. The cost price of commodity production will make 2.93 rbl / m3, with wholesale price 3.59 
rbl/m J

• Pay back period of capital investments 8,9 years. Term of reserves supply of the enterprise 
is 12 years. 
Deposit and area of their application, the geographical arrangement of the deposit ways of its 
development it is necessary to consider rational the detailed prospecting, realization at the arεa of 
basalt cover on the f1anks of the deposit with the purpose of increase the reserves and establishing 
ofthe mining enterprise on their base [Denisko, Feasibility report, 1989; Baluev, 1990]. 

Gem-Stone Raw Material 

The natural gem stones are the important raw material for various industries. At the foreign 
market the amethysts, rhodonite, jasper etc are in great demand. The properties of many gem-stones 
determine their importance for technical use in some industries: instrument making, radioelectro
nics, cornmunication facilities, optics etc. Besides many from them are raw material for production 
of abrasive materials. 

The gem-stone raw material is subdivided into jeweler, industrial, decorative-wall. Amethysts, 
beryl, chrysolites, chrome-spinelides, opal, garnets, chalcedonies, mountain crystal, morion are 
attributed to jeweler stones in the region. Among jeweler and industrial stones are: mountain 
crystal, ophicalcite, labradoritite, andenosite, anorthosite, marbles, colored brucites, rhodonite. 
Jaspers, anorthosites, petrified tree, banded gabbro, motley conglomerates, calciphyres, bandεd and 
dense limestones are attributed to industrial stones. At the territory of Khabarovsk territory 
various occurrences of gem-stone raw material are marked . Below the brief description of some 
deposits is given and not enough investigated occurrences of this raw material. Many objects of this 
raw material are revealed in the process of small or average scale geological mapping. The 
specialized prospecting, exploration and production were carried out in modest volumes and, 
mainly, during last decade. The exception represents mountain crystal, revealing and production of 
which were confined to 1960s. These circumstances had a negative effect on completeness of the 
information about colored stones. Below, as far as the materials are available, is given the 
description of deposits, and then occurrences of gem-stone raw material. Some its kinds are marked 
with the characteristic of objects of other branches of minerals, as for ex없nple， brucite (colored 
differences), mineral building materials (wall calciphyres, colored conglomerates) etc. 

Dalnee Piezoquartz Deposit 

The deposit is located in Ayano-Maisky district in the sources ofthe river Chyulbyu, right inf10w 
of the Uchur river, on the northem offshoots of the Ket-Kap ridge. Geographical coordinates of 
the deposit are 570 33 ’ north and 131 0 48 ’ east [19]. There are no inhabited settlements near the 
deposits. 10-12 km to the east of the deposit area the deserted placer mine settlement Ulahan is 
located on the left bank of the Left Ulahan - Chidaakh spring. From the Ulahan settlemεnt up to 
the settlement Chyulbyu an old deserted road passes, suitable for cross-country transport. In the 
Chyulbyu settlement during exploration of the deposit Chkalov Evenk collective farm located 
which was engaged in reindeer-breeding. Chy비byu settlement is connected by water transport 
along the Uchur river with a large settlement Chagda (Yakut Saha), located 5-6 km above the 
mouth of the Uchur river. Economy of the area is determined by gold production and reindeer
breeding. There are no large industrial enterprises. The transportation between the occupied 
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settlements is mainly carried out by helicopters and small aircraft. The regional center Ayan is 
located on the east border of the area, on the of the Okhotsky sea coast. 

In ge이ogical structure of the area of the upper current of the rivers Chyulbyu and Ulahan -
Chidaakh basin the rocks ofUpper Proterozoic, Cambrian and Jurassic ages take part. The deposits 
of Upper Proterozoic complex occur on dim surface of the Archean crystal basement. Cambrian 
deposits, represented by carbonaceous rocks of Yudomsky suite are not significantly distributed in 
the area. Their separate outcrops are marked in the south of the area. The Jurassic formations are 
formed by effusive rocks porphyrites and by augitic porphyries. The Quatemary deposits of the 
area inc1ude alluvial, eluvial and talus formations. Uchuro - Chulbinsky area, within which the 
deposit occurs, is located in the southeast part of the Aldansky shield. The main folded structure of 
the area is the uplift, extended in latitudinal direction - the ridge Ket-Kap- representing a series of 
separate dome-like structures. 

In ge이ogical structure of the deposit the dolomitized limestones with the intercalations of sandy 
limestones and polymictic sandstones blocked by plagioc1ase porphyrites of Jurassic age take part. 
The rocks are broken through and metamorphosed by augite - homblende syenites. The deposit is 
located near the contact of the syenite massif, in this connection at the site the intensive skaming of 
carbonaceous rocks is obseπed. 

In the area and at the site of the deposit the prospecting of 1: 50 000 scale on the areas 160 krn2 

was carried out. About 35 ths m3 of trenches, 27 linear meters of prospect holes and 6 m of 
galleries were passed. As a resu1t of the works fulfilled in skams 4 crystal-bearing zones were 
revealed. They were formed in the strata of Upper Proterozoic carbonates in the exocontact of Post 
Jurassic intrusion of augite - homblende syεnites. The zones represent structures of splitting and 
brecciations of a sublatitudinal strike. The zone No 3 is most investigated. It is traced for 670m 
along strike with thickness up to 10.5 m and at depth up to 45 m. Within the zone the shattered 
rocks are cemented by fine - medium-grained white or smoky quartz forming branching veinlets 
and veins of irregular shape. In swells of the latter the crystal bearing cavities bordered by 
translucent quartz of columnar structure with the crystals of 8-10 cm length locate 

Piezoquartz Deposit Ket-Kap 

The deposit is located near Dalnee deposit. Geographical coordinates - 570 39’40 " north and 
131 0 59’30 " east [17]. The nearest occupied settlement is Chyulbyu, 80 krn to the north - west from 
the deposit. The deposit is located in an axial part of the same name ridge. In structural relation it 
occupies a central part of the Ulakhansky uplift, combined by a stock of syenites, complicated by 
some faults. The deposit itself is confined to the contact of Yudomsky limestones with syenites. 
The contact metamorphism of limestones was displayed in formation of skamed rocks strip of 
width from 10m to 70 m. At the site Ket-Kap geophysical and mining works established rupture 
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dislocations of submeridional and sublatitudinal strike, which in skamed marbled limestones 
represent splitting zones of small thickness. To the sites of the maximal splitting of skams crystal
bearing quartz and quartz - albite veins are confined. The nests with crystals of mountain crystal are 
genetically connected with quartz veins and occur in central or regional parts of the veins. Two 
crystal zones are distinguished : Westem and Eastem. The highest quality of crystal - raw material 
is observed in the Westem zone represented by shattered pyroxene skams with quartz veins of a 
submeridional strike. The quartz veins have the irregular forrn. The thickness of veins is from 0.1 to 
0.8 m, rare it reaches 2 m. Length along strike is 70-140 m. At 10 m depth the veins pinch out. The 
Eastem zone has a more complex structure. The quartz veins are subjected to splitting and 
characterized by small sizes and uncontrolled thickness. In the course of prospecting some crystal
bearing cavities by the size 20-30 cm up to 1.0x2.8 m have been stripped. The crystals of mountain 
crystal have the short-columnar, prismatic forrn with the sizes along a long axis from 5-10 cm up to 
15-30 cm and 2-8cm in diameter. Color of crystals is smoky, pale smoky, colorless. 

In 1960 156 kg of standard crystals were recovered, from which 16.15 kg of standard raw 
material were received( in 1942 - 1.7 kg) . At the dεposit trenches and prospect holes (9.6 ths m3 of 
trenches) were passed. The reserves for a category C2 in 1961 were estimated as 101.3 kg 
[Basikhin etc., 1959]. 

Olginsky Deposit of Mountain Crystal 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky district in the basin of the river Olga, on the right 
board of Medvezhy creek. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 52024 ’ north and 1340 13 ’ east 
[62]. The nearest occupied settlement is Sofiysk settlement located 40 km to the south-west from 
the deposit. The basic economy branches of the area are coal-mining, gold-mining and timber. 
Sofiysk settlement is connected with coal-mining center Chegdomyn settlement by a highway. 
Urgal settlement is a central railway center located at the crossing of Baikal - Amur railway and 
Urgal - Izvestkovaya railway branch-line. 

The area is included into Selemdzhino - Kerbinsky SFZ (structural - forrnational zone) of Amur -
Okhotsky GFS. In geological structure of the area various in composition and age complex 
metamorphic and magmatic formations take part. The Olginsky piezoquartz deposit proper in 
stratigraphic relation is confined to the uppers of phyllite-like strata of rocks of the Upper 
Proterozoic. To the east, 2.5 km from the deposit, the massif of coarse-grained porphyry granites of 
Mesozoic age is marked, 0.5 km to the northwest the contact of metamorphic rocks with cover Late 
Cretaceous effusions is observed. In the structure of the Olginsky deposit the metamorphic rocks 
take paπskamized marble and fine-grained polymictic metasandstones are the basic crystal
bearing horizon and have thickness about 10m. The structure of the deposit re f1ects the most 
characteristic features of the area, especially its fissure tectonics. The strike of rocks at the deposit 
is rather sustained and changes within 270-300。’ dip to the northeast at the angles of 200 - 660 • At 
the deposit three types of dislocations are distinguished: steeply dipping crosscutting, at angle 60-
800 in central part of the deposit accompanying by a zone of grinded rocks with 0.2 - 1.5 m 
thickness; gently dipping crosscutting on the f1anks ofthe deposit, at the angle of dip 45 0 , thickness 
of the shattered rocks from 0.1 to 1.5 m; gently dipping ones have elements of occurrence 
conforrnable with stratification of rocks and are expressed by intensive schist forrnation of the 
latter. 
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The tectonic dislocations shield CIγstal bearing veins or are filled by them. In skarns there are 
garnet in quantity of 20 - 40%: grain size from 0.5 to 2 cm depending on a type of skarns. Among 
quartz veins the crystal- bearing veins and veins with absence of characteristics of crystal pr얻sence 
are distinguished. The deposit was being prospected during 1954-1956. On the 10 km"" area 
prospecting of scale 1: 1 0000 was carried out , 36 ths m) of trenches, 7 prospect holes, 55 linear m 
of galleries with cuts were passed. 20 quartz veins were stripped, from which 5 have economic 
crystal content. All quartz veins are grouped at the small site. Such bodies, identical by the 
conditions of formation, have similar structure of 、'eined quartz and are united into the veined 
zones. In all 5 zones are distinguished; two zones represented by a series of quartz veins and 
veinlets with crystal bearing cavities are perspective. Thickness of the zones - 1-8.5m, extent - 25-
45 m. The composition of quartz veins inc1udes calcite, garnet, amphibole, the molybdenite is of 
small distribution, galena. Veined quartz is transparent, milk-white, columnar and of drusy 
structure. The size of stripped cavities is from 0.7xO.8m to 3x2x1.5 m. The size of crystals from the 
first centimeters up to 0.5-0.7 m in length and up to 0.25 m in a root part. Almost all crystals are of 
spine-like habit, rare prismatic, more often colorless, sometimes smoky-colored and golden, the 
basic part has a zone structure with alternation of colorless and smoky strips. 

As a result of the works done in 1955-1956 the reserves of raw material have made 435 kg of 
monoblocks. By the data of the shop of raw material separation and enrichment of 10 Glavny 
Administration of MRTP during 1954-1956 period 116.5 kg of monoblocks were received, during 
1956 - 18 kg of monoblocks. The raw material was characterized by a plenty of high grades: unique 
and 1 grades. In 1957 at the deposit the works of additional exploration of known crystal bearing 
veins and exploration of new bodies were carried out. As a result the reserves for a category C 1 -
46 kg of monoblocks were estimated and for a category C2 - 48 kg of monoblocks. Since 1958 all 
works at the deposit have beεn stopped. However it is expedient to resume the works for 
prospecting and additional exploration of stripped quartz zones and revealing new crystal bearing 
vεins at the deposit and area, adjacent to it [Tyulenev, Puzanova, 1958; Smertenko εtc. 

Samyrsky Piezoquartz Deposit 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky district on the divide of the rivers the Pravaya 
Bureya - Samyr (left inf10w of the river Olga), at the sources of the right component of the river 
Samyr. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 520 15 ’ north and 1340 20 ’ east [63]. The nearest 
occupied settlement to the deposit is Sofiysk mine located on the river Olga, 35 km from the 
deposi t. The nearest railway station is Urgal on BAM railway. Communication ofthe Urgal station 
with Sofiysk settlement is carried out by a motorway. From the settlement Sofiysk to the deposit a 
tractor road lies. Geology and economy of the area are similar to the above characterized Olginsky 
deposit. The area of the deposit is attributed to Selemdzhino-Kerbinsky SFZ of the Amur -
Okhotsky GFS. 

In ge이ogical structure of the deposit the Precambrian, Upper Cretaceous and Quaternary 
metamorphic rocks, take paπ. Among Precambrian complex the following is distinguished: strata 
of quartz- feldspathic - micaceous slates of porphyrdistrict structure; strata of micaceous 
feldspathic - quartz slates alternated with amphibolite slates, strata of phyllite-like slates with 
interlayers of fine-grained schistose sandstones. Magmatic rocks are represented by intrusion of 
granites and by dikes of veined rocks. The Quaternary deposits have the subordinated role and, 
mainly consist of eluvial - talus formations. 
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In 1956 at the deposit exploration was carried out, the basic kinds of which were sinking of 
trenches-ditches and prospect holes. In total 9250 m3 of trenches - ditches, 38 linear m of prospect 
holes with 2 m2 diameter were executed. Besides a gallery of section 2.7 m2 with cuts was passed, 
its total volume - 21 m. As a result of the works done in strata of Proterozoic crystalline schists, 
within the exocontact of the Pravy (Right) - Bureinsky granite massif of Cretaceous age six veined 
zones, confined to tectonic dislocation, were distinguished. The zones are represented by series of 
quartz veins with crystal- bearing cavities. The veined quartz is fine-medium-grained, with the sites 
of columnar structure, it is broken by cracks filled by muscovite and iron hydroxides. The 
productive zone No 1 is traced along the strike for 120 m and at depth - 23 m. Thickness of the 
zone is from 1.0-1.5 to 3-4 m. The zone is pinched out along the strike and at depth. The size of 
crystal-bearing cavities is from 0.25xO.7x3 m up to 1.5x2.0x3 .0 m. The length of crystals is from 8-
10 cm to 12-17 cm and a diameter is from 1-2 cm up to 2-3.5 cm. The coloring of crystals is 
various, more often they are colorless, the forrn is long-prismatic or spine-like. 

During prospecting from a veined zone No 1 1760 kg of crystal raw materials were recovered, 
from which 5.97 kg of piezoquartz monoblocks were received. As a resu1t of calculation of reserves 
in a productive part of the veined zone No 1 (north-east part) the reserves have made for a category 
C 1 - 7 kg of monoblocks, for a category C2 - 15 kg. According to the reported data, the productive 
P따t ofthe veined zone No 1 was developed in 1958. 

However, taking into account, that the northeast p앙t ofthe veined zone No 1 is not prospected to 
depth the realization of prospecting for study of depth of the north-east part of the zone is obviously 
possible, by continuation of sinking of the gallery. Besides for final finding - out of economic value 
ofthe zones No 2, 5, 6 and 8 the realization of additional mining works is necessary [ Stavrovsky, 
1958; Smertenko etc., 1983]. 

Occurrences of Rhodonite and Jaspers Korel 

The occurrences are located on the westem coast of the Tugursky gulf of the Okhotsky sea, at 
the territory of Tuguro - Chumikansky district, 60 km to the north from the settlement. Tugur. The 
jasper occurrence is located at the cape bordering the Korel bay from the north. Its geographical 
coordinates: are 540 20’ north and 1360 48’ east [44]. The occurrence of rhodonite Korel is located 
on the cape bordering the bay from the south, and has coordinates 540 5’ north and 136047 ’ 
east[44]. The jasper and rhodonite occurrences are separated from each other by 13 km. The nearest 
occupied settlement is the settlement Tugur, transport communication with which can be carried 
out by sea transport. 

The area ofthe occurrence is concemed to Udsko-Shantarsky SFZ ofthe Amur - Okhotsky GFS. 
The area is forrned by Paleozoic terrigenous strata with diabase interlayers, by packs of silicon and 
siliceous - jasper rocks of north- east strike. The interlayers and lenses of jaspers, having thickness 
1-50 m, are widespread to the south from the bay Kore l. In a greater part the jaspers are of sealing
wax - red color, of the same type, heavily jointed. At the northem site, in the strata of sealing-wax 
- red jaspers their two lenses of length up to 30 m and of thickness up to 5 m are established. Red 
jaspers have breccia structure. Within the lenses the jaspers are jointy, the fractureless sites rare 
exceed 0.5xO.5 m. 

The occurrence of rhodonite Korel consists of two sites - North and South. At the North site the 
rhodonite, together with oxidized ores of manganese, is established in a native occurrence in a sole 
of beach and forrns three lenses. The most thick lens of rhodonite has length 10m and thickness up 
to 3 m. The rhodonite is accompanied by sealing-wax - red jaspers. At the South site rhodonite and 
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manganesε oxide ores are observed in fragments among loose forrnations of sea beach. The 
rhodonites ofNorthand South sites are similar by their qualities. Color is light-pink, less often pi따c 
The size of fractureless sites is 20x20 cm, less often 50x50 cm. With an estimation of decorative 
qualities it is established, that the rock consisting of rhodonite in close accretion with 
rhodochrosite, containing also quartz and bustamite, has a high decorativeness allowing to compare 
it with the best grades of landscape jaspers. The rhodonite rock is recommended to use as industrial 
stone. Korel occurrence of rhodonite and jaspers were surveyed by prospecting routes with.40-50 
m distance between them, with opening by trenches and striplings the volume of 98 linear m 
[Smertenko etc. , 1983]. 

Uikan Occurrence of Rhodonite 

This occurrence is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky district in sea cliffs of cape delimiting the 
bays Korel and Uikan. Coordinates ofthe show are 540 15’ north and 1360 48 ’ east [45]. 

The geological - structural position of the show Uikan is similar to the Korel site. It is included 
into Udsko-Shantarsky zone of the Amur - Okhotsky GFS. The rhodonite-bearing rock has light 
pink coloring: the rhodonite units are frequently met in association with light gray or pink - gray 
quartz, that quite often causes banded or spotty stone texture. The fractureless blocks have usually 
sizes 20e20, less often - 40e40 cm. Except the described occurrences of rhodonite such shows as 
Khakandzhinsky(Okhotsky area, 20 km to the east from Arka settlement) Shantarsky (Tuguro
Chumikansky district, Large Shantar island ), Dzhavodinsky (Tuguro - Chumikansky district, left 
ba따 ofthe river Left Dzhavody), Mokhovoy (Nanaisky district), Makarinskoe (Nanaisky district), 
Vandanskoe (Nanaisky district, 6 km to the west from Vandan settlement), Barakhtinsky 
(Nanaisky district ) etc are also known. At all shows of rhodonite with the purpose of their quality 
definition, the arrangement of prospecting works and technological tests of rhodonite-bearing rocks 
[Smertenko etc., 1983] are necessary. 

Cape Tylsky Jasper Occurrence 

The occurrence of technical jasper Cape Tylsky is located in Tuguro-Chumikansky district of 
Khabarovsk territory. Geographical coordinates: 54040 ’ north and 1350 38 ’ east [42]. This show is 
located on the coast of the Okhotsky sea (Udsky Bay), 30 km to the east -- southeast from 
Chumikan settlement, 2 km from the beacon. Transport communication with Chumikan settlement 
is carried out by vehicle on sea beach, in outflow period, and by sea transport. At the jasper 
occurrence the detailed documentation of sea cliffs was made and 7 km of routes were passed. At 
the Tylsky cape jaspers forrn conforrnable layers and lenses in the section of strata of terrigenous -
volcanogenic - siliceous rocks. The jaspers are confined to the outcrops of Middle Devonian strata. 
They forrn sea cliffs of 20-40 m height. Interlayers of jaspers strike is parallel to sea cliff, dip is at 
angles of 70-900 towards the sea. The relict sites of the strata have thickness up to 30 m and length 
about 250 m. Jaspers have low jointing, of grayish-green color, as a rule, mono-colored, less often 
with reddish and brownish spots. Blocks are good, their size is 3x3 m. By their quality the banded 
jaspers of cape Tylsky can be referred to industrial stone. Among diabasic strata the lens of 
jaspers, 7 m thick, 15 m length, of greyish - crimson color with white spots, having breccia texture 
was established. The blocks without cracks have the sizes 0.5x5 m, decorativeness of greyish
crimson jaspers is higher. Both differences of jaspers are characterized by small amount of cracks 
and are well-polished. Within the area of distribution of volcanogenic- siliceous rocks on the right 
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b없lk of the river Tyl it is possible to reveal highly decorative differences of jaspers, by realization 
ofprospecting [Smertenko etc., 1983]. 

Stepanovka Jasper Occurrence 

The occurrence of ribbon jasper Stepanovka is located in Tuguro-Chumikansky area. The river Tyl 
flows into Udsky bay 25 km to the east of Chumikan settlement. The occurrence is located 25 km 
from its mouth, on the left board, in the valley of Stepanovka creek. Distance from Chumikan 
settlement to the occurrence is about 40 km by a ground road. Geographical coordinates: 540 31 ’ 
north and 1350 19’ east [43]. Near thε show timber cuttings are carried out, in upper reaches of thε 
river Tyl gold production is conducted. The Stepanovka occurrence is located in the Udsky zone, 
within the Okhotsky volcanogen and Tylsko - Lantarsky anticlinorium uplift and belongs to spilite -
diabase siliceous- sandy - argillaceous formations of Paleozoic age. The site of occurrence is 
surveyed by routing of divides and of river valleys. 15 linear km of routes were passed. 

The occurrence of banded jasper proper is located in the valley of Pravaya (Right) Stepanovka 
creek, l .2km from its mouth. Here in the alluvium of the creek the blocks of coarsely banded 
jaspers by the size from 0.3xO.3 m up to lxlm are observed. Thickness of jaspers strips is 0.5-2 
cm. Their color is white, green, sealing wax and black. The fractureless sites have the size of 
40x40 cm. On the left board ofthe Stepanovka creek, in a near-divide part, the bedrocks of sealing
wax red, less often grayish - green jaspers of high decorativeness are established. By arrangement 
of rock debris and jasper blocks in talus, they compose layers and lenses of a northeast strike by 
thickness from 1m to 50 m, extent- about 2 km. However jaspers ofthis show at the surveyed small 
site have the increased microjointing. Extensive territory of development of rocks of volcanogenic -
siliceous formation by some characteristics is perspective for detection of occurrences of highly 
decorative jaspers, and for an estimation of this area the arrangement of additional works is 
desirable [Smertenko etc., 1983]. 

Ir-Nimiysky Occurrence of Blue Jaspers 

This occurrence is located at the territory of Tuguro-Chumikansky district, 90 km to the west 
from Chumikan settlement, 30 km from settlement Udskoe, on the left bank of the middle current 
of the Nimi river, in the divide of the rivers Ir and Nimi. Geographical coordinates: 540 02 ’ north 
and 1340 32’ east [48]. This show is attributed to Dzhagdinsky SFZ ofthe Amur-Okhotsky GFS. 

Among jasper-like lower part of the Uligdansky suite the sites of light-blue jaspers development 
confined to the fissure and manganesation zones are distinguished. The occurrence is attributed to 
spilite - diabase siliceous - sandy - argillaceous Paleozoic formation. The bodies of jaspers have 
irregular and lenticular forms by 20-30 m extent, with thickness from 0.5 to 4-5 m. Rocks are 
brown - lilac less often reddish - pi파( up to white color, quarzite-like with irregular lenticular 
bodies and veinlet-like sites and spots of dark blue color. Thickness of veinlets from 0.5 up to 3 
mm, size of lenses from 0.5xl up to 1.5x5cm. The stone has original and high decorative qualities. 
The presence of rather large indefective areas allows to recommend it as an industrial stone. 

Except jaspers, at the occurrence imimites (amphibole-quartz rock consisting of microgranular 
quartz and amphibole extracts) are developed, which are located as the isolations having irregular 
form by size 5x5x8 mm, or veinlets having thickness up to 1.5 cm and rhodonite - quartz rock 
consisting in the bulk from crimson rhodonite, located as irregular form of isolations by the sizes 
up to 50x40xl00 mm. The stones are ofhigh quality, theyare sawn into thin plates (2-3 mm) and 
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have after polishing mirror surface or close to it. At the manifestation prospecting - evaluation 
works were carried out by sinking of prospect holes and trenches at profiles. By results of the 
works done the reserves of jewelry - industrial stones were determined for a category C2: imimite -
168lt, rhodonite - 74 t andjaspers - 9758. Depth ofthe reserves estimation is up to 2 m. 

The production of the stone can be made by an open way. The water-bearing horizons are absent, 
the inflow of water is possible only at the expense of defrosting of permafrost and atmospheric 
precipitation. The technical water supply can be carried out from temporary streams of basin the 
river Dzhavodi with distance from the object of works 500 m-l km. The drinking water supply is 
provided from the creeks Bom and Berezovy, apart from the object for 100-300m. For more 
complete investigation of the show the prospecting - estimation works at the outlined sites of 
productive bodies localization are necessary and organization of test- mining works at the most 
investigated deposits is required. 
Except the described occurrences of jaspers, at the Khabarovsk territory there are established the 
following shows: American (Okhotsky district (region), 90 km to the south-west from 0암lotsk) ， 

Urmi-D갱elak (Tuguro-Chumikansky district, 75 km to the south-west from the settlement 
Udskoe), Makarovsky (Nanaisky district, 35km to the south-east from the settlement Bira), 
Khabarovsk (Orekhovaya mountain, outskirts of Khabarovsk) etc. 

All these occurrences require the arrangement of prospecting - estimation works [Smertenko etc. , 
1983]. 

Kondersky Display of Chrome-Diopside 

This occurrence is confined to the ring ridge Kondor framing an intrusive massif of central type 
of complex composition and located 90 km from the settlement Nelkan of Ayan - Maisky area. 
Geographical coordinates of the show - 570 35 ’ north and 134040 ’ east [20]. The Kondor creek, 
beginning in the basin of a ring type, flows from it northwards and falls into the river Uorgalan. In 
connection with exploration of the Kondersky platinoid deposit the site was connected by a winter 
road with NeH‘an settlement. In summer time the transportation is carried out by helicopters and 
of small aircraft planes. The Kondersky intrusive massif has concentrically zoned structure and is 
represented by dunites, peridotites, pyroxenites, koswites. The dunites forming a central part of the 
massif prevail. At the object the inspection routes by total extent of 9.8 km were made. At the 
separate sites the distance between them was 10m. The large isolations of chrome-diopsides 
confined to schlierens of diopside in dunites and to diopside veins are observed. Schlieren of 
macrocrystalline diopside have the size up to 8-10 cm. There are diopside veins up to tens meters in 
length with thickness of the first meters. The chrome-diopside is bright green, its crystals reach the 
sizes up to 10 cm. The transparent chrome-diopside has the sizes up to lxlxO.5cm. Taking into 
account the exploitation of the Kondersky placer deposit of platinoids the organization of special 
works is recommended according to an opportunity of accessory production of jeweler raw 
material. 

The occurrence of chrome-diopside is observed on the right bank of the river Chad and in the 
valleys of its bed inflows. The revealed shows are confined to the zone of contact of dunites and 
olivine pyroxenites in the northem part of the Chadsky massi f. Crystals of chrome-diopside are of 
bright - green color, size - 0.5-8 mm. They form rather rare (5-15 %) impregnation in dunites, or 
for 80-95 % form unequigranular 이ivine clinopyroxenites. The purest and most transparent crystals 
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of chrome-diopside having the size up to 2 mm in diameter are met in bed and f1uvial alluvium. 
This occurrence deserves the further study [Smertenko etc. , 1983]. 

Bikinsky Amethyst Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in Bikinsky district at the southeast margin of Bikin town, 1.5 km from 
the hill Korsanikha, on the right bank of the river Bikin. Geographical coordinates: 460 47 ’ north 
and 1340 18 ’ east [152]. The area of the occurrence is inc1uded into Sikhote-Alinsky SFZ of the 
GFS having the same name. The show is confined to the Samursky (Bikinsky) massif of Latε 
Cretaceous granitoids. The amethyst-bearing mineralization spatially is connected with the 
kaolinization zones of, controlling fissures. Within the zone the bags are marked, intemal part of 
which is executed by c1ay material, in which there occur well formed crystals and growths of 
amethysts. Length of productive fracture zones is 50-70m, thickness is up to the first tens of 
centimeters. The crystals have the sizes from 0.6-0.7cm to 10-15 cm in the greatest measurement, 
of light and dark-violet color. By the conc1usion of the trust "C이ored stones " the amethysts of the 
Bikinsky occurrence are perspective material for cutting. Up to the present time the kaolinization 
zones have been established in the various parts of the Samursky granitoid massif. It specifies that 
the whole area ofthe massif (1 70 km2) can be amethyst-bearing. 

Besides the above specified occurrence, the following finds of amethyst are known: Mariyka 
(Ayano-Maisky area, 80 km to the south-east from settlement Nelkan, Maly Komuy river), 
Tropinova Mountain(Nikolaev area, divide of the rivers of Bekcha and Tavlinka), Cape of 
Alexandr (Tuguro - Chumikansky area, coast of the Sakhalin gulf). The above mentioned 
occurrences require arrangement of additional researches [Smertenko etc. , 1983]. 

Etmatinsky Berγ1 Display 

This occurrence is located in Verkhnebureinsky district, 70 km to the southeast from Sofiysk 
settlement, 150 km to the northeast from Chegdomyn settlement, in the upper reaches of the river 
Etmata, the left inf10w of the river Right Bureya. Geographical coordinates: 520 07 ’ north and 
1340 30’ east [64]. The transport communication is limited to tracks and aircraft. The area of the 
show is attributed to Selemdzhino - Kerbinsky SFZ ofthe Amur - Okhotsky GFS. 

The occurrence is confined to the endocontact of granitoids of Right - Bureinsky massif of Late 
Cretaceous age. In granitoids the pegmatoid differences are distinguished, to which the basic 
amount of schlieren pegmatites is confined, bearing beryl and morion mineralization. The majority 
of pegmatites is confined to gently dipping fissures developed in the regional p따t of the massif. 
The area with the greatest amount of pegmatites is 1000x600 m. The beryl is colorless or pale 
greenish - white, is yellow - green and yellow color, the crystals are transparent, butjointy. 

The crystals have extended-prismatic shape, the length is from 5 mm to 80 mm, from 3 - 30 mm 
in section. By the conc1usion of trust " Colored stones " the beryl crystals cannot be used in jeweler 
industry as cutting material, however the authors of the works done recommend thε site for the 
further study [Smertenko 뻐d etc .. 1983]. 

Kiransky Garnet Display 

The occurrence is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky district, 80 km to the north-west from 
Chumikan settlement, on the east slope of Dzhugdzhur ridge, in the interf1uve of Gichi and Lovly, 
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in the upper reaches of the river Kiran. Geographical coordinates: 550 30 ’ north and 1350 23 ’ east 
[37]. The area of the show is formed by Proterozoic metamorphic rocks uniting gamet- amphibole 
and gamet- bioitite gneisses, which altemate with differencies not containong gamets. This 
complεx of rocks locates in the large tectonic block limited to the fault of north-east strike at the 
contact with anorthosites. The packs of gamet-containing rocks are developed widely, have large 
extent and thickness up to hundreds of meters. The gamet forms grains of the rounded form. Their 
size is from 2-3 mm up to 1.5cm. Color is pi따ι brown, bright red. Mainly the crystals are opaque, 
jointy. At the site the inspecting routing works by total extent of 30 km were carried out The 
executors of geological researches consider that the presence of placers with jeweler gamet are 
possible and recommend realization of additional works for their revealing [Smerte따(0 etc., 1983]. 

Janinsky garnet display 

The occurrence is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky district, on the right bank of the river Ana, in 
its upper current. Geographical coordinates: 550 20 ’ north and 134030’ east [40]. The occurrence is 
located in the Dzhugdzhursky block of Archean rocks. The gamet crystals occur in biotite-gamet 
gneisses and in the endocontact zone of massifs of Proterozoic granites and gneiss - granite. 
Separate lenses and layers of gamet gneisses have thickness from 10-15m up to 150-200m and 
extent from 1 km to 15-20 km. Zones of granite endocontact, enriched by gamet, have thickness of 
50-100 m. The gamet crystals in gneisses are distributed rather uniformly, at separate sites the 
gamet contents reaches 10 and more percent. Gamet crystals have regular form, their size is up to 
2 cm, color is brown - dark brown up to cherry and dark red . Prevail opaque jointy- fractured 
crystals, alongside with large transparent crystals of bright red color. The area of the occurrence is 
considered perspective for detection of placers of jeweler gamet - almandine. The inspection for an 
establishment of presence of jeweler g따net in loose deposits is recommended [Smertenko etc., 
1983] . 

Talanjinsky Garnet Display 

The occurrence is located in Obluchensky district of Jewish autonomous area, 5-6 km to the south 
from the station Talandzha ofthe Izvestkovaya - Urga lrailway. Geographical coordinates: 490 39’ 
north and 131 0 35 ’ east. [100]. The manifestation occurs in the Vostochny (East) block of the 
Bureinsky median massif. The gamet is contained in alluvial placers, the original source of which 
are orthogneisses which have been broken through by coarse-grained granites of Paleozoic. The 
crystal sizes are from 1-2 mm up to 1.5-2 cm, the most distributed - 0.3-0.5 cm. The quality of 
gamet was not studied. The show is connected with perspective formation. Taking into account 
easy reach of the occurrence, it is recommended to inspect it for an establishment of transparent 
gamet presence [Smertenko etc. , 1983]. 

Ingiliysky Garnet Display 

This occurrence is located in Ayano-Maisky district, in the central part of the ring massif of the 
same name, in the cover of the Siberian platform, on the right bank of the river Ingili of the right 
inflow of the river Maya [1 5]. The separate sites of the massif contain the increased quantity of 
schorlomite crystals. In the sea cliff by extent of 150 m, height 10-15m are exposed ijolite -
malteigit, in which the contents of nepheline is 50 %, gamet - 25-30 %, pyroxene - 20-25%. The 
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garnets have low hardness and significant fragility. However the contents of crystals by the size 
more than 1 cm (more than 10 %) and large resources (more than 500 ths t) allow to recommend 
more detailed works in the region [Smertenko etc., 1983]. 

Agdoninsky Garnet Display 

This occurrence is located in Verkhnebureinsky district in the valley of the river Agdoni at its 
junction with the river Niman, and along the left board of the latter, as far as 4-6 km more west the 
ore occurrence of tin occurs. Geographical coordinates of the show: 51 043 ’ north and 1320 20 ’ east 
[72]. The area of the show is located at the Bureinsky median massi f. 

The prospected placers of cassiterite, contain significant quantity of garnet. The placer of the 
river Agdoni is investigated in the lower current of the river near its conf1uence with the river 
Niman. Its near-mouth p따t of 940 m extent is investigated the most completely. A f100r of the 
valley is almost f1at, with width from 160 up to 220 m. The terrace is 1.5-4 m above the water level, 
thickness of deposits is from 2.5 up to 7 m. The cassiterite-bearing interlayer containing gamet, 
occurs at depth from 1.5 up to 6 m. The average depth ofits occurrence is determined as 3.32 m. In 
placers garnet is distributed uniformly, beginning with the most upper peats and insignificantly 
decreasing to sands. Gamet is represented by almandine, characterized by a beautiful reddish - pink 
color, good cutting, transparency and high luster. The sizes of gamet grains vary from 0.2 up to 2 
mm. The average content -1354.7 g 1m이 in separate interval reserves, within the prospected paπ of 
the Agdonie river valley placer, make for a category C2 546 t. Proceeding from the gamet quality, 
the placer and its content the accompanying production of garnet simultaneously with exploitation 
of tin-bearing placer should be recommended. If necess따Y to increase the garnet reserves the 
prospecting should be carried out upwards along the board of the Agdonie river up to original 
occurrence a large field of granites and of aplitics with garnet [Onikhimovsky, 1946]. 

Kirginsky Agate Display 

The occurrence is located in Birobidzhan area of JAA (Jewish Autonomous District) at the northem 
margin of Kirga settlement, near the railroad. Geographical coordinates of the occurrence 
480 31 ’north and 1320 52 ’ east. [114]. The manifestation is located within Khingano-Yadrinsky 
ledge, which is a fragment ofthe Bureinsky median crystalline massi f. Khingano - Yadrinsky ledge 
on the significant area is overlain by effusive and loose formations which fill superimposed 
troughs. The agates are confined to Early Cretaceous vo1canites of interf1uve Kirga-Ikura. Among 
lithoclastic tuffs the sites of original ’mottley’ tuffs, to which increased congestion of amygdules 
with agate is confined, are distin-guished. At the occurrence the geological routes were carried out 
on the profiles, passed pits (kopussha) and trenches were passed. As the result of these works two 
separated agate-bearing sites were revealed: the site along the Kirga-Kukan road and the site on the 
northem margin of Kirga settlement. The area of tuffs development is 3 sq km. 

The amygdules and geodes in tuffs are filled by agate, agate with quartz and hydroxides in the 
central part, by cha1cedony, sometimes with amethyst and mountain crystal. The sizes of 
amygdules reach 7-10 cm. The agates have concentrically zoned pattem with zones of gray, white 
and light-blue colours. Quality of agates has received a high estimation. As the result of the 
inspection carried out at the Kirginsky agate occurrence it was established, that more productive 
for agate are the interlayers with variegated tuffs. They make a part of the section of Lower 
Cretaceous vo1canites, which are attributed to perspective for agate andesite formation of Lower 
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Cretaceous, widely developεd in the Bureinsky median massi f. Though the scale of development 
of agate mineralization at the surveyed area is insignificant, its ge이ogical setting and geographical 
position allow to direct searching of accumulation of jewelry - industrial stone. The significant 
agate occurrences were revealed in the north of Khabarovsk territory. In the Okhotsk district the 
following occurrences are known Goloe, Bezymyannoe, Vetrovoe, Khotorchansky, Valun, 
Krasivoe and etc .. However these occurrences are poorly investigated and require additional 
inspection [Smerte따(û etc. , 1983]. 

Vyazemsky Chalcedony Occurrence 

The show is located in Vyazemsky district in the upper reaches of the river Levy Podkhorenolι 
The nearest occupied place is the settlement Shurnny, 5-20 km apart to the northwest from the 
show and 50 km to the southeast from Vyazemsky town. Geographical coordinates of the 
occurrence are: 47013 ’ north and 135005 ’ east [151]. In geological structure of the area the 
volcanites of West- Sikhote - Alinsky zone the of the same name GFS take part, they include 
andesites, andesit-basalts and lava-breccias ofPaleogene age. They occur as a cover and occupy the 
area about 150 km2. In separate p따ts of the cover the horizons of amygdaloidal basalts were 
marked and also the zones of splitting and hydrothermal changes of effusions with agate 
mineralization were revealed. The horizons of amygdaloidal basalts have extent up to 5 km and 
thickness from 3-12 m. The zones of splitting in basalts with agate mineralization are stretched for 
500 m with thickness up to 80-100 m. Mineralogical composition of productive bodies: agate, 
chalcedony, sapphirine, quartz. The amygdules of agate are dispersed in the detached horizons. The 
agate mineralization as nest-like and veinlet isolations in the zones of increased jointing is 
observed. 

Chalcedony is translucent, light gray. Quartz - agate difference is represented by fine-pattem 
agate with concentrically zoned white strips against gray and bluish background. The quality of raw 
material was estimated by "Colored stones" trust. Two versions are distinguished : chalcedony and 
quartz - agate, among them the technical and jeweler differences are observed. By the results of 
expedition "Dalqurtzsamotzveties" works (1980) it was established, that the occurrence is 
perspective for detection of economic accumulations of agate and chalcedony and it is 
recommended for detailed prospecting [Smertenko etc., 1983]. 

Lantarsky Labradoritite Occurrence 

The occurrence is located in Ayano-Maisky district, 170 km to the northwest from Chumikan 
settlement. Geographical coordinates are 55 055 ’ north and 136057’ east [33]. There are no 
comfortable roads. The occurrence is located within the Ayano - Shavlinsky structure in the 
contour of Lantarsky pluton of Proterozoic anorthosites. In its central zone composed by 
anchimonomineral anorthosites, with schlieren of pyroxene-bearing anorthosites and gabbro -
anorthosites, there are differences of rocks with lflsmg labrodorite. The rocks with irising 
labrodorite form the sites by the area up to 3-5 km2, usually, as the strips along the axis of pluton. 
The mineralization of productive bodies, in basic, is connected with rough- and giganto-grained 
differences of anorthosites of essentially plagioclase composition with pyroxene. Crystals of 
irising labrodorite are scattered in mass of anorthosites. The labrodorites iris, mainly, in gray and 
pale - brown tones, rare pink - vi이et. 
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The occurrence is revealed as a resu1t of scale 1: 200000 survey, but was not specially studied. By 
the conclusion of inspecting team of "Dalqurtzsamotzvetie" the occurrence is perspective for 
detection of large accumulations of crystals of jewelry- industrial raw material. The realization in 
the region of special works is expedient [Smertenko etc., 1983] . 

Geransky (Dzhugdzhursky) Occurrence of Irising Labrodorite 

The occurrence is located in Tuguro - Chumikansky district, 125 km to the northwest from 
Chumikan settlement at the divide of the rivers Uchur and Maimakan. Geographical coordinates: 
1340 30’ north and 550 50 ’ east [32]. The transportation is carried out by helicopters. 

The show is located in the Precambrian Dzhugdzhursky block and confined to a large pluton of 
anorthosites of Proterozoic and is submitted by medium-coarse-grained sometimes porphyry 
labradoritites with plentyful crystals. Width oflabradoritite strips with irising labrodorite is 1-3 km, 
extent - up to 10 km. The rock consists of plagioclase and pyroxene, subordinated to it. Crystals of 
irising labrodorite are scattered in the rock. The quantity of labrodorite crystals with bright irisation 
reaches 60%. The labrodorite irises in bright- green and bright-dark blue tones. The size of such 
crystals is from 0.5- 1.0 cm up to 10 cm. The occurrence was revealed in the process of geologocal 
survey works, but was not studied specially. By the conclusion of the inspecting team of 
"Dalqurtzsamotzveties" the occurrence is perspective for detection of accumulations of crystals of 
jewelry - industrial quality and is recommended for special works [Smertenko etc., 1983] . 

Occurrence of Petrified Wood Siziman 

The occurrence of petrified trees Siziman is located in Vaninsky district on the coast of Tatar 
strait, 500m to the north-east Siziman settlement in the Kitusi Cape. Geographical coordinates of 
the show: 500 43 ’ north and 1380 26 ’ east [86]. Transport communication from Siziman settlement 
is carried out by helicopter, less often by sea transport in the Tatar Strait. In the structural relation 
the occurrence is confined to the East-Sikhote-Alinsky vo1canic belt, it is localized in strata of 
rocks of Paleogene basa1t formation. The petrified trees were observed in scarps, which begin 500 
m from the settlement and are stretched along coast for 4-5 km. The sea cliffs are formed by 
pyroclastic rocks of the basic composition: the tuffs of fine-grained and psephytic basa1t 
composition, and also tuff breccia and tuff-conglomerates are attributed to them. This complex of 
rocks is referred to as Kuznetsovsky suite of Eocene age. The petrified trees are located in ash and 
fine-grained tuffs of basa1t composition. The occurrence of tuff strata is near-horizontal. Height of 
cliffs above the sea level reaches 60 m. The walls have a general gradient 50-70 0 , and at some sites 
the scarps are vertical. The outcrops of petrified trees are represented by is이ated trunks of 1-2 m 
length and in diameter 10-40 cm. The rare trunks have thickness more than 1 m. Distance between 
trunks is 200-300 m, less often - 20-30m, height oflocation ofpetrified trunks above a sea level is 
from 0 up to 40 m. The majority of trunks stands vertically, the largest petrified trunks occur 
horizontally. The timber of trunks is often replaced by opal with white, light-gray, less often -
greenish or brownish chalcedony. In a smaller part of trunks a degree of petrification is high. In 
trunks banding is retained, its color is brown, light brown, sometimes almost black. Petrified wood 
has average and high degree of decorativeness and is suitable for manufacturing hand-made 
articles. The separate fragments of trunks have green color tones. Distinct thin pattem of annual 
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rings is preserved. The stone accepts good polishing close to mirror, on the polished plane the depth 
of pattem is displayed, which is stipulated by irregular translucency of stone in various layers. 

By the conclusion of expedition of "Dalqurtzsamotzveties" the Siziman occurrence is perspective 
object for production of jewelry - industrial, industrial and collection material. Exploration carried 
out in 1980 from De-Kastrie settlement up to the Mosolov bay (60 km to the north from the 
Siziman show) have proved a wide distribution of tufogene and tufogenic-sedimentary rocks of the 
basic composition. Among volcanogenic pyroclastic rocks the organic remains, including 
fragments of petrified wood, quite often are preserved. It allows to consider the extensive area 
(from Siziman settlement up to De-Kastrie) perspective one for detection of petrified trees 
accumulations. The detailed prospecting necessary for estimation of this area [Smertenko etc.,1983] 
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Chapter 6. INDUSTRIAL MINERALS 

In this chapter the cementing and wall materials, fi11ers of concrete, natural and ceramic wa11 
stones, building sands and quartz, limestones and dolomites for glass industry are covered. 

Carbonaceous Raw Materials 

In Khabarovsky territory limestones and dolomites are widely distributed. They are connected 
with the deposits of various systems from Archean to Mesozoic. By their origin the limestones are 
subdivided into chemogenic, organogeneous and c1astic. By balance of reserves 11 deposits of 
limestones were taken into account, inc1uding one for cement production, 10 - for production of 
building lime. The largest limestone deposits in Khabarovsky territory are Londokovsky one, which 
is in operation and explorating Milan deposit. The reserves of limestones for cement for categories 
A + B + C1 are 28675 ths t and for a category C2 - 132065 ths t. 

As raw material for cement the fo11owing is taken into account: argi11aceous rocks with amount of 
reserves for a category A + B + Cl - 42947 ths t and for a category C2 - 47000 ths t, hydraulic 
additives with the reserves for the sum of categories A + B + C1 - 43860 ths t and for a category 
C2 - 89770 ths t, reserves of iron ores for a category A + B + C 1 - 2914 ths t and for a category C2 
- 3797 ths t. F or manufacture of cement in Khabarovsk territory are delivered plaster and boron
gypSUffi. In Khabarovsk territory the Teploozersky cement mi11 works. In 1991 is made 945 ths t of 
c1inker and 1070 ths t of cement of marks 200-600 was produced at it. The average mark of cement 
is 457.2 kg/cm. 

The actual cost price ofmanufacture 1 t of c1inker is 15.71 rbl., and cement - 96.05 rbls. Average 
wholesale price of 1 t of cement is 101. 92rbl. Total reserves of 10 limestone deposits for building 
lime for a category A + B + C1 are 74925 ths t (inc1uding on developed deposits - 53587 ths t) and 
on a category C2 - 10705 ths t (inc1uding on developed deposits 8580 ths t). The production is 
made at the deposits Londokovsky, Vyazemsky, Pivansky, Amgunsky, Mereksky, Vershinny. As 
reserve ones are Abramovsky, Umaltinsky, Selgonsky, Luktursky. The description of some 
deposits is given lower [Balance of reserves as of 01.이. 1992]. 

Raw Material for Cement Industry 

Londokovsky Deposit of Limestones 

The Londokovsky deposit of limestones is located in Obluchensky district of Jewish autonomous 
area of Khabarovsk territory. It is located between the Teploe Lake (Warm Lake) railroad passing 
and railway station Londoko ofthe Far East railway. Regional center Obluchje is 80 km to the west 
ap따t from the deposit , the regional center Birobidzhan is located 95km to the east . Geographical 
coordinates of the center of the deposit: 41 001 ’ north and 131 0 55 ’ east [108]. In the area the timber 
industry, industry of building materials and mining are developed. Industry of building materials is 
represented by Teploozersky cement mi11s and Londokovsky lime factory. 

Teploozersky and Londokovsky mi11s have departmental railways connecting them with the main 
railway. The electrosupply of the area is carried out by Obluc피e - Birobidzhan electric power 
transmission line. The Londokovsky deposit of limestones was discovered in 1929 and since 1933 
it has been exploited. In next years at the deposit prospecting was repeatedly renewed at its various 
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sites. In the main the works were focused at the sites: Sopka (hill) Pervaya (First), Second, Fourth, 
Slantzevaya. On the base of the limestones of Sopka Vtoraya (Second) and Sopka (hill) Slantze
vaya a cement mill was constructed. The total reserves of limestones make (cement, f1ux, for lime 
f10ur and rock debris) 300 mln.t, including for economic categories 113 mln t and for category C2 
- 217 mln. t. Basic products of Londokovsky lime mills working on the base of limestones of the 
Tretya Sopka site, are building lime, calcareous f10ur and carbonaceous commercial rocks. The 
consumers of this production are Khabarovsk silicate brick plant, Khorsky hydrolysis mills, the 
various building enterprises and enterprises of Selkhoztechnika (agriculture equipment) of 
Khabarovsk territory, Amur district and Chita district. Besides the Londokovsky limestone deposit 
(Tretya Sopka) the mills operates the Birakansky dolomite deposit Rozovaya Skala (Rock). 

The area of the deposit is included into Bureinsky median massif. In geological structure of the 
Londokovsky deposit area participate Proterozoic-Iginchinsky slate strata, ore-bearing and 
Londokovsky Cambrian suite, intrusions ofgranitoids of the Birobidzhan complex. Dike rocks are 
of diabasic and granite composition, Recent deposits. Limestones and slates of the deposit compose 
a nucleus and east wing of a large complex synclinal zone. At the site Tretya Sopka the limestones 
form a dome-like fold with its axis plunging to the south and north; Rupture dislocations in the 
area of the deposit are widely distributed. 

The detailed prospecting works cover the whole outcrops of limestones, composing Tretya 
Sopka, including volume of trenches. Distance between them was 100 m in the middle part of the 
site and 400 m on the f1ank. For study of dikes a number of short trenches and prospect holes were 
passed. The boreholes located in profiles at the distance of 200 m from each other for reserves of 
economic categories. In the lines the holes were passed with account of continuous overlapping of 
the section. In total at the site 22 holes by depth from 36.8 up to 120.5 m were passed. The 
expenses for detailed exploration in 1979-1980 at the site Tretya Sopka have made 158.8 ths rbl 
(price 1980). 

The mineral of the site are the limestones. The limestone strata compose offshoot of 1800 m 
length, and width 400-800 m and represent a paπ of the anticlinal fold extending from south 

Table 21 Limestones Reserves of the Tretya Sopka Site 

Balance reserves. thous. t 
Varieties of limestone 

A B Cl A+S+Cl 

lime and calcareous flour 22368.5 7730.6 5982.3 36031.4 
limestone flour 10494.3 14002.。 2881 1.3 53307.6 
Rock debris 6770.9 6770.9 
Total 32862.8 21732.6 41614.5 96109.9 

The basis of ca1culation of the reserves is : the minimal thickness of a useful layer - 8.0 m, 
maximal thickness of removal rocks 5.0 m, factor of overburden not more than 0.5, the interlayers 
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of sub-standard rocks more than 0.5 m were excluded from ca1culation of reserves. Beyond ore 
body reserves of limestones, suitable as road metal, for the categories B + C1 make 16509.8 ths t 
and for Cl - 2171 ths 1. 

The Londokovsky deposit is exploited by the mills of the same name. In 1991 the limestone 
production, considering losses, reached 1568 ths t. Balance reserves as of 01.01.91 made: for lime 
manufacture for categories A + B + C1 - 27533 ths t, for manufacture of lime flour and rock debris 
the reserves have not been changed. The limestones of the Tretya Sopka site were estimated as raw 
material for manufacture of the following: lime flour, building ca1cic air hardening lime, 
calcareous rock debris for silicate plants and of rock debris for construction work. In conformity 
with GOST requirements for specified production the laboratory and technological tests of 
limestones were made. Chemical composition of limestones (%): silica - 2.85-10.28 , alumina -
1.02-2.75, iron oxide - 0.38- 1.15, ca1cium oxide - 47 .1 8- 52.50, magnesium oxide - 1. 16-2.08, 
calcination losses - 37.98-41.94. According to the data of the mills the produced flour is 
characterized by the following parameters: - The carbonic calcium and carbonic magnesium 
contents is from 85 up to 97 %, 90-92 % prevail; - Granulometric composition: the residue on 3 
mm Slεve is 0 %, residue on 1 mm sieve - from 0.5 - 3 %, residue on 0.25 mrn sieve is from 15-
25%. Physico- _mechanical properties of limestones of the site; - A verage volumetric weight in a 
pillar -2 .42 νm서 - Average volumetric weight of monolith - 2.73 t/m서 - Compression strength -
300-800 kg/cm" ; - of a Rock-hardness factor after Protodyakonov - 5-8 ; - Loosening factor -
1.45; - Water absorption - 0.27 %; - cold-resistant stone. The laboratory and technological tests of 
limestones of the site Tretya Sopka testify that the raw material is suitable for production of high
quality calcareous flour, air hardening calcic quick-slaked building lime of 1 grade and rock 
debris ofthe building marks 600 and 800. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. The presence of underground waters is 
not established. By long-term operation works the karst funnels filled with water were not revealed. 
For technical and household water supply are used crack - karst water from specially drilled and 
equipped holes in the settlement and at the territory of the mills. The discharge of these holes 
makes 30-40 l/sec, water is p 
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Londokovsky Deposit of Cement and Flux 

Limestones 

Geographic-economic situation, geological setting of the object are common for the earlier 
dεscribed Londokovsky limestone deposit[108]. The estimation of Londokovsky limestones both 
flux and cement raw material was made in 1939-1940, 1949-1950. As the result of works, the 
reserves of crystal limestones at the sites of Sopka Pervaya and Sopka Vtoraya were revealed, 
prospected and estimated. Crystal limestones at these sites prevail in their development, among 
them there are varieties from large to fine-grained sulphur, with various intensity of coloring. 

The greatest distribution have the limestones of gray and light gray color. In the prospected part 
of the deposit in the limestones the numerous dikes of acid and basic composition rocks are 
developed. The limestones are rich in dikes in the westem p따t of the deposit, where the greater 
number of small dislocations and crumpling zones, to which they are confined, are marked. The 
thickness of dikes changes from 0.2 up to 15.7 m. The dikes with thickness of 1.0-3.0 m prevail. 
The dike rocks in the absolute majority of cases, are destroyed up to the condition of clay, both on 
the surface, and at depth. 

The deposit is prospected by sinking of trenches and core drilling holes. Trenches were passed 
across strike of productive stratum at the distance 100 m one from another, the boreholes were 
located on profiles at the distance 50-100 m, with account of production of the overlain section of 
strata. Total expenses for prospecting have made in 1949-1950 2130.2 ths rbl, (1950 prices , 
without the account of expenses of 1939-1940). The total reserves authorized by Territory 
Committee for Reserves in 1985 have made: flux limestones for a category B - 61872 ths t; cement 
limestones - 52239 ths t. Limestones are subdivided into two groups: sub-standard and standard 
ones. The standard limestones are in tum divided into two classes, depending ofthe silica contents : 
- Limestones of A class with the contents of Si02 1.75 %; - Limestones of B class with Si02 
contents up to 3%. The sub-standard limestones also are dividεd into two groups: - Reserve, with 
Si02 contents, 3 - 4.0 % , - Unsuitable as flux ones, with Si02 contents more than 4%. The 
chemical composition of limestones of the deposit, within the contour of reserves calculation, is 
characterized by the following weighted mean contents of the main components: Si02 - 1.83 %, 
Ah03 - 0.55 , CaO - 53.92 %, P20 S - 0.044%, S02 - 0.00 
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Nilanskoe Deposit of Cement 

Limestones and Sources of Argillaceous Component 

The deposit is located at thε territory of Polina Osipenko district of Khabarovsk territory. 
Geographical coordinates of the area of the deposit: 520 00 ’ -520 01 ’ north and 135048’- 1350 53 ’ east. 
The prelirninary exploration is carried out in central and east parts of the deposit on the area 3.4 
krn2 (2.1x1.6 krn). Coordinates of the center of the site: 520 00’30 " north and 1350 51 ’ east [66]. 
Polina Osipenko district is equated to the northem territories. The econorny of the region is rnainly 
connected with rnining industry and tirnber logging. The gold-rnining rnines operate. The nearest 
railway station is Postyshevo (Berezovy settlernent) on BAM railway located at 12 krn distance 
frorn Yankansky deposit of clay raw rnaterial and 41 krn frorn lirnestone deposit. Tugursky 
autoload carrying rnain way (ALM) passes 4.5 krn to the east frorn the Nilansky deposit. Power 
supply of the settlernents is rnade by local diesel power stations. 

In geological structure of the region the following strata participate: Upper Proterozoic, Paleozoic 
(않nbrian， Devonian, Carboniferous, Perrnian), Mesozoic (Triassic) and Cenozoic (Neogene) 
partially overlain by Quatemary essentially alluvial deposits. These strata are included into the 
Ulbansky SFZ of Arnur-Okhotsky GFS (fig.26) 

Intrusive forrnations of the region are attributed to one rnagrnatic Late Cretaceous cycle, in which 
period the bodies of diorites, quartz diorites, granodiorites and dacites were forrned, which are 
breaking through all sedirnentary rocks of Pre-Cretaceous cornplex. Rupture dislocations, rnainly 
faults, less often thrusts, are widely developed in the region. Their rnain trend is northeast and near
latitudinal, less often nortwest one. Nilansky lirnestone deposit in a larger plan occur within the 
Sivaksky syncline being a cornponent of Nilansky anticlinoriurn. In a nucleus of the syncline occur 
vo1canogeilic-sedirnentary forrnations of Utanaksky suite of Early Perrnian age. Within the deposit 
the suite is cornbined by siliceous, siliceous - argillaceous and argillaceous shales, siltstones, 
sandstones, diabases, lirnestones which have been broken through by intrusions of diorites, dikes of 
diorite porphyrites, spessartites, andesites and basalts. Lirnestones are gray, light gray, dark gray 
with poorly preserved rernains of corals and algae. 
According to the available rneasurernents the rocks of the deposit occur near-rnonoclinal having 
the dip to the nort 
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The total reserves of the sites prospected in detail make for categories A + B + C 1 250 mln t. The 
increase of economic reserves is possible at the expense of detailed exploration of another part of 
the deposit, where the reserves for a category C2 are appreciated as 337 mln t, and resources for a 
category P1 as 492 mln t. The reserves for the sum of categories are 1079 mln t. The prospεcting 
established, that the Nilansky deposit of limestones is a lenticular body of a near-latitudinal strike. 
The extent of the deposit along strike is 6600m with width of outcrops in thε central part up to 
1150-1200 m. The deposit dips to the north at angles of 50-700 • The extent down the dip, by the 
data of borehole works, exceeds 500-550 m. Intemal structure of the deposit is complex. Among 
them the dikes of diorite porphyrites, spessartites, andesites and andesite - basalts are distinguished, 
which have thickness 4.7 - 10 m. Limestones are represented by fine-grained light gray, less often 
by gray and dark gray rocks with frequent veinlets of milk-white calcite and by inclusions of coaly 
- bituminiferous substance of dark gray color. Transitions between limestones of various color are 
gradual, indistinct. Chemical composition of limestones of the deposit is the following (Vostochny 
(Eastem) site, in %): Si02 - 0.47, Ah03 - 0.1 61 Fe203 - 0.1 1, CaO - 54.98, MgO - 0.43, K20 -
0.019, Na20 - 0.015, P20 5- 0.012, S03- 0.003 , calcination losses - 43 .33. 

By their chemical composition the limestones of the deposit are suitable for manufacture of both 
colored, and white portland cement. Physico mechanical properties of limestones of the deposit: 
volumetric mass 2.62 g/cm', density - 2.75 g/cm', water absorption - 0.12 %, porosity - 4.6 %, 
compressive mechanical strength under dry conditions is 1058 kg/cm2, frost resistance - mark 
MRZ 100, deterioration in shelfdrum 15 .2-17.5%, grinding capacity in cylinder -1 1.1- 17.0 %, 
impact resistance on impact testing machine PI - mark V75. 

By their qualities the limestones of the Nilansky deposit meet the requirements, except cement 
manufacture, building lime manufacture, calcareous flour, are suitable as flux in ferrous metallurgy, 
for the manufacture of calcinated soda, can be used in cellulose-paper industry, in food-processing 
industry in sugar production and manufacture of citric acid, in glass smelting. By their mechanical 
properties the limestones are suitable in manufacture of rock debris 
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The Nilansky deposit of siliceous-clay and shales is located 2.3 km to the northeast from 
Nilansky deposit of limestones. Geographical coordinates of its center are 520 02’ north and 1350 52’ 
east [65]. The deposit is located at the divide of the rivers Aktay and Maly Nilankan and is 
attributed to the top with an absolute mark 355.1m and to its slopes. The axialline ofthe divide is 
stretched in southwest direction and is connected with an axis of the ridge of near-latitudinal strike 
within which the Nilansky limestone deposit occurs. With this object the deposit of siliceous
argillaceous schists and shales is connected by a temporary road, the suitable in winter time for 
vehicles. 

The rocks, composing the deposit, are included into composition of Utakansky suite of Early 
Permian age. The strata of rocks are characterized by prevalence of siliceous - argillaceous shales. 
The latter contain a lenticular body of argillaceous shales of a sublatitudinal strike of 1000 m extent 
with width of the outcrop at day surface 90-160 m. The dip of shales is abrupt - 50-800 • The extent 
of the body down the dip exceeds 200- 250 m. The thickness at depth reaches 160 m with decrease 
on the flanks till 60-80 m. The clay shales have a greenish-gray and dark-gray aleuro-pilite, 
frequent1y blastoaleurolite structure and foliated microlayered texture. Rupture dislocations are 
displayed at the deposit widely and essentially complicate the plicated structure, breaking it into 
small blocks. The dislocations of northeast and near-latitudinal strike are widespread from rupture 
structures. The type ruptures are faults , less often shifts. The amplitude of displacement reaches 
first tens of meters. Rupture dislocations are controlled from the surface and at depth by zones of 
splitting having thickness from several tens centimeters up to 6-8 m. Materials of the splitting zone 
are usually represented by tectonic clay, gruss and by fragments of enclosing rocks. 

The Nilansky deposit of siliceous - argillaceous and clay shales is prospected from the surface by 
main trenches at 200 m distance from each other . At depth the lens of clay shales was investigated 
by means of core drilling hole with 183 m depth. The prospected reserves of clay shales are 
appreciated as - 24.1 mln t for a category C2 and 11. 7 mln t for a category P 1. Volume of removal 
rocks is 125.5 ths m3. Overburden factor for the reserves C2 (1.005 m3/t). The chemical 
composition of clay shal 
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deposit, mainly, by dark gray aleurolites with rare interlayers of siliceous rocks. The clay crust of 
weathering represents in plan a near-isometric body of the size 2x2 km, thickness - from 2.6 up to 7 
m. Removal rocks within the site are represented by peat with admixture of gruss-rock waste 
material. Their thickness changes from 0.5 up to 4 m, average for the site - 1. 1 m. 

The Central site of the deposit is confined to clay crust of weathering of andesites, andesite -
basalts and oftuffs. The thickness ofweathering crust changes within 1.0-11.5m and on the average 
for the site - 5.2 m. In plan the area of clays distribution has the extended form and borders from 
the east side the Sokdyukan mountain. The width of the strip is 500-1300m. The overburden rocks 
within the site are peats and loams with large content of rock debris and alluvial deposits. The 
thickness of overburden in average at the site is 0.76 m. 

The South site of the deposit is confined to clay crust of weathering of Ussomakhsky suite. It is 
separated from the Central site by a valley of the river Pravy Sokdyukan. A useful layer of the site 
is formed by mass ofyellowish - gray, gray, greenish - gray color with admixture of gruss - waste 
rock material. The thickness ofuseful strata changes from 1.9 up to 3.7 m. The raw material ofthe 
Sovdyukansky deposit by its chemical composition is not stable. The affinity of chemical 
composition ofraw material ofNorthand South sites and low silica contents in clay raw material of 
the Central site is marked. Chemical composition of clays of Central and South blocks, each 
separately, does not meet the requirements of specifications and can be used only with their joint 
mixed feed in manufacture. A verage chemical composition of clays of the deposit is as follows 
(%): Si02 - 62.6, Ti02 - 1.02, Ah03 - 16.50, Fe203 - 7.31. MgO- 1.29, CaO - 0.86, K20- 1.75. 
Na20 - 1.이， P205 - 0.1 5, S03 - 0.10, calcination losses - 6.23. The silicon module - 2.03 , 
aluminous module - 2.26. 

The deposit was prospected by means of core drilling holes on a network 400-500x400-500 m. 
The total reserves for a category C make 39.2 mln t. Including on sites: North- 12.8 mln t, Central -
17.8 mln t, South - 8.6 mln t. The deposit has prospects for increase of reserves at the expense of 
realization of prospecting works at more small bodies. According to its mmmg technical and 
hydrographic conditions the deposit concems to easily developed type. 
The technological tests have s 
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Limestones for Building Lime 

The limestones for building lime manufacture can be revealed in the majority of the areas of 
Khabarovsk territory. 5 deposits have been developed including described below Vyazemsky 
deposit. Except it typical reserved deposits of limestones in the northem areas of Khabarovsk 
territory are characterized below. 

The greatest volurne of lime production falls on the Londokovsky deposit (Tretya Sopka site). 
Majority of areas, especially northem ones, lack building lime. In this connection the Solnechny 
GOK( ore-dressing works) is developing for local needs the Arngunsky deposit (in 1991 21 ths t of 
limestone were extracted) , and for the population of the neighboring areas the small deposits 
Padalinsky, Mereksky and others are exploited. The. description of typical deposits is given is 
below. 

Vyazemsky Deposit of Limestones 

The Vyazemsky deposit of limestones is located 17 krn to the southeast from Vyazemsky town, 
at the distance of 5-6 krn from the settlements Spartak and Tretya Sedmaya. The distance from 
Khabarovsk to the deposit is 137 krn. Geographical coordinates: 1 34" 57’ east and 470 27 ’ north 
[150]. In administrative relation the deposit is located in Vyazemsky district. This area is a large 
center of timber industry. At its territory a nurnber of large agricultural enterprises specializing on 
cultivation of soy-bean, com and vegetables is located. The largest occupied settlements near 
deposits are Vyazemsky and settlement of a forest site Tretya Sedmaya. Through Vyazemsky (1 7 
krn from the deposit) Moscow - Vladivostok railway runs. At the distance of 5-6 krn from the 
deposit is the narrow-gauge railway runs. 

In geological structure of the area sedimentary, metamorphic and intrusive Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic rocks take part. The territory of the area is located in the marginal p따t of Khor -
Khabarovsk synclinal zone representing Mesozoic folded construction. In ge이ogical structure of 
the deposit the rocks of Krasnorechinsky suite of Mesozoic age participate, they are combined by 
limestones and siliceous - clay shales, tuffs and tuffites. The strata of siliceous - clay shales with 
the deposits of limestones form the east wing of a large anticlinal fold. A strike of rocks is northeast 
with southwest dip at angles of 50-700 • The whole complex of rocks is included in West- Sikhote
Alinsky SFZ of Sikhote-Alinsky GFS. 

At the deposit numerous rupture dislocations with the amplitudes of displacement of separate 
blocks up to 900-1000 m were fixed. Besides, the fracture tectonics which has caused clurnpy 
parting of limestones with the sizes of blocks from 0.1 -0.2 m to 1.0-2.0 m in a diameter is widely 
developed. The limestones are poorly karsted. The karsting is expressed by the phenomena of 
leaching along cracks and, in rare cases, presence of karst funnels filled with clay with fragments 
oflimestones and shales. The siù of funnels changes from 2.5m up to 20m in a diameter. 

The exploration of the deposit is carried out from the surface by main trenches across strikes of 
limestone deposits at the distance 100-200 m one from another. At depth the limestones are 
stripped by core drilling holes along the given lines of trenches with distances between holes from 
50 m up to 130 m. The depth ofholes changes from 45 up to 170 m and was determined by ho 
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and V having extent 400-1500 m and thickness 330- 160 m, the bodies 11 뻐d 1V have extent 300-
200 m and thickness 190-280 m and 120-140 m. The body 111 by extent 100 m and thickness 10m 
is not of practical interest. 

As a result of the carried out prospecting works the limestones reserves for a category A - 4861 
ths t, B - 8936 ths t, Cl - 6774 ths t and C2 - 8042 ths t were calculated. The limestones represent 
fine-grained rock of massive composition from light to dark gray color. Among them four versions 
are distinguished: cryptocηstalline (prevail), oolite and pseudooolite, oolite-organo-geneous and 
clastic. Almost everywhere in limestones a veined calcite is present, it is penetrating rock as 
veinlets, nests and lenticules. The thicknεss of these veinlets does not exceed 1-2 mm, rare 20-50 
mm. The basic chemical composition of limestones (%): calcium oxide - 52.08-56.34, magnesium 
oxide - 0.07-0.86, insoluble residuε (HO) 0.06-2.89. The contents of alumina and titanium oxides 
changes from 0.0 up to 4.0 %, iron oxide is not exceeded 2.41 %, the contents of sulfur and 
phosphorus is thousand shares of percent, harmful impurities - f1uorine, arsenic and chromium -
are absent. Volumetric weight of limestones (average) - 2.64 g /cm3, density - 2.72 g/cm3, porosity 
- 3.4. 

According to the results of researches the limestones of Vyazemsky deposit are suitable for 
production of building lime. By slaking speed the limestones are attributed to quick-slaked. 
According to the data of physico - mechanical definitions the limestones are characterized by 
sufficient durability and good lumpness and are suitable for roasting in mine furnaces. However 
lumpness (size not less than 25 mm in amount of 65 .8-8 1.5 % do not meet the requirements of 
metallurgical industry (98 %) for use of limestones as f1ux. For these purposes it is possible to use 
separate blocks of bodies after additional study. For manufacture of carbide all economic reserves 
of limestones are suitable, except for separate blocks, having increased contents of silica, alumina 
or iron oxide. The same raw material is possible to use in cellulose - paper industry. For special 
glass manufacture and sorted glass utensils the limestones are not suitable. However for bottle glass 
manufacturing the raw material of all blocks is suitable, and raw material of separate blocks is 
suitable for manufacture of window glass. For economic development two basic bodies of 
limestones(1 a 

UmaItinsky Deposit of Limestones 

The deposit is located 4 km to the south from deserted Umalta settlement, on the right bank of the 
river Umalta. 1n the administrative relation the area of the deposit is included into 
Verkhnebureinsky district of Khabarovsk territory. The area of the deposit is 1.3 ha, its 
geographical coordinates: 1330 34’ east and 51 0 53 ’ north [69]. The nearest occupied places are the 
settlements Shakhtinsky and Ust - Umalta, located 50 km along a motorway, to the southwest from 
the deposit, 없ld mine Sofiisky, 50 km apart to the northeast. With the regional center Chegdomyn 
settlement the deposit is connected by Chegdomyn - Sofiysk improved ground road of about 170 
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km length and passing through a settlement Umaltinsky. The economy ofthe area is determined by 
coal-mining, gold-mining and timber production industry. The mine Sofiisky is provided with the 
electric power from Ogodzhinsky Central Electric System. 

ln ge이ogical structure of the area the different age sedimentary deposits and intrusive rocks take 
part. Among the stratified formations the Devonian not dismembered (sandstones, phyllite-like and 
quartz micaceous slates and limestone lenses) are distinguished, Permian deposits are not 
dismembered (porphyrites, quartz porphyrites and their tuffs), Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous 
deposits (sandstones, aleurolite(siltstone )s, lenses of conglomerates, argillites, layers of coal), 
Recent deposits (sand, shingles, clay, loams) are also observed. The intrusive formations include 
Late Paleozoic porphyry granites, Late Cretaceous diorites, diorite porphyrites and granite -
porphyries. All these complexes of rocks are within the Bureinsky median massi f. 

The Umaltinsky deposit of limestones is confined to a small xenolith of Middle Devonian 
sedimentary deposits preserved among Late Paleozoic normal bioitite or some leucocratic granites. 
Within the investigated paπ of the section Middle Devonian deposits are represented by marbled 
and skam limestones and by homfels, enclosing them. The explosive tectonics at the deposit is 
rather widely developed and is displayed by presence of numerous zones of splitting and 
myloitization. 

The preliminary exploration was carried out by sinking of 7 lines of trenches, with the distance 
between trenches 50-100 m and by drilling of holes at 3 profiles, with distance between holes 16-25 
m. The detailed exploration was carried out by sinking of additional main trenches and by drilling 
of holes at profiles within 25 m. The total expenses for exploration have made 64.0 ths rbl (1 986 
prices). 

By prospecting it was established, that the limestones have the lenticular form, by the area in plan 
400x70 m and pinch out southwestwards and northeastwards. Detailed prospected site has the area 
of 1.4 ha (200x70m). The marbled limestones 35m thick are commercial minerals. The total 
prospectεd reserves for development) make 709 ths t. lncluding for categories B - 191 ths t, C1 -
518 ths t. The reserves for a category C2 are determined as 2414 ths t, that in future allows to 
increase them for economic categories. 

The limest 
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contents of hearth bottom and needle particles - 11 .4-12.3 %, impact resistance - 239-253 (mark 
V75). 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. It can be developed by an open method. 
The feasibility ca1culations make reasonable economic expediency of the quarry construction on 
the base of the Umaltinsky limestone deposit with productivity of 20.2 ths t annually. Supply of 
the enterprise by reserves with such annual production rate is 35 years. The capital economic 
investments for development ofthe deposit were determined in sum as 185.93 ths rbl (1 987 price). 
The cost price of 1 m3 of commodity production (lumpy limestone) 2.75 rbls with the wholesale 
commodity price according to the price-list is 3.4 rbl. Recoupment period of investments is 14.4 
years [Denisko, Feasibility Report, 1987]. 

Luktursky Deposit of Carbonaceous Rocks 

The deposit is located 80 km westwards ofthe settlement Okhotsk, on the right bank ofthe upper 
current of the river Luktur. Geographical coordinates of the center of the deposit: 590 26 ’ north and 
1420 14’ east [13]. The nearest occupied places are Vostretsovo village and settlement Novoe Ustye, 
located, accordingly, 50 and 60 km to the southwest. The transportation service with them is caπied 
out by automobile ground road, and in winter by caterpillar transport. 

The economy of the area is mainly determined by fish industry, agriculture, cattle-breeding, 
reindeer-breeding, fur craft are of subordinated importance. The gold production diggings by artels 
is carried out. The area is attributed to the Extreme North, poorly inhabited and mastered. 1n 
geological structure of the area the rocks of Cambrian and Triassic, vo1canogenic formations of 
Cretaceous and Paleogene t하∞ p따t， along the valleys of the rivers and slopes of divides the 
Quatemary formations are developed. 

The Luktursky deposit consists of a bed-like deposit of the Upper Cambrian carbonaceous 
deposits which have been broken by low-thick andesite dikes and overlain in the southwest part by 
Paleogene effusions and small cover of Late Cretaceous liparite - dacites and their tuffs. The 
volcanic rocks are attributed to the Ulkansky zone of Okhotsky vo1canogen. The exploration at the 
deposit was caπied out in three stages: prospecting, preliminary and detailed exploration. The 
preliminary exploration was carried out by sinking of main trenches with distance between them 
200 m. At the stages of detaHed exploration the network of prospecting holes is condensed up to 
100 m. Total expenses for prospecting works have made 40 ths rbl (1 984 price). 

As a result of prospecting it was established, that the deposit of carbonaceous rocks composes a 
bed-like body by extent of 600 m with thickness 40 - 80 m. The deposit is represented by 
dolomitized limestones and lenticular interlayers of marls and marly limestones, in the 
northwestem p따t - by ca1careous dolomites with interlayers of argillaceous - marly rocks. Color of 
limestones is gray, light-gray, less often dark- gray up to black. Structure is fine - medium-grained, 
texture - massive indistinctly banded. The qualitative characteristic ofrocks are the following (%): 

[:::::::::::::::::::::::::I::::::~:~~~:~::::::I:::::M~~:~~:::::I:::::~:~~j~~!~~~:~~:~~:~~:::::J 
i Limest. 89.48 5.67 3.49 
i Dolomit. 58.88 37.27 2.85 

Average strength of limestones is 622 kg/cm2, dolomite - 263 kg/cm2, that meets the marks 600 
and 200. Volumetric mass oflimestones is 2.53 g/cm겨 dolomites - 2.66 g/cm' , density accordingly 
2.66 and 2.70 g/cm3, water absorption - 0.1 6 and 0.43%. By their quality the limestones meet the 
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GOST requirements for production from them of building lime, lime flour of 1 grade, which can be 
recommended as mineral feeding for agricultural animals and birds. 

Prospecting works of 1988-1989 the reserves of raw material for categories B+C, 1340 ths t were 
prepared, including for a category B dolomites - 324 ths t, for a category C1 limestones - 852 ths t, 
dolomites - 164 ths t. Total reserves of limestones are 852 ths t, dolomites - 488 ths t. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. It can be developed by an open way. 
Rock-hardness factor of limestones and dolomite by scale of M.M.Protodyakonov is 8-10. 
Overburden rocks are represented by soil-vegetative layer and by talus with thickness 0.7- 1.1 m 
(avεrage - 0.8 m). Taking into account complexity of building lime and lime flour delivery (by 
mixed railway-water transport) into remote Okhotsky district, the organization of manufacture of 
this production on the base of Luktursky deposit is expedient. According to the calculations of the 
feasibility repoπ the capital investments for establishment of the enterprise, with annual production 
rate of a quarry of mineral production 3060 t and to manufacture of 1000 t of unslaked lumpy lime, 
will make 70.16 ths rbl of economic assignment and 330.27 ths rbl for civil construction. The 
specific capital investments for 1 t of mineral are determined as 22.5 rbl, for 1 t of commodity 
production - 70.2 rbl. At contractual price in the region for behind 1 kg of lime - 1.2 rbl, specific 
production assets for 1 rbl of commodity production will make 0.08 rbl. Thus the enterprise will be 
highly profitable [Denisko, Feasibility Report, 1989] 

Clays : Fire - resistant and refractory, Light - weight aggregate and for rough ceramics. 

In Khabarovsky territory more than 50 prospected deposits of clay raw material are taken into 
account, including 3 objects of fire-resistant and refractory clays, 17 deposits of light-weight 
aggregate clays and 30 deposits of clays for rough ceramics. 

Fire-Resistant and Refractory Clays 

All three deposit of these clays taken into account are described below. Their total reserves are 
estimated for the sum of categories A + B + C, as 16672 ths t and for a category C2 - as 1407 ths t. 

Yushkovsky Deposit of Fire-Resistant and Refract야y Clays 

The deposit is located 160 km to the east of Khabarovsk and 35 km to the northeast from Mukhen 
settlement. The deposit is connected with it by the narrow-gauge railway. From Mukhen settlement 
to the city of Khabarovsk the transportation service is carried out by Oborsky railway branch-line 
of a normal track. In administrative relation the deposit is located in Lazo district. Geographical 
coordinates of the deposit: 480 23 ’ north and 1360 12 ’ east [132]. In vicinities of the deposit the 
timber logging and timber processing are developed. The basic direction of agriculture is grain and 
vegetable-growing. 

In orographical relation the deposit area is confined to a margin of extensive plain of the 
Sredneamursky basin. Absolute surface marks of the deposit are 80-109 m. The basin has complex 
block structure with a1temation of grabens and horsts. In the basin basement there are folded 
deposits of Paleozoic, Triassic and Jurassic. They are overlapped by Early Cretaceous beds and 
Late Cretaceous volcanites and broken through by small bodies of peridotites, pyroxenites, gabbro
diorites, granodiorites and of alaskite granites. The whole complex of the mentioned rocks is 
underlaid by gently dipping deposits of Pliocene, Oligocene, Miocene with brown coals and 
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clays, Pliocene deposits with shingles and clays, Pliocene-Lower Quatemary basaltoids and by 
Recent deposits. 

Miocene deposits are distinguished in Ushurnansky suite. In its lower beds argillaceous -
aleurolite deposits with economic layers of brown coals and coaly clays prevail. In the upper p따t 

of the suite the sandy facies, argillaceous - aleurolite deposits and clays predominate. Total 
thickness of suite is 675 m. To the upper part of the suite section the Yushkovsky deposit is 
confined. It was prospected on a network 200x200m and prospected by boreholes and prospect 
holes on a network 50x50 m for ca1culation ofreserves for a category B and on a network 100xl00 
m for a category C\ . The core output was 100%. 

The expenses for exploration of the deposit have made 41.3 ths rbl (1 975 price). The deposit 
represents a bed-like body of clays of blueish - gray, gray and dark- gray color with inclusion of 
plant remains and coal and by their lithilogo- genetical composition is a facies of stagnant lakes. 
The deposit is extended in a northwest direction for 1000 m with average width of 400 m. The 
thickness of clays changes within 1.3-15 m and on the average makes 6.0 m. Total thickness of 
removal rocks is 2-2.5 m. Underlying rocks are represented by unequigranular clays, sand and 
coaly clays. The total balance reserves of clays are authorized in amount of 1936 ths t, including for 
a category B - 768 ths t and for a category C\- 1168 thousand t. The volume of removal rocks, 
considering interstratallayers, is 517 ths m3. The further increase of clay reserves is limited. 

The quality of clay of the Yushkovsky deposit answers all requirements of GOST 9169-59. By 
composition the clays are kaolin with admixture of halloysite (in sum 30-35%), montmorillonite 
(20-25%), hydromicaceous (1 5-20 %). The quartz contents is higher 20%. The content ofthe basic 
components (%): Si02 - 62-64, Ti02 - 0.98- 1.10, Ab03 - 20-21 , Fe203 -3.5-4.5,CaO-0.38, MgO-
0.66, Na20 - 0.25, K20- 1.51 , S03 - 0.00, calcination losses - 6.4. Granulometric composition of 
clays (average content on fractions in %): sandy (2-0.5 mm), 0.93 , sandy (0.5-0.05 mm) 6.8, 
aleurolite (0.05-0.005 mm) 20.08, clay (< 0.005 mm) 70.47. 

The clays are attributed to highly plastic and medium-plastic ones. About 72 % of samples are 
attributed to strong and medium-baking. The ceramic properties of clays are determined for 10 
technological and 2 half-plant samples. General contraction is 1 
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developed deposits of the country are determined as 2.5 rbl/t. From 1 t of a clay it is possible to 
receive 57 mLs of tile of total cost 137-144 rbls. The enterprise will be profitable and its capital 
investments (1 975 price - 407.3 ths rbl) will be paid back for 9-10 years. Thus the annual capacity 
ofthe quaπy was accepted as 80 ths t annually and output oftile - 2 mln m L

• Supply ofthe 

T able 22 Admixture Ratio for Production of Tiles Composition Mass, % 

Broken tiles Broken Ouartz sand 
Clay 

(Chammote) 
Felso- Iíparite Datolite 

glass 

For facade tile of " Kabanchik" type 

60 10 20 10 

For facade carpet-mo앓ic tiles 

60 5 10 25 

For ornamental tiles 

60 7 17 8 8 

For sandstone tiles 

60 5 35 -

enterprise by clay reserves is 27 years. Cost of annual output is 165 ths rbl, with the annual profit of 
43.9 ths rbl. [7, Pelyukhovsky etc. , 1974, Usova, Ravtsova, 1974, Protocol of State Committee for 
Reserves No 7360,1975]. 

Krasnoarmeysky Deposit of Refractolγ Clays 

The Krasnoarmeysky deposit is located in Lazo district of Khabarovsk territory. It is located 3 km 
from a passing "7 km" of Oborsky railway branch-line. The latter is joined the Trans-Sibirian 
railway at Kruglikovo station. From railway stations at branch-line - Mukhen and Malaya Sidima 
the deposit is apart for on(to) 10 and 7 km, accordingly. The connection of the deposit with the 
passing is carried out by a tractor road having extent of 3 km. Distance to Khabarovsk is 135 km. 
Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 480 09’ north and 1350 5’ east from Greenwich [140]. 

In the economy of the area a determining role is played by timber logging and wood processing. 
The agriculture is developed in "the westem p앙t of the region, near of Trans-Sibirian railway and 
has grain and vegetable-growing direction. Development of the deposit will need construction of a 
highway and electric power transmission, 3-5 km extent. In the orographical relation the area ofthe 
deposit is attributed to the eastem part of the Sredneamursky basin and represents lowland, limited 
in the east offshoots of Sikhote-Alin ridge. 

In the base of the basin the folded deposits of Paleozoic and Mesozoic by intruded by granitoids 
prevail. The significant part of the basin is executed by Cenozoic terrigenous rocks with prevalence 
of Quatemary deposits. As remains of the cover the Pliocene -Lower Quatemary basalts were 
preserved. The nearest vicinities of the deposit in the east are combined by undulated deposits of 
Pliocene and Quatemary. 
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In composition of Pliocene deposits the kaolin-bearing sand with lenses of gravel- pebbled 
material and kaolin - montmorillonite clays dominate. The Krasnoarmeysky deposit is connected 
with these formations. Its clays are attributed to lacustrine-alluvial facies littered by carbonificated 
vegetative remains. The deposit is combined by two complexes of loose formations - by Pliocene 
kaolinizated sand, kaolin-montmorillonite clays and by Quatemary loams with sand and gravel. 
The mentioned sands form a stratal deposit and represent economic mineral. The clays are 
subdivided into two lithologic differences: 1 - chocolate color occurring in the upper p따t of the 
section, having thickness 0.5-10.0 m; 2 - greenish-gray occurring below, having thickness of 0.9-
14.0m. 

According to geological characteristics the deposit is attributed to II group. The deposit of clays 
has in plan the ellipse form, it is extended in a north-west direction for 1650 m with width along a 
short axis of 870 m. A verage thickness of the economic layer at the dεposit is 4.5 m with 
fluctuations 0.9-14.1 m. Removal rocks are representεd by loams with sand and gravel and greatly 
carbonificated clays of the first difference and sandstones limonitizatεd by clays of the second 
difference. Thickness of removal rocks is 0.7-9.7m with maximal thickness in the central and 
westem parts of the deposit. 

The exploration of the deposit was carried out at the area of 180 ha by lines of hand-operated 
drilling holes with a diameter of 127 mm with combinations with 12 prospect holes. The latter were 
passed for control of drilling quality and sεlection of technological samples. The network of 
workings was for feasibility of category B reserves 50x100 m and for a category C1 - 60-150 m. 
Total expenses for prospecting were 86.8ths rbl (1 973 price). 

The reserves of clays as of 01.01. 1991 for categories B + C 1 are determined as 3472 ths m3 and 
including for a category B - 650 ths m3. Essential increase of reserves is not expected. Volume of 
removal rocks is 3049 ths ffi". The overburden volume - volume ofminerals ratio is 1: 1. 14, and at 
separate sites it changes from 1.5: 1 to 2: 1. The quality of clays of the deposit was studied in 
laboratory and in operating conditions with the purpose to establish their suitability for manufacture 
of facing brick, wall panels, ordinary brick, wall and facade tile. 

Chemical composition of clays is the following (%): silica - 48.00- 62.51 
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used. The charge of glaze for 1 tile is 20-22 g. The roast of glazed tile was made at temperature 
9800 and 100001 for 30 minutes. The received tiles meet the requirements of GOST 6141-63. 
However frost resistance tests of glazing tile have not given positive results. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable for its development. The water supply of 
the enterprise is possible at the expense of ground and of superficial sources. The deposit is suitablε 
for development by a qu따ry by means of dredge and bulldozer. All territories and districts of the 
Russian Far East region lack wall building materials and especially ceramic tile. From year to year 
their deficiency grows. Originally the mill on the basε of the Krasnoarmeisky deposit was provided 
for annual capacity of 50 million pieces of facing brick and effective blocks. The marked capacity 
of the enterprise will require for raw material supply for 25 year term of amortization not less than 
3.2 mln m3 of clays. T aking into account of the output of wall and facade tile the reserves of clays 
of the deposit provide necessary terms of exploitation. F or increase of the enterprise profitability it 
is recommended completely use clays for production of ceramic tile and drainage pipes. For this 
purposes it is required to conduct additional tests : frost resistance of glazing tile and preparation 
of f100r ceramic tile, and also suitability of clays for manufacturing of drainage pipes with by 
means of dry method of preparation of clays [Pelyukhovsky, Ravtsova, 1974; Kuzmin, Ravtsova, 
1973: Protocols ofDVTKZ(Far Eastem Territorial Committee for Reserves) No 79, 1973]. 

Khurmulinsky Deposit of Refractorγ Clays 

The deposit is located an in Solnechny district of Khabarovsk territory, 2 km to the northwest of 
Mavrinsk settlement and it is confined to left-bank above-floodplain terrace of the river Khurmuli 
in its middle current. The deposit occupies about 2.5 km" (2.5x1.0- 1.3 km). Geographical 
coordinates ofthe deposit center are 51 0 05 ’ north and 1360 49 ’ east [80]. 

At the distance of 2 km to the east from the deposit the Baikal - Amur railway runs. The nearest 
railway passing Mavrinsky (with settlement Mavrinsky) is located at 11 76 km 11 point between 
railway stations Komsomolsk and Postyshevo. Settlement and passing are connected by a highway 
of 4 km length. From Khurmuli railway station the deposit is 8 km ap따t to the north - northwest. 
The basis of the economy of the deposit area is timber and timber-processing industry. In 
ge이ogical structure ofthe area the rocks ofMesozoic and Cenozoic groups participate. The area of 
the Khurmulinsky deposit occur within Gorinsky synclinorium of the same name SFZ of Sikhote
Alinsky GFS. Its tectonic structure is characterized by presence of two structural stages. The first 
is formed by Upper Jurassic deposits, crumpled in abrupt folds of northeast trend, the second one is 
formεd by horizontally or almost horizontally occurring Neogene loose deposits, Neogene
Quatemary basalts. The certain role in tectonics play rupture dislocations. The Khurmulinsky clay 
deposit is confined to one of intermountain basins (Khurmuli -Gorinsky). The basis of geological 
structure of the deposit are alluvially lake deposits of Miocene age. Composition of deposits is 
heterogeneous : clays, loams, sandy loams, sands, aleurites, coaly clays, layers of brown coals. The 
thickness of layεrs (clay, loams, sand, sandy loam and coal) changes from 1-1.5m to 10-15 m. The 
length of separate layers reaches 1-1.6 km , width - up to 400-800 m. Only clays and loams from 
the above mentioned formations expose to the surface ofthe deposit (fig.27). 

The deposit was revealed in 1977. At the prospecting stage the works were executed by means 
of hand-operated drilling on 400e400m network at the area about 2.5 km. At the stage of 
preliminary exploration the holes of shock - mechanical drilling were passed on a network 
200e200m, at the stages of detailed exploration the condensation of network up to 1 OOx 100 m was 
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made. The depth of detailed exploration holes was determined by 40m horizon - a level of the 
maximum water rise of the river Khurmuli in a period of high waters. 

The total expenses at all stages of study ofthe deposit have made 253.8 ths rbl (1 983 price). 
The clays and loams with the content of clastic material no more than 5% are referred to an 

economic layer . The thickness ofthe economic layer changes from 5.8 m to 27.8 m with 7.9 m in 
average. In the section of the economic layer the variegated clays and clays of light tones are 
distinguished. Variegated clays (grayish - brown, yellowish - brown up to brown) form bodies of 
irregular form, in the section as lenses and of interlayers confined to the upper part of the economic 
layer. Their thickness from 0.5-4 m till 10-15 m. 
The light colored clays occur similarly variegated, forming interlayers and lenses of thickness from 
1.8 up to 11.0 m, extent from 200-688m up to 1 - 1.2 km. Loams making 10-15% of economic 
layer, as well as the clays ‘ occur as thin (from 0.4-0.5 up to 4-5m) interlayers and lenses and are 
confined to the lower part of economic layer . The reserves of the deposit make for a category B + 
C[ - 22511 ths m3 (including for a category B - 3922 ths m3) and C2- 2477 ths m3. The research of 
clays determined a number of their properties. Chemical composition (%): silica - 62.62-7 1.29, 
alumina - 13.92-19 .1 6, titanium oxide - 0.45-0.97, iron oxide - 2.38-5.87, calcium oxide - 0.56-
0.82, magnesium oxide - 0.59- 1.23 , calcination losses - 1.9-7.33. 

The contents offractions (%): 0.1 - 1 mm - 25 , less than 0.1 mm - 10.15- 70.0 (on the average 
65.9 %, more than 0.5 mm - 0.7. Medium-dispersed clays with plasticity 4.22-33.61 , fire resistance 
- 1350-1520 0 , swelling factor > 2. As a rεsult of laboratory-technological and of semi-operation 
tests the ways of clay use were established. If introduce into composition of the charge 20 % of fire 
clay it is possible to produce facing hollow brick, with 21 cavities, mark "250", Mrz 50. 
For manufacture of drainage pipes the clay raw material is not suitable, as in the process of 
formation it has a tendency to a nag formation with the subsequent display of deep structural 
cracks. F or manufacture of tiles for internal wall facing the tests of raw material both in 
laboratories, and in operational conditions were carried out. After roasting and glazing of the tiles 
meet GOST requirements on their appearance. Their water absorption makes 12.7-15.6 % (at 16 % 

2 admitted). Th 
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for a category C2 are appreciated as 87 ths m3, that makes 12 % from total volume of removal 
works. 

At the area of the clay deposit the layers of the prospected Khurmulinsky brown coal deposit are 
widespread. By its properties the coal of the Khurmulinsky deposit is similar to coals of the 
Liansky brown coal deposit. The reserves for a category C2 within contours of the deposit of clays 
make 50.2 mln t. The main water artery in the area ofthe clays deposit is the river Khurmuli, which 
f10w completely depends on atmospheric precipitation. Water of the river Khurmuli is suitable for 
the purposes of technical water supply. The rocks are not f100ded up to the depth of 66.4 m 
according to the results of observation. Occurrence of water is fixed within the interval of 66.4-79.4 
m. By the data of pumping out made, the discharge ofthe hole at 61m fall is 1.40 l/sec or 127.9 m) 
/day. Water is hydrocarbonaceous sodic-calcic, by a mineralization degree alkaline, without smel l. 
1s used as drinking water supply. 

The mining- technical conditions of the deposit are favorable for development by an opεn way. 
The surface of the deposit represents a swamped plain, slightly inclined southwards. Thickness of 
overburden rocks (soil - vegetative layer and peat bogs) is changing from 0.27 up to 0.36 m, 
average - 0.31 m. Volume of overburden rocks in contours of the reserves calculation is equal to 
737 ths m3. According to the information ofthe Schedule Commission ofthe Khabarovsk Territory 
Executive Committee, for a period of 1985-1990 the deficiency of building brick was 130 뻐d 300 
mln pieces of conventional brick, accordingly, including facing brick, 47 뻐d 80 mln pieces 
accordingly. Proceeding from the above-stated requirements, the technical project provided the 
supply by the reserves of mills for 78 mln pieces of brick output per one f10w line with further 
increase of the productivity up to 156 mln pieces annually. Proceeding from it the annual 
production rate of a quaπy is determined as 390 ths m3 annually. The prospected resεrves of clays 
for economic categories provide work of the enterprise within 57 years. According to the 
calculations, with capital investments into brick mills construction on the base of Khurmulinsky 
clays in volume of 22089 ths rbl (1 983), it is provided the annual profit in the amount of 3.5 mln 
rbl; profitability level to production assets - 19.8 %, to industrial expenses - 80.2 %; recoupment 
period - 4.9 years; prod 

Claydite (Iight-weight aggregate) Clays 

1n the balance of reserves of claydite raw material 17 deposits of clays are taken into account. 
Their total reserves for the sum of categories A + B + C1 make 82798 ths m3 (including for 
developed deposits - 22339 ths m3) and for a category C2 - 82568 ths m3. 5 deposits are 
developing, but only at two of them claydite is made : ) Krasnorechinsky - 3 and Kholgasinsky. 
During 1991 211 ths m3 fire-treated clays were extracted. 277 ths m3 of claydite (l ight-weight 
aggregate) gravel were produced. The specific consumption of clays for 1 m) o(gravel is 0.76. 

The cost price of 1 m) of gravel is 118-279 rbl at supply price 419-690 rbl/m). 13 deposits are in 
reserve, among them are Khorsky and Amursky, described below, alongside with Matveevsky 
deposit, which is under operation. These three deposits are accepted as typical, with average 
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reserves and located in rather more favorable geographic - economical conditions [Balance of 
reserves, as of 0 l.0 l. 1992]. 

Matveevsky Deposit of Claydite Clays 

In administrative relation the deposit is located at the territory of the Khabarovsk rural district and 
adjoins a northeast margin of Matveevka village. Geographical coordinates: 480 31 ’ north and 
1350 12’ east (129). The Khabarovsk rural district is attributed to economically developed in the 
Khabarovsky territory and directly adjoins Khabarovsk city. The Matveevsky deposit of clays is 
connected with Khabarovsk by two improved roads. All villages located in the vicinities of 
Khabarovsk, including villages Matveevka have centralized electrical supply. The Khabarovsk 
district occupiεs a part of extensive Sredneamursky lowland. 

In geological structure of Khabarovsk territory the sedimentary and eruptive rocks of Upper 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic ages take part. The significant part of the area( about 80 %) is 
covered by loose Quatemary deposits forming a series of alluvial terraces of the Amur river, which 
are within Sredneamursky basin. Deposit of clays itself and area, adjacent to it, are combined by 
loose formations, which concem to alluvial - talus deposits of weathering crust of Paleogene
Neogene. 

The deposit was studied at the prospecting stage by routes and by hand-operated drilling holes, 
passed on a square network 400x400m at depth for all thickness of commercial layer. At the stages 
of detailed exploration for reserves of a category B the network 1 OOx 100m, and for reserves of a 
category A - 50x100 m is accepted. For quality control of drilling and technological samples 
selection the prospect holes of depth to 13.5 m were passed. Total expenses for realization of 
exploration, expenses for laboratory - technological researches have made 4 l.8 ths rbl (1 983 
prices). 

The deposit represents a clay deposit with parameters (in plan) 1400-800 m, extended in north
northeast direction. The thickness of a commercial layer of clay changes from 1.8 m up to 20.9m, 
making on the average at the deposit 12.4 m. The prospected reserves ofclays for categories A + B 
+ C I have made 10306 ths t, including for categories A + B - 4641 ths m'. Since 1986 the deposit is 
under operation. Balance reserves as ofO l.0 l.91 10123 ths m3s. The prospects ofreserves increase 
are to some extent limited in view of occupying ofthe area by state-farm fields. 

To a commercial layer the clays of brownish-brown are referred, yellowish - brown, gray, brown 
- gray and blueish-gray. The clays of dark brown-brown color have prev 
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mark "600" classes "A"; with addition of2 % of pyrite cinders + 0.5 % ofsolar oil- for production 
of claydite gravel ofthe mark "550", class "A". 

By the results of laboratory-technological tests, carried out in the Central laboratory of PGO 
"Dalgeologia" it was established, that the clays of the deposit in natural condition are suitable for 
manufacture of ordinary brick of the mark 125 and higher, method of plastic shaping with 
temperature of roasting 950-10000 '. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. The removal works are insignificant, 
thickness of removal rocks is 0.1-0.4 m. The overburden volurne - economic mineral volume ratio 
is determined as 1 :80. Nowadays the deposit is developed by open way by volume of 40 ths m3 

annually (1990). The cost price of 1 ton ofthe extracted clay was in 19900.72 rb l. The deposit was 
prospected by the application of Glavdalstroy with the purpose of preparation of raw base for 
claydite aggregate factory with capacity of 400 ths m3 of claydite gravel annually, which 
construction was planned in the North microdistrict of Khabarovsk. However brick manufacture 

, only at Khabarovsk brick factory No 1 is carried out. [Ryaga, 1973; Balance ofreserves, 1991]. 

Khorsky Deposit of Claydite 

The deposit is located in the Lazo district of Khabarovsk Territory at the southem margin of 
settlement and railway station Khor [147]. The prospected area is apart from Khor station ofthe Far 
East railway 5 km to the southwest and from Khabarovsk to the south for 80 km. The deposit is 
being developed since 1942. The ceramic plant is connected with the railway by the improved 
motorway and has electric power transmission line of 4 km extent. In the area the timber logging 
and timber processing industry, agriculture are developed. 

Orographically the deposit area is confined to a southem part of Sredneamursky basin and 
lowlands. From the west it is limited by the offshoots of mountain system Si암lote - Alin, ridges 
Khekhtzir in the north and Ovansky in the south. The basin is filled by Cenozoic strata including 
andesites of Paleogene and basalts of Neogene. To Upper Quatemary the lacustrine - alluvial 
deposits of clays of the Khorsky deposit occurring on shingles and sand are attributed. 

The deposit is located on the right bank ofthe river Khor and is confined to its first above- f1ood
plain terrace. The exploration of the deposit was made by hand-operated drilling of holes by a 
diameter of 127 mm. For the control of dri11ing data and selection of technological samples 17 
prospect holes by average depth of 7.5 m were passed. Thε prospecting network of holes 
corresponds to the deposits of the first group. A verage distance between prospecting holes for 
substantiation of reserves of a category A is 50 m, B - 100 m and C 1 - 200 m. By all prospecting 
holes the clays were stripped for complete thickness. All prospecting holes were tested. 220 
ordinary and 18 technological samples were selected. Swelling of clays was studied at 18 samples. 
The expenses for exploration are 31 ths rbl (1 970 prices). 

The clays form a bεd-like deposit, 4.7-8.0 m thick, and occupy the area about 1.32 km2. The 
reserves of clays as of 이 .0 1. 1991 are for categories A + B + C 1 in quantity of7499 ths m3• The 
reserves can be increased by additional exploration of f1anks of the deposit and distribution of clays 
outside the limits of the prospected sites. The deposit is exploited by Khorsky ceramic plant, which 
produces the brick of the mark "100" and "150" and qualitative drainage pipes. 

The plasticity number of clays changes from 7.04 up to 23.8. In granulometric composition the 
following fractions prevail (%): > 3 mm - 0.04 - 0.1; 3 -0.5 mm - 0.08-0 .1 9; 0.5 - 0.01 mm - 31.2 
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into medium-plastic (number of plasticity - 15 .04-23 .87) their share is 35 % of s없nples and 
moderate-plastic (number of plasticity 7.04-14.65), which share is 65 % of samples. Natural 
humidity of clays is 24.31-25.3. Volumetric weight with natural humidity is 1.90- l.95 g/cmJ

• 

Density is 2.58-2.68 g/cm.l . It is seen that the clays are attributed to a half-acid group. The frost 
resistance of clays exceeds 15 cycles. 

The researches show that the prospected clays are suitable for manufacture of several kinds of 
production: 

1. Frost-resistant ordinary brick - by a method plastic shaping according to GOST 530-54, marks 
"135" - "150"; 

2. Frost-resistant hollow brick by a method of plastic shaping according to GOST 6376-55, 
marks "100" - "125". The charge includes: clay (70-82%), fire clay (3-7%), coal (5-7%), 
sawdust (10-16%). Roasting temperature is 960。 ’. 

3. Ceramic drainage pipes which are meeting the requirements of GOST 8411-62; charge 
composition: clay (80-85%), fire clay (3-5%), coal (5%), sawdust (7-10%); 

4. Fire-treated clay (light-weight aggregate) is produced out at swelling factor of (with thermal 
prεparation of clays) 2.04-2.91; volumetric weight of granules - 0.79-0.98 g/cmJ , volumetric 
bulk weight - 450-500 kg/mJ , swelling temperature 1150-11700 '.(Table-23) 

Table 23 The Content of Chemical Components in Clays 

。xide cα1tent， % 

Umit Naρ ! calc빼 Si02 씨203 FEl203 CaO Mg。 S03 K2Ü 

From 63.20 15.57 4.6 0.01 0.31 0. 14 1.60 1.50 4.34 

To 65.72 18.88 7.04 1.53 0.62 0.55 2.63 4.62 

Under pilot plant conditions the clays were not studied for claydite. The deposit is not flooded. 
The needs in technical and house-hold - drinking water are provided at the expense of underground 
waters. The method of the deposit development is quaπy. The multibucket excavator is applied for 
it. Removal works, with removal of insignificant soil-vegetative layer, are made by bulldozer. The 
transportation of clays from a quaπy is carried out by trolleys on the narrow-gauge railway, 
partially by autodumpers. Volume of removal works is 449.1 ths m3. Overburden rock - initial 
reserves ratio is 1: 15. 

In 1990 the enterprise extracted 44 ths m3 of clays at the cost price 2.3 rbll t and 19.3 mln pieces 
of brick were made with the plan being 21.8 mln pieces. The cost price of 1 thousand of pieces of 
brick (rbl) actual - 12 l.32, scheduled - 103,75. wh이esale price for 1 thousand of pieces of brick is 
145.88 rbl. The profitability of the enterprise can be essentially increased by modemization of the 
equipment and introduction of the three-shift schedule of work [Sibirl이n， 1971 Protocols No 37 of 
DVTKZ[Far Eastem Territorial Committee for Reserves] , 1971 Balances ofReserves as of 0 l.01. 
1991 ]. 

Amursky Deposit of Claydites 

The deposit is located in Amursk administrative region on the by right bank of the river Bolin, 10 
km to the north - northwest of Amursk and 3.5km southeast of Mylki station of Mylki-Amursk 
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railway branch-line. Geographical coordinates of a central part of the deposit: 500 16’north and 
136048 ’east [95]. Along the westem border of the deposit railway and highway run. The Amursky 
deposit of clays is located in well-mastered and economically developed area. The leading role in 
the economy ofthe region belongs to wood-processing industry. The largest in the Russian Far East 
cellulose - cardboard works is located in Amursk. The agriculture in the region is poorly developed 
due to strong swamping of lowland territory. 

In geological structure of the region the sedimentary rocks of Mesozoic and volcanogenic 
formations of Cenozoic take part. The significant part of the area is overlain by lacustrine-alluvial, 
alluvial loose Quatemary deposits. The deposit and the area, adjacent to it, are formed by loose 
formations attributed to talus - proluvium trains of Upper Quatemary-Recent age. All above 
mentioned formations occur within Sredneamursky basin. 

The soil-vegetative layer and peat are attributed to removal works. The peat is distributed only in 
the northem part of the deposit. The thickness of peat on separate holes reaches 1.6-2.lm. The 
revealed peat bogs are a westem margin of the well known Belinsky deposit of peat which was 
transferred for industrial development. To a commerciallayer the yellowish - brown, gray, greenish 
- gray clays are referred . The study of clay deposit was carried out by means of hand-operated 
drilling. At the stages of preliminary exploration the holes were drilled on a network 200x200, at 
stages of detailed exploration for reserves of a category B - 1 OOx 100, for reserves of a category A -
50x50 m. For control of drilling and selection of technological and half-factory samples at the 
deposit 14 prospect holes by depth up to 7.5m were passed. The total expenses for prospecting at 
the deposit have made 30.2 ths rbl (price 1972). 

The deposit of clays has the isometric form extended in a northwest direction, with parameters in 
plan 800x1300m. The average thickness of a commercial layer of clays is 6.0-6.5m. As a result of 
the works caπied out the reserves in volume of 3778.5 ths m", Cl - 2053.2 ths m" are calculated. 
The volume of removal works makes 284.3 ths m3. The increase of clay reserves at the deposit is 
possible on the east slopes ofthe hill Zayachya. The perspective reserves of clays for a category C2 
make 2.5mln m'. Average chemical composition of clays of the deposit (%): s 
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quaπy way. By the quantity of the prospec!ed reserves the deposit can serve as a reliable raw base 
for c1aydite mill with capacity of 100 ths m" of c1aydite gravel annually [Usova, 1972]. 

Clays for Rough Ceramics 

Total reserves of 30 deposits of c1ay raw material for rough ceramics (in basic for brick) as of 
0. 1.01. 1992 for categories A + B + C 1 make 85788 ths m" (inc1uding at the deposits . under 
operation - 49311 ths m 3) and for a category C2- 7307 ths m3 (inc1uding at the deposits _under 
operation - 1373 ths m'). The production at 13 deposits in 1991 was in volume of396 ths m". The 
main production is the red brick. In 1991 179.2 mln pieces of brick was made. The cost price of 
1000 pieces of brick changed within 190-552 .1 7 rbl with its delivery to the consumer at a 
contractual price. As wall brick is a deficiency in Khabarovsky Krai, the devεlopment of 17 reserve 
deposits of c1ay raw material is very important. For the purposes of illumination of typical 
developed deposits located under various geographic economic conditions, below is given the 
description offour objects [Balance ofReserves as of01.01. 1992] . 

Priamursky Deposit of Brick Clays 

The Priamursky deposit of brick c1ays being an overburden of the silicate sand deposit of the 
same name, is located in Smidovichsky district of Jewish Autonomous area. Geographical 
coordinates of the central part of the deposi t: 400 30’north and 1340 50’east [127]. The neighboring 
from the deposit occupied settlement are Priamursky station (6.2 km to the southeast) and 
Nikolaevka ( 3-4 km). Along the southem border of the deposit there passes the railway 
Khabarovsk-Moscow, along the northem - highway Khabarovsk - Birobidzhan with the improved 
covering. 5km to the east the Khabarovsk deposit of sand for manufacture of silicate brick 
developing by a plant is located. Though the Smidovichsky district directly adjoins the regional 
center, economically it is poor1y developed, due to swamping of a greater p따t of its territory. The 
most mastered p따t ofthe region is the territory, on which there passes Trans-Sibirian main railroad 
and motorway Khabarovsk - Birobidzhan. At the station Priamursky the silicate brick plant station 
is located, at Nikolaevka station wood-processing plant operates. At this territory the settlements of 
a village type (Klyuchevskoe, Kamyshevka) locate, which are subordinated to Volochaevsky 
vegetable-growing state farm. All occupied settlements are provided with electricity from electric 
power transmission line from Khabarovsk, a source of technical and drinking water supply is the 
river Amur and ground water, stripped by separate wells and holes. 

In geological relation the area is confined to Sredneamursky depression. Its surface is covered by 
Quatemary deposits, which are spread by loose formations of Priamursky suite of Pliocene - Ear1y 
Quatemary age. The latter are replaced by Paleogene - Neogene poor1y dislocated rocks, occurring 
on Late Paleozoic base which does not outcrop. The described deposit is confined to Nikolaevsky 
graben. The graben has a northeast strike, the depth of occurrence of the base reaches 1200m. 

In ge이ogical structure of the deposit itself the lacustrine-alluvial and alluvial deposits of the 
second and first above- f1ood-plain terraces of the Amur river take part. Lithologic composition of 
the deposits of both terraces are similar and are represented by c1ays and fine-grained sands. In 
plan the deposit represents a bed-like deposit of c1ays and sand with parameters of 2500x2000m. 

The c1ays and sands are attributed to economic miner 
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extent of prospecting lines varied from 300 to 1900 m, the distance between lines at f1anks is 250-
300 m, in the central part - 125-160 m. For the purpose of specification of a lithologic section and 
selection of technological samples 6 prospect holes were passed at the deposit. As the deposit was 
prospected with the purpose of sand reserves determination, the evaluation of expenses for 
prospecting and exploration of clays proper was not made. Approximately for exploration of 
Priamursky deposit was spent about 38 ths rbl (1 974 price). The balance reserves of clays for a 
category Cl make 7985 ths m). Chemical composition of clays (%): silica - 64.67-66.71 , alumina-
16.19-18 .1 2, iron oxide - 4.56-6 .1 0. Calcium oxides - up to 1.5. The contents of clay particles -
88.16-93.32 %, sandy fractions - 6.08-1 1.84%. Clays are medium-plastic with plasticity number 
15.58-17.82. Laboratory and technological tests established, that the clays are suitable for 
manufacture of brick of the mark 125 with roast temperature 950-10000 C. The mining- technical 
conditions are favorable for joint development, during removal works, with exploitation of 
Priamursky deposit of silicate sand. The reserves of clays allow to use them for brick plant with 
capacity 50-75 mln pieces of brick annually. It would considerably decrease the cost price of 
silicate brick, produced by the plant. The increase of clay reserves is possible at the expense of 
exploration of the earlier prospected sites to the northeast and northwest from the deposit 
[Uspensky, 1974] . 

Vyazemsky Deposit of Brick Clays 

The deposit is located in Vyazemsky administrative District of Khabarovsk Krai, 2.5 krn to the 
northwest from regional center Vyazemsky, on the left bank of the river Second Seventh. 
Geographical coordinates of a central part of the deposit: 470 33 ’ north and 1340 43 ’ east [148]. The 
Vyazemsky District is a large center of timber storage and timber processing industry. At the 
territory of the region lespromkhozes (timber farms) , saw factories are located. Alongside with 
wood industry in the area the industry of building materials, agriculture are developed. The 
territory of the region from the north to the south is crossed by Trans-Sibirian railway , which is 
parallel to Khabarovsk-Vladivostok motorway. The deposit and brick plant located in regional 
center, are connected by a railway branch-line from Vyazemsky station and by improved ground 
road, suitable for all types of transport. In tectonic relation the region is located within Nizhne
Bikinsky de f1ection of the southem part of Sredneamursky Basin. All developed in the region 
geological formations are divided into two structural stages separated from each other by a large 
angular disagreement. Mesozoic rocks correspond to a lower structural stage, sedimentary and 
effusive formations of Cenozoic correspond to upper structural stage. 

The deposit is confined to the second above- f1ood-plain terrace of the river Second Seventh. A 
relief of the surface is f1at with general slightly visible inclination towards northem and westem 
directions. In geological structure of the deposit the loose alluvial formations of Middle Division of 
Quatemary System take part. In geological section there are distinguished (from above -
downwards): yellowish - Grey and brownish - Grey (ferruginated), dense, plastic, viscous clay, 
depth of occurrence is 0.6-5 .2m, average thickness of layer is 4.5m; Grey, ash-Grey, dense, 
viscous, plastic, frequently sandy clay, depth of occurrence is 5.2-8.0 up to 10m. Average thickness 
of2 .1 m. 
Economic strata at the area of the deposit are clays. The basic kind of prospecting for economic 
estimation of the deposit was hand-operated and cable-tool drilling. The network of prospecting 
holes is accepted for reserves for a category A - 50x50m, B - 1 OOx 100m and for a category C 1 -

200x200m. With the purpose of the control of drilled holes and laboratory - technological samples 
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selection the prospect holes were made. Actual expenses for prospecting have made in 1963-1964 
19.3 thousands rubles. 

Prospecting works establish that the clays of detailed prospected site of the deposit have the fO fI!1 
of a lenticular deposit containing small lense$ of sand. The area of the productive strata is 2kmL

• 

The evaluated reserves for a category A + B + C1 have made 8.8 mln t, including clay suitable for 
manufacture of ceramic for categories A + B + C 1 

- 5.9 mln t. The deposit is under exploitation. The total reserves of clays are as of 0 1.이 .91 and are 
appreciated as 7288 ths t. Chemical composition of clays (%): silica 61.06-66.07 alumina - 16.06-
18.09, iron oxide - 4.95-6.86, calcium oxide - 0.77- 1. 19, calcination losses - 5.1 1-8.84. Clays by 
granulometeric composition are dispersed and fine-dispersed with the contents of clay particles 
from 22 up to 40%. Number of plasticity is 15-25, temperature of sintering - 1050oC. Laboratory -
technological tests establish, that the clays in a mixture with 20 % leaning additives (14 % of slag, 
4 % of fire clay and 2 % of coal) are suitable for manufacture of ordinary brick of the marks 100 
and 150, and also light-weight aggregate with a factor ofswelling - 2.6-7.1 and volumetric weight 

0.74-0.24 g/cm3. Detailed prospected site in 1963-1964 directly adjoins the quarry earlier 
developed by the plant. Ground waters in the economic strata are absent, they occur in sandy -
gravel deposits, in a sole of productive strata. The overburden volume to economic mineral volume 
ratio is 1 :30. 

The deposit is under exploitation, the production is made by Vyazemsky brick plant. In 1990 the 
production of clay has made 71 ths m3. The cost price of production of 1 t of clay is 0.88 rb l. Brick 
manufacture in 1990 has made 29 mln pieces. The cost price of 1 thousand of pieces of brick is 
62.66 rbls, with scheduled cost 59.6 rbl, wholesale price is 81.7 rbl. The prospected reserves allow 
considerably increase productivity of the plant and, thus to decrease the cost price of ready 
production [Guskov, Bask하cova， 1964; Balance of Reserves, 1991]. 

Deposit of Clays Komsomolsky-III 

The deposit is located in Komsomolsk district , 15km to the northeast of Komsomolsk-on-Amur 
at the II above-f1ood-plain terrace ofthe river Amur, on the left bank of creek Klyukvenny f10wing 
into lake Khorpy [90]. The deposit adjoins the territory of a working brick plant No 2. The 
Komsomolsky administrative area is one of the most economically developed areas of then 
Khabarovsky Krai. The deposit is under exploitation, the transport service with the city are 
developed. 

In geological structure of the area the Mesozoic geosynclinal terrigenous deposits and loose 
Cenozoic deposits take part. The basalt covers are insignificantly developed. Sedimentary rocks of 
Quatemarγ age are significantly distributed. The region is included into the area of Mesozoic 
folding and is confined to Gorinsky synclinorium and SFZ of the same name of Sikhote-Alinsky 
GFS. The basic features of teetonics are determined by presence of linearly extended folds of 
northeast and of latitudinal direction. 

In geological structure of the deposit the upper horizons of Quatemary alluvial deposits of II 
above-f1ood-plain terrace of Amur river take part. They are represented by sand, sandy loams, 
loams, clays and gravelly-pebbled deposits. The loams and sandy-pebbled deposits have significant 
development. The loams are referred to economic minerals. Komsomolskoe III deposit for the first 
time was prospected in 1951. In 1972-1973 the additional exploration at the areas adjacent to 
earlier prospected site was carried out. At the stage of preliminary exploration out borehole works 
on a network 1 OOx 100m were carried out, at the stages of detailed exploration - on a network 
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50x25m. The average depth of holes is 5.1m. For selection of technological samples and of quality 
control of drilling at the deposit prospect holes were passed by depth up to 5m. The total expenses 
for preliminary and detailed exploration were 60.9 ths rb l. (1 974 prices). 

The loams of the deposit form a deposit by thickness 2.7 -7.8m (average 6.0m), they have the 
most various coloring. Brown and Grey tints are most widespread. Removal rocks are soil -
vegetative layer by thickness of 0.1- 0.6m. To Underlyinging ones the sand and sandy - pebbled 
deposits are attributed. Chemical composition ofloams (%): silica - 64.28- 69.84, alumina - 14.26-
17.61 , iron oxide - 4.l 5-6.53, magnesium oxide - 0.68- 1.37, sulphurous trioxide - 0.03-0.36, 
calcination losses - 4.l 7-6.l 3. The contents of clay particles is 20-30%. Loams are moderate and 
medium-plastic with a number of plasticity 10-18. Laboratory technological and production tests 
establish, that the loams are suitable for manufacture of ordinary brick of the mark 150, tubular 
brick of the marks 125 and 150, hollow ceramic blocks and claydite of the mark 500. Factor of 
swelling is 3.5-10, volumetric weight of claydite 0.l 5-0 .47 g/cm3. Mining- technical and 
hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable for development by an open way. The 
presence of ground waters is not established. As of 01.01.82 the loam reseπes for categories A + B 
+ C1 were 4734 ths m). As of01.01.92 the rest ofreserves were 1536 ths m.J. 

The Komsomolsky plant No 2, developing this deposit, in 1990 has produced 49 ths m3 of clay. 
Thus, proceeding from volume of annual production and of remains of reserves, the plant is 
supplied with them for 30 years. However, if the volume of brick production was 28 mln pieces 
annually (1 990) the cost price of 1 thousand of pieces reached 126. 68 rubles, with scheduled cost 
being 100.95 rbls. At the same time wholesale price makes 11 1. 16 rbl. For the purpose of 
profitability increase it is necess따Y to increase productivity of the plant by its reconstruction or 
organization of additional shops for production of tape tile and claydite [7, Gritzkevich, 1974; 
Balances of reserves, 1991]. 

Urgalsky-II Deposit of Brick Clays 

The deposit is located in Verkhnebureinsky district of Khabarovsk Territory at the area of the 
developing Urgalsky coal deposit. Coordinates of the deposit are 51 0 08’ north and 1320 58’ east [76]. 
The clay quarry is located within 35km from brick plant and 3km from Chegdomyn railway station. 
The deposit is connected with them by the improved ground road. The electricity to the enterprise 
is supplied from Chegdomynsky thermal electric power station. The economy of the area is 
determined by coal and g이d production, development of wood and its processing. The deposit of 
c1ays is developed by the Urgalsky brick plant MPSM since 1966. lnitial scheduled productivity of 
the plant 10 mln pieces of brick annually. 

The Urgalsky coal deposit is confined to a northeast paπ of the Bureinsky trough sync1ine. Its 
nuc1eus is formed by coal-bearing suite of Lower Cretaceous conformably occurring on the 
deposits of Jurassic age. The last but one coal-bearing suite in the section is refereed to as 
Chegdomynsky one. In the composition of its upper pack, from below upwards, sandstones, 
aleurolites, argillites with layers and by intercalations of coal occur. To outcrops of this band of 
rocks Urgalsky-II c1ay deposit is confined. Apparent1y they are a product of redeposition of 
weathering crusts, formed at the expense of coal-bearing deposits of Chegdomynsky suite. 

The deposit of clays is extended in northeast direction for 2000m, width - 800m. At the deposit 
two layers of eluvial - talus rocks of Quatemary clays are distinguished which are divided by 
interlayers of loams and sandy loams. The upper layer is represented by yellow - brown c1ay. Clays 
are dense, rare slimy. Insignificant (up to 5%) minerals (in basic quartz) and rock inclusions are 
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marked. Structure is dispersed, rare lumpy. Thickness of a layer is 1.4-6.5m. The lower layer of 
c1ays of dark Grey color contains an impurity of charred vegetative remains. Clays are dense up to 
argillite -like. Structure is dispersed up to coarsely-dispersed and lumpy. Thickness of layer is 0.8-
12.0m. Underlyinging rocks of c1ays are coaly - c1ay and c1ay shales, sandstones of Chegdominsky 
suite of Lower Cretaceous age. Overlapping rocks are peat, peat-formed c1ay and soil - vegetative 
layer. Thickness of overlapping rock layer is 1-2.8m. The deposit is prospεcted on a network 
1 OOx 100m for production of reserves of a category A. On the northeast flank a prospecting network 
has made 150x200m and 200x400m for supply of c1ays reserves, accordingly, for categories B and 
C!. 

The exploration was carried out by lines of holes and prospect holes. The holes were drilled by 
the mechanical machine tool UGB-50m at depth up to 16m. The core output was 100%. For the 
control of drilling data, and also for selection of techn이ogical samples holes - doublers and 
prospect holes were passed. The sampling of c1ays was made for the whole thickness of strata. The 
half-production sample of 20t weight was selected in a quarry. Expenses for exploration were 
72.65 ths rbl. (1975prices). The average thickness of c1ays in the block of a category A is 8.62m. 
Average thickness of removal rocks is 0.83m. In the block of a category B average thickness of 
c1ays is 7.67m. Average thickness of removal rocks is 1. 12m. In block of a category C1 average 
thickness of c1ays is 7.66m, and average thickness of removal rocks is 1.02m. The reserves as of 
01.01. 1991 for a category A + B + C 1 make 78 1.2 ths m3• The ratio of removal rocks on blocks of 
reserves evaluation to a commerciallayer of c1ays varies from 1 :6.4 up to 1: 1 0.2 and as a whole at 
the deposit is 1 :7.8. The increase of reserves is possible by realization of prospecting within 
Chegdomynsky suite. 

As a result of laboratory and of half-plant tests the quality of c1ays is characterized by the 
following data. Clays are dispersed, contents of partic1es is less than 0.001 mrn - 27.29-47.03%. 
The coarse-grained inc1usions are absent. Relative quaπy humidity is 24 .1 4-28 .46 %, absolute one 
- 29.96-36.59 %. Clays are moderate-plastic (number ofplasticity 10.4-14.69), average-baking. The 
composition of c1ays is the following (%): silica - 62.5-69 .1 4, titaniurn two-oxide - 0.4, alurnina -
12.61-19.61 , iron oxide - 5.24- 9.6, cal 
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The profitability of the enterprise can be raised by increase of annual output of brick, cost price 
decrease of its production at the plant, at the expense of its modemization and introduction of new 
technology [Matiyash, 1975; the protocol of DVTKZ(Far Eastem Territorial Committee for 
Reserves) No. 112,1975; the passport B No 32,1983; Balance ofreserves, 1991]. 

INDUSTRIAL SANDS 

By balance of reserves in Khabarovsky Territory 15 deposits of industrial sand are taken into 
account. Among them at 9 objects of a f100d plain and f1uvial type the output is made. Total 
reserves of sand for categories A + B + C1 are 164695 ths m3 (inc1uding at the developed deposits 
87685 ths m3) and for a category C3 - 14632 ths m3 (inc1uding at the developed deposits - 7550 ths 
m'). 

The majority of sand deposits is developed for production of material in concrete solutions. For 
manufacture of silicate brick the Khabarovsk deposit is developed. In 1991 at this deposit 230 ths 
m3 of sand was extracted and 126 mln pieces of silicate brick were produced. The cost price of 1 
ths pieces of brick is 216.6 rbl. From f1uvial deposits of sand 4817 thousands m3 of building sand 
were extracted and transported. The cost price of production of 1m3 of sand is 0.46-0.75 rbls. A 
wholesale F.O.B.-place of production price of 1m" is 1.42-2.86 rbls. [Balance of reserves as of 
01.01.1992]. 

Among reserve deposits of sand the Goosinye Islands and Oborskoe with the reserves of 
essentially quartz sand of potentially suitable for manufacture of glass production, very scarce in all 
Far East region are distinguished. Below the description of six deposits is given, from which only 
Ostrovnoe deposit is under development. Five others deposits excepting the deposit Goose Islands 
are in the Sredneamursky basin. 

As it will be shown further, the separate deposits are suitable for production of glass products, for 
molding purposes, for manufacture of insulating and constructional foam concretes, insulating 
plates, concrete filler, building solutions. The above stated six deposits are located in favorable 
geographic - economic conditions. 

Priamursky Sand Deposit 

The deposit is located 5km to the west of well-known Khabarovsk deposit of sand at the territory 
of Smidovichesky district of Jewish Autonomous area. Geographical coordinates: 480 38’ north and 
1340 50’ east [128]. In immediate proximity from the deposit there are railway stations Priamursky 
and Nikolaevka. From regional center Khabarovsk the deposit is 15-20km apart on the left bank of 
the Amur river. Economy of the area, and also its geological structure are described in the section 
ofthe characteristics ofthe Priamursky deposit of c1ays. 

In ge이ogical structure of the deposit of sands and its vicinities the lacustrine - alluvial and 
alluvial deposits of second and first above- f1ood-plain terraces of the river Amur take part. The 
deposits of both terraces are similar by lithologic composition and are represented by c1ays and 
fine-grained sand. In the plan the deposit represents a bed-like deposit of sands with par없neters 
2.5x2.0km. 

Owing to very bad exposure of the area the basic prospect holes during exploration of the deposit 
were the holes of hand-operated drilling. During transition from prεliminary to detailed exploration 
the prospecting network was condensed: distance between prospecting lines on f1anks up to 250-
300m, in the central part 125x160m, distance between holes on f1anks is up to 250-300m, in the 
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central part up to 1 00-150m. The majority of holes drilled over whole thickness of economic layer 
with deepening into Underlyinging sand- gravel- pebbled deposits for 0.5-2.0m. With the purpose 
of the control of boreholes and selection of half-production sample 6 prospect holes were passed at 
the deposit. The total expenses for realization of prospecting works at the Priamursky sand deposit 
were about 38 thousands rbl. (1 974 price). The sands, which layer is of rather sustained thickness 
reaching 14m, are attributed to economic minerals. The average thic~ess of the layer at the deposit 
makes 7.21m. The calculated reserves are appreciated as 18968 ths m', including for categories A -
2278 ths m3, B -3309 ths m3, C 1 - 6065 ths m3. The deposit is not exploited. The layer of sand is 
divided into two unf100ded and f100ded differences. Granulometric composition of the 
distinguished differences of sand is basically identical.(Table-24) 

Table 24 Average Value of Fraction Content for Two Varieties of Sand in Deposit 

Fraction. mm Unfl∞ded sand. % FI∞ded sand. % Average for deposit. % 

more than 5 0.03 0.52 0.20 

2.5 - 5 0.42 1.73 1.03 

1.25 - 2.5 0.57 2.23 1.34 
0.63 - 1.25 1.29 3.60 2.37 

0.315 - 0.63 6.67 14.1 10.13 

0.14 - 0.315 52.27 52.92 52.56 

less than 0.14 40.1 20.53 31.16 

The contents of clay particles at the deposit on the average makes 6.91 %. Chemical composition 
of sand (average value is given in brackets) in %: silica - 68.93-86.4 (78.53), alurnina - 7.38-17 .45 
(1 0.83), iron oxide - 0.82-4 .46 (2.05), calcium oxide - 0.64-3.79 (1.32), magnesiurn oxide - 0.05-
1.36 (0.54), sulfuric trioxide - 0.0-0.11 (0.01), phosphorus five-oxide - 0.0-0.15 (0.06), titanium 
oxide - 0.17-0.52 (0.33). The basic mineralogical composition (in %): quartz - 56.43-73 .1 (63 .49), 
field spar - 25.96-4 1.83 (34.29), rare grains of mica 0.37 (0.2). Minerals of a heavy fraction are 
represented by zircon, sphene, rutile, leucoxene, apatite, minerals of epidote group, amphiboles, 
ilmenite, gamet, tourmaline, monazite. 

The Priamursky deposit of sand has favorable mining- technical conditions. It is located within 5-
6km from operating Khabarovsk plant of silicate brick. Directly along northem and northwest 
border of the deposit Khabarovsk - Birobidzhan - Obluchje highway runs, and along a southem 
border Moscow - Khabarovsk main railroad passes. Surface of the deposit is f1at, slightly 
swamped. Water-enclosing rocks are the lower part of sands distinguished as f100ded difference of 
sands. Their thickness is 1.2-10.0m, on the average of the deposit - 4.5m. To the specified 
formations unpressure water-bearing horizon is confined, it is overlain by Pliocene - Lower 
Quatemary deposits and together with the waters of the latter forms a uniform underground stream. 
Alimentation source of water-bearing horizon is the atmospheric precipitation and underlying 
water-bearing horizons. The unloading of ground waters occurs into the rivers Amur and Tunguska. 
According to the data of the carried out works the waters of this horizon are transparent, without 
color, taste and smell. As far as mineralization is concemed they are ultra fresh and fresh, by 
chemical composition they are hydrocarbonaceous. 
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The water-bearing horizon is a source of water supply of the villages, nearest to the deposit, and 
railway stations. As a whole hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are determined by 
composition of composing rocks and by mode of the rivers Amur and Tunguska. The surface of the 
deposit, even at catastrophic rises of water an in the above mentioned rivers, is not f1ooded. Due to 
the fact that the deposit of such type (Khabarovsk deposit of sand located near to the Priamursky 
deposit) is successfully developed, by means of the hydromechanized way, it is possible to 
consider, that mining- ge이ogical and hydrogeological conditions of the Priamursky deposit are 
favorable. 

The maximal thickness of removal works in a contour of reserves ca1culation reaches 7.5m. 
Average thickness of the deposit overburden is 3.96m. Almost the whole volume of overburden 
(with exception of soil - vegetative layer) is represented by clays suitable for manufacture of brick 
(see the Priamursky deposit of clays). Overburden factor at the whole deposit is equal to 0.52. 
The deposit of sand was prospected for the purpose of supply the construction of a new plant with 
capacity up to 100 mln pieces of brick annually. The technological tests have shown, that the sands 
of the Priamursky deposit are suitable for manufacture of silicate brick by existing technology at 
the Khabarovsk brick plant. With planned annual requirements of raw material for a new plant in 
250 ths m' the prospected reserves of economic categories will suffice for 46 years, and taking into 
account increase ofreserves (11.4 mln m3) - for 75 years [Uspensky, 1974]. 

Dezhnevsky Deposit of Sand 

The Dezhnevsky deposit of building sand is located in Smidovichesky district of JAA of 
Khabarovsk Krai. It is located on the right bank of the river Tunguska, 3km to the northeast from 
the railway station Dezhnevka of the Trans-Sibirian main railway . The deposit is 30km westwards 
ap따t of Khabarovsk by railroad and 60km to the east of regional center Smidovich settlement. 
Coordinates of the deposit are 48034’ north and 134042’ east [126]. 

Economically Smidovichesky district belongs to agricultural one of cattle-breeding and 
vegetable-growing directions. An in(to). In Nikolaevka settlement which is located near the plant of 
silicate brick and saw factory are operating, there is a base of wood processing which is f10ated 
over the river Tunguska. The electrosupply of the region is carried out by electric power 
transmission line and at the expense of local thermic electric power stations. 

The Smidovichesky district is included into the area of Sredneamursky basin and lowlands. On 
its surface Quatemary and Recent alluvial deposits occur. They locate on Neogene and of 
Paleogene strata, in the basement of which the folded deposits of Late Paleozoic and Jurassic age 
are mainly widespread. The thickness of a stratum of Cenozoic formation reaches 200m. The site of 
the Dezhnevsky deposit is located on the above- f1ood-plain terrace 11 separated from terrace 1 by a 
bench 2.5m height. In the northem part of the deposit an old quarry is located, its area is 11.5 ha, 
the greatest depth is 5-7m and average depth is 4.5m. The deposit has the isometric form and was 
prospected on a square network by prospect holes, up to 15 m deep and by holes of hand-operated 
and of mechanical drilling. The network of prospect holes was applied to a category A - 1 OOx 100m, 
for a category B - 200x200 m and for a category C1 - 400x400 m. In total 40 linear m of prospect 
holes and 1040 m of holes were passed and drilled. 208 laboratory samples, 14 technological 
samples and 1 - for half-production test were selected and investigated. The exploration expenses 
have made 70 ths rbl. (1 983 price). The sand deposit has the bed-like form. Its extent is 1000m, 
width - 600m, average thickness - 10.8m. The reserves up to depth 16m as of 01.01. 1991 on the 
sum of categories A + B + C1 make 8580 ths m3, including for categories A + B - 5126 ths m3 and 
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for a category C 1 - 3454 ths mJ • The increase of reserves is possible by additiona! exploration of the 
contiguous areas in the west and north. Volume of overburden is 2750 ths mJ with the greatest 
thickness - 1.5-6.10m. 

A verage thickness is 2.4m. In the rocks of overburden a soil- vegetative layer, sandy loams, 
loams, sandy . silts and sands with increased contents of clay are included. In the soil of a sand 
productive layer gravel with sand and pebbles occur. Sand of a commercial layer is represented by 
a quartz-feldspathic difference with admixture of gravel. Among sands there are distinguished at 
the top of the layer - yellowish - brown and below - blueish-Grey. In the latter difference the 
contents of quartz grows and reaches 83%. The contents of fragments of metamorphic rocks is 
0.67-20.7%. The contents of minerals of a heavy fraction is no more than 0.06%. The quantity of 
mica rare exceeds 0.5%. As far as granulometric composition is concemed the fine-grained sands 
with the size of grains of 0.15-0.3 mm prevail. At depth the grain size of minerals is increased. 

Volumetric weight of sand an a pillar is 1.7 g/cm3, in the loosened state - 1.33 g/cm3. Density is 
2.2-2.7 g/cm3 and on the average 2.5 g/cmJ

• True porosity is 28-515. In chemical composition of 
sand the following is included (%): silica - 87.12-90.35, alumina - 4.14-6.07, iron oxide - 0.45-
1.09, ca1cium oxide - 0.82-1. 14, magnesium oxide - 0.05-0.13 , sulfur oxide - 0.41-0.74, sum of 
alkalis - 1.02- 1.24, ca1cination losses - 0.96-2.20. Contamination of sand by organic impurities is 
insignificant. 

According to the conclusion ofresearch laboratories the sands are suitable for production ofheat
insulating and constructional foam concrete of low and average marks, constructional foam
silicium, heat-insulating plates of the marks 10-15, wall stones of the mark 25 , as a filler in 
concrete of the mark 150, under condition of water washing of sand of the upper layers of the 
deposit, for sanders of locomotives with preliminary enrichment. The additional researches of 
sands at the contiguous area were made in 1981-1983 for finding out a problem of sand use for the 
molding p따poses. The researches have shown, that the granulometric and chemical composition of 
sands cannot be classified according to GOST and only after screening of a large fraction they can 
be attributed to lean, marks T01 , T016, T02 and T0135. At the same time, by the data of 
technological tests in t 
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delete the rock of the most upper meter of layer of less qualitative sand together with overburden. 
The high quaπz content in sand and opportunity of its increase, allow to offer to carry out 
technological researches of enrichment for the purpose of production of concentrate suitable for 
glass and molding manufacture. Taking into account deficiency of sand for concrete in JAA and 
affinity of the deposit to ferro-concrete product plants in Khabarovsk, it is offered to involve the 
deposit into exploitation. The profitability of sand development is possible to raise by double 
increase of the quaπy capacity) [Burde, 195; the passport of the deposit B No 137; Antipe따(0 ， 

1983]. 

Oborskoe Deposit of Quartz-Feldspathic Sands 

The deposit is located 30km at straight line to the east of Khabarovsk and adjoins directly the left 
board of the Obor river with its f10wing into the Sita river. From the nearest occupied settlement 
KnyazeVolkonskoe the deposit is 3-4km apart and from the west it is almost limited to the 
improved Knyaze-Volkonskoe - Blagodatnoe motorway. Through the deposit there passes a power 
transmission line. The approximate geographical coordinates of the deposit are 380 23 ’ north and 
1350 31 ’ east [131]. ln the regional plan the deposit is confined to lowland of Sredneamursky basin 
covered by Cenozoic deposits. Among lowlands the small heights combined by Phanerozoic 
terrains, granitoid intrusions or Neogene basaltoids are çiistinguished. 

The deposit is connected with above- f1ood-plain terrace formed by deposits of Quatemary age. 
They is represented by clays, loams, clay sands, silts and by micaceous sands. The deposit was 
prospected in 1954, 1959-1961 and in 1972 for the purpose of sand estimation for use in glass and 
molding manufacture. For this aim the lines ofholes on a network 300xl00-125m were passed. The 
sampling was made on holes and rare prospect holes. The technological researches of enrichment 
mainly were made in 1962 in the lnstitute "Uralmehanobr". The total investigated area of the 
deposit is 450ha. Expenses for work realization in 1960-1972 were about 47 ths rbl (1 961 prices). 
Morphologically the deposit was confined to a valley of the river Obor, which in its northem p따t 

adjoins to a foot of a southem slope of Knyaze-Volkonsky massif with absolute marks of 60-80m. 
The absolute marks ofthe surface ofthe deposit are within 33-34m. 

Economic minerals are quartz - feldspathic sand occurring as a layer, extended in northeast 
direction for 2km. Two diffcεrεnces are distinguished by size of grains: medium-grained (1 
difference) and coarse-grained (II difference). The total thickness of sands changes from 3.1 up to 
13.0m. On the average at the deposit the thickness is equal to 5.28m. The total prospected reserves 
for categories C1 + C2 are estimated as 17402800 ffi"'. lncluding the reservεs of coarse-grained 
sands - 11087500 m3, medium-grained ones - 5505100 m3, fine-grained -810200m3. 

Overburden volume is - 9670410 m'. Overburden thickness - economic layer ratio is 1: 1.4. The 
increase of reserves is possible at the expense of the further study of the deposit westwards. It is 
possible to re 
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with grain size less than 0.4 mm is characterizεd， mainly by quartz, field spar and fragments of 
rocks; in insignificant quantities hornblende, mica, epidote, ilmenite, less often garnet and 
tourrnaline, very rare rutile and pyroxene are present. In less than 0.16 mm fractions the presence 
of such minerals as limonite, zircon, rutile, spinel and chromite is marked. The sands with the size 
of grains more than 0 .4 mm, include quartz, field spar, fragments of rocks, less often mica. The 
chemical composition of sand was determined at all stages of the deposit study. In 1954 when 
studying of sand for glass industry was carried out the chemical analysis of elutriated sands was 
made. The analyses of 45 such samples have shown the presence of silica from 85.84 % up to 93.6 
%. Average content is 90.21%. The content ofaluminium oxide is from 5.04 up to 9.62 %, average 
content is 6.9 %, content of titanium oxide is from traces up to 0.3 %, average - 0.1 %. In 1956 
and 1960-61 chemical composition was studied for an estimation of molding sands. (Table 25) 

Table 25 Composition of Unelutriated Sand (%) 

SìÜ2 A12Ü:3 F82Ü:3 

- Medium-grained sand 83.92-90.84 4.21-8.28 0.4-2.85 

(Variety 1) 

- Coarse-grained sand 85.72-88.72 5.78-8.31 1.37-2.771 

(Variety 11) 

- Underlying fine-grained and 81.02-84.32 7.79-9.88 2.07-2.58 

medium-grained micaceous 앓nds 

Laboratory - technological and half- production tests deterrnined, that the sands in a natural kind 
are suitable for forrning of plg-lron molding of average weight ["Mosgeolnerud", 1954; 
"Uralmehanobr" 1962]. By enrichment tests, the composition of unelutriated sands (%) was 
established that the sands of the deposit are hardly enriched. The most rational pattem is the 
method of collectiv- selective f1oatation of natural size sand in standard f1oatation machines, that 
provides production of sand with the silica content 93-95% and by fire resistance 17100 '. Two 
variants of enrichment were offered: f1oatation and electrostatic separation. The first variant allows 
to receive sand (output is given in brackets) of marks 3-4K04K(9.7 %), 3-4 KOB(66 %), 
K0315E(75.7 %) and also feldspathic concentrate meeting the requirements of insulator, 
ceramic, glass and abrasive industry. Cost of enrichment of 1 ton of raw material in prices of 1974 
is 3 ruble. According to the second variant the marks of sand, suitable for building industry and 
after crushing up to the size of 0.15mm were received, the sand can be used for manufacturing of 
bottle glass. 

The mmmg- technical conditions of the deposit are favorable for development by the 
hydromechanized way, with removal of overburden rocks by bulldozer. The useful strata are 
completely f1ooded. In a period of spring and autumn high waters the significant area of the deposit 
is f1ooded. 

The annual need ofthe Khabarovsk Territory enterprises in molding sands is more than 120 ths t 
(1 989). The largest part of requirement in molding sand is satisfied at the expense of their delivery 
from the Urals, Kazakhstan and othεr western regions of the country. The significant transport 
charges, spasmodic delivεry of sand are considerably re f1ected in business economy, production 
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quality. Besides, the multiton transportation’s overload the hard work of the main railroad. Taking 
into account growing needs in molding sands of metallurgical and machine-building enterprises of 
Khabarovsk Krai, it is necessary to retum to a question of construction of concentrating factory for 
molding and glass sand production. The most perspective raw base of molding and glass sands in 
the FEER (Far Eastem Economic Region) is the Oborskoe deposit. Its reserves are rather great, and 
the sands are characterized by the highεr content of silica in comparison with the sands of other 
deposits. The technical and economic ca1culations made by Institute "URALMEHANOBR", shown 
economic advantage of such factory construction and short recoupment period of capital 
investments in amount of 1-1.5 mln rbl. (1 961 prices). At the same time, the sands of the deposit are 
of interest for glass industry. For the decision of the question of sheet window glass production, it 
is necessary to make additional technological tests on enrichment of sand for silica content increase 
in concentrates of the [11 , Pelyukhovsky, Kostyleva, 1961; Revnivtzev etc. , 1962;Gritzkevich, 
1973]. 

Birsky Deposit of Sand 

The Birsky deposit of building sand is located in the southem part of Birobidzhan district of JAA, 
70km to the southeast of Birobidzhan and gravitates to right bank of the river Bira. The highway 
Birobidzhan - Golovino passes 1 km to the east of the deposit area. Geographical coordinates of its 
central part: 480 15 ’north and 1330 10’east [137]. The nearest occupied settlements are the villages 
Nadezhdinsky - 5 km to the north and Golovino - 5km to the south. Between these villages the bus 
transportation is carried out. The electric power is available from Birobidzhan thermal electric 
power station. The Birobidzhan district is referred to rather developed economical areas. The basic 
employment ofthe ofthe south area population is agriculture of multicommodity direction, the bee 
keeping is developed. The area of the deposit concems to a northwest margin of the Sredneamursky 
basin and lowlands. The deposit is confined to IV above-flood-plain terrace of the river Bira with a 
relative exceeding above its level of 6-7m. The significant part 0아f the surface is swamped and 
wood버le않ssκ’ occasionally with oak ’”’냉i잉slet엄s" 

The Srednea없muπrsky basin has in its base folded deposits of Late Paleozoic, Triassic and 
Mesozoic which has been broken through by Late Cretaceous granitoids. On themal most 
horizontally occur the deposits of Paleogene, Neogene and Quatemary age. The latter are mainly 
represented by alluvial and lacustrine - alluvial formations. Recent alluvial deposits of river flood 
plains and channels are represented by c1ays with admixtures of gruss and rock debris, sand, gravel 
and shingle, sandy loams. The maximal thickness of flood plain deposits is 28m. The deposit is 
combined by polymictic fine-grained sands with insignificant impurity of (0.18%) gravel 
sedimentary and effusive rocks. There are rare lenses and interlayers of oozy sand and gravel in 
quantity up to 10%. The total thickness of sand reaches 10-15 .2m. The removal rocks have no areal 
distribution and are represented by a soil - vegetative layer, sandy loam and loam. More often they 
are traced on the flanks of the deposit. The total thickness of removal rocks range within the limits 
of 0.2-2.5m. 

The exploration of the deposit was carried out by mechanical drilling holes located in the lines 
cross to elongation of the sand deposit. Prospecting network for preparation of reserves for a 
category A - 160-210x180-210m, for 
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The area of the deposit is 1.2km2 . A roof of the deposit is rough. The amplitude of fluctuations of 
roof high-altitude marks 연aches 10m. The reserves for the cate~ory A are 3824 ths m' , for a 
catεgory B - 1216 ths m' and for a category Cl - 5587 ths m'. The sum of the reserves for 
categories A + B + C1 is 10627 ths mJ

• The reserves for a category C2 are 3076 thousands mJ
• 

By the results of laboratory tests, the sands of the Birsky deposit with density of 2.67g/cmJ and 
bulk volumetric mass 1.29g/cm키 are polymictic, small up to very small, powdered with 
insignificant contents small gravel (on the average 0.1 8 %). The contents ofpartic1es less than 0.1 4 
mm on the average make 14.7 %, c1ay and powdered - 7.8%. The chemical composition of sand is 
homogeneous. The sand contains 77.2 % of silica, sulfuric and sulphate compounds are absent. The 
mica contents in sand on the average is 0.32%. The organic impurities are absent. In a natural state 
sand of the deposit on granulometric composition is suitablε for preparation of building solutions. 
The absence of harmful impurities and compounds in sand can allow to apply it as a fine aggregate 
in concrete under conditions of introduction of the integrated additives (fractions of natural or 
crushed sand more than 0.63mm) in quantity 10% and more and of washing off of c1ay partic1es. 
Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are simple, allowing to make an exploitation of the 
object by an open way by excavators. The removal rocks, unflooded even in the summer, can be 
removed by bulldozers. 

With the purposes of covering deficiency the Promstroimaterialy Trust of Glavdalstroy has 
determined capacity of production at the Birsky deposit as 250 ths mJ annually. With such volume 
of production the reserves will be sufficient for 40 years. Overburden volume is 144 ths m3. 

Operational factor of overburden is 0.014 m3/m3. For output of 250 ths m3 of ready products 
capital investments are required in amount of 350 ths rbl (1 985 prices). The cost price of 1 mJ of 
sand is determined as 1.1 rbl, with average wholesale price of 1 m3 being 1.6 rbls. With annual 
productive capacity of comrnodity production for amount of 400 ths rbls. The annual profit will 
make 120 ths rbls. A level of profitability is 20%. Recoupment period of capital investments is 2.3 
years. The deposit has prospects of escalating the reserves at its flanks. It will allow to increase 
volume of production and by that to increase profitability of the objec 

Ostrovnoe Sand Deposit 

The deposit of building sand is confined to the island, located in the Amur channel between city 
of Komsomolsk- on-Amur and Pivan quay [92]. Distance up to the city is 1.0-1.5km. The island is 
extεnded for 3km with width of 0.6-1.0km. Its surface is covered with grass and purple willow. The 
most raised southem part ofthe island towers over an average level of Amur up to 1-5m and has 
absolute marks of 15.3-16.5m. The northem lowered part ofthe island has marks 14.5-16.2m and 
almost completely becomes covered by water with rather high level. According to the relief and 
morphology conditions of the body the deposits are subdivided into Southem and Northem p따ts. 
Distance between them is 300m. 

The economy of the area is characterized by presence of thermal electric power station, 
metallurgical, machine-building, ship-repairing, oil refining, light and food-processing industry. In 
the city and its vicinities the enterprises of building materials: - brick, c1aydite, gravel, ferro
concrete products work. Sand and sandy - gravel mixtures not completely provide needs of 
construction and are mainly extracted from fluvial deposits. Three above-flood-plain terraces 2, 4, 
6m and 10-20m high are singled out. Shoals, tongues, islands concem to a low flood plain. The 
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Island deposit is also confined to it. In its vicinities the width of Amur changes within the limits 
1200-3500m, the depth of the river reaches 15-20m. Duration of navigation period is May
October. 

In the block diagram of the Far East this region is concemed to Gorensky synclinorium of 
Sikhote-Alinsky folded area. In the structure of synclinorium the folded terrigenous Jurassic and 
Cretaceous deposits take p따t. They occur almost horizontally are with Cenozoic formations. They 
are represented by alluvial and lacustrine - alluvial deposits of Quatemary system ‘ Among them the 
Upper Quatemary deposits of 10-20meter terraces consisting of inequigranular sand with 
admixtures of gravel, with lenses of loams, and also Recent deposits of a flood plain and gravel of 
above-flood-plain terrace are distinguished. The sandy composition is characteristic of flood plain 
alluvium of Amur, which compose the Island deposit with prevalence of fine-grained differences 
and significant impurity of argillaceous-oozy particles. 

Economic layer of the deposit is represented by altemated, frequently facially replaced lithologic 
differences of fine-grained and clay sand. In the upper p없t of economic layer there are mainly 
developed aleuritic sand and fine-grained sand with insignificant inclusions of fine gravel (larger 
than 3mm no more than 0.5%). Below at the section the contents of gravel grows, mainly the gravel 
sand is widespread. The viscous sandy - Grey silts, stripped at the depth of 10-15m in lower p따ts 

of the deposit Southem were not included in commercial stratum. Some layers of lithological 
varieties of sand are poorly geometrizated both at the area and in the section, that excludes an 
opportunity of their selective development. Stripped thickness of a commerciallayer is 12.0-13.5m. 
The deposit is prospected by lines of percussion - mechanical drilling holes on a network for 
reserves of the category C1 (1 00- 250) x (250-300) m. In total 43 holes of total volume 744.5m 
were passed. The depth of holes is determined by the maximal depth of development given by the 
customer, 15m and does not exceed 16.0-18.5m. The total exploration expenses were 50 ths rbls 
(1988 price). Morphology of the deposit of sand is stratal. At the Northem site the deposit is 
extended to the northeast for 1200-1400m with width of 600-1000m. At the Southem site the 
deposit is extended from the north to the south for 1500m with widt 
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In natural state sand is suitable as a filler in building solutions after screenings of gravel in 
quantity of 2.2 % on weight (deposit Southem) and 5.5 % (deposit Northem). The sand of the 
Southem deposit, besides is suitable for preparation of plaster solutions for a finishing layer. 
Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit depend on regime of the river in a warm period of year. 
The deposit Northem in a period of the maximal rise of water is under water, at depth up to 2m. 
The Southem deposit is partially flooded. The deposit is supposed to develop at depth 15m by the 
hydromechanized way by hydraulic dredge R-109 with loading into a transport vessel. 
Proceeding from needs of the region, the annual productio_n capacity of the enterprise is established 
as 1140000 m' and overburden rock capacity as 8250 m'. Period of the enterprise supply by the 
reserves is 15.3 years. Rough capital investments of economic purpose are 1028 .43 ths rb l. (1987 
prices). 

The 'cost price of commodity production unit (1m3) is 0.44 rbl. The complete annual cost price of 
production is 499.23 ths rb l. Annual cost of commodity producti~n in wholesale prices is 900.6 ths 
rbl. Supply wholesale price of commodity production unit (1 m') is 0.79 rb l. Annual profit of the 
enterprise is 40 1.37 ths rbl. A level of profitability to production assets is 34.1%. Recoupment 
period of capital investments is 2.6 years. Mode of operations in the quarry is seasonal, within 180 
days of a navigating period [Ermolenko, 1988; Denisko, Feasibility Report, 1988]. 

Quartz Sand Deposit Goose Islands 

The description of the deposit will be done after the data of the geologists V. V. U spensky (1 989) 
and V.A.Denisko (1 989). The deposit of fluvial quartz sand is located near left bank of the near
mouth p따t ofthe Amur river, 13km to the west ofNikolaevsk-on-Amur. Geographical coordinates 
of center of deposit: 530 07 ’ north and 1400 25’ east [59]. In the administrativε relation the deposit is 
located at the territory of Nikolaev area of Khabarovsk Krai. The nearest occupied settlements are 
settlement Kasyanovka and Bolshaya Bukhta. They are located 2-3km to the south of the deposit 
on the right bank of Amur. The port Mago is located 20 km to the northwest of the deposit. All 
occupied settlements are connected between themselves by a ground motorway. The electrosupply 
is carried out from thermal electric power station of Nikolaevsk - on- Amur. 

The basis of economy of Lower Amur region is river and sea transportation and appropriate ports. 
The port facilities is served by ship-building and ship-repairing mills. In Nikolaevsk there are 
enterprises of building industry and food-processing industries. The area of the deposit is referred 
to Mesozoic - Cenozoic area with development of linear folded and rupture structures. They are 
overlain by wide fields of Cretaceouses - Neogene volcanites of acid and average compositions 
which have been broken through by granodiorites. All these formations are covered by Neogene 
plateau-basalts. The area of the deposit is located at the border of West- Sikhote-Alin SFZ of the 
samε name GFS and ofNizhneamursky volcanic zone. 

In geological structure of the deposit area the Recent river deposits occurring on liparites 
participate. In lowers of the section there are silts. Quartz sands of he visible thickness 16m locate 
above. The deposit is confined to them. In sand there are grains of field spar up to 1-2 % of mica 
and till 5-10 % of fine gravel. The size of grains in sand from above downwards in the section and 
downwards till a river course decreases from coarse-grained to fine-grained. 368 holes have been 
drilled in the course of prospecting and exploration of the deposit. 63 holes from them were used 
for exploration with total volume 967 m'. The exploration is carried out on the network 400x400m. 
The deposit of quartz sand is investigated for complete thickness from 10.3 up to 16.3m. The 
expenses for prospecting and exploration of the deposit have made 50 ths rbl (1 988 price). The 
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deposit represents a bed-like body of fine-grained sand in the Amur channel traced in the northwest 
direction for 3.2km with width up to 1.2km and with average thickness of 7.6m. The area of the 
deposit in a contour of calculation of reserves is 2.9 km2. The removal rocks are practically absent. 

By mineralogical composition the sand is feldspathic-quartz with mica impurities (up to 1-2 %), 
fragments ofrocks (up to 10 % and fragments offield spar crystals of (up to 15-20 %). Gravel is 
inequigranular (5-20cm). In its composition aleur이ites， less often liparites and andesites are 
inc1uded. The deposit is completely flooded. The thickness of water layer is from 3.8 up to 8.9m 
and average - 6.0m. The reserves ofthe deposit for a category Cl up to depth 15m make 21752 ths 
m3. The increase of the reserves is possible by additional exploration of the channel downstream. 
3 blocks are singled out by grain composition and module of sand grains size. The low contents of 
c1ay and dust-like partic1es (accordingly at blocks 1.33, 0.97 and 1.38 %) is characteristic of them 
and also absence of organic impurities.(Table -26) 

Table 26 Qualitative Parameters of Sand (Average) 

Parameter BI∞k Cl-1 Block Cl-2 Block Cj-3 

- 8ize M여비 1.81 1.64 1.31 
- F비I residue on 잉eve N 063. % 37.영 12.82 5.39 
- Grain content, less O.I 4mm. % 7.56 4.78 7.27 
- Grain content. more l .2mm rest. % 12.14 6.01 1.96 

- Grain content. more 5mm.% 10.55 4.92 0.63 
- Grain content. more 1 Omm.% 2.86 1.42 0.06 
- Reserves in blocks. thous. m3 4312.0 11248.0 6192.0 
- 8t디때ed thickness of layer. m 7.7 7.4 8.6 

In blocks 1 and 2 sand is fine-grained, in the block 3 - very fine-grained. Density of sand is 2.64-
2.66 g/cm3. Bulk volume of sand is 1.38-1.59 g/cm3. The sulfur compounds are absent. The sand 
contains: quartz 75-80 %, field spar - 20-25%. In rare grains ilmenite and molybdenite are present. 
Average chemical composition of sand (%): silica - 90 .48, titania - 0.04, alumina - 4.22 , iron oxide 
- 0.08, potassium oxide- 2.55 , sulfuric trioxide - 0.1 %, calcination losses - 0.62. 

In comparison with the composition of sand of other deposits of Khabarovsky Territory sand of 
this deposit are characterized by the higher contents of qu따tz and silica. According to 
requirements of industry sand of the Goose Islands deposit are suitable for civil work and can be 
used as molding material in metallurgy (c1ass 4]1) and for manufacture of silicate brick. The 
technological researches on sand enrichment carried out in DVIMS by attrition - floatation 
diagram, have shown an opportunity of production of quartz concentrate with silica contents of 
more than 98%. Such results allow to apply sand to production window and bottle glass (sand 1)'-
250, GOST 22551-77 and feldspathic product ofthe mark 1)口 ’ 0.4-20 (GOST 18451-77). 

The hydrological conditions of the deposit are favorable for its development by hydromechanized 
way in a navigating period. The exploitation is possible(probable) by a floating c1amshell by a way 
of a scooping or dredge pump method. The productivity ρfthe quaπy for 45 days of the permitte~ 
navigation will make for economic mineral 289 ths ffi"' and for ready production - 305 ths ffi"'. 

Production of sand will roughly need 39.71 ths rbl of capital investments of industrial assignment 
(1989 prices). The estimated cost price of production of 1m3 of sand is 0.72 rb l. wh이esale price 
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cost of commodity production for 1m3 is 1.92 rbl. The seasonal profit of the enterprise will make 
365 .4 ths rbls. The profit for the whole period of exploitation of the deposit is determined as 
2557.3 ths rbls. 

The deposit can have large economic importance. Its greatest value consists in a potential 
opportunity of production of raw material for manufacture of sheet window and bottle glass. For 
these purposes at the whole huge territory of the Far East economic region (FEER) only one small 
Raichikhinsky glass factory in the Amur area works. Volume of its production is insufficient for 
satisfaction of requirements of the region. The missing glass is delivered from European part of the 
country. The molding sands are brought into the region from the Urals. The building sand is 
delivered in Nikolaevsky district and in Japan from southern objects of Khabarovsk Territory . 

The real prospect of escalating of sand reserves at the Goose Islands deposit will allow to use raw 
material for production of scarce silicate brick. Besides it is expedient to solve a problem of extract 
field spar in a separate concentrate representing also valuable raw material. The increase of 
profitability of the enterprise depends on complex use of raw matεrial and construction glass 
factory in situ first of all. 

Sandy - Gravel Materials 

By balance of reserves in Khabarovsky territory 29 deposits of sand - gravel materials are taken 
into account, from which 14 deposits are being developed. 
The total reserves for categories A + B + C I make 216317 ths m3 (inc1uding at developed deposits -
163240 ths m3) and for a category C2 - 26016 ths m3 (inc1uding at developed deposits 26016 ths 
m\ 
Deposits of sand - gravel material are confined to channels and to f100d plains of the rivers, or 
terraces. At 9 objects located in a channel of the rivers, the output will be carried out by the Arnur 
river shipping company in volume 5380 ths m'. In total after 1992 in Khabaroysk Territory 6114 
ths m' were extracted . The cost price of production by shipping company of 1 m' of raw material is 
0.42-0.72 rbls. The wholesale price in terms F.O.B.- production place of 1m" makes 1.66-2.86 rbl, 
and sorted gravel - 1.98-3.96 rbls. Sandy-gravel material is used in road construction and as a 
concrete filler. For the description 4 deposits of sandy - gravel material are chosen located on 
above-f1ood-plain terraces and in the Amur stream channel, within the Sredneamursky basin. All 
of them occur in different geographic - economic conditions. To developed 3 deposits concern: 
Sitinsky, Birobidzhan and Khorpinsky. The Vyazemsky deposit remains reserve, as well as 14 
other objects. 

Sitinskoe Deposit of Sandy - Gravel Mixture 

The deposit is located in Khabarovsk rural district on the right bank of Sita river downstream, 1 
km to the southwest from Blagodatnoe village. Geographical coordinates: 480 24’ north and 1350 3’ 
east [130]. The nearest occupied settlements in the area ofthe deposit are Blagodatnoe village and. 
The Knyaze-Volkonskoe settlement located 5km to the north of the deposit, through which an 
automobile highway Komsomolsk-on-Amur - Khabarovsk runs. The settlements are connected 
with each other by an improved ground road having 5km extent. 1 00-150m of the northwest f1ank 
a working quaπy is located which is connected with the settlement by ground road. The area of the 
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deposit concems to well -developed economic regions of Khabarovsky Krai, mainly with 
agricultural trend. 

In geological relation Khabarovsk Territory is well investigated. Within its limits almost whole 
area is occupied by loose Quatemary deposits forrning a f100d plain of the river Sita and its above
f1ood-plain teπaces. Only in the northem and southem parts of the area Cretaceous deposits are 
developed. The deposit of sand- gravel mixture itself is attributed to Pliocene - Lower Quatemary 
forrnations of Priamursky suite and represent a part of a large bed-like body of sandy-gravel 
terrains, among which sandy - gravel and gravel- sandy varieties are singled out. The sands are 
marked, in basic, in the upper part of the economic layer as thin interlayers or small lenses 0.3-3m 
thick. sandy - gravelly and gravelly- sand deposits are referred to a commercial layer. Sandy -
gravel deposits have the greatest distribution among the distinguished lithologic varieties, their 
stripped maximal thickness reaches 15m. The prospecting works were carried out consistently: in 
preliminary exploration - on a network 300x 150-200m, with an estimation of reservεs for a 
category B - 200-250xl00-200 m, for reserves for a category A - 100xl00m. The works are caπied 
out by means of percussion-mechanical drilling, diameter of 168 and 108mm with 100 % of core 
material selection . The total expenses for prospecting and exploration were 20.2 ths rbl (1 990 
prices). At the deposit two sites removed from each other at the distance of 600-700m are 
distinguished. Geological structure ofthe sites is similar and differs only by details. 

The first site has the area 135334 m2 with parameters 284-346x416-447m, thickness of a 
commercial is 14-16.4m (average - 14.88m). The average thickness of overburden changes from 
1.5 to 3m. The second site by the area 242493mι with parameters 398- 486x517-559m. Thickness 
of economic layer is 13.5-17.9m with average value 15 .1 7m. Thickness of overburden on the 
average at the site is 1.9 m with f1uctuations from 0.1 up to 3.5m. The reserves of economic 
mineral, inc1uding the protected zone of the river Sita and protected pillar along a따0- railway, up 
to depth of development (15m), as a whole at the deposit make 10606.6 thousands m이 inc1uding for 
categories A + B + C1 - 5645 .2 ths m3, for categories A + B - 2754.5 ths m3 or 59 % from all 
economic reserves. Volume ofremoval works as a whole at the deposit is 1398.5 ths m .J, inc 
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in interlayers and lenses with the higher contεnts of 이ay paπicles (1 2.38-18.56 %) and impurity of 
small (5-10 mm) gravel up to 5%. 

By separate research fractions it was established, that the gravel fraction is attributed to medium -
fine-grained by granulometric composition with the prevalence of fraction of 5-10 mm (88.73 % 
and 89.7 %). Bulk volumetric mass of gravel changes from 1.4 1 up to 1.44 g/cm3 , density -2.7-2.72 
g/cm3, water absorption - 1.1-1.2%. According to grinding capacity the gravel corresponds to the 
mark Dr-12, by abrasion capacity - to the mark U -7 5, by frost resistance - meets the requirements 
of mark Mrz-1 00. In conformity with the characteristic the gravel of all fractions , under condition 
ofthεir separate dosage, and fraction of 5-20 mm in a ready state is suitable: - as a coarse filler 
for all kinds of heavy concrete of the marks M 350 and M 300 with the mark on frost resistance -
Mrz 100; - for road concrete (a lower layer of two-layered cover) and bases of capital covers of 
motorways and aerodromes; - for construction of the gravel bases and coverings of mot아ways 
without application of cementing materials; - for preparation of dense asphalt concrete, from hot 
and warm mixtures, and also cold mixtures for motorways; - for preparation of asphalt-concrete the 
of various marks for road coverings, including take-off - landing and taxi paths. 

The sandy fraction of both sites concems to a group of fine sand. The organic impurities are 
absent. Chemical composition of sand (%): Si02 - 82 .1 -88.7, Ti02 -0.2-0.33 , Ah03 - 4.83-8.03 , 
Fe203- 2.01-2.76, MgO -0.32-0.53 , CaO - 0.3-0.6, Na20 -0.78- 1.26, K20 - 1.2- 2.33 , P20S - 0.01-
0.03 , S03 - 0.08-0.3 , calcination losses - 0.60-1 .40. Bulk volumetric mass - 1.45- 1.51 g/cm" , 
density - 2.67-2.69 g/cm3. Under the qualitative characteristics the sand-screening in its natural 
state is suitable only as a part of sandy-gravel mixtures for road construction. Besides the sand -
screenings can be recommend for use with preparation of plaster solutions (except finishing coat 
layer), as with the hydromechanized way of production there will be natural wash off of some dust
like and clay particles, and also for preparation of asphalt-concrete mixtures. 

The Sitinsky deposit of sand-gravel mixtures confined to a swamped right bank part of the river 
Sita valley is f1ooded. The complete f100ding of the economic stratum of the deposit causes a 
hydromechanical way of its development. As th 

Vyazemsky Deposit of Sand-Gravel Material 

Vyazemsky deposit of sand-gravel material is located at the territory of Vyazemsky district of 
Khabarovsk Territory in immediate proximity to the northeast (0.7 km) of regional center 
Vyazemsky. It is located on the right bank of downstream ofthe river Second Seventh (right inf10w 
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of the river Ussuri), washing the area of the deposit from the southwest. Geographical coordinates 
of the deposit center - 47034’ north and 134047’ east [149]. A highway Khabarovsk- Vladivostok 
and railway Moscow- Khabarovsk- Vladivostok pass through Vyazemsky. Along the river valleys 
Vtoraya Sedmaya (Second Seventh) and Tretya Sedmaya (Third Seventh) the narrow-gauge 
railway was laid for wood export . The same road connects Vyazemsky with a working brick 
factory. In Vyazemsky there is a number of the industrial entεrprises ， among them 
lespromkhoz(timber farm) , brick factory, railroad depot. In the area the deposit of refractory clays 
is prospected and exploited , the deposits of sandstones, limestones were revealed and prospected. 

In geological structure of the area p앙ticipate sedimentary (Triassic, Cretaceouses) and effusive 
(Paleogene, Neogene) forrnations. Loose Quatemary deposits are widely distributed. The deposit is 
located at the area of above-f1ood-plain terrace of the Vtoraya Sedmaya river, combined by Recent 
alluvial deposits. At the deposit all stages of prospecting works were carried out. The basic kind of 
works was drilling ofholes by percussion - mechanical way. The detailed exploration ensuring the 
reserves for a category B, is caπied out on the areas 0.15km-< on a network 100x200m. For 
selection of the material for complete physico-mechanical tests at the deposit the groups of holes 
and some prospect holes were passed. 

For realization of all kinds of prospecting works, including laboratory researches 40.5 ths rbl 
(1982 prices) were spent. The deposit represents a horizontal body extended in a northwest 
direction up to 2km with width 400-800m. A economic layer is sand- gravel material by thickness 
from 3.4 up to 10.0m. Average thickness of the economic layer is 6.3 m. The reserves of sandy
gravel material make 6079 ths m키 including for categories: B - 1046 ths m-' and C 1 - 5033 ths m'. 

Gravel amount in sandy-gravel mixtures makes 73 .41 %, reserves of gravel for a category B - 768 
ths m3, for a category C1 - 3695 ths m3, reserves ofsand in mixture (26.59 %) make 1616 ths m3 , 
including for category B - 278 ths m-', C1 - 1338 ths m-'. The gravel fraction ofthe economìc layer 
is characterized by good and average roundness of grains, their forrn is angular, less often -rounded, 
sometimes platy. The petrographic composition of gravel is various. In the composition of grains 
the sandstones 

Table 27. The Gravel Content in Fractions 

Grain content in gravel Grain content in sand-
Gravel fractional size. mm 

fraction. % gravel fraction. % 

5-10 17.0 12.80 
10-20 36.38 26.60 

20-40 35.72 26.12 

40-70 9.60 7.07 

70-100 0.60 0‘74 

By granulometric composition gravel fraction of sandy-gravel mixture is m~inly medium-grained. 
Volumetric mass of a gravel fraction changes from 2.56 up to 2.65 g/cm-', water absorption of 
gravel - 0.48-0.85 % (average - 0.64 %), by grinding capacity the gravel is characterized by the 
mark Dr-16, abrasion capacity - 2-11 , the resistance to impact corresponds to the mark U-75. 
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Hearth bottom and needle-like grains in thε gravels are contained in quantity of 9.3-15.5 %, the 
frost resistance is estimated by the mark Mrz-25 . Proceeding from qualitative parameters the gravel 
can be recommended for use for roads construction, for the bases of the improved capital coverings 
and lower layer of two-layer coverings. For single-layer coverings and upper layer of two-layer 
coverings as a road concrete filler the gravel is not recommended due to the increased grinding 
capacity and low frost resistance. From other kinds of concrete the gravel (after fractionation 없d 

dosage) can be used for manufacture of concrete unpressure ferro-concrete and concrete pipes. 
Besides the gravel can be applied for hot and warm asphalt-concrete mixtures of the mark IV and 
cold asphalt-concrete mixtures ofthe mark II. 

The contents ofsandy fraction in sandy - gravel material ofthe deposit varies from 1.0 up to 63.8 
%, on the average makes 26.59%. Granulometric composition of sand - screening by complete 
residue on sieves with contr이 apertures is the following (avεrage in %): 2.5 mm - 16.76, 1.25 mm-
30.71 , 0.63 mm - 43.66, 0.315 mm - 75 .46, 0.1 4 mm - 66 .42, less than 0.1 4 mm - 33.53. The 
module of size is 2.1 3. Dust-like, clay and oozy particles are contained in sand - screenings from 
3.74 up to 75.2 %, on the average 24.58%. Bulk v이umetric mass of sand - screenings within the 
limits is 1. 12-1.36 g/cm', on the average - 1.22 g/cm.J. By its qualities sand - screening in a natural 
state is not suitable for all kinds of civil works are not because of the high contents of a less than 
0.1 4 mm fraction (33.53 % with admitted 10 %)of dust-like, clay and oozy particles. However it is 
necessary to take into account, that with the hydromechanized way of the deposit development a 
part of fine fraction (less than 0.14 mm), and also dust-like, clay and oozy particles will be washed 
off. The rest p따t of this fraction can be washed by an artificial way. After such operation of sand 
standardizing it can be used in all kinds of civil work. 

Loams conceming to removal rocks of the sand - gravel deposit are of interest as accessory 
minerals. The thickness of clay rocks directly at the site of the deposit on the average makes 2.06 
m. By laboratory researches it was established: granulometric composition (average in %): mm -
0.7, 2 mm - 1.66, 1 mm - 1.31 , 0.5 mm - 1.26, 0.5-0.6 mm - 13.7, 0.06-0.01 mm - 29.33 , 0.01-0.005 
mm - 10.87, 0.005-0.001 mm - 16.38, less than 0.001 mm - 25 .32. Number of pla 
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The removal works are recommended to caπY out by bulldozer and excavator with warehousing 
separately of soil-vegetative layer and c1ay raw material. The former can further be used in 
agriculture, c1ay raw material for manufacture of brick. Taking into account, that the Vyazemsky 
deposit of sand-gravel mixtures is the unique prospected deposit near Vyazemsky, its sufficient 
reserves of sandy - gravel mixtures, and also opportunity to use removal rocks (loams, c1ay) for 
manufacture of brick at the working factory, expedient its development for meeting the 
requirements in sand-gravel mixtures for roads construction. According to feasibility report 
developed for deposits of a similar type ("Mys(Cape) Peschany", "Fevralsky-2"), cost price of 1 m' 
sand-gravel mixtures production of Vyazemsky deposit approximately will make 3-3.5 rb l. 
[Sabitova, 1983]. 

Khorpinsky Deposit of Gravel-Sand Material 

The deposit is located in Komsomolsk district of Khabarovsk Territory 2.5km to the northeast 
from Komsomolsk- on-Amur, 5km to the east of railway station Dzemgi. The deposit occurs in the 
channel ofthe Amur river and adjoins from the east to a southem extremity of Khorpinsky Island. 
Geographical coordinates of the central part of the deposit: 500 37’ north and 1370 10’ east [91]. 
City of Komsomolsk-on-Amur is a large industrial center of the region. Metallurgical, machine
building, ship-building, air, chemical, oil refining, food and other industrial enterprises are 
concentrated here. In structural block diagram ofthe Far East this region is confined to Gorinsky 
sync1 inorium of Sikhote-Alinsky folded area. In geological structure of the area the sedimentary 
formations of Mesozoic and Cenozoic ages participate. 

The deposit is combined by recent f1uvial deposits. The lithologic section of alluvial deposits is 
homogeneous and is represented by gravel-sand material and by gravelly sand. The prospecting 
works at the deposit were carried out at a stage of preliminary exploration, when the network of 
boreholes up to 150-200x400 m was condensed. The holes were drilled by installations of 
percussion- mechanical and core drilling by a diameter of 168 mm at depth up to 15 m. The total 
expenses for exploration of the deposit have made 59.2 ths rbl (1 990 prices). The deposit represents 
an extended south- east coast of the Khorpinsky island f1at deposit of gravel- sandy material. The 
deposit is traced for 1600m with width from 200m (southem f1ank of deposit) up to 750m (central 
part of the deposit). Stripped thickness of economic layer is 15m. The total prospected reserves for 
a category C 1 make 13086 ths m'. 

Granulometric composition of gravel- sandy mixture of the deposit is represented (%): 70 mm 
fraction of - 0-10.2 (average 0.37), 40 mm - 0-20 .1 (1.51), 20 mm - 0-25.2 (6.88), 10 mm - 0.8-23 .4 
(1 0.39), 5 mm -4.0-17.8 (1 0.78), 0.16 mm 25.3-94.0 (67 .46), 0.14 mm 0.8-8.3 (2.61). The contents 
of c1ay partic1es is 2.56%. Granulometric composition of sand - screenings, in brackets - the 
average contents (in %): fraction 2.5 mm -6.0-24.0 (13 .46), 1.25 mm -3.0-1 1.0 (5.5), 0.63 mm -
5.0-19.0 (9.83), 0.315 mm -9.0-42.0 (25.89), 0.1 6 mm 3.4-65.0 (4 1.9), less than 0.1 6 mm - 1.0- 6.5 
(3.15). The contents of c1ay and oozy partic1es in sand is 2.15%. Petrographic composition of 
gravel fraction is represented by sedimentary rocks (sandstones, ale 
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of prospect holes were the holes of a hand-operated drilling by a diameter of 168 mm. The actual 
expenses for exploration have made 32.6 ths rbl (1 964 prices). Total reservεs of gravel-sandy 
material are 8098 ths m이 including for categories: A - 609.6 ths m' , B - 2068.2 ths m' and C 1 -
5420.2 ths m3. The ratio of removal rocks volume to economic mineral volume for economic 
categories is 1 :3. Granulometric composition of gravel (%): a fraction less than 5 mm is absent, 5-
10 mm - 17.3 , 10-20 mm - 27.3 , 20-40 mm - 32.1 , 40-70 mm - 20.7, more than 70 mm - 2.6. 
Average petrographic composition of gravel: strong eruptive rocks - 87 %, weak ones -3 %, strong 
metamorphic rocks -2 %, weak ones - 1 %; strong sedimentary rocks - 5 %, weak ones - 2%. The 
quantity ofclayparticles in gravel changes from 0.qup to 1.4%. Densities ofgravel from 261 g/m3 
up t02.68 g/cm키 average at the deposit - 2.64 g/cm키 volumetric weight from 2.17 g/cm' up to 2.58 
g/cm', average - 2.43 g/cm'. The bulk volumetric weight of gravel material changes from 1.4 g/cm' 
to 1.62 g/cm3. The frost resistance corresponds to the marks "Mrz-50" and "Mrz-25". By its 
mechanical strength the gravel material of the deposit is suitable for concrete of the mark below 
200, for construction of highways and use as a ballast for a railway bed. Granulometric 
composition of sand (%): a fraction of the size of 5-2.5 mm - 11.8; 2.5-1.25 mm - 10.2; 1.25-0.63 
mm -27.5; 0.63-0.315mm of -37.1; 0.315-0 .1 4mm -9,3; less than 0.1 4 mm - 4. 1. The density of 
sand changes from 2.81 g/cm-' up to 2.96 g/cm-'. Average density of sand for the deposit is 2.66 
g/crr간 Bulk volumetric weight of sand is from 1.37 g/cm-' up to 1.55 g/cm', on the average - 1.44 
g/cm-'. The silt, clay and dust-like particles content changes from 0.8 up to 4.4 %, on the average -
2.0%. 

The mine technical conditions of the deposit exploitation are favorable. The economic stratum is 
f100dεd， but can successfully be developed by the hydromechanized way. The water supply of the 
quarη facilities is provided by the river Bira and ground waters. At the deposit the organization of 
mining of volume 200 ths m3 annually is possible. The calculated reserves for economic categories 
provide work ofthe quarry with such productivity for 40 years [Usova, Melnikov, 1967]. 

DECORATIVE -ORNAMENTAL AND BUILDING STONES 

To this category of minerals 48 deposits are referred. From them 31 deposits belong to building 
stones. 

Decorative Ornamental Stones 

In Khabarovsk Territory more than 17 deposits and shows of decorative or wall stones are known. 
However only 6 objects are investigated rather in detai l. Among them the prospected deposits of 
calciphyres Kurortnoe, Etyrkanskoe of granites, marbled dolomites of Rozovaya Skala and Belaya 
Skala. The anorthosites of Dzhugdzhur Ridge and colored conglomerates of Yubileiny deposit are 
previously appreciated. 

Yubileiny Deposit of Colored Conglomerates 

The deposit is located in Ayano-Maisky district of Khabarovsk Territory on the coast of the 
Okhotsky sea, 6 km to the southwest of Ayan seaport and 5 km to the north of cape Tolkuchiy 
[31]. Near Ayan settlement there is an airport connected by airline with Nikolaevsk-on-Amur, 
Komsomolsk-on-Amur and Khabarovsk. In the region reindeer-breeding, fishery and g이d and 
platinoids extraction from placers are developed. 
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The area of the deposit is confined to the east zone of Paleozoic geosyncline. Within its limits the 
deposits of Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian which has been broken through by Late Cretaceous 
granitoids are developed. General direction of folding is northeast. These formations are attributed 
to Ayan - Shevlinsky structure protruding from under volcanites of the Ulinsky zone of Okhotsky 
volcanogen. The colored conglomerates are included into composition of the upper horizon of 
Lantarsky suite of Silurian. Thickness of horizon is 250 m. They are exposed at the divide of the 
rivers Unychya and Nelkan with absolute marks ofheights 550-600 m above the sea level. The area 
of the deposit is 9 km2 (3.5x2.5 km). The study of the deposit was made by routes, trenches, 
prospect holes and selection of samples, including monoliths. The trenches and prospect holes are 
mainly located on prospecting lines laid through 25-100m from each other. The study of decorative 
and physico - mechanical properties was carried out on samples from monoliths. Provisional 
expenses on prospecting have made 20 ths rbl (1967 prices ). 

The horizon of conglomerates has bed-like morphology, it is traced for 3.5 km having 2.5 km 
width of outcrops. As the deposit was insufficiently investigated from the surface, the reserves are 
counted up only for a category C2 in volume 224500 ths m3. The average output of blocks was 
determined as 10 % roughly, and block reserves are estimated as 20000 ths m-'. The 
conglomerates consist of small and coarse shingle (1-lOcm size) of very complex composition 
cemented by sandy and tufaceous material of green and brown-Grey colours, sometimes a little 
hematitizated. Among shingle there are sedimentary, eruptive and metamorphic rocks, andesite 
and diabasic porphyrites, granites, granodiorites, siliceous and siliceous - clay shales, jasper. Pebble 
color is various with prevalence of Grey, white, sealing-wax-red, pink, greenish - Grey, grassy
green. The form of pebble is rounded, oval, less often 없gular. After polishing the conglomerates 
get augen pattem and become beautiful colored omamental material. Volumetric weight of 
conglomerates is 2.74 g/cm-', density is 2.75 glcm-'. Mining-technical and hydrogeological 
conditions are favorable for open development of the deposits. 1n whole the object is perspective 
and deseπes detailed study [7, Pelyukhovsky, Denisko, 1968]. 

Kurortnoe Deposit of Decorative Omamental Stones 

The deposit is located in Obluchensky district of JAA of Khabarovsk Krai. The deposit is 
connected with railway station and Kuldur resort by a country all-year-round mot야way of 1.5 km 
extent.(Table-28) The area of the deposit covers both boards of Korean spring, left inflow of the 
Kuldur river. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 490 13 ’north and 131 0 35’ east [102]. The 
Kuldur station is located on the 1zvestkovaya - Chegdomyn railway branch-line, 30 km to the north 
of central station 1zvestkovaya on the Trans-Sibirian main railroad. With the latter the 
transportation is carried out by an improved motorway of 28 km extent laid up to Birakan railway 
station. The Obluchensky district concems to industrial ones with developed mining industry on 
production of tin, gold, brucite, marbles, manufacture of cement, lime, forest products. 1n the 
vicinities of the deposit the granitoids of Late Paleozoic age composing east part of the Bureinsky 
median massif are widely developed, with metamorphic and metamorphosed rocks of Precambrian 
and Cambrian, including various crystal slates and marbled carbonaceous rocks clamped in them by 
roof remains. 1n local deflections there are Cretaceous coal-bearing deposits and volcanites. 
Mesozoic tectono-magmatic activation is connected with renovation of old and occurrence of new 
tectonic ruptures of submeridional and northeast strike. Quite often they are controlled by intrusion 
of dikes of average and basic composition. The Kurortnoe deposit represents two small out1iners of 
carbonaceous rocks (dolomites, magnesites) of Murandavsky suite of Late Proterozoic occurring 
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among Paleozoic granitoids. Under inf1uence of contact- metasomatic transformations the 
carbonaceous rocks are transformed into marbles, calciphyres, brucites, skams and tremolite rocks. 
Their primary colours are light Grey and green. Such rocks represent economic mineral. They are 
dissected by dikes of aplite-like granites, diabasic and diabasic porphyries. Two sites of valuable 
rocks - West and East are distinguished. They are extended in a near-latitudinal direction (on 
azimuths 75-800 ). Dip is southem (180-215 0) at angles of 75-800 • Locally the dip is opposite. 
Contacts of deposits with granitoids are sharp. Sometimes they are complicated by zones of 
splitting. The developed j이nting excludes formation of blocks of regular form and determines the 
necessity of certain passivation. For white calciphyres the theoretical volume of blocks before 
passivation changes within the limits 0.1 27-0 .1 71 m' . After passivation the volume of blocks with 
the size of 0.35xO.53xO.63 m, makes 0.1 18 m'. For green (serpentinous) calciphyres the theoretical 
volume of blocks up to passivation changes within the limits 0.09-0.134 m키 and after passivation 
ofthe average block ofsize 0.5eO.5eO.56 m, volume ofthe block is determined as 0.095 m3. In the 
quarry No 3 with less weathered rocks the block volume after passivation changes within limits 
0.535-0.926 m'. By composition the greatest distribution have clinohumite - forsterite calciphyres, 
their differences are less developed serpentinous and less often more banded serpentinous 
calciphyres. Clinohumite- forsterite calciphyres have light Grey, almost white color and form the 
linear extended bodies by thickness from 1 up to 30 m. At the depth the sharp thinning of such 
rocks is obseπed. Serpentinuos differences of the above marked calciphyres have green color of 
various density and tints. Such rocks form separate lenticular bodies, the nest-like inclusions are 
and most developed in the southem part of the West deposit. Banded serpentinuos calciphyres are 
characterized by altemation of strips, v따y from mm up to 0.5-5.0 cm. Magnesites and marbles 
form small nests in calciphyres; among dolomite marbles there are brucite grains. By their 
decorative properties all the varieties of calciphyres are divided into unique and highly decorative 
of the 1 grade (green and dark-green) and decorative of the II grade (white with light-pistachio
colored pattem 
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5.5m, 2.0-5 .1 m and 6.8-9.8 m. For definition of economic mineral quality the sampling of reduced 
physico-mechanical tests on 214 samples and complete tests on 38 samples were made. 
Laboratory-technological tests of rock debris in concrete were made. The samples for establishment 
of calciphyres properties are selected during sawing, milling and polishing. The exploration of the 
deposit was carried out till 1979 with expenses 139 ths rbl (1 979 price ). 
As a result the Westem deposit is traced from the surface for 320 m with width 65 m and represents 
an irregular lenticular body divided by a spring Korean into two p따ts. The left-bank p하t of the 
deposit is traced for 130m and pinches out to the northeast. Width of its outcrops reaches 40-50 m. 
At depth the deposit is traced for 80m up to complete thinning. The Vostochny deposit is removed 
from the Westem one for 100m to the southeast and represents a complex lenticular body. It is 
traced for 240 m with maximal width up to 40 m. At depth it is traced for 25 m with complete 
thinning. The intemal structure of both deposits is complex and characterized by altemation of 
calciphyres with lenses and zones of serpentinous, skamed and tremolitizated rocks, less often 
brucites, magnesites, marbles and hybrid rocks, dissected by dikes of basic and acid rocks. 
Calciphyres, skams, tremolite rocks and brucitεs are commercial minerals. The reseπes of 
calciphyres for a category C are determined as 141 ths m' and for a category C2 - 34 ths m'. The 
reserves increase is limited by the east part of the deposit. The output of block stone on the average 
of the deposit was 33.0 %, the output of the conditioned polished plates by thickness of 20 mm 
from 1m' ofblocks has made 12.7 %, inc1uding for green differences - 10.6-10.9 m" and for white 
and banded calciphyres - 13 .4 m2 from 1 m3- of biocks. The calciphyres are recommended for 
manufacture of omamental and sawed plates in conformity with GOST 9479-63, GOST 9479-76 
(blocks for omamental plates), GOST 9480-77 (omamental plates) and OST 41-77-73 (decorative 
plates). 

Besides, non-standard blocks of calciphyres and road debris received during block production and 
manufacture of omamental plates, can be used for small custom-made art products, and also as rock 
debris for decorative concrete, wall panels and mosaic plates. Physico-mechanical properties of 
calciphyres are the following: average volumetric mass 2.69 g1cm3, average density - 2.79 g/cm3, 
n 
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to deliver from piles of the Kuldursky deposit [Grogoryev etc. , Feasibility Report, 1979: Passports 
B No 187, 1983] 

Building Stones 

The balance of reserves takes into account 31 deposits in Khabarovsky Krai , from which 11 
objects are developed. The reserves of ~tone as of 0 1.이.l 992 for categories A + B + C, make 
477650 ths m3 (inc1uding 181937 ths m3 for developed deposits) 뻐d for a category C2 - 101030 
(inc1uding for developed deposits 54327 ths mJ

). In 1991 1585 ths mJ of stone were extracted. Thus 
63 % of productions fall on eruptive and metamorphic rocks, 14 % - on volcanic rocks, 20 % - on 
sandstones and 3 % - on carbonaceous rocks (dolomites of the deposit Belaya Skala). 6 objects are 
building and projected to development of deposits. 14 deposits are attributed to reserved ones. As 
typical 1따ge deposits of building stone the developing Korfovsky deposit of granodiorites and 
Tudursky deposit of gabbro-diorites, projected to development are described. 

Korfovsky Deposit of Building Stone 

The deposit is located in the Khabarovsk district of the Khabarovsky Krai, 30 krn to the 
southwest from Khabarovsk city and 1.5 krn to the west of Korfovsky railway station on the Trans
Sibirian main railway. Geographical coordinates of the deposit - 430 12’ north and 1350 04’ east 
[138]. The deposit is connected with the city by railway and automobile roads. The electrosupply is 
carried out from local and city thermal electric power. The area is economically developed. The 
deposit have been periodically exploited since pre-revolutionary time, but the constant production 
of stone was begun since 1928. 

The deposit is confined to offshoots of the Khekhtzir ridge. It is stretched in a latitudinal direction 
and serves as the tectonic block among Sredneamursky lowlands. The ridge coincides with a 
southem wing of complex antic1ine. In its structure the deposits of the Upper Paleozoic, Late 
Triassic and Jurassic take p따t. They are broken by a massif of Early Cretaceous granodiorites with 
absolute age of 119 m.y. The massif is extended in a latitudinal direction for 24 krn with width of 6 
krn. Granite-porphyry, quartz diorites and monzonites, dikes of aplite-like granites, quartz diorite -
porphyries, andesites have limited development. The Khekhtzir ridge is a fragment of the Gorinsky 
SFZ of Sikhote-Alinsky GFS. The Korfovsky deposit is a northeastem p따t of granodiorite massif 
and is located at the divide and slope of one of the ridge offshoots. Its absolute heights are 120-
319m. 

The deposit is prospected on a square network by prospect holes and core drilling holes. The 
network ofworkings was condensed from 300x400 m up to 100xl00 m. Depth ofprospect holes is 
first meters, depth of holes -58-132m. The prospected part of the massif has granodiorites with an 
extent of 750-1 OOOm, width - 380-800m and depth of the block - 175m. The parallelepiped parting 
with formation of blocks of about 83x76x62cm size and 77x60x40 cm is characteristic of 
granodiorites . Thickness of rare dikes is 0.3-12 m. The thickness of rare zones of splitting reaches 
10m. The zone of weathering is developed up to depth of 1.3-11 m. The maximal depth is 
connected with the zones of splitting and mylonitization. 

The reserves of stone as of 0 l.0 l. 1991 on the sum of categories A+B+C 1 were 29094 ths m3• 

The increase of reserves is possible at the expense of expansion of the area in the westem and 
southwest directions. In the composition of chemical compon 
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T able 28 The Main T echnical and Economical Parameters of Kurortn∞ Deposit 

Development 

Parameter Unit Block Cl-3 

Ecα1αnical reserves of stone : 

- Category Cl thous.m3 140.7 

- Category C2 ’ 33.6 

- Mining loss % 9.0 

- VoIume of burden thous.m3 44.9 

- Exploitation ratio of burden m3/m3 0.7 

- BI∞k output of mining mass % 33.0 

- Supply period of enterprise year 31 

Annual average quarry production : 

- Mining mass m3 7515 

- Decorative stα1eS ” 4400 

- Granitoid raw material ” 1713 

- Overburden ” 1402 

Annual average productivity of enterprise 

comm여ity 

- Passivation 버뼈<s m3 1182 

- Crumbled marble 7005 

- R∞k debris for ∞nstruction m3 2485 

Investments in indust마 

- Annual expl。κation e자:>enses thous. Rub. 693.82 

- Annual output of commodity 
. 160.31 

production in wholesale pri∞s ” 246.07 

Cαnmodity pr여uction 

- Annual profit 
. 

85.76 

- Profitability Level % 12.4 

- Recoupment period of investments year 8.1 
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oxide - 1.32-3.08, sodium and potassium oxides- 5.85-7.05, ca1cination losses - 0.05-4.58. Among 
minerals are (%): quartz - 8-20, andesine - 37- 60, othoclase - 5-27, hom blende - 5-12, biotite - 2-
7, rare grains of pyroxene. As accessory minerals magnetite, le~coxene， orthite, apatite, 킹rcon 뻐d 
sphene are present. Volumetric weight ofrock is 2.57-2.7 g/cm키 density- 2.64-2.75 g/cm', average 
porosity- 2.39 %, average water _absorption - 0.26 %, average limit of compres~ive strength under 
dry-air conditions is 1084 kg/cm지 under water-saturated conditions - 921 kg/cm‘, deterioration in a 
shelved drum is 1.9-8.34 %, impact resistance - from 6 up to 12 units, frost resistance - 35 cycles. 
According to the researches carried out the granodiorites are suitable as a quaπy stone, travelling 
rock debris of 1 category, concrete filler ofthe marks 300-400 and for manufacturing of omamental 
plates. The screenings is suitable as a filler of asphalt-concrete mixtures and for road construction. 
The technical tests of omamental plates possible production were carried out in Moscow in 
"VNIIzhelezobeton" on 8 blocks of total volume 2.66 m3. They were subjected to sawing, 
polishing, milling. The produced plates had thickness 3.6 and 8 cm. The forged large-:granulose 
texture received by means of processing by a pick hammer, had light-pink color and had high 
decorativeness. However plates can have Grey and blueish-Grey color. The output of ready milling 
production makes 4 m2 per 1 m3 ofblock, sawed - 7.5 m2, that is high output. 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are favorable. At the depth up to the level of the 
reserves calculation the deposit is not flooded. The water flow is possible at the expense of 
atmospheric precipitation. Technical and domestic water supply is carried out at the expense of 
underground and fracture waters, with a discharge of 6-1 0 l/sec. Operational discharge of two holes 
is 134 m3/hour- The deposit is developed by a quarry- Annual capacity of the enterprise of stone 
production is 894 m킥 of quarη stone production is about 1 mln m'. In 1990 at productivity of 
1068 ths m3 the cost price of 1m3 ofrock debris was 4.24 rbl with wholesale cost - 5.67 rbl. Supply 
price of 1 m3 of quarη stone 5.1 4 rbl, rock debris - 14.88 rbl. The capital investments of modem 
capacity is 20345 ths rbl. 

The increase of profitability of the enterprise is possible by manufacturing omamental plates, 
production of which was planned in volu 

Ulbinsky Deposit of Building Stone 

The Ulbinsky granodiorite deposit is near the railway line Volochaevka - Komsomolsk-on-Amur 
in the Amursk district of Khabarovsk Krai. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 580 02 ’north 
and 136028 ’east [97]. The nearest occupied settlements are working settlement and railway station 
Elban (6 km to the northeast of the deposit) and station Taisin (4 km to the southwest from the 
deposit). Regional center, Amursk, is 30 km remote of Elban station and is connected with it bya 
highway. The large cellulose - cardboard works is located in Amursk. Other industrial enterprises 
and thermal electric power station dislocated in Komsomolsk -on- Amur. There are "Amurstal" 
plant, ship-repairing mill, enterprises of chemical, light and food-processing industries. 

The area of the deposit gravitates to a northwest margin of Sredneamursky deflection and to the 
lowlands ofthe same name. On its background the folded deposits of Jurassic and Early Cretaceous 
age project as separate heights. In the deflection the Cenozoic deposits are widely developed. At 
the surface Quatemary shingles, sand, clay and loams prevail. In interfluve of Anajakan 뻐d Ulbin 
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Fig.-28. Geological Map of Lower Ulbin Deposit 
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the hill formεd by Early Cretaceous terrigenous dεposits， broken through by the massif of 
granodiorites, quartz diorites and gabbro-diorites is located. Absolute age of intrusive rocks 113- 85 
is m.y .. The Ulbinsky deposit of granodiorites is confined to a northwest extremity of the massif. 
Absolute height of this hill reaches 250 m, relative exceeding above the river Ulbin valley are 167 
m. The extremity of the massif is stretched for more than 10 km with average outcrops width - 4 
km (Fig. 28). 

The granodiorites are covered with weathered rocks. Depth of the weathering zone is from 0.8 up 
to 19 m. Megascopically granodiorites represent light Grey and Grey holocrystalline rocks. In their 
composition there are (%): plagioclase 40-60, othoclase 15-30, quartz - till 10-15, pyrrhotite, hom 
blende, biotite. As accessory minerals an apatite, sphene, zircon are present. Structure is 
hypidiamorphic-granular. Among granodiorites the dikes of aplite-like granodiorites by thickness 
up to 0.4 m thick are observed. In a southwest part - 441 - of the deposits two zones of splitting of 
north-west strike are established. Their thickness reaches 4.8-13.0 m. The general jointing of 
granodiorites has caused pillow cleavage. The size of such reaches 1.0x 1.5xO.8m3. 

The deposit is prospected by trenches, prospect holes and by core drilling holes. A network of 
prospect holes is 100xl00 m, network oftrenches and holes is 200x200 m. Depth ofholes is 48-90 
m. 225 samples for physico-mechanical tests and 8 samples for laboratory technological researches 
were selected. Prospecting expenses have made 34.7 ths rb l. (1 970 prices). On the surface the 
prospected granodiorite massive body has the area in the form of the irregular truncated triangle of 
1100-1140m height with width 110-380 m, depth ofthe body is 120-130 m. The weathering zone 
on the average changes within 0.5-7.5m with overburden factor - 0.04. The granodiorite reserves 
as of 이.이. 1991 on the sum of categories A + B + C1 were appreciated as 42950 ths m'. If 
necessary the reserves can be considerably increased by exploration of f1anks. 

Physico - mechanical properties of granodiorites are the following: volumetric weight - 2.02-2.7 
g/cm3, density - 2.63-2.78 g/cm3, water absorption - 1.9-3.0 %, compression strength under dry-air 
conditions- 1066-1238 kg/cm2, ultimate strength in water-saturated state - 474-1712 kg/cm2, 
deterioration in shelved drum - 14.4-19.6 %, impact 

Tudursky Deposit of Gabbro-Diorites 

The deposit is located in Komsomolsk district of Khabarovsk Krai, 3 km to the northeast of 
Poona station of the Komsomolsk-on-Amur- Soviet Harbour railway. The nearest occupied 
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settlements are Selekhino, Snezhny, Gur located along the railway at a distance of 35km to the 
west, 10 뻐d 20 km to the east from the deposit, accordingly. The industrial city Komsomolsk-on
Amur is' a regional center and is 60 km ap따t to the northwest. Near the deposit there passes a 
mot야way Pivan settlement - Gur settlement. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 500 18 ’north 
and 137049’ east [96]. The economy of the nearest vicinities of the deposit is determined by timber 
loggings and timber processing. Near the settlement Poni the Pelkhinsky deposit of building stone 
is exploited. It is located 1.5 km to the southwest from the Tudursky deposit. The electrosupply of 
the enterprises in the region is carried out by electric power transmission line Komsomolsk-on
Amur - Soviet Harbour. 

In geological relation the area ofthe deposit is attributed to a northwest wing of complex Sikhote
Alinsky anticlinorium. Within the limits of the deposit vicinities the most widely distributed are 
folded terrigenous and volcanogenic strata of Lower and Upper Cretaceous. They are broken 
through by oval bodies by the size up to 6x2.6 km of Late Cretaceous granodiorites, various 
diorites, monzo-diorites, gabbro-gabbro-norites, gabbro-diorites. All these formations concem to 
Central Sikhote-Alinsky SFZ of the same name GFS. In the sources of the river Tudur the massivs 
of gabbro-diorites are confined to the heights of Pelkha and Lysaya. They accordingly form 
deposits Pelkhinskoe and Tudursky. The keratinizated enclosing rocks at the contact represent good 
building stones. In the valleys of the rivers the Quatemary alluvial deposits are developed. The 
Tudursky deposit covers a stock of gabbro-diorites, keratinizated sandstones and aleurolites. The 
stock is extended in a northeast direction as well as strike of enclosing rocks. The extent of the 
body is 2.8 km with maximal width ofO.9 km. The area ofthe stock is 1.0km"'. The southwest part 
ofthe deposit (Westem site) by area 0.36 km'"’ extent - 1.5 km and width 250-290 m, are separated 
from the east part (Vostochny site) of the area 0.67 km2 (1.3xO.9 km), by a narrow 80-meter 
isthmus. The absolute marks of the stock change from 480 up to 652 m, and relative exceeding 
above flood plains of the rivers Tudut and Saa are 250-400m. The gabbro-diorites are characterized 
by homogeneous composition and structure. Color of rocks is greenish-Grey, structure - granular, 
texture -
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road metal of gabbro-diorites concems to the high marks by grinding capacity (1400), by abrasion 
capacity (1- 1), by impact (U-75), by frost resistance Mrz-200 and 100. The road metal is suitable as 
coarse filler in heavy and hydraulic engineering concrete of the zone of a variable level of water, 
intemal and underwater zone, for concrete bridge constructions in a zone of variable level of water 
and concrete water-flow pipes, for highways construction, for a ballasting of railway bed. The 
road metal of 5-10 mm fraction is suitable for concrete of a11 marks without the requirement of frost 
resistance and water resistance. 

For the omamental purposes the gabbro-diorites of the Westem site are not recommended 
because of the increased jointing of stone and of low output of omamental tiles. It is expedient to 
make estimation of stone for facing from the Vostochny site, on which the rocks are less jointy. 
Gabbro-diorites of the Vostochny site are characterized by non-uniform quality, that limits their 
area of application. The strength of the stone is characterized by the marks from 1400 (prevail), up 
to 800-600, in some instances - 400. Frost resistance is Mrz-300 and 150. Road metal is 
characterized by high marks: by grinding capacity - 1400-1000, by abrasion capacity - 1-1, 
sometimes 1-II, by impact U-75 , by frost resistance - Mrz 200-150, sometimes Mrz 300 뻐d 100. 
The road metal is suitable for use in the same purposes, as on the Westem site, except application 
of hydraulic engineering concrete of the zone of a variable level of water, hydraulic engineering 
concrete from rock debris of disintegrated rocks. The enclosing rocks of the contact zone are 
suitable as a filler in heavy concrete, for construction of mot아ways and ballasting of railway bed. 
Wastes of splitting, as screenings of 0-20 mm fraction in natural state can be used for the bases of 
highways covering, for road construction, public services, lay out and other kinds of construction. 
The screenings as a fraction ofO-5 mm meets the requirements ofthe standards. 

T able 29 The Nomenclature and Parameters of Output 

Production 
Output of fraction Bulk volumetric 

Production 
after diagram. % 

thous.t thous‘m.) 
mass. t/m3 

/year /year 

Debris fraction 

20-40 mm 18.4 287.0 230.0 1.25 
10-20 mm 37.4 584.0 462.0 1.26 

(45.3%) 
5-10mm 27.0 422.0 328.0 1.29 

(32.1%) 
T otal debris 82.8 1993.0 1020.0 -
Screenings (100ø~) 

D-5mm 17.2 267.0 206.0 1.30 
Total 100 2260 1226.0 

The sand from screenings of splitting (5-0.16 mm fraction) , received by enrichrnent in 
pneumoqualifiers, is characterized by the increased size (Mk 3.18-3.34) and meets the requirements 
for possible use as fine concrete filler. 
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On the rocks of the deposit are attributed to the 1 c1ass of building materials by their radiation
hygienic properties with an opportunity to use them in all types of construction. The technology of 
stone processing provides three stage splitting of rocks with the c10sed cyc1e at the last stage. 
(Table-29) 

Hydrogeological conditions of the deposit are simple. Waters are fractured - ground 
hydrocerbonaceous-calcic. They can be used for the economic purposes with preliminary 
fluorating, chlorization and iron evacuation. Surface waters of the river Tudur are almost similar to 
underground waters. The flooding of the deposit is insignificant. The discharge of holes does not 
exceed 0.1 1- 1.0 l/sec (specific discharges are 0.01-0 .1 5 l/sec). Expected water flow into the quarry 
at the Westem site will make 920 m3/day, and duringshowers - 36185 m3/day. At the Vostochny 
site the average annual water flow is expected 49 m3/h, and during storm rains 1730 m3/h. The 
development of the deposit is provided by an open method. 

After the data of economic planning administration of the Khabarovsk Territory Executive 
Committee in 1991 rock debris deficiency was formed in Khabarovsky Territory in volume of2768 
ths m'. The partial covering of deficiency is provided at the expense of gravel-pebbled mixtures 
use, and partially by development of the Tudursky enterprise by capacity of 1 mln m3 of rock debris 
annually. The prospected reserves only of one prime Westem site of the deposit provide activity of 
the enterprise for the period of the order 78 years. The feasibility calculations have shown high 
profitability of the enterprise ( the prices of 1991). The average settlement cost price of 1 m3 of 
commodity production makes 18.39 rbls. Delivery price - 29.9 rbl (with the account of wastes of 
splitting as varieties of commodity production). The profitability to production assets was 
determined as 24.4 % (with the specification 12 %). Period of capital investments pay back of a 
(59060 ths rbls.) the was determined as 4.2 years. The profitability of the enterprises can be 
increased by inc1usion into exploitation of the Vostochny site and by increase of capacity of 
gabbro-diorites production and reworking them into road metal. These conditions guarantee 
uninterrupted activity of production. Besides it is expedient to continue researches whenever 
possible, of production from large block of rocks of omamental tile [Denisko, 

Perlites for Haydite Production 

In industry of building materials perlites, diatomites, tripolis and opokas have wide utilization. 
The deposits of such rocks are known in Khabarovsk Territory and, in paπicular， in the Lower 
Amur regions and in Sovgavansky region. However at present there are no consumers of this raw 
material. The Kolchansky deposit of perlites can be exception for local manufacture of haydite in 
Nikolaevsk district. The deposit occurs within the limits of Nizhneamursky zone East Sikhote
Alinsky volcanogen. 

Kolchansky Deposit of Perlites 

The Kolchansky deposit of perlites at the Nikolaevsk district territory of Khabarovsk Territory is 
located 3.5 km to the north of the deserted settlement Belaya Gora (Mountain) and 16 km to the 
east of Chlya settlement. Geographical coordinates of the deposit: 1400 23 ’ east and 53 0 36’ north 
[54]. The area of the deposit is 0.2 km". Economically area of works, in comparison with the other 
areas of Lower Amur, is mastered well. Directly on (to) areas near settlement Belaya Gora 
(Mountain), Kolchansky site of the Kherpuchinsky mine hydraulic production of gold is conducted. 
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12 km to the west of Belaya Gora settlement there passes a ground road between Chlya settlement 
and Mnogovershinny, in the latter(Mnogovershinny) the ore dressing works operates. Distance 
from Belaya Gore settlement up to Mnogovershinny settlement is 66 km, up to Nikolaevsk-on
Amur city - 83 km, up to port Mago - 50 km. The nearest railway station is Komsomolsk-on
Amur, the distance up to which by water is 570 km. 

In geological structure of the area the volcanogenic rocks of Paleogene t따ce p따t. The loose 
Quatemary deposits are developed insignificantly. In structural relation the area of the deposit is a 
fragment of northem ending of East-Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogenic belt. At the area of Belogorskoe 
ore field 4 deposits of an acid volcanic glass were revealed: Kolchansky, Coal, Zayachya and 
Sretenskoe, and also some shows: Levoberezhnoe, Svetloe, Dorozhnoe, Belogorskoe and 
Altukhovskoe. Kolchansky deposit of perlites is of the greatest interest. In its ge이ogical structure 
the of Kuznetsovsky suite, productive stratum of Kolchansky acid volcanites basaltoids and 
Oligocene basalts, overlapping them, take paπ. At the stages of detailed prospecting the 
Kolchansky deposit is stripped by main trenches through 50 - 110m. At the stages of preli 
minary and detailed exploration the deposit was studied by core drilling holes, drilled on a network 
50 x 50m and 1 00x1 00 m. The depth of holes before stripping of Underlyinging rocks is changed 
from 17.0 up to 74 m. The actual expenses for exploration of the Kolchansky deposit were 70.2 ths 
rbl (1 986 prices). The perlites of the Kolchansky deposit form three stratal deposits having 
thickness 7-12 m, 7.3-25.3 m and 2.0-5.0 m. The deposits ofperlites are separated from each other 
by horizons of dacites having thickness of 17-28 m and 2-6 m. Two lower deposits have 
homogeneous composition, upper deposit is represented by perlites with often low-thick (5-10 cm) 
lenses and by interlayers of glassy dacites. Outcrops of perlites are represented by an oval of 
irregular form oriented in a sublatitudinal direction. Length of the oval makes 240 m, width - 80 -
140 m. The total prospεcted reserves ofthe deposit are 724.4 ths m3. 

According to morpho-petrographic characteristics of the deposit six varieties of perlites were 
distinguished, however, essential divergences on quality of these varieties were not established. 
The quality of raw material for manufacture of bulged perlit 
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Geological structure and relief of district allow to make development of the deposit by an open 
method. The deposit of perlites is overlain by low-thick talus deposits represented by fragments of 
effusions with impurity of sand-c1ay material. The overburden rocks are represented by basalts, 
dacites, and also by perlites ofthe upper deposit. Operational factor of overburden is 0.38m3/m3. 

Due to technical and economic calculations for quarry construction with annual production rate -
11.8 ths m이 capital investments of 362 .46 ths rbl (1 986 price )are required. Thus the specific 
capital investments for 1 m3 0f perlite in a dense body make 30.72 rbl, cost price 1 m3 of perlite in 
a dense body is 22.89 rbl, in the loosened state - 16.35 rbl, at wholesale price of commodity unit 
production in a dense body is 24.67 rbl, in a loose state - 17.62 rbl. The balance reserves provide 
work of the quaπy for more than 70 years. Construction of the quarry for production of perlitic raw 
material at the base of the Kolchansky deposit, organization of bulged perlite production shop will 
allow largely to reduce the transport charges, cement and other materials in construction industry of 
the area [Bylkov, Brekhov, 1986]. 
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Chapter 7. UNDERGROUND FRESH AND MINERAL W ATERS 

Water Resources 

The requirement ofKhabarovsky Territory in potable water and trade effiuent supply are satisfied 
at the expense of surface and underground waters. The latter are subdivided into fresh and mineral 
By water resources Khabarovsk Territory concerns to one of the most supplied regions of the 
country. The significant water resources are concentrated in global ocean. Volume ofwater mass of 
the Pacific Ocean is 707.1 mln m3, that is close to 50 % of the global ocean mass. The area of the 
seas washing Khbarovsky Territory (ths km2) and appropriate volume of water (km3) is the 

. following : Okhotsky Sea- 1617 and 1317, Japan Sea- 1070 and 1630. 
In the Khabarovsky Territory there is the ramified river network of large basins. They are the 

Aldansky basin with its basic inf10ws Uchur, Maya, Yudoma; Uda basin‘ grand Amur basin of 
4416 km extent and by the area 1856 km2 with such large inf10ws in the region as Bureya, Urmi, 
Ussuri, Khor, Anyuy, Amgun. Rather large lakes ofthe region are Bolon Lake, Udyl, Orel, Chlya, 
Chukchagirsky. The area of each ofthem exceeds 300 km2. The smalllakes are numerous. Theyare 
suitable for use in water supply and fish-breeding. However balneological properties of ground silts 
and opportunity of their application as fertilizers in agriculture are not investigated. The total area 
of all reservoirs exceeds 4250 km2, that makes l. 6 % from the general area of Lower Amur basin. 
In combination with underground sources the superficial waters aHow to solve the problems of 
house-hold-drinking water supply practically in all areas of Khabarovsky Krai. The large resources 
of underground waters are concentrated in hydrogeological massivs and artesian basins. Their 
description is given below. Present use of superficial waters is estimated as 3 % oftotal resources, 
and underground waters do not exceed 5 % of the resources taken into account. In general the 
supply of Khabarovsky Territory by water resources is sufficient for satisfaction of the population 
needs, agriculture and industry even with their multiple growth. Water supply of 1 km2 of 
Khabarovsky Territory is 1.5 times higher, than in the CIS, and water supply of one inhabitant on 
the average is 3 times more, than in the CIS and 5 times more, than in Russia. The power resources 
are mastered insufficient1y. In the structure of power capacity of the Far East region hydroelectric 
stations have less than 24%. From total volume of water use 31 % is dumped wit 
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U nderground Fresh Waters 

This section is mainly compiled after publication of V. V.Kulakov [8]. Khabarovsk Territory has 
significant resources of fresh underground waters ‘ They are concentrated in hydrogeological 
massivs and artesian basins. The paπ of them is located in suprapermafrost and underpermafrost 
horizons, and the part is connected with fractured-veined structures. A variety of physico
geographical conditions and geological structure of the region is determined by the features of 
dosage and underground waters composition. The ramified and mu1tiwater hydrographic network 
alongside with a deep erosive cutting provide drainage of mountain structures and intensive water 
exchange in the upper water-bearing horizons. The presence of permafrost brings in specific 
features into mechanism of fresh underground water resources located in identical hydrogeological 
structures and concerning to one type. The underground waters are subdivided into stratal (artesian 
and adartesian) and massivs of mainly fractured - veined waters. At the territory of Khabarovsk 
Territory prevail intermountain basins confined to various basins and de f1ections. Below is given 
the brief characteristic of hydrogeological massivs and basins at the territory of Khabarovsky 
Territory , which are concentrated in the basic resources of fresh underground waters (fig.29). In 
conformity with geostructural elements of the Earth’s crust at the territory of Khabarovsky T erritory 
the following hydrogeological folded areas are distinguished Aldano - Stanovoy, Amur -
Okhotsky and Sikhote-Alinsky. Within these f(이ded areas the hydrogeological basins and massivs 
are distinguished. Dzhugdzhuro-Stanovoy hydrogeological massif covers Stanovoy ridge, which 
northern slopes are subsided to ancient surfaces of alignment of the Aldansky uplands. In its 
structure the Precambrian crystal rocks and granitoids participate. The Precambrian rocks form a 
lower stage of hydrogeological massif complicated by explosive dislocations, sometimes of 
significant extent, thickness and amplitudes of displacement. The upper f100r formed by Mesozoic 
granitoids, marine and fresh water-continental deposits as separate sites and blocks. Besides the 
effusive stratum of Cretaceous age with andesites, dacites, liparites is marked. In the upper f100r the 
numerous tectonic ruptures are revealed. Quaternary deposits by up to 100 m thick are represented 
b 
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Mesozoic, Precambrian and Paleozoic formations participate. The Paleogene formations are formed 
by volcanogenic and continental coal-bearing formations. The total thickness of Paleogene
Neogene formations reaches 1500 m. The Quaternary alluvial deposits have thickness up to 100 m. 

At the territory of Khabarovsky Territory some intermountain artesian basins are distinguished: 
Verkhnebureinsky artesian basin is confined to the Mesozoic det1ection of the same name ‘ Its area 
is 14.6 thousands km2. The greatest distribution in the cover of the de t1ection have the Jurassic 
deposits. The total thickness of water -bearing rocks makes 200 m, natural reserves of underground 
waters - 222 km3

’ module of natural reserves of underground waters of the basin - 15 mln3/km2 

Tuguro - Nimelensky artesian basin represents group of incorporating orogenic basins Evoronsky, 
Chukchagirsky, Omalsky, Konin - Nimelensky, Tugursky etc. The area ofthe basin is 16 thousands 
m2, total thickness of water-bearing horizons reaches 200 m, natural reserves of fresh underground 
waters - 1980 km3. In the structure of the upper horizons of basins the rocks of Cretaceous, 
Paleogene, Neogene and Quaternary ages submitted by liparites, andesites take part, volcanogenic -
sedimentary deposits, sandy - gravel - pebbled deposits, c1ays and brown coals. The basement of 
the basin is formed by Paleozoic and Mesozoic metamorphosed terrigenous marine and 
volcanogenic formations, and also by Cretaceous granitoids. The Sredneamursky artesian basin is 
confined to the basin ofthe same name and has the area 58.7 thousands km2 Upper Cretaceous and 
Paleogene formations consist of andesites and liparites: sedimentary rocks ofNeogene by thickness 
up to 160 m expressed by sandy- arg i11aceous - aleurolite strata. In structure ofthe folded basement 
of the basin the different age granites dislocated metamorphosed rock of Precambrian, 
metamorphosed rock and effusive rocks ofPaleozoic and ofMesozoic participate. 

Among hydrogeological folded areas the volcanogenic basins are distinguished. At the territory 
of Khabarovsky Territory the Badzhalsky volcanogenic basin located within the Badzhalsky ridge 
is of interest . It occupies the area of8.6 ths km2. In the section ofbasin Upper Cretaceous liparites 
with significant amount of outcrops of subvolcanic intrusions are widespread. In the southwest of 
volcanogenic basin the small cov 
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holes reach 75 l/sec. To the prospected and exploited deposits of such underground waters, in river 
valleys, the following are attributed: Avgustovskoe deposit in alluvial deposits of the river Bira, 
the discharge of holes makes 43-88 .3 l/sec with downturn of the level 1.4-1.6 m, the size of 
operational reserves ofthe deposit exceeds 60 ths m3/day: Ostrovnoe deposit located on the islands 
of the Arnur river (Khabarovsk) with a specific discharge of holes up to 22 l/sec, with the size of 
operational reserves reaching 80 ths m3/day; Komsomolsky deposit occupying a wide valley (5-8 
km) ofthe left bank ofthe Amur river (Komsomolsk-on-Amur), there specific discharges ofholes 
are 1.2-13.0 l/sec reaching locally 25 l/sec. Size of operational reserves ofunderground waters of 
the deposit is 90 ths m3/day; Solnechnoe deposit in a valley of the river Silinka with the 
discharges of holes from 1 up to 15 l/sec and by size of operational reserves 20 ths m3/day; 
Elbansky deposit in a valley ofthe river Ulbin, with discharge ofholes reaching 18 l/sec, specific 
discharge - up to 12 l/sec, operational reserves - about 12 ths m3/day. The Garovsky deposit, 
prospected within Sredneamursky artesian basin, is attributed to the deposits of fresh underground 
waters in artesian basins. Discharges ofholes at pumping out is 9.4- 16.4l/sec with lowering ofthe 
level for 2.1-4.6m. The size of operational reserves of the deposit exceeds 17 ths m3/day. The 
Sovgavansky deposit in a valley of the river Bolshoy Khodya is attributed to a number of deposits 
in volcanogenic basins. At separate sites ofthe deposit the discharge ofholes reaches 95 l/sec at 10 
m lowering, size of operational reserves ofthe deposit is more than 50 ths m3/day. 

At the territory of Khabarovsky Territory more than 40 deposits and sites were prospected with 
the total authorized operational reserves 1849.5 ths m3/day, including for economic categories: A -
550 .2 ths m3/ day, B - 485 .6 ths m3/day. Arnount ofthe water recovered of the authorized reserves 
in 1991 has made 213 .19 ths m3/day. In 1991 in whole at the Khabarovsk Territory from all 
hydrogeological massivs 436.0 ths m3/ day was taken, including house-hold - drinking water supply 
(DWS) - 176.3 ths m3/day, for technological water supply (TWS) - 179.58 ths m3/ day, the mine 
discharge has made 80.17 ths m3/day. Only for DWS and TWS the annual extraction of fresh 
underground waters has exceeded 124 mln m3. 

However already in 1985 the needs i 

Mineral Waters 

At the territory ofKhabarovsk Territory more than 14 sources ofmineral waters are known. They 
are subdivided into cold and thermal. By gas composition the mineral waters are divided into 
carbonic, hydrosulphuric - carbonic, nitric and nitric - methane. The carbonic and nitric waters are 
most widespread. Arnong carbonic waters by chemical composition the waters close to Narzan (or 
Darasunsky) and Borzhomi are distinguished. The sources of Punchi (Khabarovsk waters), and 
also typical Narzan waters of sources Radostny, Nemuika and others are concerned to them. 
The important group of mineral waters is siliceous thermal waters. Quite often they are poorly 
mineralized, with the temperature more than 35-4201

’ The sources Kuldur, Tumnin, Annensky 
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belong to this type. In the majority of sources of mineral waters they are enriched by biologically 
active microcomponents and have medical importance. Below the description of the most important 
sources of mineral waters is given. 

Deposit of Thermal Waters of the Kuldur Resort 

The deposit of nitric-alkaline therms, on which base the Kuldur resort functions, is located at the 
territory of Obluchensky district of Jewish autonomous area. The resort is located 2km of the 
railway station Kuldur ofUrgalsky railway branch-line ofthe Far East main railroad. Geographical 
coordinates of the deposit: 131 0 31 ’ east and 490 15’ north [101]. Distance from station Kuldur to 
Trans-Sibirian Moscow- Vladivostok main railway is 33 km. He Obluchensky area is economically 
developed 

In geological structure of the area located in the southern part of Bureinsky median massif, 
magmatic and metamorphic rocks of Proterozoic and Paleozoic age, deposits and volcanites of 
Mesozoic and Cenozoic periods take part. The Proterozoic deposits represented mainly by 
metamorphic rocks, compose the large fold , overturned to the northwest. The greatest distribution 
the Late Paleozoic granites forming a massif in axial part ofthe fold, having 12 km general extent 
in the northeast direction with 7 km width. The granite massif is shattered, within its limits the rich 
network of aplitic-pegmatitic veins is developed. Within the granite massif the northwest strike 
fault accompanying by a zone of heavily deformed and jointy granites occurs. Width of the zone in 
the northwest is 10-15 m, in the southeast - 5-10 m. In the western part of the area the granite 
intrusions and Proterozoic metamorphites are overlain by porphyries and porphyrites of Mesozoic 
age . Among Cenozoic rocks the covering basalts and Quaternary deposits are developed. The 
deposit is located in the center of granite massif. 

The underground waters are displayed in Paleozoic granites and in Quaternary formations. The 
basic object of exploration and reserves estimation were the thermal waters connected with the 
zone of tectonic splitting in the granite massi f. Border distributions of thermal waters are not 
established. Basic kinds of geological-prospecting works at the deposit were the geophysical 
researches (dipole electroexploration), with the purpose of definition of the site and elements of 
occurrence of the tectonic zone and boreholes. Depth of drilling - 100-126 m. The prospecting 
holes are located at profile focused along the fault zone at the distance of 45-175m from each other. 
The total cost ofthe executed works makes 87.8 ths rb l. (1 963 price). In the result ofthe carried out 
works volume of thermal water resources is determined as 1910 m3 
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chemical elements and gases also have the medical properties. The second feature of waters is the 
presence of f1uorine, aluminium, iron, manganese, titanium, chromium, silver, chlorine, lithium, 
barium, strontium. Gas composition oftherms includes hydrogene sulphide, coal trioxide, oxygen, 
methane, nitrogen and rare gases. The balneological properties of the Kuldur sources are unique. At 
this resort cure the diseases of motion organs and of articulations (chronic arthritises, polyarthritises, 
rheumatism, illness of bones and muscles, sinews, vascular diseases, of nervous system diseases, 
including central, various gynaecological, urological and skin. Balance operational reserves of 
thermal waters of the deposits for the purpose of balneology and heating system of the resort allow 
to expand its throughput and to organize hothouse facilities for a complete supply of sanatorium by 
fresh vegetables [13; Sidorov, 1963; the Protocol State Committee for Reserves .No 4088, 1963] 

Annensky Thermal Waters 

The Annensky thermal springs are located in the lower courses of the river Amur, at the territory 
of the Ulchsky area of Khabarovsk Krai, 120km upstream from Nikolaevsk-on-Amur. 
Geographical coordinates of Annensky therm: 520 46 ’north and 1400 10’east [59]. The nearest 
inhabited settlements are: quay on the Amur river of Susanino sett1ement, 6.5 km to the northwest 
from springs, Malo-Mikhailovka, Lad, Voskresenovka located on the bank of the Amur river. On 
the base of the springs the balneological hospital " Annensky Waters " by throughput up to 300 
persons per a month functions . The thermal springs are connected with Susanino settlement by a 
ground road of 8 km extent, with other occupied places transportation is carried out by the river 
Amur and by air. The area in the economic relation is poor\y developed. The basis of the economy 
are timber loggings, fishery and fish-products processing, gold production at placer deposits 

In geological structure of the area Upper-Cretaceous and Paleogene effusive and tuffaceous
sedimentary deposits and Quatemary alluvial - talus formations take part. In structural relation the 
area is confined to folded system of Sikhote - Alin ridge and is characterized by presence of 
complex folded structures and numerous rupture dislocations. The deposit of thermal waters is 
located on the northwest wing of a large anticlinal uplift extending into northeast direction. In 
structure of the deposit participate upper Cretaceous effusive and tuffaceous - sedimentary rocks, 
crumpled into small brachy-folds and broken by faults into tectonic blocks. In the westem part of 
brachysyncline between valleys of river Kholodny Klyuch (Cold Spring) and creek Amurchik 
large dislocation of the northeast strike is revealed, it is accompanied by a series of feathered faults. 
The discharge of thermal waters as ascending springs is confined to the place of joint of this 
dislocation with a fault along the Amurchik creek . Underground waters by the character of water
enclosing rocks are subdivided into porous, developed in alluvial-tilus deposits, fractured 
connected with regional jointing and fractured-veined, connected with cracks in the zones of 
tectonic faults in effusive and tuffaceous - sedimentary rocks of the Upper Cretaceous. The object 
of exploration and evaluation of reserves were the thermal waters at the site near of their natural 
discharge. The thermal waters have local distr 
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The thermal waters of the prospected site are confined to heavy fractured tuff-conglomerates, 
quartz porphyries, their lava-breccias and to tuffs of Upper Cretaceous age are and connected with 
narrow in the plan steeply dipping northwestwards, fault zone ‘ The thickness of a flooded jointy 
zone, after drilling and geophysical researches, makes 30-40 m. The thermal waters are stripped by 
holes at depths 1-23 m, depending on relief of the district. 

According to their chemical composition thermal waters are nitric, alkaline, siliceous, 
hydrocarbonate - sulphate sodic with mineralization of230-310 mgll, with general hardness 0.17-
0.25 mg-eq/l and by contents of silicic acid 70-90 mgll. The waters are characterized by high 
alkalinity (pH 8.9-9.4). Harmful elements: copper, lead, zinc, uranium and radium are contained 
within the allowable normallimits. In the waters the increased iron (up to 2.5 mgll), fluorine (up to 
7 mgll) and of ammonia (up to 0.1-1. 9mgll) contents are observed. Temperature of thermal waters 
changes from 490 up to 540 . At the depth temperature ofthermal waters is increased 

As the result of the carried out works the operational thermal waters reserves in State Committee 
for Reserves are calculated and authorized as of January 1, 1963, in volume: for a category B -
500 and Cl - 300 m3/day. Mineralization of outside contour cold waters does not exceed 40-150 
mgll, general hardness - 0 .3-3 .0 mg-eq/l, silicic acid contents changes from 10 up to 20 mgll. By 
chemical composition the waters are hydrocarbonaceous calcic - sodic. Harmful impurities, copper, 
lead, zinc, fluorine are absent, or are contained within the allowed limits by norms for drinking 
water. Superficial waters of the river Kholodny Klyuch, Amurchik creek and also the underground 
cold waters can be used for domestic and drinking water supply. 

At the base of sources the hospital works which has significant popularity among the population 
of the Far East. With presence of the authorized reserves of thermal waters more than 600 m3/day 
there is a real significant expansion of throughput of this medical establishment. At the norm of 
consumption of thermal waters being 0.5 m3/day for a person the throughput of the resort can be 
increased up to 1200 persons. At the Annensky waters health resort the diseases of motion organs 
and polyarthritises, illness of backbone and bones, inflammatory diseases of peripheral nervous 
system, disease of ski 

Tumninsky Deposit of Thermal Waters 

The deposit of hydrotherms with a resort settlement Goryachy Klyuch (Hot Spring) is located at 
the territories of Vaninsky district of Khabarovsk Krai, 10 km of Tumnin station of the railway 
Komsomolsk-on-Amur - Sovetskaya Gavan (Harbour) [99]. Transportation from Tumnin to the 
regional center Vanino settlement and Khabarovsk is carried out by railway and air. From Tumnin 
station up to Goryachy Klyuch settlement the ground road is laid. The economy of the area is 
poorly developed. Its basis is timber loggings and sea fishing . Through a port of Vanino the coastal 
trade with east and southeast foreign countries is carried out 

In geological structure of the region the sedimentary rocks of Lower Cretaceous and Cenozoic 
take part. Deposits of Quaternary age are represented by alluvial rocks developed in the valleys of 
the rivers. The area ofthe region is placed on the east margin of Sikhote-Alinsky folded area, at the 
border of East Sikhote-Alinsky synclinorium and East-Sikhote-Alinsky volcanogen. Main folded 
structure of area is the anticlinal f(이d ， extending in the northeast direction. The Tumninsky deposit 
is directly confined to a near-dome zone and is located at the crossing of a large-range fault of 
northeast strike with sublatitudinal shift complicated, in turn, by thrust. The dome structure consists 
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of a central nucleus, stripped by erosion, formed by moderately acid intrusive bodies. The structure 
is complicated by some tectonic ring and linear minor structures. Two large, intercrossing tectonic 
zones play a role of deep drainage system, removing thermal waters onto the surface, which were 
the subject of study. The site for statement of detailed exploration occur in a narrow steep-inclined 
valley of the Chope creek, right inflow of the Tumnin river. At the distinguished productive 
structures the detailed works are carried out by drilling of holes. 6 holes by depth of 200m were 
drilled and one hole - by depth of 532 m. 1n all holes standard logging and flowmetry were carried 
out, and in flowed out ones - resistivemetry. Total volume of borehole works was 2108 m. The 
expenses for realization of a complex prospecting and exploration and geophysical works were 
432.8 ths rbl. (1986 price). 

The prospected reserves ofthe site make 716 .3 m3/day, including balance operational reserves for 
a category B as 607 m3 / day, are authorized by the Territorial Commission on Reserves of Minerals 
at PGO "Dalgeologia". The general prospects of the area are favorable for increase of thermal 
waters reseπes of by realization prospecting - exploration works in the zone of near-dome fault 
Directly at the prospected site the increase of water sampling up to 1000 m3/day is possible. The 
prospected mineral waters at the Tumninsky site concern to thermal (30-50。’)， poorly mineralized 
(0.07-0.19 g/l), siliceous (61-105 mg/l); the ion-salt composition of rather valuable balneological 
waters allows to use them for treatment of various diseases of motion organs, and other ailments. 
Taking into account quality of mineral thermal waters, possibility of their reserves increase, 
convenient geographical position of the deposit and requirement in sanatorium establishments in 
the Far East, it is expedient to construct a balneological resort on the base of Tumninsky thermal 
waters [1χ Batyukov, Chaplygin, 1986; the Protocol ofDVTKZ(Far Eastern Territorial Committee 
for Reserves) No. 267,1986]. 

Punchinsky Site of Mukhensky Deposit of Mineral Waters 

The Punchinsky site of the deposit of carbonic mineral waters occurs at the territory of Lazo 
district of Khabarovsk Krai, 100 km to the east of Khabarovsk. Geographical coordinates of the 
area: 480 18 ’-480 24 ’north and 1360 22 ’-1360 38 ’east [139]. The nearest occupied settlement is the 
settlement Mukhen, where Mukhensky timber industry works is placed ‘ Mukhen settlement is 
connected with Khabarovsk by railway and by scheduled airline. 2 km of the deposit there passes 
the improved ground road connecting Mukhen settlement with timber cuttings on Alchi river. A 
basis ofthe economy ofthe area is timber storage and timber industry. 

1n geological structure of the area the Mesozoic formations of the basin basement, Oligocene -
Miocene sedimentary and volcanic rocks, Pliocene - Lower Quaternary basalts, and also 
Quaternary alluvial deposits participate. The territory of area is located at the junction of Sikhote 
Al in folded structures with Sredneamursky depression. A general direction of structures is 
northeast, submeridional. The fault is traced along a sublatitudinal section of the recent channel of 
the river Punchi, left inflow of the river Mukhen, under the Cenozoic cover of volcanogenic
sedimentary rocks. Thickness of its zone is 150 - 200m ‘ Within the deposit borehole and 
geophysical works confirmed a thick Punchinsky fault , with which the carbonic mineral waters are 
directly connected. They are met in all water-permeable rocks ‘ The carbonic mineral waters are 
contained and collected, under certain conditions, in Mesozoic rocks (fractured-veined and 
fractured-stratal waters) and in Oligocene -Miocene deposits (porous-stratal waters) . These waters 
became the object of prospecting - exploration works 
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At the stage of detailed prospecting drilling on a network 1 OOx 125m was carried out. As a result 
the area with the maximal water abundance was distinguished with high quality ofwater, by size of 
350x450 m. At the stage of detailed exploration prospecting holes were used, from which the group 
outf1ow of water by duration of 13 months was made. The total cost of works at the area of 
Mukhensky group of carbonic waters occurrences was 279.6 ths rbl, including at the Punchinsky 
site of the deposit -198 .8 ths rbl (1975 price). The state commission on reserves of minerals at 
Ministry Council of the USSR authorizes balance operational reserves for categories: B - 478 
m3/day and C1 - 55 m3/day. Two types of underground waters are productive at the deposit 
fractured - veined waters of tectonic fault zones in Mesozoic rocks and their derivatives unloading 
into a buried crust of weathering of these rocks and stratal - porous waters in Oligocene - Miocene 
deposits. The water-bearing complex in Oligocene - Miocene strata of the deposit is the basic one 
for carbonic mineral waters. Depth of occurrence ofthe complex is 30-60m, thickness of deposits -
up to 1.5 m in a southern part of the deposit and up to 30 m - in its northern and eastern parts. 
Discharges ofholes are from 0.08 l/sec, up to 2.8 l/sec, with lowering - from 0.7 up to 34.6 m. The 
gas factor of stratal - porous waters with f10w out through syphoids make 0.9-13.0. Fractured -
stratal waters are confined to the crust of weathering, which thickness is 10-20 m. The complex of 
rocks is characterized by low water abundance. A discharge of holes is from "waterless" up to 0.44 
l/sec, with lowering from 2.2 up to 36.3 m. The gas factor with f10w out through syphoids is 
significant and reaches 32-40. 

By mineralization size, chemical composition and presence ofbiologically active components the 
carbonic mineral waters ofthe Punchinsky site ofthe deposit are divided into two groups: carbonic 
of average mineralization hydrocarbonaceous sodic, boron and carbonic of weak mineralization 
hydrocarbonaceous magnesium - calcic and magnesium-calcic-sodic, siliceous. The characteristic 
ofwaters ofthe first group: the contents ofthe dissolved carbonic acid - 2-2.5 g/l, by composition 
of water - hydrocarbonaceous sodic with HBO contents - 50-250 mg/l, silicic acid- H2Si03 20-78 
mg/l, mineralization of water - from 5.0 up to 14.3 gIl, the toxic substances are contained in 
allowable concentration, spontaneous an 
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smell. These waters are recommended for drinking and domestic water supply. In case of necessity 
it is possible to construct drainage galleries on the middle parts of a slope of the Punchi river valley 
So, at the Punchinsky site of the Mukhensky deposit the waters are prospected of Darasunsky type 
such as, Narzan and Borzhomi type. Near the surface, in the holes No 5, 6, 9,10,16 the waters of 
Darasunsky type are established. They are used as table ones and can be applied in baths for 
treatment of blood circulation organs, illnesses of metabolism , illnesses of functional nervous 
system. 
At the deeper horizons of rocks, the holes No 3, 13 and others strip carbonic hydrocarbonaceous 
sodic waters with boron, such as Borzhomi. The waters of this horizon are recommended for 
treatment of chronic gastritis, stomach and duodenum ulcer, chronic diseases of a liver, urinary 
ways, illnesses of metabolism. Quality of Punchinsky mineral waters, their authorized operational 
reserves meet the requirements for designing and construction of sanatorium for 1000 persons and 
of f100d of 20 mln bottles per year (estimated requirement- 300-350 m3/day). The sanatorium 
construction at the base of Punchinsky waters would promote to development of public health 
services in the Russian Far East, and organization of mineral water bottling - reduction of the 
transport charges for delivery of mineral waters of similar quality from the western regions of the 
country [Batyukov, 1975; the Protocol of State Committee for Reserves No 7391 ,1975]. 
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Chapter 8. THE BASIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF 
MINING INDUSTRY AND PROSPECTING WORKS 

The given review of minerals of the Khabarovsk Territory allows to distinguish the most 
perspective areas and objects for production of mineral raw material and of purposeful direction of 
prospecting works with the purpose of the further escalating of the reserves. The solving of the 
TEC (territorial economic complex) problem is really can be carried out by construction ofthermal 
electric power station and of speeding up of coals production volume increase at the Urgalsky 
deposit of coal and involving into exploitation Liansky brown coal deposit. As energy-carriers the 
brown coals of deposits Khabarovsky and Mukhensky for underground gasificationis are possible 
For energy supply of the northern areas of Khabarovsky Territory the construction of the thermal 
electric power station on the base of coal deposits of Tokinsky basin in the out1ook is expedient. 
However previously it is necessary to carry out exploration of the Khudurkansky deposit and to 
carry out prospecting of coals eastwards in the basins of the upper current of the rivers Maimakan 
and Batomga. EfTective kind of energy-carriers are the hydrocarbons. With the purposes of 
revealing deposits of petroleum and natural gas in the nearest future it is necessary to carry out 
prospecting works within the Bureinsky, Sredneamursky and Verkhoyansky troughs, in Chlya
Orelsky basin and in the water area of the Tatar Strait 

1n the areas of large cities and industrial centers it is desirable to carry out complex geophysical 
and prospecting works for revealing of geothermal energy sources. For ferrous metallurgy the 
realization of additional prospecting works at the Sutarsky and Kostenginsky iron ore deposits is 
most expedient. Simultaneously it is recommended to solve the problem of GOK (ore-dressing 
works) on the base of these deposits and prospected Kimkansky deposit. The increase of 
manganese ore reserves is possible at the Small Khingan by reestimation of South - Khingansky 
and Bidzhansky deposits and by realization of prospecting in Tuguro- Chumikansky district with 
evaluation of carbonaceous - manganese ores. Already prospected reseπes of manganese ores of 
the mentioned deposits allow to consider a problem of manganese-ore- dressing works 
construction . Ayano-Maisky and Tuguro - Chumikansky regions are attributed to the favorable 
areas for revealing oflarge reserves oftitanium ores. lt is necessary to continue in them geological 
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railroad lines. Among mineral building materials the speeding up the exploration of Nilansky 
cement limestone deposit and clay deposits gravitating to it should deserve the greatest attention. 
The analysis of mineral - raw resources of Khabarovsk Territory has shown, that the Ayano-Maisky 
area is the most perspective. First of all it is connected with a wide complex of already revealed 
objects of minerals, especially non-ferrous, rare, rare-earth and precious metals, and also 
occurrences of petroleum and coke coals. Secondly, revealed ore-manifestations are characterized 
by rather significant parameters of ore bodies. Thirdly, the rather close location of the deposits and 
ore-manifestations determines the opportunity of organization of large mining enterprises with 
the centralized power supply (for example by construction ofKhudurkansky thermal electric power 
station or separate hydroelectric stations). In the long term the production of natural gas from the 
neighboring areas of Yakut republic is possible. Fourthly, in this and next Okhotsk regions gold
mines already operate, the development of platinoid placers at the Konder deposit is made. The 
development of gold-ore deposits Khakandzhinsky and Yurievsky is planned, the production of 
wall brick, building lime, mineral cotton wool is made, the Kukhtuisky brown coal deposit is 
prepared for development and the exploration of a new deposit of brown coal begun. For the 
beginning of development of other objects and construction of the new mining enterprises it is 
possible to use already existing supply and loads transportation pattern based on sea shipment. 
According to calculations made in the authors 1989 work the expenses on prospecting (GPW) for 
34 kinds of basic minerals in Khabarovsk Krai, during period till 2010, are determined as 1379.6 
mln rbl with potential cost of expected increase of mineral reserves in the interior as 55202.9 mln 
rb l. These data show, that per 1 ruble of expenses for GPW the average cost of increase of mineral 
reserves will make 40.01 rb l. (without account of expenses and increase of hydrocarbons reserves 
and their potential cost). The greatest expenses in Khabarovsky Territory till 2010 on GPW were 
planned in Ayano-Maisky area (570.5 mln rbl) with potential cost of expected increase of mineral 
reseπes - 15844.7 mln rbl or 27.77 rbl per 1 rbl ofexpenses on GPW 

However more effective expenses on GPW (80.93 mln rbl) are ass 
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is indicative, that poorly developed, but very important industry - the manufacture of mineral 
building materials, occupies one of the first places by the opportunity to gain high profit. 
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CONCLUSION 

From many hundreds of deposits and occurrences of minerals in Khabarovsk Territory in the 
work， off농red here, 156 most important deposits and occurrences of mineral raw material of 64 its 
varieties are distinguished. Among the described objects 104 are attributed to the deposits and 52 -
to the occurrences. 98 deposits and 47 occurrences are characterized in more detai l. Other objects 
are only mentioned in the text. Among the deposits 19 objects are in the stage of exploitation. 
These circumstances open wide opportunities for involving in the development almost 80 
prospected deposits. At the same time, at some developed deposits there are opportunities to 
increase the volumes of production and processing of mineral raw material provided that the 
administration of the enterprises would grant additional investments for updating of works 
organization on the basis of new engineering and technologies 

The given information on technical and economic parameters at the deposits under development 
enable to make an approximate estimation of additional capital investments profitability, terms of 
their pay back and probable profit ‘ On the whole, the work made is called to assist the domestic and 
foreign businessmen in the decision of expediency making investments into objects of mining 
industry. As it was marked earlier, the most priority directions of mining industry and prospecting 
works development remain development of deposits of power raw material and mineral building 
materials for infrastructure development or creation. First of all it concerns the northern areas of 
Khabarovsky Krai: 0임lotsky， Ayano-Maisky and Tuguro- Chumikansky districts. The 
intfastructure in them is in underdeveloped state. There is no reserve of the electric power, an 
electric power transmission line, intradistrict highways, regular navigation, there are no 
comfortable sea and river ports. It is not enough of the prospected deposits of mineral building 
materials. The production of wall brick, lime, rock debris and sand-gravel mixtures is limited. In 
the limited volumes the timber loggings are carried out. The large deposit of coke coal in the area 
of Toko lake and deposits of brown coal in basins to the east of Okhotsk city are not fully 
prospected. The coal is delivered from Sakhalin Island or from the removed deposits of continent 
by a very expensive price. 

In the Okhotsk district placers of gold are being developed. Are 
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brucite, magnesite, limestones, dolomite, zeolite are prospected. The deposits of tin, brucite, 
cement limestones, various mineral building materials, unique mineral underground waters are 
under exploitation there. 

Except Okhotsky, Ayano-Maisky and Verkhnebureinsky areas the oil-gas shows are also known 
in Pereyaslavsky graben of Sredneamursky basin. Rather large brown coal Liansky deposit is 
prospected near the BAM railway not far from Komsomolsk - on-Amur. At the base of this deposit 
the construction of large hydroelectric station for Komsomolsky. Solnechny, Amursky and other 
neighboring areas is possible. In the problem of energetic development in Khabarovsky Territory 
the attention is attracted by realization of the hydroelectric station project in lower current of the 
Niman river in Verkhnebureinsky district. The ramified network of the large mountain rivers 
allows to carry out construction of hydroelectric power stations in the majority of areas of 
Khabarovsky Krai, including northern ones. For the purpose of development of economy of 
Khabarovsky Territory the gas pipeline construction project 상om Yakut deposits of gas, through 
Ayano-Maisky district , to Khabarovsk and Primorsky territory and to the sea coast for gas export 
deserves expert consideration. Such large construction should be accompanied by building of a 
highway along gas pipeline. By means of its use the development of deposits of mineral raw 
material gravitating to gas pipeline zone, including the deposits of coking coals in the area of T oko 
lake will be facilitated. The layers of oxidized coals at the upper horizons of deposits can ensure 
long functioning of interregional thermal electric power station. 

In the nearest future the most reliable basis of the decision of energy problem are large coal 
deposits in Verkhnebureinsky and T okinsky coal basins and Liansky brown coal deposit. The offer 
of use for underground gasification of brown coal deposits near Khabarovsk deserves economic 
calculation. For development and modernization of infrastructure, civil and industrial construction, 
including road network is necessary almost in each area ofKhabarovsk Krai. The construction will 
require increase of volumes of cement, building lime, wall brick, window glass, ceramic tile, sand, 
building stone and rock debris production. The raw materials base for it exists. 
Large Nilansky deposit of cement limestones and c 
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energetic and building materials problems will promote faster and economically effective 
construction of infrastructure for input into development of various mineral raw material deposits. 
In the order of the importance of objects for development of productive forces of the region the 
following is offered: all possible speeding up of oil-gas deposits prospecting, construction of power 
stations, acceleration of putting into operation of Nilansky deposit of cement limestones, 
development of gold-ore deposits: Khakandzhinsky one with silver and Yurievsky one, increase of 
gold production volumes at the Mnogovershinny deposit and from placers; the commissioning of 
alunite complex deposits for manufacture of alumina, aluminium, potassic connections and sulfuric 
acid: development of large tin-ore deposits Soboliny and Pravourmiysky; expansion of prospecting 
in Okhotsk and Ayano-Maisky regions for ore and placer gold, platinoids, silver, tin, tungsten, 
molybdenum, copper, lead and zinc, rare and rare-earth elements; organization of exploration and 
prospecting works for evaluation of ore and placer deposits of minerals of rare and rare-earth 
elements, first of all in Verkhnebureinsky and Ayano-Maisky regions, in particular, in the former 
region to carry out exploration of the Chergilensky deposit of rare-earth elements, and in the latter 
one - to finish exploration of Algominsky zirconium deposit• to renew prospecting for specification 
of parameters, quality, enrichment of iron and manganese ore deposits of Small Khingan in JAA 
(Sutarsky and Kostenginsky iron ore, South-Khingansk and Bidzhansky (manganese-ore); renewal 
of prospecting in Tuguro Chumikansky district for phosphorites, apatite-ilmenite-titanomagnetite 
and manganese ores, organization of prospecting of titanium placers. 

The prospects of Khabarovsky Territory for revealing of new deposits, especially non-ferrous, 
rare and precious metals, are determined by presence of numerous already revealed in each region 
local geophysical, geochemical and metallometric anomalies. On their base the revealing of various 
minerals objects for more detailed geological study, estimation of their practical importance and 
probable increase of reserves is real. The geological-economic estimation of mineral - raw 
resources in Priamurie regions was made by the authors of this work in 1989. In this work it was 
p 
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The exploration of rare-earth mineral deposits (including placers) will allow to export either their 
concentrates, or composite materials with application of rare-earth elements. Earlier made analysis 
of materials for supply of Khabarovsky Territory by reserves of mineral raw materials (1 989) has 
shown their insufficiency, under condition of their development since 1990, for a period till 2010 
for manganese, tungsten, copper, lead and zinc, antimony, indium, scandium, cadmium, bismuth, 
berillyum, bentonite clays, cement limestones and some other kinds of mineral raw materials 

Despite of insufficiency of the prospected reserves for some minerals, large losses, irrational and 
uncomplex use take place in practice of production and processing. Especially large losses occur in 
the process of enrichment of metal ores due to imperfection of technologies . Meanwhile, many 
metals and minerals recovered from raw material of Khabarovsky Territory are necessary for 
manufacture of constructional and composite materials. This situation raises meaning of the off농rs 
on prospecting for complex kinds of minerals in connection with scientific-engineering progress 
in the country and forthcoming export deliveries. In separate work of the authors with co-authors 
the conjuncture of the market of mineral raw material in the countries of the Pacific Ocean Basin 
and APR(Asian Pacific Region) is discussed [Onikhimovsky, Belomestnykh etc., 1990] 

This consideration allows more objectively estimate the importance of the offered work on 
minerals of Khabarovsk Krai. In the above mentioned work the analysis of the reserves, export and 
import of mineral raw materials in 40 countries ofNorthern America, Southern America, Australia 
and Oceania, Southeast Asia, Far East was fulfilled. Among main positions following from the 
analysis of the materials on conjuncture of the mineral raw material market the following was 
formulated. The next cycle of global economic depression covers all countries to one or another 
extent. 

In many countries ofthe capitalist world the economic depression is aggravated by oversaturation 
of the market by export goods, creation of competitive obstacles on export and import, burden of 
external debts and limited opportunity of free capital export. Even in the USA, in result of huge 
deficiency of the budget, state debt in 1989 had reached 2865 billions US Dollars against 2 
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reserves of petroleum, natural gas, bauxites, copper, lead, zinc, tungsten, silver, feldspar. USA 
imported mineral raw materials, concentrates and metals for the sum of US Dollars 4125 mln . 
The unsatisfactory supply ofthe Pacific Ocean Basin and APR(Asian Pacific Region) countries by 
general reserves of lead, tin, antimony, mercury, silver, feldspar, sulfur, asbestos causes inevitable 
necessity to intensify prospecting on separate kinds of raw material or expand import inevitable 
growth of the population in all countries and expansion of areas of application of minerals in 
national economy obliges to this. 

As one of the important importers of mineral raw material or its ready products, there are some 
republics of the former USSR including Russia with FEER (Far Eastern Economic Region) and 
Khabarovsk Territory in particular. From among known in Khabarovsk Territory 118 kinds of 
minerals, only 34 kinds are taken into account by the balance of reserves, from which 24 kinds are 
developed. These data speci한 the large opportunities to use the interior of Khabarovsky Territory 
for revealing the reserves of various kinds of mineral raw material. Among balance reserves of 
Khabarovsk Territory there are iron and manganese ores, coals, gold, silver, platinoids, tin, 
tungsten, peat, brucites, dolomites, magnesites, various limestones, clays, sand, sandy-gravel 
mixtures, building stones, basalts for stone casting, perlites, fresh and mineral waters. In 
Khabarovsk T erritory there are enough resources for production and export of coal, peat, iron ores, 
minerals of titanium, gold, silver, tin, rare earth elements, alumina, zeolite, brucite, dolomite, 
limestones, basalts, building stone, various clays, sand, magnesite, sandy - gravel mixtures, mineral 
waters. For their use either the appropriate prospecting works are required, or expansion of the 
enterprises, or construction of new ones. For long-term functioning of working, builded and 
prospective mining enterprises the systematic realization of prospecting and creation of reserve 
deposits is necessary. The mmmg enterprises can be included into FEZ(free economic zone), 
NGoint venture) and concessions. Solving the questions of new deposits development or 
expansion of production volumes at the working enterprises, it is necessary to take into account the 
tendencies of global and regional markets of mineral raw materials. The impo 
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markets the important task of the enterprises of Dalgeolcom is the speeding up of prospecting in 
Khabarovsky Territory of leading species of minerals in conformity with the requirements of 
regional industry. First of all it is necessary to complete prospecting of the deposits with balance 
reserves, but requiring the specification of parameters, quality of ores and enrichment methods 
The authors hope, that the offered work will be useful for both Russian businessmen, and foreign 
business circles 
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Introduction 

Zirconium industry of Russia has actually undergone losses after 
disintegration USSR. The main sources of zirconium raw material have remained 
in near foreign countries as Ukraine, Kazakhstan. The insignificant volumes Of 
baddeleyite concentrates not received regularly from Kobdoroskom dressing 
plant, which is, provides for the refractory industries. 
The destruction of the former Ministry of Atomic Engineering and Industries of 
USSR also drastically had an effect on condition of the working Russian 
enterprises, working zirconium raw material. 
The largest zirconium industry (metallurgical plant of Glazov) completely 
depends on deliveries of raw material from near foreign countries. 
Besides a nuclear energetic, a zirconium of dioxide requires for the chemical 
industryand petrochemistry, motor-factory and metallurgy, small energetic, 
space engineering , communication and medicine, radioelectronics, and tool 
ceramics . A significant demand of zirconium raw material is necessary to home 
market of Russia. 
Found of large Algaminsky baddelyite - zirconium deposit of northern 
Khabarovsk territory can serve a reliable basis for establishment of new base of 
a zirconium industry in Far Eastern Russia. 
Foreign investors would allow creating manufacture of a zirconium to develop 
new directions of an industry in short terms and these new technologies not only 
for needs of Siberia and of Far East, but also for the country of pacific region. 
Algama deposit is located to Ayano-Maisky area of Khabarovsk territory, to 130 
km to the north of Nelkan settlement. Potential of a deposit and of its vicinities 
provides designing and development of the large enterprise to production and to 
processing of zirconium raw material for a long prospect. 
Zircon - baddeleyite ore have a subhorizontal occurrence in carbonaceous rocks 
and is distributed as a significant volume in unconsolidated state so suitable for 
open mining. The difficult enrichment of ores does not allow concentrating 
zirconium mineral by traditional methods. However, the easy natural 
disintegration from ores allows effectively producing the "rough" of concentrate 
simple methods of "wet" processing. 
The testing results of th~ "rough" concentrate on working enterprise have shown 
the suitability for manufacturing high-quality production. 
As regarding to the conditions of a deposit, the Institute of Chemistry DVO, 
Russian Acad 
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wide opportunities of use "Algaminsk" zirconium raw material to new untraditional 
industry. 
The laboratory tests which have been carried out a number of scientific 
organizations (by DBO Russian Academy of Sciences, Khabarovsk technical 
university, chemical - technological center Vladivostok, UKRNIO) have shown 
suitability of Algoma ores for manufacturing composite powders as the purpose 
following: 

Productions complex, heat resisting and tool ceramics; 
Plasma and electrospark spraying on products as the purpose of 
consolidation of their properties, increase of anticorrosive qualities in 
inagressive environment and conditions of high temperatures; 
Productions of abrasive materials and of fire-resistant coverings (paints, 
enamels etc.); 
Productions of special alloys of steels heat resisting glasses, alloys to 
basis ferrozirconium. 

Development of a deposit and of zirconium manufacture in Far East is possible 
to cooperative with Russian firms and the foreign companies. 
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I.General information on work area 

1.1. Geographical sketch 

The administrative area perspective on zirconium is revealed northern 
pa다 of Ayano-Maisky region of Khabarovsk territory. The seasonal workers of 
gold-mining artels constitute the significant paπ of the population of this territory. 
The innumerous local population (the Yakuts, Evenki) is engaged in a reindeer 
breeding and by fur craft. The occupied settlements are located to banks of 
river, Maya. 
The communication between them and delivery of loads is carried out by water 
and by airtransport (helicopters), and winter-vehicle for winter roads. Nelkan 
settles the largest occupied settlements. The settlement is connected by regular 
air flights with mail, telegraph, hotel, and airport from a settlement Ayans, 
Nikolaivsk city to Amur and Khabarovsk. Helicopters carry out the 
communication between settlements, Nelkan and Vaftovoi by base “Algama" in 
the summer and by vehicle to winter road in winter. 
Construction for motorway of town nowadays is conducted Ayan - Lkan (first 
turn) , which by the subsequent continuation will pass Yakutia in immediate 
proximity from Ingiliysky ore area, where the deposit Algoma is located. Except a 
built motorway, for transportation of loads (especially large-sized) the river is 
possible to use. To May, which is navigable up to town. Nelkan for a vessel by 
carrying capacity up to 500 ton. With an arrangement of moorings it is possible to 
use an area of a mouth of the rivers Large Kandyk or KpecTex, located of 50-60 
km to northwest from a deposit, for transportation of loads by carrying capacity 
up to 2000 ton by an output to railway station of a port Osetrov (river. Lina). The 
provisional transport pattern is given to Fig.1.1 . 
Relief of mining district - Taiga, in basin river Ingilis the strongly dismembered by 
a steepness is slope up to 300 , and in basin a river Large Kandyk, where is 
located a deposit Algama, - 5-100 . Divides of the rivers mainly flat with structural 
benches and by rocky outliers. The maximum high-altitude marks of divide 781 ,6 
M (Tringopunkt ). The relative exceeding change from 200 up to 400m. A climate 
of area continental ,from severe (up to -560 C) in the long winter (about 7 month) 
and in short hot summer, that explains universal development of a long-term 
frost. 
The snow lies down in first half of September, and in the end of May, beginning 
of June descends. On northern slopes the snow cover is kept up to middle of 
July. Average annual quantity of rainfalls - 450 mm. G 
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magnificent pine grow. Height of trees 10-20 m, diameter of 0.3-0.5 m. The 
preparation of business timber for construction is possible. An alder forms 
Podpiscok, by a birch and by small larch. Thickness soil - vegetative of a cover 
does not exceed 0.1-0.2 m. An exposure bad. A bed exposures rare and meet 
only to divides and to boards of valleys of the large rivers and creeks. 
AII stream areas concern to basin of average current river Ingilis and to upper 
reaches of the left inflows a river Kandyk. The river Ingilis is large right inflow of 
river. The Maya, its width changes from 15 up to 40 m, depth up to 2.5 m. Width 
of a valley about 2.0 km, frequently is swamped . The largest inflow river is Ingilis. 
AII valleys of inflows are swamped , have the flat bottoms, locally steep boards. 
Rivers eat thawed, rainy and groundwater. In the winter all inflows changes; the 
spring observes short, rough high waters. Streams, washing away sites of a 
zirconium mineralization by the raised radioactivity for drinking water supply are 
not suitable. In basins of the rivers there are high dry not flooded terraces ideally 
suitable for location to them Vaftoviif the river is settlement in the basin. The 
Algoma Îs possible the device of the cascade 80dotstoinikov capable to exclude 
hit Plomstokop in a river Kandyk and river May and to ensure ecological safety of 
improvement of a deposit. 
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1. 1. 1. History of geological - geophysical exploration 

The history of an exploration is given only with reference to revealed 
perspective zirconium bearing Ingiliysky and to Vodorazdelny - Gorbinsky areas 
and does not mention a long-term history of total study of Ayano-Maisky area. 
The systematic geological researches of Ingiliysky ore-bearing area and of its 
flanks were begun in 60th years of our century and , on first stage, included 
geological survey of scale 1 :200000 by an accompanying complex of 
geophysical methods (aeromagnetic survey of scale 1 :200000 and Gravimetric 
survey of scale 1: 1 000000) was and finished by the edition of State geological 
maps of scale 1 :200000. By results of regional researches in basin river Ingilis 
the aeromagnetic anomaly was fixed an isometric in the plan, and the 
prospecting works establish communication of this anomaly by a ring multiphase 
intrusion ultra basic and of alkaline rocks is and carbonate, in which limits was 
established an economic deposit of a niobium, and also a little ores occurrence 
of a fluorite. 
In 1962, A.A. Elyanobim are found out a kimberlite-like eruptive breccia. Already 
in 1963, pipes of explosion and some dikes combined with kimberlite-like rocks, 
in later named Ingilit (Kaminskii 1968, 1984) here were revealed two. In 
prospecting kimberlite bodies and by their sampling were engaged also 
A. M.Danipovich (1964) , V.S.Potapov (1965-1966) , D.A.Jivzov (1964). The works 
were carried out by use of materials of aeromagnetic survey of scale 1 :25000, 
executed from magnetometry AMF-21 , in plane variant (AH-2) with height of 
flight 50-150m. Lands works establish communication of local magnetic 
anomalies by kimberlite-like rocks. In 1968 the field researches of a VAGT were 
completed by generalization of materials under a management F. B.Kamensk. 
In the result of these works to limits of the Ingiliysky area was striped 12 pipes of 
explosion, 27 ore bodies are verified. Diamonds it was not revealed. 
In 1984 prospecting works on diamonds of area were renewed. The area was 
investigated by complex aerogeophysical survey of scale 1: 1 0000 (Ingiliysky 
object) , and on its flanks of scale 1 :50000 (Aimsky object) by recent use of 
station CKAT-77. The survey was carried out on helicopter MI-8 by a method of 
a flow of a relief to height of 50-70 m. 
In result of the carried out works the precision maps magnetic and of radiometric 
fields (uranium, thoriurn and karium of a nature) are made, where the plenty of 
local an 
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decomposition the crystals of diamonds (analytical laboratory to Kokchtab) were 
diagnosed. The maximum size of crystals makes 0.06 x 0,125 mm (Birukob, 
1989). Nowadays of works directed on searches of diamonds area, will not be 
carried out. 
With land check of radiogeochemic anomalies in limits of Ingiliysky massif the 
thick zones are revealed metasomatically of the altered rocks , among which the 
carbonates by the raised content of REE, niobium, titanium, zirconium etc. 
prevai l. Practic외Iy everywhere in carbonates is observed an impregnation of an 
apatite, in volumes representing economic interest. Except the listed elements by 
data chemical - spectral of the analysis in carbonates, zones of splitting and 
sulfide zone the gold with the average content 0.4-0.8 g/t (maximum 2-5 g/t) on 
verified thickness 18.8 and 22.9 m is marked , and also platinum up to 0.06 g/t (in 
the separate samples) are analyzed. 
The limits of Ingiliysky massif to distribution of radiogeochemic anomalies a 
thorium - uranium of a nature is allocated five sites perspective on search of rare 
Earth. The contours of three of them is established a deposit tanthalo-niobium 
and rare-earth mineralization as works of the predecessors (Milto, 1961), and 
works of Ingiliysky team(fφ3). 
Transferring the received results of works it is necessary to recognize that the 
exploration of the area of ultrabasic-alkaline rocks remains to weakest, as 
geology - search by routes, and trench works, with the extremely bad exposure 
to create a rather reliable geological map practically it is impossible. These 
conditions the most authentic items of information on ore potential of a massif 
gives a complete set of geophysical maps reflecting physical properties of 
prospective ore objects (a map of a magnetic field and of radiochemical fields of 
uranium, thorium, potassium). 
Outside a massif of ultrabasic-alkaline rocks to carbonaceous deposits of 
Yudomsky suite, is revealed a plenty of anomalies mainly of uranium. These 
anomalies are striped the zones heavily of disintegrated rocks which are 
submitted and limonitized sandy - oozy formation with inclusions of a qua다z as 
geode, scratch, druse, among which the occurring layers and lenses enriched 
with a zirconium, hafnium, niobium, tungsten, uranium, yttrium and other rare
earth elements. The content of a zirconium in them reached 1.0-14.0 %, and in 
some sites an.307 (next deposit Algoma 
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Except Ingiliysky ore area to limits Yudomo - May of the perspective area ,the 
geological surveys of scale 1 :200000, a zone of Nelkansky fault were marked 
two of site (Vodorazdelny and lower - Gorbinsky), on which the geochemical 
sampling were revealed raised (up to 1.0 %) content of a zirconium, niobium 
(0,05 %), y야rium (0 ,01 %) and other rare-earth elements. The prospects of these 
sites were not clear. And only after opening and study of ore bodies on 
Algaminsky deposit and structural - tectonic, geological and geochemical 
features of all three areas regards as a high prospecting potential Vodorazdelny 
and lower - Gorbinsky of ore - placer zirconium and other useful components. 
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11. Geological sketch and minerals of Yudomo - May 
perspective area. 

Yudomo - May perspective area of a zirconium deposit covers a southeast 
part of Siberian platform and southwest flank of Yudomo - May pericratonnal 
deflection (Fig .-2.1) . The geological structure of territory is described to the 
different authors. The geological base map of Khabarovsk territory on scale 
1 :500000 (MAPTbIHIOK.1983) is fixed. 

2.1. Stratigraphy 

Stratigraphic formation on areas is represented by a complex of 
metamorphic rocks Lower of Proterozoic, terrigenous-carbonated rocks of 
Riphean , . Cambrian and Lower Jurassic, loose lacustrine - glacial and alluvial 
Quaterna깨· 
The Lower Proterozoic metamorphic formation of Batomgsky series 
(Odolinskaya suite) compose of Ingiliysky ledge of the basement and is 
represented amphib이e ， biotite, diopside, arnphibole - pyroxene, biotite -
amphibole, pyroxene - amphib이e gneiss and .crystal slates; two-micaceous and 
garnet - biotite gneiss, amphibolites and marbles. The rocks heavily migmatized 
and granites will not form anywhere significant sizes and usually are observed as 
a smal l. Among them the plagioclase granites and microcline granites are 
observed. 
Riphean and Cambrian terrigenous-carbonated rocks compose of platform cover 
and forms Yudomo - May pericratonnal deflection. The Riphean deposits of a 
platform cover a sharp angular unconformity of the Lower Proterozoic crystal 
basement. Terrigenous-carbonated rocks , May, Uisky and of Yudomsky series 
reflect a physico - climatic condition of their formation. 
In Uchuriski series, the dolomites interlayer of sandstone, siltstone and of 
argillites is prevail; the Uppers section (ennincKaya suite) to the basic 
sandstones, siltstones, argillites with the subordinated importance of marls, 
limestones, dolomite, gritstone and conglomerates. Thickness of Uchuriski 
series atlains 1000m. Siltstones, argillites, limestones, marls, and dolomites 
combine May series. In Omninsky and May series, the terrigenous rocks prevai l. 
Malginsky, Cypandinsky 'suite and Lakhandinsky series are combined mainly by 
carbonaceous rocks , among which the bituminiferous limestones and dolomites 
are observed . The thickness of May series reaches 1300-2185 m. 
A Uisky series is represented in a platform cover with Ust suites combined ql떠다Z 
and p이ymictic sandstones less often limestones , siltstone , and argillites. The 
sandstones quite often are bituminiferous and contain a syngenetic pyrite, 
marcasite, locally sulfur (Yamoluk.1964). Thickness of Uisky series is up to 400 
m. 
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On the current river Ingilis they overlie locally with metamorphosed Lower 
Proterozoic and magmatic rocks of Ingiliisky complex. A dolomite series 
basically is combined with a limestones and qua야z sandstones; to the base of a 
series - gritstones and conglomerates. Among carbonaceous rocks the 
bituminiferous differences are marked. Thickness of a series varies from 20 up to 
290 m. 
The variegated suite occurs with Yudomsky series. It is combined with 
nonferrous (bluish, greenish , reddish) limestones and dolomites by thickness of 
40-93 m. The Inikansky suite is combined with argillaceous bituminiferous 
limestones alternated from siliceous limestones and marls by general thickness 
of 32-120 m. 
Crednekembriski suites are sandy and marly bitumin iferous limestones and 
dolomites suite by thickness 90-240m, and also marly limestones and marls Ust -
May suites by thickness of 100-120 m. 
Yudomo - May deflection to limits of area is executed also of Riphean -
Cambrian . The Cambrians, including regional breaks, increase of thickness of 
suites, and also change of facies - occurrence of thick stratums of sandstones 
are established synchronism of formation of a deflection and cover of a late 
Proterozoic platform. The thickness of Riphean deflection is increased from west 
to east. The sharp increase of their thickness, sometimes change of facies is 
marked within approximate zones of large fa비ts (MapTbIHIOK, 1983). 
The Lower Cretaceous formation includes liparites, dacites, andesites and their 
tuffs and composes small pa야 of Urahainsk structure. 
Quaternary rocks are represented by alluvial , eluvial , glacial , lacustrine - glacial 
deposits by thickness up to 25 m. 

2.2. Intrusive formation 

The Rifeinsk time was displayed the first stage of the magmatism, which 
has expressed to the intrusions of a central type (Ingiliisky complex) and 
intrusion of sills , dikes, diabasic and diabasic gabbro of a trap formation. The 
intrusions of the first type are distributed to platform, second - in Yudomo - May 
pericratonnal deflection. (Fig.-2.2) 
The Ingiliysky massif of the ultra basic alkaline rocks and carbonatite has a 
structural zoning. At centre of a massif the melteigites forming system are 
developed an ijolite, subparallel and crosscutting of veins by extent up to 50 M, 
metasomatically altered pyroxenites. The nucleus of a massif is surrounded 
with a ring silicate and a carbonaceous metasomatites formed to metamorphic 
rocks and ij이 ite - melteigite. At metasomatites, metamorphic and sedimentary 
rocks there are fissured bodies of nepheline or syenite. More late calcite and 
dolomite carbonatites contains a veins in all listed above rocks (AneKceeB, 
1972). 
An ultrabasic formation of Ingiliisky complex are present a kimberlite-like 
formation (φ.B.KaM~HcKoMy) ， composing dikes and pipes explosion with the 
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sizes from tens up to hundreds meters. The filling material of pipes explosion is 
eruptive braces consisting of a magmatic material of the ultra basic composition 
and fragments , cemented by enclosing rocks. A cementing material formed by a 
pyroxene, phlogophite , olivine, garnet, and magnetite. The clastic material (40-80 
% volume of pipes) consists of enclosing rocks and deep-seated rock debris. 
In latler the small diamonds were diagnosed. The dike bodies Inglite quantity of 
a clastic material sharply decreases. 
Paleozoic intrusions is represented by extended dikes is diabasic and of gabbro
diabases medium - Oevonian age. The overwhelming majority has them 
submeridional and northeast strike. The largest of them are confined to Uchuro -
Ingiliisky diaclase the more than 250 km are and traced without interruption on 
distance 
The Cretaceous magmatic rockscompose Urahabskii volcano - plutons and 
small dikes to a zone of Nelkansky fault. Volcano - plutons the sedimentary rocks 
of a platform cover is introduced , has flat contacts and formed by Early 
Cretaceous diorites, monzodiorites, diorite - porphyrite and by Early Cretaceous 
granites, which break through bodies of Early Cretaceous pyroxenites, gabbro
pyroxenites and gabbro. For Urahabskii volcano - plutons the concentric zonality 
by primary development of younger rocks on its peripheries (H~K~n'H ， 1977) is 
characteristic. 

2.3. Tectonics 

The examined territory locates to southeast margin of a Siberian platform 
and covers southwest flank Yudomo - May of a pericratonnal deflection dividing 
structures of a Siberian platform and of Okhotsky median massif. To a platform 
part of area are allocated two of structural floor: the crystal base and cover with 
structures of activation. The basic structure of the crystal base is the Batomgsky 
ledge of the basement combined heavily dislocated Archean and by Lower 
Proterozoic gneisses and by crystal slates, which are exposed to limits of a 
Ingiliysky structural dome of a diapiric type. The wings of Batomsk uplift are 
combined gently dipping under corners from 2-3 0 to 10-150 by Riphean deposits 
are and complicated to north Omninsky flexes, extended an a latitudinal direction 
(Fig.- 2.2). 
The Cambrian deposits 9f a platform cover separated from the basement by a 
sharp angular unconformity, occur almost horizontally by an inclination of layers 
1-20 • Many geologists (거<YKosa ， 1977: AneKcees.1977; φpe꾀MaH ， 1982 etc.) to a 
north and to east from a Batomgsky ledge allocate May (Aldan to H.C.WnaK, 
1982) deflections complicated by a number of large structures: by Ulkansky, 
Aimsky, May submersion , Ketkapskim by the shaft and by Oygdinsk-Ingiliisky 
uplift. The latler divides May deflection and Aldansky basin. 
The May submersion is stretched to a northwest direction a basin of average 
current river May to 150 km. Terrigenous-carbonated rocks of a Riphean -
Cambrian, execute it by general thickness up to 3,5 km. 
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The Digdinsk -Ingiliisky uplift is traced in a sublatitudinal direction from river 
Uchur up to an upper reach river Yudoma to distance of 600-700 km. On whole 
extent it represents a chain of folds and steep flexes, complicated by fa비ts 

(φpe，D.MaH ， 1982). Methods gravimeter and magnetic prospecting well map these 
structures. Depth of an occurrence of the basement to limits Ingiliisko -
Dygdinsky uplifts by gravimeter data about 2.0 km. The largest brachianticlines 
to limits of a uplift are Ust - May. Chaiskaya, Ust-Yudomsky, Kandyskaya, 
Lakhandinsky by corners of dip to 5-100 and scope of wings up to several 
kilometers (꺼pM0J1 IOK.1964). 

To a platform cover is established some stratigraphic unconformities. Most 
significant from them having rummaged , soprobogdabshicha by a formation of 
the ultra basic alkaline intrusions and accompanying by them and pipes of 
explosion (Ingiliisky complex) , which intrusion was accompanied by formation 
Ingiliysky dome structure . This structure is controlled by crossing of deep fa비ts 

cross-cutting rocks of the basement: taking place to valley river Ingilis and being 
a fragment largest sublatitudinal Urahainsk fault and Uchuro - Ingiliisky diaclase. 
In a platform cover the fa비ts of different orientation are mapped. To 
metamorphic rocks of the basement they are accompanied by zones of a 
cataclasm, mylonitization, migmatisation, and silicification. To sedimentary rocks 
of a cover from the ruptures sometimes connect zones of brecciated and piritized 
rocks of width 3-6 m. The extent of fa비ts to a cover usually does not exceed first 
ten kilometers, amplitude of displacement - tens and first hundred meters. 
Frequently it is ruptures of rocks without their displacement. 
Largest is Uchuro - Ingiliisky a regional fault of a northeast direction by extent 
more than 250 km. Almost to whole extent it does not displace rock is and 
healed by dikes is diabasic. On separate sites it is accompanied by zones of an 
intensive silicification and less often quartz veins. 
Yudomo - May the pericratonnal deflection is separated from a Siberian platform 
by a large Nelkansky upthrust of a submeridional direction, to east, this from 
Upper Proterozoic deposits considerably grows. The formation of a deflection 
has taken place to Riphean along submeridional fa비ts ， Okhotsky massif from a 
platform (MapTbIHIOK, 1983). 
We consider here only southwest pa다 of a deflection locating to Sardaninsky 
(R 
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The nucleus anticlines are complicated by fa비ts of a submeridional direction , 
which occurred east block on west. The largest of such faults are Nelkansky and 
Chepatskii upthrusts traced on the hundred of kilometers. 

2.4. Minerals 

The area is revealed significant quantity of occurrence of various minerals. 
The manifestations of combustible slates and of petroleum, iron ores and of 
polymetals, zirconium and of aluminum raw material are confined to sedimentary 
rocks of a platform cover. Deposits and occurrence of a niobium and of tantalum, 
rare Earth and apatite, of diamonds and of gold are associated by Riphean 
intrusions of a central type (Ingiliysky massif). 
Petroleum To a Riphean - Cambrian deposits of a platform cover the 
bituminiferous limestones are widely distributed , which bitumens to the m히ority 

belong to a petr이eum number. Malginsky suite of Riphean and of Inikansky 
suite a Lower of a Cambrian contain the combustible slates with bituminous. The 
liquid petroleum is established to cracks to combustible slates and limestone of 
Malginsky suite to surfaces, and also to a prospecting hole to depth 513 m in 
cavern dolomites of Cypandinsky suite (꺼pMOJl IOK ， 1964). With manufacture of 
mountain works to pipe Izhevsk the insignificant emissions of a gas from joint 
rocks were observed. 
In quality of collectors the dolomites of Cypandinsky suite and of Yudomsky 
series having a high porosity and also sandstone candykskoi suite can serve. 
The tectonic structure of area is favorable formation of petroleum and gases to 
local positive structures of a platform cover and tectonically shielded fields on 
sites contiguous to thrusts Yudomo - May of a pericratonnal deflection, to which 
limits the thickness of suites and of possible collectors are sharply increased. 
The combustible slates of Inikansky suite regularly burned by flame, being are 
lifted from an alluvium of the rivers Aim and Chopaka(Aimsky submersion) , 
where they combine the large areas. 
Iron Largest to scales is a sedimentary occurrence of iron to patches of 
Riphean terrigenous deposits of a platform cover. They were observed to a roof 
of Omninsky suite and Lakhandinsky suite and is represented by layers siliceous 
- ferruginous of rocks and of siderites by the content from 10 % up to 42.9 % with 
thickness is from 0.3 up t.o 1.5 m, traced to significant distances. 
Copper and polymetals. Insignificant to scales and to content an occurrence of a 
copper are marked to Yudomo - May a pericratonnal deflection dated to sills and 
to dikes Riphean is diabasic and of gabbro-diabases. The specialized works on 
copper was not carried out, though till in 1975 Y.P. Rasskazov (the Rassk 
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suite by the high content of the basic components and of silver are revealed. To 
the metallogenic plan Pukhanilsky ore unit is a component of a Sardaninsky 
zone traced of north on territory of Yakutia , where the economic deposits 
(Sardana) are prospected. 
Aluminum : In basin river May among the ferruginous formation of Lakhandinsky 
the rocks by the content of an alumina up to 43 % are known which are 
confidently traced on significant distances by aeroanomalies of a nature 
(KapcaKoBa.1990). Besides, as raw material on aluminium the nepheline 
syenites of Ingiliysky massif containing up to 25 % of an alumina can be used. 
Tantalum and niobium The largest ores occurrence of a niobium and 
accompanying tantalum are established an limits of Ingiliysky massif of the ultra 
basic alkaline rocks on areas of distribution of veins , lenses, streaky carbonatite 
of a different generation and composition of first stage of studied massif 
(M L-1nbTo.1961 ). 
The total content of rare Earth to 10 elements in the carbonatites makes 3,6 kg / 
T, and in an apatite concentrate - 11 ,05 kg / T. Later these finds are confirmed 
the surface works executed after realization of aerogamma-spectrometer survey 
on which the scale is strengthened by 1: 1 0000. These works allocated five as 
carbonatite area, each of which can be examined as a potential deposit, as a 
띠le ， complex (rare earth , phosphorus, zirconium, gold etc.). 
Apatite : The impregnation of an apatite is marked in all difference facies of rocks 
of a Ingiliisky massif. The basic concentration of an apatite is marked to 
mineralized , broken through by veins and by vei미ets of carbonatite, nepheline 
and syenite. By results of physicals modeling in fields the basic ore zone has the 
sizes to strike about 2.5 km, average width of 300m and traced to depth up to 
3000 m. The potential estimation of reserves of a five-oxide phosphorus 
confirmed by a drilling holes makes 21.92 mln.s tons by calculation of reserves 
up to depth of 100 m. 
Except the above described ore occurrence to limits of Ingiliysky massif on 
geologic-geophysical characteristics it is supposed still two apatite-containing 
magnetite ore. Most perspective site revealed to a upper reaches Ogys, where 
the isometric to the plan bodies mineralized are mapped to more favorable 
hydrogeological conditions by a diameter about 1 km located. 
Zirconium The works of the Geophysical enterprise during last years reveal 
three perspective ar 
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111. Physical properties of host rocks and ores of 
the area 

With ge이ogical - structural study of the area and by research of minerals 
on regional and detai!ed scale, the wide application have received geophysical 
methods of researches including complex aerogeophysical survey of scale 
1: 10000 - 1 :50000, gravimeter scale 1 :200000, detailed electro-exploration 
,magnetic prospecting , radiometry, holes logging and express physicals methods 
of a sampling of ores occurrence. The efficiency and permitting opportunity of 
geophysical methods depends on differentiation of physical properties of host 
rocks and ores. 
Meaning of a magnetic susceptibility, density and radio-activities of host rocks in 
area are given to references (KaM~HcK~ C1’ 1968; nOTanoB, 1970,1975), and also 
by results of field collections of samples from host rocks of Aimsky, Ingiliysky, 
Algaminsk Geophysical enterprise spending here researches (Table.- 3.1 ,Table. 
-3.2). 

Table 3-1. Magnetic susceptibility and density of country rocks 

Determinations "1., 10'S, C unit system 8, gc/cm3 

Rock varieties amount Range Mean Range Mean 
x/õ limits value limits value 

Archean 
Odolonsky suite 

Gneiss 23/23 2-135 21 .9 2.52-2.75 2.58 
Magnetite-bearing gneiss 6/12 135-2100 528 2,71-3.00 2,82 
Crystalline schist 38/46 0-40 8 2,3-2 ,9 2,61 
Amphib이ite(1 ) 54/54 25-40 40 2.05-3,04 2.96 
Amphibolite(2) 13/11 380-5030 2200 2.84-3.01 2.89 

Riphean 
Gonamsky suite 

Sandstone 10/18 0-0 10 2,35-2 ,77 2,48 
Omakhtinsky suite 

Dolomite 36/36 o 2.59-2.06 2.76 
Sandstone 15/15 0-190 o 2,2-2 ,45 2.36 

Enninsky suite 
Quartz metasomatite 69/69 0-330 20 2,06-2,68 2,40 
Aleurolite 195/186 0-40 10 2,2-2,69 2,49 
Sandstone 399/399 0-38 o 2,3-2,69 2,46 
Argillite 19/19 0-18 o 2.52-2.68 2.99 
Gritstone 19/19 o 2,3-2,69 2,55 

Omninsky suite 
Argillite 40/40 0-30 0 2,21-2.79 2.50 
Aleurolite 129/129 0-40 10 2,35-2 ,69 2.52 
Sandstone 154/154 - 0 2.31-2 ,64 2,49 
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Determinations X, 10.5, C unit system ö, gc/cm~ 
Rock varieties amount Range Mean Range Mean 

x/ö limits value limits value 
Malginsky suite 

Limestone 91/91 o 2,57-2,80 2.70 
Tzipanchinsky suite 

Dolomite 98/98 o 2,59-2 ,81 2,71 
Riphean- Vendian 
Yudomsky suite 

Aleurolite 10/10 o 2,27-2,67 2,40 
Sandstone 76/76 o 2,10-2,67 2,46 
Dolomite 266/266 6-60 16 2.40-2 .90 2,69 

Cambrian 
Variegated suite 

Limestone 403/403 - 0 2,34-2,74 2,60 
Dolomite 49/49 o 2,38-2.73 22.58 

Inikansky suite 
Limestone 401/401 o 2,49-2,72 2.60 
Dolomite 26/26 o 2.46-2.66 2,61 

Magmatic rocks 
Proterozoic 

I ng ilite( 1 ) 49/49 0-60 30 2,52-2,80 2.65 
Ingilite(2) 34/34 60-600 200 2.52-2.80 2.65 
Ingilite(3) 37/37 600-1500 800 2.50-2,80 2.67 
Ingilite(4) 213/213 3000- 5500 2,70-3.10 2.82 

15000 
Carbonatite(1 ) 24/24 2-15 10 2,30-3,20 2,66 
Carbonatite(2) 102/102 15-100 40 2,36-3,23 2,66 
Carbonatite(3) 56/56 100-1500 500 2,36-3,23 2,66 
Carbonatite(4) 51/51 1500- 4200 2.30-3.20 2,66 

30000 
Syenite(1) 75/182 10-150 4 2.30-2,70 2,52 
Syenite(2) 128/182 100-1000 20 2.30-2.70 2,52 
Syenite(3) 242/322 1000- 200 2.70-3.10 2,83 

6000 
Syenite(4) 58/58 1500- 1900 2,70-3.10 2,83 

• 0000 
Pyroxenite(1 ) 114/202 10-150 50 2,50-2,90 2.77 
Pyroxenite(2) 139/202 100-1000 500 2,50-2,90 2,77 
Pyroxenite(3) 334/573 1000- 4400 2.80-3.20 3,05 

6000 
I Pyroxenite(4) 497/573 1500- 20790 2.80-3,20 3,05 

100000 
Theralite 18/20 3-100 10 2,52-3.00 2,60 
Ijolites-melteigite(1 ) 30/30 0-15 4 2.52-3.22 2.69 
Ijolites-melteigite(2) 91/91 10-100 26 2.52-3,22 2,69 
Ijolites-melteigite(3) 24/24 100-600 210 2.52-3.22 2,69 
Ijolites-melteig ite(4) 26/26 600- 2100 2,52-3,22 2,69 

10000 
Phlogopite-diopside- amphibole, 258/0 100- 2500 - -
Pyroxene-phlogopite- amphibole, 21800 
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Rock varieties 

Diabases, gabbro-diabase 

Determinations 
amount 

x.lô 
Paleozoic 

30/30 

Table 3-2. Radioactivity of country rocks 

Amount 
Rock variety Measure 

ment 
Archean 

Odolonsky suite 
crystalline schist & gneiss 120 
Amphibolite 40 

Riphean 
Gonamsky suite 

Sandstone 28 
Omakhtinsky suite 

Dolomite 40 
Sandstone 35 

Enninsky suite 
Argillite 160 
Aleurolite 110 

Omninsky suite 
Argillite 160 
Aleurolite 110 

Malginsky suite 
Limestone 80 

Tsipandinsky suite 
Dolomites 45 
Argillite 
Limestone 
Sandstone, aleurolite 

Riphean -Vendian 
Yudomsky suite 

Terrigeneous rock 145 
Carbonaceous rock 710 
Bituminiferous dolomite 40 

Cambrian 
Variegated suite 

Limestone, marl 550 
Inikansky suite 

Limestone 150 
Limestone bituminiferous & 85 
combustible shale 
Limestone aleurolite 50 
Dolomite 100 
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Gamma-activity, mcRlh 
Limits of Average value 
changes 

9-13 10 
6-10 8 

11-14 11 
1 

8-11 8 
10-14 13 

9-16 11 
8-14 9 

9-16 11 
8-14 9 

4-8 5 

4-8 5 
13-14 -
6-8 

10-11 

4-13 8 
4-10 6 
6-14 11 

5-8 5 

5-9 8 
8-14 11 

4-14 5 
4-9 5 



Amount Gamma-activity, mcRlh 
Rock variety Measure Limits of Average value 

ment changes 
Magmatic rocks 

Riphean 
Ingilite 100 5-10 7 
Syenite 18-28 
Ijolites-melteigite 4-23 
Carbonatite 400-630 

Paleozoic 
Diabase 1-9 __ _ J 

The analysis given about magnetic properties and density of Upper and Lower of 
structural rock shows that the sedimentary deposits of a platform cover are 
practically not magnetic. Density of terrigenous deposits on the average is 0.2 
g/cm3s, lower than density of carbonaceous rocks. Average weighted on 
thickness of suites density of rocks to the upper structural stage makes 2.67 
g/cm3s (KaM~HcK~ C1， 1968). The metamorphic formation of suite in relation to 
sedimentary rocks of Riphean - Cambrian have the raised magnetic prope메es 
and by surplus of density up to 0.2 g/cm3 • With small depth of an occurrence 
these rocks rather distinctly are fixed a magnetic and gravitational fields. 
Considering features of physical prope미es of magmatic rocks to Ingiliisky 
complex we come to a conclusion , that most magnetic are the pyroxenite. AII 
other rocks forming an intrusion and large influence to character of a magnetic 
field and area of Ingiliysky massif, creating anomalies of the various forms and of 
intensity. However, most contrast and intensive anomalies can be caused by 
pyroxenite. These rocks have a greatest surplus of density in relation to 
enclosing terrigenous - sedimentary (up to 0,3-0,5 g/cm3) and metamorphic (up 
to 0,2 g/cm 3) formation. 
Ijolite - melteigite mainly weakmagnitic (c = 4-200g 10-5 e디 . Clt1) , however there 
are a magnetic differences of these rocks (ccp. = 212g 10-5 eA. CV1) . The 
pyroxenite to magnetic prope미es were divided to 4 groups - from slabomagnetic 
(ccp. = 50g 10-5 eA. CV1) up to strongmagnetic (ccp. = 20800g 10-5 eA. Clt1). To 
metasomatite, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks there are small tearing 
bodies of nepheline not having distinct boundary and surrounded by halo finitude 
Syenite rocks. Weakmagnitic of a difference is syenite (c = 4-20g 10-5 eA. CV1) 
and in low density (dcp. = 2,52 g/cm3) , by increase of the contents in 
ferromagnetic (c = 200-1000 x 10-5 eA. Clt1) density (dcp grows and. = 2,83 g/cm 
3) . Younger calcite and dolomite carbonatites to magnetic properties have a four 
modal distributions from weakmagnitic (c = 10-40 x 10-5 eA. Clt1) up to 
strongmagnetic (ccp. = 30000 x 10-5 eA. Clt1). Average density is carbonatite 
2,66 g/cm3. To radioactivity of host rocks by the increased meanings (10-15 
MKp/hours) are characterized crystal slates and gneisses, sandstones, 
bituminiferous limestones and slates, Syenite and carbonatites. To background 
weakmagnitic of rocks the increased radioacti 
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zirconium containing ores, by an accompanying uranium mineralization. The 
disintegration of uranium is accompanied radon , fixed emanation by survey and 
water sources, creating increased gamma - activities, draining ore horizons. 
(Table-3.2) 
In connection to intensive disintegration of zirconium-bearing ores caused by 
processes of a carrots-formation and formation of crusts weathering , zones of 
intensive electroconductivity up to 500-1000 mark potentially ore-bearing sites 
OMM. The dolomites and un-altered limestone are characterized increased 
resistance (up to 20000 OMM). 
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IV. Geological - geophysical characteristics of the 
perspective area to zirconium and accompanying ores 

The result of geological - geophysical research to limits of northern pa야 of 
Yudomo - May perspective area is revealed two of zirconium-bearing ore unit -
Vodorazdelny and lower - Gorbinsky, and also Ingiliysky ore area. Most 
investigated is Ingiliysky ore area, where the Algaminsky deposit of baddelyite -
zirconium ores and lot of perspective sites is revealed. 

4.1. Ingiliysky ore area 

Ingiliysky ore area covers the vicinities of the same intrusion of a central 
type of the ultra basic alkaline formation (Y버φ) ， component a nuclear part rather 
large (diameter of 6-8 km) dome structure of a diapiric type (Fig.-2.1). 
Its gravimetric fields correspond to gravitational maximum. On magnetic and 
spectrometer maps it is expressed as contrast anomaly of the oval form and of 
zone structure consisting from local magnetic and spectroradiometry anomalies 
of various intensity. 
In arched paπ of dome structure (on contact by an intrusion) the exposure 
outcrops to surface of rocks of the basement are mapped and represented by 
metamorphic formation of Batomgsky series of Archean: by amphib이e ， crystal 
slates, skapolite-amphibole-plagioclase with a corundum, biotite - sillimanite, 
two-micaceous and garnet - biotite with gneiss and marbles Adolinsk of suite. 
Small bodies and vei미ets of biotitic gneiss, plagioclase-granites, and granite, 
which will not form anywhere, inject all these rock not significant sizes. In 
overwhelming majority this metamorphic formation fenitinized . Accessory 
minerals are represented by a magnetite, sphene, zircon, corundum etc. 
In a direction from the block of Archean rocks environmental a nucleus of a 
Ingiliysky dome to direction to periphery the outcrops of rocks are naturally 
replaced Riphean of a complex from OMaxTinsKoi up to KandYKsKoi of suites. 
Dips simultaneously flatten to the deposits OMaxTinsKoi , Eninskoi and of 
Omninsky suites, through 55-650 Malginsky and Cypandinsky, to 30-40 0 in 
Lowers Lakhandinsky and 10-150 to Uppers Lakhandinsky and KandYKsKoi of 
suites angle is strata from 75-850 • Further to direction to a margin of a dome to 
distance of 3-4 km, Riphean deposits occur almost horizontally (AneKceeB, 
1977). The mutual relation of different age of terrigenous-carbonated rocks 
among themselves and by intrusive rocks of area, their thickness, conditions of 
an occurrence, average meanings of physical prope다ies is given to Fig 4.1 . 
The platform cover is established a little stratigraphic breaks. Most significant 
was an intrusion of Ingiliysky complex of alkaline rocks. 
Taking several points, where deposits of Yudomsky suite overlying on rocks of 
Ingiliysky intrusion, the composition of basal horizon are marked heavily 
weathered "theralite" almost wholly replaced with a sericite and with clay 
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Fig.-2.1 Geologic Map 
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Legend to Fig.2-1. 
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Legend to Fig.-4.1 
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(argillaceous) minerals and quite often having increased radio-activity. An 
opinion of some geologists (M~nbTo ， 1961) are relicts of an ancient crust 
weathering , covering an intrusion in Predydomskoe time. In other parts of 
structure a composition of basal horizon the dolomites by large shingle of 
eruptive rocks of different composition , feldspatic and quartz sandstones, 
siltstone etc. were fixed. 
The lower parts of a suite is marked prevalence of terrigenous rocks, which 
upwards to section sharply decreases. The qua야z layers and feldspathic 
sandstone are marked , aleurite of argillites, dolomite, which the spectral analysis 
establishes the increased contents of a niobium (0.015-0.024 %) and of rare 
earths (0.05-0.27 %). Large upper pa야 of Yudomsky suite compose of a fine
grained dolomite marble, which contain more or less constant quantities of a well 
rounded quaπz and of zirconium-bearing mineral complexes. As a rule, the sites, 
where are exposed layers zirconium-bearing is dolomite, are well mapped in 
aerogamma-survey by anomalies of a uranium with intensity 1.5-3.0x1 0-4 of %. 
Cambrian system is represented deposits variegated and Inikansky suites , 
which together with Yudomsky suite, will form according to stratified stratum. 
These deposits on east border(beyond the scope of) of area and are distributed 
in a central paπ of a synclinal near-fracture fold traced along Zapadny board of 
Nelkansky fault. The non-ferrous limestone and dolomites (variegated suite) are 
combined , with clay(argillaceous) , bituminiferous limestone alternated with 
siliceous limestone and marls (Inikansky suite) , general thickness atlains 72-
213m. An a fields survey of these deposits are mapped by anomalies of a 
uranium nature with intensity up to 4-5 x 10-4 % caused by increased 
clay(argillaceous) and of bituminiferous differences, and it is possible that 
specify finds of samples by the increased content of a zirconium. 
Quaternary rocks are represented 리luvial ， talus, glacial formation and karst 
cavities, and thickness up to 25-130 m. 
The Ingiliysky intrusion making a nuclear pa다 of dome structure has a complex 
structure and composition , that finds distinct reflection geophysical fields. 
The ij이 ites - melteigites forming a central part of a massif, are characterized by 
the increased rad ioactivity (U - 4 x 10-4 %, Th -10 x 10-4 %, K -1-1 ,5 %) and 
characterized by magnetic anomalies with intensity 
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% - more often as a reactionary fringe at a magnetite; a zircon up to 3-5 %; very 
much rare plagioclase from 5 % up to 10 %; a schorlomite up to 10 %. 
The pyroxenite and their metasomatic varieties break by veins and by dikes. 
Contact boundary, as a rule , equal or weakly meandering. The endocontact is 
carbonatite , forming sometimes monomineral veinlets more often. AII listed 
rocks are established an result of the documentation of five holes, a drilled in a 
valley river Ingilis up to depth 272 m (hole.42) and traced to strike on 900 m. 
Completely bodies of pyroxenite is not delineated. 
Anomaly, similar to intensity, (7850 Htn) is fixed to upper reaches creek Oguc. It 
has the isometric form with a diameter about 1,5 km. The alkaline rocks 
(syenites) , vein are mapped, veinlets and small bodies with coarse-grained 
magnetite is carbonatite. Apparently, the bodies of mineralized pyroxenite are 
blocked by these rocks, as they are not established to prospect hole (depth 4 m) , 
in a core of a hole (20 m). 
Ij이 ite - melteigite do not create a uniform body, and meet as mass of chaotically 
guided veins, streaky, lenses. Externally medium - coarse-grained rocks from 
light gray up to pink color occurs. Among them the ij이 ites are marked actually 
U다ity consisting of a nepheline (75-90 %) frequently completely replaced by a 
zeolite , or to cracks scapolite, aegerite with a diopside (up to 10 %), Melanite 
(10-12 %), sometimes by replaced diopside, vesuvianite, tremolite. Ij이ites are 
characterized from urtite with a little content of a nepheline (40-70 %) and by 
higher contents of aegerite - diopside (10-50 %), biotite (20-30 %), melanite (20-
30 %) and of aegerite (20 %). The content of an apatite, hastingsite and sphene 
reach 10%. The mineralogical analyse from the listed rocks is marked a zircon 
(cy미이ite) with the content up to 800 g/t and baddelyite up to 75 g/t. The bodies 
of ij이 ite - melteigite is surrounded with a ring of metasomatic rocks such as 
"theralite", frequently heavily carbonization and passing to an banded calcite 
carbonatites of 1 generation. A ring bodies of "theralite" , carbonatite, has width 
from 2.5 km to north and east up to 500 m in the south and general area 18 km2 • 

The metasomatic development of "theralite" on the one hand on ijolite -
melteigite, and from other to metamorphic rocks of Archean is established. 
Among theralite and carbonatite of 1 generations , the numerous bodies of the 
irregular form with the size up to 0.5 km2 and 
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Most late - massive calcite carbonatites of 11 generations replacing theralite, 
Syenite, ijolite - melteigite and carbonatites of 1 generation , and also massive 
dolomite carbonatites P generations forming a veins among an ij이 ite - melteig ite , 
metamorphic rocks and veined alkaline rocks. A saturation by carbonatites of 
theralite, the ij이 ite - melteigite, Syenite is so great, and character of their 
distribution and forms of bodies are so complex what to divide (especially without 
large volume of field works) them not always probably. 8esides the basic rock
forming minerals they contain an apatite, magnetite, zeolite, zircon, pyrochlore, 
orthite, monazite, pyrite, rutile , sphene, carbonates of rare earth and oxides of 
uranium. Apparently, plenty accessory, frequently of radioactive minerals, the 
carbonatites and rocks enclosing them will form anomalies uranium - thorium 
kalium of a nature radio-activity (U up to 10 x 10-4 %, Th up to 30 x 10-4 %, K up 
to 4 %), which fix sites of the maximum development of carbonatite. Whole limits 
of a massif on aerogammaspectrometry is allocated 7 such sites, as a rule, 
poorly investigated , but representing the certain interest on deposits of a 
niobium, tantalum, phosphorus and of rare earth. 
Other formation type of the ultra basic rocks is the inglitite , forming of pipes of 
explosion and picrate widely displayed. These bodies of the majority are blocked 
deposits of Yudomsky suite, but confidently are mapped by anomalies of a 
magnetic field . The mineral and element composition are investigated on core 
samples selected from holes, striped this body (KapcaKoBa.1990). 
Paleozoic intrusions is represented medium grained rock by dikes is diabasic, 
gabbro-diabases, olivine is diabasic. The endocontact zone of these rocks is 
weak recristalized and get shape of basalts. The thickness of them varies from 5-
10M to 30-60 M, and to strike they are traced from 0.3-0.5 km up to 3-5 km, less 
often more, and some of them (for example Great dike Algoma, to an axial zone 
Uchuro - Ingiliisky of a fault) are traced without interruption on distance up to 300 
km. Azimuths of a strike them 20-45 0 , azimuths of dip 110-1250 , angle dips up to 
700 • 

The enclosing rocks on contact with diabases are locally transformed in an 
albite - quaπz metasomatite, locally skarned, are usually silicified to sedimentary 
rocks and as small quartz is streaky, rare of veins by thickness 10-20 cm, pyrite 
is insignifican 
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such fa비ts are difficulty diagnosed by geological methods. But they have the 
important prospecting meaning, such as a karst zones frequently develops, and 
the processing of zirconium-bearing stratum in the rich disintegrated ores 
representing the basic value of a revealed new type of deposits will be formed . 
To limits of Ingiliysky ore area on perspective area 600-700 km2, except 
Algaminsky deposit is revealed more than 30 points of zirconium and 
accompanying mineralization (hafnium, tungsten, niobium, y야rium ， rare earth 
and more ten perspective gamma - anomaly). 
AII ores occurrences, revealed to the present time, and perspective geophysical 
anomalies locate to f1anks of dome-like structure , in radius of 5-20 km from its 
central pa미， which is occupied by Ingiliysky intrusion of the ultra basic alkaline 
rocks and carbonatite, as described by the increased concentration of zirconium
bearing minerals (zircon, baddelyite, eudialyte, cyrt이ite ， gelzircon, schorlomite) . 
The basic data of geologic - geophysical , mining - borehole, laboratory, 
mineralogical - technological works are executed to Algaminsky deposit. 
Baddelyite - zirconium of ores examined on the questions of a prospecting and 
explorations, the conditions of an occurrence and formations of ores, and their 
technological processing were studied . 
The perspective sites of Ogus, Tac-ts, Tac-Yura, Diring , Pabluchan, anomaly 501 
and 309 are investigated by geological routes from trenches and holes (anomaly 
501 and 309). Other points of a mineralization are mapped by geological routes 
with aerogammaspectometry anomalies. 
The detailed characteristics of Algaminsky deposit and perspective sites by an 
estimation of resources are given below. 

4.2. Vodorazdelny ore - placer unit 

Vodorazdelny ore - placer unit, is located to divide of river systems 
Bolshoy Kandyk and river Taima and occupies 25-30km to north to east from 
Ingiliysky area, the area about 200 km2(Fig. 2.1). Geological survey on scale of 
1 :200000 displays of uranium was executed and extensive development of 
carbonatization and silicifications was mapped. The mineral occurrence of a 
radioactivity and other accompanying elements, including zirconium is not 
established because of an extreme subtlety of an investigated material. By the 
description, the talus occurrence is represented by loose rocks, in which a 
significant composition is a grains and fragments of qua다z ， and also geode, 
secretion , sometimes druse crystals. 
Ore - placer unit formed by terrigenous-carbonated deposits of May and Uisky 
series and Yudomsky suite. By available data, intrusive rocks are represented 
by dikes of diabasic Riphean age. 
The revealed contents of a zirconium in a talus are insignificant (0.02 %), but, 
taking into account an imperfection used them laboratory base çmd unusual type 
of a mineralization, and also weak exploration of ore - placer unit allow positively 
to estimate prospects of this field and to count up potential resources. 
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Accompanying elements is represented by a niobium, yttrium, zinc with the 
contents up to 0.03%. 
The terrigenous-carbonated rocks of all suites in limits of Nelkansky thrust 
"zadrani" fall to the paπ of Yudomo - May deflection. To carbonaceous rocks 
the karst is developed. Taking into account that fact, the horizons enriched with a 
zirconium and extremely complex tectonic conditions to a zone of thrust (an 
intensive jointing , splitting , cataclasm etc.) are marked, it is possible to expect 
that promote formation of rich "Ioose" ores as Algoma deposit. 

4.3. Lower - Gorbinsky ore - placer unit 

Lower - Gorbinsky ore - placer unit is located to an interfluve of the rivers 
Yudoma and Gorbis crossing of Nelkansky thrust and of tectonic dislocation of 
a sublatitudinal strike to 80 km to north - northeast from center of Ingiliysky area 
(Fig.-2.1). Ore - placer unit was revealed from geological survey of scale 
1 :200000. The general area , delineated to content of a zirconium 0.1 % in 
lithogeochemical samples, attains about 300 km2. The mineral form of zirconium 
carrier is not established. The samples selected from springs contain a 
zirconium reaches up to 1.0 %. A limit of ore - placer unit is increased content of 
rare Earth (niobium, yttrium) up to 0.03 %. 
Nelkansky thrust are exposed terrigenous-carbonated rocks of May and Uisky 
series, and in a trailing wing of a thrust, where the basic part of a field , mainly 
carbonaceous rocks of Riphean - Vendian (Yudomsky suite) and Cambrian 
(deposit variegated, Inikansky, Chaiskoi and other suites) is located. Small dikes 
of porphyry syenite represent an intrusive rock to limits. Structural - tectonic 
conditions even more complexes, than described above unit. It is possible to 
expect a numerous heterooriented zone of splitting, jointing, cleavage and 
cataclasm and , connected with karst cavities filled loose inflows pa다 ， which from 
can appear ore. 
Exploration to Vodorazdelny and lower - Gorbinsky ore - placer units is weak 
(scale 1 :200000). 

4.4. Source and genesis of a zirconium mineralisation 

By absence of knowledge of a zirconium mineralisation type similar to 
"Algoma" for optimization prospecting and prospecting works, the important 
meaning is got by a problem of finding a sources of zirconium mineralization in 
carbonaceous stratums and genesis of a mineralization . It is necessa깨 to 
recognize that the stage study of Algaminsky deposit is enough reasonable. 
Taking into account that the most probable source of enrichment zirconium and 
of mineralization, the carbonaceous stratums of Ingiliysky area are the rocks of a 
ultra-basic-alkaline complex, the geochemical features of zirconium-bearing 
minerals displayed in the intrusion, find out of possible ways of their 
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transportation , chemical dissolution and subsequent concentration to the 
shallow seas and lagoons, continuous ring surrounding Ingiliysky dome to 
Yudomsky time. 
The zirconium in intrusion rocks is present as a zircon, cy다이ite ， baddelyite, 
eudialyte, and also zirconium-bearing schorlomite. In appreciable amounts of 
0.03-0.05 % less often up to 3-5 % are marked into syenites, ijolite - melteigite, 
carbonatites (especially in calcite banded carbonatites of 1 generation), and also 
in dike bodies of different composition widely distributed as among rocks of an 
intrusion, and in environmental terrigenous-carbonated and metamorphic rocks. 
As a rule , actually zirconium minerals in carbonatites, syenites and other rocks 
are distributed not in regular intervals, and the content their artificial heavy 
concentrates (milled for mineralogical analyze) change from 10 up to 800 gft. 
The baddelyite is reliably diagnosed only in apatitized ij이ite - melteigite by the 
contents milled for mineralogical analyse up to 75 gft as crystals by the size of 
0.5-0.8 mm. 
Caref비 laboratory researches to zirconium, selected from rocks of a Ingiliysky 
massif, have resulted the researchers (M~Il bTO ， 1958; HeKpacoB, 1989) to a 
conclusion , that a significant pa다 of zirconium in this intrusion is represented 
easily decomposed , radioactive, already pa다ially hydrated by a variety - cyrt이ite . 

Zircon, less often cy다이ite usually will form idiomorform crystals from 0.1 up to 
1.0 mm and smallest (0.01-0.05 mm) rounded inclusions into a biotite and 
zeolite. The zirconium mineralization by processes of a zeolitization is sometimes 
enough precisely established . The schorlomite in significant quantities meets into 
ij이ites ， urtite, Tinguaite and ij이ite - melteigite of a central nucleus. In last content 
shorlomite change from 10 up to 30 %, it is already rock-forming mineral and will 
form crystals. 
The spectral analysis in zircons establishes the increased contents of a niobium, 
yttrium (up to 1 %) and tantalum (0,1 %). The ratio of a tantalum and of niobium 
changes into significant limits from 1: 1 0 to 1 :40 sometimes being increased up to 
1:5 - 1 :8. The forms of these elements into a zircon are not established , but in a 
lot of carbonatites, where the increased contents of a niobium and of tantalum 
are found out, are not marked niobiumbearing minerals, except a zircon. Relative 
quantities of a zircon in these rocks in whole is corre 
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After formations of Ingiliysky intrusion , the hot and damp climate 
(Y비aKoB.1984) was begun formation of crusts weathering , their washout and 
redeposition. 
As known, the mechanical disintegration concedes a chemical decay by 
simultaneous increase of range transportation of a terrigenous material , 
migration of the dissolved substances, degree selected , and also numerous 
redeposition of a material , especially in periods of tectonic activity of territory, up 
to a final place. In conditions of hot and damp climate , the unstable minerals 
collapse are formed polymineral , and later the rock of monomineral. Usually from 
monomineral sand formation obliged chemical decay. AII these processes find 
reflection in a section of Yudomsky suite - formation of Lowers section(lower 
member) mainly of terrigenous rocks , by horizons of sandstones enriched with 
zirconium-bearing minerals (2-5 %) of appreciable dimension , by relicts of an 
ancient crust weathering into basal horizons. Apparently, a washout of these 
horizons is connected to alluvial formation of zircon of recent river Flat and Tac
\.ts. The physical erosion concede a p:ace of chemical decay when begin to be 
formed crusts weathering of cori1plete profile, which the minerals more thin size 
prevai l. The removal and deposits of such products weathering in the adjacent 
shallow seas and lagoons were generated rocks of monomineral (dolomites, 
limestone with grains of a rounded quaπz and lenses of quaπz sandstone), 
reflecting existence in Yudomsky time a low relief and wide development of 
processes deep chemical weathering. It is one variants of zirconium-bearing 
dolomite formation , to which in a consequence the ore fields of a Algaminsky 
deposit were formed. 
The precomputation show, that the quantity of zirconium contained of eroded 
part of a massif Ingilis, suffices to formation of ore fields of this metal by the 
account of the most courageous estimations of potential resources. Takoes, 
accepting the average contents of a zirconium in intrusive and metasomatic 
rocks in 0.05 % and considering , that half of zirconium dispersion in silicate 
minerals, and other includes in composition of own minerals (zircon , cyrt이ite ， 

baddelyite etc.) , it is possible to determine a share of a zirconium, which can be 
released with erosion 1 km3 of rocks: 1 x 109m3 x 2.85 tlm3 x 0.05 x 0.5: 100 = 
0.71 mil. ton. It is possible to assume, that with the present area of a mass 
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is present in metasomatically altered rocks of Ingiliysky massif, in which the 
redeposition weathering products can be a source of primary enrichment of 
tungsten. Thus, source zirconium and accompanying mineralization in 
terrigenous-carbonated stratums of Yudomsky suite can be only Ingiliysky 
massif, as of foreseeable affinity from the revealed ores occurrence there are no 
other possible sources of zirconium, as neither dikes of diabasic, nor of picrate 
pipe-like form. But it is necessary to recognize that dolomites mass of lump ore 
and trenching sample are established, low (0.1-0.5 - 1.0 %) content of a 
zirconium and only on local areas, where processes cata-metgenesis, probably 
metasomatite which has resulted in mobilization and redistribution of a zirconium 
mineralization . 
Carbonaceous, ore-enclosing rocks of Yudomsky suite is abnormal porous. The 
occurrence of pore connected, first of all , by process bi-cata-metagenesis, when 
there was a lithification and cementation of deposit, recrystalization , 
dolomitization, dissolution. The replacement of calcite by a dolomite causes 
reduction of volume of rock (up to 13 % from K.K.CeIlJll.1), that results in 
occurrence of an intercrystal porosity. One of the most important processes, in 
which result arises a secondary porosity, is the leaching conducting to 
occurrence of porosity of dissolution. And styloite seams frequently filled by a 
rhythmical - banded quartz or calcite marking this process, repeatedly were 
observed in carbonaceous rocks of area. The processes of bi-cata-metagenesis 
closely are connected to an occurrence not only new carbonaceous (aragonite, 
calcite, dolomite), but also new uncarbonaceous minerals: feldspars, kaolinite, 
montmorillonite, chalcedony, quartz, iron hydro-oxides etc. The feldspars 
distinguished as a separate-crystals (aH.501). Containing inclusions of a fine
grained calcite. The neogenesis of a silica are most various form and together 
with a dolomite, calcite, less often by others authentic minerals, carry out free 
spaces in carbonaceous rocks - pores, emptiness, various form, cavity, crack. 
Together with a quaπz and calcite in secretion crystallizes a baddelyite and 
zircon(Fig.-4.2). The sequence of minerogenesis is represented by 
I.Ya.NeKrasoBy. 
To loss from mineral solutions, the zirconium bearing mineral complex preceded 
process of a leaching dolomite and deposit in empt 
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Fig. 4.2. A baddelyite - calcite - quaπz ore. Structure colloforms - alternation 
streaky quartz, calcite and baddelyite. Light - quaπz ， gray - calcite, dark gray, 
black - baddelyite. Colorless - defective cracks of section , thin black lines -
cracks in covering glass. Section - 307218. Without the analyzer. .14x. 
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The mineral genesis is finished by an extract of a goethite, which sorbs a pa다 of 
a silica and zirconium. With a crystallization they concentrate into a silicate 
phase. The size of their extracts rare exceeds 20 microns. Oversaturated 
solutions and subsequent their crystallization deposits to walls cracks, pore, 
cavities, emptiness etc. It was characteristics that the first stage of enrichment 
and concentration zirconium and accompanying mineralization at the expense of 
a leaching solutions from dolomite, and also mobilization and redistribution of 
zirconium-bearing complexes to process bi-KaTa or metasomatite. The last 
manifestation can be connected with thick intrusion and extended dikes of 
Devonian diabasic and gabbro-diabases ,mapping in limits of Algaminsky 
deposit, in which exocontact zones joins the metasomatite, quartz and quartz -
calcite vein in the area and sometimes insignificantly brecciated (aH.501) rocks. 
The supply of zirconium-bearing complexes by hydrothermal solutions and their 
sedimentation in jointed and brecciated dolomites is not excluded at the expense 
of dissolution and leaching of a zirconium from Riphean, and it is possible that 
the layers carbonaceous and terrigenous rocks enriches its minerals. 
The second stage of Algaminsky deposit and all ores occurrence , known to the 
present, are connected by the subsequent development of karst processes. The 
result of karst formation - erosive forms occurred dissolution, leaching and debris 
of a carbonaceous component of rocks accompanying with their disintegration, 
formation of karst emptiness, a c이lapse of walls and overlapping by the 
subsequent dissolution of carbonaceous substance and by accumulation of 
sparingly soluble minerals at the bottom chambers to form deposits as separate 
more or less sustained strata and fields. Thus the intensity of a karst-formation 
to those or other sites of the investigated area, is enough precisely defined 
special geology - geomorphology conditions. 
At the same time the formation metasomatically silicified rocks (filling of various 
emptiness as a chalcedony and half-druse quartz) and argilite conducts to 
decrease a porosity . 
Their maximum concentration is marked to peripheries of Ingiliysky dome in 
moderately raised blocks (Algaminsky deposit, aH.309, site. Tac-K)p~x etc.). In 
other places, as a rule, located closer to epicentric dome, where process 
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as Malginsky, Cypandinsky and Lakhandinsky suites and by carbonatites (from 
calcite up to dolomite faces) actually of intrusive massif initially enriched with 
zirconium-bearing complexes and it was heavily advanced by metasomatic 
processes. 
AII these terrigenous-carbonated and intrusive carbonatites complexes are 
located to the block described complex tectonic conditions. The areas 
investigated (Algoma etc.) of ores occurrence are brecciated and broken with 
numerous cracks and represent favorable environment for karst processes. 
The filling of karst depressions and ore formation could occur both at the 
zirconium-bearing rocks and at the destruction of near removal of an intrusion. 
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v. Characteristic of Algoma deposit 

In Algaminsky deposit of baddelyite - zirconium ores, the identification of 
radiometric anomaly No 307 uranium natures registered aerogeophysical survey 
to limits of a stratum is revealed marbled dolomite of Yudomsky suite described 
practically with a zero background of a radio-activity. 
This anomaly was caused not only singularity its occurrence in dolomites, but 
also that it was "typical", since similar anomalies to a dolomite stratum was 
detected a little and all of them concentrated to flanks of a Ingiliisky dome. 
By trenches and samplings data of a core holes small drilling (depth up to 30 m) 
was established, that the anomaly of the increased radio-activity corresponds 
subhorizontally to occurring mineralized zone submitted by loose ores of quartz 
dolomite composition with the high contents to a two-oxide of a zirconium, 
reaching 3 % and more. In two kilometers to the south, to other part of a slope, 
the same hypsometric marks the same anomaly of a radio-activity (anomaly 
309A), that has allowed (on analogy by anomaly 307) to make the assumption of 
its perspectives and about distribution of a zirconium mineralization of significant 
area. 
The results have formed the basis for the areas 75 km2 with detailed prospecting 
scale in 1: 1 0000-1 :25000 , surveying with complex methods including 
metalometry, electroexploration BEZ, magnetic prospecting , geological routes by 
radiometric supervision, heading of trenches and of holes of a prospecting 
drilling. 
The experienced survey is carried out emanation. The drilling holes were 
accompanied by researches of holes by methods of a radioactive logging. 
A metallometric sampling of loose ore deposits on the area 100x20 m in limits of 
Algoma were revealed numerous secondary haloes of zirconium dispersion, 
mapping of outcrops to surface of ore fields, confined to zones of a karst
formation , and fixing separate fragments of dolomite formation , enriched with a 
zlrcomum. 
By method BEZ on the area 200x40 m with detailed elaboration 100x20 m was 
possible mapping and contour in the plan and to depth karst depressions 
executed loose, sometimes flooded , disintegrated rocks of carbonaceous 
composition, and methods radiometric and emanation(radon) surveys to allocate 
only to karst depressions, in which limits the localization of ore fields described, 
as a rule, increased radioactivity of a uranium nature and emanation 
radon(owing to disintegration of u 
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Material and chemical composition of samples is investigated to various 
laboratories such as scientific organizations (DVIMS, IMGPE, VNIIHT, DBGI 
etc.). 
This complex methods by the aerogeophysical (gamma - spectrometry, 
magnetometer, electroexploration by a method CDBP) surveys scale 1: 1 0000 
are established prospecting characteristics to perspective sites (confirmed by 
results host and borehole works) , which have allowed purpose to carry out 
prospecting and estimated works, and also to give a potential estimation of the 
newareas. 
The basic characteristics of localization to mineralization are: 

Aerogammaspectrometry anomaly is essential for a uranium nature 
radio-activity; 
Secondary haloes of a zirconium; these characteristics are allocated 
as "hard" (d이omites ， enriched with zirconium-bearing minerals,), and 
"Ioose" (same dolomites in a zone of a karst) ore; 
The alluvial haloes of a zirconium, if a washout are exposed mainly 
zirconium-bearing variety of ores; 
Aeromagnetic, less often than anomaly CDBP, dikes and tectonic 
dislocations caused by the jointing; 
Anomalies of conductivity to method BEZ, karst cavities filled loose, 
frequently f100ded deposits, their depth and sometimes fragments of 
an internal structure of such cavities (outliers is dolomite, local 
deepening, uplift etc.); 
Anomaly radon above of karst cavities or zones of a jointing, ore 
fields to depths up to 20 m and more; 
The data gamma - logging, under favorable conditions ofaX-ray
radiometric logging fixing in a section of the ore fields marked by a 
increased radio-activity (gamma - logging) or the contents of a 
zirconium (PPK). 

The carried out result of complex researches was revealed Algaminsky deposit 
and investigated prospecting stages to baddelyite - zirconium ores and lot 
perspective sites. The basic object of field works and drillings is concentrated to 
limits of central paπ of Algaminsky deposit (anomaly 307 and 309A). 
The basic network of borehole holes made 800x800 m and 400x400 m, 
northern flank of a deposit (zone Glavny) is investigated in more dense network -
100x20 m. Other perspective anomalies and ores occurrence is investigated 
only by geological routes and rare trenches (in rare cases by holes). 
Binding a network of geological - geophysical supervision, of field works and of 
holes to districts was carried out by use the field-traverse of courses and 
networks analytical points. Definition of horizontal distances between station was 
carry outed by a tape. 
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5.1. Geological structure of a deposit 

The deposit Algoma is located to northern slopes of Ingiliysky dome of 15 
km from a central part of the same named massif of the ultra basic alkaline 
rocks. The deposit area is combined by terrigenous-carbonated deposits of 
Yudomsky suite of Vendian , lithologic characteristics divided to two members: 
Lowerdome and Upperdome. The lower member is combined by thickness 110-
130 m alternated with marbled dolomites , sandstone, qua다z sandstone to 
glauconite, with lenses sedimentary of brachia. Thickness of the upper member 
attains 110m. Marbled dolomites with interlayer and lenses dolomite, 
sandstone, sedimenta깨 of brachia, the Lowers gritstone sharply is prevail. 
The deposits of Yudomsky suite occur to sharp angular unconformity to 허| 
more ancient rocks developed in deposit area, have a weak inclination to 
northern points conformable by a general inclination of wings in Ingiliysky dome. 
Complex aerogeophysical survey data, land magnetimetric and radiometric 
works of rock forming suite are not dismembered , as they not magnetic and 
poorly radioactive. By results of gamma - logging in holes , a background radio
activity of rocks to the upper member is 1,5-3,0 MKp/hours; Lower - 5-10 
MKp/hours. The composition of rocks is explained by prevalence Lower members 
of a terrigenous component. 
Enclosing mineralization to essential carbonaceous rocks are investigated to a 
column of a core hole NQ 47, and also to separate samples selected in the 
process of prospecting works. Holes and talus are characterized by identical 
features of a structure and of composition. The structures of carbonaceous rocks 
and qua야zite were concurrent characteristics sedimentary and metamorphic 
(metasomatic) rocks. Sedimentary structural - textural characteristics are well 
observed from rounded grains of qua다z ， field spars, zircon , primary and 
mapping of the stratification is primary fine-grained structure of carbonaceous 
rocks. Characteristics indicating recrystalization , the process of metagenesis of 
primary sedimentary and authentic minerals, of a metasomatite and of contact 
metamorphism , granoblastic, mosaic, idiomorphic structure of dolomite marbles, 
regeneration around clastic grains of a quaπz causing granoblastic, mosaic 
structure of qua다zite . 

As already it was marked above, a large part of Yudomsky suite (especially its 
upper member) forms of a fine-grained dolomite marble (Fig .-5.1). It is 
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Fig.5.1 . Quartz secretion texture in a fine-grained dolomite marble. A texture of 
crustification in the zones of mosaic, colloform (radial - fibrous) 
Light gray - quartz, a quartz concentrically - zone (gray and dark gray) amygdale 
and geode combined quartz (chalcedony by positive lengthening), dark gray -
granoblastic units of a dolomite. The coloring alizarin has shown complete 
absence of a calcite. 
Section-48139, Drill-47, Depth-46.25. Without the analyzer. 12x. 

Constant impurity - calcite (aragonite) and quartz which are carrying out an 
angular interstitial , secretion of the irregular form and veinlets (thickness no more 
than 1-3 mm), sometimes impregnation of a pyrite, clastic grain of a zircon , 
tourmaline, apatite, magnetite. Dolomite marbles are established following 
varieties: micro-fine (most widespread) , - non-uniform granular, less often 
medium and coarse-grained; oncolite(most widespread) , katagraphic, 
stromat이ithic ， bioform, quartz-argillite (5-10 % a quartz), quartz - sandy (10-50 % 
of a quartz), calcite-bearing(5-10 % of a calcite) , calcite - dolomite (10-50 % of a 
calcite) , secretion quartz, secretion quartz-calcite etc. 
Marbles quite often presence the clastic and secretion quartz, which was formed 
not result from the imposed process of recrystalization of clastic quartz (this 
quartz is everywhere , being exposed regeneration). 
The universal distribution of secretion calcite, dolomite, quartz, aragonite 
concerns to characteristics of carbonaceous rocks of Yudomsky suite. 
They have the various sizes: from a microscopic up to the first meters in a 
diameter. The forms are irregular, nodular, lenticular branching. 
Volume of a layer is widespread in regular intervals, but a layer to a layer varies 
from rare to 30-50 of % of volume of a layer. Secretion have a zoning texture 
indicating to filling cavities from walls to center with formation of zoning quartz 
crystals , calcite, dolomite, aragonite druse, cOlloforms, crustification , banded , 
concentrically - zone, radial , shell forms. Does not cause that secretion in 
overwhelming majority carry out empty in carbonaceous rocks. 
The distribution of secretion that does not break the continuity of strata, does not 
fix and does not trace a way of progress of solutions, as it is observed in 
hydrothermal veins. Structure of dolomite are various , massive (in limits of a 
layer), layered, spotty, brecciation, lamination, crustificaton, druse, cavern , 
porous, stylolitic, relict. Argilitic quartzite (Fig.-5.2) may be formed by low-thick 
layers in carbonaceous thresholds. It is usual quartz sandstone, the 
recrystalized quartz cement presumably is authentic origin. The similar rounded 
quaπz grains from recrystalized quartz and feldspar are everywhere 
widespread in dolomite marbles, giving transitions from pure marbles to pure 
qua다zite . The primary - sedimentary quaπz sandst 
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Fig.5.2. Fine-grained argilitic quartzite and medium-grained feldspar-quartz 
sandstone. A massive texture. Granoblastic mosaic texture. Accessory -
tourmaline, zircon, apatite. Impurities - hydromica,dickite. Light - gray- wholly 
recrystalized by quartz, rendered grains of a quartz, dark gray, black -
recrystalized rounded grains of feldspars mainly of microcline, rare othoclase, 
albite - andesine. Small circles - bubble air. Section-48138, Drill-47, Depth-45, 
75M. V매thout the analyzer. 14x. 

Impurity is rounded grains of a microcline and plagioclase. Cement is mainly 
quartz, but there are differences with carbonate, limonite, gelzircon with a 
component of usual 5-20%. Onkolitic dolomites (Fig.5.3) forming perfect 
horizons, usually have pelitomorphic, crypto- and fine-grained , and also 
unequigranular (from crypto up to 0.5MM) texture. 
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Fig.5.3. Oncolitic dolomite. Oncolitic texture, cement with a basal 
microcrystalline, dolomite. Oncolite about 1 mm has concentrically - zoning 
texture, 2-5 zones, cryptocrysta씨ne texture, dolomite composition. White - empty 
in nucleuses oncolite and defective empty section. The coloring has shown 
complete absence of a calcite. Section MP-11 . Drill-49, Depth-65,9M. Anomaly 
307. Without the analyzer.14x. 

Oncolite represent spherical and rounded form of dolomite formation with the 
size from 0.1 up to 3-5 mm. They have concentrically - zoning texture caused by 
spherical exine (3-5 up to 10-15) crypto- and of micro-granular texture. The 
nucleuses of oncolite can be not filled , but usually are combined with the 
microcrystalline unit of a calcite, less often quartz. 
Morphological characteristic of Yudomsky suite is widespread in Lower paπs of a 
dolomite stratum (oHKom1ToBbI Vl a layer). They are considered as a component of 

Yudomsky complex microphitolite of Siberia. ( Conclusion is given 
M.C.HH빼HbIM. V1TlIIr With a AN USSR, 19.02.199이. The definition of organic 
carbon is executed in several samples of carbonaceous rocks (analyst 
V1 .B.KlIITaeB, 디BrV1): NQ 02053-0.87-0.95 %; H-31-0.04-0.10 of %; T-72-0.02-0.05 
of % Copr. 
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Except the above described rocks, insignificant distribution of the slates -
aleurolite, pelitic coals, clay(argillaceous) , interlayer, forming a lenticular, in 
carbonaceous rocks and quartzite. The loose deposits of a continuous cover with 
thickness from 1 meters to 50-60 m in the deposit area interrupts only the edge 
of terraces and rare exposures. The conditions of formation (though to 
composition and structural - textural) are identical features and visually not 
distinguishable, they can be divided into two large groups: deposits of karst 
cavities - inflow, perflow and usual eluvial , eluvial - talus, talus and proluvium 
deposits. The thickness of latter does not exceed 2-3 m, and a clastic material 
and cementing sandy - clay(argillaceous) fractions are close spatial connection 
with rocks undergone erosion . Composition , grade, ratio between clastic and 
sandy - clay (argillaceous) with fractions inflow and perflow to direct depends on 
forms , sizes, duration of formation of karst cavities, and also from changes of 
deposition environment determined by a degree of mobility, flood ing and flowing 
underground lakes and chambers, where there was accumulation. 
Of intrusive rocks to limits of Algaminsky deposit , surface bodies are mapped 
only to the diabasic rocks and the gabbro-diabases , which is large pa다 of 
apophysises of the largest structure - great dikes Algoma, to an axial zone, 
traced to, Uchuro - Ingiliisky fault. The endocontact zone of these rocks is weak 
crystallization and gets shape of basalt. The thickness varies from 5-10 M to 30-
60 M , and the strikes are traced from 0,3-0,5 km up to 3,0 km, and some of them 
up to 300 km, leaving far beyond a deposit. The azimuths of a strike make 20-
45。’ azimuth of dip 1100 -1250 , corner of dip up to 700 . 

The intensity of a magnetic field caused by dikes, varies from 100 up to 300 HTn. 
In spectrometer fields, the dikes are marked by importance decrease of gamma 
- activity and concentration PA3 (U-1-2 x 10-40/0, Th-2-3 x 10-40/0, K-0.5 of 0/0). 
The exocontact dikes are marked hydrothermal processing of enclosing rocks. 
The carbonaceous rocks of Yudomsky suite is expressed an occurrence of 
albitites, sericite or muscovite - carbonate-quartz rocks and quartz 
metasomatites. The albitites have a brecciation texture, prismatic granular and 
sites cataclatic structure. Mineral composition: an albite 55-75 0/0, magnetite and 
ilmenite 10-15 0/0; more late stage minerla 
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chalcedony-calcite cement) rocks is located practically to whole area of a deposit 
Algoma. Except fa비ts healed by dikes, deposit areas are marked the diaclasis 
(fa비ts without displacement) , which are not accompanied by any significant 
shows of hydrothermal alterations, except calcitization as nests and small 
streaky, less often geode and secretion executed by a microcrystalline quartz 
("e>K에<VI") or aragonite. The latler is more characteristic for diaclasis, which the 
karst develops. As a rule, such faults are hardly traced to districts and 
congestion of an aragonite are good markers with their mapping , that the 
practice of prospecting works was widely used. 

5.2. Feature of a zirconium mineralization and 
morphology of ore fields 

By results of geological survey, data of a holes and beds of trenches of the 
upper pa다 of Yudomsky suite, the ore-enclosing marble is the quaπz - calcite 
secretion and have an abnormal porosity of dolomite with the thickness 40-50 M. 

The patch of dolomite in the basic ore fields , the zirconium and accompanying 
tools, described by the increased radioactivity and consequently confidently 
correlated with data gamma - logging. 
Rudny fields have the strata form and subhorizontal occurrence. Thickness of 
ore intervals are variable 0,4 up to 8 M and more. The contents of a dioxide 
zirconium changes as a wide range - From 0.1 % up to 12 %, and in separate 
intervals reach 22-52 %. Complex geological - geophysical data and a sampling 
of holes in limits of the upper patch of three hypometric levels are completed. 
Zirconium and accompanying mineralization (612 M, 592 M, 565 M) with 
thickness of 20-27 M are mapped. A lower stratums of Yudomsky suite is 
revealed two zirconium mineralization, which the lenses of quartz sandstone and 
confined sedimentary of brachia of width 0,3 M up to 2 M are contained a 
zirconium dioxide of 2-3,5 %.The established occurrence of ore fields is 
supposed to significant area. 
However it is necessary to note that the productive congestion, revealed to the 
present time, zirconium and accompanying mineralization are confined to zones 
heavily karst of dolomite, marked by methods of electroexploration, anomalies of 
electroconductivity. By drilling data, the content of a zirconium from outside karst 
zones in dense dolomites make more than tenth percent. By interpretation of 
electro- survey works by a method B33, Algaminsky deposit is allocated to some 
zones of an intensive karst-formation in dolomites. 
The majority from them gravitate to f1at slopes of a relief dividing river systems a 
Large Kandyk and Ingilis are and confined to boards of broad gullies creeks 
Algoma, Tac-Yura, Pabluchan etc. , draining an ore field. Algoma, Tac-yuya, 
Pabkuchan ore field , as a rule, are accompanied by secondary haloes of 
zirconium dispersion in a talus with the contents of 0,03-0,9 % and radiometric 
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anomalies. The investigated pa미 of Algaminsky deposit is allocated to Zapadny, 
Glavny and Yuzhny zone of karst-formation. 
The electroexploration in Zapadny zone is traced to submeridional direction on 
extent more than 2,5 km and locates to western flanks of Algaminsky ore field. 
Neither to strike, nor to width it completely do not contour and not investigated. 
The single trenches and one hole in limits of this zone establish loose ores with 
the contents of zirconium dioxide 0,6-1 % with thickness of 0,5-1 m. 
Glavny zone locates to the boards of creek Algoma more than 5.8 km and traced 
by anomaly of electroconductivity to extent with width of 500-800 m. 
The southern branch of anomaly is located to zone of great dikes Algoma and 
more small dikes, accompanying it has a submeridional strike in a talus(drift 
beds) and accompanied by haloes of zirconium dispersion. 
Northwest flank of Algaminsky deposit is not investigated by trenches and holes. 
One trench (trench 23) strips the loose disintegrated ores with the contents of a 
dioxide zirconium 2 % in thickness 1 m. Vostochny branch anomaly of a 
sublatitudinal strike to an interval 850 M is investigated by trenches and holes. 
AII investigated intervals strips the loose disintegrated ores, in which the basic 
reserves of a zirconium dioxide of Algaminsky deposit established to the 
present time by holes and trenches. The southern anomaly of conductivity 
appropriate to the same name zone of a karst, is traced to extent of 1,8 km and 
striped by holes and trenches. The south flank of anomaly is not completely 
delineated. Glavny and Yuzhny area of karst-formation divided in an interval 
with length of 1,2 km are connected to Central , paπi려Iy blocked , karst zone, 
which have a depth 70-130 m by drilling data of holes. 
By the overwhelming majority of holes, drilled to such " islands - crosspieces " 
combined by dolomites, are established widely the karst formation processes as 
large empty sometimes filled sandy - clay (argillaceous) in loose rocks, 
sometimes empty, located the near zone above on verticals distance of 1-5 
meters. Poperechny profile of the opened karst - erosive forms trough -, V
figurative, block or irregular form. Boards flat (especially downwards to slope) or 
steep, frequently well expressed block form, probably, to result of a roof of the 
karst chamber, with above which the slope sharply flatlen outs, forming a terrace 
bench. Boards and botloms of the karst 
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On the contrary, underground karst, as a rule, heavily is flooded: small 
reservoirs constantly are marked. The underground water level is rather stable 
and it depends on quantity of atmospheric precipitation. 
The flooding complicates the drilling works. The general karst deposits is 
possible to allocate two faces structural eluvial and unstructured inflow. 
Faces structural eluvial is represented by the destroyed dolomites. It is 
weathered rock of a massive or platy structure , usually is much jointing, and 
sometimes contains irregular lenses and interlayer of a dolomite flour or 
carbonaceous clay. The cavities - empty of the irregular form have the sizes from 
1 mm up to several centimeters and more. Frequently they are extended as 
chains along cracks, largest locate to their crossing and have the irregular form. 
Already this sedimentary stage developing to dolomites by formation of the 
micro-karst forms brightly demonstrates selectivity in development of a karst -
weakened zones. The cavities are executed by crystals of a calcite, terrigenous 
with a carbonaceous material, hydroxide iron, sometimes chalcedony or half
druse quartz. The destroyed dolomites serve a role of karst deposits. 
The faces unstructured inflows is combined by a dolomite flour and by 
carbonaceous clays. The dolomite flour is white or light yellow, with a 
ferrogenization - brown, different shades, loose powder mass sandy - aleurolite 
of composition. The deposits contain a chaotic gruss and detritus of dolomite, 
geode, and secretion of a chalcedony and of half-crystal quartz. For well 
disintegrated unstructured inflow(that is usual average pa다s of a section) 
the low density are characteristic thin granulometric composition, some sorting. 

The filling of karst depressions consists, apparently,in volume, that each of them 
represented the detached basin of sedimentation. The valuable component, as 
well as all clastic material , could arrive in such basin only of neighboring territory 
or directly from karsk layer. The sedimentation in them occurred under the 
conditions of stabilization of tectonic conditions of a flat relief that defined weak 
changes of environment of accumulation such as stagnant lake reservoirs, low 
level of processing of a productive material , its thin granulometric composition. 
The additional portions of valuable components could get in the destroyed 
dolomites or stagnant reservoirs and as a 
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are striped by holes . Most investigated zone to the present time is Glavny, and 
in its limits of ore field Glavny , representing the upper, most productive, ore 
layer. The outcrop of an ore field Glavny opened to surface is striped by five 
trenches and traced to strike to 850 m. Rudny layer is represented heavily by 
disintegrated rocks of quartz - carbonaceous of composition with a rich 
zirconium mineralization. By trenching sampling data of walls and beds of 
trenches , the content of a dioxide zirconium in ore sections change from 2.0 % 
up to 12 % ,with thickness from 1.0 up to 1.8 m. 
On extent 850 M to strike and in width 170-270 M the ore field Glavny is striped 
by 91 hole on networks 100x20 M, therefore the subhorizontal occurrence of an 
ore layer from undulating conformity with the karst cavities filled inflows deposits 
is established , the features of material composition of ores by the analysis 
trenching are investigated, and 38 mineralogical - technological of samples, and 
also its morphology. The cross and longitudinal sections of the ore field is 
characterized by changeable thickness from 0.5 up to 6.6 m. 
A roof and undulated amplitude + 5 up to -14 M concerning a level 612 M. The 
sites with the maximum amplitude in a uplift ore layer inserts or has the minimal 
thickness (Drill-215, 216, 219, 246, 247, 292, 293, 319 etc.) 
Low contents of a dioxide zirconium, and maximum amplitudes of submersion 
correspond to the greatest thicknesss of an ore field (hole.212, 213, 214, 237, 
254-259) and the lenses of richest (7,6-12,6 % up to 52 %) ores are confined. 
The filling of the karst depressions represented by self detached basin of a 
sedimentation, is emphasized " synclinal " by the form of an ore layer an in each 
chamber irrespective of its sizes and length. 
The ore occurring in a natural occurrence is represented a gruss - c1ay 
(argillaceous) by a material brown, gray, sometimes white color among loose 
karst formation , similar to appearance. The ore-bearing zones in a geological 
section have not a distinct border and allocated only with data gamma - logging 
by the increased radioactivity with intensity t씨 500. 
The productive ore bodies in limits of abnormal zones are allocated by results of 
sampling. In overwhelming majority of cases a zone increased radio-activity and 
ore bodies spatially are concurrent. 
The distribution of a dioxide zirconium on thickness of an ore field is 
characterized by "sharp" transitions from storm u 
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north and south is striped a 39 sites by holes; 12 of them is the industrial 
contents of a dioxide zirconium with the average contents 4,06 % with average 
thickness of 1.91 m. Lower two layer with the content from 0,73 % up to 10 % 
and thickness 0,7-1 ,5 M are striped by rare sections of trenches and holes and 
are not investigated in detail , it may be considered as reliable and significant 
volume and resources. 

5.3. Types of ores 

Zirconium-bearing ores deposit is represented by "Ioose" disintegrated 
differences. The "hard" ores are met in boundary of a deposit as separate loose 
differences or as bodies of insignificant extent. 
"Hard" ores are understood bed, slightly weathered secretion dolomites and 
dolomite marble, in which the veinlets and neogenesis of a quartz, calcite, 
limonite with minerals zirconium (baddelyite, gelzircon), and also brachia 
impregnated and a densely-impregnated variety of qua야z - dolomite, quartz -
dolomite calcite rocks with the increased high contents of a zirconium. 
Zirconium brachia ore of a texture filling by the shattered material secretion and 
dolomite marbles cemented new - formation with a gelzircon, baddelyite, calcite, 
quartz, limonite peculiar more often. The neo-formation of a calcite and quartz 
occurs simultaneously or close, but after zirconium minerals. They fill in the 
space, grasping units of a gelzircon and of baddelyite and partially 
metasomatically repJacing them, also dolomite and quartz secretion of dolomite 
and of marbles. Rudny veinlets formed after a regional metamorphism , a 
dolomite marble contained in a carbonate - quartz formation of brachia. In such 
ore brachia the fragments of dolomite marbles, crystals of a dolomite locates in 
the cement combined by a gelzircon, baddelyite, neoformation calcite and by 
quartz and locally limonite 
The occurrence of a limonite is streaky, films of irregular extracts , probably 
connected to decomposition of sulfides, a debris of iron from karst rocks and by 
deposit of hydroxides and of oxides iron in a zone of oxidation. 
The "Ioose" ores represent inflow, forming a sill bodies in karst dolomite marbles. 
The "hard" ores were striped by trenches and by holes on areas of anomalies 
205 and 501 , geological - prospecting anomalies 309 and site Diring. 
On Algaminsky deposit, the "hard" ores are met as fragments, blocks, secretion 
of the formation representing a relict "outliers" of bed ores subject intensive 
disintegration karst formation by processes, subject. The spatial location of 
development of "Ioose" ores in border of the investigated area is well fixed by 
zones of electroconductivity revealed by a method 833. 
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5.4. Material composition of hard ores 

The composition and shape of hard ores is monotonous and rather steady 
to all occurrences, known to the present time. More often ores have a brachia 
texture and cement unequigranular texture. The zirconium-bearing complex of 
minerals (gelzircon, baddelyite) and limonite will be formed by cryptocrystalline 
units, making cement, mineral fringes, and also carrying out numerous inclusions 
in poikiloblastic calcite. Such shape of a gelzircon and of baddelyite testifies that 
they were not exposed to a recrystalization , and the ores did not test any 
metamorphism. Dominant mineral composition of the hard ores (investigated 
samples) are subdivided into varieties: essentially calcite, the limonite - qua다z ， 

limonite - calcite-quartz, calcite -qua다z ， calcite - dolomite with a quartz and 
without a quartz, essentially qua다z. The quantity of zirconium minerals in ores 
changes a wide range, reaching 30-40 % and more. The extract of varieties ores 
is based on ratio of minerals, which share into ore makes not less than 5-10 %. 

5.4.1 Mineral composition 

Except the composition of ores the gangue minerals are established: a 
quartz (from cryptocrystalline up to crystalline) , calcite, dolomite, aragonite, 
gelzircon, baddelyite , limonite (including hematite, goethite, hydrogoethite). 
Feldspars, clay (a띠illaceous) minerals (montmorillonite, kaolinite) , organic and 
coals substance, apatite , sulfides (mainly pyrite) are also observed. Number of 
minerals, which origin is not clear, are observed a scheelite , chromite , 
phosphate of rare-earth elements, xenotime, ilmenite, opal (HeKpacoB and etc .. 
1990.1991; 60rAacapoB and etc. , 1990). Associations of a different genesis 
define hard ores: sedimentary, metamorphic, hydrothermal, hypergene, recent 
products of deposit from ground waters and mineral sources. 
The typical mineral composition of ores and quantitative ratio of minerals is 
investigated to example of technological sample MTP-1 (table-5.1). The mass of 
sample is made in 22,4 kg of a stone material selected from different points of a 
deposit. 

Table -5.1. Mineral composition of hard ores 

Minerals and their groups Content, 0/0 

Zirconium-bearing mineral complex ZBMC 1,85 
Quartz 44 

Carbonate 45 ,5 
Including: 

Dolomite 23 ,3 
Calcite 22,2 

Hematite 3,9 
lron hydrooxide 2,4 

Pyrite Rare marks 
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Magnetite, titanomagnetite Rare marks 
Pyrolusite Rare marks 
Feldspars -

Mica, hydromica, kaolinite, dickite 2,% 
Fluorite Rare marks 

Cassiterite Rare marks 
Chalcopyrite Rare marks 

One of the most widespread minerals in ore is quartz containing 44%. The 
relation to carbonates 1 :1. The color of qua다z ， from transparent up to 
translucent, is more often dim. About 80 % of quartz grains have a size less than 
2,0 mm. Quartz sand in volume about 2-3 % are fragments of a quartz with the 
size up to 60 mm in large cavities, which are executed by a druse quartz, size 
10-20mm. The quartz grains frequently contain inclusions of zirconium-bearing 
minerals with a size of 1-3 mm, that predetermines inevitable losses of a 
zirconium with enrichment. The carbonates make a bed ores 45.5 %, fine and 
fine-grained texture from irregular and rough borders of grains. 
It is associated with quartz, goethite, hematite, micas and zirconium minerals. 
The oxides and hydroxides iron is widespread in the ore everywhere. 
The quantity of hematite, goethite, limonite are reached 6,3%. They form very 
close accretions with zirconium minerals, and also carbonates, quartz and other 
minerals. Other rock forming minerals are rare grains and the sum making no 
more than 3%. The zirconium-bearing complex is represented by the basic 
gelzircon and by baddelyite, which is determined by studying section and 
analytical complex x-ray with the micro-analyzer Amascan-4-Ling-86, in 
laboratory PIN of Russian Academy of Sciences (analysts 거<erano E.A. And 
P>KeHH니KH찌 0.8.). 
The calculation of the chemical analyses shows prevalence of a gelzircon (80-
93 %) and a baddelyite (5-20 %). The gelzircon has extremely cryptocrystalline 
texture with the grain size not exceeding 0,001-0,002 mm and rare 0,005 mm. 
A gelzircon and zircon are not distinguished. To baddelyite in bed ores are 
peculiar cryptocrystalline sperulite and radial growths with the size no more than 
,03mm forming crusts. An insignificant quantity meets a laminar and irregular 
form of a grain with the size up to 0,1 mm. 

5.4.2. Chemical and element composi하on (MTn-1) 

Typical chemical composition of hard ores (table-5.2.) is characterized by 
prevailing development of silicon-oxides (40,5 %) and a calcium oxides(22,0 
%), a carbon oxides(21 %), a magnesium oxides(5,00 %) and corresponds to 
ores a quaπz - carbonaceous mineral composition. 
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Table- 5.2. Chemical composition of ore samples, %, (STS small-volume technological 
sample) 

From other chemical component an appreciable quantities are marked of iron 
oxides (3,46 %) and of zirconium (1 ,10 %). The content of aluminum oxides, 
manganese, potassium, sodium, phosphorus in sum does not exceed 1,3 % and 
make each from 0,04 % up to 0,8 %. 
Half-quantitative spectral analysis, except a zirconium, to ores in the increased 
quantities is found out a tungsten, phosphorus, yttrium, ytterbium, and scandium, 
gold (table-5.3). However, these elements are present in insignificant quantities 
and consequently value for an extract in the independent concentrates do not 
represent, but can, apparently, distinguish with enrichment in a complex 
concentrate. 

The note: other elements in limits of a method of the analysis are not found out 
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5.5. Material composition of loose ores 

Algaminsky deposit includes an basic mass (80 %) of loose ore and pa야ially 

(20 %) Ilumpy"differences. "Lumpy" ore (+ 3mm) represent the fragments silicified 
dolomite, sandstones, quaπzite ， and also fragments of a druse qua다z . 

Color of Ilumpy" ore is white-grey, light grey and brown gray. A texture is coarse
grained up to fine - and cryptogranular, quite often breccia , porous, cavern. Basic 
mass of rock carbonized is silicified. The carbonates are found out everywhere. 
The fine-grained neoformation of a carbonate are marked. 
The veinlets are occurred as a druse fine-grained quartz. A brecciated ores of a 
cementing component are micaceous - limonite masses from poor crystallization by 
a zirconium-bearing mineral complex . These extracts also carry out pores, cavity, 
the empty and have thin and cryptogranular texture. 
Loose component of ore less than 3 mm is represented a brown - yellow, reddish 
with small fragments of rock from cavern porous, earthy texture. 

5.5.1 Mineral composition 

The mineral composition of loose zirconium-bearing ores of a deposit is 
investigated by mineralogical researches of 38 small technological samples (MTn), 
selected in a central investigated part of a deposit by the purpose of a 
technological mapping. By the carried out researches is established , that in all 
samples, dominant to prevalence, of loose ores is a qua미z and carbonates. 
Balance of minerals on the average is necessary 56,1 %, the carbonates make 
24,46 % (table-5.4). 

Table - 5.4. Mineral composition of loose ores 

Note: other element were not determined within the analysis sensitivity(Table 5.4). 
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Among carbonates submitted by a dolomite and a calcite , the dolomite prevails. 
The content of "clay (argillaceous)" and hydroxides iron is the average equaled 
5,5 % and 2,13 % respectively. 
Zirconium-bearing mineral complex makes 9,04 % and includes: a baddelyite - 5,45 
%, zircon (gelzircon) - 3,13 %, zircon - apatite - 0,41 %. 
The morphological features of minerals, form of extracts and their mutual relation to 
loose ores are strongly changed and broken. Color of a quartz is vary from 
transparent, colorless up to translucent. The form of grains prismatic, columnar, 
basin irregular. The grain quartz even in a size of 2 mm, contains inclusions of 
zirconium-bearing minerals. The size of inclusions makes 1-3 microns. 
Carbonates is represented by a dolomite and calcite, visually it is difficult to 
distinguish. It is founded as the irregular forms of extracts. Associated minerals are 
a quartz, goethite, hematite. The carbonates are marked a rather thin impregnation 
of zirconium minerals. The kaolinite - basic clay (argillaceous) mineral is reliably 
diagnosed thermal analyse. It is found out weakly endothermic effect with 545。

and exothermal effect with 9800 C. Loss of mass with heating makes 16,75 %. The 
montmorillonite is diagnosed by the thermal analysis and MK-spectrometry. The 
montmorillonite has sharply expressed with 1200 and poorly expressed with 190。

and 6600 endothermic effects and poorly expressed exothermal effect with 9800 C. 
The montmorillonite is certain(determined) IK-spectrometry. Hydroxides iron is 
represented by a goethite, hydrogÇlethite and by hematite. Have the irregular forms 
of extracts structure and thing - crýptogranular. Closely associate with a zirconium 
bearing mineral complex and other minerals, forming thin and cryptogranular 
accretion. 
The study of material composition in thin fractions of initial ore has shown, that all 
samples are contained zirconium phases submitted in the basic pa메cles of a 
zircon, baddelyite and by pa미cles of a complex structure of a type a zircon - apatite 
and zircon - iron oxides. Whole samples are revealed 11 kinds of paπicles of 
zirconium phases characterizing to phase composition. Nevertheless basic 
zirconium phases in samples is a zircon and baddelyite. A zircon almost always 
accompanies an large or smaller quantities of a particle of a complex structure -
interaction of phases a zircon - apatite and less often zircon - iron dioxide 

The distribution of the listed minerals in various samples of ore is characterized 
significant disperse and factors of a variation (tab. 5.4). Especially high disperse of 
distribution is characteristic of a quartz and of carbonates, which relative share 
naturally varies, as an limits of a deposit, and across its strikes. 
To quantitative ratio of quaπz and carbonaceous component of the loose ores are 
characterized by three varieties: 

Mainly carbonaceous (the share of carbonates is more than 37 %, the share of 
a quartz - is less than 37 %); 
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Fig. 54. Diagram of chemical composition ratio for baddelyite 

Table - 5.5. Results of X-ray-spectral microanalysis of baddeleyite chemical composition 

Numbers Component , % 

Aγ gMr-MIn-빼 AI~3 MgO TiOz K~ Fe。 CaO SiOz ZrOz HfOz ThOz Total 

10 0,601 0,807 0,325 0,051 1.376 0,503 1,831 74,911 0,819 80,505 

20 0,503 - 0,376 0,044 5,998 0,628 2,075 66,984 0,562 1,368 78.538 
30 0,314 0,716 0,122 1,659 0,727 1,583 92,799 1,262 0,819 100,0 
31 0,033 0,495 0,511 0,234 2,028 1,558 6,949 86,785 1,407 - 100,08 
32 - 0,237 0,318 0,041 1,852 0,888 2,523 90,755 2,476 0,912 100,0 

AV~@lI~ 2,799 81 ,191 

Table - 5.6. Results of X-ray-spectral analysis microanalysis of zircon chemical composi삐on 

Numbers Component , % 
A때빼ed 

grains 
AI20 3 Mg。 Ti02 K20 Fe。 CaO Si02 zr02 Hf02 Th02 Total 

6.1 0,442 0,362 0,19 0,045 1,399 3,014 18,675 52,718 1,219 1,311 79,375 
6.2 0,489 0,025 - 1,427 3,302 22,357 58,568 0,755 6 ,124 93,047 
14 0,415 1,96 0,126 1,688 3,072 19,913 53,941 0,710 0,436 80,496 
11 -10,448 0,081 0,044 1,424 2,689 19,690 52,662 0,765 - 77,803 
17 1,993 0,376 0,251 0,429 3,597 2,307 20,613 45,619 0,198 1,397 76,780 
19 5,895 0,237 0,240 1,261 5,311 1,878 20,104 34,661 0,60 0,995 71 ,182 
26 0,814 0,315 0,127 0,207 1,427 3,487 26,139 62,397 2,667 2 ,503 100,082 
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27 1,855 0,108 0,105 0,177 2,252 4,073 30,949 73,603 1,291 1,933 116,347 
27 1,594 0,093 0,091 0,152 1,935 3,501 26,602 63,265 1,11 1,662 100,004 
28 15,733 1,014 0,151 0,275 5,355 2,601 24,115 49,244 1,511 - 99,999 
28 2,770 0,823 0,268 0,242 1,727 4,191 28,772 69,733 0,46 - 108,986 
29 2,952 0,565 0,25 0,398 2 ,066 3,482 28,078 63,218 1,302 - 102,312 
33 0,977 0,209 O，~29 - 2,64 4,037 25,959 64,965 0,982 - 99,998 
34 1,042 0,196 -1 0,165 1,945 3,76 26,8 64,928 1,175 0,05 100,0 
34 0,972 0,171 0,317 0,084 1,785 3,262 24,973 60,309 1,644 - 93,517 

Average 19,988 58,055 
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Fig.5건. Diagram of chemical composition ratio for zirconium 

Quartz - carbonaceous (share of carbonates - 12 -31 %, share of a quartz - 31-
60%); 
Malnly quartz (the share of carbonates Is less than 12 %, share of a quartz
more 뼈an 60 %); 

Mainly carbonaceous ores are characterized by the average contents of 
carbonates 56.4 % reaching in separate samples of meanings 69 %. The ∞ntents 
of a quartz do not exceed 37 % 26,8 % are and the average equaled. The average 
of quartz - carbonate - 0,48 (tab. 5.7). A qua야z - carbonaceous ores of the average 
content of a quartz makes 49,4 %; carbonates 22,53 % against 56,4 % to mainly 
carbonaceous differences. The ores mainly of quartz ∞mposition are 
characterized by the very high content of a quartz reaching of 75-81 % and by the 
average contents of carbonates -8,9 %. 
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Table - 5.7. Content of main minerals and distribution of zirconium-bearing(ZBMC) 
in loose ores of different material composition (average 38 STS) 

The relation of the content of a quartz to the contents of carbonates on the average 
makes 7,8; that the other differences of ores is much higher to comparison. 
The specified real-mineral varieties of loose ores spatially are located. 

Mainly carbonaceous ores are confined to output outcrops of a f1at ore-
bearing field and to its near-surface loop. It is possible, that the prevailing 
carbonaceous component of these ores is connected by a rocky 
contamination, but it is improbable. 
Quartz - carbonaceous of ore compose form the second average zone, which 
border will be coordinated by the form of a relief. 
Mainly quartz ores are conπned to an internal paπ of a deposit, have a spotty 
structure,by outliers of ores a quartz - carbonaceous and of carbonaceous 
composition. 

Among ores a quartz - carbonaceous composition of lenses ores mainly of quartz 
composition also are mapped . Such complex "spotty" distribution of ores of various 
material composition is connected by non-uniform their processing exogenic by 
processes and requires a carefu1 mapping , as the material composition of ores 
largely influences to distribution of a dioxide zirconium and zirconium bearing 
mineral complex. The natural change of the contents in a quaπz and carbonates of 
ores having various material composition can be accepted to quality of an 
additional classification characteristic of their extract and spatial localization. 
The ores mainly of carbonaceous composition are characterized by the rather low 
content of a zirconium bearing mineral complex reaching on the average 5,43 % 
(tab. 5.7) . The analysis of individual distributions of the content a zirconium bearing 
mineral complex to the submitted samples testifies, that the approximately half from 
them has the content a zirconium bearing mineral complex not exceeding 5 %, and 
other - not exceeding 10 %. The ratio of the average content of a baddelyite (3 ,78 
%) and of zircon (1 ,48 %) ore is represented mainly by baddeleyite grade. The 
relative share of a baddelyite makes to a zirconium bearing mineral complex 69,6 
%; the relation of a share of a baddelyite to a zircon - 2,55. Significant percent of 
samples (70 %) is characterized rather by high content of a baddelyite exceeding 
2,5 %, whereas the content of a zircon in samples to 80 % of cases hardly reaches 
2,5 %. 
Ores a quartz - carbonaceous of composition are characterized by the increased 
content zirconium bearing mineral complex reaching 
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an equal share baddeleyite (7 ,85 %) and zirconium (7,13 %) the component, that is 
answered to composition by a zirconium bearing mineral complex to the precisely 
expressed mixed grades ores. 
The analysis of individual distributions of the content in a zirconium bearing mineral 
complex in samples testifies, that 65 % of ore is represented by rich differences (> 
10 %). A baddelyite and zircon in these ores also are characterized by high 
concentration (> 5 %). 
The ores mainly of quaπz composition are characterized by the a little smaller 

content of a zirconium bearing mineral complex (7,69 %) to comparison from a 
quadz - carbonaceous and is represented in 45 % rich to content of a girconium 
bearing mineral complex by differences (5-10 %). The low content of a baddelyite 
(1 ,23 %) is represented , the basic (77,8 %) zirconium grades are characteristic 
ores of this material composition. 

5.5.2. Chemical composi하on 

Chemical components of Glavny loose ores are: silicon oxides(60,9 %), a 
calcium oxides (8,89 %), a magnesium oxides (5 ,21 %), carbon oxides (11 ,34 %), a 
zirconium oxides (6,83 %) (tab. 5.8, p~c.5.6). Other chemical components are 6,87 
%. Of them aluminum oxides makes 2,02 %, iron oxides -1 ,79 %. 
The chemical composition of the allocated real-mineralogical types of ores is 
essentially distinguished. Especially contrast of these distinctions is displayed to 
silicon oxides, calcium, magnesium and carbon oxides. The low content of silicon 
oxides (33,19 %) and rather high (18,65 %) average content of a calcium are 
characteristic of ores mainly of carbonaceous composition. For quaπz -
carbonaceous ore composition and mainly of quartz composition the share of 
silicon oxides grows up to 77 %, and a calcium oxides up to 3,61 % decreases. 
The similar ratio of decreases is in a magnesium and carbon oxides. 

Table - 5.8. Average chemical composition of loose ores and their mineralogical type 
Components Average for Mineralogical composition of ores 

deposit mainly Quartz- Mainly Quartz 
carbonaceous carbonaceous 

Cilium(4) oxide 60,90 33,19 58,64 77,0 
Titanium (4) oxide 0,11 0,13 0,09 0,12 

Aluminum (3) oxide 2.02 2.31 2.46 2,46 
Ferro(3) oxide 1,23 0,53 1,09 1,68 
Ferro(2) oxide 0.56 0,77 0,85 0,85 

Manganese (2) oxide 0,11 0,05 0,05 0,07 
Calcium (2) oxide 8,89 18,65 8,3 3,61 

Magnesium (2) oxide 5.21 11 ,2 4.41 2,34 
Potassiumoxide 0,3 0,25 0,18 0.35 
Sodium oxide 0,38 0,27 0,2 0,32 

Phosphorous (5) oxide 0,17 0.09 0,22 0,25 
Sulfur(6) oxide 0,1 0,1 0.1 0,1 

Carbon (4) oxide 11 ,34 24,99 10,2 4.1 
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H20 + 1,48 1,71 1,59 1,59 
H20 - 0,96 0,91 0,52 0 ,78 

CslII‘:on(4)oxlde .tltan(4)oxfde .alumlna(3)oxlde 口 Iron(3)oxfde .lKene3a (2) OKC때 .mangane.e(2)oxlde • calclum(2)oxfde 
.karlum oxlde 口natrlum oxfde .phosph.te(5)o성de 

C carbon(4)o:잉de 

100% 

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 
average carbonate quartz- quartz 

carbonate 
pMc.5.6 AMarpalllla COOTHOWeHMìí XMIIM에eCKoro COCT8Ba p버XI1b1X py.ø n。

MX 11뻐ep8l10rM에eCKMII TMnall 

Fig.5.6. Diagram of loose ore 하lemi혀1 composition ra허os by their mineralogical types. 
* Average for deposit was calωlated for 16 STS across strike of ore body 

Table - 5.9. Ore quantity for zirconium dioxide content depending on their 
chemical composition 

M‘t야파빼Der피 compo펴야mofora Grada엔。ns of maJn chemJcaJ Rlcahm grapdse 써 ores Averagle3· g6r *ade 。res 。rLge-lznm gm7깅de ’세 comoonents contents 
CaκlIe Si021 quantlty % Quantlty of % Quantlty % 

silicium 。lxide Ca。 ofcáses cases 。f

(4)oxide, % cases 
% 

Mainly carbonaceous <45 12 <5 2 5,6 3 8,3 2 5,6 
composition 
Ql‘u껴a하rtz-ca하rbonaceous 45-67 12-5 5-10 9 25 2 5,6 2,8 
composition 
Mainly Quartz composi엔on >67 <5 >10 6 16,6 6 16,6 5 13,9 

Total 17 47,2 11 30,5 8 22,3 

The content of a zirconium dioxide is characterized as following. The highest 
content of a zirconium dioxide (11 ,35 %) are 하laracteristic of chemical 
∞mpositions of ores appropriate a qua바z - carbonaceous to varieties (table- 5.8). 
By the analysis of distribution of the content Zr02 in samples (MTn) rich to content 
(Zr02 > 5 %) I the samples are in most cases characterized by chemical 
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8y the analysis of distribution of the content Zr02 in samples (MTn) rich to content 
(Zr02 > 5 %) , the samples are in most cases characterized by chemical 
composition as a qua다z - carbonaceous type of ores (tab. 5.9). Distinctions of 
material types of ores to the content of silicon oxides to a calcium oxides in 
additional classification of characteristic ores types and their spatial localization 
can used. 

5.5.3. Accessory ore elements 

8y half-quantitative spectral and x-ray analysis to initial ore are found out a 
titanium, vanadium, chromium, tungsten , hafnium, copper, zinc, phosphorus, 
barium, yttrium, ytterbium, scandium, niobium, lithium, lanthanum, strontium, 
rubidium etc. 8y the content of above elements, all samples are characterized : the 
tungsten (300-750) , the niobium (40) , the yttrium (15-125), the scandium (8), the 
hafnium (300-1000 ), the scandium (8 ), copper, the germanium (4-7) . However all 
these elements in initial ore will not form independent industrial contents, and 
associate with distribution of the basic component - zirconium. Therefore for an 
extract to an independent product of improvement of practical value do not 
represent, and can be taken accessory with the further processing complex 
concentrates, which the content of a tungsten , hafnium, niobium, yttrium can reach 
industrial significant of sizes. 

5.6. Granulometric composition of loose ores and zirconium 
distribution by classification of a size fractions 

Unique feature of zirconium-bearing ores of a deposit is natural 
"disintegration". The natural disintegration of primary ores conducts not only to 
change their mechanical and physical prope야ies (free-flowing character, low 
density, size of free pa메cles etc.) , but also to change primary mineral and of 
chemical composition, redistribution of initial quantitative ratio of various mineral 
phases, including useful component, to classes of a size fractions. 
For study of granulometric composition of loose ores in a deposit and distributions 
of a dioxide zirconium and of other useful components , a size fractions are used 
results sieve analysis of 38 small mineralogy - technological samples (MTn) , holes, 
selected from a core, drilled in(to) of a central pa야 of a deposit. 
The granulometric analysis of core samples is carried out by data sieve analysis of 
volumetric technological samples (TS) selected in small quantity for technological 
researches of ores of a deposit. AII samples of loose ore were scattered to narrow 
classes of fractions. The classes by a size - 0,071 mm were exposed to the 
sedimentary analysis. 
From the technological point of view, all fractions of loose ore are incorporated to 
three classes: 

Clastic fraction (> 2 mm); 
Granular fraction (2-α04 mm); 
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Slime fraction (< α 04mm) 
The results of granulometric researches of each core MTn testify, that an essential 
share of loose ore reaching 20-40 %, is represented by slime fractions (0,04 mm up 
to the first micron), 60-80 % of loose ore is represented by a granular class of 
fractions size up to 2 mm. A clastic class of a fraction (> 2 mm) in core samples 
makes 10-20 %. 
The average granulometric composition of a deposit and distribution of a dioxide 
zirconium is given in table 5.10 

Table - 5.10. Average granulometric composition of loose ores of the 
deposit and distribution of zirconium dioxide by fraction 
size class 

Distribution Zr02• % 

7,46 ! 
7,46 

* on given(data) 38 MTn 

8y results of sieve analysis of technological samples, the percentage ratio of 
fractions little varies, that is explained in various volume and by dimension of a 
researched material , but the general primary occurrence of a material of loose ore 
in a granular fraction and of essential share in slime is kept. 
The average parameters of fractions of various classes depend from mineral -
chemical composition and qualities of ores (tab. 5.11 , 5.12). Takoes for ores mainly 
quartz and quartz - carbonaceous composition is a little lower to comparison ores 
of carbonaceous composition , but the share of clastic fractions is increased. The 
slime fraction is about identical to the interval 27,58-29,10 % and changes. For rich 
grades of ores to comparison from poor and by average grades grows an slime 
fraction (33,6 % against 31 ,16 % and 29,25 %) share of granular fractions (61 ,3 % 
against 65,98 % and 64,44 % accordingly) and decreases. 
8y the statistical analysis of quantitative parameters of reserves, a zirconium in 
various fractions of loose ore and the average on to deposit is unequivocally 
established, that the basic paπ of reserves of a zirconium (61-79 % and more) 
concentrates in thin slime fractions (-0,04 - 0 mm) with an output outcrop 27-34 % 
(table-5.10, 5.11 , 5.12). 
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Significant pa다 of reserves (17-32 %) disperse in granular fractions, which a 
greater depletion parts by initial ore (factor concentration 0,39-0,67). The class of 
granular fractions exceeds 60 %. 

Table - 5.11. Average granulometric composition of different mineralogy
chemical types of ores and zirconium distribution by class 
of fraction size 

7.71 9.14 0,39 3,1 
7.71 9,14 0.39 3.1 

12 .41 0,85 7,91 0,36 7.1 
20.81 0,49 8,57 0.41 5,14 
21 .1 0.55 7,55 0,69 6 ,3 
9.9 0.77 4 ,94 0,85 3,12 

63,2 0.67 28.97 0.58 21.66 
29 ,1 2,08 61.89 2.53 75 .24 

Table - 5.12. Average granulometric loose ore composition of different quality and factors of 
Zirconium dioxide distribution (on example of 16STS) 
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Fractions of reserves of a zirconium makes 2.86-10.5 % and concentrated in 

separate disintegration ores, that conducts sometimes significant increase of 

concentration Zr02 to separate samples of this fraction. 

The concentrated slime fractions of ores and basic stock of accompanying 

elements: a hafnium (100 %), tungsten (100 %), niobium (78 %), strontium (60 %), 

yttrium (96,9 %), rubidium (100 %). Granular and clastic fractions depleted by 

accompanying elements. These conclusions prove by results of the analysis of 

volumetric technological samples, exception make only two samples of superrich 

ores (12 % and 27,48 % Zr02) , where the basic reserves are distributed in granular 

fractions (table- 5.13) . 

Table - 5.13. Distribution of zirconium dioxide by classes of fraction sizes of loose ore by 
results of granulometric analysis of technological sample 

N2 Classes of Fractions Average Concentratio Distribution Note 
technol.sam ore fraction output, % weighted n coefficient 。fZrO •. % 

ple content, % Zr02 

Tn-307-1 clastic 20,13 3,6 0,33 6,65 
granular 62.91 5.4 0,5 24.92 

slime 16,96 43.84 4.03 68.43 
initialore 100,0 10,87 100,0 

T-5 granular* 85,3 22,62 0,82 70,2 
sliπle 14,7 55.7 2.03 29,8 

initialore 100.0 27,48 100,0 clastic fraction(+3mm) 
removed 

T-O granular* 78,9 9,19 0,77 60,26 
slime 21 ,1 22.6 1.88 39,74 

initial ore. 100,0 12 100,0 clastic fraction(+3mm) 
removed 

T-4 granular* 71.8 2,85 0,46 33 
slime 28,2 14,75 2,38 67 

initialore. 100.0 6.2 100.0 clastic fraction(+3mm) 
removed 

T-18 gr떠anular* 73,9 1.17 0,33 21 ,7 
slime 26.1 10.8 3,02 78,3 

initial ore. 100.0 3.58 100,0 clastic fraction(+3mm) 
removed 

Tn-7 c미l녀astic 44,27 0.35 0.29 12.9 
granular 43,98 0,58 0,48 21 ,27 

slime 11.75 0.76 5.63 65.83 
initial ore. 100,0 1,2 100,0 

Tn-3 clastic 41 ,29 0,24 0,31 12,69 
granular 48,4 0,5 0,64 30.74 

slime 10,31 4,29 5,5 56,57 
initial ore. 100,0 0,78 100,0 

Tn-5 clastic 47,85 0,22 0,23 11 .1 
granular 34.81 0,55 0,57 19,7 

slime 17.34 3,8 3,96 69,2 
initial ore. 100,0 0,96 100,0 
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The analysis of parameters of distribution of a dioxide zirconium in samples MTn 

testify to their significant variations (table-5 .14). 

The features of distribution dioxide of a zirconium in superrich samples , whe re , 
probably, the additional natural factors of redistribution of metal and its enrichments 

are displayed , remain insufficiently investigated. 

Results of an estimation to the most probable meaning of percent of fractions of 

loose ores and distributions of Zr02 is in Table-5 .14. 

Table - 5.14. Results of estimation of the most probable per cent value of loose ore 

fractions output and dislribulion in lhem Zr02. (On example of 38 STS) 

Fractions Output Distribution Zr02 Note 
。utput Quantity of % output Quantity of % 

gradations cases gradations cases 
% % 

Fractions 0-0,071 mm 
0-5 - 45-50 -
5-10 50-55 5 13.2 Output 
10-15 55-60 1 2.6 min.-25 % 
15-20 60-65 6 15,8 max.-45 % 
20-25 65-70 7 18,4 Distribution 

25-30 13 34.2 70-75 3 7,9 min.-52,5 % 
30-35 13 34.2 75-80 4 10.5 max.경7 ，5% I 
35-40 4 10.6 80-85 6 15.8 
40-45 5 13.1 85-90 6 15,8 
45-50 3 7.9 90-95 -
50-55 95-100 -

Fractions 0,071 - 0,2 mm 
0-5 0-5 11 28.9 Output 
5-10 7 18,4 5-10 18 47.4 min.-5,34 % 
10-15 13 34.2 10-15 9 23,7 max.-29,62 % 
15-20 9 23.7 15-20 - Distribution 
20-25 6 15.8 20-25 min.-2.85 % 
25-30 3 7,9 25-30 max.-87,5 % 
30-35 

Fractions 0,2 - 0,5 mm 
0-5 0-5 14 36,8 Output 
5-10 5-10 21 55.3 min.-10,5 % 
10-15 17 44,7 10-15 3 7.9 max.-27,7 % 
15-20 14 36.8 15-20 Distribution 
20-25 5 13.2 20-25 min.-1,02 % 
25-30 -2 5.3 25-30 max.-13,89 % 
30-35 o 30-35 

Fractions 0,5 - 2 mm 
0-5 1 2.6 0-5 7 18,4 Output 
5-10 2,6 5-10 17 44,8 min.-2 ,09 % 
10-15 4 10.5 10-15 14 36,8 max.-4 1,5 % 
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Fractions Output Distribution Zr02 Note 
。utput Quantity of % 。utput Quantity of % 

gradations cases gradations cases 
% % 

15-20 7 18.4 15-20 - Dislribulion 

25-30 7 18,4 25-30 max.-14.63 % 
30-35 4 10,5 30-35 
35-40 3 7.9 
40-45 2,6 
45-50 

Fractions > 2 mm 
0-5 13 34,2 0-5 18 47,4 。utput

5-10 6 15,8 5-10 10 26.3 min.-1 ,25 % 
10-15 3 7,9 10-15 8 21 ,0 max.-29,8 % 
15-20 12 31 ,6 15 2 5,3 Dislribulion 
20-25 3 7.9 min.-0,66 % 
25-30 1 2,6 max.-21 ,6 % 
30-35 

However estimation of modal distribution confirms as primary concentration of 
reserves of a dioxide zirconium in thin fractions. The distribution variations of a 
dioxide zirconium are connected not only to a degree disintegration of ores, but 
also the qualities depend on material composition. Takoes ores mainly of quartz 
composition of reserves of a dioxide zirconium of a slime fraction reaches 75,24 % 
with a fraction of 28,9 % and factors of concentration -2,53 % (table-5.15). 

Table - 5.15. Average zirconium dioxide distribution by classes of fraction sizes of loose ores 
depending on their mineralogical composition and mineralogic composition 
(on example of 38 STS) 

Fractions Output, Concentration Distribution 
% coefficient Zr02.% 

Mainly clastic 7.71 3.33 9.14 
Carbonaceous granular 63.2 0,67 28,97 

slime 29,1 2,08 61 ,89 
initial ore. 100,0 100,0 

Quartz- clastic 13,47 0,74 10,15 
carbonaceous 

gr떠anular 58,95 0,66 31 ,93 
slime 27,58 1,92 57,92 

initial ore. 100,0 100,0 
Mainly clastic 10,4 0,39 3,1 
Quartz gr떠anular 60,7 0,58 21 ,66 

slime 28,9 2,53 75,24 
initial ore. 100,0 100.0 

In carbonaceous and quartz - carbonaceous ores, the reserves of metal to slime 
fractions are reduced Up to 57,92 %, their share in granular fractions is increased . 
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Slime fraction is 27,58 % -29,1 %. The share of reserves of a dioxide zirconium 
ores a quaπz - carbonaceous and mainly of carbonaceous composition in granular 
fractions on the average reaches 28,97 % - 31 ,93 % with significant content of a 
useful component (factor of concentration 0,66-0,67) . The share of reserves makes 
a clastic fraction of ores 3-10 % determined which pa다 is necessa대 to " lumpy " 
component. A separate pieces of poorly disintegrated ores, high content of 
zirconium sometimes are marked. The extract them from mass ore is possible 
separation. 
The various fractions of initial ore from its grade is marked as dependence of 
distribution of a dioxide zirconium. For rich ores concentration of reserves of a 
zirconium , slime fractions makes 68,17 %, that the poor and average grades of 
ores (table-5.16, Fig.-5.7) is much lower to comparison. 

Table - 5.16. Average Distribution of zirconium dioxide by classes of loose ore 
Fraction size depending on their quality (on example of38 STS) 

Ore composition Classes of Output, % Contents Coefficient of Distribution 
fraction size Zr02 concentration of zr02 

Lean grades clastic 2,86 4,76 2,0 3,06 
(1) granular 65,86 0,93 0,39 17.44 

slime 31.16 6.28 2.64 79,5 
initialore 100,0 100.0 

Average grades clastic 6,31 1.11 0,28 3.15 
(11) gr떠anular 64,44 1,96 0,5 25,8 

slime 29,25 9,5 2,43 71 ,05 
initialore 100,0 3,91 100,0 

Rich grade clastic 5.1 7.5 0.59 3,05 
(111) granular 61 ,3 6,23 0,51 28.78 

slime 33,6 23,86 1,86 68,17 
initialore 100,0 12,81 100,0 

A granular fraction of these grades of a dioxide zirconium makes 28,78 %, that is 
significant more than poor (17,44 %) and average (25,8 %) ore grades. Apparently, 
a part of rich ore grades have the larger forms of zirconium-bearing minerals, there 
is some redistribution of reserves fractions of poor, average and rich grades of 
ores. 
The granulometric composition of loose ores and laws of distribution of reserves 
classes to a size of fractions , and composition and qualities of initial ore can 
essentially influence to technological prope메es of ores and quality of received 
concentrates to influence to efficiency of ways of improvement and enrichments of 
ores. 
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Fig 5.7. Diagram of zirconium dioxide distribution by fraction sizes of loose 
。res depending on their quality. 

By the analysis material and granulometric ∞mposition of zirconium-bearing ores 
of a Algaminsky deposit, ‘Ne come to following conclusions. Zirconium-bearing ores 
is represented by hard and loose ores. "Hard" ores are understood bed, slightly 
weathered secretion dolomites and dolomite marble by neogenesis of a quartz, 
calcite, limonite, minerals of a zirconium (baddelyite and of gelzircon), and also 
breccia impregnated and richly impregnated varieties a quartz - dolomite, quartz -
dolomite강alcite rocks by the increased and high contents of a zirconium. The 
loose ores represent the material, enriched with zirconium-bearing minerals, 
formed in process of a karst-formation of dolomites. The loose ores to deposit and 
its f1anks have a wide circulation. 
Mineral ∞mposition of loose ores is represented by a quartz' carbonates, 
hydroxides of iron, montmorillonite and by zirconium-bearing ∞mplex. Other 
minerals (the feldspars, pyrite, magnetite, titanomagnetite, pyrolusite, fluorite, 
chalcopyrite etc.) have the subordinated meaning. 
The chemical ∞mposition of the loose ores are subdivided into three varieties: 
mainly carbonaceous, quartz - carbonaceous, mainly quartz. The specified material 
types of loose ores by data mineralogy - technological mappings, spatially stand 
apaπ. The outcrops of ores to a su며ce are characterized carbonaceous and 
quartz - carbonaceous ∞mposition ， intemal paπs of an ore is represented by ores 
mainly of quartz ∞mposition. 
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Zirconium-bearing mineral complex in ores is represented by several phases, which 
are mainly a baddelyite and zircon (gelzircon). The prevailing size of zirconium 
minerals makes 20-40 microns, that defines concentration of the basic share of 
their reserves in thin fractions of ore. The composition of zirconium bearing mineral 
complex ore are complex. The ratio of zirconium minerals (zircon and of baddelyite) 
depends on composition of initial ores. 
The baddelyite has primary distribution in ores of carbonaceous and quartz -
carbonaceous composition. The zircon is correlated with ores mainly of quartz 
composition. The granulometric composition and distribution of the basic reserves 
of a dioxide zirconium and other accompanying elements testifies the unique 
prope메es of loose ores of Algaminsky deposit. 
The uniqueness of ores is displayed first of all the disintegration and concentration 
of the basic reserves of a dioxide zirconium in thin fractions. The result sieve 
classification of initial ore turns out intermediate, enriched product, which ore 
makes on the average 25-30 % with expected extraction of a dioxide zirconium 60-
74 %. The enriched concentrate except a zirconium (basic component) , has 
industrial content of a tungsten , hafnium, niobium, yttrium. of Distribution 
parameters of a dioxide zirconium to fractions depends on composition and 
qualities of initial ores. 
The loose ores are characterized by the lower radio-activity. Intensive 
disintegration of ores give the exclusive superiority in a choice of technologies 
improvement of a deposit. 
Besides an opportunity of production "rough" of a concentrate of ore by a 
dispersion of a material up to tens micron, opens still an opportunity of its 
application(by insignificant modification to new untraditional directions of an 
industry without additional expenses to crushing of ore. In paπicular， perspective 
directions of its use are a ceramic industry, powder metallurgy, manufacturing heat 
resisting and chemical steady coverings, use to quality of a charge in metallurgy 
with manufacturing the special grades of steel , for plasma and electrospark of 
consolidation. 
It is necessary to note, that significant reserves of a dioxide zirconium (20-40 %) 
concentrates in "granular" fractions , which can represent the certain interest for 
extraction of granular zirconium-bearing concentrates. 
Mineralogy - technological fea 

5.7. Mineralogy - technical characteristics of thin loose 
ore 

The distribution of a dioxide zirconium shows that the fractions of loose ore 
concentration is the basic share of reserves of a useful component of thin fractions, 
which represent previously enriched product of initial ore (thin concentrate). The 
slime concentrate has low and uncontrollable quality, which parameters depend on 
material composition of initial ore and of content of a dioxide zirconium. 
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In this connection there is a problem of improvement of quality of a "slime" 
concentrate, both to stages of initial ore, and to stages of final its operational 
development up to required conditions. Without detailed study of mineralogical -
technological features of slime concentrates, a choice of the rational patterns of 
their enrichment is impossible. Besides the technical characteristics of slime 
fractions determine not only quality previously of enriched product of initial ore, but 
also the economic parameters of works for its further technological processing 
influence. 
To the basic technical characteristics of slime fractions of initial ore concern: 

Output outcrop (% of slime fractions of ore concentratE낀; 
Distribution (% in slime fractions of useful components); 
Concentration factors of useful components in a slime ore to 
comparison by their content of initial ore. 

The output-outcrop of slime fractions characterizes volume of a productive initial 
ore to transportation and to the further technological processing. The quantitative 
parameter by an essential image influence to transportation and to processing 
previously of enriched paπ of ore (slime concentrate). 
Distribution of a useful component of a slime fraction characterizes a degree of its 
possible extraction and of losses to stages of preliminary enrichment of initial ore. A 
combination of other parameters has the important meaning with a feasible 
application of those or other enrichment. 
Factor of concentration of a useful component of a slime fraction of initial ore 
characterizes a degree of its natural enrichment and to an essential measure 
defines quality and "rate" of a slime concentrate, in a pa다 of the contents to useful 
(basic and accompanying) components. 
The quality of slime concentrates and expenses to their operational development 
up to the standard requirèments influences a mineralogical composition and 
harmful impurity, by what first of all it is necessary to attribute presence of 
radioactive elements (uranium and of thorium). 

5.7. 1 Mineral composition of slime of loose ore 

The mineral composition of slime fractions of loose ore (0.04-0 mm), 
including zirconium-bearing complex , is investigated by use the x-ray analysis and 
electronic microscope at the joint-stock company’ "Mechanics -Analyse" in St.
Petersburg . Glavny minerals fraction of loose ores of the carbonates submitted by a 
dolomite and by a calcite, hydroxides of iron , montmorillonite are a quaπz ， which 
total general balance makes 65-85 %. 
Other minerals group, including the feldspars, have the limited distribution and to 
the sum rare exceed 8-9 %. Minerals of a zirconium-bearing complex is 
represented by the basic baddelyite and by zircon (gelzircon). Their share in 
general balance of minerals depends on quality of initial ore in the interval 10-35 % 
and changes, sometimes reaches 40-50 %. The ratio of minerals group to a slime 
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concentrate is determined by composition of initial ore and will inherit it (tab. 5.17, 
fig.5.8). 

Table - 5.17. Average indexes of minerals of non-zircon group distribution in initial ore and 
slime concentrates (average data for 37 STS) 

H뼈10mκaofiron Mα뻐noril예，Ite F잉dspars 
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Fig. 5.8. Diagram of non-zircon group of mineral distribution in initial ore and slime 
concentrates 

However quantitative redistribution of a slime fraction essentially depends on 
∞mposition of ore and separate minerals. Takoes, for example, the 
montmorillonite has the obviously expressed tendency to enrichment of high factor 
of concentration (3-3,87). Its share (up to 27,7 %) in slime fractions from ores 
mainly of quartz composition especi허Iy grows. 
The quantitative ratio of main minerals: a quartz and carbonates - The slime 
concentrates are divided to: 
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Mainly carbonaceous; 
Quartz - carbonaceous; 
Mainlyquaπ2. 

The slime concentrates mainly of carbonaceous composition makes 46,3 %, qua다Z 

- 20,3 % (tab. 5.17). 
The relation of quartz making to carbonaceous is equaled 0,44. Among carbonates 
the dolomite prevails. The content of hydroxide iron and of montmorillonite in 1.3-
1.5 times is less than in slime ores of a quartz - carbonaceous and of quartz 
composition . The share of a zirconium-bearing mineral complex makes on the 
average 11 ,2 % with a prevailing role of a baddelyite (tab. 5.18). 

Table - 5.18. Mineral Composition of slime fractions 

Main natural minerals Zirconium-bearing 
Mineral type complex 

Slime fractions Quartz Carbonates Iron Mont- Baddelyite zlrcon 。ther

hydroxides morillonite 
(concentrate) % Total including % % % % % 

% calcite,% 
Mainly carbonaceous 20 ,3 46,3 8,6 1,7 19,1 7,21 3,6 0,4 
Quartz-carbonaceous 17,8 19,8 12,4 3,7 24 ,4 15 15,2 
Mainly Quartz 34,9 10,5 5,8 5,6 27 ,7 1,7 16 

The slime concentrates of a quartz - carbonaceous are present in equal shares. 
Among carbonates the calcite prevails. The share of hydroxide iron and of 
micaceous minerals on the average makes, respectively, 3,7 % and 24,4 %. Thus 
concentrate of comparison by initial ore is marked in two - three enrichments of 
these minerals. The share changes in 20-63,5 % and on the average equal 31 ,2 
%. 
Ratio of a baddelyite and of zircon content in a slime concentrate approximately 
equal 15 % and 15,2 %. 
Characteristics of slime fractions of ores mainly of quaπz composition is the 
substantial growth of a share clay (argillaceous) (27,7 %) and sharp prevalence in 
a zirconium bearing mineral complex. The average content of a baddelyite makes 
1,7 % against 16 % of a zircon. The majority of mineralogy - technological samples 
have the content of a baddelyite , the slime concentrate 1 % does not exceed , 
while the concentration of a zircon can reach 28-31 %. The increase of a share of a 
zircon slime fraction is accompanied by increase of quantity of a montmorillonite 
and quite often of feldspars more often. 

5.7.2. Chemical composi센on of slime fractions of loose ore 
The chemical composition of slime fractions dominant have a silicon, 

calcium, magnesium, carbon oxides(table-5.19). 
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Table - 5.19. Average chemical composition of slime fractions of different 
mineral types of ore 

Ore type, Components contents , % 
Mainly carbonaceous Quartz-carbonaceous Mainly Quartz composition 

composítlon composition 
Components 

}} Om‘-j 
2~ 

i-@m‘- i-m‘g- ) I 2 

Q‘。~
) 연 동 ~ q‘。~ g‘11 

드 등‘J (6QziEQ@。 。 c: ç:: c: ç:: 
= 드 

- mtj E -- QQIj 
E I。Q。(J 8 ü 。‘J

Cilium(4) oxide 33.19 31 .14 0.94 58 .64 38 .02 0.65 77 53,6 0.7 
Titanium (4) oxide 0.13 0,34 2.6 0,09 0.27 3 0.12 0.32 2,67 
Aluminum (3) oxide 2.31 4.66 2 2.46 7,34 2.98 2,46 6.88 2,8 
Ferro(3) oxide 0.53 1.72 3.24 1.09 4,33 3.97 1.68 6.25 3.72 
Ferro(2) oxide 0.77 0.66 0.86 0.85 0.17 0.2 0.85 0,2 0.24 
Manganese (2) oxide 0,05 0,18 3.6 0,05 0.08 1.6 0.07 0,16 2.28 
Calcium (2) oxide 18.65 15.46 0.83 8.3 9,02 1,08 3.61 5,13 1,42 
Magnesium (2) oxide 11 ,2 10,9 0,97 4,41 4,32 0,98 2,34 3.26 1,39 
Potassiumoxide 0,25 0,84 3.36 0,18 0,76 4,2 0.35 1.18 3,37 
Sodiumoxide 0,27 0.3 1.1 0.2 0,14 0,7 0,32 0.08 0,25 
Phosphorous (5) oxide 0.09 0,24 2.67 0.22 0,47 2.13 0.25 0.68 2,72 
Sulfur(6) oxide 0.1 0,14 1,4 0,1 0.1 0.1 0,1 0.1 0,1 
Carbon (4) oxide 24,99 15,95 0.64 10.2 8.65 0,85 4,1 4.2 
Zirconium(4) & 4 8,53 2,13 11 ,35 22,1 1,95 4.99 13,4 2,69 
hafnium(4) oxide 
Water + 1,71 1,59 3.93 2.47 1,59 4,34 2,78 
Water - 0,91 0.52 1,86 3,58 0,78 2,31 2.96 

The small content is of aluminum oxide (4 ,66-7 ,34 %) and of iron oxide (1 ,72-6,25 
%). Prevalence other chemical component has the sharply subordinated meaning. 
The content of a zirconium oxides change a wide range and some samples reach 
35-52 %. The distinct dependence of chemical composition of slime concentrates 
shows a mineral type of initial ore. Inherited general chemical composition of initial 
ore is a redistribution of a component of its slime fraction. The potassium oxide, 
phosphorus oxide concentration from 2 up to 3,72 is appreciably enriched of a 
titanium oxide, aluminum oxide , iron oxide, manganese oxide , silicon oxide, 

calcium oxide, magnesium oxide, carbon oxide in a slime concentrate(factor of 
concentration 0,64-0,94) . The features of distribution emphasize a main chemical 
component (oxide of silicon , oxide of a calcium) and of their relations distinctions of 
chemical composition of slime ores of various mineral types. A slime fraction of 
ores mainly of carbonaceous composition on the average makes 31 ,14 %, and 
oxide of a calcium 15,46 %. The slime fractions of ores a qua다z - carbonaceous 
and mai미y of quartz composition is increased , accordingly , up to 38 ,02 % and 53 ,6 
% with significant decrease of a calcium oxide(9,02 % and 5,13 %). Meanings of 
the silicon oxide and calcium oxide grows up to 4,2 and 10,5. A slime fractions of 
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these ores, to comparison from carbonaceous, contains an aluminum oxide and 
iron oxide essentially grow, which share can reach 6-7,5 % (table-5.19). 
The chemical composition of slime fractions of ores of various quality is 
characterized by essential decrease of the content of silicon , where average their 
importance reach 38,4 % against 48,33 % and 50.14 % for slime fractions poor and 
of average ores. Thus decrease of the average content of aluminum and iron oxide 
is marked. The specified features of chemical composition of slime concentrates of 
ores of various quality prove to be true by enrichment of volumetric technological 
samples. The increased content of a dioxide zirconium in slime concentrate f，러 Is to 
50 %, a concentrate makes only 20 ,2 % (table-5.20, Fig .- 5.9, 5 . 1 이. 

Table - 5.20. Average chemical composition of loose ores of different quality 

Components Lean ores , % Average ores , % Rich ores , % 
By data of 38 STS 

Cilium(4) oxide 48.33 50,1 38,4 
Titanium (4) oxide 0,41 0,32 0,26 
Aluminum (3) oxide 9,02 6,45 6,42 
Ferro(3) oxide 6,21 4,67 4,25 
Ferro(2) oxide 0,16 0,35 0,25 
Manganese (2) oxide 0,13 0,15 0,12 
Calcium (2) oxide 8,34 8 8,29 
Magnesium (2) oxide 5,17 5,15 4,74 
Potassiumoxide 1,75 1,1 0,58 
Sodiumoxide 0,1 0,17 0,14 
Phosphorous (5) oxide 0,7 0,45 0,52 
Sulfur(6) oxide 0,1 0,1 0,1 
Carbon (4) oxide 8,6 6,94 7,31 
Zirconium(4) & hafnium(4) oxide 6,42 9,76 23,3 

By data of enrichment of technological samples 
Cilium(4) oxide 48 42,5 20,22 
Titanium (4) oxide 0,73 0,19 0,04 
Aluminum (3) oxide 12,62 7,77 1,4 
Ferro(3) oxide 7,46 7,16 0,38 
Ferro(2) oxide 0,25 0,25 1,67 
Manganese (2) oxide 0,05 0,07 0,27 
Calcium (2) oxide 5,3 5,32 4,02 
Magnesium (2) oxide 4,17 2,84 7,35 
Potassiumoxide 1,97 1,31 0,06 
Sodiumoxide 0,11 0,12 0,05 
Phosphorous (5) oxide 0,68 1,46 0,5 
Sulfur(6) oxide 0,21 0,1 0,1 
Carbon (4) oxide 4,48 4,42 7,07 
Zirconium(4) & hafnium(4) oxide 9,31 19,65 49,67 
H20 + 4,74 6,04 2,7 
H20 - 4,34 2,5 0,5 
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Fig.5-10. Diagram of chemical composition of slime fractions ratios of 
loose ore of different qualities. 

It is necessary also to note, by res비ts of the correlation analysis established, that 
the content of iron, aluminum and iron oxide in slime fractions of loose ore 
positively are ∞πelated by parameters of extraction of a dioxide zirconium and by 
impo끼an∞ of concentration factor(tab. 5.23). 

5.7.3. Output outcrop of slime fractioQs of loose ore and 
distribution of 바oxide zirconium 

The output out다op of slime fractions depends first of all on a degree of a 
natural disintegration of ore, of the sizes and of forms of mineral formation 
connected to the certain material composition. The average output of ou따op is 
characterized by some increase up to 37,3 % for ores mainly of carbonaceous 
composition, against 32,7 % and 32,45 % for ores a qu밟z - carbonaceous and of 
quartz composition. The average output out다op of a fraction of 0,04 -0 mm is 
about identical to 러1 types of ores in the narrow limits 27,58 % and 28,44 % (table-
5.21 ). 
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Table - 5.21. Average values of output slime concentrates(0,04 -0 mm) and 
zirconium dioxide distribution in them depending on material 
composition of loose ore 

Ore양m했S뻐on , 1 Average Output 
Contenl$ 찢Fractions， % ZrOzhl 뼈on 1 distributioh 

Zr02 in ore, 
liI 

concentrate, 1 coefficient I % 

ι -ι~b‘@@i 
% 

’‘ Mainly 28,44 8,53 12,03 161 ,89 
Carbonaceous 
Quartz- 110,79 123,86 12,25 157,91 
carbonaceous 
Mainly 
Quartz 15,07 128,26 113,39 12,69 175,12 

The output outcrop of various quality has the insignificant tendency of increased 
average grades. The average percent of an output outcrop is equaled 28,75 %, 
against 27,66 % and 28,25 % for poor and of rich grades of ores (table-5.22). 

Table - 5.22. Average values of slime concentrate output and zirconium dioxide distribution 
in them Depending on quality of initial ore 

Ore Average Output Content Conc. Distribution 
composition Contents of Fractions Zr02 in coefficient zr02% 

Zr02 in ore concentrate 
% % % 

Lean ores 
(Zr02 1-3 %) 1.9 27,66 5,66 2.98 74 
Average ores 
(Zr02 3-5 %) 4.12 28,78 9.73 2,36 72,7 
Rich ores 
(Zr02 >5 %) 10.61 28.25 23.34 2.27 60.06 

Distribution of a zirconium in a slime fraction has two-modal character precisely 
expressed in 60-70 % and 80-90 %. Such distribution of a zirconium means in 
slime fractions, that its quantitative parameters can influence the variability of 
material composition and various quality of initial ores. 
The average distribution of a zirconium in a slime fraction (0 ,04 -0 mm) of quaπz 
ores reaches 75,12 % (table-5.21) . A significant technological samples (43 %) 
exceeds 80 %. The average output outcrop of productive fractions makes 28,26 %. 
Distribution of a zirconium and output outcrop of slime fractions from a quaπz
carbonaceous ore, mainly of carbonaceous composition , have the rather close 
characteristics mainly of qua야z composition. The distribution of a zirconium in a 
slime fraction are respectively equal 61 ,89 % and 57,91 % with an output outcrop of 
fractions - 28,44 % and 27,58 %. Thus , from the technological point of view the 
loose ores mainly of quartz composition are most favorable for their preliminary 
enrichment by an extraction of a slime fraction of "wet" sieve. The possible losses 
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by use of a slime concentrate in quality of a productive paπ of ore of this type on 
the average do not exceed 25 %. The possible losses of carbonaceous quaπz -
carbonaceous composition can reach 38-42%. 
The analysis of zirconium dioxide shows significant dependence on quality of initial 
ore. For poor ores average factor of distribution is equal 74 % while for average 
and rich ores falls , respectively, up to 72,7 % and 60,6 % (table-5.22). 
Thus, the highest possible extraction of valuable components in slime concentrate 
characterizes poor and average ores. For rich ores, by use of quality of a 
productive ore only of slime fraction , the possible losses of a valuable component 
can reach 40 %. The correlation of distribution of a zirconium shows, that 
extraction of a zirconium has the positive influence to the content of silicon oxide 
and iron hydroxides (Iimonite, hematite), prevalence of a quartz over 
carbonates. (table-5.23) 

Table - 5.23. Correlation of characteristics of mineral composition of ores and features of 
useful component distribution in slime concentrate 

Contents in initial ore, % Contents in ∞ncentrate ， % 
Indexes quartz- 。u U, nx4.10"% 

carbon tpu 
ate t of 
rati。

원σ 1 g@5: §홍 ‘EmNJ §홉 ”mi는-i 으;t = tg=i 꺼Pr‘ 。깅-
:2‘@J 울 

응 m 용5그” 쉴 
-=。-

1.Conce 
ntrate 
content 
ZBMC -0,64 1 0,85 0,99 0,95 
Baddele 1 0,97 

I yite 
Zircon 0,98 1 
dioxide 
Zir∞OIU -0,58 0,98 0,98 0,98 
m 
U total 0,85 -0,75 0,65 
U 0,78 0,67 -0,6 
mobile 
silica 0,84 -0,72 
Fe total -0,74 
Ca 0.87 
。xide

2. Extract 0,83 -0,82 0,66 0,65 0,5 0,7 -0,65 0,65 0,6 0,53 
ion of 6 
ZlrcoOlu 
m 
dioxide 
3. 0,75 셔0 ，67 0,61 0,57 0,66 0,5 0,8 0,75 
Concent 
ration 
degree 
。f

ZlrcoOlu 
m 
dioxide 
coc. 
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The degree of concentration of a zirconium dioxide depends on the content of a 
quartz and zircon - apatite. By increase of the carbonates content ,the degree of 
concentration has the tendency to reduction (negative correlation). 

5.7.4. Quality of slime concentrates to content of dioxide 
zlrconlum 

The dependence of the content of zirconium dioxide from a mass in initial ore 
is given to fig. 5.11 , where example 38 MTn of factor of correlation 0,98 in a wioe 
range of concentration(from 0 up to 52 %) is visible. The average factor of 
concentration(KK) of zirconium dioxide in whole to deposit is equaled 2,47. 
However, its meanings strongly vary to the samples and depend on the factors. 
The intensity of a disintegration of primary ore influences on the degree of 
"disclosing" of the mineral forms of zirconium bearing mineral complex . 
By high concentration describing a degree of natural enrichment of initial ore, the 
mineral forms of the zirconium bearing mineral complex (baddelyite and of zircon) 
is characteristic of presence of the thin mineral form , as predetermines their primary 
concentration in slime fractions of ore. 
Apparently, increased percent of an output outcrop of a slime fraction conducts to 
an impoverishment of a productive paπ at the expense of inclusion in its total 
volume of significant quantity of formation. 
The influence of material composition is displayed in a positive role of prevalence to 
ore of qua다z component (factor of correlation + 0,75) , presence of iron hydroxide (r 
= + 0.56) and of negative role - prevalence to composition of ores of a 
carbonaceous component (r = -0,67). 
The slime fractions of ore mainly of carbonaceous composition are characterized in 
lowest factor of concentration , which the average is equaled 2,03 (tab. 5.21). 
Concentrates from ores mainly of quaπz composition is equal 2,69 much above. 
The marked distinction is possible connected by the carbonaceous ores contain to 
composition of zirconium bearing mineral complex a baddelyite, the part of which 
modular forms can leave to other fractions. 
The highest average meanings of factors of concentration (2,98) have the slime 
fractions of poor ores. Their average meanings for rich ores are equal 2,27 much 
below. It means that the result of sieve classification of poor ores (1-3 % Zr02) is 
possible to received slime by the content of a zirconium dioxide 3-10 % with its 
average output outcrop from total volume of ore - 27,66 % and by extraction in a 
concentrate - 74 %. The sieve classification of rich loose ores (Zr02 > 5 %) is 
possible production of a slime concentrate by the content of zirconium over a wide 
range from 10-15 of % up to 50 % and more. The structure, expected to a deposit, 
of distribution of slime concentrates of d 
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Table - 5.24. Quality of slime concentrates depending on initial ore grade 

Grade 。re Contents ZrO, in concentrate, quantity of cases % 
。res Oua % aver 1-5% 5-10 % 10-15% 15-20 % >20 % 

ntity age 
of 

case 
s 

(class ZrO quan % aver quan % aver quan % aver Oua % aver quan % aver 
content of 2 tity age tlty age tity age ntity age tlty age 

zrO,) cont of Zr。 。f Zr。 。f Zr。 。f Zr。 。f Zr。

ent case 2 case 2 case 2 case 2 case 2 
s cont s cont s c。이 s cont s cont 

ent ent ent ent ent 
1.Poor 9 23,7 1,9 3 7,9 3,08 5 13,2 6,31 2,6 10,25 
(1-3 %) 

2.Average 12 31 ,6 4,12 6 15,8 7,84 6 15,8 11 ,6 
(3-5%) 
3.Rich 9 23,7 7,21 3 7,9 13,35 4 10,5 18.21 2 5,25 26,32 

(5-10%) 
4.Super- 8 21 14.45 8 21 ,05 28,9 

rich 
(> 10%) 
TOTAL 38 100 3 7,9 3,08 11 29 7,14 10 26,3 12 4 10,5 18,21 10 26,3 28,38 

The prima깨 slime concentrates(55,3 %) is characterized by the content of a 
zirconium dioxide of 5-15 %. Significant percent (26,3) slime concentrates are 
characterized by the content Zr02 more than 20 % (on the average 28,38 0/0}- The 
distribution of a zirconium dioxide in slime concentrates results that sieve 
classification of conditioned slime concentrates from ores. 
Basic volume of slime concentrates considered by an intermediate product of initial 
ore, is characterized by the content of a dioxide of a zirconium 10-15 %_ The 
opportunity of production 40-50% of concentrates contacts to presence of super
rich ores (Zr02 - 15-25). 
Reduced volume of a intermediate product of ore with high extraction of a valuable 
component essentially reduces expenses to transportation and further processing 
of ore, increases of quality of a slime concentrate need application of the special 
technologies of enrichment, in particular, chemical - metallurgical. 
The economic feasibility of their application is justified by the high content of useful 
components as ore and "slime" concentrate. 

5.7.5. Distribution of main mineral phases of zirconium- bearing 
complex of dependence from mineralogical cαo이>m까lpO，α‘i파s 

ofs의lim’e concentrate 

The quantitative ratio of main mineral phases of zirconium bearing mineral 
complex has an effect on their quality and of efficiency of further technological 
processing by the purpose of production of a product. 
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The zirconium bearing mineral complex practic러Iy are characterized by presence of 
a baddelyite, zircon , zircon - apatite, growths of a zircon with hydroxides of iron and 
composition complex. Glavny mineral phases to zirconium bearing mineral complex 
are a baddelyite and zircon. 
The distribution of a zircon and of baddelyite in slime concentrates of various 
mineral composition is given to table-5.25. 

Table - 5.25. Distribution of main ZBMC mineral phases and zirconium dioxide in slime 
concentrates of different mineral composition 

Mineral composition Average contents in A verage baddeleyite Average content of 
of concentrate concentrate, % ,% zirconium dioxide, % 

baddeleyite Zircon and zircon, %, ratio 
Mainly 7,21 3,6 2,0 8,53 

carbonaceous 
Quartz- 15 15,2 0,99 23,86 

carbonaceous 
Mainly quartz 1,7 16 0,1 13,39 

The ratio of main zirconium bearing mineral complex can be divided into following 
concentrates: 

Mainly badde/eyite (> 2), 
Mixed (0,2-2), 
Mainly zirconium κ α낌. 

On the base of the analysis of results of distribution of zirconium bearing mineral 
complex in 38 MTn a baddelyite to a zirconium 18,4 % of slim concentrates 
concerns to mainly baddeleyite, 34,2 % - to mixed and 47,3 % to mainly zirconium 
grades (table-5.26). 
Such grade ratio of slime concentrates will be more probable characteristic of a 
whole deposit. This conclusion is the results of the analysis distribution of a 
baddelyite and zircon in samples MTn, selected to profile 8 across strikes of the 
central ore-bearing block of a deposit. 
Distribution diagrams of the zirconium bearing mineral complex rather evidently is 
visible, that a significant paπ of samples (> 50 %) contain prevailing concentration 
of a zircon as initial ore, and slime concentrate (Fig.-5.12) . 
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Table - 5.26. Distribution of ores and slime concentrates of different mineral 
composition by grades 

Mainly Mixed Mainly 
Baddeleyite Zircon 

Quantity of % quantit % quantit % 
cases Y of Y of 

cases cases 
Of 。f ores 。f 。t of ot 

concentr. conc 。res concent 。res

entr. r. 
Mainly carbonaceous 4 57,1 10,5 2 28,6 5.3 14,3 2,6 
Quartz-carbonaceous 3 23 7,9 5 38.5 13,1 5 38,S 13,1 
Mainly qu하tz 6 33,3 15,8 12 66,7 31 ,6 

Total 7 18,4 13 34,2 18 47,3 

Ratio of a baddelyite and zircon in a zirconium bearing mineral complex depend on 
composition of initial ore , which will inherit slime concentrate. The slime 
concentrates mainly of carbonaceous composition the baddeleyite grades make 
57,1 % mixed 28,6 %, zirconium - 14,3 %. The concentrates of quartz -
carbonaceous composition in 38,5 % are characterized by the mixed grades, in 
38,5 % of mainly zirconium and only in 23 % of baddeleyite (table-5.26). Slime 
concentrates mainly of quartz composition in 66,7 % is represented by zirconium in 
33,3 %. Baddeleyite in concentrates of these ores is not established. 
The analysis of mineral concentrates of a zirconium dioxide testifies, that the poor 
differences (1-10 % Zr02) are characterized mainly (in 42,1 %) zirconium and by 
mixed grades. The baddeleyite grades in poor concentrates meet only to 2,6%. The 
average content of a zirconium dioxide concentrates display of all mineral grades 
mixed (10,5 %) and is characteristic zirconium(13,2 %) grades. The differences of 
slime concentrates(> 20 % Zr02) are characterized by baddeleyite (7,9 %) and 
mixed (15 ,8 %) grades. Zirconium grades among differences is not established 
(table-5.27). 

Table - 5.27. Distribution of baddeleyite and zircon grades of slime concentrates depending 
of zirconium dioxide content in them 

Grade Contents zirconium dioxide in concentrate 
Slime 1 -10 % 10 - 20 % >20% 

Conce댄ntration % oftotal %of % oftotal %of % oftotal %of 
quantity of concentrate quantity of concentrate quantity of concentrate 

cases cases cases 
Baddeleyite 2,6 14,4 7,9 42,8 7.9 42,8 

Mixed 7,9 23,1 10,5 30,8 15,8 46,1 
Zircon 34,2 72,2 13,2 27,8 - -
Total 44,7 31 ,6 23.7 

The d,istribution of zirconium dioxide in zirconium bearing mineral complex made by 
researches 16 MTn in profile 8 testifies, that 76,38 % of a zirconium dioxides ’ 
mainly of carbonaceous composition , are necessary to baddelyite. (table-5.28). 
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Table - 5.28. In slime concentrates of different composition 
(profile 8, average by results of investigation of 16 STS) 

Mineral phases Output Distribution of zirconium dioxide 
。f 。t ores, Zirconium 。f concentrate % 。t ores, 

concentrate % dioxide % 
,% contents 

Mainly carbonaceous composition 
Baddeleyite 10 2 .9 81 ,4 76,38 44 ,66 
Zircon 2 ,8 0 ,84 62 ,2 16,56 10,16 
Zircon-apatite 0 .46 0,11 36,51 1,38 0.68 
Non-zircon 86.74 25,79 0.57 5 ,68 3,71 
Total concentrate 100 29.64 10.52 100 59 .2 
Tails 70,36 3 ,03 40.8 
Initialore 100 4 ,57 100 

Mainly Quartz composition 
Baddeleyite 4.9 1,6 81 ,4 21 17.9 
Zircon 12,9 3.8 62 ,2 64,2 55 
Zircon-apatite 1,9 0 .6 36,5 6 ,3 5 ,6 
Non-zircon 80,3 24 ,9 8 ,5 7,35 
Total concentrate 100 30,9 13,6 100 85.8 
Initialore 100 4 ,94 100 

5.7.6. Distribution of accompanying ore element 

The results of chemical and x-ray analysis of slime fractions 16 MTn show 
industrial concentration in a tungsten (1 ,14 %), hafnium (0 ,84 %) , yttrium (0,07 %), 

niobium (0,12 %). The separate samples of the content in a tungsten reaches 3,63 
%, hafnium more than 1 %, y야rium 0,21 % , niobium 0,5 % (table-5.29). 
X-ray analysis in initial ore shows the accessory elements content from the profile 
8. 

Table - 5.29. Results of X-ray radiometric analysis of slime fractions in initial ores for 
accessory elements(data by 16 STS, profile 8) 

Index STS number, Contents of Element, % 
Elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

W 1,56 0,2 1,18 1,06 - 3.18 3,63 1,79 0,61 1,23 0,22 1,18 0‘ 33 0,61 1,37 
1 6 6 2 2 7 8 5 9 

Hf 0,87 0,68 1,41 0,28 0,57 5,61 0,89 . 0,59 . 0,58 0,4 0,06 0,38 1,04 
6 1 8 4 2 2 

Y 0,05 0,01 0,03 0,05 . 0,21 0,05 0.16 0.10 0.1 0,08 0.12 0,08 
8 4 3 2 8 2 8 6 8 

Nb 0,07 0,02 0,13 0,04 0,09 0.18 0,37 0,26 0,50 0,04 0,05 0,02 0,03 0,01 0.04 0.01 
5 8 1 7 5 8 9 3 8 4 9 8 8 8 

Cp. 
1.14 

0,84 

0.12 

The average content of specified elements are received by the analysis of 
experimental batches of concentrates from technological volumetric samples (table-
5.3이. The lanthanum are marked as the increased content with a scandium, 
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tantalum. However exact system analysis of samples on these elements is not 
carried out. The listed elements in 70-80% are distributed of a thin fraction and 
taken together with a basic element(zirconium). In this connection the received 
slime concentrate is collective and interest for accessory extraction of the specified 
valuable components. 

Table - 5.30. Results of X-ray radiometric analysis of experimental batch of slime 
zircon concentrates 

Poor (Zr02 up to 10 %) 
Average (Zr02 10-20 %) I 0,125 
Rich (Zr02 >20 %) 2,065 

5.8. Mineralogical technological features of granular 
fractions of loose ore 

5.8.1. Disfribufion of dioxide zirconium in granular fracfions 
of loose ore 

The previous features real of granulometric composition , distribution of a 
zirconium dioxide and technological property of thin fractions of loose ore 
established that the basic reserves of a zirconium dioxide and accompanying 
elements are distributed in thin fractions. Simultaneously established that the 
granular ore represents practical interest for technological processing by the 
purpose of production of a granular concentrate or in the worse case , for additional 
extraction of a zirconium in a total concentrate, as the granular fractions remains a 
significant pa다 of reserves (20-40 %). 

Average parameters of granulometric composition and distributions of a zirconium 
dioxide on example MTn 17-38 testifies that the concentrated granular fractions of 
loose ores 26,51 % of reserves with an output outcrop - 58,85 % and average 
content Zr02 - 3,34 % . requires of the further technological processing and 
enrichment (table-5.31). 
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Table - 5.31. Average granulometric composition and zirconium dioxide distribution 
in granular fractions of loose ores (STS -17-38) 

Outputot Z’r。2 c。%ntents,; l l앓 Enr떼빼r끼ic상hn빼m Distribution 
dres, ‘? ",coèfficient 0 'ZrOil,%' ι 

% 
- 2 + 0,5 21 ,54 3,28 0,53 
- 0,5 +0,2 14,43 2,45 0,4 
- 0,2 + 0,074 17.73 3,24 0,52 
- 0,074 + 0,04 5,15 5,96 0,97 
Total average 58,85 3,34 0,54 

The distribution of a zirconium dioxide in granular fractions is depend on the 
material composition of initial ore, gives the rather best characteristics of their 
quartz - carbonaceous one as output outcrop of a fraction (58,95 %), and 
distribution of a zirconium (31 ,93 %) and main quality (7,5 % Zr02). 

The low factors of concentration (0,58) and distributions of reserves (21 ,66 %) are 
characteristic of granular fractions of loose ore, mainly of quartz composition (table-
5.32). Earlier was shown that the ores of this (74-75 %) is marked the variety 
Vysokiy factor of distribution of a zirconium in thin concentrate. 

Table - 5.32. Average granulometric composition of loose ore granular fractions of different 
composition and indexes of zirconium dioxide distribution 

Fractions 
。utput， % 

씨
 % 때

 
m 

찌
 

The distribution parameters of a zirconium dioxide classified to granular fractions is 
depend on the content Zr02 in initial ore: the rich initial ore is the content of a 
zirconium dioxide of a granular fraction and the more reserves in it (table-5.33) is 
concentrated. 
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Table - 5.33. Average granulometric composition of loose ore granular fractions of 
different quality and indicators of zirconium dioxide distribution 

Average (ZrO, 5-3 %) 

fracti。 ‘ Conten , Conce I Distrib 
n I ntratio I ution 

。utput， I Z벼，.% i n 
% i coeffic ! zrO,.% 

ient 

9.92 1,28 I 0,33 I 2,53 
15,26 2,13 ‘ 0,54 I 5,74 

19 1,58 0,4 7,3 
8.38 1.61 0,41 3.14 
6,5 2,24 0.57 3.43 
5,38 I 2,98 I 0,76 I 3,65 

~ O C: 1"1 1': ">1': Q 64 ,44 : 1,96 0,5 25 ,8 

fraction 
。utput

14,1 
14,46 
18,81 
7.71 
4 ,54 
6 ,31 

lean (zrO, 3-1 %) 

’ Conte νConce 1 Distributi 
nt I ntrati I on 

zrO,. I on I zrO,,% 
% I ∞effi 

I cient 

O,24 I 0,1 I 1,57 
1,1 i 0,46 I 2,72 
0,7 0,3 I 3,64 

0,98 I 0,41 I 2,14 
1,14 I 0,48 I 2,16 
1,38 I 0,58 I 3,21 

! 0,93 ! 0,39 I 17 ,44 
1 2 ,38 I 

The best average parameters of distribution have rich ores, poor ore characterized 
by low distribution of reserves (17,44 %), low factor of concentration (0,39) and 
high percent of an output outcrop (65,98 %) granular fractions_ 

5.8.2. Technological propeπies and enrichment of "granular" 
fractions of loose ore 

The study of technological properties and enrichments of granular fractions 
of loose ore are used the incorporated small technological samples NQ 17-38, 
described bya material on a concentration table. 
Some difference of mineralogical composition of these samples is the prevalence in 
a zirconium bearing mineral complex (gelzirconium). The technological tests of an 
enrichment of granular fractions of 22 samples are given to table 5.34. 

Table - 5.34. Average technological data of enrichment of granular fractions STS 
in loose ores 

Product name Quality of initial ore 
Enrichment indicators Lean Zr02 averageZr02’ Rich Zr02, 

(1-3 %) (3-5 %) (>5 %) 

Granular concentrate: 
Output, % 8 ,85 8 ,95 11.33 

Mass, Zr02. % 1,14 3 ,52 9 ,31 

Concentration, % 4 ,93 7 ,55 10,34 
Tails otBanbHble + middling 
Output, % 64.9 65.74 62 ,97 

‘--
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Product name Quality of initial ore Total 
Enrichment indicators Lean Zr02 averageZr02, Rich Zr02, for 22 STS 

(1-3 %) (3-5 %) (>5 %) 

Total mass Zr02. % 0,65 1.51 5,03 3,0 
Concentration, % 23,65 24,89 30,11 27,10 
Contents Zr02 to initial ores 1,83 4,07 9,66 6,15 
PYAe 

The parameters of an enrichment of granular fractions of loose ores testify that the 
degree of concentration of a zirconium dioxide and its extraction to a granular 
concentrate is a low level (5,76 % and 8,11 % accordingly). The significant pa다 of 
reserves (27,10 %) Zr02 with the average content 3,0 % leaves in tails(table- 5.34). 
To allocate rich (30-40 % Zr02) granular concentrates it was not possible to 
analyzed samples. 
However it is established that the degree of concentration Zr02 in a granular 
concentrate directly depends on the content of initial ore. The same law is marked 
and for the content Zr02 in tails and economic products describing losses of useful 
components. 
By correlation of the content Zr02 to a granular concentrate and to initial ore their 
strong connection(+ 0,94) is established. The average parameters of an enrichment 
of granular concentrates poor, average and rich grades of loose ores are given in 
table 5.32. Factorof concentration of a zirconium dioxide for poor and average 
grades of ores is less than unit, and for rich grades of ores, it hardly comes nearer 
to 1-1 ,2 with an output outcrop in a concentrate - 11 ,33 % from volume of a fraction 
and extraction Zr02 - 10,34%. 

The tails and intermediate product leaves 62,97 % of ore with the average content 
Zr02- 5,03%. It means théH enrichment of granular fractions of ore by a gravitational 
way (in this case enrichment on concentration tables) it is not enough effectively 
extraction of useful components and can be expedient only for rich and probably of 
average grades of ores. 
Summary technological parameters of enrichment of loose ores of Algoma at the 
expense of total extraction Zr02 in thin and granular concentrates really show 
essential increases of extraction (8-10 %) to a zirconium dioxide with increase of an 
output outcrop of a concentrate 9-10 % (table-5.35). 

Table - 5.35. Summary technological data concentration samples (STS) to deppendance 
on qualitative initial ores 

Name of products enrichment Output, % Total mass dioxide zirconium, % Extraction, % 
1. Lean grades loose ore (1-3 %) 

granular concentrate (+0,04 mm) 8.85 1,14 4.92 
Slimeconcentrate (-0,04 mm) 26,25 5,17 71 ,4 
Total concentrate 35,1 4,15 76,32 
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Name of products enrichment Output, % Total mass dioxide zirconium, % Extraction, % 
1. Lean grades loose ore (1-3 %) 

tails + pile commercial productes 64.9 0,65 23.68 
Total STS 100 1,83 100 

2. Average grade of loose oores (3-
흐월l 

granular concentrate (+0,04 mm) 8,95 3,52 7,55 
Slime concentrate (-0,04 mm) 25,32 11 ,13 67,56 
T otal concentrate 34,27 9,14 75,1 
Tails+ pile commercial productes 65.73 1,51 24,9 
Total STS 100 4,07 100 

3. Rich grade loose ore (5-10 %) 
granular concentrate (+0,04 mm) 10,6 5.28 7,39 
Slimeconcentrate (-0,04 mm) 23,85 19,07 68,33 
Total concentrate 34.44 14.83 73,72 
tails pile commercial productes 65,56 2,98 26,28 
Total STS 100 7.04 100 
3. Rich grade of loose ores (>10 %) 
granular concentrate (+0,04 mm) 12.21 14.14 13,89 
Slime concentrate (-0,04 mm) 27,98 23.41 51 ,4 
Total concentrate 40.19 20.59 65,3 
tails + pile commercial productes 59,81 7,49 34,7 
Total STS 100 12,81 100 

The total extraction in a complex concentrate (slime, granular) for all grades of ores 
reaches 73 ,4-76 ,3 % with an output outcrop - 34-35 %. However, the quality of a 
complex concentrate in all cases can be and recognized acceptable only for rich 
and super-rich ores. The reason of this phenomenon first of all is in features of 
granulometric composition of a zirconium bearing mineral complex and forms their 
presence of a granular fraction in a concentrate. 
Average mineralogical composition of concentrates of granular loose ores on 67,5 
% is represented by a qua야z ， dolomite , calcite , clay(argillaceous) minerals and 
hydroxides iron. Minerals and mineral units a ZIRCONIUM bearing mineral 
COMPLEX COCTaB,QflIOT - 32,5%. 
Among minerals of rocky group prevail a quaπz (64,2-71 ,6 %). Following(next) of 
prevalence are the clay (argillaceous) minerals (7 ,1-14,3 %), dolomite (0 ,5-5,6 %) 
and hydroxides of iron (0,2-6 ,2 %). The other minerals (organic substance, 
monazite, rutile , anatase, leucoxene, pyrite etc.) do not exceed to 
general(common) composition 2%. The quantitative parity(rati이 of the listed 
minerals essentially depends on composition and qualities (grade) of initial ore. 
As a rule, the baddelyite meets to growths. The share in the independent 
individuals does not exceed 5 % from a total sum of minerals of a zirconium, 95 % 
of minerals of a zirconium will form accretions among themselves or by other 
minerals. From zirconium minerals practically only baddelyite meets as separate 
independent extracts. The most characteristic accretions the baddelyite will form: 

Fine-grained extracts of a ge/zircon and of metamict zircon: frequently 
baddelyite meets in so thin accretions from minerals that the similar 
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mineral units difficultly give in diagnostics with optic-microscopic 
study; 
By the basic rock-forming mineral - quaπz; the baddelyite acquires 
crystals of a quaπz as ’낳hi.π’， develops along micro-cracks, paπially 

carries out cavities in emptiness of a leaching combined finely - and by 
a cryptocrystalline quaπZ. 

In the above-stated mineral units quite often there are a thin impregnation, 
powders, and small incrustation to rock forming and zirconium minerals of 
hydroxide iron, black colored mineral and white mineral such as a kaolinite. 
Gelzircon there is basic fine-grained mineral units mainly white and y터lowish 
colored. The accretions of a baddelyite, metamict zircon, quartz and hydroxides 
iron are most characteristic. 
Hydroxide iron is represented , mainly, goethite. The mineral will form thin layer 
(from 0,4 mm up to microsize of extracts) in rock-forming minerals - quartz, clay 
(argillaceous) , carbonaceous minerals and units combined by a zirconium mineral. 
Larger collomorform crystals from less often characteristic radially - , concentrically 
- zoned are described in an interbedding of thin interlayer (0,4-0,004 mm) of dark
red and more Iight - yellowish - brown of anochreous material. Distribution of 
minerals and mineral units in "granular" fractions to classes of a size and 
quantitative ratio of minerals forming mineral units are given to table 5.36. 

Table - 5.36. Distribution of minerals and mineral units ZBMC(%) in loose ores by class of 
size (By VIIKHTN data) 

Minerals and mineral 
Units 

Classes KpynHoctl1, mm. Average Contents 80 Fractions, % 1 Average 
+0,99 I +0,5 I +0,25 I +0,15 1 +0,1 1 +0,0741 +0,0441 Content of 

Baddeleyite of “favos" type 
Mineral unit, including thin 
intergrowths of baddeleyite (75-
80 ) gelzircon(10 %) and quartz 
(10-15 %) 
Baddeleyite - co"oform micro-I
bud with thin impregnznation of 
black mineral (5-10 %) 
Microcrystalline quartz 17,8 
segregations (70-80 %) in 
.shirt" of baddeleyite (20-30 %) 
Mineral unit of black colouro I -
니eeta ， made mainly of 
intergrowths of baddeleyite (30-
40 %), quartz (20-30%) and 
black minerals (40-50%) 
Thingranular yellow mineral unit, I3,7 
made of gelzircon(70-80 %), 
baddeleyite (3-5 %), metamict 
zircon (1-2 %), Quartz (15-20 
%), iron hydroxides (1-3 %) 

0,87 

1.6 5 

2,2 2,13 

14.5 15,7 

0,1 

3.8 4,4 

408 

1,3 

7.17 

2,45 

현쁘e!트 
2,37 16,73 19,77 13 

11 ,6 114,9 15,47 7.95 

3,9 4 5,5 2,27 

13,77 12 9,1 5,7 9,8 

0,3 0,4 0,6 0,7 0,3 

4,7 5,1 6,6 7,3 5.08 



Minerals and mineral Classes KpynHoctκ mm. Average Contents 90 Fractions, % Average 
Units +0,99 +0,5 +0,25 +0,15 +0,1 +0,074 +0,044 Content of 

sample 
Mineral unit mainly composed of 16,9 3,1 1,8 1,7 0,2 0,8 0,1 3,5 
baddeleyite intergrowths (20-30 
%), gelzircon, metamict zircon, 
quartz (50-60 %), iron 
hydroxides, black mineral 

Total ZBMC 28,4 25,2 30 31 ,4 25,6 42,7 44,5 32,5 
8Rock-forming minerals and 71 ‘6 74,8 70 68,6 74,4 57,3 55,5 67,5 
their 
intergrowths(quartz,dolomite, 
calcite’ clay minerals, Iron 
hydroxides etc.) 

Total in c1ass 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

The basic minerals and mineral units of a baddelyite and gelzircon is concentrated 
in thin fractions (0,074-0 ,044 mm), on which it is necessary 42,7-44 ,5 % in total. In 
larger fractions (+ 0,074MM) there are mainly micro-crystal extracts of a quaπz to 
"shirt" from a baddelyite and mineral units consisting of a quartz (50-70 %) and 
hydroxides iron by subordinated meaning of a baddelyite, gelzircon, metamict 
zlrcon. 
With "disclosing" mineral units and of growths the significant part of minerals a 
zirconium bearing mineral complex is capable to leave to a thin fraction , that limits 
opportunities of an effective utilization of gravitational ways of enrichment of 
granular fractions of ore. 
Mixture of a concentrate on baddeleyite and zirconium in the thin fractions also is 
complicated because of joint their presence. The additional "chemical" disclosing of 
mineral grains and special technologies of enrichment of thin fractions of ore is 
required. 
By the basic criteria of a typification of zirconium-bearing ores of a deposit 
determining them mineralogy - technological features and influencing on 
parameters of an enrichment and quality of concentrates are: 

Degree of a disintegration 
Material composition 
Mass share of a dioxide of a zirconium 
Ratio of the basic .mineral phases a zirconium bearing mineral complex 
- baddelyite and zircon (ge/zircon). 

The loose zirconium-bearing ores are mapped. Heavily disintegrated loose ores, 
are characterized by the high content of a dioxide zirconium and other useful 
components and by their repeated enrichment in thin fractions of ore. Defining 
favorable conditions of improvement of a deposit, intensive disintegration of ores 
causes complexities of their technological processing , since the basic pa미 of 
reserves of useful components concentrates in thin , hardly enriched fractions of 
ore. 
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Being a consequence of processes of formation of crusts weathering and karst 
carbonaceous environment, the various degree of a natural disintegration of ores 
conducts not only to change of their mechanical condition , but also to change 
material and chemical composition . 
Of dominant main mineralogical (quartz, carbonates) component, the loose ores of 
a deposit are subdivided in mainly carbonaceous, qua다z - carbonaceous and 
mainly quaπz differences. 
The specified differences of ores spatially are located. The features of material 
composition of ores influence to technological parameters of enrichment will be and 
inherited by composition received thin and granular concentrates, that should be 
taken into account further chemical - metallurgical conversion concentrate. 
Ores mainly of quaπz composition are characterized by increased extraction of a 
dioxide zirconium in thin concentrate. Among minerals the zirconium bearing 
mineral complex prevails a zircon (gelzircon) and minerals of rocky group - quaπz 
and hydromica. 
The thin and granular concentrates mainly of carbonaceous composition among 
minerals of rocky group in significant quantity is present a dolomite, and from 
zirconium minerals a baddelyite. With gravitational enrichment both minerals leave 
in a heavy fraction , complicating their division and production of a standard 
concentrate. In ores with a quartz - carbonaceous of composition, the content of a 
dioxide zirconium are richest in a baddelyite to a zircon - mixed. 
In limits of ores mainly carbonaceous quartz - carbonaceous and mainly of quaπz 
composition the blocks by a various mass of a dioxide zirconium are allocated : rich 
(Zr02 > 5 %), average(Zr02 3-5 %) and poor (Zr02 < 3 %). 
The spatial distribution of ores by the various content of a dioxide zirconium largely 
depends on morphological features and structures of ore horizons. 
But statistically blocks by the rich content are displayed in ores more often quartz -
carbonaceous composition, where the average content Zr02 makes 11 ,9 %. In the 
investigated samples (MTn) the ratio of initial ores to content Zr02 has made: rich -
50 %, average - 33 %, poor - 17%. Of 허I probability this ratio will be sustained for a 
deposit in whole. 
The parameter enrichment of thin and granular fractions poor, average and rich to 
content Zr02 of initial ores are various. The poor ores, despite of Vysokiy factor of 
enrichment Zr02 of a thin 
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necessary to share of the mixed grades. Baddeleyite of grades is not established. 
The average ores are characterized to 80 % of the mixed and zirconium grades 
and only 20 % it is necessa깨 to share baddeleyite. Rich ores in 73,3 % is 
represented by the baddeleyite and mixed grades, and baddeleyite of grades is 
necessary 40 %. In concentrates from these grades of ores an overwhelming pa야 
of zirconium phases is represented by particles of the not changed baddelyite. As a 
r비e ， it is pa다icles of the rounded form, homogeneous, monolithic, bright - white and 
contain of %: 67-68 zirconium; 1-2 niobium; 1-1 ,7 hafnium; 1-2 tungsten; 0,6 
calcium; 0,2-1 iron. Some grains of uranium reaches 0,5-0,7 %. Particles of other 
zirconium phases: Zircon , zircon - apatite, as a r비e ， irresistible composition , 
irregular form by pores and by inclusions. 
The concentrate of the large part of zirconium phases makes an average ores of a 
zircon. It is small pa미cles 0,3-30 . of micron in irregular form, as if corroded by 
corrosion. The constant impurity in a zircon is marked (%: 0,6-1 hafnium, 0,8-1 ,7 
niobium, up to 0,7 aluminia, 2,5 calcium, 0,7-3,9 iron. 
There is an appreciable quantity of complex particles, including zircon - apatite of a 
pa메cle and small quantity of a baddelyite. 
The poor concentrate of a ferruginous particles are established also in zircon -
apatite and zircon. The baddelyite is not found out. 
Research data allow to recommend the technological diagram of enrichment of 
ores “Algoma" deposit, including washed ore mass to class less 0.071 mm and 
realization of a slime concentrate on working enterprises. For block rich , mainly 
baddeleyite grades of ores, it is necessary to provide enrichment them on 
concentration tables or other equipment for an extract of richer granular 
concentrates and subsequent processing to dioxide zirconium. 
The expedient continuation of technological researches to improvement of 
processing mode to thin and granular concentrates for production from them, the 
commodity products is represented. The boundary content of a dioxide of a 
zirconium in ore are necessary, that will allow more objectively to estimate reserves 
of a deposit. 
The whole "unique" properties of zircon bearing mineral complex of deposit 
"AnraMa" testify to high value of similar ores and "riches" of the nomenclature of 
products, which can be set as from thin and granular concentrates. 

5.9. General information on hydrogeological features of 
a deposit 

The specialized researches directed to hydrogeological study was not carried 
out. The general information on these features are based on the results of geology 
- prospecting of routes, sampling a streams, trench of tieldwork and drill holes. As 
already it was marked above, the characteristics of environment enclosing an ore 
field of a deposit is the absence to karst depressions of a long-term frost, through 
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the area, where the prospecting works were carried out, is located to a zone of a 
long-term frost. This phenomenon can be usual in ore fields. 
The basic source of heat is the radioactive disintegration of uranium, thorium and 
K-40, which constantly are marked in composition of ore fields that is shown above. 
The greatest contribution to the increased temperature on this site, apparently, is 
brought in a physico - chemical processes flowing by extract of heat: oxidation of 
organic substance, restoration and oxidation of sulfides, condensation of a deposit, 
and main process of a leaching limestone and dolomite. 
Heat interiors redistributed conductive cause the thermoconductivity of rocks, and 
the convection water caused by a movement, heat transfer. H.A.Ogilba (1959) 
specifies that a filtration speed of underground waters more than 4 mm / years, 
plays a large role in a thermal mode of interiors. 
To presence of talc zones in karst depressions and descending circulation 
contained is possible to explain the water failure with winter sinking of prospect 
holes located in tens and hundreds of meters downwards to a slope from an output 
outcrop on Glavny opened ore field , which were completely covered with an areal 
ice body. 
As already it was marked above, and it is the basic feature of an ore field of a 
deposit Algoma, all ore bodies are located in limits of karst depressions near-divide 
parts, widely developed of river systems of the rivers Ingilis and Large Kandyk. The 
surface drainage systems change from 200 up to 300 M, thus any form 
replenishment by these systems of karst cavities because a subhorizontal 
occurrence of probable Water-proofs layer and deep total drainage of geological 
formation excluded Ripen time. 
The waters in karst rocks circulate as an horizontal ( testify numerous radon 
sources to contour of an output outcrop) on surface of an ore field, so vertical 
direction to numerous pores and cracks. 
In some cases vertical circulation is provoked by prospecting works - overflow 
waters from one chamber to other occurs to holes. 
The wide development of a karst finds reflection and formation of spring draining of 
a deposit , Algoma and Tas-Yuya. In a upper spring practically there are no 
developed channels. Their superficial drain is completely absorbed by karst rocks 
and passes into underground. In lower courses there are numerous lakes and 
swamped sites. 
As a rule, all springs beginning from karst are ric 
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5.10. Mining and mine technical conditions for 
development 

As already it was marked above, the ore fields of Algaminsky deposit are 
located to limits different to form, sizes, depth karst depresgions. 
The thickness of overlying rocks(does not exceed anywhere 20 M) are superficial 
prevailing by the bed-like form of a subhorizontal occurrence in near-bottom parts 
of depressions and inclined - in near-edge parts. 
The ore fields concern to dispersed and distributed in a massif of enclosing rocks 
mostly depends on the form and sizes of karst depressions and precisely 
expressed contact. The rock-hardness (given Hyproores) enclosing a deposit is 
concern to the third group of rocks (factor of a rock-hardness of rocks to scale 
npoφ. M.M. npOTOAbs:l KOHOea 1-2), and outliers karst dolomite is to the second 
group (K03φ. 3-7). The dip of a natural damp loose rocks changes from 300 up to 
350 . Recommended height of a bench for such rocks makes 10-15 M, and angle of 
stability change from 400 up to 600 for loose rocks and 600 -700 for karst dolomite; 
the not worker - 35 0 -450 for both groups of rocks. 
For increase of stability of boards and decreases of their humidity, and also 
protection of a future quarry from a superficial drain the realization on some 
distance from boards of a future quarry upland trench by the purpose of 
interception and of removal of flowing down waters. 
Part of karst depressions is flooded and represents danger (because of a collapse 
of a roof) with movement of heavy engineering to surface, and also sudden fault of 
large masses of water in the space, therefore prior to the beginning development of 
a deposit , it is necessary to carry out the preliminary drainage, especially on sites 
of subjects to prime improvement. This work can be executed a sinking specialized 
water-Iowering or water drain holes can be and concurrent about an additional 
exploration. 

5.11. Reserves and potential resources of Algaminsky 
deposit 

To the present time the northern detail investigated and central part of 
Algaminsky deposit where mountain workings and holes traced is an ore . field 
under detrital deposits to horizon of 612 m. Prospecting - estimated works by the 
purpose of underlying ore horizons by marks 592 M and 565 M are executed in 
small volume: the rare mountain workings and rare drill holes here also establish 
significant volumes of "Ioose" ores. 
The estimation of an ore field Glavny opened to output outcrops under detrital 
deposits was carried out by trenches and by a drilling works 100 x20 m. The zone 
Glavny is completely blocked by dolomites and investigated by drill holes in grid 
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200x80 m. The zones Glavny is traced without interruption to horizon 612 M and 
represent a uniform ore field( connection by a different degree of exploration). By 
results of a drilling , the ore field is characterized complex (q-O,71) by a geological 
structure, by variability of thickness (Vm = 59,28 %) and qualities (Vc = 73,83 %) 
useful component and it concerns to III-IV ( direct dependence from the sizes and 
complexities of the forms of karst depressions) group of deposits. A zone Glavny 
opened (tables 5.34, 5.35) were carried out alternative calculations of reserves of a 
dioxide zirconium with density of a grid 100x20 M, 100x40 M, 200x80 M and 
400x160 m. 

Table - 5.37. Calculation of Enrichment coefficient of Zr02 content variation . (Glavny open) 

Numbers Average Contents Quantity of c x n ðC ðC2 ðC2 n 
order KIlaccoBoro ~HtepBana , C, % samples 

0.75 6 4.5 -3.75 14.06 84.36 
2 1.55 7 10.85 -2.95 8.7 60.9 
3 2.55 15 38.25 -1.95 3.8 57.0 
4 3.55 13 46,15 -0.95 0.9 11 .7 
5 4.55 5 22.75 +0.05 0.002 0.01 
6 5.55 5 27.75 +1.05 1.• 5.5 
7 6.55 4 26.5 +2.05 4.2 16.8 
8 7.55 2 15.7 +3.05 9.3 18.6 
9 8.55 
10 9.55 2 19.7 +5.05 25.5 51 .0 
11 10.55 - - . 
12 11 .55 3 34.05 +7.05 49.7 149.1 
13 12.55 3 37.65 +8.05 64.8 194.4 
14 13.55 13.55 +9.05 81.9 81 .9 
15 Total 66 297.7 731.27 

J. c x n ε ð.C2 xn 
느二~=4.5 1 .1--"= .. =3.33 

c= Ln (T-= V ζn 

3.33 -=- = -=-=-=- = 0.7383 x 100 = 73.83% 
Vc= t$ 4.5 1 

* Factor of complexity of a geological structure of an ore field q represents 
cumulative influence of intermittence of the form. The border and defined by the 
relation of number of ore crossings Np both ore, and barren, both depicting to a 
general border of an ore field. 

lψ 65 
...:...I.... = -=-=- = 0.71 

q=LN 91 
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Table - 5.53. Calculation of enrichment coefficient of thickness variation (Glavny 
open) 

A verage thickness 
of class interval , 

m, 
0.75 
1.5 
2.5 
3.5 
4.5 
5.5 
6.5 

Total 

m x n 

9.75 
33.0 
42.5 
24.5 
9.0 
11 .0 
6.5 

136.25 

L1m2 

1.82 
0.36 
0.16 
1.96 
5.76 
11 .56 
19.36 

13625 _. _ 102.02 . _ __ _ 12626 
힘 = -- --- =2 .1 3 (J"= - - _ ._ - = 1.2626 Vm=':"="=":' x 100=5928% 

64 64 2 .1 3 
The comparison of calculation shows that the reserves of a dioxide zirconium for a 
grid 100x20 M and 100x40 M in extensive cavities practically are identical, in narrow 
- up to two times decrease. To grid 200x80 M they sharply decrease (about 5 
times) , and to grid 400x160 M ore fields can be missed absolutely. Characteristics 
of a deposit that more than halves of reserves of a dioxide zirconium are 
concentrated in lenses of super-rich ores, which area does not exceed 10-15 % 
from the area of an ore field in whole. Width of such lenses is 10-50 M, length of 
100-300 M, thickness of 0.5-1.6 m. Proceeding from the results of alternative 
calculation , optimum grid of holes to prospecting works is accepted 100x40 M with 
a condensation up to 20M on sites by rich lenses. It is established that the ore fields 
of horizon 612 M can be fulfilled by an opened way and the thickness of an 
overburden does not exceed 20 m. 
After improvement of horizon 612 M also opened one can be fulfilled and horizon 
592 M (nowadays poorly investigated) overlying an ore field no more of 20 m. 
Rudny field of horizon 565 M is investigated by a rare grid trenches in limits of 
southeast flank of a deposit (zone Yuzhny) , therefore potential resources are 
designed only for this horizon. 
As already it was marked above, the section of karst deposits of ore field has a 
distinct border neither to composition , nor to color. The textural-structural features 
visually is not characterized from rocks , enclosing it. The definition of border is 
possible only by sampling or by data gamma - logging. The close correlation is 
connect to a natural radio-activity and increased content of a zirconium. X-ray
radiometric sampling(PPO) directly to core , after carefu1 clearing of its surface of a 
borehole, was widely used. 
The length of a core sampling changed from 0.2 M up to 0.6 M, in single instances 
reaching 1.2 m. The output outcrop of a core to holes changes from 70 % up to 100 
%, only in strongly flooded holes (hole.53, 318 etc.) it was lowered 세150-60 of %. 
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The impoverishment of a material of core sample from a hole of original outgrowths 
formed in result of their swelling rocks and also enrichment of underlying horizons 
not containing useful components is not excluded with ore horizon to above named 
reasons (CKB.208 , 212 , 215 , 218 , 237 , 273 , 281 etc.). For achievement design (70 
%) output outcrop of a core, the drilling was car깨 outed 11 dry 11 (without washing) 
and short (0.2 - 0.5 M) . AII holes are covered gamma - logging with detailed 
elaboration of ore intervals in scale 1 :50. With comparison of res비ts of definition of 
thickness ore is strata, a position of their roof and drilling and logging are received 
following relative and absolute average square-Iaw divergence (table- 5.39). 

Table - 5.39. Estimation of errors of sole , roof and ore interval thickness 

Average divergence (m) 
Re/ative average- quadratic 
divergence (%) 

Absolute average- quadratic 
divergence (m) 

-0.3 
6.5 

0.78 

-α09 

5.8 

α57 

-α22 

28.1 

0.61 

Taking into account contrast of an extract and insignificant errors, the thickness of 
ore fields is accepted by data gamma - logging. The average meaning of thickness 
to fields is defined as average by the account of all holes including to calculation. 
The definifion of a volumetric weight of ore is carried out by a total way to six 
samples selected from speci러Iy passed mountain working, by carefuI gauging of 
volume of working and of weight of the selected rock. The volumetric weight of ore 
is equal to the data of the carried out calculation 2.2 tlm3s. 
The definition of the content of a zirconium with realization of prospecting works is 
divided to two stage. The operative estimation of the content of a zirconium to core 
holes by a method PPO (X-ray-radiometric sampling) was used. After processíng 
of core samples to pattern up to a final diameter of 1.0 mm, powder samples were 
exposed to the X-ray-radiometric analysis (PPA). Atl these operations were carried 
out to place of realization of field works. The received results were used for 
updating a direction and techniques of realization of borehole works (first of all -
increase of an output outcrop of a core). Besides, the samples were directed to 
laboratory of Khabarovsk, where the analysis was carried out to authorized 
technique by a method X-ray - spectral of the analysis (PCA), by the external 
control to laboratories of Institute of geochemistry (Irkutsk) and of wet chemistry ( 
Khabarovsk , Leningrad). 
In addition, in small volume, control analysis by a method PCA was carried out to 
CNIGRI (Moscow) and laboratories nepT (Australia). The carried out control has 
shown satisfactory convergence of the ordinaries and of control analysis, therefore 
for calculation of reserves the results of the analysis by a method PCA were 
accepted . 
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Each hole and ore field to the whole average content was defined by an average 
weighted way ( dependence from length of the tested interval and of content to it). 
The deposit Algoma concerns to a new sedimentary - hydrothermal type, which ore 
fields are located to limits of the different form and of sizes of karst depressions 
filled by loose deposits and has not analogues neither of Russia , nor of CIS. 
Takoes as the feasibility report and basic parameters for a deposit will be 
developed only of stages of prospecting works, for the present calculation the 
recommendations of MINGEO USSR are accepted with the boundary content of a 
dioxide of a zirconium was defined to 1.0 %. The group of the feasibility report of 
Dalgeologia executed preliminary calculation, one of which variants also has shown 
size of the boundary content close 1 %. 
The results of test concentrates have shown that the minimal content of a zirconium 
to economic products, which can find direct application of an industry, should make 
5-10 %, and they can be received (methods of gravitational enrichment) only from 
initial ores of a dioxide, containing not less 1.5 %, of a zirconium. Proceeding from 
boundary content and minimal content of a dioxide zirconium to blocks 1.0 % are 
accepted. 
Except a usual sampling of holes to limits of an ore field Glavny opened was 
selected 38 small technological samples, which processing has allowed to allocate 
three ores: essentially carbonaceous, quartz - carbonaceous and qua다z. From the 
account of areal distribution of these types of ores and makes blocking of the 
investigated paπ of an ore field , one of which variants is offered to the appendix 3. 

5.11.1. Zone Glavny opened (horizon 612 M) 

Total investigated part of an ore zone by the above mentioned features, 
opportunity of separate improvement of a deposit and productions of concentrates 
is allocated with different consumer qualities, and also conditions of an overburden 
three ore blocks .. 
The block 1 gives carbonaceous mainly baddeleyite ores occurring practic리Iy to 
surfaces as eluvial of a talus blocked soil - vegetative by a layer insignificant (0.1-
0.2 M ") thickness. Average thickness to block - 1.56 M; the average content 4.57 
%; the area of ore block 15905 m2; a volumetric weight 2.2 tlm3 . Reserves 2495.0 
ts. Volume of an overburden 2386m3. Factor of an overburden 0.1 (table- 5.40). 

Table - 5.40. Reserves of zirconium dioxide of Glavny otkryty (ope띠 field 
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The block 11 is investigated by 14 holes and by three mountain working. The 
maximum depth of an overburden 12.7 M, minimal - 0.3 M, average 5.0 M, factor of 
an overburden 1.8. The area of the block 105894m2, average thickness of a field 
2.75 M, average content 6.32. Ores zircon - baddeleyite a carbonate - qua다z. 

, Reserves 14 700 T. Volume of an overburden 192535m3 (table-5.40). 
The block 111 is investigated by one mountain working. The maximum depth of an 
overburden 16.6 M, average 9.0 M factor of an overburden 4.5. The area of the 
block 83841 m2, average thickness of a field 1.98 M , average content of 3.55 %. 
Reserves 12965T. Total prospected reserves to zone of Glavny opened on 
category make 30160T (table-5.4이 . 

5.11.2. Zone Glavny jet (horizon 612 M) 

The limits of a zone Glavny jet is allocated the industrial block(block IV) 
delineated to the blocked part of a zone with 12 holes and by two trenches opening 
an output outcrop of an ore field to slope of a valley Tas-Yuya. The average 
thickness of an ore field - 1.91 M , average content - 4.06 %, area of the ore block -
252 000 m2, reserves of a dioxide zirconium on categories C2 - 42990 T (table-
5.41) (category of reserves C2 is accepted because insufficient density of a 
p"rospecting network). 

Table - 5.41. Reserves of zirconium dioxide of Glavny jet (struiny) field 

The reserves, prospected to the present time, of a dioxide zirconium to deposit 
Algoma make categories C1 + C2 - 73150 tons, including: 

Zone Glavny opened - 30160 tons - C1, 
Zone Glavny jet - 42990 tons - C2. 

Potential of a deposit is not exhausted by the specified reserves , because of 
curtailing prospecting and prospecting - estimated of works the insignificant part of 
its area is investigated only. 
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The potential resources to zones Yuzhny and Glavny, in which limits the ore fields 
are striped by a rare network of holes and of mountain working (trenches, 
trenches) . Thus parameters (thickness) , the average content are defined to 
extreme sections of the investigated ore fields: Glavny opened , Glavny jet and area 
calculated block is limited to the area of development of disintegrated rocks of the 
electro-exploration , established by the data, by a method B33, and also length and 
by intensity of secondary haloes, which are revealed to their limits. The category of 
potential resources depends on a degree of an exploration of that or other block. 
The contours latter are determined by methods extrapolation with one 
indispensable condition: 

AII of them are located to Iimits marbled to zones of intensive 
processing of rocks karst-formation processes is dolomite; 
The thickness of an overburden does not exceed 20 m. 

5.11.3. Zone Glavny 

The block V (east continuation of a zone Glavny opened) . The average 
parameters of an ore field are accepted to extreme working of an ore field Glavny 
opened (T-4, T-5, CKB.273, 281 , 278, 320): thickness 2.3 M , content 4.8 %. The 
area of the calculated block - 530000m2, reducing factor -0 .4, potential resources -
50240T (the potential resources to block are lowered to factor 0.4 because of 
absence on areas of the block of extended secondary haloes of a zirconium) . A 
category of resources P2. 
The block VI(Zapadny continuation of a zone Glavny) limited by Great dike 
Aldana) . The average parameters of an ore field are accepted to extreme working: 
thickness 1.72 M , content 3.23 %. The area of the ore block - 255000 sq .m. 
Potential resources on categories P2 - 30450 T. An limits of the block the contrast 
secondary haloes of a zirconium are revealed extended. 
The block VIII is located below to slope of an ore field Glavny opened (rop.595 M). 
To limits of the block the lithogeochemical survey reveals contrast secondary 
haloes of a zirconium, apparently, some output outcrops of ore fields to surface. 
One of such output outcrops is striped by a trench , and to depth by a hole. Average 
thickness of a sampling of ore horizon 1.5, average content 2.0 %, area of 1 217 
500 sq.m. Potential resources to block on categories P2 will make not less than 80 
350 T. 
The block IX(Zapadny continuation of a zone a Glavny) in lower to Great dikes 
Aldana. The surface of a field is accompanied by contrast haloes of a zirconium. 
The average parameters of an ore field are accepted on analogies by an output 
outcrop of a field Glavny opened : thickness 2.0 M, average content 3.6 %, potential 
reserves on categories P3 - 24850t. 
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5. 11.4. Zone Yuzhny (horizon 595 M) 

The block VII is striped by trenches to three sections and by several holes. 
Average thickness to block 1.5 M, average content 3.0 %, area of the block of 291 
200 sq.m. The potential resources on categories P1 are estimated to 28 800 T. 
The general potential resources of a dioxide zirconium of a deposit Algama 
are estimated of 214690 tons, including: 

Category P1 of -28 800 tons; 
Category P2 - 161 040 tons; 
Category P3 - 24 850 tons. 

Taking into account a weak exploration of overwhelming number is block number 
from IV to IX, potential resources from the sizes of a cell of a prospecting network, 
first of all , because of the extremely complex form of karst depressions the 
reserves can essentially grow calculation of reserves prospected part. Glavny 
opened show increase 5 times with a condensation of a network, largely for block 
IV, V, VI , VII , V川， where revealing rich fields by a mineralization a zircon -
baddeleyite of composition occurs to insignificant depth poorly flooded or drained 
possible, at the expense of a drainage of superficial waters to deeper paπs of 
underground chambers. 
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VI. Other occurrence of a zirconium mineralization of 
Ingiliysky ore area 

The site Ogyc is located to divide of river systems Ogyc and Peksena of the 
left inflow river Ingilis. The ore occurrence area is combined by terrigenous
carbonated deposits Cypandinsky and Yudomsky suites. Deposits of Cypandinsky 
suite are exposed to slopes of a valley a river Ogyc and is represented by 
dolomites, aleurolite(siltstone)s, sandstone. 
The terrigenous-carbonaceous formation of Yudomsky suite occur to deposits of 
Cypandinsky suite by a sharp angular unconformity occupy the highest parts of 
divides. The thickness of the upper member changes from the first meters up to 
first tens meters. The deposits of suite site have the increased radio-activity and 
mapped by data aerogamma by anomalies of a uranium nature by intensity of 2-4 x 
10-4 %. 
The grid 200x20 M are executed lithogeochemical survey, geology - prospecting 
routes by selection of lump ore samples, trench and small volume of a drilling by 
use ofthe machine Yn6-12/25 along trenches, which were not completed because 
of large depth of loose deposits. 
The lithogeochemical haloes by the content 0.02-0.3 % of a zirconium locate to 
sites of development of the upper member of Yudomsky suite in central parts of flat 
divides or at the base of small heights combined by the same rocks. Sometimes 
they locate along contact Lower and upper members, less often being displaced to 
slope on sites of development of deposits Lower members Yudomsky and of 
Cypandinsky suites. The length of the most contrast haloes changes from 100 up to 
400 m. They are located in limits extended (1000-1400 M) and complex 
constructed less contrast secondary haloes. 
Data of a lump ore sampling of the content of a dioxide zirconium in individual 
samples to limits of haloes change from 1.0 up to 20 %. Mountain works are 
passed 17 trenches, the loose ores are striped yellowish - gray colors forming 
subhorizontally occurring bodies by thickness from 0.63 M up to 4.8 M and by 
content from 0.3 till 2.63 of %. A striped ore field traced to strike and to width 100-
200 M by nine holes. However of distinct representation about spatial distribution of 
a mineralization in limits of a site, including to depth is not received , as the ore-
bearing patch on complete thickness is not crossed, and the prospecting methods 
(first of all 833 and rJIIC) giving information on depth of distribution of disintegrated 
rocks and their correlation, were not carried out. Nevertheless site is of interest to 
prospecting of 
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diabases, broken through by dikes. 8y data of complex aerogeophysical survey on 
site is revealed two areal anomalies of a radio-activity of a uranium nature by 
intensity of 1.5 x 10 -4 % by the general area about 0.5 km2 . 8y results of the 
analysis of lump of ore samples selected with performance geology - prospecting of 
routes , are establi~hed increased(2-4 %) content of a zirconium. 
The lithogeochemical survey M.1 :10000 on areas about 6.0 km2 is executed. 8y 
results of works some secondary haloes of a zirconium by the content 0.02-0.04 % 
traced along a slope on distance of 1.0-1.3 km are revealed. The highest contentl 
(0.1 %) are revealed to limits insignificant (200 M) to strike of a secondary halo. 
From accompanying elements it is necessary to note zinc forming some of 
extended secondary haloes, traced to a sublatitudinal direction through the whole 
area of a site. Passed one mountain working(trench) , which the disintegrated rocks 
by the content of a zirconium 0.2 % are striped by. 
Executed amount of works, does not allow unequivocally to solve the problem on a 
perspectives of a site, for which study the realization of additional volumes (first of 
all electroexplorations 833 and drillings) prospecting works is necessary. 
The anomaly N2 501 is located to 2 kilometers to the south from a zone Glavny 
opened of Algaminsky deposit. It was revealed by complex aerogeophysical 
survey of scale 1: 1 0000. To limits the survey is executed lithogeochemic, a 
magnetic prospecting, electroexploration by a method 833, geology - prospecting 
routes ongrid 200x40 m. For finding - out of a nature of geophysical anomalies and 
sources of formation oJ secondary haloes of a zirconium to site was passed 8 
trenches (trenches) and 14 holes. 
The Anomalny ar~a is locatedto terrigenous-carbonated deposits of Yudomsky 
suite, in a section of which upper patch the dolomite~ with stockwork zones streaky 
chalcedony of a quartz .and calcite are established. 8y lithochemical survey to a 
zone of an abnormal radio-activity (10-15 MKp/ hour) are revealed contrast, but the 
secondary haloes, not sustained to astrike, by the content of a zirconium till 0.1-0.3 
of %, in lump ore samples of the content of a zirconium reached 5-10 %. 8y data of 
electroexploration by a method 833 any significant to sizes of karst depressions or 
disintegrated rocks is not estab.lished. 8y results of a sampling of a core of holes 
and beds of trenches the increased content 
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and located to a central part divide Flat (right inflow river Ingilis) and Algama to 1 
km from an ore field Glavny opened revealed by complex aerogeophysical survey 
of scale 1: 1 0000. Length submeridional direction about 3 km. The area of anomaly 
is investigated by lithogeochemical survey, magnetic prospecting , 
electroexploration by a method 833, geology - prospecting by routes on grid 
200x40 m. Lithochemical survey are revealed extended (900-1300 M), undelineated 
to a southwest direction and wide (200-300 M) secondary haloes by intensity 0.03-
0.09 %., covering a central pa다 divide. 

The magnetic prospecting reveals linear anomalies certified geology - prospecting 
by routes, which are caused by dikes of gabbro-diabases. The isometric anomaly 
caused by object not leaving to day time surface, many parameters corresponds 
kimberitic rocks. 
For finding - out of a nature geophysical and of geochemical anomalies, on site are 
passed two trenches and two holes. Two trenches and hole (NQ 60) strip horizon, 
combined by cavern dolomites, increased(0.6-1.0 %) content of a zirconium and 
thickness 0.6-1 .0 M, located hypsometrically is higher than horizon of 612 m. The 
lower horizons are not striped by holes. The tested horizon does not represent any 
prospecting interest, but the complex analysis of 러I received materials shows a 
significant perspectives of a site and necessity of continuation prospecting geology 
- geophysical of works of whole area of aerogeophysical anomaly, first of all 
slopes (southern and northern) divide, where the output outcrops of ore fields are 
assumed. 
Ingiliysky ore area (디~p~Hr， naBIly나aH ， OMbIHAaK~T， 6aTaKyT) any system 
prospecting works, except insignificant volume of prospecting routes and 
accompanying lump ore sampling , which are established increased(1-3 %) content 
of a zirconium by, were not carried out. These finds of an ore occurrence of a 
dioxide zirconium and plenty stayed not certified of aeroanomaly of a uranium 
nature located to limits of an intrusion of alkaline rocks and periphery of a Ingiliysky 
dome, are confirmation of a hypothesis of formation of a mineralization, with 
significant potential of ore area, which is estimated to modest calculation of the 
order 1 mil.ton of a dioxide zirconium. 
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VII. Protection of interiors and environment 

The area of Algaminsky deposit is located to Vodorazdelny space of the 
rivers Ingilis - large a Kandyk. A position of probable quarries to slopes a creek 
Algoma(inflowa river 6. KaH,D,bIK) and creek Tac-Yura, Flat (inflows a river. Ingilis). 
The divides f1at, are reserved by layers of height of benches 5- 15 M is dolomite, 
are covered to grows a pine and bush; the slopes flat 3-5。’ are covered with 
swamped plain, by a bush and by rare trees. 
The pastures - hunting in area of a deposit are not present, migration of animal and 
birds pass to the paπy. A creeks Algama, Tac-Yura , Flat, M.Kandik a fish is not 
present. 
Prior to the beginning improvement of a quarry it is necessary to solve following 
questions connected by storage pond. : 

Estimation of expediency improvement of underlying horizons (595, 
565) zirconium bearing ores, as by depth of an overburden up to 20 M, 
after improvement of the upper horizon can be each if necessary 
fulfilled by an opened way; 
Study of ways of circulation fresh and of probable polluted waters to 
system connect to karst cavities absorbing all supel헤cial drain to 
basins creeks Algoma, Tac-Yura, Flat etc.; 
Study of filtration features of rocks and karst deposits and estimation of 
an opportunity of organization of system of storage pond; 
Study of questions of organization of the closed cycle of water supply 
in conditions of the increased radioactivity; 
Definition of size of radon pollution of future quarries especially in the 
karst cavities, limited to volume, organization of its airing; 
The organizations constant monitoring of chemical composi하on of 
water in creeks, in which basins will be carried out mining works; 

Organization of elucidative work among the population living to bank of 
riverMaya. 
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Introduction 

ln the economics of Khabarovsk territory copper, lead, zinc play a 
rather insignificant role. Until recently local industry received all necessary 
metals in the pure state or in the form of products from the westem regions 
of the country. Meanwhile own raw base of copper, lead and zinc can be 
created during rather short terms, if there will be consumers. Under the 
market conditions there appeared a demand for copper and polymetals from 
the Pacific basin states which locate in territorial affinity. The purchases of 
copper concentrate during last years were made by China and Japan. South 
Korean firms also have interest in lead - zinc raw materials. 
For attraction of the foreign investments in development of the Far East 
deposits since early 1990s the rather vigorous measures have been 
undertaken. ln particular, the Concept of Development of Yakut 'and 
Sakhalin Gas and Mineral - Rraw Resources of Vostochny Siberia and of 
the Far East (1991), Concept of Energy Policy and Basic Items of the 
Energy Program of the FEER(Far East Economic Region) (1 994-1995), 
numerous programs of expansion of prospecting and development of mining 
are created. The programs, designed for the extemal investor, usually do not 
find him and remain without financial reinforcement. 

The present investment project "Polymetals" is made by "Mineral - Raw 
Research Centre " of Russian - Korean Association registered by the 
decision of the Head of of Khabarovsk Territory administration of 
19.04.1996 No 193. The basic task ofMRC is the attraction and rational use 
of the foreign investments in geology and development of mineral-raw 
resources (investment projects), generalization of geologo - geophysical 
materials, development of the recommendations for rational technique and 
ways of GPW (geological-prospecting works). 

Solnechny ore dressing works is engaged in accompanying copper and 
lead concentrate production in tin mines of Komsomolsky ore area. The 
productive district locates 45 km northwest of Komsomolsk - on- Amur. 

The reserves of lead and zinc were counted up during exploration of tin 
deposits of cassiterite - silicate formation, the average contents of the sum 
of metals is rather high, about 1.019-1.25%. One of the deposits of the area 
contains copper in significant concentrations alongside with tin. The copper 
contents in complex ores is 2.0-3.0%. Copper ore reserves are 45 mln.t, 
copper - 330 ths t. 
The zinc during proce 



other useful products are stored, their development is useful and essential 
business. 

The prospects of the territory for copper and polymetals are not limited 
by the well mastered Komsomolsky district. As a result of geological 
survey, prospecting and scientific works carried out in different years, the 
huge information about ore-contents of the examined region, its structural -
metallogenic divisions has been accumulated. 

According to existing tectonic zonation the Siberian platform, and also 
Amur and Verkhoyano - Chukotskoy folded areas are allocated as 
geostructural elements of the first order. In the composition of the platform 
Archean - Lower Proterozoic crystal basement and Riphean - Cambrian 
carbonaceous - schist cover are distinguished. The basement is represented 
by Aldano - Stanovoy shield - zone of steady uplift in Late Proterozoic and 
Phanerozoic. In composition of folded areas the median massifs and 
O셈lotsky， Bureinsky, May, Anyuisky tectonicaly limited ledges, bordered 
by folded structures are distinguished. 
The special class of structures is formed by Mesozoic tectogenesis, they are 
regional deflections and continental basins, magmatogene domes of 
different type, volcanic and volcano - plutonic zones and areals. 
A variety and different time of geological processes have resulted in 
formation of mineral deposits of various genetical type, formational shape 
and age, including copper- polymetal ones. 

According to the state of exploration copper - polymetal shows are 
united into three large groups : 
volcanogenic - sedimentary, magmatic and hydrothermal - magmatogene 
ones. Volcanogenic - sedimentary group contains impregnated and streaky -
impregnated conformable bodies of galena and sphalerite in carbonaceous 
strata of pericratonnal deflections and so-called "cupreous sandstones". 
Main epoch of ore-formation is Vendian- Cambrian. 
Magmatic proper shows are represented by hysteromagmatic impregnated 
copper - nickel (locally with platinoids) shows within the , stratified a 
gabbro - anorthosite massifs of Archean. The first and second genetical 
groups of sulphide shows are formed in a regional part of the Siberian 
platform. 
퍼)drothermal - magmatogene (or simply hydrothermal) group of dεposits is 
met in various geologo - structural conditions in connection with intrusive, 
volcano - plutonic and volcanic structures mainly of Mesozoic age of the 
epochs of the 



ores. The combinations of copper and molybdenum, lead, zinc and copper, 
gold and polymetals, tin, copper and p이ymetals， all listed elements with 
sulphide mineralization are typical. They occur in terrigenous, 
carbonaceous, volcanic and intrusive rocks. 

The deposits connected with carbonaceous rocks, locate mainly in the 
areas of Precambrian and Early Paleozoic deposits development, less often 
in Mesozoic strata containing rare lenses of limestones. Secondary massifs 
of quarzite, polymetal impregnated mineralisation and is veinlet 
impregnated mineralisation are frequently confined to the vents of volcanic 
constructions. Spatially they are connected with East - Asian volcanic belt 
traced at the border of the continent and Pacific shelf by a wide strip from 
north to south. In this zone of Mesozoic activization homologues of 
volcanites - small porphyric intrusives of granodiorite - diorite composition 
containing copper and copper - molybdenum porphyric ores are widespread. 

A number of known objects have all characteristics of large economic 
deposits. Taking into account a high conjuncture of copper at the world 
market and well known examples of highly profitable accompanying 
production of gold, special attention should be paid to copper - porphyric 
deposits with gold . 

In the present project the information on geology and ore-content of 
copper - polymetal deposits and shows within the basic structural -
mineragenetic units of Priamurie region is given. 

Ore areas and ore units of smaller rank were also distinguished, which have 
real prospects of detection of economic deposits. About 130 deposits, ore
occurrences and ore-prospect areas are characterized with different degree 
ofdetails. The site 65 , the largest ofthem, is shown on the map (Fig.-l). 

Legend to Fig.- 1. 

1-7 - Basic structural - mineragenetic su b- units : 1- Siberian platform, 2 -
Sette-Daban zone of Paleozoic folding , 3 - Stanovik-Dzhugdzhur zone of 
Precambrian folding , 4- Bureinsky massif, 5 - Mongolo - Okhotsky folded 
area, 6 - Sikhote-Alinsky folded area, 7- East - Asian volcanogenic belt ; 
8-15 - economic - genetical types of objects: 8 - porphyric, 9-12 -
stratiform: 9 - Manefeldsky, 10 Missisinsky, 11 - Tyanshansky, 12 -
Filizchaisky; 13 - in skams, 14 - tin polymetal, 15 - magmatic copper
nickel; 
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Fig.-1. Location Map of the deposits in Khabarovsk Region 

16-20 - Area of probable development of mineralisation: 16 - porphyric, 
17 - stratiform, 18- in skams, 19 - tin polymetal, 20 - magmatic. 
Numbers of objects at the Figure : 1 - Nadporozhnoe, 2 - Chelasinsky, 3 -
Vetvisty, 4 - Nagimsky, 5 - Utanaksky, 6 - Bastion, 7- Barandzha, 8 -
Krestovoe, 9 - Pribrezhnoe, 10 - Mayak, 11 - Belogorskoe, 12 
Krasnogorsky, 13 - Toyandinsky, 14 - Agas, 15 - Chara, 16 - Pukhanil, 17 -
Bezymyanny, 18 - Raduga , 19 - Usmuchansky, 20 - Bas - Kuokh, 21 -
Atandzhinsky, 22 - Yurkhinsky, 23 - Maisky, 24 - Mogotinsky, 25 
Yankansky, 26 - Zhelty Yar, 27 - Chagoyansky, 28 - Chergilensky, 29 -
Verkhne - Bidzhansky, 30 - Olenye, 31 - Dzhatonsky, 32 - Nivadzhinsky, 33 
- Levy (Left) Atykan, 34 - Mevainsky, 35 - Malokomuisky, 36 - Borodino, 
37 - Nemerikansky, 38 - Murinkansky, 39 - Tyrsky, 40 - Chayatynsky, 41 -
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Boltoro, 42 - Pravourmiysky, 43 - Galenite Spring, 44 - Griva, 45 -
Soboliny, 46 - Perevalny, 47 - Festivalny, 48- Magloisky, 49 - Dzaur, 50 -
Mopau, 51 - Taunginsky, 52 - Hope, 53 - Pioneer, 54 - Night, 55 -
Perevalny, 56 - Byapolis, 57 - Oborskoe, 58 - Khvoshchevoy, 59 -
Oktyabrsky, 60 - Kurbatovsky, 61 - Sphalerite, 62- Kuksha, 63 -
Khingansky, 64- Darpichan, 65 - Nyandomi 

The estimation of potential resources of categories P1, P2, P3 of coppeκ 
lead, zinc, molybdenum, nickel is given for 24 ore units and districts of 
the Khabarovsk territory and in technogeneous formations. 

The qualitative parameters of ores are given: the contents of metals in 
percentage, thickness of ore bodies. Geologo - economic analysis of 
resources was executed. However in the majority the resources remain not 
studied yet, and perspective areas not estimated. But already at this stage of 
copper - polymetal mineralization investigation it is possible to choose some 
prime objects for prospecting with a parallel expermental expoloitation. The 
expenses at the early stages of development of the deposits can be covered 
by extracted production. 

The arrangement of going ahead research and inspection field works 
focused on revealing large deposits of copper and polymetals of perspective 
economic - genetical types, is also necessary. 

1. Geology and ore-content copper ofpolymetal deposits and shows 

The exploration of the territory for copper, lead and zinc is the lowest 
one, independent deposits having economic importance were not prepared 
by prospecting. At the same time on the adjacent territories there are large 
congestions of polymetals. On the territory of the Far East 8 % of reserves 
of lead, 4 % of zinc from Russia reservεs and accordingly 49 % and 14 % of 
their production fal l. Deposits and shows of lead - zinc ores of the following 
geological - economic types are established here : 
skam lead - zinc (in carbonaceous strata: veined - polymetal ti1Í- gold
silver - lead - zinc; stratiform in carbonaceous strata - Mirgalimsaisky, 
Tyanshansky; terrigenous and volcano - terrigenous strata 
Mansfeldsky; Filizchaisky and Malokavkazsky - " Kooroko ’~.They are 
investigated and developed extremely non-uniformly. The economic ore
content is connected mainly with two types - skarn and veined. Other types 
of ores in the Far East are practically not appreciated. From more than 500 
shows revealed, besides known deposits . and sites with reserveses and 
resources taken into account, mostly they can referred to stratiform and to 
porphyric types. 
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Copper, lead and zinc are present as accompanying components in tin 
ores of the deposits of Komsomolsky and Badzhalsky and Sikhote - Alin 
areas. In 1985 in Komsomolsk area at Solnechny works during complex 
processing 01 tin ores 3 thousands 01 tons ollead 2.8 thousands tons 01 zinc 
were extracted. In other places of Priamurie the independent congestions of 
these metals are also known. The majority of copper and polymetal ore
manifestations were formed in Kimmerian and Austrian epochs of 
metallogeny. Magmatic copper - nickel shows of Precambrian age are also 
available. 

According to the conditions of formation and occurrence, and also 
material composition it is possible to allocate among shows of copper and 
polymetal mineralisation the hydrothermal - metasomatic, hydrothermal -
telethermal and magmatic copper - nickel shows. Among hydrothermal -
metasomatic ore-manifestations there are established lead - zinc and lead
zinc - copper with impurities of gold, tin, tungsten, molybdenum and 
bismuth. They occur in skams and skamed rocks, in limestones and 
calcareous rocks and in volcanites (formation of secondaη quarzites and 
prophylites). The mineralisation in the latter type of shows is impregnated, 
streaky - impregnated and nest, forms of ore bodies are various, more often 
bed-like and lenticular, less 0담en vein-like. 

The deposits connected with carbonaceous rocks, locate mainly in the 
areas of Pre-Paleozoic formations development. These deposits are met in 
the zone of Precambrian folded frame of the Siberian platform and on the 
platform, and also within the Bureinsky massif and in the zones of Paleozoic 
folding. The deposits connected with propylites and secondary quartzites, 
are located in volcanic zones of folded structures, in particular, in the East -
Asian volcanogenic belt, where they gravitate to volcanic devices and 
volcano - plutonic structures. 

Telethermal shows of lead - zinc mineralisation, with copper admixture, 
occur mainly in dolomites and dolomitized limestones. Conformable 
deposits and crosscutting zones of streaky - impregnated and impregnated 
mineralization of this type are most characteristic of Yudomo - Maisky 
district located in the area of connection of the Siberian platform and the 
zone of Paleazoic folding framing it from the east. 

Magmatic copper - nickel shows are established as substratal 
conformable sills of massive and streaky - impregnated ores in t 



The characteristic of copper and polymetal deposits and ore
manifestations is given on the basis of main structural - mineragenetic units 
of Priamurye. 

1.1. Siberian platform 

The shows of polyme 1 ores of two metallogenic epochs are observed 
here: Paleozoic and Kimmerian. In overwhelming majority of cases they 
occur in terrigenous and carbonaceous rocks of the platform cover. The 
mineralisation connected with the process of Mesozoic activization of the 
platform, is displayed in Uchursky and Tomptokansky gold-bearing areas. 

1.1.1. Uchursky ore area 

The Chaidakhskv ore fielg is located in the west Uchursky gold-bearing 
area, in the interfluve of Chagdala, Oeneka, Kholbolokha. In its structure the 
Upper Proterozoic and Cambrian terrigenous-carbonated deposits of the 
platform cover intruded by Lower Cretaceous alkaline granitoids of the 
Aldansky complex participate. The polymetal mineralisation is controlled 
by the zones of intrusives and limestones exocontact, and it accompanies 
non-economic deposit of skam or silicified marbled. Ores are massive and 
impregnated with massive, banded and plicated-banded structure. They 
form small nests, lenticular fields (5x45m) and veins up to 20 cm thick 
forming ore zones by the size up to 40x300m, frequently surrounding 
intrusive massifs. Composition of ores: magnetite, ilmenite, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena, sphalerite and arsenopyirite; unore minerals 
are represented by calcite, quartz, diopside, chlorite, gamet, epidote, 
tremolite and wollastonite. The contents of lead, zinc and copper, according 
to spectral analysis data of lump of ores reach 1 %, usually the tenth p따ts 

ofpercent. 
The ore-manifestation of the Lata river is located in the east of 

Uchursky gold-bearing area, in the sources of the Lata river - right inflow of 
the river Bolshoy (Large) Aima. It is located in the exocontact of the massif 
of the Lower Cretaceous alkaline rocks which are breaking throtigh 
Cambrian horizontally occuring terrigenous-carbonated deposits. In talus 
fragments streaky - impregnated mineralisation represented by magnetite, 
pyrite, chalcopyrite accompanying gamet - pyroxene skams is revealed 
here. The ore-manifestation was not studied. The rare marks of gold in 
heavy concentrates selected from alluvíum of springs washing ore
manifestation site, are indicative of possible gold-bearing character. 
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Other shows! The Aimsky copper-bearing zone is distinguished for 
the first time, it is represented by a series of copper mineralization points in 
dolomites of Yudomsky, Cypandinsky suites, in argillites, aleurolites and 
sandstones of Lakhandinsky suite. Spatially Aimsky structure coincides 
with the zone of Ulkansky deep fault of northwest strike. The revealed 
points of copper mineralization have the low contents up to 0.2-0.4 %. The 
mineralisation is represented by impregnation and veinlets in the cracks of 
chalcopyrite and less often chalcocite. The revealed copper shows have 
remained practically not investigated. Proceeding from general criteria 
within the selected zone the copper-bearing horizons connected with 
variegated sedimentary and volcanogenic - sedimentary terrigenous and 
carbonaceous - terrigenous formations can be revealed. A source of 
terrigenous-carbonated ore material, as Yu.P.Kazansky and G.G.Geletzen 
consider, can be: 
1) More ancient rocks and products 01 their weathering; 

2) Volcanic eruptions; 
3) Thermal solutions; the greatest importance had the first 01 them. 
The material was supplied from environmental areas, which located in 
different periods in various places: in Early Riphean -in the west, east 
and south, in Middle Riphean - in the northwest, east, south, southwest. At 
the Aimsky area among contact - metamorphosed rocks of the platform 
cover the flows of copper, lead and zinc dispersion were established which 
can be considered as indicators of mineralisation which was not stripped by 
erosion. Less investigated, but, apparently, more perspective sites are the 
shows 01 Paleozoic lead - zinc mineralisation, about which it is possible to 
assume by the presence of the flows and haloes of lead, zinc and barium 
dispersion on the e t margin of the platform. They are located near 
Yudomsky area of Paleozoic folding zone, where the telethermallead - zinc 
ore-manifestations are established. Salt and mechanical aureoles of lead, 
zinc and barium are traced in the sole of Yudomsky suite and in the roof of 
Late Precambrian suites underlyinging it . The above said allows to assume 
a stratal nature of lead - zinc ores within the platform cover. V.M.Kreiter 
(1 963) considers such platform areas as the most favorable for formation of 
telethermal deposits. All this, despite of weak exploration, allows positively 
estimate prospects of Siberian platform areas with the shows of 1 

1.2. Sette-Daban Zone of Paleozoic Folding 

In this zone surrounding the Siberian platform from the east and 
southeast, Yudomsky and May polymetal ore areas are distinguished. 
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1.2.1. Yudomsky ore area 

This area is located in the north of the folded zone, in the basin of middle 
current of the Yudoma river and in the interf1uve of Yudoma and Maya 
rivers. It covers the westem part of Yudomo - Maisky pericratonnal 
de f1ection. The district is formed by terrigenous-carbonated rocks of Late 
Precambrian - Lower Cambrian. The intrusive rocks are poorly developed 
and are represented by interlaied diabase bodies of Late Proterozoic and 
Middle Paleozoic age. In the south of ore area the rare small rods of Early 
Cretaceous granitoids are marked. The polymetal mineralisation of the 
district is confined to Nelkansky, Chelatsky and Ulakhan-Bamsky fault 
zones. In the south, near granitoid intrusions, Mesozoic scam ores are 
widespread, in the north part of the region mineralisation of telethermal type 
was marked, its age was not established. Among telethermal ore shows gold 
- and rare - metal - polymetal ones are distinguished. The typical 
representative of gold -polymetal shows located mainly in Chelatsky ore
bearing zone Sordonakhsky (Yudomsky) ore occurrence, and the typical 
representative of rare-metal - polymetal ones is Pukhanilsky ore occtirrence 
and others which are controlled by Nelkansky and Ulakhan-Bamsky ore
bearing zones. The leading role in this district is played by mineralization of 
stratiform type.(Fig.1-1) 
At the territory of Lugun-Pukhanilsky ore unit a lot of ore shows are 
confined to the horizon of metasomatically altered dolomites of 40-50 m 
thick. The areas in the interf1uve of Bas -Yurakha and Luguna, on the left 
bank of the Lugun river and on the left bank of the Pukhanil river, where 
mineralization was observed at the belt for 15 km, in near-mouth part of the 
Kerbin river and on the right bank of the Yudoma river (Rasskazov, 1975; 
Seleznev,1987).The area of the ore unit is about 1000 km2• Conformable 
sheet deposits and lenticular bodies of massive banded and impregnated 
ores are distinguished here, sometimes veinlet and nest-veinlet bodies are 
obsrved. 
The character of mineralisation at separate shows is as follows: Raduga 
(thickness of ore bodies is up to 4.5 m, zinc content is from 1-3 up to 40 %, 
lead content is from 0.1 -0.3 up to 16 %, copper - up to 0.2 %, silver - up to 
5 kg/t); Sordongookh (lead and zinc content reaches 3.47 and 4.15 %; silver 
and gold - up to 8.8 and 0.6 g/t); Naulalakh (thickness- 0.3 m, lead and of 
zinc content - 1.48 and 2.33 %). 
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In the interfluve of Taima and Maya the perspective Urakhal - Oneksky 
group with unusual for this area skam shows of lead, zinc and molybdenum 
with gold, copper, tungsten was established. 

The Sordonakhskv ore-manifestation wa~ revealed in 1940 by 
Yu.K.Dzevanovsky and was partially studied from the surface in 1955 by 
R.M.Tonoyan. It is located in the valley of the Yudoma river, 25 km 
upstream of Gorbi river mouth (its right inflow). In the structure of the ore 
field the following deposits participate: dolomitized and marly limestones 
and calcareous or argillaceous shales of Cambrian forming the syncline of a 
meridional direction, complicated by smaller folds and by thrust, along 
which the east limb of the syncline is thrust over west one. Middle Paleozoic 
diabase dikes among dolomitized, frequently crushed limestones are 
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confined to the thrust; along the east limb of the fold the zone of 165m thick 
with streaky - impregnated lead - zinc mineralization represented by pyrite, 
galena, sphalerite and less often by chalcopyrite is traced. Within mainly 
poorly mineralized rocks ofthe zone 12 more heavily mineralized strips are 
distinguished with thickness from 0.3 up to 3.5 m. The content of various 
metals in the ores varies within the following: zinc 0.2- 11.24 0/0, lead 0.03 -
1 % and silver from shares of grammes up to 12.5 g/t. The presence of 
copper, cadmium, germanium and tin (1 OO-ths of percent) and of gold (unit 
and tens g/t) is established 떠so. 

The Pukhanilskv ore-occurrence is located in the sources of the river 
Pukhanil running into the Yudoma river, 32 km above Sordonakhsky ore
occurrence. The mineralization occurs in dolomites forming the east wing of 
Pukhanilsky sync1ine, complicated by a longitudinal fault of the same name. 
The streaky- impregnated mineralization represented by galena and by 
sphalerite istraced in meridional direction by fragments. According to the 
spectral analysis of lump of ores of mineralized rocks it was established that 
they contain percentage of lead, tenths of percent of cadmium, 100-th shares 
of percent of germanium and thousandth of percent of copper and silver. It 
is recommended for the further research. 

Lead - zinc show in Yudomsky area are concentrated in local units 
located at the crossing of near-longtitudinal dislocations by a near
latitudinal Dygdinsky dislocation zone. Similar lead - zinc mineralization of 
the cover of conjugated with this area part of the platform finds the 
explanation in connection with such structural position of mineralisation in 
the Yudomsky district. 

Other shows. 
Besides the described ore-manifestations other ore-manifestations of 
similar type are established to the east, north and west of them in 
Nelkansky, Chelatsky and Ulakhan-Bamsky ore-bearing 
zones(Bukh암laηlyksky， Sysyluulakhsky etc.) . They occur also among 
carbonaceous - terrigenous rocks of Upper Late Precambrian or Lower 
Cambrian strata but they are characterized by low contents of lead and zinc. 
At the same time, the presence of berillyum, strontium, niobium, tantalum, 
thorium and uranium is characteristic of them, and among gauge minerals, 
alongside with carbonates and quaπz， fluorite and barite are present in 
appreciable quantities . 

In general polymetal mineralization the gro 
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occurrences of molybdenum with contents up to 0.18-0.97 % - Tabadya, 
Treugolnik, Kagadzha, Yuzhny, Khagacha), in Kyutepsky unit (Verkhne -
Kyutepsky copper ore-occurrence - up to 0.6 %, Khetlie - up to 0.6-2 %; 
ore-molybdenum manifestation Bely up to 0.2-0.4 %, Tartakh up to 0.2 %), 
in Sakhaisky unit (copper ore-ccurrence of the river Khetam with the 
content up to 2 %, silver - up to 1-4 g/t, Sapykalakh Creek - copper up to 2 
%, silver - up to 100 g/t, lead - 1 %, zinc - 0.1 % etc.). 

1.2.2. Maisky ore area 

The Maisky area locates in the southem part of Paleozoic folding zone, 
relict structures of which are traced among metaphorical rocks of the 
Stanovik - Dzhugdzhur zone. It covers the middle stream of the river Maya 
(Polovinnaya) - left inflow of Uda river. In its structure Lower - Middle 
Paleozoic volcanogenic - carbonaceous -terrigeneous rocks participate. The 
latter are assembled in linear folds of north-east strike broken by 
longitudinal ruptures and cross fau1ts. They are overlapped by Jurassic -
çretaceous volcanites of average and acid composition and are intruded by 
granitoids to them. The mineralisation is located both in the rocks of the 
basement, and Jurassic - Early Cretaceous effusions, mostly gravitating to 
the outcrops of Udsky complex granodiorites. The ores belong to a 
hydrothermal - metasomatic type and by composition they are lead - zinc 
among limestones and lead copper - zinc ones - among volcanites. The 
representative of lead - zinc mineralisation is the Maisky deposit, ore 
occurrence ofNakhodka spring and a number of another small shows. They 
occur among Paleozoic terrigenous volcanogenic - carbonaceous rocks, 
which represent relicts of the roof of Udsky complex granodiorites. 

The Maisky deposit discovered in 1952 by V.N.Moshkin, is located in 
the interfluve of Maya and Uda rivers, in southwest part of Maisky ore area, 
in the field of distribution of marbled limestones a1temated with phyllite
like slates and sandstones, the layers of which, form a monocline, are 
abruptly inclined southeastwards. The mineralisation is located in the 
splitting zones of supervlsmg also location of dikes acid and of 
average/middle composition ( Fig.-1.2). 

The ore-bearing zones occur in conformity with the enclosing rocks. 
Lead - zinc mineralization locates in piritized sites of splitting zones of 
some hundred of meters and by length of more than 1000 m. At the deposit 
some ore sites were revealed. Practically interesting mineralization was 
distinguished on one of them ( Glavny zone). Glavny zone has variable 
thickness (from 0.1 up to 3.5 m), its extent is ofthe order of 3000 m. By 
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Fig.-1.2. Geological Map of Maisko Polymetalic deposit 
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relief it is stripped Up to 250 meters depth. Thickness and intensity of 
ineralization appreciablly grow at depth. Mineralization is streaky -

impregnated and nest - streaky, it is confined to an axial paπ of the zone. 
Streaky - impregnated ores are accompanied py fringes of impregnated 

· eralization, which is gradually replaced by plrltized rocks at the distance 
잠om the zone-The mineral composition ofores is basically characterized by 
sphalerite, galena, pyrite. Arsenopyirite, pψhotite， chalcopyrite and grey 
ores are present in the subordinated quant1ties- The zone of oxidanon IS 

poorly developed. A~ong the secondary minerals li피onite ， cerussite, 
smithsonite, bornite were established. Calcite is the maln veined mineral, 
quartz is the minor one. 

The average contents qf lead and zinc f1actuates : fbr rich rstreaky 
and nest - streaky) ores of lead - from 6 up to 21 %, zinc up to 23-27 %. 
In impregnated ores the lead contents varies from α6 up to 21 %. At the 
deposit as a whole the contents of these metals are 0.39 - 7 % of lead and 

4.2 - 22.19 % ofzinc. 
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The spectral analysis studies established the presence of silver, berillyum, 
nickel, vanadium, cadmium, hafnium, tin, germanium, molybdenum and 
cobalt in ores. The reserves for categories Cl + C2 are : lead - 5580 
tons, zinc - 20937 tons. The deposit deserves investigation at depth, the 
presence of piritized limestones and similar mineralization to the northeast 
and southwest of it allows to assume continuation of mineralization in the 
direction of ore field flanks of the deposit. Finds of fragments of altered 
rocks of ore-bearing skams in the exocontact of Early Cretaceous granitoids 
of Udsky complex to the northwest from the deposit also show the presence 
of skam - polymetal mineralization in the vicinities ofMaisky deposit. Both 
such types of mineralization, apparently, are generically connected with 
Early Cretaceous granitoids of the Udsky complex. 

The Murinkanskv ore-occurrence is located in the basin of the lower 
current of the Murinkan river(basin of Maya - Polovinnaya river) and is 
represented by copper-bearing quartz veins and veinlets controlled by the 
zone of splitting, located in porphyrites in the zone of their contact with 
Paleozoic limestones. The thickness of quartz veins is changeable and 
reaches maximum 8 cm, and their extent does not exceed 25 m. The primary 
mineralization is mainly submitted by the basic cha1copyrite forming 
impregnation in veins and their selvages. 
Secondaη minerals - chrysocollaan, azurite and cuprite are greatly 
widespread from the surface, forming nest - impregnated and thin veinlet 
congestions not only in veins, but also in enc10sing effusions. The copper 
content in veins by 0/ the spectral anaψis data reaches 0.1 %. 

The Nemerikanskv ore-occurrenc~ is similar to the previous, it is located 
in the upper reaches of the Nemerikan river (left inflow of the Uda river), 
quartz veins occuring among zones of splitting in porphyritεs， reach 10 cm 
of thickness. The primary ore minerals are oxidized and replaced by cuprite, 
cha1canthite and other secondary minerals. Sometimes small impregnation 
of native copper is met. The veinlets with malachite in green slates of the 
upper Proterozoic (up to 4 cm thick) are found out in the basin of the Gigi 
river and the nameless right inflow ofthe river Maya (Polovinnaya). 

Small quartz - veined and other occurrences of polymetal ores are 
available in the other sites of the district. 

At the Karan ore-occurrencL-six quartz ve 
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1.3. Zone of Stanovik - Dzhugdzhur Precambrian Folding 

1n this zone polymetal shows are more numerous. Their characteristic 
feature is the complex composition of mineralization, in which association 
of copper, lead, zinc, molybdenum and gold is observed almost constantly. 
The occurrences of polymetal ores are gold-bearing to this or that extent, 
and gold-ore, in tum, have polymetal mineralization. A polymetal 
occurrences are located in gold-bearing areas of the zone. They form various 
formational and morphological types, among which the most widespread are 
the skam fields and, especially, zone of splitting among Precambrian and 
Paleozoic formations carrying mainly streaky - impregnated mineralization 

Kurbatovskoe lead - zinc disolav is located in the lower course of 
Kurbatovsky spring - a right ihflow of the Gilyuy river. It locates in the 
zone of Gilyuisky fault between Paleozoic porphyry granites including large 
xenoliths of Proterozoic gneisses and crystal slates, dissected by pegmatite 
and aplitic veins. Paleozoic granites intruded by Mesozoic granitoids and 
together with them are blocked Lower Cretaceous effusively - tufogenely by 
formation. The mineralization locates in the zone of splitting and 
myloitization, along which sericitization, kaolinization and silicification 
develop. The strike of the zone is northeast. 1ts extent is 1700m, thickness 
25-30 m. Within it 3 mineralized sites were revealed, their sizes are 30x60 
m. The mineralization is net-like -streaky; thickness of veinlets is - 1.5-2 cm 
and rarely reaches 5-10 cm. Relatively thick veinlets along strike pass into 
net-like -veinlet formations, and those, in tum, pass into zone of 
impregnated ores. The veinlets are frequently accompanied by clay of 
friction, along selvages ore minerals are represented by galena, grey ores, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and pyrrhotite; gold is present. 

On of the chemical analysis data the lead content in ores reaches 28.45 
%. However, in the majority of samples it does not exceed 0.9 %. In 10 
samples zinc is contained in amount of 0.03 - 3.0 %, copper - 때 to 1.77 
%. Gold content in ores varies from ι4 up to 6.2 g/t. Spectral anaψ'SIS 

showed silver(more than 10 %) in galena . The ore mass contains no 
more than α 05 % ofsib깐. 

The Oktvabrskv COODer deDosit is located in the basin of the river 
Bryanty, in the area of Dambukinsky gold-bearing district. It was revealed 
in 1952 by V.F.Zubkov and was investigated from the surface in 1953 by 
E.V.Mikheev 
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underlying rocks are broken through by Early Cretaceous plagiogranite -
porphyry (Udsky complex), with which the mineralization is connεcted. The 
mineralization is controlled by silicified zones of breccias gravitating 
mostly to contact of crystal rocks with Lower Cretaceous volcanites. The 
extεnt of zones does not exceed 400 meters, their thickness varies from 0.5 
up to 7 m. The mineralization is traced along erosive shear for more than 
120 m depth. Zones are steeply dipping, strike is sublatitudinal. The 
mineralization is veinlet - impregnated and nest is and represented by pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena and sphalerite. Over primary ore minerals 
secondary minerals are abundantly developed. At the deposit the zone of 
oxidized ores is distinctly expressed. The deposit is poorly investigated and 
only from the surface. 

The author ’'s reserves 0/ copper at this deposit, with its average content 
in ores equal to 1.6 %, make 8.8 ths t. Besides copper in the ores 0/ the 
deposit gold (0.5 g/t), lead and zinc are observed. 

Sohalerite lead - zinc deoositis located in the sources of the Pakchi river, 
the right inf10w of the river Kupuri (basinalization are connected with the 
latter. The ore bodies ofthe deposit are confined to lenses oflimestones and 
marbles. The strike of ore fields, as well as dike bodies, accompanying 
them, is subordinated to the strike of enclosing rocks (Fig.-1 .3). 
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The ore bodies in the form of bed-like, nest and vein-like isolated bodies 
are located mainly within skam fields , less often outside them. At the 
deposit three ore fields (Lower, Verkhnee and Tretya) were revealed and 
investigated from the surface by trenches. Their sizes reach 47.7 m in length 
with thickness from 1.2-1.5 up to 2-2.5m. By the character of mineralization 
massive fine- and medium-impregnated ores prevai l. Texture of ores is 
belted and fine-layered. 

Ore minerals are represented by sphalerite, galena, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
pyrrhotite, magnetite, and also limonite and cerussite, veined minerals -
pyroxene, epidote, zoisite, quartz, chlorite, calcite, tremolite and 
vesuvlamte. 
Mineralization is non-un따rm， average contents 01 the basic; conψonents 

in ores is : lead - α86 %, zinc - 7.91 %. The spectral analyses determine 
also presence of copper, silver and bismuth. The deposit has no economic 
value because 01 small sizes . 0ther ore-manifestation~. Similar ge이ogical 

position has Urkachi Spring (left inflow of the Dzhagarmy river) ore
occurrence, located 25 km south-west of Sphalerite deposit. Here in 1950 
P.A.Sushkov found out the nest isolations of galena and sphalerite with 
pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite (up to lxO.3m) at the contact of marbles with 
a dike of quartz diorite porphyrites, dissecting them. 

Among granites and gabbro-amphibolites there are ore-shows such as 
mineralized zones of splitting. The mineralisation of zones is impregnated 
and submitted by pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite and sphalerite. The spectral 
analysis showed that they contain lead - up to 1 %, molybdenum - 0.3 %, 
and also copper, nickel, silver, gold and indium are also present. 

Quartz, quartz - carbonaceous, and sometimes quartz - _ feldspthic
carbonaceous veins with impregnation of pyrite, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite and magnetite are established in some sites of Dzhugdzhuro
Stanovoy zone among Proterozoic gneisses and granites. According to 
spectral analysis data ofrare lump of ore samples they contain up to 10 % of 
zinc, lead, there is copper, molybdenum, nickel , cobalt, arsenic, silver, gold, 
cadmium are also present. 

The analysis of geotectonic conditions of shows of mafite -ultramafite 
massifs, their material composition and magmatism evolution in time and 
space, direct and indirect characteristics of metal content have shown that 
the region has an almost complete set 0 
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platinum and sulphide were singled out. Among the types of ores in 
sulphide copper - nickel formations syngenetic impregnated, streaky
impregnated and very much rare massive types , epigenetic impregnated and 
nest - impregnated were established . 
To perspective ore areas those are r야rred within which shows of 

economic ore formations were established and there are objects with 
potential resources of Lantarsky deposit type on the east flank of the 
province. The area covers Early Archean massif, which rocks beloηg to the 
formation of independent anorthosites. In connection with similar 
formations large deposit Wa.강-Bayin is distinguished in Canada . In the 
area eχamined tηypica마l ‘sul)φ캐hi따de copper - nickel minera‘긴alμi띠zatioαn was 
established. By Ni/Cu ratio equal to 0.6-1.5, the above mineralization is 
close to that of nickel-copper subformation. In world practice this 
subformation 샌 inherent to Pechengs때 Monchegorsky Sadberψ'sky 

formational types of deposits. The mineralization of Lantarsψ area can be 
referred to Sadberiysky type, to which lenticular and pillar-like bodies of 
continuous and nest - impregnated ores in near-contact parts of lopolith
like dunite - norite mass함 are inherent. In similar conditions in this area 
Upper - Batomgsky ore field is distinguished including three sites of 
development of lenticular bodies of massive and impregnated ores. 

At the ore-occurrence Nvandomi in area of 10 000 m2 24 lenticular 
bodies were revealed almost wholly consisting of pyrrhotite, pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, pentlandite. The thickness of the bodies is 0.5-5m, length - up 
to 30 m, in the exocontact zones, up to 5m thick, impregnated 
mineralization is marked. In the lump of ore and trenching samples the 
nickel content is 0.72-0.87 %, copper - 0.1-1 %, cobalt - 0.1-0.14 %. The 
traced extent of the zone is more than 3 km. 

The ore-manifestations Verkhnedorinsk:y-I, II are similar in composition 
to Nyandominsky, the scale (area) - is less than it. The metal contents 
reach the following: nickel 0.28 %, cobalt - 0.21 %, copper 1 %. 
The material composition of ores of the area is insufficiently investigated, in 
the ores presence of platinoids is established- 0.1-3.3 g/t in trenching and 
up to 5 g/t in ore lump samples (Pt + Pd). 
Potentialψ perspective ore areas are considered those, in which the 
combinations of favorable geotectonic geologo - structural, magmatic 
factors and such characteristics as p 
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development of intrusions of Early Archean peridotite- pyroxenite - gabbro 
formation, by points of epigenetic copper - nickel mineralization, 
geochemical anomalies of copper, nicke l. At the area of 20x40 km the group 
of sulphidized rock occurrences is revealed, by the data of ore lump 
sampling nickel 0.03-0.04 % (up to 0.5 %), coba1t up to 0.01 %, vanadium 
up to 0.04 %, chromium up to 0.6 % were determined in them. 

As well as in the neighbouring Lantarsky area known in anorthosites 
Kendal‘e ore-occurrence is attributed to Sadberiysky type. The nickel 
anomalies to the south and to the north specify the presence of other beds of 
similar ores. 

In the southem part of the area, judging by the magmatic factors, 
mineralization of Pechengsky type is possible, for which the vein-like 
bodies of breccia ores along the contacts of sheet-like gabbro - peridotite 
intrusions are characteristic. 

In Baladeksψ district the characteristics of metal content are connected 
with Early Archean gabbro - anorthosite complex. On the area of 3 km2 6 
zones having thickness 4-8 m - 25-30 m,are investigated by trenches traced 
along drift beds and by magnetometry for 100 and 500 m, ore impregnation 
occupies 1-2 up to 5-7 % of rock volume and is represented by ilmenite, 
magnetite, pyrrhotite, cha1copyrite, pentlandite, bravoite. Nickel is 
contained in 12 samples of 96 samples in quantity 0.1-0.2 %, in 2 samples 
- 0.2-0.3 %, on the average - 0.07 %; coba1t - up to 0.01 %, copper - up to 
0.1 %. On another site, in Lagap - Bolshoy Milkan interfluve on the area 35 
km 2 5 haloes of nickel dispersion by the area of 0.1-1.2 km2 with the 
content 0.07-0.2 %, copper - 0.01-0.07 %, chromium- 0.3-0.7 %, coba1t up 
to 0.05 % were revealed. Everywhere at this site nickel was determined 
established in benthic samples in quantity ofO.007-0.1 % . 

1 . .4. Bureinsky median massif 

As well as in the Stanovik - Dzhugdzhur zone, show of polymetal ores of 
the Bureinsky massif mostly gravitate to gold-bearing areas located at its 
east and north margins and are connected with Mesozoic magmatism 
manifestations. 

The Chagoyansky deposiLis located in the basin of Chagoyan spring 
running at the left into Zeya river 80 km upstreams from the mouth of 
Selemdzha river. It was iscovered in 1957by M.V.Sukhin and was 
prospected in 1959-63 by G.T.Dyatel and A.M.Vinter. The deposit occurs in 
Paleozoic terrigenous-carbonated rocks representing a large xenolith of the 
roof in Paleozoic granitoids, together with which they at the greater part are 
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overlain by Cretaceous volcanites and by Tertiary loose deposits. The 
Paleozoic rocks form monocline with abrupt dip of layers to the northeast 
complicated by longitudinal and cross ruptures. The mineralization is 
confined to the Chagoyansky fault controlled by schist formation, 
cataclasm, silicification and sulphidization in sandstones and limestones. 
Crushed and silicified sandstones and limestones are mineralized. The most 
intensive mineralization is displayed in sandstones, in the zone of their 
contact with limestones, which coincide with an axial plane of the faul t. In 
the direction from contact it gradually fades and practically disappears at the 
distance of 400m in sandstones and at the distance of 200m in limestones. 

The length of mineralized rocks zone is 1900m, its thickness on the 
surface is about 500 m. Down the dip of the contact the thickness of the of 
mineralized rocks zones is reduced up to 100m and pinch out as a horse tail 
onto the depth of 800 m. Within the zone of mineralized rocks the ore 
blocks with cutoff grade of lead and zinc sum 0.2 and 0.5 % were 
distinguished by sampling. The block with cutoff content for the sum of 
metals 0.5 % is extended for 2 km in northwest direction with width up to 
270 m. Its average thickness is about 50 m. The mineralisation is streaky -
impregnated. Mineralization is represented mainly by pyrite, galena and 
sphalerite. The content of lead and zinc in ores in blocks is 0.5 and 2 - 3. 29 
%, corresponigly. 

At the deposit the oxidation zone up to depth of 70 m is developed. The 
lead and zinc content in the oxidized part of the deposit in the sum changes 
from 1-2 up to 25 .42 %. 
Rough reserves olores on the deposit : 
a) sulphide - 27712 ths t (Iead - 86 ths t, zinc - 328 ths t.), 
b) oxidized ores -15794 ths t (lead -122 ths ι zinc-21.5 ths t.). 

Silver is present in ores (up to 3 kg/m). 
The study of the deposit has not given the answer to some questions, in 

particular, the structure of the deposit, morphology of ore fields are not 
clear. The assumptions are expressed, that the deposit represents a radical 
part ofthe ore body, two thirds ofwhich were eroded (I.Khelvas, 1960). 
The ore occurrence of the Magistralny..5s located at the spring of the same 
name - left inf10w ofthe Maly Nikita river(basin ofthe Bira river), 20 km to 
the northwest of Bira station. 
Non-uniform lead - zinc mineralization is subordinated to a sublatitudinal 
zone of splitting and hydrothermal processing (silicification and 
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is about 150 m. Visible ore mineralization is represented by galena and 
sphalerite. In the central and east part o[ the zone the lead content 
reaches 2-12 %, and in the western part, as a rule, does not exceed 1 %. 
The zinc content is usually no more than 1 %, less o[ten than 2-2.5 %. 

To the west, southwest and southeast from this ore-occurrence (basins of 
the rivers Kamenushka, Kitay-Dyra, the Sagdy-Bira and Zyryak), in the 
field of similar Paleozoic granites development the dispersion haloes of lead 
and zinc are known, sometimes together with tin and molybdenum. 

The ore-manifestation " Khinganskv ore point " is located at the divide of 
the rivers Kuldur and Yaurin. It is representεd by a series of quartz -
feldspathic veinlets, up to 15 cm thick penetrating the zone of breccias in 
bioitite porphyry granites. The extent of the zone is 30 m, its thickness 
reaches 2 m; it is traced along the dip for 30 meters (by the exposureses in 
relief). In the veinlets non-uniform impregnation and nests of galena, 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyirite are present. 

By the chemical analyses o[ ore lumps o[ rich ores the lead content in 
them reaches 57.24 %, it is usually present in quantity o[ι2-0.3 %. 
Other ore-occurrence~. Insignificant in scale independent occurrences of 
polymetal ores, and also their admixture in ore-manifestations and deposits 
of other metals are established in all ore areas of the Bureinskymedian 
massif. So, occurrence of copper, lead and zinc are marked in gold-bearing 
areas of northem margin of the massif formed by Paleozoic granitoids, 
containing numerous small xenoliths of Proterozoic crystal and Paleozoic 
sedimentary - metamorphosed rocks, together with which they are broken 
sthrough by Mesozoic effusive - intrusive formations. 

Mainly impregnated, less often quartz - veined copper lead - zinc, lead -
zinc and lead mineralization is displayed in the zones of splitting among 
Pre-Mesozoic metamorphic, Paleozoic plutonic and Mesozoic volcanic 
formations. The similar ore-manifestations are known in the basin of the 
rivers Zeya and Selemdzha (on the Urkan, Kosmataya rivers, near the 
Korolevsky mine and in other places). 

Some shows of lead - zinc mineralization are known in the east part of 
the Bureinsky median massi f. 

1.5. Mongolo - Okhotsky folded area 

In Mongolo - Okhotsky folded area the shows ofpolymetal 
mineralization of almost all genetical types are present. They mainly locate 
in gold-bearing or tin-bearing areas and, as a rule, do not form large 
independent accumulations. At the place of crossing of the Khingano -
Okhotsky metal-bearing belt with sublatitudinal Dzhagdinsky uplift 
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structure the group of polymetal shows hydrothermal and skam type 
connected with Cretaceous granitoids of Ezopsky complex locates . 

In the m매ority they represent poor tin - sulphide occurrences sometimes 
characterized by the large sizes. Often they are mineralized zones of 
splitting mainly among Upper Cretaceous acid effusions, the veins among 
Proterozoic shales are met not so often. In both cases accompanying lead
zinc mineralization is deposited on essentially tin mineralization, being 
displayed, however, more heavily in the upper structural stage among 
effusions. 

The most typical representative of tin - polymetal mineralization in 
effusions is the Shirotny spring deposit, located in the sources of the river 
Olga (right inflow of Niman). Approximately the same character of 
mineralization and ore-manifestations is at Vtoroy( Second) spring (basin 
ofthe upper current of Kharga river), along the Pravaya Bureya river, in the 
upper reaches of Ozemaya river, (left inflow in the upper reaches of Kharga 
river), of Tyumentzev spring (upper reaches ofthe river Olga) etc. The rare 
finds of lead mineralization among granitoids are known in near Ekimchan 
(Bezymyanny spring - Selitkansky). 
In the upper reaches of the river Kerbi metasomatic ores were revealed in 
.the endocontact ofLate Cretaceous Ezopsky granitoids and skam ores in the 
lenses of Proterozoic limestones. 

Ore-manifestation of Oleniv SorinQ: is located at the border of the 
Nimansky, Kerbinsky and Selemdjinsky gold-bearing areas. It is located in 
the basin of the river Lucha - right inflow of the river Kerbi (basin of the 
Amgun river) and represents two mineralized beds of gamet and epidote -
pyroxene skams, confined to marbled limestones occuring among phyllite
like slates of undated age (presumably Late Proterozoic - Paleozoic), 
intruded by Ezopsky granitoids. The strike of fields is northwest, dip is 
steep; the thickness varies from 0.3-0.4m up to 10m, their extent reaches 
200 m. The mineral composition of skams: gamet, pyroxene, epidote, 
actinolite, chlorite, quartz, fluorite, ca1cite. Ore minerals are represented by 
galena, sphalerite, magnetite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, arsenopyirite, 
cassiterite and by marcasite. Mineralization is non-uniform, nest -
impregnated. By the chemical analysis data the content of lead varies 
from 0.02 up to 16.5 % (1.6-4.39 %prevail) ; zinc-끼'om ι 08 up to 24.3 % 
( 3. 65-3. 82 % prevai. 
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autometasomatically changed and mineralized apophysis of granite massif. 
The extεnt of the ore body along strike reaches 170 m, thickness is about 10 
m. In mineral composition of ores albite prevails, orthoclase and quartz - in 
a less extent, there are also chlorite, sericite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite, 
arsenopyirite, less often magnetite and pyrrhotite, sometimes - cassiterite 
and ilmenite. Mineralization is non-uniform, mostly rare-impregnated and 
only in the axial part of the bed it is densely-impregnated, sometimes there 
are textures of streaky - impregnated type. By the chemical analysis the 
following ore content was established : lead from ι4 up 10 12.9 % (on the 
average 1.47 %), zinc - from ι03 up to 9.7%(on the average 1.43 %) and 
ι01 % oftin. 
Other ore-occurrence~. On the Esop ridge and to the north of it, in the 
Priokhotsky region significai1t number of shows of lead - zinc 
mineralization, especially among effusions is also present. They are 
connected also with Late Cretaceous magmatism. 

In the west of Mongolo - Okhotsky area, in the Upper - Amur ore district 
gold polymetal mineralization is basiclly represented by quartz - veined 
formations among Mesozoic terrigenous rocks and Cretaceous granitoids 
intruded them. Streaky zones and veins occur in the zones of crumpling of 
near-latitudinal (northwest) strike. Length of such zones reaches 500-800m 
(ore-manifestation of the Razvalny spring), and the thickness varies from 
several cm up to 1 m. The maximal thickness of veins in the zones 
(Kulikansky ore-manifestation ) reaches 40 m. In the composition of fields 
there are established: galena, sphalerite, pyrite, gold, arsenic, molybdenum, 
silver. The content of lead, zinc and copper is not more than the tenths of 
percent. The copper-bearing zones of splitting at the contact of skamed 
limestones (Middle Devonian) with a dike of diorite porphyrites 
(Mesozoic) were revealed on the right bank of the river Urkana (Y.P. 
Rasskazov, 1953). In the limestones having impregnation of chalcopyrite 
and chrysocolla, it was established that copper content is 0.4-0.8 %. 

1.6. Sikhote-Alinsky folded area 

In Sikhote-Alinsky folded area significant amount of polymetal 
mineralization occurrences connected with postmagmatic processes of 
Cretaceous and Paleogene age are present. In the majority they are 
hydrothermal formations connected with tin mineralization. At the same 
time, independent hydrothermal and hydrothermal - metasomatic 
occurrences of polymetal ores in quartz veins, secondaη quartzites -
propylites and in skams are also present. 
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They are known in the zones of Paleozoic and Mesozoic folding of Sikhote
Alinsky area. 

1.6.1. Zones of Paleozoicfolding 

The Paleozoic folded structures form Badzhalsky and Central - Sikhote -
Alinsky antic1inoriums of the area. In Mesozoic period of its development 
they were the arena of intensive vo1cano-plutonic activity, with which 
communicates metal-bearing, mainly, tin, tungsten, berillium mineralization 
of these zones. Probably therefore polymetal occurrences of ore areas of 
zones, as a rule, contain tin, tungsten, molybdenum etc. 
The Taumúnskv deoosi1 is situated in the Taunga river basin running into 
the river Gobilis (Anyuy river system). The deposit was revealed in 1962 by 
S.L. Shteinberg and studied in 1963 by R.D. Pechinskyand V.A.Sysoev. It 
locates in the raised block of the Central Sikhote - Alinsky antic1inorium 
formed by combined Paleozoic keratinizated, marbled and skam 
carbonaceous - siliceous - vo1canogenic and terrigenous rocks. The deposit 
is placed on the submersion of Central Sikhote ‘ Alinsky uplift in one of 
transversal zones of increased jointing characterizefd also by display of 
weak gold-content. Ore-bearing gamet - pyroxene skams confined to the 
layers of marbled limestones, is represented by two fields having thickness 
14.5 and 24m with massive, impregnated and veinlet ores with galena, 
sphalerite, cha1copyrite and subordinated bomite, grey ores, pyrite and 
arsenopyirite. In one of the fields (thickness 14.5 m) massive and 
impregnated ores (average lead contents - 2.17 %, zinc -6.39 %, copper-
2.4 %) form a nine-meter interval. In another one the average lead and 
zinc content (for thickness 01 24 m) is accordingly 1.4 and 3.04 %. In the 
ores of the deposit is 1ψ to 0.3 % 01 tin and 0.02 % of indium were 
revealed. The deposit is poorly investigated. 

In the vicinities of the deposit, on the area about 100 km2, a number of 
other ore-occurrences of similar type are known, (Ugryumy Spring etc.), and 
also impregnated - streaky and mineralized zones of splitting containing 
lead, copper and zinc. 
Dzhaursky deposi1. The deposit revealed in 1953 by N.N.Vorontsov,the 
Dzhaursky tin tungsten - polymetal deposit located in the upper reaches of 
the river Dzhaur (left inf10w of Khungari) is a little different from the 
previous one. It is located in the north - west of Taunginsky deposit within 
the same zone of increased jointing, which limits the area from the north and 
in which the Taunginsky deposit locates. The mineralization is confined to 
gamet - pyroxene skams formed in the zone of breccias at the e 
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distinguished: skam, scheelite - sphalerite, quartz cassiterite - wolframite 
and carbonaceous- galenite. 

The mineralization is located in the zone of homfels bordering 
hypabyssal massifs of Laramian granitoids in those places, where the 
submeridional zones of pre-ore jointing cross dikes and rods of skamed 
diabasic porphyrites, intruded Mesozoic terrigenous formations . Steeply 
dipping lenticular field of mineralized skamed rocks 180 m length is 
revealed here with thickness up to 20-30 m (in the middle part). In ore 
composition fine-grained drusy quartz with impregnation of wolfromite and 
sheelite prevails. The more late type of mineralization is carbonaceous 
polymetal and it is located in the imposed zones of brecciation and 
splitting, both among skams and quartz wolframite - scheelite ores of early 
stage. The thickness of such zones reaches 4-5m, and length - several tens 
ofmeters. 

Mineralization is non-uniform, mainly 
mineralization is represented by pyrrhotite 
chalcopyrite. 

impregnated. Polymetal 
’ sphalerite, galena and 

Zinc has the main importance, the content 0/ which reaches up to 10%. 
Copper and lead have the second place . 

The deposit was prospected in 1954 from the surface by A.V.Demin. 
Irungda - Makit ore-occurrencL-is located in the upper reaches of the 

river Urmi, at the territory of Badzhalsky ore area. It occurs in Upper 
Cretaceous effusions in exocontact of the intrusive of granitoids of the 
same age, breaking through them . The effusive rocks are contact and 
hydrothermally metamorphosed and cut by quartz veins, in the selvages of 
which the fringes of muscovite and muscovite - topaz greizens are located . 
The thickness of veins varies from 10 up to 50 cm. Their strike is close to 
meridional, the veins are accompanied by mineralization represented by 
galena, arsenopyirite, chalcopyrite, less often by arsenopyirite. 
The average metal content in them was estab!ished by chemical anaψses: 

lead 5.26 %, arsenic 14.57 %, copper - 0.62 %, tin - ι03 %, antimony - ι4 
%, gold is present. 

The ore-occurrence ' of Galenite Soring is located in the basin of the 
river Bukam - left in f10w of Duki (Amgun basin), at the territory . of 
Badzhalsky ore area. In geological structure of the ore-bearing area the 
Upper Cretaceous effusions intruded by granitoids that of the same age 
participate. The mineralization is streaky - impregnated, it accompanies the 
zone of crumpling in effusions of the northwest direction. The sizes of the 
zone are rather significant: width reaches 12 m, and length - 1000 m. The 
effusions within the zone are greisenizated,silicified and kaolinizated. The 
mineralized sites representing ore bodies, have the smaller sizes. Their 
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thickness reaches 1.3 m and even 10m, and the length does not exceed 70-
80 m. In composition of ore bodies galena, sphalerite and arsenopyirite were 
determined. 
The content of basic metals in ores in separate samples is rather high: 
Leaι zinc and arsenic - up to 10 % each, tin - 0.22 %, their low contents 
prevail (hundredths of percent) of tin and tenths of per cent of lead and 
ofzinψ. 

The ore-occurrence of Sulohidnv sorin~js located also in Badzhalsky ore 
area, along Sulphidny Spring (upper reaches of the Bukam river) and is 
controlled by streaky - impregnated galena - sphalerite - arsenopyrite ores 
accompanying hydrothermally changed dikes of granites and quartz 
porphys. The dikes, in their tum control the zone of crumpling in Upper 
Cretaceous effusions also heavily reworked by postmagmatic processes. Its 
thickness is 3-12 m, extent is about 3000 m. The mineralized sites by 
thickness of 0.7-0.8 m are traced along strike of dikes for 70-80 m. In the 
samples selected from them, up to 10 % of lead, zinc (the tenths of 
percent), arsenic and 0.2 % oftin prevail. 

The Bo1toro deposiLis located in the right bank part of the river Amgun 
in the upper reaches of the rivers Boltoro and Irungda. It occurs in the 
exocontact of Verkhne-Urmiysky granite massif among limestones with 
lenses of aleurolites, sandstones. The mineralized skams and skamized 
rocks are stretched for 2.7 km as a strip by thickness of 45-200 m. In the 
composition of ores there are chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, 
sphalerite, galena, cassiterite, magnetite, beryl, tourmaline, fluorite, quartz. 
Mineralized rocks are outcropped in a cutting ofthe relieffor 300-400 m. 

The author ’'s reserves for the Rudny site were calculated ( by data of 
trenches sanψling through 20-40 m): tin - 5440 t and copper- 40290 t with 
thickness of a tin-ore boψ 15.75 m and copper-ore - 33. 07 m and tin 
content - ι68 %, copper for two blocks - 1.85 % and 3.94 %. The 
contents of lead and zinc in separate samples reach 1 %. 
According to the data of technological sample research the extraction of tin 
is 20-25 % into granular and slime concentrates, copper - 80-90 % into 
copper concentrate. Into the latter up to 80 % of silver and up to 50 % of 
indium is extracted. The deposit is recommended for prospecting 
(Larionov P.M. 1967). 

The Pravourmiysky deposiLis located in the upper reaches of the Urmi 
river on the west flank of the Badzhalsky ridge. The deposit was prospected 
in detail as tin-ore obje 
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o[ copper [or categories P1 + P2 about 150 ths t, and also reserves and 
resources o[ tungsten, silver, bismuth, indium are calculated in them The 
average copper content in ores - 0.45 %. 
Other shows! Small in size, but locally rich lead - zinc ore-occurrences of 
veined and skam types are known in some points of Yam - Alinsky and 
Badzhalsky ridges (along the rivers Desh and Khor). 

1.6.2. Zones o[ Mesozoic[olding 

Mesozoic folded formations of Sikhote-Alinsky area form Gorinsky, West
and East - Sikhote - Alinsky synclinoriums. The ore areas located in the 
southem and central parts of these sync1inoriums (Sredne (Middle)
Amursky zone), are characterized, mainly, by tin- polymetal mineralization. 
For ore areas of a southem part of these sync1inoriums, which, merging, 
form a uniform Nizhneamursky zone, the gold - polymetal mineralization is 
profiling. The area, v.’here there are balance reserves of lead, zinc and 
copper, is the Komsomolsky ore area, in which polymetal mineralization 
accompanies tin. Here at the deposits F estivalny, Solar and Perevalny the 
reserves o[ these metals as o[ Januaη 1, 1972 (at the initial stage o[ 
development) were: copper 152.5 ths t, lead 49.8 ths t, zinc 23.2 ths t. 
Ore blocks were determined by samling among mineralized hydrothermally 
altered zones of splitting in sandstones, aleurolites, vo1canites and 
granitoids. Their thickness reaches 25 m, their extent along strike 1600 m, 
down the dip - 750 m. 

Mineralized zones along the strike were traced up to 3000m. They are 
formed of quartz, sericite and tourmaline, rare - carbonates and ore minerals: 
cassiterite, wolfromite,arsenopyrite,pyrrhotite,pyrite,marcasite, 
sphalerite,galena,cha1copyrite, stannite괜mesonite and cinnobar. 
In tin ores on the average it is contained: lead 0.33-0.51 %, zinc 0.21-0.58 
% and copper ι25-0.29 %. In trailing and lower sides o[ the Yagodny 
zone o[ Festivalny deposit the blocks o[tin - copper ores with the average 
copper content as 1.06-2.13 % were distinguished. The sizes o[ these 
blocks reach 350 m o[length, 12.84 m o[width and 255 m up the dip. 
In the southern part of Komsomolsky area a role of copper mineralization is 
essentially increased and copper becomes the basic ore element. The most 
perspective for revealing of copper deposit is ore occurrence of Kapral 
site. By data of earlier geologo - geophysical works the stockwork copper -
tin ore occurrence was established here. The stockwork ore body is confined 
to the outcrop) of granodiorites stock. The sign파'cant sizes o[ stockwork 
(1 .5 km x 1.5 km) with the copper content up to 2 %, tin - up to 0.3 %, 
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lungslen up 10 0,2 % with its weak exploration allows to assume its high 
perspectivness for revealing of large copper deposit. 

Another 0비 ect perspective for copper in the south of Komsomolsky area 
is the Magloysky ore occurrence located in the Anadzhakansky ore unit. 
Here at the sites Zorky, Magloys에， Vysokiy the ore urrences of copper, 
molybdenum were revealed, which are spatially confined to outcrops of 
Anadzhakansky and Magloysky granite massifs. The sites are characterized 
by volumetric hydrothermal transformations of rocks, within which internal 
and external zones are distinguished which are sharply different from each 
other by auto metasomatic development. The internal metasomatic zones are 
developed near the bodies of granite - porphyry, where the rocks are heavily 
silicified with the sites of quartz - muscovite greizens. In the silicified 
orthoclased and greisenizated rocks the quartz and feldspathic - quartz 
veinlets, and also low-thick veins of quartz were developed. They form 
stockwork sites by the area up to 0.3-0.5 km2, with which copper, 
molybdenum and tungsten mineralization is connected. The external 
metasomatic zone is located as a half-ring around internal one, in it the 
fields of the sericitic altered rocks of beresite-like shape, which are 
significant in area, are widespread. In these metasomatites there are widely 
distributed quartz - sulphide and sulphide vεins， net-like zones of quartz -
sulphide and sulphide composition, and also impregnated sulphide 
mineralization, accompanying them. Density of veinlets usually is equal to 
10-20 per 1m, but it can reach 50-700r be reduced up to 3-5. Sulphide and 
quartz veins, occuring parallel or crossing each other, together with streaky 
and impregnated mineralization form structures of stockworks by the area 
from 0.1-0.3 km2 up to 1 km2• The sites ofdevelopment of quartz - sulphide 
and sulphide mineralization are characterized by intensive (up to 300-500 
mB) negative anomalies of natural field and polarization (5-15 %), 
magnetic field (0.5-3 m oersted) The molybdenile is distributed in the 
central part of the ore field in hydrothermal rocks generated over granite
porphyries. Chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and sphalerite are observed as fine 
impregnation and veinlets in external zone. From the surface the sulphidized 
rocks are essentially hypergenely transformed. The hypergenesis zone is 
subdivided into two subzones: 
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By the results of the lump of ore analyses, trenching and core samples -
copper content varies in a wide range from 100-th up to the tenths of 
percent (0.1-0.2 %), in separate samples it reaches up to 1.6 %, in some 
samples - up to 2 %. In the hole No. 304 copper content in the interval32-
40 m reaches 2.5 % by chemical analyses. Molybdenum content in most 
cases is the hundredths of percent, in rare cases it reaches 0.1 %. Within 
stockwork occurrences frequently gold associates with copper and 
molybdenum (up to 0.5 g/t - 7.7 g/t), less often silver (0.1 -1 g/t). The data 
stated are indicative of opportunity to reveal copper mineralization with 
economic content, thus the occurrence of a subzone of chalcosite ores is 
possible. Except the characterized Magloysky site within the 
Anadzhakansky ore unit the similar sites Vysokiy and Zorky are known. 
The North Sikhote-Alinsky ore province includes Nizhneamursky, Buta
Koppinsky, West - Sikhote Alins메 ore areas and Buta-Anyuisky ore-bearing 
zone. In geological structure of the province Late Paleozoic, Early and Late 
Paleozoic sedimentary, volcanogenic-sedimentary and volcanogenic 
formations take part, intrusive formations are represented mainly by 
Cretaceous and Paleogene granitoids. Basic mass of magmatic formations of 
the characterized area are located along the system of faults of Central
Sikhote-Alinsky suture. They are Late Paleozoic Katansky; Early 
Cretaceous - Hungariysky, Sandinsky and Alchansky; Late Cretaceous -
Early Paleogene Upper Udomian and Ioliysky complexes potassic of 
granitoids. These complexes locate zonally. Weak, mainly high-temperature 
mineralization of tin, tungsten, molybdenum and other rare metals in the 
form of quartz-veined, stockwork and skam formations located mainly in 
the westem, most eroded area is connected with Early Cretaceous ( it is 
possible with Late Paleozoic ones also ) complexes . Bachelazsky and 
Bapinsky effusive - intrusive complexes (after E.P.Izokh, M.V.Martynyuk) 
represent consecutive series of intrusive phases altemating with effusive 
formations. The intrusives are accompanied by wide zones of homfelses (2-
3 km), enriched by calcium, magnesium, iron and potassium and by 
postmagmatic mineralization of tin of quartz-veined, tourmaline - sulphide 
and sulphide types, and also molybdenum, tungsten, copper, lead and zinc. 
The intrusive facies of Upper Udomian and Ioliysky cc얀1센 ~Yf!S are close to 
the t 
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mainly Sikhote-Alinsky direction. Ore-bearing zones, ore areas and units 
are distinguished according to structural and metallogenic features at 
the area of North - Sikhote-Alinsky province. Buta - Anyuisky ore
bearing zone occupies a central part ofNorth- Si암lOte - Alinsky province, it 
has length more than 200 km and width - from 20 km up to 80 km . 

On the area of the zone 2 ore areas - Sandinsky and Iolinsky are 
distinguished In the zone Late Cretaceous and Late Cretaceous - Paleogene 
intrusive magmatism are heavily displayed. The zone is characterised by 
occurrence of tin mineralization with copper, lead - zinc, partly 
molybdenum and gold-ore mineralization. 

The most perspective for revealing copper mineralization is Sindinsky 
area with ore occurrences Nochnoy, Tigriny, Kvartzevy (Quartz). By the 
data of not published geologo - geophysical works (Sitnikov N.A .. , 1993) 
at Nochnoy ore occurrence (Byuleneisky unit) it is possible to reveal an 
average copper-porphyry deposit. In geological relation the ore occurrence 
is located within the intrusive stock (area 1.5 km2) in a northwest part of 
the Byuleneisky local arch. The site is formed by Lower Cretaceous 
terrigenous formations which have been broken through by intrusion of 
porphyric granites and by numerous dikes of average and acid composition. 

On the area 01 ore occurrence hydrothermally altered rocks of several 
types, having various mineral composition, geochemical features and spatial 
position in relation to mineralization are observed. The metasomatites of a 
greizenic type are distributed within the stock of granite - porphyries in its 
central and southem parts, rare overstepping into exocontact area of the 
stock zone . Biotite - sericite - chloritic metasomatites are developed on the 
enclosing rocks. The extemal cover of ore occurrence is closed by propylites 
represented by feldspar - epidote - sericite - chloritic metasomatites. Within 
metasomatic rocks by geologo - geophysical data (metallometric aureoles of 
copper- 0.01 %, anomalies of apparent polarization -5-12 %, anomalies of 
natural field- 250-300 mB, decrease of values of apparent resistance - 500-
1000 Ohms, weak intensive anomalies of magnetic field 100-150 HTIl) two 
zones were distinguished: Yuzhny (South) and Sevemy (North) of northeast 
strike, their extent is 1 and 1.5 km correspondingly and by thickness up to 
290 m and 30-190 m. The ore bodies are formed by quartz (3 
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The copper content in biotite sericite - chloritic metasomatites and 
propylites is 0.2-0.8 %, lead 0.1-0.3 %, zinc 0.2 -4 %, molybdenum ι001-

ι008 %, the latter meets in the central part 0/ stock more often. The 
deposit is referred to a porphyric type. Another perspective object is 
Bazovy ore occurrence located in the upper reaches of Sukpay river. Here 
in the soc1e of terrace weakly homy aleurolites enc10sing a field of sulphide 
ores by thickness of 12 m are exposed. It was not traced along the strike. 
The ores consist of a pyrrhotite (35-40 0/0), sphalerite (10-20 %), galena (1 
%), chalcopyrite (1 -5 %), pyrite (2-4 %). The content of elements by 
spectral analysis of lump of ore samples is in the range : coppers -α2 %-3 
%, zinc- α 6 - 3 %, lead- α 003- 1 %, silver - 3 - 5 g/t. Besides bismuth (up 
to 0.01 %) and cadmium (up to 0.06 %) are present in the increased 
concentratlOns . 

Absence of distinct contacts between aleurolites and ores, and also 
presence of small aleurolite lenses in ore body with distribution of the 
stratified volcanites and intrusions among enc10sing rocks specifies the 
volcanogenic - sedimentary genesis of pyrite - polymetal type. Near this ore 
occurrence some more points of mineralization with copper content up to 
0.2 -3 % are marked, with the increased content of lead (up to 1 %), zinc 
(up to 0.4 %), silver (up to 60 g/t). They are represented by mineralized 
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zones of splitting in sedimentary rocks, zones of sulphidization in a granite -
porphyries and aleurolites. 
Buta - Koppins때 district is well known as tin-ore district. Within it other 

tin-ore deposits were discovered Mopausky, Nadezhda, Pionersky, 
Tausinsky, Rudninsky, Udzhakinsky and others. Except tin 
mineralization in the above specified deposits and ore occurrences: 
Bolyuniysky, Sudulyune, Sisinku, Muni and others polymetal 
mineralization (copper, lead, zinc and frequently molybdenum) is present, in 
some cases it reaches economic concentration. Ore occurrences Sudulyune, 
Sisinku, Munie, Kukshinsky, Velikan and others are considered especially 
perspective for copper - molybdenum porphyric type of ore occurrence . 

Nizhneamursψ ore area represents a northem part ofthe Sikhote-Alinsky 
province. Unlike southem area this district is formed extremely by 
Mesozoic (Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous and Upper Cretaceous) folded 
formations intruded mainly by Senonian granitoids of the Nizhneamursky 
complex ttributed to a granodiorite type of formations. Within the area, 
three molybdenum copper - polymetal unit are istinguished : Bekchiulsψ， 

Belogorsky, Bichinsky. From copper ore occurrences Ketavr and Tyrsky 
ones deserve the greatest attention, where the copper content reaches up to 
0.5 and 0.7 %, gold - up to 0.6 and 1.8 g/t,correspondingly. The ore 
occurrences can be recommended for the further prospecting of the deposit 
of a copper-porphyry type. 

The Chayatynsky deposi1 is located in the basin of the river Vayun (river 
Amgun system) on the northeast flank of Paukansky fault zone and 
represent some propilitized and mineralized zones of jointing in Lower 
Cretaceous tuff-effusive formations of Bolbinsky suite (Fig. 1.5, 1.6). It was 
discovered in 1956 by V.R. Polikanov in 1956-1958 years and was studied 
by D.N.Tayursky. The tuff-effusive rocks, enclosing mineralization, form a 
flat dome-like anticline, arched part of which is broken by steeply dipping 
zones of jointing and ruptures being main structures, controlling the 
mineralization. A strike of zones is mainly northwest, their thickness varies 
from the first meters up to 10-20m and even 80 m. The extent of zones 
reaches 0.8-1.2 km. The mineralization is nest and streaky - impregnated, 
quartz - carbonate - sulphide. Locally crossed ore veinlets form stockwork
like sites, within which the quartz veins of 
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At the deposit four most mineralized sites are contoured (cutoff grade - 0.8 
%) , their length is in the range of 300-500 m, thickness - 4.8 - 8.2m and 
average lead content is 1.11- 2.9 % and zinc - up to 5.3 %. At the separate 
sites of ore bodies the a.verage total content of lead and zinc reaches 5 %. 
The average content at the depo화t: lead - 2. 04 %, zinc - 3.18 %. 
Geological reserves, by prospecting data are roughψ estimated as 71 ths 
t oflead and 355 ths t ofzinc.(Fig.-1.φ 
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Fig.-1.6. Geological Map of Chayatinsk Polymetallic Deposit 
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Perevalnv ore occurrencSL is located in the sources of Perevalny spring , 
running from the left into the Koppi river, below the mouth of the river 
Byapoli. The mineralization is confined to the contact zone of homfels 
bordering the massif of Paleogene granitoids, breaking through Upper 
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Cretaceous porphyrites. Among piritized silicified and epidotizated 
effusions seven steeply dipping meridional zones of breccias and mylonites, 
up to 6 m thick were revealed. To some of them mineralized quartz -
epidote bodies ofthe lenticuiar form , 0.2 - 0.7m thick and by length of 12 -
26 m are confined. 
Ore mineralization is reprεsented by galena, sphalerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite 
and secondary minerals - chalcocite, covellite, cerussite, smithsonite, 
anglesite and limonite. The lead content in one of the lenses reaches 6.25 
%, in another - 1.80 %, usual，ψ" as well as in the zone of splitting, 
enc/osing them, it varies from ι17 up to 0.59 %. Zinc content is 0.16%. 
Bvaooli ore occurrenc~is located near Perevalny. It is situated on the right 
board of the river Koppi, 4 km higher than the mouth of the river Byapoli. 
Unlike the Perevalny ore occurrènce it is confined to zones of mineralized 
breccias and kaolinizated mylonites among Paleogene granitoids. The 
mineralization is connected with quartz veins 잠om 0.1 up to 0.7m thick by 
extent of maximum up to 100 meters. Ore mineralization of veins is 
represented by galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, hematite and pyrite and by 
secondary minerals - cerussite,. smithsonite, malachite, covellite and 
limonite. 
The metal content according to chemical analyses data, is: lead from 0.05 
lψ to 1.37 %, zinc- from 0.07"ψ to 1.62 %. 
The spectral analysis finds out also traces of copper, silver, bismuth, tin and 
olybdenum In the near eined zones of bre ias nd mylon , as 1 as in the zones 
which do not contain quartz veins, the content of the main metals is much 
lower: lead- up to 0.5 % and zinc up to 0.79 %. 
West- Sikhote Alinsky area is formed in basic by tuffaceous - sedimentary 
and terrigenous rocks of Barrem - Albian and Cenomanian Turonian stages 
intruded by Senon - Danish and Paleocene granitoids. From the east the 
area is bordered by the west margin of basalt covers of Pribrezhny 
volcanogene and from the north - by Gvasyuginsky zone of the increased 
jointing. The southem (the largest part of the area) oversteps the limits of 
the Khabarovsk territory. 

On the area of the disteuct 2 ore units - Oborsky and Katansky with 
copper - molybdenum mineralization are singled out. Within these units a 
number of copper and molybdenum ore occurrences represented by zones of 
stockwork type among terrigenous contact - and hydrothermal 
metamorphosed Cretaceous formations (silicified, greisenizated, 
sericitiz 
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and propilitized rocks are distinguished. 5 ore bodies with copper and 
molybdenum mineralization are singled out . Their extent along strike 
varies from 300m up to 700m, 
thickness is from 15 up to 140 m. Ore mineralization is streaky and of 
impregnated type, it is represented by pyrite, cha1copyrite, molybdenite. The 
most enriched sites of stockwork are confined to the body of granodiorites. 
The copper content varies within a wide range from the 100-ths up to 0.7 %, 
molybdenum - from thousands up to 0.06 %. Within the Oborsky ore 
occurrence except characterized Central one, four sites were distinguished: 
Sevemy, Vostochny, Pereselenka, Pridolinny, perspective by geologo -
geophysical data for revealing of copper - molybdenum ores of a stockwork 
type. 

Another perspective object is the Khvotshevoy ore occurrence, 
confined to the exocontact part, of the Sidiminsky massif of granodiorites. 
According to the works carried out earlier it was attributed to tungsten -
copper - molybdenum type of copper - molybdenum formations. By the 
results of trenching and core sampling within the limits of ore occurrence 
some stockwork bodies with economic content 01 copper in separate 
intervals as α24 %, α25-α49 % and more than 0.5 % were revealed. The 
molybdenum content in samples varies 끼'om α0151ψ to 0.07 %, tungsten 
ι015-ι018 %. 

The points of mineralization at Ahmalga site located at the contact of 
intrusion of granitoids with effusive - pyroclastic rocks of Largasinsky 
series, large part of which is transformed into secondary quartzites are of 
doubt1ess interest. At the area of occurrence (1 5 ) in all metallometric 
samples (1 20) the content 01 copper Irom 0.006 up to 0.06 %, in 18 
samples Irom ι06 up to 0.3 % are marked. In the lump of ore samples 
from secondary quarzites the copper content varies from 0.006 up to 0.1 %. 
The site practically has remained not investigated. 

Other ores occurrenceL. Besides the above characterized ones, the 
occurrences of polymetal mineralization have a wide circulation, though 
their importance is apparent1y small. They are known as gold-bearing areas 
of Nizhny (Lower) Priamurie, and also accompany tin mineralization in 
average-temperature deposits of Sikhote - Alin. In Lower Priamurie the ore 
occurrences near the quay Maly (Small) Harbour, at the sites Belakoy, Left 
Dzhatka, Rogozinsky are attributed to them. Here the weak polymetal 
mineralization among Mesozoic terrigenous form 
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and arsenic, by spectral analysis data, reaches 10 %. The content 0/ zinc, 
copper, silver, bismuth and tin does not exceed 0.1 %. In tin-bearing areas 
streaky and nest - impregnated mineralization of the Tumnin river basin, 
sites Ketov, Zimovie -1 and Zimovie -11, and also Udominsky ore 
occurrence are attributed to ore occurrences of such type. 

1. 7. East - Asian Volcanogenic ßelt 

The East - Asian belt unites Okhotsky and Pribrezhny (Primorsky) volcanic 
zones characterized correspondingly by Late Mesozoic and Late Mesozoic -
Cenozoic gold - polymetal mineralization. In the Olshotsky zone Suntar
Khayata ridge, Chelasinsky, Kiransky Etandzhinsky ore areas are known, 
and in Pribrezhny zone - Kolchansky and Chipalinsky (Sovgavansky) ore 
areas are also known. 

1. 7.1. Area 0/ Suntar-Khayata ridge 

In 1988-1990 the map compilation (scale 1:200000) ofthe Suntar-Khayata 
ridge in the sources of the river Okhota, Yudoma and adjacent from the 
north Republic of Saha territory was completed. Thus the prospecting data 
and prospecting works of previous years have been generalized, the 
potential resources of tin, polymetals, silver have been appreciated. Tin 
polymetal deposits known in the area and ore occurrences are characterized 
by increased silver content and are confined to a large volcanic structure of 
Late Cretaceous age.ln the area up to now 4 deposits, 56 occurrences and 
numerous points of mineralization, 6 alluvial cassiterite aureoles and 82 
lithochemical anomalies of tin have been revealed. The distribution of ore 
mineralization have central and zonal character. The reserves and resources 
of tin and accessory components for 13 the most investigated occurrences 
of area, their structure and characteristic are given in the appendix. By its 
resources the new ore area is comparable with Komsomolsky or Badzhalsky 
districts. The prospects of these resources increase are high, but remoteness 
and undeveloping of the area complicate its involving into the sphere of 
economlc actlvlty. 
The occurrences of cupreous sandstones are connected with metamorphosed 
variegated molassoid formations of Bilyakchansky strata, which is attributed 
to Lower Proterozoic. By observation in geological routes, the results of the 
analyses of lithochemical and lump of ore samples the Dzhagdag - Uisky 
copper-bearing area (400 ) was istinguished. The cupreous rocks are grey, 
grey - green fine-grained quartz and polymictic sandstones and aleurolites. 
They are included into composition of second and fourth bands of Lower 
Kuntykahsky member. The thicknesses of ore-bearing interlayers are 1-3m, 
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the total thickness of multilayered copper-bearing horizons reach 10m. In 
the second band fine-impregnated, nest - impregnated pyrite - chalcopyrite, 
chalcopyrite bomite, less often bomite - chalcosite ores are developed. In 
the fourth band is bomite - chalcosite mineralization is widespread and 
hematite - chalcosite one is marked. The mαximum copper content is 0.7-
3.7 %. Exploration of the revealed ores occurrences is the lowest, they were 
not stripped by mmmg geophysical researches, except aerogeophysical 
survey of scale 1 :50000, were not carried out. 
Ore-bearing skarns are represented by two mineral types: chalcopyrite

galena- sphalerite (polymetal) and ludwigite - kotoite - polymetal. The first 
is located at the contact of Late Cretaceous granitoids of Dzhugdzhursky 
complex from Upper Proterozoic limestones, and second - at the contact of 
the same granitoids with Upper Proterozoic dolomites. πze representatives 
01 the chalcopyrite - galena - sphalerite type 01 mineralization arethe 
Mαlokomuisη deposit, Levoburuninsψ and Bilyakchansψ ore occurrences, 
and olludwigite and kotoite polymetal type - Nazarovs메" Gonochansky and 
Mevainsky ore occurrences . The same set of ore elements is common for all 
skam occurrences of Malokomuisky ore field , however, their meaning for 
each ore occurrence can vary within the certain limits. In all occurrences the 
high concentration of boron (in magnesial skams), copper, zinc, lead, in 
separate ones - gold, silver, tin are found out minor concentrations are 
characteristic of tungsten, bismuth. Chromium is constantly marked, with 
the content up to 1 % (the analyses were not made for platinum). 
Stannoborat - p이ymetal - copper and polymetal - copper types devεlop over 
carbonaceous rocks of the different level (Malginsky, Cypandinsky, 
Lakaninsky suites), gold - polymetal - copper - over intrusive rocks. 
Gomnv ore occurrence ,- stannoborat- polymetal - copper type. The skams 
of the occurrence have been generated at the contact of Alaskite granites 
with dolomitized limestones. The length of ore-bearing zones is 200-500 m 
with thickness up to 40 m. Central parts of skam are formed of diopside, 
sometimes of gamet, extemal parts - of clinohumite with relicts of 
forsterite. Magnetite is present in all zones, the ludwigite gravitates to 
forsterite - clinohumite skam and especially is abundant at the border of the 
zones. On skams the sulphide mine 
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granites, and the second - on the contact of dolomite and gabbro-diabases. 
Their thickness vary from 8 up to 50 m. Both zones are formed by diopside 
skam in the central part, which is surrounded by a forsterite skams zone. 
Among sulphide minerals imposed on skams - cha1copyrite and 
sphalerite.They contain iron up to 35.6 %, boron 0.12-0,9, somelimes 3.65-
5.9 %, copper - up to 1.5 %, tin - up 10 0.2 %, lead - ι1 %, zinc -0.1 %, 
nickel- α 06 %. 
The Molokomuiskv deposiLislocated in the sources of Malaya Komuya 
river, which is the right inflow of the river Chelasina. It was discovered by 
G.O.Gukasyan. In its structure the Upper Proterozoic terrigenous
carbonated deposits dislocated in meridional linear folds and overlain by 
Upper Cretaceous volcanites participate, intruded by Upper Cretaceous 
granitoids of the Dzhugdzhursky complex. Ore-bearing gamet - pyroxene 
skams of Malokomuisky deposit form some zones by thickness of 3 - 80 m 
and by extent up to 500 meters. The mineralization is established at 5 sites 
of the deposit, for one of which the rough reserves in the following quantity 
were determined: copper - 33 ths t, zinc- 20 ths t, lead - 7 ths t. The 
mineralization is controlled by zones of splitting in skams. In the zones the 
sites of silicified rocks and ca1cite veins by thickness of up to 6 m and by 
length up to 120 m locate. Ore mineralization is represented by 
cha1copyrite, sphalerite, bomite and chalcocite. The content of metals in 
ores varies: copper from α1 up to 11.1 % (average - 2.3 %), zincfrom O. 1 
up to 9.3 % (average- 2.5 %) and leadfrom ι1 up to 4.9 % (average - 1.6 
%). The spectral analysis established bismuth (up to 1 %), tin, 
molybdenum, nickel and cobalt. Similar to the Molokomuisky deposit, 
Levoburuninsky one (on the left bank of the river Burunda - right inflow of 
the river Chelasin), Bilyakchansky (in the sources ofthe river Bilyakchana
left inflow of the river Uy) and other smaller ore occurrences. Meanwhile 
they are not investigated and their prospects are not clear. 

The Mevainskv ore occurrenc~ is the representative of the second type of 
skams and it is located in the sources of the river Mevain running from the 
right into Ð. Chelasin (basin ofthe river Maya Aldansky), it is located at the 
distance of 15 km westwards from the Malokomuisky deposit. In geological 
structure of the ore-bearing area the Upper Proterozoic terrigenous
carbonated rocks (forming east wing ofthe meridional anticlinal fold br 
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granitoid massif. The sizes of fields, by fragments, are insignificant 
(5x60m). Amount of fields and zones is about ten. In the lumps of ore of 
this ore occurrence are estab!ished: boron trioxide - 11.25 %, copper -
8.48 %, zinc - 41 %, bismuth - /，ψ to 1 %, lead - tenths of percent ; silver 
and arsenic - 100-ths of percent. Almost in similar ge이ogical conditions 
Gonochansky, Nazarovsky and other ore occurrences of boron-bearing 
magnesial skarns with polymetal ores are located. 
Magnetitovv ore occurrenc~. Gold polymetal - copper type. The skam field 
is traced for 1000 m. The copper content is up to 1 %, tungsten - 0.01 %, tin 
- 0.1 %, molybdenum - 0.01 %, gold-0.05g1t, silver -50 glt, zinc - 0.1%, 
arsenic- 0.3 %. 
Borodinskv ore occurrence . 
A stock of hydrothermally altered (silicified, sulphidized, sericitizated, 
albitizated and orthoclased) granodiorite - porphyries having the area about 
1.0 is located at the crossing of rupture dislocations in quartzites of 
Bilyakchansky suite. Within the stock some lump of ore samples were 
taken. The highest copper content is marked in altered granodiorite
porphyries, especially - in the westem part of the stock, where the rocks 
contain impregnation, and also thinning out veinlets of decayed cupreous 
minerals. The copper content is 0.02-3.0 %, average content - 0.88 %, lead -
0.3 %, molybdenum - 0.01 %, tungsten- 0.01 %, zinc- 0.1 %, silver- up to 20 
glt, bismuth- up to 0.7 %, niobium - up to 0.03 %, nickel - up to 0.03 %. 
Snezhok ore occurrence ~ Ore body of magnetite skams with imposed 
streaky - impregnated sulphide mineralization occuring in quaπz 

monzodiorites and granites, has thickness in one section 40 m. By 
magnetometry data its extent is 1.5 km. By their formation type the skams 
are infiltrated. Their mineral composition is as follows : magnetite - 50-90 
%, vesuvianite, salite, gamet, sphene and plagioclase. The quartz monzonite 
at the contact was transformed into diopside labradorite rocks, in which 
nest impregnation of sulphides is observed, the content of components in 
skams: copper - up to 2.45 %, gold - 4.9 g/t, silver - /，ψ to 304 g/t. In 
trench in 4- meter interval: copper- 1.36 %, gold- 1.8 g/t, silver- 60 g/t; in 
the hole at 11.3 m depth the average content of copper 0.99 %, gold- 0.56 
g/t, silver- 60.8 g/t, in the hole No 6 at the depth of 4.4 m - copper 1.83 %, 
gold - 0.52 g/t, silver- 52 g/t, zinc- 1.5 %. Besides in lunψ ofore sanψles 

the content of copper is up to 6 %, gold- 5 g/t, silver- up to 1000 g/t, 
bi 
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Fig.-1 .8 Geological Map 
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Prospective by geologo - geophysical data zones of skarning with magnetite 
and copper- p이ymetal mineralization intensive anomalies EI1, caused by 
plentyful sulphide impregnation in sedimentary - terrigenous formations 
and, recommended, for a certification by surface minings. 
With realization of complex aerogeophysical survey of scale 1 :50000 within 
Malokomuisky ore field and beyond its limits allocated a plenty of magnetic 
anomalies were detrmined, the part of which from spatially coincides with 
the described above ore occurrences, where certification land works were 
not carried out, and the paπ was certified by surface works and within them 
the new skarn bodies and ore zones ave been revealed. But the large part of 
magnetic anomalies located within Komuisky massif is of moderately acid 
composition and at its exocontacts was not investigated by surface works, 
though on the areas the small occurrences of wide gamma of minerals and 
also alluvial haloes of polymetals, tin, tungsten, gold and bottom flows of 
copper, nickel, chromium and cobalt are known. Many magnetic anomalies 
can be caused by skarn fields, both outrcropping and latent at depth, at the 
levels, where the intrusive rocks of the Komuisky massif break 
carbonaceous rocks of Malginsky, Cypandinsky and Lakhandinsky suites; 
within the intrusion the numerous xenoliths of the different form and size 
formed by carbonaceous rocks of Svetlinsky suite are known. 

As a whole, the Molokomuisky ore field represents the first-order object 
for prospecting of copper and polymetals deposits. By the representation of 
the experts of DVIMS and V AGT the potential resources of copper within 
Malokomuisky ore field -are estimated as 0.5-1.0 mln tons of copper. Taking 
into consideratrion that all known copper occurrences were not investigated 
by deep methods and that among them the Borodinsky occurrence with 
obvious characteristics of copper-porphyry system was revealed, and 
aeromagnetic studiesreveal a plenty of new anomalies, part of which can be 
connected with skarns and with sulphide mineralization, imposed on them, 
and also taking into account significant thickness (more than 700 m) of the 
carbonaceous section which 
has been broken by intrusive rocks of different composition, the forecasts of 
the above mentioned specialists do not seem too optimistical. 

Practically all known ore occurrences of copper and borates contain 
increased (sometimes hi 
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secondary dispersion haloes of copper and of elements - companions are 
known to the south of Malokomuisky ore field, in exo- and endocontacts of 
subalkaline granites intrusion which is traced along the right board of the 
Chelasin river for 40-60 km more. It considerably raises the prospects of 
this territory for revealing of economic copper deposits. The area is poorly 
mastered, but its prospects are rather great. Within it the poorly investigated 
ore occurrences of gold, silver, boron, copper, lead, zinc, fluorite, tin, 
tungsten, industrial stones and building materials are known. Ayan - Nelkan 
highway nowadays is constructing which crosses the described area and 
opens ways of exit of its potential production to seaport of Ayan or Nelkan 
river quay having a large opportunity of a retum vessel load serving the 
Okhotsk Sea coast and Maya river basin (up to railway station Ust-Kut). 
ηze (Zapadno)West - Okhotsψ zone is singled out for the first time, it is 

represented to a greater extent by gold - molybdenum mineralization, to a 
less extent by copper and polymetal mineralization. The zone stretches in 
the northeast direction (parallel to the Bilyakchansky zone) for more than 
300 km, its width is 50-100 km. Unlike the Bilyakchansky zone located 
among ancient deposits, metamorphosed up to greenstone and epidote -
amphibolite facies, the Zapadny (West) - Okhotsky zone is formed by 
Cretaceous volcanogenic and intrusive formations. The southem margin of 
the zone locates within the Ulinsky deflection, its central and northem parts 
are confined to the border of Okhotsko - Chukotskoy volcanic belt. By 
geologo - geophysical data this structure is characterized by a series of deep 
faults of northeast, submeridional directions, which are accompanied by a 
series of granitoid intrusions. Within the limits of the southem part of 
Zapadny (West) - Okhotsky zone Otyndinsky copper is allocated -
molybdenum unit, where the most perspective ore occurrences are as 
follows: Orty, Gyrby, Otyda with the copper content up to 1-3 %, silver up 
to 20-60 g/t. 

Oldohon oomhvrv-coooer - molvbdenum ore occurrence is located in the 
Ulinsky volcanic deflection in the interfluve of the rivers Nalednaya -
Oldohon. Within the ore occurrence more than 20 submeridionally directed 
zones of streaky - melasomatic silicification, less often of - quartz -
sulphide veins were revealed. Thickness of ore-bearing zones is 2-6 m, 
along strike th 
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scale deposit. Nearby located sites Naledny and Pravy (Right) Ulita, left 
bank of Chupican have a similar geological structure and extensive copper -
molybdenum mineralization. 

In the central and northem part of the West - Okhotsky zone some ore 
occurrences of gold (Katandansky, Atakan, Nek, Vetvisty, Purnikit, 
Mukulakit, Atundzha), molybdenum (Shirotny [Latitudinal]), Sarantas, 
Dochkanakh, Surkho), polymetals (Nivandzhinsky, Tsvetok) are 
distinguished. Okhotsky ore district is mainly represented by gold -
molybdenum and in a lesser degree by copper and polymetal 
mineralization. Within its northem part Nyutsky copper - molybdenum unit 
with ore occurrences Guyuntie, Seca, Annikae, Left Atykan, Taragay, 
Berezka, Quartz Sopka, Atlant, Archimed, Darpirchan, Morenny, 
Verkhne(upper) - Ulbeisky is distinguished. The most perspective ofthem 
is the ore occurrence the Levy (Left) Atykan is located in greisenizated 
granites and represents a series of veins and veinlets of quartz. They are 
traced as a strip by extent of 2.5 km, width -0.5 km. The molybdenum 
content by lunψ %re and trenching sampling varies /rom 0.046 % up to 
0.947 %. The potential resources are counted up for P2 with the average 
content up to 0.1 % up to the depth of 200 m, by their reserves they 
correspond to the group of average deposits. 

In Darpirchan ore occurrenc~ copper - molybdenum mineralization is 
marked, which is confined to the stock of subalkaline granites, breaking 
through liparite - dacite strata. Within the stock the haloes of quartz -
sericite - chloritic alterations are widely displayed. In the lithochemical halo 
the molybdenum content is 한om 0.005 up to 0.015 %, copper - from 0.0111 
up to 0.1 %. By 0/ the spectral anaψsis 0/ trenching samples the 
molybdenum content is 0.02-0.1 %. 
The ore occurrence Ouartz Sooka is confined to the southem exocontact of 
Late Cretaceous granitoids massif. Within ore occurrence more than 10 ore 
bodies occuring in beresitezated, silicified, chloritized rocks have been 
established. Molybdenum content according to trenching samples is from 
0.012 % up to 0.309 %; the thickness of ore bodies varies within 1-5m. 
Taking into account the significant area of mineralization development the 
revealing of average molybdenum deposit is expected here with its average 
content - 0.03 %. In the northern part 0/ the same massif the Guyuntie ore 
occurrence was revealed representing the stockw 
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belt. The ores occurrences of copper-molybdenum-gold -tin-lead -zinc type 
are referred by V.S.Kormilitsin, K.A.Markov to the special hybrid 
formational type. Characteristic feature of the considered type is co
existence of such usually "antagonistic" elements as tin and gold, tin and 
molybdenum etc. The mineralization of a hybrid type associates with 
multiphase complex - differentiated intrusions, in composition of which 
there are quartz diorites, granodiorites, granites. Within Etandzhuisky area 
three ore occurrences of copper 끼4’auchna， Muyas, Chanka) and of 
molybdenum (Bezvodny, lrkarka, Schastlivy) were revealed. The copper 
content in ore occurrences varies from ι1 up to 2 %, silver 4-20 g/t, gold 
ι1-5 g/t, molybdenum ι03 % up to 0.06 %. 

The representative of copper mineralization among effusions is the 
Nyubkinsky ore occurrence located on the right bank of the river Nyubki 
(left inflow of Batomga). It represents a large zone of splitting, silicification 
and mineralization in acid effusions. The extent of the zone reaches 400 m, 
thickness - 1 m. The mineralization is represented by veinlets and 
impregnation of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, wolfromite and other 
minerals. The chemical analysis establishes the content of copper up to 3.7 
%, lead - up to 1.23 %, zinc - 0.05 % and molybdenum - up to 0.01 % . The 
spectral analysis establishes also presence of zirconium (1 %), silver and 
antimony (up to 0.03 %) and bismuth - (0.01 %). The copper mineralization 
occurrences approximately of the same type were revealed among effusions 
in the upper reaches of the Maimakan river (basin of the Maya Aldansky 
river ). 

Mineralization 01 copper-bearing quartz - sulj깨lide veins type, 
genetically connected with Upper Cretaceous granitoids and occuring in 
their endocontacts, is also rather characteristic for Dzhugdzhur. Though it is 
less important in comparison with occurrences in volcanites both in size and 
intensity. Batomginsky, Avlandzhinsky and some other (Nyachinsky, 
Sredne- Mukdakandzhinsky, Verkhneuleskinsky) are attributed to ore 
occurrences of such type. They form a group of occurrences locating in 
the effusions, intruded by Cretaceous granitoids. Less often such veins are 
met in the zone of contact of granites with Upper Proterozoic limestones 
(left bank ofthe river Maly Komuy) and also in the zones ofsplitting among 
anorthosite (Verkhnemutensky, Eregendzhinsky 

1. 7.2. Kiransky ore area 

The Kiransky area locates on the southwest flank of the Okhotsky 
volcanic zone. It covers the sources of the Kiran river and right inflows of 
the Maimakan river. Intrusive and effusive Early -, Late Cretaceous and 
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effusive Paleogene formations are developed here. They are forming 
correspondingly lower, middle and the upper structural substages of the 
volcanogenic zone. The polymetal mineralization shows are located in two 
ore fields: Kiransky and Mageisky. 
Kiransky ore field:.... The mineralization in the Kiransky ore field is confined 
to the zones of splitting, along which silicification, sericitization and 
chloritization are displayed. The zones occur in volcanites of the middle 
structural stage and are accompanied by streaky - impregnated 
mineralization, in the composition of which pyrite, galena, sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite were established. In the ores of Arbagastaksky ore occurrence 
(is located in the upper reaches of the river Arbagastak - inflow of Nemuy 
river), for example, 1ψ to 20 % o/Iead, 1 % 0/ coppeκ ι2 % 0/ zinc and 
0.1 % 0/ silver were established . 
The Mageisky ore fiel~is located in the most submerged southem part of 
the Okhotsky volcanic zone. The ore-bearing zones of splitting, silicification 
and pyritization are frequently accompanied by quaπz veins. Orientation of 
zones is near-latitudinal, their extent is up to 400 m. In the composition of 
mineralized zones quartz prevail, sericite, chlorite and barite are present in 
subordinated amount. Ore minerals are represented by pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
galena and sphalerite, lead content in ores reaches 1.2 %, copper - 3. 72 % 
and zinc -0.05 %. 

One of the most perspective ore occurrences is Burtale ore occurrence 
located on the right bank ofthe upper reaches ofthe river ofthe same name. 
The site is adjusted to the joint of regional faults of northeast and northwest 
directions within Avlayakano-Burgalinsky volcano-tectonic structure. At the 
base of the structure plagiogranites of Late Stanovoy complex occur. The 
andesites and dacites are broken through by subvolcanic intrusions is dacite, 
liparite - dacite, less often by stocks and by dikes a granodiorites of a 
Dzhugdzhursky intrusive complex. In all 22 ore-bearing veinlet zones 
mainly of northwest strike were revealed. Their extent reaches 1750 m, the 
thickness varies within 50 -250 m. The zones are combined by chlorite (5-
10 %) - epidote (30-60 %) - quartz metasomatites (30-50 %). The 
metasomatites are cut by quartz, epidote - quartz, carbonate - quartz, 
sulphide - quartz veinlets. Density of veinlets on the average is 10 per 1 
running m. By data of spectral and atom-absorption analyses of lump of ore 
samples 
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confined to periphery of Murotinsky volcano-tectonic structure. Here in the 
exocontact of the Dzhugdzhursky complex intrusion among plagiogneisses 
of Upper Archean Kamansky suite a wedge-shaped skam body with the 
imposed veined calcite - quartz mineralization was revealed. The skam body 
is extended in the northeast direction for 480m. The thickness of the body 
varies from 10 up to 100 m, making on the average 35 m. Skams are 
represented by gamet, epidote- gamet and pyroxene varieties, which are 
zonally distributed within the body: in the marginal parts -gamet ones, 
alterating towards the centre through epidote - gamet to pyroxene ones. 
Ore mineralization is established both in skams, and in the vein cross
cutting them. Ore minerals in rocks form impregnation, nests, lenses, 
veinlets and veins (thickness up to 1.5m). Structure (texture)s of ores are 
impregnated - spotty, spotty - streaky, cement, massive. By trenching 
sanψling copper content varies from 0.03 % up to 12.9 %, zinc- from 0.01 
% up to 21.2 %, lead - up to 8.4 %, gold - up to 3.1 g/t, silver - up to 300 
양'. The average content by two sections (35 m) is: copper- 1.055 %, zinc
ι88 %, lead - up to 0.13 %, silver -12.4 g/t, gold - 0.17 g/t. 
Nvubku ore occurrenc~ is confined to a northem margin of the Nyubkinsky 
graben formed by tuffs, liparite - dacites and andesites of Late Cretaceous 
age broken through by subvolcanic granitε - porphyric intrusions. Within 
ore occurrence 9 quartz - sulphide veined zones were revealed. The most 
extended of them is 800 m, others are traced for 300 m. The thickness of 
zones reaches 9-13 m, in the composition of zones quartz - sulphide veins 
with thickness of 1.2-2.5 m are distinguished. By the results of the lump of 
ore and trenching samples analysis the copper content varies from 1.01 % 
up to 3 %, lead and zinc content - from 0.1 % up to 3 %, silver - from 50 up 
to 218 g/t, gold - from 1 up to 16.8 g/t, molybdenum- up to 0.05 %. The ore 
occurrence is attributed to a copper-porphyry formation. Except the 
occurrences described within the Kiransky ore area is allocated some more 
perspective ore occurrences (Buruninsky, Verkhny Tachie, Yubkinsky, 
Batomga, Luogo, Adezhd-l , Sosedny, Mamak -2, where the copper 
content varies from 0.1 % up to 5 0/0 , zinc - up to 1.87 %, lead - up to 1.23 % 
and molybdenum -(Imaka, Schadtlivy, Bezvodny etc.) with the content of 
0.03-0.05 %, silver - up to 22 g/t. 

Comparing mineralization of this area with mineralizatio 



temperature mineralization in Mageis메 ore field, and, at last, near
surlace mineralization in Kiransky ore field; 
* Spatial and, apparently, genetical connection 01 mineralization with 
intrusive (in Chelasinsψ and extrusive lacies 01 rocks (in Dzhugdzhursky 
complex inKiransky area); 
* Similar mineral composition 01 mineralization, qualitative and 
quantitative distinctions 01 which are explained by ore-deposition zonaliη . 

In this connection, Kiransky area, as less eroded, can be considered as 
one of perspective for prospecting of hydrothermal - metasomatic deposits 
not only lead, zinc and copper, but, apparently, as well gold -silver deposits 
similar to the deposits of Okhotsko - Chukotskoy zone. 

1. 7.3. Kolchansky ore area 

The Kolchansky area covers a northem part of the Pribrezhny volcanic 
zone located to the north of latitude 520 • It is attributed to the category of 
relatively most investigated and perspective among the ore-bearing areas of 
the Khabarovsk part of the East - Asian volcanic belt. In its structure the 
Paleogene and Late Cretaceous volcanites of average, acid and basic 
composition participate . The intrusive facies of magmatic formations are 
poorly developed . At the same time wide development of ore-bearing 
propylites and secondary quarzites, connected with the vent facies of 
subintrusive bodies of dacites and liparite - dacites, allows to assume the 
presence of the cryptobatholithic forms of intrusives coastal (Eocene 
Oligocene) complex. On the area of the district the significant amount of 
fields of ore-bearing metasomatites locating along faults and fixing the 
centres of the most intensive vo1canic activity was established. In their 
structure the distinct zonality is displayed. V.I. Sukhov (1 967) 
distinguished three metasomatite types due to their depth: 
• Near-surlace (depth up to 0.5 laηV solfataric secondaη quartzites; 

• Subvolcanic (0.5-1km) low-temperature propylites; Hypabyssal (1 -2 
km) medium and high-temperature propylites, near-contact secondary 
quartzites and orthoclase metasomatites. 

Gold - silver, alunite,corundum, andalusite, diaspore,pyrrophyllite, copper, 
molybdenum and polymetal mineralization is connected to all allocated 
types of metasomatites. Gold - silver, copper - molybdenum and polymetal 
mineralization is connected mainly with propylites. From 9 mineral facies 
dostinguished by I.N.Nakovnik for formation of secondary quarzites, only 
sulfuric facies is absent in the Kolchansky area that is indicative of its high 
perspectivness for prospecting of minerals. The high perspective estimation 
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of propylite fields of the area is promoted by their distinct facies zonality. It 
is necessary to consider their alunite facies, apparently, as the upper zones 
metasomatic column (Naboko, 1963), which are below replaced by zones of 
zeolitization and feldspathisation, and then by deep propylitization bearing 
gold - silver (Belaya Mountain, Bukhtyanka), copper - molybdenum 
(Krasnaya [Red] Gorka, Mago) and polymetal mineralization (Tylbinsky, 
Tyrsky). The Tyrsky deposit is located on the left bank of Amur, 10-12 km 
higher than a mouth of its left in f10w - river. Amgun. It was discovered iil 
1959 by D.I.Gusev and in 1959-60 was preliminarily prospected by 
T.V.Urmanova and G.P.Shavro. The mineralization occurs among Late 
Cretaceous sedimentary - volcanogenic formations, which are crumpled 
into f1at folds of a near-meridional direction complicated by longitudinal 
and cross-cutting faults. Copper - lead-zinc mineralization is connected 
with northeast zones of propylitization and is represented by streaky -
impregnatedly type. The mineralization zone is traced for 2300 m, with 
thickness of 120 m. The mineralization is drilled by holes for depth of 154 
m. 
The mineralization is non-uniform, zonal. In the axial part of the zone 
copper mineralization prevails, and in the regional part - lead - zinc one. In 
composition of ores a pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, native copper 
and gold are present. The metal content is low: lead - up 10 0.5 % (prevails 
α1-0.깅， copper- ι 7 % (prevail ι2-0.4 %), silver and arsenic - 0.1, 
molybdenum - α03 %, gold - up 10 1.8 g/I. 
Other occurrence~. In Kolchansky ore area a plenty of ore occurrences 
similar to described ones, but smaller in sizes polymetal ore occurrences 
are connected with the formation of secondary quarzites and propylites. 
The largest part of them is to some extent gold-bearing. They, as a rule, are 
represented by poorly mineralized zones of hydrothermally altered rocks, 
veins and streaky zones (ore occurrences :Tylbinsky, Tolstiy Creek , 
Blagodatnenskoe, Kamenisty Ridge, Lazarev Cape etc.). 

1. 7 .4. Sovgavansky ore area 

This potentially ore-bearing area is located in the south of the Khabarovsk 
part of Pribrezhny volcanic zone, to the south of latitude of Sovetskaya 
Gavan city. It was formed by Neogene and Quaternary basalts occuring on 
the Paleogene dacites, andesites and basalts of Samarginsky, Kuznetsovsky 
and Kolchansky suites. The latter together with granitoids of the coastal 
complεx are exposed in erosive windows of granitoid bodies and locate 
basically chain-like along faults. On these "volcanic lines" the fields of 
secondary quarzites and propylites are placed and ore occurrences 
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connected with them and sometimes thermal sources (Chape river). 
In the area copper, molybdenum and lead - zinc (sometimes with silver) 
mineralization is displayed ; there are metallometric and alluvial haloes and 
flows of gold, lead, zinc, copper, tungsten (sheelite) and tin (cassiterite) 
dispersion. In this district two ore-bearing fields located at the crossing of 
longitudinal and latitudinal zones of the faults are outlined: Chipalinsky 
and Samarginsky fields. They are connected with propylites of volcanic 
apparatus, which are exposed from under Neogene-Quatemary basalts. Their 
mineralization is a little different in qualitative relation. In the Chipalinsky 
field alongside with polymetal mineralization the molybdenum 
mineralization occurs, and in the Samarginsky field - tin mineralization is 
displayed!. 
Chioalinskv ore-bearing field...is located in the sources of the river Chipali, 
30 km to the southwest from city Sovetskaya Gavan. It is confined to 
conjugation of northeast (longitudinal) and northwest (latitudinal) faults and 
represents a ring volcanic structure. The latter is formed by Paleocene 
effusions and by their intrusive analogues (Upper Udominsky granitoids), 
overlain by Eocene basaltoids also intruded by granitoids of the coastal 
complex synchronous to them. The mineralization is confined to Early 
Paleogene rocks of an extemal zone of volcanic structure. On the area of the 
field there are some ore occurrences almost absolutely unexplored. One of 
them, copper - molybdenum, forms the zone of streaky - impregnated 
mineralization of up to 200m length, another one - copper - lead - zinc
represents a near-latitudinal zone of streaky - impregnated mineralizations 
of up to 5 km length. Other occurrences are also similar. 

Samarginskv ore-bearing field is located at southem border of the 
Khabarovsky territory. In its structure Late Cretaceous and Paleogene 
volcanites of average and acid composition occuring on Cretaceous 
terrigenous folded basement participate, the small isolated covers form 
Neogene - Early Quatemary basalts. 

In the area the Late Cretaceous - Paleogene intrusives of Upper 
Udominsky and coastal complexes are rather widely displayed forming 
small poorly eroded bodies. The occurrences of lead - zinc mineralization 
which are sometimes accompanied by weak tin content are connectd with 
the latter. Some ores occurrences of propylite type are kn 
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composition of veins there are: galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, sometimes 
gold, cassiterite, tourmaline and f1uorite. 
The metal content in rare samples is: zinc 10.96 %, lead - 2.43 %, copper-
0.65 %. 
The ore occurrence was not studied. In conclusion it is necessary to notice, 
that the geological information available, despite of its limitation and 
absence of special researches and prospecting a110ws positively estimate 
prospects of Khabarovsky territory and Amurskaya oblast (area) for 
revealing of copper, zinc and lead deposits. As it fo11ows from the above 
stated, the areas and districts with hydrothermal - metasomatic occurrences 
among carbonaceous and effusive formations are more reliable. First of a11 
those are the areas of mineralization development in a terrigenous
carbonated platform cover , the areas of Paleozoic folding and volcanogenic 
belts and zones. The most perspective of them are considered, in particular, 
Yudomsky, Tomptokansky, Kupurinsky, Maisky, Chelasinsky, Kiransky, 
Kolchansky, Sovgavansky and other areas. The available facts allow to 
expect an opportunity of discovering in these areas the deposits of polymetal 
ores of various genetical types - skam, hydrothermal, telethermal and 
epithermal, an opportunity of detection of deposits of complex copper
molybdenum and lead - zinc of ores is not excluded in the latter case. 

2. Prospecting of lead, zinc and coppers economic deposits. 

2.1 Geology - economic typification of the objects. 

Copper, lead and zinc are a typomorphic element of metallogeny of the 
Pacific belt (Radkevich, 1977). 

The large complex polymetal deposits arose at different stages of 
geotectonic development of structures of the Pacific ocean frame e.g. 
Broken Hill and Mount Isa in Australia, Sambaava zone in Japan, Cinlin 
eugeosyncline in China, Hesan-Ivon zone in Korea and many others. In the 
Russian part large skam-polymetal deposits were revealed and for a long 
time they have been exploited in the Pribrezhny zone of Primorie. At the 
Khabarovsk territory estimation for copper polymetal occurrences were not 
carried out, therefore in the balance there are no economic reserves, 
prepared for extraction. However world practice produces rather reliable 
potential - metallogenic criteria of examined raw material deposits, and 
another kinds, which are used further. For forecasting first of all well
known distributions of reserves for the basic geologo - economic types of 
deposits were taken into account. At the first approach according to the 
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features of deposits - enclosing strata and massifs ratio the ore objects are 
subdivided into conformable and cross-cutting. Among conformable 
deposits three groups are distinguished - sheet, contact and stratified 
(Kutyreva, 1978) . 

2.1.1. Sheet deposits forecasting. 

The sheet deposits occur on the whole according to with the m며 or 
elements of enclosing structure formation forming the deposit. The deposits 
of this type contain about 90 % of world reserves of lead and zinc. The 
overwhelming part of world reserves of lead and zinc - about 81 % - falls 
on sheet deposits. Thus their conformable occurrence among sedimentary 
and volcanogenic - sedimentary of formations and the connection of 
sedimentary- katagenetic characteristics with by them are meant. The 
deposits of copper, lead and zinc in black shale banded-layered formations 
- Mount Isa in Australia, Rammelsberg in Germany, Filizchay in the 
Caucasus, in carbonaceous formations of mainly dolomite composition 
Sardana and Uruy in the Yudomo - Maisky zone, Fdat-River in USA, Pine 
Point in Canada) belong to those, in volcanogenic siliceous - carbonaceous 
formation (Atasuisky, Jairemsky and Altay types, Kooroko type in Japan, 
Shicindun type in China), formation of cupreous sandstones and shales 
(Udokans메 type). 

At the Khabarovsk territory sheet deposits of copper, lead and zinc have 
been already found in the competent stratified strata. As the most 
interesting we can note Yudomo - May mineragenetic area. 

The Yudomo - Maisky folded - thrust (pericratonnal) system at the east 
border of the Siberian platform is a characteristic example of structural -
formational zones with prevailling stratiform mineralization. The zone is 
extended in submeridional direction for more than 700 km, 270 km of 
them are located on the area of the Khabarovsky krai. The zone is formed 
by alternation of carbonaceous and red and grey terrigenous deposits, their 
total thickness is about 10-12 km formed in Riphean - Early Cambrian. 

The stratiform germanium- lead - zinc mineralization (Sardaninsky type) 
is characterized by wide areal distribution and by distinct lithologic control -
by confinement to the upper dolomite member of Yudomsky suite. In 
Yakutia, near the border with Khabarovsky krai the large deposits -
Sardana, Perevalny and Uruy were discovered and prospected in this zone 
on the slopes of Ulan Bom ridge. Continuation of this zone onto the 
Khabarovsk territory are numerous sheet occurrences ofn the Chelat ridge, 
which were singlrd out into a Lugun - Pukhanilsky unit. Among them we 
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shall note the occurrences: Delinde, Lugun 1 and Lugun II, Pukhanil and 
some others. 

On the west wing of Kurun-Uηakhsky syncline in the upper reaches of 
the Sokurdakh river in silicified Vendian dolomites at the same 
hypsometric level of 2.5 km the drift beds fragments of altered rocks are 
traced, in which the content of silver is 2000 g/t. In the assocÎation with 
silver are lead (0.1-3.0 %), zinc (0.3-1.0 %), copper (0.1-1.0 %), antimony, 
which quantity exceeds the first percents. General distance between the 
Sardana deposit and Sokurdakh occurrence is 160 km, just in this strip 
(25-30 km wide) is most probable detection of large sheet deposits of ziriC, 
lead - zinc and copper with admixture of silver and, as it is supposed, 
platinoids. 

Ores are single-typed basically banded, formed by sphalerite, galena and 
pyrite. The ore fields are distinctly stratified, are characterized by sheet and 
simplified forms,often merge of thick ore bodies of different stratigraphic 
levels. At the Sardaninsky deposit the close interrelation of epigenetic 
dolomite-formation and ore-formation is established. Presence of several 
bituminiferous horizons in the section of Vendian deposits serving as 
hydrosulphuric reducing barriers, causes the multi-stage character of 
polymetal mineralization. Five levels of mineralization are distinguished. 
The specified features well coordinate with structure of ore-bearing 
formation determined by a combination of dense layered limestones with 
ore-enclosing organogeneous constructions - by recrystallization alga 
biostromes of dolomite composition. Occasionally debris-like ores 
combined by heterooriented banded sphalerite fragments are met, cemented 
by fine-crystalline dolomite. It obviously testifies the formation at least part 
of ores still in a period of sedimentagenesis. 

When flat occurrence of ore-controling carbonaceous strata is obseπed 
there are all grounds to assume presence of mineralization, which doesn’t 
outcrop. 

The total reserves of the prospected stratal deposits are estimated in 
hundreds tons. By indirect characteristics and findings of the galena -
sphalerite ores and mirierals of lead, zinc, copper,occurrences and also by 
revealed geochemical anomalies the significant potential resourses were 
predicted(tab. 2.1 , part 2.2). 

The cupriferous sandstones (Dzhezkazgan or Udokan type) are confined 
to variegated Riphean and Early Paleo 
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in association with bomite - chalcosite ores jaspers and silicites are met. 

Another important condition in the origin of stratiform copper deposits is 
considered the migration of copper-bearing chloride solutions from red 
bands into grey bands with accumulation on recovery barrier (A.Brown, 
1993). 

The finds of cupreous sandstones are not rather numerous, but wide 
development of variegated and red lagoon - deltaic facies in terrigenous 
strata of Riphean and Early Paleozoic, allows to distinguish the zones of 
probable development of cupreous sandstones. In Yudomo - Maisky 
mineragenetic area the deposits attributeed to Omninsky, Lower beds of 
Lakhandinsky suite,( Mayamkansky strata) should deserve the prime 
investigation for prospecting of sheet copper deposits. In sandy - aleurolite 
formations (Mayamkansky strata) the Levomuromnyansky copper 
occurrence ( 30 km to the east from Tas- Yuryah gold deposit was 
revealed. 

In the contour of contrast lithochemical halo of copper dispersion by the 
area of more than 3 km in sandstones the scattered and streaky -
impregnated mineralization reperesented by chalcopyrite, chalcocite, bomite 
is marked. In cupriferous sandstones copper 0.5 %, silver 18 g/t, gold 0.94 
g/t were revealed by the chemical analysis of lump of ore samples. 

At the Lower Inikanchan site in Riphean red sandstones (Mayamkansky 
strata of the Upper Riphean) the conformable with flat strata occurrence 
horizon is traced for 3 km with high content of manganese, copper, cobalt 
exceeding c1arks in 729, 49 and 43 times correspondingly; barium, cobalt 
and nickel are present also. The hematite content in rocks is great, that gives 
them cherry - red colour. Thickness ofthe horizon is 10-25 m. 

In the mentioned bands the pyritization processes are displayed, with 
absence of intrusive occurrences, the textural - structural characteristics are 
well expressed which are indicative of the benefit of syngenetic origin of 
pyrite and marcasite. In overlying and underlying strata pyritization is 
absent. This horizon should be sampled for platinoids. For example, in 
Preduralye (Front Urals) in cupreous sandstones the concentration of only 
ruthenium equal to 49 g/t have been established. 
( The paper by G.P. Poluarshinov, V.M. Konstantinov. About new types of 
platinoid mineralization. Magazine" Mineral resources of Russia ", No 4, 
1994). 

Here, on the left and right slopes of the river Nizhn 
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Hence, there are rather weighty grounds to assume primary enrichment of 
the named sedimentary strata by ore minerals. Late Rifean Mayamkansky, 
Ear1y Ordovician Sakkyryrsky and Late Vendian Ust-Yudomsky levels are 
especially interesting from the point of view of ore-controling influence. 

Jairemsky type of pyrite - polymetal deposits is connected with 
volcanogenic siliceous - terrigenous formation with carbonates. Among the 
perspective sites in relation to revealing of the sulphide group deposits it is 
necessary to examine first of all the zone of Mongolo - Okhotsky 
geosynclinal - folded systems, especially its east link, where the sections are 
saturated with volcanic rocks locally occupying up to 60 % of volume. 

Discovery of Khodoitokhsky deposit in Jurassic sandy - slate strata of 
Verkhoyanye (Yakutia) opens an opportunity to discover the Filizchaisψ 

type of fine-impregnated pyrite - polymetal ores in carbonaceous "black 
shale" strata. From these positions the area of Verkhoyansk synclinorium 
(Kurun - Uryah - Lot-Yuki) closure at the territory of Khabarovsky krai and 
flyschoid strata of Sikhote - Alin deserves the prime study. At the first of 
the above specified areas by DVIMS researches (Merzekhanov and etc., 
1991) the layers of carbonaceous slates with lenses, concretions and 
impregnation of pyrite - marcasite (Permian strata) were revealed. 

2.1.2. Forecasting ofthe strat，따rm conformable deposits. 

The deposits basically occur in the stratified intrusions, they are 
attributed to essential copper - nickel objects. The prospecting works wihin 
the stratified intrusions of gabbro - anorthosite composition of Precambrian 
age began in the end of 1930s. (Rakov, Leontovich, 1938; Mashovets, 
1953). - During last years in the stratified part of Lantarsky gabbro
anorthosite massif two perspective magnetic anomalies (northem and 
southem) have been revealed by aerogeophysical methods, the extent of 
them reaches 20 km with width of 1.5-2.0 km. They are stacked in 
sublatitudinal zones according to streaky - schlieren texture of gabbro -
anorthosite pluton. In 1994-1995 the metallometric survey on the west 
flank of northem anomaly reveals contrast complex anomalies of copper, 
nickel, cobalt, chromium, silver. During certification of anomalies by 
routes and trenches the lenticular sites of impregnated and continuous 
pyrrhotite pent1antide and chalcopyrite ores have been established. 

Copper content in ores is more than 1 %, nickel-0.5 %, cobalt -0.25%. 
Copper - nickel mineralization is accompanied by the increased content 01 
platinoids (platinum, palladium) in quantity of 2-5 g/t. 
Contour of ore lenses along the strike and down the dip is indistinct, with 

reduction of ore minerals impregnation up to disappearing small amounts 
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the ore body gradually passes into enclosing rocks, this is a typical property 
of deposits parent1y connected with magmatic melts (type of 
hysteromagmatic deposits). 

Taking into account wide development of close composition and age of 
intrusions some large deposits with significant resources of copper and 
nickel in Stanovik - Dzhugdzhur zone and within Baladeksky ledge are 
predicted. 

2.1.3. Forecasting 0/ contact (skarn) deposits. 

In the world practice the polymetal skarn deposits making not above 10 
% in prospected lead and zinc reserves are attributed to the group of 
contact deposits. At the territory under examintion skam occurrences of 
copper- polymetal profile are widespread in Malokomuisky unit: they are 
Mevainsky, Malokomuisky, Borodino, Snezhok, Zapadny(Western) ore 
occurrences. All of them are represented by granite - pyroxene with 
magnetite skams developed in the zone of granitoids contact with 
carbonaceous rocks. The carbonate-bearing rocks in xenoliths are locally 
replaced. The extent 0/ the bodies reaches several hundred 0/ meters, with 
thickness up to 20-30 m. The content o/lead, zinc, copper usually varies 
within 1- 2.5 %. One ofthem is revealed in the Kiransψ unit, it is Kuma 
site, it represents a cutting body of skams up to 100 m thick in exocontact 
of Late Cretaceous granodiorite intrusion. Ore mineralization is represented 
by chalcopyrite, pyrite and sphalerite (up to 60 %), galena (up to 3 %). 
There is native silver (up to 1 %). By data of spectral and atom-absorption 
analyses the copper, zinc and lead content reaches tens of percents. The 
mineralization is poorly eroded and its continuation onto large depths is 
possible. The wide development 0/ Mesozoic intrusions at the southeast 
margin 0/ the Siberian platform and /avorable, essentially carbonaceous 
section 0/ Precambrian allow to predict in this area large- scale display 0/ 
skarning and ore-bearing skarns 0/ different profile, including with copper 
-polymetal mineralization. Undoubtedly the skams in Khingano- Badzhalsky 
zone should have large distribution, especially in Urmiysky and 
Synchuginsky parts, in Early Paleozoic shallow-water facies collected here, 
in which reefogeneous constructions played an appreciable role. Already 
discovered deposits of tin -copper -polymetal profile- Boltoro and 
Kabalinsky deposits serve as the confirmation of that. 

The perspective objects of a skam type have been revealed in Sikhote
Alinsky zone. They are Dzhaur (skarning on Mesozoic spilites) with 
essential lead - zinc mineralization, copper - pol)’metal occurrences Svetly 
(skaming of limestones) and in the sources of Anyuy river. All of them 
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contain lead, zinc and copper in quantities exceeding the first percents, the 
sites of rich bonanza are marked. 

2.1.4. Forecasting ofporphyric deposits 

Confinement of porphyric systems to volcanogenic - intrusive belts of the 
period of orogenic activization development of geostructures 
predetermines their wide distribution. Streaky - impregnated stockwork 
bodies occuring in porphyric volcano - plutonic bodies, as an economic type 
have large importance for copper and molybdenum. Density of this type 
ores in the world reservesof copper is 65 0/0. During last ten years the 
concept of 갱orphyric deposits" has been widespread for all deposits of a 
stockwork type: epithermal tin .. silver, gold-ore and gold - quartz etc. 
According to the character of connection with volcano - plutonic complexes 
two groups of porphyric deposits are distinguished: 
Volcanogenic one, which deposits occur in the rocks of the upper structural 
floor and are connected to volcanic structures (vents ofvolcanos, centres of 
eruptions etc.); Plutogeneous one, which deposits are formed in the lower 
structural floor, in the zones of endo- and exocontacts of plutons, mainly in 
their apical parts. In the complex multiphase plutons the porphyric deposits 
are connected with the derivatives of the last phases of intrusive activity. 
The composition ofthe basement has very strong influence on geochemical 
profile of the deposits, on this basement the ore-bearing structures were 
formed - They can be geosynclinal - folded zones of eugeosynclinal or 
miogeosynlinal profile, epicontinental deflections, median massifs and 
shields. The system of the largest East-Asian volcano- plutonic belt 
extending along the continent -ocean border from Russian Chukotka up to 
Vietnam including Korea and China is attributed to the belts of continental 
type. At the examined territory two its largest links are located - 0암lotsk

Chukotsky and Sikhote-Alinsky. Midland volcano - plutonic zones -
Khingano - Badzhalsky, Umlekano - Ogodninsky, Selitkano - Toromsky, 
Preddzhugdzhursky and Westem- Sikhote-Alinsky, synchronously 
developing with them, had the important metallogenic value.The most 
characteristic feature of porphyric deposits is the interrelation of various 
morphological types of mineralization (veined, veinlet - impregnated and 
volumetric impregnated systems), the transition of one type in a vertical 
section into another. The veins more often are formed near and above 
volumetric stockworks. Another property of porphyric deposits is the multi -
mineralization. For example, by A 
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interesting, that on the example of lberiysky (Portugal) pyrites-bearing belt 
of Carboniferous age the transitions between genetical groups are also 
possible in nature: intertransitions of massive pyrites beds with sphalerite 
and galena in submarine felsites into stockworks and porphyric ores which 
gravitate to centres of vo1canic constructions ( San Telmo and Rio Tinto 
deposits). 

Subvolcanic level. 
The thick fields of the altered vo1canites are revealed in Burgale ore 

occurrence in Kiransky unit 01 Preddzhugdzhursky zone. The alterations 
are expressed by areal development of chlorite - quartz-epidote 
metasomatites, by which the veinlets of quartz, quartz - carbonaceous and 
chloritic with variable amount of sulphide minerals are confined. Ore 
minerals are represented by cha1copyrite, sphalerite, galena, pyrite, 
arsenopyirite, hematite. The sum o[ copper, lead and zinc in ore is 1.6 %, 
locally reach tens o[ percents , gold - up to 16 g/t, silver - up to 246 g/t. The 
similar fields of the altered rocks frequently contain veined and veinlet 
zones cross-cutting ore-enclosing vo1canic structures and connected with 
large faults, (Chelasin, Nyubku, 010ndokhon and many other ore 
occurrences). Veined minerals are represented in them by quartz, quartz and 
carbonates or chlorite. Among ore minerals, as a rule, pyrite, cha1copyrite, 
galena, sphalerite, and often marcasite, melnikovite, native copper and gold, 
argentite are present. This mineral association is rather characteristic of 
near-surface deposits, in the formation of which the hydrothermal 
solutions were of great importance. At some sites the veined systems form 
stockworks and condensations of impregnated ores - that is give transitions 
to porphyric deposits. 
The ordinary contents in this type ollead, zinc and copper ores are about 
1 % each. 

The value of deposits raises due to constant presence of gold and silver 
admixtures. 

Intrusive level. 
In Nizhneamursky district a chain of occurrences along Sakhalin coast 

from Lazarev cape up to Wrangel cape is attributed to the porphyric type in 
stocks of diorite - granodiorite composition , these occurrences are 
incorporated into two units Jappinsky and Belaya Mountain ones. The 
stockworks have the small sizes in plan - 1-2 and are usually strongly 
altered. The molybdenum- copper ratio varies insignificantly: at the Mayak 
ore occurrence - 1:2 - 1 :4. Alongside with copper and molybdenum 
bismuth, arsenic, antimony, gold, tungsten are also present. The southem 
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part of Komsomols메 tin-ore district of Khingano - Badzhalsky volcano
plutonic zone is of large prospecting interest. Copper and copper -
molybdenum occurrences are placed along the periphery of symmetrical 
intrusive - arched uplift in Kapral - Sektakhinsky and Anadzhikansky zones 
- Kapral, Puril, Eliberdan, Pokha, Upper - Khurbinsky ore occurrences 
. All of them are in c10se association with small steeply dipping bodies of 
granodiorites and diorites, they are characterized by development of thick 
fields of quartz - tourmalinic metasomatites over explosive breccias. Copper 
and molybdenum resources of average scale are predicted here. 

The chain of small intrusive stocks is revealed by geological mapping of 
1 :50000 scale at the periphery of Dusse-Alinsky granite dome, they are 
copper-porphyry occurrence Srednyaya Temga and some small 
occurrences. Enc10sing PaleozoÌc volcanogenic-sedimentary rocks of ore 
field and granodiorite - porphyric stock were reworked up to sericite -
quartz of metasomatites and form a field of 340x 1200 m. Main ore minerals, 
which impregnation reaches 10-20 %, are chalcopyrite and bomite, 
sphalerite, pyrite, marcasite, pyrrhotite, rare - the grey ores, molybdenite and 
gold. Copper, zinc and lead content on the surface does not exceed 1 %, but 
the structurl character of mineralization allows to assume significant 
distribution of mineralization at depth and content increase in ore body. 
The average gold content is 1.0 g/t. A lot of porphyric occurrences was 
studied at the prospecting stage within West and 01 East-Sikhote-Alins때 
zones - Khvotshevoy, Solontzovy, Oborskoe, Kuksha, Chapoli, Dyuanko, 
which geochemical profile is copper - molybdenum in facies of secondary 
quarzites and feldspathites or copper in tourmalinic breccias. The 
interesting copper ccurrence of a porphyric type is revealed in the 
structures of Sikhote-Alinid in connection with near-surface stock of 
rhyolite - granite composition - Nochnoy (potential resources of copper up 
to depth 400 m about 1 mln t coppeκ at the same time 4-5 t of silver and 
2-3 t of gold will pass into the commodity concentrate). Porphyric ores are 
represented by essentially sericite - siderophyllite facies. 

Group 01 Paleogene intrusions 01 granite - porj껴yries enclosing the zones 
and fields 01 suφhidized rocks was revealed in the upper basin 01 the Anyuy 
river. In all cases they are accompanied by increased gold conten 

2.1.5. Forecasting of cross-cutting (unconformable) deposits. 

This type is widely represented in all structural - mineragenetic 
divisions, especially in the activated part of median massifs, thus the objects 
of more ancient age of the basement look qualitatively. On the Okhotsky 
massif the Agas ore occurrence is known occuring in volcanites of 
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Cretaceous age and represented by a large zone of brecciation, of north-east 
strike. The impregnation of sulphide minerals in them locally makes up to 
60 % of breccias volume . A zone of fault enclosing mineralization is traced 
for more than 12 km, with thickness up to 7 m. Ore loading is represented 
by sulphides of iron, copper, lead, zinc. Molybdenum and copper ore 
occurrence Seka has a similar composition and structural position. Aratio 
between them is 3: 1. 

With the zones of cataclasm and schist formations in Paleozoic limestones 
unconformable polymetal bodies of the Chagoyansky deposit at the 
Bureinsky massif (above the Selemdzha river mouth) are connected. Thick 
zones of streaky - impregnated ores were stripped by holes and at depth 800 
m from the surface pinch out. The ore body of 2000 m length along strike 
and 270 m in width is delineated. Zinc and lead content on the average is 
2-3.29 % and 0.5 - 2.0 %, correspondingly, with the very high content of 
silver. Previously appreciated reserves of the deposit were 500 thousands 
tons. The additional resources are available. 

2.2. Estimation of resources 

The estimation of resources is executed according to the basic structural -
mineragenetic units of Priamurie. More than 200 ore occurrences and 580 
points of mineralization attributed to the formations were revealed : gold 
(molybdenum) - copper-porphyry, copper - (iron) - polymetal -skam , tin -
polymetallic, iron - copper in gabbroids, polymetallic stratiform in 
carbonaceous strata, cupreous basalts, slates and sandstones, copper - nick:el 
magmatic. 15 ore areas with 39 ore units were distinguished. The latter are 
combined into 5 metallogenic zones and show the confinement to marginal 
parts of folded areas and rigid blocks - the sites of Meso - Cenozoic 
activization. In connection with ancient , Early Archean gabbro -
anorthosite complexes three areas of copper - nickel with cobalt and 
platinoids mineralization were distinguished. 

The basis of the estimation of Khabarovsky Krai territory for potential 
resources of polymetals is the ore-formational analysis of the local areas by 
direct characteristics of metal content. The following ranks of the metal
bearing areas are accepted: ore field, ore unit, ore area and zones of ore 
areas (units). The leading role of magmatic criterion is established for 
forecasting and localization of mineralization. Copper, copper with 
molybdenum and gold, copper- polymetal occurrences in skamoids have 
paragenetic and genetical relation mainly with small, including porphyric, 
intrusions and subvolcanic bodies of granite and granodiorite series. The 
connection of tin - polymetal mineralization with eroded volcanic structures 
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and poorly eroded massifs of granite and granodiorite complexes in 
activated orogenic structures is obvious. Copper - nickel occurrences are 
located in stratified near-bottom parts of gabbro - anorthosite complexes. 

Mineralogical, geochemical and geophysical criteria are used for 
quantitative forecasting, definition of depth of mineralization and 
estimations of its size. 

The following rules of the resources categorization are accepted. To Pl 
category the resources of deposits and ore occurrences appreciated by 
mining holes from the surface, rare network of holes at depth, extrapolated 
on flanks and average - low horizons of the prospected ore bodies are 
referred to. To this category the author’s reserves, as a rule of C2 category 
are referred, which were not approbated and approved in the Commission 
for reserves. To the category P2 the resources of ore occurrences 
appreciated from the surface by a rare network of mining holes, by single 
holes onto depth, by lump of ore sampling are referred. In this case the data 
on the sizes of ore zones and ore field were received, there are ideas about 
depth of the erosive shear, vertical zonality and extent, economic type. The 
quantitative estimation of resources is carried out by analogy with the 
objects ofthe same type (genotype of ore-formational characteristic) which 
have been already prospected or estimated. 

The resources of P3 category are estimated in new areas, at poorly 
investigated areas, which metal content is confirmed by alluvial, ground and 
hydrochemical anomalies. 
Indirect criteria are positive. At the basis of quantitative estimation - the 
analogy with the appreciated objects of the same type. Resources of 
technogenetic formations are referred to the category P 1, as they require an 
additional exploration: specification of volume and quality, degree of 
sulphides oxidation, technological properties. 

As the reference objects the most well investigated deposits were taken, 
ores occurrences characteristic of these formational types in the predicted 
areas. Depending on the volume of geological, geochemical, geophysical 
and other features of investigated occurrences the correction of potential 
resources of the investigated objects for categories Pl , P2, P3 was made. 
The scope of mineralization onto depth with all resources calculations for 
categories P2 and P3 was accepted as 200 m. In some cases the potential 
resources were a 
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and the areas of a coastal zone of Sea of Japan and Okhotsk Sea (table 
2. 1.). Intermediate calculations of resources for separate areas are given in 
the appendices 1,2.3.4. 
The summary table of potential resources of polymetals in the 
Khabarovsky territory as of 1.01.97. 

2.3. Geologo - economic analysis of resources 

The resources of Yudomsky and Chelasins메 areas are located in the north 
ofthe Khabarovsky territory, poorly mastered in economic relation. Because 
of the absence of individual feasibility reports for ore occurrences, the 
analysis was carried out for (6). 

The conventional lead content (taking into account zinc) for Lugun
Pukhanilsky unit makes 6.7 %, taking into account the accessory extraction 
of silver and gold it reaches 7 %. A type is stratiform, morphology of bodies 
is lenticular - and bed-like. The annual GOK(ore dressing works) production 
rate of ore can be determined as 300-400 ths t of ore with the resources of 
rich ores ofRaduga and Sordonookh occurrences being 3800-5500 ths t and 
underground development. With these initial data the minimal content of 
conventional lead in the interiors for the normalized conditions should be 
3.07-2.83 %. For the conditions of the area the correction factor (according 
to zonation pattem) for geographic - economic conditions taking into 
account geologo - economic type and mine technical conditions (6) should 
be determined as equal to 2.0-2.1. It testifies that the analyzed objects 
deserve the further study and estimation. Malokomuisky deposit and some 
nearby located ore occurrences of Chelasinsky unit according to prospecting 
data of 1991-1992 gain in importance as complex ones, in them copper has 
the leading place (by trench sampling data its content is 0.5-11 %). 
Bismuth (up to 0.3%), tungsten (up to 0.3 %), gold (up to 5 g/t), silver (up to 
1000 g/t), tin, germanium, boron are of interest as accessory minerals. 
During extraction of lead, zinc, copper into concentrates and accumulation 
in the latter of bismuth, gold, silver the conventional content of lead will 
exceed 7 %, at the conversion factors for zinc - 0.8, for copper - 1.1 , for 
bismuth - 9.2 As well as the Yudomsky district, with similar geographic
economic and mining conditions of the Malokomuisky group of deposits 
development they are of interest for the further study and estimation. 

The Chayatynsky deposit has significant resources of lead - zinc ores 
(4245ths t) and it is located in the basin of the Amgun river further to the 
south of Malokomuisky deposit. The conventional lead content is 4.5 %. 
The type is veined. On the basis of the deposit the GOK (ore dressing 
works) establishment with annual production rate of mine - 300 ths t is 
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possible with the conventional lead content in the interior not below than 
3.66 % (under normalized conditions) and not below than 5.85 % (3.66 x 
1.6) under particular geographic - economical conditions of Nizhneamursky 
district. Thus, today this object is not of obvious interest. 
Potential resources of lead and zinc of tin - polymetal deposits in the sphere 
of influence of projected Pravourmiysky and prospected Ver암me -
Badzhalsky and Butu- Koppinsky GOKs of the Badzhalsky and Butu -
Koppinsky areas are of interest only in connection with the basic component 
- tin. As the practice has shown, lead and zinc are commodity products of 
ore processing at Solnechny GOK and are of interest for the subsequent 
study and estimations. The share of lead and zinc, as accompanying 
components in tin ores, in the structure of of Khabarovsky territory 
resources can reach 50%. As altemative variant, the variant of geologo -
economic estimation of resources by methods (5) in prices of 1991 is 
possible. 
Lugun - Pukhanilsky ore unit'- Raduga and Sordongookh objects. 
Resources : 250 ths ton : 3.47 010 = 7200 ths ton 

τ = 강교 = 480 ths ton β00 - depth of resources estimation, in m) - annual 
productivity of the mine. 
Annual commodity production cost: 

Z =A.C.H. l( = 480 OOOxι0347x(0.9xι 95)x5000 = 72.2 mln.rubles 
(0.9xα95 - through extraction; 5000 - price of production, rbl/ t) 

Capital expenses : 
K=Axspec따'c investment = 480 thousand tons x 300 

=144 mln.rbls. 
The operating costs 3 = 480 thousand tons x 80 = 38.4 mln rbls. 
Production assets φ。=K+3o = β8，4 x 0,25) = 153,6 mln rbls.- circulating facilities, 25 
% 
Annual profit llz=Z-3 = 72,2 - 38,4 =33,8mln.rbls 
Profitability to production assets: P=μIz.10ω / φo (%) = 33,8. 100/153,6 = 22 %. 
With the account of accessory extraction of zinc the profitability essentially grows. 

p. n 4245.20 
Chayatynsky deposit ( ~ = . - ~: ~ - - )=424 thousand tons 

H 200 
Z = Z=A. C. H. l( = 424 x 0,024 x(O, 9 x 0,95) x 5000 = 43,5 mln.rbls 
K = A x. specific investments = 78,4 mln.rbls 
3 = 424x50 = 21,2 mln.rbls 
φo = K + 30 = 78,4 + ρ1，2 x 0，2딩= 83,7 mln.rbls 
llz = Z - 3 = 43,5 - 21,2 = 22,3 mln.rbls 
p= (llzx10ω / φ0= (22,3 x 10ω1/83， 7= 26,6 % 

Taking into account the accessory extraction of zinc the profitability 
essentially increases. The resources of the deposit are subjected to 
calculation according to altemative variant of estimation. The economic 
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estimation of potential resources of copper, for northern not mastered by 
industry of territory of Khabarovsky krai was fulfilled on the example of ore 
occurrence of the Zapadny (West) site of Malokomuisky ore unit, within 
which the perspective sites Snezhok, Garnet, Vostochny and others were 
also revealed. 

The estimation is executed by the methods of CNIGRI(Central 
Prospecting Resarch Institute) in the prices of 1991. 

The resources of the Zaoadny-site ore field with the expected average 
copper content (C) - 0.5 % are appreciated in 110 ths oftons, inc1uding: for 
categories P2 -50 thousands tons; for category P3 -60 ths of tons, ore - 22 
mln tons 

p. H 22.20 
Annual production rale 0/ mine: A = - T: -= -= ~ = -=2,2 mln tons 

H 200 
20 - Annual decrease of works, 
200 m - depth of resources estimation 
The through extraction of the basic component is accepted : 11 = 85 %, 

U - cost of production 70 ths rb1/t 

Cost of annual commodity production : 

z = p x A x C x H x I.J = 0,85 x 2,2 x 0,005 x 0,85 x 70000 = 556,3 mln. rbls. 

Specific capital investments - K in table - 300 rbl/t. 
rO,n:OBble 3Kcrr.rryaT~HOHHbIe pacxo,n:bI rro rpa때HKy rrpHHSlTbI 75 py6.h 

The annual operating expenses 3 by diagram are 75 rb1/t. 

The capital expenses for the deposit development will be: 
K = A x 300 = 2,2 x 300 = 660 mln. rbls 

Annual operational expenses: 
3=A. 75 = 2,2.75 = 165 mln. rbls 
The basic production assets: 
φo = K +30 = 660 + 165 x α25 = 701 ,25 mln rbls x 0,25 x 165 - circulatingfunds, 

25% of 3 

The annual profit will be: na = Z-3 = 556,3 -165 = 391,3 mln. rbls. 
Profitability p to the basic production assets : P = (JI2 X 100 %)/'φ0=β91， 3 . 

10ω/701， 25 = 50 % 

Taking into account, that the Màlokomuisky ore occurrence is complex 
with increased content of gold, silver, lead and zinc the profitability of of 
this ore occurrence development is expected much higher than estimated 
one. In this connection the ore occurrences which are inc1uded in 
Bilyakchansky, Lugun - Sardaninsky zones have high prospects for 
economic mining of copper and accompanying elements. 
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Nochnoe ore occurrence can be as an example of the estimation of 
efficiency of a copper-porphyry type development in the environment of 
the southem part of Khabarovsky krai (North Sikhote- Alin) with the 
average copper content of 0.33 %, its resources are 729 ths tons of metal 
and 220.9 mln tons of ore, and ores are complex, the concentration of silver 
varies 10-30 g/t, gold - 0.1-2.2 g/t. 

Annual production rate ofthe mine is: A = 22.09 mln tons. 
Cost of annual commodity production: 

Copper - Z = 0.85 x 22.09 x 0.0033 x 0.85 x 70000 = 3688.4 mln. rbl 
Silver - Zl = 0.85 x 22.09 x 0.000011 x 0.50 x 10000000 

= 1032.95 mln. rbls 
Gold - Z2 = 0.5 x 22.09 x 0.0000005 x 0.80 x 3000000000 

= 2252 mln. rbls 
Capital expenses by the table 
K = A x specific investments = 22090000 x 340 = 7510.6 mln.rbls 
Annual operational expenses ç = 1634.6 mln.rbls 
Basic production assets Oî = K + 30 = 7510.6 mln. rbls + 1634.6 (0.25 = 

7919.27 mln. rbls 
Annual profit llr = Z-3 = (Z 十 Zl + Z2) -3 = 3688.4 + 1032.95 
+ 252 - 1634.6 = 5337.75 mln. rbls 
Profitability to production assets: P ( II r (1 0 0 똥 / φ 。

= (7.75 (100) /919.27 = 67 ’i 
Thus, it is necessary to recognize, that the development of Nochnoe ore 
occurrence is economically effective. 
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The conclusion 

World and domestic conjuncture of copper, lead and zinc remains high 
up to the present time and, by estimation of the experts, the needs of 
industry in these kinds of raw material will further increase. The large 
interest to the deposits of the above named metals at the Far East of Russia 
is displayed by the potential foreign investors. 

At the territory of Khabarovsky krai and Jewish autonomous oblast 
copper and polymetal occurrences of all known economic types are 
available, including the most important in the world practice - porphyric and 
stratiform types with their various subtypes. However in the m매ority these 
occurrences remain not studied yet, and perspective areas - finally not 
estimated. 

At the same time, by the specialized works carried out in the limited 
amounts by PGO Dalgeologia, DVIMS and other organizations, there are 
reasonable opportunities of revealing here the economic deposits of copper, 
lead and zinc. 

F or realization of these opportunities the execution of advanced thematic 
works is necessary, the target task ofwhich should be the concrete definition 
of prospects of revealing large copper and polymetal deposits of leading 
economic - genetical types in Khabarovsk territory and Jewish autonomous 
oblast (area). 
The achievement of this purpose is possible by performance of researches in 
the following directions: 

1. Comparison of well- known in the region ore objects by a wide 
complex of characteristics with typical models of basic economic 
genetical types of copper and polymetal deposits on the basis of 
forecasting expeπ computer system developed in DVIMS. 

2. Specialized field works at the perspective objects focused on the 
specification of features of a ge이ogical structure, study of ore -
metasomatic zonality, character of ore-content with compilation of 
large-scale maps and definition of prospects for a category P 1 . 

3. Teleological analysis of available and accumulated materials for the 
purpose of concrete definition of prospects of the separate areas with 
compilation of medium- and large-scale forecst maps of perspective 
areas and sites with definition of potential resources of categories 
P 2 and, partially, P 1 . 

4. Choice of the objects for prospecting - estimation works on the base 
of a wide set of characteristics and features. 
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According to the available data some of known objects have all 
characteristics of belonging to large economic deposits. In particular, the 
works executed earlier in DVIMS have shown, that among copper-porphyry 
ore occurrences Pribrezhny one in Suluksky zone (potential resources 
according to expert estimations are: copper - more than 1 mln. tons, 
molybdenum - 60 thousand tons), Nadporozhny one in Ulinsky zone 
(potential resources of copper - about 1.5 mln tons) and some others, 
shown on the map have the highest prospects. As a result of supposed 
researches made there will be distinguished the objects for prospecting 
focused on revealing of large copper and polymetal deposits of perspective 
economic - genetical types at the Khabarovsky krai and Jewish 
autonomous oblast (area) territory . 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Urgal deposit is located in the Central part of Bureinsk coal basin located 

in Western part of Khabarovsk Region. The Bureinsk basin represents a large 

de f1ection area about 6000 km2 in Mesozoic folded zone surrounded in the west by 

foothills of the Turansky ridge , in the east and north by Bureinsk and Dusse-Alin 

ridges; in the south elevated plateau separates it from Tyrminsky de f1ection. The 

surface of the basin is plateau-likewith absolute relief from 300 up to 700m. The 

minimal relieves are characteristic of a central part of the de f1ection. The district 

has a shape of slightly hilly plain because of f1at, wide and rather sustained 

watershed surfaces, which are 100 - 200m above recent stream channels. To the 

south, east and north from the Bureinsk basin the relief raises smoothly, achieving 

the heights of 700m and more in the Bureya - Nimakan interf1uve. 

Wide development of permafrost and distribution of swamped plains 

characterize the area. The drained sites on the banks of the rivers steep slopes and 

insignificant areas in the divides usually remain dry. The rivers, f10wing through 

the de f1ection, are mainly located on the left bank of the Bureya River. The majority 

of them concern to the basin of Urgal River and of its in f10ws Chegdomyn, 

Chemchuko, Chagany, Dublikan River with the right in f10w of the rivers Soloni and 

Yagdynya. Nimakan river is the largest from the right in f1 0ws the Bureya river. The 

climate of the area is sharply continental with severe long winter and short hot, 

rainy summer. The amplitude of annual temperature f1 uctuation reaches 70- 75 0 • 

The amount of annual precipitation does not exceed 500 - 600mm. 

The area is inhabited, Baikal-Amur railway (BAM) runs through it which is 

connected with Trans-Siberian main railway by Chegdomyn - Izvestkovaya branch

line. Along railways , and also at the Chegdomyn - Ust - Umalta piece and further to 

the north up to Sofiysk settlement the improved highways are located. Chegdomyn 

settlement is a center of coal-mining industry in the basin. Structurally the basin 

covers the imposed de f1 ection of the same name confined to the joint of the 
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Bureinsk median massif and Sikhote-Alinsk geosync1 inal folded system. 

Exploration of the deflection is insufficient. At the beginning of 1960 geological 

survey of scale 1 :200000, and at separate small areas - of scale 1 :50000 were 

carried out here. During last years the central part of basin has been mapped in 

1 :50000 scale by a method of aerial photo mapping. The presence of coal in the 

basin is known since 1840s. However beginning of systematic study concerns to 

1932 - 33 , when V.Z. Skorokhod and B.M. Shtempel allocated Bureinsk basin as a 

new large fuel and energy base in the Far East. A large contribution into the study 

and estimation of coal presence of the basin has been brought by A.K. Matveev 

(1 937,1950,1955), G.V. Korotkov (1935 - 1937), M.L. Savitsky (1935) , V.1. 

Savelyev (1 934), G.1. Shmidt (1934), who attributed the most coal-saturated area to 

the Urgal deposit in different time. The works by 1.S. Shatsky (1 934) , N.1. 

Kheraskova (1936) , T.N. Davydova and TS.L. Golshtein (1949), 1.1. Sharudo (1 969, 

1972, 1973), V.V. Krapiventzeva (1 973) are devoted to the questions of lithology, 

stratigraphy, coal petrography study and conditions of coal accumulation. In 

exploration of the Urgal deposit in 1940- 50s N.1. Yakushin, 1.V. Dorokhin, P.G. 

Simonov, V.S. Ogarkov, V.1. Zaitzev, G.V. Korotkov, V.V. Mikhailov, E.M. 

Pomoshnikov, P.1. Kravtzov , I.M. Zmienko, I.G. Pogonin, V.E. Tolstev and others 

were engaged. As a result of these works the coal reserves of economic categories at 

the sites Bolshie Satanki, Ivanov spring, field of Urgal 1, 2, 3 mine were prospected 

in detail and authorized by All-Union Committee for Reserves of the USSR; 

Chegdomyn - Chemchuko, Chemchuko Soloni, Soloni Yuzhny 1, 2, 3, Soloni 

Yuzhny 4, 5 and Chemchuko - Zapadny, S이아니s Yuzhny 6, 7, 8 and Olonzhinsky 1, 

2 were previously prospected. Nowadays , owing to condition changes, the reserves 

of these sites are c1assified mainly as category C 1 and are required in further 

investigation. In 1960-70s on the Urgal deposit the reserves of coal for open-cut 

mining at the sites Bolshie Satanki (A.F. Nikonetz 1966) and North Urgal (V.E. 

Tolstev 1971) were prospected in detail and authorized by DVTKZ(Far Eastern 

Territorial Committee for Reserves) and GKZ (State Committee for Reserves). The 

Dalvostugle Trust further explored the reserves on the fields of Urgal mine (N.A 
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Samsonova, 1977), they were authorized by GKZ USSR, the detailed exploration of 

sites North Urgal and Northwest Urgal for underground mining (N.A.Samsonova, 

1984, 1987), and also additional exploration of fields of Urgal and Soloni 

mines(V.S Shishikin 1988), the Pravoberezhny (Right Bank) site was studied for 

open-cut mining. In small area of the Urgal - Soloni deposit revealed in the western 

part of Bureinsk basin, the detailed exploration was executed (V. S. Shishikin, 

1994). The basin was investigated extremely non-uniformly. The Urgal deposit 

characterized by the most intensive coal saturation of the section is more 

completely investigated. The east of the territory is very poorly prospected. From 

1981 the small volume prospecting of coals with the low ash content has been 

conducted here. 

The Bureinsk trough of paralic type is characterized by large thickness of 

sedimentary deposits (up to 9000m), sea deposits occurrence in the base, abundance 

of coal strata in the section of mainly complex structure and high ash content, with 

rather thin thickness (usually up to 5m, as the exception up to 10 m and more) , by 

presence of coals of average carbonization degree. In the geological structure of the 

basin and the deposit the following sediments participate marine Lower Jurassic 

formations of Umaltinsky Suite (conglomerates, ca1careous and arkose sandstones , 

siltstones, their thickness 1200m), Middle-Upper Jurassic deposits of Epikansky 

Suite (arkose and calcareous sandstones, siltstones, their thickness is about 1200m), 

Upper Jurassic deposits of Elginsky Suite (calcareous and arkose sandstones, 

argillites and siltstones with the interlayer of ash tuffs , with lapillies and 

concretions of marcasite, 1800-2000m thick) and Chagangassky Suite (argillites 

and siltstones with the interlayer of quartz sandstones , 500-600m thick) coal-free 

suites; fresh water - continental elements deposits (sandstone , argillites, tuffs , 

tuffites , conglomerates, layers and intercalation of coal argillites and coals) of 

Talynzhansky Suite (200 - 300m), Urgal Suite (400 - 700m), Chagdamynsky Suite 

(1 50 - 200m) , Chemchukinsky Suite (about 800m) , Loreksky Suite (about 650m) 

and by Kyndalsky Suite (about 300m) according to occurring Upper Jurassic and 

Lower - Upper Cretaceous suites and by sandstone stratum (sandstones, argillites, 
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shingles, sand and condensed clays) Upper Cretaceous by thickness up to 300m. The 

Mesozoic deposits are overlain by loose alluvial Neogene and Quaternary deposits. 

Thickness of these deposits is 2 - 30m. The Bureinsk trough represents the extended 

in meridional direction rather simply constructed synclinal with steep east and 

gentle west limbs. Maximal width of the synclinal exceeds 100km. In a deflection 

the following structural elements are allocated from the west to the east : Bureinsk 

Zapadny (Western subplatform), Kyndalsky graven - synclinal, Ioreksky host 

anticline, and Central undulated and Vostochny (Eastern) monoclinal structural 

zones. The subvertical disjunctive serve as borders between them. All zones have a 

north - northeast strike coinc.iding with a general strike of the trough. The Bureinsk 

near-platform zone covers a western part of the basin and is represented by Lower 

Jurassic deposits gently dipping on the Paleozoic basement, with wide development 

of rupture dislocations. The coal saturation of rocks forming the zone is poorer than 

in previous zones, and is caused by reduction of total strata. The layers are less 

sustained. Width of the zone varies from 5 up to 20km. The Kyndalsky graven -

synclinal zone covers a central, mostly submerged part of the basin and is 

characterized by wide development of symmetric and asymmetric linear, coffer and 

other folds complicated by explosive dislocations with displacement amplitudes up 

to 1.5km (Urgal fault). Width of the zone is 20km. In the south zone passes into 

Dublikansky submersion, perspective for coal prospecting, in the other part the zone 

is low prospective, as the coals here occur at large depths (more than 200m) and are 

overlain by unproductive formations. The Ioreksky host - anticline zone is formed 

by sea deposits of Elginsky suite, in plan it is formed by a series of large anticlines 

and synclines of linear - extended and oval forms. It is developed in the northern 

part of the trough and is limited by large disjunctive. The Central zone of gentle 

folding is formed by sea, offshore - sea and continental deposits, crumpled in 

extended sublinear folds with the subordinated development of a brachyform type 

of folds. Width of the zone is 12- 25km. From the west the zone is limited by Urgal 

fault , in the east the border is gradual by change of abrupt, complicated by a rupture 

occurrence of rocks into gentle ones. Within the zone Ur 
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and Urgal anticline are distinguished. The zone is most productive and covers all 

exploited (Urgal mine, coal sections) and reserve sites of the Urgal deposit, and also 

Ust-Umaltinsky, Olonzhinsky, Ioreksky and Urgalo - Olonzhinsky coal-bearing 

areas. The Vostochny (Eastern) monoclinal zone formed by sea and offshore sea 

formations of Elginsky and Chagangassky suites, is not coal bearing. Coal-bearing 

suites within the basin are Talynzhansky , Urgal , Chagdamynsky, Chemchukinsky 

and Kyndalsky suites. In Talynzhansky suite up to 7 layers of complex structure 

were established with general thickness 2- 13. 8m , from them 3 have economic 

thickness 1 - 3.8m. Layers are not persistent in area, frequently they have lenticular 

occurrence. They are most investigated within the Ust-Umaltinsky deposit earlier 

exploited, where 2 layers have the average working thickness 2.0 - 2.1 m. The layers 

here are characterized by the low ash cuntent and by simple structure. To Urgal 

suite the basic economic layers of the basin are confined, which is changes from 11 

up to 40. Total amount of strata in suite reaches 100. The layers are rather steady 

and unstable, having complex structure, consist from 1 - 17 patches of coals 0.2-

1.7m thick, divided by rock interlayer, 0.1 - 0.7m thick, less often it covers 1.0 m. 

General average thickness of strata in the basin changes from 0 .43m up to 9.6m, 

with thickness of coal mass - 0.43 - 6.74m. Minable thickness of strata does not 

exceed 4m. Some strata of coal can be partially worked out at the outcrops by an 

open-pit way. As a whole all layers should be considered as the objects of 

underground coal mining. 

In Chagdamynsky suite 3 -10 coal strata ûf complex structure were established , 

6 from them have economic characteristics. Their total thickness changes from 1.0 

to 27.15 m, with total thic.kness of coal mass up to 11.98 m. The working thickness 

reaches 5.1 m. Chemchukinsky suite is most investigated in the central part of the 

Urgal deposit, on the limb of anticline fold , where up to 17 coal layers of simple 

and complex structure with total thickness up to 7.09m were stripped, 5 of them in 

separate isolated working pits with economic characteristics. Average thickness of 

the commercial layers is 1- 1.76 m. The coal of basin, in general are high-ash, 

difficult and rather difficult enriched. A verage ash content of economic layers of 
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coal is 13 .6 - 36.9 %, the low ash content (up to 20 - 21 %) characterizes the layers 

of Chagdamynsky and Chemchukinsky suites and in the coals of Talynzhansky suite 

is less often observed. The coals of the basin are gas and long-flame with 

metamorphism stages 06 , 07, 010, D4 , D5. In the basin some zoning of grade 

composition of coals is observed, which is shown in the increase of carbonization 

stage from southwest and west near-edge part covering Bureinsk platform and 

Kyndalsky ne, increase of carbonization degree is displayed most precisely and with 

depth, here in heavily saturated by coal layers section, gradual change of graded 

composition of coals from long-flame to gas ones is observed. The Bureinsk basin 

is one of the largest in the Russian Far East, it is basic and unique supplier of 

power coals in Khabarovsk Region. The general conditioned coal resources of the 

basin in 1993 are appreciated as 11730 mln.t. In the basin the Urgal deposit is most 

detailed investigated, where only the field of the Urgal mine under operation and 

some adjacent sites are prepared and need the requirements for mine construction, 

as they have favorable mine technical and hydro-oxidation conditions for 

application of high-efficiency mechanized complexes, and operating coal section . 

URGAL DEPOSIT 

The Urgal deposit is a part of Bureinsk basin and is located in its central part. 

In plan the deposit is extended in northeast direction about 50-km length with 

width 10-15 km. The contours of the deposit are defined by the area of development 

of Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous coal-bearing formations limited in the east 

by outcrops of sea coal-free deposits , in the west - by Urgal , in the north by 

Chaganyisky and in the south - by Soloniysky faults (Fig.-l). 

1. STRATIORAPHY 

In the stratigraphic section of sedimentary the east part of the Bureinsk trough 

covering the Urgal deposit, begins from thick strata of sea deposits of Jurassic age 
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Legend to Fig .. 1. 
Psammitic strata~ Sandstones, argillites, 
shingles, sands, c1aies. 

Kvndalskava suite~ Aleurolites, argillites, 
c1aies, carbonaceous sandstones. 

Chemchukinskava suite~ Polymictic sandstones, aleurolites, 
argillites, conglomerates, coal measures. 
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Cha2damvnskava suite~ Conglomerates, arkose and p이ymictic 
sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, hard coal. 

Ur2alskava suite lnon-se2mented)~ Conglomerates, sandstones, 
aleurolites, argillites, coal measures. 

Urgal deposit ø Talvnzhanskava suite. Arkose and p이ymictic sandstones, 
tuffes, tufogenic rocks, hard coal. Prospected sites: 
Cha2anviskava suite. Aleurolites with sandstone’s partings φ 
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Northern Urgal 

E12inskava suite~ Upper member. Clayey argillites, 
rare tuffe’s, aleurolite’s and sandstone’s partings. 

North-Western Urgal 

The area of Urgal coal mine 

Spring Ivanov 

Chemchuko-Soloni 

Soloni Southern 1, 2, 3 

Soloni Southern 4, 5 

Soloni Southern 6, 7, 8 
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and sandstones. 
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of general 3300 m thickness , subdivided on the base of fauna and lithologic 

characteristics into Elginsky (J2el - 1500- 1900 m) and Chaganaisky (J2cg- 900 m) 

suite of Middle Jurassic (Bathonian stage) age. On the Urgal deposit the sea 

deposits are everywhere overlain by Jurassic -Cretaceous fresh water-continental 

formations dismembered into Talynzhansky (J3 tl) , Urgal (J3 -Kl ur) , Chagdamynsky 

(Klcg) and Chemchukinsky (Klcm) suites. The Talynzhansky suite (J3 tl) frames 

the Urgal deposit from the north and east by a narrow strip and is everywhere 

stripped by holes under productive coal-bearing deposits of overlying Urgal suite. 

The suite is divided into two memhers - lower and upper owing to the features of 

facial and lithologic composition, structural - textural characteristics of rocks and 

paleontological criteria. The lower member is formed mainly by light grey and 

greenish polymictic and arkose sandstones enriched to a various extent by the 

fragments of dark-colored rocks (effusions, argillites, and aleurolites). 

Aleurolites and argillaceous - aleurite sandstones with roiling textures are observed 

in the subordinated amount. The rocks are horizontal and wave-like bedded, less 

often with cross bedding, contain remains of plant root and vegetative detritus. 

Thickness of lower member deposits is estimated as 200m. The Upper member 

gradually replaces sandstones of Lower member and the coal is formed by dark 

grey and black argillites from 1 m up to several m thick, containing grains and 

concretions of pyrite, light grey horizontally layered aleurolites, tuffites, ash tuffs , 

less often - finely - medium - coarse-grained sandstones, obliquely laminated, 

conglomerates and coal layers. Good sorting and roundness of grains, horizontal , 

undulated-horizontal and foliated textures (this complex by a set of characteristics 

is interpreted as deposits of senile rivers and overgrowing lakes) characterize rocks. 

Low thick (up to 1 m) rare interlayer of coarse-grained whitish-grey arkose 

sandstones are rare , but characteristic. In lower part an interlayer of coarse-grained 

slime arkose sandstones occurs. In the member section up to 9 layers of complex 

structure with thickness from 0.5 up to 8.1 m having total thickness of coal packs in 

strata 0 .44 - 0.94m were established. The layers have rather complex structure and 

are characterized by extreme non-persistence caused by ofte 
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coals, coal and ash tuffs. The coal mass quantity in the layers does not exceed 20 -

25%. The layers have no economic importance. Thickness of the upper member at 

the deposit in the basins of the rivers Chemchuko, Chegdomyn and Talyndzhan 

makes 180-200m. 

The total thickness of Talynzhansky suite is 400m. The age of deposits is accepted 

as Middle - Late Jurassic according to Early Callovian ammonites in its base and 

according to Late Jurassic f1 0ristic complex of the Upper member. The Urgal suite 

(13-Kl ur) is widespread practically at the whole area of the deposit. Main 

economic presence of coal both on deposits and in Bureinsk basin in total is 

connected with it. The Urgal suite occurs concordantly with conglomerates at the 

base, on fine-elutriated coal-bearing deposits of the Upper member of 

Talyndzhansky suite. The total thickness of suite at the deposit is 570m. Light 

grey arkose rocks, unequigranular sandstones with a different degree of grain 

roundness sorting, conglomerates, aleurolites, and also argillites, ash tuffs and 

tufogenic argillites, coals, in whole forming a uniform thick macrocycle, are united 

in its composition. On the deposit up to 7 groups of coal strata were stripped, each 

of them includes 2 - 7 separate layers, having independent economic importance, 

from them five groups of pulled together layers : B5 , B6 , BI2-Bl1 ,B25-B26, B30-

B33 and B41-B44 are of the greatest interest. These groups are reliably parallels 

and are stable key horizons. According to the features of lithologic composition and 

f10ra remains the Urgal suite is subdivided into two members, into two benches. 

The first bench (13 ur1 1) conglomerates, sandstones, coal layers . The bench is 

traced at the base of Urgal suite section. Its lower part occurs on the deposits of 

Talyndzhansky suite, upper one is carried out on soil of B4 layer . Its thickness at 

the deposit varies between 10 -100m. In places of distribution in the base of the 

section of Urgal suite of conglomerates, the layers of the latter are characterized by 

inclusion of various- pebble material with thin lenses of arkose sandstones. In 

clastic material having various roundness , intrusive rocks (up to 70 %), granites, 

granodiorites, granite - porphyry, syenites, pegmatites, diorites prevai l. In separate 

sections of the bench the uniformity of deposits is broken by replacement of 
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conglomerates by inequigranular sandstones and by greenstone containing small 

granite shingles. Practically at the deposit the bench contains several coal layers 

B3 , B2 ,B 1. The total thickness of the latter varies over a wide range from 0.3 up to 

4.3m. The layers are characterized by a very complex structure and by high content 

ashes of coal benche . The coal layers developed in this bench have no economic 

importance. The second bench (13 url) is allocated in the intervals of B4 and B 19 

layers occurrence. The total thickness of this bench at the deposit varies within 

110-304 m. It has distribution and is stripped everywhere, except for northern and 

northwest parts of the deposit. The deposits of this bench occur conformably above 

conglomerates of the first bench. Their average level-by-level section is as follows 

(from below upwards)(Fig.-2): 

1. Arkose sandstone - finely -, medium and coarse-grained, fine-layered , light 

grey, rare argillites and aleurolites - 76m. 

2. Coal is semi-dull , semi-lustrous , with intercalation of coal argillite (layer B4)-

2.8m. 

3. Sandstones are arkose , fine-grained with rare aleurolite interlayer - 4m. 

4. Coal is semi-lustrous, dull , dense , striated, with interlayer of coal argillite, 

tuffite , argillite and sandstone, thickness - 1.33m, (layer B5) -3.7m. 

5. Sandstones are large -, medium -, fine-grained , argillite -11m. 

6. Coal is dim , striated (layers B6-B 7 of a complex structure) , general thickness 

-up to 10m. 

7. Sandstones are arkose , medium -, fine-grained , in the upper part alternating 

with intercalation and lenses of coal (layers B8 , B9 , B 1 0), aleurolite 

interlayer have thickness up to 1 m 20m. 

8. Coal is dim with lenses of semi-lustrous one (layers B 11- B 12 of complex 

structure) with argillite interlayer, tuffites , and fine-grained sandstones- 10m. 

9. The sandstones are arkose , medium -, finely -, fine-grained , with coal 

intercalation up to 0.6m thick, rare interlayer of argillite, in the southern 

part of mine field in the direct roof of the layer - mainly argillites and 

aleurolites, to the north are most often sandstones, sometimes of coarse-
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Fig.-2 STRUCTURAL - TECTONIC DESIGN 
of the central part of Bureinsky depression 

Legend 
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grained fluvial facies- 30 m. 

10. Coal is dim with thin frequent interlayer of coal argillite, argillite, rare - of 

sandstone (layers B13-BI4) - 7m 

11. Sandstones are quartz - arkose - medium and fine-grained with interlayer 

of argillites in the upper part - 12m 

12. The coal is dim (group of layers B 16,B 17, B 18 , B 18 of coal of complex 

structure, thickness of each layer - from 1.32 up to 3.6 m), divided by layers 

of medium -, fine-grained arkose sandstones, and argillites having 

thickness 3-8m - 13 m. 

Basic econömic tenor of coal in the bench is connected with layer groups B6-B5 , 

B 12-B 11. The strata enclosing coal layers is represented by arkose, mainly well 

sorted sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, with inclusion of tuffites and tufogenic 

interlayer up to 0.3m thick. 

The age of the member based on flora taxes is determined as Late Jurassic. 

The Upper member (Kl ur2) is developed on the deposit everywhere in interval of 

coal layers B 19-B48-B50 occurrence, in the northwest part of the deposit the upper 

part of the member is eroded. The lithologic composition of the member has the 

cyclic character and is represented by arkose inequigranular sandstones , gritstones, 

aleurolites, argillites , and interlayer of ash tuffs and coal layers. At the base of each 

sedimentation cycle psephytic rocks, conglomerates, gritstones occur, upwards in 

the section alternating by inequigranular sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, ash tuffs 

and coals. Inside the cycles more fine rhythmically is developed, and every 

elementary cycle begins mainly by large medium-grained sandstones and finishes by 

well- sorted fine-grained sandstones, aleurolites , argillites, coals with horizontal -

layered textures. 

At the deposit the upper member strata are characterized by high and rather 

constant tenor of coal. In the composition of the member 6 sedimentary cycles 

stand apart and are traced. The first sedimentary cycle has small (3- 16 m) 

thickness of lower layer, combined by various poorly sorted sandstones (fluvial 
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facies) ,in some sections they are similar to deposits of alluvial fans. Sometimes 

("North-west Urgal site") the border of the base of the cycle is expressed 

indistinctly. Locally the obliquely laminated aleurolites (probably, flood plain 

facies) are "inserted" into this layer. The thickness of the layer of the cycle base 

grows westwards approaching to the Kyndalsky graven-synclinal zone. Upper ( 

large) part of the cycle is represented by prevailing fine-grained sandstones and 

large-aleurite siltstones (with the features characteristic of inundated flood plain 

sediments) , fine-layered aleurolites (with features characteristic of deposits 

frequently inundated flood plain lakes) and composing interlayer of dark-colored 

fine-elutriated argillites and aleurolites with flood plain burial of vegetative 

remains (facies of growing lakes and oxbow-lakes). The interlayer of whitish-grey 

homogeneous aleurolites with disappearing stratification or thin horizontal laminas 

of silting up are characteristic . In the majority of sections the layers of these rocks 

are penetrated by tubular worm tracks located normally and obliquely to interlayer 

of silting up. Coallayers B 19-B20 are connected to this cycle. 

The second sedimentary cycle from the layer B20 roof is accreted by a patch of 

inequigranular arkose sandstones, mainly coarse-grained, up to 18m thick is and 

finished by complex alternation of argillites, aleurolites and coal layers B21-B24. 

Thickness of the cycle deposits is 15- 40m. The third sedimentary cycle is well 

sustained and is characterized by a constancy of lithologic composition of the 

layers, forming it . Its lower border is the roof of the layer B24. It begins by 

inequigranular arkose sandstones, higher in the section with frequent interlayer of 

argillites and aleurolites, and is finished by a group of contiguous layers B26-

B26. The thickness of deposits of the cycle reaches 25m and more. The fourth 

sedimentary cycle sharply differs from underlying ones. In its base the original 

deposits of transitive character occur. They are medium-grained sandstones, similar 

to flood plain deposits of talus fan facies , but more homogeneous, or medium - and 

fine-grained sandstones with rare oozy alluviations (such as flood deposits and coal 

layers). In the interfluve of Chemchuko and Urgal, at the area of mine field of 

Northwest and North Urgal , at the base of the fine-grained sandstone (simi 
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deposits of the facies of plain river channels, but more thick, than usually) occur. ln 

the southern sections (Soloni river) medium and inequigranular sandstones with 

gravel form the same layer, with interlayer of silting up. The cycle is characterized 

by changeable and rather weak presence of coal and is finished by interbedding 

mainly of thin deposits overlain by the layers B30-B33. Usually among deposits of 

lacustrine - flood plain (flat-valley) facies 1- 2 thin (0 .4-0.6m) coal layers occur. In 

some sections (interfluve of Chagani and Satanka) to the north of the deposit these 

sediments in general are absent. The thickness of the cycle deposits reaches 80m. 

The structure of the fifth sedimentation cycle is similar to the third one. In its 

basement a patch of medium- , cO (l.fse-grained arkose sandstones by thickness up to 

20m is traced, alternating by fine-grained sandstones with rare layers of aleurolite 

and argillites. Alternated aleurolites, ash tuffs , interlayer and contiguous coal 

finishes the section of deposits of the layers B41-B44. Thickness of the cycle 

deposits is 90m. 

The sixth sedimentary cycle unites the layers of fine- , medium-grained arkose 

sandstones (up to 15m), laying in the roof of the layer B44, and complex thin 

alternation of aleurolites , argillites, coal interlayer of the B45-B46 layer. Thickness 

of deposits is 30m. The seventh sedimentary cycle finishing the section of Urgal 

suite, in the base is represented by coarse-grained, sometimes small-grained and 

even by fine-grained sandstones (up to 10m), which above are replaced by 

interbedding of argillites, aleurolites and contain uncontrolled coal layers B49-

B50. Thickness of deposits is up to 35m, quite often - up to 50m. Stratigraphically 

above basal conglomerates of Chagdamynsky suite occur. The thickness of the 

upper member of Urgal sqite makes 280 - 365m. The deposit age of the member 

based on the plentiful flora findings is dated as Lower Cretaceous (Berriassian -

Valanginian). The Chagdamynsky suite (K 1 cq) at the deposit is investigated by 

holes for whole thickness . Its outcrops in plan form narrow twisting strips 

contiguous to outcrops of the Urgal suite. The thickness of the suite at the deposit 

changes from 170m in the south up to 270m in the northwes t. According to the 

composition of clastic fraction the rocks of Chagdamynsky suite are transitive from 
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Urgal deposits to Chemchukinsky ones. The coarse-grained differences , as a rule , 

have arkose composition and light-grey coloring, more fine-grained and thin

elutriated are more often characterized by polymictic composition and greenish -

grey color. The deposits of Chagdamynsky suite were formed in the conditions of 

proluvium- alluvial and lacustrine - marsh complex facies. The basal horizon of 

Chagdamynsky suite (usually well rounded conglomerates, sometimes gritstones or 

coarse-grained not sorted sandstones with floating shingles, with thickness from 

15- 30 m in the north up to 3 m in the south) conformably occurs at the deposits of 

Urgal suite. In composition of psephitic material of the horizon the intrusive rocks 

- granites, granite - porphyry, diabases prevai l. A portion of acid effusions and 

metamorphic rocks is considerably less. Filling substance is the arkose 

inequigranular sandstones with carbonaceous cement. In the section of suite large-, 

medium- fine-grained polymictic sandstones prevail, in the subordinated quantity -

aleurolites , argillites and ash tuffs enclosing up to 11 coal layers, from which 1 - 3 

layers have the economic characteristics at the limited area. The age of suite is 

determined as Hauterivian - Early-Barremian. 

The Chemchukinsky suite (Klcm) occurs conformably on the Chagdamynsky suite, 

sometimes with small local washout. At the suite base coarse-grained rocks , 

greenish - grey conglomerates, gritstones and inequigranular sandstones occur. In 

the middle part of the section fine- , medium-grained polymictic sandstones with 

rare aleurolite interlayer occur. 

In the upper part there are sandstones with aleurolite interlayer and argillites, in 

which very thin coal intercalation and interlayer of ash tuffs are rarely marked. 

Characteristics of the suite are sharply polymictic composition of clastic material , 

weak coal saturation, and also very strong facies variability of rocks over the area 

and prevalence of deposits of fluvial and fluvial - flood plain facies complex. The 

thickness of suite reaches 600m. The suite is characterized by a rich complex of 

flora determined as Barrem - Apt. Cretaceous system, upper series - Paleogene 

system, Paleocene. Sandstone strata (K2 - .Plp) - sandstones, argillites , shingles, 

sands, condensed clay. These deposits are observed as separate spots limited at the 
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western and northwestern part of the deposit, where they occur with angular 

displacement on Urgal suite. The section of the strata is represented by sandy -

gravel - pebbled deposits with the subordinated interlayer of c1ays and low

cemented aleurolites. The stripped strata thickness reaches 75 - 80 m. Composition 

and structure of sandstone strata specify its formation in the setting of a large 

alluvial valley with lateral inflows and large steady lakes. The age of the strata 

based on palinologic studies is established as Maastrichtian - Danish. Within the 

deposit Quaternary sediments (Q) have general distribution. Their thickness 

changes from 6 up to 19 m. They are basically formed by peat, silts, loams, sandy 

loams, shingles, which cover first and second above-flood-plain terraces of the 

Urgal river by a continuous mantle . The section of sediments is non-uniform, but in 

general it is as follows (from below upwards): 

1. Shingles and boulders with sandy - gravel or loam fille r. Pebbles composition: 

eruptive, metamorphic and rare sedimentary rocks with pebbles size 2 - 6 cm and 

more. The pebble form is from poorly up to well- rounded. Thickness of the 

sediments is from 0 up to 10.9 m. 

2. Silts, loams, sandy loam are of light grey, grey, dark grey and brown color 

with rare lenses of sand locally ferruginated , dense , with rare inclusions of 

pebbled material of eruptive rocks. The thickness of the layer reaches 8 m. 

3. The peat is developed at significant area in the northwest of the deposit. The 

average thickness of the layer varies within limits 0.3 - 0.6 m, maximal - 2.8 

m. A degree of decomposition is low. By the palinologic researches the age 

of deposits of the second above-flood-plain terrace of the Urgal river is the 

Upper Pleistocene, the age of the deposits of the first above-flood-plain 

terrace characterizes recent vegetation. 

2. TECTONICS 

In the structural plan the Urgal coal deposit is confined to Central undulated zone. The extent 

ofthe zone in the area ofthe deposit is 85 km with maximal width up to 25 km. From the west 

of Kyndalsky zone it is separated by Urgal fault, in the east it borders with the Vostochny 
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monoclinal zone (fig. 2). The eastern border of the Central zone is complicated by smalllow

amplitude disjunctive, and locally (outside the deposit) the individual washouts in the 

Elginsky suite sediments are confined to it. In the basement of the deflection of a greater part 

of the Central zone there correspond submersions - Soloniysky and east p없 of Dublikansky; 

in the extreme southeast under the considered zone the uplift of the basement locates. At the 

initial stage the Central zone as a whole, as a uniform structural element, was formed as 

synsedimentary structure. The Central zone is composed by all observed in the area 

sedimentary formations; the large part of Cretaceous intrusive bodies, also included in 

composition of orogenic complex, is confined to it. The structure of the zone, determined 

first1y by a combination of different in scale and morphology, mainly flat linear folds, 

considerably becomes more complicated by presence of blocks with disjunctive, structural 

noses and brachy-folds. The plane of folding of the Central zone is gently immersed 

westwards. Within the limits of the deposit within the Central zone two equal folds - Urgal 

syncline and Urgal anticline- are allocated. The Urgal syncline has more than 40 km extent 

with width up to 8 km. The hinge of the fold rises to the north (average uplift corner is 4 0), 

its axis in plan describes mirror reflected S-like curve. In the syncline nucleus the rocks from 

Chemchukinsky up to Talynzhansky suites are exposed( consistent1y alternating each other 

northwards). Chagdamynsky, Urgal, Talyn강lansky and Chaganyisky suites, which outcrops 

onto the surface of erosive shear are almost linear, form the eastern wing. In west wing 

Chaganyisky and Talynzhansky suites expose in the north, in the Urgal river valley, and 

southwards they are gradually replaced by younger formations. Explosive dislocations 

complicate the fold curve. Scope of the fold wings is 8- 10 km. Depth of submersion of coal

bearing deposits is up to 1500 m. The fold is asymmetric with the dip of wings 12 - 30 。 ’ 

increasing in the southern p따t (Soloni - Southern site 6, 7, 8) up to 45 - 70 0 and in the area 

of the junction with Kyndalskies graven - up to 70- 90 o. 

The structure is characterized by weak development of rupture dislocations. 

In cross section of central and northern parts of the deposit the fold has pateUoid, 

almost symmetric form. At the bottom the layers lay horizontally, the wings ar 
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disjunctive. Within the mine field additional small folds of longitudinal and 

transverse complicate the fold directions with gentle wings causing weak undulation 

of wings. In the east the Urgal anticline is conjugated with the syncline of the 

same name , its length is more than 35 km , scope of wings varies from 2 - 3 km in 

the south up to 8 km in the north. The axis in plan is parallel to the axis of Utgal 

syncline at the largest r part of the territory. The hinge is sinking southwestwards at 

an angle of 7 - 8 0 The fold is combined by formations of Chagangassky, 

Talyndzhansky , Urgal and Chagdamynsky suites. In cross section the anticline has 

the simple symmetric form; its wings are immersed at angles of 7 - 15 0 • The largest 

disjunctive of the orogenic complex have the same general directions, as the 

ruptures of the basement, and have the inherited character. The largest of them , 

bordering the deposit, are Urgal fault , Soloniysky upthrust and Chaganyisky fault -

shift. 

The Urgal fault locates in the central part of the area, stretching from Urgal river 

northwestwards for more than 45 km, in the southwest it exceeds the boundaries of 

the deposit. According to oxidation and geophysical data, the displace of the 

described disjunctive has steep (not less than 70 0 ) western dip; the west wing is 

sinking. Amplitude of the fault in a near-surface part, in the vicinity of Urgal 

station is roughly appreciated as 1500 m; it decreases to the north. Drilling showed 

that at depth the amplitude of shifts falls up to zero , and then the displacement of 

wings changes to opposite one. The structure of the Urgal fault zone was 

investigated in a quarry at Urgal station, where conglomerates of the 

Chemchukinsky suite base are exposed. The rocks are broken by the whole series of 

cracks, basic mass of pe l?bles is disintegrated. The cracks are healed by calcite 

veinlets . In the rocks of other lithologic types the deformations are expressed not 

only by splitting, but also by crumpling. Thus poorly cemented sandstones 

transform into sand , argillites , and clays with sandy material pressed in them . 

Quite often the fault body is represented by cavities, filled with dark grey or brown 

- yellow friction clay with inclusions of small half-oval , fragments of rocks with 

smoothed corners. In strong rocks the sliding planes with strokes and furrows are 
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observed. The Soloniysky upthrust limits the deposit from southeast, it is traced to 

the east outside its boundaries and has practically vertical occurrence of a displace. 

The zone of a disjunctive is made by a series of subvertical individual ruptures , 

which strike coincides with a general sublatitudinal direction of the zone. In the 

disjunctive body the rocks are disintegrated, abraded up to clays of friction , in 

them soot isometric stains and lenses of coal material are frequently visible , which 

were dragged into the displace cavity. Among the heavily deformed rocks the 

separate almost not broken pillars developed in the displace cavity are observed. 

Quite often in the upthrust zone the planes of sliding, rarely - tectonic braces are 

marked. Sometimes in the Soloniysky fault zone in Chegdomynsky and 

Chemchukinsky suite formations the narrow linear near-fracture folds are fixed. 

The northern limb of the disjunctive is rather lowered. The amplitude of shifts is 

estimated as 600 m. The Chaganyisky fault-shift limits the deposit from the north, it 

stretches in latitudinal direction from Kyndalsky fault in the west up to the east 

border of the basin (in Chagani river valley) and extends over the boundaries. Its 

length exceeds 45 km. The occurrence of the displace surface is subvertical, the 

southern wing is rather lowered . The maximal size of vertical amplitude 

component reach 700 m. Shift displacements are left, their amplitude, probably, 

does not exceed 2 km. 

The small low-amplitude disjunctive, among which the faults , upthrusts and shifts 

are revealed, are widespread. In overwhelming majority of cases they feather larger 

disjunctive, such as described above. The rupture dislocations with significant 

amplitudes within Urgal syncline and east wing of Urgal anticline were not me t. 

However small amplitude ruptures here have wide development. So within the 

minefield by operational and prospecting data 15 ruptures were revealed. From 

them 11 upthrusts and 4 faults are with amplitudes of 2 - 42 m. Their primary strike 

with amplitudes is more than 2 - 3 m almost across strikes of the basic complicated 

structure. The distances between dislocations are large, therefore they have no 

essential influence on operation . On the west limb of the Urgal anticline about 19 

tectonic dislocations of upthrust , fault and splitting zones type were established 
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with the amplitude of vertical displacement from 6 - 14 m up to 170 - 320 m. All of 

them feather large Urgal faul t. 

3. PRESENCE OF COAL 

The Urgal deposit occupies the area 395 km2• It is combined by deposits of 

Talynzhansky, Urgal, Chagdamynsky and Chemchukinsky suites, crumpled into f1at 

equally developed folds belonging to the central block of the Central undulated zone. This 

block has been investigated in mostdetail during exploration of Urgal deposit, it is 

characterized by the least dislocation, greatest thickness of Urgal suite and, accordingly, by 

the most sustained coal tenor and compactness of strata. In those parts of the deposit area, 

where the coallayers outcrop onto day surface, basic volume of prospecting was executed. 

Presence of coal both in the section and on the area is rather variable, coordination of coal 

strata in poorly investigated areas is based on tracing of coal argillaceous and sandy, and 

also conglomerate sedimentation horizons or cyc1es at the boundaries of the basic suites. 

Logging data basically makes correlation of strata at detailed prospected sites in central and 

northem p따t of the Urgal deposit. 

Lithologically interlayer are also variable and at short distances pass from one variety into 

another. It is characteristic, that the larger thickness of the layer, the more complex its 

structure is, washouts and attenuations are 삼equently obseπed， both from soil and roof 

layers B50, B49, B48, B43, B32, B30, B1 22, B22, B21 , B13 , B11 , B5. 

The inc1usion of coal patches and interlayer of enc10sing rocks into separate layers, 

inside groups, at the deposit is made in consideration with the structure and exploitation 

conditions. In this connection, in some layer crossings the borders between layers are 

conventional, though strictly stratified. The layers of Urgal coal measures : B50, B49, B48, 

B47, B46, B45 , B44, B43 , B42 1
’ B42, B41 , B40, B38, B34, B33 , B32, B31 , B30, B291, 

B26, B26\ B24, B23 , B22, B22\ B21 , B20, B18, B18, B14, B13 , B12, B11 , B17, B7, B6, 

B5 , B4 are of economic importance. The layers have mainly average thickness (1.21-

3.5m). Their middle-layer working thickness changes from 1. 1 ti1l 2.88 m. Only layer B12 

is thick, its average thickness is 3.62 m. Working carbon ratio of suite is 0.07. 
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In Cha!.!damvnskv suits: up to 11 coallayers were established, 6 from them (C3 1, C4, C5 1’ 

C5, C6 and C7) have the economic characteristics. Total thickness of separate layer reaches 

4.43 - 8.6m, the working thickness is up to 5.1 m. Average thickness of strata is within 

1.25- 2.32 m. The structure of strata is simple, sometimes complex. The amount of coal 

patches in the layers does not exceed 6. The layers are uncontrolled, frequently pinch out. 

On the Vodorazdelny site these layers are pulled together, have a rather simple structure 

and the lowest ash content (Adav. 20 - 30 %). Factor of economic coal tenor of the suite is 

0.047. 

The deoosits of Chemchukinskv coal measure~are characterized by the least presence of 

coal. Here up to 17 inpersistant in thickness and area layers of coal intercalation were 

established, from which only layers d4, d3 , d6 , d8 and d 17 in separate mine 

workings have working thickness. 

Structure of layers is mainly simple. In the section the layers are separated by 179 -

398 m, only 2 layers (d5 and d6) are relatively pulled together. 

Normal distance between them is 10 m. Working thickness of strata is within 1.0-

1.7 m. The exploration for an estimation of economic importance of coal presence 

in suite is insufficient. It is doub t1ess, that in the outcrops of the layers under cover 

deposits they can be of interest for operation by small pits. Coal tenor ratio of coal 

measures is 0.0 1. Coal accumulation type of the majority coal seams of the deposit 

is autochtonous, separate layers and intercalation bear the characteristics of 

allochthony. The coals were generated under the conditions of alluvial plain, on 

extensive spaces near flood plain lakes and near-fluvial sites . During separate 

periods subject to dynamics of water environment of peat bogs and explosive 

activity in the region they occurred more or less intensive contamination of peat 

bogs by mineral impurities both at the expense of their supply by flowing waters , 

and at the expense of ash material deposits. The coal accumulation occurred in 

marsh and lacustrine-marsh facies with wide development of lake , flood plain and 

fluvial facies and against the background of general submersion, it was 

accompanied by sign alternation fluctuations of the bed. On the deposit 12 

variously investigated sites were distinguished. The qualitative parameters of coals 
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and reserves at separate sites are give below in the appropriate units . Belowthe brief 

characteristic of coal presence at separate sites is given to table. 

”Severnv Urgal" Sit~occupies a northern curve part of the Urgal syncline, it is 

located on the left bank of the river Urgal to the north of Bolshie Satanki spring. 

From the east and north the outcrops of basal conglomerates of Urgal suite serve 

as the borders of the site. The area of the site is 23.8 km 2. In 1967-71 the site was 

prospected in detail , the USSR State Committee authorized the reserves for open pit 

mining for Reserves. The depth of exploration from day surface by layers changes 

from 45 up to 80 -115 m. Quarry fièlds are distinguished by layers 85 , B 11- B 12, 

B22- B23- B26 and B44. Since 1965 the layer B26 was worked out by experimental 

cut of capacity 0.2 mln. t. 

In 1975 - 80 at this site deep coal units were studied further and the reserve for 

construction of mines with capacity 7.5 mln.t was prepared . Presence of coal is 

connected with Urgal coal measures, where up to 40 coal seams were cut , from 

them 22 are economic .The depth of the Urgal coal measures is 550 m, and its 

thickness is about 500 m. Economic layers are B4, B5 , B5 1 , Bll , B12 , B14, B21 , 

B21 1, B22 , B221 , B24, B26, B261, B30 - B34, B41 , B42 , B44, B45. Their working 

thickness varies from 1 to 6.69 m, average thickness in separate layers is from 

1.06 to 2.78 m. Total thickness of layers is 0.10 t i1l 9.57m , the thickness of coal 

patches is 0.05 - 3.95 m . Structure of layers is complex, sometimes simple, 1 - 6 

coal patches and coal rocks are calculated. The layers are rather persistent and 

unpersistent. At the site since 1980 a coal pit is under operation with annual 

production of 300 - 500 Th. t. 

The coal field of Urgal min~ is located to the south of the Severny (North) 

Urgal site , between creeks Bolshie Satanky and Chemchuko river and occupies a 

central part of a southeast wing of the Urgal syncline. The area of the site is 36 km2 • 

Characteristic feature of the mine field is a rather simple complicated structure 

complicated by insignificant amount of rupture dislocations such as upthrusts and 

fau1ts of small amplitudes. Dip angles of the layers are 16 - 24 0 by mining data. 

The economic presence of coal is connected with Urgal coal measures and in a 
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small extent with Chagdamynsky coal measures. In the Urgal coal measures (suite) 

up to 60 coal beds were drilled up , the reserves were counted up in 23 of them. The 

total thickness of the productive strata is about 480 m, depth of expansion is up to 

800 m. Coal layers are of complex and rather complex structure, rather persistent 

and unpersistent. Total thickness of the beds varies from 0 up to 4.63 m, thickness 

of coal patches changes from 0 to 6.36 m. Average calculated thickness of the 

workable seam is within 1.08 - 2 .4 m. 

In Chegdomynsky suite up to 10 strata were drilled, from them three (layers 

C3 1, C5 and Cs 1) are workable. Their total thickness varies between 0 - 6.11 m. The 

thickness of coal patches does not exceed 3.59 m, average calculated thickness is 

equal to 1.25 - 1.64 m. The beds are unpersistent, of complex structure. The zone 

of unusable oxidized coal located at depth of 10m from the surface. 

Northwest Unzal Sit~is located on the northwest wing of the Urgal syncline, it is a 

natural continuation of the Severny (North) Urgal site to the southwest and coal 

field of Urgal mine to the west. The area of the site is 11.0 km 2. In 1982 - 86 

detailed exploration was executed at the site . The economic presence of coal is 

connected with the Urgal suite up to 600 m thick, where from 60 drilled beds 21 

beds are economic. 

Sorine Ivanov sit~from the west adjoins the field of Urgal mine and occupies the 

area of 14 km2. It was prospected in 1940 - 1954. It is confined to a curve part of 

the Urgal syncline with gentle northwest (20_ 6 0) and southeast (1 00 - 15 0) limbs. 

The Chagdamynsky suite is economic-coal-bearing, it encloses 10 coal layers with 

general thickness 0.5 - 5.79 m, from them 1 (layer C5) is economic with total 

thickness 0.15 - 6.72 m and workable thickness 1 - 5.79 m, average thickness - 2.62 

m. In 1958 the Urgal- 4 mine was put into operation of design capacity 150 Th t of 

coal annually , which since 1960 has been closed as unprofitable. 

The Pravoberezhnv (Rieht Bank) sit~ limits the deposit from the northwest. It is 

confined to a curve part of the Urgal anticline and its east and west wings. The area 

of the site is 50 km2. The presence of coal is connected with lower beds of Urgal 

coal measures (suite) , where is established 8 economic coal beds(B5 , B6 , Bl1 , 
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B12 , B21 , B21 , B23 , B26) , their total thickness is 0.54 - 9.6 m, and workable 

thickness in separate layers is from 1.69 to 4.47 m. Lower coal beds in the pit are 

Â5 and Â6 , they are frequently contiguous. The workable thickness of separate 

beds is the following: B12 - 4 .47m, B11 - 3.73m, B5 + B6 - 7 .41m. The layers have 

complex and rather complex structure and contain from 2 up to 20 coal patches 0.05 

- 2.76 m thick. For open cut mining 2 contiguous groups of beds are suitable B 11-

12 and B5-6 . The coal reserves for open cut mining are appreciated by a category 

C 1 + C2 as 177 mln t. Since 1993 detailed exploration has been carried out at the 

slte. 

VodorazdelnV 피삭응_is located in the central part of the Urgal deposit and is 

confined to the axis of Urgal antic1 ine with gentle (1 0 - 18 0) northeast and steep 

(up to 60 0) northwest wings . The presence of coal is confined to Urgal suite 

enc10sing 54 coal beds; to Chagdamynsky suite containing 10 beds , from them 4 

have workable thickness, and to Chemchukinsky suite containing up to 17 beds, 

from which 2 can be of economic interest. 

The coal beds of Urgal suite have a very complex structure and occur at the 

significant depth, Chagdamynsky and Chemchukinsky suites are more simple and 

are of interest for the further study. Total thickness of beds is from 0.1 to 7.09 m, 

calculated from 0.6 up to 5.0 m. Average calculated thickness of separate beds of 

Chagdamynsky suite vary from 1.2 to 1.91m, Chemchukinsky suite - 1.06 -1.38 m 

Unpersistent layers have simple and less often complex structure. 

Chemchuko-Zaoadnv (west) site waL prospected on the area 5.67 km 2 in 

1950- 51. It is located on steep (up to 85 0) northwest limb of Urgal sync1 ine. The 

presence of coal of the site is connected with the Urgal suite containing 4 beds, two 

of them are workable. Total thickness of the beds varies from 0.65 to 21.17m. Total 

calculated thickness of the beds is equal to 1.0 - 15 .47 m. Layers are unpersistent 

and relatively persistent. 

Chemchuko - Soloni sit~ is located to the south of the Urgal mine field in the 

interfluve of the rivers Chemchuko - Soloni , it occupies a central part of 
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southeast limb of the Urgal syncline. Its area is 2 1.75 km 2. It has been studied till 

1956, therefore its exploration does not meet to the modern requirements of coal 

industry, and coal reserves are classified only by a category C 1. The site is close as 

far as oxidation structure is concerned to the field of Urgal mine. The presence of 

coal is connected with Urgal and Chegdomynsky suites of total thickness up to 600 

m, stripped to the depth up to 300 m. The Urgal suite contains 41 layers, from 

which 22 are workable of thickness 1 - 5.15 m. In Chagdamynsky suite 7 coal beds 

were drilled, from them 2 are workable 1 - 2.10 m thick. Dip of the beds is 20-40 

。 at the outcrops, at the depth it flattens out up to 10 o. All layers have complex 

structure, variable thickness both down the dip, and along the strike. 

Soloni Yuzhnv (South) site No 1.2.Loccupies a southwest part of the Urgal 

syncline on the area 11.25 km 2 and it is a natural continuation of the Chemchuko -

Soloni site to the south. The last prospecting at the site was carried out in 1952. 

The economic presence of coal is connected with Urgal and Chagdamynsky suites. 

Up to 27 coal layers and intercalation were stripped in the Urgal suite, from them 

19 are workable. Total thickness of separate beds reaches 8.89 m, average thickness 

of the workable beds varies from 1. 1 to 3.95 m. In the Chagdamynsky suite 8 beds 

were drilled , from them 2 with average workable thickness 1.2 - 1.48 m. The 

layers have complex and very complex structure. Ratio of economic) presence of 

coal in the Urgal suite is 0.12 , the same of Chagdamynsky suite is 0.06. 

The site Soloni - Southern No 4.~is located to the south of the Soloni Yuzhny( 

southern) site No.l ,2,3 at the area of 7km2 and occupies the southern part of 

southeast limb of the Urgal syncline with dip of beds 20 - 40 0 on the outcrops 

and up to 10 0 at depth. The last prospecting was carried out in 1950 - 55 . 

The economic presence of coal is connected with the Urgal suite , in which 11 

workable beds were stripped. Total thickness of the beds varies from 1.0 till 5.87 

m, the workable thickness changes from 0 till 7.55 m. The layers have complex 

and very complex structure, they are attributed to the group of unpersistent ones. 

Soloni -Yuzhnv (southern) site No. 6. 7. 8 is located to the south of the Soloni -

Yuzhny (southern) site No. 4, 5. The area is 5.25 km 2. It was studied in 1950-
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55. The site occupies a southern part of a southeast limb of the Urgal syncline 

complicated by a small anticline bend. Angle of dip are changed from the south to 

the north from 65 0 up to 16 O. The economic presence of coal is connected with the 

Urgal suite, where from 34 revealed beds 10 are workable ones. The Urgal suite is 

stripped up to the depth 350 linear m, its total thickness is 550 m. Coal layers are 

unpersistent, as well as at the next site , they have complex and rather complex 

structure. Total thickness of the beds changes from 0 to 5.78 m , the calculated 

thickness is 1.0 - 3.55 m . The site Soloni - Dublikan is located in the southern 

part of the Urgal deposit and is confined to a curve part of the Urgal syncline. Coal

bearing deposits of Urgal form it, Chagdamynsky and Chemchukinsky suites, 

which are immersed to the depth up to 600 and more meters from the sites Soloni 

Yuzhny 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. It is very poorly investigated . Prospecting was executed 

here in small volume in 1937 - 40. As a result up to 15 steeply dipping beds of 

coal of complex structure were stripped up , their total thickness is up to 9.85 m 

with separate patches of pure coal up to 2.55 m thick. Behaviour of beds at closure 

of structure was not investigated. 

4. QUALITY AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF COALS 

4.1 Material composition, types of coals and their branded composition. 

The coals of the Urgal deposit are humid , formed in the result of decomposition of 

higher land plants. Color of coals is mainly black, in high-ash coals - grayish or 

brownish - black, cleavage is lumpy , platy, prismatic, fracture is shell-like, even, 

angular or hackle. Distinctive external characteristics of coals of the Urgal deposit 

are luster and structure. The coals are subdivided into brilliant, semi-lustrous, semi

dull , dim according to a degree of their luster. The degree of luster depends on 

quantity of mineral inclusions. The most widespread coals are dull , semi-dull and , 

semi-lustrous are met less often. Brilliant coals are rare . According to their 

structure the coals are divided into homogeneous , banded, striate - banded, striate -
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lenticular - banded and striated. To brilliant coals the homogeneous structure is 

peculiar. Prevailing structure, striate -lenticular -banded, it is marked at semi

lustrous and semi-dull coals. ln dim coals striated structure prevails. According to 

material composition and to initial material submitted by remains of maximum land 

plants, the coals of the deposit are humid , are attributed to group of humiliates , 

mainly to the c1asses of gelitolites (90 - 98 %) and less often fusenolites (2 - 10 %), 

among which 8 types are allocated: gelites , ultragelites , lipoido - gelites, lipoido -

fusinite - gelites, fusinite - gelites and fusinite - gelitites, gelite - less often 

fusinites , gelite fusites. The coals are combined mainly by gelified components 

(lens, strips and fibres of xylovitren in homogeneous or fibrous - attritus basic 

mass, structural and of unstructured vitrain, remains crusts of plants - phellinites 

and foliar parenchymas). The content of fusainized and poorly fusainized 

components (and in semifusinites and fusinites) makes 5 - 8 %. The lipoid 

components ( spores exines , cutic1e, pitch bodies , suberinite) are present in coals 

also in the limited amount (5 - 7 %). In the composition of coals the following 

microcomponents of groups of vitrinite, leuptinite and fusinite are allocated: 

collinite (79- 90 %), telinite (4.3 18.2 %), semivitrinite (0.7 - 2.8 %), semifusinite 

(0 ,1.2 %), fusinite (0- 4.8 %), liptiinite (0 .4 - 9.8 %) and mixtinite (0.5 4. %). The 

sum of fusainized components is 0.6 - 9.9 %. 

The coals contain a lot of mineral inc1usions (on the average from 8.9 up to 26 %), 

as causes their increased ash content. Their basic mass is made of dispersed c1ay 

minerals mainly of hydromicaceous composition, c1astic grains of quartz and field 

spars , siliceous rocks. Micas , siderite, pyrite, marcasite , calcite, quartz and 

chalcedony are less often observed . According to a carbonization degree the coals 

of the deposit are attributed to low metamorphosed, coal stage. The degree of 

metamorphism corresponds to the coal stage (I -II) , c1ass 11 and 12. 

Coals of all layers of Urgal suite by economic c1assification of the coals of USSR 

are attributed to the mark "G" , technological group 6G and 10G, and 

Pravoberezhny site - 2G, with code numbers 0814211 , 0813711 , 0814211 , 0813711 , 

0714211 , 0713707 , 0813707 , 0704013 - 0704015. The reflectivity of coals (Ro) 
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changes from 0.64 till 0.84. Coals of Chagdamynsky suite are mainly semi-lustrous 

and brilliant striate - banded with thin lenses and fusain strokes, less often they are 

semi-dull with banded structure , fusain - lipoido - mixtogelites prevail as far as 

microstructure is concerned. They are attributed to the mark "D". 

The coals of the deposit are high-ash, very hardly enriched, inclined to self

ignition. They are used as power fue l. The basic parameters of coal quality, their 

extreme and average values are given in table 4.1. 1. 

4.2 Oxidation of coals 

The borders of oxidized and unusable coals in the field of Urgal mine and at 

the next site Severny Urgal are investigated by special holes, in which the sampling 

of strata is executed through 10 - 15 m vertically, and also in mining workings of 

the mine. Is established, that border between oxidized and unoxidized coals 

indistinct. A lower border between oxidized and poorly oxidized, coals 

conventionally passes at the Severny (North) Urgal site at the depth 10.2 m (layer 

B23) - 25 m (layer B22), at the field of Urgal mine - at the depth of 10m. The 

oxidized coals of an initial stage of oxidation are characterized by the increased 

jointing, the cracks are filled by ferruginated clay material. They are characterized 

by increased ash content, moisture content, humid acids. Heat of combustion and 

"ó" values are reduced to some extent. In the section these coals occur as separate 

lenses and patches not geometrizating in plan and section. By their external 

characteristics, and also by change of plastometric parameters and of combustion 

heat the coals up to depth 200 - 250 m are attributed to suboxidized (rOCT 8930-

79). According to rOCT 9276-72 all coals, irrespective of depth of occurrence are 

not oxidized and are suitable for use as power fue l. (tables) 
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4.3 Physical properties of coals 

Valid density"'of coallayers changes from 1.09 (B33) till 1.79g /cm3 • Its average 

values on separate sites change from 1.48 till 1.58 g /cm3, at the deposit - 1.5 

g/cm3 • Aooarent density... was determined by a method of hydrostatic weighing . Its 

average values at the separate sites are within 1.42 - 1.50 g/cm3, at the deposit -

1.44 g/cm3 • The strength was determined by a method of coaxial punches. U1timate 

strength for uniaxial compression of coals in air-dry condition makes on the 

average 19.7 Mpascal, for stretching - 1. 1 Mpascal. The category of rock-hardness 

after M.M. Protodyakonov is VI - VII , category of drilling capacity is V. By 

plasticity the coals of the Urgal deposit are attributed to low-plastic, module of 

plasticity is 402 kg/mm2, category of plasticity - 1, parameter of plasticity - 0.3 

microns / kg-cm. The module of ~lasticity... value (at compression) of coals makes 8 

kg/cm2• 

The Qrindabilitv of coal~ is characterized by a factor of grindability (Grorvn) , 

which is used with for choice and estimation of grinding equipment of thermal 

power stations. For coals of the deposit this parameter after URL BTI1 data 

changes within 0.59 - 1. 16, the average value of grindability factor is equal to 

0.85. 

The values of this factor for commercial coals of operating mine change from 0.88 

till 0.97. 

Loose orooerties~ For estimation of loose properties of coals of the Urgal deposit 

the method of Ural BTI1, based on the determination of fuel contraction is used 

with a various degree of humidifying. The coals of the deposit have the worsened 

loose properties. Commercial fuel of the Urgal deposit is damper in comparison 

with the coals, which occur in the layers in natural occurrence, and has 

unsatisfactory loose properties. 

Electrical orooertie~. The apparent resistance of coal is characterized by intervals 

400 - 1100 ohm, on the average 600 ohm. 
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URL BTM studied the self-ignition of coals by thε method of 101 (perhydral 

oxidation). The character of development of oxidation process allows to attribute 

them to the second group, i.e. it corresponds to average stability to oxidation. 

Period of storage of such coals in gas-dense stacks is 12 - 18 months. 

Exolosion hazard~ According to index of explosion hazard equal (from 36.9 up to 

52.7) 10 (in power (-5)), describing III group, and to factor of explosion hazard 

equal to 31 .4 - 43 .4, the investigated coals are attributed to average explosion 

hazard. 

Adfreezine~ All coal , shipped to the consumers with humidity less than 7 %, 

concerns to non-freezing. As the coal is shipped after, it is attributed to adfreezing. 

In 1984-1985 for reduction of congelation the oil treatment of coal in the flow 

"Severny" (North) was made. Last years coal is exposed to frost in stacks after 

enrichment. The claims from the consumers of the shipped coal were not received. 

4.4 Technical properties and element composition of coals. 

Basic parameters of coal quality are reflected in table 4.1. 1. The humidity of 

coals at the deposit is characterized by a relative constancy. Its increased content is 

determined as a rule in near-surface zone of oxidized and poorly oxidized coals. 

Analytical moisture (W3 ) is contained in amounts from 0.1 up to 10.5 %, average -

1.7% . The hygroscopic moisture (W rH) changes in the layers from 1.55 till 1.87 , 

average at the deposit is 2.4 %. At the depth the decrease of its content occurs. 

Total moisture of working fuel (W r ) in layers changes from 1.4 up to 12.6 %, 3-

5 % contents prevail , with average values at the deposit - 3.9%. 

The maximal moisture capacity (W max) varies in layers from 4.2 up to 10.3 %, 

average - 3.9%. 

The ash content of coal and minine mas~ is in close connection with quantity of 

rock interlayer, which are included in a layer of workable thickness. The average 

values of ash content of mining mass change at the sites from 33.1 up to 34 % and 

only at the Pravoberezhny (Right Bank) reach 40 %. ln the layers ash content of 
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mining mass is within 30 - 37 %, occasionally (Pravoberezhny site) up to 45%. The 

lowest values of ash content (Ad 30 %) are characteristic more often of the layers, 

having rather simple structure (layers B26 1 , B24 , B41 , B34 and B4). At the sites 

the average ash content of pure coal is 23 - 33.5 %, average ash content at the 

deposit is 29.6%. Comparison of average parameters of ash content of pure coal and 

mllllllg mass shows, that the difference between them makes 1.2 - 10 % and 

depends on quantity of rock interlayer participating in contamination. Coal layers of 

a rather simple structure have the minimal divergences of 1 - 2 % at the separate 

areas. 

Volatilize dischaf!ze (V Dave):. A verage val ues of volatile discharge are rather 

constant and change from 39 up to 44 %, with average one at the deposit - 4 l.9%. 

Relationship in the volatile content distribution in coals in recent structure was not 

established. In the section is marked some decrease of average value of the 

volatilize contents with stratigraphic depth. 

The significant scatter of extreme values is caused by presence of humid coal 

impurity with increased contents of lipoid microcomponents having sporadic 

development in coals of the deposit. 

Total sulfur (S~tLis contained in workable layers of coal in quantities from 0.2 

up to 0.4 %, average- 0.3 %. In separate layers the rare increases of the sulfur 

contents up to 1 %, less often layers B22 and B4 - up to 1.22 - 1.44 % (Severny 

(North) Urgal site ) are marked. 

Maximum soecific heat of coal combustio!L( Qdaf sl is rather constant and does 

not fall outside the limit 32 .46- 33.79 J oule/kg, wi th average val ue at the deposi t 

33.06 Joule/kg . 

Lowest soecific heat of combustion of working fuel (0 ~iLis within 2 l.5- 23 .43 

Moji/kg , average one at the deposit is 2 l. 77 M,lpK/kg. Some increase of its value 

can be seen at stratigraphic depth - from 19.26 M,lpK/kg ( B 30 layer) till 24.36 

M,l1)K/kg (layer B5) at the Severny (North) Urgal site. 

The carbo!Lis contained in the basic economic layers in amounts of 73.9 - 89.3%. 

Its lowest content is in layers A45-47 (78.2 %), greatest - in layer B4 (82.2 - 83 .8 
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%), that is indicative of increase of carbonization degree at the stratigraphical 

depth. The average carbon contents in the coals of the deposit is 80 .7 %. 

Hvdroge!l. The hydrogen contents in the layers of coal changes within 4.8 - 6.8 

%, average value at the deposit is 6%. 

Oxvgen and nitroge!l content in coals is 8.7-18.9 %, average one at the deposit -

13.2 %. 

Phosohoru~ is present in the lowest quantities. Its average contents is 0.012%. 

Discharge of humid acidL(NAdaf) makes from 0 up to 3.6 %. The dependence of 

humid acids contents fluctuation was not established either at stratigraphic depth , 

or at the depth of layer occurrence. Thεir average contents even in the upper most 

oxidized zone is insignificant and rare achieves 1. 78 % (field of the Urgal mine). 

4.5 The characteristic of coal ashes 

Chemical comoosition 0f coal 엎뇨효효_of the deposit is rather sustained. The 

average composition of mineral components of ashes , such as silica, alumna and 

alkalis, is in a close relation) with ash content and it is rather stable both in the 

layers of separate sites, and whole deposi t. The ashes of coals of the basin mainly 

consists of silica - 66 %, alumna - 22.2 %, in a lesser extent of potassium oxide -

2.04 %, calcium oxide - 1.9 % and iron two-oxide - 2 .4 %. Other components are 

from 0.7 up to 1.3 %. According to chemical composition the ashes are acid , 

infusible. Melting temperature of ashes varies within insignificant limits 1372 -

1428 0 • The chemical composition of ashes at the separate sites and in the whole at 

the deposit is reflected in table-4.5.1. 

According to the data of derivatograph , roentgenostructural and chemical analyses 

in the composition of a mineral part of coals there are present quartz (a-quartz and 

a- crystallobolite) , magnetite and iron hydroxides. Vermiculite , hydromica and 

montmorillonite represent a clay component. Therefore coal ashes of the deposit 

are refractory . The average values of its fusibility at the deposit are equal to t 1 -

1427 0 , t 2- 1451 0 and t 3 - 1478 O . Temperature of a normalliquid slag disposal of 
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ashes of commercial fuel for viscosity (V 'a) 20.0 pascal C is equal to 1650 0 , and at 

high viscosity 40.0 pascal C - 1760 0 C. UralBTM Institute recommended when 

burning coals in boiler units considering their unsatisfactory properties (tendency 

of coals to make difficulties in a working path of fuel supply) to use the pattern of 

dust preparation with a direct blowing, to make arrangements against abrasive 

deterioration of the surface of heating in connection with presence of quartz in a 

mineral part, and, in connection with high temperature of normal liquid slag 

disposal to apply pneumo - or hydro- slag disposal. (table) 

4.6 Toxic elements contents 

Contents of harmful impurities in coals of the deposit were basically studied by 

the half-quantitative spectral analysis in the Central chemical laboratory of 

"Dalvostuglerazvedka"Trust. It was established that in coals of the deposit high

toxic elements - sulfur, beryllium, mercury, arsenic , chromium and cadmium, as 

well as the toxic elements - fluorine , zinc, nickel, selenium, copper and phosphorus 

are present everywhere in quantities not exceeding allowable concentrations. The 

average contents of manganese, lead and vanadium, despite of the increased 

contents in separate samples, do not fall outside the limits. The contents of toxic 

elements in coals of the deposit and their comparison with allowable 

concentrations are given in tab. 4.6.1. 

4.7 Technological properties 

Caking caoacity. The plastometric parameters of coals of the deposit are 

investigated in all layers. The average values of these parameters ( x and y) in the 

layers vary x = 21 - 60 mm, at = 4 - 18 mm, average values at the sites y = 27 - 50 

mm , y = 6 - 10 mm, at the deposit - x = 40 mm , y = 11 mm. Thus the tendency of 

a plastic layer thickness increase from coals Chagdamynsky suite to the Lowers of 

Urgal suite, (i.e. at stratigraphic depth) is observed. The conglomerating properties 
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of coals are established practically up to outcrops of strata under detrital deposits. 

According to the values of a plastic layer thickness the coals of overwhelming 

amount of Urgal suite layers are attributed to gas group G6, and those of overlying 

suites - to long-flame - D. Non-volatile remains (beads) by their appearance and 

strength are c1assified as powder-like , agglutinated, baked, alloyed and bulged, 

agglutinated and baked ones prevai l. Ihe Ro(! Daramete_r _was determined only at 

the sites investigated last years and not at all layers. Its values vary from 0 up to 

76 , average ones at the deposit - 40 and vary from 19 (Severny (North) Urgal site. ) 

up to 50 (Pravoberezhny site). 

Coal blisterin(! of the Ur(!al coal~changes from 0 up to 6.5. Its average value at 

the deposit is 2.5. According to international coal classification of the deposit 

concern to II group by their caking capacity. 

Enrichmen1. At the Urgal deposit the large complex of researches of coal 

enrichment , both in the laboratory conditions (KUZNII {Coal enrichment institute 

in Kuznetsk} ), and in pilot plants by various methods was carried out: 

By floatation - it allowed to receive the 22 - 40.5 % concentrate with ash content 

9.22 - 14.95 %, by gravitational method and by floatation - 31 - 58.6 % concentrate 

with ash content- 7.6 - 10.2 %, by chemical -gravitational method -31- 58.6 % 

concentrate with ash content 7.6 - 10.2 %; by a method of centrifugal separation -

47 - 29 % concentrate with ash content - 13.76 %; in centrifuges - 27.6 - 48.3 % 

concentrate with ash content 5.5 - 8.1 %; in hydrocy c1ones - 30 - 38 % concentrate 

with ash content - 9 - 12 %. The researches of fractional composition of 

overwhelming majority of the deposit layers have shown, that the coal in natural 

kind can be used only as power fuel , as ash content of the most light fraction 

(density 1300 kg/m3) of the majority of the strata of the most investigated Urgal 

deposit is more than 12 % (allowable ash content is less than 10 %), with fraction 

output( of 8.2% (B 13) - 4 1. 1 (B38) . Only coal of layers B21 , B211 , B23 , C2 and 

C5 has ash content of the fraction with density 1300 kg/m 3 less than 10 %, with 

fraction output from 5.2 %(B21) up to 10.1 (C2)% . The coal of some layers (B29, 

B48 , B48 1 and C8) does not at all contain fractions of density 1300 kg 1m3. By the 
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results of numerous and long-term researches the coals of the Urgal deposit are 

attributed to difficult and very hardly enriched. Output of fractions have a density 

1400 - 1800 kg/m3 As a result of plenty laboratory tests, industrial tests of coal 

enrichment by various laboratories and Institutes (in 1948- 84 ) it was established, 

that the enrichment of Urgal coals by various methods allows to receive the 22 - 58 

% concentrate with ash content 5.5 - 15 %. The low concentrate output and 

increased ash content is one of the most negative factors of the deposit for coking. 

At the Urgal mine the concentrating installation OY -22 works. Productivity of 

installation is 1.0 - 1.5 mln t annually. After enrichment the coal with ash content 

of 3 4 % less than initial one was received. Initial ash content of coal is 36 .4%. 

Output of enriched coal is 89 - 91 % with ash content - 30.8- 32.0 %, the complete 

cost price of enrichment is 5940 rb l/ton. The enriched coal is used as power fue l. 

Cokin l! orooerties:. The output of products of coals half-coking after MXTH(l 962) 

was at the layers: Table - 4.7.2 

The Urgal coals are characterized as coals with large resources of valuable coking 

chemical products. In the charge for coking they can be a component determining 

by large output of pitch, benzoate, gases and other products. 

Coke oroduction !-The Institute of Combustible Minerals of the USSR Academy of 

Science develops the pattern of Urgal coals use for the purpose of metallurgical 

coke production , providing coal enrichment up to ash content 6 - 10 % with 

subsequent bricketing of the concentrate and production of coke from briquettes. On 

the basis of enriched Urgal coals (fraction up to 0.13 mm) coking was carried out 

and on the basis of this coke the experienced melting was done. The results of 

experienced melting have shown, that metallurgical cokes are suitable for melting 

of pig-iron in blast-furnaces of the average volume, but difficult enrichment, 

absence of effective methods of enrichment and high cost with small concentrate 

output were an obstacle in production of coke from Urgal coals. Besides researches 

of coking capacity of coals of separate layers of the Urgal deposit or their mixture, 

the additions of coals and cokes of other deposits , and also iron ores were used. The 

tests of ash content decrease , increase of concentrate output and caking capacity 
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improvement were carried out. The received concentrate met the requirements for 

box coking . The mixture of 85 % of Urgal concentrate and 15 % of Raichikhinsky 

semi-coke gave the coke, the quality of which was insignificantly lower than the 

coke of factory charge of Moscow coke-gas mills. The researches of concentrate 

coking capacity under laboratory conditions proved the increase of durability ofthe 

coke from the coals after their enrichment by chemical -gravitational method, thus 

31 - 58.6 % of the concentrate with ash content 7.6 - 10.2 %. As inert additive to 

the enriched coals the furnace top dust (1 5 - 20 %) can be used. The additives of 

greasy coal to the charge of Urgal . coals and semi-coke result in the increase of 

mechanical strength. Addition of 15 % greasy Chulmansky and 20 % 

Nyurengrinsky enriched coals to the Urgal coals give cokes with a high strength 

limi t. The molding samples of metallurgical coke made of them correspond to the 

samples from gas coals of Donbass by their strength. 

In 1983- 84 it was established, that from the charge of Urgal and Yakut coals 

(Neryungrinsky and Denisovsky deposits) the cokes of satisfactory quality can be 

produced, thus the daily productivity of 1000 m3 of useful volume of the blast

furnace will make 1666.7 t / day, daily charge of coke for work of 1000 m3 of useful 

volume of the blast-furnace is 1166.7 t/day. 

Daily amount of total coke, which is necessary for work of 1000 m3 of useful 

volume for the blast-furnace - 1296 t/day. Annual production rate of 1000 m3 of 

useful volume of the blast-furnace for pig-iron is 608.3 Th t/ year. 

Annual quantity of total coke per each 1000 m3 of useful volume of the blast

furnace is 462.9 - 473.1 Th t/year. According to the conc1 usion of B YXI1H on the 

base of the coals of the Urgal and Denisovsky (South - Yakut basin) deposits 

strong low-sulfur, metallurgical coke with ash content much above (18 %) than 

from the coke now in use at the metal works of CIS can be received. Nowadays 

there are no consumers of such cokes , the coal reserves of the deposit are not 

considered as raw material for coke production. However they represent the certain 

interest for use of Urgal coals in coking charges for production of special grades of 
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coke (phosphorus , ferroalloys production) , where the high impurity of Si02 is 

useful. 

The factual information about the aualitv of the Un.ml mine commercial coals and 

their economic us~. The commercial coal is shipped to the consumer after 

enrichment at the plant OY -22. Quantity and qualitative parameters of the coal 

shipped to the consumer in 1982 - 86 are given in the table. They have not changed 

during last years. 

Qualitative parameters of shipped coals per years. Table - 4.7.8 

The commercial coal is exported to Khabarovsk territory - 35.1 %, Primorsky 

territory (region)- 16.7, Magadan district (oblast) - 26.8 %, Sakhalin district 

(oblast) - 20.6 %, Kamchatka district (oblast) - 0.6 %, Amursky district (oblast) -

0.2 %. Chegdomynsky Central Electric System and Magadan heat power plant use it 

as energy- producing fue l. At Magadan heat power plant coal-dust method of 

burning is applied , at the other enterprises layer burning is applied. Besides the 

coal is used for municipal and household services. Chegdomynsky Central Electric 

System applys the layer method of coals burning. The coal is delivered to Central 

Electric System after enrichment of the ordinary G6 mark . The coal is delivered to 

the warehouse and to the bunker of fuel supplies system simultaneously. At the 

warehouse the coal is stored in stacks of height up to 5 m. The storage term does 

not exceed 4 days. There were no cases of coal self-ignition in the warehouses. 

From bunkers the coal is delivered into jaw crushers of primary splitting, where it is 

crushed up to 0 - 70 mm. By fuel supply pathes(conveyer tapes) the coal is 

delivered to distribution device , whence it moves into the bunker of working 

boilers. From bunkers the coal is moved to secondary splitting up to the size 0 - 50 

mm and by the crude coal feeders it gets to the boiler where it is distributed by a 

uniform layer in the furnace space. Temperature in the furnaces reaches 1350 。’

temperature of escaping gases at the exit from the boiler is 135 0 . After 

accumulation of a plenty of ashes in the furnace and complete combustion of the 

coal , removal of slag from the furnace begins. The slag is crushed, watered by 

water and the water-slag pulp moves into ash dump by dredger pumps. 
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The escaping gases are cleared from volatile ashes in BTI - 1700 scrubbers . 

Refining factor reaches 96 %. In connection with the low qualitative parameters of 

the coal delivered on the path of fuel supply sticking of coals on conveyer tapes 

and bridging of coal in bunkers occur. The ash-slag wastes are partially used for a 

riprap of roads . 10 - 12 Th M3 is annually spent for this purpose. Cost of 1 kw -

hour at the Central Electric System is 520 rbls. 

5. HYDROOXIDATION AND GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

5.1 Hydroxidation conditions 

Hydroxidation the Urgal deposit represents a central part of the Turansky 

hydrooxidation massif confined to the Bureinsk marginal trough. The underground 

waters at the deposit are genetically connected with a Quaternary water-bearing 

horizon and water-bearing complexes of Jurassic - Cretaceous strata. The waters of 

terrigenous Quaternary deposits exist in liquid state only in an active layer and in 

the upper part of taliks in the valleys, where they are confined to alluvial deposits. 

The maximal winter freezing of rocks does not exceed 2.6 m, thus the lower layer of 

pebbles frequently remains not frozen. Water abundance of alluvial deposits is 

significant, the specific discharges of holes are 0.9 - 13 .4 l/sec. The alluvium 

underground waters form a flow , which current coincides with the current of rivers 

and creeks. The minimal stream flow is observed in a period of the greatest freezing 

in April, maximal - in July - August. Feeding of water-bearing horizon in summer 

occurs at the expense of atmospheric precipitation and surface waters . In the period 

of freezing a river drain is sharply reduced , and waters of alluvial deposits are 

discharged in the channels, having surface streams. In winter period the reserves of 

alluvium underground waters are replenished at the expense of drainage of 

underground waters of bed deposits . The water-bearing complexes of Lower 

Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic coal-bearing strata are stripped everywhere at the 

deposit and widespread beyond the borders of the whole Bureinsk basin. Water-
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enclosing rocks are joint sandstones, conglomerates, coals, aleurolites and argillites. 

As a whole jointing is spread from the base of permafrost rocks up to depth 150 -

200 m and at the divides up to 250 - 300 m in the valleys of the rivers Chegdomyn 

and Urgal. Factor of water conductivity is 50 and 130 m2j day , accordingly. 

Piezo-conductivity ratio varies from 103 up to 105 m2jday, that witness about 

pressure - unpressure character of underground waters. 

The static levels in the holes are established at the depth from 0 up to 70m, locally 

up to + 10m above the Earth surface . The gradient of underground waters plane 

changes from 0.006 up to 0.03 that witnesses about rather active water exchange in 

the interior of structure. Minimum levels and discharges of flowing wells are 

observed in May - June; they reach the maximal values in October - November. The 

amplitude of fluctuation of the level makes 1-2m in valleys and 8-12 m, sometimes 

up to 15-20m at the divides. In the Chegdomyn - Bolshie Satanki interfluve a mode 

of underground waters is broken by mine discharge. A great depression funnel 

flows here, in which center downturn already has reached more than 60m. The 

following water-bearing horizons and complexes are allocated at the deposit based 

on the peculiarities of underground waters movement, on the character of 

occurrence and composition of water-enclosing rocks , and also on the presence of 

water-proof layer between them : 

1. The water-bearing horizon of alluvial Ouaternarv deoosit (0) is confined to 

the deposits of channels, flood plains and above-flood-plain terraces. It is 

represented by inequigranular sands, shingles, gravel blocked clays, loams of 

thickness up to 1 m. The shingles and boulders dominate in fluvial deposits and in 

lowers of the above-flood-plain terraces section. The thickness of the horizon 

deposits changes from 6 up to 19m (in the valley of the rivers Urgal , Chegdomyn, 

Soloni etc.). Fluvial and flood plain deposits of streams and above-flood-plain 

terraces are usually frozen. Underground waters of horizon are represented by 

suprapermafrost waters of an active layer and of unthrough taliks , and also by 

waters of through taliks. The waters of the active layer are confined to seasonal -

melted layer of flood plains and of above-flood-plain terraces. The high clay(up to 
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30 - 35 %) is characteristic of Water-enclosing sandy gravel - pebbled deposits of 

0.3 - 1.0 m thick at mari(sparse larch forests with peat moss litter) sites, and up to 

2- 3.5 m thick - at the dry sites ; factor of rocks filtration is up to 3.7 - 4.0 m/day. 

The depth of ground waters varies from 0.2 up to 1.5 m. Waters are unpressure , 

discharges of prospect holes are from 0.1 up to 0 .4 l/sec at lowering up to 0.25 m. 

The springs have discharges up to 0.6 l/sec , being increased 3 - 5 times in a period 

of rains. 

The waters of unthrough taliks are confined to under-bed and under-lacustrine 

alluvial deposits. The sands with gravel and shingles having clay fractions up to 3 

% and with gravel-pebbled ones - up to 50-60 % are water-bearing in taliks. Factor 

of filtration varies from 11.1 up to 50 1 /day. Depth of occurrence is up to 2 m, 

thickness is 2-6 m, discharges of holes - 0.7 - 0.9 l/sec, at lowering they are 0.1-

0.2 ì. Water composition is hydrocarbonaceous, mixed as far as cations are 

concerned, with mineralization up to 0.1 g/l. The waters of through taliks are 

confined to channels of the rivers Urgal, Dublikan, Adnikan, Chegdomyn, Soloni 

and are traced as continuous, less often interrupted alluvial water flows. Sandy

gravel-pebbled formations are water- bearing , filtration factor is from 0.5 up to 

100 l/day. It varies within 10-20 m/day on the average for deposits of fluvial facies. 

Water conductivity is from 65 up to 72 m2/day. The depth of waters occurrence 

does not exceed 5 m. 

Water abundance of deposits of through flood plain-infrabed taliks is high, the 

discharges of wells reach 20-25 l/sec, at lowering they are 1.3-0.7 m accordingly . 

The maximal water abundance is determined for alluvial deposits of the Urgal river. 

The discharges of springs vary from 0.2 up to 4.8 l/sec. 

Recharge of waters of through taliks is carried out at the expense of atmospheric 

precipitation, surface and of underpermafrost waters . The discharge of waters has 

the latent character. The ground water discharges are fixed by scattered descending 

sources and by mochezhynas(permanently wet land due to outflow of underground 

water) , their regime is changeable. The amplitude of fluctuation of alluvial water 

level is up to 3.5 m in annual cycle . Waters are hydrocarbonaceous, as far as cations 
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are concerned they are mixed with mineralization from 0.06 up to 0.18 gll , pH 6.2-

6.8. 

2. Water-bearin !l comolex of sandstones of Uooer Cretaceous - Paleo !lene strata(K2 

- P1이=-The deposits of the strata are widespread over the limited area of 

Chemchuko - Soloni divide, where they are represented by poorly cemented 

conglomerates , aleurolites, sandstones , sand and shingles. The underground waters 

of the complex include suprapermafrost waters of an active layer and of unthrough 

taliks , and also underpermafrost waters and waters of through taliks. The 

underpermafrost waters and waters of through taliks have practical importance. The 

underpermafrost waters of the strata are widespread in Chemchuko- Soloni 

interfluve. Poorly cemented sandstones, conglomerates, partly sands and shingles 

are water-bearing. The depth of underground waters occurrence depends on the 

location of cryozone lower border. The waters have a pressure regime and are not 

investigated at the deposit. The waters of through taliks are stripped by holes at the 

divides Chegdomyn - Chemchuko, Chemchuko- Soloni. Generically these taliks are 

represented by mainly insolated - infiltrated types , less often - by tectonic types. 

Gravel - sandy differences and poorly cemented sandstones serve as water-enclosing 

rocks of taliks. 

Underground waters of through taliks are hydrocarbonaceous sodic-calcic with 

mineralization up to 0.23 gll by their chemical composition. 

3 . Water-bearin !l comolex of Lower Cretaceous coal-bearin!l deoosits of 

Chemchukinskv suite (K 1 cm)=-This water-bearing complex is distributed in the 

lower courses of the rivers Soloni , Chemchuko and others and is represented by 

polymictic sandstones with low-thick (up to 2 m) interlayer of argillites, aleurolites 

and by coal layers. Within the area of distribution of water-bearing complex at the 

deposit the suprapermafrost and underpermafrost waters and also waters of through 

taliks are formed . The characteristic of suprapermafrost waters in an active layer 

and in unthrough taliks basically is similar to the characteristic of the above 

described complexes. In this connection the description of the Chemchukinsky 

water-bearing complex is given for underpermafrost waters and through taliks. 
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Underpermafrost fractured - ground underground waters are stripped by holes under 

lower border of the cryozone at the depth from 15 up to 70 m and they have a 

pressure regime. The piezometric levels are established 1.5 - 11.0 m below the day 

time surface. Sometimes wells are self-flown out with the height of a fountain 

above the Earth surface up to 0.7 m. The discharges of holes vary from 1.5 up to 20 

lIsec with downturn accordingly 1.2 and 8.5 m. Most frequently met specific 

discharges of wells have limits 1 - 2 lIsec. The settlement factors of sandstones 

filtration do not exceed 4.7 m/day. By their chemical composition the fractured

ground waters are hydrocarbonaceous, by cations they are mixed, with 

mineralization up to 0.2 g/l. Fracture-ground waters recharge is the atmospheric 

precipitation and surface waters. Fracture- strata waters also play a certain role in 

recharging , they flow through rupture dislocations. Underpermafrost fractured -

stratal underground waters are stripped by wells usually by more than 100 - 200 m 

depth. The waters are characterized by pressure regime , which size can exceed 900 

m. Water-bearing capacity of the zone of fractured - strata waters development is 

non-uniform , the well discharges vary from 0.2 up to 16.5 lIsec. By their 

composition the waters are hydrocarbonaceous sodic with mineralization up to 0.3 

g/l. 

Recharge of fractured - stratal waters is carried out both at the expense of local 

areas of recharge (taliks , fractured - ground waters) , and regional (east foothill 

margins of Bureinsk artesian basin, on which underground drainage from Bureinsk 

massif occurs). The waters of through taliks are established in the interfluve of 

Chegdomyn - Chemchuko and Chemchuko - Soloni. Waters are pressured, size of 

pressure is 25 - 30 m. The dense argillites serve for these waters as water-proof 

layer. The discharge of holes reached 13 lIsec at lowering - 3.3 m. U sually specific 

discharges of wells are equal to 0.2 - 0.4 lIsec , the composition of water of through 

taliks is hydrocarbonaceous sodic-calcic or calcic - sodic with mineralization from 

0.07 up to 0.18 g/ l. 
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4. The water-bearin l! comolex of Lower Cretaceous coal-bearin l! deoosits of 딛댁효l 

and Cha l!damvnskv suite~ (Kl ur + cg) 

The upper part of water-bearing complex is made of Chagdamynsky suite deposits 

by thickness of 170- 270 m and it consists of sandstones, argillites, aleurolites, 

tuffs and coals. 

The sandstones , prevailing in the section have porosity from 7.8 up to 19 %, their 

filtration factor is 0.4 - 0.5 1 /day. A lower part of the water-bearing complex in 

composition of Urgal suite by thickness up to 570 m is represented by 

conglomerates, sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, coals. Filtration factor of the 

rocks is 0.2 - 0.7 m/day. In the water-bearing complex the suprapermafrost, 

interpermafrost, underpermafrost underground waters and waters of through taliks 

are formed. 

Underpermafrost waters and waters of through taliks have practical influence on 

flooding of the deposit . The underpermafrost waters occur under lower border of 

the cryozone and are subdivided into fractured- ground and fractured - stratal ones. 

Fractured - ground waters owing to a bad persistence of waterproof rocks , wide 

development of cracks in a zone weathering cause formation of a uniform water

bearing zone. The depth of occurrence of fractured - ground waters near channels 

of the rivers is the smallest (30 - 40 m) and coincides with the lower border of 

cryozone; in the central parts of divides it is increased up to 70- 80 m. The size of 

pressure of underpermafrost waters at divides does not exceed 20 - 25 m, in the 

flood plains of the valleys it grows up to 40 - 80 m, and the piezometric level in the 

latter is established 0.5 - 2.5m above the day time surface. The water-bearing rocks 

in the zone of weathering is determined by discharges of wells from 1 up to 9 .4 

l/sec with the appropriate lowering 19 and 10m. The maximal water-bearing wells 

is observed in the bottoms of valleys , minimal water-bearing - at divides. Chemical 

composition of fractured - ground waters is hydrocarbonaceous, it is mixed 

concerning cations, with mineralization from 0.05 up to 0.3 g/l. The recharge of 

waters is carried out by infiltration of atmospheric precipitation through taliks , 

overflow of underpermafrost waters from overlying complexes and inflow of 
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surface streams. Regional area of recharge is the underground drain of waters of the 

Turansky hydrooxidation massi f. The discharge of waters is carried out either their 

drainage by river channels , or supply into through taliks and by subsequent 

discharge through descending springs. 

The movement of underground waters is directed towards the valleys of the rivers. 

The waters regime is variable and depends on natural conditions. Fractured - stratal 

waters are stripped by small number of holes up to depth 340 m, within which 

allocated some water-bearing strata, 3- 47 m thick are distinguished (according to 

resistivemetry data). The permeability of rocks is characterized by factors of 

filtration from 0 .4 up to 2.9 m/day. Waters are pressure, height of pressure reaches 

200 m. The discharges of wells are 1.6 - 1.7 lIsec at lowering of the level - by 1.7 

and 1.1 m, accordingly . 

By composition the fractured stratal underground waters are 

hydrocarbonaceous sodic - calcic or hydrocarbonaceous - chloride- sodic with 

mineralization up to 0.4 g/l. To the west from the deposit, in deep horizons of the 

zone of the rather complicated water exchange within the interval of 2395 -2400 m, 

the mineralization of underground waters reached 10.6 g/l. The conditions of 

recharge , movement and discharge of fractured - stratal underground waters are 

caused by structural features of the area. The waters of through taliks have local 

development and are confined to tectonic taliks. The discharges of wells with self

flow out reach 10 lIsec in tectonic taliks. Chemical compositiön of waters is 

hydrocarbonaceous sodic - calcic or calcic - sodic. 

5. _ Water-bearing complex of Middle-Upper Jurassic deposits of Talynzhansky 

suite (J3 tl) is represented by sandstones, aleurolites, argillites, less often by ash 

tuffs , gritstones , conglomerates. Fractured sandstones with porosity up to 18 % and 

partly aleurolites , which have much lower jointing and weak porosity (up to 2 %), 

are water-bearing among the rocks of the described complex. Waters are fractured

ground , pressure , stripped by wells under lower border of cryozone. The waters are 

quite often self-flown out, have height of the pressure up to 1 m above the Earth’s 
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surfaces. The discharges of holes vary from 1. 1 up to 8.9 l/sec with 1.2- 4 m 

lowering of the leve l. 

Waters of the complex have hydrocarbonaceous composition, of mixed cation 

composition. Mineralization does not exceed 0.2 - 0.3 g/l. Recharge of fractured -

ground waters occurs at the expense of infiltration of atmospheric precipitation, 

surface waters and inflow of waters from adjacent complexes and horizons. The 

practical importance of water-bearing complex because of resources limitation is 

insignificant and it can be used for water supply of small objects. 

5.2 Geological conditions 

The Urgal deposit lays at southern border of a long-term cryolite-zone is and 

characterized by faltering distribution of a stratum of permafrost rocks of a 

Holocene age. The amplitude of annual fluctuations of temperatures by results of 

regime of geothermal supervision makes 10- 15 0 • 

Temperature of rocks at the basement of the layer varies from -1.6 0 up to + 

1.1 0 C. Determining factors in distribution of temperatures are exposition of the 

slope, composition of rocks . The wide development of through taliks occupying 10 

- 15 % of the deposit area, is connected with warming influence of underground 

waters of alluvial deposits in streams valleys . The thickness of permafrost rocks at 

the Urgal deposit reaches 80 - 100 m, the maximal thickness is observed on the 

northern slopes. In the flood plains of the rivers and large creeks the through water

leading out and water-flow taliks of hydrogenous class are developed. 

In the section of the deposit the following geological elements are 

distinguished: an active layer, long-term cryolite-zone (stratum of permafrost rocks) 

and through taliks. 

An active layer. The upper border of permafrost in a period of the maximal 

thawing of an active layer (September) occurs at the depth of 0.3 - 0.9 m in clays 

and loams and from 2.5 up to 3.5 m in sands and shingles. Such significant 
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difference of occurrence depth of soil active layer is explained by the fact that in 

clay and loamy soil 

the capillary humidity is higher than in sandy and pebbled ones . The thawing of an 

active layer finishes in October, freezing - in March. Periodic thawing and freezing 

of the upper part of a soil section with a vegetative cover creates favorable 

conditions for swamping of the large areas (40 - 50 % of the whole territory is 

covered by mari (sparse larch forests with peat moss litter) . The following types of 

cryogenic shows are developed at the deposi t. Mossy mar is widespread on the II 

terrace of the rivers and springs with weak drainage of atmospheric precipitation. 

The upper border of the permafrost is located at the depth of 0.3 - 0.6 m, the 

thickness of mossy mar is 0.3 - 0.5 m. The surface is entirely covered with a mossy 

cover, under which shingles occur, peat having thickness up to 0.52 m frequently 

occur between moss and shingles . The wood vegetation is poor. Hummocky marsh 

mar is confined to the most lowered forms of the relie f. Upper border of the 

permafrost occurs at the depth of 0.5 - 0.9 m. Presence of flowing waters is 

characteristic for hummocky marsh mar when heavy or incessant rains . The wood 

vegetation is absent. 

Mixed mari are widespread and developed on the III terrace and divide plateau 

creeks Bolshie Satankies - Middle Satankie - Bely (White). Here moss covers 

alternates with typical marsh mounds. Upper border of the permafrost has undulated 

occurrence and passes to the depth under knolls 1-1.5m, and between knolls for 0.3 

- 0.6 m. The ice bodies are connected with discharge underpermafrost and of 

superficial waters onto the surface. By their origin they are divided into river and 

underground ones. The ice bodies in the rivers are formed owing to complete 

freezing of alive section at small sites (bars). Thus an infrabed drain is not capable 

to pass through the whole volume of water flowing down, and it flows out onto the 

surface along cracks in ice and rain channels. The greatest development of ice 

bodies in the rivers and creeks is observed in February - March. Their thickness 

sometimes surpasses the maximal height of waters in the rivers in the freshet 
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period. The underground ice bodies are formed in the places of underground waters 

recharge. 

Permafrost rocks. The permafrost occupies 85- 90 % of the area of the deposit , 10 -

15 % of the area are the zones of through taliks. 31 - 40 m thickness of permafrost 

prevails, it changes over a wide range and reaches 70 m. The greatest thickness of 

permafrost is confined to 11 terrace of the Urgal river. The highest absolute marks 

of the permafrost lower border are confined to the divide raised sites and to places 

of transition of the permafrost sites into talik zones in the areas of southern 

exposition of the creeks slopes. Temperature of frozen rocks varies from 00 up to -

0.4 0 C. Minimal temperature is confined, approximately, to the middle of strata of 

permafrost rocks. It is established, that the greatest ice- saturation (excepting an 

active layer) is observed at the depth of 6 m in clay and loamy soils. The ice lenses 

in coherent soils having thickness up to 0.50 m are met. In dense bed rocks there are 

veinlets of ice with thickness up to O. 1m and occasionally up to 0.5 m. The 

permafrost rocks are interrupted by through taliks developed under channels and by 

flood plains of the rivers Urgal, Chegdomyn, Soloni, Dublikan, on steep southern 

slopes of the creeks Bolshie Satanki and Bely. 

5.3 Water flows and drainage of operating Urgal mine. 

In the flooding of mining workings of the operating mine suprapermafrost and 

underpermafrost waters of Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous complex take part. 

The basic sources of flooding of underground mining workings are the 

underpermafrost waters. Water shows in mining workings have local character and 

are confined to zones of the increased jointing. Their discharges are varying from 

0.003 up to 2 l/sec. Water-enclosing rocks are joint sandstones, coals , aleurolites 

and argillites. In mining workings at small depths (20 - 40 m) , water flows decrease 

in time and then completely stop, that testifies the development of depression 

funne l. The regime of water inflow at the deeper horizons is rather steady. As a 

whole the size of water inflows in the mine changes similarly to level regime of 
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underpermafrost waters with minimal in February - March and maximum in 

September- November. Maximal water flows in mining workings are observed near 

the rivers and creeks and their development that testifies close connection of 

underpermafrost waters with surface waters. 

On the base of long-term monitoring of water flows at the deposit it has been 

established, that the flooding of mining workings with increase of development and 

of cleaning works volumes, depth and area of development is essentially increased. 

The influence of mine discharge on the change of hydrooxidation conditions of 

mine field , and also adjacent areas is essential. 

Around the operating mine the depression funnel has reached the creek Bolshie 

Satanki , in the southwest it was connected with the depression funnel of working 

water intake, has reached the rivers Chegdomyn and Urgal. Underground waters at 

the significant territory from pressure regime pass to unpressure one. At the 

development of the upper horizons minimal water flows were 670 - 960 m3/hour, 

maximal ones - 870 - 1720 M3/hour. In connection with intensive development of 

the reserves at the deepest horizon in the mine + 200 near Chegdomyn river water 

flows have increa~ed till 1480m3/hour in January - March, up to 2000 - 2500 

ì3/hour in August. A verage water flow into the mine after 1996 was 2070 m3/hour 

with water abundance factor 18.1 m3/t. Water flows in the mine are formed at the 

expense of suprapermafrost waters of alluvial deposits in the valleys of the rivers 

Urgal and Chegdomyn and underpermafrost water-bearing complexes of Lower 

Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic deposits. Approaching of mining works to large 

water flows the increase of water flows up to 10Th m3/hour is predicted. 

6.MINING- OXIDATION CONDITIONS OF EXPLOIT ATION 

6.1 Engineering - oxidation conditions. 

Coal-bearing deposits of the Urgal deposit are represented by the whole gamma of 

terrigenous rocks from gritstones and conglomerates up to argillites, coals and 
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tuffogenic formations. Cyclic recurrence of sedimentation is characteristic of these 

formations. The cycle begins by psephytic rocks of the channels of the rivers , or 

coarse-grained sandstones gradually passing upwards in more fine-grained , and then 

and fine-elutriated and fine-grained alluvial and basin deposits. Distinctive feature 

of the Urgal suite , most coal-bearing and widespread on the whole area of the 

deposit , is the presence of tuffogenic material in the structure of coal strata, where 

rock interlayer quite often are represented by tuffogenic argillites , aleurolites and 

by taffetas of thickness 0.10 - 0.60 m. Basic coal-bearing (Urgal and 

Chagdamynsky) suites are formed by coarse-grained up to fine-grained sandstones, 

aleurolites, argillites, coal rocks and coals. In the Chagdamynsky suite in lower 

parts arkose, in upper part - polymictic sandstones prevail, in the Urgal suite -

arkose sandstones prevai l. The average quantitative ratio of rocks forming these 

suites, is given in Table -6.1.1. Degree of the lithification of rocks of the deposit is 

high. The brief characteristic of the basic lithologic differences of rocks of the 

deposit is given below. Gritstones are grey, brown - grey, size of fragments is up to 

5 mm. They consist of rounded and half-rounded fragments of quartz (1 5 - 25 %), 

field spar (20 - 36 %), quarzites (10 - 15 %), mica (7- 10 %), small quantity of ore 

and coal material. Cement (7 - 10 %) such as filling pores, is siliceous - sericitic 

(siliceous , micaceous) , feldspathic. Sandstones are coarse-grained , locally coarse

grained. The size of fragments of grains is 0.2 1.5 mm. Sorting is bad and average. 

Grains are half-rounded. They consist of quartz fragments (45 - 70 %), field spar 

(1 5 - 45 %), siliceous rocks (5 - 10 %), quarzites (up to 3 %), mica (1-3 %). Cement 

is complex carbonaceous , siliceous , argillaceous - siliceous , micaceous - siliceous 

and micaceous. Total amount of cement in rock is no more than 7- 15 %, locally 

coarse-grained sandstones pass into coarse-grained, which have psephitic and 

psephite - psammitic structure. The size of grains is 0.5 - 5 mm with prevailing 

fraction of 0.5 -2 mm. Sometimes gritstone grains is rarely met there. Their sorting 

is bad and average. Grains are semirounded. Texture is chaotic. In composition of 

clastic material the fragments of quartz (25 - 40 %), quartzite (30 - 45 %) prevai l. 

Other part is made of fragments of field spar 
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micaceous - siliceous , carbonaceous , argillaceous - siliceous . Owing to small 

quantity of cementing mass , argillaceous - siliceous composition mainly , and 

strong displacement of clastic material the large-grained and coarse-grained 

sandstones have lower strength properties in comparison with other lithologic 

differences. 

The sandstones are medium-grained , of grey up to dark grey color, they contain 

significant quantity of ore mineral. The size of grains is 0.1- 0.14 mm. The 

fractions of 0.2 - 0 .48 mm prevai l. The grains are sorted, half-rounded , less often 

unrounded , they consist of quartz (35 - 50 %), field spar (20 - 35 %), small 

fragments of siliceous rocks , quartzite , mica (5 %), carbonate (5 - 7 %). Hydromica 

of ironare present in significant amount. Cement is siliceous, argillaceous -

siliceous-micaceous, carbonaceous , micaceous , argillaceous - siliceous, siliceous -

sericitic. The physical and mechanical properties of these sandstones are 

changeable. Sandstones are fine-grained of grey up to dark grey color with a 

greenish shade. They consist of fragments of quartz (20 - 55 %), field spar (20-40 

%), siliceous rocks (5 - 10 %), mica (1 - 10 %), ore mineral , frequen tIy in 

appreciable quantity the small fragments , sometimes interlayer of fusainized 

vegetative fabrics are met. Grains of various sorting are present. Cement is basal, 

porous , by composition it is siliceous - c1ay , siliceous - sericitic, carbonaceous, 

ferruginous , micaceous . Quantity of cement is 15 - 45%. In connection with 

inconstancy of cement and its contents,physicals and mechanical properties of 

sandstones vary . Sandstones are fine-grained of grey and dark grey color, locally 

with large content of ore material. The grains are sorted by the size 0.02 - 0.2 mm" 

semi-rounded and poorly rounded. They consist of quartz (45 - 80 %), field spar (1 5 

-35 %), siliceous rocks (up to 1 %) and micas. Cement is porous , its composition is 

siliceous - micaceous , ferruginous , carbonaceous, at some sites it is siliceous -

sericitic. By their physical and mechanical properties these sandstones are the 

steadiest ones. 

Aleurolites forming direct and basic roof and soil of coal strata, are thin -, fine and 

coarse-grained, sandy aleurolites are also met. They do not differ by their physical 
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and mechanical properties. Aleurolites are weak carbonated, limonitizated. 

Structure is allergic, coarse-grained and sandy ones have psammitic - allergic 

structure. The size of fragments is 0.01 - 0.3 mm. The prevailing fraction is 0.01-

0.08 mm. Sorting is good and average , at sandy ones it is bad. Fragments are 

represented by quartz (50 - 85 %), field spar (l 0 - 30 %), mica (sometimes up to 10 

- 12 %) and sometimes by siliceous rocks. Cement is argillaceous - siliceous

micaceous, carbonaceous, argillaceous, basal and pore filling . The argillites are of 

dark grey color with a brownish shade, consist in basic of pellitic clay material with 

impurity of hydromica and small quantity of clastic organic material. Basic clay 

mass is represented by smallest (0.01) scales of clay and sericite. Clastic material 

(up to 8 - 12 %) is represented by angular quartz, mica, field spars, carbonate and 

organic material. Frequently humid material forms accumulations impregnated with 

hydroxides of iron. Such accumulations result in sharp reduction of strength 

properties of rock. Tuffites are grey, viscous, plastic, occur as lenses by thickness 

from 0.1 up to 0.6 m, mainly in soil of coal strata. They have the greatest 

distribution in soil of the layer C5 , inside strata B31 - B32 , B 12 - B 11 , B7- B6. 

Sometimes tuffites occur directly in the roof of the layer and form a false roo f. 

Physic - mechanical properties of rocks of the deposit and their changes in 

dependence of depth are reflected in table 6.1.2. The facies nature of deposits is 

essentially reflected on physico mechanical properties of rocks , and, hence , on 

stability of roof in mmmg workings. Therefore all lithologic types of rocks are 

characterized by a complex of common characteristics: petrographic composition, 

textural-structural characteristics and physico - mechanical properties. It can be 

seen from the table , that compression strength of lithotypes is characterized by 

values from 20 up to 2730 kg/cm3 . Fine and medium-grained sandstones with 

carbonaceous cement have the greatest strength, the least strength is characteristic 

of the thin- and fine-grained sandstones with argillaceous cemen t. The strength 

raises from thin and fine-grained sandstones , transitive differences of sandy 

aleurolites or aleurite sandstones to sandstones of fine -, medium -, inequigranular 

type , then falls to coarse-grained sandstones , gravelly and conglomerate-like 
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sandstones , conglomerates. Among aleurolites the lithotypes of mainly with 

siliceous and carbonacεous cement arε the stronges t. It is marked also , that with 

reduction of granularity the strength of aleurolites falls sharply . Compression 

strength for argillites changes from 20 up to 1700 kg/cm3 <Table-6-1-2) 

Mineralized argillites are characterized by great strength , the strength is increased 

with depth. It is known , that structural - textural characteristics influence on the 

character of contact adhesion between layers , which are determined by a degree of 

stratification of rocks during their development. The character of stratification and 

contact adhesion between layers subdivides the lithotypes of the deposit into 4 

types. 

1 type - rather easily stratified; coal , coal argillites, coaly aleurolites are 

attributed to them; thin and dense interbeddings of argillites and 

aleurolites. 

2 type - easily stratified; the varieties of argillites concern all to them , is 

aleurolite, thin-layered and layered at the expense of a coal detritus, 

3 type - hardly-delaminated; the coarse-grained aleurolites, fine-grained 

sandstone and transitive differences between them are attributed to 

them. 

4 type - rather hardly-delaminated; these are lithotypes from fine up to coarse-

grained , gravelly and conglomerate-like sandstones. 

Oxidation and technological conditions determine stability of the roof of coal layers 

and reasons of its change during development. Is established, that the behavior of 

the roof depends on three basic oxidation factors: a lithologic type , physico -

mechanical properties and jointing of rocks. 

By their nature the oxidation factors are divided into primary ones depending , 

depending on conditions of sediments accumulation , and secondary, ansmg in the 

process of coal-bearing strata formation. Very often primary factors are 

underestimated and degree of rocks stability in mining workings is connected only 

with tectonics and technology of development. The supervision in mining workings 

of the Urgal mine permits to speak about large importance of the genetical factors. 
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Consideration of these factors gives the basis for forecasting behavior of lateral 

rocks during development of coal deposits. In the Urgal suite, which is the most 

coal-bearing, is 48 coal strata are in total , the total thickness of which achieves 100 

- 120 m. The coal layers of the deposit can be divided into three classes by their 

thickness. First (the with thickness up to 1.3m) is 24 % from general mass; second 

(1.4- 3.5m) - 64 %; third (3.6 - 7 and more m) - 12%. It is revealed that the 

thickness of intercalation of separate layers is closely connected with thickness of 

coal strata, therefore the amount of lithologic layers between two layers is more 

often changeable, it changes from 1 - 3 up to 18 , in rare cases it reaches 35 - 49. 

Thickness of interlayer from 10 up to 28 m (on the average 20 m) corresponds to 

thin layers of coal ofthe I-St class. Thickness of 12 up to 35m (on the average 16m) 

corresponds to the layers of average thickness of 11 class, thickness from 22 up to 

50 m (on the average up to 35 m) - to the thick 

layers of 111 class. Some relation between thickness of the layer and thickness of 

interlayer is shown. Thickness of direct and basic roof or soil of coal layers changes 

over a wide range from 0.9 up to 10 - 50 m and more . And frequen t1y the stability 

of roof is determined by thickness of direct roof, especially when it is false. A false 

roof is understood as low-thick (0.1 - 0.8 m) layer spontaneously collapsing during 

extraction of coal occurring direc t1y above a coal layer. Generically it is possible to 

explain formation of false roof by often change of conditions of sedimentation, in 

result of which the unstable regime precedes soil or roof deposition. There is 

accumulation of non-uniform rocks with various strength characteristics. It results 

in formation of "surfaces of relaxation" on which the collapse of rocks occurs 

(the more layers occur in the roof, the more surfaces of relaxation exist). Thus, the 

ability to collapse is increased with reduction of thickness of layers of the roof and 

increase of the number of the latter. They are so-called stratigeneous false roofs, 

which presence mainly is determined by lithologic features of one or several layers 

occurring above coal , by their thickness, by a sequence of occurrence in the section 

and by character of contacts. The intensity of collapse of stratigeneous false roofs is 

amplified under influence of low-thick, purely coal interlayer or enriched by coal, 
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interlayer locating in immediate proximity from coal (up to 1 m) at the distance no 

more than 5 - 10 cm from one another. ) Argillites and rocks with dense 

interbedding of layers are necessary to consider as the most probable false roof 

among which coaly microlaminas also occur. The argillites rather frequently 

represent direct roof of many layers. By these layers it is possible to determine the 

presence of false roof sharply reducing stability and complicating development of 

the layer. Besides at the deposit there are a lot of local and areal washouts. 

Sandstones of direct roofs , confined to ancient channel-like cuttings, as a rule , are 

very much saturated with coaly interlayer being planes of relaxation and reducing 

stability of roofs. Tectogene false roofs are a consequence of areal development of 

jointing and rupture of dislocations in rocks directly covering coal. U sually it is 

possible to expect intensive tectonic jointing near rather large tectonic dislocations, 

especially in places of presence of essentially clay rocks directly overlaying the 

coal. At the deposit argillites and aleurolites occurring directly above coal layers, 

make more than 50 %, that in the area of development of rupture dislocations will 

be already the warning signal about the opportunity of reduction of the roof stability 

during the development of the layer. Hydrogeneous false roofs appear mainly owing 

to weakening of mechanical strength of rocks and adhesion in the contacts due to 

action of humidifying. Therefore opportunity of their development during coal 

production is taken into account when there are direct or indirect characteristics of 

the increased flooding of rocks of the roof in the zone of their contact with a coal 

layer. It is necessary to take into account , that hydrogeneous false roofs are formed 

even with presence of rather strong aleurolites. Most frequently they are marked at 

the sites, where directly above the coal the layers of sandstones occur. In this 

connection it is recommended in all cases to assume their presence in the zones, 

where the thickness of aleurite or clay interlayer between coal and overlying 

sandstone patches is less than 1 m. 

Above in the table the strength characteristics of the basic lithologic differences , 

which are met at the deposit , are given. Comparing the available lithologo-strength 

data, it is possible to make the following conclusion: the majority of layers of the 
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Urgal deposit have roofs of average stability and there wi l1 be no special difficu1ties 

during their development (not considering the areas of presence of false roofs). 

6.2 Natural gas presence. 

At the Urgal deposit within the investigated depths 50 - 400 m in coal-bearing 

deposits mainly methane and nitrogen are met. Except them in gas extracted from 

coal and coal enclosing rocks, carbonic gas, hydrogen, heavy hydrocarbons and 

helium are found as impurities. The methane is marked practical1y in al1 gas 

samples. The methane contents in coal layers of the deposit on the horizon + 200 m 

reaches 73 %, in enclosing rocks - 9.9% , in a free phase of underground waters -

60%. With the increase of depth of coal layers occurrence the natural increase of 

methane concentration on the average from 5.4 % at the depth of 50 m and up to 80 

- 90 % at the depths of 300 - 350 m is marked. The methane formation is connected 

with the processes of coaly substance metamorphism. Carbonic-acid gas is found in 

al1 samples with the contents from fractions of percent up to 5 - 8 %, and in some 

instances up to 12 - 28% . The formation of the basic part of carbonic-acid gas is 

connected in the upper part of the section with biological processes of coal 

oxidation by oxygen of the air. In the coal-bearing strata the tendency of reduction 

of the carbonic-acid gas contents with increase of depth of coal strata occurrence is 

marked. 

The hydrogen in coals is present as micro impurities in quantities from 0.1 up to 

5.6%. Its formation is connected with the processes of organic substance 

carbonization. Laws of hydrogen distribution over the area and in the section are 

not observed. In the near-surface parts it is absent. 

The heavy hydrocarbons are observed in the samples of gas selected from the coal 

layers in amount up to 0.01 - 0.03%. During the development of lavas of the horizon 

+ 200m in a mine atmosphere there are found out: ethane - up to 0.0003 %, propane 

- up to 0.00003 %, I-butane up to 0.00001 % and isobutane up to 0.0000007%. The 

Urgal coal deposit is situated in the area of oil-gas -bearing province, therefore 
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appearance of heavy hydrocarbons and part of methane from underlying sea 

deposits is possible. 

The helium is established in single instances in the composition of natural gas 

from coal in very small concentrations - up to 0.001%. Absence in the coal-bearing 

deposits of radioactive minerals generating he1ium , specifies that its source, 

probably , is in more ancient deposits. The nitrogen is marked in all samples of gas. 

It is present in the composition of gas taken from coal (up to 99.6 %), enclosing 

rocks (up to 98.6 %), underground waters (up to 63.0 %). In the upper layers of 

coal-bearing strata it is connected with penetration of atmospheric air into various 

stages of its formation and by supply of its underground waters as a result of their 

unloading into large streams and workings of the Urgal mine. At the deposit, taking 

into account the percentage ratio of the basic natural gas components of coal

bearing deposits - methane and nitrogen, value of methane content, the gas zoning is 

estab1ished. Thickness of the zone and upper border of methane gases is determined 

by the following criteria: methane content in the sample is not less than 70 %, 

methane content of coal is more than 2 - 4 m3/t of daily production (tdp), methane 

content of mining workings is more than 3 - 5 m3 /tdp, gas pressure is more than 1 

kg-cm/cm2• According to these parameters the upper border of the zone of methane 

gases at the deposit is made at the depth 150 - 200m. At the area the depth of 

methane zone border is variable. It is lowered to the depth more than 300m under a 

valley of the Chegdomyn river and rises up to 100 m in the interfluve of 

Chegdomyn - Chemchuko. 

Above zones of methane gases a zone of gas weathering is located. Its thickness 

varies from 280 up to 400 m. Coal layers in the mine at the horizons + 100 and + 

200 m are developed in the zone of gas weathering. 

7. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC WORKS ,THE TECHNICAL DECISIONS 

The Urgal deposit is developed by Urgal mine and by coal section of total 

capacity of 2000 Th t of coal annually. Stripping of strata is carried out by main 
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inclined and auxiliary vertical shafts up to horizon +/- 200 m. Along the strike the 

reserves are stripped by concentration drifts at the horizon + 200 m. Height of the 

floor along the inclination of the layer is 450 m, vertical one - 150 m. The pulled 

together or thick layers are developed by patches or separate layers with sinking of 

inclined planes and footways at lower (contiguous) layer. The rock interlayer 

between the contiguous layers are used as pillars. 

The coal production is carried out by high-efficient complexes KM-81 E. System of 

development - long pillars along strike with complete collapse, with the reverse 

order of development. Speed of faces moving during production by complexes is up 

to 50 m monthly. The optimum size of lavas is 1.5 km along strike and 120 - 180 m 

down the dip. The preparatory workings at the mine are passed by combines CHPP-

2, GPK-SV for coal and by drilling-explosion way for rock. At the Severny (North) 

Urgal site the layer V26 has been developed by a quarry method. The opening of 

the layer was carried out by two exit trenches of external formation for taking out 

coal and overburden. A pit trench was passed in the rock along east border of the 

site. In the quarry 3 coal and 4 rock benches of 10m height. Angles of slopes of 

benches - 70 0 Width of a working platform with a frontal face - 40 m, with 

deadlock - 20 m. The overburden is taken out in external (60 %) and internal (40 %) 

pils. During the development of the site the transport system with using on 

overburden the Excavators EKG-4.6 and autodumpers BELAZ -548 with carrying 

capacity 40 t and BELAZ -540 with carrying capacity 27 t is accepted. 

The loosening of overburden rocks is made with the help of drilling-explosion 

works , loosening of coal - with the help of tractor rippers. In the process of 

designing of new mines construction at the deposit the following was planned: 

opening of coal strata by main inclined and auxiliary vertical trunks and crosscuts; 

stage preparation of mines fields , with protection of pillars for open works at the 

sites, where at the outcrops the layers are accessible to open development; system 

of development by long pillars along strike with a complete collapse of the roof and 

by keeping of safety pillars between escavation pillars in cases of significant 

flooding of enclosing rocks; application of the mechanized complexes KM-87 UMP 
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for c1earing works for development of strata up to 2 m thick , KM-81 (KM-130) -

for the strata of 2 - 3.6m thick , combines lGSH-68 or KSH-3M with an individual 

hydraulic sheet pile - with improvement of separate escavation sites of the small 

area with changeable length of wall , of layer system of development of strata of 

more than 3.5 m thick; - daily loading on wall 800 - 850 t with application of 

combines and - mechanized complexes with capacity 1000 - 1300 t ;preliminary 

enrichment of large c1asses (13 - 200 mm) of extracted coal, with realization of 

screenings without enrichment; - realization of commercial coal at the power 

stations with dust-like furnaces , iri boiler-houses with layer and spray - layer 

burning and municipal - household needs. In Chegdomyn settlement, where the 

mine is located, the infrastructure is well developed. There is own repairing base, 

the concentrating installation, the network of the improved soil roads is developed. 

The settlement is connected by a railway branch-line with Trans-Siberian and 

Baikal - Amur main railway lines. 

8. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION 

The deposit is located in the central part of the Bureinsk coal basin, its length is 

50 km , width 10 - 15 km. 

The surface of the deposit represents a spurry swamped plain with absolute marks 

of 329-516m. 

Basic water flows are rivers Urgal , Soloni , Dublikan and their inflows. The regime 

of the rivers depends on amount of atmospheric precipitation and temperature. 

Average annual temperature of air is negative - from -0.8 0 up to -4.1 oC. Severity 

of the c1 imate, negative averages annual temperature of air, of a vegetative cover 

(moss) character result in a wide freezing of soil and promotes preservation of 

permafrost. 

The deposit locates in the taiga zone . The wood cover is of mixed composition 

and in basic it is confined directly to the valleys of the rivers. Arable lands are 

absent. 
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During construction of mines and pits and in the process of mining the wood lands 

are broken. 

The removal rocks will be taken out into external and internal pils. The radiating 

background in the area of pils will not be increased, since the rocks of overburden 

are not radioactive by gamma - logging data. 

According to the data of the spectral analysis of coal-enclosing sediments at the 

sites of Severny Urgal and Northwest Urgal the content of toxic elements do not 

exceed maximum permissible concentrations (MPC). Therefore exceeding of MPC 

of toxic elements during the construction of new mines and pits are not expected. 

In a period of pits exploitation rock, coal dust and harmful gases will be 

delivered into environmental air basin . The basic sources of dust-making are 

escavation - loading, transport, bore hole and explosive works, and also wind 

erosion, dust blowing from exposed planes of pils, coal benches and boards of the 

pit. In composition of harmful gases allocated in explosions, carbon oxide and 

nitrogen dioxide are included, in work of machines and mechanisms with diesel 

engines carbon oxide, nitrogen dioxide, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, benzapiren, 

soot. Besides during the development of the pit there will be degassing of rocks and 

coals (nitrogen, in small quantities methane and other gases). 

For decrease of total dust content of atmosphere the humidifying of rocks in 

excavator and bulldozer faces and irrigation of carriage ways by watering machine 

are planned. For exclusion of possible self-ignition of coal strata remains of 

exposed sites by inert argillaceous rocks in the boards of pits is provided. 

The coal extracted in the mine and in pits, will be taken out to the railway station 

located near production sites. 

The basic sources of polluting substances at the production sites are maintenance -

mechanical workshops, motor-transport depot, of equipment heatlines equipment 

center, concentrating installation, boiler center. In crushing branch and coal sorting 

point in the technical complex for clearing of aspiration air installation of high

speed washers SIOT No 5 with a degree of 98 - 99 % clearing is provided. 
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In the boiler for clearing of smoky gases from ashes two-step c1earing in 

cyc10nes CN-1800 and battery cyc10nes with a general degree of c1earing 93% is 

provided . In view of high ash content of burnt coal the furnaces of boilers for coal 

burning in a boiling layer are recommended. Thus the content of sulphurous trioxide 

and nitrogen dioxide is 40 and 30% reduced correspondingly . 

In production shops of the technical complex of concentrating factory the places 

of dusting are equipped with the hermetica l1y sealed shelters. The dust is caught by 

aspiration systems. Aspiration air is c1eared in dust catchers with efficiency - 98%. 

The dri l1 ing of holes in mines and pits is carried out by bore hole machine tools 

equipped with systems of dust collection with efficiency 90%. During pits 

exploitation the following categories of waste water will be formed : house-hold -

domestic drains of production site, quarry waters of pit sites , superficial waters of 

production site of the pit. House-hold - domestic and close to them by composition 

industrial waste waters are directed to c1earing structures (station of biological and 

deep sewage treatment with productivity 200 m3/day) from the territory of 

production site by gravity flowing network. After treatment and decontamination 

the waste waters through the discharge co l1ector are directed in the nearest large 

water flow. 

The quarry waters are pumped into a storage pond of quarry waters by local 

discharge instal1ations, then after preliminary precipitation at pump station they 

move into c1earing structures of quarry waters located in industrial site of the pit. 

The clean quarry waters can be used for technological needs of the industrial site 

and of pit (dedusting, watering of plantations , roads in the pit). The unused c1eared 

quarry waters together wi t.h household waters should be removed in the nearest ater 

flow by a discharge co l1ector. 

Rainy and thawed waters are directed into a pond - accumulator for primary 

precipitation from the territory of production site by a network of open trays and 

cuvettes , from which by pump station through an oil trap they are pumped into 

c1earing structures of quarry waters for joint c1earing. 
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Below the place of quarry waters disposal the change of water quality in the river 

and increase of its discharge is possible. The drainage of rocks at the pits wiU not 

influence the water intake of Chegdomyn settlement. 

In the period of construction and exploitation of pits a fertile soil layer (0.2 m 

thick ) is removed from the broken ground as the front of mining works will be 

advancing considering annual passing ahead. The fertile soil layer is supposed to 

be used for making of a bulk recu1tivated layer. The temporary soil warehouse 

locates in the coal-free zone. Height of the warehouse should not exceed 10m. 

The development of peat, which concerns to potentialIy fertile soils, with its 

thickness up to 1 m, will be made by an excavator according to the same pattern, as 

removal of a fertile layer with thickness more than 1 m . 

The areas of pils are restored for afforestation. The residual mined space of the 

pit is used for a reservoir. 

By observation it has been established, that after expiration of 2 - 3 years the slopes 

of pils become covered by shrubbery vegetation without realization of recu1tivated 

works. 

9. OXIDATION - ECONOMIC ESTIMATION OF THE DEPOSIT AND RA W 

RESOURCES SUPPL Y 

At the Urgal deposit the unique in Khabarovsk Region (territory) Urgal mine with 

balance reserves as of 01.01. 96 143.2 mln.t and pit No. 2 of North Urgal site 

with balance reserves 12.9 mln.t are under operation. 

Within the deposit 19 sites with the reserves for underground and open mining 

are distinguished, 3 of them (field of Urgal mine, North Urgal and Northwest 

Urgal) are prepared for construction of coal-mining enterprises with application of 

the most modern progressive technologies. The list of the sites, taken into account 

by balance, and their reserves as of 01.01. 96 are given in the table 9. 1. The 

balance reserves in pillars under water objects, which are taken into account at 

separate sites, are not shown in the table . 
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The reserves for open mllllllg are counted up according to the following 

conditions: the minimal thickness of the layer of simple and complex structure is 

1.5m; the maximum ash content (taking into account of 100 % contamination by 

rock interlayer is 40 %; top ratio of overburden - 14. In the last decade on the 

base of Chemchuko - Soloni and Soloni South 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 sites, investigated 

according to recent requirements of coal industry , the reserves for new reserve 

mine "Soloni" with capacity of 4.5 mln.t of coal annually were prepared. The 

report with calculation of reserves is prepared for representation into State 

Committee for Reserves.(Tables- pages 84,85) 

In the northwest part of the deposit the detailed exploration of the 

Pravoberezhny site with the reserves of 177 mln.t has been carried out and is near 

termination, which allows to prepare for construction of a new coal pit with annual 

capacity 2 - 2.5 mln.t. 

However for completion of exploration of Soloni and Pravoberezhny (Right Bank) 

sites construction of new mining enterprises the investments are necessary. 

The reserves , prepared for economic development and taken into account by state 

balance, completely provide the requirements for construction of 2 new mines 

with productivity of 4.5 mln.t annually ( Severny Urgal site) and 2.5 mln.t annually 

(Northwest Urgal site) and 1 coal pit by capacity up to 1 mln.t annually at the 

North Urgal site. 

The development of the prepared and being in preparation sites will completely 

cover the usual deficiency of energy fuel at the Khabarovsk territory. The choice for 

prime development of these sites is based on their affinity to the operating coal

mllllllg enterprise , presence of the developed infrastructure , affinity of the Urgal 

Central Electric System by capacity of 12000 kw/hour, circular with energy system 

of the Far East, presence of accessible railways and highways , free labor, supply by 

the prepared reserves for long amortization terms (40 - 80 years and more) , and also 

significant prospects of the reserves increase and expansion of coal production. 
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Table 4-1-1. The Basic Parameters of Urgalsky Coal Deposit 

From - up to 
Average/middle 

Table 4.1.1 (2) 

이
 
( 

ι
 잉 

The technical analysis, % Heat of combustion, 
Mjoule 

Moisture content Ash content ~af Sdt Qdaf Qrl 
。

w W t wnax Rock mass Pure coal 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Vodorazdelny Site 
1.2 - 8.8 14- 50 38-49 0.2 - 1.4 30.95 - 35.42 

2.1 28 41 0.25 33.41 
Chemchuko-Zhapadny Site 

2.48 - 9.02 14.6 -46.5 38-46 0.15 - 0.42 27.31 - 32.93 
23 

Chemchuko-Solony Site 
0.6 -7.1 24.6 - 39.5 13.1-47.5 33.7-50.0 0.12 - 0.52 23.95 - 35.03 

1.87 33.1 31.8 42.1 0.29 32.92 
Solony Yuzhny Site 1, 2, 3 

0.3 - 3.0 11.6 - 50.0 35-58 0.9 - 5.1 29.27 - 36.50 
1.34 29.3 44 0.24 

Solony Yuzhny Site 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
0.46 - 3.94 33.95 11.8 -49.5 32.0 - 50.8 0.14 - 0.33 30.62 - 35.1 

1.5 33.5 42.0 0.2 32.9 
Average of deposit 

1.7 3.9 4.85 29.6 41 .4 0.3 33.06 21.77 
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Table 4.6.1 (1) 

Chemical Sensitive Average MAC in coals content in 
elements analysis content coals % coals to 

ofa CIS abnormal 
sites, % 

High-toxic 
Sulphur 0.01 0.5 0.15-0.68 

0.3 
Berillyum 0.001 0.00056 0.005 0.0001-0.04 

0.0031 
Mercury 0.0001 0.00001 0.0001 
Arsenic 0.006 0.005 0.03 0.002-0.01 

0.004 
Chromium 0.001 0.002 0.01 0.0004-0.01 

0.006 
Cadmium 0.003 0.00001 0.01 0.003-0.01 

0.007 
Toxic 

Manganese 0.006 0.02 0.1 0.002-0.4 
0.13 

Fluorine 0.01 0.015 0.05 0.005-0.4 
0.009 

Zinc 0.001 0.005 0.003-0.08 
0.006 

Nickel 0.0005 0.0031 0.01 0.0001-0.006 
0.002 

Lead 0.0005 0.0016 0.005 0.0001-0.04 
0.003 

Vanadium 0.0005 0.0017 0.01 0.0002-0.02 
0.006 

CIS(Community of Independent States) 
MAC(Maximum Permissible Concentrations) 

Table 4.6.1 (2) 
Chemical Sensitive MAC in coals, content in 
elements analysis content coals % coals to 

of a CIS abnormal 
sites, % 

Selenium 0.0001 0.0007 0.01 
Copper 0.001 0.0011 0.0001-0.008 

0.004 
Phosphorous 0.001 0.01 0.13-0.024 

0.02 
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Table 6.1.1 

No Name of rocks Name of suite 
Urgalsky Chagdamynsky I 

Coal 8.4% 2.8% 
2 Coaly rocks 2.33% 1.14% 
3 Argillites 9.75% 3.43% 
4 Aleurolite( siltstone)s 14.61% 23.5% 
5 Thin and fine-grained Sandstones 56.5% 34.84% 
6 Medium and fine-grained sandstones 7.25% 31 .43% 
7 Conglomerates, gritstones 1.16% 2.80% 
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PHYSICO - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
ROCKS And of COALS of a Urgalsky DEPOSIT 

Table 6.1.2 

이
 나 닝
 

No Name Interval Natural Volumetric Dens:mity 3, Water Porosity, % Mechanical durability, kg I cmι 
Bym humidity, % mass, g/c absorption 

9 Icm 3 ,% General Effective compresslon compresslon In Rupture 
in dry air water-saturated in dry air 
condition condition condition 

Gritstones 0-100 0.5 2.38 2.59 3.2 8.1 7.6 155-306 143-284 
100 - 200 - -
more than 200 0.7-1 .40 2.31-2.43 2.53-2.65 2.58 - 3.94 6.9-12.16 6.3-7.95 227-656 194-386 

2 Coarse- 0-100 0.2-5.0 2.3-2.35 2.57-2.67 3.4-5.73 10.38-13.48 7.92-9.7 178-718 127-505 34-43 
grained 100 - 200 0.3-5.8 2.22-2.43 2.59-2.74 3.3-5.30 9.06-17.8 7.8-9.8 118-822 89-640 
Sandstone more than 200 0.2-3.5 2.21-2.60 2.60-2.71 1.0-10.9 4.06-17.92 2.6-9.6 200-2480 207-1930 62-72 

3 Medium- 0-100 0.10-2.8 2.19-2.53 2.51-2.72 1.7-5.16 5.6-17.98 4.3-9.1 140-1080 45-1080 
grained 100 - 200 0.12-4.0 2.26-2.58 2.57-2.99 1.01-5.2 4.21-16.38 4.75-11.75 76-1574 55-1227 17-97 
sandstone more than 200 0.19-5.45 2.26-3.80 2.49-2.84 1.2-4.3 2.3-14.06 3.6-9.89 176-1680 187-1830 29-86 

4 Fine-grained 0-100 0.02-11.6 2.26-2.98 2.53-3.10 0.58-5.44 2.95-14.50 2.28-10.9 194-2290 115-2650 23-180 
Sandstone 100 - 200 0.14-7.8 1.82-2.63 2.53-2.79 0.54-4.7 2.26-14.50 2.12-10.26 193-2230 215-2220 22-150 

more than 200 0.20-14.0 2.26-2.78 2.50-2.89 0.45-8.61 1.87-20.9 1.6-10.6 281-2480 189-2650 25-301 
5 Fine 0-100 0.6-1 .63 2.37-2.63 2.59-2.76 0.72-3.7 2.67-12.22 1.89-8.8 159-1680 175-1777 25-120 

Sandstone 100 - 200 0.2-7.1 1.16-2.62 2.55-2.81 1.05-3.52 3.0-11.6 2.75-8.48 234-2230 209-1760 30-97 
more than 200 0.36-9.3 0.93-2.72 2.49-2.80 0.4-Ð.0 1.81-10.3 1.33-6.9 158-2730 180-2318 34-240 

6 Siltstone 0-100 0.45-3.61 2.24-2.61 2.46-2.74 0.9-2.6 3.83-12.45 2.3-6.50 268-2200 130-1940 18-360 
100 - 200 0.15-7.8 2.03-2.71 2.19-2.82 0.4-4.1 1.45-16.2 1.08-9.9 240-2360 176-2654 54-203 
more than 200 0.38-4.40 2.25-2.6 2.06-2.82 0.53-4.56 1.89-15.7 0.86-10.81 204-2409 180-1950 21-225 

7 Argillites 0-100 0.3-7.66 2.13-2.55 2.49-2.70 0.51 -4.3 5.22-18.70 4.8-9.80 225-987 625-800 36-77 
100 - 200 0.36-7.57 2.22-2.91 2.51-3.02 0.68-3.56 3.47-18.97 1.98-8.86 20-1700 20-1650 58-107 
more than 200 0.4-3.17 1.88-2.55 2.03-2.73 0.75-3.6 3.7-11.9 2.93-8.50 320-1630 102-1720 27-146 

8 Coal 0-100 4.07 - - - -
100 - 200 1.47-7.8 1.31-2.05 1.39-2.70 0.98 30 2.1 115-409 154 -
more than 200 - -



RESERVESES a COAL of a Urgalsky DEPOSIT 
And DEGREE of THEIR DEVELOPMENT (thous. t) 

Table 9.1 (1) 

이
 냐 
ki 

Sites of a deposit and degree of their Balance reserveses on(to) 01.01.1996 Beyond Economic 
development A B C1 A+B+C1 C2 ore reserves 

body A+B+C1 

Operatin9 mines 2725 84840 55644 143209 1194 65013 117632 
Urgalsky mine 

2 Operatin9 Section 6383 6512 12895 - - 11974 
No 2 Section on Severny Urgal site 

3 Reserve of a subgroup "a" for mines 160287 126900 287187 - 110619 -
Severny(north) Urgal 

4 Cevero-Zapadny(northwest) Urgal 117747 83726 201473 737 67802 -
5 Reserve of subgroup "a" for sections 8050 4834 12884 

Severny(north) Urgal 
6 Reserve of a subgroup "a" for mines 62578 138373 200951 17553 63006 

Field of Urgalsky mine(horizon + 200 m 
- + 0 m) 

7 Prospected sites for mines 14350 55940 70290 53548 
Chemchuko - Solon 

8 Perspective for exploration sites for 35346 228630 1961 
mlnes 142277 
Site of northern part of Urgalsky 
deposit, including Right Bank site for 
opened mining 

9 Gallery a Urgal 1676 1149 2024 4849 686 
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ABSTRACT. 

The aim of this report is to offer data on econornically potential mineral 
deposits in the Far Eastem Russia to the Korean enterprises and make them 
stimulate to invest Kamchatka mines and prospect dornestic rnines based on 
this model. 

Originally this report was written for estimation - methodical works to 
develop geological models on the main gold, silver deposits of Kamchatka 
during 1987-91 and compiled by 1. D. Petrenko of "Kamchatkageology" 
Central Complex Thematic Expedition. 

This time DVIMS and MRC recompiled these and translated into English 
only the most essential .The aim of this report is to induce investments for 
the Russian economically potential mines and prospecting of gold - silver 
deposits of epithermal type in Korea. 

The cornplex researches were carried out on two reference ore fields of 
Mutnovsky and Tklavayamsky. The multifactor geological, geophysical 
and geochemical rnodels of the main gold - silver ore fields of Kamchatka 
are made Tklavayamsky, Ozemovsky, Abdrakhirnovsky, Rodnikovy, 
Mutnovsky, Asachinsky, including description, geological rnaps and block 
diagrams. The potential - prospecting cornplex for gold - silver öbjects of 
the various rank (ore field - ore-including structure - ore body - ore pillar) is 
developed. The genetical model of near-surface ore-formation in volcanic 
areas was offered. The classification of structural elernents, including ore 
body, is developed. The criteria on vertical zonality of gold - silver 
mineralization are developed. The age of the main epoch of ore-formation 
within Central - Karnchatka volcanic be1t is determined as Late Miocene -
Early Pleistocene. The reassessment of potential resources and economical 
value of the Mutnovsky deposit is made, the particular recommendations to 
study the flanks and deep horizons of prospecting deposits and realization 
of prospecting works are given. The results of estimation - rnethodical 
works are used for preliminary exploration of Mutnovsky deposit, current 
and long- terrn planning of prospecting works. 

Frorn the beginning of 80s it was accepted to consider as a task of any 
geological researches for creation of geological objects rnodels. First of all 
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researches are conducted in trend of model creation of main geological -
economical types of deposits on multifactor basis by use of developed 
geological, geological - geophysical, geochemical etc. models for the 
potential - prospecting purposes. 

The volumetric complex model of the deposit is understood by us as not 
abstract generalized three-dimensional diagram, but as complete 
information about geological arrangement of objects, its structure (all ranks), 
ore material composition and connection with ore-formation of 
hydrothermal alterated rocks, geochemical characteristics of ores and 
wallrock aureoles. Dimension is meant as study of all listed features of 
deposits both in plan, and at depth that is illustrated by series of geological 
map plans, sections and deposits determining models. It consists of two 
P없ts. 

The first one examines geological conditions; 
The second one includes characteristics allowing the identification of this 

model. Thus the features characterize models even if their relationship is 
unknown. During construction of theoretical model the characteristics are 
connected by the fundamental concept. 

In conformity with this main task of the present work, as following 
geological models is developed: 
- Multifactor of descriptive-cartographical geological -geochemical and 

Geophysical models, mainly gold - silver deposits of Kaamchatka 
(Descriptive - genetical models by Koks), 
Models of the forecasting and prospecting of a various rank (models of 
opportunity of presence) and characteristics allowing to reveal them at 
Various stages of prospecting process. 

The methods of processing and analysis of primary material contained in 
its basis the system approach supposing consideration of objects ofvarious 
metallogenic analysis was made and the potential diagram of scale 1: 
500000 were made. Its result was distinguishing the potential ore unit 
(Kambalny), and the new ore field (Khalzansky) was predicted. 
ranks of range subordination of taxons: ore pillar - ore body - ore zone - ore 
field - ore area. 

In each ranges of level the following aspects were studied: 
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- Structural control and re f1ection of structures in geophysical fields; 
Features of material composition and geochemical characteristic of 
hydrothermal mineralization. 

- The method of regional (the metallogenic province - ore area) and large
scale (ore units and fields) forecasting is rather complete. The basic task 
of the executed estimation - methodical works was the study of concrete 

ore fields and development on this basis of criteria of the local forecast for 
the levels: ore pillar - ore body - ore-including structure. 

However, for South Kamchatka the attempt of large-scale structural - The 
study of gold-ore fields was carried out in the following main trends. 

1. Study of geological structure of ore fields and deposits: 
a) Paleovo1canic analysis ofvo1canic constructions, including 

Mineralization, specification of composition and structures of 
Intrusive bodies; 

b) Study of rupture dislocations system; 
c) Determination of spatial and age arrangement of productive 

mineralization in paleovo1canic constructions; 
d) Character of hydrothermal alteration of vo1canic and intrusive 

rocks, dependent of composition of initial rocks, zonality and 
sequence of their formation; 

e) Re f1ection of ore fields in geophysical fields. 
2. The study of ore including structures and ore bodies included: 

a) Determination of genesis of ore-controlling and ore-including 
tectonic dislocations, mutual relationship of veins and zones with 
them; 

b) Study of hydrothermal alteration and mineralization ratio; 
c) Study of vertical zonality of wallrock metasomatites; 
d) Analysis of mineralization distribution in veins depending of 

structural and lithologic factors; 
e) Study of mineralogical -geochemical zonality of ore bodies. 

The study of ore fields was carried out by field and laboratory works, 
deciphering of aero- cosmic photos of 1: 10000 - 1 :200000 scales and also 
analysis of the geological information received from prospecting works. 
The field works were carried out at three deposits - Mutnovsky, Ametistovy 
and Aginsky, the choice of which as reference objects was caused by the 
following circumstances. 
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Aginsky deposit (Abdrakhimovsky ore field) is a unique object, on which 
the detailed exploration was carried out, it is characterized by most complex 
bonanza distribution of mineralization, most perspective mineral type of 
mineralization (gold - tellurite subformation), most basic composition of 
volcanites of ore-including volcanic construction. 

Ametistovy deposit (Tklavayamsky ore field) is known today as the 
largest Kamchatka gold - silver objects, it is characterized by a variety of 
morphological types of ore bodies, relatively acid composition of ore
including volcanites. Besides the most complete complex of geophysical 
researches was carried out here, that makes it an ideal object for 
construction of complex geological - geophysical models. 

Mutnovsky deposit (Mutnovsky ore field) is small, but characteristic of 
South Kamchatka object confined to differentiated volcanic construction, 
due to intensive erosive cutting and good exposure accessible to study from 
the covering facies to the basement. 

The following estimation works were made: compilations of key sections 
of volcanites, findings of relationship of intrusive, subvolcanic and eruptive 
rocks, petrographic and geochemical researches for definition of their 
comagmaticity, mapping of separate sites, which are key sites for 
understanding of their structure. At Mutnovsky and central part of Ametis -
tovy deposit, areal geological survey of scale 1: 10000 practically was 
carried out. The geological routes were carried out again through 100-150 
meters (in complex parts of deposits) and only main sections were made 
through 0.5-1.0 kilometers on f1anks, where the objects have a simple 
structure. In geological routes the mutual relationship of subvolcanic, 
intrusive bodies and effusive - pyroclastic facies, tectonic dislocations, 
veined performance, areal hydrothermal alteration of rocks was studied. The 
mass selection of thin section samples for silicate analysis and geochemical 
sampling was made. At Mutnovsky and Ametistovy deposits, where there is 
an acute question on mineralization age, the special complex of works -
selection of mineral fauna and flora, samples on absolute age determination, 
paleo-magnetic sampling were carried out. At Aginsky deposit only the 
estimation routes for study of a vent facies of volcanites, sections of 
effusive - pyroclastic rocks, paleomagnetic sampling, study of hydrothermal 
alterated rock zones and so on were carried out. Besides at Mutnovsky ore 
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field, the geological-mineralogical mapping of northem flank of the 
Opredelyayushchy zone was carried out. So that we distinguished ore 
bodies with the economic content of gold and reestimated the practical 
importance ofthe deposit, which earlier was considered as beyond ore body, 
and to recommend it for preliminary exploration. 

Other objects (Asachinsky, Rodnikovy and Ozemovsky ore fields) the 
processing of the geological information based on earlier carried out 
ge이ogocal survey, prospecting and additional study of structure by 
deciphering of aerial photographs ofvarious scales was only made. 
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1. Review, analysis and estimation of earlier carried out works. 

Only one deposit, Aginsky deposit, has been prospected in detail and was 
passed into exploitation up to the present time in Kamchatka. The 
preliminary exploration was completed at three objects (Ametistovy, 
Rodnikovy, and Asachinsky). The detailed exploration of Ametistovy 
deposit was begun since 1991. Besides prospecting and the thematic works 
were carried out for some objects, including Mutnovsky deposit and 
Ozemovsky ore field. 

Prospecting have been carried out for gold - silver objects of Kamchatka 
for the purpose to determine the rules of their location, criteria of a potential 
estimation and updating of prospecting methods. The Kamchatgeologiya 
and a number of research made generalization of materials Institutes, among 
them CNIGRI made a leading role. 

In 1986 the CNIGRI has developed a Potential - Prospecting Complex 
(PPC) for gold - silver deposits in volcanic belts of Kamchatka. The attempt 
is made to create PPC for main geological - economic types of gold deposits 
of Kamchatka based on the models of a various rank. " The authors 
understand the models of object of the forecast and prospecting of a 
different rank (ore provinces, metallogenic zones, ore areas, ore units, ore 
fields, ore bodies) of the appropriate geological equivalents characterized by 
a complex of characteristics, allowing to reveal them at different stages of 
prospecting process ". 

The following ranks of models are suggested: 
- Ore provinces - areas of ocean - continental transition zones; 
- Metallogenic zones - volcanic belts of island-arc and marginal 

continental type; 
- Ore districts - fragments of volcanic belts, characterizing by 
development of complex-differentiated volcanogenic formations 
Ore units - paleovolcanic structures of a central type, adequate to a 
number of the revealed criteria of efficiency; 

- Ore fields (deposits) - elements of paleovolcanic structures, 
characterizing intensive tectonic and hydrothermal study; 

- Ore bodies (bonanza) - certain intervals oftectonic ruptures, 
locating quartz - veined bodies in the units of jointing, crossing and 
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sites of their morphology complication. 
They developed the diagram for integration and sequence of works to 
forecast and prospect mineralization. At the same time PPC have a number 
of drawbacks for the purpose of practice: 

1. The bulky diagrams and overloading of PPC by low information 
characteristics. 

2. undevelopment of geophysical criteria and characteristics, absence 
Ofthe complex approach to geological - geophysical study of objects. 

3. Absence of geochemical criteria of the erosive shear estimation and 
prospecting of blind ore bodies by primary haloes of dispersion. 

4. Unspecified and declarative character of development of structural 
criteria of ore bodies localization. 

5. The model of a metasomatic column was developed mainly for 
including rocks of the basic composition. 
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2. Geotectonic setting of volcanogenic belts and their ore
content 

The relation of gold - silver mineralization with volcanism was still 
marked by first researchers of North America and Transylvania deposits. 
Many authors put it into the basis of the classifications of ore formations. 
Thus E. E. Zakharov (1 953) distinguishes gold - silver-carbonate-quartz 
formation in propylitized effusive rocks and volcanic apparatus. G. 
Shneiderkhen (1 957, 1958) characterizes gold - silver deposit as epithermal 
and subvolcanic. 

Later on the structural location of gold - silver formation was specified, 
its connection with volcanic belts confined to the zones of a joint 
continental (southem Europe, Transcaucasia, Central Asia) or continental -
oceanic (Pacific Ocean) plates. L.P. Zonenshain (1 973), V. 1 Smimov (1 974, 
1978.) and many other researchers attach the main importance to 
metallogeny of continent - oceanic transition zones in the Benioff zone 
(Vadaty-Zavaritsky-Behioff-VZB),which is treated by them as the newest 
analogue of those geological structures, which in the last metallogenic 
epoch seπed channels for receipt magma- generating and deep ore-forming 
substances in the upper parts of lithosphere, where there was formation 
of eruptive rocks and associated with their mineral deposits( 46). 

On territory of Kamchatka M. M. Lebedev etc. (85) distinguished as 
volcanic belts the zones of intensive clearing of endogenous energy 
confined to extended (first thousands km.) deep faults at the junction of 
continental and oceanic plates. Their formation occurred under influence of 
ascending thermal gas-fluid flows (transmantle solutions after D. C. 
Korzhinsky) parallel with escalating of a granite layer of the earth crust and 
its transformation into the continental type crust. The overwhelming 
majority of the researchers of Kamchatka allocates four consistently 
rejuvenation of a volcanogenic belt (figure 2. 1.): Okhotsko - Chukotsky 
(OCVB) of Cretaceouses - Paleogene, Koryaksky - West - Kamchatka 
(KWKVB) - Eocene - Oligocene, Central- Kamchatka (CKVB) - Oligocene 
- Quatemary, East - Kamchatka (EKVB) - Pliocene - Quatemary reflecting 
natural displacement of ocean - continent transition zone to the southeast 
towards the Pacific ocean. 
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Fig. 2.1 Location pattern of volcanic belts in Kamchatka 

(After M. M. Lebedev etc. 1986) 
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Legend ofFig.2.1 
1-4 - Orogenic volcanic belts: 1 - Okhotsko - Chukotsky,2 - West-kamchatka 
3 - Central - Kamchatka, 4 - East - Kamchatka; 
5 - Supposed outcrops ofPaleozoic VZB axes: K-B - Kuyulsky-Belsky, W-K 
- West - Kamchatka, E - K - East - Kamchatka; 6- outcrops ofaxis of recent 
Kurilo - Kamchatka zonεs VZB on the surface, 7-axes oftroughs; KK-
Kurilo-Kamchastky, A - Aleutsky, 8 - deposits and main ore occurrences of 
gold - silver formation: a - characterized in this report (1- Ametistovy, 2-
Ozemovsky, 3- Aginsky, 4- Rodnikovy, 5- Mutnovsky, 6- Asachinsky) 7-
others. 

Some researchers, recogmzmg migration of volcanic belts and 
geosynclinal troughs, distinguish among volcanic belts (VB) the marginal 
belts (OCVB, KWKVB) and intemal volcanogenic arcs (CKVB). At the 
same time among the Kamchatka geologists, developing idea of L. P. 
Zonenshain and V. 1. Smimov, the representation about illegitimacy of the 
opposition ofbelts prevails from structural and astrological points ofview. 

The development of similar volcanogenic formations in all different- ages 
VB, similarity of hydrothermally alterated rocks, and also connected with 
ore formation is indicative of it. According to this point of view the 
structural arrangement of all VB is determined by their belonging to 
characteristic for modem island arc systems of the Kurilsky - Kamchatka 
type to a uniform type of island arcs developing in continent - ocean 
transition zone, being a necessary element of arc - trough system. The main 
feature of their development consists in that since Cretaceous the shift of arc 
- trough system toward ocean side occurred. Thus VB remained oriented 
parallel to each other and to modem site of contact between oceanic and 
continental megablocks ofthe earth crust. 

The similar arc - trough systems developing in of continental - oceanic 
transitional zone, will include following structural elements backdeep
volcanic arc- deep- trough - oceanic arch. The arrangement of these 
structural elements in various stages of geological development of Kam -
chatka is shown on figure 2.2. 

The mechanism of displacement of arc- trough systems is represented as 
follows. The compression conditions in VZB zone result in formation of 
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arch-like swelling oceanic crust along deep trough (similarly to Zenkevich 
arch). Accumulation of stress in a bending plate results in occurrence of 
deep fault along near-oceanic base of the arch, development 
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Fig. 2.2 Principal diagram of Cenozoic .. arch - trough .. system 
evolution in Koryaksky-Kamchatka region 

(after B. V. Ezhov, 1978) 
1 - Volcanic belts during the final stages of formation, 
2 - Deep-water trough, 3 - active Benioff zone(a) and incipient 
one (b), 4- oceanic arch, 5 -inter-arc and residual troughs, 
6-belts of ultra basites and time of their formation, 7- belts of 
basites and time of their formation, 8 - direction of compression 
in the zone of continental (a) and oceanic (b) plates, 
9 - continental plate, 10 -oceanic plate. The letters on the 
diagram: KPD - Kurilsky- Penzhinsky trough, CKD -
Cental-Kamchatka Depression, EKT -East-Kamchatka trough, 
KKT- Kurilo-Kamchatka Trough ; Volcanic Belt: OCVB-
Okhotsko - Chukotsky, WKVB - West-Kamchatka, CKVB -
Central - Kamchatka, EKVB - East - Kamchatka. 

of folded deformations in existing trough and, simultaneously with its 
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sealing, to a formation of VZB new zone and new trough along near
oceanic deep fault. Removal of squeezing stresses in "old" trough causes 
development of volcanism, that is formation of a new voIcanic belt. 

From the beginning of formation of a new submarine oceanic arch the 
conditions for the following shift of Benioff zone are prepared. The 
reflection of compression process finishing formation of a new system, are 
the systems of thrusts and ultra- basite belts of Kamchatka having northeast 
strike and gravitating to slopes paleo-trenches. Thus, coeval zone (paleo
zone) VZB corresponds to each voIcanic belt there. The arrangement of VB 
and connected with VZB paleo-zone is shown in figure 2.1. 

The main structural element of voIcanic belts E. Aprelkov and M. M. 
Lebedev consider the voIcano-tectonic structures (VTS) of the 1 order. This 
term is meant morphologically uniform set of voIcanic constructions 
characterized by a set of voIcanites appropriate to the formation, intrusive 
and subvoIcanic bodies generated in interaction with deformations of their 
basement. The forms and borders of VTS are determined by a combination 
of concentric and radial ruptures, circular arrangement of intrusive,vol
canism products and are emphasized by the appropriate orientation of 
magnetic fields. Their average sizes are 50-60 km in diameter. The sizes of 
VTS of the 1 order in OCVB are a little more, the diameter of separate 
structures reaches 75 km, that, probably, is connected with that the intensity 
and duration of voIcanic processes was much above, than in other belts. 
VTS of the 1 order can be dome - depression character. 

Besides VTS of 1 order some strato-voIcanoes (VTS II order), intrusive 
bodies, extrusive domes, cinder cones and others participate in VB struc -
tures. Just VTS of the II order with diameter of 10-20 km play a main role 
in displacement of deposits of gold - silver formation. Their connection with 
VTS of the 1 order is not obligatory at al l. The results of our researches 
frequently do not confirm presence of the 1 order structures. For example, 
within earlier distinguished Vilyuchinsky VTS such structures of II order, 
as Akhomtensky magmatogenic-dome uplift (Ð3-Nl), Zhirovsky paleo -
voIcano (N2 - (1), Mutnovsky and Gorelovsky voIcanos ((II -(IV)) which 
are at all not connected among themselves are distinguished. Ore-including 
paleovolcanic constructions of South- Kamchatka are confined to linear 
regional fault - shift structure. When they locate within the structures of the 
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1 order (Karymshinsky volcano-tectonic depression) it is distinct1y seen 
that the 1 order structures have more ancient age. 

To our opmlOn, the role of 1 order structures in VB structure is 
exaggerated. Such large depressions, as Karymcshinsky, Sukharikovsky, 
Pauzhetsky, connected with eruption of large masses of acid material and, 
probably,confined to long-lived sites of earth crust stretching undoubtedly 
are distinguished by geological data. 

The example of such 1 order VTS occurrence in long developing zone of 
stretching is Karymshinsky Volcano-Tectonic Depression (VTD). V. A. 
Legler (1978) determines the presence of left-hand shifts along northeast 
fau1ts. He distinguished Nachinsky-Kumrochsky shift as the main shift, the 
time of which formation is determined 5 millions years of movement 
proceed until now. The southem part of this system of fau1ts coincides, 
apparent1y, with distinguished by us South - Kamchatka system of ore
controlling fau1ts, by which the presence of left-hand shifts component was 
also determined. Karymshinsky VTD is confined to a stretching zone at a 
sharp bend site ofthis shift structure (figure 2. 1.). Rather ancient age ofthe 
earliest volcanites of depression attributed to Beryozovsky suite (Nll) 
contradicts to this explanation. It can be explained either by much earlier 
time of shift structure formation (inherited movements over long-lived 
Malko-Petropavlovsky zone of cross dislocations), or more late, (than it is 
accepted) age of acidic volcanites, attributed to Beryozovsky suite for the 
time present. It is necessaη to note that the authentic facts for the benefit of 
such ancient age do not really exist. 

The majority of 1 order VTS selected according to geophysical data, 
correspond, probably, to large blocks of the heterogeneous basement of 
volcanic belts, and are not reflected in ge이ogical structure of the upper 
structural floor. 

There is an opinion, that the degree of an erosive cut of VTS is dependent 
on the age of VB. M. M. Lebedev (85) determines depth of erosion of 
OCVVB structures within 2.0-3.0 km, WKVB - up to 1.5-2.0 km, CKVB no 
more than 0.5-1.0 km, the erosion of EKVB is insignificant, especially its 
modem strata-volcanoes. To our opinion, extinction of VB corresponds to 
attenuation period of positive vertical movements, stabilization of dynamic 
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mode of territory and sharp reduction of intensity of denudation processes. 
In this connection the level of erosive surface of ore-inc1uding structures of 
OCVB and KWKVB is not essentially different from KKVB. It is proved by 
an insignificant cut of the m며 ority of deposits OCVB (Karamken, Dukat, 
etc.) and KWKVB (Ametistovy is not given below the brief characteristic of 
Kamchatka volcanic belts and there structural arrangement is given. The 
concepts of S. E. Aprelkov and M. M. Lebedev are laid in the basis of the 
structural characteri sti c. 

01{hotsko -c밴_kotsky vo!~~!!~~J)~!!!_according to opinion ofV. F. Bely, 
represents a nεgative tectonic structure of the imposed type formed during 
second half of Albian-first half of Cenomanian. Other authors expand age 
range offormation ofOCVB to Apt - Paleogene. 

General extent of OCVB is about 3000 km, the Kamchatka area inc1udes 
Penzhinsky sector of belt by extent about 400 km. Volume of volcanic 
accumulation in OCVB V. F. Bely estimates 1.25 millions cubic kilometer. 
From volume of dispersion of eruptions and washout of volcanogenic rocks 
total volume of hard material, erupted in process of formation of structure, 
should be twice more. 

According to the traditional geosync1inal theory the formation of OCVB is 
connected in time with development of Late Cretaceous geosync1ine 
developing on joint of continental and pacific plates. Synchronism of 
volcanic processes in the belt and tectonic movements in Koryaksky
Kamchatka folded area, and also occurrence of concurrence of the structural 
plans of the volcanic belt and basic folded structures specifies to this. In 
conformity with the above-stated concepts about confinement of volcanic 
belts to continental - oceanic transition zone the development of OCVB is 
connected to Kuyulysky - Belysky paleozone of VZB, traced nowadays by 
outcrops of ophiolite complexes in Talovsky-Maisky antic1inorium . 
Intemal and extemal zones are distinguished in relation to Anadyrsky -
Koryaksky folded system in OCVB. 

The basement of an extemal zone is Mezolity Verkhoyano - Chukotsky 
folded system of northwest strike and Omolonsky massi f. Volcanites of 
OCVB superimpose on base submitted by Mesozoids and more ancient 
formations, with the sharply expressed unconformity. 
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As the basement of an intemal zone of OCVB V. F. Bely distinguishes 
Taigonosky andesite geosyncline representing a zone of long development 
(Late Paleozoic - Neocomian) ofvo1canism of island-arc type. 
Late Mesozoic stage of development of this geosyncline is characterized by 
formation of thick (up to 7.0-7.5 km) strata of stratified vo1canogenic -
sedimentary rocks of basic and medium composition. Among vo1canites the 
prevailing petrochemical type is the high-alumina basalt of normal alkali -
nity. For Late Mesozoic (J3-Kl) formations with thickness of 3-5 km the 
reduction of active volcanism zone and in whole similar paragεnesis of 
rocks, which differ from OCVB formations by regional propylitization is 
characteristic. In sections of vo1canogenic strata high-alumina basalts of a 
sodium type also prevail, however, the quantity of subalkaline varieties is 
considerably increased. Besides the presence of vo1canites of acid com -
position is characteristic. In Lower Cretaceous intrusion of diorites, quartz 
diorites and tonalite occurred. The structural arrangement of the described 
vo1canites is investigated poorly and their role in development of OCVB, 
apparently, is underestimated. Probably Taigonosky andesite geosyncline is 
heterogeneous formation and includes both structures consolidated in the 
end of Paleozoic - beginning of Mesozoic East - Asian continental plate, 
and its structure of junction with Pacific plate. At least, the late stages of its 
development characterize the typical conditions of island arc, that have 
allowed A. Sidorov to attribute the beginning of formation OCVB to Late 
Jurassic time. 

F ormational partition of vo1cano - plutonic complexes of OCVB is enough 
confusing. So V. F. Bely distinguishes 4 groups of the volcanogenic 
formation: basalt, andesite, ignimbrite and contrast ones. Each group 
consists of 2-4 petrographic types of the formation. Besides he distinguishs 
three plutonogenic formations: tonalite-diorite, granodiorite - granite and 
syenite - diorite-alkaline-granite, in tum subdivided into 11 intrusive 
complexes. 

A. A. Sidorov offers most simple and practically convenient diagram. By 
his data at the early stage of OCVB development (Aptian - Turonian) 
andesite vo1cano-plutonic association formed, liparite - ignimbrite asso
ciation and complex formations of contrast vo1canism are characteristic of 
late stage (Senon - Danian). The final stage (Paleogene) is connected with 
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development of plateau-basalts. The similar pattem of development is 
observed in Kamchatka volcanic belts. 

The main ore-controlling structures within OCVB are the zones of long
lived deep faults of northeast and northwest strike. Numerous VTS (dome 
and depression ones) which determine location of mineralization, are 
confined to them. 

In Penzhinsky sector of OCVB the Sergeevsky gold - silver deposit was 
revealed and more than 100 ore occurrences and points of mineralization of 
gold - silver formation, the majority of which remain poorly investigated. 
The occurrences of polymetals, copper and molybdenum are also connected 
with Late Cretaceous granitoids and gabbroids. 

West - Kamchstka volcanic belt 
The volcanogenic formations of Koryaksky-Kamchatka volcanic belt are 

traced along West Coast of Kamchatka peninsula isthmus, and also along 
flanges of Parapolysky valley and Penzhinsky depression as a strip of 50-
60 km width traced for 1100 km. The general extent of the belt is not 
established, as its structures probably continue at the Okhotsky Sea bottom 
to northwest from Okhotsky basin. 

Complex constructed, changeable volcanites strata and facies of 
volcanogenic - sedimentary formations of motley lithologic composition 
united in Kinkilsky (Middle Paleogene) and Velolnyksky (Late Paleogene) 
suite, occurs to volcanogenic - sedimentary and terrigenous deposits in the 
upper Cretaceous - Paleocene. The composition of volcanites varies from 
basalts up to rhyolites. Tuffaceous - sedimentary rocks are developed in 
marginal parts of belt and everywhere associate with pyroclastics of acid 
composition. The g~neral thickness of volcanogenic formation reaches 3500 
m. The Northem part of KWKVB (in Koryaksky upland) has Oligocene age, 
smaller thickness and more acid composition. 

On territory of Westem Kamchatka, effusions of medium and basic 
composition are stripped by holes under the cover of Oligocene - Neogene 
sedimentary deposits. Thus, the fields of Eocene volcanites are traced, 
practically, continuously over the whole west coast and can be interpeted as 
island arc, as in sections of volcanites there are shallow sedimentary facies. 
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To the east of Eocene volcanic arc there was unvolcanic island arc, about 
what testifies the sharp reduction of thickness of sedimentary deposits, 
synchronous to effusions, and also their complete thinning into near-divide 
part of Median ridge(Sredinny) (Lasnovsky horst, Median massif). Further 
to the east thick strata of altemated greywacke sandstones, aleurolites, 
argillites, and represent the section of Paleogene deposits with interlayers of 
limestones and jaspers in lower part of the section. The texture, granulo -
metric composition and frequently meeting turbidite stratification specify 
their formation on slope of linear trough with active participation of 
turbudite flows. The axis oftrough(trench) passed to the east of coastalline, 
approximately coinciding with axis of modem depression of Litke Strait. 
The outcrop of paleozone VZB connected with KWKVB is fixed as 
ultrabasite chain ofintrusion along Vyatynsky thrust zone(fig. 2.1). 

The KWKVB is divided into two parts sharply characterizing volcanites. 
To the south ofthe isthmus the volcanites ofthe basic composition united in 
basalt - andesite formation(78) have prevailling development. In Koryaksky 
upland the volcanites of medium - acid composition, andesite - dacite -
rhyolite formation prevail. 

The belts are also sharply differing from metallogeny of the specified 
parts. In southem part unique Okynchevayamsky gold - silver display was 
revealed, small occurrences of mercury (Kayulevayamsky, Zhetoe) and 
alluvial haloes of cassiterite (basin of Shamaki River) are also known. In 
northem part Ichigin -Unneivayamsky ore area is placed. Within it locates 
large Ametistovy deposit and numerous ore occurrences of gold - silver 
formations connected with paleovolcanoes, combined with andesite - dacite 
- rhyolite formation, and tin-ore occurrences connected with their intrusive 
comagmatic rocks. 

Central - Kamchatka volcanic belt 
It is confined to the Main(Glavny) Kamchatka deep fault zone and traced 

along axis of Kamchatka peninsula, and in the southem part of Koryaksky 
upland for t about 1800 km and it is a large orogenic structure of 
Kamchatka. The volcanic belt was formed in the end of Paleogene on horst -
anticlinal island uplifts with thick (up to 40 km) earth crust of a continental 
type. In relation to the early generated structures of VB locates on intemal 
near -continental slope of former trough, grasping a large part of earlier 
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generated extemal island arc. In this connection the significant part of 
CKVB is imposed on the area of washout, where the basement of belt is 
Mesozoic and more ancient folded complexes. To the south -east of CKVB 
the slope of deep-water trough with separate islands of unvolcanic arc, 
between volcanic belt and islands at the place of paleotrench, connected 
with KWKVB located, there was residual linear trough, which deposits 
(tuffgene deposits with sea fauna of late Paleogene - late Neogene) are 
fixed to northem part of Central - Kamchatka depression. The deep-water 
trough developed to 200 km to the east of CKVB. The Oligocene deposits 
of East - Kamchatka trough on the isthmuses of Kamchatka and Kronotky 
peninsulas (argillaceous - siliceous-terrigeneous rocks of Chazhminsky 
suite) are attributed to the formations of the trough . Still further to the east, 
about the area of modem east peninsulas, the formation of the new oceanic 
arch begins. 

The development of southem branch of CKVB had a little other character. 

In difference from northem and central parts of the belt imposed on the 
areas of steady uplift (Lesnovsky horst, Credinny scarp), the southem 
branch, up to the Middle Miocene (in extreme south up to Pliocene), was 
formed in the conditions of a typical island arc, that is it represented a 
number of volcanic islands, divided by the shallow sea. From area of uplift 
located north - west, it was separated from Golyginsky by trough. The 
location of deep trench and VZB zones, connected with southem branch of 
CKVB, practically, coincided with modem. 

Discrepancy in the plan of southem and northem branches of CKVB has 
resulted in different treatment of their structural arrangement by the various 
researchers. For example, Yu. M. Shchepotyev inc1udes Oligocene -
Pliocene vOlcanites of the South Kamchatka in composition of East -
Kamchatka - Kurilysky volcanic belt, which, to his opmlOn, began to 
develop simultaneously with CKVB, as independent tectono-magmatic 
structure. 

We accepted, the point of view of the maj ority of researchers, considering 
that northem and southem branches of CKVB belong to the uniform 
structure which has been broken off along Malkho-Petropavlovsky zone of 
cross dislocations. The displacement of their axes in the plan is explained as 
an echelon-like arrangement in a period of belt formation, and large-scale 
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shift dislocations in Miocene - Pliocene time. The presence of geniculate 
deep fau1t controlling volcanism of Kamchatka in Pliocene, will be shown 
below in the description of South - Kamchatka ore area (Fig. 3.1.). 

The volcanogenic formations of CKVB are united into andesite Oligocene 
- Miocene and Miocene - Pliocene andesite - basa1t, andesite - dacite and 
rhyolite - dacite formations. Further on the latter, taking into account the 
unity of tectonic conditions of their occurrence and affinity of petrographic 
composition, are united by us in basa1t - andesite - rhyolite formation of 
Upper Miocene -Pliocene age. 

On the whole CKVB differs from earlier described volcanic belts by a 
greater basic character of volcanic products. If in OCVB and KWKVB, in 
composition of the basement the terrigenous strata of miogeosynlinal type 
prevail, that resulted in wide development of acid volcanites and 
comagmatic with them large palingenetic intrusions, than great prevalence 
of andesites and andesite - basalts in composition of volcanogenic accu -
mulations of CKVB, apparently, is the result of <mafic> eugeosynclinal 
basement of the belt. 

The latter determines the specific character of CKVB, characterized by 
absence of tin-ore and silver occurrences, wide development of near-surface 
mineralization of gold - silver formation. Within CKVB the largest in 
Kamchatka quantity of the greatest economically interesting gold - silver 
objects was revealed, which are united in North - Kamchatka, Oganchinsky 
- Kozyrevsky and South - Kamchatka ore areas. Besides, within CKVB are 
known numerous occurrences of mercury and complex gold - mercury -
antimonial occurrences of spilitic ore formation (Champurinsky, Alneisky, 
Achaivayamsky and others). The fields of sulphide - alunite - sulfuric ores 
(Maletoivayamsky, Vetrovayamsky, river Polovinnaya) associate with the 
zones of secondary quarzites(metasomatite). The modem hydrothermal 
activity is widely displayed, the deposits of thermal waters are concentrated, 
in main, in southem, less often in central part of be1t. 

East Kamchatka volcanic belt is connected with modem Kurilo 
Kamchatka trough, and is stretched parallel to the southeast coast of 
Kamchatka from the extreme south up to the site of Aleutsky island arc. 
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The formation of belt has taken place in Pliocene, probably, even in Late 
Pliocene. An active occurrences of volcanism proceed till now. The 
metallogeny of EKVB is investigated poorly. Meanwhile in within it is 
only Kumrochsky ore occurrence of gold - silver formation has been 
revealed which is undoubtedly, of practical interest. The majority of VTS 
of EKVB haven’t yet passed completely a whole cycle of the development 
of ore-bearing hydrothermal systems, finishing by formation of hydro -
thermal systems. The opportunity is not excluded, that the formation of gold 
- silver mineralization occurs in it nowadays, for example in the interiors of 
caldera zone. 
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3. GEOLOGICAL MODELS of ORE OBJECTS 

3.1. South - Kamchatka ore area 

South - Kamchatka ore area (1 5700 sq. km) is confined to the southem 
part of CKVB, traced along pacific coast from upper reaches of A vacha 
River up to Lopadki cape for 350 km. It is delineated on the area of spread 
of productive volcanogenic formations considering the distribution of ore 
occurrences of gold - silver formation. On northem and west flanks the 
border of the ore area passes along block-restricted faults, outcrops of the 
Late Cretaceous sedimentary - volcanogenic rocks and metamorphosed 
complexes of Ganalysky ledge. Southwest and northeast flanges are limited 
to areal of Pleistocene - Holocene volcanites. 

The overwhelming part of the area is characterized by primary deve -
lopment of products of magmatic activity forming a number of volcano -
plutonic complexes, in which effusive - pyroc1astic and volcanogenic
sedimentary formations and subvolcanic and intrusive bodies are 
indissolubly connected. Even when the genetic connection of intrusion and 
subvolcanic bodies with particular volcanic constructions is not proved, the 
general character of petrographic, petrochemical and of metallogenic 
characteristics of volcanites and of their intrusive analogues developing 
within the uniform tectono-magmatic stage and forming volcano - plutonic 
associations is obseπed. (Ustiev, 1969). 

As it is accepted by the majority of the researchers Cenozoic VOlcanOgenic 
complexes of South Kamchatka, were generated as a result of three phases 
of volcanic activity of Oligocene - Miocene, Upper Miocene -Pliocene and 
Quatemary. Oligocene - Miocene andesite formation unites effusive -
pyroc1astic formations of Ahomtensky terrains (Late Paleogene), Paratun -
sky (Late Paleogene - Early Neogene) and Berezovsky (Early Neogene) 
suites, volcanogenic-sedimentary deposits of Zhirovsky (Late Paleogene) 
and Mutnovsky (Late Paleogene - Lower Neogene) strata, Asachinsky suite 
(upper Neogene) together with intrusions, breaking through them, diorites, 
granodiorites, syenite-diorites and subvolcanic bodies of various compo -
sition( from basalts up to dacites). These volcanogenic complexes were 
formed in conditions of island arc, which axis was located near modem 
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Three large stages of tectonic development of ore area are distinguished. 
The first stage (Oligocene - Miocene) corresponds to island arc of a stage of 
development CKVB. Second and third stages meet the continental 
conditions, and the second stage (Pliocene - Early Pleistocene) is connected 
with formation of Malko-Petropavlovsky zone of the shift dislocation and 
by reorganization of earlier existing system a volcanic arc - oceanic trough. 
The third stage (Pleistocene - Holocene) is characterized by development of 
EKVB in the new generated system of arc - trench. 

The area of ore district is crossed by two large deep fau1ts of northeast 
strike: Central- Kamchatka and East - Kamchatka (Kurilsky-Kronotsky). V. 
A. Kuchuganov (1 987) attaches the ore-controlling importance to Kurilsky -
Kronotsky fau1t, at the sites of its crossing with the transverse fau1ts the 
main deposits occur. By our data the structural control has more complex 
character. 

When studying the Mutnovsky ore field we distinguish submeridional 
fau1ts system, which we consider an important magma- and ore-controlling 
structure of South Kamchatka. To south - southwest it is traced almost up to 
the most southem extremity of the peninsula, and to the north it is deviating 
to northwest along Malko - Petropavlovsky dislocation zone up to Srédinny 
ledge of metamorphic rocks (fig. 3. 1.). The southem part of this structure 
represents a series of echelon-like located submeridional fau1ts, conjugated 
by the renewed fau1ts of northeast trend. In the structural plan it is border of 
the Pribrezhny horst unit formed by Oligocene - Miocene volcanogenic -
sedimentary island-arc formations, and Kambalyno - Gorelovsky graben, 
filled with Pliocene - Quatemary subaerial volcanites. Its northwestem part 
divides Nachikinsky fold - block( clumpy) zone combined by Oligocene -
Miocene volcanites with outcrops in lifted blocks of the Cretaceous folded 
basement, Karymshinsky depression filled by complex subaerial volcanites 
of Miocene - Quatemary age. 

On the whole extent this fau1t system is traced by a chain of Pliocene -
Early Pleistocene volcanic constructions, to many of which deposits and ore 
occurrences of gold - silver formation are confined. In the area of its strike 
change from the northeast to northwest Rodnikovsky, Mutnovsky and 
Asachinsky ore fields locate, within its northwest part Karymshinsky and 
Banny ore fields are confined to it, and also Khalzansky paleovolcanic 
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construction with ore occurrences of Chirelychik and Khalzan. The southem 
part is least investigated, but here some paleovolcanic constructions are 
distinguished also by the numerous unexplored occurrences of gold - silver 
- polymetal mineralization . To our opinion, here it is possible to distinguish 
a new ore unit, that is proved by finds of gold-bearing quartz with the gold 
content up to 40 g/t (Fedoreev, 1982) on the southem border of the talus 
area. 

Along its whole extent this structure is fixed in gravimetric field by a 
distinct gradient 갱". Its separate elements were distinguished earlier under 
the names: Golytsovsky - Vilyuchinsky dislocation zone (northwest part), 
Paratunsky - Asachinsky (Paratunsko-Avachinsky) disrupture zone (faults 
of a submeridional strike), Mutnovsky deep fault and Khodutkinsky 
structural- bounding fault (northeast strike). In view of the large magmatic
and ore-controlling role of this structure the own name is offered to it: 
South - Kamchatskaya system of ore controlling faults. 

It is necessary to consider its relationship with Paratunsky - Asachinsky 
disrupture zone separately, E. A. Lonshakov connects the main ore fields -
Mutnovsky, Rodnikovy and Asachinsky with it. This zone of submeridional 
dislocations was earlier treated as long-lived system characterized by 
tectono-magmatic activity at all stages of the upper structural f100r 
formation(from Oligocene till now) and extending from latitudinal valley of 
Asacha river in the south up to the sources of A vacha river. Early Miocene 
intrusions of granodiorites, Oligocene, Oligocene - Early Miocene, Late 
Miocene - Pliocene Quatemary volcanic constructions were connected to it . 

To our opinion, all occurrences of Pre-Pleistocene magmatism have other, 
more complex structural plan: Pliocene - Early Pleistocene magmatism is 
connected with the above described South - Kamchatskaya fault system, 
which only in the central part includes submeridional elements coinciding 
with the strike of Paratunsky -Asachinsky disrupture zone. The latter 
represents neotectonic structure formed, apparently, in Middle Pleistocene, 
and controls location of only Late Pleistocene subvolcanic bodies of dacite -
rhyolite composition, Holocεne basalt volcanism and modem hydrothermal 
systems (Paratunsky, Upper - Paratunsky, Karymshinsky deposits of 
thermal waters, North -Mutnovsky deposit of parahydrotherms, numerous 
thermal sourcεs). Paratunsky -Asachinsky zone is of disrupture type, that 
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was reflected in the formation of depression valleys of Paratunka, A vacha, 
Levaya Khodukta, in difference from the distinctly expressed fault 
character of South - Kamchatka system of ore-controlling faults. 

Within the South - Kamchatka ore area 3 deposits (Podnikovysky, 
Mutnovsky,Asachinsky), 15 ores occurrences and 15 points of minerali -
zation, the majority of which are concentrated in Banno - Kalymshinsky, 
Vilyuchinsky ore units and A vavchinsky ore zone (Kuchugano, 1988) are 
determined. The gold - silver objects of Banno -Kalymshinsky ore unit and 
A vachinsky ore zone are not examined in the present work due to their 
small sizes or weak exploration . 
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Structural sketch of South Kamchatka 

Fig.3.1 

Legend of figure 3.1. 
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1 - Metamorphic complexes of Sredny and Gavalysky ledges; 2 - Mesozoic 
folded complexes; 3-4 - volcanites of Central - Kamchatka volcanic belt; 3-
island-arc stage (Late Paleogene - Late Neogene); 4 - subaerial (Late 
Neogene - Early Quatemary); 5 - volcanites of East - Kamchatka volcanic 
belt (Quatemary); 6 - molasse complexes (late Paleogene - late Neogene); 7 
- loose deposits of recent basins 8 - main deep faults determining 
orientation of volcanic belts: CK-Central Kamchatka (Main(Glavny) 
Kamchatsky), EK-Eastem-Kamchatka); 9 - South - Kamchatka ore-controll 
-ing faults system; 10 - deep faults of latitudinal and northwest direction; 
Kr-Karymchinsky, As-Asachinsky, Kd-Khodutkinsky, Ks-Koshwlevsky; 
11- other large faults; 12 - Pliocene - Early Pleistocene VTS (red color -
recommended for prime prospecting works), 13 - deposit and ore occurren -
ces of gold - silver formation. The 1 order structures: North-East - Sredny 
ledge; GL - Ganalysky Ledge; MPZ - Malko-Petropavlovsky zone; shift 
dislocations; KD - Karymshinsky Depression; NZ - Nachikinsky fold -
block Zone; PH - Pribrezhny Horst; KGG - Kambalno-Gorelovsky Graben. 

3.1.1. Vilyuchinsy ore unit 

The unit occurs in the interfluve of the rivers Paratunka -Falshivaya and 
covers the area about 1000 sq. km. Originally the Vilyuchinsy unit was 
distinguished within Vilyuchinsy VTS, considered by E. A. Lonshakov 
(1 979) as a long developing (from Oligocene till now) ore - magmatic 
system. The extemal contour of this structure was traced by circle: 
Berezovy Bay - valley of the Mutnaya river - upper reaches of the 
Paratunky river - graben - valley of Saranny river; east sector is connected 
by coast scarp. Within it more small structures are distinguished: recent 
volcanic constructions Mutnovsky, Gorelovsky, Vilyuchinsy: Zhirovsky 
VTS of Pliocene - Early Pleistocene age: 

distinctly deciphering by cosmic- and small-scale aerial photographs 
morphostructural Rodnikovy and Bystrinsky of undoubtedly volcanogenic 
origin, Akhomtensky dome tectono-magmatic structure of Miocene age. 
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Table3.1. Correlation of stratigraphical unit by E.A. Lonshakov( 1979) and 

the unit of this report 
After E.A. Lonshakov 

Index I Stratigraphical unit and 
After authors of this report 

Index I Stratigraphical unit and 
lithology 

BQl 

N2al2 

Nal1 

N1aS1 

lithology 

Lower Quaternalγ basalts, I N2Ql 
andesite-basalts,their tuffs, 
agglomerates, conglomerates 
Pliocene. Alneisky series, 
upper strata. andesite-
basalts, 
andesites, their 
tuffs, agglomerates 
Upper Miocene-Pliocene. I N2 

Alneisky series. Lower strata. 
Crηys야ta떼l-vitroclastic 

tuffs of liparites, dacites, 
their tuffs, tuffaceous dacite 

Middle I N1as 
Miocene.Asachinsky suite. 
Lower sub-suite. 
Tuffaceous gritstone, 
tuffaceous sandstone, 
tuffaceous aleurolites, 
tuffites. 

N 1 b I Lower Miocene 
Berezovsky suite. 
Tuffs of liparites, 
dacites, ignimbrites, 
andesites 

Pliocene-Lower Quaternary 
volcanogeneous deposits, 
non-dismembered. 
Subaerial complexes of 
Zhirovsky paleovolcano 
and Gorely volcano 
basement 

Pliocene.Crγstal-vitroclastic 

Tuffs of liparites, 
dacites, andesite-dacites, 
their tuffs, tuffaceous 

sandstone,tuffaceous 
aleurolites. 
Middle Miocene. 
Asachinsky suite. 
Tuffaceous gritstone, tuffac 
-eous sandstone, tuffa 
-ceous aleurolites, tuffites. 

P3-N1P1 I Oligocene-Lower Miocene. Paratu빠‘y suite, Mutma찌‘y strats 
P3-N1mt 
P3ah2 Oligocene 

Akhotensky 
strata. 
Upper 

Subsuite-andesite, 
andesite-basalts, 
their tuffs, 
tuffaceous-
conglomerates 

Zhirovsky 
strata. 
Tuffaceous 
aleurolites 
tuffaceous 
sandstones, 
Tuffites 
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Oligocene Zhirovsky 
P3ah Akhotensky Stra a. 

strata. Tuffaceous 
Island Arc aleurolites 
Paleovolcanic tuffaceous sand 

constructions -stones, 
ofbasic and tuffites 

acidic 
composition 



P3ah l Lower sub-strata. 
Tuffs of 
liparitic dacites, 
andesite- dacite, 
dacites, andesite-
basalts, basalts and 
their tuffs.dacites, 
andesite-dacites, 
tuffaceous gritstones. 
Aleurolites 

P2 Eocene Aleurolite strata 
To our opinion, heterogeneity and different age of these structures do not 

allow to unite them in one large Vilyuchinsky VTS. The analysis of 
geophysical materials (the book 3) also does not confirm its existence. V. V. 
Ardashev connects the deposit of ore unit with long-lived (한om Early 
Miocene up to nowadays) crust magmatic chamber, which was manifested 
in Quatemary period by the formation ofthe Gorely volcano (book 3). The 
geological data, first of all petrochemical and geochemical characteristics of 
magmatic complexes of Zhirovsky paleovolcano and Gorely volcano, and 
also our structural constructions (the difference of the structural plan of 
Miocene, Pliocene and Quatemary volcanism) does not confirm the 
presence -üf such long-lived structure. 

The structural arrangement of Vilyuchinsy ore unit, to our opmlOn, is 
completely determined by South - Kamchatsky ore-controlling fault system, 
and concentration of deposits along it in the part from Paratunka river up to 
Mutnovsky river - by increase of permeability of earth crust in the area of 
bend of this structure with strike change from submeridional to northwest 
one. Stratigraphy and magmatism of the Bilyuchinsky ore unit area are 
investigated in detail. Within the Bilyuchinsky ore unit three ore fields 
(Rodnikovy, Mutnovsky and Bystrinsky) havε been determined, of which 
first two are undoubtedly economic objects. 

3.1.1.1. Mutnovsky ore field 

The Mutnovsky gold - silver - polymetal ore field is located 60 km to 
south - southwest ofPetropavlovsk-Kamchatsky city and 15 km to the west 
of the Zhirovaya Bay on Pacific ocean. 7 km to the west is the Mutnovsky 
deposit of para-hydrotherms, on the base of which the construction of 
geothermal electric power station (geothermal power station) by capacity of 
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200 megawatt is planned. These deposits are connected by tractor road 10 
km long. 

In northεm part of the ore field the basic ore body - Opredelyayushy zone 
was determined. The zone is stripped by trenches and through 40-80 m and 
by 13 holes. 

3.1.1.1.1. Structural arrangement of the ore field 

Mutnovsky ore field is confined to Zhirovsky paleovolcano of Late 
Pliocene - Early Pleistocene age, located at the crossing of submeridional 
part of South Kamchatka ore-controlling fault systems with Mutnovsky 
deep fault of northeast strike. 

The Mutnovsky deep fault is the most ancient structure of the area. In 
surface structures it is displayed as a stretching zone expressed as graben by 
width about 10 km, narrowed in northeast direction, limited by faults of the 
same directions with a total amplitude of subsiding about 1 km. Its 
formation has taken place, probably, not later than Early Miocene, judjing 
by the change of Mutnovsky suite thickness. In Pliocene this graben 
represented a depression filled with fine-layered tuffites of mainly dacite 
composition by thickness up to 400 m. Sources of volcanogenic material, 
apparently, are paleovolcanoes located 40-50 km to the northwest on the left 
bank Paratunka river . 

Ore-controlling fault system of South - Kamchatka was originated in Late 
Pliocene after formation of Pliocene strata of acid composition tuffs and is 
the basic structure determining the formation of ore enclosing Zhirovsky 
paleovolcano. 

On the area of ore field volcanogenic complexes of all three early
characterized phases of volcanic activity appropriate to three structural 
stages are developed. A lower stage is formed by dislocated, crumpled in 
gentle folds island arc volcanogenic and volcanogenic - sedimentary 
formations of Akhomtensky and Zhirovsky strata (Late Paleogene), 
Mutnovsky strata (Late Paleogene - Lower Neogene), Asachinsky suite 
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(Late Early Neogene). The sedimentary deposits of aleuritic strata (Middle 
Paleogene) are referred to it conventionally, its structural arrangement is 
poorly investigated. Pliocene strata of tuffs of acid composition and ore
enclosing Zhirovsky paleovo1cano represent middle stage. The formations 
of the upper stage are widespread in basic along west flank of ore field, 
where the vo1canites of Zhirovsky paleovo1cano are overlain by Middle 
Quatemary ignimbrites of paleovo1cano Gorely and are broken through by 
subvolcanic bodies of acid composition. 

Directly within the ore field the extrusion of basalts of Late Quatemary 
age with an extended flow is only marked, which fragments are traced to 
right bank of the river Mutnovsky for 7 km distance and also slag cone of 
that age of dacite composition at the divide of creek Zhelty - river Zhirovy 
served by a source of pumice-clastic tuffs enclosed in in Konek creek 
valley. 

3.1.1.1.2. The peculiarities of the Zhirovsky paleovolcano structure 

To opmlOn of the majority of the previous researchers the area of 
Mutnovsky ore field represents long-lived center of endogenous activity -
from Oligocene till now. The Central part of the structure is formed by 
Oligocene vo1canites of Akhomtensky strata which has been broken through 
by Early Miocene subvo1canic bodies ofvarious composition and by gabbro 
- diorite intrusion. 

Hydrothermal veins with gold - silver and polymetal mineralization is 
connected with this stage of magmatism. The flanks of VTS are combined 
by vertically occurring flows of basalts, andesite - basalts and agglutinates 
of Pliocene - Early Quatemary age formed from local centers of eruptions 
confined to a zone of ring faults and forming Zhirovsky paleovo1cano 
proper. Only V. S. Sheimovich (1 979, 1989) has described Zhirovsky VTS 
as vo1cano of Central type, by uniting magmatic occurrences in its central 
part in alimented system of volcanic structure and by showing their 
comagmatiity with Pliocene volcanites. In structure of Zhirovsky paleo -
vo1cano he distinguishes the bodies of three phases of magmatism: Pliocene 
intrusions of deep and middle zones of alimented system; Lower - Middle 
Pleistocene covers of effusive - pyroclastic facies; Holocene intercaldera 
andesite - basalt domes, sills and covers. The productive mineralization is 
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connected by him with Pliocene phase, hydrothermal activity proceeds up to 
now. 

Below is given the description of Zhirovsky paleovolcano by the results of 
our researches. 

The basement of Zhirovsky paleovolcano are the, dislocated a volcano .
genic-sedimentary formations of Zhirovsky and Mutnovsky strata and 
Asachinsky suite, on which the volcanites of Zhirovsky complex occur with 
a sharp angular unconformity. Prevolcanic paleoreleif is considerably 
dismembered (in the circus of Bazovy creek absolute marks vary for 220 m 
at the distance of 400 m), that testifies of a long break in sedimentation 
before the beginning of Pliocene volcanism. When the previous researchers 
described facies transitions from Oligocene volcanogenic - sedimentary 
rocks to volcanites of a central part of Zhirovsky VTS, attributed by him to 
Akhomtensky strata, we established the tearing contacts with volcanogenic -
sedimentary formations of explosive tuffites of the vent facies of Zhirovsky 
paleovolcano. In the northem part of paleovolcano agglomerated tuffs of 
Zhirovsky complex also occur unconformably on the strata of thin-layered 
acid tuffs and tuffites of Pliocene age. 

The formation of Zhirovsky paleovolcano occurred parallel to the 
development of South - Kamchatka system of ore-controlling faults, that 
has caused sharp asymmetry of volcanic construction, first of all, expressed 
in the changes of volcanites thickness from 0.5-0.6 km, in east lifted wing 
and up to 1.2- 1.5 km in lowered west wing (figure 3.2.) 
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The sequence of paleovo1cano formation can be presented as fo l1ows. 
Along formed in Pliocene system of submeridional faults a series of necks 
was generated, from which there was the eruption of tuffs of the basic 
composition with the subordinated flows of basalts. The necks are filled by 
explosive and magmatogene breccias, which together with subvolcanic 
bodies of various compositions completely fi l1 the planes of the displacer of 
the earliest faults of this system. 

For Zhirovsky vo1cano the high degree of differentiation of volcanites, 
composing it, (from basalt up to rhyolites) is characteristic. The develop -
ment of basic and acid volcanism reflects on the one hand the delivery of a 
new portion of mantle basalt magma, on the other hand deoxidation of 
magma in the intermediate chamber. The delivery ofbasic magma, probably, 
is directly connected with activization of magma delivering faults, and 
formation of intermediate chambers with periods of tectonic activity 
attenuation. The most extended period of rest, probably, has resulted in 
formation of a thick band of tuffs in the middle part of the section, the 
presence of which al10ws to divide conventional1y the vo1canites of 
Zhirovsky paleovo1cano (vo1canogenic complex after V.S.Sheimovich 
(1 979, 1989) for three subcomplexes adequate to various stages of of the 
magmatic chamber development . 

Effusive - pyroclastic facies of initial stage of vo1cano formation (the 
lower subcomplex) were formed exclusively in the subsidence west wing. 
On the surface they are stripped only in smal1 blocks on the average current 
of the creeks Konek and Pechaly, bounded from the east by bodies of 
explosive breccias, and from the west overlain by acid tuffs of the second 
subcomplex. They are represented here by heavily propylitized by 
agglomerate tuff능 of medium - basic composition. The more complete 
section is crossed, probably, by a hole 13 , in which its thickness is not less 
than 400m. Among agglomerate tuffs some flows of basalts and andesite -
basalts are marked, but the affinity of Opredelyayushaya zone has resulted 
in intensive hydrothermal alteration of rocks complicating their detailed 
study. 

The following stage was the formation of the intermediate magmatic 
chamber, differentiation of basalt magma and formation of the band of 
altemated lithocrystal-clastic tuff능 of rhyolite composition and psephitic 
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tuff- dacites of general thickness up to 400 m. They are most developed in 
central part of volcano. Presence of interlayers of aleurite, frequently thin
layered tuff능 testifies to the existence of caldera character depression here. 
Probably, in the same time the formation of east part of the volcano began 
as in the base of its section in subsidence of the dismembered roof of its 
basement the dacite flows (point of observation 15), rhyodacites (points of 
observation 312, 318) and lenses of tuffs of similar composition are 
frequently marked. 

The volcanites of upper subcomplex seen nowadays form basic mass of 
the volcano. The parallel development of basic and acid volcanism is 
characteristic with sharp predominance of the former. An overwhelming 
part of the section is represented by the rocks of medium - basic 
composition: by psephytic tuffs with subordinated quantity of flows of 
basa1ts, andesite - basa1ts, andesites. An explosive index varies within 75-
80%. At the same time separate layers of tuff- dacites are met in the whole 
section, and subvolcanic bodies of dacites break through the most upper 
parts ofthe section. 

In the process of formation of the upper subcomplex volcanites gradual 
displacement of magma delivering fau1ts westwards occurred. Almost all 
central parts of the paleovolcano are combined by subvolcanic bodies of 
various composition (한om basa1ts up to rhyolites) and by intrusion of 
gabbro -gabbro- diorites of complex structure, united by V.S.Sheimovich in 
a deep zone ofhaving paleovolcano feeding system (54, 100). The intrusion 
represents a multiphase magmatic body inc1uding gabbro - norite, micro -
gabbro, dolerites, gabbro - diorite porphyrites, and in zones of rock 
endocontact (10-15 %), containing volcanic glass. The separate phases are 
distinguishd by the presence of hornfels, dividing them, and endocontact 
poorly crystallized rocks. All rocks of the intrusion are characterised by 
porphyry character and granophyric structure, that testifies to near-surface 
conditions of their formation. It is possible to make a conclusion that the 
intrusion represents the stiffened upper part having magmatic column and is 
the most late geological formation of the paleovolcano, as breaks through 
all volcanites. Intrusion itself is broken through by rare dikes of dacites, by 
bodies of explosive breccias. 
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Explosive breccias were formed at all stages of vo1canism development. 

They are usually steeply dipping bodiεs formed by agglomerate tuffisites, 
consisting of fragments and blocks of basalts, andesite - basalts and 
agglomerates of earlier stage. The breccias of an early stage of vo1canism 
contain significant quantity of blocks of vo1canogenic - sedimentary rocks 
of the basement. There are blocks up to 50 m in diameter. Frequently 
explosive pipes of explosion are accompanied by plenty of dikes, sills 
coming away from them. 

The age of Zhirovsky paleovolcano was determined by a complex of 
pleontological, paleobotanical . and paleomagnetic data, and also by 
definitions oftheir absolute age by potassium - argon method. 

The basement of paleovolcano formed by dislocated sea volcanogenic -
sedimentary deposits of Oligocene - Miocene age, which the youngest of 
which contain Ilyinsky faunal complex of Middle Miocene (after some 
authors Upper Miocene ) age. The fragments of rocks with the same fauna 
were met in explosive breccias and as xenoliths in gabbro-diorite bodies. On 
the washed out surface of these rocks by an angular unconformity, 
practically horizontally, the layered tuffites, in which there is observed a 
complex of tundra flora Guniper, cowberry, Kamchatka rhododendron) 
occur, their age was determined by G.B.Chitaeva as Pliocene (book 7, 
appendix 4). These rocks have been formed before the formation of magma
delivery fault and directly underlie the tuff능 of Zhirovsky paleovolcano. By 
paleomagnetic data these rocks are referred to as the Matuyama epoch 
(2 .46-0.7 millions), probably Late Pliocene. Most upper part of the section, 
probably, concems to Quatemary system, as for this group of rocks paleo
latitude of the section of rock formation practically coincides with modem 
geographical arrangement. 

The samples on definition of absolute age were selected from the latest 
subvolcanic bodies, by the time of their formation more approached to 
mineralization. The determination of absolute age to it was not possible to 
make directly by veins because of the low adular content. The determination 
of vo1canites age of early stage also was not carried out because of universal 
mtenslve metasomatoslS . 

The samples were analyzed in laboratory of isotope geochronology IGEM 
AN USSR (analyst A. M. Karpenko): 
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Table.3.2 
Noof Composition and The content in sample Age. m.y. 
Sampl morphology of K,% 40Ar 40Ar 
e magmatic bodies rad.nglg ad.’i 
7/11 Andesite -basalt, 0.890土0.08 0.0517土0.0002 4.8 

Sill 
702 Liparite, 2.35土0.04 0.131土0.003 43 0.80土0.04

Dike 
916 Liparite, 5.47土0.04 0.240土0.003 33 0.63土0.03

Subvolcanic body 
61 Dacite, 1.62土0.04 0.0768土0.001 3.3 0.68土0.07

Subvolcanic body 
599 Andesite - dacite, 1.40土0.03 0.0646土0.0023 6.0 0.67土0.10

Subvolcanic body 
120 Gabbro-diorite, 0.453土0.018 0.0153土0.0012 0.6 0.5土0.4

Intrusion 

With consideration of an error of the analysis of the rocks, which completed 
the formation of Zhirovsky paleovolcano, it is possible to consider the age 
range 0.6-0.8 m. y. Thus, by data of all dating methods the age of Zhirovsky 
paleovolcano is determined as Late Pliocene - Ear1y Pleistocene. The age of 
hydrothermal mineralization imposed, practically, on all geological for -
mations of the paleovolcano, can be unequivocally considered as Ear1y 
Pleistocene. 

3.1.1.1.3. Structure of ore field 

The structure of Mutnovsky ore field is caused by its confinement to 
Zhirovsky paleovolcano and determined by a combination of several 
various and different age systems of tectonic dislocations caused both by 
action of the regional tectonic factors, and by evolution of Zhirovsky 
paleovolcano. The system of dislocations of a northeast strike being 
reflection of the Mutnovsky deep fau1t is the most ancient. 

Its formation has taken place, probably, still in the end of Oligocene, 
judging by sharp change Mutnovsky suite, but the greatest activity was 
marked in the end of Miocene - beginning of Pliocene. The largest fault of 
this system passes along a modem valley of the river Mutnovsky. To the 
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beginning of Zhirovsky paleovolcano formation the amplitude of the 
northwest wing subsidence was not less than 700 m. These movements 
proceeded up to the end of Pliocene, as they are displayed in the section of 
Zhirovsky paleovolcano except the most late flows , probably, of Early 
Pleistocene age. The northeast faults during whole period of activation were 
amagmatic and only in Late Pleistocene time the extrusions of basalts 
intruded them, from which the extended flows in valleys of Mutnovsky and 
Zhirovy rivers flowed out. 

The most important role in structure of the Mutnovsky ore field is played 
by dislocations of submeridional direction connected with formation of the 
system of South - Kamchatka ore-controlling faults, the movements in 
which proceeded during the whole period of the paleovolcano formation. 
The faults of an early stage are filled with explosive vent facies of, more 
late ones control the location of the majority of subvolcanic bodies, dikes, 
zones of quartz -hydromica metasomatites and quartz veins. Thus, the more 
late faults wεre displaced to west relatively the early ones. 

The fractures are represented by faults or vertical fault-shifts or steeply 
dipping (up to 600 ) to the west. The largest fracture of the late stage is the 
fracture including the main ore body of the deposit - Opredelyayushy zone. 
The amplitude of the fault is 300-400 m, left-hand shift - 100-150 m. This 
fault controls also location of an extended linear subvolcanic body andesite 
- dacite. From the hanging wall this fault is accompanied by numerous 
feather j oints, adj acent to the basic zone at an angle of 10-20 0 , the part of 
which contains the veins of weakly productive quartz, mainly of the early 
stages of mineralization. At the northem flank of ore field the direction of 
this fault varies from submeridional to north - northwest (325-3400 ) , that 
corresponds to general change of all South - Kamchatka ore-controlling 
faults system. Except the faults caused by the regional tectonic factors, in 
Mutnovsky ore field there are observed the radial - concentric systems 
caused by formation of Zhirovsky paleovolcano, which in its development 
had a caldera stage (probably not once) and the stage of doming. 
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The block diagram of the Mutnovsky ore field 
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Legend to figure 3.3. 
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1-3 pre-ore complexes: 1- volcanogenic-sedimentary and volcanogenic 
island arc formations (Late Paleogene - Miocene); 2 - intrusive and 
subvolcanic bodies (Late Paleogene - Miocene); 3 - tuffs, tuffites (Pliocene) 
dacites and rhyodacites; 4 - effusive - pyroclastic rocks; 5 -gabbro, gabbro
diorites intrusions 6 - subvolcanic bodies; 8-9 - postore volcanogenic 
complex (Quatemary); 8 - basalts, andesite - basalts; 9 - andesite - dacites, 
dacites, rhyolites; 10- loose deposits (upper Quatemary); 11 - faults of 
Mutnovsky deep fault system; 12 - faults of South - Kamchatka of ore-
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controling fault system; 13 - radial and concentric fissures of Zhirovsky 
paleovo1cano; 14 - faults of Paratunsky-Asachinsky separation zone; 15 -
quartz and quartz - sulphide veins; 16 - recent thermal sources. 

Two concentric faults systems are connected with caldera formation. The 
intemal system forms in the central part of a paleovo1cano the rounded 
subsided block by diameter of about 4 km open to the northeast. The faults 
dip to the centre at the angles of 45-60 0 • In northeast direction the arcs are 
unbended, forming relatively gentle (45-500 ) faults frequently executed by 
explosive breccias. The most original display of this system is the 
dislocation in the right board ofMutnovsky river, enclosing dike-like body 
of tuffisites by thickness of 100-120 m and by extent about 3000 m, in 
which in tum, the quartz vein formed by pre-productive quartz - carbonite -
pyritic unit is located. Productive quartz and quartz - sulfide veins in most 
cases cross the fault system. 

The second system of ring faults is outside the ore field on periphery of 
the structure. To it has taken place in subsidence of almost all-vo1canic 
construction by a diameter about 15 km relative to its framing for 200-400 
m occurred. 

The radial faults are the reflection of dome-formation process under 
influence of c1iche effect of intruding magmatic column, they are usually 
present in walls of erosion-tectonic caldera and on slopes of the 
paleovo1cano. In most cases they are filled by dikes of basalts, andesite -
basalts, rare andesites, andesite - dacites, the displacements along them are 
absent or are insignificant (probably are renewed in neotectonic stage). But 
the main role in dome formation to preparation of ore-enc1osing structures 
was expressed in the formation of stretching zone in its arch, as a result of 
which in central paπ of the paleovo1cano disc10sing of earlier generated 
submeridional fault has taken place. 

The postore stage faults (neotectonic) are displayed basically to the west 
of Mutnovsky ore field, where as a result of development of Paratunsky -
Asachinsky separation zone in Middle - Late Pleistocene time the graben
like structure controlling the location of acid vo1canic bodies was formed . 
The faults of Paratunsky - Asachinsky zone cover a west flank of Zhirovsky 
paleovo1cano. Directly in ore field they were displayed in renovation of 
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submeridional dislocations, including ore-enclosing ones. The renovation of 
northeast faults is conjugated, probably, with the youngest (end of late 
Pleistocene) faults system of north - northeast strike distinguished by V. L. 
Leonov to the west of Mutnovsky deposit. The post-ore tectonics has 
resulted in splitting of quartz veins and formation of clay (argillaceous) 
splitting zones along contact. The contact of crushed quartz - sulphide vein 
with pumice tuffs ofLate Pleistocene age along post-ore tectonic zone filled 
by friction clay by thickness 5 cm was observed. The amplitude of post-ore 
displacement to this zone makes not less than 10m. 

Specific feature ofMutnovsky ore field is the presence ofrecent operating 
hydrothermal system shown as two thermal sources (V oinovsky and Upper 
- Mutnovsky). It is necessary also to note, that in opening holes of deep 
horizons of ore-including zones, the temperatures are marked up to 2000 • 

The extensive fields of argillites (probably also the part of pyrite-containing 
quartz - carbonaceous veinlets) are connected with recent thermal platforms. 
Some researchers assume, that the recent hydrothermal system is the 
remnant of more thick system, which has generated mineralization. But the 
majority of researchers consider (and our researches confirm this point of 
view), that the modem hydrotherms are connected with the acid magma 
chambers, which were formed in Middle - Late Quatemary in Paratunsky -
Asachinsky separation zone. The basic ways of hydrotεrm migration are the 
faults of northeast strike, and locally unloadings - the units of their crossing 
by faults of other directions. 

3.1.1.1.4. Tectonic Fracture model of Zhirovsky Paleovolcano 

The results of researches are based on data of field observations and 
measurements of fractures, and also on materials of earlier prospecting. 132 
platforms are measured not less than 100 fractures. In the present unit the 
results of interpretation of 123 platforms are used. The rest platforms 
mainly meet dikes and near-contact rocks with not clear structural 
regulation, therefore they were not used. 

General density of fractures changes from 10 up to 87 fractures for 5 
linear meters of section 
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The conditions of exposure did not allow receiving uniform observations 
that compels to consider only general tendency of change of fracture density. 
Previously we fulfilled such works at the gallery of Rodnikovy deposit in 
diorites enc10sing veined zones, where periodicity (about 70-80 m between 
adjacent maxim of fracture density) was c1early seen. However, the most 
intensive maxim coincided with the basic veined zone, thus the increase of 
fracture density occurred before some tens of meters up to the veined zone. 
These effects are known in structural‘ geology and are connected to wave 
nature of the stress field in homogeneous environment. It was not possible 
to establish such regularity of maxim because of rare network of 
observations at the Mutnovsky deposit . Long-period regularity however is 
rather well displayed: distances between the next maxim are about 1000 m. 

This distance is rather steady. Using the models well-known in 
geomechanics, it is easy to calculate that the most likely this regularity was 
caused by the wave mechanism of stress field, which was realized in a 
fragile plate located on rigid substrate (thickness of plate is 800-900 m.). 

Geologically it can be interpreted as presεnce of gentle (and most likely 
dome-like, with large radius of curvature, taking into account small changes 
of distance between maxim along lateral) surface of the unit of overlying 
rocks at depth with underlying dense strata of rather massive rocks of the 
basic composition. The following fact should be noticed, that the maxim of 
fractures coincide with locally concentration of veined material, and the 
greatest maximum coincides with vein Opredelyayushy (determining). The 
exception makes rather intensive maximum of fractures on sublatitudinal 
section in the east part of field, however here it is connected not with quartz 
veins, but with calcite veinlets zone in rather specific combinations by 
physical properties , < fragile siltstones and sandstones - intruded sill and 
dikes >, rocks, which have resulted in intensive splitting. 

This maximum also coincides with development zone of vent facies of the 
10th stage of development of fault stage and volcanic construction. Thus, 
the maxima of fractures are possibly to be considered, as the important 
potential characteristic of steady development of splitting zones at depth, 
inc1uding the zones connected with ore bodies. 

The preliminary analysis of stereogrammes of fracturing (fig. 3.5-3.7) 
allows making conc1usion that at the territory of deposit fractures of all 
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strikes and dips are displayed. Among subvertical fractures prevail 
sublatitudinal and submeridional (orthogonal system), and also northeast 
and northwest (diagonal system). The fractures of one strike represent 
fracture system of two directions, the angle between which does not exceed 
5-100 • But because of small angular distance between fracture systems, they 

merge 
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Legend 

F「지 1- volcanogenic-sedimentary formations of Akhomtehsky 
롭 strata of Mutnovsky and Asachinsky suites 

2. Other rocks 

σ廳3. Sites of measur빼t of fractures in sar빼nes， their 
numbers and stereogrammes (Schmidt equal-area 
projection )plotting by ICO measurement 

4. Sites of measurement of fractures in other rocks 

Fig. 3.5. Stereogrammes of fractures in sandstones of the Zhirovsky 
paleovolcano basement 
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Fig. 3.6 Stereogrammes of fractures in gabbro-diorite 
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Other legend see in figure 

Fig. 3.7 Stereogrammes of fractures in eruptive bodies of breccias 
of vent facies 

Legend to figure 3.5 , 3.6, and 3.7 
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1. Volcanogenic-sedimentary rock of Akhomtensky strata, Mutnovsky and 
Asachinsky suites. 
2. Other rocks. 
3. Platform of fractures measurement, their number and stereogramme 

(Shmidt equal-area projection ). 
4. Platform of measurement in other rocks. 
5. Intrusion of gabbro - diorites. 
6. Body of eruptive breccias. 

into general one with the average general direction. As it is known, the 
maxim splitting in mutual - perpendicular fracture systems is a 
characteristic of formation in compression conditions. 

If classify stereogrammes according to the type of isoline pattem, of 
fracturing density, there are confidently distinguished two types of 
stereogrammes: with mainly gentle and mainly steep dip of fractures. So, 
for example, platforms with flat dip fractures - No 21 , 22, 26, 29 and etc. 
and with steep - No 1, 2, 3 and etc. The stability of strike of vertical 
fractures allows to consider, that for examined site their formation was 
caused by regional (in the sense that the sources are located outside site 
border) sresses, though the subsequent movements on these fractures could 
be caused by local factors. 

* Note: other stereogrammes here are not given, as only for characterized in 
fig. 2, 3 and 4 massifs of rocks the representative data on fractures are 
available; quantity of platforms by other geological bodies are insufficient 
for authentic conclusions. 

The strikes of flat and inclined fractures are rather variable, that allows the 
to connect their formation with the local factors. The absence of subvertical 
maxim on stereogrammes testifies that the formation of rocks, which were 
measured, has taken place after formation of a regional network of fractures. 
However, comparison of rock types, in which the inclined mainly flat 
fractures are displayed, testifies most likely, that such type of stereo -
grammes is observed practically in all rocks. On the other hand, in rocks of 
vent, extrusive and subvolcanic facies, in which it was possible to expect 
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development of primary f1at and inclined fractures, we frequently see 
prevalence ofvertical fractures (fig. 3.7). 
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With the small exceptions, such platforms locate in fault zones and large 
ruptures. Therefore neither time nor lithologic factors of formation of 
distinctions in elements of fracture occurrence, cannot be accepted in our 
case. It should be noticed that the stereogrammes with steep fractures 
arrangement are not single, and are united into groups, that allows to speak 
about insufficiently wide zone of influence of fracture zones in the above 
examined site (fig. 3.8). 

If the extended zone of development of gentle fractures limited on each 
side by zones, of a steeply dipping fracture parallel to it, is observed linearly, 
then it is possible to make a conclusion, that this zone is located above 
taking place under it to depth extended in the plan by a source of 
deformation. It is known, that the flat fractures locate directly above a 
source of deformations in case of action of the mechanism of a cross bend 
(vertical movements located under deformable layers of blocks, diapirs, 
intrusions etc.), whereas on its peripheries subvertical fractures prevail. 

In real conditions of multi stage character of the processes it is necessary 
to expect, that in the areal of prevalence of stereogrammes of one or another 
type there will be stereogrammes of intermediate type, that we notice in our 
case (fig. 3.8). It is necessary to note, that borders of a cliche not always 
coincide with the borders of the intruded body. So, in the case of intrusion 
injection with the complex form of the roof, only apical part with greatest 
radius of curvature of roof can be considered as a cliche. The features of 
distribution of types of fracture in researched area allow assuming the 
presence of such apical uplift under a central part of an intrusive exposed 
massif. Most likely, it is either one of late phases of the massif, or younger 
one, not connected with diorite body extended to submeridional direction. It 
is interesting that the strike of veined zones above this body (fig. 3.8) is a 
little different from strike of this body (coinciding with the strike of 
fractures areal ). 

It can be connected with disclosing at injection of the body of ancient 
fracture zones by other strikes, or about a greater age of this body in 
comparison with age of veined filling. The account data given below allows 
accepting the first assumption. The geological supervision is indicative of 
various regions of the world that the repeated injections of a magmatic 
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material occur along contact of an earlier intrusion, and break through only 
case of presence of zones of splitting or weakened zones of earlier intrusion. 

Therefore coincidence in the plan of contours of a cliche with a central 
zone of gabbro - diorite . intrusion unequivocally testifies to that the 
intrusion of an apical paπ of a younger body (cliche) occurred within the 
zone of splitting in gabbro-diorites (most likely, on crossing of two or 
several rupture zones). As the body is rather large, it can be considered as 
the peripheral chamber in relation to occurring near volcanites of younger 
age in comparison with gabbro-diorites. Such rocks, to our opinion, can be 
young volcanic necks, breaking through gabbro - diorites at east contact of 
intrusion (in valley ofMutnovsky River). 

The majority of fractures in veins are short, twisting, quite often are filled 
by more late generations of a quartz and other minerals. A major part of 
such fractures are tension fracture. A part of fractures of such type in quartz 
veins are contraction fractures and are formed at the expense of removal of 
thermal compressive strains with cooling a rocky massif and vein of 
regressive stage ofhydrothermal massif, with cooling vein to 100-2000 (i. e. 
with decrease oftemperature ofthe massiffrom 200-3000 up to 20-500 ). 

The part of fractures of such type could also be formed at the expense of 
non-uniform development of intemal stress with crystallization of minerals 
(though the fractures with crystallization of minerals in open cavities will be 
formed rather rare, in difference 한om metasomatites). Our observations in 
the point Zh -2/3 , show that still at the stage of vein formation (with 
formation of quartz veinlets cross-cutting vein) on extension fractures were 
imposed shear movement. As well as it was necessary to expect, system of 
these fractures (fig. 3.9) are parallel to walls and the axes of veins besides 
the system of diagonal fractures is distinguished which can be referred by a 
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Fig. 3.9 General fracture pattem within vein zones of Mutnovsky ore field 

1 - Fracture (Schmidt stereogramm) within vein zone ; 
2 - Orientation within (Schmidt stereogramm) vein zone ; 
3 - vein zones ; 4 - site of mass measurement offractures(1 , 39, 78) or 

visual observation of fractures(point Zh .2/3) 
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degree of exposure to the conjugated system of primary shear fractures. As 
a rule, these fractures have strike about 45 0 to the strike of the vein (fig. 
3.10), but their inc1ination angles are rather various. It is characteristic, that 
if in Opredelyayushy vein these fractures are subvertical, in other veins they 
can be more inc1ined (platform (39). 

It gives the base to consider, that these veins, despite of some distance 
from the Opredelyayushy (Determining) zone (250 and more meters), are, 
as a matter of fact, feathered relative to it. It gives the base to believe, that 
all conjugated fractures, measured by us inside veins are attributed to a 
single system, that causes an opportunity to reconstruct by them the field of 
stress at the stage of formation of a primary fracturing determining a spatial 
position of veined bodies (fig. 3.l0). By the form of trajectories making 
stress tensors it is possible to make a conc1usion, that the formation of this 
conjugated fractures system is caused by some slightly extended (more 
precisely to us does not allow to speak quantity of platforms) c1iche causing 
occurrence of vertical compressing forces. 

In result occurs stretching component in horizontal direction. It is 
necessary to note, that a similar location of stretching and compressing 
forces in the plan it are marked by V. L.Leonov and for the newest stage of 
development of recent Mutnovsky hydrothermal system. It is c1ear, that 
shear fractures could not arise at the stage of thermal compressive stresses 
relaxation, therefore we believe, that the intrusion of c1iche began before 
veinlets of veined cavities by hydrothermal minerals, some time after 
formations of veins and proceeded. 

Distinctive feature of all marked above fractures - absence of the brightly 
expressed planes of sliding. At the same time on some platforms (and 
especially in more details to described platform (Zh-2/3) the imposed 
fracture systems, by planes of sliding, rather extended (first tens centimeters 
the first meters), quite often falling outside the limits( overstepping the 
limits) veins frequently displacing veinlets is displayed. 

The planes of sliding are observed on planes of primary extension 
fracture. Fractures are always rectilinear, by equal surfaces, though on large 
distances and slightly curved. It is no doubt that :n difference from the stress 
field which have caused the formation of the above described shear 
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fractures, which is caused by a c1iche which occurred directly under the 
Opredelyayushy (Determining) vein, source of stress field which have 
caused formation of fractures by planes of sliding and displacement, is far 
from a veined zone, or are regional at all. This question we shall consider 
further when consider post-vein fracture tectonics. We shall only note, that 
in veins the fractures are displayed also, which formation has taken place at 
more late stages of development of ore field, when the action of sources of 
the deformation which has resulted in formation of veins, already has 
stopped. 

What is a c1iche? Spatial conjugation with the body of diorites allows 
assuming, that this c1iche could be any intemal parts of gabbro-diorites 
intrusion. However, firstly, quartz veins within the intrusion bear all 
characteristics of injection in already consolidated massif. Secondly, stress 
field in intrusion in the moment of its consolidation is greatly different 
한om that on the moment of quartz veins formation. Hence, field of stress 
and deformations caused by intrusion on depth about 2000 m of some body, 
which is not directly connected with intπtn때rus인lOn 0아fg탱ab바bro-d비lOI야r따Sκ’ out -
cropped in modem erosive section. 

However, thus its intrusion has taken place nevertheless in area of an 
occurrence of this intrusion, most likely in relatively nontight zone of 
intrusion or contact. It is possible, probably, to judge about the composition 
of the intruded body by the composition of acid extrusively - subvolcanic 
bodies located on approximately equal distance 잠om the epicenter of the 
source, of approximately equal distance,( fig. 3.10), at the periphery of 
mtrus lOn. 

Besides quartz veins, on territory of the area veinlets, sometimes of rather 
significant density (saturation of rocks by a hydrothermal material) are 
distinguished. Frequently veinlets are observed and in veins, quite often 
crosscutting. By admitting, that formation of systems of veinlets is more or 
less contiguous in time (taking into account in general youth of process vein 
formation on this site), a field of stress is reconstructed at the stage of 
formation of veinlet series (3.11). 

It is interesting that, at this stage also the deformations can be connected 
with the same c1iche, only now orientation of a movement of a cliche was 
replaced to reverse, the compressing stresses were replaced to stretching 
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ones, and on the contrary, and the uplift of cliche was replaced by its 
lowering. 

The morphostructure of this area (arc and ring scarps are located by 
concentres with a center of curvature in the area of deformation source) well 
coordinates to this field of stress and deformations; the central morpho -
structural part in area of source of deformation has lower heights, than 
periphery. However examined morphostructural of a central type is not 
compared to sizes to all caldera of Zhirovsky volcano, and occupies only 
the northem part of caldera. Probably, in the southwest and southeast of 
caldera the two more same structures are located. These data will be 
coordinated with geomorphological constructions. 

Within the structure there is distinguished a ring structure compared to it 
by size and spatial position, which is displayed in ring and by radial (at least, 
within ring contour) arrangement of ruptures, fracture zones and splitting 
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zones. Large part, if not the overwhelming majority of distinguished in 
caldera veins and veined zones are located within this ring structure. Thus, 
if the extemal ring zone is characterized by conform arrangement of quartz 
veins, then within the central part nothing can be told about such 
dependence (Fig.3 .11). 

It can be indicative of that these two typεs of veins have various origins in 
sense of formation of their cavities. The veins of a central part of structure 
are connected with disclosing of more ancient fracture zones with dome-like 
uplift of environment due to intrusion of cliche, and consequently have the 
strikes which have been not connected to formation of ring structure, 
determined only by regional factors of the control of ancient fracturing. At 
the second stage - compensatory subsidence above the source of 
deformation, formation of ring ruptures, their disclosing and filling by 
veined material. Hence, it is possible to count, that the ore loading will be 
various for a) veins of ring zone; b) veins of northem f1ank of central zone 
(where the cliche) has intruded; c) of veins of southem f1ank of central zone 
from where the cliche was intruded . 

Taking into account the models already available for epithermal deposits 
of gold and silver in other regions, and also results of research of 
temperature distribution above magmatic bodies and intrusions in modem 
hydrothermal systems of various regions, it is possible to make a conclusion, 
that the highest temperatures at the moment of vein formation should be 
observed in zone <b>, lower - in zone <c>, and the lowest ones in zone <a>, 
as with conformity of the forms of isotherms to the form of the heated up 
cliche the highest isotherms are observed in its apical part, and the lowest 
ones - above the submerged part. 

It seemed that the conclusion that field of stress for stage of veinlets 
formation is connected with the same source of deformation , as stress field 
for a stage of formation of quartz veins, is paradoxical. It appears that the 
objects of two structural levels (veins, on the one hand, and veinlets on 
another), with distinctions of thickness of 2-3 order, are generated by fields 
of stress of one hierarchical level. Howevf'; there is no paradox here In this 
sense the system of streaking deposits comes nearer to the conditions of 
formation of stockwork type systems, though the saturation of environment, 
certainly, is not enough to speak about classical stockwork. 
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Fig. 3.12 Conjugated systems of fractures along north-east fault zone 

1 - fault; 2 - vector of orientation of average tension 3 - observation points 
4 - conjugated systems of fractures and sector of compressi。미비ack) 
and extension(white). The arrow shows compression direction, 5 - footwall of fault; 
6 - hanging wall of fa비ts， 7 - direction of horizontal shift along walls of fault 

Therefore it becomes c1ear, why the field of stress for veinlets has not 
appeared derivative from a field of stress of veins. The veinlets cannot be 
considered as uniform paragenetic system with veins. They are different age 
formations. The formation of veins, which took place in the conditions of 
stretching of more ancient zones opening, did not promote wide 
development of feathered fractures with hydrothermal filling. If those 
existed (and are obseπed in exposures, especially the veinlets of tension 
type ), statistically (and here we give the results only of statistical 
processing of stereogramme) they were rather small in comparison with 
veinlets of a stockwork type. 
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Let’s consider stress field connected with the fault of northeast strike (Fig. 
3.12). Perhaps, it is a single large faul t. On the first sight, this fault is very 
young and represents graben. However confinement to it of more ancient 
geological bodies (in comparison with modem reliet) allows assuming, that 
graben formation occurred along the fault of more ancient origin. A number 
of indirect data (unit 3. 1.1.1.3.) allows making an assumption about very 
ancient age of formation of this faul t. If it so, in the most ancient rocks of 
the area (sandstone) should be observed a trend of shear fracture. 

The analysis shows, that it exists. Moreover, on base of distribution of 
fracture (fig. 3.12) and analysis of dip angle of these fractures systems is 
possible to make a conclusion about right-hand fault-shift from lowered 
northwest and lifted southeast wing. Trajectory pattem of tensor compo -
nents of stress allows making the assumption that the investigated area is at 
northem edge of the fault itself, or one of its echelons. Probably, during 
geological history there was a numerous activation of the fault up to the 
present time, the confinement of thermal sources to the fault is indicative of 
this. 
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Let’s consider stress field connected with the fault of northeast strike ( fig. 
3.12). Perhaps, it is a single large faul t. On the first sight, this fault is very 
young and represents graben. However confinement to it of more ancient 
geological bodies (in comparison with modem relief) allows to assume, that 
graben formation occured along the fault of more ancient origin. A number of 
indirect data (unit 3. 1.1.1.3.) allows to make an assumption about very 
ancient age of formation of this fault. If it so, in the most ancient rocks of the 
area (sandstones) should be observed a trend of shear fracture. The analysis 
shows, that it exists. Moreover, on base of distribution of fracture (fig. 3.12) 
and analysis of dip angle of these fractures systems is possible to make a 
conclusion about right-hand fault - shift from lowered northwest and lifted 
southeast wing. Trajectory pattem of tensor components of stress allows to 
make the assumption, that the investigated area is at northem edge of the fault 
itself, or one of its echelons. Probably, during geological history there was a 
numerous activization of the fault up to the present time, the confinement of 
thermal sources to the fault is indicative of this . 

3.1.1.1.5. Hydrothermally altered rocks 

Almos all rocks composing Mutnovsky ore field are subjected to 
hydrothermal alteration. Among the hydrothermally altered rocks the 
following is distinguished pre-ore propilitized, argillizated and wallrock 
altered rocks. 

The propylites are widely distributed among the altered rocks. The 
intensity of alteration is determined by composition of initial rocks and 
structural factors. The rocks composing a central part of caldera are most 
altered. It is, to which The magmatic breccias and subvolcanic breccia 
bodies of medium - acidic composition are attributed to the rocks of the vent 
facies. At the same time even among almost completely altered rocks there 
are sites almost of not altered rocks. 

Among propylites three zonaly located mineral associations are 
distinguished: zeolite - carbonite-chlorite, carbonate - epidote - chlorite 
(upper), epidote - chloritic (lower). Zeolite - carbonite - chloritic propylites 
are developed on the rocks of the upper paπs of section of volcanogenic rocks. 
Neogenetic minerals make of 10 up to 90% of rocks volume and are 
represented by ze이ite ， carbonate, chlorite, insignificantly by hydromica, clay 
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of montmorillonite group, corrensite, celadonite, albite, sphene, leucoxene, 
pyrite. The lavas, as a rule are kept more or less fresh, the pyroclastic rocks are 
altered more heavily.In effusions plagioclase of phenocrysts is unsignificant1y 
replaced with zeolite, carbonate. Dark-coloured minerals are corroded by 
carbonate. Basic mass is replaced more heavily and represents fine-grained 
unit of chlorite, carbonate, zeolite, less often hydromica. In tuffs intensity of 
alteration developes. The phenocrysts of plagioclase are replaced by zeolite, 
and sometimes by albite, which develops to grain as veinlets and spots. 
Dark-coloured minerals are almost always wholly replaced by chlorite, 
carbonate, pyrite, magnetite. Volcanic glass of fragments and cement 
represent the coarse-grained unit of chlorite, carbonate, leucoxene, zeolite, 
corrensite, montmorillonite. 

→l완r만pite - epidote - chlo쉰띤jJ~~PY!!!똥are widely distributed. They 
contain all ore bodies of Mutnovsky ore field. Megascopically they are 
greenish, bluish rocks with numerous amygdules and thin veinlets of 
secondary minerals. 

The basic secondary minerals are albite (or oligoclase), chlorite, carbonate, 
epidote, the actinolite (in case propylite to diorites - gabbro - diorites and 
andesite dikes). Less often in small quantitieshydromica, sericite, mont -
morillonite, sphene, anhydride, prehnite are observed . The content of pyrite 
makes 5-10% ' of volume of rocks. Plagioclase of phenocrysts is 
deanorthizated. Together with albite the brown clays of montmorillonite 
group, chlorite, carbonate, adular, sometimes zeolite, hydromica develop. The 
relicts of andesine are kept occassionly. 

The pyroxene is replaced by chlorite, carbonate, actinolite, rare grains of 
epidote, rare by zeolite. The intensity of replacement of rhombic and 
monoclinic pyroxene is various. Monoclinic one is frequen t1y kept in the 
relicts, and rhombic one. is wholly replaced. 

Basic mass of porphyric rocks represents fine-grained unit of all secondary 
minerals which are listed above. Thus they almost always keep the relict 
structure. In tuffs only <shadow> primary structures are kept. In altered tuffs 
there is more montmorillonite ~nd quartz, than in porphyric rocks. 

핸id아ξ -벼loriti~ .propylites are stripped in deep erosive cuttings and are 
confined to rocks of vent facies represented by magmatic breccias, and also to 
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zones of intensive fractureing. The complete replacement of rocks by 
secondary minerals, which basic among are epidote, chlorite, albite, sericite, 
hydromica, quartz, sphene, leucoxene, pyrite, rare carbonate is characteristic. 
The content of epidote is 1-15 % of volume of rocks. It will form numerous 
nests and is well observed visually. In magmatic breccia of andesite 
composition plagioc1ase is deanorthited, is replaced by epidote, sericite, 
hydromica. On dark coloured minerals frequently homoaxial pseudomorphs 
of epidote and chlorite are formed. Sometimes these minerals develop in 
common. To basic mass a chlorite, leucoxene, less often montmorillonite 
heavily develops. The numerous nests are combined by epidote, chlorite, 
quartz, sencite. 

In andesite - dacite increased the content of sericite, hydromica, occurs 
carbonates, chlorite is observed less often. 

Argillizated rocks concem to near-fracture metasomatites and in imits of 
fields propylite will form linear bodies accompanying quartz - veined bodies 
and zones of faults. Besides in area of the Kaska mountain the outcrops of 
solfataric altered rocks, and in upper reaches of creek ore deposit of recent 
thermal platforms are marked. All these alterations overlie the propylites. 
Among near-당acture metasomatites are distinguished : quartz - hydromica, 
adular - hydromica - quartz, adular - montmorillonite - hydromicaceous -
quartz rocks, and also rocks with primaη development of c1ays of group of 
montmorillonite, corrensite . 

First three facies compose intemal parts of zones, and c1ay on peripheries. 
Most thick and extended is the zone of near-fracture metasomatites 
accompanying Opredelyayushaya (Determining) veined zone. Its length 
4000 m, width up to 400 m. Thickness of an intemal part of zone from 0.2 m 
up to 60.0 m. less are subject to alter diorites, gabbro-diorites (thickness of 
zone 0.2 m), subvolcanic andesites (thickness in a creek Konek 4.0 m.). The 
greatest thickness in enc10sing subvolcanic andesite - dacite and tuffs. From 
depth thickness sharply decreases and contour hydrothermal altered rocks in 
vertical section represents a kind of a Ú없1. 

The interdependence between argillizated rocks of the intemal zone, their 
distribution in space are those, that in immediate proximity with quartz veins 
developed adular facies. Megascopically they differ from propylite by light, 
whitish tones. 
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Quartz -hydromica rocks completely consist of secondary minerals, which 
in basic are quartz (30-40 % of rock volume) and hydromica. In smaller 
quantities rectorite montmorillonite, leucoxene, barite, rutile are contained . 

The non-uniforrn structure of rocks is caused by non-uniforrn replacement 
of primary rock. Basic mass represents cryptograined quartz with numerous 
scales of hydromica, on the background of which the units of hydromica 
pseudomorphs on phenocrysts of plagioc1ase and sites with plenty of c1ay 
minerals are distinguished. Sometimes adular occurs. 

→→4뻗험rr-IF9깐trpqrillp낀i!~ _:_~x~r~~i~'!c른ous - quartz ~ocks _ almost always 
have relict primary structure. Mineral composition: adular, c1ay of 
montmorillonite group, quaπz， hydromica, albite, (or oligoc1ase), carbonate, 
coreensite, rare barite, chlorite, opal, jarosite. In porphyric rocks dark
coloured minerals are completely replaced by hydromica corrensite 
plagioc1ase - by adular, hydromica, carbonate, albite. The volcanic glass is 
replaced by c1ays of montmorillonite group and by hydromica. 

The cement in c1astic rocks is recrystallizated in cryptograined unit of 
quartz, hydromica, montmorillonite, leucoxene. 

In all varieties of metasomatites the rich impregnation of pyrite is marked. 

Adular - hydr뺑깐한판단완!!~ metasomatites differ from all previous rocks 
by absence of c1ays of montmorillonite group with prevailling development 
of hydromicas and corrensite. The composition of metasomatites 
accompanying ore bodies does not vary. Sometimes only the increase of 
carbonatization with depth (mainly calcite) from 103% on surface up to 10 % 
at depth by a mark of 300 m is observed. Sub-ore horizons are characterized 
by occurrence ofa lot ofalbite displacing adular (fig. 3.13). 
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Fig.3.13 Section of hydrothermally altered rocks 
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Fig 3.14 Cut of hydrothermal altered rocks to hole 
(No. 13 Mutnovsky deposits) 

1- agglomerate tuffs, 2- psephitic tuffs, 3- psamitic tuffs, 
4- aleurite tuffs, 5- andesitic - basalt, 6- andesites, 7- dacites, 
8-liparites, 9- diorites, 10- gabbro - diorites, 11- andesite dikes, 
andesite. - dacite 12- propylites zeolite - carbonate - chloritic, 
13- propylites carbonate - epidote - chloritic, 14- propylites 
epidote - chloritic, 15- near-fracture metasomatites of external 
zone, 16- wallrock metasomatites of internal zone, 17- quartz 
veins, 18- development of adular. 
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On the northem flank of veined zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining), 
at the site of its submersion, the near-fracture metasomatites are characterized 
by kaolinite- montmorillonite - zeolite - hydromicaceous - quartz composition. 
Directly 100 m higher than level of thinning of ore body the enclosing 
subvolcanic andesite - dacites are almost completely reworked relict 
structures were partially kept. Secondary structure of rocks is 
granolepidoblastic. The phenocrysts of plagioclase are replaced by the unit of 
hydromica, corrensite, kaolinite, less 0담en by carbonate. Dark coloured 
minerals are replaced with clays of montmorillonite group and hydromica. 

Basic mass represents cryptograined unit of clays, quartz, hydromica, 
carbonate, barite, jarosite, chlorite is rare observed. Silicification is non
uniform. The quartz content is 5-30%, clay of montmorillonite group - 15%, 
kaolinite - 1% of rock volume. The jarosite together with quaπz form 
veinlets. 

Vertically above the degree of alteration of rocks weakens. So in 350m 
from 5 the horizon of ore body thinning the primary structures are keptin 
rocks. Silicification is insignificant. Width of zone in supra-ore part is 50 m. 

On continuation of veined zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining), in the 
valley of the river Zhirovy in subvolcanic andesites the zone of the altered 
rocks by thickness of 20 m is fixed. The character of replacement is similar 
to described in above-ore part of the section. The alteration of plagioclase con 
-sists in individual substitution by opal, zeolite, montmorillonite. 
Rhombic pyroxene and homblende are pseudomorphically replaced by mont
morillonite, opal, sometimes by carbonate. The monoclinic pyroxene is 
unsignificantly corroded by these minerals. 

Basic mass is replaced more intensively and represents the cryptograined 
unit of montmorillonite, opal, zeolite, leucoxene. There is magnetite and iron 
hydrooxides. Argillizated near-fracture rocks of extemal zone have thickness 
from first tens centimeters up to 2-5 meters in subvolcanic andesites, gabbro
diorites, and in tuffs and subvolcanic andesite - dacites up to 200 m from 
surface and up to 10-50m at depth. Total of secondary minerals changes from 
15-20 of % up to 90 %. The primary structures of rocks are always kept. The 
most widespread minerals of this zone are - montmorillonite, corrensite, 
zeolite, carbonate, quartz (no more than 10 %), adul 
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Thw borders between argillizated near-fracture rocks of extemal and inter 
-nal zones, and also between argillizites and propylites are not distinct. (fig. 
3.13, 3.14). The near-fracture metasomatites are established on all quartz 
veins of the ore field. The degree of their processing and thickness of zones is 
directly depended on the cmposition of enclosing rocks, thickness of the vein. 
In upper reaches of the creeks Rudny and Strashny (i .e. 644, 702), in the 
deepest cuttings river Mutnovsky (i.e. 75) intemal zones of metasomatites 
along quartz veins make 20-30cm. It is combined by montmorillonite - hydro 
-mica - quartz unit with insignificant quantity of adular, carbonate, barite, 
rutile, leucoxene, sphene, pyrite. Structure of rocks is secondary lepido -
granoblastic or granolepidoblastic in dependence from prevalence of the 
granular unit of quartz (from 30 % up to 50 %), or scaled units of hydromica 
(up to 70 %) and montmorillonite (till25-30 0/0). 

The thickness of extemal zone of metasomatites in diorites and sub -
volcanic andesites reaches 1.5m, and in liparites till 7-1 Om. The set of secon -
dary minerals is identical to those described along a veined zone Opredelya -
yushchy(Determining). 

Within the ore field a lot of single contiguous of linear bodies of meta -
somatites accompanying zones of splitting are marked, and also intrusive 
bodies, conjugated to contacts. The thickness of these zones varies from the 
first meters up to tens meters. Structure of rocks is relict, secondary granol -
epidoblastic. The basic minerals are quartz, hydromica, montmorillonite, 
leucoxene, rutile, less often carbonate, barite, chlorite, in rare grains are 
epidote, jarosite, adular. 

Sol훤t갇r온alt른댄~~o~_~~ have the limited distribution. The small outcrops of 
such rocks are fixed on slope Kaska and, probably, is connected with etrusive 
bodies of the Quatemary period. Solfataric altered rocks are imposed on all 
described varieties of hydrothermally altered rocks and overlie southem 
flank of the veined zon~ Opredelyayushchy (Deter -mining). 

The rocks are altered up to clays of light - grey, whitish colours with rare 
remained fragments of easily destroied very porous rocks. The phenocrysts of 
plagioclase are pseudomorphically replaced by opal, halloysite frequently as 
altemating strips and are indistinctly distinguished at the background of 
cryptograined brown basic mass. Basic mass consi 
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ofvolume ofrock, are filled by kaolinite, zeolite less often by alunite, jarosite. 
Non-uniformly widespread hydrooxides of iron color rock in brown colour by 
spots. On separate sites the set of minerals is limited and is represented by 
opal, kaolinite, alunite. 

The deposits of recent thermal sources are fixed in upper reaches of the 
creek Rudny, where they are connected with outcrops of vapour-gas jets. 
They are represented by clay (argillaceous) unit of carbonate, kaolinite, quartz, 
alunite, native sulfur (Samylov, 1981). 

The wallrock -altered rocks within th~ Mutnovsky ore field are represented 
by low-thick zone of aduliarization, carbonàtization, silicification. The 
carbonate in near-veined space is present , when it is a component of vein. 
The thickness ofthe zone does not exceed O.2-0.m. Because ofthe same mine 
-ral composition of near-fracture and wallrock metasomatites it is not always 
possible todistinguish them precisely. 

When studying of mineral composi디on of all types of hydrothermally 
altered rocks the thermal analysis was used which was carried out by 
Volcanology Institute. By comparison of received curve of differentiated 
thermal analysis (DTA) with reference one the group ofminerals (fig. 7.1-7 in 
book 7) was determined. The analysis of results of researches testify that 
productive sites of quartz veins are located in carbonate - epidote - chloritic 
propylites containing composition of newly formed adular. From transition to 
an extemal zone ofnear-fracture metasomatites the propylites are replaced by 
argillizites with primary development of montmorillonite, corrensite, carbo -
nate, adular, quartz, pyrite. Adular - montmorillonite - hydromica - quartz 
rocks are adjoined to the vein directly . 

In near-veined - alterated rocks accompanying ore bodies, constantly there 
is adular. So in section of hydrothermal altered rocks on creek Pechalny on 
horizon of 200m thinning of ore body occurs, and also complete disappear -
rance of adular and occurrence of albite (fig. 3.13). The definition of balance 
of substance during metasomatosis was carried out by oxide - volumetric 
method N.1. Nakovnik (Kazintsyn, Rudnik(Mine), 1968). The propylitization 
of gabbro-diorites occured against the background of efflux of Si02, Fe20 3’ 
Na20 , CaO, A120 3 and supply of K20 , H20 +, CO2, MnO. In whole process of 
a propylitization is characterized by negative balance of substance. With the 
supply of K20 aduliarization of plagioclase (the efflux Na20 , CaO is ex-
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plained by this) occurs. The supply of CO2 MnO, and also releasing of CaO 
from rock results in formation of rhodochrosite and calcite. The introduced 
sulphur serves for formation of pyrite (fig. 3.15a). 

Propylitization of andesite flow proceeds a little differently. It is charac -
terized by the general tendency to insignificant accumulation of substance. 
Si02 and unsignificantly Na20 are taken away, K20 , H20+, CO2, MgO, A120 3, 
Fe20 3, CaO are introduced. With the supply of CO2 and CaO formation of 
calcite is connected. Formation of epidote is connected with supply of CaO, 
A1203 , Fe203, H20+, chlorite - with supply of MgO, Fe203 , A120 3, H20 + 
(fig.3.15b). 

In zones of the maximum tectonic study under influence of alkalified 
hydrothermal solutions occurs formation of metasomatites of adular - mont -
morillonite - hydromicaceous - quartz, quartz - hydromicaceous composition 
and argillizated rocks of extemal zone. The process of argillization occur -
sagainst the general background of leaching rocks. From gabbro - diorites are 
taken out A120 3, FeO, MgO, CaO, Na20 , H20 +,are introduced Fe20 3, K20 , 
(fig. 3.15c). In subvo1canic andesite - dacites Si02, MnO, CO2 are introduced, 
all other petrogenic elements tend to efflux (fig. 3.17). In an intemal zone of 
argillizites K20 , Na20 , A120 3 are introduced. 

The near-veined metasomatites are formed against general background of 
leaching of petrogenic elements by accumulation of Si02, K20 , MgO, MnO in 
gabbro-diorites and Si02, K20 , H20 , A120 3 in andesite flows. CaO, FeO, 
Fe20 3, A120 3, Ti02, CO2, Na20 are taken out from gabbro-diorites and CaO, 
FeO, Fe20 3, MgO, Na20 , CO2 in flows and subvolcanic andesite - dacites. 
The chemical analyses of rocks and calculation of balance of substance are 
given in the book 7 appendix 8. 
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3.1.1.1.6. Characteristic of veined zones and ore bodies 

In Mutnovsky ore field more than 160 (96) quart, quartz - carbonaceous 
and carbonaceous veins, streaking zones and mineralized zones of splitting 
bearing gold - silver- polymetal mineralization are revealed and sampled. 
They are concentrated mainly in the bottom, less often on intemal slopes of 
erosion-tectonic caldera at the area about 25 sq. km. In the interval of ab -
solute heights from 70 up to 525-550 m. Incidentally zones of veinlets and se 
-parate veins are established on caldera slopes on absolute heights of 560-675 
m. Veins traced along strike from 100 up to 2650 m, their thickness changes 
from 0.1 up to 15m but usually, with the exception ofa veined zone Opredel
yayushchaya (Determining), do not exceed 1-2m. Dip of veins is steep, sub -
vertical, only in basin of creek Strashny are established gentle (up to 400 ) 

veins, confined to gently dipping pre-ore rhyolite dikes. The majority of veins 
has a submeridional strike, less often northwest and northeast (from 3300 up 
to 200 ) , less often more sublatitudinal. They are developed mainly in subvolca 
-nic bodies of Zhirovsky paleovolcano, less in terrigenous rocks of its base -
ment, even less in effusively - pyroclastic rocks of strato-volcano. 

By our predecessors (89, 96) practically all hydrothermal bodies are refer 
-red to veins of filling. By our data many from them can be referred to veins 
of metasomatic replacement, very much frequently there are complex veins, 
in which the intervals are established to alterating each other as by thickness, 
and along strike, free veinlets of cavities, metasomatic replacement, and also 
developed in latter streaking zones. All this is indicative of formation of veins 
in several stages. 

Up to 80 % of volume of veined mass in the basic ore zone - veined zone 
Opredelyayushchy (Determining) is concentrated which almost in centre 
divides ore field into two parts: smaller west and east. A veined zone is 
represented by large tabular stem vein traced along strike for 2650 m with 
plenty of apophysises and feathered low-thick veins departing for 80-100 m. 

The researches established enough precisely expressed nuclear concentric 
zone of the isometric form of ore field structure, a little crosslike stretched at 
flanks in latitudinal and submeridional directions (fig.3 .1 6 and diagram 
Appendix. 1). 
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Fig 3.16. Diagram ofzonality ofhydrothermal system 
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In centre of this structure is isometric quartz - sulphide nucleus by dia -
meter about 1.2 k.m, distinguished to primary development here quaπz -
sulphide veins with massive polymetal mineralization. This area of polymetal 
maximum of ore field does not fall outside the borders of gabbro-diorites 
intrusion. The peculiarity of veins in composition of this nucleus is the richest 
set of ore minerals on purely monotonous background by quartz veined 
component (89, 96). 

The nucleus is delineated by a zone(II)) of quartz veins development with 
veinlet - impregnated polymetal mineralization of width 0.1-1.0 k.m, spatially 
gravitating to endo- and exocontact of gabbro-diorites intrusion. 

The following concentric zone (III)) in width 0.1- 1.0 k.m includes quartz 
veins with poor impregnated polymetal mineralization. It is displayed mainly 
in rocks of subvolcanic and vent facies, in rock of effusively - pyroclastic 
facies it is rare distributed. The Vostochny flank of this zone grasps the 
basement of paleovolcano. Width of 0.2-0.9 k.m is even more removed from 
centre zone(IV)) development of quartz - carbonaceous veins with minerali -
zation of pyrite and poor - polymetals. It is developed in endocontact zone of 
intensive development of subvolcanic bodies and in rocks, contiguous to 
them, effusively - pyroclastic facies, and in the east - the terrigenous 
basement. Zone V frames this structure. On the recent level of the section it is 
characterized by development of rather rich, sometimes stockwork carbo -
naceous, carbonate - zeolite veinlets. This zone is mainly displayed to rocks 
of effusive - pyroclastic facies of paleovolcano slope and the terrigenous 
basement on the east flank. In whole, in this zonal structure from centre to 
flanks occurs decrease of quantity of sulphides in veins and alteration of 
quartz by carbonates. 

In quartz - sulphide nucleus its assymetrical structure is observed - exten -
sion to the east and cQmpression to the west, which, in some measure, is 
explained by various character of paleocaldera relief for the period of ore
formation (fig.3 .16). The data of paleo-geomorphological and paleo-hydro -
geological reconstruction testify that the floor of caldera was gently inclined 
and opened to north - east (modem valley river Mutnovsky), and is more west 
than veined zone Opredelyayushchy(Determining) steep slope of intemal 
caldera board occurred. 
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In whole, in east paπ the zones have the structure of significant thickness, 
gent1e pitch subconformable with paleo - and modem relief , and in west - are 
compressed with steep, reverse relief by dip. Thus, it is possible to make a 
conclusion that the centre of hydrothermal system was displaced to west 
relatively of paleocaldera centre. This circumstance, alongside with the 
structural factors, mainly determined asymmetry of zonal structure. 

This nucleas concentric zonal structure of hydrothermal system and ore 
field formed by it re f1ects the structure of fissure container within tectono -
magmatic resurgent dome and spatially confined to the interval of primary 
development of volcanic bodies.In the centre of zonal structure the intrusion 
of gabbro-diorites occurs 
- the latest magmatic body, which possibly determines the temperature regime 
and zonality of hydrothermal system in the period of ore-formation. So the 
change of minaralogical composition occurs in the veins when transition from 
one mineral zone into another at general uniform submeridional en-ecelon 
orientation of the veins. 

In this concentric zonality, northem f1ank of Opredelyayushchy (Deter -
mining) zone is not entered. Within it the large part of gold concentration is 
established, therefore to the study of its structure was given special import -
ance. 

By data of the predecessors (96) Opredelyayushy(Determining)veined 
zone was conventionally divided into two parts: northem without sulphides 
(up to 5% of pyrite, galena, sphalerite), located in dacite tuffs of Akhomten -
sky series , and southem - sulphide - it is essential sulphide (15 and more %), 
located within the intrusion of gabbro-diorites. In result of large-scale detailed 
structural and mineralogical mapping of main veined zone, and also the study 
of the primary documentation the sharp heterogeneity of its structure has 
come to light. Especially of northem f1ank, where the composition of veins 
repeatedly varies from pure quartz to quartz with admixture of carbonate and 
quartz - carbonaceous (fig. 3.16), against the background of monotonous 
quartz composition of southem f1ank and central part. The area of develop -
ment of carbonates in veined zone is distributed far to the south, crosses 
zones of development of quaπz veins and almost reaches quartz nucleus. The 
analysis of distribution of gold in the veined zone (fig. 3.17a) the distinct 
specialization of north 
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separate samples in particular section was taken) and quiet background (from 
2 up to 4 g/t) of southem flank . 

On northem flank (fig. 3.18) the stem part ofthe veined zone consists of 
three types of veins: 1 - metasomatic quartz and quartz - sulphide vein; II -
quartz - carbonaceous, less often quartz veins of cavities filling with various 
quantity of sulphides; III - quartz, less often quartz - carbonaceous without 
sulphide or poor sulphide veins. Two first types mutually pass into each other 
and compose lenticular - veinlet fragmented veined zone (diagram appendix5 , 
fig. , 3.18) with significant volume of metasomatic veins, that is indicative of 
the rather intense formation in conditions of compression with deficiency of 
open cavities. The benefit of it is wide development of breccia textures both 
in veinsof performance, and in combined, intervals, represented by alter -
nation, of veinlets and replacement. 

The third type of veins observed only on northem flank, occupies an 
obviously cutting position relatively the former two, contrastingly differing 
by composition and morphology and is represented by monolithic tabular 
bodies with distinct contacts by extent up to 300m, which connect a lenticular 
vein - veinlets bodies in a uniform continuous veined zone. The rhythmically 
ribboned textures prevail, testifying the independent filling of cavities. 

Spatially veins of III type gravitate to trailing (west) side of ore-enclosing 
structure. With the analysis of variability of thickness of a veined zone (Fig. 
3.1 7b) it is established, that on southem flank the thickness changes from 2 
up to 6 m, and on northem, just in intervals, where the cross - cutting veins of 
III types are developed, the thickness sharply grows up to 9 and more meters. 
Maximum gold contents of coincides with the same intervals. Practically all 
important (economic) contents of gold(located in poor-sulphide veins of III 
type .( appendix5 , fig. 3.17), and vein of 1 and II types are characterized by 
polymetal and silver mineralization. Thus the veins of 1 and II types in the re 
latively gold are identical - both in veins of filling, and in veins of meta -
somatic replacemtnt the contents of gold are low and are 1-3 g/t. 
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Fig. 3.17. Structure of Opredelyayushchy veined zone 
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a) 1- tuffs of basalts, andesite, dacite; 2-3 - subvolcanic bodies (2- dacite, 
andesite - dacite, 3- andesite); 4 - intrusion of gabbro - diorites; 5- water -
glacial conglomerates; 6 -level of a thinning ofveins vertically; 7 - hole. 

b) 1 - less than 3 m; 2 - 3-6 m; 3 - more than 6 m; 4 - level of thinning of 
veins vertically; 5 - water - glacial conglomerates; 6 - hole. 

c) 1-5 classes of the contents; 6 - level of thinning of veins vertically; 7 -
water-glacial conglomerates; 8 - hole. 

d) 1 - 1-10; 2 - 10-50; 3 - 50-100; 4 - 100-200; 5 - more than 200; 6-8 look 
4c. 

Summarizing results of researches, it is possible to assert, that the veined zone 
Opredelyayushchy (Determining) was generated into two stages of minero -
genesis: first - silver - polymetal; second - gold - silver. 
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3.1.1.1.7. Geochemical features of the ore field 

The compilation of geochemical model of ore-formation is a necessary 
condition for revealing criteria resulting in formation of abnormal concen -
trations of minerals. F or this it is necessaη to take into account as geology -
structural factors, and rules of distribution of elements vertically and horizon 
-tally. 

F or revealing the connection of mineralization with that or other magmatic 
complex of rocks the majority of types of rocks participating in geological 
structure of an ore field was analyzed. The analysis of the geochemical 
characteristic of non - altered rocks outside Mutnovsky ore field (Bazhenov, 
1988) specifies to cadmium - molybdenum - tin - lead specialization of volca 
-nogenic - sedimentary rocks of Zhirovsky and Mutnovsky strata; antimony
cadmium - molybdenum - tin - arsenic for coeval subvolcanic andesite - dac 
-ites and liparites; and cadmium - lead - bismuth - tin for gabbro - diorites. 

However the same rocks in ore field are enriched by gold, silver, arsenic, 
lead, that, apparently, is indicative of specialization of ore-bearing solutions. 
The propylitization is accompanied by accumulation of gold and silver, and 
also cadmium, arsenic, lead, zinc, tin, manganese, and copper. With depth 
change of rocks (argillization) the set of elements remains former, but their 
concentratlOn grows. 

In whole, for whole complex of rocks of the ore field a uniform set of ele -
ments with the lowered concentrations was distinguished, they are chrom -
ium, lithium, strontium, scandium, vanadium, titanium, coba1t, nickel, repre 
-senting group of elements of efflux, where the intensity of efflux grows 
from left to right of direct dependence from a degree of metasomatosis mani 
-festation. The argillized rocks and near-veined metasomatites are the most 
impoverished by these elements. The generality of the geochemical charac -
teristics of all rocks of an ore field reflects uniform process of ore-formation. 

On basis of the analysis of geochemical specialization of rocks the set of 
elements - indicators of ore process used in the further, as the basis for geo -
chemical constructions is determined. 

The composition of veins and of ore mineralization varies as the distance 
from center of an ore field increases. In central part the quartz veins from 
massive polymetal, silver - polymetal mineralization is mainly developed. 
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The zone of development of quartz veins with streaky - impregnated miner -
alization dated for exocontacts of intrusion of gabbro-diorites adjoins to it. 
The zone of quartz veins with poorly - impregnated polymetal minerali -
zation further locates. In the most distant zone the quartz- carbo -naceous 
veins with pyritic mineralization are developed. 

At the area of an ore field both in enclosing and in veined rocks are 
observed gradual changes of a degree of concentration of typomorphic 
elements from center to periphery, that confirms presence of mineralogical 
zonality and specifies to existence of geochemical zonality in deposit. The 
aureoles of typomorphic elements are characterized by general rules of 
distribution of concentration and morphology of anomalies has the sharply 
expressed radial - concentric structure. General for all elements is that the 
most contrast aureoles gravitate to a central part of an ore field. And, the 
maxim of their values spatially are contiguous and confined to a near-contact 
zone of gabbroids and dacites on southem flank of the veined zone 
Opredelyayushchy (Determining), to the crossing unit of submeridional and 
of northeast direction of large faults. Towards periphery the decrease of 
concentration of the basic ore elements up to background values is marked. 

However some features on behavior of various elements in ore field are 
marked: 

1. The presence of only poor-contrasted anomalies, isometric and 
insignificant in areas confined to a central part of the ore field, namely to 
southem flank of a zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining) is characteristic 
of bismuth, tungsten and molybdenum. 

2. In distribution of elements of polymetal group the characteristic decrease 
of concentration and displacement of the centers of the maximum values 
aureoles from the nucleus (southem flank of the zone Opredelyayushchy 
(Determining)) is marked to the north - east for a number of elements of 
copper - zinc - lead - cadmium, where the order of their arrangement in the 
series (from left to right) meets the increase of the area of anomalies and 
characterizes a degree of geochemical mobility of elements, specifying to 
northeast declination of ore-supplying system. 
F or polymetals a determining direction of concentration of abnormal values 
is the zone of a large fault of a northeast strike along river Mutnovsky. 
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3. For aureoles of gold and silver the most important direction of 
concentration is submeridional, with subordinated, but well fixed in a 
geochemical field value, northeast direction. To periphery the insignificant 
increase of the area of aureoles of silver above aureoles of gold is marked. 

4. For arsenic and antimony abnormal concentrations are observed as in 
central part of the ore field connected with more high-temperature minerals, 

And on periphery, where their abnormal concentration is far beyond 
distribution of aureoles of polymetals and gold with silver, that, probably, is 
explained by a high degree of mobility of elements. In morphology of 
aureoles prevails isometricity with sharp manifestation of northeast and 
submeridional directions. 

The above-stated can be interpreted as display of geochemical zonality(fig. 
3.20). Rare metal association represents a nuc1ear part of a geochemical field. 
The polymetal association, inc1uding previous one, occupies a considerably 
large area. Spatially it is confined to apical parts of gabbro-diorites intrusion, 
being extended correspondingly to northeast direction. 
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Legend to fig. 3.20 
Map of geochemical associations of Mutnovsky ore field 
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Gold - silver association, which is falling outside the limits of two earlier 
described, spatially is confined to exocontact paπ of an intrusion and 
subvolcanic vent facies. 

The latter, arsenic - antimony association, most extensive locates outside 
gold - silver at the periphery of the ore field. 

The definition of a geochemical mineralization type was carried out by a 
numbers of elements, ranged by the size of the normalized efficiency or 
factor of concentration by using of correlation and factor analyses. The 
distribution of ranged series over the area is indicative of gradual change of 
degree of concentration of typomorphic elements from center of the ore field 
to periphery with the constant order of elements in them (tab. 3.2). The 
exceptions are gold and silver varying locally with distance from center. The 
analysis of correlative connections confirms the unity of the distinguished 
association. Characteristic is the occurrence of positive correlation between 
all typomorphic elements at distance from center of an ore field, with 
reduction of gold contents and with increase of depth. And, there is a 
tendency to unite them with group of" mantle" elements (chromium, nickel, 
and cobalt). 
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Table 3.2 Geochemical characteristics ofvein formation ofthe Mutmansky ore fields 

。
。나
 

No Location am Geochemical Au Element content p. 10-.1 % Ag Range sεnes 
Min oun characteristic glt Ag As Sb Cd Pb Zn Cu Bi Mn Sn Ba Mo /Au 
eral t 
zone 

Vein group of the 40 0.64 4.6 85.4 9.6 6.6 139 304 51 0.25 100 1.3 9.2 0.2 Ag-Au-As-Sb-Cd-
southern tlank of Pb-Zn-Bi-Cu-Sn-Mo 
Opredeyayush zone Kk 338 920 237 192 132 77 63 8.6 18 2.4 4.7 0.4 0.8 85 

2 Vcin group of the 10 0 .3 1 1.7 58.7 5.5 2.9 71 122 21 0.37 259 0.3 11 .6 0.2 Ag-Au-As-Sb-Cd 
eastern tlank of Pb -Bi-Zn-Mn-Cu-
Opredeyayush zone Kk 194 336 163 110 57 40 25 3.5 26 6.1 1.3 0.45 0.8 55 Sn 

11 3 Vein group of the 62 0.39 1.2 29.4 4.4 0.7 12.2 17 .7 0.17 94 0.27 13.7 0.18 Au-Ag-As-Sb-Cd-
northern tl뻐k of Bi-Pb-Zn-Mn-Cu 
Opredeyayush zone Kk 244 230 81 20 14 6.8 3.7 12 2.2 0.5 0.7 5 3 1 

111 4 Vein group of thc 70 0.06 0.5 4 1.6 1.8 0.7 9.4 28.4 9.5 0.18 133 0 .35 12.6 0.27 ^ s-Ag-Au-Sb-Cd-
southern flank o f orc Bi-Zn-Pb-Mn-Cu ’ield Kk 37.5 100 115 36 14 5.2 6 1.6 12.8 3.1 1.3 0.47 1. 1 83 

1V 5 The most remote 14 0.014 0.05 17.5 2.8 7.1 5.6 67.5 0 .4 17.8 0.22 As-Ag-Au-Mn 
from the center -(Zn-Pb-Sn) 
group ofveins Kk 8.8 10 49 1.5 1.5 0.9 1.6 1.5 0.7 0.9 36 

Loca1 geochemica1 background 0.0016 0.005 0.36 0.05 0.05 1.8 4.8 6.0 0.014 42.2 0.27 24.7 0.24 



The constant order of an arrangement of elements in ranged series and 
similar composition of typomorphic complex confirms genetic 
relationship of all veined rocks of the ore field and, alongside with its 
concentrically zonal structure, specifies to existence of uniform source 
ore-bearing f1uids. Proceeding from this, the genetic type of 
mineralization is determined as gold - silver - polysulphide passing at the 
f1anks in gold - silver. 

The vertical geochemical zonality was studied on northem f1ank of 
zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining) at two profiles of boreholes and 
trenches by using the polyelement longitudinal profile. On base of the 
established series of zonality some factors of zonality are chosen and their 
quantitative estimation is given. The results allow determining size of 
erosive cut: on northem f1ank - Upper-ore, too southem f1ank of a zone 
Opredelyayushchy (Determining) passing to average-ore, and further to 
the south - supra-ore cut. 

Distribution of gold efficiency values and factor of zonality at 
longitudinal vertical profile (fig. 3.21) testifies to northem declination of 
mineralization on northem f1ank and southem, more gentle, on southem 
f1ank. ln combination with low values of factor of zonality on northem 
continuation of the zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining) the conclusion 
about a steep declination of an ore body at depth to the north of the trench 
No.10l. ln the south, taking into account high values of factor, the miner 
-alization passes under a f10w of Upper Quatemary basalts. Here 
intensive arsenic - antimony aureoles are also obseπed changing gold -
mercury ones to the south. These data with the account of concentrically -
zonal structures of the ore field allow to make a conclusion about the 
presence ofblind mineralization on the southem flank. Thus, it is possible 
to assume that the formation of ore - hydrothermal system of deposit was 
accompanied by stage evolution of material. The formation of 
mineralization began with supply of f1uids in the process of 
metasomatosis of arsenic, gold, silver, and antimony. Ascending pulsing 
hydrothermal solutions were transported by microcavities when they had 
formed, each portion of them was located in the certain thermodynamic 
conditions. These solutions contained high concen -tration of gold, silver, 
arsenic, and some their portions were enriched in manganese, bismuth, 
lead, zinc, vanadium, tin, tungsten. lt, probably, causes variety of mineral 
paragenesis, and also explains polystages. 
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Warming up of enclosing rocks made active processes of migration of 
ele -ments in wallrock space under the influence of fluids. There is 
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contrary interchange of elements with supply of ore components and 
efflux of siderophile group of elements. 

The site of southem flank of a zone Opredelyayushchy (Determining), 
located, probably, above the supplying channel, was exposed to 
temperature influence for a long . time, therefore intensity of diffusive 
mass exchange in near-veined space here was displayed in a larger-scale. 
This can partly explain enrichment by silver and arsenic of southem flank 
of the zone. For the benefit of it of the raised content of silver in galena, 
sphalerite, arsenopyirite in comparison with northem flank can be 
indicative. It Absence on northem flank the zone of abnormal 
concentration of polymetals is possible to explain by change of 
thermodynamic conditions. 

3.1.1.1.8. Paleo-hydrogeochrmical model of ore field 

The Mutnovsky deposit is one of reference objects with sharply change 
-able composition of ores, concentric type of their zonality agreed with 
concentric structure of the vo1canic structure, enclosing a mineralization. 
The vo1canic structure (Zhirovsky paleovo1cano) represents a caldera 
funnel by diameter of7-7.5 km having form ofa circle (fig. 3.22). 
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IntemaI zone caldera. Extemal part of caldera. Inner-mountain slopes Extemal sides of Foothill loops. Chloride Ascending, IS essentially 
Sulphate of water 8 icarbonate-sulfate and watershed of a caldera. Chloride of water by deficiency of chloride waters restored Ko I 
(sulphate lake?). 8elow is waters (fumarole zone). caldera frame. water, in Lower p앙ts carbonic acid (HCOJ1 ) = 0.6 1. 
sulphide sulphate, 8elow bicarbonate- 8icarbonate waters restored Ko 0.64- poorly oxidized Ko 
poorly restored waters Ko sulfide -sulfate waters poorly oxidized Ko = 0.8 1. 0.80. 
= 0.85. Ko = 0.89. 0.38-0.94. 



In modem conditions caldera floor is located on mark 2 --- 500 m, and 
the maximum points of a frame reach 900-1200 m. V. D. Dmitriev has 
carried out reconstruction of a relief in a period of ore-formation. 
According to his representations, at this time caldera borders were 1000 
m closer to center, and the abs이ute exceeding above the sea reached 1500 
m. By our opinion the exceeding were large, and caldera had a smaller 
diameter, owing to this the volcano came nearer to pointed form. 
Zhirovsky paleovolcano in its development originally came nearer to 
shape of a typical strata-volcano, that is it was a pointed hill with 
exceeding up to 2000 m, then at the ore stage it was transformed in a hill 
with near - crater caldera by a diameter up to 2000 m and by depth up to 
400 m (such as modem volcano Mutnovsky), and, at last was transformed, 
and in modem state, caldera has reached depth 1000 m and diameter -
7500m. 

The . hydrothermal mineralization is represented by veins of quartz, 
quartz-adular, quartz-carbonaceous, carbonaceous, carbonaceous -zeolite, 
and zeolite composition. The veins of first two types bare gold - silver, 
gold sulfide, sulfide loading of polymetal pyritic profile. Gold, electrum, 
küstelite, calaverite and altaite represent minerals of gold, silver -
argentite, hessite, and naumannite. Among sulfides most there are pyrite, 
galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyirite, and gray ores. 

U seful components are g이d， silver, which ratio 1: 1-1: 300, lead and 
zinc, which contents reach 10 %, copper up to 0.2 %, and also cadmium 
up to 0.03 %, germanium up to 0.0002 %, indium up to 0.004 %. The 
geochemical companions - arsenic up to 1 %, antimony up to -0.12 %, 
bismuth up to 0.0008 %, tin up to 0.003 %, molybdenum up to 0.003 %, 
tungsten up to 0.0008 %, barium up to 0.01 %. The vertical range of g이d 

mineralization reaches 250 m, having a lower border 0 m and recent mark 
+ 110 m. 

In distribution of ore - metasomatic associations is marked concentric 
zonality (1ook unit 3. L 1.6.), consisting in consecutive change from center 
to periphery of zones with such composition of hydrothermolites: 

1. Zone of sulfide - quartz veins. The content of sulfides is 20 %. 
II. Zone of quartz and quartz - adular veins with impregnation of sulfides. 

The veins, as a rule, contain a sericite. 
II1. Zone quartz and quaπz - adular of veins with rare impregnation (less 
than 1 %) pyrite and on occasion of arsenopyirite. Metallogenic 

specialization gold - silver, in single instance gold - arsenic. Leading 
elements - companions are antimony, arsenic, barium, forming admix-
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ture in orthoclase. 
IV. Zone of quartz - carbonaceous veins with impregnation of sulfides, 

mainly pyrite, up to 1 %. Carbonate is represented by mangano-calcite, 
rhodochrosite. 

V. Zone of carbonaceous and carbonate - zeolite veinlets, concentrically 
covering zonesIV and confined to an extemal slope of a mountain ring. 

VI. Imposed linear zone ofnorthem f1ank ofveined zone Opredelya
yushchy 
(Determining), submitted by quartz - carbonaceous veins with gold 

and impregnation of sulfides, in a number of quartz-adular carbo
naceous 
veins with gold - sulfide loading (up to 5 %). Carbonate is represented 
by ankerite and oligonite. The Ariel of veins of a type VI is imposed 
also on type ofveins II, III and IV. 

From the review of distribution of mineralization types with reference 
to paleo-geomorphological reconstruction it is seen that productive gold -
silver quartz vein type is confined to eroded intemal part of mountain 
structure. 

The vertical interval of gold mineralization, in which it was generated, 
is 250 m (450-200 m in modem marks), considering the erosion up to 350 
m. It is characteristic, that of a lower border of mineralization is on sea 
level, or is a little higher than it, that is characteristic also of other 0비ects 

ofKamchatka (deposit Achasa, Rodnikovy, Ametistovy). 

Physic - chemical nature of ore zonality is investigated on the basis of 
decapitation gas-liquid inclusions, gas chromatography - 21 samples for 
quartzes, pyrites and carbonates and 13 water extracts from accessory 
mineralogical and spectral analyses of ore samples. 

In result of study of temperatures decapitation of quartz and sulfides is 
established besides peaks of drying (up to 1500 ) , alpha-beta transition of 
quartz and combustion at sulfides, a wide interval of decapitation (1 50-
4000 , sometimes more), connected with conditions of their formation. 
The formation of zones II and II are relatively high-temperature. The 
interval of formation 130-420。’ is characteristic of a quartz, with peaks 
3000 and 3700 , and very weak 1500 for pyritic - 3700 and weak 2300 • 

Quartz of zone II of fumarole field decrepitated at temperatures 320-500。
at peak 4900 • In zone III (gold - silver ore) they are characterized by 
presence of two peaks: more high-temperature 3200 (or splitter 3100 and 
3500 ) and low-temperature 230-1900 • For pyrites the interval of 
decapitation 180-2500 , for gold-arsenic type of mineralization -high
temperature weakly expressed peak 4300 • 
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Productive and unproductive quartz have essentially similar decrepito -
grams. F ormation of Arial zones VI with polyphase composition of 
mineralization with the highest contents of gold have, as a rule, two 
peaks: one of high-temperature and one of low-temperature, sometimes 
three or four peaks. The latter is characteristic of quartz with the highest 
gold content and variety of mineralization. Quartz with silver - poly -
sulphide type of mineralization have the more expressed low-temperature 
peaks 170-3200 C. The pyrites, on the contrary, in all cases have high
temperature peaks (more 3000 ) and only in one case - additional weak 
peak 2200 • The carbonate is generated in the interval oftemperatures 150-
3600 with three peaks 1900 , better expressed, 2500 and 3200 • 

The qu따tz of extemal zone IV is characterized by two peaks - basic 
3300 and additional 2300 and its crystal-like variety only by very weak 
peak 3900 • In zone V of carbonaceous - zeolite veinlet calcite is decripi -
tated niainly in a range 200-3400 by peak 2500 with weak additional peak 
3700 • 

The pressure of gas-liquid phase (factor F) in low-temperature condi -
tions were lower, than at high-temperature. They were higher only in 
zones V and in a number of quartzes and calcite of the most productive 
zones 111 and VI. However this relationship in each separate case is 
general, not shown in each case. Least total decrepit-activity is character -
istic of crystal-like quartz, the greatest decrepit-activity - of some quart -
zes and calcite from a productive zone VI. Between efficiency and 
decrepit-activity in zone 111 is marked also direct dependence, however 
this dependence for a zone VI is not constantly maintained. 

Thus, the minerals from hydrothermolites were generated in a wide 
range of temperatures, covering the whole interval of hydrothermal 
activity (150-4500 C), thus the prevalence of high temperatures is 
characteristic of caldera zones 1 and 11 (lake and especially II-fumar이e). 

The prevalence of low temperatures is characteristic of an extemal 
carbonaceous - zeolite zone. The manifestation of both low - and high
temperature regimes is characteristic of zones 111 and VI; thus the low 
temperatures are more characteristic of associations connected with gold. 
The sulfide mineralization was generated in a zone VI, in basic at high
temperature stage. 

Composition of a gas phase of samples is represented by nitrogen, CO2 
H2' OH4 in a number of samples CO2, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide and 
in single instances by ethylene. Total water-gas saturation changes in 130 
times, gas-saturation in 36 times, coefficient of gas-saturation (Kg) from 
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0.1 up to 0.963 , that is almost 10 times. General water-gas saturation is 
minimal at pyritic, 6.3-11 0 ml / kg with maximum Kg = 0.695-0.963 , in 
one case 0.246. These parameters in quaπz and calcite change in a wide 
range. 

For general water-gas saturation regular distinctions between zones are 
absent. For the factor Kg, on the contrary, tendency to decrease of the 
relative content of gases in caldera and peripheral zones (Kg less than 0.3, 
except crystal-like quartz). In the zone 111 the greatest gas saturation is 
characteristic of productive quartz with gold-silver mineralization (0 .49). 

The distinctions in composition of gases are appreciable both in the 
same minerals of different zones, and in different minerals of one zone. 
F or quartzes in some zones 1-11-111 is characteristic increase of oxidized 
gases content at (Ko 잠om 0.851 up to 0.940), for zones of type VI -
sharp dip up to 0.799-0.618 at close Ko of calcite 0.667-0.707). The 
comparison of productive and unproductive quartzes of zone 11 specifies 
to higher values of oxidability in productive gold - silver ores relatively 
gold - arsenic min~ralization and especially of unproductive associations. 
In zones V and VI amounts of oxidized gases again raise (up to 0.811-
0.799), the quantity ofnitrogen is minimal in zones V-VI (35-50 %) and 
grows in the zones 1-111 till 58-83 mol. %. Pyrites of all zones are 
characterized by a smaller degree of oxidability (0 .364-0.664) relatively 
to quartzes and carbonates, especially in zones 111 뻐d 1, that, obviously, 
is indicative oftheir formation injets of oxidized gases. 

The content ofnitrogen in gas-liquid inclusions is high from 36 up to 85 
volumetric percents, in one case - 8 volumetric percents, thus the maxi -
mum contents of nitrogen are inherent in extreme zones of 1, 11, V, that 
there are no direct correlation with Ko in its content. 

The composition of gases, thus, is as much as possible oxidized in a 
zone of 111 with gold - silver mineralization and most restored in zones 1 
and especially VI, where the sulphidization is developed, with polymetal 
type of mineralization. Composition of a liquid phase of gas-liquid 
inclusions in quartzes of zones 1-VI, including productive and un -
productive varieties, first of all by anion composition and by content of 
silica, and also by general mineralization. The comparison of the 
characteristics shows, that the veined mineralization of the zone 1 was 
generated in environment of essentially sulfate-sulfide waters (convent -
ionally sulfide by data of the analysis, as disulfide-ion is oxidized in 
process of the analysis) with admixture in a number of cases of chlorine 
and bicarbonate-ion (sum 0-26 %). In a zone 1 grows the content ofHC03 

and fluorine at the expense of a sulphurous component. 
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Gold - silver ores of zone III were formed in environment of essentially 
HC03 - composition (48-77 equivalent - percents, on the average 64) with 
admixture of chlorine and sulfuric component, and also f1uorine (1 -3 
equivalent-per cent). The sum of admixtures reaches up to 30 %. The 
least contents of bicarbonate-ion are 61 equivalent-per cent in low
productive veins of gold - silver type and 48 equivalent-per cent in veins 
with gold - arsenic profile of ores. 

Gold - sulfide ores of the zone VI are generated in environment of 
chloride waters (58-77 equivalent per cent on the average 64) with 
admixture of 3-37% sulfate-ion, 2-34% HC03 , on the average corres -
pondingly 20 and 15 equivalent per cent. The bicarbonate content is 
maximum in ores with gold- silver - polysulphide by geochemical 
specialization and minimal with gold - polysulphide one. Anion compo -
sition of gas-liquid inclusions in quartzes of zone IV is similar to them. 

The contents of silica are maximum in quartzes of zone III and grow 
towards zones II, 1, IV, VI from 1.7mg / 1 up to 25.0. The quantity of 
silica in gas-liquid inclusions is in reverse dependence of quantity 
besieged in veins and metasomatites, maximum usually in gold-bearing 
structures from bicarbonate type of waters. The quantity of salts is 
maximal inquartz ofthe zone III and grows in 2.5-3 times in zones 1, VI 
that is in zones of productive sulfide ores. In unproductive zone V they 
have average value (70 mg / 1). 

Cation composition changes directly from zone 1 to VI, that consists in 
decrease of thε potassium content in a series 80 % - 63 % and 65 % -
56 % - 45 equivalent- % with increase of calcium content from 13-15 up 
to 36 % and decrease ofmagnesium content from 23 up to 12%. 

Thus, from the center of structure to periphery the content of juvenile 
component of potassium falls. In this direction composition of waters 
changes from sulfate to bicarbonate and mixed with drop of oxidability 
degree. This implies . the representation about a genesis of Mutnovsky 
deposit. It was generated at the final stage of Zhirivsky volcano activity, 
represented the apparatus with deep caldera of a central type, in central 
part of which there was a hot lake with small lakes-satellites surrounded 
by a fumarole field. The reconstruction of paleo-relief is given in fig. 3.22. 
The volcanic structure represented a thermal anomaly and was charac -
terized by development of superheated waters, practically, in whole 
volume of a volcano, excepting an extemal foothill ring. The low-tempera 
-ture hydrothermal activity was displayed, apparently, at the late stage in 
the zone of mountain ring covering mineralogical - geochemical zones III 
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and VI, and as a consequence of hydrosystem cooling most displayed in 
the heights, contacting with air mass. 

The lake in the central part was sulfur acid, similar to the lakes of 
volcano Ebeko, some volcanoes of Indonesia. With depth highly minerali 
-zed sulfate waters were replaced by more restored sulfate-disulfide ones. 
Change of waters regime is pulsated. It was re f1ected both on composition 
of waters, and temperatures and gas-water saturation, that in whole is 
characteristic of the deposit. 

The temperatures in caldera were high and increase up to 600-m at 
depth that is at the present surface. In fumarole field surrounding the lake, 
composition of vapor-water jets changed at the expense of admixture of 
carbonate-ion and chlorine delivering in process of slope migration. 

The supply of silica and potassium was maximal in center of construc -
tion and was lowered towards the margins. In sulfate medium of the zone 
1 on surfaces quartzite were formed and below them quartz veins with 
sulfides, but potassium in the water residue was preserved, with which its 
maximum content in gas-liquid inclusions of this zone minerals is 
connected. In fumarole zone with the mixed composition of waters 
potassium was already partially deposited as veined orthoclase together 
with various mineralization. 

On intemal slopes of caldera and under a crest at the expense of 
discharge of the cooled fresh waters of meteogenic origin the content of 
bicarbonate-ion in hydrosystem was sharply increased. In this connection 
chalcophile elements got solubility, gold, on the contrary, it lost, being 
besieged together with quartz and orthoclase in veins of zone III. 

The listed above zones 1-111 are characterized in the whole by oxidized 
composition of gases (Ko = 0.85-0.94) and by high content of gases in 
water-gas mixture (Kg = 0.1-0.4). The high degree of oxidability is 
caused by affinity of the first two zones to the surface, and the third one -
by infiltration of meteogenic components and by lateral migration of 
oxygen. The same zones are characterized by the maximum content of 
nitrogen. The sulfides in zones 1-111 deposited with oxidability sharply 
lowered relative quartzes, that is their formation is connected with break 
of restored waters in more oxidized environment by formation of veined 
quartz and by depositing ofthem as a late stage. 

The following zone located on the extemal slopes of caldera, under the 
thick screen of the poorly broken tuffs and lavas, in conditions of a 
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weaker f1ooding, a little more raised temperatures (the basic peak 3300 C). 
The supply of juvenile components was limited. The composition of 
waters was essentially chloride, from the raised content of potassium and 
HC03-ion. The absolute content of gases in hydrotherms of the zone was 
also lowered, as well as factor of oxidability (0.64-0.81). In conditions of 
the lower content of HC03-ion, juvenile metals and of raised content of 
chlorine and restored gases in zone an unproductive quartz - carbo -
naceous veined series with poor impregnation of pyrite was formed. On 
periphery of the volcanic structure in conditions of the slope foot the 
deficiency of bicarbonate-ion was obviously higher. The sedimentation of 
quaπz， orthoclase and gold was limited, alongside with weakening of 
juvenile material supply. In the zone the veins of carbonaceous and 
zeolite composition were formed characteristic of low-temperature 
chloride zones by deficiency of HC03-ion and relatively low temper -
atures. 

The qu따tz - carbonaceous veins with complex gold - sulfide minerali -
zation of arial zone VI was characterized by special conditions of 
formation. They were postponed in the most active cracks, crosscutting 
zones II-IV. The sharp and repeated change of temperatures was 
characteristic of these cracks, that is expressed in the existence of four 
thermal peaks of intensity, and, obviously, composition of waters and 
gases. The integrated composition of solutions of all stages was essen -
tially chloride with the variable content of HC03-ion and sulfate-ion with 
potassium prevalence above all components and calcium above sodium 
and magnesium. The nitrogen content and factors of oxidability were 
lower in adjacent veins of zones II-IV, making correspondingly 8-42, in a 
single instance of 50 molecular percents (mole %), 0.61-0.74. They are 
the lowest parameters for the whole deposit and, obviously, are caused by 
break of depths of restored waters. 

Gold deposition occurred, as it was supposed above, mainly at low 
temperatures about 2000 C, during lowering from above hydrogeo -
chemical border between bicarbonate and chloride waters and hydro -
system cooling. From consideration of mineralization zonality nature it 
follows, that every types of mineralization, including productive gold -
silver (zone III) and complex gold - polymetal (zone VI) are formed in 
specific geomorphological and hydrogeochemical conditions, which can 
be reconstructed, by data of investigation of material composition, 
thermobaro-geochemistry and relief of recent earth surface. 

The paleo-geomorphological position of gold - silver ores - zone of 
intemal part of a mountain ring (paleocaldera), which nowadays is eroded 
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by extending caldera. Their modem geomorphological position (fig. 3.22) 
- an extemal part of caldera. A position of productive complex gold -
polymetal ores - zone of faults expressed in paleorelief by hollows, 
subsidence in zone of ancient mountain ring and near-apical part of the 
slope, which nowadays represent correspondingly extemal paπ of caldera, 
its middle part and modem mountain ring. Paleo-hydrogeochemical 
position of mineralization - paleo-zone of free circulation of meteogenic 
waters with modem mark oftheir distributions lower border (0-100 m). 

The sulfide ores, poor in gold, develop in an intemal part of caldera and 
associations develop on extemal slopes of the volcano, and the character 
of syn-ore modem relief in general is preserved in these structures. 

Thermobaro-geochemical criteria of productive ores: 

Gold - silver ores 
1) decrepitation at low temperatures; 
2) with high energy; 
3) increased gas-saturation in difference from other objects of such type 

(Kg = 0,49); 
4) high oxidability (Ko = 0.8), but a little smaller, than in other objects 

gold - silver type; 
5) low mineralization (about 30mg/l); 
6) essential bicarbonate-potassium composition of waters with raised 

content of calcium; 
7) low silica content (0.2 -3.6 mg / 1). 

Complex gold - polymetal ores: 

1) wide range of decrepitation temperatures with the high importance of 
low-temperature peaks; 

2) high total energy of decrepitation; 
3) large scatter ofwater gas saturation values and gas-saturation factor; 
4) low factor of oxidability (0.6 -). 7); 
5) water phases, raised mineralization, (about 100 mg /1); 
6) chloride - potassium composition of waters with raised content of 

calcium; 
7) high content of silica (from 3 up to 36 mg / 1). 
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3.1.1.1.9. Recommendation to further direction of works 

By results of prospecting - estimation works in 1977-1981 (96) the se -
parate estimation of reserves for gold - silver and gold - silver- polymetal 
ores was made. Thus to gold - silver ores the whole northern f1ank of a 
zone Opredelyayushchychy (Determining) is referred completely, the 
ca1culations were made without distinguishing technological grades of 
ores by cutoff grade of gold 2 g/t. In result the unjustified increase of ore 
mass with decrease of the contents of useful components up to obvious 
economic content has taken place. The average content for northem f1ank 
of a zone Opredelyayushchy(Determining) was: gold - 4,6 g!t, silver 77,4 
g/t, that at once has put the Mutnovsky deposit in the category of beyond 
ore body objects. 

As it was marked in the unit 3. 1.1.1.6 in a result of the mineralogical 
mapping there were distinguished ore bodies by extent up to 300m with 
distinct geological borders, by which the calculation of gold reserves and 
silver (book VI) was carried out. The basic parameters of the distingui
shed ore bodies are given in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

Number of Average The average content, g!t 
ore bodies thickness, m Gold Silver Standard gold 

3.0 10.0 138 .3 16.1 
2 3.35 10.6 99.9 14.6 
3 2.7 6.2 57.6 8.7 
4 1.0 5.1 59.1 7.7 
5 1.7 4.1 327.2 18.5 

The overwhelming part of reserves of the deposit is concentrated in ore 
bodies No 1 and N02, completely adequate to the conditions of located 
near Stocknikovy deposit and characterized by similar scale. The 
economic value of ore bodies N03 and N04 should be determined by 
technico - economic cålculations. 

It was established, that the zone Opredelyayushchy(Determining) on 
northem f1ank was not cut by a fault, as it was considered earlier, and 
proceeds to the north, and it is traced for extent of 2 km within that 
subvolcanic body of andesite - dacite, enc10sing the ore body with 
economic mineralization. This site is characterized by high absolute 
marks of relief (450-1000 m), of which the thinning of economic mine -
ralization and development of supra-ore argillite zone is characteristic. 
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The blind economic mineralization for an extent, as a minimum, of 1000 
m to the north from the site, delineated by trenches, is predicted. 

The Mutnovsky ore field is attributed to the middle scale category of 
economic objects. It deserves immediate involving into exploitation 
because of the extremely favorable geographic - economic conditions. 

The major ofthem is the following: 

1. Presence of transport roads. Up to the beginning of exploitation the 
road up to Mutnovsky deposit of parohydrotherms will be constructed, 
that is, practically, up to the deposit area. Besides it is possible to use sea 
transport. 

2. Location in the center south - Kamchatka of ore area. Distance from a 
prospective pstockuction site up to Stocknokovy deposits 20 km, up to 
Asachinsky deposits 65 km. 

3. Low fishing in the river Zhirovy. 

4. Presence of projected Geothermal Electric Power Station (Geo TES) at 
the distance of 10 km from the deposit and 20 km from the prospective 
pstockuction site. 

3.1.1.2. Stocknikovy ore field 

Stocknikovy gold - silver ore field is located 50 km to south - southwest 
from city Petropavlovsky-Kamchatka in upper reaches of the river 
Vilyuchi in 14 km 잠om Vilyuchinsky bay. At the distance of 10 km to 
south - southeast from Stocknikovy ore field the Mutnovsky ore field 
locates, 13 km to the south -Mutnovsky deposit of steam-hydrotherms is 
located, the road to which passes directly through Vilyuchinsky site of 
Stocknikovy ore field. The distance to Petropavlovsky-Kamchatka City 
by road is 120 km. 

Stocknikovy ore field incIudes two sites: Vilyuchinsky and Stock -
nikovy, which have the characteristics of deposits. Stocknikovy site is 
prospected for categories C1 + C2 and the reserves of a greater part of 
veined zone Stocknikovy put on govemment (state) balance. Prospecting 
- estimation works were carried out at the Vilyuchinsky site. Some ore 
bodies were distinguished, of which one is prospected (vein 01) by 
trenches and holes for category C2• 
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3.1.1.2.1. Structure of ore field 

There are different opinions conceming the borders of the ore field. 
Meanwhile in cosmic- and small-scale APG (aerial photographs) a hal -
fring morphostructure is precisely distinguished with diameter about 8 
km, undoubtedly, having volcanogenic origin, including sites Vilyuchin -
sky and Stocknikovy and probably, being volcano-tectonic structure 
(VTS) just ofthat order, with which all other ore fields ofthe Kamchatka 
volcanic belt are connected. The intrusion of gabbro-diorites enclosing 
Stocknikovy veined zone, is reflected by a maximum increase of magne -
tic field up to 10m by aeromagnetic survey of scale 1 :50000. Around this 
maximum the magnetic field has ring zonality by a diameter of presum -
ably ring structure about 15km, The plan of magnetic field allows assu -
ming the presence of the v이cano-plutonic device of central type. 

The structural position of VTS is determined by crossing of South -
Kamchatka system of ore-control1ing fault with latitudinal Karymchesky 
zone of the increased permeability. The Karymchinsky zone is displayed 
by fields of hydrothermally altered rocks in upper reaches of the 
Karymchinsky-Paratunka rivers, in geophysical fields it is expressed by a 
distinct linear chain of positive gravimetric anomalies. E. A. Lonshakov 
assumes left-hand shi한 character of this structure with horizontal 
amplitude of 4-6 km. The depth of its formation is proved by its limiting 
role of area of distribution of areal basalt volcanism (area Tolmachevsky 
valley district), and also by confinement to it of gravimetric anomalies of 
obviously magmatogene nature. 

Al1 geologists earlier investigated the deposit (Lonshakov, 1979, Igna -
tov, 1983, Lezin, 1988) among linear structures determining a position of 
Stocknikovy deposit specifies submeridional Paratunsky-Asachinsky 
disrupture zone. This zone was giving a determining role in location of 
the deposit mineralization. To our opinion, the Paratunsky - Asachinsky 
zone is an imposed postore neotectonic structure, which is not having any 
importance for the structural control of mineralization. 

In structure of Stocknikovy ore field area the volcanogenic and intru -
sive rocks of three structural stages take part. Lower structural stage is 
represented by volcanogenic - sedimentary and volcanogenic rocks of 
Akhomtensky strata and Paratunsky suite heavily dislocated, with the dip 
angles at the wings of folds up to 400 and with intrusions of quartz 
syenite-diorites, breaking through them. To opinion of V. I. Lezin (1 988), 
the volcanites of Paratunsky suite compose a volcanic construction 
remained on the west flank of the Stocknikovy deposit. 
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The middle structural stage is represented by contrast series of Pliocene 
subvolcanic bodies and dikes, which composition changes from andesite 
up to liparites, and also intrusion of gabbro-diorites (age by data of the 
previous researchers - Miocene). The effusive - pyroclastic facies of this 
stage are developed insignificantly, in basic in the watershed of rivers 
Vilyuchi and Paratunka. Apparently, the rocks of this stage form remains 
of deeply estocked paleovolcanic construction, with which the formation 
of ring morphostructure, selected by aerial photographic survey (APG), 
and paleo-hydrothermal ore-bearing system are connected. Stocknikovy 
intrusion, probably, occupies in relation to this construction the same 
structural position, as Zhirovsky intrusion for Zhirovsky paleovolcano 
and, of all probability, is the upper part of the intermediate magmatic 
chamber. 

The upper structural stage is represented by Quatemary (Middle Plei -
stocene - Holocene) volcanites of East - Kamchatka volcanic belt 
(EKVB). Its structure is rather complex. The southwest flank of Stock -
nikovy ore field is overlapped by thick (up to 100 m) band of covers of 
Middle Quatemary ignimbrites of andesite - dacite composition of Gorely 
volcano caldera complex. In the northeast the ore field is limited by 
andesite - basalt strata-volcano ofVilyuchinsky hill (QIII-IV). The southem 
flank of Stocknikovy structure is broken by magmatogenic-dome uplift 
connected with large laccolith-like subvolcanic body of rhyolite of 
Middle Quatemary age. Directly in Stocknikovy site Late Quatemary 
tuffs of liparites with the subordinated quantity of tuffs of andesite -
basalt composition form the bottom of Vilyucha river valley, overlapping 
the quartz veins of Stocknikovy zone. The latest display of volcanism is 
the small extrusion ofandesites ( QIV) in the right board ofthe Vilyucha 
River. From this extrusion the flow of agglomerate tuff능 into the valley 
of river is traced, it has the medium composition and is distinctly 
distinguished in relief. 

Central and ore parts of the ore field are occupied by intrusion of com -
plex composition, from gabbro up to diorites by gradual facies inter -
transitions between separate varieties of rocks. In endocontacts of 
intrusion fine-grained and porphyry varieties of more melanocratic shape 
are marked, they are sated with xenoliths of enclosing rocks. In 
composition of rocks prevail plagioclase, rhombic and monoclinic pyro -
xene, in the subordinated quantity olivine, quartz, orthoclase are met. 
Stocknikovy intrusion differs from Zhirovsky intrusion in whole by more 
macrocrystalline and more equigranular structure of rocks, that is indi -
cative about deeper erosive cut. 
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The small intrusions of similar composition are marked also along ore 
border of ore field in the middle current of Bystraya River and on the 
Right Bank of Paratunka River. 

E. A. Lonshakov (1979) and V. 1. Lezin (1988) consider that all these 
intrusions represent a single massif with bending of roof in the area of 
Vilyuchinsky site, but the geophysical materials show their dissociation at 
depth also. Their qualitative mineralogical composition is identical, 
differing only by quantitative ratio of rock-forming minerals and 
structural - textural features. 

The structural position of these massifs is not clear. Probably, they are 
connected with a small VTS(volcano-tectonic structure)(5-6km in dia -
meter), interpreted in interfluve of Paratunka- Bystraya and enclosing 
Bystrinsky and Rogatka ore occurrences, distinguished in Bystrinsky ore 
field. 

The intrusion age of gabbro-diorites by all previous researchers was 
accepted as early Miocene according to radiological determination of 2 
samples selected from massif in Paratunka river basin with age of 22.2 
and 22 .4 million years (Ignatov, 1982). To our opmlOn, in basin of 
Paratunka River there are intrusive rocks of similar composition of 
different ages. Probably, the rocks characterized by the analyses, really 
concem to early Miocene. At the same time Stocknikovy intrusion of 
gabbro-diorites is absolutely definitely controlled by South - Kamchatka 
system of ore controlling fault formation, which by our data has taken 
place in Pliocene. 

In conclusion we give new information about age of gold - silver 
mineralization in Stocknikovy deposit, traditionally all southem Kam -
chatka was considered early Miocene. By data of A. P. Ignatov, not 
included in this report, definition of absolute age by potassium- argon 
method in laboratory of an absolute age of PGO Zapsibgeologia has 
given following results in table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 
No. Measured material Content K, % Age, Mln. y 

Adular - quartz vein No .42 1.7 2.8土1.0

2 Adular - quartz vein No.43 0.91 2.7土1.0

3 Adular - quartz vein No .44 4.58 1.2土0.7
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3.1.1.2.2. Structure of ore field 

The structure of Stocknikovy ore field is determined, in basic, by loca -
tion in area of crossing submeridional South - Kamchatka systems of ore
controlling fault and Karymchinsky latitudinal zone of increased 
permeability. Besides at the area of ore field faults of northeast strike, and 
also rupture systems of various orientation of neotectonic stage are 
marked. 

The fractures of South - Kamchatka ore-controlling fault system have 
the greatest meaning, as well as at the Mutnovsky ore field, which have 
strike of 330-3500 in Stocknikovy ore field. The largεst of these 
dislocations is traced to the south directly up to Mutnovsky ore field and, 
as well as there, it is the main ore-enclosing structure. The Stocknikovy 
veined zone is confined to it. 

Amplitudes of displacement (the west wing is lowered) are 350 m. To 
the north this dislocation is traced up to a valley of Paratunka river and, 
probably, there it passes outside the investigated area, the structure is 
rather complex, the plane of the basic fault enclosing vein No. 44, falls to 
west at an angle of 75-850 • The submeridional cracks of smaller extent 
and feathered tension fractures of opposite dip are widely developed over 
there, there total thickness is up to 400 m, usually they are also filled with 
quartz and, quartz - carbonaceous veins, frequently pstockuctive (veins 
No 42, 43 , 52, 53). 

Other dislocations of this system are widely developed in central and 
eastem parts of the ore field, are everywhere accompanied by zones of 
quartz -hydromica-sericite metasomatites, 잠equent1y contain quartz and 
quartz - carbonaceous vein (Carbonatny site). 

The fault system of northwest strike is connected, probably, by extreme 
northeast occurrences of Mutnovsky deep fault. The dislocations of this 
system have a character of faults with the lowered southeast wings; the 
amplitudes of subsidence are not investigated. As well as the faults of 
earlier described submeridional (north - northwest) system they are 
accompanied by zones of argillites. On the Vilyuchinsky site they are also 
controlled by quaπz veins with polymetal and gold - silver mineralization. 

Latitudinal faults of pre-ore formation connected with formation of 
Karymchinsky zone of increased permeability are poorly developed in 
Stocknikovy ore field. Only on the right bank ofVilyuchia river the zones 
of quartz - carbonaceous veinlets are insignificantly displayed. Post-ore 
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faults of latitudinal strike at the same time are widely developed, 
especially on left bank of Vilyuchi river- Spokoiny creek. The latitudinal 
neotectonic ruptures are not accompanied by hydrothelmal reworking of 
rocks differing from the earlier described systems of dislocations. By 
geophysical data the latitudinal ruptures are reflected in ruptures of 
correlation of magnetic field and specific resistance of north - northwest 
and north - northeast directions and are interpreted as left-hand shift. 

On the east flank of ore field the system of latitudinal ruptures is joined 
to a series of east - north - eastern ruptures forming a recent graben -
valley of the Vilyuchi river. The amplitude of subsidence of graben 
bottom is 200-250m. The largest fault of this system there passes along 
modern channel of Vilyuchi river, on the gabbro-diorites of Stocknikovy 
intrusion and tuffs of Upper Quaternary rhyolites have a contact (trench 
3). Before merging of these two systems of ruptures the distinct turn of 
latitudinal zones to the northeast is observed. 

Submeridional neotectonic ruptures of Paratunsky-Asachinsky disrup -
ture zone are also developed rather widely, but their role in structure of 
ore field is also insignificant. Apparently, the knots oftheir crossing with 
the ruptures of northeast strike determine the places of unloading of 
conjugated hydrotherms. 

3.1.1.2.3. Hydrothermally altered rocks 

Among the hydrothermally altered rocks of Stocknikovy deposit the 
pre-ore propylites and, also wallrock-altered rocks are distinguished. 
The propylitization has regional character. The propylites are subdivided 
into two facies epidote - chlorite-aktinolite and chlorite - carbonate
epidote (Guzman, 1988). 

Epidote - chlorite- actinolite propylites have wide areal distribution. 
Nεogenetic minerals are represented by actinolite, chlorite, epidote, leuco 
-xene, albite, carbonate, and zoisite. Their share in rock is 5-20 %. The 
replacement usually caπies pseudomorphic character. Plagioclase was 
deanorthisated up to albite. On pyroxene the chlorite, actinolite, epidote, 
leucoxene, rare carbonate are developed. Ore minerals are represented by 
titanomagnetite, pyrite. In veinlets and nests sometimes prehnite, 
tourmaline are met. 

Chlorite - carbonate-epidotic propylites have more local character. 
Their outcrops are confined to the zones of the increased jointing of rocks, 
quite often exocontacts of veins and veinlets. The zones of change have 
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the strips by thickness of 35 up to 40 m. Natural change of thickness is 
not observed. The sum of neogenetic minerals is 20-40 %. 

Secondary minerals are represented by epidote, chlorite, carbonate, 
albite, and leucoxene. Actinolite, pyrite, sphene are rarely met here. 
Characteristic associations of neogenetic minerals for dark-colored 
minerals and plagioclase are albite - chlorite-epidote, epidote - chlorite
aktinolite, chlorite - carbonate-epidote, carbonate - chlorite-leucoxene, 
chlorite - pyrite. Quite 0담en there are veinlets of chlorite - epidote, 
epidote - carbonaceous or proper epidote composition. The composition 
of chlorite is determined as magnesial - ferruginous iron in hydromica 
layer. The carbonate concems to calcite group. The definition was made 
by a method of painting and X-ray crystal analysis (Guzman, 1988). 
Montmorillonite is determined in propylites in insignificant quantity by 
X-ray crystal analysis. Characteristic feature of propilitized rocks is the 
abundance of hematite in them developing as fine-sèaly units in rock 
mass, and also in veinlets. 

The argillizated rocks are a pstockuct of a near-fracture metasomatosis. 
The basic facies of near-fracture metasomatites are essentially sericitic, 
hydromicaceous - sericitic, sometimes with kaolinite, the quartz - hydro -
mica-sericite, sometimes with adular, essentially quaπz with insignificant 
admixture of sericite and carbonate. 

The near-fracture metasomatites are imposed on propylites. The 
horizontal zonality investigated on horizon of gallery No. 1 is established. 
The most extemal zones of this zonality are filled essentially by sericitic 
varieties. The degree of change of primary rocks is 15-20 %. The sericite 
as the fine-scaly unit develops in rock sometimes in association with 
chlorite, hydromica and muscovite. The thickness of zones achieves 50-
100 m and is usually correlated with general jointing of enclosing diorites. 

The middle zone is represented by hydromicaceous - sericitic facies. 
The degree of transformation of rocks is increased in comparison with the 
previous zone and makes 20-80 %. With a leading role of sericite and 
hydromica albite, carbonate, chlorite, leucoxenizated epidote, epidote, 
pyrite are considerably developed. Sometimes muscovite and tourmaline 
are met. In insignificant quantity montmorillonite is present. 

The ore mineral is usually represented by pyrite. The relicts of titano -
magnetite are fixed by aureole of leucoxene, sometimes by extracts of 
granular sphene, carbonate and leucoxenizate epidote. Alongside with 
pseudomorphic replacement in this zone microveinlets chloritic, 
carbonaceous, hydromicaceous - carbonaceous, epidote - quartz and 
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chlorite - carbonate-quartz compositions are observed. The thickness of 
this zone varies from first centimeters till 20-30 m, reaching maximum at 
upper horizons (300-370 m). The hydromicaceous - sericitic zone quite 
often falls out of section 200 m lower in section. 

The intemal zone is represented by quartz - hydromica- sericite metaso 
-matites. The degree of primary rock replacement is of the order 80 %. 
Neogenetic minerals are represented by sericite, hydromica, quartz; 
chlorite, carbonate, pyrite, sometimes is adular, leucoxenizated epidote 
are present. Dark-colored minerals are replaced completely with chlorite, 
leucoxene, and carbonate, sometimes with quartz. Chlorite is of two 
types greenish light-colored with abnormal low colors and dense
colored brown-green color with yellow-orange interference colors. 

The plagioclase is albitizated, is replaced by hydromica, sericite, quartz, 
and insignificantly by chlorite. Ore mineral is represented by pyrite. The 
pyritization in this zone is maximal. X-ray crystal analysis establishes 
montmorillonite, hydromica- montmorillonite, and admixture of kaolinite. 
The chemical composition of chlorite is referred to magnesial-Ferrugin
ous group with excess of iron in hydromica layer. Quartz - hydromica
sericite metasomatites have thickness from the first mm up to 40 m. The 
thickness is also directly dependent on jointing of rocks. The greatest 
thickness is 200-340m that corresponds to ore and upper-ore intervals. On 
marks 0-150 m the thickness of zone is rare narrowed up to 2-3 m (lower
ore interval). Calcite and ankerite represent carbonates. Except the above 
described near-fracture metasomatites on upper horizons of the deposit 
(horizon 370-380 m) the essentially quartz rocks are revealed. They form 
a lenticular body with thickness of 5-6m and extent of 10-15m. 

The inclusions of silicified sericitizated diorite fragments, fine-grained 
and nest-like pyritization are frequent in them. Near-veined - alterated 
rocks are characterized by the following set of minerals: quartz, adular, 
hydromica, carbonate and chlorite. Sericite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, 
sometimes rectorite are met less often. The thickness of this zone is from 
the first mm up to 5cm. In immediate proximity from veins the carbonate 
- adular- quartz or adular - quartz association with insignificant quantity 
of sericite and chlorite is determined. With the distance from vein the 
quantity of the latter is increased. Adular - quartz metasomatites are 
observed as narrow (up to 2 cm) strips along exocontact ofveins. On sites 
of brecciation the thickness grows up to 1,0-1 ,5 m. The degree of trans -
formation of primary rocks reachesl00 %. Structure is unequigranular. 
The relicts of phenocrysts are filled by the aggregates of thin - fine
grained quartz, adular and pyrite. In insignificant quantity leucoxene, 
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chlorite and carbonate are met. Kaolinite is rare marked. On figure 3.23 
the relationship of facies of hydrothermally altered rocks is shown. 

The petrochemical features of hydrothermally altered rocks on horizons 
216m and 265m and on surfaces (ore and upper-ore erosive cut) are inves 
-tigated. The calculation of the material balance was carried out by atom
volumetric method (Guman, 1988. Fig.3.24). In whole for metasomatic 
column the natural increase of supply of H20 , K20 , CO2 and S, efflux of 
N20 , CaO, A120 3, Si02 and total iron with approach to sericite 
hydromica - quartz zone is characteristic. In the same direction increase 
of effective porosity is observed. The total efflux prevails above supply. 
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Facies of.propylites: 1- epidote - aktinolite, 2- chlorite -
carbonate- epidote. Facies of near-fracture metasomatites: 3-
sericitic, 4- hydromicaceous - sericilic, 5- sericite - hydromica
quartz, 6- near-veined ad비ar - quartz rocks, 7- quartz -
carbonaceous veins, 8- veinlets of quartz (1), carbonaceous (2) 
composition, 9- borders of hydrothermally altered rocks facies, 
10- diorites. 
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For near- veined adular - quartz zones the supply of Si02 and K20 is 
characteristic, S and CO2, are insignificant, sometimes H20. Other ele -
ments are evacuated. The similar character of supply - efflux is marked in 
essentially quartz metasomatites. 

Thus, the mineralization of Stocknikovy deposit is located in epidote -
chlorite - aktinolite and chlorite - carbonate - epidote propylites and 
confidently to output of outcrop of near-fracture metasomatites. The 
horizontal zonality is established: - epidote - chlorite-aktinolite propylites 
• the chlorite - carbonate-epidote propylites, essentially sericitic• 
hydromicaceous - sericitic with kaolinite, quartz hydromica-sericitic with 
adular, essentially quartz with insignificant admixture of sericite and 
carbonate, near-fracture metasomatites, adular - quartz - wallrock altered 
rocks. 

In vertical section with transition from veined bunch to the stem vein 
occurs thinning of sericite - hydromica facies. On this level thickness of 
other zones also decreases. 

For upper-ore and supra-ore intervals the development in central parts 
of zones of metasomatites of monoquartz bodies traced vertically up to 
the first tens of meters is characteristic. The change of enclosing rocks is 
unequal. The trailing side of the veined zone is subjected to the greatest 
change. The change of composition of veined zone from adular - quartz to 
quartz - carbonaceous and carbonaceous occurs with transition from low 
erosive levels to higher ones. 
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3.1.1.2.4. Characteristic of veined zones and ore bodies 

Within Stocknikovy ore field are distinguished two variously 
investigated sites : Stocknikovy and Vilyuchinsky. Earlier distinguished 
site Karbonatny is a west flank ofthe site Stocknikovy. 

The site Stocknikovy locates in central part of ore field and includes 
Stocknikovy veined zone, within which the preliminary exploration was 
carried out, and some weakly pstockuctive quartz veins. 

The area of the site is almost completely combined by Pliocene 
intrusion of gabbro-diorites, in western part of the site overlain by Middle 
Quaternary ignimbrites of Gorely vo1cano. Only on extreme south the 
Pliocene subvolcanic rhyolites and tuffs of andesite - basalt composition 
probably attributed to already effusive facies of Zhirovsky paleovolcano 
are developed. 

On southern flank of the site in the bottom and right board of the 
Vilyucha river valley, representing a graben-like depression with 
amplitude of bottom subsidence not less than 150 m, Quaternary 
pyroclastic deposits are widely developed. They are overlaying the 
Stocknikovy zone by a body of up to 70 m thick. Among them the tuff 
strata of complex composition (with prevalence of agglomerate tuff능 of 
rhyolite is the interlayers of psephitic tuff농 of the basic composition are 
marked) is distinguished with thickness up to 40 m and Holocene tuff 
flow of medium composition is marked, the source of which is a small 
extrusion of andesite in the right board ofthe valley. 

Stocknikovy veined zone is the main object determining economic 
value of the deposit. The zone is confined to the largest of submeridional 
dislocations of fault-shift character traced far beyond the investigated area. 
The veined zone Opedelyayushchy (Determining) is just confined to this 
dislocation to the south of Mutnovsky ore field. The amplitude of shift is 
not investigated, it is probable have the same scale, as in Mutnovsky ore 
field, where it is 100-150 m. 

For the whole veined zone the small erosive cut, transition of veins up 
the dip into a zone of veinlets with simultaneous attenuation of 
pstockuctive mineralization is marked. From the surface the quartz veins 
are traced as short pieces confined to the sites of the maximum erosive 
cut (the left board of Vilyuchi River, fig .3 .25, canyons of Spokoiny and 
Neopredelenny creeks). The total extent of these sites together with 
barren sites, dividing them, is 850 m. To the north the Stocknikovy 
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veined zone pinching out up dip, passes under steep left board of 
Vilyuchi river. Only thick (up to 200 m) zone of argillizated rocks is 
developed here from the surface, but at depth a series of quartz veins is 
cut by holes, though they are weakly-pstockuctive (gold content is about 
2 g/t). 
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Fig. 3.25 Morphology of Podnikovy veln zones 
(Ieft board of Vilucha river) 

The south f1ank of veined zone is overlain by thick stratum of 
pyroclastic rocks of Middle Quatemary age, Holocene agglomerate f1ow. 
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The total thick -ness of overlying rocks reaches 70m. The extent of 
veined zone is 500m traced by boreholes under Quatemary rocks, and the 
economic minerali -zation is yet not delineated. The tracing of veined 
zone proceεds to the south. The general traced extent of veined zone is 
nowadays 2000 m. 

The Stocknikovy zone represents veined bunch, converging at depth, 
with the angle of convergence 45-600 • Basic the vein No .44, to it under 
various angles of other veins are jointed. The lines of interface of veins 
with general southem declination f1atten out to the south. The vein of 
complex morpho -logy, is usual change on horizontals and verticals of 
stock veins by several veins or streaking zones swells and pinches of 
veins in places of joint by apophyses are observed. 

The basic reserves of gold and silver are in veins No .44, 43 , 42, and 53. 
The vein No .44 is located directly in plane of the basic ore-controlling 
dislocation, all other veins of a veined bunch in relation to it are feathered. 
From surface the vein is striped by trenches and by trenches, on depth up 
to horizon (280, 220 m) by underground mountain working, on depth up 
to horizon 60 m (400 m from surface) is investigated by borehole. 
General traced length of vein 1400 m, thickness changes from 1.0 up to 
25.0 m, dip steep (75-850 ) to west. 

The material composition varies from essential quartz up to adular -
carbonate-quartz, thus the adular meets to the most pstockuctive parts of 
ore bodies. Texture ofveins ribboned or breccia, less often massive. Pstoc 
-kuctive mineralization is confined to ribboned varieties of adular - quartz 
composition. On depth intemal structure of vein becomes complicated. If 
on surfaces it is combined into the basic ribboned quartz, on depth is 
increased a role of carbonaceous component, there is zone of carbonate -
quartz composition by thickness up to 16m (horizon 220m). The material 
compo -sition of this zone is non-uniform, the sites massive, breccia-like, 
colloform - banded or coarsely banded structure is marked the efficiency 
of all these varieties Ï-s insignificant. Visually ribboned essentially quaπz 
vein and vari -ous zones carbonaceous and quartz - carbonaceous 
composition usually pre -cisely are characterized from each other and 
have rather clear border. 
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Gradual reduction of vein thickness of (marks from 1.0 m to 350-360m) 
up to complete its thinning upwards is up the dip observed. 
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The ore body is confined to trailing contact of vein and, practically, 
quartz vein of ribboned texture caused by altemation strips of various 
granularity and coloring coincides. Less often (especially horizon 280m) 
the productive mineralization is confined to sites massive and of breccias 
textures, in these cases border of an ore body are established only by 
sampling data. Ore body traced along strike to 1350 m and dip on 230 m. 
the thickness varies from 0.3 up to 3.0 m (interval between horizon 380 
and 220 m). On figure 3.26 it is visible, that change curve of average 
thickness on verticals has almost symmetric character with sharp peak 
between horizons 220-280 m and decreases both up the dip, and dip of 
ore body. The content of gold changes from shares of gramme per ton till 
40-50 g/t, rare up to 90-130 g/t, and the overwhelming quantity of 
samples is within4-70 g/t. The average content of gold on sections is even 
more consistent and make from 2.5-3.0 g/t up to 28.2-30.4 g/t. In whole, 
variation factor of the gold content in ore bodies 131 %. The analysis of 
distribution of gold in plane of vein shows, that the enriched sites (with 
average content on section more than 16 g/t) have the form of narrow 
tapes of width 10-20 m with subvertical declination (fig. 3.27). On 
background, in general, near values of the content of gold on to horizons 
of underground mountain workings and holes is observed small increase 
in superficial workings, that, probably, is indicative of presence of 
superficial enrichment. 

The distribution of silver, in general, is similar, as the distinct 
correlation between silver and by gold is observed. The gold - silver ratio 
above horizon 220 m is consistent and makes 1: 12, the horizon 220-m 
lower, and ratio makes 1 :9, 1 :5. On distribution of mineralization large 
influence is rendered by the structural factors, first of a11 interfaces by 
feathered veins. So border of economic mineralization of central part of 
vein is limited to interface line by vein No .43(fig. 3.27). A lower border 
of mineralization 한om the interface line by vein No.53 in most cases 
coincides. 

The vein 43 is one of feathered veins of vein 44 on surface of ore body 
of vein No.43 traced continuously by trench on extent 145 m in the left 
board of Vilyuchi river. Further to north and upward to slope (the marks 
350-m) a vein are higher passes in streaking zone by simultaneous 
thinning of eco -nomic mineralization. By Underground Mountain 
workings northem 
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Projection of northern flank of vein No.44 

A. Distribution of the gold content 

흔꽉1 둡꽉2 떤꽤3 觀R며4 홉讓 s 흡호김6 도김7 
1-5 classes ofthe contents; 6- Quaternary deposits; 
7 - interface lines with vein No.43 

B. Thickness isolines of ore body 

탤’ 힐캠2 필펠3 觸4 醫5 필띤6 덩7 
1-5 c’asses of thickness in meters; 6- Quaternary deposits; 
7- interface lines with vein No.43 

Fig.3.27 

Fla따C of vein is traced correspondingly to 180m (horizon 280m) and on 

190m (horizon 220 m) up to natural border, which interface with veins 
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No .44. The line of interface has steep (50-700 ) declination to the south on 
northem flank and flattens outs up to subhorizontal in the south (fig. 3.28). 
To the south from Vilyuchi river the vein is overlain by Quatemary 
pyroclastic rocks by thickness up to 70 m, under which it traced by 
borehole holes on extent of 500 m. Thus, general length of vein No .43 
reaches 850 m. The tracing of vein proceeds. The composition of vein 
No .43 is essential quartz, frequently, and adular. In difference from vein 
No .44, vein No .43 shows even weak ribboned carbonate - quartz variety 
and ore-bearing, and it is pstockuctive to complete thickness, that allows 
to make a delineation of an ore body to its contacts. Only to the south 
jointed to it, Kulisa ore body grasps a zone accompanying a vein and 
streaking. 

On whole extent vein No .43 represents a uniform ore body. Only the 
upper part morphology of an ore body becomes complicated at the 
expense of occurrence weakly pstockuctive of an interval of length 50 m 
(area upgoing 2 on horizon 220 m). The truth is necessary to take into 
account of weak exploration of southem flank of vei Taking into account 
of presence in cont -our of reserves of a category C2 of beyond ore body 
holes NO.54 - No.56, NO.62 is possible that with the further detailed 
elaboration the southem flank will be distinguished into an independent 
ore body, separate from northem flank in area of profile III, IV is weak 
by a pstockuctive site 

The thickness of ore body changes from 0.4-0.5 up to 6-7 m, naturally 
being increased downwards to dip up to horizon 220 m (fig. 3.26). The 
sites of swells of thickness have southem declination to conformable 
general declination of an ore body. Value of the gold content changes 
from the first grams per ton up to hundreds (435.9-83 1.9) g!t, average 
content - on sections from 2.3-3.2 up to 187.9-44.7 g/t. Distribution ofthe 
gold content is more non-uniform, than in vein No.44, factor of a 
variation - 236 %. On figure 3.28 it is visible, that the rich ores will form 
narrow tapes of width 당om the first meters till 20-30 m by declination on 
south with the angle of 45 - 500 • The richest ore pillar coincides with 
joint line of vein No .43 accompanying it along east contact by echelon. 
The analysis of distribution of gold shows verticals, in general, 
insignificant reduction of the content downward to dip of ore body. The 
sharp peak of the gold content on surfaces is not reflection of vertical 
zonality, as all superficial workings passed along declination of the 
richest ore pillar. 

The distribution of silver submits to that to laws. The gold - silver ratio 
-naturally decreases from above downwards: 1: 3 to superficial mountain 
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workings is higher than horizon 280 m; 1: 14 - on horizon 220 m; 1:9 - on 
horizon 220 m; 1:5 - to holes only in rich ores striped by superficial 
mountain workings in interval of marks 230-280 m, the content of silver 
sharply grows and gold - silver the ratio reaches1: 17. The veins No .43 
and No.44 are accompanied by numerous apophyses, from which the 
largest is Apophysis 1 of vein No .44. Extent 170 m, thickness- from 0.3-
0.4 up to 6.0-6.4 m, content of gold - from the first grams per ton till 34-
37 g/t. 

Except the described veins within veined zone Stocknikovy 
pstockuctive mineralization is contained in veins No .42, 52,53. To 
conditions of occur -rence of morphology and composition these veins 
are similar to vein No.43, differing only by the a little smaller content of 
useful components. To the east of a vein No.44 also are established a 
little subparallel quartz and quartz - carbonaceous veins falling to east 
with the angle of 45-600 • The content of gold in these veins does not 
exceed the first grams per ton. Thus, the pstoc -kuctive mineralization 
develops only in trailing side of main ore-controlling structure. 

The important feature of Stocknikovy site is the presence of modem 
thermal phenomena (Vilyuchinsky group of thermal sources), caused high 
temperature gradient of Stocknikovy vein. In this connection restriction is 
block of balance reserves of gold - silver mineralization, and to isotherm 
26。 잔om below will be carried out not to thinning. 

The Vilyuchinsky site locates in northwest part of Stocknikovy ore field 
off 4 km from Stocknikovy site on division of rivers Bystroy - Paratunka 
and Vilyuchi. The area of site is combined by volcanites of Paratunsky 
suite, which has been broken through by small subvolcanic andesite 
bodies of Pliocene age, on the west flank of site by intrusion of Pliocene 
gabbro-diorites. The south flank of site is overlain Middle Quatemary 
ignimbrites of a Gorely volcano. 

Within site the ore-controlling fracture system are distinguished two: 
submeridional and northeast. The greatest interest is represented by dis -
location system of northeast direction forming Vilyuchinsky ore-bearing 
zone. Width of this zones 400-500 m and traced to extent about 3000 m. 
Dip angle offractures 55-700 to southeast. The largest ofthem is a Regina 
zone, representing a zone of intensive splitting and argillizations of rocks 
Thick -ness 5-30 m (hole 40), on separate sites 1-7 (quartz vein). 
Relatively steeply dipping tectonic zones are accompanied by numerous 
flat extension fracture, falling on southeast with the angle of 20-300 and 
filled by quartz veins, which thickness can reach1 0 m (vein No.8). 
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The insignificant erosive cut which has expressed in reduction upwards 
section of thickness of veins, completely thinned out marks 880-890 m is 
characteristic of all veined zonε; zones of heavily argillizated rocks are 
traced only above. 

The pstockuctive mineralization is confined to basic to flat veins, less 
often to intervals of Regina zone, dated to places of joint by such veins. 
From the flat vein system the vein No.9 jointed to Regina zone is most 
investigated trailing contact side. The interface line has southeast 
declination, angle of 30-600 ( increased to the south). An azimuth of strike 
of vein shows 40-450 ’ dip to southeast with the angle of25-350 • 

On surface a vein traced by trenches to 260 m, by holes is investigated 
along strike to 550 m and to dip to 500 m. The south flank ofvein repre -
sents a blind ore body by thickness 4.04 m (hole. 161) with the content of 
gold 82 g/t, silver 78.8 g/t. Thus, to the south the ore body of vein No.9 
is not delineated. 

Composition of a vein from carbonaceous - quartz up to essential quartz 
contacts with enclosing rocks distinct. Sometimes vein is divided into two 
parts and accompanied by an intensive veinlets silicification of enclosing 
vo1canites. On same sites the sharp bends of dip plane up to 700 are 
obseπed. 

The thickness of an ore body varies within 0.5-0.8 up to 3.0 m in places 
of branching of a vein up to 4.0-4 .4 m. Only in hole No.37 is observed 
abnormal increase of its thickness up to 12 m. The content of gold from 
the first grams per ton from 48-57 g/t, only in intervals of enclosing rocks 
and intervals of branching of a vein decreasing up to 0,4-0,5 g/t. In 
difference from veins Stocknikovy of a zone in vein No.9 the sharp 
fluctuations of gold - silver ratio are observed: from 1:2 (profile 2, trench 
3, hole. 40) up to 1: 295 (trench 97). 

By depth is marked .insignificant reduction of efficiency of an ore body. 
The average content of gold to holes - 8.6 g/t, on surfaces - 12.2 g/t, 
average content of silver - 34.7 g/t, on surfaces - 102.0 g/t, average 
thickness of an ore body is increased up to 2.7 m with average thickness 
on surfaces of 3.3 m. In whole Vilyuchinsky site is still poorly 
investigated. The prospects of Vilyuchinsky veined bunch can be 
considerably increased at the expense of northem flank. To interpreting 
APG the Regina zone is traced to 1.5 km to northeast from Montreal 
creek. 
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The zone NO.6 is the second ore-controlling structure of Vilyuchinsky 
site and represents submeridional tectonic dislocation accompanying with 
an intensive argillization of rocks and separate intervals quartz and 
carbonate - quartz veins. The separate intervals, of 2.3 km zone, dip to 
east with the angle of 50-80。’ thickness of a zone heavily crushed and 
argillizated of roc -ks reach 10-20 m. A zone traced surface by 16 
trenchεs through 40-200m, by depth up to 220 m is investigated into two 
profile by borehole holes. The most pstockuctive site of a zone of length 
about 200 m locates on southem flank and represents a quartz vein by 
thickness ofO.5- 1.5 m with the content of gold 5.1-33.6 glt and silver 4.7-
100.3 glt. Structurally this interval is confined to crossing Regina zone by 
a zone NO.6. 

3.1.1.2.5. Mineralogical composition of ores 

Mineral composition of ore bodies of Stocknikovy ore field is charac -
terized by wide variety. The sites Stocknikovy and Vilyuchinsky possibly 
are related to this characteristic to various mineral types by gold - silver 
formation. 

The ore bodies of Stocknikovy site concem to gold - argentite mineral 
type, in which is possible to allocate four stages with the appropriate 
mineral complexes (Vartanyan, 1982): 

1- pre-ore pyrites - quartz; 
2- early-pstockuctive gold - sulfide-quartz (hydromicaceous - quartz

Carbonate ); 
3- late-pstockuctive gold - adular-quartz; 
4- post-ore quartzes - carbonaceous. 

The stage of a pre-ore silicification heavily is displayed to silicifications 
of enclosing rocks, in veins is represented massive brecciated by varieties 
(most heavily direct in vein No .44 on horizon 220 m). 

Gold - sulfide-quartz mineral complex is developed insignificantly on 
sou -them flank of veins No .43, 44, 48 forming low-thick veinlets, lens 
till 7-10 cm in swells or separate sites of veins vein No .48, trench NO.7. 
A texture of veined performance is a colloform - banded, spotty by nest 
distribution of ore minerals, less 0담en breccia. Main mineral complexes: 
a quartz - 60 %, adular - 30 %, carbonate - 5 %, ore minerals up to 5 %. 
An ore minerali -zation is represented by pyrite, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite, gray ores of variable composition (freibergite - silver-
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containing tetrahedrite), sulpho -sa1ts of silver (pyrargyrite, perceitε， 

proustite, polybasite), bomite, native gold. 

Economically valuable minerals are native gold (electrum) and sulpho -
sa1ts of silver. The gold has a low purity: 삼om 494 up to 726 (Ignatov, 
1982). The sizes of gold particles 0.01-2.0 mm. 

Gold - adular-quartz mineral complex widely is distributed. It 
composes the basic part of ore bodies. The composition of veins varies 
from adular - quartz up to adular - quartz-carbonate. In composition a 
complex distingui -shed two mineral associations: gold - stibiopearceite -
an adular - quartz and gold - argentite-adular -carbonate. 

The gold - argentite-adular-quartz mineral association is earlier and 
forms near-contact parts of quartz veins. Gold - argentite-adular-quartz 
association is confined to central sites of veins. In composition of both 
associations quantity of sulfides (pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite and 
galena) usually does not exceed 10-20% of all ore mineralization. In ores 
combined by it, primary development uses colloform and the ribboned 
textures. Post-ore mineral complex is developed in veins No .43, 44 
within sites of development and is essential of carbonaceous lenses and 
characterized by the low content of gold and silver. 

On Vilyuchinsky site mainly gold - silver - polymetal mineral type 
descri -bed by the increased content of ore minerals (till 20-30 %, rare till 
40-50 %). The composition of ore minerals is characterized by a 
significant variety, but main minerals are pyrite, sphalerite, galena, 
chalcopyrite, gray ores of variable composition (freibergite sandbergite, 
tennantite - tetrahedrite). A main veined mineral is the quartz, in the 
subordinated quantity is marked carbonate. 

In quartz veins of Vilyuchinsky site the same four mineral complexes, 
as on Stocknichinskya site, that is formation of ore bodies submitted to 
general laws. The difference consists in sharp prevalence gold - sulfide
quartz mineral complex and in primary development in late-pstockuctive 
mineral complex not of an argentite (argentite), and sulphosalts of silver. 
In whole, is necessary to note a weak exploration of mineral composition 
of Vilyu -chinsky site. 
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3.1.2. Asachinsky ore field 

Asachinsky ore field is located in southem part of Kamchatka peninsula 
off 110 km to southwest from Petropavlovska - Kamchatka city and off 
30 km from coast of Pacific ocean in upper reaches of basin of Asachi 
river. Off 30 km to northeast is North - Mutnovsky deposit 
parohydrotherms on which the construction base of geothermal electric 
power station is begun. In 1990 the preliminary exploration of its central 
part which has established economic value of deposit is completed. 

3.1.2.1. Structural position of ore field 

Asachinsky ore field locates in South - Kamchatka ore area within 
southem piece East - Kamchatka of a volcanic be1t of Quatemary age 
imposed on structure of southem branch of Central - Kamchatka of a vol -
canic be1t of Oligocene - Pliocene age. 

The area of an ore field is characterized three stage of structure. The 
basement of ore-enclosing structures is the formation of Lower of 
structural stage submitted the Oligocene - Miocene of andesite formation, 
which unites effusive - pyroclastic, volcanogenic-sedimentary and 
subvolcanic regionally, propilitized rocks generated in conditions of an 
island arch. 

Middle stage is represented by subaerial volcanogenic complexes Upper 
Miocene - Pliocene basa1t - adesite-rhyolite of a formation. The propyliti 
-zation of central p았ts of volcanic devices, wide development adular, 
quartz - hydromica metasomatites and is characteristic of them. 

Verkhnee structural stage is represented by Quatemary volcanites 
EKVB. In area of an ore field the following regional structures are 
distinguished which, apparently, determine its site and structure. 

Ore-controlling fau1t system of South - Kamchatka (fig. 3.1) is 
represented by fau1ts of submeridional and northeast strike. First carried 
out role of the basic ore-controlling and ore-enclosing structures. The 
northeast fau1ts repre -sent the renewed pieces of fracture system of 
Mutnovsky deep faul t. Asachinsky sublatitudinal zone of the increased 
permeability is represented by a series of subparallel fau1t-shifts playing 
an ore-bounded role, limiting ore field of north and south, and in its limits 
determining the sizes of ore bodies along strike. 

3.1.2.2. Structure of ore field 
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Thε ore field is located (fig.3 .29) in northwest segment of Asachinsky 
volcano-tectonic structure (VTS) diameter about 28 km, which covers 
basin of Usacha river (Zheltaya mountain), which is a paπ of imposed 
Asachinsky megavolcanic structure by a diameter of 32-25 km. 

In northwest segment of Asachinsky VTS Asachinsky paleovolcano of 
Pliocene age is distinguished in which erosive-tectonic caldera of the 
same name ore field by the area about 40 sq. km is located. On f1anks of 
ore field in upper reaches of Bolshoy, Left Asachinsky, Pemzovy creeks 
in erosive-tectonic scarps primary periclinal occurrence of f10ws of 
andesite and tuffhorizons forming a strata-volcano is well expressed. The 
same pericline occurrence of effusive - pyroclastic rocks is marked in 
center of ore field, but here, within local tectono-magmatic domes the 
angles of dip are frequently high. 

The basement of Asachinsky paleovolcano is Upper Miocene tuff능 of 
dacite composition and ignimbrites in Lower strata of Alneisky series 
(diagr. Append. 7). The strata with thickness of 50m (outside ore field) up 
to 500m (in center of ore field) are formed by agglomeratic, psephitic and 
psammitic tuffs of dacite composition. 
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Tectonic diagram of Asachinsky deposit 

Scale 1: 50 000 

Fig.3.29 
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Legend to figure3.29 

Lower structural stages. 
Oligocene - Miocene andesite formation : 

Volcanogenic-sedimentary rocks 
Middle structural stages 

Late Miocene -Pliocene 
basalt - adesite-rhyolite formation : 

dacite tuffs of Lower strata of Alneisky series 

effusive - pyroclastic rocks of a strata-volcano 

laccolith andesite - dacite (a) 
stocks, laccoliths and pipes of explosion of andesite (b) 

diorite porphyrites of the peripheral chamber 

Upper structural stage 

Basalt - andesite Quaternary formation 
(postore) 

Dislocation fractures : 
axial zone of ore controlling fa비ts system of 
South - Kamchatka 
faults of Asachinsky latitudinal zone of 
increased permeability 

ring and arc fa비ts of caldera 

other dislocation fractures 

erosive scarps of caldera 

ore-controlling tectono-magmatic dome structure 

gold-ore quartz veins defined from the suñace, 
and at depth under loose deposits (a), 
inferred (b). 

Earlier these formations were attributed to Oligocene - Miocene -

Paratun -sky series, considering them as facies analogue of tuffaceous 

sedimentary rocks of Mutnovsky series. But till now there are no proof능 

of their age. 
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On f1anks of the ore field the tuffs of Lower strata of Alneisky series 
occur either subhorisontally, or have central-clinal dip caused by step-like 
tele -scoped submersion of blocks the of Asachinsky paleovolcano 
basement to the center of caldera. In center of the ore field the same 
rocks occur periclinaly (from 20-250 ) within and near the ore-controlling 
local tectono-magmatic domes, subconcordantly with andesite f10ws and 
tuffs forming Asachinsky strata-volcano (Central dome is its top). The 
zonality is observed. In the center of the ore field the tuffs of 
agglomeratic dimension, and on f1anks - of psephitic one are distributed. 
Vertically the change of psammitic-psephit tuffs on deep horizons to a 
surface by agglomeratic interlayer of psephitic varieties is established. 

Paleo-reconstructions of the construction shows, that height of a 
stratavo- lcano before formation of central caldera relative to the center of 
the ore field (absolute marks 200 m) was not less than 2200-2500 m. 
Taking into account these data, it is difficult to explain formation ore
concentrating tectono-magmati domes at such depths formed into their 
nuclear parts by laccolith andesite - dacite, consisting of magmatic 
breccia and tuffisites. 

Summing the data of researches it is possible to make a conclusion that 
up to a stage of intrusion of substrata dome-like subvolcanic bodies the 
volcanic construction was estocked enough, and in its central p따t caldera 
existe The subvolcanic bodies of andesite - dacites intruded into the base 
of Asachinsky strata-volcano and on border by its basement (lower 
stratum Alneisky of a series) at small depth from the surface have formed 
uniform system consisting of closely located or merged with each other 
laccolith. 

The gold-ore mineralization is spatially confined to subvolcanic bodies 
of andesite - dacites. The center of an ore field forms the largest Central 
dome with a diameter up to 2000 m, besides 7 similar structures of the 
smaller size (찬om 500 up to 1500 m) have been distinguished: North, 
Northeast, 
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Southwest, West, Levoberezhny and V odorazdelny (diagram. Append. 7, 
8. Fig. 3.30). 
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By data of drilling the vertical thickness of andesite - dacite laccolith is 
(Central dome) 300m. The abnormal, relatively very c10sed jointing of en 
-c1osing rocks is characteristic of them. On its base it is possible to 
assume, that these bodies had abnormal permeability and can be 
considered as local collectors on all stages of whole evolution of ore field 
of ore-forming hydro -thermal system. By virtue of this the bodies of 
andesite - dacite have most heavily undergone to hydrothermal change 
than the enc10sing rocks. 

Morphologically these local tectono-magmatic structures represent flat, 
more often the isometric heights by relative exceeding of tops above the 
sole of 40-170m, complicating the gently inc1ined to creek Asachinsky 
the bo -ttom of erosive caldera. 

Not only spatial confinement of gold-ore veins to andesite - dacite lacco 
-lith is observed, but also it is established (hole, the gallery upgoing and 
other workings), that by vertical thickness of these bodies is determined 
range of a mineralization vertically. 

On the level of the sole of a subvolcanic body there is the downward 
branching of thick gold-ore veins by series low-thick poorly gold-bearing 
veins and zones of streaking. At the border of laccolithic roof in 
endocontact of tuffisites and enc10sing coarse-layered dacite tuff능 there is 
a sharp, in the interval of some meters, thinning of veins (veined zone 
Nol). Layered tuff능 and upper-occurring flows are andesites of 
Asachinsky paleovolcano can be considered as a series of half-nontight 
screens for ore-bearing hydrotherms (fig. 3.31). 

The magmatic breccias forming these bodies, consist of the c10sely 
located sharply angular fragments having various orientation of fluidity 
and cemented by more late pstockucts- magmatic rocks of the same 
composition. In result we notice blocks, wedges, spots and fields of 
brecciated rocks, which are not spatially connected with linear tectonic 
structures, and, probably, are caused only by dynamics of these laccoliths 
formation. 
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By data of V. S. Sheimovich, ages of subvolcanic andesite - dacite and 
central tectono-magmatic dome are 4.0 (1 .0 m. y. and adular of gold
bearing veins 4.5 土 1.0 m. y. that corresponds to Pliocene. 

Intrusion of andesite - dacite subvolcanic bodies with which closely spa 
-tially associate gold ore veins, finishes a subvolcanic stage of 
development of Asachinsky magmatogenic-ore system. To earlier 
subvolcanic formations (diagram App.7) of Asachinsky paleovolcano 
there are attributed: disting -uished in the north of ore field of body of 
andesite magmatic breccias, with intrusion of which a subvolcanic stage 
of its development began ; the diorite porphyrites, breaking through them, 
which are ledges of the peripheral chamber distinguished here with the 
geophysical data ; and also small stocks of andesite and andesite - basalt, 
spatially gravitating to arc caldera-forming faults. 

The ore-enclosing fracture structures irrespective of a position within of 
ore field and from enclosing formation have in most cases submeridional 
orientation and feather the axial zone of ore controlling faults system of 
South - Kamchatka. This system was initiated before the intrusion of 
subvolcanic bodies of andesite - dacite and is represented by a series of 
steeply dipping faults. After intrusions of laccolithic andesite - dacite 
these fracture structures within them developed in conditions of 
stretching as linear fracture zones, which in the beginning of an ore stage 
the stockworks with quartz - adular-pyrite veinlets were generated. 

Further dome-forming movements have resulted in a renovation of the 
same structures within local domes and to their complication, therefore 
were generated extended fractures (vein No.l , 2) and short feathered their 
(vein 3, northem flank of vein 2 etc.) extension fractures, which in 
productive stage were filled by gold-ore veins (fig. 3.31). These structures, 
during this period within tuff- dacites fields of lower strata of Alneisky 
series were developed under the conditions of regional compression. 
Therefore the gold-ore veins of the lenticular form (vein 5 etc.) were 
generated in thick bend zones with fault -shift character formed by 
schistose barren metasomatites. 
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Thus, in a period of ore-formation the ore field was characterized by the 
certain structural zonality 1) in tectono-magmatic domes existed 
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conditions of stretching 2) in enclosing rocks the conditions of 
compression prevail; 3) 
all these movements occurred under the screen of effusive - pyroclastic 
rocks of Asachinsky paleovolcano, which were rather inert in the tectonic 
relation. In the whole model of Asachinsky ore field can be represented as 
local ore-controlling tectonic-magmatogenic domes which are taking 
place in erosive-tectonic caldera under the screen of effusive - pyroclastic 
rocks of a strata-volcano. These local ore-controlling tectonic
magmatogenic domes have caused structural zonality, by gold-ore veins 
and veined zones in submeridional shear fracture and extension fracture, 
feathered the axial zone of ore-controlling faults system South -
Kamchatka (fig. 3.32). 

3.1.2.3. hydrothermally altered rocks 

All rocks in Asachinsky deposit are subjected to hydrothermal 
alteration of various degrees of intensity. Among hydrothermal altered 
rocks the pre-ore propylites having regional character of distribution, 
near-fracture pre-ore me -tasomatites (argillizites ), wallrock 
metasomatites, and also post-ore meta -somatites are distinguished. 

The propylites concem to epidote - albite - chloritic mineral type. The 
breccia texture of rocks are subjected to the greatest alteration, which 
especially is characteristic for subvolcanic andesite - dacite. The subvol -
canic bodies and andesite dikes are less altered, and also andesite - basalt 
flows, andesite. The degree of alteration of rocks makes up to 80 %. 
Even in the most altered varieties frequent1y is kept relict of structure of 
primary rocks due to peudomorphic replacement. In subvolcanic andesite 

dacite propylitization is expressed albitization of plagioc1ase, 
replacement by its epidote (sometimes up to 20 % of grain volume). The 
pyroxene is chloritized, is insignificant1y replaced by fine-grained epidote, 
leucoxene, sometimes by montmorillonite of clays group. Matrixes 
replaced by greenish - brown unit with chlorite by montmorillonite. In 
breccias the fragments are cemented by fine-grained unit of quartz, 
chlorite and montmorillonite. 

In fragments of tuffs the plagioclase of phenocrysts, is albitized, it is 
replaced with prehnite (up to 69 % of grain volume), epidote. Sometimes 
carbonate and sericite are marked. Dark-colored minerals are replaced 
with chlorite, carbonate, prehnite, and epidote. On basic mass, chlorite, 
epidote, brown clays group of montmorillonite, leucoxene intensively 
develop. Binding mass represents a fine-grained unit of quartz, flakes of 
chlorite, brown clay. 
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In andesites replacement is similar, but there differences consisting in 
constant presence of some or other quantity of zeolite. Zeolite develops 
(is forming) over plagioclase (sometimes till 60-80 % of phenocrysts 
volume), basic mass. Epidote is contained in smaller quantity. It usually 
forms small grains. The numerous amygdules and veinlets are filled with 
all above-men -tioned secondary minerals. 

By feature of all propilitized rocks of a central, most worked, part of a 
deposit is, practically, the constant presence of adular. It to some extent 
replaces plagioclase, and is included in composition of secondary 
minerals filling veinlets and nests. 

The vertical zonality in propylites is indistinctly displayed and is ex -
pressed in increased quantity of epidote, albite and reduction of adular at 
depth (hole 14). Off the central part of deposit, intensity of propylitization 
of rocks is reduced. A degree of dark-colored minerals and matrix 
alteration is more intensive. The basic secondary minerals are zeolite, the 
clays of mont -morillonite group. 

The near-한acture metasomatites are widespread locally. They are 
overlain on propylites and they are confined to jointing and splitting 
zones. Contacts with propylites, enclosing them is not distinct. It argillites. 
In some cases the propylite minerals are almost completely replaced by 
clay minerals, but even in this case relict texture of rocks is preserved. 
Neogenetic minerals are represented by adular, hydromica, 
montmorillonite, rectorite, corrensite, quartz, sericite, pyrite, leucoxene, 
kaolinite, and chlorite. In dacites, andesite - dacite the phenocrysts of 
albitizated plagioclase of various degree of intensity are replaced by 
adular, hydromica (less often by sericite), mont -morillonite. Dark
colored minerals are chloritized, replaced with hydromica, hydromica -
montmorillonite, chlorite - montmorillonite. Matrix is fine-grained unit of 
quartz, orthoclase, adular, clay minerals, leucoxene and chlorite. In 
exocontact part of veins primary development of different layer minerals 
of hydomica-montmorillonite type is observed, which off from contact 
are replaced by hydromicas, and then by chlorite - montmorillonite. 

The study of clay minerals zonality was carried out by X-ray crystal me 
-thod. The horizontal zonality is expressed by presence of two zones. 
Intemal zone - with rectorite (hydromica-montmorillonite) and 
montmorillonite; extemal - enriched by hydromica with insignificant 
quantity of corrensite (chlorite - montmorillonite). The vertical zonality is 
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not observed. It is possible only to note that on the surface the kaolinite 
and jarosite are marked which are not observed in adit horizon. 

Chlorites investigated on horizon 200m, are magnesial - ferruginous. 
Stock -work silicification developed along jointing and splitting zones of 
rocks finishes pre-ore stage, basically in the central part of deposit. 
Thickness of stockwork zones is 잠om the first centimeters up to first tens 
of a meter. The veinlets are filled with almost black material of 
cryptograined structure represented by units consisting of quartz, 
orthoclase, sulfides, leucoxene. Thickness of separate veinlets is 0.5-1.0 
cm, which have been not consistent along strike with rough angular 
outlines. Contacts with enclosing rocks are distinct, without visible 
alterati ons. 

To syn-ore metasomatites the low-thick zone of near-fracture 
alterations mainly of qu따tz - adular composition is attributed. In 
insignificant quantity hydromica, montmorillonite, sometimes sericite, 
fine-grained pyrite and scurfy chlorite are present. Thickness of near
veined zonules is 0.5-10.0 cm. A degree of rock alteration is 80-100 %. 
Adular - quartz fine-grained unit of metasomatites replaces separate 
phenocrysts of plagioclase and dark-colored minerals, the 
montmorillonite, hydromica, chlorite develop on matrix. Thin adular -
quartz veinlets are confined to exocontact veins. 

The post-ore alterations are connected with tectonic zones of splitting 
by thickness up to 0.3-3.0 m. Tectonic zones are filled by yellowish -
white clay consisting in the basic of hydromica and quartz, in 
insignificant quantity orthoclase and adular are marked. 

The analysis of substance balance during hydrothermal metasomatosis 
of central part of deposit has shown the significant enrichment of all 
zones by H20, K20 and MgO. All other elements are maximum taken 
away near veined zone. The peaks of silicic acid supply against the 
background of general efflux are observed in sites with intensive fine
veinlet silicification. In the whole the efflux prevails over supply. For 
calculation as initial rocks weakly-alterated dacites of northem flank of 
ore field were accepted (fig. 3.33). 

Thus, the ore bodies are located in the fields of εpidote - albite -
chloritic propylite and connected with near-fracture metasomatites. 
Characteristic minerals of these rocks are adular, hydromica, 
montmorillonite, rectorite, corrensite, kaolinite, sericite, and quartz. From 
center to periphery the al -teration of rectorite by hydromica, and then 
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corrensite is observed. In a vert:ical section kaolinite is marked on t:he 
surface, which at: t:he dep t:h disappears (horizon of gallery, 200 m). Up t:he 
dip the veins of adular - quartz composit:ion pinch out: and pass int:o a 
veinlet zones in argillizated rocks. The similar sit:uat:ion is observed along 
st:rike. On flanks in zones of argilli t:e carbonat:e, zeolite is cont:ained in 
significant quanti t:y. Correlation bet:ween various types of hydrothermally 
altered rocks is given in figures 3.34, 3.35. 
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3.1.2.4. Characteristic ofveined zones, veins and ore bodies 
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In Asachinsky ore field more 30 gold-ore veins, veined zones and zones 
of quartz veinlets were established. In central part across strike of the 
basic ore-enclosing structures from west to east is observed the certain 
rhythmicity ex -pressed in arrangement of gold-ore veins in subparallel 
bunches, 350-450 m apart from each other. 

The veined zone No 1, in within which the basic ore bodies of the 
deposit occur, from north to south is traced through cεntral part of ore 
field and almost in center dissects the largest Central tectono-magmatic 
dome. On the surface the veins outcrop only on the northem 40 m, most 
eroded slope of dome, where its nucleus (subvolcanic andesite - dacite, by 
interval of 360 m) are stripped. Further to the south up the dip the veins 
pinch out and pass into barren zones of argillizated rocks, sated with 
quartz veinlets, which with submersion of a veined zone gradually 
weaken. To the north of this interval the veined zone is overlain by a 
cover of water-glacial and alluvial deposits with thickness of 20-100 m. 
The established extent of its ore-bearing part by drilling data of holes is 
2000 m (Fig.3.30), it is supposed that more than 4000 m. 

Vertically three levels of branching veined zone are established. On 
lower level at the border of the laccolith andesite - dacite sole 
approximately at the horizon of 100m, along with branching downwards, 
the thickness of veins (fig. 3.3 1) is sharply reduced. The middle level is 
approximately on the level of 200-m (gallery (1)). ln this interval and 
upwards the maximum concen -tration of veined mass is observed. From 
the same interval and higher up to a roof in subvolcanic body the sharp 
prevalence of magmatic breccias above tluidal and porphyric varieties is 
observed. 

Probably, this consisting of mosaic of large and small blocks, wedges, 
spots and fields of magmatic breccias is the most dynamic part of doming 
a magmatic cliche appropriate to a level of laccolith tlow. And, at last, the 
upper level of vein branching and their thinning corresponds to the 
laccolith roof and gently declined to the south from the marks of 300 m 
upto 260 m. 

The extent of ore bearing veins reaches 1500 m, thickness - 0.8-2.5m, 
sometimes it reaches 7.5 m. The maximum thickness is observed, usually, 
in places of joint with other veins, or in places of apophyses splitting. The 
veined zone No 1 has a high dip to the east (70-850 ) , but in separate veins 
the local flattening ofveins up to 35 0 are observed, and the dip frequent1y 
varies to the west one with a dip angle of 75-85 0 (fig. 3.3 1). In whole, 
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with a general east dip there is observed a complex propeller-like 
character of the relief plane of ore-enclosing structure. 

The ore-bearing veins are located both in shear fracture, and in long
lived fractures, which, as it was marked above, at the separate stages 
developed either as shear fracture, or as extension fractures (veined zone 
Nol). They have distinct, but morphologically complex angular, step-like, 
twisting contacts controlled by fractures of parting enclosing subvolcanic 
andesite - dacite (fig. 3.36). 

A part of veins, usually, along east (trailing) contact is crushed. 
Consider -ably less often the veins are crushed for all thickness. The 
cement on these intervals is served as the viscous clay unit or quaπz 
crumbs. The contours of ore bodies are deterrnined by borders of quartz 
veins. The ore bodies represent subhorizontal, sometimes gently declined 
ribbon. They are charac -terized by persistence of thickness (variation 
factor 36-70 %), by relatively uniforrn distribution of gold (variation 
factor 120-150 %). Therefore in ore bodies the bonanzas are not observed. 
The maximum efficiency of veins is observed below the interface lines 
with apophyses. 

Veins located in dacite tuffs (vein No 5 and others) have the lenticular 
forrn with swells and pinches and develop in zones of schistocity, and the 
swells are confined to the sites of half-opening cavities in places of 
bending zones. 
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3.1.2.5. Mineralogical composition of ores 
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The gold-ore veins of Asachinsky deposit are formed by white, less 
often gray, yellowish porcelaneous-like quartzes, massive in center and 
banded in near-contact parts. 

Main veined minerals are quartz (till 90-98 %) and adular (sometimes 
till 30-40%). The minor minerals are as follows: hydromica (1 -5%), 
montmo -rillonite and kaolinite (sum up to 2 %) prevail. The veinlet, 
impregnated, colloform, colloform banded, incrustate-banded, 
metacolloid, breccia tex -ture are characteristic of ore-bearing veins (tab. 
3.6). The richest ore bodies are more often distinguished in intervals with 
contrast rhythmical - banded textures. On deep horizons the veins with 
banded and colloform textures are characterized by the high contents of 
silver and insignificant gold. 

The formation of ores on Asachinsky deposits occurred in following 
sequ -ence (tab. 3.6). Pre-productive stage is represented by pyrite -
adular quartz mineral complex, which forms pre-ore stockwork veinlet 
zones including gold-ore veins. Their mineral composition: quartz-30-
60 %, adular 20-40 %, pyrite - 10-15%, leucoxene up to 8%, clay unit -
up to 5%. These veinlets form a rich skeleton such as stockwork. The 
color of veinlets is from dark gray up to black in dependence from 
concentration of finely-scattered pyrite. 

Productive stage is represented by two mineral complexes - gold -
adular - hydromicaca - quartz (poorly widespread) and gold - naumannite 
- poly -basite - adular - quartz (basic). The first mineral complex is 
displayed in the vein (5 (Vostochny group of veins) locally and 
distinguished mainly. Main ore minerals are gold and pyrite (tab. 3.6). 
The gold - silver ratio is equal 2: 1. 

The second mineral complex combines, practically, all productive veins 
of deposit. Two mineral associations are distinguished: the gold - adular -
quartz (till 25-30 %), gravitating to selvages of veined bodies and 
combined fine-grained, up to metacolloid, porcelain-like is weak by a 
banded milk-white quartz and gold -naumannite- polybasite (70-75 %), 
forming the basic ore body of veined zone No 1. It is combined by light 
gray fine-layered quartz. The extensive sites of poorly crystallized adular 

quartz material with thin impregnation of black and brown 
pelitomorphic substance are observed. The separate colloform strips are 
formed by radial chalcedony units. 
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Table 3.6 

냐
 
N 

나
 

Stage: Mineral complex Productive Veined minerals: Ore minerals: Features of native gold: Textures and 
mineral a)main a)main structures 
associa tions b)minor b)minor ofores 

Pre- pyrite-adular- gold - hydromica a)quartz; a)pyrite Not established masslve, 
Produc야tiv quartz b)kaolinite, b) marcasite, arsenopyirite impregnated ’ 
e hydromica, sericite, streaky 

adular. 
Productiv gold - adular - gold - hydromica a)quartz, adular, a) gold, pyrite Small 0.1-0.5 mm-30 %, fern dendrites-50 %, banded, brcccia 
e hydromica hydromica b) chalcopyrite, cementated fine meshed 30 %; sample 700-740; 

quartz (poorly b)absent tetradymite, bismuthine admixtures of copper, iron. 
widespread). 
gold gold a)quartz, adular a) gold, seleniferous polybasite, Native gold: very small 0.05-0.1 mm-80 %, fern Collo lonnly 
naumannite naumannite b)chlorite, naumannite dendrites-50 %, lumpy 50 %, cementing fine- banded’ 
polybasite polybasite hydromica, b) pirssonite- polybasite, pyragite, meshed 40 %, cubooctahedral crystals 10 %; hypidiamorph ic. 
adular - quartz kaolinite kostavite, silver. aguilarite, acanthite, sample 425-760; admixtures of copper, lead, granul ar, 
(basic stephanite. selenide of gold and silver, antimony, manganese, platinum. corrosion, breccia 

pyrite, sphalerite. chalcopyrite, gray 
ore. galena. 

pyrite-carbonate- gold - adular absent Gold Native gold: very small 0.01 -0.1 mm -80 % ; 
quartz quartz. lumpy-like; sample 450-512. 

Post-ore pyrite - quartz, quartz, calcite. Pyrite 
carbonate 
quartz 



The ore minerals, as a rule form a thin impregnation in adular - quartz 
strips and are confined to clean quartz interlayers less often. The given 
association is characterized by the most complex composition; here the 
whole set of ore minerals is observed, characteristic of deposit in whole 
(tab.3.6). 

The crystallization of productive mineral complexes occurred against 
the background of silver role increase in relation to gold, and selenium 
increase - in relation to tellurium from early gold - hydromica association 
(silver- gold ratio 2: 1, selenium -tellurium ratio 1: 1) to late gold -
naumannite- polybasite ratio of silver - gold 10:1 , selenium -tellurium 
30:1). 

The certain vertical zonality is observed also it is expressed in gradual 
increase at depth of the contents of silver and reduction of the contents of 
gold (ratio of silver - gold on upper-ore horizons is from 1: 1 up to 3: 1, on 
lower-ore horizons - from 10:1 up to 100:1). 

Post-productive stage of minerogenesis is represented by two mineral 
associations: pyrite - quartz and carbonate - quartz (is poorly displayed). 
The crosscutting veinlets with thickness up to 5 cm formed by columnar 
and comb quartz by translucent calcite are marked. 

Proceeding from the described model of Asachinsky ore field, to our 
mind, it is necess없Y to caπY out the estimation of deep horizons of 
veined zone (1 on southem flank Central tectonic - magmatic dome (fig. 
3.30) in area of a face of a gallery 1. Within other ore-concentrating 
domes even less eroded, than Central on depth should be estimated by 
drilling of holes revealed weak surface of gold-bearing veins, veinlet 
zones, splitting and hydrothermally altered rocks. 
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3. 1.3. Prospe cts of new objects revealing 

In South - Kamchatka ore area (SKOA) three deposits - Banny, Kary -
msky, Porozhinsty are revealed, on which prospecting - estimated works 
have been made ; Bystrinsky ore field with sites Rogatka and Bystrinsky. 
South - Kamchatka system of ore-controlling fault in the south of Kam -
chatka is traced almost up to Lopatki cape. The results of research allow 
distinguishing a little paleovolcanic constructions along this structure, 
from which the most perspective for gold - silver deposits are the 
following: 
1. Paleovolcanic construction with a center of Tikhaya river area (Tikhy 
volcanic complex and Kambalyny lakes. This paleovolcano represents a 
relatively large VTS by diameter of 16-18 km. The Central part is almost 
completely formed by subvolcanic bodies of basalts, andesite, in smaller 
extent - dacite. The northwest part is faulted along the fault of a northeast 
strike ànd buried under vo1canites of modem Kambalyny volcano. 

In heavy concentrates of the streams draining paleovolcano the signs of 
gold are marked. In central part of the paleovo1cano in subvo1canic 
basalts some silicification zones of northeast strike by thickness up to 15 
m were revealed, from which one lump of ore sample was selected, in 
which the content of gold 4 g/t was determined. In quartz there is the 
plentiful impregnation of galena and sphalerite (lead - 0,5%, zinc 0,55 %). 
This VTS is located near Zhirovsky paleovolcano. 

2. A paleovolcano in upper reaches of the Gavrilovsky and Three sisters 
(Gavrilovsky volcanic complex) has the similar size, but sharply differs 
by structure. This is a group of contiguous, frequently of merging sub -
volcanic bodies of diorite porphyrites, andesite and less often dacite. 

On photosnapshots morphostructure of central type with diameter of 
15-18km is distinguished. The structure is investigated poorly. Compo -
sition of volcanites is mainly andesite. This structure is quite possibly 
similar to Asachinsky'ore field. 

In heavy concentrates from alluvium the signs of silver and galena are 
found out. In central part the extensive fields of hydrothermally altered 
rocks are found. The separate zones of the altered rocks (quartz - sericite 
and quaπz - alunite of rock) have width up to hundreds meters with extent 
up to 3500 m, sometimes quartz, quartz - carbonaceous and quartz -
sulfide veinlets - by thickness till 10-15 cm and veinlet zones - up to 5 m. 
The character hydrothermally altered rocks can be indicative of weak 
eroslve cut. 
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3. The small volcanic construction (about 10 km in diameter) is distin
guished in interfluve of lower reaches of Olygina - Utyuzhnaya rivers. It 
is formed by volcanogenic - sedimentary rocks of Lower strata of Alnei -
sky series, which has been broken through by subvolcanic bodies of 
basalts and andesite. It is investigated poorly. On northem flank in 
razvals (disintegrated blocks piled up on mountain slopes) of quartz the 
contents of gold up to 40 g/t are established. Spatially contiguous three 
VTS, per -spective for gold - silver mineralization, have allowed here to 
distinguish a new ore unit - Kambalyny. 
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3.2. Oganchinsky - Kozyrevsky ore area 

Oganchinsky - Kozyrevsky ore area of 9500 square kilometer covers 
water divide parts of Median and Kozyrevcy ridge and is confined to the 
most raised block of Central - Kamchatka Volcanic Be1t (CKVB) and to 
its junction with Cretaceous scarp and crystal basement. The areas of pro 
-ductive formation distribution (andesite, andesite -basa1t and rhyolite -
dacite, overlain at the periphery by CKVB Quatemary volcanites 
delineate Borders of the ore field. A southwest border passes along 
Zhupanovsky deep fa띠t limiting from the northeast the (Sredinny) 
Median sc따p of metamorphic rocks. The basic ore objects are 
concentrated in southem and central parts ofthe area. To opinion ofV, A, 
Kuchuganov it is caused not by intensity atten -uation of mineralization 
in the northem part of the area, but weak erodi -bility of ore complexes 
also. 

Ore area is located in the central part of Asavgoisky arch and in general 
plan coincides with abnormal zone of raised electric conductivity of the 
earth crust. The basic ore-controlling structural elements are the Main 
(Gla -vny) Kamchatka fault and latent fau1ts ofthe basement, in places of 
their crossing the deposits and occurrences of gold - silver formation are 
located. 

The basement of CKVB within the ore area are the Paleozoic 
metamorphic rocks ofKheivansky suite (in the southwest part ofthe area) 
and Upper Cretaceous siliceous - volcanogenic rocks of lruneisky and 
Kirganiksky suites. 까le Cenozoic plutonic complexes of CKVB were 
formed in three stages ofvolcanic activity. 

Oligocene - Miocene andesite formation unites the volcanites of Kra -
pivinsky suite (Eocene), Berezovsky and Pogadaikinsky suites (Miocene). 
To this formation we attribute the intrusion of diorites, granodiorite, 
quartz diorites, breaking through these volcanites which was earlier 
attributed to gabbro -.diorite - granodiorite formation. Volcano - plutonic 
complexes of andesite formation were formed in conditions close to 
island-arc, though, in whole, the transition to continental conditions here 
occurred much earlier, than South (Yuzhny) Kamchatka, and percentage 
of volcanites, forming in land conditions, is much higher. Togarp, 
Kungurtsevsky and Zoloto pro -bably Oganchinsky and Lazumoe ore 
occurrences are connected with andesite formation. 

The Upper Miocene-Pliocene basa1t - andesite - rhyolite formation 
covers subaerial formations of Alneisky series and is characterized by the . 
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same features, which were earlier specified for south - Kamchatka ore 
area. The paleovolcanoes of this formation are connected with the main 
deposits of area: Aginsky, Baranyevsky, Sukharikovsky crests and 
numerous ore occurrences (Anapely, Kreruk, Karakovsky etc. 

The group of not dismembered basalt, andesite - basalt and rhyolite -
dacite formations of Anthropogen unites the volcanites of Pleistocene -
Holocene age. Nowadays-vo1canic activity in a considered part of CKVB, 
practically, was finished with the exception of rather weak fumarole 
occurrences of Ichinsky vo1cano. Among the vo1canoes of this stage the 
shield volcanoes and fields of areal vo1canism prevail, the strata
volcanoes (Ochchama, Ichinsky) are less widespread. 

Within Oganchinsky-Kozyrevsky ore area 5 deposits (Aginsky are esta 
-blished, South -Aginsky, Baranyevsky, Sukharikovsky Crests, 
Organchin -sky), 17 ores occurrences and 14 points of mineralization 
have been esta -blished, which are united into five ore units: Aginsky, 
Levinson - Lessinga, Sukharikovsky, Dimzhikansky and Anavgaisky. 

3.2.1. Aginsky ore area 

Aginsky ore unit (625 sq. km) is characterized by maximum 
concentration of gold mineralization. It is confined to Kirganiksky deep 
fault at the site of its crossing with faults of northeast and sublatitudinal 
direction, which are precisely fixed to geological, geophysical and 
morphostructural data. The basic object of ore unit is Abdrakhimovsky 
ore field including Aginsky de -posits, South - Aginsky and Naichansky 
ore occurrences. To this unit the per -spective areas to the west and to the 
northwest of the Aginsky ore field with ore occurrences of Ketachan - 2, 
Togarsky and numerous points of minerali -zation in Kolylve - Kimitina 
interfluve are also referred. 

The basement of CKVB described area are siliceous - vo1canogenic 
rocks of Kirganiksky suite (k2). In the base of belt andesite formation 
reperesented to northeast part by volcanites of Krapivinsky suite is 
occurred, in southem part - by volcanogenic and vo1canogenic
sedimentaη rocks, which by the various researchers were attributed to 
Beryozovsky, Ilynsky, and Pogadaikin -sky suites. 

In central part of Aginsky ore Alneisky vo1canism rocks form unit 
Aginsky paleovo1cano is located it and enclosing gold-ore bodies of 
Abrakhimovsky ore field. There are some paleovo1canoes close to this 

. age .. Alneisky series is dismembered into some strata. 
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The first stratum is distinguished by B. K. Dolmatov to the west of ore 
field - psephytic tuffs and tuffites of medium - basic composition with 
interlayers of tuff-conglomerates, tuff-sandstone and tuff-aleurolites. 

The second strata are volcanogenic complexes of Khinara mountain. 
The paleovolcano of Khinara mountain (diameter up to 6 km) is of dacite 
composition. The effusive - pyroclastic rocks are revealed in the greater 
part of Abdrakhimovsky ore field. They are crossed by holes under ore
enclosing volcanites of the basic composition. 

The third stratum is widespread within Aginsky ore field. Andesite -
basalt composition of complex Aginsky paleovolcano is essentially basalt, 
to which the Abdrakhimovsky ore field is confined. To the north of it the 
volcanogenic complex of paleovolcano Nodeka, coeval with it, is located, 
differing from Aginsky one by more acid composition (the volcanites of 
medium composition prevail). The acid volcanites (mainly tuff-dacites) 
of the small volcanic center in the upper reaches of the river Kopylye are 
referred to the same strata, and also volcanogenic complexes of 
essentially medium composition which are taking place to the east and 
southeast of Abdrakhimovsky ore field. 

The fourth strata are the only northeast part of the ore unit. They are 
dacites, andesite - dacites with their tuffs and ignimbrites, the center of 
which eruption is outside the investigated area. 

Quatemary rocks are represented by volcanogenic and loose alluvial and 
water-glacial formations. 

3.2.1.1. Abdrakhimovsky ore field 

Abdrakhimovsky ore field including Aginsky and South - Abdrakhimov 
-sky deposits is located 125 km to the northwest from village Milyky. In 
1985 at the deposit the detailed exploration was completed, the reserves 
of gold of category C) + C2 are authorized by the State Committee for 
Reserves USSR and were transferred to Keramkensky GOK PO 
"(NorthEast G이d) Severobostokzoloto"for the exploitation. 

3.2.1.1.1. Structural features of Aginsky paleovolcano 

Aginsky polygenic paleovolcano is different from other ore-enclosing 
paleovolcanoes by smaller differentiation, composing of volcanites. More 
than 90 % -basalts and andesite - basalt. The andesites are met only in 
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middle and the most upper part of the section. Andesite - dacite, dacites 
and liparites are rare met as subvolcanic bodies, and in single instances 
(left bank of the Viyun river ) as flows. 

Two cycles of magmatic activity with sequence of volcanism 
development from basic to relatively acid varieties are precisely 
distinguished. I. D. Petrenko distinguishes in composition of Aginsky 
paleovolcano three bands: lower one - of basic composition, middle one -
of medium composition and upper one - of basic composition. 

The history of Aginsky paleovolcano evolution looks as 
follows.Paleovol -cano began to be formed as a volcano of central type. 
After formation of the lower basalt band (in the central part its thickness 
is up to 400-500 m) there was formation of the intermediate magmatic 
chamber with differentiation of initial melt and formation of band of 
volcanites of andesite - basalt and andesite composition, finished by 
intrusion of subvolcanic bodies of andesite - dacites and dacites. 
Collateral small centers of eruption were also formed. The large part of 
volcanites of the first cycle was formed from the volcanic activity of a 
central type. The vent facies of this stage form all central paπ of a 
paleovolcano and is represented by .bodies of breccias, by subvolcanic 
bodies of andesite and basalt, intrusion of diorites and gabbro-diorites. 
Explosive breccias represent tuffisites of agglomerate or psephitic 
dimension, their composition changes from basalt up to andesite. 

Aginsky intrusion is poorly eroded. On the surface it outcrops as a 
linear body by the size of 4 x 1 km. The composition varies from gabbro
diorites up to quartz diorites with sharp prevalence of diorites. For 
composing rocks all characteristics of near-surface intrusion are 
characteristic : porphyry-like character, transition into non-recrystallized 
varieties, presence of granophy -ric quartz - feldspathic units. 

In difference from Zhirovsky paleovolcano Aginsky intrusion is 
comagma -tic not with the finishing products of volcanism, finishes only 
first cycle of the magmatism which has generated volcanic construction 
of a central type. 

The second cycle of volcanism began after short-time break of 
magmatic activity resulted in solidification of the intermediate magmatic 
chamber and sealing of formed intrusion of the central volcanic channel. 
In this connec -tion a newly delivered portion of basalt magama has 
formed numerous collateral centers of eruptions {explosive pipes, necks, 
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subvo.lcanic bo.dies, dikes accumulatio.ns characterized by abno.rmal 
magnetic fields. 

Their fo.rmatio.n o.ccurred alo.ng co.ncentric faults. The maj o.rity o.f 
vo.lcanic centers o.f the seco.nd cycle are lo.cated in the so.uthwest secto.r o.f 
the pal -eo.vo.lcano., and this caused the increase o.f thickness o.f the upper 
band o.f this part o.f structure. Co.mpo.sitio.n o.f vo.lcanites is basa1tic 
similarly to. the lo.wer band. At the end o.f this stage the fo.rmatio.n o.f a 
new intermediate chamber with magmatic differentiatio.n o.ccurs, it caused 
the eruptio.n o.f andesite - basalts and andesites, intrusio.n o.f acid 
subvo.lcanic bo.dies (mainly in the regio.nal paπs o.f vo.lcanic structure). 
The petro.chemical co.mpo.sitio.n o.f lavas and subvo.lcanic ro.cks o.f bo.th 
cycles co.rrespo.nds to. calcareo - alkaline series, by Kuno. classificatio.n 
they co.ncem to. a high-alumina series. 

Basalts o.f lo.wer and upper bands by petro.chemical characteristics do. 
no.t differ fro.m the ro.cks o.f middle band o.f Uppers o.f the upper band are 
appre -ciably different by acidity increase. The accumulatio.n o.f iro.n and 
alkalis in pro.cess o.f differentiatio.n is characteristic o.f bo.th cycles. The 
ro.cks o.f an early stage o.f each cycle are characterized by smaller 
alkalinity in co.mpari -so.n with average wo.rld types o.f ro.cks and, despite 
o.f their lo.catio.n in a rear part o.f CKVB, even with co.eval ro.cks o.f 
Ko.zyrevsky area. Late stages are characterized by increase o.f alkalinity in 
co.mpariso.n with the appro.priate types o.f ro.cks. 

Table 3.7 
Sample Characteristics of sample Contents in sample Age 
No material K% 40Ar method 40a Millions 

kg/g ’i 
years 

383 Adular-quartz vein(Aginsky 1.07土0.03 0.556土0.012 14 7.48土0.30

vein) 
385 Adular-quartz vein(vein No2 1.1 4土0.03 0.556土0.012 45 7.45土0.30

of South Aginsky site) 
384 8asalt of Lower band 0.73土0.025 0.556土0.012 33 7.64土0.31

356 Ansesite-basa외It of Upper 1.67土0.04 0.556土0.012 45 7.71土0.24

band 
396 Andesite-basalt 'subvolcanic 1.23土0.03 0.556土0.012 44 7.30土0.24

body 
968 Diorite 2.38土0.04 0.556土0.012 40 7.40土0.20

The general evolution of magmatism should be considered as a process 
of differentiation of the uniform magma chamber. The formation o.f early 
stages of both cycles are fo.rmed directly fro.m initial basa1t magma of 
mantle feeding, and their composition is clo.se to. composition o.f initial 
magma of Kurillo.-Kamchatka province (Erlikh, 1966). The formati o.n of 
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the late stages is a result of magmatic differentiation in the intermediate 
magmatic chambers. 

About the age of Aginsky paleovolcano paradoxical opmlOns were 
available till now. The vegetative remains have allowed dating its 
deposits within Miocene - Pliocene. By absolute age data it was 
impossible to carry out dating confidently (their age is ranging from 6.0 
up to 50.5 m. y. Yu. 1. Kharchenko (1967, 1977) counted this area as a 
long-lived volcanic center, developed from Early Miocene up to Early 
Pleistocene and by proving that all vo1canites forming Aginsky 
paleovo1cano are attributed to Alneisky series, at first he determined their 
age from the Upper Miocene up to Pliocene. 

F or specification of the age of ore-enclosing vo1canites and 
mineralization paleo-magnetic sampling of vo1canites, definition of 
absolute ages (pota -ssium - argon method) of enclosing rocks and quartz 
veins was made. By these data the age of quartz veins and rocks (basalt of 
lower band, andesite - basalt of upper band, andesite - basalt of 
subvo1canic body, diorite) was established as 7.4-7.9 m. y., that does not 
contradict the definitions of vegeta -tive remains. Thus, the age of 
Aginsky paleovo1cano is determined as Upper Miocene that corresponds 
to Alneisky stage of volcanism. Now que -stion on mutual relation 
mineralization and vo1canism will be discussed. 

Ore bodies of the Aginsky bunch located in the middle band of 
vo1canites, but they cross the dikes of basalts attributing to the second 
magmatic cycle. 
Ore bodies of south -Aginsky site, also locating within the basic middle 
band, are directly confined to the dikes of basalts and break through sub -
vo1canic bodies of basalts and andesite - basalts of the second magmatic 
cycle. 

At last, in the upper reaches of Pantelei creek a large dike of dacites by 
thickness up to 100 m and by extent not less than 1000 m was traced, it 
was 
confined to a large fault dissecting the whole deposit and tearing almost 
all most upper f10ws of the upper band of effusively - pyroclastic rocks. 
The dike is heavily hydrothermally altered, on marks of 1450-1500 m. 

Silicification, hydromicatization, the argillization are displayed, so the 
whole set of pre-ore metasomatites is present. Frequently there are 
veinlets of cha1cedony quartz with pyrite. On the lower marks the dacites 
are subjected to propylitization. 
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Thus, any shielding and overlapping formations within the ore field are 
not observed. The mineralization thinning upwards the section occurs 
gradually and is explained simply by insignificant erosive cut of ore 
bodies. The economic mineralization though located in effusive -
pyroclastic rocks of middle band, but is imposed on all dikes of the 
second magmatic cycle being the youngest rocks of Aginsky 
paleovolcano. Hence, the gold telluric mineralization of 
Abdrakhimovsky ore field, as well as in all other ore fields, occurs after 
terminations of a phase of active volcanism and finishes the process of 
formation of magmatogenic-hydrothermal system. 

3.2.1.1.2. Structure of the ore field 

Abdrakhimovsky ore field is a central part of Aginsky paleovolcano, 
located at the crossing of two deep faults: Kirganiksky one with a 
northwest direction and Aginsky one with a northeast direction. Its 
structure was formed for a long times of the paleovolcano formation 
under influence both regional tectonic and volcanic factors. 
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Structural schetch of Abdpakhimovsky ore field 

Fig.3.37 
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Legend in Fig. 3.37 
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단킥 ?’ B애ndaries of Abdrakhimovsky ore field_ 

From the regional teçtonic factors the greatest value had Aginsky deep 
fault of a northeast direction. During formation of Aginsky paleovolcano 
it was displayed in basic as a zone of a stretching, which influence had an 
effect of general elongation of a paleovo1cano in northeast direction and 
caldera morphology, of formed central part. Besides this fault is 
conjugated for -mation of numerous extension fracture, filled by dikes 
and formation of a large fault dissecting all ore field, to which the 
southeast part is lowered relatively north of Zapadny on 80-100 m. This 
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fault there pass along Pantelei creek. Aga river to the south is divided 
into two branches, one is traced through south - Aginsky site, second 
follows 

Along the channel of Aga river in both sides this fault leaves ore field. 
Aginsky deep fault is main magma-leading structure determining develop 
-ment of Aginsky paleovolcano. It is less developed, but precisely faults 
of northwest direction reflected Kirganiksky deep fault are distinguished. 
In distribution of a mineralization the basic role, probably, belongs to 
structures, formed in process of volcanic activity. The volcanic factors 
were displayed to periclinal occurrence of rocks of a paleovolcano, 
arched uplift of central paπ with formation caldera in center and 
subsidence of whole volcanic structure on 100-300 m on series of ring 
faults. 

Periclinal occurrence of rocks with 10-25 degrees of dip in central part 
and 0-5î on peripheries reflects primaη occurrence of rocks on slopes of 
volcanic structure. Only in rare cases the dips up to 40 about, caused by 
near-fracture tectonics are observed. Sometimes general periclinal the 
occurrence is complicated by periclinal structures of the more small order, 
for example, upper reaches Vyyun creek. The formation is connected 
with presence of collateral center in the end of the first magmatic cycle. 

In central p따t of paleovolcano is distinguished the complex-constructed 
lowered block of the oval form. The conducting role in formation belongs 
to arc faults of a prevailing northeast direction, which break all central 
part of a paleovolcano on narrow linear blocks, sometimes long up to 1-2 
km with width of 100-200 m. Dip of the majority of faults are vertical or 
inclined up to 50 about to center of depression. The amplitude of 
displacement to separate faults does not exceed 20-50 m, the general 
amplitude of lowering reaches 200-250 m. The rocks of this block are 
intensively altered by hydrothermal processes. Inside from boards radial 
extension fractures are traced, usually filled by dikes of the second 
magmatic cycle precisely underlining periclinal structure. 
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Fig .3.38 Scheme of fracture development in dome structure 
after A.Wisser, G.Kloops, M.Eckerkamp 

The conditions of formation of this block up to the end are not found 
out. 
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We offer following point of view. According to the models dome
formation G. Kloos and E. Uisser (Figure 3.38), confirmed by experiment, 
in arch of dome ansmg with anyone cliche of deformation zone of 
stretching realized as graben-like structure will be formed. Thus the 
isometric dome will form system of concentric shear fractures, along 
which lowering of a central part occurs. In case of the extended dome the 
system of shear fracture gets central part of subparallel arches of large 
radius falling to direction of an axis of a dome. The extension fracture 
will be formed in basic in sectors ofsubmersion ofaxis (Figure 3.38 b). 

The similar picture should arise with the lengthened form of a cliche, 
which role in paleovolcanoes plays the understood magmatic column. 
Thus the maximum concentration of shear fracture will be observed along 
peri -phery of a rising cliche (Figure 3.38c). The lengthened form of 
volcanic depressions caused by an elongation of the magmatic chamber 
along deep magma-delivering faults, is marked V. L. Leonov on many 
modem hydro -thermal systems of Kamchatka (Uzon - Geizemy, 
Koshelevsky, Semichev -sky, Pauzhetsky). 

The geophysical researches confirm the extended form Aginsky 
intrusion at depth, if from anomalL ~ t 0 cut the east part obviously 
outside the limits of Aginsky volcano-tectonic structure (VTS) and 
explained by the presence of other magmatic chamber, or heterogeneity 
of the basement. It once again is proved that gravimetric survey of scale 
1 :200000 has too small scale for interpreting of paleovolcanoes intemal 
structure. 

The negative structure oflar.ge scales was generated, probably, in the lat 
-est periods of a formation of a paleovolcano. It is formed by lowering of 
all construction of Aginsky paleovolcano on series of arc faults, in whole, 
forming ring depression. To the largest faults the valleys of the Kopylye 
rivers, Ketachan, Ketachan - 2 are confined. In plan the depression has 
the form of an almost correct oval by the size 15 x 20 km. The amplitude 
of a fault changes from 100 up to 300 m a and the compensatory 
character of this depression which has arisen in process of volcanic 
activity, does not cause doubt. 

In result of action of the listed factors in Aginsky paleovolcano the 
complex system low-amplitude was generated fault, upthrusts, shear and 
extension fractures. The most intensive network of faults is observed in 
central part of paleovolcano described by the greatest hydrothermal 
processing of enclosing rocks, which is distinguished as Abdrakhimovsky 
ore field. Distinct border of an ore field is not observed the weakening of 
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tectonic pressure and hydrothermal processing of rocks to periphery of a 
paleovolcano occurs gradually. 

In conformity with above described model of ore field observes 
elements of structural zonality consisting in prevalence on northeast 
(Perevalny site) and southwest (South -Aginsky site) t1anks of ore field of 
ore-enclosing structures such as extension fractures, and is closer to 
center - such as shear fracture or low-amplitude fault. 

System of low-amplitude faults and shear fracture frames a central part 
of Aginsky volcanic structure (paleo-volcano). In relation to center of 
paleo -volcano they are concentric, though prevailing orientation in 
northeast direction shades this . representation. Considering insignificant 
amplitudes of mixture to majority fault, the distinctions between them 
and shear fracture are rather conditional. In the further these structural 
elements are considered in common as shear fracture. Shear fracture of 
mylonitizations of various thickness precisely expressed planes of sliding 
is different by significant ex -tent, by comparatively straight 
configuration and presence of crushing zones. 

In Aginsky deposits the strip of their development is 2-3 km, and, they 
make two bunches : Aginsky and Vynsky, taking place correspondingly, 
to northwest and to east of northeast t1ank caldera. Yu. F. Volkov 
considers these bunches as graben-like structures, determining in 
particular for Agin -sky bunch, amplitude of subsidence is 200-250 m. In 
difference from this representation we consider their series of concentric 
fractures framing rigid central block of dome-like structure. 

Aginsky bunch (figure 3.39) includes the basic zones: Aginsky and 
Syur -priz accompanying with numerous crosspieces shear type (Hoyabry, 
Olympic zone) and with feathered tension fractures (Nak.hodk, Tuman 
zone (6 and others). General dip of Aginsky bunch subvertical (Fig. 3.41), 
but general background of the separate zones has southeast (Aginsky 
zone) or 
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Fig. 3.39 Location pattern of Aginsky ore cluster bodies 

___ Ore - enclosing fractures 

____ Ore bodies 

P. T : ore body 

northwest dip (Syurpriz, Noyabr, and Olympiisky). Thus, this fracture sys 
-tem will form a converging downward bunch. The lines of interface of 
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zones are immersed in a southwest direction under about 20-60 degree, 
and, their flattening with depth is observed. One of the basic relationship 
established in Aginsky deposits, is the spatial affinity and identity of 
grouping of structures controlling location of dikes, zones of 
hydrothermally altered rocks and ore veins. 

The dikes too form a converging downward bunch subparallel bunch of 
ore-bearing veins. The lines of interface of dikes also are immersed in a 
southwest direction. In many casεs the ore veins coincide with dikes, 
locat -ing along them is contact. Besides the structural plan and 
mineralizations is c1ose, but do not coincide completely, that speaks about 
some rupture in time oftheir formation (Fig. 3.47). 

The prevalence of breccia textures above ribboned is characteristic of 
quartz veins which are taking place in shear fracture. The contacts of 
veins almost everywhere are renewed by tectonics. The basic part of 
reserves of gold occurs in ore pillars described by the high content of gold. 
The largest ore pil1ars are at the interface of shear fractures (ore pillars 
Syurpriz and Malysh at conjunction of zones Syurpriz with Noyabrsky 
and Olympus zone), less often in places of their bending (ore pil1ar of 
Aginsky vein). 

The formation mechanism of extension fractures in most cases corres -
ponds to radial fractures of dome structure. The greatest distribution they 
have received on Perevalny and Vyyun site. The presence defines them 
on northeast and southwest flanks of Aginsky paleovolcano with north -
east orientation of radial structures, that results in apparent concurrence of 
the structural plan with shear fractures. On both sites the intensive 
development of extension fractures is accompanied by gradual 
attenuation of shear frac -tures. On site Perevalny the cases were 
observed, when the ore bodies pass the southwest part confined to shear 
fractures, to northeast in extension frac -tures (Valeri ore body). 

The rare radial extension fractures of northwest direction filled by 
quartz veins are found out southeast and northwest flanks of ore field, but 
the parameters them are insignificant. The radial fractures of al1 directions 
filled by dikes of basalts of the second magmatic cyc1e are widely 
widespread, that same time proves some discrepancy of the structural 
plan and ore veins, but also for dikes the sharp increase of their 
concentration in northeast and southwest sectors of a paleovolcano is 
observed. The prevailing develop -ment of extension fractures in 
northeast and southwest flanks of a paleo -volcano and correspondingly 
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their northeast orientation is explained asym -metrically arched uplifts of 
a central part of structure and by elongation in northeast direction. 

Except above described, the extension fractures, feathered large shear 
fractures are observed, it is usual side a lower side. The Nakhodka zone, 
Apophysis of Valeri zone and others concern to them. The complex 
configuration, numerous bends of veins by direction change till about 14-
45。’ branching of veins, numerous apophysises is characteristic of all 
veins confined for extension fractures, structural type " horse tail " 
frequently are observed. The mutual relation of veins made in extension 
fracture, with pre-ore dikes of basalts is characteristic. With crossing 
dikes the intensive branching of veins is observed, frequently divided into 
series oflow-thick in relatively thick vein after crossings dikes (Fig. 3.47) 
is veinlets and again grouped. 

The postore tectonics was displayed was poorly and displayed, in basic, 
in renovation all of the early generated ruptures, by causing splitting of 
sepa -rate sites of quartz veins by formation of breccia on clay 
(argillaceous) cement. In a cut of 1 gallery 2 is fixed displacement of a 
productive vein (Valeri zone) on 5-6 cm submeridional (1650 trend) 
zonule (microzone) of splitting by thickness 20 cm, filled tectonic clay. 
Yu. F.Volkov in mining workings in area of galleries 5, 6, 17 divide 
creeks Aginsky - Vyyun series of sublatitudinal dislocations by total 
amplitude of mixture up to 100-m marks. Can be here amplitude 
exaggerated. By us similar was not observed. 

In summary it is necessary to allocate some elements lateral and of 
vertical zonality Abdrakhimovsky ore field. Except the already marked 
confinement to ore-enclosing shear fracture zones of central part of ore 
field, and extension fracture to its northeast and to southwest f1anks, it is 
necessary to note everywhere observable branching of ore bunches and 
veins up the dip, that is indicative of formation of structures in conditions 
of low static pres -sure. The insignificant erosive cut of ore bodies proves 
to be true also by geological data. So on Perevalny site, where it is 
possible to reconstruct paleo-surface of a paleovolcano, the erosive cut 
does not exceed 100-150 m. 
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Coinciding pr이ection of Surprise, Valery ore zones, 
on the vertical plane 
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Fig.3.40 

The analysis of distribution of ore bodies in a vertical section of a 
paleovolcano shows following rules. That the declination of separate ore 
pillars can occur to various directions under influence of the 10ιal 

structural factors, the ore bodies Aginsky bunch in whole are grouped 
into a strip of width 300-400 m gently immersed into southwest direction, 
and south -Aginsky bunch in northeast direction (fig. 3.40). V. 
V.Gribanov explains presence of depression in center of a paleovolcano 
and by general decli -nation in this direction of a level a subparallel 
paleo-surface ofthe paleo -volcano. 

3.2.1.1.3. Hydrothermally altered rocks 

In Abdrakhimovsky ore field the following types of hydrothermally 
altered rocks are established : pre-ore propylite, areal and linear bodies of 
argil -lizated rocks, secondary quartzites (metasomatite) wallrock-altered 
and postore -altered rock. 

Prophylites have areal distribution. The process of prophylitization men 
-tions, practically, all rocks. On degree of alteration the large influence 
rend -ers composition of rocks. So, the pyroclastic formation is most 
altered, though and neogenetic minerals fill in the basic emptiness, and 
the pheno -crysts of field spars and pyroxenes are replaced only partially. 
The rocks of dykes and flows of andesite - basalt lavas are less altered. 
Besides prophylite find out a close connection with the explosive 
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tectonics that is res띠ted in increase of intensity of changes near splitting 
zones also attenuation to periphery of volcanic structure was displayed. 
By composition among pro -phylites and epidote - chloritic and chlorite -
carbonaceous are distinguished. In a section is observed from middle
temperature to low-temperature (approximately on horizon of 1200 m.) 
gradual transition up the dip, how -ever, in central part of volcanic 
structure overlapping of different -temperature facies is observed. The 
most upper parts of section are different only by insignificant 
zeolitization. 

Epidote - chlorite - prophylites are developed usually over the rocks of 
Lower and partially middle bands, and also intrusions of diorites - gabbro 
- diorite. The main minerals are epidote, chlorite, albite, quartz, and pyrite, 
less often zoisite. Dark-colored minerals are partially replaced by chlorite, 
epidote, and ore, rare by chlorite and quartz. On the phenocrysts of plagio 
-clase the albite (less often oligoclase), chlorite, epidote, less often 
carbonate develops. Matrix is replaced more heavily by crypto-grained 
aggregate of chlorite, epidote, quartz and ore. Microlites of plagioclase 
are albitizated. 

Chlorite - carbonate prophylites are developed almost everywhere, only 
on deeply eroded sites they are replaced by epidote - chloritic, and in the 
most upper p따ts of section the rocks, practically, are not touched by 
propyli -tization. The main secondary minerals are chlorite, carbonate, 
albite, quartz, and zeolite. The phenocrysts of pyroxene are partially or 
completely chlo -ritized, less often replaced by quaπz and ore. The 
phenocrysts of plagioclase are replaced by zeolite, albite (oligoclase), 
carbonate, frequent1y by mixture of these minerals. Substitution of 
microlites of plagioclase is identical to that in phenocrysts. The glass of 
matrix is chloritized. Sometimes matrix is completely replaced by zeolite. 
The amygdules in rocks are filled by chlorite, zeolite, fine-grained quartz. 
Upwards the section the reduction of quantity of albite (oligoclase), up to 
its complete disappearance with simultaneous increase zeolite is observed. 
The thin veinlets of quartz - chlorite, quartz - chlorite - carbonate 
composition are everywhere developed. Quantity of neogenetic minerals 
in tuffs is up to 70-80 %, and in lavas - up to 50 %. The tuffs under flows 
of lavas playing a role of screens are subjected to the greatest change. 
Extemally propylites represent greenish - gray strong dense rocks, 
frequent1y with a visible impregnation of pyrite. Structural and textural 
features of primary rocks are always preserved. 
Argillizated rocks within the ore field are represented by near-fracture 

metasomatites forming linear - extended bodies among propylitizated 
rocks. Visually metasomatites represent clay-like bleached rocks, among 
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which there are fragments of rocks altered in a different degree. The 
thickness ofzones make 0.1 -3.5 m. , extent along strike is up to 5 km, and 
up the dip is up to 700 m. Contacts with enclosing propylites are distinct. 
According to the prevalence of those or other secondary minerals 
essentially quartz - hydromica, quartz - adular - htdromica, quartz - adular 
- rectorite, quartz - adular - corrensite, quartz - kaolinite, quartz - alunite 
rocks are distinguished. 

In relation to productive intervals of veins for the hydrothermally 
altered rocks the supra-ore, ore and sub-ore intervals (Syurpriz zone- as 
an example) are distinguished. Supra-ore interval - hydrothermal clays, 
low-thick veinlets of quartz - carbonaceous composition. Thickness of 
zones is up to 2 m. 

Main secondary minerals are montmorillonite, hydromica, carbonate, 
zeolite, pyrite, rare adular. Upper-ore interval - increase of a degree of 
altera -tion, and also their thickness from 3 up to 10m. The main 
secondary mine -rals are quartzes, adular, layered silicates. 

The sub-ore interval - wide development of epidote (more often 
veinlets), in smaller extent of quartz, carbonate, adular, layered silicates. 
In dis -tribution of chloritic minerals in various levels following rule is 
marked. From supra-ore to ore interval normal chlorites are replaced by 
"abnormal" chlorites, then by inflating chlorites and corrensites. 
Corrensites are characteristic ofthe ore body, so it is possible that the ore 
shoot is made in a cover of corrensite-adular metasomatites. The inflating 
chlorites and corren -sites meet only on upper-ore and ore levels. 

The distribution of secondary minerals was studied laterally at an 
example of veined zone Syurpriz on ore leve l. The zone, directly a이acent 

to a quartz vein, has quartz - adular -rectorite composition (in 
insignificant quantities is present a kaolinite, sericite, montmorillonote, 
corrensite). Visually rocks represent bleached loose material is along 
contact of veins, the thickness reaches 2-4 m. At the distance from the 
contact of veins the described zone is replaced by quartz - adular -
corrensite, which thickness is from tens centimeters up to 2-6 m. Then the 
zone follows, in which characteristic neogenetic minerals are carbonate 
and chloritic minerals (mixture of corren -site and inflating chlorite). In a 
zone of weakly propyllitizated rocks chloritic mineral is represented by 
abnormal chlorite. Border between the described rocks is indistinct. 

The maximum contents of adular are connected with zones of rectorite 
and corrensite development. At the distance from contact the role of 
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adular sharply decreases. In vertical section the maximum contents of 
adular are ore and lower-ore intervals. 

Substitution by secondary minerals is pseudomorphic, the relict 
porphyric, microlitic, intersertal structures are retained. Only in intemal 
parts of the zones the rocks are completely reworked. The plagioclase of 
phenocrysts is replaced by adular, montmorillonite, rectorite, and 
hydromica. Pyroxene is pseudomorphically replaced by corrensite, 
rectorite, chlorite, and quartz. 

The matrix in rocks of dykes and f1ows, and also cement in tuffs are 
transformed into crypto-grained aggregate of montmorillonite, quartz, 
adular, corrensite, and rectorite. All the above listed secondary minerals 
form numerous veinlets. The names of the above marked zones are given 
in de -pendence of prevalence in them of any secondary minerals. 

Kaolinite - quartz metasomatite~ form a series of steeply dipping linear 
bodies in a central part of the deposit, and also in the frame of the ore 
field. They form zones up to 5-10 m thick in Aginsky intrusion along 
dislocations. On right board of Aga, practically, areal distribution ofthese 
rocks was established. They compose a site in diameter more than 300 m. 
(Rozhdestvensky, 1988). 

In the upper reaches of the river Kopylie thickness of zones reaches 5-7 
m. The rocks have white and yellow - white color. The most altered rocks 
frequently represent clay-like formations. Less altered varieties remain 
dense and keep a primaη structure. The content of kaolinite reaches 60-
70 %. It replaces phenocrysts of plagioclase as fine-scaled unit together 
with quartz, develops in the matrix. In intemal parts of zones the content 
of quartz is increased up to 60 %. Sometimes there is pyrite up to 15 %. 
Argillizated rocks in intrusions of medium composition contain the 
veinlets of pyrite - anhydrite composition. 

Except the described linear bodies the small areal outcrops of 
argillizated rocks are sometimes observed. The changes consist in 
bleaching and ferrage -nization of rocks, development of phenocrysts of 
clay minerals in the matrix and in phenocrysts. 

Secondary quartzites at the deposit have limited development. They are 
recognized in a frame of ore field in the upper reaches of Kopylie River. 
Among argillizated subvolcanic dacites of Pliocene age they compose a 
series of linear bodies, confined to the zones of ruptures. Rare small in 
areas (up to 700-800 sq.m.) isometric outcrops of monoquartzites. 
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Thickness of linear zones of quarzite (metasomatite) is from 0.15-2.0 m 
up to 5-7 m, extent from the first hundreds meters up to hundreds meters. 

Among secondary quartzite (metasomatite) the following varieties are 
distinguished: monoquartz, kaolinite - quartz, alunite - quartz, halloysite -
cristobalite ones (Frolov, 1970). 

M맨연쁘떨뻗은二 gray， yellow - gray fine-porous rocks with 
granoblastic texture. They consist of crypto-fine-grained quartz. 
Sometimes there is kaolinite, hydromica, leucoxene, rutile, barite, alunite 
as admixture. Contacts with enclosing rocks are blurred. The gradual 
transition of monoquartz in argillites with kaolinite and further in not 
altered rocks is observed. 

Kaolinite - quartz secondary quartzites (metasomatites) are different 
잠om the same name varieties of argillizated rocks by the large content of 
quartz. 
Alunite - quartz secondary quartzites (metasomatite) - grayish - white, 
white, pinkish rocks. They consist of alunite (till 20-50 %), kaolinite (디11 

10-15 %), and quartz (up to 60 %). Instead of kaolinite there can be 
halloysite, hydro -mica. 

The alunite as laminar crystals, frequent1y together with quartz pseudo -
morphically replaces the phenocrysts of plagioclase. Matrix of rock is 
completely replaced by the microgranular unit of quartz and alunite. 
-뀐멍.loy알te - cristobalit른 secondaη quartzites (metasomatite) consist of 
amorphous isotropic cristobalite (up to 60 %), micro-scaled halloysite (up 
to 40 %), insignificant admixture of opal and alunite. In some cases the 
central parts of zone are formed by monoquartzites, which towards 
periphery are replaced by kaolinite and then propilitized rocks. 

Wallrock alterated rocks by a set of secondary alterations are similar to 
near-fracture metasomatites. They are precisely visible at the sites of out -
crops of vein bodies . from zones of splitting into extension fractures in 
monolithic rocks. The example can be served the vein 6, stripped by a 
prospect hole 6, gallery zone (gallery N02). The thickness of the vein, 45 
cm, thickness of a zone of wallrock alteration does not exceed 5 cm. It is 
repre -sented by the clarified strong rocks with numerous veinlets of 
adular - quartz composition. In the rock the relict porphyric structure 
preserved. The phenocrysts of plagioclase are replaced with adular, 
corrensite, chlorite, and rare rectorite. The pyroxene is replaced by 
corrensite, chlorite. Matrix repre -sents the crypto-grained unit of 
secondary minerals with 10 % of quartz contents. 
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Post-ore a1terations are displayed within the tectonic zones of post-ore 
formation, and also in earlier zones, but renewed in post-ore stage. Hydro 
-thermal a1teration consists in intensive splitting, ferragenization, and 
develop -ment of clays of monrmorillonite, kaolinite, carbonate, and 
zeolite group. 

Thus, within the ore field quartz - veined bodies are confined to linear 
zone of near-fracture metasomatites of quartz - adular - rectorite and 
quartz - adular - corrensite compositions within the ore leve l. In sub-ore 
level - epidote, quartz, carbonate insignificantly- adular. In supra-ore 
level - mont -morillonite, hydromica, carbonate zeolite. The thickness of 
zones of meta -somatites directly depends on thickness of veins and 
intensity of pre-ore tec -tonics. 

The petrochemical researches testify to that, the eff1ux of petrogenic ele 
-ments is common ofthe process ofpropyllitization. 
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(after data of Gribanov, 1984, Lisitzin, 1979) 
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In andesite - basalts silicon, calcium, sodium, potassiums are taken away, 
and petrogenic elements, as iron, magnesium, manganese, carbon dioxide 
and water are introduced (Fig.3 .42.). 

In subvolcanic andesites propyllitization occurs at the supply of 
carbonic dioxie and water. All other petrogenic elements are taken away 
(Fig. 3.43) the Balance of substance at metasomatosis of subvolcanic 
andesites of Agin -sky deposit. 

3.2.1.1.4. Characteristics of vein zone and ore bodies 

The gold-ore mineralization of Abrakhimovsky ore field is confined to 
complex veins and veined zones submitted, as a rule, rod quartz veins 
accom -panying with streaky silicification. Both along strike and dip the 
veins and veined zones sharply change thickness, branch and are 
accompanied by numerous apophyses frequently also bearing economic 
mineralization. In this connection the thickness of the ore body is 
frequently more than thickness of veins and veined zones and is 
established only by sampling. Along the strike of veins in sites of their 
thinning to a zone of splitting of rocks is marked variable quantity of 
finely recrushed quartz material also bearing economic mineralization. By 
sampling the sites are distinguished, where the economic mineralization 
is traced along strike and further, rod quartz vein. 

By structural position and morphology the ore-bearing quartz veins are 
divided into three types. 

1. Thick, having complex morphology veins and veined zones, in large 
shear 
fractures. 

2. Vein and lenses, in shear fractures - crosspieces between the basic 
zones. 
3. Veins and veinlet zones in extension fractures. 

The veined bodies of the first type contain about 90 % of Aginsky 
deposit reserves, being the largest and richest ore bodies. First of all the 
zones Agin -sky, Syurpriz, Valeri, being the branches ofuniform Aginsky 
bunch ofthe northeast strike (azimuth of strike is 30-400 ) are attributed to 
them. The branching of Aginsky - Valeri zones by data of Yu. F. V olkov 
has taken place at the level of paleovolcano base. Syurpriz and Valeri 
zones have a northwest dip (40-600 ) , zone Aginsky - southeast dip (30-
750 ). The joint line of zones Aginsky and Syurpriz has a gentle southwest 
declination, being immersed under 5-15 0 practically parallel to the 
paleovolcano base. 
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The general extent of traced Aginsky bunch of ore-enclosing shear dis -
locations is 4.5 km from Aginsky intrusion up to thinning to northeast. 
With -in Syurpriz zone some ore bodies of various extent are 
distinguished, but richest mineralization including the main reserves of 
metal, is concentrated in two ore pillars (Syurpriz and Malysh), confined 
to the joint with zones Noyabrsky and Olympiisky, being a crosspiece 
between zones Syurpriz and Aginsky. 
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Morphology of ore columns in shear fractures 
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The morphology of Syurpriz ore pillar on horizon 121- and 1260 m is 
shown in Fig. 3.44.a, b. The richest mineralization (up to 1500-1600 g/t) 
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is marked in quartz vein confined to the main tectonic suture. The 
thickness of vein is extremely not sustained and varies from 0.1 -0.2 up to 
3 m in swells. The low-thick quartz veins and veinlets penetrate the 
whole sector between basic and feathered tectonic zones, forming a 
triangular in the plan an ore body by general thickness up to 5-9 m. In 
both sides efficiency sharply decreases. To northeast it is splitted into 
low-thick poorly productive veinlets, only into rod zone on 34 meter is 
traced a quartz vein by thickness of 0.3-0.5 m. 

The sharpest change of mineralization character is observed on 
southwest flank, where at 4 meter distance the rich mineralization of a 
thick quartz vein with the gold content of hundred grams per ton is 
replaced by poor mineral -ization (first grams per ton). On lower horizons 
the mineralization becomes less rich, but more consistent, length of ore 
body is increased up to 145-155 m, that, probably, is explained by 
flattenìng of a line of zones interface controlling mineralization (Fig. 
3.45.). Similar morphology has the ore pillar Malysh, formed in similar 
conditions on interface of Syurpriz and Olimpii -sky zones. 

The Aginsky zone in the plan has the rectilinear form complicated by 
insignificant bends. The dip of the zone is 60-800 to the southeast with azi 
-muth 120-140。’ on lower horizons it changes into vertical and steep north 
-west. An ore-enclosing fracture is represented by clay zone of splitting 
by thickness from first tens cm up to 10-12 m, accompanied by numerous 
fea -thered fractures, hydrothermal reworking of enclosing rocks and by 
quartz veinlets. Within it some ore bodies are distinguished, in which the 
Aginsky ore pillar is the richest one (Fig. 3.46.). 

This ore pillar (Fig. 3.44, c, d) was generated at the site of a sharp bend 
of ore-enclosing structure which has resulted in a classical case of 
slightly opening of shear fractures cavity during fault-shift deformation. 
Movements in late-ore stage in cross-cutting fracture have caused at the 
1210 m horizon the displacement of a of an earlY stage vein and after 
resuming of fault-shift movements in basic structure have resulted in 
intensive splitting of the whole displaced site and to increase of thickness 
of the ore body. In connection with concurrence of several positive 
structure-forming factors the coinciding of all productive associations has 
taken place, distinguished at the deposit, which resulted in formation of 
unique rich ores with content of gold up to 5011 kg /t. 
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Aginsky vein projection 
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B. Isolines of ore body thickness 
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1 -5 - Thickness classes in m : 6 - Balance reserv 

The ore bodies of the second group are observed in the central part of 
Agin -sky bunch, where between the zones Aginsky and S yurpriz two 
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zones- crosspieces, connecting them were determined: Noyabrsky and 
Olympiisky, having a submeridional strike and west dip at angles of 50-
750 • 

The zone Noyabrsky is in the main a zone of rocks splitting by 
lenticular quartz veins of length 25-35 m and by thickness of 0.25-1.0 m, 
to which economic mineralization is confined. The quartz veins are 
accompanied by numerous veinlets at the expense of which the thickness 
ofthe ore body exceeds the thickness ofvein and is 0.7- 1.7 m. The richest 
mineralization is observed near the joint with Syurpriz zone. In whole, 
the parameters of ore bodies ofNoyabrsky zone are insignificant. 

The Olimpiisky zone inc1udes a gold-bearing quartz vein at its whole 
extent from Syurpriz zone up to Aginsky zone, and, in latter at the joint 
with it large ore pillars (ore pillar Malysh to a zone Syurpriz and ore body 
Bluzhdayushche in Aginsky zone) were also formed. The Olimpiisky 
zone at all its extent is an ore body with high gold content. 

The typical representative of ore bodies of the third group located in 
extension fractures, feathered shear fractures, are the zones Nakhodka, 
No 6, Apophysis of Valeri zone. The Nakhodka zone is located to the 
northwest from Aginsky zone, which is tracing by dec1ination for 11 OO-m 
distance. A strike of the zone is northeast (300 ) , dip is c10se to vertical. 

The conjugation line with Aginsky zone has a flat dec1ination to the 
south -west, and at the expense of some difference in azimuths of 
structures strike the extent ofNakhodka zone up the dip is increased from 
100 up to 250 m. General vertical range of mineralization is 340 m. 
Thus, the ore body has the ribbon form extended along interface with 
Aginsky zone. The thickness of quartz vein changes between 4-5 cm and 
0.5-0.6 m. On sites of transition in streaky zone the thickness of an ore 
body is increased till 1.5-3.0 m and the contents of gold changes from the 
first grams up to 506 g/t. 

The zone No 6 of mainly quartz veinlets locates in lower side of Valeri 
zone and is traced for a distance about 1000 m. The line of zones 
interface also is immersed to the southwest at an angle of 300 • Dip of the 
zone is c10se to vertical. The richest streaking and not extended quartz 
veins are confined to a strip of 50-100 m width, directly lower the joint 
with Valeri zone. 

The structural position of Valeri ore body is original. It has a kind of an 
ore tape gently dec1ined to southwest. The southwest flank prospected on 
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horizons of 1260-1310 m is confined to one of shear fractures of Aginsky 
bunch, and to northeast and upwards the declination the quartz vein 
passes from shear fracture to extension fracture (Fig. 3.47). 

Thus, the ore bodies of Abrakhimovsky ore field are characterized by 
very complex morphology, the distribution of mineralization is rather 
non-uni -form and has a brightly expressed column character. With rather 
small sizes the ore bodies are characterized by the high gold contents. 

3.2.1.1.5. Mineralogical composition of ores 

Abdrakhimovsky ore field concems to gold - tellurium mineral type 
gold - silver type of fonnation or to a hessite - calaverite type gold -
telluric sub -fonnation after V.Yu. Oreshin. Main features of its mineral 
composition are the high purity of gold (up to 960-990), exceeding of 
gold content above silver (gold - silver ratio is 2-7: 1), presence of 
te l1urides except native gold (till 5-15 % of total gold). 

The main veined mineral of Abrakhimovsky ore field is quartz. Except 
it in veins are present adular, mixed-layered silicate of chlorite -
montmoril -lonite composition, corrensite, hydromica, calcite and zeolites 
represented by desmine, mordenite, laumontite, heulandite. Fine-grained 
and chalcedo -ny-like varieties of quartz prevail. Collofonn- ribbon and 
breccia-like text -ures, radial structure of adular - quartz units are 
characteristic of ores. It is remarkable, that nowhere in Kamchatka there 
are met needle crystals of adular up to 8 cm long with a diameter any 
more than 1 mm. The fonnation of veined minerals was accompanied by 
repeated tectonic movements, causing brecciation of veins and enclosing 
rocks. The inner-ore breccias have both tectonic and explosive 
hydrothennal nature. The latter are charac -terized essentially by quartz 
composition of fragments, fine-dispersed silica-like cementing material. 

The ore minerals are 0.1-0.5 % from bulk mass and are mainly 
represented by native gold, tellurides of gold, silver, lead and sulfides 
(pyrite, chal -copyrite, sphalerite, galena). 
Mineral assocition Aginsky deposits. 
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Table 3.8 

I.Pyrite-quartz 

Mineral composition 
Vein mineral 
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Quartz CJ 
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Ore mineral 
Main 

o깐파rite 
| accessory 
Rutile, magnetite 

lGold 
grade 

Mineral association 

2.Gold-pyrite-adular
corrensite-quartz 

Quartz, adular, I Epidote, hydromica, apatite, I Pyrite, sphalerite, 
corrensite I pelitomorphic clay materials, I gold, galena 

zoisite, calcite 

Chalcopyrite, hessite, 
Petzite, molybdenite, 
minerall 

924-968 

3. Gold-calaverite-quartz I Quartz, adular, | Hydromica, chlorite, epidote, | Gold, chalcopyrite, Hessite, pyrite, altaite, I 940-960 
zoisite I sphalerite, sphalerite, bornite, 

calaverite, sylvanite, Mineral 1 and 2, acanthite 

~g」 I 4. Gold-h~ssite-
petzite | Quartz, | Ad빠 pelitomorphic | py때 spha외ler때 acant뼈 816-860 

corrensite-quartz corrensite materials, hydromica. Gold, hessite, I pyrrhotite, tennantite, petzite 
altaite, chalcopyrite 

Pyrite, rare; hessite, 
5. Gold-adular-quartz | Hydromi찌 desmine, epidote, I I chalcopyrite, acanthite 

Quartz, adular, zoisite I Gold & 740-854 
Pyrite, rare; hessite, 

6.G이d-zeolite-q ua rtz 
I Quartz-zeolite-

Hydromica, chlorite, I acanthite, galena I 710-857 
-calcite epidote Gold 

Calcite 
7. Quartz-zeolite-calcite Laumontite 

Quartz-desmine 
-calcite 



At the Aginsky deposit five ore mineral associations are distinguished, 
one pre-productive (pyrite - quartz) five productive and one is postore -
quartz - zeolite - ca1cite (see table 3.8. Researches of CNIGRl, Shche -
potyev.l972, Andreev, 1979). 

Pre-productive pyrite - quartz association is widespread everywhere. It 
is white porcelaneous-like massive, less often breccia-like or weakly
stripped units of fine-grained quartz with insignificant impregnation of 
pyrite composing peripheral parts of ore bodies or present as fragments in 
breccias cemented by mineral units of more late productive associations. 

Gold - pyrite - adular - corrensite- quartz association is represented by 
dirty-green radial-ribbon unit . from fine up to coarse-grained quartz, 
adular and corrensite. Ore mineralization as a thin strip enriched with 
sulfides (up to 55 % of pyrite, besides there is gold, cha1copyrite, sphale -
rite, altaite, petzite etc.) occur in near-selvage parts of veins of symmetric 
mcrustate structure. 

This association is mainly developed at lower horizons of ore pillars 
Aginsky and Syurprz. In the central and upper parts of ore pillars of 
Aginsky zone their large fragments, cemented by more late mineral units 
are obseπed. The quantity of g이d and other ore minerals is increased at 
depth. Gold - calaverite- quartz mineral association is represented by 
banded (ribbon), kidney-shaped and scalloped unit of porcelaneous-like 
habit formed in the basic by quartz with admixture of needle adular. Ore 
mineralization represented by a large variety of mineral species (gold, 
gold and silver tellurides, sulfides of non-ferrous metals), quìte 0한en are 
isolated as large (up to 1 cm in diameter) rounded concretions, and also as 
chains of thin impregnation and thin enriched strips, orientated according 
to veined units. This association is locally developed within the richest 
ore pillars of Aginsky and Syurpriz zones. 

Gold - hessite- corrensite- quartz association is represented by contrast
banded (contrast-ribbon) units, as altemating relatively wide strips of 
grayish - white translucent quartz and thin incrustations of metalloid 
quartz and corrensite with admixture of adular. The ore mineralization 
represented mainly by gold, hessite, altaite and chalcopyrite is confined to 
laminas of corrensite-quartz composition. The mineral units of this 
association are widespread within all gold-bearing zones. Most of all they 
are displayed in central parts of ore bodies (gallery No 7), below this level 
the quantity of tellurides considerably decreases, and in the upper 
horizons the amount of all ore minerals sharply decreases. 
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Gold - adular - quartz association is represented by scalloped units of 
quartz and adular, as a rule, not containing ore mineralization. The band -
ing is caused by altemation of strips of quartz and adular - quartz 
composition. The presence of strips with large needle and "icicle-shaped" 
extracts of adular in mass of fine-grained light gray quartz is charac -
teristic. When overlapping on another associations the g이d - adular -
quartz association fills central parts of veined bodies of symmetric -
banded structure, sometimes formû independent bodies with a weak gold
bearing character. 

Main and frequently single ore mineral of this association the g이d is, 
and its assay varies from 952-936 on upper horizons of ore bodies, up to 
740-845 on lower ones. Gold - zeolite - quartz - carbonite mineral associ -
ation is spread relatively locally. Usually it forms low-thick veins and 
veinlets being feathered in relation to basic structures. It is the most 
widespread in zones Nakhodka and N06. The ore mineralization is mainly 
represented by gold, rare a pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena and argentite are 
marked. The position of this association in the minerogenesis pattem is 
conventional, as its relationship with other associations was not investi -
gated. 

The postore quartz - zeolite - calcite mineral association is the most late 
and widely distributed, filling central parts of symmetric - banded veins, 
being cement of quartz breccias of early mineral associations or forming 
independent low-thick veins and veinlets. They are usually the units of 
fine-combed quaπz and fine-grained quaπz with crusts of zeolite and 
coarse-grained calcite. The ore minerals here are not established. 

By some researcher gold - silver formations of NorthEast USSR gold -
telluride deposits are distinguished as an independent gold - telluride 
formation. The base for it supposedly is their genetic connection with 
subvolcanic intrusions, high purity of native gold, exceeding of gold over 
silver. 
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Fig. 3.47 Morphology of veins in tension fractures 
(Valeη zone, horizont 1360m) 

On example of Aginsky deposit, it is clear that gold - telluric 
mineralization occupies absolutely the same place in development of 
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volcanogenic - hydrothermal systems, as other mineral types of gold -
silver formation; it is characterized by a set of veined minerals (including 
wide development of a typomorphic mineral of the above formation -
adular), by the same hydrothermal changes of enclosing rocks. Thus, gold 
- telluride deposits are the typical representatives of gold - silver 
formation in understanding of G. Shneiderkhen (1 957, 1958), Rozhnov 
(1968), M. M. Konstatinov (1 984) and Yu. 1. Shchepotyev (1 989); g이d
silver - carbonate - quaπz one in propyllitizated effusive rocks after E.E. 
Zakharov(1 953), gold-silver-chalcedony - quartz one after D. A. Timofee 
-vsky (1971). 

What the gold - silver ratio concems " untypical ", the native and cor -
rect division gold - silver formation on economic types seems to us: 
Actually gold, silver-gold, gold - silver and actually silver from extract 
actually gold type of a deposit with ratio of gold to silver from 3-7: 1 up to 
1: 2. 
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3.3 North-Kamchatka ore area 

3.3.1. Ozerno、야‘y ore field 

Ozemovsky ore field is located in 115 km to north from Klyuch city, in 
upper currents of Ozemoi river and in 60 km to a southwest from coast of 
the Bering sea. The researches are attributed out with materials of the 
predecessors without realization of field works. 

3.3.1.1. Structural positioD of aD ore field 

The ore field is located in the Central - Kamchatka volcanic belts 
(CKVB). The volcanic belt is an area of thick volcanic accumulation, 
which occurred during Oligocene - Quatemary. The nearest outcrops of 
the basement are known to the north - east of ore field in basin of 
Khailyuly river, where it is represented by siliceous - volcanogenic rocks 
of lruneisky suite. Depth of occurrence of the basement of CKVB in area 
of ore field is 2-4 km. 

Among rupture dislocations of area are distinguished main and minor 
ones (Fig. 3.48.). The faults of significant extent, limiting large blocks, 
volcano-tectonic structures (VTS) and having significant vertical shifts, 
and also faults determining positions of zones of the increased magmatic 
permeability are referred to the main faults. The minor faults are those 
feathering the main faults, tectonic dislocations inside VTS are also 
referred to them. 
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Tectonic diagram of Ozernovsky ore field district 

Fig.3.48 
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Legend to Fig.3.48 

Quaternary sub-stage. Volcanogenic formation of 
the central type( 1 ). lava fields of areal volcanism(2) 

Pliocene -Early Quaternary sub-Quaternary 

Miocene- Pliocene sub-stage 

Miocene sub-stage 
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Quatemary : 5 - Elovskaya. 6 - Ozemovskaya 

Main rupture dislocations : certain ( 1 ). concealed under more 
recent beds ( 2 ), and displacement trend along fa비ts 

Feeding systems of paleo-v이canoes : volcanic necks. 
dyke-sill fields. sub-volcnic bodies 

Quatemary slaggy cones 

Gold-ore veins and hydrothermal metasomatite bodies: 
Certain ( 1 ), concealed under younger beds ( 2 ). tentative ( 3 ) 

Tentative borders of Ozernovsky ore field area and level( in section) 
of hydrothermal system localization 
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Contour of geological sketch map of Ozernovsky ore field. 
1 :50000 scale. [J 

The major faults ofthe area except arc ones, limiting Pravoukinsky VTS, 
belong to two basic systems - northeast (Kamchatka) and northwest 
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(Aleut -sky). The northwest direction faults system morphologically is 
well express -ed in modem relief by valleys of large streams (Pravaya and 
Levaya Uka rivers, Pravay Ozemaya, Konglmeratov creek), by hollows, 
scarpes, they are easily deciphered on aerial photographs (APG) and 
cosmic photographs (CP). These are mainly faults and fault-shifts with 
subvertical plane of a displace. In rare exposures the faults are expressed 
by splitting zones and by fields of hydrothermally altered rocks. Only 
along zones ofthe faults ofnorthwest direction are located, practically, all 
collapse-landslide bodies testifying about of their tectonic activity in 
Holocene. Amplitude of vertical shifts is from several meters up to the 
first hundreds meters, maximum 150-200 m. (valley ofPravaya Ozemaya 
river). 

The horizontal shifts along faults of Aleutsky direction, taking into acco 
-unt a deviation to the east of Kamenisty volcanic structure position 
relatively of general linear arrangement of other Pliocene volcanic 
structures (VS) of the area, are possible to estimate as left-hand shifts by 
amplitude up to 4-5 km. 

V. M, Selivestov considers the northwest faults of the Pravaya and 
Levaya Ozemy and Pravaya and Levaya Uka rivers basins as the 
fragments of the concealed ore-controlling structure. 

The main dislocations of Kamchatka (northeast) direction represent a 
series of extended subparallel faults, which are established on geological -
geophysical data and interpreting of AFG. The thick zone of high gravity 
gradient is established to the eastem ore field and is considered as main 
magma-delivering fault, controlling the chain of crust chambers. Within 
the upper structural floor the main faults of northeast trend are displayed 
by zones of splitting, fields of hydrothermally altered rocks, control the 
location of Paleocene paleovolcanoes. All of them are attributed to the 
faults by amplitude up to 100-150 m, or fault-shifts, by amplitude of tens 
meters, which are more often right-hand. So in valley of Pravaya Uka 
River in result of recent movements to fault limiting Prometei site, 
displacement of a river channel by formation of geniculate right-hand 
shift has taken place, here the sharp scarp of a relief of 3-5 m height is 
observed. In the area of Ozemovsky ore field these faults by extent of 20 
up to 30 km, 2-5 km apart from each other, break Plavoukinsky VTS on 
linear blocks contrast by subvolcanic bodies saturation, a degree of 
tectonic and hydrothermal reworking, presence and quantity of ore
bearing bodies. The faults represent the zones of rock splitting by 
thickness up to 100-150 m, central or marginal parts of which are formed 
by tectonic clays. 
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Complex of volcanogenic and volcanogenic - sedimentary rocks of 
CKVB is attributed to one structural stage and, they are subdivided into 
four struc -tural substages - Miocene, Miocene - Pliocene, Pliocene -
Early Quatemary and Quatemary. 

The Miocene structural substage includes volcanogenic and 
volcanogenic-sedimentary rocks of Berezovsky and Ilynsky suites and 
comagmatic to them subvolcanic bodies. Due to strong erodibility of 
Miocene VB, and also due to imposing on them of younger volcanic 
structures it is impossible to allocate contrast structures within Miocene 
structural stage. 

Miocene - Pliocene the structural substage includes effusively -
pyroclastic rocks and comagmatic subvolcanic bodies incorporated in 
magmatic complexes within particular VTS. Only Pravoukinsky VTS is 
enough confi -dently reconstructed (25 x 15 km.), to which Oemovsky 
ore field is confined. VTS occupies the area of an interfluve of the rivers 
Pravaya Uki and Levoy Ozemoy; it has the ellipse-like form and is 
focused to the northwest. 

The morphology of ring structure is emphasized by pattem of a 
drainage system. The volcanites have flat dip from 0-50 up to 15。’ fixing 
primary periclinal occurrence. The increase of dip up to 20-25 degrees is 
observed near the volcano vent. The facies arrangement is natural for a 
strata-volcano: near-funnel facies are formed by effusive - pyroclastic 
material with significant volumes of rough pyroclasts, and peripheral 
parts - essential lava (andesites) by admixture of psephitic and psammitic 
tuffs and volcano - sedimentary rocks. The vent part of Pravoukinsky 
paleovolcano (fig. 4.48) is asymmetrically located within VTS and is 
displaced to northem frame a little. 

It is fragmentary opened in the upper reaches of Vetvisty creek and right 
bank of the river Pravaya Uka to the south of thermal sources, where it is 
represented by a series of contiguous bodies of andesite, feathered by 
dikes and sills, and on deeper erosive cuttings - by the bodies of diorite 
porphyrites. In the vent part the fields of argillizated rocks are observed, 
the bodies of hydrothermal quarzites (metasomatite) of the Prometei site, 
Pravoukinsky 
thermal sources. In paleovolcano zonality is observed in location of a 
various facies of rocks. Vertically the essentially andesite section is 
replaced by andesite - dacites. The presence of medium - acid and acid 
rocks horizon in the uppers of the section is especially characteristic of a 
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southem part of the paleovolcano (cεntral and southwest part of the ore 
field), where almost everywhere ignimbrites, tuffs and lavas of andesite -
dacite composition are marked. 

The basic quantity of subvolcanic bodies of the described complex is 
con -centrated in the strip of north - northeast direction. They compose a 
linear feeding system of Pravoukinsky paleovolcano. The bodies have the 
isometric dome-like forms and frequently are connected among 
themselves by sill-dike skeletons, forming complex. The endocontact 
zones of sub -volcanic bodies are usually formed by magmatic breccias 
by thickness up to 20 m. By composition the bodies of gabbro-diorites, 
andesite - basalt, the quartz diorite andesite are distinguished. 

The rocks of Berezovsky and Ilynsky suites (Miocene substage) are the 
basement of Plavoukinsky paleovolcano and are represented mainly by 
flows of andesite, altemating with psephitic and agglomerate tuffs of 
medium composition. On the area of the ore field effusions and tuffs of 
moderately acid composition, ignimbrites, lava-breccia and lenses ofvol -
canogenous-sedimentary rocks are met. Comagmatic and subvolcanic 
bodies of dacite and andesite - dacites have insignificant distribution. 

Pliocene - Early Quatemary substage includes postore volcanites deve -
loped at flanks of ore field and especially behind its limits, and also 
coeval subvolcanic bodies - dikes, sills, necks. North - west to 
Pravoukinsky VTS the paleovolcano of Panken mountain -Upper Uka is 
distinguished, to the west - Bolshaayae, south - west -Kamenisty 
(fig.4.48). The effusive - pyro -clastic part of the substage keeps in basic 
primary elements and forms of occurrence that allows confidently 
reconstructing border of the paleovolcano. Occurrence of rocks is 
monoclinal and periclinal. Dip angles on the average are 5-100 • Only in 
central parts of paleovolcanoes more steep dips (up to 20-25 0 ) , Basic part 
of subvolcanic bodies, dikes, sills and dike fields is located within a 
narrow zone of the northeast direction, which is treated by the 
predecessors as a zone of magma-leading fault. 

The paleovolcano of mountains Panken-Verkhny Uka has the oval form , 
sizes 10 x 15 km. Effusive - pyroclastic rocks composing the 
paleovolcano, are represented by periclinally occurring lavas and tuff능 of 
andesite and andesite - basalt. The rocks of a vent facies are opened to left 
bank of the river Levoy Uka on southem slope of the mountain Penken 
and are repre -sented by system of necks of tuffisites, of sills and andesite 
dikes. 
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The paleovolcano Bolshaya occupies the area about 90-sq. km. It is 
represented by a shield volcano, the lavas of which were distributed for 
10-15 km from the center, have formed the flat equal surfaces which have 
overlain the west and northwest flanks of Ozemovsky ore field. Vent 
pattem of volcano is opened in sources of Levoi Ozemoi River and 
coastal scarps of Bolshoy Lake and is represented by a system of 
subvolcanic bodies of tuffisites, sills and dikes. Ring and radial faults 
represent disjunctive dislocations of thε paleovolcano. For rupture 
dislocations arisen with dome formation the amplitudes of shift are 
insignificant. The formation of arc faults is connected with subsidence of 
a central part ofthe paleovolcano on 100 -150 m. 

The paleovolcano Kamenisty is the most southem one in the circuit 
structures of Pliocene - Early Quatemary substage. Its diameter is about 
12-15 km. Effusively - pyroclstic rocks are andesites, their tuffs, 
agglutinates. The vent part is partially overlain by lavas of Upper 
Quatemary volcanoes, in sources creek Kamenisty - right inflow of the 
river Levoi Ozemoi is opened, is characterized by wide development of 
dikes, sills and small subvolcanic bodies. 

The Quatemary structural substage unites of volcanogenic complex and 
Quatemary loose deposits is developed mainly more west and north -
west of the ore field. The volcanites form separate volcanic constructions 
are located in axial part of Median ridge and field of volcanism areal, of 
which Ozemovsky one is the largest, it is located in the sources of the 
rivers Levy and Plavoy Ozemoi. 

The volcanites, as a rule, keep primary elements of occurrence 
describing morphology of volcanoes. They form monocline lava and 
separate flows gravitating to volcanoe centers. Dip angles are from 5-100 

upt020-250 • The tectonic dislocations in rocks are insignificant and fixed 
only within volcano -genic part. Thus the Holocene lava do not have 
traces of disjunctive disloca -tions. 

The paleovolcanoes of Quatemary substage, in difference from paleo -
volcanoes of Pliocene - Quatemary age, have much smaller sizes. South -
west to the ore field there are distinguished two Late Quatemary paleo -
volcano - Elovsky and Ozemy. They are located near, single-typed and 
are different only by sizes. The form is a gentle shield with weakly 
eroded slopes. 

Loose deposits of the stage filled all lowered sites within all structural 
elements of the area, envelop the slopes of divides form extensive fields 
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of glacial and alluvial accumulation. In loose deposits the 
micromovements caused by seismo-gravitational processes are sometimes 
observed. 

3.3.1.2. Structure of the ore field 

The structure of Ozemovsky ore field was generated in result of 
interaction of both regional and local geodynamic factors, connected by 
evolution of Pravoukinsky VTS, which was generated in Late Miocene in 
zone of a joint of deep faults of Aleutsky (northwest) and Kamchatka 
(northeast) systems. In result of volcanic accumulation the 
compensational basin extended in a northwest direction (25 x 16 km, 
fig .4.48) was generated. Simultaneously with descending block 
movements active volcanic activity continued within the volcanic 
structure. 

The basement of Pravoukinsky paleovolcano is volcanites of Beryozov 
-sky suite and terrigenous Oligocene deposits. Active volcanism and 
simul -taneous lowering of the basement have generated bifocal lens 
representing a strata-volcano on the weakly concave basement. Such 
structure of VTS, namely centro-clinal dip of layers of the base, in further 
has defined the direction of a deep drainage of vadose waters to the VTS 
center, stable mode of which has caused duration of hydrothermal system 
activity. Isolation of VTS has supplied a local hydrothermal regime, and 
VTS area - volume of vadose water drainage and, as a result, a scale of 
hydrothermal system. 

In process of VTS evolution lowering of its base against the 
background of volcanic accumulation in result of intrusion of magmatic 
masses was replaced by resurgent dome formation. Two central segments 
are the most tectonically shattered; they are limited by northεast faults. 
These segments within the ore field are broken to sector blocks by flat arc 
faults (50-600 ) of northwest trend, forming periclinal structural 
paragenesis, which in plan reminds pattem of " dove tail" type and is 
characteristic of dome structures. 

These segments by virtue of abnormal permeability were the channels 
for injection of a magmatic column; therefore they are sated with 
subvolcanic bodies, which on the surface make about 40 % of these 
segments volume. 
Eastem segment of 2 km wide contains BAM zone, hydrothermal 
quartzite bodies of Khomut, Promεzhutochny and Prometei sites, anothεr 
(west) one 4.5 km wide contains quartz and adular - quartz veins of 
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Kayurovsky site. Two systems of gentle shear fissures were distinguished 
at an angle of 30-500 and northwest one (35-500 ) which can be interpreted 
as components of frontal part of dome. 

In this case on the border between the basement and generated 
Plavoukin -sky paleovolcano was formed fracture horizon of 300- 500 m 
thick. (Fig. 3.49 ). In this subhorizontal well permeable fracture zone the 
subvolcanic bodies, intruded, which with abundance of permeable 
channels form original frame of sill-dike systems. V. B. Lopatin and V. A. 
Selivestrov determined the wide development of substrata and bed-like 
subvolcanic bodies on the areas of the ore field which earlier were 
frequently described as stratified formations. The criterion of their 
difference from close by composition lava flows is their uniformity, 
density, significant thickness, and absence of amygdaloidal structures and 
bumed varieties. Presence of endocontact chill -ed zones in trailing and 
lower . sides, and also magmatic injections, magmatic and tectonic 
breccias and contact zones of rocks splitting. 

By virtue of that, that southeast and northwest segments have the 
brightly expressed linear form , subvertical fractures and fracture zones 
formed inside them are characterized mainly by cross orientation to 
limiting faults. But in whole the radial system is kept for ore field, fixed 
by extended ore-enclosing faults with a center in the upper reaches of 
Konglomeratovy creek in the northwest of BAM zone. 
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Model of Ozernovsky magmato-genetic hydrothermal system 
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Fig.3.49 
1 - Pravoukinsky strata-volcano ; 2 - 3 its basement formations : 
volcanites of Berezovsky suites; (2) Oligocene-Miocene terrigeneous strata (3); 
4 - Periphery chamber; 5 - SiII-dykes system, 6 - Fracture sets in front part of resurgent dome; 
7 - Faults; 8 - Direction of juvenile hydrotherm movement (a), ofvadose water movement (b); 
9 - Gold-ore veins and bodies of hydrothermal quartzites 



Within the ore field the subvolcanic bodies are characterized by the 
great -est tectonic working, to them are confined numerous ore-enclosing 
fractures. 
Therefore within the separate subvolcanic bodies and sill-dike systems 
and near them conditions of stretching against the background of inert 
behavior of enclosing effusive - pyroclastic strata were preserved. Sub
volcanic body, due to abnormal permeability, was conducting channels 
for hydrotherms in the lower parts, and collectors - in the upper ones, 
near-roof parts at the ore-formation leve l. 

Along with the gentle fracture systems the systems of vertical shear 
fractures and extension fractures have been revealed also which are 
entered into radial structureof ore field. The local radial vertical 
extension fractures, concentrating around the subvolcanic bodies, which 
have arisen at the stage of local dome development, are also observed. 

Thus, before occurrence and evolution of ore-bearing hydrothermal 
system the area was characterized by zone structure, which has 
predetermined a level, size and morphology of hydrothermal system. In 
central part of Pravoukinsky VTS to the beginning of ore-formation in a 
frontal part of the resurgent dome filled by sill-dike systems and 
subvolcanic bodies, a fracture collector was prepared, favorable for ore
formation, by thickness 300 - 500 m. In whole, the role of a strata
volcano in a volume pattern of the ore field can be defined as the 
multilayered screen for ore-forming hydrothermal system. It is 
characteristic also ofMutnovsky, Ametistovy and Asachinsky deposits. 

In initial period of great manifestation of hydrothermal system the dyna 
-mic structure represented a huge skeleton of en-echelon high-permeable 
channels of a northwest strike connected by not numerous fracture zones 
of northeast and sublatitudinal strike. In conditions of compression at 
deficit of opened cavities the metasomatic replacement processes prevail 
and the very extended, thick bodies of hydrothermal quartzite were 
formed (fig. 3.49.). 
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3.3.1.3. Hydrothermally altered rocks 

All Pre-Quatemary rocks of Ozemovsky ore field are subjected to 
hydrothermal alteration. Pre-ore metasomatitic complex is the most 
comple -te. It consists of pyropylites, argillites, hydrothermal quartzites. 
The gold mineralization closely associates with the zones of pre-ore 
streaky - meta -somatic silicification. 

Prophylites belong to zeolite - chlorite, carbonate - chlorite, chlorite 
and epidote - chlorite mineral types (Evseev, 1986). Carbonate - chlorite 
and chlorite types are most widespread. Epidote - chlorite and zeolite -
chlorite types are observed locally. The epidote chlorite prophylite is 
confined to outcrops of subvo1canic bodies of andesite - basalt, to axial 
parts of rupture dislocations of northwest and sublatitudinal directions. 
Zeolite - chlorite propylites are located on flanks of the ore field. In 
places of intensive tectonic study overlapping epidote - chlorite types are 
observed. Quantity of secondary minerals on the average do not exceed 
20-40 %, being increased up to 80 % in joint zone. But even at these sites 
the primary porphyric st -ructure of lavas and clastic structure in tuffs is 
always kept. 

Zeolite - chlolitic propylites. Mineral composition: a chlorite, zeolite, 
leuco -xene, prehnite, hydromica, quartz, epidote, and pyrite. The zeolites 
are observed at fractures in plagioclase and in the bulk and cement of 
tuffs. The chlorite pseudomorphically replaces dark-colored minerals and 
is met together with carbonate, less often with quartz and prehnite it fills 
cavities in rocks. 
Chlolitic propyllites - chlorite (most of all), quartz, zeolite, hydromica, 
epidote, pyrite. 

Carbonate chlolitic propylites - chlorite, carbonate, prehnite, clinozoisite, 
zeolite, hydromica. Carbonate with chlorite develops in phenocrysts of 
pla -gioclase, pyroxene and in the bulk of rocks. In the bulk of rocks 
leucoxene is also met, sporadically - epidote and prehnite as nests and 
veinlets (3-5 % of volume of rocks). Two varieties of chlorite are 
marked : colorless one (pen -nine, clinochlore) green (lepidolite). 

Ep!받야한 F렌on쁜 pr앤웬얻훈- is characterized by primary development of 
epidote, prehnite, chlorite, albite, and clinozoisite. In smaller degree 
actino -lite, leucoxene, quartz, zeolite, pyrite, hematite are met. Chlorite 
and epidote replace plagioclase and pyroxene, frequently 
pseudmorphically. The epidote develops on cleavage of phenocrysts 
periphery. The substitution of dark-colored minerals is accompanied by 
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extraction of ilmenite or pyrite. Matrix and cement are more heavily 
altered, that is reflected in development of chlorite, epidote, and actinolite. 
Feature of propilitized rocks of ore field is their zone distribution. In 
cεntral part of the ore field there are epidote - chloritic varieties alterating 
to periphery by carbonate - chlorite, chlorite and further zeolite - chlorite 
propi1litic ones. On the sites of increased jointing overlapping of all 
marked propylite varieties is observed. 

The petrochemical recalculations of the analyses of rocks have shown 
that the process of propylitization in the poorly altered rocks occurred 
without essential alteration of chemical composition of rocks. In heavily 
altered varieties balance of substance is broken relatively the initial 
composition. In whole, for all facies a significant supply H20 and CO2 is 
characteristic. In the considerably altered rocks (neogenetic minerals are 
up to 40 %) sodium, magnesium, silicic acid are introduced. 

→맏gilliza~렌τqFks-have areal distribution, and also are met as linear 
zones. So in the west of the deposit argillites form an extensive field, 
sharply narrowed to southeast and northeast. On BAM and Khomut sites 
argillites are met as linear zones and explosive dislocations are observed. 
The con -finement of argillizated rocks to outcrops of dykes and 
subvolcanic intru -sions of Miocene - Pliocene age is observed around 
which they form aureo -les ofvarious thickness. Argillites are imposed on 
propillitizated rocks. By appearance they are bright yellow - red or 
whitish rocks consisting of 30 - 100 % of recrystallized minerals. From 
clay minerals metmontmorillonite, kaolinite, and also hydromica, sericite 
are observed. Some rule in change of argillite composition depending of 
primary rocks is observed. On the rocks of medium - basic composition 
montmorillonite mixed- laminated minerals of line corrensite-rectorite are 
developed. On tuffs of medium composition sericite and hydromica 
(Vatanyan etc., 1989) are more developed. In whole, in zones frequently 
is observed complex mineral association: hydromica, sericite, 
monrmorillonite, mixed- laminated minerals, chlorite, carbonate, 
sometimes epidote, prehnite, and halloysite pyrite. The thickness of 
argillites linear zones (as well as smoothness of transition in enclOsing 
propylites) depends on intensity ofjointing ofrocks and is from 1-2 m till 
10-20 m., reaching maximum in most tectonically broken sites. 

Hydrothermal quartzite (metasomatite) in fields of argillites sometimes 
locate hypsometrically above, forming "hats" , but they more often form 
intemal zones of fracture structures. Thickness of hydrothermal quartzite 
bodies is from the first meters up to 80 meters and extent is up to 3.4 km. 
Bodies of hydrothermal quartzites have a northwest strike and subvertical 
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dip, complex morphology and distinct facial zonality. Most high levels 
of a hydrothermal column, and also intemal parts of linear zones of BAM 
site, quite 0단en， are represented by monoquartzites alterating with dickite 
- alunite - quartz, and then dickite - quartz and kaolinite - quartz - dickite 
by varieties and further by argillites (fig. 3.50.). 

In axial parts of linear zones located hypsometrically lower, more high
temperature diaspore - pyrophyllite - quartz varieties develop. To 
periphery they are replaced by dickite - alunite - quartz, kaolinite -dickite 
- quartz and further quartz - dickite -kaolinite quartzite. 
The linear bodies of pre-ore metasomatites of the Promezhutochny site 
have small thickness and filled by kaolinite - dickite - quartz, quartz -
dickite - kaolinite varieties passing to periphery into argillizated rocks of 
mont -morillonite - chlorite - quartz composition. In swells of veins in 
axial parts of bodi~s dickite - alunite - quartz and diaspore - pyrophylite -
quartz ofvar -iety occur. 

At Khomut site are widespread kaolinite - dickite - quartz, quartz -
dickite -kaolinite quartzite. Dickite - alunite - quartz and monoquartz 
varieties are less developed. The available materials allow supposing, 
least eroded bodies hydrothermal quartzites of Khomut site. The 
maximum erosive cut is observ -ed on Promezhutochny site. 

Monoquartzites have unequigranular, granoblastic structure. By a 
degree of crystallization there are distinguished crypto-granular, fine
grained and xenomorphic-granular quartz. Texture is, usually, massive, 
sometimes por -ous. Cavities are filled with quartz by various texturaI 
pattems: fine-collo -form-lenticular, fine-grained, drusoid, combed. Quite 
often in association with qu따tz in the bulk barite is observed as shapεless 
or short-prismatic and tabular extracts. In insignificant quantities 
sometimes alunite, dickite is present. 
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Fig. 3.50 Horizontal zonality of hydrothermally altered rocks along 
BAM zone of Ozernovsky ore field 

(after CNIGRI’s materials, 1989) 

Subvolcanic formations : 
1 - andesite-basaIts, 2 - diorite porphyries, propyllitizated rocks : 
3 - Chlorite facies, 4 - Zeolite-chlorite facies. hydrothermal quartzites : 
5 - Monoquartzites, 6 - Dickite-quartz, 7 - Dickite-alunite-quartz: 
8 - Kaolinite-quartz-dickite. argillites: 9 - linear zones, 10 - Areals ; 
11 - Quartz veinlets zone, 12 - Facies boundary, 13 - Fracture dislocation 

Dickite, alunite, quartz varieties are characterized by massive, spotty, 
less often ribbon textures. Texture is lepidoblastic, pnematogranoblastic. 
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Neoge -netic minerals are represented to the basic alunite, quartz, and 
dickite, in smaller measure of barite, diaspore, and zunyite. In significant 
quantities is present leucoxene and rutile. The colorless alunite will form 
the lengthened prisms, less often tabular or shapeless extracts. A dickite 
is represented by two varieties: fine - mid- f1aky units with low dark-gray 
almost black inter -ference colors. Zunyite is colorless, has trapezoid 
hexagonal form, will form thread-like veinlets in association with foliated 
by docket. The fine-grained unit of brownish color or coarse-grained 
colorless extracts of the isometric form represent a diaspore. The barite 
forms colorless small shapeless units, tablets, and small prisms. 

Dickite =---q쁘딴 varieties are characterized by unequigranular, 
lepidograno -blas디c and granoblastic structures and massive texture. The 
rock is usual poorly porous. Rare are met amygdules fiUed with units of a 
kaolinite, coarse-grained quartz from f1abellete fading. Glomeroblasts are 
represented by accumulations of medium - coarse-grained ameba-like 
quaπz or fine-scaly dickite (kaolinite) that emphasizes a primary 
porphyric or clastic texture of initial rocks. In insignificant quantity are 
metamorphous extracts of barite. In the rock has a lot of leucoxεne and 
hydrooxides of iron, coloring kaolin units in brown - brownish colors. 
Rare veinlets are represented by colloform-banded quartz in association 
with minerals of kaolinite group. 

Kaolinite - quartz - dickite varieties are characterized by granolepido -
blastic, less 0담en by fine-granoblastic structures. texture is spotty. Quartz 
in irregular grains, rare prism-combed, cryptogranular units are observed. 
The scales, tablets, worm-like form of an extract are characteristic of a 
dickite. The kaolinite will form dense units quite 0단en painted in grayish 
color. Rare there Îs a barÎte. 

On separate sites there are numerous amygdules filled of a central part 
in dense masses of a kaolinite, and peripheries by xenomorphic-granular 
quartz. The veinlets a quartz - dickite of composition are frequent. 
Sometimes in significant quantities is contained a fine-grained rutile. 
Border between the described varieties indistinct, are established under 
mlcroscope. 

Pre-ore metasomatites are represented by linear and linear - isometric 
bodies of a streaky - metasomatic silicification (mainly northwest 
direction), imposed to linear bodies secondary is quartzite. 

Megascopically rocks have light gray, gray - black color. Their textures 
are lepidogranoblastic, granoblastic, and unequigranular. Mineral 
composi -tion: a quaπz， dickite, pyrite, kaolinite, leucoxene, and rutile. 
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Their ore minerals are enargite, tetrahedrite, sphalerite etc. Rock matrix 
represents a fine-grained quartz, dickite, pyrite, leucoxene, and rutile, 
somεtimes barite. 
Thus, within Ozemovsky ore field among propilitized rocks the fields and 
linear zones of argillites in central parts of zones of splitting and jointing 
alterating by steeply dipping bodies are distinguished quartzite. These 
bodies are consistent on thickness and strike, have distinct contacts with 
enclosing rocks(Fig.3 .51). Along tectonic dislocation on already 
generated metasomat -ites (quartz - dickite, dickite - quartz, alunite -
quartz) are imposed linear zones of pre-ore streaky - metasomatic 
silicification with which closely associates gold mineralization. Thickness 
of lenses and veins from 10 cm to 8 m, extent up to 400 m. A strike of 
veins subparallel to general wiping of bodies secondary quartzite, which 
each vein is. To composition are distin -guished quartz, a dular - quartz, 
sericite - quartz, quartz - carbonaceous of variety. 

Within ore field the economic concentration of gold is established 
within linear bodies quartzite. However, the confinement to any variety 
them are not observed. The mineralization closely is connected with 
zones of a streaky - metasomatic silicification. The correlation of 
thickness and inten -sity with occurrence of pre-ore pyrite - quaπz and of 
gold-bearing minerali -zation is obseπed. 
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3.3.1.4. Characteristic of gold-bearing veins and zones 

Ozemovsky ore-bearing field are known about 100 sq. km area more 
than 100 bodies of hydrothermal qumtzite (metasomatite) and quartz 
veins. Almost all of them are characterized by the increased gold content; 
some of them have economic concentration of gold. 

Bodies of hydrothermal quartzite (metasomatite) are concentrated in 
southeast segment. Their extent varies from hundreds meters up to 1000-
2000 m, and thickness- from 1-2 m up to 70 m. Usually they are linear 
simple morphology, tabular, steeply dipping bodies by distinct contacts 
sometimes accompanied by tectonic clays. The composition of hydro -
thermal bodies of quartzite (metasomatite) is rather complex. They are 
distinguished monoquartz, dickite - alunite - quartz, diaspore - pyrophyl -
lite-quartz. 

The largest ore-bearing body is the BAM zone. Its extent reaches more 
than 8 km and thickness varies between 6 and 120 m. By drilling data, the 
BAM zone falls to southwest at 65-75 degrees. It has complex morpho -
logy, and is characterized by swells and pinches, displacement by cross 
cracks, inclusions of xenoliths of enclosing rocks, apophysis and by 
feathered bodies. Inside zone the intervals are formed by pre-ore and 
inner-ore formations and breccias. Post-ore splitting site of large extent 
also are distinguished. Some mineral complexes were established. Several 
small stocks of diorite porphyrites and dikes connected with andesite and 
andesite - basalts are confined to ore-enclosing fault. 

The BAM zone is located in regional structure of northwest direction, 
differing from main hydrothermal quartzite bodies(metasomatite), which 
are entered in local radial structure of ore field. The bodies of hydro -
thermal quartzite (metasomatite) concentrate within or near subvolcanic 
bodies, and the ore bodies are almost exclusively distinguished in sub -
vo1canic bodies. It is indicative of zonal structure of the ore field. The 
BAM zone is conventionally divided into two flanks: northwest, the 
extent of 1200 m, within which almost all ore bodies locate, and by south 
-east for extent more than 1800 m, where the high contents of gold are 
met. The northwest flank is located within andesite - basalt sil1 with 
thickness 150 - 300 m. 
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The southeast flank is located in tuff능 and andesites of Pravoukinsky 
paleovolcano, tuffs and tuff-sandstones of its basement (Berezovsky 
suite). The lithologic control of mineralization is seen on lateral. It was 
observed by deep drilling data, that sharp reduction of BAM zone and ore 
bodies thickness, are flattening from vertic al up to 650 • On the base of 
this it is possible to assume the vertical lithologic control by sill sole. 
Then the vertical scope of mineralization makes 300 m. Extent of 
mineralization, in whole, by the account of lump of ore sampling makes 
not less than 6000 m. 

The northwest flank of BAM zone is characterized by the most com -
plete tectonic development, maximum thickness. Within it all mineral 
complexes are shown, revealed at the deposit. The predecessors noticed 
that the more differences of the altered rocks in particular crossing 
hydrothermal bodies of quartzite (metasomatite), the larger is probability 
of detection of the enriched ore body. On the northwest (N-W) flank the 
very rich fracturing is observed and rocks are frequently characterized by 
chipping cleavage. In this interval some lenticular quartz veins of late 
filling with thickness more than 5 m are distinguished, they have the 
extent up to 150 m, and also productive gold - silver mineralization 
concentrating in veinlet mineralized zones imposed on metasomatite 
facies of various composition. Probably up to the end of BAM zone 
formation, the regime of steady compression was replaced at several sites 
(N-W flank) by local stretching settings. 
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Mineral Productive Vein minerals : Ore minerals : Native gold characteristics 
complexes mineral b) Main b) Main 

associations b) Minor b) Minor 
Pyrite, c) quartz, kaolinite, hydromica b) pyrite 

quartz d) alunite, leucoxene b) molybdenite, leznite, famatinite, enargite, 
Pre-product tinnantite 

Gold, Gold, b) quartz c) bismuth, selenite,goldfieldite, gold Fine, very fine: 0.001-
goldfieldite goldfieldite b) chlorite, hydromica, sericite, d) pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, cinnabar 0.05mm (90%), gold assay 

Quartz kaolinite 933-973 admixture of 
copper, bismuth, 
tellurium, antimony, iron, 
manganese 

. Tellurium, Si“Ive밍rnite， c) Quartz, dickite c) native tellurium, silvernite, Hypergene, as a result 
Sulvanite, tellurium d) Hydromica, sericite,apatite, d) calverite, petzite, hessite, goldfieldite, from their composition of 
Goldfieldite, chlorite telluro-bismuthite, tetradymite, gold and siver tellurite 
Kaolinite, Silvernite- b) goldfieldite, silvernite pyrite,sphalerite, chalcopyrite, gold(very calerverite, silvernite, 

quartz goldfieldite b) calerverite, petzite, hessite, rare) petzite (“ mustard gold"), 
telluro-bismuth, pyrite, fine disperse in association 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, with tellurium. Rare 
gold(very rare), tetrahedrite hypergenical, fine: 0.005-

0.05 mm: ball-like : assay 
335-345 

V. gold, Gold- hessite c) quartz, hydromica c) pyrite, gold, hessite Fine and minuite: 
hessite, d) kaolinite, chlorite, sericite d) goldfieldite, tetrahedrite, chalcopyrite, 0.lmm(80%), 0.1 -

Hydromica,q 0.8(20%) ;ball-like 
uartz interstitial fine meshed 

assay 882-894 admixtures 
of copper, tellurium , lead 
and antimony 

V. gold, adular, Gold c) quartz, hydromica, adular pyrite, gold Fine and minuite: 0.1-
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Except gold - silver mineralization in quartzite hydrothermal bodies 
quartz, scattered copper - molybdenum, submitted by molybdenite, enarg 
-ite, famatinite, and also realgar-auripigment mineralization. The model 
of Ozemovsky ore field (deposit) can be formulated as a system of gold
ore bodies of hydrothermal quartzite ’ s (metasomatite) and the adular -
quartz veins of filling, located in radial faults of the local structural plan 
and the northwest regional plan, in a frontal part of resurgent dome within 
bi-focal Pravoukinsky volcano-tectonic structure, in crossing zonε of 
regional faults of northeast and northwest trend (fig. 3.49). 
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3.4. Ichigin-Unnevayamski ore area 

The area is located on Right Bank of Kuyul river and it is delineated the 
productive andesite - dacite-rhyolite of Eocene-Oligocene formation, by 
aureoles of intrusive comagmatites of this formation and gold and silver 
ore occurrences. 
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Tectonic sketch of Tklavayamsky ore field district 
scale 1 :200000 

Fig.3.52 
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Legend to Fig.3.52 

E그 Pliocene-

2-5 Oligocene-Miocene stage 

매~Ai메in빼1 

」ra:'끼수쉰;F낀꾀、〈끼:16~깡견 |많g많앓;$5i￡繼션책짧;껍;c뚫%잖:?밸c?짧?않뿔:$zR짧t껍a갑많g파짧:z짧?짧$앓짧3짧:많많않않웬원1;Y(j:6) 
lrv v끼| 떼細'll~다빼h에빼빼1끼꽤때i벼멘g믿in짜빼s잉앙써k셔<ycom아om빼빼n때뼈1ψ베p미빼lex쩌。아fm뼈n맨빼l맨빼e뼈dium composition : 
a y V " vl6 l cmo야ve하rf염ac디ie않s히(녀a히)，샤， su뼈뻐b뼈vo삐o이l때c혀an미짜빠iκcform빼ns념s(ð꺼 ) 
I ‘ ’ 1 I 때 Uni빼<v comolex of acidic comoosition : 
a 1 시간16 l cmo아verf혀ac디ies히( a히)， su배뻐b야뼈vo삐o이Ica하n빠1 

Lowers앙truκc야tlωu마Jr，대a허I stage 

彩끼 Unneisky autochthone. Flysh-like siliceous-terrigeneous formations 

fãTτ71 Main fa띠ts of the basement ( a ), the same under rocks of the stage ( ð ): 
I 1 ì I Bb - Vanetat - Velikorechinsky, M - magnetic, YH - Unneivayamsky 

폼짧l C3(NW) Nmh West 
Deep-seated magma . arising fa내ts (a), the same under the rocks of 
upper stage (ð ): 

lat~1 성 I Ring faults of caldera frame ( a ), the same under the rocks of the upper 
=" • stage{ ð) : I -Ichiginsky, U - Utginaisky 

[흑흔] Upthrow - thrusts 

별츠낌 Minor fa삐 

많3 

앓크 
돈교 

Gold - ore veins 

Preserved fragments of stratovolcanoes (periclinally occurred 
effusive - pyroclastic strata) 

Geological boundaries 

The area has three-storied structure. (Fig. 3.52). 
Lower structural stage is represented by a flyschoid formation of Late 

Campanian-Maastricht (Ayaonskaya and Tavekaya suite), conceming to 
complex ofKoryaksky Structural- Formational Zones (SFZ). 

Flyschoid deposits are outcropped in the northeast, east and southem 
parts of ore area. Total thickness ofthem is about 3000 m and in a central 
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part of the area of 2200 sq.m they are overlain by volcanites of Ichigin
Unneivayamsky 

Volcano-Tectonic Depression (VTD) and form strongly compressed 
asymmetrical synclinorial structure limited from the northwest and 
southeast by Vanetat-Velikorechensky and Vyvensky sutural fault zones. 
Flysches are crumpled in linear folds ofN-E direction. Fold wings varies 
from several meters up to 4-6 km, the extent from first hundreds tiU 35-40 
km. The folds continue each other en-echelon, or adjoin along longitu -
dinal upthrow-thrusts and upthrows. The folds have northeast vergence. It 
is expressed in inclination ofaxial surfaces to southeast at angles of about 
30-80 degrees. 

In general Koryaksky SFZ in this area has an appearance of scaled 
monocline which is gently submerging to the southeast. By opinion of Y. 
A. Semenov, the scaled-folded structure of Koryaksky SFZ suppose an 
opportunity of underthrust tin-ore fields within the ore fields. 

The rocks of Middle Oligocene volcanogenic structural stage with a 
sharp unconformity overlie folded structures of Koryaksky SFZ. In com -
position this stage include the volcanites of Koryaksky-Zapadno-Kam -
chatsky volcanic belt (Upper Paleogene). The belt is generated in margi -
nal - continental environment and formed mainly by acid volcanites, 
which formed two large structures: Ichigin-Unnevayamsky volcano
tectonic depression and Ainavetkinsky plutogenic uplift. 

Oligocene structural stage includes effusive - pyroclastic rocks and 
comagmatic subvolcanic bodies, intrusions and dikes of productive ande -
site - dacite - rhyolite formation. 

Upper (third) post-ore stage is represented by sedimentary rocks of 
Parapolsky suite and by Quatemary loose deposits. 

3.4.1. Tklavayamsky ore field 

The ore field is located 50 km to the east of Mametchinsky gulf of the 
Okhotsky Sea near Talovsky Lake on the left bank of Ichinginnyvayam 
River of the right inflow of Kuyul River and off 140 km from the coast of 
Beringovy Sea. 

In the central part of ore field in 1990 the preliminary exploration of 
f1anks and of lower horizons of Ametistovy deposit was completed and in 
1991 the detailed exploration was started. 
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3.4.1.1. Structural position of Tklavayamsky ore field. 

It is located in westem part of Ichigin-Unneivayamsky volcano-tecto -
nic depression extended to northeast direction and having sizes 120 x 40-
50 km. Depression is combined by gently dipping and poorly dislocated 
effusive - pyroclastic rocks of subvolcanic bodies mainly of acid compo -
sition. The volcanites make a paragenetic series with granites of Korya -
sky intrusive complex, forming uniform volcano-plutonic association. 

Morphology of depression is deterniined by deep faults of northeast and 
northwest direction. In a recent erosive section only central and northwest 
part were preserved. The southeast wing is about 15 km wide, it has been 
overthrust for 200-250 m along Unnevayamsky fault and volcanites are 
completely eroded, but the ring faults were preserved in the basement, the 
sites filled by plutonic formations of Koryaksky intrusive complex. 

Within the Ichigin-Unnevayamsky volcano-tectonic depression, 6 iso -
metric volcano-tectonic depressions were distinguished, the most eroded 
from them represent depressions, and less eroded ones are volcano -
dome bi-focus structures : Ichiginsky, Gilyaksky, Tklavayamsky, Ingitu -
nunsky, Utvayamsky, Utginaisky. The thickness of volcanites filling the 
depressions is from 200 m up to 1300 m. In the base ofthe section, usual 
-ly, covers of rhyolite, ignimbrites, dacite, tuffs of acid composition (Ich -
ginsky suite) occur, which are unconformably overlain by andesites and 
tuffs of medium composition (Utginaisky suite), occurring with angular 
unconformity on Utginaisky and Ichiginsky suites. 

The volcano-tectonic structures represent isometric, sometimes ellipse, 
structures having area of 300-700 sq. km and more. They are eroded and 
ore-bearing in a various degree. The Gilyaksky depression is the most 
eroded one, on its greater part the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks of the 
basement are exposed and within it are established only " traces " of ore 
objects on their sub-ore level. 

Tklavayamsky depression enclosing the ore field of the same name with 
Ametistovy deposit in the center of it. It is located in the westem part of 
Ichigin-Unneivayamsky volcano-tectonic-depression in crossing zone of 
northeast Ichiginsky magma-delivering fault with Northwest deep fault, 
and is limited to the east by magmatic deep fault. It is least eroded; its 
flanks are formed by effusive - pyroclastic vertically occurring rocks of a 
strata-volcano. 
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Magitunuvsky, Utvayamsky and Utginaisky vo1cano-tectonic depres -
sions are confined to northeast Utginaisky and Unneivayamsky deep 
faults. Ichiginsky vo1cano-tectonic structure is located in crossing zone 
of Ichiginsky and Vanetat -Velikorechensky deep faults. 

Magitununsky vo1cano-tectonic structure contains gold-silver and silver 
ore occurrences Sprut, Akropol, Omega. Utvayamsky vo1cano-tectonic 
structure contains the occurrences of silver ores with accessory gold: 
Ivolga, quartz and others. Utginaisky vo1cano-tectonic structure contains 
Nadezhnaya ore field, perspective for silver deposit. In tectonic frame 
zone of Ichiginsky vo1cano-tectonic structure the group of gold - silver 
mineralization is revealed. 

Large part of these vo1cano-tectonic structures is occupied by sub
vo1canic bodies, extrusions and dikes (up to 40% ofthe area) ofUnneisky, 
Ichginsky and Utvayamsky subvo1canic complexes (andesites, diorites, 
quartz diorite porphyrites, dacites, rhyodacites, rhyo1ites, granite
porphyries), being comagmatites of covering facies. V o1cano - tectonic 
structures are characterized by telescoping structure; in section they 
represent bifocal lens sometimes complicated by central horsts. The 
centers of vo1cano-tectonic structures usually coincide with water divide 
units and are characterized by drainage system of radially - centrifugal 
pattems. 

Ainavetkinsky plutono-genic uplift is located in the south of the ore 
area in sources of Kuivivay and Unneivay rivers. The structure is caused 
by intrusion of large batholith shown as gravitational mlmmum. The 
formation of this uplift is fixed in deformation of the plan of scaled
folded structures of the basement. The deformation was displayed in 
small secondary cliche folds around large intrusive bodies representing 
ledges of the arched part of the uplift. On the surface only dike-like 
fracture bodies of granites and granite - porphyric by extent up to 30 km 
are exposed. The uplift is extended in northeast direction (40 x 10-12 km). 
In cross section it has the arched form with f1at wings. Cliche dislocations 
are re f1ected in the structure of a covering vo1canogenic- structural 
complex. The plutogenic uplift and local ledges are connected formation 
of Ainavetkinsky and Valunny tin-ore fields. 

Within Ichigin-Unneivayamsky ore area cross zonality in location of 
ores occurrences is observed, expressed in change from west to east of 
gold - silver tin-ore occurrences. 

3.4.1.2. Structural feature of Tklavayamsky paleovolcano 
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Tklavayamsky paleovolcano is characterized by centrifugal orientation 
of the streams periclinal inclination of water-divide surfaces on its flanks 
and by dome-like relief of central part. 

The base of the paleovolcano is the tuff stratum of acid composition of 
Unneisky suite observed behind its limits and stripped by rare holes, in 
the central part. Its formation began from central type volcanism, which 
generated strata-volcano of average composition. Thε lower part of 
paleovolcano is combined by andesite tuffs; sharply subordinated to 
quantity of lava flows of the same composition (northem site), in the 
upper part flows of andesites, andesite - dacites, less often dacites prevail. 

At the closing stage of volcanic accumulation at the expense of gradual 
devastation of the peripheral center gradual lowering of the basement 
occurred and two ring fault systems were generated: extemal and intemal. 

The paleovolcanic reconstruction testifies that relative height of strata
volcano in pre-caldera stage of its development was not less than 1.0-1.5 
km. 

In the further the erosion-tectonic processes prevailed and in the center 
of Volcano-Tectonic Structure (VTS) caldera was generated, in the lake 
of which accumulation of layered tuffites and tuff- dacite occurred. 

In the following stage of Tklavayamsky paleovolcano evolution the 
subvolcanic activity prevailed, which was accompanied by intrusion of 
subvolcanic bodies in its base. Process occurred in homodrome sequence. 

The andesites of the first phase of Ichiginsky volcanogenic complex 
intruded along faults of VTS radial system, therefore they have generated 
some local laccolith-like bodies, extended along these faults, which 
together with enclosing rocks of their roof have generated local tectono
magmatic domes by the size up to 1500 m.: Ichiginsky, North (Sevemy), 
of veined zones area Fantaziya, Central and others (Fig.3 .53). Each of 
them is comparable to the central tectono-magmatic dome of Asachinsky 
ore field enclosing the basic ore bodies. On the recent level of erosive cut 
these structures form well-expressed dome-like morpho-structures of 
relative height up to 80 m. 

These andesite bodies with the subsequent intrusion of large subvolca -
nic body of dacites (2 phase) in the center of the structure were partially 
reworked, partially dismembered and shattered. Their roots were destroy
ed almost completely except northeast flank, where their distribution to 
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depth is established by geophysics and confirmed by drilling up to depth 
of 400 m. In the central paπ of paleovolcano only outliers remained from 
them by the size up to 1000 m in sags of subvolcanic dacite body roof, 
they are traced to depth up to 200-250 m. The xenoliths have distinct 
contacts, along which for thickness up to 20 m heavily jointing zone of 
clarified rocks is observed. 

Subvolcanic bodies of dacite are represented by magmatic breccias at 
the distance up to 150-m (site Sevemy, area of Fantasiya vein zone and 
others). 

These rocks are very similar to magmatic breccias of dacite, central 
dome of Asachinsky ore field, and also to subvolcanic andesite - dacites, 
enclosing gold-ore bodies of Mutnovsky deposit. At the distance up to 
150 m from large xenoliths of subvolcanic andesite of the 1 phase in 
breccia and massive 
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The location diagram of local tectono-magmatic domes in internal 
caldera of Tklavayamsky paleovolcano 

Scale 1:75000 

많콤1 I。 ιrï彩/J2 던표3 C쪽꾀4 도펴5 

1. Intemal system of ring faults, limiting erosion-tectonic caldera; 
2. Erosion-tectonic (a) subsidences after V. A. Gumenyuk): 
1 - Eastem, 11 - North, 111 - South-West; East collapse (b); 

3. Local tectono-magmatic domes (projections on the surface): 
1 - Ichiginsky, C - Central, S - North (Sevemy), F - Fantaziya 
(Imagina디on)， H - area ofveins Nezhdanaya, D - Diatreme, Cb
Svetly(Light), M - Mazuritsky, NW - Northwest; 

4. Gold-ore veins, vein zones, vein groups and their numbers: 
1 - Champion, 2 - Mariya-Gyuzel, 3 - Ichiginsky-Izyuminka, 4 -
Yagodka- Fantaziya(Imagination), 5 - Yunika-Agidely, 6 -
I1ysonina, 7 -찌Test(Zapadny) Geophysical, 8 - Mazurinsky, 9 -
6-th group, 10 - Svetlaya(Light), 11 - Koltsevaya(Ring), 12 -
Yademaya(Nuclear), 13 - South(Yuzhny), 
14-Nezh danaya(Unexpected), 15 - Diatrema(Diatreme), 
16 - Vneshnyaya(External). 

5. Paleo-top of resurgent dome: pre-ore stage (a), ore stage (b). 

varities of dacites the gray - green fragments of strongly propilitized 

andesites are observed, which are contrastly distinguished against light 

gray background. The quantity of fragments is increased and at contact of 

xenoliths reaches up to 30 % of the volume. Directly along contact the 
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dacites of subvolcanic body are represented by tuffizites, their thickness 
in the roof of subvolcanic body reaches 30-40 m (holes of Sevemy 
(North) site). 

Dome-like (mushroom-like) subvolcanic body, formed by dacites of 2 
phase in plan has extended form in northwest direction and, probably, it is 
controlled by faults of northwest strike, which are through and widely 
displayed within volcano-tectonic structure. By geophysical data, the 
peripheral magmatic center has the same form also. 

The formation of subvolcanic complex is finished by intrusion of 
subvolcano of rhyodacites - rhyolites, which is exposed in the southeast, 
south and center within the intemal ring faults. It as well as the sub -
volcano dacite of2 phase, probably; has a mushroom-like form. 

The bodies of each subsequent phase are characterized by lower general 
level of localization and are enclosed into each other. Plan of simple zone 
arrangement of subvolcanic bodies is observed on flanks there are re -
mains üf subvoJcanic bodies of andesites of the 1 phase and their large 
xenoliths ; in the center the upper level is 0ccupied by a large dome öf 
dacite of 2 phase; the nuclear, deep part of bifocal volcanic structure is 
combined by rhyodacites of3 phase. 

3.4.1.3. Geochemical features of volcanites 

For study the technique of an extract standard levels of the 'contents 
elements of lithosphere by G. A. Vostroknutov (1981) was'used. Divisi'On 
of the contents into standard levels and conversion them into marks 
creates the basis for comparative study of different elements and extrac -
tion of their natural geochemical associations. 

The data of rock analysis are converted into marks by the table, then are 
ranged according to decreasing, and for each sample the geochemical 
spectrum of adequate determined level is established : lithogenic - (0), 
litho-ore-genetic - (1 -3), ore-genetic - (4-6), ore - (7 and more), which in 
tum define presence, typification and specialization of mineralization, or 
presence of the metallogenic specialized rocks. 

The geochemical spectra adequate to certain levels and associations of 
elements are compared among themselves, the questions of their similar -
ity and distinctions are decided. 
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To given data of 7 samples specify the absence of ore and ore-genetic 
content in these rocks, which are characteristic of the heavily displayed 
aureoles in ore-enclosing rocks. only litho-ore-genetic (1 -3 ) contents take 
place, which reflect both geochemical features, and weak primary aure -
oles. With absence of ore and ore-genetic contents litho-ore-genetic 
spectrum defines geochemical specialization of rocks (tab. 3.10, 3.11). 

Subvolcanic bodies of andesite, andesite - dacite, liparites, and also the 
tuff농 of a caldera complex are characterized by gold - silver - lead
stanniferrous - lithium specialization. Thus in more acid varieties (ande -
site - dacite, liparites) gold content is increased. The concentration of lead 
varies a little collecting in the upper horizons. 

Litho-ore-genetic concentrations of lithium in subvolcanic varieties are 
caused, apparently, by presence of biotite and muscovite, and in eruptive 
analogues the lithium is scattered, in the last it doesn’t form own minerals 
- therefore in the latter its crustal abundance (Clarke) content is observed. 

In all described rocks the copper and zinc loss is obseπed， that can 
serve one of characteristics of upper-ore erosive cut. In whole, the rock 
are characterized by depletion of iron group elements, titanium, cobalt, 
vanadium, nickel, only chromium and manganese have near-crustal abun 
-dance (C퍼rke) content. 

Flows of andesites and andesite - dacite are a little differed, they have 
essentially molybdenum specialization. It can be connected with its accu
mulation in eruptive analogues. 
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Average contents of micro-elements in the rocks in Tklavayamsky ore field 
Table 3.10 

∞
 。이
 

Amoun g/t Elementary contents 10-> , ’i 
Rocks t of Au Ag Cu Pb Ti Mn v Cr Ni Ba Mo Sn Li Zn Co Sc 

samples 
Andesite flows 34 0.004 0.87 2.0 1.0 331 69 12.6 17 1.3 17.2 0.83 0.17 0.002 3.8 1.2 6.8 

Andesite-dacite flows 4 0.006 0.87 3.3 1.9 360 36.3 11.3 42.5 0.7 37.5 0.77 1.5 1.6 3.5 0.8 1.I 

Tuffs 3 0.003 0.89 2.3 2.1 333 130 9.6 12.0 1.4 0.046 0.09 0.17 0.002 0.3 1.8 1.2 

Tuffs of caldera complex 9 0.004 0.42 2.3 3.8 261 254 6.9 12.1 0.7 23.9 0.13 0.3 3 5.2 0.5 1.3 

Andesites 25 0.004 0.3 2.7 4.0 221 137 11.5 15.5 1.5 24.1 0.1 0.3 2.6 6.5 1.2 1.4 
-ν-
= 
-cυg Dacites- 32 0.003 0.2 2.5 2.1 225 83 6.8 16 1.3 31 0.1 0.2 2.8 4.4 0.9 1.I 

」。;ii • e:? andesite-dacite 

m= 」τ。;3 Liparite-dacite- 27 0.006 0.2 2.6 9.7 209 2.0 5.3 12.7 0.9 41.2 0.12 0.5 2.8 7.8 0.6 1.0 
liparites 



Geochemical specialization of rocks of Tklamvayasky ore fields. 
Table 3.11 

Name of rocks 
(VZr • r l• (Sr • Cu • T •i B Ma YPi3훈IlH c3맨。-3 Nl→밴i-4 -l Pb。 Ca。 Be。 SIlo Li。 Ago 

Andesite f1ows( ) 
Andesite-dacite f1ows( 

( • Cu • • V • Zr •r l(••S•e T • iM MOn3R쥔S얻쉰3A CFO1"': M4Nnil6 Ca。 Cr。 Ba。 BeOLio Ago 

Tuffs 
--- • . - • Ti V Z •rCor2 맨If y←bIl멘Ni-낀4l Ca。 Cr。 Bio Ba。 MOo SIlo Li。 Ago ZIlo 

(Su Cu Ti V Zr Corl(Sr 
Tuffs of caldera complex 

• -←-←C컨u YgRz」(앤Tilf VP);z3핀 coll-‘土Nil Sr。 As。 Ca。 Cr。 Bio Be。 MOo (Mn Ba Zr Co r l (Se Cu y}-1 (Tí vrJ Cõ-4 Ni-6 

Subvolcanic bodies : 
Andesites( ) 생z All1-.r~2을낀blM)-3뀐 Nl Ca。 CI·。 Bio Be。 MOo

(Se V Ba Zr Znrl (Cu y}-2 (Sr Ti CõrJ Ni-6 

Dacite-andesite-dacites including AlllAgCl핀o)l녁핸 Nil;4 Mn。 Ca。 Cr。 Be。 MOo Zr。tuffites( - (Ba Zr Znrl (Se Cur2 (Sr Ti V 
Liparite-dacite-liparites( -(」S앤r VlA)-3g Tlli-4i clf。-bsNL Mo。 Ca。 Cr。 Ba。 Be。 MIlo Cr。 ZIl。

Zr-I (Se Cu yr2 (Sr vr3 Ti-4 Co-5 Ni-6 ∞
 。。



In summary it is possible to note the tendency of accumulation of the 
same elements in various rocks, so-called typomorphic elements. F or 
Tklavayamsky ore field typomorphic elements are gold, silver, partly lead 
and tin. 

3.4.1.4. Structure of ore field 

The structure of ore field is defined by Tklavayamsky volcano-tectonic 
structure with radially - concentric symmetry. The concentric symmetη 
of faults, steeply dipping to center, forms two ellipsoids, enclosed in each 
other by size of 7 x 7 km and 13 x 9 km. (Fig. 3.52). Intemal ellipsoid 
coincides with borders of subvolcanic body of dacites, extemal one, 
extended into northeast direction, meets the sizes and form of the inter -
mediate magmatic chamber. Borders of the ore field are defined by ring 
ruptures of intemal ellipsoid. 

As a the result of intrusion of subvolcanic bodies within intemal ring of 
volcano-tectonic structure the large resurgent dome was generated, which 
was complicated on flanks and center by local tectono-magmatic domes. 
During multiphase intrusion of subvolcanic bodies and their nuclear
concentric arrangement each following phase not only reworked previous 
one, intruding in her volume, but also had a role of dome-shaped cliche. 
Thus, in formation of a tectonic skeleton of Tklavayamsky volcano
tectonic structure the basic role belongs not to regional, but VOlcanOgenic 
tectonic processes. This implies, that the orientation of ore-enclosing 
잠acture zones within ore-concentrating local domes is largely defined by 
a volumetric figure of these domes, also their position in structure of the 
ore field relatively central tectono-magmatic dome, combined by dacites 
and rhyodacites of 2 and 3 phases. 

Ichiginsky and Sevemy (north) (fig. 3.53) domes oriented along radial 
faults and are extended into submeridional direction. The gold-bearing 
veins are concentrated within local tectono-magmatic domes of the 2nd 
order (group of veins I-IV, North and others) and are locåted' as in the 
inherited fractures (shear and extension), and in newly formec.l"( extension 
fractures). The formation of cavities is connected with dome-fomiation. 
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The location diagram of local tectono-magmatic domes in internal 
caldera of Tklavayamsky paleovolcano 

Scale 1 :75000 

도콤1 1aιTI彩/12 던갚3 담짚꾀4 도최5 

1. Internal system of ring faults, limiting erosion-tectonic caldera; 
2. Erosion-tectonic (a) subsidences after V. A. Gumenyuk): 
1 - Eastern, 11 - North, 111 - South-West; East collapse (b); 

3. Local tectono-magmatic domes (projections on the surface): 
1 - Ichiginsky, C - Central, S - North (Severny), F - Fantaziya 
(Imagina히on)， H - area ofveins Nezhdanaya, D - Diatreme, Cb
Svetly(Light), M - Mazuritsky, NW - Nortbwest; 

4. Gold-ore veins, vein zones, vein groups and their numbers: 
1 - Champion, 2 - Mariya-Gyuzel, 3 - Ichiginsky-Izyuminka, 4 -
Yagodka- Fantaziya(Imagination), 5 - Yunika-Agidely, 6 -
Ilysonina, 7 - West(Zapadny) Geophysical, 8 - Mazurinsky, 9 -
6-th group, 10 - Svetlaya(Light), 11 - Koltsevaya(Ring), 12-
Yademaya(Nuclear), 13 - South(Yuzhny), 
14-Nezh danaya(Unexpected), 15 - Diatrema(Diatreme), 
16 - Vneshnyaya(Extemal). 

5. Paleo-top of resurgent dome: pre-ore stage (a), ore stage (b). 

Weakly productive veins within local domes are frequently radially 

oriented, and highly productive veins are located in fractures, which are 

cross to main stretching direction (fig. 3.53). Such orientation of ore

enclosing cracks, probably, has stipulated circulation of ore-bearing 
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solutions up to completion of the ore stage. Mainly sublatitudinal 
orientation of ore-enclosing structures within the whole ore field, pro -
bably, was provided also and by steady regional compression of west -
northwest direction (Fig. 3.53). The inheritance of period of regional 
tectonic faults by cracks of a dome-formation (zone of the Champion, 
Central and others) is observed, that in whole results in formation of 
complex system of cracks such as structure of "broken plate" in dome 
arch. 

Rocks in a central part of domes are brecciated at a greater degree 
relatively periphery, they are abnormally propilitized. The wide develop -
ment of steeply dipping cracks filled by chlorite, ze이ite ， clay (argillace -
ous) units ( Ichiginsky, Mazurinsky, Fantaziya(Imagination) etc.domes) 
is inherent in them. Together with that, the flat tectonic sutures (0-300 )are 
observed, up to 0.2 m thick, which influence on the structure of gold-ore 
veins (gallery N01 , 199-208 m interval, 318-m. etc.). The sharp changes 
of thickness are observed, postore motions for 5-15 cm, and at the same 
time these argillaceous sutures contain veinlets of combed quartz. 

Ore bodies, located in extension fractures, are oriented across long axes 
of domes. The poorly gold-bearing veins of northeast, submeridional and 
northwest trends were established. within the dome in the area of a veined 
zone Fantaziya the ore bodies have northeast direction, and pooly gold
bearing veins are oriented in northeast, sublatitudinal and submeridional 
directions. 

The ore bodies oriented across the long axis of dome (Champion vein 
zone) have the greatest thickness. Morphologically the domes in relief are 
expressed by hills. Subvolcanic bodies have the gentle contacts with 
enclosing rocks. 

The generalized three-dimensional figure of Tklavayamsky ore field is 
easily reconstructed and can be represented as concentrated within tecto -
no-magmatic dome, -complicating the upper part of resurgent dome, 
system of veins and vein zones, located in radial and arc cracks of vol -
cano-tectomc 
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structure, and also in northwest and northeast regional fracture structures 
under the effusively - pyroc1astic screen ofthe strata-volcano (fig. 3.54). 
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Along thε largest of northwest faults, Rudny, the South-East part of 
volcano-tectonic structure is faulted for 100-150 m. The Rudney fault to 
opinion of V. K. Khvorostov and V.P. Zaitsev divides ore field into two 
parts: northeast - ore-bearing and southwest - barren. But the authors of 
the report consider that the southwest part of the ore field also is ore
bearing. 

In whole, both parts of the ore field: northeast, where they are not 
established yet, are characterized by the general structural plan, identical 
degree of tectonic and hydrothermal investigation of rocks, comparable 
saturation by veins and vein zones, by completeness and volume of 
subvolcanic bodies manifestation. They differ only by depth of an erosive 
cut. The southwest part of the . ore field is characterized by a supra-ore 
level of opening. 

3.4.1.5. Model of a fracture tectonics of Ametistovy deposit 

The measurements of fracture tectonics were made on 202 platforms 
(sites) (average size of the platform (site) is 1 sq.m.), from which 94 
platforms were informative ones on the surface and 106 in underground 
workings (mines). On each platform the measurements of 100 fractures 
were made. The platforms of fracture measurements at the deposit are 
located in regular intervals that have allowed characterizing its central 
part rather completely (Fig. 3.55). 

The analysis of the flat fractures shows that the roof of a subvolcanic 
intrusion has a non-uniform structure. It is divided into three zones, West 
(Zapadny), East and Central. The West (Zapadny) zone (from points 
1259-1257-1295-1296 and more to the west) represents large (about 1.0-
1.5 km long and about 0.5 km wide) submeridional bar about 50-m height. 
In the middle part this bar is complicated by hollow of east - northeast 
direction, about 250 m wide, in length about 500 m and about 30 m by 
depth. 

The Vostochny zone (area of points 1110-1115) represents a large, by 
diameter about 1.5 km, dome in about 100-m height, which apical part is 
slightly extended in northeast direction. 

The Central zone is located between the above-described zones. It has a 
complex structure. It is dissected by hollows of a submeridional direction 
about 200-300 m wide and 1.0-1.5 km long. These hollows are located 
regularly through 700-800 m from each other. A general strike of the 
zone is northwest; on both sides from an axial line gradual submersion of 
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the intrusion roof is observed. In a near-divide part of the zone some local 
domes are observed, one of which (area of points 1196, 1208) has height 
70 m with a diameter of 300 m. 
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Fig. 3. 56 Stress field at the stage of tectonic fracture formation 

1- points, in which only statistically valuable 
contraction fractures are observed. 

2 - Orientation of compression (a) and extension (b) forces. 
3 - Trajectories of compression (a) and extension (b) forces. 
4 - Projection in the plan of deformation sources (a) - presumable, 

(b) - established contour). 
5 - Zone of deformation sources influence. 
6 - Direction of regional compression. 
7 - Place of pre-subvolcanic stage linear zones of splitting 

convergence 
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Fig. 3.57 The roof structure of subvolcanic body of dacite (a) 
and the depth of erosion cut relative to relief (b) 

o 
t 

Dozhdliby 
.c .... k 

b 

G,t5 0.5 - G.1' 10 
-빼 

단~1 텅는J2 믿~3 다컨4 
1. Elements of gentle fractures occurrence; 2. Large domes-Iike 

scarps of the body roof; 3. Local domes, 
4. Supposed weak zones in enclosing rocks at the movement of the 

bodyemplacement 

* Lines show the sections on the geologic map of 1 :25000 scale 
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Stress field at the stage of subvolcanic bodies formation 
a - first phase b - second phase 

Severny(Nort비 Creek 

·.J1/ . . - -J~: _-.-r 

a 

O ~.s_ O,7S 1,0 

편꾀1 잖펜R 털킨3 근:1+ 똘검5 
Fig.3.58 

、、

1. Components of stress fields at the areas of fractures 
measurements (a-compression, b-extension) 

b 

2. Trajectories of extension (a) and (compression) stress ; 
3. Surface projection of the root or the thickest zones of magmatic 

body; 
4. Orientation of regional compression stress; 5. Deformation zones 

of stress field (arrows show horizontal components of displacement 
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Analyzing distribution of fractures in separate varieties of rocks, we 
receive an opportunity to interpret the data more unequivocally. So, the 
relationship of structure of the first phase subvo1canic andesites roof are 
brightly displayed. The roof of bodies of these phase forms a series of 
rather large (1.0-1.5 km) domes, rounded in the plan. 

The difference of heights between reconstructed relief of the roof of the 
first phase rocks and recent relief of the earth’s surface allows estimating 
relative depth of an erosive cut of this roof. Most of all the most 
projecting domes are eroded, where the depth of an erosive cut reaches 
200-250 m. , the largest part of the site has an erosive cut no more than 
first tens meters from an initial level of the roof. It is possible to asseπ 
also, that the zones of the greatest cut correspond to the valleys of 
Ichiginyvaym River and Rudny creek. 
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3.4.1.6. Hydrothermally altered rocks 

On Ametistov deposit the most altered rocks are in the central part of the 
paleovolcano, where the subvolcanic bodies of andesite, dacite, rhyodacites 
are stripped. The intensity of alteration depends on a degree of tectonic work 
and composition of rocks. Therefore the most altered rocks are those gravi -
tating to the fault zones, veins and having acid composition. 

The pre-ore propylites, adular - hydro-mica - chlorite - quartz near fracture 
metasomatites, hydrothermal quartzite are distinguished, and also wall-rock 
alterated rocks, quartz veins and postore - altered rocks. 

The propilitized rocks have regional development, though they have the 
certain connection with central part of the paleovolcano, and also with large 
faults. A degree of rock transformation is non-uniform. Alongside with the 
completely altered varieties there are poorly altered and 잠esh rocks (charac -
teristic of subvolcanic andesites). Poorly altered flows of andesite , andesite 
- dacite, framing a central part ofthe structure. 

The propylites are attributed to a carbonate - epidote - chloritic mineral ty -
pe. Extemally they differ from non-altered rocks of greenish color. Almost 
always the relict porphyric, microlitic, micropoikilitic structure of primaη 
rocks is marked. In rare cases the structure is secondaη granoblastic, grano -
lepidoblastic. The most heavily altered phenocrysts are pyroxene (more 
often rhombic) and matrix of rocks. 

Main propylite minerals are chlorite, carbonate, albite, adular, sericite. 
In subvolcanic andesites phenocrysts of andesine from 5 up to 30 % and 
sometimes up to 80-100 % of volume of grains are replaced with albite, zeo 
-lite, carbonate, adular, chlorite, sericite, in rare cases by epidote. 

Homblende from 5 up to 100 % of grain volume is replaced with chlorite, 
carbonate, sometimes by fine-grained unit of quartz, pyrite, magnetite, 
sphene. The rhombic pyroxene is completely monoc1inic it only partially is 
replaced with chlorite, in a smaller extent by carbonate, amphibole, leuco -
xene and rare by epidote, prehnite. Matrix of rocks is altered more heavily 
and, as a rule, represents a crypto-fine-grained unit of all listed secondaη 
minerals. 
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The content of pyrite reaches 10 %. The numerous veinlets and nests are 
combined by carbonate, chlorite, sericite, hydromica, quartz, pyrite, less 
often by adular. In subvolcanic dacites, rhyodacites replacement is identical 
to that in andesites. Orthoclase phenocrysts are partially pelitizated ; 이190-
clase phenocrysts are insignificantly adularizated. The epidote up to 1-2 % is 
marked in andesites. 

Carbonate by thermal analysis data and method of coloring corresponds 
to calcite (widely distributed), ankerite, magnesite, and dolomite. 

Adular - hydro-micaceous -quartz metasomatites are precisely confined to 
the zones of the increased fracturing, including the fault zones with vein 
filling, and also to the rocks of acid composition. They constantly accom -
pany quartz veins both on the surface, and at depth. Thickness of meta -
somatic zones on the surface of the subvolcanic andesites is 0.4-2 .4 m in 
Izyuminka (Highlight) vein, 0.7-14.0 m. in Ichiginsky vein. On horizon of 
110 m. (gallery N03) thickness ofmetasomatite zone from 0.4 m up to 8.0 m. 
On the horizon - 65 m (hole No 868) thickness of near-fracture metasoma
tite zone is the first centimeters. 

In the subvolcanic dacites the thickness of near-fracture zones of metaso -
matites is greater. On the surface of strongly fractured rocks they form conti 
-nuous outcrops, merging into one areal contour. At the depth of 50-80 m the 
metasomatites are accompanied only by quartz veins and fau1t zones. Their 
thickness on the horizon 220-m is 22-30 m, on horizon - 30 m it is about 15 
m (hole No 755). 

Near-fracture metasomatites differ from propylites by light, whitish, yel -
lowish tones. It is necessaη to note that the metasomatites on dacites and on 
subvolcanic andesites have differences. 

Extemally metasomatites on andesites have more dark colors. They are 
characterized with microscopic diagnostics. They more often completely 
consist of secondary minerals. Their structure is relict microlitic, porphyric, 
secondaη grano-lepidoblastic. The plagioclase is replaced by adular, the 
hydromica (as spots sometimes albite or oligoclase is preserved), in smaller 
extent by calcite, chlorite, hydromuscovite, sericite. 

Pyroxene is pseudomorphically replaced with hydromuscovite, leucoxene, 
amphibole, chlorite, carbonate, less often by kaolinite. Basic mass of rocks is 
represented by crypto-granular unit of quartz, chlorite, adular, hydromica, 
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leucoxene, in a smaller degree by clay group of kaolinite, jarositε ， and 
zeolite, rare- of opal, barite, rutile, chlorite, adular, quartz are the most 
widespread. 

In dacites there is most of all - hydromuscovite and less - chlorite, besides 
hydromica, clay group of kaolinite, jarosite. The quartz content in near
fracture metasomatites is 5-25 % of rock volume. The numerous veinlets and 
nests are formed by quartz, adular, kaolinite, hydromica, hydromuscovite, 
chlorite. The hydroxides of iron and pyrite (5-10 %) are widespread. 

In a vertical cut near-fracture metasomatites of the surface are different 
from their deep analogues by the large content of clays of kaolinite group. It 
explains lighter coloring of rocks of the upper horizons. Yellowish tone of 
rocks is .caused by presence in them of goethite, hydrogoethite formed at the 
expense ofpyrite. Feature ofthese metasomatites is the potassium content 4-
9%. 
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Fig.3.60 Section of the hydrothermally altered rocks through the veins 

Champion and Gradientnaya of the Ametistovy deposits 

1 - andesites, 2 - dacites, 3 - diorite porphyrites, 4 - tuffites, 
5 - prophylites, 6 - near-fracture metasomatites, 7 - quartz vein, 
8 - veinlets : a껴uartz， b-carbonates, 9 - fracture zone 
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Fig. 3.62 Section of the hydrothermall~ 
altered rocks through the veíns 
Ichiginsky and Izyuminsky of 
the Ametistovy deposits 
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The sections ofhydrothermally altered rocks ofthe Champion, Gradienthaya 
veins, (21 , Ichiginsky, Izyuminka (Highlight) are given in figures 3.60, 3.61 , 
3.62. 

The estimation of clays of Ametistovy deposit was carried out by radio -
metric method in DVIMS (Gumenyuk V. A.). On surfaces ofChampion vein 
and on horizon of a gallery (1 is observed a dickite and kaolinite. Similarly 
and in Ichiginsky vein. Presence of veins and metasomatites of dickite 
alongside with kaolinite specifies hypogenic processes. As to kaolinite, it 
can be formed in hypergene conditions .. Besides, diagnostics of clays was 
carried out in Volcanic Institute ofthe Far Eastem Research Center. 

Petrochemical research of ore-enclosing andesites and dacites are carried 
out by oxide - volumetric method of N. 1. Nakovnik. For recalculation the 
silicate analyses of the non- altered rocks are used, propylites, near-fracture 
metasomatites and their volumetric weight. 

By research it was established, that the process of propylitization is caus -
ed by a supply of K20 , H20 +, CO2, MNO, Fe20 3 and by efflux of Si02, 
A120 3, CaO, N20 FeO in andesites. 

In dacites, the supply of insignificant quantity of potassium sodium is 
introduced . . In whole for propylitization of rocks the silicic acid efflux is 
characteristic, supply of alkalis, carbonic acid and crystallization water again 
-st the general background of petrogenic elements efflux. 

In near-fracture-a1teration dacites Si02, K20 , H20+ are introduced. All 
other petrogenic elements have a tendency for leaching. In andesites also 
MnO, Fe20 3 are attributed to the supplied bases. The balance of substance 
during metasomatosis is given in figures 3.63, 3.64. 

Hydrothermal q딘웰갇te form extended vein bodies (250-1100 m), and also 
sites inside quartz-vein formations. Along the dip they are traced to depth up 
to 150-200 m from the surface. In appearance they are light gray, whitish 
rocks sometimes with relict porphyric structure. More 0담en their structure is 
minor granoblastic, serrated, unequigranular. 85-97 % of volume of rock 
consists of cloudy quartz, argillaceous dust. Sericite makes 5-10 %. 
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andesites of Ametistovy deposit 
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Adular, hydromica, rutile, jarosite, goethite, hydrogoethite, turgite, 
magnetite are contained in small quantities. 

Wallrock -alterated -formations is represented by clarified low-thick zones 
of dense, silicified rocks. Especially precisely they are distinguished in such 
sites, where enclosing rocks are the subvolcanic andesites. The thickness 
does not exceed 10 cm. In dacites the borders are not distinct. In general 
distinguishing ofthe wallrock-altered rocks of near-fractured metasomatites 
is complicated because of their monotonous composition that is explained by 
a uniform orientation of their formation processes. 

The following set of minerals is characteristic of these two types of 
metasomatites hydromuscovite, adular, quartz, clay group of kaolinite 
(kaolinite, dickite), chlorite. The characteristics of silicification are shown in 
development of quartz both in the whole mass of rock as unequigranular unit, 
and as nests and veinlets. Also hydromuscovite, hydromica are widely 
observed in comparison with chlorite in near-fractures metasomatites. The 
content of quartz reaches 35-40 % of rock volume. 

Post-ore alterations are displayed locally in postore tectonic zones, and 
also in earlier zones, in which shift in postore period has taken place. The 
alterations are characterized by intensive splitting of rocks and by develop -
ment of clays of kaolinite group. Thus, generalizing the results of research of 
hydrothermally altered rocks it is possible to note the following. 

In Ametistvy deposit among the fields of propilitized rocks local near
fracture zones of adular - hydromicaceous -chlorite - quartz of metasoma -
tites are distinguished. 

In dacites, rhyodacites the metasomatites have areal distribution on the 
surface. At 220-m horizon their thickness decreases up to 22-30 m, and on 
horizon - 30 m it is no more than 15 m. 

In subvolcanic andesites the thickness of metasomatites is sharply 
decreased. They only accompany quartz - vein bodies both from the surface, 
and at deeper horizons. The thickness of metasomatites on the surface is 0.4-
14.0 m., on horizon of 110m. - 0.4-8.0 m. and on horizon - 65 m. - first cen 
-timeters. 
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The central parts of near-fracture metasomatites zones are filled by quartz 
veins, rare by hydrothermal quartzite. 

The wallrock alteration consists in intensive silicification, aduliarization, 
bleaching of enclosing rocks. The thickness of this zone does not exceed 10 
cm. 

The horizontal zonality is expressed in primary development at contact 
of quartz veins, hydromuscovite, and kaolinite group clay alterating with 
removal of corrensite, chlorite from veins. 

Vertical zonality of metasomatites (from above - downwards) - dickite, 
kaolinite; hydromuscovite, hydromica; chlorite. Border between them is not 
distinct. Near-fracture metasomatites are prospecting characteristic gold -
silver ofmineralization. Near-fracture metasomatites on andesites constantly 
contain chlorite. In dacites a hydromuscovite, kaolinite is widespread. 

3.4.1.’7. Characteristics ofvein groups, vein zones and ore bodies 

Within Tklavayamsky ore field having the area of 45 sq. km more than 
180 veins of filling by length of more than 100 m is known. Their general 
length is estimated as more than 60 km. Despite of variety of strikes of ore
concentrating systems (radial, sublatitudinal, concentric etc.) all of them 
contain identical mineral complexes. 

The ore-enclosing structures represent as typical extension fractures (Ichi 
-ginsky, Izyuminka (Highlight) vein etc.), and long-lived faults and fault
shifts making the zones ofregional faults (Champion vein zone etc.). 

Characteristics of vein systems located in regional faults, is their associ -
ation with subparallel tectonic sutures filled by plastic material - clay with 
fine rock debris. For example, Central group of veins, Central fault; Cham -
pion veined zone - Salyming fault; Fantaziy (Imagination) vein zone - Gallei 
fault; Mariya vein zone - Luch fault. Probably, these long-lived faults on 
dome-formation stage developed as extension fractures and in a period of 
ore-formation represented cavities favorable for localization of gold-ore 
veins. In the postore stage in result of activation of regional fields of 
pressure a renovation of these faults combined by en echelon crack systems 
inheritantly occurred, but not the healed vein cracks, at the distance of 3-60 
m from them in subparallel zones, which already develop as fault-shifts. 
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Within the ore field the vein bodies are distributed non-uniformly, forming 
the contiguous groups more often confined to local dome structures. In the 
center of the ore field 1-IV and Central group of veins are distinguished, in 
each from 15 up to 30 veins are established. On flanks the groups of veins 
are distinguished: North (Severny), in which in ore bodies were established 
and poorly investigated - Svetlaya (Light), (6, Diatreme, Koltzevaya, 
Yaderny, Neozhidanny, Yuzhny (South), Vneshnyaya (External). 

The veins have steep (60-900 ) and more often centric1inal dip towards 
the center of resurgent dome. The thickness varies from 0.2 up to 10 and 
more meters, and the extent is from 100 up to 1400 m. The swells and 
pinches are obseπed both along strike and -dip. Usually they are tabular 
bodies with distinct and sharp contacts and system of echelon-like located 
feathered veins and veinlets (vein zones). In large veins the blocks and plates 
of enc10sing rocks are observed. 

In andesites of 1 phase the processes of fracture- and cavity-formation 
(unit 3.4.1.4) were displayed more concentrated in result of consecutive 
realization of fragile deformation in them with c1iche influence of the 
subsequent intrusion phases. It is evidently proved by increase of veins 
quantity in composition of particular vein zones during their transition into 
andesites of the 1st phase with same strike and dip (Yagodka - Fantaziy 
(lmagination) vein zone etc. Fig. 3.65). 

In whole, at depth when passing from subvolcanic bodies of an early phase 
to more late there is observed abrupt reduction of veins and of ore bodies 
quantity in composition of veined zones (Fig. 3 .65c), simplification of their 
morphology and on deep horizons they are represented by 1-2 veins (the 
Champion, Fantaziya, Ichiginsky vein zones). 
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Fig.3.65 Influence of enclosing rocks on structure ofveined zones 
and localization of mineralization 

NE 
b) 

c) Generalized model of vein zone of Ametistovy deposit 
M 

300 

200 
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Fig. 3. 65 Legend 
1 - EfTusive - pyroclastic rocks of Tklavayamsky strata-volcano; 2 - Subvolcanic rocks: 

andesites of the l-st phase of intrusion (a), dacites of 2nd phase (b), rhyodacites of 3rd phase (c); 
3 - Magmatic breccias, tufflzites; 4 - Faults (a), long-lived faults represented by zones 

of intensive splitting (b), zones of splitting in scale (v); 5 - hydrothermal vein of 
filling (a), zones ofveinlets (b), ore bodies (c), ore bodies in scale (d), ore bodies 
at projection (e); 6 - strongly fractured rocks; 7 - certain geological border (a), assumed borders (b). 
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Besides the evolution of fracture structures connected with dome
formation, the following tectonic motions caused by regional and local 
compression, which have complicated the structure ofveined systems: 
- In pre-ore period there were fault-shifts of some ore-enclosing structures 
by cross faults from 5-10 (the Champion vein zone) up to 80 m (Ichiginsky 
vein), therefore gold-ore veins in these intervals represent separated sections 
(Fig. 3.66 b); 

- In the post-productive stage in main northwest (Mariya, North (Sevemy) 
vein) and northeast structures (Champion vein zone, Yatagan, Gallei faults) 
were half opened and in a significantly smaller extent -sublatitudinal ones, 
that is fixed by discrete distribution of barren quartz - carbonaceous mineral 
complex in them ; 

- In postore stage ore bodies have undergone low-amplitude fault-shift 
movements (1 -2 m) on northwest and northeast faults (Mariya, Yagodka 
vein etc.), splitting along strike (Ring vein, Champion veined zone). 

It is necessary to note the following features of localization of ore bodies: 

- The ore bodies of sublatitudinal veins in places of interface with northeast 
structures are distributed much below (1 00-200 m) the usual level of their 
thinning(Fig. 3.66 a) as " pillar-like legs " (Champion vein - No 21 , Ichigin 
-sky vein, Ikhyuminka - Yatagan fault ; veins (1 5 - Central, Fantaziya - Cent 
- ral vein zone); 

- along strike the ore bodies in sublatitudinal and northeast structures are 
frequently limited to northwest dislocations (Champion veined zone - faults 
Ustyevoy, Systemny, Ichiginsky vein; 

- Otvalny, Premiere, President faults Fig. 3.66 b); 

- gold-ore mineralization in places of interface with cross-cutting northwest 
dislocations reaches standard values at distances of 15-20 m from them (Fig. 
3.66 c). ; 

- in northwest structures the ore bodies occur in places of interface with 
sublatitudinal structures (fig. 3.66 d) and are characterized by the small sizes 
and by concentration of gold up to 30-40 g/t, silver up to 1500-3000 g/t 
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(Mariya /Assoly vein (21; Gradientnaya-Yagodka, Prognoz(forecast) -Yunka 
veins); 

- lower border of mineralization, probably, is defined by a sole of the 
fracture collector in a frontal part of the resurgent dome. The vertical 
thickness of this collector depending on position in structure is from 300 up 
to 500 m. (Fig. 3.54). 

All these features re f1ect the dynamics of hydrothermal system evolution
a complex interaction of ascending f10w of ore-bearing hydroterms with 
descending f10ws of vadose waters. 

Khvorostov V. P. and Zaitsev B. P. consider, that within the separate veins 
the declination of upper border mineralization is conformable with 
declination of a of subvolcanic bodies roof. Up to the present time it is 
established, that with transition from subvolcanic bodies in effusive -
pyroclastic strata of paleovolcano a sharp splitting of veins and thinning of 
mineralization occurs. The ore bodies are revealed the large part of which 
have blind occurrence (Yunika, Mariya vein etc.). On the surface these veins 
are exposed only in ledges of subvolcanic bodies composing nuclear parts of 
local tectono-magmatic dome structures (Fig. 3.67 a, b). 

The ore bodies have ribbon-like and lenticular form, and their length is 
from 50 m up to 1320 m, and vertical scope ofmineralization is 250-300 m, 
sometimes 500 m. The useful components in ores are distributed non
uniformly, gold content is from the first grams up to 2916 g/t, silver - up to 
4056 g/t. The variability of the main parameters of bodies is from 44 up to 
84 % by thickness, 100-130 % for gold concentration, 50-196 % for silver 
and 90-120 % for metrogramme. Within the ore bodies the level and size of 
average content at depth slightly differs on audit horizons 220, 165, 110m 
and on the surface. 
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Fig.3.66 Relationship of gold-ore veins with cross-cutting fracture 
structures (after R.B. Gazizov) 

a) Ichinginsky (projection) vein 
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Fig. 3.67 Influence of ore- boundary (vertically) Iithologic (a) and 
tectonic (b) factors on mineralization efficiency 

a) 

이
 

A2 

See the Fig. 3.65 legend 
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3.4.1.8. Paleo-hydro-geochemical model of Tklavayamsky ore field 

In the result of the carried out paleovolcanic reconstruction it was 
established, that the Tklavayamsky volcano-tectonic depression at the 
moment of ore-formation represented a characteristic strata-volcano with 
well outlined central caldera with steep intemal scarps and gentle periclinal 
inclination of its frame surface. The main features of syn-ore relief in the 
softened form were inherited in the recent relief. 

The basic elements of geological structure of Tklavayamsky ore field 
are given in figures 3.68 and 3.69. Recent morpho-structure of Tklavayam -
sky paleovolcano represents polyconcentric structure with the diamεter of 
extemal and intemal rings of 9-13 km and 7 km respectively. The extemal 
ring is distinguished by deciphering data of aerial photographs. Its intemal 
one, limiting the ore field, represents a dome-like height in the recent relief 
and is distinguished by deciphering data and by contour of subvolcanic 
bodies development, which are breaking through tuff strata and lavas of 
andesite composition. It has the dip towards the extemal side of the ring, at 
angles 5-150 • Difference of heights in recent relief ranges from 50 up to 340 
m. The Vostochny part of structure (Vostochny frame) is lowered along sub 
-meridional fault with amplitude of movements more than 100 m and over -
lain by loose deposits of the Ichiginnyvayam and Tklavayam rivers. 

Extrusive and subvolcanic bodies of the ore field were generated in three 
stages, which consistently replace each other from periphery to center: 1-
andesites of the first phase; 2 - dacites of the second phase; 3 - rhyodacites 
of the third phase. In a closing stage of the resurgent dome within its limits 
three local basins (troughs) (sags), caused by selective erosion of the most 
tectonically destroyed sites confined to the local domes of 2nd order (units 
3.4.1 .4. -b) were generated: 
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Fig.3.68 Diagram of paleogeomorphological, paleohydrogeochemical 
and ore zonality of erosion-tectonic caldera 

Legend ofFig. 3.68 
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1. Inner system ofring faults ofVTS bounding erosion-tectonic caldera ; 
2. Tectonic boundary of eastem c이lasped block ; 
3. Paleo-summits ofresurgent dome ; a) pre-ore stage, b) ore-stage ; 
4. Subsidences above the roof ofthe dome in ore stage ; 
5. Quartz-vein zones, their numbers and mineralization type ; 

A - Gold type, geochemical specialization ; a) silver, b) mercury, c) 
arsemc 

B - Gold-polymetal type, geochemical specialization 
C - Polymetal, 
D - Boron - tin - polymetal 
E - Boron- tin - silver(less than 19/t) ; 

6. Gold content : a) high b) non-economic c) lean(less than 19/t) 
7. Hydrothermal argillization ; 
8-10. Hydrogeochemical structures of ore stage and metallogenic structures ; 
8. Dome structure with vertically extended interval of development of oxidi 

-zed bicarbonate waters with gold specialization ; 
9. Subsidence structures with predominance of chloride reducted waters and 

decrease of upper horizon of oxidized bicarbonate waters ; 
10. Deep part of subsidence with the most reducted chloride waters ; quartz

veined zones and their numbers : No.1 -Champion, No. 2 - Mariya
Gyuzel, No.3-Ichiginsky-Izyuminka, No.4 - Yagodka-Fantaziya, No.5 -
Yunika-Agidel, No.6 - Ilsonina, No.7 - Westem(Zapadny)-Geophysical, 
No.8 - Mazurinsky, No.9 - 6th group, No.10 - Svetlaya, No.11 -
Koltzevaya, No.12 - Yademy, No.13 - Yuzhny, No.14 - Rudnaya, 
No.15 - Nezhdanny, No.16 - Nezhdanny-Vostochuny, No.17-Diatreme 

VostoChnY basin by length up to 3 km and width - 1 km., is extended 
parallel to the east border of collapse; Sevemy (north) basin, size 1 x 1 km; 
Yugo-Zapadny (Southwest) - 2.5 x 1 km. (fig. 3.68). In the period of ore
formation all sags and Vostochny (East) collapse existed and were expressed 
in a relief by scarps from the center side for 100-200 m. The intemal relief 
of erosion-tectonic caldera represented a flat dome with flank sags, height of 
its top in the sources of Rudny creek relatively the extemal ring (the sole of 
the volcano proper) is not less than 600-800 m, that is the recent level of 
erosion of structure center is 200-400 m. 

The productive mineralization is connected with the northem part of 
Vostochny sag, where the Ametisovy deposit is placed, consisting of three 
groups of veins, forming the closed structure, and with Sevemy(north)sag 
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where Yunika and Agindel veins are located. Within the rest part of dome 
another 12 groups of veins with low efficiency were established. 
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Fig. 3.69 Tklavayamsky ore field. 
Volumetric genetical model of ore formation on 
paleogeomorphological and paleohydrochemical basis 

Note : Striation shows modern erosion cut, crosses(+) - preore extrusions 

~ Gold ore projections on paleosurface during ore formation period 
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3.4.1.9. Mineralogical composition of ores 

The mineralization is contained in low-sulfide quartz veins (content of 
sulfide minerals sometimes reaches 5-30 0/0). Major ore minerals are gold, 
electrum, and argentite. Gold grade is 500-730; gold - silver ratio is 0.1-1.0 
and more. The deposit is attributed to gold - silver formation and is character 
-ized by gold - polymetal mineral type of ores. 4 mineral complexes are 
distinguished (tab. 3.12): 

1. The quartz mineral complex is attributed to the pre-ore stage of 
minerogenesis, which is poorly distributed at the deposit. Most often they 
are low-thick veins and veinlets with impregnation of pyrite up to 1 %, 
crossed by later mineral complexes or xenoliths in ore-bearing veins. 

2. Sulfide - quartz weakly productive mineral complex is attributed to the 
second stage of minerogenesis. The complex is represented by two mineral 
associations: pyrite - quartz and galena -sphalerite - quartz, frequently in 
common which are taking place in one vein. This complex combined both 
separate veins (P이ly)， and ang띠ar xenoliths in gold-ore veins. The quantity 
of sulfides sometimes reaches 60 % (Mira강1 vein). The efficiency of com -
plex is insignificant: the contents of gold are established no more than 3 g/t, 
silver - tens g/t. 

3. The gold - chlorite - sulfide - quartz mineral complex is attributed to the 
third productive stage, which everywhere forms ore bodies. The mineral 
associations are spread zonally - upper horizons of ore bodies near the level 
of supra-ore argillites development are formed by gold - kaolinite - quartz 
association and by insignificant content of sulfides (1-7%), lower it is 
replaced by gold - chlorite - sulfide - quartz association (Ichiginsky veined 
zone etc.) with gradual increase of sulfides content up to 30 % and more. 

4.The quartz - carbonaceous mineral complex consisting of three 
associations is attributed to the fourth postore stage: quartz, quartz - calcite 
and ca1cite. 
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Table 3.12 

∞
 
A 
N 

Stages of Mineral Typomorphic features of mineral Composition of mineral complexes: 
mineral Complexes Associations complexes and associations Ore vem 
formations mam rare mam mmor 
1- stage Quartz Quartz masslve, granular, crystal not present pyrite, magnetite quartz c1ay 
(pre-ore) quartz, minerals, 

sericite 
11- stage- Sulphide - pyrite - Massive, granular sphalerite, chalcopyrite, quartz albite, 
(early - ore) quartz quartz, units of pyrite, sphalerite, pyrite pyrrhotite, zeolites, 
weakly- galena galena, chalcopyrite with stannite, gold, chlorite 
produ‘:tive sphalerite - massive, less often with arsenopyirite, 

quartz ribboned quartz, marcasite 

111- stage- gold - chlorite - Gold Colloform - ribbon, - pyrite, gold, electrum, quartz, caIcite, 
productive sulfide - quartz chlorite - Scalloped- granular, massive galena, acanthite chlorite, adular, 

sulfide units of quartz, chlorite, sphalerite, pyrargyrite, kaolinite sericite, 
quartz, gold kaolinite with impregnation, chalcopyrite proustite, hydromica 
- kaolinite - nests and veinlets of polybasite, 
quartz sphalerite, galena, pyrite, naumannite, altaite, 

argentite, sulphosalts of silver hematite, 
pyrrhotite, grey ores 

IV- stage- Quartz Quartz, granular, edge units of a quartz, not present pyrite, galena, quartz, zeolites. 
post-ore carbonaceous quartz calcite sphalerite, calcite 

caIcite, antimonite, 
caIcite cinnabar 
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The formations of the complex usually fill the central parts of large 
veins, developing in postore cracks, sometimes form zones of veinlets. In 
whole it is established that irrespective of the spatial position in the ore 
field the veins have similar mineral composition. It is indicative that the 
composition of ore-bearing solutions was identical for the whole hydro -
thermal system, and insignificant volumes of productive gold - chlorite -
sulfide - quartz mineral complex in composition of flank groups of veins 
are explained that the erosion stripped only their supra-ore part. 
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4. Generalized genetic model of near-surface ore
formation 

From the description of the main gold - silver deposits of the Kam -
chatka vo1canic belts, it is seen all of them are confined to vo1cano
tectonic structures(VTS) by a diameter of 10-25 km, which formation is 
connected with existence of peripheral magmatic chambers occurring at 
various depths and connected with the surface. Until recently connection 
of mineralization with VTS was considered as paragenetic. So M. M. 
Vasilevsky etc. considered similar structures as long-lived centers of 
magmatic and metallogenic activity, in which the mineralization, as a rule, 
is confined to lower structural floors, the vo1canoes are only indicators of 
such centers, finishing their development. 

B. 1. Goncharov considers connection of mineralization with VTS in 
OCVB not only as purely spatial, but also as genetic. The main features 
of ore-enclosing VTS he considers to be the following: 

The depth of hydrothermal system origin in zones of volcanic struc -
ture development cannot be more than the depth of the peripheral 
magmatic chamber formation; 

The occuπence of hydrotherms is connected with separation of solu -
tions from water-saturated magma; 

The peripheral magmatic chambers are probably the source of gold 
and silver 

The display of hydrothermal activity not only finishes, but also acco -
mpanles magmatlc processes. 

The general reason which has caused the unity ofvo1canic structures, 
vo1cano - plutonic complexes, hydrothermal metasomatites of minerali
zation, was the development of peripheral magmatic chamber, served as 
the main basis of all subsequent processes, including hydrothermal ones. 
The interrelation and interdependence of these processes allows to speak 
about distinguishing the magmatogenic- hydrothermal systems (Fig. 4.1), 
submitted in a certain genetic subordination, by vo1canogenic, vo1cano -
genic - plutonogenic and plutonogenic deposits of gold and silver toge -
ther with vo1canic structures, enclosing them. 
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Fig. 4.1 Diagram of magmatogenic-hydrothermal system 
(after V. I. Goncharov, 1982) 

Legend to fig. 4.1 
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1-3 the stratified cover formations: 1- basalts, andesite-basalts, 
2 - Iiparites, dacites and their tuffs, 3 - andesites, andesite - dacites 
and their tuffs; 4-6 subvolcanic intrusions: 4 - basalts, andesite -
basalts, 5 - dacites, 6 - Iiparites, Iiparite - dacites; 7 - breccias in 
necks; 8 - granites, granite - porphyries; 9 - faults; 10-11 products of 
differentiation in the peripheral chamber of andesite - basalt magma 
10 - acid composition, 11 - basic composition; 12 - Hydrothermal 
deposits; 13 - sedimentary rocks of the basement. 

The model by V. I. Goncharov is the essential contribution in the 
decision of problem of mineralization and volcanism relationship. 
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At the same time it is necessary to note, that the evidences of V. 1. 
Goncharov have mainly the empirical character. He didn’t consider the 
questions on ore-bearing f1uids character, thermodynamic aspects of 
hydrothermal systems occurrence, and the reasons of hydrothermal ore
forming systems connection with the certain types of vo1canic structure. 
The statement that the gold - silver and p이ymetal mineralization is 
located not in interior of the strata-volcano, but much lower than its sole 
is not clear. The opportunity of simultaneous occurrence of vo1canism 
and ore-formation is not proved by our researches. 

Confinement of ore-forming hydrothermal systems to paleovolcanic 
structures of the quite certain type (with differentiated magmatism and 
development of inversion cupola-caldera structures) finds an explanation 

from the position of the theory of recent high-temperature hydrothermal 
systems formation in vo1canic areas. All researchers established the uni -
versal connection of high- temperature hydrothermal fields with acid 
vo1canism occurrence. At the same time thermal capacity of acid sub -
vo1canic bodies is insufficient for formation of so thick and long-lived 
hydrothermal systems, as Pauzhetskaya, Uzon-Geizemaya, Vairakei etc. 

The thermodynamic ca1culations show that the hydrotherms and acid 
volcanism arise under inf1uence of such energetically 6-7 times more 
powerful and deeper process, as basalt vo1canism. Transfer of energy, by 
opinion ofV. V. Averyev, is carried out by intrusion ofhot water f1uid in 
the upper horizons of the earth’s crust. It is considered by him as the main 
agent of the special form of vo1canism, in which frameworks of the 
phenomenon of acid vo1canism and to hydrothermal activity represent as 
a set of various occurrences of uniform process. 

Crust chambers are considered only as heat accumulators delivering 
from deeper levels with basalt magmas. These chambers can be a heat 
source for hydrotherm only for very short time and with absence of heat 
receipt from the outside cool down rather quickly. 

Thus, the process of thermal feeding of recent hydrothermal systems 
is possible to break into three stages: 

1. Feed of the deep magmatic melt of basalt multicomponent 
composition into the upper horizons of the earth’s crust (3-6 km from 
the surface). 

2. Formation of crust magmatic chamber of acid or subacid melt at the 
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expense of excess heat, transported by gaseous and astatic components 
on heated thermoconductors, which are the fracture structures, filled with 

magmatic melt of basalt composition. 

3. F ormation of hydrothermal system structure for the account of heat 
loss with cooling ofthe crust magmatic chambers of acid composition. 

From the above stated position it is necessary to estimate the role of 
such main structure-formational factors, as dome-formation and caldera
formation. Dome-formation, occurring as a result of cliche influence of 
rising magmatic column, as a rule, at the center of vo1canic construction, 
results in formation of opened cracks system of the arched part of the 
dome, that is prepares a structural basis for localization of gold-bearing 
veined bodies. 

Caldera-formation is necessary for creating the negative form of relief, 
which presence is an obligatory condition for hydrothermal system. It 
provides meteoric waters inflow to the chamber, which make 90-95 % of 
volumes of water participating in the formation of hydrothermal system. 
Besides presence of depression in the central paπ of VTS, that is directly 
in supra-chamber zone, a role of endogenous fluid in the hydrothermal 
system formation raises, it is ascending directly 잠om the chamber and is 
carryingall ore loading. 

In caseof central caldera absence the hydrothermal system should 
unload outside vo1canic construction in intervo1canic and intermountain 
deflections. Thus the ore loading is distributed over the significant area 
and is diluted by vadose waters up to the sizes insignificantly exceeding 
the geochemical background. Many recent hydrothermal systems of 
Kamchatka (Bolshe - Bannaya, Kapymchinskaya, Mutnovsky geothermal 
area etc.) can serve the example. From recent thermo-occurrences of 
Kamchatka the Uzonsky thermal field most of all corresponds to the 
listed conditions of ore-bearing hydrothermal system appearing. 

The problem of ore material sources has being arisen for a long time. 
The majority of the researchers assume connection of gold with mantle 
sources and silver - with the crust. Really, at the objects, investigated by 
us, the almost direct dependence between silver - gold ratio and thickness 
of the earth’s crust is observed. The connection of gold - telluride 
mineralization with vo1canic construction of the öasic composition is 
indicative that gold and tellurium are delivered with deep fluid. The 
formation of such vo1canic constructions occurred extremely at the 
expense of differentiation of mantle basalt melt (for examþle, on Aginsky 
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deposit dacites and more acid rocks though are present, but make less 
than 3 % ofvolume ofpaleovolcanic construction). 

Enrichment of the magmatic chamber by silver, lead, zinc, probably, 
occurs in the process of assimilation of crust rocks when they were 
melting during the formation of crust and peripheral chambers. This is 
proved by increase of these elements content in volcanic complexes with 
wide development of acid rocks and confinement of gold - silver -
polymetal mineralization to the sites of development of volcanic belts in 
the basement of thick strata of terrigenous rocks. 

When studying recent hydrothermal systems it is proved that in the 
formation the basic role belongs to the heated waters of meteoric origin. 
By hydrogen isotope ratio it was determined, that the portion of juvenile 
waters in them does not exceed 5 %. Nevertheless, just this juvenile 
component, apparently, carries all ore bearing of ore-forming hydro -
thermal systems. The hypothesis about enrichment of meteoric waters by 
gold, silver and other elements (copper, lead, zinc etc.) at the expense of 
their leaching from enc10sing rocks was not proved to be true by 
available data. 

The huge areas (and volumes) of cold meteoric waters drainage system, 
practically have not been touched by hydrothermal metasomatosis, there 
can be only migration of oxides, as CaO, N20 , CO2, S03' in insignificant 
quantity of Si02 and so on. The participation of these waters in formation 
of overheated endogenous fluids is probably, insignificant, so, for exam -
ple, by Bodvarson data active circulation of infiltrated waters in 
hydrothermal areas oflceland is limited to depths of 1.5-2.0 km. 

The problem on opportunity of ore elements leaching from enc10sing 
rocks by hydrotherms is more complex to be solved. Everywhere in the 
rocks which have undergone to hydrothermal processing, there is marked 
the migration of such petrogenic elements and oxides, such as silica, 
alumina, potassium, sodium, sulfur, carbonic acid. But nowhere is 
marked the efflux of ore elements, except argillization zones having 
relatively insignificant volume sizes and locating usually higher than the 
level of ore-formation. In all other cases not efflux, but supply of these 
elements is obseπed. 

These data can be considered authentic up to the depth of peripheral 
chamber, which roof is accessible for investigation, as they expose in 
some ore fields as central intrusions. As to deep intermediate and crust 
chambers (a잠er Fedotov), characterized by considerably large depths, 
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temperatures and other physico - chemical conditions, the thermal 
activation of overheated waters in near-chamber zone, probably, results 
in partial leaching of ore elements from enclosing rocks. But these waters 
already are included into composition of the rising deep fluid, which 
heterogeneous nature is not questioned by the m며ority of the researchers. 

The melting of rocks of the earth’s crust granite V.V. Averyev explains 
by influence of endogenous fluid. Hence, its enrichment by crust ele -
ments occurs in frameworks of the uniform process, irrespective of the 
fact which volumes of rocks have undergone to melting, and which -
simple to thermal influence of the fluid. On the base of this model it is 
necessary to consider the question about depths of formation and vertical 
range of mineralization. 

On all investigated objects the upper border of mine떼ization is at 
depth 100-300 m from paleo-surface. The similar depths are established 
also for overwhelming number of gold - silver deposits in other areas. So 
for Baleisky ore field the depth of formation is determined as first tens 
meters, the same depths are assumed for gold - sliver mineralization, in 
whole, in areas of Alpine vo1canism, that’s why the majority of the 
researchers consider them near surface. 

The variants of explanation of upper border mineralization are the 
following. 

1. Confinement of rich mineralization to the zone of boiling up has 
overheated hydrothermal solutions. Thus the sharp change of all 
thermodynamic parameters results in formation of relatively rich ores 
even from poorly concentrated solutions. So in hydrothermal field 
Brodlens (New Zealand) in the deposits from holes the content of gold 
55g/t and silver content - 200 g/t are marked with their concentrations 
in initial waters correspondingly being 4xl 0-5 and 6xl0-4 g/t. 
Concurrence of rich ores level and zones of hydrotherm boiling up is 
proved by presence pre-ore hydrothermal breccias on Asachinsky 
deposit, and on Aginsky deposit by wide circulation of inner-ore of 
hydrothermal explosion breccias, to which the richest mineralization 

is confined. 

2. Structural control of mineralization upper border by screen formed by 
a zone of areal near-surface argillization (Mutnovsky ore field), roof 
of subvolcanic bodies (Ametistovy and Asachinsky deposit) or other 
reasons. 
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These two variants, obviously, are interconnected. So by White (1971) 
the presence of structural or lithologic f1uid stop is an obligatory 
condition of <<steam barrier>> zone formation. Sharapov etc. show, that the 
zones of vaporization in interiors of the system can appear also at the 
absence of f1uid stop, which is understood by them as the lithologic 
screen, one of the variants of which is the argillization zone. 

These conclusions contradict to three formations levels of gold - silver 
deposits distinguished by Yu. M. Shchepotyev. Alongside with the 
deposits in weakly eroded vo1canic structures (erosive cut ofO-500 m.) it 
distinguishes the deposits in moderately eroded (100-1000 m.) and 
deeply eroded (more than 1000 m.) vo1canic structures. In the latter the 
depth of deposits formation, to his opmlOn, can reach 1500 m, and 
vertical range of mineralization is 700-1100 m. 

Not denying a various degree of erodibility of ore-enclosing structures, 
we consider this cut mainly as pre-ore. Thus, the level of mineralization 
arrangement in the body of paleovo1canic construction depends only on 
features of development and intemal structure ofthe paleovo1cano. 

Fig. 3.2 shows, that within the Mutnovsky ore field at one hypsometric 
level it is possible to distinguish all three levels of ore-formation by Yu. 
M. Shchepotyev (in paleovo1cano body, in central intrusion and the 
basement). It is possible to assume the existence of VTS with almost 
completely destroyed construction, for example, in result of explosion of 
the Krakatau type. In this case hydrothermal system will be formed in 
rocks of the basement, though in the same near-surface conditions. 

Proceeding from this model of hydrothermal system, it is necessary to 
consider the question about vertical range of mineralization. The 
specificity of near-surface ore-formation in vo1canogenic areas consists 
in significant gradients of temperatures and pressures, and also in essen -
tial dilution of ore-bearing f1uids by meteoric waters. The latter result in 
so low concentration of metals in a hydrothermal solution, that the 
formation of high concentration of ore elements from it can occur only in 
the conditions of sharp change of its thermodynamic parameters. 

The interval of sharp of temperature difference, pressure and speed of 
the movement of ' solutions in recent high-temperature hydrothermal 
systems is 100-200 m (subscreen zone, zone of steam barrier by White). 
Apparently, just 、this zone answers to the interval of the most productive 
ore-formation. Really, the zone ofthe richest ore pillar usually locating in 
the upper part of ore bodies does not exceed 100 m on vertical. By the 
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account of displacement of ore system parameters in time due to the 
change of temperatures and discharges of hydrotherms the vertical range 
of mineralization can reach 300-400 m. , as is observed in most cases on 
ore fields of Kamchatka. 

Below this zone at the significant extent (the recent thermal systems are 
studied up to depths of 2.0-2.5 km) the zone of hydrotherm transit, 
practically, with constant temperatures and charges is marked. In these 
conditions a hydrothermal vein can be formed, but taking into account, in 
basic, low contents of useful components in all investigated hydrothermal 
systems is connected with vo1canism. And they can form only poor ores 
with maximum content of gold up to the first grams per ton and silver -
up to the first tens grams per ton. 

In mining industrial areas with developed economics such ores can be 
the 0비ects of low-profitable exploitation, but the reserves of metal 
cannot be compared to rich ores of the upper horizons. Nevertheless, just 
due to a wide circulation of such poor ores many researchers estimate a 
vertical range of gold - silver mineralization at the deposits of North 
America, America, Japan and Philippines as 700-1100 m. 

Against the background of barren or weakly -productive veins of deep 
horizons the veins with high content (on Sergeevsky and Ametistovy 
deposits up to depths of 500 m.) are cut by some holes. The presence of 
such sites is possible to explain, for example, by sharp change of pressure 
in result of half-opening of large explosive structure, but just due to 
exotic conditions of their formation such ores cannot be widely distri
buted. This feature of near-surface ore-formation should be taken into 
account for potential estimation of the deposits of gold - silver formation. 
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Fig. 4.2 Basic diagram of magmatogenic-hydrothermal system 
(after V. A. Averyev, V.I. Belousov) 
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Legend to the fig. 4.2 
1 - intermediate (1)), crustal(II), peripheral (111)) 

magmatic chambers after S. A. Fedotov; 
2 - Volcanic construction; 3- Caldera-forming fa미ts; 
4 - Area of endogenous ßuid movement; 5 - Direction of meteoric 

waters movement. 
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5. Elements of mineralization zonality as the basis 
of its erosive cut estimation 

The deposits of gold - silver formation are characterized by the endo -
genous zonality displayed in a various degree of contrast, which study is 
a major condition of correct definition of erosive cut degree both ore 
fields in whole, and separate ore-enclosing structures and ore bodies. 
Without this neither correct definition of mineralization size, nor 
prospecting of blind ore bodies including at some objects the basic mass 
of ore and metal reserves is possible. At estimation of the erosive cut of 
gold - silver objects the following elements of endogenous zonality will 
be studied first: 

S tructural zonality; 
Zonality of a metasomatic column; 
Zonality of ore material; 
Geochemical zonality 

5.1. Geological - structural zonality 

From the elements of geological - structural zonality the greatest 
attention should be given to finding out a degree of erodibility of ore
enclosing VTS to study structural - morphological features of ore-bearing 
structures. 

As it was specified already (chapter 4), the productive mineralization 
can locate, practically, on all levels of paleovolcanic construction: in 
effusive - pyroclastic strata, in vent facies and basement. However, at 
practice the overwhelming majority of deposits are characterized by a 
confinement of ore bodies to << middle >> zone (facies of feeding volcanic 
system, after V. S. Sheimovich), characterizing by maximum develop -
ment of subvolcanic and explosive bodies. For volcanoes of basalt, 
andesite - basalt composition (Aginsky paleovolcano) in this zone pri -
mary development of dikes is observed. 

The presence of paleocrystalline intrusive rocks usually serves a 
parameter of strong erodibility of these parts of VTS. The gold - silver 
mineralization, as a rule, is not spread within the intrusions, of which the 
complex silver-polymetal mineralization with low contents of gold is 
characteristic. 
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Exception is the veined zone Rodnikovy, which position in the 
paleovolcano section nowadays is not investigated and, probably, is 
determined by large-range block movements at South - Kamchatka 
system of ore-controlling faults at the moment of ore-formation deduced 
separate blocks of intrusion in near-surface conditions. 

In the paleovolcano basement in all ore fields investigated by us, 
economic gold - silver mineralization is not observed. Nevertheless, in 
Kamchatka also (Gold, Kumroch ore occurrences) and in world practice 
(Khimkari, Konoman, Antamok etc.) are known cases of primary distri -
bution of ore bodies in the basement of paleovolcanoes. An explanation 
to this we see (chapter. 4.) in specificity of development of VTS of 
essentially acidic composition characterized by a wide development of 
explosive processes at the moment of ore-formation almost completely 
having destroyed the strata-volcano. Really, all investigated objects of 
this type are characterized by relatively acid composition of remained 
vent facies of volcanites. At Akupan and Antamok deposits they are 
explosive breccias of andesite - dacites and subvolcanic bodies of dacite -
granodiorites. At Kumroch ore occurrence the explosive breccias of 
andesite - dacite composition are also widely developed. 

Structural - morphological zonality of ore-bearing structures in the 
majority of deposits is displayed as follows. The ore bodies, are usually, 
concentrated in ore bunches, which structure on various levels is various. 
For all near-surface deposits the increase ofthe sizes and complication of 
ore-bearing zones structure in direction from deep p않ts to superficial 
ones is characteristic. F or upper-ore level thick ramified quartz - veined 
systems are characteristic, which consist of the series falling towards 
each other veinlets, alterating at depth by thick stem veins of relatively 
simple structure. Up the dip in such systems the change of quartz veins 
by weakly -productive veinlet zones in tum alterating by zones of 
increased fracturing and argillization occurs . 

Thus, the presence of branching veined zones of complex morphology 
specifies to weak erodibility of ore bodies, a wide distribution of conti -
guous veinlet and argillization zones and confirms the opportunity of 
revealing of rich mineralization at depth. The simple morphology of ore 
bodies usually corresponds to low ore level and is indicative of low 
prospects of ore-content. 

5.2. Zonality of the metasomatic column 
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Within described deposits among the hydrothermally altered rocks the 
propylites, argillizated wallrock -altered varieties, and also secondary 
quartzite( metasomatite) were distinguished. 

젤t←P센안낀얻Fapd→ 2~opi}i쉰걷←d roιk온 are confined to central parts of 
volcanic constructions, within which they have areal development. The 
intensity of propylitization grows in the weakened zones of the most 
porous, permeable rocks, that are the vent facies (subvolcanic bodies, 
explosive and magmatic breccias). 

Characteristic propylite minerals are chlorite, albite (oligoclase), 
carbonate, zeolite, adular, prehnite, epidote, sericite, sphene, magnetite 
are less widespread . In propylitized rocks of acid composition adular is 
widely marked, while the content of epidote is insignificant. Alongside 
with adular sericite and hydromica are widespread. Among propylites 
there are distinguished carbonate - epidote - chlolitic, carbonate -
chloritic, chloritic, epidote - chloritic and zeolite - chloritic of varieties. 

In vertical section the following zonality is observed. The most upper 
horizons of volcanites are insignificantly altered. Ze이ites here are 
widespread, there montmorillonite is also met. Chlorite - epidote -
carbonaceous propylites locate below, which is marked by constant 
presence of adular (in initially medium - acid rocks). The boundaries of 
these propylite distribution correspond to the ore level. At the sites of 
diorites - gabbro - diorites development on this level the propylites with 
actinolite are marked. On deeper horizons, and sometimes along faults 
the epidote - chloritic propylites are widespread, with which the decrease 
of efficiency and thinning of ore bodies is connected. 

The petrochemical recalculations have shown, that the process of 
propylitization proceeded by carbon dioxide, water, and also potassium 
supply (for the case of propylite with adular) against the background of 
insignificant efflux of petrogenic elements (Si, Na, Ca). 

←→말gilli결t얻!~~~~_ are developed more locally in propylite fields. They 
show a distinct confinement to linear zones of faults, also rocks of acid 
composition. Characteristic minerals of argillites are montmorillonite, 
kaolinite, sericite, hydromica, hydromuscovite, rectorite, corrensite, opal, 
barite, dickite, quartz, rutile. 

The lateral zonality is expressed in consecutive change from axial 
parts of the zone to the periphery of one facies by another. Directly in 
quartz veins the hydromicaceous (sericitic) varieties are developed, 
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towards periphery they are replaced by rectorite ones, then montmoril -
lonite ones. The thickness of argillizite zones is first 10s centimeters -
hundred meters on the surface, and is sharply decreasing up to several 
centimeters on deeper horizons. 

The vertical zonality is displayed in primaη development on clay 
surfaces of kaolinite group alterating by montmorillonite, hydromica on 
deeper horizons. Besides, close to the surface there is constantly jarosite, 
barite, opal. Quartz - veined ore bodies, as a rule, are located in central 
parts of argillizated rocks. 

Secondary quartzite(metasomatite) are very close to the composition of 
argillizated rocks and always form intemal parts of argillites, 
and also interveined space on sites of condensation of veins. Sometimes 
within acid volcanogenic and subv이canic rocks small isometric fields are 
formed. The linearly - extended bodies along fault zones have a wide 
distribution at the described deposits. Their thickness is from 0.15 m up 
to 7.0 m. (rare up to 80.0 m) 

The basic minerals are quartz, kaolinite, alunite, dickite, diaspore, 
halloysite are present in insignificant quantities. The zonality in distri -
bution of secondary quartzite (metasomatite) is observed . It is expressed 
by change of monoquartzites in central part by dickite - quartz, kaolinite -
quartz - dickite by metasomatites towards periphery. 

Formation of secondary quartzite(metasomatite) occurred against the 
background of efflux, practically, of all petrogenic elements. Si02, H20 , 
A120 3, F e20 3 are introduced. 

Wallrock altered rocks form narrow zones of quartz-veined bodies. 
Their thickness, as a rule, does not exceed the first centimeters (from 5.0 
up to 10 cm). The main minerals are quartz, adular, hydromica, rectorite, 
carbonate. In whole, near-veined metasomatites are characteristic of Si02 

and K20 supply, in smaller extent of S, CO2, H20. All other elements are 
evacuated. Ore - metasomatic column is represented in Fig. 5.1 

From this model it follows. The formation of the metasomatic column 
occurred from formation of propylites, which occurred simultaneously 
with the development of volcanism in places of deep solutions discharge. 
To those it is possible to relate the zones of deep faults, intrusion outcrop 
sites and subvolcanic bodies. In immediate proximity from them under 
influence of weakly alkaline solutions of chloride - sodium composition 
epidote - chloritic propylites are formed. Upward the section with 
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solutions temperature drop grows the activity of anions, therefore epidote 
- carbonate - chlorite propylites with albite are formed in more acid 
environment at the stage of growing acidity. Further in connection with 
neutralization of solutions by enclosing rocks the acidity decreases. In 
resu1t the solutions get alkaline reaction. 

Products of alkaline metasomatosis are the propylites with adular and 
zeolite. In connection with that the greatest quantity of adular in 
propylites of this facies is observed in the upper horizons, its formation is 
possible to explain by boiling of hydrothermal solutions in near-surface 
conditions accompanied by a sharp drop of temperature and alkalization 
of solutions. The presence of carbonate is characteristic of the same 
levels, and in initially acid rocks instead of chlorite develops hydromica 
more preferable. 
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Fig. 5.1 Model of ore - metasomatic column 

A - Rocks of basic composition, 
B - Rocks of acid composition 

lS] 1 ε:J2m3~4~꾀5~6 

홉~7 잖잖짧 8 얄츠펴 9 [EJ，o~괴n~되 12 

Legend to fig. 5.1 
1-3 propilitized rocks: 1- zeolite - chloritic, 2- carbonate - epidote -

chloritic, 3- epidote - chloritic; 
4-6 argillizated rocks: 4- adular hydromicaceous - quartz, 
5 - corrensite - montmorillonite, 6- quartz -kaolinite; 
7-8 secondary quartzite(metasomatite): 7 - quartz - alunite, 
8 - monoquartz; 9 - veinlets: and quartz, a- carbonaceous; 
10- quartz - vein bodies; 11- kaolinites; 12- adulars. 

The formation of near-fracture metasomatites is continuation of that 
process, but in some different conditions. If the propylitization had the 
areal character and depended mainly on the porosity of rocks, the 
formation of adular - hydromica -quartz metasomatites is the more local 
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phenomenon and is closely connected to the explosive dislocations. 
When the acid rocks are exposed to change, the argillization grasps the 
large areas considerably outside the limits of rupture dislocations. It is 
explained initially by large ability of acid rocks to be exposed to changes. 

At a higher hypsometric level the solutions are neutralized and then 
deoxidized. In the most upper parts ofthe section (mainly acid rocks) the 
secondary quartzite(metasomatite) are formed. Intemal subzones are 
represented by monoquartzites (metasomatite) alterating to periphery by 
dickite - quartz, kaolinite - quartz - dickite vari~ties. Further they pass 
into argillizated rocks of hydromicaceous - montmorillonite, hydromica -
kaolinite - montmorillite and montmorillonite composition and into 
propylites. 

The filling of cracks by veined material occurs simultaneously with 
metasomatic replacement of lateral rocks. The wallrock altered rocks, 
thus, are superimposed on argillizated rocks. The composition of these 
two types of rocks is very similar, that is explained by identical 
composition of hydrothermal solutions. The alkaline composition of 
wallrock metasomatites is indicative of alkaline conditions of ore
formation. (Potassium content in the wallrock of altered rocks reaches 
9%). 

The vertical range of mineralization is on the average 250-350 m. The 
study of zonality elements of the metasomatic column is one of m멍or 

methods of erosive cut determination. 

The vertical range of mineralization is on the average 250-350 m. The 
study of zonality elements of the metasomatic column is one of major 
methods of erosive cut determination. 

The supra-ore level is characterized by development of thick zones of 
the altered rocks in rocks medium - acidic composition. For rocks of the 
basic composition (Aginsky deposit) the thickness of zones does not 
exceed the first meters. The propylites of this level correspond to zeolite -
chloritic mineral type. Among argillizated rocks quartz - hydromicaceous 

sericite - kaolinite, montmorillonite kaolinite zeolite 
hydromicaceous - qu artz , quartz - kaolinite varieties are developed. 
Besides frequently are observed opal, jarosite. In the central parts of 
zones of the altered rocks ismarked a zone of carbonate - quartz of 
veinlets, or Omonoquartzites (Rodnikovy, Ametistovy deposit). 
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The ore leve1 is characterized by reduction of thickness of near-fracture 
argillites zones up to the first meters - first of tens meters. The thickness 
of the altered rocks is in direct dependence from thickness of veins. 
Propylites enclosing mineralization, are represented by carbonate -
epidote - chloritic varieties containing certain quantity of adular, sericite, 
hydromica. On Rodnikovy deposit the composition of propylites, in 
connection with that the enclosing rocks are diorite - gabbro - diorites, it 
corresponds to epidote - chlorite -actinolite type. In Ozemovsky ore field 
the enclosing propylites have zeolite - chloritic, chloritic composition. 

Argillizated rocks of this level are of quartz - adular -rectorite, quartz -
adular - corrensite, quartz - hydromicaceous - sericitic (adular), adular -
montmorillonite - hydromicaceous - quartz composition. On Ozemovsky 
ore field on the described level the secondary quartzite (metasomatite) of 
the following facies are developed: monoquartz, dickite - alunite - quartz, 
dickite - quartz, kaolinite - quartz - dickite. 

The horizontal zonality of argillites looks as follows (from vein in 
enclosing rocks): 
1. Adular - quartz - rectorite (hydromuscovite); 
2. Adular - quartz - cotrensite (montmorillonite) and further propylites. 

Such zonality is characteristic of Aginsky, Ametistovy and Asachinsky 
deposits. On Ametistovy deposit in case, when the enclosing rocks are 
subvolcanic andesites, chlorite is developed. On Rodnikovy deposit the 
horizontal zonality is displayed by change of wallrock metasomatites by 
quartz - hydromica - sericite with adular, hydromicaceous - sericitic 
kaolinite, sericitic argillizated rocks. Argillizated rocks have low 
thickness and their composition corresponds to argi1lites of the ore level, 
but adular is absent in them. 

5.3. Zonality of ore material 

The zonality of ore material first of all is shown in natural change of 
various mineral associations on vertical, change of ore textures, changes 
of g이d sample, chemical composition and crystallographic forms of ore 
minerals, gold - silver ratio and other properties of ore and veined 
mineralization. V. Yu carried out study of mineral association’s distribu -
tion at Kamchatka deposits. 

Oreshin and other employees of CNIGRI, which distinguish two such 
types of zonality: stage one and facies one. The most characteristic 
elements of zonality for both mineral types they consider the 
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dev리opment of late most productive associations in upper and middle 
parts of ore bodies and primary development of early mineral asso -
ciations of the ordinary ores in lower parts of ore bodies. 

For occurrences of gold - tellurite subformation the criteria of the small 
erosive cut are the wide development of mineral associations, in which of 
gold tellurites sharply prevail over tellurite silver. Along the dip of ore 
bodies there is a reduction of a role of telluric gold and increase of telluric 
silver with decrease of gold purity and gold - silver ratio. On Ozemovsky 
deposit there is observed with depth a relative increase of the role of gray 
ores of a bismuth tellurides relatively the upper horizons characterized by 
development of gold and silver tellurides. Thus, the decrease of a role of 
telluride in composition of productive formations of gold - telluritic 
subformation, increase of a relative role of silver-bearing tellurides and 
bismuth tellurides, decrease of the gold - silver ratio up to 1: 1-1 : 1 0 is 
indicative of essential erodibility of mineralization. 

For the objects of gold - polymetal mineral type the display of both 
stage and facies zonality is characteristic. Usually at them two main 
stages of ore-formation are marked: the first is represented by weakly -
productive quartz - polymetal mineralization (frequently with silver), 
second - by poor-sulfide g이d - silver mineralization, though the vertical 
zonality in distribution of mineral complexes of both stages is shaded by 
their partial telescoping, of late productive associations occupy, as a rule, 
higher position in comparison with early weakly -productive. 

A vivid example of facial zonality is the Ametistovy deposit. 
Consecutive change of two productive associations is observed here. The 
upper horizons of ore bodies are formed by gold - kaolinite - quartz 
association with the insignificant contents of sulfides, which with depth is 
replaced by gold - chlorite - sulfide - quartz with gradual increase of the 
sulfides content. Simultaneously there is the increase of gold - silver ratio, 
decrease of selenium concentration. The decrease with depth of gold -
silver ratio and of gold contents relatively sulfides is characteristic of an 
early sulfide - quartz complex, on the contrary. 

The similar character of zonality is observed at the Mutnovsky ore field, 
though for the first polymetal stage the lateral facies zonality is better 
displayed here, and in distribution of mineral associations of the second 
stage in the foreground the criteria of structural - lithologic contr이 appear. 
In a general case with depth there is marked the increase of carbonates 
role, reduction of adular, increase of granularity degree, simplification of 
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ore minerals composition, increase of a relative role of iron sulfides and 
non-ferrous metals. 

It is necessary to note the presence of zeolites in composition of 
productive associations at the most upper horizons of Aginsky deposit. In 
the overwhelming majority, they are met only among post-productive 
formations. 

The textural zonality on the majority of the objects is displayed in 
prevalence at the upper horizons of colloform - bandεd textures and their 
change at depth by massive, coarsely banded, combed units, by increase 
of the role of massive metasomatic quartz. The breccia textures are 
marked at all levels of ore bodies, but in their upper parts the 
hydrothermal explosion breccias prevail completely consisting of 
hydrothermal activity products. On the lower levels the tectonic breccias 
are widely developed, where in composition of fragments, and cement 
alongside with crushed veined material of early stages of mineralization 
the reworked material of enc10sing rocks is widely developed. 

The zonality of admixture element distribution in the ore minerals in 
Kamchatka almost was not studied. The presence of such zonality was 
established in many deposits of gold - silver formation both in the USSR, 
and abroad. First of all for this purpose the distribution of elements -
admixtures in pyrite, sphalerite, galena is studied. In pyrites from root 
parts of shallow deposits usually chromium, nickel, cobalt, arsenic, 
tungsten, tin, bismuth are accumulated. In zone of productive associ -
ations development the contents of lead, copper, zinc and on upper 
horizons - silver, antimony, sometimes of tellurium and tallium are 
increased. At somε objects of Japan in pyrites the arsenic content de -
creases at depth, cobalt-nickel ratio grows. 

In sphalerites with depth, first of all, iron content grows, besides the 
contents of indium, cobalt, copper, manganese is increased. The upper 
horizons are characterized by filling of mercury, cadmium, and silver. In 
galenas of the upper horizons the contents of silver, tin, lower - bismuth 
are increased. 

The study of the contents of elements - admixtures in ore minerals of 
Kamchatka deposits is one of perspective directions in development of 
criteria of an estimation of ore bodies erosive cut. The available data on 
zonal change of gas-liquid inc1usion composition, physical properties of 
minerals atid etc. have experimental character and cannot be introduced 
to wide practice of prospecting. 
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6. Potential - prospecting complex for gold -silver 
mineralization in the voIcanic beIts of Kamchatka 

6.1. Objects of the forecast and prospecting of gold ‘ silver 
mineralization. 

The models of the forecast and prospecting of the ore rank objects 
are understood as the appropriate geological equivalents characterized 
by the complex of features, allowing revealing them at different stages 
of prospecting process are understood. 

M. M. Konstantinov has developed the following range subordi -
nation of OCVB structures a:nd hierarchy of a metallogenic series, 
though he noted, that this dependence didn’t mean direct genetic 
connection between them, and is caused by the general endogenous 
reasons (tab. 6.1). 

Table 6.1 
Metallogenic Orogenic- plutonogenic structures Area, kmZ 

levels 
Metallogenic Vo1canogenic- marginal- continental belt, More than 
Province Water division area of continental and 500000 

Pacific systems 
Structural Sector ofvolcanic belt sector, Morethan 
Metallogenic Zone Ridge system 100000 

Ore area Garland of VTS (orogenic depressions) 10000-30000 
Ridge, group of ridges 

Ore unit Chamber structure of VTD rank. 1000-3000 
The block of a mountain structure 

Ore field Local chamber structure, dome, 10-100 
intrusion. 
Depression in mountain structure 

With small changes (for example, size of Koryaksky-Kamchatka 
metallogenic provinc.e less than 400000 sq. km) this pattern is suitable 
for Kamchatka. Dividing of geological forecasting into regional, large
scale and local is widely known. In regional forecasting the objects of 
the prospecting forecast are the metallogenic provinces and zones, ore 
areas and units, in large-scale forecasting - ore fields (deposits), in 
local forecasting - ore bodies and ore pillars. 

6. 1.1 Regional forecasting objects 
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The regional forecast usually begins with distinguishing of metal -
logenic provinces. As the large part of Kamchatka area is attributed to 
Koryaksky-Kamchatka metallogenic province confined to the folded 
area of the same name, with the exception of central part of OCVB, 
conceming to Verkhoyano - Chukotskoy metallogenic province, the 
forecasting of such rank can be considered urgent. Also it is possible to 
consider the work of distinguishing metallogenic zones, which was 
finished for the whole territory of Kamchatka in frameworks of the 
gold forecast map compilation, scale 1: 500000. 

The ore areas represent fragments of volcanic be1ts by the area of 7-
55 thousands sq. km. , confined to the certain parts of VB (volcanic 
belt), limited by deep faults; by scarp of ancient metamorphic rocks 
and structures of their frame; arched uplifts and their segments. The 
ore-bearing areas are delineated by borders of productive volcano -
plutonic formation distribution, by the areal of similar localization 
conditions, and formational characteristics of gold-ore objects. 

Distinguishing the ore areas at the territory of Kamchatka area is 
basically finished with the exception of OCVB and EKVB, where the 
data for their distinguishing are absent, due to poor exploration. Within 
Central sector of OCVB previously one - Penzhinsky ore area was 
distinguished, and in the basis of its distinguishing geological -
economic criteria are laid, instead of structural ones. Within the Central 
part of OCVB meanwhile only one Kumroch ore occurrence is known, 
though further it is possible to hope to distinguish here a new ore area. 

Within the KWKVB Ichigin-Innevayamsky ore area occurs. Within 
CKVB - North-Kamchatka, Oganchinsky-Kozyrevsky and South-Kam 
-chatka ore areas are located, which embrace all known occurrences of 
gold - silver formations characterized above. The structural positions of 
ore units are reduced to the following basic types: 

1. Sites of condensation of magma-controlling deep faults having 
western directions (contours of ore units in this case are reliable, 
distinct); 

2. Large volcano - tectonic depressions with imposed VTS ofII or
der. 

Actually ore units distinguish till now was carried out rather conven -
tionally, more often by territorial characteristics. As it was specified 
already (Chapter 2.), the above named researchers do not prove the 
presence of VTS of 1 order in most case, which could serve as a 
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structural substantiation of the distinguished ore units. In cases, when 
all of them are still distinguished (Karymscinskaya VTS), ore
enclosing VTS of 11 order are confined to the linear zones of deep 
fau1ts, imposed on them. When distinguishing as the ore units of VTS 
11 as it has been made in latter works of CNIGRI, such basic structural 
unit, as ore field is completely ignored. Thus, the sense of distin -
guishing ore units as the objects for forecasting is lost. 

6.1.2. Objects of large-scale forecasting - ore fields and deposits 

The ore fields are the main rank of ore objects of large-scale 
forecasting. Thus we understand as an ore field the site of the earth’s 
crust, confined to particular ge이ogical structures and including some 
close in time and genetically related deposits, (Kreiter, 1956). Ore
enclosing structurεs for ore fields of gold - silver formation are VTD of 
central type with diameter of 10-30 km., formed by magmatic 
formations of basalt - andesite - rhyolite and andesite - dacite - rhyolite 
formations. The proper ore fields make central parts of these VTS, 
characterized by the maximum development of vent facies, dikes 
subvolcanic and intrusive bodies. 

M. M. Konstantinov distinguished the following types of ore fields: 
1. In vent zones of volcanic structures of (non- caldera) type; 
2.In volcano-tectonic depressions and calderas; 
3. In dome uplifts complicated by large-range fau1ts; 
4. In fields and root parts of subvolcanos at the crossings of regional 

fau1t zones; 
5. In fields of dikes controlled by bends and crossings of regional 

fau1ts; 
6. In systems of steeply dipping faults limiting imposed grabens; 
7. In systems of thrust and gentle zones of splitting complicating the 

imposed basins and domes. 

To our opinion, this classification characterizes not types of ore fields, 
but only separate elements of their structures, majority of, which is 
observed simu1taneously almost in all ore fields of Kamchatka. So, for 
example, the Mutnovsky ore field according to of this classification is 
attributed to the types 2, 3, 4 and 6. 

Almost all ore fields of Kamchatka are located within the inversion 
dome-caldera VTS , and in majority of them the change of dome and 
caldera regime occurred, probably, repeatedly, about what is indicative 
the presence of 2-3 telescoped calderas. To divide these structures by 
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prevalence of movement directions is practically impossible. Even 
caldera-forming faults are not always mapped, as they are frequent1y 
completely healed by magmatic processes (Baranyvsky deposit). 

Dome-forming movements are frequently fixed only by tecto -
nophysical analysis, by location of dikes or ruptures and to establish 
their amplitude is often difficult. In whole it is necessary to note 
prevalence of negative movements, as dome-formation according to 
Wisser and Cross occurs with absolutely insignificant c1iche influence. 
It is proved by presence of the depression forms in the central part of 
them멍ority of ore fields. 

The features of ore field structures arε determined by specific nature 
of the upper structural floor. In its structure alongside with regional 
tectonic structures, frequent1y inherited from the previous stages of 
development, the tectonic deformations participate which are connect -
ed with the features of volcanic systems development, first of all by 
processes of caldera and dome-formation. 

At geophysical fields the VTS of a central type controlling location 
of gold - silver occurrence are characterized by local gravitational 
anomalies of relatively isometric form usually confined to linear 
degrees (g, and also meet the isometric sign-variable anomalies of 
magnetic field. The exception is the VTS of rhyolite subformation of 
andesite - dacite - rhyolite formation enc10sing essentially silver 
occurrences of pyrargyrite mineral type and fixed by relatively large 
negative anomalies g (Unneiskaya zone, Ichigin-Unneivayamsky ore 
area). 

The correlation between enc10sing paleovolcanoes composition and 
mineral type of gold - silver occurrence is poorly displayed. In a series 
of mineral types of various gold - silver ratios such correlation is 
precisely established only for its extreme members. So gold - telluride 
mineralization characterized by gold - silver ratio 2-7: 1, is confined to 
volcanic complexes of essentially basalt - andesite - basalt compo -
sition (Abdrakhimovsky, Ozemovsky ore fields). Essentially silver 
objects of pyrargyrite mineral type with gold - silver ratio 1 :500-1000 
are confined to acid volcanites. 

Other mineral types are confined to differentiated paleovolcanoes of 
basalt - andesite - rhyolite formation, and any dependence between a 
mineralogical composition of ores and ratio of basic and acid rocks of 
ore-enc1osing paleovolcano is not observed. So Ametistovy and 
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Mutnovsky deposits are characterized by similar mineral composition 
(gold - non-metallic mineral type) though Tklavayamsky paleovolcano 
is formed by rocks of andesite - liparite series and in composition of 
Zhirovsky paleovolcano the basalts - andesites prevai l. Apparently, 
here the large value has a character of rocks of the VTS basement, as 
both specified objects, are confined to paleovolcanoes, the basement of 
which is the terrigenous strata. 

S. S. Vartanyan specifies the connection of complex g이d - silver 
polymetal mineralization with Miocene diorite - andesite formation, 
but this thesis looks rather doubtfully if to take into account, that for 
the majority of CKVB deposits, which were earlier considered as Early 
- Middle Miocene. The connection with Upper Miocene-Pliocene 
(Southem Kamchatka up to Lower Pleistocene) basalt - andesite -
rhyolite formation has been proved nowadays. 

The deposits of gold - silver formation are usually confined to the 
central parts of VTS or the tectonically broken sectors of the slope. 
Quantity of deposits within the ore field usually is 1-2; thus, in deposit 
only ore-bearing part of ore fields are frequently distinguished which 
doesn’t have structural substantiation. The methods of study of ore 
fields and deposits are identical, therefore, as we do not distinguish the 
objects ofthe deposit forecasting. 

6.1.3.0bjects of local forecasting: ore-enclosing structures, 
ore body, ore pillars 

Traditionally as the objects oflocal forecasting the ore bodies and ore 
pillars are considered. However, the feature of economic minerali -
zation localization of ore fields of gold - silver formation is 
concentration of 70-90 % of metal and ores reserves limited sites 
within 2-3 basic ore-enclosing structures. These structures frequently 
include some (fig. 3.32) ore bodies, not to mention the pillars. The 
examples of such structures can serve Aginsky bundle of Abdrakhi -
movsky ore field, Opredelyayushchy zone of Mutnovsky ore field, 
zone No 1 of Asachinsky ore field, BAM zone- of Ozemovsky ore field 
etc. The distinguishing of such structures is one of the major tasks 
when studying any object, nevertheless, in none range cIassification of 
forecasting objects they do not find the appropriate re f1ection. 

Depending of genesis of ore-enclosing structures it is possible to 
offer the following classification. 
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1. Prototectonic structures, connected to the formation of 
subvolcanic bodies and vent facies of volcanites. 

In Kamchatka this group of structures is least widespread and is 
represented by several ore occurrences of a stockwork type in 
Penzhinsky sector of OCVB. Nevertheless, at many known objects of 
gold - silver formation the ore bodies confined to the pipes of explosive 
breccias give the basic share of reserves. The example can be served a 
unique << Caisson pipe>> ofKoch-Bulak deposit in Uzbekistan etc. 

2. Structures connected with influence of moving magmatic masses m 
process of VTS development. 

All VTS, with ore fields of gold - silver formation havε complex 
history of development with a1temation of caldera - and dome
formation periods, in resu1t of which two groups of structures appear. 
Ring fau1ts and shear fractures, connected with caldera-formation, and 
radial extension fractures connected with dome-formation. 

Caldera-forming fau1ts ansmg at subsidence of central part of 
volcanic construction in result of devastation of the magma chamber 
during eruptions or degassing magma they usually have relatively steep 
(50-800 ) dip towards the center of VTS and extended (a few 
kilometers) sizes. Flat shear fractures which in some foreign objects 
enclose large ore bodies (Goldfield, USA; Vatukoula, Fi이 i) have not 
yet been known for Kamchatka, that does not exclude an opportunity 
of their discovery in future. 

The extension fracture systems appear in the arched paπ ofthe dome, 
in tum it was caused by cliche inf1uence of rising magmatic column. 
The features of such structures formation are considered in detail in 
classical work by Wisser, the pattem oftheir formation is shown in Fig. 
3.38. On real objects such cracks rare have ideal radial system, 
frequently forming in the arch of the dome a system of variously 
focused cracks of the <<broken plate >> type or have the prevailing 
subparallel orientation in the resu1t of imposing of regional 
compression or stretching. In the literature the examples of prevailing 
development of extension fractures both at the periphery of caldera 
(Silvertown), and in their central part (Criple Creek) are known. It is 
necessary to note that a final stage of development of dome structures 
is destruction of dome arch with formation of depression in its center, 
which morphologically does not differ 잠om near-crater caldera. 
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Thus, the genesis of concentric cracks can be connected both with 
caldera-formation, and dome-formation, frequently it is not reflected 
on their morphology. 

3. Structures connected with regional tectonic deformations. 

Among them two groups are distinguished in tum. First group - the 
structures connected with linear tectonic zones, connected to deep fault 
zones. The ore bodies confined to them are not outside the central part 
of VTS , but ore-controlling tectonic zones are traced at significant 
extent. The significant amplitudes of fault-shift deformations (hundred 
meters) are characteristic of them, the ore bodies enclosed in them are 
characterized by large sizes. A typical example of such structures is 
tectonic zones, which are included in South - Kamchatka ore
controlling system of faults. One of such dislocations with an 
amplitude of the fault component of 400-450 m contains within the 
Zhirovsky VTS the Opredelyayushchy zone (total length of the ore 
body is more than 3000 m.), and within Rodnikovy VTS it contains a 
veined zone Rodnikovy, traced for more than 3000m. The ore
enclosing tectonic zones of fault-shift character are frequently accom -
panied by a series of extension fractures, having the counter dip and 
forming togεther with the basic structure veined zones as veined 
bunches, converging to the bottom, by total thickness on upper 
horizons of 50-100 m. (veined zone Rodnikovy). 

The second group - the structures formed by regional tectonic 
dislocations, when within dome structures under influence of regional 
compression or stretching the systems of subparallel extension frac -
tures develop. To this type of structures, probably, a significant part of 
sublatitudinal quaπz veins of Tklavayamsky ore field is attributed. The 
similar mechanism of ore-enclosing structures formation is described 
for tin - silver deposits of Bolivia (Potosy etc.). 

3. The structures transitive between 2 and 3 groups that is connected 
with development of volcanic systems. 

The deep faults, for example, playnot only magma- and ore
controlling role, but also determine anisotropy of the magma chamber 
and of the whole volcanic construction. The form of the intermediate 
magmatic chamber, extended along a deep fault, causes a similar form 
of caldera and dome structure, as it was shown by V. L. Leonov at the 
example of recent hydrothermal areas (Uzon - Geizeimaya, 
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Koshelevsky, Pauzhetsky) and by the authors at the example of 
Abdrakhimovsky ore field. In the process of caldera- and dome
formation the linear systems of shear fractures are formed along 
intrusion contact, and in places of periclinal closing the dome - linear 
systems of extension fractures (3 .38) are formed. Subparallel character 
of all systems of ore-enclosing structure fractures results in apparent 
similarity with the 3rd type structures, the characteristics of the 1 st 
type structures also consists in that they do not fall outside VTS. 

Probably, the flat ore-enclosing structures of an interplanar type and 
interformational stripping can be distinguished as a separate group, a 
unique representative of which in Kamchatka is the Glavny vein of 
Blinny ore field. But it is possible that a한er a detailed studies it can be 
included into any above listed groups. 

It is necessary to note that characterized bellow <<volcanogenic>> and 
regional tectonic factors are almost nowhere met in the pure state. So 
even such regional large-range fault-shift dislocations, as enclosing a 
veined zone Opredelyayushchy on Mutnovsky ore field, become ore
enclosing at the sites of their slightly opening in the central part of 
VTS under the influence of dome-formation. 

The character of ore-enclosing structures mainly determines mor -
phology, and frequently the sizes of ore bodies. 

As pipe ore bodies have not yet been revealed in Kamchatka, the 
known bodies can be divided into three types according to their 
morphology, sizes and degrees of their variability, character of gold -
si1ver minera1ization distribution, the size of mineralization. They are 
Mutnovsky, Ozemovsky and Aginsky ones. 

1. The ore bodies of Mutnovsky type represent the quartz veins, 
consistent along strike and dip, and veined zones including large 
blocks of ores with the economic gold content. Usually they are 
characterized by the low contents of gold and relatively uniform 
distribution. The length of veined zones is hundreds meters and can 
reach 2000-3000 m. To this type the majority of ore bodies enclosed 
in large fault-shift structures are attributed (Opredelyayushchy zone 
of Mutnovsky ore field, vein No 44 of Rodnikovy ore field, Cham -
pion zone of Tklavayamsky ore field). 
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To this group it is necessary to relate also the ore bodies located in 
large extension fractures , though they are characterized by more non
uniform distribution of useful components. 

2. The Ozemovsky type of ore bodies represent the zones of veinlet 
silicification in thick bodies of argillites and secondary quartzite,the 
contours of economic ores are characterized by complex morhology 
and are determined by sampling. The useful components are distri
buted extremely non-uniformly. 

3. Aginsky type of ore bodies includes quartz - veined bodies of rather 
complex, changeable morphology with brightly expressed bonanza 
distribution of mineralization (Aginsky, Baranievsky deposit). The 
veins sharply change their thickness, frequently branch into low -
thick veinlets, branching of veins up the dip and declination of ore 
bodies is especially characteristic. The largest and richest ore bodies 
are confined to the sites of basic shear structures connection among 
themselves or with feathered extension fractures and they look like 
wedge-shaped in the plan ofblocks ofheavily broken down rocks pe 
-netrated by veinlets up to the state of the original stockwork by thi -
ckness of6-9 m and by extent of30-40 m. (fig. 3.44). In plane of 
ore-enclosing structure the ore bodies frequently form ore tapes, 
which extent along declination some times exceeds their cross sec -
t lOn. 

The characteristic feature of gold - silver mineralization is its ex -
tremely non-uniform character and concentration of a greater part of 
reserves in small size ore pillars (in ore bodies of Ozemovsky and 
Aginsky types up to 80-85 %). Overlapping of the maximum number 
of the productive mineral associations marked at the deposits, textural 
variety of ores (altemation of banded, breccia, colloform - banded 
textures) are characteristic of such sites. 

On the deposits. of OCVB many researchers distinguish the 
secondary ore pillars except primary ones, which are forming in the 
zone of oxidation under influence of the hypergene factors. Until now 
on Kamchatka such pillars have not yet been established, but the 
opportunity of their existence on many deposits proves to be true by 
revealing of redeposit hypergene gold. For example, the richest ores of 
Aginsky ore pillar, the surfaces characterized by the gold content up to 
5-77kg/t, represent the accumulation of iron and manganese hydro -
xides enriched by sponge high-standard g이d and hypergene tellurides. 
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Summarizing the above stated it is possible to distinguish the models 
of objects ofthe forecast and prospecting of following ranks: 

:~~: Ore provinces - areas of continent - ocean transitive zones; 
핏 Metallogenic zones - volcanic belts of island-arc type; 
:펀 Ore areas - fragments of volcanic belts, characterized by presence of 

differentiated volcano - plutonic formations; 
:한': Ore fields -paleovolcanic structures of a central type formed by diff

erentiated products of volcanic activity and past stages of caldera
and dome-formation; 

필 Ore-enclosing tectonic structures - tectonic zones of a various gene -
sis controlling location of quartz-veined zones; 

:웬 Ore bodies and ore pillars - intervals of tectonic zones enclosing qua 
-rtz - veined bodies with productive gold - silver mineralization. 

6.2. Integration of prospecting methods 

The development of criteria of estimation and methods of mineral 
deposits prospecting is a major task of geological researches. The 
potential - prospecting complexes by content, combination of methods 
and sequence of their using correspond to the stages of prospecting 
process, in which a principle of consecutive narrowing of the areas 
from stage to stage with increased details of works is realized. 

In the present work there is no reason to pay attention on estimation 
of efficiency of various methods of gold - silver mineralization 
forecasting and prospecting. Such analyst was carried out repeatedly 
both in whole for gold - silver formation, and for the a이 acent areas of 
North-East USSR and for particular conditions of Kamchatka area. 

The expediency of application of various methods at a particular 
stage of prospecting for study of objects and prospecting of a various 
rank is reflected in table 6.2, which corresponds by its content to a 
potential - prospecting complex (PPC) by A. 1. Kli따sov， M. M. 
Konstantinov etc. Thus, only relatively technological methods of 
prospecting are taken into account, which are suitable to geological 
services, or to attraction of insignificant laboratory base of research 
establishments (for example, thermobarogeochemical sampling). 

Such methods, recommended last years, as study of isotope compo -
sition of ore-forming elements, the microvisual mapping of aureoles, 
steaming out by increased concentrations of essentially gas micro -
inclusions in rock-forming quartz, study of composition of hypergene 
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films of manganeses hydrooxides being active sorbent of a number of 
ore elements, silver, the ore - petrophysical analysis, study of 
composition of electrical properties of pyritic and other minerals of 
productive mineral associations and near-ore altered rocks, piezo -
electric and thermoluminescence properties of quartz etc. These 
methods are not considered here, as they are labor-intensive and 
expensive, and they are mainly poorly reliable or not enough approved. 

Rational integration of works for forecasting and prospecting of gold 
- silver deposits in volcanic belts of Kamchatka 
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Table 6.2 
Objects of 
Research 
Ore fields 

∞
 냐 

k 
i 

Elements of models of forecast and prospecting objects 
(prospecting criteria and characteristics) 
1. Sites of interface or crossing of deep faults, 
2. Volcano-tectonic structures by a diameter of 10-30 
km., 
3. Differentiated magmatism with obligatory 
participation of acid phases 
4. wide development of subvolcanic bodies and dikes in 
the central part of VTS 
5. Inversion VTS caldera - dome structure 
6. Presence of radially - concentric fracture system 
7. Wide development of hydrothermally altered 
rocks of prophylite, argillizites, secondaη quaπite 
facies 
8.Alluvial aureoles of gold, galena, sphalerite 
9. The increased quantity (more than 15 %) of pyrite 
pentagondodecahedrons in heavy concentrates 
10. The increased content of silver in electromagnetic 
fraction (0.1-10.0 glt), antimony (30-300 glt) , lead 
(40-300 glt), copper (10-150 glt) 
11. Flows of silver dispersion with 1-2 km length. 
(more than 5 glt), gold (more than 0.015 glt) 
12. Complex anomalies in dispersion flows with 
ranged series of P b, Zn, Au, Ag, Mg, Sn, Mo, Co, 
Cu, W with a diameter of 4-6 km 
13. Hydrochemical anomaly with a diameter of n km. 
With the total metals more than 0.2 m.kgll, Au -

Kinds and methods of works 

1. Deciphering of cosmo
photoes, scale 1 :200000 (1, 2) 
2. Deciphering APG(aero 
photographs) of scale 1 :50000 (2, 
4,5,6) 
3. Morphostructural analysis (1, 
2,5,6) 
4. Gravimetric survey of scale 
1:200000 (14) 
5. Magnetometric survey of scale 
1:50000 (15) 
6. Aerogammaspectrometry of 
scale 1:50000 (16) 
7. Geological mapping of scale 
1: 50000 (2-7) 
8. Mineralogical 
geochemistrical alluvial survey 
(8,9, 10) 
9. Bottom sampling (11, 12), 
10. Hydrogeochemical sampling 
(13) 
11. Lump of ore sampling (17, 
18) 
12. Mineralogical researches (17, 
18). 

Stage of works 

Geological 
mapping of 
scale 
1:200000-
1:50000, 
The general 
specialized 
prospecting 
of scale 
1:50000-
1:25000. 



∞
 녁 이
 

rnore than 0.01 rn.kg/I, Ag - rnore traces 
14. Local maximurn ( g of the complex forrn, 
amplitude- 2020 m rngl (considering from 1st c10sed 
isoline), usually confined to stages (g of arnplitude 
1-15 mgl. 
15. Local maximum of ( g by arnplitude 2-15mgl 
16. Positive anomaly of potassium dorninant of 
radio-activity 
17. Development of gold - telluric mineralization with 
prevalence of gold over silver and gold-bearing 
tellurides above silver-bering (hessite ~ calaverite 
and silvenite-goldfieldite mineral type) 
18. Development of gold - silver mineralization of 
sulphantimonite, argentite and gold - polymetal (galena 
- sphalerite - chalcopyrite) mineral types. 

Objects of 
Research 
Local ore-
enclosing 
structures 

Elements of models of forecast and prospecting objects 
(prospecting criteria and c;haracteristics) 
1. Elements of the forecast and prospecting objects 
rnodels (prospecting criteria and characteristics): 
2. Zones of large-range tectonic dislocation and feathered 
them fractures, 
3. Faults of radially - concentric system, gentle 
interjunction - type and interforrnational failures, 
4. Explosive breccia pipes with hydrothermal 
alteration, 
5. V이canogenic caldera and slope subsidence, 
6. Fields and zones of intensive development of dikes, 
7. Linear zones of argillization, quartz - adular -

Kinds and methods of works 

1. Deciphering of APG(aero 
photographs) scale 1 :50000-
1:10000 (1, 2), 
2. The specialized geological 
mapping of scale 1: 10000 (1-7), 
3. Electroexploration (1-3, 7, 8), 
4. Magnetic prospecting (1 , 4, 6-
8), 
5. Gammaspectrometry of scale 
1:1000-1:10000 (9), 
6. Paleo-volcanic reconstructions 

Stage of works 

Specialized 
general and 
detailed 
prospecting 



hydromicaceous metasomatites, 
8. Linear anomalies. , k, 
9. The highest display relationship of radioactive 
elements (Kuffh), 
10. Water-saturated zones of jointing, layers with 
restored chloride water type. 

(2, 4-6), 
7. Paleo-geomorphological 
analysis and paleo
hydrogeochemical 
reconstructions (5, 9), 
8. Sinking of surface mining 
workings and drilling of holes 
(1-4, 7), 
9. Electrocorrelation in interhole 
space, and also between holes (1 -3 , 
7). 

∞
 녁 
( 

ι
 

Objects of 
Research 
ore bodies 

Elements of models of forecast and prospecting objects 
(prospecting criteria and characteristics) 
1. Bedrock of quartz, adular - quartz and 
carbonaceous veins and zones of veinlets, quartz 
razvals (disintegrated blocks piled up on mountain 
slope) 
2. Intervals of crossing geological bodies of favorable 
petrophysical properties by ore-controling faults 
(subvolcanic bodies of medium - acid? Composition, 
blocks ofweakly eroded intrusions), 
3. Intervals of pre -이'e hydrothermal changes 
development 
4. Lithogeochemical aureoles of Au, Ag, Sb, Cu, Pb, 
and presence of zonality within aureoles, 
5. Indicator mineralogical - geochemical associations 
under the latent ore bodies (deciphering), 

Kinds and methods of works 

1. Geological mapping of scale 
1:1000-1:10000 (1-3), 
2. Lithogeochemical survey by 
secondary aureoles, 
3. Lithogeochemical survey by 
primaη aureoles (5), 
4. Electroexploration of scale 
1:2000-1:10000 (6), 
5. Radiowave radioscopy (7), 
6. Piezomethod (7), 
7. Gammaspectrometry of scale 
1:50 (8), 
8. Thermal-barogeochemical 
sampling (9), 

Stage of works 

Detailed 
prospecting 



@
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6. Narrow positive anomalies k within wide 
negative anomalies, 
7. Linear anomalies of piezomethod, anomalies (k, 
8. Factor of correlation between potassium and 
thorium ( = KTh /K Th - 1) ’ in near-fracture 
space is more than 0.2, 
9. Thermobarogeochemical characteristics of veins of 
quartz veins: high water-gas saturation, prevalence of 
nitrogen, 2, 3 - ion, low salinity, high factor 
of oxidability (0.9), temperature is 200-250 C , 
10. Sites of quartz veins with the economic gold and 
silver content. 

Sinking of surface workins, 
drilling of holes, sampling (1, 
10), 
10. Logging, gamma-Iogging, 

, (1, 10), 
11. in bedrock occurrence 
(exposures, trenches) (1, 10). 

Objects of Elements of models of forecast and prospecting objects Kinds and methods of works Stage of works 
Research (prospecting criteria and characteristics) 
ore pillars 1. Elements of the forecast and prospecting objects 1. Compilation of the geological Estimation 

models (prospecting criteria and characteristics) Plans of scale 1: 1000-2000 works, 
- favorable for slight opening in ore stage sites of (1-4) preliminarγ 

bends of ore-enclosing structures, 2. Sinking of surface and exploration 
2. Crossing of the basic structures among underground workings, . 

Themselves and with featheredfractures 3. Drilling of holes, trench 
3. Crossing of ore-enclosing fractures with sampling (8), 

pre-ore dykes, 4. Textural - mineralogical 
4. Conformity to the Iines of a joint of ore- mapping (5, 6), 

enclosing structures with feathered ruptu~es 5. (8), 
5. Sites of the increased textural variety (breccias, 6. Thermobarogeochemical 

ribboned, colloform - banded textures), sampling (7). 
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Lack of the thematic works which have been carried out on Kam -
chatka for generalization of prospecting for gold, is the complete 
absence of generalizing works on the methods of study of the 
secondary dispersion haloes of metals, it concems lithogeochemical 
sampling, ground or hydrogeochemical sampling. Therefore in the final 
table of prospecting complexes all characteristics are taken from the 
works on the NorthEast USSR. 

As it was already specified, the questions of regional forecasting for 
Kamchatka have lost urgency. Practically all ore areas within Koryak -
sky - Westem - Kamchatsky and Central - Kamchatsky vo1canic be1ts 
are already known or are predicted. The distinguishing of ore areas in 
Penzhinsky part of OCVB wil1 be carried out in 1991-1992. 

Opportunity of new ore fields discovery at the same time does not 
cause any doubt. Thus, development of prospecting criteria nowadays 
deserves 、 greater attention for levels: ore field - local ore-enc1osing 
structure - ore body - ore pil1ar. 
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Conclusion 

In result of the estimation - methodical works multifactor (geological -
geochemical and geophysical) descriptive-cartographic models of the 
main gold - silver ore fields of Kamchatka were made: Tklavayamsky, 
Ozemovsky, Abdrakhimovsky, Rodnikovy, Mutnovsky, Asachinsky, 
inc1uding their comprehensive description, sets of geological maps and 
block diagrams. 

Within Mutnovsky and Ametistovy deposits the geological survey o[ 
scale 1: 10000 with compilation of geological maps was carried out. The 
geological maps of scale 1 :25000 of Tklavayamsky ore field and 1 :50000 
of Abdrakhimovsky ore field have been made. 

Geological maps of scale 1: 10000 of Rodnikovy, Ozemovsky and 
Asachinsky ore fields were recompiled. For the above ore fields the 
survey of ge이ogical maps of scale 1 :50000-100000 for the illustration of 
their position in general structures of ore area was made. 

F or the first time on Kamchatka the complex thematic specialized 
researches of two reference ore fields - Mutnovsky and Tklavayamsky 
were carried out, during which the following was investigated: 

젠': Ore-enc1osing paleovo1canic constructions; 
필 Structures of ore fields; 
:펀': Their re f1ection in geophysical fields; 
젠 Hydrothermally altered rocks; 
:펀 Character of ore (inc1uding productive) mineralization distribution; 
j쌓 Geochemical characteristic of enc10sing rocks and wallrock -ore 
aureoles; 
쌓': The reconstruction of paleo-hydrogeochemical setting in a period of 
ore-formation was carried out. 

The complex of geological characteristics for forecasting and prospect -
ing of gold - silver objects of a various rank (ore field - ore-enc1osing 
structure - ore body - ore pillar) was determined and the potential -
prospecting complex adequate to optimum technological diagrams of 
prospecting process was developed. 

Besides in the process of gold - silver ore fields investigation in 
Kamchatka the following results were received: 
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1. At the Mutnovsky deposit on base of geological-mineralogical 
mapping of 
the Opredelyayushchy veined zone the ore bodies with the economic 
content of gold and silver were distinguished, the reestimation of pote 
-ntial resources and economic importance of the deposit was made. 

2. South - Kamchatka fault system was distinguished, to which almost all 
economic gold - silver deposit of South - Kamchatka ore area were 
confined. 

3. In the extreme south ofKamchatka a new ore unit (Kambalyny) was 
predicted, including three contiguous VTS , perspective for gold - sil -

ver mineralization. 

4. On southwest f1ank of South - Kamchatka system of ore-controlling 
faults Khalazansky ore field was revealed including ore occurrences 
Khalzan and Chirelychik, in within which the prospecting works 
began. 

5. On Tklavayamsky ore field the realization of deep prospecting is 
recommended. 

6. The connection of all deposits of gold - silver formation with two 
productive volcanogenic formations were established: basalt - andesite 
rhyolite and andesite - dacite - rhyolite. The numerous ore occurrences 
connected with island-arc volcanites of andesite formation are charac -
terized by insignificant parameters and are not of practical interest. 

7. The age of the basic ore-formation epoch of gold - silver formation 
within Central - Kamchatsky volcanic belt was determined: Upper 
Miocene-Pliocene for a central part and Pliocene - Early Quatemary 
for a southem branch. 

8. For the first time for the East USSR Early Pleistocene age of 
economic gold - silver mineralization of Mutnovsky ore field was 
determined. 

9. The stratigraphic position of productive volcanogenic strata of the 
upper part of the Central - Kamchatsky volcanic belt (CKVB) section 
was specified. Upper Miocene of Aginsky paleovolcano, Pliocene 
age of South Kamchatsky volcanites was proved, early they were 
attributed to Lower Alneisky series. 
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10.Based on the comparison with modem high-temperature hydrothermal 
systems a genetic model of near-surface ore-formation in volcanic are 
-as was offered. This model assumes the formation of gold - silver de -
posits as a result of natural development of magmatogenic-hydrother -
mal systems in the upper horizons of differentiated volcanic construc -
tions, which had in their development the stages of caldera- and dome
formation. 

The formation of gold - silver ores is connected to the horizon of boil
ing of reheated thermal waters at 100-300 m depths from paleo-surface. 
A vertical range of near-surface gold - silver deposits mineralization 
makes 300-400 m. 

11. The classification of ore-enclosing structures of a locallevel (tectonic 
elements directly including an ore body) is developed. The criteria of 
vertical zonality of gold - silver mineralization is systematized. The 
model of a metasomatic column is developed. 
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R‘ITRODUCI10N 

Khabarovsky 빼10ηT - industria1 center of the F ar East 1맹on in the structure 
of economics a signi펴cant place is occupied by power-intl없sive branches artd 
않없sive complex of soci외 sph않 en뼈ifises. Gen없lreq버remεnt of 
Khabarovsk따ritory in electrica1 얹lergy is more than 8 billions KW, in th없nal 

얹lergy -more than 16 mln H，갱lories. 

Theuroanh댔 power plants are the basis of the 얹1앉getics of Khabarovsky 
territory, the basic fuel for which is power coa1s , deliv，않edoutsidε Khabarovsky 
따뼈η. πle electri뎌1 stations are connec뼈 m 깐1e nεtwork of . the 
interconnec뼈 power system "Vostok!앉lergo" and can work for the of an 
electrica1 않1ergy~앉 ofthe Far East zone. The en않tprises of the fuel cαnplex 
are repres앉lted in Kh빠'arovsky territory by two oil refin앉les κ뼈barovskand 

Komsomo1sk, with capacity of proc않sing - 10 mln tons), coa1-mining 
εn빼，rises (l뺑1sky， Khurm빼nsky， Nare밟lSky， Mu암lensky and 
R않빼nsky) and by entelpI않 for 빼때on of the liquefied and 빠뼈 탱S 

"Khabarovsk territory gas". They produce ann뻐lly 2.8 mln tons of petroleum, 
1.5-1.7 mln tons of coa1 are e:뼈âC때， more than 65 thousand tons of domestic 
쩔S 15 1얹lized to the pop띠ation. or괴y 200!o of the needs of Khabarovsky 
territory in 얹1앉gyrawm없앉ia1s are ωV얹ed by own raw m;따en외s. At the same 
파ne Khabarovsky territαy has its own rich d학x>sits of coa1 and p않spective oil
gas-b엉ring basins, the development of which wou1d a1low to s때sf)r the 
requirement for 70 %. The inv，않tm앙1t of the power ω，mplex is repre앞1때 as 
빼1많 P않$뼈ve business. F or attraction of the inv1않tments for development of 
ωa1 in뼈마T of Khabarovsk territoη since 1996 the tax privileges for the 
mv，않tors inv뼈ng their own funds into exploration and development of new 
dφosits. During 4 y않rs at the t빼toη of Khabarovsky territory profit tax 
privileges 얹st， if a share of the foreign capita1 in joint ve:뻐re is more than 30 
%, and re，밍ona1 gt.뻐antet경 of the investments. The present investment project 
앞ves the pUtpOse to 밍ve the 빼1er de때1ed infonnation on the g∞Jo밍뎌1 

struαure and achieved level of geology - economic 않비nations of the petroleum, 
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탱s and brown ooal d학)()sits in the south ofKhabarovsky territOly , which is the 
most accessible and mastered territoη， with developed network of transport 
ways.(Fig.-1 ) 

In the first part of the project o~탱nization of exploration 뻐d petroleum and 
gas extraction in VI얹셈me-Bureinsky area is offi앉벼， where p않-spective area is 
11 thousand km2 and 22 local structures w，않 revea1ed which can ωntain 
hy'뼈쩌rbon raw materi떠s in the same area. 

Thel많g않t ωald때sits are prospected and exploited. Deposits ofhi양l-q빼q 

b앉110nite clays, suitable for bleaching of petroleum oi1s are pre파피narily 

apprecl없빼 Gen앉a1 e칙)eJlS않 forprospec파19 and arrang없1앉ltofthe d학)()sit is 
us $ 32 mln, pay back p얹odofthepli이ect is 4-5 yl않!S. In the second part the 
characteristic of brown 00，떠 dφosits ofS빼ne - Amursky depression is 밍ven， 
the part of them is a1reaφr involved in economic developmlεnt by small cuts, oost 
ofth않 plì이ects is insigni펴cant -US $ 3-5 mln 않따 없m of pay back is 2-3 
y댔'S. 

1. OIL-GAS OCCURRENæs OF UPPER -BUREINSKY BASIN. 

The brief characteristics of 0피-gas content prospects. 

In the zone of Urgalsky BAM branch influence is persp뼈ve oil-gas-be때ng 

V빼mebureinsky 1rough is si1u없d 

00-얻search works by gl∞logy - gl∞physil때 m밟1여s at this 따-ea w，뾰 
begun in 1960s as 훨r back as, but after 띠scoveI)' ofTyum얹1 petroleum d악)()sits 

in Sib앉ia they were stopped. Renew:외 of re밍0na1 and de빼어 oi1-search 
g∞，logy - gl∞physical works at the examined area is carried out only after of 
twenty-year br없k The cαnplex of gl∞physical re없rches included 
seismography MOIT with 12-24 m"빼ple recurrence, gravitation prospecting of 
1 :200 ()()() - 1 :50 어o scale, 없ugl∞physical r엉엉rches of 1 :50 어o scale. It is 
nec않댔y 10 note that the used oomplex of res않-ches allows to rev'밟 effi뼈v야 
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andp뼈arepersp뼈ve structures at d빼1s from 400 up to 3000 ml짧'S.Qt때ity 

oftracing h아izons is good.(Fig.-2) 

Ver암10~:Bureinsl안~trough. 

π1e VI앉힘meburein훤T mæ:방nal 1rough 때m빼stratively is included into 
V앉셈me - Bureinsky 이strict(1α1egdomyn) of Khabarovsky 따rito1)' and 잉 

structurally loc따edat 삼1e joint of the Bureinsky m어ian massif with S뻐10te

A파1Sky foldεd system . Borders of the tro뺑1 are estab뻐1ed acc야|버ng to the 
띠stribution of Jurassic - Cretac∞usse띠m없:tæ:y fonnations: :from the 않st it is 
boli따ed by the Bureinsky ridge, :from the west - by Turana upland, in the s때1 

the trough is sφ많뼈byAφ뼈nskyl어ge from Tynnin씩T basin, in the no뼈1 

it bo띠앉'S with Esop ridge. The p앉spective area ofthe 1rough is 10.3 ths km2• 

The strike of the 1rou양1 coincides with the no뼈1엉st 버rection ofr맹onal deep 
faults : Um외피씩， Uro맹원r and K yndalsky. In the 얄x>lo밍떠l 없on of 
Ver.힘mebureinsky 1rou양1 a1lOC따ed two structural floors are 이왜nguished: the 
lower heterogæ∞us bas없n없 and upper lUldu1않eds벼nner.뻐1)' ωV않'. The 
bas앉n얹1t of the east half of 1rou양l1sra싫어 relative1y w않temonefor 1어0-1500 

m하eIS. 깐le .d뼈sits ofthe 빼m1않뻐y ∞V앉 are tnmsgr않sively with re，양onal 
and angular lUlconfom때r occurs on w:삶1edO따 fonnations ofthe bas얹n빠 on 
the base of the second structural floor 빼1ur얹 Yu.G. Morozov (1968) 뻐S 

이엄ngt빼1어 five stru따ural- faci떠 zones: Vostochny monoc파m1 zone, Cæ없1 

lUldul없ed zone, Kyndalsky gr뼈앉1 - sync뻐a1 zone, WI않tem platfonn and 
Y oriksky sync파1al zone. The Vostochny monoc파m1 zone is traced a10ng 
Uma1피원r 빼.ùt， on which the 없st border of 1rough passes. π1e wl뼈10fthe 

zone is 5 -14 km. It has the appearance of a steep monoc파1e submero양d to the 
W않tatanan생e of 40-600 • A s어imætæ:y ∞Iver with thi밟1ess of 2000-3어O 

km 엄 I뺑않많ted by Lower - Middle Jurassic 야)()sits of Uma1피skyand 
Epikansky sui뼈. π1e Cætral lUl뼈없ed zone, wi뼈120 -30 km, in the 않st it 
bαders with Vostochny monoc파m1 zρnζ in the WI않t a10ng the U쩡1쩌T fault 
배1h Kyr띠a1sky gr빼앉1- 양nc뼈a1 zonε. Rocks of the 영nn없빠y cover 1ψ m 
25(야n thick are rep뼈앉1ted m머피y by Middle - Upper Jurassic d뼈sits of 
Ep뼈nsky， El，맹1Sky， αmganyisky and Ta1yn강laI1Sky suites. The W않tem 
platfonn zone of up to 15km wi뼈1 1S ωn펴ned to the WI않tw:떠1 ofthe 1rou양l 
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Fig.-2 Geological Map of Burìnsk Basìn. 

ε;r] Ledge of basement: 
1 Ninkansky 
2 Kataevsky 
3 Dublikansky 

ξ:g Cretaceous intrusion 
ε핀 Quaternary effusions 
t2J Rupture of disloçation 
다::J Boundary of structural.facies zones 
F것 Isoline hiorizontalaffangømenl. corr.spondlngl。

~I~짧’짧5￡짧맴밍~rtro~~~tal， corresponding 10 0010 of U잉.lskY6Uπe 
i연~: ’·‘>line hiorl%ontalarrangement. eorrespondlng 10 sole 
;;;:.:; of Verkhneepikansky suite 
t:2l Isoline hiorl%ontalaffangement, eorr.spondlng 10 sol. of Verkhn .... pik.nsky .uite 

t&oline of s.。ι 。f KymvoJsky 5uito 0" selmographíc MOV OGT 

Local uplifts 

1. Bureinskolorlksky 
2. Bolsheiorlksky 
3. Snemnov 
4. Vostochnov 
5. Ust - Nimansky 
6. Maloioriksky 
7. Nyrtinsky 
8. Chlvlyanarsky 
9. Nlmenakhsky 
10. Kyndalsky 
11. Ust ‘ Urealsky 

Plates 
Adníkanskv 
Urgalo - Solsnlsky 
Dub‘ikansky 
Kynd허sky 

12. Ureslysky 
13. solokisky 
14. Dublikansky 
15. Adnikansky 
16. Ust -Soloniysky 
17. Yaedynsky 
18. Sredneuga’sky ’9. Chegdamynsky 
20. Verkhnesolonisky 
21. Levosolonisky 
22. Verkhneduolikansky 



ThePal∞，zoic granitoids of the basement are blocked by a low-thick cover of 
￡따nentary d학)()sits repres앉1때 by T외M떠빠1Sky and Urg띠sky suites. 
Ioriksky horst - antic뻐al zone represents. 깐1ε l않gε uplift by sizes of 30 x 20 
km, bordered by tectonic 이slocations. Within the zone the deposits of Upper 
Jurassic-Cretac∞us age are crumpled into brachyfonn anticlinal and 양nc파1al 

folds. Kyndalsky gr빼en- sync파1al zone 뻐S Wl뼈1 of 13-25 km and extends in 
the no며1않st 이rection for more than 100 km. A se이me뼈1)' ∞Iver 1s 

repre앞1뼈 here by m빠ùy Cretaceous rocks, Upper Jurassic and Q떠temmy 
d따)()sits are of suborl이n따ed importance. The m없immn depth of the trou양1by 
sεismography data is estimated as 450아neters. The wh이e area of 
V밟dmebureinsky trou양1 잉 mv，뼈gated by gravitation prospec마19 of sc외C 
1:200 000, seismic reconnaissance on the networks ofre밍onal pro퍼es (때out 

1000 뻐ear km). The most p앉$뼈ve s1r따ure of the Kyn없lsky graben is 
investig따ed by the system of detailed pro:files MOπand by gravitation 
prosp뼈ng of sc밟 1:50 000. Howevl앉 as a wh이e exploration of 
V앉없mebureinsky basin rem빠1s extremely poor and it is 0.09 파1ear km/km2 0f 
seismic pro:filing and 1.0 mJkm2 of dr퍼ing. The gl∞physical works WI않 
basi쩌lly ωncentr없edin thecen없1 part of the trou양1， wh않as its 않st， s때1em 

andnorth앉n flanks remain practically not investigat밟 In 1.01.95, 4 deep holes 
of 12;287 meters were dr피ed in the trou앵. The d학)()sits of 
Talyr띠뻐1Sky，Urg떠sky，α1egdomynsky，α1emchukinsky，Y 0바잉:ky， Kyn없lsky 

and Tsagayansky suit않 haveb않1 investig없edbydr퍼ing. Geologi，떼 mappmg 
by gl∞physical 없ta deten피n려 17 loca1 antic빼1 uplifts 、~thin the basin, 
P앉ψ때ve forrevl않파19 of petrolemn and gas. The prospects of oil-gas ωntent 
ofthe V，앉셈mebureinsky trou，맹 are connected with Jurassic and Cretaceous 
manne, 0많shore-marine and con바1ent떠 d따)()sits. In the strata of thesε rocks 
(Urg려sky suite m빼y) th않e are the layers having granular and 빼따뾰 
ωlleα:ors. The organic m없erial is at the 없ge of MK3, the con없1t oforg뻐C 

떠rbon is 2.6 %, open pαOSlη is 3-9 %, penneability - 0.1-13 mD. In some 
sections of intervals of 뾰uαural - parametri떠1 holes the economic inflows of 
gas by a discharge up to 100 ths m3/ day and p않olemn OCCtrrrel1ces W'않 
ob앞V어. By works of 1991-1992 for the 빼 파neAdni없nsky gasdφositwas 

rev，않100. Kyn없lsky graben is the most favorable for prospec마19 of petrolemn 
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and gas in s1ructura1 relation, where by M 0 r T ( deεp profiling) data the Urg~lsky 
Dubli없nsky， Adnikans찌 and Soloniysky loca1 uplifts were fixed. 

Ad피kansky gas deposit 

A아파ænsky gas deposit is located at the teπitoη ofV，밟dmebureinsky distriα 
ofKhabarovsky territ01)', 45 km to the south ofChegdomyn settlement, 13 km 
to the east of Adnikan railway 와ation. π1Ïs deposit is the first revea1ed deposit of 
hydrocarbons at the territ01)' of Khabarovs셔 t않it01)'. 

Ach바때sky s1ructure was prlεpared for deep drilling by 
selSffioreconna없nce MOIT in 1989. The depos삶it was d빼iscovered in 199아 1 
dur표imIn1g ￠S엄tin뱅1핑go아fthe 바'st prospec따19 hole at this area. In the gl∞logica1 s1ructure 
of the deposit by pro와g마19 d따a of hole 1, drilled up to depth 315야1， the 
fo l1owing deposits (from below upwards) 밟ce part(Table-1): 

- Pal∞'zoic granitoids of the basement of stripped thickness 152m; 

- Urga1sky suite of the Upper Jurassic - 1ρIwer Cretaceous (J3 - κlur)， 

formed by very d없se sandstones with interlayers of떠eurolite， ar맹lites， 

tuffsand ωal. 마피edthickn얹s of suite is 398 m: 

- αlegdomynsky suite of 1ρIwer Cretaceo뻐κlCgl) 뼈ifesented by 
m뼈ed이ng ofd없se sandstones, aleurolitεs， cong1om없tes， gn앉ones 

with the layers of co며 ash tuffs . Tl피ckness of the suitε is381 m; 

- αlemchukinsky suite ofLower Cretaceous ~cm) formed in thε base by 
con생om앉많es， andhi양ler - by 잃ndstones， aleurolites, ar맹피κswith ∞al 

intεrlayers of (up to 1 m) and tu짧. Thickness of suite is 582 m; 

- Yoriks야 suite of Lower Cretac∞IUS (K다') represented m빼y by basic 
polymictic condensed sandstones, 437 m thick; 

- Kyn빼，ky suite of Lower - Upper Cretaceous κ1-2 Kn), formed by 
잃ndstones， aleurolites, ar왜U않s with coal interlayers. Thickness of suite 잉 
890m; 
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Table-1. Performance of the basic parameters of the plan of prospecting 

works for oil and gases of Khabarovsk territory in 1991 

Plan 
Performan 

No Kind of works 
measureme 1. 

m m 
nt 

1991 
ce 

1992 
Increase of reserves category A + B+C1 mln.t 
a) Petroleum 

mln.t 
1 b) Condensate 

milliard m3 0.437 
c) Free gas 

ths.m3 
d) Helium 

Statement of reserves category A+B+C1 
I띠n.t 

a) Petroleum 
mln.t 

2 b) Condensate 
milliard m3 

c) Free gas 
ths.m3 

d) Helium 
Volume of deep drilling, including 3050 3167 

nl 
a) Basic 

m 
3 b) Parametry 

c) Prospecting 
m 

3050 3167 
d) Prospecting m 

Deep holes 

4 
a) Begun by drilling drilling 1 1 

b) Completed by drilling drilling 1 1 
c) Completed by drilling construction drilling 1 1 

Discovery of deposit, inc1uding Site 1 

a) Petroleum Site 

5 b) Gas Site 
c) Oil-gas Site 1 
d) Gas-condensate Site 

6 Quantity area prepared to deep dri1ling Area Km~ 

7 Quantity area introductionin deep drilling Area 

8 
Quantity of places of birth prepared for 
development 

Site 

9 Capital investmentin deep drilling mln.pubble 6.100 6.393 
State-budget of assignrnent ml뼈bble 4 349 | 4.349 

10 
a) Geophysical works mln.pubbles l 3.867 3.947 
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- Tsagayansky suite of the Upper Cretaceous 없2Cg) occurs over the 
deposits ofKyndalsky suite with angular lU1COnfOnnity and washout. It is 
rε:presen때 by con，생oml얹atεs with subordina뼈 interlayers of 
sandstones, a1eurolites and clays. Thickness of suite is 310m. 

The Adni없nsky structure is located within VI밟dmebureinsky basin and 
Iφlresents an antic빼1 fold of the north않st strike which has 뼈nc따 offfrom 
the northw1엉t by 1따ge explosive dislocation such as a fault 、vith amplitude of 
more than 300m, a10ng which the block a예acent 10 the fold is low1않빼 The 
S없s of the fold are 8 x 2.5 km 、vith hei맹t more than 450 m. π1e an양 of 
inc1ination of the south엉st 파nb is -13-150, of p려C파1es - 8-100 • 

Gas fields are 않tab뻐1어 in the s뼈on ofKynda1sky suite. Three gas-b엉nng 
horizons are rev'빼어， in two of which (II and III) economic in:flows of gas were 
received during test, and the third (I) one was not t엉뼈， but is 따trib따ed to 
produαive horizons accorl버ng 10 available m따려a1s. In the deposits of other 
suites of the s뼈on the fields ofκtroleum and 탱shavenotb없1rev1않1어. The 
infonnation 빠out the rev，않1ed and pro얄>ective fields of gas of the d학)()sit is 
밍ven in the table . 

The rocks -1raps of the rev，해ed horizons are r맹얻앞1ted by sandstones and 
are 빼ibut어 10 a porous type. Their oil 1rap prop빼es 뾰 mV1빼탱edpoorly. 

Thecore 잃mp파19in thε first hole has not got in10 horizons. The sampled cαe lS 

뼈ibu뼈 to the layers a예$얹1t 10 the horizons and c뼈racterizes m빠lly the 
앉1closing rocks. The resu1ts of the ana1yses of such ωre are shown at the applied 
dependence di땅-ams(Fig.-3) 

Productiveborizon 

In the 1 horizon the gas field is 웰xx;t어. Horizon is ri批d in the hole 1 aft앉 
them:없앉i외s of GIS in the interva1 350.4 (-95.2) -356.8 (-101. 6) m. Thε horizon 
was not tesn녔 However during dr퍼mg the horizon intensive gas shows took 
place ri양1t up to gas-water ol빼urst with a rou양1 gas discharge of 150 ths m3/ 

dayand w;없않 띠sc뼈rge - 200m3/ day - at the bottom of the hole 362m. All this, 
and 떠so 펴lVorable characteristic accorl이ng to GIS, a1low to 따tribuκ this horizon 
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Fig.-3. Stratigraphic section to hole 1 Adinkansky 
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to perspective ones. It is 51ψposed that the character of탱s by its ω，mposition is 
sm피ar to the 쩔s of m productive horizon. 깐1e rBK(탱sand w없εT ωImp1ex) 

position in this horizon is de압minedproc뼈ing from the following I않5Ons.By 
results of test of the 탱s fie1d in the under1ying II productive h야izon it was 
e앞ablished that fonnation pressure 1.2 M뼈sca1 exc뼈s hydrostatic. 깐1e same 
exce혀ingoffonn때on pressure abov바1ydrOS빼cone lS 외50 supposed for a gas 
5리d of the 1 st horizon. And as for w;없많-’ bearing beds the fonnation pressures 
are closε to hydrostatic ones, th않la ￥>ecified anoma1y of fonn때on pressure m 
gas fie1d 뎌nbee꽤l빼어 by 뼈uence of its hei양1t π1erefore proc뼈ingfrom 

1.2 M Pa exceeding over the fonnation pressure 때ove hydrostatic p뼈sure the 
hei양1tofa 탱s fie1d of 1-st horizon is de따mined as 120 m, in c아llOnnity with 
which r B K (gas and w;따않. comp1eχ) in this horizon is made at the abs빼￠ 
m없k of -215.2 m. r B K is accepted horizonta1. Ta성ngintoacω'unt the accepted 
position of r B K, the e:았많1al contour of gas content was made and the pre엎1ce 

of탱s zone was distingui하1ed. Gas-w，따er zone was not distinguished because of 
its insi맹i펴뎌nce compared with the 앉rors of ca1culation. According to the 
exp10ration degreε the re앞ves ofhorizα1 are referred to a categoηT C2' The 
feasibility of the accepted ca1cul않ed pammeters is 밍ven be10w. (Fig.-4，5，6，6，꺼 

π1e area of 탱s pre었~) of the distinguished gas zone of the fie1d is 
measured by p1animeter on the ca1떼않ed p1an and is 4780 ths m2. 
G35-짧m없ed thickness (hr) was... distinguished in the section of the ho1e 1 by 
GIS ωImp1ex with the account of s맹arate qua1itative characteristics: negative 
amplitude of I1 C , in따얹se of resistance in ωImparISα1 with the enclosing ro없， 
radia1 gr때ientofres잉때1ce of rocks. Bec뻐seof이ffic띠ttechni떠l ωnditionsof 

this part of the section, in particular bec없lSe of a 1arge diameter of the ho1e( d = 

395 mm) and strong caVI없10US C뼈racter of the 뼈aft (dc up to 750 mm) the 
m밟1어s of acoustic 10g밍ng and induction 10짧ngwe:κ n아 때ried out, and the 
m밟10ds with a sma1l radius of rese쐐1es φeta- m땅letic 10g밍ng， m땅1etiC 

10g맹19， radioactivity 10g밍ng) have ap뼈I벼 to be non-infonnative. Gas
짧m없ed thickn않S of the horizon for the ho1e 1 이엄맹비shed on the base of the 
얄>ecl펴ed 띠따iawas6.4 m. πris size was accepted as ca1αùa뼈 V떠ue. 
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Fig.4 

、

Diagrams of dependences of absolute gas permeability and 
factor of program facilities decrease according to facilities of 
effective porosity and resídual water-saturation by core for 
productive Cretaceous deposits of Kyndalsky Suíte of 
Adnikansky gas deposit 
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Fig" 5 Diagrams of dependences of absolute gas permeabìlìty of open 
porosìty and gas saturation by core for productive Cretaceous 
deposits of Kyndalsky Suite of Adnìkansky gas deposit 
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Fig.7 

Diagrams of dependences of relative resistance of open 
porosity and factor of resistance increase of residual water 
saturation by core for productive Cretaceous deposits of 
Kyndalsky Suite of Adnikansky gas deposit 
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Open porosity (K po) and gas-saturation (KI'). The ca1cu1없ed va1ues of these 
parameters were accepted by ana10gy with m productive h띠zon， th멍T are 여뻐1 

24o/oand73%，corr빼 toon이n생y. 

Rle 1Ill없100잉lutefonn때on pressure (P ) in the 탱s fieldise엄ma뼈 as 4.7 MPa 
proce혀ingfromthe 행Xαed 1.2 MPaexce혀ing of the formation pressure in the 
gas field of horizon 때ovehy빼S빼c pressure, as has been 따않따Tme꽤on어 

ψove. 

Rlere밍me of the field, consid려ngtheOO엎lce ofinformation ψout activity of 
mar행1al w:짧l'S， 1s ac때tedasgasre웰ne. 

πle 파1al resi이lal OOs빼te formation pressme(PK)a批e짧빼on of economic 
I얹앉ves of gas and at the mouth the OOsolute p뼈sure becomes 여뻐1 to 0.1, MPa 
1s 않마n없edas 야lal to 0.1 MPa 

Ihe ωn없tion for temper않ure (f) at the tempe뼈Jre of a layer by th않mogram 
14.50 is 뎌lcu1와ed 여뻐1 to 1.019. 

πle correc디on for deviation of hvdrocarbon 없앙정 from the Bovle-Mariotte'’s 
l짝뀔1s 떠lcu1따ed 여뻐1 to 1.110. For ca1cu1때ons the res띠ts of ar1alysεs of 
gas from III hα1ZOn w'않 used. For 파1al residt떠100잉lute formation p뼈sure 

여ua1 to 0.1 MPaa= 1. 

Factorof쟁sex없ction (hr )isacc앵때여띠1 to 1.0. 

Factor of conversion of techni떠1 M P a into physica1 (K) is 여ua1 to 0.97. πle 
뎌lcu1ation of r엉얹ves of :free gas was made by a volumetric way by fonn버a， 

양ven as : V = F x h r x K I1 0 x K 1"' X ( P x a x 1 0 - P k x a K x 1 0 ) x f x h 1"' X K 

According to the accep뼈 va1ues of the 떠lcu1ation parameters the extracted 
gasres앉ves of the 1 ~st horizon by c 2 떠tegoryare : 

V 4780x6 , 4xO , 24xO , 73x (4. 7x1.110x10-0 .lx1. Ox1 이 

x1.019x1.0x 0.97 271 mln m3 
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Inl991 the res않ves of the horizon were not r맹stered. Hence, in the 
accounting period at thε l-st horizon of the deposit the inα-ease of gas reserves in 
quantity of + 271 mln m3 for c 2 떠tegory was recεived. 

11 productive horizon 

n prl어:uctivε horizon ωntains a gas fie1d, the chara따려stic of which is 
given in table . The horizon was stripped in the hole 1 in the interval437.6 (-
182.4-453.8 (-198.6) m and was tested in the interval438.0 (-182.8) -455.0 (-
199.8) m. During testing ofthis 0에ect the fountain in:f1ow of W:따않less 앵sbya 

이scharge of 55.5 ths m3/day through 10 mm washer was received. The 
recel띠ng ofw:않ed얹S 탱s in:f1ow during 없 ofhorizon 잉 indicative of that 
GWC(gas-w，따er complex) locates below th없1markofas여e ofhorizon in the 
hole 1. Theres띠ts of gas analysis at the moment of this Report ωImpilation have 
not been received yet, however it is no doubt, that it is similar to the composition 
of gas from underlying III produ며ve horizρn. By a degr않 of explo빼on the 
뼈않ves of the horizon are refi않-ed to categories c 1 a n d C 2' The re웠vesofc 1 

떠tegory are marked out up to the mark of the horizρn sole in the hole 1 (-198.6 
m), above which the economic p뼈앉1ce of gas is proved by ap야aring of 
W없erll얹S 뼈ow of gas, and the re웠ves ofthe 떠tegoη ~ are distinguished in 
the interval from the mark of a s이e ofhorizon in the hole 1 (-198.6 m) up to the 
mark ofthe supposed location of GWC (-302.4 m). The mark of suppos어 
location ofGWC is detennined from e척:>ected hei양1t ofthe field 120 m, which 
wascalc버없edproce어ing from the established exceeding of 1.2 MPa of 
fonnation pressure in the 탱s field of horizon ψove hydros빼cp뼈sure， as it 
hasbeen 외reaφr said above . Taking into account the above specified criteria of 
이엄맹llS비ng the re앞ves of 뎌tegories C1 and ~ 此 intemal and 않않1al 
contoursof탱spre웠1ce .for the re앞ves of categories C1 and ~ WI않 de파1eated. 

Below the sub뻐1tiation of the accepted calcul따ed parameters is 밍ven. The 않ea 
ofgaspκ웠1ce (P ) is measured by planimeter at the 뎌lculated plan and is: for a 
category C1 - 550 ths m2 for gas zone and 675 ths m for 탱s-water zone, for 
떠tegories C1 and ~ 4780 ths m2 for gas zone and 718 ths m2 for gas-w따앉 zone. 
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Gas-짧m없ed thickn않s (br) was marked in the se띠on of the hole 1 for GIS 
ω，mplex with the acω'lUlt ofthe same αiteria， as forthe l-sthorizon, and is 15.0 
m . As the hole 1 is loc따ed in the 탱s zone of the field, for a gas zρne， then the 
ca1cu1없ed va1ue hr is accφ빼 어뻐ltol5 m， 뻐dfor 탱s-w;없er zone -7.5 m, as 
a ha1fv;떠ue. 

@en porosity (K n 0) and gas-s때뼈tion (K I' ). πle ca1cu1따:ed va1ues of these 
parameters are accepted by ana10gy with III productive horizon eq뻐1 to 24 % 
and 73%, correspon야1생y. Substantiation ofthese parameters is 밍ven withthe 
&없iption of III horizon. 

R1e initi려 abs빼te fOlmation p뼈sure (P ) in the gas field of the horizα1 1S 

measuredas 여ua1 to 5.6 I\1Pa, that 1.2 M Pa exceeds hydrostatic pressure and is 
expl외nedbyin펴U앉1ce ofheight of the 탱s field 

R1ere힘me of the fie1d， bec뻐se ofthe ab앞1ce of infonnation 빼outac디찌tyof 

m빼na1w없"5， is accepted as 탱sre맹ne. 

πIε 파1al residua1 absolute fonnation p뼈SSUbIre (PK )aft앉 C짧'aC1:ion of 
econotn1c re앞ves of gas and e없blishm없π of absolute press따e at the 따sk 

(mouth) O. 1 M P a is 갱lcu1없das 여때1 to 0.1 M P a. 

Ibe correction for temoer없ure(f) attemper않ureofthel떼er 18 owith 혜떼없d 

as어떠1 to 1.007. 

πle ωrrection for deviation of hvdrocarbon 2:ases from the Bovle-Mariotκ’s 

l짝월펴 떠l때따edas 여ua1 to 1.124. For ca1떼ation the resu1ts of the ana1yses 
of 쩔s from the III horizon were used. F or 파1al r엉id때 abs빼te fonnation 
P뼈sure여떠1 to 0.1 M P a , a K = 1. 

Factorof탱sex없ction(h) 잉 ￡떠1 to 1.0. 

Factorofconv앉"5ionoftec빼떼 IPa into physica1 (K) is 여뻐ltoO.97. 

π1e 덩lcu1ation of free gas res앉ves was made by a volumetric ml밟10d by 
fonn버a given . At the accepted va1ues of ca1때따ed parameters the e짧äCted 탱S 

re앞ves of rr horizon area : 
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쩍월gQ!): C1 

Gas zone 

V 550x15xO. 24xO. 73x (5. 6xl.124xl0-0 .1xl. Oxl 이 

x 1 . 0 0 7 x 0 . 9 7 = 87 mln m3 

gas-w:따er zone 

V 675x7. 5xO. 24xO. 73x (5. 6xl.124xl0-0 .1xl. Oxl 이 

x 1 . 0 0 7 x 0 . 9 7 = 54 mln m3 

Tota1 reservεs for categOl)' C1 are 87 + 54 = 141 mln m3• 

Cat멍ones C1-=tι 

Gas zone 

V 4780x15xO. 24xO. 73x (5. 6xl.124xl0-0 .1xl. Oxl 이 

x 1 . 0 0 x 0 . 9 7 = 760 mln m3 

gas- water zone 

V 718x7. 5xO. 24xO. 73x (5. 6xl.124xl0-0 .1xl. Oxl 이 

x 1 . 0 0 7 x 0 . 9 7 = 57 mln m3 

Hence, the gas re앞ves for a category ~ are 760-87 = 673 mln m3 in a gas 
zone and 57-54 = 3 mln m3 in a gas-water zone. Tota1 re앞ves of gas for 
category ~ are 673 + 3 = 676 mln m3 . 

깐lUS， the re앞Vεs of gas of I1 horizρn are 엉따nated as 141mln m3 for 
categories C1 and 676 mln m3 for category ~. 

As ofO 1.0 1. 1991 gas re앞ves of the horizon were not re얼st뾰d. Hence, in the 
p려어 C갱mined in the I1 horizon the inα-ease of gas reserves in quantity of + 
141 mln m3 for category C1 and + 676 mln m3 for 갱tegory~wl않 received. 
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m productive horizon 

The II1 produαive horizρn is stripped in the hole 1 in the interval 995.2 (-
740.0)-1021 .2(-766.0)m and was tes뼈 in two objects. 

When te엄ng the lower 0헤ect in the interva1 1010.5 (-765.3) -1022.0 (-
766.8)m the fOlU1taÏn int10w of waterless gas by a discharge 62.4 ths m3/day 
through a 8.5 mm (띠sc) washer was received. The gen얹ation of w:없erless 

int1owof탱swith 없 ofthis 。이ectte빼es that GWC is th얹-e below than mark 
ofthes이e of the horizon in the hole 1. 

Without in와allation of the cem앉1t bridge the sho따19 of the overl끼ng 
interva1 993. 0 (-737.8) - 1010.0 (-754.8)m was made and the joint tεstofthis 
0배ect tog해1앉. with previous one was execut와 The fOlU1tain int10w of the 
W없erless 탱sbya 버scharge of98 ths m3/daythrough 8.5 mm washer(이sc)was 
recelV'앙 Composition of 탱s in volumetric percents by the res버ts of the 
ana1yses of two 잃mples are the following: C H 4 - 8 7 . 8 , C 2 H 6 - 3. 3 6 , 
C 3 Hs - 0.15 , C 4 H 10 -O.01 , C S H 12 andhi양1er -없ces， N 2 8.42 , 
H 2 S -notd짧mmt녔 Relatived없sityof탱s-0.608. 

By a degree of e빼oration the re앞ves of the horizon are referred to 
뎌tegories C1 and ι.RJ않없resof떠tegoη C1we얻 distinguished up to the mark 
ofthe sole ofthe horizon in the hole 1 (-766.0 m), above which economic 탱S 

ωntent is proved by receiving of W:따erless int10ws of gas, and re앞ves of 
갱tegOly~we얻 버엄nguished in the interva1 of depths from the mark ofthe sole 
ofthe horizon in the hole 1 (-766.0 m) up to the mark ofa supposed location of 
GWC (-820.0 m). The mark of supposed location of GWC (-820.0 m) was 
dεtennined from 웹)ected hei양1t of the field 80 m, which was ca1cul:따ed 
proceeding from the exce어ing， det얹mined in this horizon based on exceeding 
of 0.8 MPa of fonnation pressure over hydrostatic p뼈sure， in the gas fi러d 

Ta성ng into accolU1t the 얄>ecified αiteria of 이엄ngws비ng the r얹않ves of 
떠tegories C1 and 4 the inner and out않 contours of gas content have been made 
for the re웠ves of the categories C1 and ~. Below the substantiation of the 
accep때 떠lc띠때on parameters is 밍ven. 
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πle area of gas content (F1 was measured by a planimeter on the 뎌lc버ated plan 
a띠 was for the category C, 550 ths m2 for gas zone and 1150 ths m2 for gas
water zone , for categories C1+ ~ -2708 ths m2 for gas zone and 1293 ths m2 for 
gas-w:따.erzone. 

Gas-짧urated thickn얹암1l' ) was distinguished in the s밟on of the hole 1 for 
GIS complex ωnsid려ng the fo l1owing qualitative characteristics hole 
diameter narrowing in ω'mpanson 、mth nominal one; positive incrementsat 
microsound diagrams r K , M I1 3 r K , M l' 3; radial resi없ncegr때i얹ltdet않피n잉 

by electric m，해lOd diagrams with 바험빠 range of studying; TI C negative 
anom떠ies ; 

lower re때mg rK. Gas 짧urated thickness rruuked with ωnsideration of the 
speci:fied αiteria of the horizon for the hole 1 was 11.8 m. As the hole 1 is 
located in the gas zone of the 0얻 field, for a gas zone the 떠lc비따ed value hr is 
accepted with approximation as 여뻐1 to 12 m, and for gas-watεr one - 6 m, as 
halfv떠ue. 

@얹1 porosity (K I1 0 ) and gas-s뻐뼈on (K 1' )wasd짧mined by GIS mate때S 

andby ω，mplex method. It is impossibl，ε to detennine 떠1α빠edv，떠ues OfK I1 。

and Kg by core, since the core was not 잃mpled from productive horizons. 

The sampled core is con펴n어 to the layers next to the horizons and it is 
ψ없$없빼cofm머피y 얹lc10sing rocks. By GIS m따en떠S K I1 0 was detennined 
in conformity with the size of penetration zone acω뼈ng to 앉엄마19 

recomm앉1없뾰ons and by use of dφendence. 

Diagrams of dependences of abs빼te gas p앉m없bility and factor of progrnm 
fac패esd없많S며TIC) acω에ng to fac피ties of e많왜ve porosity and residual 
water-짧uration by core for produαive Cretaceous deposits ofKyn없않cyS띠tε 

ofAdr파업nsky gas deposit 

Diagrams of dependences of absolute 쟁S permeability of open porosity and gas 
$加때on by ω're for productive Cretac∞'us deposits of K yr띠떠sky Suite of 
Adn뼈nsky 앵sdφosit 
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Diagrams of dependences of effective gas penneability of open porosity and gas 
짧uration by core for prl따u띠ve Cretac∞us d략)()sits of K yndalsky Suite of 
Adnikanskygasd한)()sit 

Diagrams of d따)elldences of relative resistance of op앉1 porosity and 훤ctor of 
resistance increase of r않id뻐 W없않 잃turation by core for produαiveCretac∞us 

dφositsofKyn빼kySuitε ofAdn뼈nskygasdφosit 

I1 f (K I1 이 by core from layers next to productive 짧없， Kr was 
detennined by data of methods of resis때1ce using the d야>endence PH 

f(KB 이 by core 머50 from next beds to produαive strata. The results of 
de:finitions of K I1 。 뻐dKgaccorl이ng to GIS are given in the tε때찌1 appendix 
2, and ca1cu1ation of aVI없ge values by gas-짧따없어 thickness of K I1 0 and K r 

valuesis 양V얹1 , which for m horizρn were 13.2 % and 78.9010, ωIrrespon이n생y. 

D해nition of av，없gev;떠ues of open porosity (K I1 0 ) and gas-엉turation (K r ) of 
pli따uctive horizons for gas-짧urated thickness by GIS data in the hole 1 of 
Adnikansky gas d야)()sit 

It is quite obvious, that the results of the 밍vεn de마ritions K I1 。 뻐d Kr 

￡ωr이ng to GIS have low reliability. The Adr빼뻐sky d멍osit is ωnnec뼈 
with new low-investi앵뼈 layers, which have no reliable petrophysica1 base for 
interpretation of GIS m뼈때s， th앉eareno 빼1entic data on mineraljzation 때d 

composition of fonnation w;따ers of productive horizons and th않 are no 
preconditions for 뻐alog흡， as the d명osit is not only the 바's1: one in the re밍on， 
b따 떠50 15 connec때 with 삼1e Cretaceous d아)()sits， produ며vity of which in the 
Far East ofRussia in gen없1 is established for the 파's1: 따ne.Forsuch 떠se， when 
the existing ways of de펴nition of떠lcul따ed valu않 K I1 0 and Kr by core and 
GIS are uns버:table or insufficiently infonnative, the more 없따1entic results 떠n 
be received by a so-ca1led ∞，mplex way ( the 없따10rs: Orochko A.I., Motoviliv 
Yu.V., Svi뼈ko V.C. and Kresov V.G.). At 此 mom얹1t ofw빼19ofthis 

R때rtthism뼈od received the positive decision of Gosp뼈1t (State P뼈1t 

Commi~)ofthe USSR ψout gran마19the p없ent for invention (decision of 
Gosp따ent ofthe USSR dated 30.10. 91, application No. 4829133/03) . This 
m밟10d was developed on 此 base of 1않ge volume of 햄:>enmen때 and 
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않때sti뎌1 resεarchεs and is in gen없1 basεd on the following: - the 뎌lc띠없ed 

values K n 0 and Kã by corε are us따lly decreas잉， because during drilling of 
holes the core from the best collectors is 없mpled worst of all. With reference to 
the Adr파cansky deposit the d벼nition of 때cula않d values by a ωlre 15 

impossible in general : 

- The phase permeability of the gas layer by hole testing (K n p ) by its physi때 
ess얹1ce 15 sm피ar to the effective gas permeability by cαes(K 매 3 φ ).However 
K매 andc뼈mα려zεs the average 、ralue of phase perm않b피ty of the layer 없 
interval in the hole, and the value of K 3 벙 np 밍ves an estimation of phase 
perm않bility only in is이ated point of the layl많 commensurable with the volume 
of the analyzed corε sample; - the most 없따1entic estimation of :fil없피on 
prop앉뾰s of the layer is 밍ven by the aVI없gev떠ueofphasep않meability by the 
results of hole tests(K y1 n p . c p), because this v떠ue in differ월1ce from the 
av없뚱 value( K3 φ 매 ) does not depend on illustration of the laylεrbycore; 

- Between :fil없tionand 떠pacitive prop앉뾰s of rocks close ωnnections of K 3 φ 
np f (Kno) and K3φ np f (KBO) or K3φ np = f (Kg) 
type 얹st. Hence, additiona11y detennining on ωre 잃mples the v떠uεSOfK3 φ 
np ，않tablishing the d억)endencεOfK3 벙 np f (Kno) and K3 <}l np 

f ( K I') for these d악)Osits and det않피피ng the average value of p뼈se 

perrneability for the gas field by results of hole tεsts (K y1 n p. c p), it is 
possible by the value received K y1 n p . c P f ( K n 0) and established 
d학)endεnce to find calculated values of K n 0 and K I' , as it is shown by arrows. 
깐1e reliability of the complex method is checked up at the Ni강me -
Kvakc피ksky gas-cond않se deposit of Kamchatka, the res앉ves of which were 
accepted by USSR State Committeε forRe앞V엉 (Y urochko etc., 1988). This 
d멍osit is chosen for check of this method because the calculated v，따ues 
de없mined for it by a known method by ω're can be aεcepted as reference 
values, bec없않 during prospecting of the deposit the rather rare in practice of 
oil-gas prospec파19 gr얹t excavation of cαe from gas-saturated terranes of the 
productive layer made on the aVI앉-age 74 % was achieved, and in such 떠ses the 
known and complex methods should 밍ve sm피arrε:sults， as it was received 
actually. The reliability of the complex method 잉 빼1er hi양1. π1e complex 
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method was 따얹dy used by US once for the op얹'3tive estimation of res앉vesof 
W않따n - Ozemy gas and Uglovoy petrolemn deposits of α1따cotka， wh앉e it 
had positive resul피 which were accepted by CCR (Cen없1 Committee for 
R엉앉ves)~돼1G∞ USSR(R맹ort on perfonnance of the plan of petrolemn and 
gasre앞ves increase of PGO "S빼때mgl∞10밍ya ", 1988 y'않). The 
measurements of not only absolute, b따 떠so effective 앵sp얹miability on the 
coreofA아피없nskydφosit a1so have been carried out (that has enabled to make 
야mdence K3φ n p = f ( K n 0 ) y1 K 3 !þ n p = f (K I') • It is clear that, 
the defid앉lCy of detenninations from the b않t collectors is available, but 
nev앉남1려ess re뿜SSlon 파1es ot: 뼈ecl때y d학웠1dence K3 명 np f 

(Kno) , are quite lU빽버voc때ye빼뼈01없ed in the area of the best oil trap 
pJi야:>erties， that in i않lf admits an opportunity of use of the complex method By 
the results of test in the hole 1 of Aφj없nsky 탱s object in the interval 993-1022 
m the p뼈se penneability was 13.04xl0 3 microns. As the 야>ecl퍼edo대ect 

ωImpletely includes the m horizon tes때 now only in one hole, th얹1 bypres얹1t 

st없 ofexplo빼onthe 않tablished v떠‘ue ofI3.04xlOJ micronrepre앞1tsav앉-age 

value of phase penneability for the gas field of III horizon. Using this value K & 

np. cp= 13.04 xlOJ micron and 버쩡mns ofd따md앉1ce， we 파1d av，없ge 

values Kn 。 뻐d K I' according to a complex m밟10d 여ual to 24 % 뻐d73%， 

ωn얹pon이ngly. Now때찌's th않 V떠U않 많eacceptedas 뎌lc띠따뼈， since by a 
degreε of reliability they have less convl없:tions and are more preferable, than 
above-stated d벼nitions by GIS. 

miti떠 abs빼te formation pressure (P ) in the gas field of the horizρfl lS 

measured 여ual to 11.0 MPa at depth 1022 m, that by 0.8 MIT a exce어S 

hydro야atic p~l.lre and is eχplained by the in펴uence of the hei맹tof삼1e gas 
field 

Ihere링meofthe 탱s field in view of abs앉1ce of the infonnation about ac디vity 
ofmar밍nal waters is accepted as 탱sone. 

깐1e 파1al r엉id뻐 abs빠te fonnation pressure (P K )a雄C짧빼on of economic 
R앞ves of 탱s and 않tab뻐1m없t of absolutε pressure at the mouth O.IMPa 
was 갱lc띠따edas 여뻐ltoO.1 MPa 
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T않1없없ure correction (f) aL measured temper많뾰 of the 1며rer 260C is 
ca1떼없das 여ual to 0.980. 돼e correction for deviation of hydrocarbon gases 
hum Boyle-Mariotte's law (äL is ca1cu1ated eq때1 to 1.207 by the rεsu1ts ofthe 
탱S 뻐a:Iysis， selected for te돼ng of this horizρn. For 파1a:l resid뻐 abs뻐κ 

formation pressure eq뻐 to 0.1 MPa, ak = 1. 

Factorof탱seχtraction (h I' ) is acceptecl 여없lto 1.0. 

F actor of conversion of t왜ru떠1 MPa into physi，떼 없) 엄 eq뻐 to 0.97. 

C띠대lations of free gas re앞ves were made by a volumetric ml밟10d by the 
formu1a With thε accep때 va:Iuεs of ca1떼atedpar뻐하없'S the e짧äCted gas 
resetVes of the 1lI horizon WIεre:ca1egorv C1 

Gas zone 

V=SSOx12xO ‘ 24xO ‘ 73x(11 ‘ Oxl ‘ 207xl0-0 ‘ lxl ‘ Oxl0) 

xO ‘ 98xO ‘ 97 = 145 mlnm3 

Gas-w;따erzρne 

V 1150x6xO. 24xO. 73x (11. Ox1. 207x10-0 .lx1. Ox1 이 X 

o . 98 x 0 . 97 = 151 mlnm3• 

To떼 res앉vesfor 뎌tegOIyC} are 145 + 151 =296mlnm3• 

C없gones C1+~ 

Gas zone 

V=2708x12xO. 24 x" O. 73x (11. Ox1. 207x10-0 .lx1. Ox10) 

x 0 . 9 8 x 0 . 97 = 732 mln m3• 

Gas-water zα1e 

V 1293x6xO. 24xO. 73x (11. Ox1. 207x10-0 .lx1. Ox1 이 
x 0 . 98 x 0 . 97 = 170 mln m3• 
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Hence, the gas re웠ves 'Of c; 뎌íegOly are 732-145 = 587 mln m3 in gas 
zone and 170-151 = 19 mln m3 in gas-water zone . 

깐1뻐， the gas re앞ves 'Of the m h'Orizon are e엄mated as 296 mln m3 f'Or 
categ'Oty C} and 606 mln m3 f'Or 떠íeg'Oty c;. 

As 'Of0 1.01.1991 탱s res많ves 'Of the h'Orizon were n'Ot r맹st않d， i.e. in the 
examinedp려od in the m h'Orizon the increase 'Of gas res앉ves 296 mln m3 was 
received f'Or 덩teg'Oty C} and 606 mln m3 비l/'On 뎌않g'Oty c; . 

• 
As a wh'Ole in th뼈 h'Orizρns the reserves 'Of the Adr파엉nskydφ'Ositwerε 437 

mlnm3 f'Or 떠teg'Oty C} and 1553 mln m3 f'Or 떠íeg'Oty 4 i.e. in the e엉mined 

pen어 at the deposit the increase 'Of쟁s reserves in am'OlU1t 'Of 437 mln m3 f'Or 
the categ'OtyC} and + 1553 mlnm3 f'Or 떠tεg'Oty c; was received. 

S'Ol'Oniisky s1ruαure 

It is loc따edwithinA뼈없nsky-Urg떠sky swell-like uplift and is fixed en'Ough 
ωn없엄n양y by sε앞nic d때 by which it is repres앉1tεd the 짧U때.rre 'Of the 
c1'Osεd ωntour with well devel야빼 westem wing and southwest peric파1e， 

gentle no빠1않stp앉lC파1e and by sh'Ort wing. By a contour 'Of the westem 
isohypse - 2150 ml앉앉"S it has thε SlZεs 'Of7.5 x 1.2 km. Within this isohypse 
tw'O 'Of loca1 arches divided by the b앉1d ψo따 25 m were 바엄nguished. Thε 

tectonic character 'Of the j 'Oint 'Of S'Ol'Oniysky and Dublikansky s1ructures was 
ε없blish앙 깐1ε Dubli뼈nsky block is ra효εd relatively S'Ol'Oniysky f'Or 400 - 500 
m않앉s al'Ong the marked fault (at diff앉앉1t h'Orizons). In 1993 f'Or the purpose 'Of 
an 않파nati'On 'Of S'Ol'Oniysky s1ructure pr'Ospects f'Or p않oleum and gas a deep 
h'Ole was drill어， which is in sinking (1900 ml앉ers 펴ce). The de때l어 

inf'Onnati'On 'On the fi않tures 'Of the stripped secti'On has n'Ot 뼈npre앞ltedyet 

Dubli없nskyuplift 

It has 'Obvi'Ous anal'Ogy with the above desαibed s1ructures by seisrnic data. 
Within the uplift 3 small h'Oles f'Or mapping we얻 drilled earlier. In 'One 'Of them 
이'0 16) at depth 'Of 75-92 meters a water -saturated gas-be때ng h'Orizon with 
gas 띠scharge 'Of360 m γ day 'Of pe1r'Oleum nature was strip야d 
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Urgalsky structure 

깐le Urgalsky structure (as well as AIφj없nsky， Dub뻐뻐sky， Soloniysky 
on헤 잉 confined to Adnikano-Urg떠sky swell-like uplift which is traced by 
se1SllliC 없ta within the 않stn영r-w:외1 part of the K yn없lsky graben (Appen이x). 

Morpholo밍cally the Urg떠sky 뾰ucture represents an 뻐lÍic파1al uplift, the east 
wing of which is largely "cut off’ by a fau1t, possible of a thrust nature . 

Earlier East - Si밟빼 G∞b링떠1 Administration (Upravlenie) drilled 3 deep 
holes 、~thin the Urgalsky uplift. One of them (4 - n), prl에ected in the most 
op따nal point, was not drilled up to the design mark. Two others 1-n p (3010 m) 
and 2-n (310야n) were drilled at the 이와ant flanks of the uplift. Composition of 
rocks opened by holes and the resu1ts of a standard log맹19 are 밍ven. The 
∞，mpl，εte test ofholes was not carried out Nev，빼1eless in the hole 1-n p small 
gas inflow of peσoleum ori잉n (500 m3/ day) from the depth of 2941-2966 
m앉:ers was recelVI싹 and in the interval of 2720-3002 me않rs a small inflow of 
para퍼n-based petroleum was established. In thε parametri떠1 hole 2n from the 
interval of 2387-2410 m짧"s inflow of 탱s condense 、~th gas 이scharge of 
3어o m3/ day was received. The new sεismic data received dt띠ng period 1984-
1993 엉앞1tially specify struch뼈1 features of the Urgalsky antic파1al uplift and 
confinn its prospects for petroleum and gas. 

Besides, southw1엉t fl，뻐ks ofKyndalsky gr빼en- sync파1al stru따ure by more 
than 50 km extent are perspective for prospecting of petroleum and gas. H않 
seven local positive gravity anomalies weκ mapped by the 없ta ofd없iled 

gravimet며c smvey of scale 1 :50 000, which are similar to the s없s and 
amplitude of A아빼때sky antic뼈1 stru따ure anomaly, where the economic 
presence of 탱swas 않떠blished and the :fields of petroleum are not excJuded. 
E엄mated thickn않s ofMeso - Cenozoic lagoon - ωntinent외 deposits exce어s3 

km. Theupli且 in the upper reaches ofWest않1 Ola river selected by gravimetry 
data is recommended for primary study by 빼뼈on sh∞꾀19 seismography 
(M 0 B 0 r T ) . Four anticlinal structures within the α1ektm따1Skytrough 떠nbe 
next involved into the work. The pre앞1ce of tectoni떠lly shielded traps is 
possible in the zone ofLeft -Bureinsky thrust in the strip of up to 3 km wi뼈1. 
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2. BROWN COAL DEPOSITS OF PRIAMURIE REGION 

Briefinfonnation about geol맹cal 앙ructureofα)31- bearing 31없& 

Sr벼n않mursky basin 

T없itoη of Sr벼neamursky basin and its :frame have a complex gl∞logi떠l 

뾰ucturζ which is desαibed in details in some of the published wo바cs 

(Belyavsky 1958; Belyavsky etc., 1956; Vamavsky, 1961,1964, Vamavsky 
1965; Vlasov , Vamav없T， 1966: Volc:표ovich， 1941; Ganes비n ; 1957; Krasny, 
1957,1959, 1960; Krishtofovich, 1932, 1946; Kropot쉽n， 1954; L∞ntovich， 

prin때a， Pak. 1932; Na밍bina， 1963: or뼈파novsky， 1960; Pl빼lO1nÏk， 1956, 
1962; Kh여ak and etc., 1961; αlem떼IV， 1956, 1956 1956, 1958, 1960, 1961 
etc. and the most complete one is -v. 장XG∞logy of the USSR , (1966). 

π1e works which have be앉1 carried out in di밟없1t y'댔'S by co:떠-prospec마19 

and th않빼c team of the Far East geolo양뎌1 SUlVey 따e the most impα뻐ntfor 
the characteristic of 양ological structure of ωal-be때ng ar않s. In g∞logical 

struc뻐e takes part a large complex s혀imentaIy， en겐)tive and of metamOlphic 
fonnations, from Lower Proterozoic up to Recent The folded base and 
moα1때n 뼈me of the basin is fonned by Pal∞，zoic and Mesozoic rocks. π1e 
뼈뻐없빠y fìlling is repr엉야lted by SaIlφT - pebbl어 and c1ay y dφosits of 
Cenozoic.(Fig.-8) 

Cenozolc Ql'OUO 

P떠eo~eneandNeo~eneSv~. 

In the base ofP떠∞g얹le 장짧n Paleocene basic effusions of Sarnar생nsky 
앞뼈 by thickness of 800-500 up to 1000 m occur. πley are r맹m앞1ted by 
andesi없， and엉ite -없cites， 없CI뼈， tuffs and welded tuffs and developed in the 
않standno빠1없stframeof S빼n영murs셔 basin. 

In the 않st and south않st of the basin) 떠so Eocene complex of the basic 
e짧lSions of Kuznetsovsky 앞뼈 consisting of basa1ts, andesite - bas떠ts and 
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Fig. 8 ~ A schematic location map of coal basin, deposits and 
coal shows of Khabarovsk Territory. 

1- Basin and coal-bearing areas of stone coal (Bureinsky, Tyrminsky); 
2. Coal-bearing areas of hard coal (Khabarovsk); 3. Hard coal deposit; 

4- Deposits of brown coal; 5- Coal shows of a hard coal; 6- Coal shows of brown coal. 
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andesites and their tuffs by thickness from 250-300 up to 500 m is widespread. 
Theyun∞nfonnably occur on Uppεr Cretac∞US efiùsions of av앉age and acid 
∞，mposition. Fresh w，없er-corr미1entaland ωal-bearing fonnations ofPal∞gene 

andN，∞gene 양S않:ms are widespread in the S빼n엉mursky basin, 퍼파191ocal 

negative structures. Pal∞gene andN，∞gεnε deposits are stripped by numerous 
coal- prospec파19， prospec따19 and structural - param밟icalholes m떼괴ywithin 

the known brown co때 deposits ( Khabarovsky, Basovsky, Ushumansky, 
Mu암1없sky) and at the Oborc• .Ussuriisky coal-bearing area. The stripped 
thickness of these dφosits at the separate si않s is 1000-1500 m, but maximum 
one by g'∞physi때 data reaches ψo따 2700 m. In the proc않S ofgl∞10업떠1 

surveyand prospecting works thεse deposits were us떠lly united in10 one 앞les 

야 $없um(co:떠-b었ing mi뼈없얹)-a雄 A. A. Leon1ovich , M따d1없skyone 
- a旅 B. A. Vinogradov, Ushumansky - a旅 MA.Sakantsev and, at 1때 
α1emorech없sky 엎es - a姐 S.P.Voskresensky, S.I.Goro암10V etc.). V.G. 
Vamavsky (1965) divided Pal∞gene and N，∞gene dφosits which fill 
Sr벼neamursky basin in10 three 앞i엉 (from below upwards) - α1emorechensky 
of Eoc얹1e - Oligocene age, Birofeldsky of Upper Oligoc얹1e age and 
Ushumansky ofMioc얹1e age (fig. 14). Lithologically coal-be때ngP떠∞gene 

and N，∞gene deposits are 뼈're앞1때 by gritstones, w，빼yti양1t 잃nds， 

siltstonεs， clays with the layers, subordinated 10 it and by intercalations ofbrown 
coal. In the composition of α1emorechensky 앞ies V.G. Vamavsky 
버뾰nguished lower co떠-free and upper ωal-'뼈ring str없， and in composition 
ofUshumansky 앞iεs -lowerco삶-be없ing and upper ∞al-free strata. The basic 
regu1arities in change of lithologc• facies composition of P삶eogene and 
N∞gened때sits within Sr벼n않mursky basin are reduced to the following by 
Ustinovsky and Vamavsky data (1965). 

1) The lower part of the α1emorech없sky 암less빼on the deposits of the foot 
ofth，ε slope and flu때 - flood pl빠1 complex are charac없빼c . In its upper part 
thealεuritic - ar밍llac∞'US rocks of a swamp-lake complex ωn때피ng layers of 
C때s and ωaly of clays have the prevailing importance. The thickness of the 
앞뼈 changes from 10m at the M빠1ensky up 10 105m at the Khabarovsky 
d억)()sits and achieves 2000 m within the Oboro-Ussuriisky ωal-be때ng area. 
The prevalence of ar잉llac∞us - aleurite dφosits of faci，않 of a swamp -lake 
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ω，mplex is charaιteristic of Birofeldsky sεnes. π1e thickness of the series varies 
in the range of 100-200 m. At the Basovsky and Mu암1ensky dε:posits this 
앞ies beds have not been distinguishεdfrom ωImposition of coa1-bearing 뾰없a; 

2) The lower part of Ushumans야 series is characterized by development of 
m빠ùyar:맹lac∞us - a1eurite rocks with int앉layers of c때s and coa1y clays 
a1없마19 φove by sandy - gravel deposits of 펴cies of fluvia1ly - fl∞d plain 
complε:x. The thickness of s얹ies is 200-300 m, reaching 324m at the 
Ushumuns셔 deposit in the westem part of Sredn않mursky basin ; 

3) Gen없1 regu1arity of a sÏn피ar kind is obs않ved only for cen없1 (removed 
from boards) parts of gr빼않1 of the Sredn얹mursky basin. In their re업0na1 near
edgep따ts the sections of a1l 엎ies are represented by the basic coarse-grained 
varieties of rocks of foot slope and fluvia1 - fl，∞d pl뻐1 ωImplex facies. 
Pa1∞gεne and NI∞gened학)()sits are c뻐ract려zedm빠ùy by bad sorting of 
terrigenous m뼈ia1， by angu1따 and ha1f-angu1ar fonn of fragments, light gray 
andgr않rish - gray color of rocks. The 따rigenous materia1 is cementεrl by clay 
andar밍llaceous - 덩rbonaceous cement Representing a 양뼈 ofr뼈1er 1따ge 

g빼앙1 and submersions divided by horsts and by uplifis, the S빼n않mursky 

basin by its structure and fonnation conditions is classified as an int않nountain 

basin (Krasny, 1960; Varnavsky, 1965). 깐1e character of dislocation and degr않 
of metamorphism of띠H얹한1t age dφosits particip때ng in the structure of the 
basin have a1lowed the g∞10양sts of the F ar East Moscow State University 
헬xxlition in 1963 to divide them into two sσuctural 없ges. 깐1e folded base of 
the basins representing its lower 짧uctural stage, consists ofω，mplex해sloca빼， 

me때norphosed rocks of Paleozoic and Mesozoic age which were broken 
throu양1 by various intrusions. Upper struαural 와쩡，e is represented‘ byCenozoic 
sedimε:ntary deposits, in. which composition sandy - clay fonnations prev떠l. A 
role ofωn밍om없tεs and gritstones is insigniδcant. Within the Sredneamursky 
basin V.G. Vamavsky (1965) di엄nguished threε basic zones of grψ없s and 
submersions : west없1 mar잉na1 zone, cen없1 and 짧 mar잉na1 zone. The 
g빼ens and submersions of mar밍na1 zones have sharply expressed outlines 
causεd by a significant steepness of their boards, strongly len，햄1ened fonn 
C았ended into a nor남1- 엉st 이rection， and depths, as a rule, excee이ng 1어0-
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1500m, and in separate cases 2500 m. The stru따ures ofthe c앉1tral zone have 
m빼Y flat boards. In th잉 zρnethε d혜Iths of submersions - and grψens of500-
1어야n 뼈ve prevailing importance. Within each of the ψove 와ated zones the 
groupsofgr빼없S 뻐d submersions, 뻐d in the ω，mposition of groups - separate 
gψens and submersions are 띠엄뺑ished. A雄 V.G. Vamavsky (1965) the 
resear하1edCO따&때ngar없sare ωnfined to grabens and submersions of않st 

partofthe c앙1tral zone and to the 않stmar업na1 zone. 

The stru따ural fe따ures of occurrence ofPaleog앉1e and Neogene rocks in the 
Sredn않mursky basin are poorly investigated. 마피mg works which 뻐veb없1 

떠rried out on the ar없s ofBirofeldsky, Khabarovsk and Pereyas1avsky grφens 
give only in g없앉'al the r맹뼈않tation 때out the character of Pal∞gene and 
Neog얹1e d아)()sits occurrence. Paleog얹1e ar띠 Neogene dφosits in these areas 
are not affec때 by re잉ona1 metamOlphism, in gen앉'al they have a horizα1없l 

g빼e-un뼈없d occurrence fi여uently ∞Imp뼈뼈 by trough-like subm앉'S10ns 
and dome-like l낀피:fts. on the boards of submersions and slopes of upli:fts 
(horsts, 11어g않 etc.) dip an앙esofP떠∞gene 뻐dNeog없e rocks ocαnnngne않 
the f01ded bases, reach 15-20 0 , and fi여‘uently 30-40 o. In the top part of the 
S밟onthean생es of rock dips dec얻asε upto 양ntle ones. It should be not여 that 
the grab없s， by which are confined Khabarovsκ Basovsky， M따ch없skybrown 

∞aldφosits and Oboro-Ussuriisky coal-be따mg 없얹， 뼈ve an 찍1l11ll1않lC 
structure - flat south않st and steep north-w않t boards. This circumstance c없않S 

the character of p뼈앞1ce of coal and 버뾰ibutionof옮cies in these ar얹S. 

Ag빠1st the background of g없때 subm앉sion of1째앙'S ill 삼1e dir빼on from 
boardsofgrab얹15 to their cen없1 parts the minor flat fo1ding is mark(쳐. 
U때띠따edstruαures are compli>떠ted by 버헤unctive 이s1ocations of 훨ultand 
옮띠t-s비ftc뼈racterofno뼈1eastand no펴1west 버rections. 

R$앉1ce ofcoal.Pal∞gene andN，∞genedφosits are p때a1ly co떠-be때ng 

at the ar얹s of their deve10pm앉1t in the Sr벼neamursky basin and behind its 
파nits. Up to the pre앞1t time in Sr벼neamursky basin the Khabarovs셔， 

Bazovsky, M빼1얹l5ky， Litovsky, Roz없웰tovs셰， Hungariysky brown ∞al 

deposits and 01야따.Uss뼈isky ω，al-be때ng 따'ea have been prospecκd. The 
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nmnerous ωa1 - occurrences are known a1so in the vicinities of settl없lents: 

Samara, Alekseev뼈 Golubichny, Sil엉chi-Aly때 Sinda and Krasny Rechka . 
Brief infonnation 빠out presence of ωa1 in some deposits is placed in the 
table. In Sr벼n않mursky basin the upper part ofαlemorechensky and lower part 
of Ushmnansky 웠iεs are coa1-bearing. At the Ushmnunsky d야)()sit in thε 
westem part of Sr벼neamursky basin the basic wo빼ng layers of co떠 are 
ω뼈ned to the upper coa1-be뼈ngstrataofαlemorechens셔r 앞뼈 by thickness 
of200-250 m. Up to 24 b잉s and interca1ations ofbrown coa1 and coa1y c1ays 
aremarkedh않 m ω，mposition of the str없 their thickness is from fractions of 
a meter up to 3.75 m. At the Khabarovsky d학)()sit ∞a1-be않ing strata of 
αlemorech없sky 앞ies by thickness of up to 60 m inc1udes up to 4 beds of co떠 
of "à'’ group(from below upwards): a -1 , a - 2, a - 3 , a - 4 by thickness 
ofO.05-18.25mandupto10bedsofgroup"B": B-1 , B-2 , B - 3H , 
B 3 C • B 3 B. B - 4 H. B - 4 B. B - 5 H. B - 5 B and B - 6 with thickn않sO.1 

- 12. 15m.The layer B - 6 is the basic WOI섬ng layer ofthe d따)()sit 

Within the Oboro-U;잎따isky coa1-be때ng area the ∞떠-be때ng strata of 
α1얹norech없sky 웠ies by thickness up to 310m contains up to 15 b어s and 
inteκa1ations ofωa1， co떠y c1aysand~밍llites by thickness of 0.5-2 up to 5 m. 
At the Mu낭1앙1Sky brown coa1 d아)()sit the most coa1-bearing strata are 떠50 
Oligocene in which composition 7 ωa1 strata (IV - X), among them three (IV, V 
and VI) have wo빼ng thickn엉S. Tota1 thickness of these strata varies from 
1.00 up to 7.00 m, theirwo빼ng thickness is from 0.4 up to 7.0 m. 

α1 the Bikinsky brown ωa1 dφosit a lower coa1-bearing layer is sÏn피arto 
theupper ∞a1-be때ng layerofα1앉norechensky 앙뼈， it forms the most lower 
part of the section, strip야쳐 bydr퍼ing， and has visible thickness of 150 m. In the 
section of the strata up to.8 beds and intercalations ofbrown ωa1 and coa1y c1ays 
by thickness from s뻐res of meter up to 3-5m and more are mark앙 At 
B때nsky deposit this part of the section is less coa1-s따lU없ed both in 
comparison with the upper ∞a1-be뼈ng strata, and in comparison with other 
deposits. The lower coa1-bearing str없a ofUshmnansky 없엎 at Ushmnunsky 
and Khabarovsky brown ωa1 deposits are c뼈ract없zed by insi，맹i퍼cant 

presence of coa1 in comparison with Chemorechensky 었ies. At the 
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Khabarovsky dφosit in i잉 oomposition 12 b어S of ooa1 of" c" group 
C뼈ract려때 by smaIl thickness (0.05-5.65 m), with inαeased ash ∞ntentand 

inoonsistency in the s뼈onwere 이돼nguished. 

In the soutbwest p따t of QboJi아Jssuriisky ωa1-be때ng area in the ωa1-

bearing str없 of Ushumansky 앞뼈 is 10t삶ed up 10 10 ωa1 layers and ω떠y 
c1ays by thickness from fractions of metεr up 10 9 m. At the Mu암lensky deposit 
a laylεr of ooa1 III can be 따띠b따ed 10 Lower Miocene ooa1-bearing strata, which 
is the basic economic layer of the dφosit having 1ota1 thickness 0.2-7.5 m and 
wo빼ng thickness 1.0-6.0 m. 

In the area ofBi퍼nskybrown ωa1 deposit the investig따ed section of Lower 
Mioc앉le se띠mεnts are gr많tly diff않nt from the de따ibed 빠ove by the 
C뼈rac따 of pre앞lce of ωa1. All i잉 750-meter section in the c앉ltral part of 
Imano- Bikinsky basin is ooa1-b않ring. It is m없ked by 37 layers of ooa1 with 
thickness from 1-5 till13-35 m, i.ε.herethed악)()sits are sin피ar10a ∞a1-bearing 
strata ofUshumansky 앞ies， they are C:뼈racterized by m없nnumpre앞lce of 
ooa1. As a wholε thep얻앞lCε of ooa1 Pa1eogene and Neogene d악)()sits in 
S때n않mursky basin 엄 rather v따빼le. The amount of ooa1 strata, their 
thickness and depth of their occurrence VaI)' in rather wide range. However it 
떠n be noted, that to때 mountofωa1 strata is insignificant - up 10 20, thickness 
ofstrata us빼ydoe삶 exceed 1야n- more often 0.2-1.5 m, and the m빼num 

of p뼈앉lce of 00，외 옮lls for the depth up 10 300 m. At the inv1밟짧ed 

Khabarovsky, Basovsky, Mu암1없sky d멍osits and 01어ro-Ussuriisky c때

b않파19 area the maximum pre앞lce of ooa1 is oon펴ned 10 south않st， more flat 
boards of grabens, and minima1 - to nor남lwest， more steep ones. The 
characteristic fi짧ureof떠most a1l ooa1 strata is - their 펴ststr따ure and thickness 
variability and genetic thinning. Stru따ure of strata by thickness of more than 
1 m is usua1ly ωImplex . Besides, the thickness of interstrata change over a wide 
range - :from meter up to 없lS me않rs. Sometimes some layers are 뻐ted in10 one. 
깐le reduction of thickness up 10 their ωImplete genetic thinning is obs않ved 
towards the mar양ns ofthe d따)()sits. The 밍V앉1 above charact얹stics of the 
P뾰얹lce of ooa1 oonc얹n on1y the inv1빼g뼈 part of the section of Pa1∞gene
N∞gene b어S of the prospected d聊sits of S뼈n않mursky basin. 깐le 
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presεnceofco삶 in the d아)()sitswhich fill the most submerged sites of dφosits， 

not stripped up to the present time by holes, remains obscure. 

Lower. Mid버e Mioc얹1e. Ki깅nskv 앞뼈 

In the upper p따t of Ushumansky 앞엎， at the transition of lower coa1-
bearing strata into coa1-free beds, in some holes, dr피ed in the southwest part of 
the Pereyaslavsky grψen，by 없taofV.G. Vamavsky (1964), the sheet bodies of 
basa1ts :from sev뼈 m하않'S up to 7아n thick are marked. In the vicinity of 
P뾰yaslavka these basa1ts are exposed. 깐1ey occur confonnably on the 
und앉lying sandy - gravel fonnatiollS. 

Spo한pollenic ω，mplex sin，밍ed out :from c1ays, fonning the interlay앉S 

inside basa1ts, by the cαlc1usion of Myachina, is sin피ar to Upper Miocenζ 
않rlier investig따ed for Neogenε deposits ofKhabarovsk 따ntory. 

YU.F. α1얹nekov (1960) 따띠buted the basa1ts 이때b뼈d in the P.않yaslavka 
areaMioc얹1e. On theP，않yaslavsky basa1ts the thick w，않th않mg αust of없0파1 

type is developed which determines the upper age 파nit of fonnation ofbasa1ts, 
as, by YU.F. α1emekov data, the kaolin αusts of weath앉ing have the age not 
younger than Miocene. 

Many‘ 양olog섭tsob앞ved the 햄)()sures ofMioc얹1e basa1ts on the south갱st 

slopes ofVandansky ridgζ in the bank scarps ofSindinsky branch near Mu암1a 
settlem얹1t on Amur, in thε basin of middle current of the river Khor, on the ri，밟 
bank ofUssuri river n댔 Venyukovo settlem앉1t They are known 삶so in the 
basins ofthε rivers Lupki, Ton, Pir ,near sett1ement Iskra , at Mayak C때eand 

in other places. 

In 1960, 1961 AA.Kozlov, G.I. Kharitonychev and IA. Kholopes비n 
during 양010밍ca1 survey have 이엄명버shed effusive and pyroclastic fiαmatiollS 
developed within Sredneamursky basin and on its m~밍llS， in indφ얹1dent 
K닙nsky 없es on ana10gy ofthe Lower Priamurie 앞i엉 ofthe 잃mename. The 
thickness of this 앞뻐 in de앞ibed areas is 여뻐1 to 100-115 m, re삶파19400-

600 m outside their limits. 
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Non깅lsmem밟'edN，∞，gene and ouatemarv deoosits 

ThePliocenε -LowerQ뻐1:emaly non- 이smem밟'ed fonnations - are widely 
distribut벼 on the territol)' of the Sr벼n않mursky basin . Th아r are 이돼nguished 

and de앙ibed by Yu.F. 다1없nekov (1960) as Priamm썩r 웠ies. They occur 
horizontally, 펴파19 anCl따 river valleys, with wa화10ut and lU1confonnably 
overlapping Pa1∞gene and N，∞gene d명osits. 깐lese d학)()sits are basi，때lly 
I뿌m엎lted by s뻐1생es and by ωarse-맹ined sand of fl삐떠 - flood pl빠1 

ω，mpleχ faci않. πleir thickness is 30-50 m. In the s뼈on they are easily 
띠염ngt빼어 alloc없ed by p뼈ence of overlying Old Quatemruy b쐐ts of 
Sovgavansky 엎뼈. In case oftheir ab양lce to separ없 th않 야)()sits :from 
overlying coarse-，맹ined Quatemruy fonnations it is not obviously possible. 

깐1e age ofPriamm없r 웠ies is detennined by stra디graphic position between 
Old Quatemruy b쐐ts and floristica1ly C뼈racteri썽 h따ocene d한)()sits 

(G∞logy USSR, T. X 1 X , 1966). By the decision of Interdepartmen때 
S없tigraphic M뼈ng (Vl때ivostok， 1965), the 뼈osits selec때 as Priamm썩I 

앞뼈， arere힘red to Pliocene. 

In Sredneamursky basin by the m없없떠s ofYu. F. Chemekov (1958, 1961), 
암le αusts of w짧lenng are 、Nidesp뼈d on the basa1ts, av없ge and acid 
effùsions, sedimen빼r rocks and granitoids (in the vicinity of Krasny Rechka 
밟얹n따 K뼈barovsk， Elabuga settlement , Sin없， S없P띠sky， M빼1앉1 and 
O에ler places), occurring lU1der d한x>sits of Priamursky 월ies. Cl정r minera1s of 
m않 따usts of weathering are r밸m앞ltedm머피yby 없0빼te. 

Ouatem않vsvstem 

The ω'vers of the basic effùsions developed on the significant ar많s， 

gravit때ng usua1ly to a southeast board of the Sr뼈1않mursky basin are 
attributed to lower horizons of Quatemruy dφosits. AA. Kozlov, G.I. 
K뼈ton뼈아 etc. (G∞logy USSR, T . X 1 x , 1966) p쐐lelize these effùsions 
with Sovgavansky 앞뼈， known in Vostochny S삐10tε -외m， κapitsa， 1961). 
The basic e짧lSions fonn the covers, ()(때p끼ngsoml밟mes the area up to 200-
250km. π1않e ωvεrs are I뿌re없lted by lavas ofb쐐잉 andande뾰 -bas외ts， 
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less often - by pyroclastic forrnations. Their thickness does not exceed 150-
20아n， making in most 갱ses 40-60 m. The age ofbasalts is neither more ancient 
than Pliocene and nor yOlU1ger than Early Quaternary. Above the basalts , 
diverse cαnplex of continental forrnations occurs, among which al1 lU1Ïts of 
Quatemary 앙sκ:mare 이뾰ngt뼈1ed. The lith이0잉c ω，mposition of Quatemary 
dφosits is 뼈-emely motley. Th이r are brown , gray, 없rk gray, bluish - gray, 
yεllow， 띠scous， lay앉벼， loc삶lymi뎌￡∞'US clayι with lenti‘ αùar inclusions of 
m여u1맹n버arsandand 파1e gravel, s비명les， sand, road metal, gtuSS, peat. The 
ωImpleχes of spores 뻐d poll얹1 characterize al1 departments of Quaternary 
장f없n. The middle lU1Ït, besides ωntains fossil fauna. The Quatemary deposits 
are stripp어 by holes and by mi삐19WO빼ngs. 깐1eir thickness re떼1es 1야n. 

More in detail Quatemary d학)()sits of the area are de앙ibed in the book G，∞logy 
ofthe USSR, v. XIX, p.1, 1966. 

hIσusiverocks 

Intrusive rocks, e뺑sing on the w'때S of the Sr벼neamursky basin 뼈ve 

Upper Mesozoic and CenozρlC age. π1ey b뼈k throu양1 S혀1m앉뻐ry and 
e:ffusive forrnations from Early Proterozoic up to N，∞gene inclusive. 까1e 

prevailing part of massifs basic and of ultrabasic rocks gravitates to the zone of 
W않t - S뼈10te-A파lSky fa띠t e갔없이ng m nor깐1east 띠rection. The Lower 
Cretac∞us intrusions of granites 없 widely known on the W'않tw;떠lofCentral 

S파10te-A파lSky 뻐tic파10num. 

π1e 따tIusions of gran여ioritε:5， diorites q뻐rtz diorites, q떠rtz monzonites are 
뼈ibuted to Late Cretac∞'us 미ne， and are especi떠1y widely distributed on the 
south - 않st slopε of Sredn않murs찌r basin and in the sαrthern part of 
Khe암1tsirsky ridge. The.Paleogene intrusions are restriα쩌ly 、mdespread in the 
C갱mined) 없-ea. In 1956 G.I. Stepanov 따띠but떠 to them smal1 massifs of파1응 

grained potphyry - likε pyroxene- bioitite q뻐rtz- dioritεs and monzonite-diorites 
(G，∞logy USSR, v. XIl, 1966). The 때때뾰 쟁bbroidsand 띠없basites c뼈n어 

m 없π:omc 띠slocations of north - n때1- 않st trend are attributed to the yOlU1gβ:st 
1llS1맹i펴대nt1y widespread in the no빠1west S파10te - A파1， presumably to 
N∞gene， intrusive forrnations. A批r A.P. Glushkov, in the basin of the river 
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Anyuy they break through Lower Tertiary d학)()sits and are overl뻐1 by Lower 
Qu따않1aI)' dφosits(G∞logy USSR, .v. X 1 X, 1966). 

Lianskydφosit 

The de때1어 explor때on of Liansky brown coal deposit was execut빼 by 
Komsomolsky prospecting e때어ition of PGO Dalgeologia by the application 
of1뻐펴따r ofCoal Industry ofUSSR (protocol No 74 of6.12.1979, Technica1 
meeting of consid앉ä1ion of the feasibility 뼈ort of de때1어 exploration 뻐d 

project of temporary conditions) and in the perfonnance of the order of 1빠1G，∞ 

USSRda빼 14.10.81 No M 465 and decisions of CC CPSU and Minist1y 
Council USSR of23.09.81, M 940" About additiona1 measures ofaccel앉ä1ion 
of coal mining developm앉1t by an opened method in 1981-1990". 

π1e e때어iency of de때led exploration was sub와anti밍:ed by Institute 
Dal영prosha암1t in 1979 by the results of pre파피nary exploration and 없thorized 

by Min~양eprom ofthe USSR 깐1e ca1culation of re앞ves thus was execut어 by 
Dal밍pros뼈암1t Institute developed cons빠1t conditions by , which because of 
low technica1 and economic parameters of wolk of coal pits by ∞nsid않ä1ion of 
State Committee for R!않앉ves of the USSR were not repres앉1tεd by 
h빠1ugleprom. α빠따tly of Coal Industry ). π1e deposit is corrfined to the 
Khurm띠inskyn댔'-fra짜rre basin 않endεd into nor남1east direction for 14 km 
with wi뼈1 1.5-3.0 km, 퍼led by ∞n따1ent떠 ωal-be따ing fonnations of 
Oligocene - Mioc앙le age by thickness up 10 215m. The coal-bearing deposits 
없 overl빠1 bybo내d앉~pebbl，어 and 잃ndy - graveled fonnations and p때ally 

by covers of olivine basalts and dolerites ofPliocene - Early Q뻐íemary age by 
general thickness up to 35 m. At the dφosit two brachysync파lal folds with dip 
an양s of the wings 3-5 0 , northem and south앉n ones are 이밟nguished. Their 
wings are broken by explosive dislocations with amplitudes of VI빼쐐 
displacement from 10 up to 4아TI. The ωal-be뼈ng deposits con때n 22 brown 
coallayers , from which only 15 sheets are of economic interest (from below -
upw따æ: A-14 , A-10 , B-3 , B-5 , B-6 , B-7 , B-8 , B-9 , B-10 , B-12 , 
B - 1 3 , B - 1 5 , B - 1 7 , B - 1 8), their thickness is from 1.5 up to 17.7 m. The 
layers B-17and B-18 are su와뻐ed， 此 others are relatively sustained. 
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Infonnation 때out thickness, structure, dε:pth of occurrence, area of distribution 
ofsheetsis 잉ven in table No 1. 

πle deposit is attributed to group II accorl이ng to "Classification" of State 
Committee for Reserves of the USSR and it was pros야cted by corε @피mg 
holes ofnetwork 125 x 125m atthe 없-ea of prime improvement and 250 x 250 
m with cerr없1 of the rest of the 없-ea for reserves of the categol)' B and 250 x 
250 m for the reserves of the c많εgol)' C1• In total733 holes were drilled, 16 from 
them - hydrog∞10밍cal， 13 engineer꾀g-g∞10밍떠1 and 26 technologi，떠1 holes, 
total volume is 96910 m. The dr피mg was acωImpanied by a complex of 
g∞physica1 researches, which liεsu1ts are taken into account for specification of 
occurrence depth, structure of layers, and some띠nes for ash ωnt없ts of ωal 
떠50. The ωrε yield for economic layers was 64-88 %, av없ge onε for the 
deposit - 77 %. The sampling was executed by a stratal - differential method. 
Theq뻐lity of뻐alyti떠1 works is con회nned by the control analyses of 5.1 % of 
samples. The ω，mparison of the documen빼on with actual m;없erial was 
systemati갱lly 떠mεd out in the procεss of works. Coa1s are brown, 
technolo양떠1 group is 1B, 、.vith aV1앉-age ash ωntent， of heliolitε c1ass. The 
moisture content for wor해ng fue1 in economic layers v때es from 34.8 up to 44.8 
%， av없gev;머ue forthe dφosit - 41.8 %, thus the ash cαltent varies from 21 .3 
up to 34.3 %, av얹-age one - 24.6 %. 깐le combustion h댔 of working fuel is 
2145-2677 (av，없ge -2428) k!때 /kg or correspon빼19ly 8.98-1 1.2 (av，없ge -
10.16) mjs j kg. Ash않 of coals are acid, aV1얹-age-fusible. According 10 GOST 
25543-84 the mark of coal is B, group - 1B. 깐le coal is attributεd to a c1ass 02, 
때tegOly C1 , type 50, sub뼈e 22, code number 0215022. By i잉 propεnsities to 
oxidation 뻐d self-igrrition it is attributed to ωals of IV stability group. It is 
rεcommended to use them in the fumaces with firm slag disposal, to σush fue1 
in hammer m피s. The hydrog∞10잉cal ωnditions， investigated by the 없ta of 
pumping out from holes and supenrision over 此 re밍me of the river Kholuni, 
despite of weak water abun없nce of coal-bearing and overlapping them 
fonnations, are compli때εd， it was caused by necessity of river tapping, 
ωnstruction of dr머nage system ofholes, organization of intra-pit discharge. 깐le 

forecast of water flows was designed by two methods: analyti때 and balance 
ones. The received 없taareq비te ω，mparable and are 2500 m-1155 m3j hour for 
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length of ch머n , inc1uding in drain on non-wo때ng scarp by the account of 
m펴uence river -315 m3/ hour, in drain on working scarp - 262 m3/ hour, in a pit 
trench -531 M 3/ hour, direct from a ωallayer - 47. 1 m3/ hour. For the ch머n 
length of 100m thl않 V머ues， correspon이ng1y， will be 46.5 m3 inc1uding 12.6 
m3/hour, 10.5 m3/hour, 21 m3/hour, 2.4 m3/hour. An e앵￡빼 W따않 flowatthe 
헬웠1se of rainfall precipitation designed for the gre따est 빼y amount ofliquid 
precipitation in the pit by produαivity 2.5 mln.따ear， within of않:emal ∞ntour 

ofthe 따-ea 1 x 1.2 km2_ 2어o m3/ hour, within protecting dams and old channel 
of river Kholuni by the area 2.2 x 2.2 km2 - 7800 m3/ hour: per 100m of此
pit these values will be 80 m3/hour and 312 m3/hour, ωIrrespon이n생y. 

Proc∞ding from signi펴cant water flows into a prosp뼈ve pit the recommended 
@밍nagep뼈않1 based on.the ω，mbination of an open nεar-w:머ldr머nagewithan 
un10ading 버sc뻐rge from planimetric 잉f없nofw;따앉~lowl떠ng holes, widely 
used in similar conditions, has no 0헤ections. 1뼈파19 se띠ng of the deposit 
development under ωnditions of ωImpl않 @밍nage are relatively simpl，ε. The 
development is possible by an open way, without explosive works. The general 
an양e ω，mer of inclination of the 댄뻐η w때s for depths 50 m, 1 0아nand 15아n 
15 recomm얹1ded COll빼on이n생y 27 0 , 25。 뻐d 24 0 and with the assurance 
훨ctor 여뻐1 to 1.3 -minimal one is 19.50 • 

The ω，al re앞ves were ∞，unted up by a m밟10d ofg'∞10밍떠1 blocks for the 
categories B and C1 in reference to the project of cons빠1t conditions deve101빼 
byD해밍pro뼈a암1t Institute. The minimal thickn않s of the coallayer of simple 
and complex structure is accφ뼈 as 1.5 m; the m없nnum 밟1 ωntent on layer 
αüssing with the account of 100 % ωntamination by intras1I없1 rocks by 
intεrlayers up to 0.7 m thick is 40 %, by sing1e bed crossings inside a contour of 
떠1c띠때on ofres앉ves - 45 %. The calc띠ation ofres얹ves was execut어 within 
the coal 용tion deterr피ned by the feasibility 뼈ort of ωnditions. The basic 
없하ves (75 % oftotal amount) are con펴ned to layers B - 6 , B - 8 , B - 1 2 a n d 

A-14. Av，없ge volumetric fuαorofovt표burden for the d앵osit was 8.2 m3/ t, 
inc1uding the ar않s of prime development - 9.2m3/ t(South site , re웠ves8+01-

141 .5 mln.t) and 7.22 m3/t(siteNo며l， res앉ves B + Cl -125.4 mln.t). 
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Theg∞10밍뎌1 stru따ure of the deposit in the materia1s of the report based on 
exploration results is charact않ized by suf五cient ωImpleteness. Par떠le1ization 

and ωOli이nationofωa1 1ayers by prospec마19 파1es and bε:tween them, and 떠50 
thestruαuralp따없ns and in general plan are ωnsid않dcαlvincing. It was 
proved that ωnsid않ing the variability of prl엉ε:nce of coa1, morphology of coa1 
layers and complication of tec10nic structure, the deposit is refi않ro to the 
dφosits of 2 group of g∞10밍쐐 structure ωImple킹ty. The q빼ty of coa1s of 
the deposit was inv빼gated in a sufficient degr뽕 their economic use as energy 
fuel do않 nα have any doubts. Hydrog∞10밍ca1 conditions of the Liansky 
d한)()sit are charac따ized as complex and ∞nclusion that during exploitation 
there is a necessity to 떠nyoutpre파피narydr퍼nage ofthe pit by w;없er-low1려ng 

holεs and in1ra-quany discharge, is q띠te 뼈5Onable. M빠때s describing 
hydrog∞10업ca1 anden맹1뼈ng-g∞10밍ca1 ωn이tions of the d악)()sit， d않앉ve 

ahi양1 않바nation However the unit ofthe 빼ort " the Protection of environment 
", has a declarative charac않 andd없1ands d없Hεd elaboration in the qu않tions 

ofprobable 이spo왜 ofmine w;없많s， location of pils and their recultiva피on， a 
degree of pollution of때nosphereby 쩔S 얹피SSlOns. π1eml빼어sof뎌lc버ation 

of re었ves， scale of the hypsomεtric plans, 엉timation of re앞ves by the 
따tegories exploration degree, ca1c띠ations of aV1없ge thickn않s and 짧1 

ωn따1ts for blocks have no 0비ections. π1e exception is made by the re앞ves 

ou잉ide the techr피해 bord얹S of the pit, which should be excluded from 
ca1c버ation of뼈앉ves: layer B -12 blocks 17, 20, 19,21,21- 6 , layer B - 9 the 
block 7, layer B - 8 b 1 0 c k s 3 3 - a , 3 4 - a , 3 5 , 3 6 , 3 7 , 3 8 - a a n d 

1 a y e r B - 7 block 100a - to떼 5270ths t , ∞rrespon이n생y mountain mass-
5484 ths tons. The re앞vesofthed뼈sitw않 not represented for approv，떠 into 
State Committee for RI않앉VCS， b따 in 1995 (protocoll, dd 23.02.95) they have 
passed approbation in. the Central Committeε for Dφosits (CCD) of 
Roskomn뼈a CCD has decided to consider this d아)()sit prospec뼈 andprεpare 

for developmεnt as a loca1 raw base of energy ∞a1s. 

π1e summruy table of ca1culation of ωa1 res않ves and mountain mass (ths t). 
F easibility report of D，떠양pros뼈암1t， 1986, with the 않따n따ed price of ωa1 

m때za1Ïon 21 .42 RoubVt at profitability rate of 8.3 % and capacity of the pit for 
coa1 4.5 mln t / year. In mod얹n conditions the development of the dφositw피 
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bee)φ어ient (the 떠lc띠ations are necessaty) by sm삶1 pits at 此 sitlεs with small 
water in:f1ows and overburden 때os of 3-5 m3/t, m:킹따nmn 6-7 m3/t are 
necessaty. Such areas can be recommended: 

Within the site "No벼1 " on the 없stw:떠1 ofthe dφosit， layers B - 4 , B - 6 , B-8 

in the interval of the sections x x 1 Y - X X Y 1 1 1 、vith coalre엎ves 13-5 mln 1; 

within the site " Yu강my " on the west w，떠lof뾰 deposit layers A - 14, B -12 etc. 
in the interval of profiles Y 1 - 1 X + 375 up to the railway with reserves of 13-
15 mln t and to the north from the railway 、vithin the interval of sections X + 

12 5-X 1 +125, and with the 빼 of the river Kholuni to the ri양1t in:f1ow - up to 
thes밟on XV, with the re앞ves 14-15 mln t (calcu1ations are necessary). The 
cαnplic때ng factors at development by small pits wi1l be: 1) water flows of 
underground W:없않s for 100 파1않r m ofdr없n 46.5 m3/ hour, stonn waters for 
100 lin갱r m of the pit 80 m3/hour. 

Fra따ure tectonics. πle characteristic fi짧ure of Cenozoic coal-bearing basins is 
their fonnation in riftogeneous zones as of gr빼en type, with fracturing of 
continuity of rocks in the walls of basins, that was 떠so established in the 
Li때sky basin The 띠splacement of rocks 떠n 뎌많e the increased water flows 
(above e:엄m없ed)andhi양ler ash contents ofωImmercial ωal (for the acω，unt 

of때mixture and impov1얹shment’s). 

Litovskydφosit 

General infonnation. The Litovsky d아)()sit by the area of 4 5 km2 is loc짧dinthe 

Komsomo1sk area of Khabarovsky territol)', on the left w，머1 of the Dirga river 
V떠ley. The railway branch-파le passes through the d학)()sit connecting 
Komsomo1sk녁)n-Amur with Voloc뼈ε:vka 와ation. The su빼ce of the deposit is 
gently 비lly， 때nost flat area. The brief r벼ew of the history of g∞logi때 

res않rches. In 1936 in the vicinity of Litovko station at 此 따ea of 1000 km2 

g∞logi떠1 sunrey was carried out undεr the management of S.I. Shkorbatov. It 
was the basis for s없-ch - pro양>ecting works for coal which in 1936-1938 
rev，뼈ed the layers ofbrown ωal in the area ofLitovko station 따 此 site bythe 
area of 1 W with WOI성ngthicknεSS. 
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In1939 the op앙-ation by mine No 1, layed n않r Litovko 와ation be햄1. 

Since 1939 till1941 at the mine field the prospecting works were 떠rriedoutby 

v.v. Bogatsky, and then M.D. Roitenberg . Geophysica1 resεarches have 
잃abl잉h싹 thatPa1∞geneandN，∞genε deposits reach 280 III of thickness and 
퍼1 the depression e않nded into nor삼1east 이r빼onforthe 않.ent of 14 km with 
wl뼈13-4 km. S없tigraphy. on the Litosky deposit Upper Pa1∞，zoic sandy -
clay and silic∞us str없a are deve1oped. Unconfonnably on them Pa1eogene 
coa1-be때ng deposits occur. The 1따t앉 are covered by Quatemary deposits and 
arerev'않1ed by boreholes and geophysica1 works. 

Pa1∞genε strata are subdivided into three horizons : 

• Lower unproductivε; 

• Coa1-bearing; 

• Upper unproductive. 

The lower unprodu때ve horizon occurs on washed out surface of Pa1∞'ZOlC 
depositions. It was mainly fonned by gray a1eurolites ωn때피ng charred 
vegetative remains. Among a1eurolitεs occur loose sandstones, sands with 
S비ngle of ar밍llaceous and 펴nty sl따:es， q뻐rtz and tuffitε. The low-thick 
int앉layers ofbrown coa1 are som뼈nesob앞ved. 깐1e ωImplete thickness of the 
horizon has not been e없blished yet According to the data of boreholes it 
exceeds 14아n. 1 (IV) layer of overlying coa1-bearing horizon is conventiona1ly 
accepted as the upper border of lower unproductive horizon. 

The ωa1-bearing horizon (50 - 60 m) ω，nsists m，떠피y of gray a1eurolites and 
ar맹lites including brown coa1s. 

Upp앙 unprodu띠ve horizon (more than 100 m), occurring unω，nfonnably 

on coa1-bearing one, is fonned by a1t없1뻐ng strata of a1eurolites, 없ndstonesand 

잃nds， in which many 빼gments of coa1 and clay pebbles of ar밍llac∞'US sha1es 
and plenty of charred vegetative remains are met 
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By ana10gy with Basovsky and HllilgariySky d아)()sits 此 coa1-bearing deposits 
ofLitovko station area are 따띠b따:ed to Pa1eogene. 

Q뻐1emaly deposits are 1φre앞lted by sand, clays, loams and less 0批nby
뼈m생es. The thickness of them is c뻐ngl얹ble and varies from 3 up to 5아n. 

Tectonics. Within the northw1않t part of Amur - Sllil，웰üsky trou양1 the 
Pa1∞genε dφosits have a no빠1엉st strike and southeast dip at an angle from 7。
upto 15 o. 

Two 1따ge 이agona1 이영llilctive 이slocations havε been established by 
prospec마19. One of them divides the prospected part into two sites with 
이splacement of co，떠 layers in plan for 400 m with v，뼈ca1 amplitude of 
displacement not less than 60 m. Dip of옮띠t fissure is southwest The second 
sma1ler dislocation is fixed at the 않st sitε 、Mth the amplitude of the layers 
이splacement in plan not less than 100m with vertica1 amplitude of displacement 
-50m. 

R않앉lceofcoa1. 

The ωa1-bearing horizon con때ns up to 15 lay앉'S and intercalations of brown 
∞a1. In the n빼least part of the dφosit it is charac없ized by agr없terdegreε of 
∞a1 s않uration， than in the southw않tp없 Four ω떠 layers having wo빼ng 

삼llCkn않s (from below upwards) are rev，않1edh않:IV，m， n 뻐d 1. 

In thewl않tem part on1y one coa1 1며rer 1 of economic interest was rev않1ed. 

Rle 1없앉· 1, occmring in the u야)ef part of co떠-be때nghα1zρ'n， is traced in the 
wholedφosit Its thickn않s reaches 10.5 m, relatively su없ined thicknε:ss (2.6-
6.1 m) is confined to a soutbwest part ofthe d악)()sit In the nor남1않stp많t the 
thickness of the 1째er 1 varies in the range 3.8 - 10.5 m with wor힘ng bands of 
ωa1 from2.3 lψ to 6.6 m. The layer has a complex structure . 

Rle layer n, occmring 5-10 m lower than a layer 1, in the northeast part of the 
dφosit has a complex stru따ure and thickness from 1.0 up to 6.0 m. In the other 
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P없t ofthe depo외t the 1멍er is replacεd by ωalyar왜lites α lS repre앞lted by 
low-thick coal interlayers . 

Layer ill, as well as the layer II, 뼈s economic importance only in the north-않51 

part of the deposit It occurs 7 m below than the layer II, it has a cαnpleχ 
structure and tot떠 thickn않sO.8-5.4m. 

The layer IV haLcompl않 structure OCCUI바19 10m lower of layer ill, it is of 
economic inter엉t 떠50 only in the no며least part of the d따)()sit 1ts thickn엉S 

changβs from 0,8 up to 3,6 m. At the pro야xx:ted site a1l wor성ng coall째$ 
occur at depth up to 70 m. 

The characteristic of c때S 대떼ity. Coals are d없Sζ brown, almost black πle 
homog앉1∞usd버1 and semi-d버1 varieties of c뼈머n type preγ떠L semi-lus1rous 
andl따trous coals are met less 0뾰n.C때s of the layers 1 and IV of Litovsky 
d뼈sit are charac때zed byneχ1parame따's ofq빼ty: wa 10.0 - 25.4 %;Wp 
32.7-35.6%;Ac 12.9-39.5 %;Vr 49.1-57.2 %;So6c 0.2-0.38%;Cr 60.3-
70.2 %; H r 5.0- 6.0 %; Or 23.6-33.3 %; 06 r 5595 - 7056 KcaV kg. 

Coalre앞V않. According to a11-coun1Iy calcu1ation of 1956 the tota1 r얹않vesof 
C때s ofLitovsky 야)()sit were 16.8 mln.t, inc1뻐ngv떠id 0.4 mln.t, probable 1.1 
mln.t (on prospected area 1 km장 and possible 15.3 mln.s a t πle calcu1ation of 
re앞ves is made up to depth 300 m in the conditions of 1.아nthi밟1엉sand 짧1 

con뼈t - 40 %. The coal r얹않ves can be increased at the 헬Jel1Se ofPal∞똥ne 

∞lal-be따ingd학)()sitions ofthe unexplored area ofthe dφosit 

Mu암1하lSky deposit 1. 

Geographic - economic ωnditions 

The Mukhensky deposit of brown ∞als by its administrative division is 
inc1uded into composition of N，뻐없sky distr따 of Khabarovsky 없ritory， 

loc뻐ngn않r the border with Lazo district . 

Then않뾰t occupied settlement is Mukh야1， it locates 이rectly 37 km south -
W않tofthed따)()sit It is 80 km up to Khabarovsk Timber motOIway passes at 6 
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km distance, it ωnnects the dφosit with Mu암1en settlement Mu암1en IS 

ω，nnected by a railway branch-파1e with Sukpay - Kruglikovo railway. 
S때ementsare 이$앉sed alongro때s the inhabitants of which, are n아 supplied 
、vith work properly α1a1y Si띠ma， Si띠 Dunnin etc.). 

Thed아)()sit is connec때 by motor winter road of 70 km length with highway 
Khabarovsk - Komsomo1sk-on-와nur and settlements Mayak, Troitskoe, 
Elabuga etc. The 없nsport network existing in the re밍on， favorable location of 
the dφosit relatively it make for favorable conditions for organization 
prospec마19 and operationa1 works, a1low to solve the problem of supply with 
coa1 the occupi어 settlem얹1ts， adjacent to the deposit 

π1e 따eaoftheM따chenskydφosit， within which prosp뼈ng - e밟mation 

works are pl뻐n따 makes ψo따 3 km2• It and the territory, a예acent to it, are 
gently 뻐y surface, towards 않st and south it is gradua1ly passing into s1ron，앙y 
이smemb앉'ed relief. π1e territory of westem and no벼1앉np따ts ofthe dφositup 
to the rivers Nemptu, Kha1g따(aIl and Yushki r명lre앞1ts swamped pl빠1 with 
m따ks 빠out 70 m. The absolute m따ks of the relief at the coal-t없nng area 
change from 78m up to 213,6 m. 

The river network of t않itory， adjacent to the dφosit， is well develo야d and is 
뼈lre앞1ted by thε river Mukhen, be밍nning from the Khorsky ridglε. At the 
50km 버stancε it nms into the river Nemp따 it in tum nms into the rivεr Amurat 
the 20 km di따lce. πle inflows of the river Mu암len are rivers Bo1shoy 
Kha1gak뻐， Ma1y Kha1gakan and Punchi. The river Yushki nms on the ri양1t 

into the river Nempty. During hi양lW;따er period the rivers are charact없zedby 

rou양1 temper and are inaccεssibleto 따ossing. Ugolny spring (left Upper inflow 
of the river Mukhen) is llllCOVer'ed by a ωallayεr. In of this part thε nver 
Mukhen is charac없ized by loc없ges. Southwards in the sources of the river 
Punchi min앉al sources with pressure w;따ers are known. 깐1e sm피ar self
ou버ows of savory wa않 are re양없'ed 삶so in the holes of the M따chensky 

browncoald따)()sit 

The va1ley of the riv，εrMu암1앉landn얹r -mouth sites of the s1reams nmr파19 

into it are occupi어 bymari(~때ped pl빠15) impassible in summer. on mari 
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the rare bushes and undergrowth grows, the 마nber has been 떠most cut down in 
lasty'얹rs or has bumt out. πle deposit is ωIvered with rich birch brushwood 

Thec파nate of the region is continental with hot and damp SlUTIll1εrandcold 
winter. Av앉age ann뻐 temper따뾰 of머f lS φout + 1.2 0 c , the most hot are 
Ju1y and August, when temp앉없ure of머r reachεs+34 。 ’ and the most ωld -
the end ofDecemb앉 -1뻐뻐1)' (-370 C). Av없geann뻐1 amount of deposits is 
535 mm, with flUCtuatiOllS from 430 up to 665 mm. Their distribution is 
extremely non-unifonn. In wann peri여 they drop out up to 80-90 %, and in 
ωldp려od - in total1 0-20 %. Hei양ltofasnow ω'ver reaches 2m in fro와ytime. 

Summary, ana1ysis and estimation of earlier canied gl∞10밍뎌lworks 

Theg，∞10밍뎌1 researches in this area were started in 1910 (V.K. Arsεnyev) 
and till 1929 they had a purely ∞맹itive c뼈racter. Subs어u얹ltly gl∞10밍얹1 

smvey, prospecting , gl∞physica1 and geomorphologi，떼 researches began to 
대ny outwidely. 

In 1929the 띠scovety ofbrown ωa1 by a local hunter in the basin of the river 
Mukhenhass앉ved as the basis for re때zatÏon ofworks by B. A. Vinoradov. 
The compilation of the map of 1:5어000 sca1e for this 밍ven 없-ea was the result 
of these works, it revea1s thr않 coa1 1ayers. The gl∞physica1 works executed in 
1938-1939 in the area of the d악)()sit have a1lowed to speci륭 the 없-ea ofω려
b엉ring Oligoc얹le - Mioc얹le deposits distribution. A gen없1 gl∞b밍ca1 

situation of middle current of the river Mu암len was reflected by S.I. S바orbatov 

(1939) on the map, madε by 피m， (sca1ε 1 :200 (00). 

In 1957-1960 S.P. Voskr얹앉1Sky 떠rried out prospec비19 of coa1s on thlε area 
파nited by the va1ley of Ussuri 디ver - up to Sinda lake- settlements Sinda
Mu암1얹1 -Obor-P뾰yaslavka. Their result was the rev엉파19 ofthe e앓:llSIVe 
coa1-be많mg 따얹， in which he predicted 5.3 m1rd t ofbrown coa1. 

These 없taweκ the 뎌use of prospecting works arrangement at the area of 
300 krn2 at the Mukhen deposit 
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Herethε @피ingatn많work of 4x4 km was made and within thε Ugolny spring 
basin, wh않 삼le coa1 layers WI않 deten피ned near the surface, the 따피 holes 
were ωnd없sed at two intercrossing profiles up to 1.0-1.5 km. 깐le coa1 1ayers 
observed among the d뼈sits ofα1않lorech없sky 없es occur in the inteIva1 40-
195 m and are charac따ized by great c뼈ngeability both in thickness and strike. 

πle 쐐ysis of the m;짧ia1 available specifies the ambiguity ofωOli야1때on 

ofth않 layers, and addi띠na1 works of unωv떠ngjust of upper layer e뺑smg 

onto the surface a10ng the ri양lt wing of the Ugolny Spring are 뾰$쩌· 
Taking into account doubtful strata correlation and WI얹kexplo빼on of the pits, 
it is necessaI)' to ωnd없se a network ofholes in the central, most coa1-satur없d 

partd아)()sit At the sites of∞Implexg∞logil떠1 s1ructure and a10ng the outcrops 
of the layer onto the surface under Quatemary terrains the holes outside the 
network should be 따illed， thε outcrops of the layer under Quatemary deposits 
should be fixed by sma1l holes not rare than throu，맹 250m. 

In 1994 Komsomo1sky GGP be탱1 to solve these tasks, b따 此 works for 
$마nation of the dφosit have stoPI빼 in thev없rbe맹mingbec뻐se ofab앞lce 

of financing. 

G∞，10밍떠Lhydrogl∞10밍떠1 and mine tec뼈떠1 characteristics of the d학)()sit 

M따ch없skyd학)()sit in gl∞logil쟁1- s1ructural relation 잉 located on the 않st 

wing ofSr벼ne- Amursky basin, 、ïVithin the chain of grab얹1s of a north- 않st 

strike, 10-15 km of the S파10te - A파1 mountain :frame. The basεment ofthe 
submergedp따ts of the basin occurs at the depth not 1않s than 1500 m. 

The 없따lentil떠lly 않tablished area of coa1-bearing dφosits distribution is 
equa1 to 300 km2• At the si맹i펴쩌ntp없t the coa1-b엉ring band is overlain by 
flows of Quatemary basa1ts ( chabasitε and olivine - pyroxene varietie야. 

Thickness of the cover of basa1ts between springs Basovy and Ugolny (basic 
field) is insignificant jud밍ng by graphic elements ofits sole occurrence. 

Underbasa1t 01d Quatemary deposits (from 5 up to 20 m), occurring on 
washed 0따 sur굶ce ofNI∞gene - Pa1∞gened학)()sits are deve1oped, mainly in 
the no며1앉n and no빠lwest parts of the d아)()sit In the top of the cut they are 
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represented by clays and by loams of bro\、w‘"v11，
lower parts of the cut -파1e-맹ned sand of gray color. Recent pebbl떠 - 잃ndy
clay deposits by thickness of up to 5 m are confined to the river va1leys. In 
swamped flood pl빠lS of the rivers and lakes the fields of야atareopen. 

These rocks occur practi떠lly horizonta1ly. S어imentary - terrigenous rocks of a 
socle of Mesowic age m빠ùy represεnted by sandstones and a1eurolites, in a 
sm떠ler degree s피c∞IUS and s퍼c∞'US - clay sha1es , inπusive rocks of various 
ωImposition are widespread. They 떠so ωImpose the n않rest offshoots of 
S빠10tε-꾀insky ridge, where their ω，mplex folded struαurewasdet얹피ned. 

Oligoc얹1e - 1\따@않1e dφosits of so-ca1led α1emorech얹lSky suite are ωa1-

bearing . . on the base of the drill log available mat없a1 the deposits of 
α1emorechensky suite (in the cen없1 part ofthe d뼈sit included into the pli이ect 

for study) are 뼈얻었1ted by WI멍에y cement여 some따nes viscous clays, 
a1eurites, 10뻐lS，:fr여ue때y by plastic, oc뎌Slon떠lyth뾰 are s.비n생es with sand, 
ar맹lites. Stripp어 thic때앓 of coa1-bearing band is 280 m. The strata cont려ns 
15 layers and in않rca1ations ofbrown coa1. 11 coa1 1ayers of them have wo빼ng 

thickness, four layers are relatively sustainεd in thickn엉S， which is m，얹suredas 

1m - 6.0-7‘6 m, and repre엎1t economic interest at the significant area 
Morphology of the layers is characterized by WI않k undulation with the 
amplitude ofthe first hundred m앉않 compH뎌빼 by αm내ation αlaIlges in the 
dipan양es up to 5-70 , both 1<펴le south않st， and to so때1W'앓 깐1e upper lay'εrm 
the outcrop from under bas머tshasmore 않xp angles of occurrence (up to 300 ). 

The coa1 layers are c뼈racterized by simple, relatively homogen∞us 

intemal struαure without admixtures. In the rl∞f and soil of the layers ∞al 

ar맹litesocc따. The upper working layer is opened by α빚k Ugolny and mining 
ofbrown coa1 by an open m뼈od is possible h않. It has the greatest thickness of 
7.6 m. The second layer, 2-2.4 m thick occurs 25-35 m below and 떠socanbe 
mined by a coa1-mining pit The structure ofknown ωa1 1ayers is shown in the 
columns. Co외s are brown, humic, mainly dim, less often semi-d비1 and semi
lustrous, of technolo밍떠1 group 52. 깐1e notion ψout q떠lity of co떠s can be 
received from S.P. Voskresensky 없ta (1960): a mass portion oftota1 WOI침ng 
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moisture - 33-34,2 %, ash ωn뼈t - 24 %, the lowest specific h짧 ofω，mbustion 

ofwor쉽ng fuel is 2700-3100 KI뎌ls !kg， vol때les discharge is 50.5)010. 

Comparing these parameters to the brown ωals of other dφosits it is possible to 
notice that the brown ω띠sofMu암1ensky depo의t are sin피arto Khunn내m하()'， 

Liansky and, especi떠ly， Pavlovsky ω떠s. H ∞logi떼 ωnditions of the 
Mu암1없skydφositw않 n아 specl때y studi어， re，맹ne observations are absent. 
According to the 없taofgl∞logi떠1 SUlVey and prospecting the wat얹"s in a1luvia1 
-ta1usdφOSI피 b쐐ts andcon，밍om없tes， co떠-be뼈ngdφosits w1뾰 reγ않led; 

삼1e fiacture w;따앉S ofMesozρic rocks are 삶50 marked. The level of water in 
a1luvi떠 - ta1us deposits C뻐n양d :from 2m up to 1야n. 

The 짧1앉al miner머ization is :from 10 up to 110 mgl l. W따er abundancε of 
넓잃1ts is 2-10 1/ sec. Some min떠없d sources were rev1않1ed in basa1ts with 
carbonicw따앉S ofpleasant taste. In 양1lll밍es， 잃nd and layers of co떠s a spec퍼C 

이앙빠ge15 여ua1 to 4.9-6.8 m3/ hour. Mainly the w와ers of coa1-bearing deposits 
are pressure; during dr퍼ing of holes th뾰 was a self-flow out. In one hole gas, 
W없er and rock er피sslonocαm벼， togl려ler with borehole equipment, which was 
inthe 휩ce. During the 파-st day the height of the w'따erfoun때nre때1ed 16-18 m 
、~th the :freqUeIlcy of emissions - 3-5 minutes. on the n않 day the :frequency of 
없nissions has decreas어， and the hei，맹t of fountain has decreased up to 12-15 
m. The 얹nitted gas had the following composition: CO2- 35.5 %; O2- 13.5 %, 
N2 - 48.7 %. By chemica1 ana1yses data the w;없얹 15 따tributed to 
hydrocarbonate - ca1cic -잉dic with weak gen얹al miner머ization and dty 
resl띠le ofO.1 gIl; p H -4.4; CO2 - 2846.8 m1Il. 

h빠파19， eIl빙n없ing and mine tec뼈뎌1 ωndition~ of the :field of the pit of 
Mu암1없sky 야)()sit were a1most not inv밟탱앙 There are rare de:finitions of 
volumetric masι natural humidity, porosity ofω삶s (corre야)()n띠n밍y: 1.30 tlm; 
30-40 %; 41-48 %). 

R엉얹vesofω떠s. By the resu1ts of prospec따19 - estÏITlation works in 1961-1963 
byS.P. Vos뾰웠1Sky four coa1 1멍rers ill, 1 Y , V and VI (the thickness is hi양1er 

than 1.0 m 뻐d ash ∞ntent up to 40 %) w않 accepted in ca1cu1ation. The 
geIl얹alrε웠Vε:s of~ 뎌tegory for the depth up to 300 m are 242 mln.t. In the 
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C얹1tral part of the deposit a sitε of3 km2, suitable for development by open pit 
method was distinguished with the factor of OVIεrburden 10 뻐d with e작lected 

res앙ves50 m1n.t 

4. Recommended meth어s， volumes and conditions of works. 

4. 1. G∞logica1 tasks and m빼어s oftheir solution 

The realization of prospec파19 - estimation and prospecting works at the 
Mukhensky brown ωaldφosit is provided for the purpose of an estimation of 
prospects of the pres않1ceof∞머 and 갱lc내ationofres않ves of B + C1 categOly. 
The necessity of 敏 transition to the exploi빼on is de없피ned by d빼1eation 

and exploration of the site with the res앉ves in volume not less than 2 m1n tons of 
coa1, suitable for open mining ( overburden 짧or is 4.5) by a small pit 、Nith
productivity up to 200 ths t. Borders of the ar얹s of projected works are 
de없피ned by a 파피파19 파1않r factor of the ov뼈urden - 10. Thε area ofωal 
layers 빼며bution(3 km~， 빼S힘ng to the chosen 짧:or of ov뼈urden， 15 

located betw없1av;삶ley of the river Mu암1en， bymar양1 ofbasalts in the 엉st， 
and in the ) west, in the no며1 and in the south up to a natural thinning of strata 
ThewOI성ng layers in the coal-bearing patch are 4-5, they occur in the s뼈on 

170-200 m from the surface. Two upper in the s뼈on ωal layers of 
α1emorech없sky suite of Pal∞gene - NI∞gene are of the main value at the 
dφosit Thickness ofthe layers is from 3.0 up to 7.6m, the occurrence was n아 
foundoutAdφosit is of the 11 group of complexity. The maximum depth of 
explo빼on-170m. 

It is projected to study the d聊sit in the following s어uence: 

• 만ospec바19- 않따nation 없ge. To drill the area of 3 km2 by the network 500 x 
500 m on the left bank of the rivεrMu암1en (1,11, 111, At, VII, IX, 장， XII 

pro퍼es， 28 holes), where the m없imum close arrangement of coallayers to the 
sm훨.ce 15 e때ected. To s이ve the problem ofωallayers occurrence, to 뎌nyout 
the complex of glεophysica1 researches and of sampling, to begin 
hydrogl∞10잉ca1 works. To choosε a site of 1 sq. km for re때때on of 
prospec따19 works and preparation of coal res얹ves， suitable for developml않1tby 
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an open method, with 펴ctor of an ov않burden 4.5. To estimate reserves for 
categories c 1 and ~. 

• Prospec마19 없ge. Exploration of the 피'st 와age of development on the area, 
chosen for explor때on， (0.5 x 2.0 km), at ) two upper layers to ωndensε a 
network up to 250m x 25아n (III, IV, V, VI, Vll, VIII, IX, χ 장 profiles, 21 
holes). To detail an economic contour ofthe layer, especia1ly at its outcrop onto 
thε sur훨ce and in places of tectonic ruptures (30 holes). To pass 6 holes a10ng 
the axes of the future pit 1r없lch for a quany. To select pilot plant technologi떠1 

sample for e향>erÏment외 blU11Ïng of co떠s. To study hydrog∞logical ωnditions 

ofthed멍osit， physico - mec뻐ru떠landh댔윌1양n없mgc뼈rac없stics of∞a1. 

To ca1c띠ate the re앞ves ofB+Cl 떠tegory for a prime mining by the o:ffi뾰d 
parameters of conditions. To detennine suitability of remova1 rocks (c1ays, 
basa1ts) as 탱nguerawm없en떠s， possible occurrences of miner머此dw:없:er for 
b빠1∞logy needs. 

• Explo:빼on of the rest part of the deposit accorl이ng to adopted technique (19 
holt정:) for the putpOse of엉때때ng of economic re웠ves for prospect of coa1-
mining enterprise construction. Fina1 떠lc띠ationofres많ves and development of 
the 빼sibility 뺑ort of constant ∞nditions and development of Mu암lensky 

d악)()sita旅 thecαnpl，앉ion of exploration. 

ROSENGARDOVSKY BROWN COAL DEPOSIT. 

THE GENERAL INFORMATION 

Thedφosit is loc없ed in the vicinities ofPushkino v피age and Rozengardovka 
and Shivki railway stations in Bikinsky area ofK뼈barovskyt없itory. The relief 
ofthe area is a plain, with separ없 elevations up to 287 m (p뼈펴nomOlU1때n). 
At some distance, in the upper basins of the riv앉s Aira , Gorbun, Birus바a ’ 
Shivka , the largest right inflows ofthe Ussuri river, relief raises as ridges oflow 
비lls up to 450-50아n hei맹æ (B뼈바ca). πle dividεs are smωili어 sm，ωilily 

pass into slopes and lowlands. The 않행ness of slope is up to 15, rare more. The 
va1leys are swa1ly trough - and ke뾰:-like， relative excee이ng 70-160 m. The 
outcrops ofb뼈ock are absent 야 are strip야d in the artificia1 wor셈ngs a10ng the 
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auto - railway Khabarovsk - vl때ivostok The depth of the rivers makes the first 
meters in low water (0‘~tober - March), and in hi양1 water it inα-eases m sev때 
마nes. The floor of the rivers 엄 m빠ùy pebbled- 잃ndy-ar양llac∞US , the flood 
pl빠lS are~쩌m야d， gras와r. Rivers 뾰eæ in November, and the ice on the rivers 
15 αacked in the second half of April. Climatε of the area is monsoon
ω때n많tal. Winter is low-snowy, frosts are up to -15-20。꾀ght - up to -20-300 • 

The summer is warm, with the prevalence of g100my and rainy weather, when 
l낀) to 70 % of annual precipi빼on drops out. Temper없ure of air in the a姐n∞n

2ι24m빼nal35-40， atnight13-17.Pl빠1 sites are developed lUlder αups. The 
w∞ds grow as sma1l massi효 atthe 이없nce oftens 때om짧'S. Prev:없lsBroad
leave kinds of wood (b따:h， oak, lind없， ash..:뼈， the Si밟ian pine, nut), 
양ographic - economic situation of area is exc1usively b얹lefici떠. From the north 
to the south in the westem part of area there passεs railw:며'and 없rtomobile road 
ofr맹ub뼈nm댔파19. The network of roads of rε밍onalm엉nmg ωnnec뼈 the 
indus띠alo에없 and settlement 잉 deγelo야d In Bikinsky ar않 exc따 rε잉onal 

@뾰r B패n， th않 are num없'US sma1l settlements with the amolUlt of 
inhabitants from one up to ten thousands -Roz없탱rdovka， Pushkino, Boitsovo, 
Dobrolubovo, L않opilnoe etc. The popu1ation is engaged in 땅icu1ture， cattle
b뼈어ing， wood-wo폐ng， b띠l이ng， road indus따rm없nsport. 

Coal-bearing d따)()sits of Oligoc얹le - Mioc않e age 퍼1 the Lermontovsky 
dep뼈SSlon ∞nnec빼 with the v머1앙s ofthe rivers Bira, Birushka and S피.vki. 
Tota1 area of depression is ofthe order of 140 sq. km (7 x 20 km). on boards it 
g때뻐lly passes a chain of비lls up to 250-450 m hei맹1， combined m빠ùyby 
Mesozoic s어nner뻐1)' rocks. Roængardovskoe deposit inc1udes three si1es 

Pushkinsky, 1416 km 뻐d Py때le뼈， ∞nespon이n생y located in the v머leys of 
the rivers B뼈， Shivki and Birushka approximately on one 파les of a north멍st 

띠rection， the extr없le point of coal shows are 12 km apart from each other. By 
general preconditions in this depression the reserves ofbrown c떼s in volume of 
10-15 m1n tons are possible. 

Rle brief review of비story of geological researches. The 이scovery ofpre앞lce 

ofωal in thev떠ley conc앙ns to 1900, when a peasant A.P.Pustovitov has fOlUld 
outpi，야s of coal washed out by the river αlaplia near pus뼈10V퍼a똥 이 hi양1 
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W없er. π1eope피ng of a brown ooallayer is made by a prospect hole of 12.8 m 
in 1916 by 00，떠 manuf없urer L. LArtst and by hole by depth 74.6m by the 
얹1밍neerV. Tho때evsky in 1921. 

At 此 sites of 1416 km and Kommuna~야때letka the 00떠 shows are 
않tablished by drilling in 1932 by the 앉1맹1않 V. V. Borisov, information 때out 

findsofωal were received from the local inhabitants in 1913-1914 . 

Fur암1er nurnerous 따tempts to arrange ∞al prosp뼈ng and mining were 
tmde뼈ken by D，떠g∞l1rest and by others organisations, but ab앞1ce of gl∞d 

topogrnphic base and gl∞10밍대1 smvey, and 떠so 버ffic띠t hydrog∞10잉떠1 

cαldition and low level ofharφiVare opportunities practically deprived to 밍vean 
않timation to ooal shows (Artst, 1916; Pushkinsky ooal mining association, 
1919; 1댐10납1evsky， 1921; Shtempel, 1924; Dombrovsky, 1927; Kislyakov, 
1928; Pak, 1931; Smirnov, Borisov, 1932-1934; Kov외없ko， Sokohrikov， 1934, 
Pudov빼1， 1935). 

In 1940 M.V. Tsvetov ∞，mpiled the report and analysis of arc뻐valm않en떠S 

received in previous years, in ωnnection with the 따isen need of local indus따f 

m ωal . To that time th얹'e have been 때않며r drilled (m빠ùy by hand-op얹없d 

@퍼， p때y by Krelius mac페ne tool ) tens ofholes and some prospect holes were 
pass어， value of this work, d뼈itε of the lU1SUCC않sful decision of many tasks of 
prosp뼈ng and e:앵loration is remained tmtil rec앉1tly as the la않 g∞10밍떠1 

rese없-ches did not mention the tasks of ∞al ∞ntent 않바n때on of Ussurisky 
dep뼈sion， in the result ofthis work N.V. Tsvetov made the 않따n뼈onof않rlier 

works , as a result v，앉ypoorq빼tyofprosp뼈ng and exploration , ab앞1ceof 

S때SfactOIY geological basis was marked . With the pmpose of prospec비19of 
ωal-be많mgar얹S， suitable for an open ooal mining in 1957 the Bikinsky team 
(P밟많ko， 1962) 때riedo따 prospecting at the sites Pushkino and Pyatiletka. In 
to때 13 holes of gen없1 depth 1466 m were drilled at the former - six holes (452 
m) and one prospect hole at the 1따않. At Pushkino site the holes 412 and 413 
prove no며1않1 이p of the layer stripped in the q뻐ny. In the hole 412 the layers 
by thickness of2.15 occurred at the depth 129.7 m in the hole 413, in the interval 
of 45-74 m :five lay'εrs are crossed by thickness of 0.90 up to 2.5m. At the 
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이없nce of l .5km to the south by a hole 141 one more layer by thickness of 
2.60 따 depth of55.70 m was 짧ipped. 깐1e layer outcrops on the surface and was 
opεned by the local in뻐bitants by a quany 1따er. The g∞Imetri뎌1 characteristics 
ofthe layεr are nα found out due to p∞if allocation of workings to each other. 
Atthe sitε py때letk삶1e layers a coa1 were not rεV없1ed by holes, b따 earlierthe 
layer of thickness of 1.5 m was stripped herε. N.E. Petrenko (1962) camε tothe 
conc1usion φoutw1않k ωa1-content of the site pus파엠10 and ofhopelessness of 
the site Py때letka 

In the p떠od of 1963-1964 (Li암1t， 1965, 1978) the estimations of coa1 
presence in the area were 떠rried out and g'∞10양cal SUlVey of sc밟 1:200 어O 

with gen없1 prosp뼈ng which became the basis of modern unders때1띠ngof 

geological s1ructure of the territoη was made. In relation to coa1 shows and 
@엄mation of ωa1 cont얹1t of the area these works practically were limiκdto 

m않얹삶s of earlier y'얹fS， nothing adding to them, thou양1 the OWll mat많a1son 

geological s1ructure of territoty and 비stoty of development ω띠d 엉앞1tially 

이ffer앉1tly hi양ili양1t the pre앞1ce of coa1 in the depressions, especially in 
C며10Z01C. 

During 197.0 and 1984-1989 the area ofRos않19ardovsky d학)()sit was ωV앉ro 
by group gl∞b밍갱1 SUlVey of sca1e 1 :50 어0 α1aksim앉ù<o etc., 1970; 
Atrash앙lko etc., 1989). The 없n없rd geological map allows to solve various 
questions, inc1uding the condition of min얹a1 - raw bases for needs of the 
population of Bikinsky and Vyazemsky ar얹s. Unfortunately the 뻐a1ysis of 
pre앞1ce of coa1 in Cenozoic in these works was reduced to the summ따y of 
ear뼈 m많en떠s， but OWll achievements of study Ussuriisky basin have not 
received due in않rpretation， εspecially from the point of view of conditions and 
of coa1 accmn띠ationprospεcts. 

Below, a10ngside with others data, the information on stratigraphy and to 
m짧때 퍼파19 of thε basin received by Vyazemsky team (Atrashenko etc., 
1989) is used. The observations on two borehole profiles, crossing the basin 
from the north and nor삼1east to southwest and west are es야~1외ly useful for 
direction ofthe furtherresearches (boreholε profile 1 X - Y 1 1 1 and IX- Vll). 
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Since 1995 the license for ooal occurrence n엉r 폐age Pushkino was received 
by the B빼nsky Agroch않j뎌l-technica1 e뾰rprise for gl∞10양ca1 stuφT and 
brown ooal mining. During two yεars 때out 30000 tons of brown ooal was 
extrac없 Thε g∞10밍ca1 stuφ is carried out superficially: 15 short holes by 
depth up to 10-15m and by bα-ehole in와allation UGB -1 we얻 @피ed ， which 
can’t to 없ce the basic layer stripped by mine and prospect holes in 1920-30s, 
due to rather oomplex geolo밍떠1 struαure ofthe dφosit， found out on1y in 
gen앉a1. In total 21 holes WI뾰 @피ed by gen앉a1 volume 221 m. π1e 빼gment 

(ψout 170 m) of此 l째erwas 뾰ipped by this 얹1terprise by a super쉽cial (10-
12m) 대빠1)'， in which the strike of the layer and its thickness are visible enou양1 

definitely. 

In prospecting works the geophysica1 mεthods of e1ectric soun버ng 

m때ification (VEZ), with separation of acoustic wav1않 (AB) more than 50 m 
were inc1uded. The received CUlVes of VEZ are interpreted not un여uivocally， 

sm퍼ar to UES the hol(정 양ven under these data are c뼈rac없빼C 머SO offl∞ded 

alluvial- slide d따)()sits. The hol엉 made under th엉ed않ahavenot 뾰ippeda ωal 

layer, in basic they have ap야ared 없퍼ng， stopped ψove ooallayers. 

G∞b잉ca1 structure. 

In the vicinities of Rozengardovsky brown 00，떠 dφosit the volcanic and 
S어iment쩌T fonnations of Triassic, Cretaceous, Pal∞gene， N∞gene and 
Qu없앉nruy are widesp얻ad Loose and poorly cemε:nted d학)()sits occupy φout 
80 % ofthe area. 

Siliceous rocks strata (T 2-3 J2) are referred to the most ancient rocks, the 
O따:crops of which are detennined at the nei양1boring hei，양1ts (Pushkino, 287.아n 
etc.). The strata are oombined of li양1t -, blueish-grey and brown hematite
ωn빼ing silic∞IUS and siliceous-ar맹laceous shales, 460 m thick The 
observable 빼gments of folded structure are 뼈ibuted to so-ca1led Shivkinsky 
anticline (l니파1t， 1978), foc뻐edby 때m빼1 north-east 35-40. 

In tectonic blocks among Triassic rocks the blocks of Lower Cretaceous 
rocks occurred : ofrough and thin int뼈ed이ng of aleurolites and fine-gr밍ned 
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잃ndstones (;려eurolite strata and Uktursky suite after A.F Atrashenko, 1989). 
Orien뼈 blocks not naturally, but in genera1 have e1ongation along strike of 
layers (때muths of strikes 0-50 뻐d 짧~p dip in no며1없1 points). Thickness of 
dφositions within the ∞nsider벼 area is 500-700 m. Thε mσusive rocks are 
버strib따:ed wide1y in the nearest vicinities ofUssuriisky depression, mainly from 
the west and in the south of the area wh않 they combine thick intrusions of 
diorite - gran어iorite and granite compos뼈on. 돼야 occupy the divide parts and 
have relief-forrning meaning in Early and 터tε Cretac∞us. The ruptures have 
the important meaning in the fonnation of gl∞sync파1al - folded fl∞r and 
fonnation of Cenowic b빼s. Them캠ority ofth얹nconc않15 to the 뎌tegoη of 
inh려때 developing at 1텅st from the 앉1d ofLate Triassic. The 1않버ng role in 
the tectonics of the 따ea belongs to long-living wn엉 of 옮띠ts of no며1east 

이$디on， confonnable 、vith the strike of folded struαures. Birsky 훨피t is traced 
for more, than 50-55 km (az. simple. 45-50) along the deve10pment in rocks of 
sli이ng planes, breccias and hydroth않nal chang않. It is distinguished in 
graVI빼onal field by a step and local graviη anom떠les. 

Ess뾰따ly Push퍼nsky interval of the basin is obliged by its ori밍n just to this 
징'S않:m of 힘피ts. A large 떼ùt of northw，않t orientation passes there under a 
V떠ley ofthe"river α1aplia The valleys of the riv앉'S Shivki and Birushka have 
obvious tectonic ori밍nofthe 잃me orientation. The role of m려dian 빼ts in the 
stru따뼈 of the area is not so obvious. B따 the orientation of Birsky group of 
intrusive in ml떠dian 피rection 얄>ecifiεs that since L짧 Cretac∞IUS this system of 
fau1ts devel야뼈 as a wne of 않얹1Sions. In Cenowic all 파tedg∞10업갱1 

fonnations we얻 overl빠1 by unconfonnably 1커ng on them loose and poorly 
lithified deposits. π1e surface of depression bed is v1엠， rou양1 by virtue of 
primæy non-unifonn block subsidence. 8 holes WI앉-e dr피어 uptothe bas얹nent 
infonneryl얹l'S. 

In the base ofCenowic section shing1es, sand, c1ay, coaly ~밍llites， brown coals 
of Oligocene - Miocene occurred. The 1따ge field of their developm，앉1t is 
mapped ne않 pus바예10 폐age. on the left b뻐k of the river Bira A. F. 
A없shenko desαibed poorly lith퍼edn아 sorted m어ium- and ωarse-pebbled 
ωn잉omerares with blocks of underlyin맹19 silic∞IUS rocks. The idea 때out 
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deep pa1아bed entrenched here into Triassic d받)()sitions was sta뼈 onthe base 
ofthis.I뾰rbed버ng of more sortεd ∞ng10m없tει sandstones with laminas of 
a1eurolite of diff앉앉1t granu1arity is obs앉ved above. In th바101e 942 (depth 174.5 
m) thickness of 00없'Se-cl빼c part ofthe section 12 m-때 tothe 않st- s때1않st 

, 3.5 km from village L앉montovka and O. 6 km from a ooa1 q떠띠， i. e. the 
ωn생om없tes matk a board ofPa1∞gene bed of the basin at this part. 

π1e section is inα-eased at the hole near push피no v피쟁ε (Li암1t etc., 1965): 

1. Clay is light gray dense, ar맹址-like， at sites- 00떠y， 없rk-brown with thin 
(up to 5 αn) interlayers of brown ooa1. Sαäps of leaves of broad-leaved 
diωItyl벼onous. Among them incαnplete prints of leaves Alnus 
schma1h뻐웠1ÎÎ Grub. (此 definitions here and lower a旅 S. I. 
Nevo1ina) .... 20 m. 

2. Ar왜뼈 - light-gray with gre뼈sh 따11， at sites - 00떠ywith intεrlayers (up to 
3-5 αn) of brown 00;머， prints Alnus schm빠1뻐었1ÎÎ Grub ....... 17 m 

3. Sandstone - un아l1gran띠않 li양lt-gray， poorly cementεd by ar밍llac∞iUS 

ca1뎌reous cemen1, rare 양nn생es and graveL plerr뼈.ù vegl앉ative remains of 
C뼈f앉'OusM않$어uoia disticha (H e e I') , with inoomplete prints of leaves 
Alnus ... 7m 

4. π1e ar휠llite is li양lt-gray with gr않1ÏSh shade, with interlayers (up to 40 cm) 
of a1eurolite and of un여띠맹n띠ar sandstones. In ar밍llites an inter1ayer of 
00삶y a1euroli뼈siltstone) (up to 1 m) with low-thick intεrlayer of brown 
ooa1. Prints of M없seq01a 버sticha 따않)Miki sαäps of A c e r s p . , 
B e t u 1 a s p ., Alnus schm밟1aUSe피iGrub ... 7m. 

5. In않rca1없ed lentic버ar interlayers and nests of un여u1햄n내ar light-gray 
sandstone and light-gray ar맹lite (v1뼈뎌1str빼cation)， 뼈n int많layers of 
brown ooa1 .... 34 m 

6. Aleurolite -light-gray with interlayers (0.2-1 m), n않잉 andll없ses of ar왜뼈 
oflight-gray with gr없1ÏSh 뼈ade， 잃ndstone - uneq띠맹n내ar， light-gray with 
argillac∞IUS - ca1떠reous cem앉11， rare 양1in밍e and gravel oons패ng of 
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granitoids , thin interlayers of ∞a1y ar맹lite and brown ωa1. Scraps of 
Alnus sp. and other inde빼able broad-leaved , prints of twigs of coniferous. 
…7m 

7. Cong1omerates are poorly cemented, gray, on ar양llac∞'US해떠I∞us 

cement, the shing1e ∞nsists of granitoids, silic∞'US rocks, homfe1s by size up 
t06αn ... 13m 

The section is inα-eased to the no며1 from the hole 942 up to the q뻐띠 A β50-
400 m), it is not inve와19따ed. Near the q뻐ny A in the lower side of the ωa1 

layer by a band ofint빼어이ng of clays, loams and of잃nφ loams is developed, 
and 버rectly passing to the sole of the layer into water-saturated 파1e and 
m어mm-gr빠1ed sands. Thickness of deposits is more than 30 m. A ωa1-

bearing band occurs actu떠ly above. For cαnplete thickness it is αussed only in 
five holes No 69,70,71,100,102 and in one pro와g마19 mine 1, passed in the 
shaft hole 40. Tot떠 thickness of Oligoc앉1e -Miocene coa1-bearing complex in 
the vicinities ofLermontovka-Pushkino is 217 m. 

on the left bank ofthe river Birushka at the latitude of1ρnchakovsky fields, 
up to the railway up to Pre-Mesozoic socle 4 hol，엉 haveb않1 따ill어， whichhas 
ap야따'ed at depths of 30-70 meters, the slope of the basin is immersed to the 
SOuthWI않t. D앵th ofholes is from 64,7m up to 131.90 m. MI않ozoic siliceous 
and sanφ clay sha1es are overl빠1 by con생om앉ates and gritstones (thickness 
of a layer - up to 15,60 m) a1t없1따ed with a1eurolites . In the hole 421 at depth, 
lowerthan ω따-se-cl빼c band, the ∞a1 1ayer of thickness 빠0따 30 m occurs. It 
isthe 파st 갱Sε oflow，εr location in relation to a layer of con혀om많없:esofbrown 

∞a1. In the hole 450 n않r the central Lermontovsky fannstead the 
con생om，εratεs are stripped, the coa1-bearing band is absent. To the 않st4 km 
ne않 L앉montovka the cong1omerates ∞，mbinethε wh이ε part of the section by 
thickness of 63 m. on the ωn밍omerates the poorly ωndensed ar맹lites 

ωnformably occur, a1eurolites and 잃ndstones 때ove are passing into non
diagen웠ted formations. 

깐1e age of the considered depositions is based, on the d따a ofF.R L빠1t 

(1965), findings in hole 942 of Oligocene f10ra represented by Alnus, 
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SchmaIhausε:nii Grub, M，없seqUOl때빼ccha 떠웠)1때ci Ao많 sp., Betula sp., 
and in the q뻐ny on the left b뻐k ofBira river - Quercus sp. , llex sp., Coryl뻐 
sp., Uitis sp., F쟁us sp., VibunllUll sp., Rhamnus cf sφtentrionalis Krysht, 
Trochodendroides ar띠ca 따않)Beny etc. 

In the uppers ofthe section (holes 6 and 45) there is spore-pollinic spectnun, 
ch없cteristic for Oligocene-Miooene int없때 of time, in the area of v피age 
LennontoV:밟 (hole ll) they are overl빠1 by Pliooene b쐐ts (Iuf뻐S셔r 엎ies). 

Lc떠ly the eruption of basa1ts was preoeded by accwnulation of sand and 
pebble 11없ses (thickness up to 17m), 이엄뺑11S페nginthen않r-mouth part ofthe 
river Bira. 

Basa1ts are porous 없rk gray and ch않ry - red oolor. It is planned not less than 
three flows and oorrespondin생ycydεs of 앉uptions. Thickness of the ωIver -
피's1: tens m많ers. πle inoomplete section of Oligocene -Miocene deposi잉 was 
investig않ed by Yu. 1. Maksim앉lko (1973) at the 와ages of geosurvey works of 
sca1e 1:50000 a10ng line ofRassoshin-Shivki-Vidny-Birushka- to the no빠lof 
此 site of 1416 km . The larg'않t depth ofholes 26 m, b따 Oligooene-Mioc얹le 

d받)()sits are opened at depths of 10-15 m in the valleys of the rivers S피V퍼 and 
αrek Vidny, where the upper p않t of the s뼈on 15 represen뼈 as sanφ -
pebbl어 dφosits , overl외n byund얹'Slope rock debris and by blocks of Early 
Ple빼oene age. The ooa1-bearing layers probably are not stripp어 and occur at 
depth, the Oligoc앉le -1\힘@앉le d따)()sits are closer to the base of the s뼈on， 

whichgen없1 thickn엉sh뾰 is det없nined only at site of 1416 km. Within the 
site of 1416 km a section of Oligoc얹le - Miooene deposits is mainly represε:ntεd 
by the basic clays of motley ap야aranoe， sm머1 thickness by layers of sand finely 
andm，려lwn gran띠ar frequently fl∞d어， ofbrown ∞a1 and 00떠y and 00떠y
clay sha1es. R삶ler app뾰iable rolε is played by white kao파1 clays occurring 
:from the surface up to the base of the s밟on 따 이ffe얻:nt levels, suitable for 
ceramic and other purposes. A ω，mplete typica1 s뼈on for hole 10 k is given in 
aprosp뼈ng profile VI, dr피edbymac비neto이 K빼us up to the base. Dεpthof 
the hole in the are of m∞ψnwn wmping of ooa1-bearing basin is 103.9 m. on 
Mesozoic 잃ndstones and silic∞IUS sha1es here lay: 
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1. Motley color c1ays ....... 1.6 m. 

2. Quicksand ...... 3.아n 

3. Kaolin white c1ays .... 6.Om 

4. Co따'Se-맹ined ..... 4.아n 

5. Kaolin white c1ays .... 2.아n 

6. Motley color c1ays .... 2.0 

7. Coa1y shales (sole for 83.30 m) 0.60 

8. Altemation 잃ndy c1aysof 이ffeκ:ntc이or .... 1.23 

9. Co떠y shale ..... 0.27 

10.Sanφ c1ay ..... 1.75 

11. Brown coa1 .... 0.20 

12. Alten빼onofm"빼￡이ored 잃nφ c1ays ...... 4.55 

13. Altemation ofbrown coa1 str없a 이.50 m), coa1y sh떠es(0.40 m) and 

c1ay(0.2야n) .... 1.80 

14. Altemation of m빼-colored sandy c1ays .... 5.40 

15. Ar밍lac∞us 잃nd， in the upper part quicksand ..... 9.20 

16. A layerofbrown ωal with three interlayers of c1ays 

ω.20- .45m). ..... 5.74 

17. Clays sandy ...... 3.50 

18. Unequi행nu1ar 잃nd ..... 4.40 
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19. Coa1 band (brown ∞a1 -0,65, ∞a1y sha1e -1 ,41, layer of c1ay and sand-
1.05m, brown ωa1 -1.20, coa1y sha1e ---0.5, 않rth ωa1-O.36， ωa1y s뼈le-O. 

20, brown coa1-O. 24 m) ...... 5.61 

20. Mottled sandy c1ays (in 此 upper part in않layer of coa1 0.25m). .. .4.40 

21. Coars한햄ined sand, in the middle part - a layer of coa1y sha1e by thi밟less 

of 1.7m ... .10.82 

22.Al정rer ofbrown coa1 .... 2.15 

23. Interbed이ngof잃ndand white 뼈olin c1ay (l:1) .. .. 21.13 

Bre깅notoL짧 Pleistocene bed a river. Birus비없(grave~ sand, c1ay) is cut in 
them, all tog해ler they are overl머n by buried grOlU띠 and c1astic talus -
proluvium dφosits ofPl리stocene - Holoc앉le age. Wi뼈1 ofthe v'떠ley here is 
2300 m. Quatemary alluvia1 d뼈Isits crown the g∞logica1 section. They are 
I멍re엎lted by all뻐떠 loams, sands, c1ayι S비n양s. 퍼ckness ofQ뻐temary 

d한)()sits is 빠out40m. 

R엉ence ofco떠. The coa1 1매앉'S at th뾰 Sφara않d sites of Rozengardovsky 
d앵osit are 없따1없h뎌lly 않tab빼어: 1416 km, Pushkinsky and KommlU1a

py때lε없 The ωnc1usion for other sites φout ab앞lce of coa1 ac다nn버ation 

wou1d be prem때rre， tak:ing into account a low degree of the vall앙 exploration 
by dr퍼ing and complex ωn이tionsofocαnrence 빼많며r revl않ledcoa1 1며rers. 

1416 km site.Co떠-be따ing sn없a ofOligoc않le - Mioc않le age at the 1416 km 
site ocαlf as an irregular brachysync파le ofno뼈1않st strike 、mthun이ùation of 
the second ord앉~ the direction of 삼le aXtS 따nost coincides with hollow of a 
north않st strike in the most folded ba앞n얹lt It is obvious, that the ωa1-bearing 

band 얻P엉ts in basic the features of the basin base relief As 훨r as the d한)()sits 

are acαnn띠ated the leveling of the buried relief oc대rred. The w;외1s ofthe 
앙nc뻐C 뼈vev뼈ous 띠p， the 짧 one is more ste앵. Their dip angles jud，맹19 
by the core near the w;때s vruy in the range of 24-58, in 10뱅tudinal 

m않sur얹nent - do not exceed 15. 
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Towards the no펴1않st theacα-etion of the section of coal-bearing band with 
occurrence of new horizons is obsεrved. In the middle part of the prospected 
site these horizons are absent, WI않 washed off or did not deposit at all. 

At the prospected part of the site 1416 km up to 5 horizons of ∞al weκ 

d않않피ned， 0姐1 divided an10ng themselves by ar밍lac∞us - 잃nφ horizons, 
on the area of 1.0 sq.lαn ω.75õ1.50 km). Maximum thickness ofa ωal-be뼈ng 

band is 80-100 m. 

The deposit is located on the right slope of the river Shivki in 
the vicinity of 1416 km of the railway Khabarovsk - Vladivostok, 
by which the coal field is divided half-and-half. It is prospected by 9 
cross profiles through 100-150m and by 5 longitudinal profiles, in 
total by 65 holes, that corresponds to the prospecting network 250 x 
500 m. 10 holes were drilled up to a bed : 3-K (P rr - H H), which depth 
has made 123m, hole. 21k,13rr ,26rr (43,0:83,5m P rr - 1 y), hole. 
8rr ,22,12K .11 rr (36 .4; 7.0; 96.0 and 92.5m Pn -V) 7K and 10K (65 
and 102.9 m correspondingly P rr 11-VI). By these data the position 
of the most sagged part of the basin base up to 123 m nearly a 
central part of the fiεld appears. Common axis of the sync1ine is 
focused by azimuth 10-15 to the north. In cross-cut (west - east) 
direction the basin has asymmetrical structure: east wing is more 
steep and shorter, than westem one (1 60:500 m) . In the base the 
siliceous slates and c1ay shales arε stripped . The coal layεrs have a 
complex structure, they contain thin interlayers of coaly argillites 
and barren clays, the thickness of such interlayers is 20-30 cm 
sometimes more. In the sole of coal horizons thε coaly argillites are 
developed, in the roof sinks and furrows are frequent, filled by 
black and bluish - black c1ays with fragments of brown coal. There 
is little information about variability of the strata along strike and 
dip, in basic they are received at local sites and should not be spread 
to the significant distances. As creation of the layers among 
themselves still is not reliable. The first (lower) layer is apart from 
the native bed for 2.0-45.0 m and has the maximum thickness of 8.1 
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m on the west wing of the sync1ine and there it approaches nearer 
to the surface. The overlying layers are also enc10sed into sync1inal 
structure with the obvious tendency to reduction of areas and 
thickness upwards, leveling of an ancient relief, i. e. by reduction of 
dip angles in the same direction. The dip angles of walls, judging 
by geological sections and by core vary from 24 up to 58. The axεs 
of the most submerged parts are correspondingly undergone to 
counter-c1ockwise tum from lower to upper layer. But in any case 
the presence of coal of westem , more gentle wing of the sync1 ine is 
higher, than east one. 1n total five layers havε been cut divided 
among themselves by sand and by c1ays, i.e. the process of coal 
accumulation was faltering. The l-st horizon of coal deposition 
was prospected by 20 holes, but it remains unprospected in the east 
and south. The working layers are from 1 to 4. Brining to normal 
the average thickness of the working layers is 4.67 m, fluctuations 
are from 1-3 m up to 8.8-1 1.2 m. The area is 217000 m2• 

깐1e 2-nd horizon ofωa1 deposition occurs 0-33 m above, it is sep않없:edby 
엉nds locally w，없er -bearing, partly li뼈ed by ar업llac∞us m않eria1. It 뼈s a 
simple 뾰따ure of one - two contiguous layers of coa1 prospec때 by 28 holes of 
mech뻐떠1 and hand-oper없eddr퍼ing in both sides from the railway. Brir맹ng 

to nonna1 the aVI없gethickn엉s of the layer is 2.51 m, fluctuatiOllS are in range 
of 1.24 up to 7.32 m. The area is 340 (깨o m2• 1t is unprospec때 towardsno삐1. 
The 3-rd horizρn occurs 3-19 meters 뼈ove. Betw없1 layers 2 and 3 clay and 
sand occur. The structure of 3-rd horizon is shaIply diff앉얹1t from two lower 
ones, in that it is signi且cantly øåïξ하íÿ a10ng strike and in it subhorizρIllS (up to 

threε:) can be distinguished. Brin밍ng to nonna1 thickness is 2.09 m, with 
fluctuatiOllS from 0.93 m up to 4.07 m. The area - 131 500 m2• In its soil th않 
aregrayand 없rk -black clays, locally - water-때rrated sands. It was prospected 
by 23 holes of hand에P앉없:ed and mechani떠1 dr퍼ing， the outcrops of a layer 
under Quatemary detrita1 deposits is not substantiatεd by workings. The 
significant part of r않많ves is under the railway. 
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The 4-thhorizon is located 12-18m 빠ove， its narrow strip (from pro:file VI up 
to a profile III) is not prospecκd， neithεr northwards nor southwards . 1ts 
presence is drawn by 5 holes, the working thickness is ε:stablished only in one 
hole -1 .22 m. In the roof ofhorizon c1ays occur , in the soil- 잃nds and c1ays. 

깐1e 5-th horizρn is located 10-20 m above and is loc따ed between profiles V 
and 1'1. It is stripped in 4 holes, thickness- 1.12 m. To the south it has beεn 
washed o:ff or did nα deposit In the roof c1ays occur , in soil -잃nds. A verage 
volumetric mass of ωa1 is 1.31 t / m3• At the pro얄xx;ted site it is possible to 
notice more 야 less si맹ifi떠nt persistence of ωa1-be따ing horizons, especia1ly 
lowlεr three ones. 

However ωa1 mass has a oomplex structure. At ωn-elation of the next holes 
the 띠엄nctions in the structure ofbands, occmrence of new layers ωIme to li양1t， 

the change of ooa1 by ooa1y sha1es, merge of separate horizons (bifurcation), that 
te엄펴es to signi且cant 펴Cl않 variability of produαive bands. Remar없ble fi댔ure 

of the deposit of 1416 km is oonvergencε of ooa1 1ayers towards the no빠1west 

w떠1 of the basin, at the 헬:>ense of which th않 is a tot띠 m따ease ofoo;떠 mass 
and increase of unifonniη of intema1 structure ofbands less interlayers of 00떠y 
sha1es and c1ays, I벼uction of their thickness. 깐1e v，때ations of ooa1 thickness 
are insignifi떠nt Factor of pre앞1ce of ooa1 is 5-7. So-ca1led interlayers 
oombined by barr않1 rocks (sand, c1ays) wi뼈n the prospected part are 
m빠1tained 빼1er well, as horizρ'ns， but their thickness loca1ly ∞Insid없bly 

varies. Increase of thickness 빠ove synforms as a resu1t leve파19 of relief is 
es야cia1ly typica1. 

Clays of various oolor and composition: from pure c1ays up to sandy, having 
없rkc이or， a1most black and gray, abs이utely white, essentia1ly 없olin， are 와so 
met , the str뻐fication is ob앞ved. 

Sands are of various granularity, sometimes with s바19le， 뼈gments of 
charred 따nber， essentia1ly arkose. A part of잃ndsarew:없er-be없ing， loc외1ywith 

l얹lseS of quicksand. Sarnpling and chemica1 ana1yses of ∞a1 were made in 
1930s , more recent 없taaren아 available. The qua1itative characteri와lCS are 
뼈eived for 38 sarnples from 21 holes, in basic from two lower layers. 
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Humidi‘ty is from 11.49 up to 31.70 % (more than 20% in 4 samples). Vol때Iεs 

are from 27.89 up to 40.55%. Cokes - from 22.55 up to 38.00 %. Ashes from 
6.26 up to 33.52 %. (more than 20.00 in 11 잃mples). Caloricity (by bomb) 잉 
from 3354 up to 5206 (in two thirds of samples the calori且c ability is hi양1er 

4000 calorie이， su1hlr U〕때 - from 0.20 up to 0.58 %, carbon - from 36.02 up to 
53.38%. Hydrogen - from 2.02 up to 4.40 %. Ni1rogen + oxygen - from 10.20 
up to 30.89 %. D않sity - from 1.20 up to 1.55. By its properties brown ωal 
from the site of 1416 km is c10se to Artemovsky and Basovsky ones . Physical 
properties of co떠: color of ωal - du1l-black-brown, of d않se ω，mposition， 

som따nes sc빼:ose. Among mass of coal th않 are interlayers of lignite , 
않야cially in the upper layl않; the hardness is significant, from a pillar it is 
separated by pieces of weight up to 50 kg, outcrops of fines - up to 40 x. The 
coal well ignites and btnllS by a long f1ame. Q빼ty of lower layers is hi양1않 

than up야~ ones. Coal is dim durain with insi맹i펴뎌nt amount of thin veinlets of 
homogeneous vi1raÏn (up to 1 mm). Among dim durain ωalth않 없 lentic버않 
ofli맹ite with the d않r1yexpressed stru따ureof마nber. π1e 이m interlayers have 
inc1usions of pitch li양1t yellow color as ovoid up to 6 mm in a diameter 
sc와따-ed non-unifonnly in ∞al. The basic 옮bric is repre엎1때 by sα'aps of 
veg없tive remains, numerous microspores, th뼈ds of a cutic1e and pitch bodies. 
The coal is litte뼈 with 00강 m따려al and by v'없T small sp파1따S ofmin않a1 

g떠ns， with a diam앉앉 ofpartic1es 0.01 mm and 1않s. 

Site Push힘no 

Thep뾰않1ceofωal Pushkinsky sitε is detennined only in gen앉a1 fi않n뾰sand 

develops from isol없어 없taof버fi않nty댔'S. 깐1e ∞allayer outcrops onto the 
M험ceunder Qu없emaryll∞se detrital d학)()sits， which thickness on the left bank 
ofthe river αmpli꺼암la changes from 4-5 m up to 9-12 m. In the inteIval170 
m it is stripp어 by a quany and along 바lP it is traced by boreholes for 600 m. 
Angles of a ωallayer 이lP are authentic not detenninable, but gauging by a 
compass of a line of sole :fragments in the q뻐따T proves to be true no펴1없1 버p 

of a layer, appar앉1tly， not more steep than 45. A quarηTWas passed 버뾰tlyon 

theh않d of the layer, which thickn엉s here ac피eV1않 4.5-5.0 m, is and oriεnted 
from east to the west from 260 up to 270, smoothly b않1이ng， more probable it 
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W파 ωnnect with the interval of a layer obs앉ved on the ri양1t bank of the river 
α1때liev빠1a (river Gorbun - by ml어없1 topographic basε:). 

Soil of the layer after ex없ctions has the gofer character, it is smlωIthly b앉1t 

with the amplitude Up to 7-10 m in the intεlVal of 50-60 m . Rather deep sinks 
are visible in the 00떠 layer from above, they are obliged by their ori양nto 않ly 

Quatemæy washout and redeposition. 

By the data of N.E. Petrenko (1962) the layer 1 stripped along dip, in the 
holes 412 has thickness 2.60 m , 00떠 mass 2.20 m. The dεpth of occurrence is 
127 m, ash ωntent of ωal is 22 %. In the hole 413, 5 layers are 뼈P야d at 
depths of 45 up to 73 m. The thickness changes from 0.90 up to 2.60 m. The ash 
oont않t varies from 20 up to 40%. 깐1e ooal is brown of banded texture, 
sometimes homogeneous, ana1yti때 moisture is 12-16%. The oontent of 
volatiles is 、mthin 55-57%, tota1 su1fur -0.20-0.60%, 뎌rbon by oombustible 
ìàññι65-67 of%, hydrogen for cαnbustible mass is from 3 up to 6%. Calorific 
ability of combustible mass on bomb is 5600-6253 KI뎌1s. 

By 없gments of ωal of the various size are oontamin따ed overlying Middle 
Qua없ruuy san여 loam clastic formations, fom파19 the 빼 뼈ove-f1∞d-pl빠1 

terrace (6-9 m) ofthe river αmplie띠암1a. 

Bl뻐ket-like ov1εrlapping of outcrops of ω떠 layers of Quatemæy d야)()sits， 

local washouts and 빼1er abrupt an양s of dips at the outσops are the fuctors, 
which practica1ly exclude plì따@바19 of new ooal layers by short hol，엉.In 
gen얹cù for ooa1-bearing strata the frequent change of faciεs from fluvia1 coarse 
g머ned up to thin oxbow and lacustrine - marsh is charac따istic， up to pre앞1ce 

of interlayers of li맹ites of gray 001따19. The hydrogeolo밍ca1 charac뼈stic. 

Within the d야>osit the s없ndard hydrogeolo양ca1 SUlVey of sca1e 1:2어어Owas 
carried out. The dr퍼ing ofhydrog∞logica1 holes and s빼onary pumping out 
was not 때ried out. The underground w.따않'S are developed eV1며rwhere , they 
are oonfined to various rocks and move in the west direction in oonformity with 
a slope of the U:없rri river valley with speed φout 20 m/day. The re.맹ne of 
underground watεrs is changeable and depends on precipitation. All waters are 
뼈h 、mth min뼈Ïzation up to 300 여 hydrocarbona뼈-chloride， mixed by 
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cations, neutral, W'얹kly acid or w'얹kly 외없피le suitable for drinking. By 
stratigraphic position, ωnditions of occurrence and lithologo-petrographic 
ω，mposition of rocks the following rock complexes are a110cated 

:-w;없~be때nghorizρn of recent and Quatematy a1luvi떠 d때sits; unpre없"e， 

disc뼈rge 0.0811 sec in we11s, 2.9-8.0 l/secs in the holes, the factors of a fil1:t때on 
changε from 8.4 up to 32.5 m1day, thickness 20-25 m; - water-bearing ωImplex 
ofOligoc않le - Mioc앉ledφosits , self-flowing out, discharge in holes is 10-12 
m /sec, with decrease of 1，ε:vel from 1.5 up to 26 m; depth of occurrence not less 
than 20 m; - the 이scharges in holes 1-3 .4 1s / sec, decrease of a level till21-30 m, 
훨ctors of a fil뼈tion 0.1 1-0.28 1s / days water-bearing a cαnplex of volcanic 
rocks; 

-w없앉. compleχ ofs어imentary rocks, discharges in holes 1.33-4.3 1 / sec, 
decrease of a level from 2.0 up to 14 and, factors of filtration - 0.09-1.11 m1day. 
Push피nsky the site is ωn펴ned 이rectly to a swamped 、ra1ley of the rivers 
Gorbun-Bira, charac없ized by the freshet re밍me. Some difficu1ties ar않 

bec없않 ofpre엎lce in the section ψove ∞all째er 때*잃nd and 1，해ses of 
잃nd， 、mth srr때1 or large 뼈m생es.Aw，따앉. flow into coa1 mines by out-of-깅$ 
data was in the volume 150-200 cub m / day. 

Site Kommuna py때letka 

In the be양nning of 1930-s yl갱rs five holes by depth from 19 up to 58m 
werepas잉， one of which (hole 27 rr ) has striped a coa1 때er with thickness of 
2.60m. πle depth of roof occun앉lce is 40,60 m is direct near the base of the 
bas피 lower than gravel-co뺑om，앉ate horizon. 

Conditions ofωa1 accumu1ation- πle basic features of a relief w'앉"e fonned in 
Late Cretac∞US， a姐 앉1ψItiOns of Alψ뻐sky cαnpleχ of volcanites and 
injection of Late Cretac∞us and Early Pa1∞얽le mσusions. In the sys압nof 
the 때야r basin of river Bira the m땅natites ω，mbine the hi양1없 parts ofthe 
relief T뼈ngintoac∞，unt that fact that in dr피ed up to the base Cenozρic basins 
the li따(s ofm땅natic ori맹1 were not stripped it is possible to think, that 
Lennontovs없ya basin and basins similar to it developed ω，mpensationa1ly， 
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a雄 spa때 detennination of a stIuctural position of m맹na-l않이ngc뼈nnels. 

The most charac없istic fi댔뾰 of Prec앉10ZOlC 비st01)' of development of 
t않itOly is the block divisibility as a cons어uence of quasitropic 없tε by 
mec뻐nica1 properties of rocks. Epoch of blocks 없b피zation 때ls on Eocene. 
(16.9 m. y.). 

Still not many facts on high-a1titude position ofblocks have been accum빼:ed， 
but there are a1l grounds to ∞Insider， that to the bε양nning of coa1-fonnation the 
morphology of the basin basement was charac없없d by a1~on ofr빼ler 

$얹1때 roughness, large subsidence oflocal plates, fi여uently with rather steep 
slopes, which steepness loca11y 얻ached 40- 45. Con생oml얹짧s have d많um 
m따km없피ngfor 이뾰ngws비ngsuchar없s. 

The aIla1ysis of the dr퍼ingd없a has shown, that the f100r of the B따lShkariver 
V려1ey， left-bank part of the Bira river from the part-time 훨nn， in the 않st， up to 
the central maIlor, in 삼le west, Gorbun river va1ley in their base are fonned by 
:fine- aIld coarse-양llll양 con밍oml않없s.， The m없imum thickness of 
con밍oml없않s are found out in the holt경 421 (40 m) 3 km of coa1 occurrence 
1416 km, in the holes 417 (63m), 410 (67m), 411 (30 m) -0.5-0.7 km from a 
coa1 1ayer 1.site Pushkino. These ar없S of intensive 펴과19 of the basin with 
rough tenigenous m없eria1 are least favorable for a buria1 place of vegetation aIld 
co:떠-fonn때on 

The 따ea of coarse-맹ined m따앉ia1 washout aIld remova1 in Early 
Oligocene, jud，맹19 by a profile Ix -VII (the fig.), which tota1 e앓nt is 12.5 km, 
Was the cen없1 block betw않1 the rivers Birushka aIld αmplia (a fig.). In this 
S뼈on it is se없 that ∞n밍omeratε slopes are placεd at some distance from 
잃nφ - day aIld coa1-bearing 옮Cl'엉， whichd야)()sited fur삼1εr from aIl axis of aIl 

int얹1떠 uplift. Thus according to distribution of facies the structure of 
Lennontovsky basin not only telescopic, b따 떠so asymmetric. 

The coa1 shows obviously gravitate to the layers combined by thin day 
fractions, which accumulation is possible in qui야 없gnaIlt basins. 깐le strip of 
such fonnations 뎌nbe 밟얹dy 바엄nguished t여ay on the left slope ofBirushka 
river, between the borders of outcrops of Triassic s여Im하]빠y rocks aIld 
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ωng10m없tε slope, bε밍nning from 1416 km up to Lonchakovo fields, its total 
length makes 빠0따 10 km. Wi뼈1 of near-valley co떠 prospect area is about 
1km. The maximmn depth of co삶 strata occurrence on e없mple of 1416 km 
ooal show is about 100 m, in basic is in int없때 ofO-80m. πlep얹멸)ectÏve not 
prospected bro뻐 ooal resources in this part of the basin are estim많edin 10mln 
tons. The infonnation ψout struαure of nor암lem deflection loc없ed lUlder a 
valley of the river Bira can be received from cumu1ative data of the 없않rchers 

of the last yl엉rs. The deflection is traced in a latitudinal direction not less, than 
for 10 km and is the most perspective for ooal part ofLennontovsky depression. 
The pot없때 resources by this pu하1퍼nsky ω떠-be않ing strip are 10 mln.tons, 
from them 1.5-2.0 mln tons are suitable for 0야ned development on the base of 
thisd학)()sit the oonstruction of two pits with productivity of200 thousand tons 
ofoo;떠 뻐n빼y is necessary which will supply by ωalB빼nsky， Vyazemsky 
m얹s and Khabarovsk Cost of oonstruction of the pits is about US $ 8-10 mln 
of 버rect inv1않tments. The pay back p려od ofthe inv않tments -2 yl댔'5， with 
profitability not lower than 17 %. 
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껴16 장- 공동연구 개발 목표 달성도 및 대외 

기여도 

1. 연구개발 목표 달성도 

1) 당초 연구개발 목표 

CD 극동 러시아 지역의 자원자료 수집 및 분석연구 
@ 유망자원의 경제성 검토 

@ 유망자원에 대한 국내기엽의 개발유도 및 기술지원 

2) 연구개발 목표 달성도(목표의 100% 달성) 

CD 극동 러시아지역에 대한 자원자료 수집.분석완료 
(마가단주， 캄차카주， 프리모리주， 하바로브스크주， 아무르주， 유태인자치구) 

g 방대한 지역(남북한 면적의 약 10배)을 현장답사를 통한 자료 수집.분석 

완료， 향후 업그레이드 예정 

e 각 州의 위원장 및 자원전문가와의 직접 협의를 통한 자료수집 

@ 유망자원의 경제성 검토 완료 빛 국내 기엽의 개발유도 

e 하바로브스크 델마금광산 개발유도 송 쌍용(주) .고려아연(주) 

공동개발 의향서교환 

결과 0} IMF로 개발 잠정중단 

e 프리모리주 게르마니움자원 개발유도 * 영유통(주) 
결과 * 추진중 

@ 기타 국내 빛 현지 한국기업에 유용자료제공 및 자문 

e 이루쿠츠크 맘수루다운모광 개발자료 및 미분기술 자료제공(대림)동 

다수(신아원-Graphite자료， 천연가스연구회-극동천연가스 현황자료， 동 

양활석-활석자료) 

e 현지기업(삼성. LG. 효성퉁)에 자원자문 

e 기타 현지 개인기엽에 자원자문 

2. 대외 기여도 
CD 현재까지는 극동지역의 자원자료 수집.분석에 주력 
@ 향후는 자원과 관련된 기술파악 빛 기업화추진예정 
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@ 극동러시아지역의 자원관련 업무를 자문하는 센타로 기여할 것임 

꽤 7 장- 공동연구개발결과의 휠용계획 

1 절. 한. 러자원공동연구센타(때C) 홈페이지(현재 지원중) 

한. 러 자원공동연구센타 홈페이지는 러시아에 관한 모든 유용자료를 제공하기 

위하여 작성한 것이며 현재 자료의 정리단계이므로 향후 지속적으로 엎그레이드를 

할 예정이다. 

한. 러 자원공동연구 센타 홈페이지 검색 방법 

φ 한국자원연구소 홈페이지를 선택한다 http://www.kigam.re.kr 

• English ， Korean중 Korean을 크뢰 한다. 

• “다른 사이트”를 크럭한다. 

æ Other Site중 

• “연구소 WEB"을 크럭한다. 

• “한. 러 자원공동연구센타”를 크럭한다. 

@ “한. 러자원공동연구센타” 홈페이지중 Korean율 크릭한다. 

홈페이지의 구성은 다음과 같다. 

항 한. 러 자원공동연구 센타 

(인사말씀， 설립목적， 설립배경，주요업무，공동연구기관， 연락처 ) 

g 극동 러시아지역 개요 
(7-107H Item으로 구성되며 각 Item은 상세히 Subitem으로 구성 ) 

였 극동 러시아 주별소개 

(아무르주， 츄코카주， 유태인자치구， 캄차카주. 코리약차치구， 하바로브스크주， 

마가단주， 프리모리주， 사하공화국， 사할린주) 

• 지도에서 각주를 Click하거나 옆의 안내판에서 주명을 따라 Cl ick한다. 

g 극동 러시아의 천연자원 
• 엎그레이드중 

였루자안내 

• 루자환경(작성중) 

• 합작기업 설립법 

• 러시아 광업법 

• 러시아 금광개요 

• 한. 러 자원공동연구켄타가 추천하는 사업(엎그레이드중) 

• 극동지질위원회가 추천하는 사업 

• 러시아 자원관련 기관주소록 
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• 기타 유용자료 목록(작성중) 

g 여행안내 
• 러시아 여행시 안내사항 

• 국제선 시간표(하바로브스크) 

• 극동지 역 주요도시 호텔안내 

• 극동지역 주요도시 시가도 

였초기화면 

2 절. 연구결과의 기업화 추진예정 

가) 하바로브스크 델마금광 개발 

- 한국기업(고려아연，쌍용)과 러시아 Artel Primorye社와 공동개발 

계획중 IMF로 잠정중단 

- 매장량 10톤， 품위 명균 9gr/t으로 개발조건 매우 양호 

투자규모는 약 300만불 정도로 추산 

나) 프리모리주 게르마니움자원 종합개발 

게르마니움은 선진국서 광섬유의 원료소재로 최근 각광 

- 러시아는 Ge의 축출.정련기술을 보유 

- 향후 세계 Ge시장의 전망이 밝음 

- 투자규모는 1000만$-1500만$로 추정(개발+추출정련 프랜트) 
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철] Korea Russia 

한 · 러 자훤공동 연구챔터 
흙nin양r없 흉eso씹rc흩훌 Res흩3r￥:h C용뀐짧r 

훌짧뚫， 훌훌 Korean ' Engllsh 

당신은 1않혔년 3월 10일 이후 
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‘λ. 

홈페이지에 오신걸 환영합니다. 

ω 환 핍 짧·월팔활밸댐뺨 IE~ 
이곳에는 극동러시아지역의 천연자원 및 유용자료롤상세히 넣었습니다 

많은이용바랍니다 

~' 
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• 러 AI 마의 겹닫기술 천언자원 국내미전 
• 욱방권 자원정책의 켠진기자 구축 
• 러 AI마 천연자원 및 7J원판련 기술수집，운쩍 
• 국내기엉엌 자원투자 쩌|반기술 XI 원 

설립배경 

• 대룡령 러 Alm 방문시 과학기술협력 합의 (94.5) 
-;}~"1 1 ~ :>Q-과 쳐 TI 고도ot 그 버 01 쳐~ "Ü"tOI {QA C、
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원 Territorial Survey 

i) Government Officials 

‘덩 Population and Labor 
시ì Ag꺼culture 

펀 Transporta까on 

戀 Industry 
o. Introduction c.t Mlnlng :;:, FißhJng 
o ηimber， Pulp and Paper 
o Energy Includlng 011 and G85 

èl Manufacturing andProc&sslng 
() Food Proc85slng and Other Consumer Goods 

(J Foreign Trade 

〔긴 Banking and Finance 
원 Portfolio Investment and the Stock Market 

G Environment 

;강 Law 

깐 Telecommunications 
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~~카주 
호리약 ~.쳐구 
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~._-_ .. ---‘-- 극동러시마사업 투자안내 

1. 사업 투자환경 

2. 러 AIO~ 한작기언 성린번 

3. 러시아팍언번 

4. 러시 N 금곽캐뮤 

5. 한 · 러 자원공동 연구뻔|타 (MRC)가 추천하는 시업안내 

6. 1996녀 돋 러시아 극독 지징위뭐회 IDALGEOLCOMl카 후처하 
하바루효λ피지역 사언아내 

1991년도 러시아 극동 지질위월회 (DALGEOLCO씨가 추천한 
극동지역사업안내 

7. 러시마의 자원 관련 유관 기관 주소록 

8. 기타유용자료목록 
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여행안내 

• 러시아여헛시 아내사핫 

• 국저|서 시가휴 !하바묻닙λ걱l 

• 콕못지역 주g투서 후앓아내 

• 극못지역 주류투시 시가투 
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5) 캄차카 안내서 
6) 캄착카 Volcanic사진집 
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12) Hydrothermal System 
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48) A Semi-Annual Publication , Russian Far East Directory , 

Autumn/Winter‘, 1995, Register USA , Inc. , Indianapolis , in USA , 

Third Edition , ISBN 0-9642408-2-3 , 290pp. 

49) MOCKBA , 1995, ATLAS OF KHABAROVSK KRAI , 48pp , ISBN 5-85120-021-9. 

50) Inter‘ national Information Agency<Inform-Ethnos) , 1993 , Welcome To 

Cooperation With Khabarovsk Territory - GUIDE FOR BUISSNESSMEN, 

Prepared by Committee of Economy , Department of Foreign Economic 

Relations and Department for Natural Resources of the Khabarovsk 

Territory Administration , with Participation Economic Research the FEB 
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RAS , 42pp. ISBN 5-86327-001-2. 

51) ryrH CCCP , 1989 , Topographic Map of Xabarovsk Krai (1 :1, 000 , 000) , 상， 

중， 하. 

52) Bakulin , Y. , 1994 , ATLAS of Polyfactor Models of Far East Gold 

Deposits , Far East Research Institute of Raw Materials (DVIMS) , 8pp. 
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Far-Eastern International Investment Conference , 2pp. 
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